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Critical moment in test of liquid propellant rocket engine is recorded by these fast moving instruments being filmed
by Rocketdyne Film Unit. Rocketdyne is the largest manufacturer of liquid propellant rocket engines in the Free World.

ROCKETDYNE FILMS ROCKET ENGINE TESTS
WITH MITCHELL CAMERAS
Advanced Research Films Plus Top Industrial Features Filmed by 21-Man Unit

The Motion Picture Unit at Rocketdyne, a division of North American
Aviation, Inc., employs both 16mm and 35mm Mitchell cameras to accu¬
rately record testing of power plants for the Air Force Thor IRBM and
Atlas ICBM missiles, and the Army’s Redstone medium range and
Jupiter IRBM weapons.
Camera dependability is of critical concern where months of preparation
go into each test, and retakes are impossible. Mitchell cameras assure
uniform excellence of highest film quality and trouble-free operation
that no other camera can match.
Other Rocketdyne films, like the full-length prize winning documentary
“Road to the Stars,” demand extreme camera flexibility. Special Report
films, for example, involve interior shots of plant and production lines
which normally would require prohibitively expensive lighting. Mitchell
cameras, with their 235 degree shutters, do this job easily with a mini¬
mum of lighting equipment.
To obtain information on the world’s finest motion picture cameras
write today on your letterhead. Please specify your interest in literature
on the Mitchell 16mm camera—or the 35mm camera.

Precision Test Firing of Rocket Engine at Rocketdyne’s Pro¬
pulsion Field Laboratory is recorded by Mitchell Camera in
remote 1600 acre test area in Santa Susana Mountains,
California.

CORPORATION

666 WEST HARVARD STREET
GLENDALE 4. CALIFORNIA

Cable Address; "MITCAMCO”

Scene from "Road to the Stars,” v/hich won Camera requires great flexibility from long
the top award in the Industrial Film Produc¬ range to close-ups like this which shows the
ers Association competition, shows camera Mitchell shooting a precise view of panel
unit in plant with Mitchell on track-mounted operations in the recording center during a
test.
dolly. Producer-Director was Bill Adams.

85% of Professional Motion Pictures shown throughout the World are Filmed with Mitchell Cameras

INDUSTRY
NEWS
A method of utilizing color television
to improve color motion pictures and
still photography has been developed
hy Hazeltine Research Corp., Little
Neck, N. Y. Company has developed

SYSTEM WOXHOLT"
The Key to Cinematography
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an instantaneous electronic color film
analyzer which can display at once on
a color television receiver a positive
color picture from a color negative.
This picture will show exactly the qual¬
ity of positive print that can be ob¬
tained from the negative in the actual
film printing process.
The instrument permits immediate
adjustments for desired density and
color balance by providing instan¬
taneous data for the entire film and for
area masking as well. It also allows for
full use of the large tolerance in nega¬
tive color film to offset poor exposure,
according to the company.
It has been announced that a pro¬
totype model of the Hazeltine Anal¬
yzer has been used by several large
motion picture film processing labor¬
atories,

which

reported excellent

re¬

sults.

•

•
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Dates for two important Workshops to
be presented by The Calvin Company,
Kansas City, Mo., have been set by the
company. February 2 through 4, 1959,

ECONDS

Handle customer 35 mm ColoT Film in 10
seconds or less — free from film domage
with the miracle Presto Splicer. CompleteFy ^
outomotic 2 second splicing action ond self
alignment ossures perfect splices every time
— even in the dark room.
The amazing Presto Splicer eliminates ad¬
hesives, emulsion scraping, and ail the mess
normolly associated with out-doted splicer
methods. Presto Splicer permanently butt¬
welds the film back to its originol condition
— end to end. Double thickness is done awoy
with OS well as out of focus frames. Film
is automoticolly re-plasticized when fused.
Write for illustroted Brochure.

PRESTOSEAL MANUFACTURING CORP

37-27 33rd STREET
LONG island city 1, NEW YORK

Export Dept.; Reeves Equipment Corp.
IDE. 52nd Street, New York City, New York
Coble: Reevesquip, New York
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are the dates selected for the 13 th
Annual Motion Picture Production
Workshop to be presented on Calvin’s
Kansas City sound stages.
The three day session will be de¬
voted to an analysis of the process of
producing motion pictures in the in¬
dustrial and allied fields. Sessions will
include screened illustrations, displays,
and talks by leading film producers and
Calvin staff personnel.
The Third Medical Motion Picture
Workshop, sponsored by the Veterans’
Administration will be held in the Cal¬
vin studios March 16, 17 and 18, 1959.
The three days will be devoted to
discussions of processes employed to¬
day in producing motion pictures in
the medical and allied fields.
There is no charge for attending the
Motion Picture Workshop or the ban¬
quet that concludes the session. A fee

News briefs of
industry activities^
products and progress

of $100 is required of those attending
the Medical Workshop sessions. For in¬
formation and reservations, write The
Calvin Company, 1105 Truman Road,
Kansas City 6, Mo.

•

•

•

A weekly newsreel in color, 1,000
feet in length is planned by the J.
Arthur Rank Organization, London,
starting early this year. Cameramen
will use Eastman Color negative. New
color newsreel will replace Rank’s Gaumont British and Universal Newsreels.

•

•

•

Thanks to a government appropria¬
tion of $60,000, the paper-film re¬
clamation project ot fhe Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, be¬
gun in 1948, will be resumed and com¬
pleted.
The two-year research, led by former
Academy President George Seaton, for
revenues necessary to reactivate the
dormant project ended late last sum¬
mer when Congress okayed the appro¬
priation to the Library of Congress.
Immediately following, Kemp Niver of
Hollywood, inventor of the Renovare
process used to convert the paper
to film, was awarded the reclamation
contract.
The paper prints of motion pictures
originated in the early days of film
making as a means of obtaining a
valid copyright, and picture important
events and personalities between 1894
and 1912, when the practice was aban¬
doned.
The Academy spent approximately
$300,000 on the reclamation project
between 1953 and 1956, when avail¬
able funds were depleted and the pro¬
ject was abandoned.

•

•

•

H. W. Remerscheid, Vice-president of
Bell & Howell Co. and head of the com¬
pany’s western branch in Glendale,
Calif., has retired after 32 years of
service. In charge of the company’s
western operations for the past 19
Continued on Page 11
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The Auricon Camera is unique, with noiseless operation as silent proof of precision
design. It runs so quietly that no heavy and cumbersome external blimp (sound-proof
enclosure) is required! For fast ”set-up” and dependable filming of professional
16mm talking pictures. Producers and Cameramen choose Auricon to shoot pictures
synchronized with Optical or Magnetic "double-system” recording equipment, or
to record "single-system” sound on the same film taking the picture.
All Auricon Cameras are sold with a 30-day money-back guarantee. You must
be satisfied!

Write for your free copy of this 74-page Auricon Catalog.
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16 MM
SOUND-ON-FILM
CAMERAS
CINE-VOICE II

$795.00 & UP
100 ft. Runs
min.
AURICON PRO-600 [)
$1871.00 & UP
600 ft. Runs l6Vi min.

zir
<5 AURICON SUPER-1200
$5667.00 & UP
1200 ft. Runs 33 min.

OF

6902 Romaine Street, Hollywood 38, Calif./Hollywood 2-0931
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The new, easy way to lip-synched filming,
on location or in the studio is with the

ARRICORD 53
“SINGLE UNIT’’ DOUBLE SYSTEM
PICTURE AND SOUND CAMERA
The Arricord 35 is a combination of the
latest Arriflex 35mm Model IIB camera and a magnetic
recording unit which uses perforated IZ’/zmm magnetic
recording film. The combined units are housed in a compact sound
blimp having external controls for both sound and picture recording.
In the Arricord, the Arriflex camera component is permanently
joined to the recorder unit by a special precision gear
drive, which assures constant speed and smooth, even motion
in the mechanisms driving both the negative and
magnetic films. A 24 Volt governor controlled DC
precision motor powers the entire unit.
The Arricord answers the demand for a compact
and portable double system sound recording camera
with the convenience, money and labor saving features
of a single system camera. Because the entire
unit is driven by a 24 Volt battery it eliminates the
need for AC generators or inverters.

TECHNICAL DATA

Ingenuity

Approximate weight of Arricord

72 lbs.

Approximate weight of Amplifier Case

28 lbs.

Approximate weight of battery case

42 lbs.

Camera part; Same features as Arriflex 35. Three lens turret
with remote follow focus and diaphragm drive: 400 ft. magazine
capacity. Through the lens focusing and viewing.
Sound part: Made by Klangfilm to professional standards.
Takes 450 ft. perforated IZVimm magentic film. Two microphone
inputs. 200 ohms. 2 way mixing. Valve metering. Electronic
slate and many other features.
Write for complete technical data and specifications.

Available

immediately for sale or long

term

rental with

purchase option; 1 Arricord complete with 3 (32-50-75mm)
Zeiss lenses matched and coupled. Klangfilm amplifier, bat¬
teries, cases as illustrated on left, ready to shoot, $10,000.
SOLE U. S. DISTRIBUTOR

PHOTO CORP.
257 Fourth Avenue, New York 10, N Y.

7303 Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles 46, Col.

INDUSTRY NEWS
Continued from Page 6

years. Remerscheid joined B&H in
1926 as a tool maker and inspector. In
1931 he was transferred to the com¬
pany’s west coast branch, then located
in Hollywood, and was named western
district manager in 1937. He was elect¬

MOBILITY at a Low Price
HOUSTON FEARLESS

ed vice-president in 1939.
He is an Associate Member of the
American Society of Cinematographers
and a member of the Society of Motion
Picture and Teelvision Engineers and
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences.
•

•

•

The technique used to make X-ray
motion pictures was the subject of a
two-day symposium in November at the
University of Rochester Strong Mem¬
orial Hospital in Rochester, N.Y.
George M.

Corney of Kodak

Re¬

search Laboratories discussed the im¬
portant characteristics of films for cinefluorography, the role of film spectral
sensitivity in matching screen emission,
and the characteristic curves of photo¬
graphic film that determine contrast
and exposure latitude.
Frederick M. O’Brien, Jr., of Ko¬
dak’s Apparatus and Optical Division
discussed X-ray recording cameras,
their mechanism, and their suitability
for X-ray motion pictures.
The session concluded with a semi¬
nar on the systems used for printing
the final cinefluorographic records, by
Kodak’s Gordon A. Chambers. Cham¬
bers explained how. in such work as
medical study of the human throat,
sound can he recorded simultaneously
with the original negative exposure
through use of a sync motor driving
both the camera and recorder.

Postscripts: Howard W. Hoadley. who
directs photographic services at Marquardt Aircraft Co.. Van Nuys. Calif.,
has been appointed editor of the quar¬
terly News Bulletin of the Photographic
Scientists and Engineers. Hoadlev is a
member of the Society’s Southern Cali¬
fornia Chapter Council . . . Film ])roduction in Hollywood is scheduled to
get into high gear this month with 19
films set to roll. This is a 90% hike
over December when only ten pictures
went before the camera. Last January,
only 16 feature films were started . . . ■
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Here’s the solid support and steady, smooth-rolling action
of a pedestal at the price of a tripod-dolly combination.
The Houston Fearless PD-10 is designed for all monochrome
TV cameras. Ideal for 16mm and 35mm motion picture
cameras. Accommodates all standard heads.
Rolls easily, quietly on large
8" rubber, ball bearing
wheels which can be
locked in parallel for
dolly shots or left free
for extreme maneuverability
Telescoping legs can be
extended for maximum
stability or shortened for
narrow passageways.
Between takes, camera
can be quickly, easily
raised or lowered with
hydraulic jack. Maximum
height to top of column:
60". Minimum: 35".
Completely disassembles
for easy transport.
A precision-built,
high quality unit
/
in every respect.
Send coupon for
full details now.
r

Head not included

HOUSTON FEARLESS CORPORATION

HOUSTON
fearless

11805 W. Olympic Blvd.
Los Angeles 64, Calif.
Please send catalog and prices on n PD-10 Pedestal
□ Other Pedestals
□ Heads

□ Dollies

□ Tripods

□ Remote Control Heads

□ Film Processors

□ Parabolas

Name_
Firm_
Address.
City-

.Zone.

, State.
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GOU>WYN STUDIOS

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Norbet

Brodine,

Show”*
Young.

(Lewislor

ASC, “Loretta
Prods.)
with

Young
Loretta

Leon

Shamroy, ASC, “Porgy and Bess”
(Sam Goldwyn Prod, for Columbia) with
Sidney Poiter and Dorothy Dandridge. Otto
Preminger, director,
WHAT THE INDUSTRY’S CAMERAMEN WERE SHOOTING LAST MONTH
INDEPENDENT
ASTERISKS INDICATE TELEVISION FILMS

Ted

Pahle, ASC, “Ed Sullivan Show”*
(CBS; shooting in Alaska) Robert Precht,
director; “I” series* (CBS), Ted Post and
David Alexander, directors.
Fred

ALLIED ARTISTS

Jackman,

Jr.,

“Ed
Ed

Cakl Guthrie, ASC, “Battle Flame” with
Scott Brady and Jean
Springsteen, director.

Frank Carson, Fred Jackman, Jr., “Alcoa-

Robbins.

R.

with

Wynn Show”*
Wynn. Arthur

(Screen Gems)
Lubin, director.

G.
Goodyear Theatre”* (Screen Gems),

AMERICAN NATIONAL

Jack Etra, “Stake Out”*
Charles van Encer, ASC, Monroe Askins,
Curt Fetters, “Highway Patrol”* (Ziv-TV)
with Broderick Crawford.

Bob Hoffman, Monroe Askins, Curt Fet¬
ters, “Rough Riders”* (Ziv-TV) with Kent

shooting
rector.

in

Fla.)

Bernard

(Screen Gems;
Kow alski, di¬

TV; pilot). Bill Conrad, director.

Curt

Fetters,

Venture”*

Richard

nicolor; Edw. Small Prod, for UA; shooting
in Spain) with Yul Brynner and Gina Lollobridida. King Vidor, director.

J. Burgi Contner, ASC, “Naked City”*
(Screen (^ms; Shelle Prods.; shooting in
N.Y.)

Lee Garmes, ASC, “The Big Fisherman”

WALT DISNEY

Gordon

Avil,

ASC,

Guy

with

Williams.

stone Territory”*
way.

William Snyder, ASC, “John Sla^hter”*

with Pat Con¬

Monroe Askins, Curt Fetters, “MacKen-

with Tom Tryon and
Henry Keller, director.

zie’s Raiders”* (Ziv-TV) with Richard Carl¬
son.

Lucien Ballard, ASC, “Elfego Baca”* with
Robert Loggin
Nyby, director.

Prods.)

with

Robert

Robert

Middleton.

Simon.

Chris

try” (C’Scope & Technicolor; MPL Prod,
for UA; shooting in Mexico) with Robert
Mitchum and June London. Robert Parish,
director.

Desmond Dickinson, “Horrors of the Black
Museum” (C’Scope & Color; American In’l
Piets.; shooting in England)( with Mitdiael
(Jough and June Cunningham. Arthur Crab¬
tree, director.

F1LMCRAFT STUDIOS

William Clothier, “The Horse Soldiers”

Virgil Miller, ASC, “You Bet Your Life”*

(Color; Mahin-Rackin-Mirisch for UA) with
John Wayne and William Holden. John
Ford, director.

Stuart Thompson, ASC, “Have Gun Will
(Filmaster

and

(Eastman color; R. V. Lee Prod, for Buena
Vista) with Howard Keel and Susan Kohner.
Frank Borzage, director.

Floyd Crosby, ASC, “The Wonderful Coun¬

“Zorro”*

Richard Rawlings, Curt Fetters, “Tomb¬

Travel”*
Boone.

Hilliee, “Shake Hands with the
Devil” (Glass-Seltzer Prod.; shooting in Ire¬
land for UA) with James Cagney and Dana
Wynters. Michael Anderson, director.

Carson, “Secret Bride of Candy
Rock” with Lou Costello and Dorothy Pro¬
vine. Sidney Miller, director.

Rawlings, “Bold

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS

Erwin

Frank

(Ziv-TV) with Dane Clrak.

(Ziv-TV)

(Mirisch-Murphy for UA) with Audie Mur¬
phy and Bob Foulk. Thomas Carr, director.

Fred Young, “Solomon and Sheba” (Tech¬

Taylor.

Monroe Askins, “Law Enforcement”* (Ziv-

Wilfrid Cline, ASC, “Cast a Long Shadow”

Richard
with Groucho Marx. Robert Dwan, director.

Fleet Southcott, "Gunsmoke”* (F'ilmaster
Prods.)
Weaver.

with

James

Arne.ss

and

Dennis

Frank Redman, ASC, “The Perry Mason
Show”* with Raymond Burr.

CASCADE PICTURES

Elw'OOD Bredell, ASC, Commercials*

George

Roy Seawright, Commercials*
COLUMBIA

Burnett

FOX WESTERN AVENUE

Guffey,

ASC, “They Came to
Cordura” ((TScope & Color; Goetz Prods.;
shooting in Utah) with Gary Cooper and
Rita Hayworth. Robert Rossen, director.

John Wilcox, “The Mouse That Roared"
(Highroad Prod.; shooting in England)
with Jean Seberg and Peter Sellers. Jack
Arnold, director.

James Wong Howe, ASC. "The Last Angry

Diskant, ASC, “The Rifleman”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Chuck Connors;
“Dick Powell’s Zane Grey Theatre”* (Four
Star Prods.) with Dick Powell. John Eng¬
lish, director; “Law Gun”*
(Four Star
Prods.) John English, director.
Guy Roe, ASC, “Trackdown”*

(Four Star
Prods.) with Robert Culp; “Wanted Dead
or Alive”* (Four Star Prods.) with Steve
McQueen. Bud Springsteen, director.

Burke, “Black Saddle”*
Star Prods.) John English, director.

Ernie

Show”* (McCadden Prods.) with
Bums. Rod Amateau, director.

George

Wild, ASC,

Fred Gately, ASC, "Father Knows Best"*

“The Bob Cummings
Show”* (Laurmac Prods.) with Bob Cum¬
mings and Rosemary DeCamp. Bob Cum¬
mings, director; Commercials*

(Screen Gems) with Robert Young and Jane
Wyatt. Peter Tewksbury, director.

Neal Beckner, “The Adventures of Ozzie

Gert Anderson, ASC, “Donna Reed Show”*

& Harriet”*
(Stage 5 Prods.)
Nelsons. Ozzie Nelson, director.

(Screen (^ms) wuth
Rudolph, director.

Arch

Donna

Reed.

Irving Lippman, “Behind Closed

12

with

the

Oscar

Doors”*
(Screen Gems). John Peyser, director.

Arthur Arling, ASC, “Take a Giant Step”

law” (Security Piets, for UA) with Robert
Ryan and Venetia Stevenson. Andre de
Toth, director,

GENERAL SERVICE

Harry

Daniels, ASC, “A Hole in the
Head” (C’Scope and Color; Sincap Prod,
for UA) with Frank Sinatra and Eleanor
Parker. Frank Capra, director.

Russell Harlan, ASC, “Day of the Out¬

James van Trees, ASC, “The George Bums

“Idle on Parade” (C’Scope;
Warwick Prod.; shooting in London) with
William Bendix and Anne Aubrey. John
Gilling, director.

William

(Four

Man” (Fred Kohlmar Prod.; shooting in
N.Y.) with Paul Muni and Betsy Palmer.
Daniel Mann, director.

Day,

Maury Gertsman, ASC, “Four Skulls of
Jonathan Drake” (Vogue Piets, for UA)
with Edward Franz and Valerie French. Ed¬
ward Cahn, director.

(Hecht-Hill-Lancaster for UA) with Johnny
Nash and Estelle Hemsley. Philip Leacock,
director.

Pevereel Marley, ASC, Commerical*
Charles

Meredith M. Nicholson, “Dangerous Char¬
ter” (Panavision & Technicolor; Dangerous
Charter Co.) with Dick Foote and Sally
Frazer. Robert Gottschalk, director.

KEYWtST STUDIOS

Walter Stre^ige, ASC, Series of reiigiouK
pictures (Family Films). William Claxton,
director.
LINKLEHER PLAYHOUSE

Alan Stensvoij), ASC, “People Are Fun¬
ny”* (John Guedel Prods.)
letter. Irv Atkins, director.

with Art Link-

McGOWAN PRODS.

Dalzell,

“Flight”*

Prods.)

Perry Finnerman, ('ommercial*

(McCadden

Brydon Baker. “Death Valley Days”* (Mc(^wan Prods.)
Continued on Page 16
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DEVELOPING 35MM (5248) COLOR NEGATIVE
DEVELOPING 35MM (5253) AND 16MIVI (7253) INTERMEDIATES
35MM ADDITIVE COLOR PRINTING
16MM CONTACT AND REDUCTION ADDITIVE COLOR PRINTING
INTERNEGATIVES 16MM (7270) FROM 16MM KODACHROMES
BLOW-UPS FROM 16MM KODACHROME TO 35MM COLOR
KODACHROME SCENE TO SCENE COLOR BALANCED PRINTING
35MM COLOR FILM STRIP PRINTING

Write for Color Methods Brochure

MOVIELAB BUILDING • 619 W. 54th ST NEW YORKJ9, N. Y. • JUOSON 6-0360

COLOR

CORPORATION

— FROM

For every location

THE

FROZEN

NORTH

TO

Pros depend on
Arriflex 16
Colorfran Grover Masterlite Converfable—
The newest in professional lighting.
Holds either PAR 56 or PAR 64
Bulbs in a Pyrex Sealed Beam unit.
Weighs only 5 lbs. and equals
performance of a 5000 watt hulb
with just a PAR 64 500 Watt and
converter. Consumes less than 10
amperes current at 3200° Kelvin!
$42.50 with PAR 56 Bulb
$48.05 with PAR 64 Bulb

The most versatile professional
16mm camera in the world. In¬
cludes three-lens DIVERGENT
turret, registration pin move¬
ment, side pressure rail, and
quickly
interchangeable
motors. Has a mirror reflex
system to permit viewing and
focusing through taking lens
while camera is in operation.
Viewfinder
shows
parallaxcorrected right-side-up image.
Accepts 100 ft. daylight load¬
ing spools and accessory 400
ft. magazines.

CECO Aluminum
Split Apart Reels —
Nonmagnetic —

Maurer 16mm Camera
A professional camera with features that cameramen dream about.
High-powered direct view focus; largest erect-view viewfinder

A fast and inexpensive way to wind
film from reel to core, or reel to reel.
Threaded core for quick locking. New
low prices.

ever made; controls and indicators conveniently placed; clear glass
reticle permits greater magnification.

Incorporates a revolutionary

intermittent movement that produces perfect registration.

16mm reel; 400'- $3.75

1200'-$6.30

35mm reel; 1000' - $6.20
17>/2mm reel; 400'-$4.75 1200'-$6.75

Additional Products

Spectra Professional Exposure Meter
Ultra

sensitive

meter

with

foot candle

and direct reading f-stop scale, disk, grid.
Hand calibrated for absolute accuracy.
With 12 slides and carrying case; $97.50.
Weston, GE, Walz, and Kelvilux meters
in stock.

Camera Equipment Company offers
the world’s largest and most com¬
prehensive line of professional cam¬
eras, accessories, lighting and editing
equipment. The quality product isn’t
made that we don’t carry. See our
Splicers - exposure meters - projec¬
tors — screens — marking pencils and
pens - editors gloves - editing ma¬
chines, racks, barrels, and tables stop watches.

RENTALS
L:

, : .. ■

THE

SUN-DRENCHED

TROPICS

^^hen "location” is just a cab-ride away,
it’s comforting to know that CECO’S
vast storehouse of sales and rental
equipment is at your disposal.
But when you have to journey to the
North Pole or to the South American
jungle, it's even more important to depend
on CECO for cameras, dollies, lights,
generators and a host of other equipment
that will perform under severe
climatic conditions.
After you've compiled your list, check it
out with CECO. We have outfitted
hundreds of crews for location, far and
near. Our wide experience can save you
time, money and needless grief.
You owe it to your career as a film maker
to use CECO service for sales, rentals,
repairs—and experience.

35MM Professional Film Viewer —

Makes film editing a breeze. Easy threading, portable, will not
scratch film. Enables editor to view film from left to right on
large 6" x A'/z" brilliantly illuminated screen. Sound Reader and/or
Counter can be easily attached. Available in 16mm model.
35mm Professional Film Viewer $500.00 16mm Model $350.00.

Magnasync Magnaphonic Sound Recorder Mark IX—

The perfect answer to the needs of every film producer,
large or small. It is compact, lightweight and distortion—free.
Academy & SMPTE Specification. No royalties.
16mm, 35mm & llVimm models available.

Professional Jr."*" Tripod on CECO 3-Wheel
Collapsible Lightweight Dolly—

The newest Pro Jr. Tripod features su¬
per smooth action and simple camera
attaching method; telescoping pan han¬
dle with adjustable angle; special pan
tension knob; cast-in tie-down eyelets;
self-aligning double leg locks.
Price $150.00

The 3-Wheel Dolly collapses
compact shape. The Junior weighs
15'/2 lbs.; the Senior weighs 18
Any tripod can be easily attached.
bearing, locking rubber tired casters
indexing device.
Junior $99,50

Senior $150.00

Dept. A 315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.
• Reg. U. S. Paj. Off. No. 2318910

into
only
lbs.
Ball
with

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS

COMPLETE MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT

Continued from Page 12

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Robert Surtees, ASC, “Ben-Hur" (shooting
in Rome) with Charlton Heston and .lack
Hawkins. William Wyler, director.

FROM
CAMERAS
MITCHELL
16mm
35mm Standard
35mm Hi-Speed
35mm NC • 35mm BNC

BELL & HOWELL
Standard • Eyemo • Filr

ARRIFLEX
16mm • 35mm

WALL
35mm single system

ECLAIR CAMERETTE
35mm • 16/35mm
Combination

AURICONS
all models single system
Cine Kodak Special
Maurer • Bolex
_
Blimps • Tripods

ONE

SOURCE

LIGHTmC
Mole Richardson
Bardwell McAlister
Colortran
Century
Cable
Spider Boxes
Bull Switches
Strong ARC-Trouper
10 Amps nOV AC 5000W2000W-750W
CECO Cone Lites
(shadowless lite)
Gator Clip Lites
Born Doors
Diffusers
Dimmers
Reflectors

ZOOMAR 35mm

Fearless Panoram
Me Alister Crab
Platform • Western
3 Wheel Portable

Moviolas • Rewinders
Tables • Splicers
Viewers (CECO)

GRIP EQUIPMENT
Parallels • Ladders
2 Steps • Apple Boxes
Scrims • Flags
Gobo Stands
Complete grip equipment

C.

Robert

Bronner, ASC, “Ask Any Girl”
(Metrocolor; Euterpe Prod.) with David
Niven and Shirley MacLaine. Gharles Wal¬
ters, director.
Lester Shorr, ASC, “Col. Humphrey J.
Flack”* (Jody Pan Prods.) with Alan Mow¬
bray and Frank Jenks.
William Spencer, “The Thin Man”* with
Peter Lawford and Phyllis Kirk.

SOUND EQUIPMENT

Dale Deverman, “One Step Beyond”*, John

Magnasync-magnetic film
Reeves Magicorder
Mole Richardson Booms and
Perambulators

Newland, director.
MOTION PICTURE CENTER

Portable Mike Booms

Robert

Portable Power Supplies to
operate camera and recorder

Show”*

WE SHIP VIA AIR, RAIL OR TRUCK
FRANK

DOLLIES

EDITING

Robert Burks, ASC, “North by Northwest”
with Cary Grant and Eva Marie Saint. Al¬
fred Hitchcock, director.

ZUCKCR

(JflmeRfl €ouipmenT (o..inc.
Dept, a' 315 West 43rd Street.
New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

Pittack,
ASC,
“Ann
Sothern
(Desilu Prods.) with Ann Sothern.

Robert de Grasse, ASC, “Danny Thomas
Show”* (Desilu Prods.) with Danny Thom¬
as. Sheldon' Leonard, director; “Love and
Marriage”* (Desilu Prods.) Bob Sweeney,
director.
Lothrop Worth, ASC, “The Real Mc¬
Coy’s”*
(Brennan-Westgate Prods.)
witli
Walter Brennan. Hy Averback, director.
Charles Straumer, “U.S. Marshal”* (Des¬
ilu Prods.) with
Foster, director.

John

Bromfield.

Harve

Sid Hickox, ASC, Maury Gertsman, ASC,

Announcing a remarkable new heavy duty
magnetic film recording/dubbing system
that makes all others obsolete by com¬
parison. The automatic S-7 is an out¬
standing engineering feat introducing a
new free wheeling
magnetic
clutch driven film
sprocket,
One man can operate
multiple
idler for
units. Threads over
magnetic, below for
optical
sound. Automatic turn-off, rewind, etc.
Transistorized electronics. Write to:

"December Bride”* (Desilu Prods.) with
Spring Byington and Francis Rafferty. Fred¬
erick DeCiordova, director.

Maury

Gertsman, ASC, “Red
Show* (Desilu Prods.) with Red
Seymour Berns, director.

Skelton
Skelton.

Lucien Andriot, ASC, “The Californian’s”*
(Desilu Prods.)

with Richard Coogan.

Sid Hickox, ASC, Nick Musuraca, ASC,
Carl Guthrie, ASC, “Westinghouse-Desilu
Playhouse”*

Kenneth

Peach,

Wrather Prods.)
John Provost.

ASC, “Lassie”*
(Jack
with June Lockhart and

Robert
Hauser,
“Derringer”*
(Desilu
Prods.) with Jack Mahoney; “Man With a
Camera” (Desilu Prods.) with Charles Bron¬
son. Richard Sale, director.
Paul Ivano, “Grand Jury”* (Desilu Prods.)
Alvin Ganzer and Sohey Martin, directors.
PARAMOUNT

Daniel

Fapp, ASC, “The Five Pennies”
(V’Vision & Technicolor: Dena Pictures)
with Danny Kaye and Barbara Bel Geddes.
Melville Shavelson, director.
Haskell Boggs, “Don’t Give up the Ship”

92J N. HIGHLAND AVE., HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF. (EXPORT: FRAZAR « HANSEN LTD.)

(Hal B. Wallis) with Jerry Lewis and Dina
Merrill. Norman Taurog. director.

Charles Lang, Jr., ASC, “One-Fyed Jacks
See Cinemiracle (Los Ang.eles, Chicago, New York, London, Oslo. Munich) — 20th Century-Fox, Convair,
RCA Photophone, Africana TV, Helsinki LI., Crawley Films (Canada) and many others specify S-H equipment.

(V’Vision & Color;
Pennehaker Prods.)
with Marlon Brando and Karl Malden. Mar¬
lon Brando, director.
Continued on Page 62
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gives you
all
three
When it comes to prints, you demand three
things—quality, speed, personalized service.
Motion Picture Laboratories has the master
craftsmen, the complete equipment, and the
know-how born of experience to give you prints
of matchless quality. It also gives overnight
service anywhere in the United States. And un¬
der the personal direction of Frank McGeary,
Motion Picture Laboratories assures you
personalized service at the level of top
management.
It is because Motion Picture Laboratories
gives the 16MM film producer the three most
important things he demands in prints that it
has increased its business every single month
for the past three years.
What we do for others we can do for you.
Send us your film by AIR. Send it today!

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES. INC.
781 S. Main Street • Memphis 6, Tennessee
Phone WHitehall 8-0456

JANUARY •
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i^the CAMART DUAL SOUND READER
DOIS IT WORK?

HERE

IS IT PRACTICAL?

ARE

JUST

A

FEW

PROFESSIONAL OPINIONS
NOW FIND OUT
FOR YOURSELF WITH
THESE TERRIFIC
MONEY SAVING

LARRY ROSS, MOTION PICTURE
DIRECTOR, U. S. ARMY TECHNICAL
PHOTO LAB., ABERDEEN PROVING
GROUND, MD.: ''In my opinion

the Camart Dual Sound
Reader is invaluable in
editing and synchronizing
of our sound documentary
films.”

COMBINATIONS.
•
Yit-

a

^5

>!•«>

tot*
DO

put*-

PARTIAL LIST OF USERS
TELEVISION: WABC-TV, CBC-TV,
WIBW-TV, KOIN-TV, WJBK-TV,
KRON-TV, WTVN-TV, KERO-TV,
KGHL-TV

W

.. cO^^'

w

MONEY
BACK
GUARANTEE

ot
oY- 'S-''
0<BP» C*

£0t ”

"VSl '"•

•H'S
aP®" .

9 ..
tV3

tro"' ,p \\a9
.

Yvave

INDUSTRIAL: F&M Schaefer Brewing Co.,
General Electric Corp., So. New England
Telephone Co., ARO, Inc.,
Air Associates, Inc.

-IoXa 'Jjf'

“®

EDUCATIONAL: Harvard University, Rutgers
University, Brown University, Wayne
University, Kansas State Teachers
College, Fund for Adult Education.

eot

GOV’T & STATE AGENCIES: US Army,
Ft. Leavenworth, Technical Photo Branch,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Cameron
Station Quartermaster Activity, National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, Dist.
of Columbia Health Dept., Michigan
State Dept, of Conservation.

AND MANY OTHERS . . . !
Miss Patricia McMahon of
NATIONAL PRINT DEPOT, MODERN
TALKING PICTURE SERVICE, Pitts¬
burgh, Pa.... "We have found

camaa
mm

at Columbus Circle next to
New York’s new Coliseum

the Dual Readers to he very
efficient. The sound repro¬
duction is far superior to
that in any other equipment %ve have used in the
2)ast.”

r^r-.

i^the CAMART DUAL SOUND READER
• INDUSTRIAL FILMS
• MOTION PICTURE EDITING ROOMS
• STATE AND GOVERNMENT AGENCIES
Dual Reader with Bell & Howell Filmotion
viewer, list $288.00. Special . $259.50

(

U.S. Pat. No. 2,819,646

CAMART DUAL SOUND READER, Model SB-II

Dual Reader with Baia 16mm viewer list $227.00.
Special .$199.50

Complete with optical sound reproduction head (or choice of
magnetic sound) base plate, amplifier-speaker. For single or
double system sound. Easy to handle, no twisting film. An
unbeatable combination with the . . .

ZEISS MOVISCOP 16mm precision viewer, sharp brilliant
214. X 314

picture.

Dual Reader, less viewer .$195.00
Zeiss Moviscop viewer .

99.50

Special Reader-Viewer combination .

J

Dual Reader with HKS Action viewer list $334.50.
Special .$299.50

DUAL

SOUND

READER

DELUXE

Complete editing outfit includes Dual Reader, choice of B&H
or Zeiss Moviscop viewer, pair HFC two reel rewinds
w/spacers & locks. Moviola two gang syn¬
chronizer, B&H Junior hot splicer, formica
editing board.

Dual Reader with Ace 35mm Rotary viewer (less
image erector), list $439.50. Special . . . $395.00

List over .$740.00

All prices F.O.B.,

Special combination offer .

New York.
Subject to change

MAGNETIC SOUND REPRODUCTION HEADS AVAILABLE

SEND

FOR

DESCRIPTIVF

LITERATURE!

CaMEM mUT
1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.)

without notice.

«tc.

NEW YORK 23 • PLaza 7-6977 • Coble Comeromort

ot Columbus Circle next
New York’s new CofiseuniM
... _ . ....

rIB

FO R SALE
35mni Wall Camera

TECHNICAL

With Complete Sound Outfit

SPECIAL

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

PRICE:

Conducted by Walter Strenge^ A.S.C.

Includes: Modulite
Galvenometer,
Amplifiers,
2 Magazines,
4 lenses —
35mm
Variable Area

$2,500.00
«

Also
Other 35mm

Wall Camera

Without Sound
Complete with 12 volt motor,
4 lenses and 2 magazines.
PRICED AT

Camera Equipment (o., Inc.
315 West 43rd St.

relating to cinematog^ raphy or other phases of film pro¬
duction are invited from readers and
will be answered by letter by Walter
UESTIONS

$1,200.00

New York 36, N.Y.

PRECISION CONTROLLED OPERATIONS

complete 16mm services

Strenge or by other qualified mem¬
bers of the American Society of Cine¬
matographers. Questions and answers
considered of general interest will
appear in this column.—Ed.

QI

DAILY REVERSAL PROCESSING
(INCLUDING

CUSTOM PROCESSING OF EASTMAN TRl-X & DwPONT 931)

COMPLETELY EQUIPPED aO'x 60' SOUND STAGE;
FINEST QUALITY SOUND RECORDING AND
RE-RECORDING; COLOR DUPLICATING;
TITLING AND ANIMATION

AURKONS CONVERTED
1600 Ft.

$495.00
600 Ft.

$349.00
Torque motor take up—
useid Coast to Coast in
TV
stations.
60
Day
Money Back Trial.
GREAT

LAKES

MOTION

12037 Grand

DUAL

POWER

VIEWER

SERVICE

Detroit 4, Mich.

for

BOLEX

REFLEX

From an original 6X to an 8X full field and
16X critical focus LARGER IMAGES—BETTER
SHARPNESS
CONTROL
WITH
ANY
LENS
Easy to Operate—Guaranteed for Life—More
Information Available—When Viewer only is
sent $54.00—When sent with Camera $60.00.

PELLEGRINI-PIEK
1545

Lombard

Movers

70

of

St.,

San

Q

What do studio special effects men
add to ordinary water to make it
appear like sea water? Also, how are
ripple effects produced on a small scale
for special effects and miniature shots?
— V.E.S., Jersey City, I\.J.

Answer: A pool of clear water will
reflect the color of the sky or of a
sky-hacking, thus it is unnecessary to
use dyes for the purpose of coloring
water for miniature sea shots. How¬
ever, where shallow tanks or pools are
used, the water must be dyed so the
bottom will not show through. For
this, No. 623 blue aniline dye powder
is used—approximately one pound to
250,000 gallons of water.—James B.
Gordon,
Studio.

PICTURE

River Ave.,

Francisco

Variable Shutter Units
Bolex H Cameras.

23,
for

Calif.
all

tive in the laboratory procedure that
produces the prints. The method has
been employed for many years in mak¬
ing motion pictures—both feature films
and films for TV — both here and
abroad. — James Van Trees, A.S.C.,
McCadden Productions.

A.S.C.,

20th

Century - Fox

Q

On numerous Burns & Allen TV
shows, George Burns has appeared
sitting in front of a television set
watching a picture that shows action
in another part of his home or a nextdoor neighbor’s house. Please tell how
this is done in TV camera work, what
it is known as in photography, length
of time used in motion pictures, etc.—
J. R.
White Plains, IS.Y.

Answer: The Burns & Allen shows, as
you may or may not know, are on
film. The method by which the effect
described is accomplished is known as
optical printing. The picture observed
by George Burns on the TV screen
was photographed separately, then op¬
tically reduced to exact size of the
TV screen and printed in on the nega¬

have a Filmo 70-DA camera hav¬
ing a single-frame exposure re¬
lease. What f/stop should be used for
single-frame exposures with this cam¬
era, where normal exposure for same
subject at 24 f.p.s. is f/8 with the same
lighting?—/. /. L., Toronto, Canada.

Answer: According to Bell & Howell,
the exposure interval for single frames
shot with the 70-DA camera is the
same as when shooting at normal
camera speeds. Therefore, in the in¬
stance described, you would set your
lens at f/8.—Ray Mercer, A.S.C.

QI

am planning to shoot scenes of
a military parade in 16mm Kodachrome, and would like to superim¬
pose a waving flag over the parade
scenes in such a way thl the marchers
may be seen clearly through the flag.
How can I do this?—M. S. T., Los
Angeles, Calif.

Answer: For a good, professional re¬
sult, this is a job requiring the serv¬
ices of a film laboratory which can
superimpose the flag over the parade
shots in the right density. First make
a shot of the waving flag of sufficient
length to match the footage of the
parade scenes; or this can be shot
after the parade scenes have been
filmed. Then submit all footage to
a competent film laboratory with ad¬
vice as to the result you want. The
lab will edit the flag footage and the
parade scenes for A & B rolls for spe¬
cial effects printing, and superimpose
the flag footage over the parade foot¬
age in the printing operation.—Lou
Vincent, A.S.C. Associate.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

Only

at BIRNS & SAWYER

can you get ALL these

EXTREME WIDE
ANGLE 5.7 MM

Arriflex items for rent. The West’s only com plete
Arriflex rental center stocks this equipment for YOU !
DAY
$15.00

WEEK
$60.00

15.00

60.00

15.00

60.00

15.00

60.00

3.00
3.00

12.00
12.00

5.00

20.00

5.00
5.00
5.00

20.00
20.00
20.00

3.00
3.50

12.00
14.00

7.50
5.00

30.00
20.00

2.50
NC

10.00
NC

10.00
12.50
20.00

40.00
50.00
80.00

3.50
4.00
5.00
10.00
20.00

14.00
16.00
20.00
40.00
80.00

4.00
4.00
1.00

16.00
16.00
4.00

35mm, 25-28-32-35-40 Schneider or Cooke.

3.00
10.00
5.00
3.00

12.00
40.00
20.00
12.00

16mm Arriflex only.

20.00

80.00

CAMERAS

16mm, Complete with three lenses, tripod, matte box.
and case.
35mm, Complete with three lenses, tripod, hi-hat,
matte box, case, three 200-ft. mags.

m

(Note: All Birns & Sawyer rental Arriflex cameras,
35mm, are the new MB model with 180-degree
shutter and heavy-duty motor.)

SOUND
BLIMPS

16mm, Complete with matte box, filter holder, exten¬
sion eye-piece, trunk.
35mm, Complete with matte box, filter holder, exten¬
sion eye-piece, trunk.

BARNEYS

16mm, Covers camera, magazine, motor, matte box.
35mm, Covers camera, magazine, sync motor, matte box.
(B & S barneys reduce camera noise 65% on 35
Arri, 80% on 16mm Arri. Only barney to utilize
kapok, sheet lead foil, multiple foam layers.)

CAMERA
HEATERS

16mm or 35mm Birns & Sawyer barneys with built-in
115v A.C. heater pads thermostatically controlled
to ±15°F. in an ambient of —65°F.

MOTORS, SYNC.

16mm, 115v A.C. with power supply.
35mm, 115v A.C. with capacitor.
35mm, 220v A.C., 50 cycle, with capacitor.

MOTORS,
GOVERNORCONTROLLED

16mm, 24 f.p.s.
35mm, 24 f.p.s.

MOTORS, STOPACTION

16mm, pulse or time-lapse, with counter.

MOTORS,
TORQUE

16mm, without magazines.

Intervalometer for above.

16mm, with two magazines.

LENSES, ZOOM

16mm, Pan Cinor “70”
16mm, Pan Cinor "100”
35mm, Pan Cinor “150”

LENSES,
TELEPHOTO

150mm Kilfitt, with adapter.
300mm Kilfitt, with adapter.

(for either 16mm
or 35mm)

400mm Kilfitt, with adapter.
600mm Kilfitt, with adapter.
800mm Astro, with adapter and cradle.

LENSES,
CLOSEUP

16mm, 40mm Makro-Kilar (foe. to 2").
35mm, 90mm Makro-Kilar (foe. to 8").
16mm-35mm Extension tubes.

LENSES,
WIDE-ANGLE

16mm, 11.5mm Schneider Cinegon.
16mm, 5.7mm F1.8 Kinoptik (113°).
35mm, 18mm F1.8 Taylor Cooke Series II.

AQUARRI
UNDERWATER
BLIMP

MISCELLANEOUS: Batteries (dry cells, voltabloc, leadacid); tripods & babies; high-hats, shoulder pods, pistol
grips, special eye-pieces, timing lights, fiducial marks.

BIRNS & SAWYER

8910.,$anta Monica Blvd , Los Angeles 46 • OLeander 5-6970

AQUARRI UNDERWATER BLIMP

TELEPHOTO LENS WITH CRADLE

CINE EQUIPMENT
WRITE FOR 1959 RENTAL SCHEDULE
In the Southwest see: Birns & Sawyer, 3825 Bryan Street, Dallas.
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WHAT’S NEW
rot Aoimthni

in

equipment, accessories, services

for 1.0 &
Modified
BELL & HOWELL
35mm CAMERA

single

■'"^"vates shut

SOUND RECORDING UNIT FOR ARRI-16. Camera
Equipment Co., New York, N. Y., has been
appointed exclusive U. S. distributor for the
Gaumont-Kalee Model 1690 magnetic sound
recording unit for the Arrifle.x “16” camera.
Transistorized sound recorder is attached to
base of camera, between camera and tripod.
16mm soundstriped film is used which is pulled
through the sound head by the take-up and
hold-back-sprocket of the camera. No other
mechanical drive is required. Amplifier case,
which also includes battery, may be carried by
means of shoulder-strap by the cemeramanoperator. Camera and amplifier may be operated
close together or up to 60 feet apart. Micro¬
phones can be satisfactorily used up to 120 feet
from camera, or as near amplifier as 4V2-ft.

pictures — •
er and fi],n

• Spring wound film advance — 300 shots per win
ling spec
• Uses 35mm x 100' daylight loadi
standard or color film

Fully guaranteed,

RAPID 35MM FILM PROCESSOR. “Mini-Rapid 35” processes 35mm film
automatically, operates at speeds up to 6 ft. per minute. Four hun¬
dred feet of leaderless film can be processed at one loading. Unit
is designed to operate under daylight conditions and use any size
film spool. Heart of unit is patented plastic drive insert in each
solution tank which transports film and at same time provides solu¬
tion agitation and squeegee action. Net weight is 120 lbs. Size: 15"
deep, 13" high, 37" wide. Further data and prices: Fairchild Camera
and Instrument Corp., Syosset, L. I. New York.

Write for specifics

Camera with 2” F/2.8 lens—5435.

BURKE
321

& JAMES, INC

S. Wabash

Chicago ^ , Illinois
AC159

Eliminate Squeegee Problems with
New Exclusive Low Cost FILMLINE

lows splices to pass freely,
e Cannot scratch film . . . non
clog . . . simple installation.
• Adapts easily to your pres¬
ent squeegee installations,
e Fits any processing machine,
e Proven performance in one
year of exhoustive tests.

lbs.

pressure..

$55

16mm/35mm 8CFM @
4 lbs. pressure. . $68

MAKRO-KILAR LENSES FOR ARRIFLEX.
New
Kilfitt Makro-Kilar lenses for 16mm and
35mm Arriflex camera permit continuous
focusing from infinity to 4-in. without need
for extension tubes. The 40mm f/2.8 Makro
Kilar A in Arri mount fills film frame with
subject areas as small as 19/32"x%” with
an Arriflex 16; lV2"xl%" with the Arriflex
35. Extra long helical mount permits cover¬
ing the extreme focusing range, affording
long, medium and closeup shots without
changing lenses. F/ stops from 2.8 to 22 may
be pre-set to permit focusing with lens wide
open. List price is $195.00. Lens is available
only through franchised Arri dealers.

Also Available:
OII-Le$$
Rotary A i r
Compressors,
With
Motor, To Operate.

RECORDING EQUIPMENT CATALOG. Write Stancil-Hoffman Corp., 921
No. Highland, Hollywood 38, Calif, for company’s new “short form”
catalog of magnetic tape and film recording equipment in both
transistor and tube type circuitry.

■„ Milford, Conn,

PROCESSING
Reversal specialists for over a decade.
Our long experience insures superior quality.
Electronically controlled machines keep tem¬
perature constant within .2 of one degree.
Nstionai "Brilliantone" Cine prints are the finest
a allable.

Write for free cotalegue.

C'>NTACT PRINTING
WORK PRINTS
EDGE NUMBERING
All

work

B « W DUPLICATING
KOOACHROME DUPLICATING
VACUUMATING

v«por«ttd

*1

no

extr*

cSar9«

NATIONAL CINE LAB
Box 442S

Washington 17, D. C.
mj u

22

*-aMj

kic*

ANIMATION ACCESSORIES. Animation Equip¬
ment Corp., 38 Hudson St., New Rochelle,
N. Y., offers a range of companion equip¬
ment and accessories for animated film pro¬
duction totaling eleven units, including cel
punch-boards (illustrated), two 22"xl7"
planning cel tables, three drawing boards,
various peg bars and pegs. Type 93 table
has two rules, hand crank controls with
counters, hole through center, and two sets
of Oxheriy- pegs, or pegs of customer’s se¬
lection. Type 92 drawing board is aluminum
disc 17-3/16" in diameter, includes two mov¬
ing peg bars with locks, and two sets of
pegs. Illustrated descriptive material and
prices may be had by writing company
direct.
■
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The CALVIN Company, Kansas City, is one of the

The annual motion picture workshop run by CAL¬

most unique and respected firms in American cine¬

VIN, attracts hundreds of cinematographers from

matography.

all over the U.S.A.

It is the only fully integrated 16mm motion picture
facility in the U.S.A. performing internally every
phase of film production; original scripting, filming
on its own sound stages or on location, music and

Truly, the CALVIN Company is an outstanding
firm in the motion picture field.
It is significant that CALVIN has selected ARRIFLEX cameras to modernize its equipment.

sound-recording, animation and titling, processing
and printing—including Kodachrome—all under the
roof of CALVIN'S 7-story building.

You, too, can save money by switching to ARRIFLEX, the most versatile professional 16mm camera.
t

To: KLING PHOTO CORP.

FIND OUT ALL DETAILS by filling out and
mailing this coupon.
ARRIFLEX EQUIPMENT is available on con¬
venient long-term lease plan with purchase
option.
•

257 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

I would like free literature:
Arriflex 16

SOLE U. S. DISTRIBUTOR

jlJXr€S-

FHCOTO OORF.

257 Fourth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
7303 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood 46,_Cal.

Arriflex 35

EH

Lease Plan

EH

EH

Name_ _Title_____
ComponyAddress—
City-

JANUARY • 1959

EH

Demonstration without obligation (of course).

Zone

Slate
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Success assured. .. with

Ansco

It’s an awfully good feeling to in¬

Use Anscochrome Professional Cam¬

spect your footage and see clean,

era Film Type 242 for all produc¬

rich reds, fully saturated yellows and

tions where the finest in versatility

rich blues in every frame. And, as

is needed. Use Super Anscochrome

most smart cine men know, the new

in available light situations (daylight

Ansco emulsions provide this ulti¬

or tungsten) where speeds of 100

mate in color quality.

are desirable.

Take Anscochrome Professional

YOUR

Camera Film Type 242 for example.
Here is a film that is specifically de¬

SUCCESS

WILL

BE

ASSURED.

Ansco, Binghamton, N. Y. A Division
of General Aniline & Film Corp.

signed to produce low contrast mas¬
ter reels of superb quality. Relative¬

Ansco

ly fine grain and beautifully soft in
rendition. Type 242 can be easily
intercut with the exciting new Super

]

Professional Motion Picture

I

.\nscochrome emulsions.
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has one of the largest supplies of motion picture, tv and industrial
lighting, grip equipment and props in the East. Everything from Brutes and Inkies to sleek DC
Generators in 1600, 1000, 700, 300 and 200 AMP. sizes are available at a moment’s notice.
Don’t start shooting until you call

for o schodufo of ren.ol role..

JANUARY • 1959

RENTALS * SALES * SERVICE
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HOLLYWOOD

News and pictures of the A.S.C.,
its members, and important

BULLETIN BOARD

CONTINUING STUDY OF video tape, begun two months ago, members of ASC
last month gathered at NBC's color TV studios in Burbank, Calif., to study
equipment and procedures for video tape recording and transmission of color.
Hosts were Dick Welsch, NBC’s Dir. of TV Network Prodn. and Business
Affairs, and Fenton Coe, Dir. of Film Production, assisted by other engineers.

industry personalities

In photo above, left, Welsch explains' color video tape techniques to assem¬
bled ASC members. Seated, rear, are |L to R) Jack Kennedy, NBC Staff Engineer
and Oscar Wick, manager of NBC's vid-tape operations. In opposite photo,
Wick (L) explains vid-tape playback machine to ASC members John Fulton,
Wm. E. Gephart, and Arthur Arling.

ASC PRESIDENT Walter Strenge (Sth from left) and
Arthur Miller, ASC (2nd from left) recently ossisted
members of the Southern California Association of
Amateur Movie Clubs in judging the Association's
annual contest films at the ASC clubhouse. Others on
judging panel were (from left) Warren Nash, President
of SCAAMC; Homer O'Donnel, California International
Productions;
Harry Coswick,
ACE,
Editor of
‘Gunsmoke” TV film series; Denny Plumlee, editor and
publisher of “Movie Photographer” magazine; Deane
Harrison, Valley 8mm Club; and Honold Parks, Presi¬
dent-elect of Valley 8mm Club.

ALAN STENSVOLD, ASC, directed the photography of Bob Hope’s 1958 Show
for the U.S. Armed Forces in Europe, an assignment that took him to the
Azores, Spain, Africa, Italy, France, Germany, and Iceland. For the job he
brought a long six Mitchell cameras and two crews of Hollywood technicians,
shot a total of ten shows in 12 days. Best of footage is to be presented on
U.S. television by Hope sometime in January.

26

IRVING RIES, ASC, left, and Elmer Dyer, ASC, study the Society's Roster of
Members and reminisce on good old days of making movies in Hollywood.
Ries is veteran who began career at old Metro studio, later went to MGM,
following merger, where he subsequently headed that studio's department of
special optical effects. He has since retired and is now a manufacturer of
tripods ond other photographic equipment. Dyer is still an active cameraman.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

TITLER Si special EFFECTS KIT

PROCESS VOOR OWIU FILMS and $ave!

For best profes¬
sional results!
Produces widest
range of titles,
trick films, car¬
toons, anima¬
tion, etc. Takes
most types of
cameras.
Hori¬
zontal and ver¬
tical operation.
Table adjustable

For TOP Professional Results!
BRIDGAMATIC
Jr.
does
automatic
16mm film processing at small cost,
fits in most any corner. Built-in drybox, heating elements, stainless steel
tanks, air squeegee—develops and
dries ready for showing 600' positive,
180' negative per hour
from .

$1195

A true one-man lab., requires no special
skill, no rigginj, no constant watching—sim¬
ply plug in and operate. Write for brochure.

north,

LARGER CAPACITY negative/positive.
Reversal and Color models available
16/35/70mm
standard
or custom
built, from.$1987

PROFESSIONAL continuous contact sound and pic¬
ture printer for double 8mm and 16mm films. De¬
signed for color, black and white, reversal, sound
or silent films. TEL-Amatic does all with rock¬
steady professional precision. Has outstanding fea¬
tures never achieved before in the low cost field.

Large capacity of 1200 feet.
Four-way aperture for sound, negative to posi¬
tive, reversal to reversal, and composite of
main sprocket.

•

Prints over a 40-tooth sprocket for proper reg¬
istration of negative and positive films.

•

Lamp holder accepts CC filters for color printing.

•

Footage counter and light change card indicator
included.
Write for illustrated brochure

Simplifies task of checking titles, footage. Replaces cue marks,
perforations,
messy crayons,
punches,
embossing,
etc.,
which
mutilate film. Work prints showing special effects, fades and dis¬
solves require edge numbering to keep count of frames cut or
added. Multiple magnetic Tracks in CinemaScope stereophonic re¬
cordings make edge numbering a MUST.

TEL-Amatic Printer complete—ready for bench or table mounting.ONLY $1495
TEL-Amatic Printer mounted on heavy floor pedestal.ONLY $1650

Only

MPROVE EIEM TITEES

Many Exclusive Features!

Greatest dollar for dollar value in the industry!
The first sensibly priced HOT PRESS TITLE
MACHINE for high quality, fast dry lettering
in all colors—the answer to economy and
precision accuracy in film titling. Prints dry
from foil for instant use. Acme pegs assure
perfect registration on paper or acetate cells.
Produces titles in any language — main
titles, sub titles, TV commercials, slide films,
shadow, third dimensional effects, etc., etc.
May be applied to any kind of art, scenic
or live background, including photographs.

Latest Electronic TEL-Animaprint
Type heated at constant rate automatically*, despite changes
in room temperatures. Accuracy + 1 ° F by Thermistor... $495

S.O.S.
S.O.S.
S.O.S.
S.O.S.

*Fenwal's Patented Control Unit
for

illustrated

brochure

Standard TEL-Animaprint with manual control.

$2475—Write for illustrated brochure.

Oil VIEWER & SOUi READER

with TtL-Animaprint

Write

16mm. $225

Model TG, IV, 16/35mm (illus.) $325

The
MOY
edge
numbers
every
foot of
16, 17'/2/
35mm
film.

light

•

16mm. $175

Model TG, III,

Unnum¬
bered
films
cause
confusion
and
loss of
lime!

la-Smatii: PRIlinR

•

Model TG, II,

FILM NUMBERING PAYS OFF

PRODUCE ROCK-STEM PRINTS .oth
• Semi-automatic
13-scene
mechanical
change for frame light change.

east,

south, west.
Front and rear
illumination. Ti¬
tle board size
7Ve"
X
9%"
with tipping
frame,
overall
dimensions
40" X 15" X 12", weight 40
lbs. Complete with all ac¬
cessories. Write for brochure.

$435

Professional
16mm Ediolo
Sr. Action Viewer — pro¬
jects big, clear
aerial image,
3"x4" — oper¬
ates left to
right — elimi¬
nates
film
scratching
and
damage to
sprocket holes
— tension
de¬
vice
keeps
image in con¬
stant
focus
— built-in cue
marking device
-—hum-free am¬
plification—syn¬
chronized
with
Precision Sound
Reader on Spe¬
cial
Base
or
may
be
sep¬
arated for inSr. Viewer, Sound Reader & Base....$362.45 dividual
use.
Ediola Sr. Action Viewer. ..$139.95
.
Optical Sound Reader.$185.00
Write tor
Ediola Base only.
$49.50
brochure

"The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry"

S.O.S.
WESTERN

PINIFMA
^liPPIV PORP
UlllLITIll our r LI UUIIL

BRANCH — 6331

_^

Hollyvyood

Boulevard,

602 WEST 52nd ST, NEW YORK 19. N.Y.
•

Hollywood

nkonr; Ploia 7-0440
28,

California

—

. CoUe; SOSOUND
Telephone;

FOR AN EXCELLENT BUY IN ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS CAMERA STAND, SEE PAGE 30

HOIlywood

7-2124

-

AMERICA'S GREATEST
HOLLYCAM brings you the largest selection of cameras and equipment available anyw^here!

35MM CAMERAS

35MM MAGAZINES

Mitchell Highspeed Camera,near new $3950.00

Mitchell

400'

.

Mitchell Single-System w/RCA galvo.,

Mitchell

400',

bipack

all

RCA

recording

built to new
Askania

mags.—all

5950.00

metal,

.

695.00

Mitchell, single-lens turret plate.

695.00

Bel! & Howell 2709 Professional Stu¬
dio Camera, less movement.
Bell

&

Howell

ment,
Bell

2709,

Unit

1

move¬

like new .

&

Howell

2709

Animation

1985.00

w/rackover,

near new .
Acme

950.00

Camera

2450.00

Acme

Animation

Service),
Cineflex

Camera

w/electric

finder,
cases

six

.

motor,

200'

thru-lens

magazines,

395.00

DeVry 35mm, w/lens, spring motor..

95.00

200'

w pilot

magazine,

pin

3

Jerome, 3-lens turret, 200'

275.00

single-system, complete w/gal-

Costeau

$7500.00

&

Howell

turret,
3
Bell

lenses
&

rebuilt.

3950.00
675.00

Camera—

.

Eyemo

open

recording

(cost $4400.00)..

Underwater

Cost
Bell

RCA

completely

Underwater Eyemo

back,

2500.00

Q

w/spider

motor

single

lens

295.00

Eyemo

&

Howell

w/Leica

or

quickwind

single-lens
Exacta

&

1OO' .

85.00

Wall 400', new .

Eclair Camerette

45.00

Wall

95.00

1000',

lens

119.50

Eyemo

.

Arrifiex

200'

(conversion).

Cameraflex

mount,

19.50

Bell

&

Maurer 400'
X

110-V,

Mitchell,

55.00

Eyemo,

95.00

camera

24-V.
110-V.

Eclair

145.00
975.00
225.00

cycle,

385.00

phase,

.

Houston

Gyro-Tripod

195.00

and

head;

mike,

Mitchell

Pan

NC

w/sound,
895.00

Cinor, 20-60mm zoom lens.

149.50

SOUND RECORDING
EQUIPMENT
Blue Seal 35mm recorder, w/access..
var.

area,

Auricon

needs

16 mm

servicing.

recorder,

galv.

$

type

395.00
285.00

Auricon power supplies.

125.00

Auricon Cinevoice amplifier w/case....

135.00

Carter converter 12-V to
NR-22

.

$ 485.00

Camera Equip. Co. TV HeacJs, new....

285.00

Mitchell baby tripod, 35mm.

32.50

Pro.

Jr.

tripod

&

head.

Jr.

tripod

Equip.

&

head.

109.50

new,
&

3

EIF-20
lens

hood,

Galvo,

amplifier,

tripod,

Cost new $5100.00....

HOLLYCAM’S

Hoefler

lenses,

focuser,

Olson

15'.

Creco,

Dormitzer,

news,

Century

2

spots,

snoot

new

120-amp
diffusion

.
tripod .

425.00
34.50

&

case.

2000-W

Arc,

Mole-Richardson
molarc,
frame.

Watt

lamps

T-20

275.00
199.50

w/
79.50

“90”,

w/barndoors

&

1300.00 value....
mogul

275.00

broads,

.

Brand

1000

access.

Lekolite,

28.50

flood

new.
2

29.50

flood

hi-intens.

Colortran Kit w/converter.

w/friction

75.00

18"

hi-intens.

portable,

165.00

Cine Special

incand.

89-50

Camera Equip.

tripod

$

(cost $184.00).
2000-W

portable,

250.00

35mm

hi-intensity

spot, less lens.
Cinelite,

F/Mitchell.

head
3575.00

head

portable

Bardwell stud’o stand, holds 3 lights,

DeBrie dolly, hvy. duty ($1200 value)
Mitchell

ball

bracket,

lites for news, TV.

for TV,

Camera

Co., used .

tor,

for TV, news, new.

Camera

Equip. Co., new .

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Frezzo-Lites with/case, charger, reflec¬

extends

late

.

Pro Jr. Hi-hats, new.

w/spider

3

10.50

mags.,

or

$1500.00 value .

165.00

49.50

2

ard

125.00

Pro. Jr. tripod case.

trunk, etc.

Raby Studio Blimp for Mitchell stand¬

amplifiers

Akeley Gyro Bowl Hi-hats.

blimping

47.50

Auricon

69.50

turret

29.50

Case for Cine Special—200'.

295.00

Siemens magazine, f 3.5 Tessar lens..

&

Case for Cine Special—1 00'.

75.00

14.50

turret

19.95

275.00

Co.

critical

1.65

Case for Eyemo Q .

110-V.

169.50

door,

23.50

16mm recorders.

85.00

turret & 3 lenses .

&

rackovers—Filmo.

Auricon AT-80,

350.00

TRIPODS, HEADS &
DOLLYS

Pro.

Zeiss Movikon (worth $900.00) w/3
70,

60

version of Akeley

F/

case.

220-V,

synchronous

.

shutter,

Howell

285.00

B&H Filmo, 70 DA w/3 lenses.

TVT

&

Handle & strap to hand hold camera

Cine-Pro recording amplifier, model A

anim. or time study.

finder

Bell

275.00

Kodak high-speed, 3500 pix per sec¬

like

29.50

B&H studio camera motor (Fearless)..

carry¬

395.00

Pro-600,

rackovers—Eyemo.

two

Filmo.

Auricon

38.50

Howell

magazines,

single-frame

Filmo

29.50
295.00

.

&

115.00

695.00

Howell

&

58.50

list

Auricon mike boom.

100' mag.

&

.

studio

295.00

new,

125.00

Cine Special II, w/lens &

Bell

motors

.

12-V

$58.00

battery,

Bell

Camera
or

12-volt

295.00

395.00

&

335.00

335.00

Cineflex or Cameraflex spring motors

47.50

12-V & 24-V .

1450.00

lenses

4.10

interlock.

prof.

185.00

185.00

110-V, AC-DC

2709,

245.00

Wall comb, matte box & sunshade....

Eyemo 6-V, 12-V or 24-V, DC.

motors

.

Mitchell comb, matte box & sunshade

Auricon

$

135.00

155.00

Mitchell,

.

$

w/adj.

10.00

335.00

12-V

finders,

25.00

24-V,

Cameraflex,

erect-image

Heated covers, GE, F/Mitchell, etc.

Mitchell,

or

CAMERA ACCESSORIES
Mitchell erect-image viewfinders.

115.00

335.00

Co.

3500.00

325.00

12-V, DC variable...

Cineflex

less base .

125.00

Mitchell,

12-V, w/case.

1 2.95

camera boom,

Polaroid variable filter, 3" diam.

335.00

Equip.

pan and tilt .
Heavy duty hydraulic

Auricon EIF-20 viewfinders .

295.00

.

275.00

window,

125.00

110-V, high speed.

110-V, AC

or

135.00

Mitchell, 110-V, F/16mm high speed
DC variable.

car

new.

ten

AC-DC variable.

for

Mitchell variable diffusers,

.

Mitchell,

Mount

110-V synchronous .

viewfinder, 2 cases .

ond

magazines,

65.00

fric¬

Wall

Cine Special I, w/le's & 100' mag...

elec,

.

empty

&

185.00

35MM & 16MM
CAMERA MOTORS

tors (12 and 110 volt), matte box,

Super-Speed

$

.

50'

gear

Mitchell enlarging adapters, new.

.

400'

w/comb.

tion heads .
Camera

mattes

.

200'

Howell

tripod

Wall

Maurer, two 400' magazines, 2 mo¬

16mm

lOO'

500MBT .
DeBrie

Mitchell

16MM, 35MM
MAGAZINES
Eclair Camerette 400' .

Saltzman tripod dolly. Model

Auricon NR-24 amplifiers.

DC motor and

70G

28.50
225.00

Acme animation motor,

ing cases . $2450.00

B&H

62.50

.

Cunningham 200', w/pin movement..

B&H
169.50

16MM CAMERAS

Kodak

200'

14.50

Cineflex 200' .

Akeley

12-volt

.

200'

Maurer animation

case.

Maurer, 0-5, w/two 0-1

new

Akeley

24-V

w/lens, quickwind and case.
Bell

95.00

Mitchell,

mount,

.

Howell

57.50

Bell & Howel 1000', new.

cap., cine

Akeley w/6 mags, and gyrotripod....

equipment,

Bell & Howell 400', metal.

585.00

95.00

all

57.50

for

lenses,

or time lapse .

vanometer and

85.00

Bell & Howell 200', metal.

16mm

movement,

Baltar

motor, finder, etc. (cost $7000.00)

Wall

45.00

Akeley baby gyro-tripod, less head..

Cine-Special

.

Cunningham

Akeley baby tripod, less head.

Cine-Special

two

185.00

115.00

750.00

1550.00

Akeley Gearhead tripod w/head.

185.00

(Producers

w/movement

85.00

60.00

.

1000'

(Producers

Service), less movement .

27.50

.

Mitchell

re¬

.

w/3

late

equipment,

$

Bell & Howell Filmo tripod.
Akeley Gyro-tripod F/pancake .

895.00

prefocus

.

3/7.00

Gator-Grip socket, cord & barn doors

11.95

huge inventory includes all types of professional cameras and equipment, accessories

and processing equipment. Some of the items listed here are in limited quantity, and a few are one-of-a-kind.
All equipment not advertised as new is used and guaranteed
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serviceable.

Write

for

our

latest

catalog.
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MOVIE BARGAINS...
16MM & 35MM
PROJECTORS
Simplex-Acme 35mm arcs or incand.

Houston

16mm,

amplifier,
Ampro

Strong

rectifier,

reversal.

$

375.00
495.00

stand,

speaker.

875.00

sounds.

179.50
195.00

16

mm

amplifier
Holmes

Sounds,

25

watt

w/lens,

outfit,

lamps,

Inc.

2

cables,

179.50

proj.
mags.,

lens,

outfit,

lamps,

Inc. 2

cables,

425.00

$16,500.00

189.50

projector stands w/case.

13.95

Bell & Howell portable combo, view¬
.

16

33.50

&

35

185.00

list....

heated

projectors

in

cleaning

Ci-e Reel

polishing
Cold

f/raw

stock,

dryer,

refrig,

8^

minute,

$

185.00
1750.00

w/com-

w/2

185.00

H.P.

unit, new.

325.00

Hernfeld sensifester, like new.

495.00

Art Reeves

275.00

Stineman

sensitester.
16mm

or

collapsible drying

35mm,

200^

racks, new.

7.50

Morse M-30, 16 or 35 x 50^ dryer....

19.50

Eastman

35mm

film

chine

model

B-35.

$3,000.00

numbering
Approx,

ma¬

5950.00

.

1650.00

Aiglonne

35mm,

needs

plete overhaul and some parts.
Morse G-3
100^
Camera

8mm,

daylight
Equip.

$

processor.

Co.

35mm

test

29.95

mags.
Houston

AN-KIA

16mm.

1495.00

12.50
80.00

Neumade

stand.

27.50

splicer.

269.50

T-150A

16mm

timing

hot

MOVIOLAS
UCS,

35mm

35mm

pic

head

&

sound.

$

545.00
675.00
1250.00

165.00

Moviola

Patco 16 & 35 elec, machine.

175.00

Moviola Model D, 35mm, new, orig.

Patco

Micro Record

like

new.

16 & 35 elec, daylight

Model

D,

35mm.

&

70 machi-.e.

175.00

factory boxes .

Stineman 70mm

processors.

175.00

Moviola Model ULPV3S, 16mm, new,

16,

35

35mm

late

(list

$9000.00)

reduction

$1950.00

35mm
1250.00

mike

Janette converters,
AC

12-V DC—1 10-V

printer,

new.

950.00

Hernfeld

35mm

printer,

new.

950.00

Schustik

35mm

printer.

750.00

4 y2 gallon size, complete.

Stineman 35mm printers, e'ec .driven

85.00

Changing bags, 32x34”, double wall

Stineman 16mm printers, elec, driven

95 00

Ednalite

DePue

35mm

reduction
Burchell

to

new.

16mm

395.00

sound
1495.00

continuous.

135.00

Hernfeld optical sound 16mm printer,
new, model 1517A, list $1522.00

975.00

EDITING EQUIPMENT
Neumade

stripping

magnetic

flanges,

Moviola

SYB,

Synchronizers,
35mm

Moviola

SYD,

$

3.75
95.00

Griswold splicer,

“T”,

new....

26.50

machine,

35mm

35mm

table,

Neumade

new.

29.50

Neumade.

40.00

Everwear

dummy,

1

14 95
9.95

pointer.

Neumade

rewinds,

14.95

1
9.50
17.50

ANIMATION STANDS
stands

Cine
(list

Equipment

animation

$16,000.00).

3500.00

MOVEMENTS
Cunningham

new_

225.00

Hi-Speed movements.

375.00

B&H Silenced movements (Fearless)....

575.00

pin

movements,

16mm movements at bargain prices.

145.00
14.95

cutting

85.00

kits,

gear ends.

National

four

R-2.

hub,

chemical

Large stock new Mitchell 35mm and

Griswold splicer, 35mm
measure

16mm

w/2

B&H

two

sprockets.
35mm

New

reversal

protection

non¬

.

Synchronizer,

Black-&-white

gear, 1 dummy end.

.

35mm

125.00
275.00

.

16mm

printer,

$

perambulators

Hernfeld

16mm

2495.00

SEI light meter (list $170.00).
Mole-Richardson

16mm .

Houston

289.50

MISCELLANEOUS

w/

like new

printer,

1 89.00

factory skid, $3800.00 value.

PRINTERS

rewinds

gear).

13.50

BACKGROUND
PROJECTOR
Teague Rear-Proj. w/B&H movement,
pedestal,

high

intensity

arc,

etc.

($12,500.00 value).

$3800.00

35mm Neumade bench type rewinds
(pair—1

59.50

89.50

splicers.

sound .

35mm

developer, adapts to Mitch, or B&H

list

Moviola UDPVCS, 35mm preview.

stainless steel,

(pair—1

strip

rewinds,

.

695.00

all

Film

16mm or 35mm x

49.50

incl.

97.50

M-37-S, single

250.00

&

editors,

Moviola UDS, 35mm pic head, 35mm

Neumade

com¬

24.50

capacity

Neumade electric
16mm
rewind—
comp, w/2 ends, base & switch. ..

Moviola
4950.00

16mm

splicer

35mm

Presto

35mm sprockets.

cost

FILM PROCESSING
MACHINES
DeBrie

195.00

Houston 16mm Ansco color machine..

to

pressor & mo:or, new.
Film

3250.00

processor

reversal, list $16,000.00.

collapsible,

Howell

$155.00
MPE

list

24.50

Arri optical

16mm or 35mm

mach'ne.

vaults

8/16mm

&

viewer,
1750.00

type.

punch-tape light control,

machines,

elec. (Specify 16mm or 35mm).
Cinex (Cinema Arts)

darkroom

racks,

100 ea. 35mm reels.

and drying rack.

Arri

LABORATORY
EQUIPMENT
film

35mm,

.

dryer,

12.95

stock. Please advise us of your needs.

Neumade

Bell

Eastman 8, 16, 35 mm processor and

Brand new Bell & Howell Cordomatic
other

IOC,

Houston 16mm pos. or neg. machine,

reels w/50-ft. cable,

2850.00

needs

value.

Stineman Outfits, 200’ cap. 16/35mm

Ampro 16mm w/sync motor.

Many

35mm,

mags, ampli¬
825.00

er-projector

10,

$13,000.00

Model

Storage

16mm neg-pos-

proj. w/

fier & speaker, like new.
Portable

Model

1295.00

Houston model IOCS 16/35 neg, pos,

amplifier & speaker, like new.
DeVry 35mm

IIB.

Neumade 35mm film waxers, new ...

11)

list $6250.00.

overhaul,

Deluxe

.

35mm

Houston
Houston

Bell & Howell 16mm Filmosounds.
RCA

16mm

arc,

(similar to Model

.

Houston Model

Simplex 35mm arc sound proj., SP....
Ampro

K-IA

16mm

dummy,

Neumade

1

gear).

Dynamic

geared, w/brake; each.
Moviola

differential

11.25

rewinds.

Most
Gov’t,

Rewinds,

materials
excess

offered
stocks.

are

All

from

U.

equipment

S.
not

14.00

listed as new or reconditioned is used. All

85.00

in

serviceable

condition.

Hollywood Camera Com¬
pany has America's largest
stocks

of

lenses,

16mm

reels,

&

35mm

cans,

light

meters, screens of all sizes
up

to

ll'xl4',

cases

for

cameras, batteries, accesso¬
ries, film,

projection

&

ex¬

citer lamps, projector lenses,
Cordomatic
bags,

reels,

filters,

changing
micro-film

equipment, strip film pro¬
jectors
ical

&

playbacks,

mixers,

chem¬

densitometers,

etc.

10611

CHANDLER BLVD., NORTH

HOLLYWOOD,

CALIFORNIA

Net cash with order, or 25% deposit, balance on delivery.
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fEL-Animastaiid
ANIMATION and SPECIAL EFFECTS CAMERA STAND

• Operates with any lOmm or 35mm camera
• Precision alignment from 2 through 24 fields
• Massive main column {ZVa" dia.) guide column
{2" dia.) ground for accurate performance
• Bali bearings for smooth zoom action
• Precision machining thruout with .001 accuracy
• 60" zoom; 24" east/west, 18" north/south travel
• 360^ Rotational table; precise locking action
• 4 counters calibrate compound; zoom movements
• Twin heavy-duty rods support rigid, counter¬
balanced camera faceplate
• Roller chain drive; ultimate strength 2000 lbs.
• Easy to install & operate. Passes thru 30" doorway
• Acme registration “Standard of the Industry"
• Heavy welded steel base
• Wt. 850 lbs.; Ht. 9 ft.
.

(hfy <2995
CONVENIENT PAYMENT

PLAN

AVAILABLE

Write for illustrated brochure describing
many adaptations of the TEL-Animastand

Here is a partial list of the many
satisfied Tel-Animastand users:
Associated Missile Products Corp., Pomona, Calif.
Boeing Airplane Co., Wichita, Kansas
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif.
Campbell Films, Saxton’s River, Vermont
Holland-Wegman Productions, Buffaio, N. Y.
Sandia Corporation, Albuquerque, N. M.
Telefects, Inc., New York, N, Y.
TV Spot Service, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
UNESCO (Aid to India), Paris, France
University of California, Livermore, Calif.
Veterans Administration Hospital, Topeka, Kansas
Viguie Film Productions, Inc., Santurce, P. R.

^ke ^^eparlmeni ^tore

SUPPLY CORP.

tke l^otion jf^iclure

f

602 WEST 52nd ST., NEW YORK 19. N. Y. • Phone: PLaza 7-0440 • Cable; SOSOUND
Western Branch: 6331 Hollywood Boulevard. Hollywood 28, Calif. • Phone: HO 7-2124

AMCRICAN

Cinematographer
FROM THE DESK OF THE EDITOR

Looking Back on '58
A traditional editorial procedure each January is to evaluate achieve¬
ments of the preceding year. Technically, nothing of great importance
was developed by the motion picture industry during 1958. The con¬
tinuing decline in theatre attendance having become the major problem,
studio efforts were solidly concerned with shoring up its ailing boxoffice
with bigger, better and costlier productions.
The process of evolution, which is affecting this industry as it does
everything else, seems accelerated and is everywhere evident. And while
“the movies” are not likely to disappear in the foreseeable future as
one of our chief sources of entertainment, film production today is a
vastly different business than it was ten years ago. Today big-budget
production is the only profitable production and it will continue to be
the industry’s mainstay as long as our economy will support the $2 and
$3 boxoffice admissions necessary for today’s profitable operation.
Fortunately, production of television films—still an “iffy” business—
has absorbed the surplus of cinematographers that diminishing feature
film production has made available. (Hollywood reportedly turned out
only 225 features in 1958, compared to about 325 in 1957). But this
was a lucky break for TV film producers, a break which made available
to them the world’s best cinematographic talent. Result is most video film
producers are turning out programs for home TV having all the pictorial
quality movie-goers have become accustomed to—and certainly would
have missed had the industry’s experienced cameramen not been avail¬
able to photograph television’s film programs.
But it is to Pay TV that the cinematographers look forward hopefully
—as do others in the industry. Some of the most discerning see Pay TV
not only the inevitable evolution of the television medium, but capable of
developing a Hollywood motion picture industry of far greater magni¬
tude than ever was believed possible under the old order of making films
for theatre exhibition.
Hollywood’s directors of photography are in no hurry to hang up their
viewers and exposure meters and “buy a little chicken ranch in the
valley” to support them in their autumn years. They know the big boom
Pay TV will unleash is just waiting for some bold and courageous person,
or event or circumstance to touch it off.
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CAMERA NO. 2 moves in for two-shot for “Night Court” under the direction of cinematographer William

F. Whitley, ASC (in

dark shirt). No. 3 camera

may be seen in background focused on Judge (Jay Jostyn).

FILMING
COURTROOM
DRAMAS FOR
TELEVISION
Format used for “Night Court"
may be film’s answer to video tape
TYPICAL SCENE in Banner Productions' “Night Court” in
which

Japanese

war

bride

with

problem

pleads case

before Judge Jostyn, following procedural preliminaries
by Public Defender Barney Biro.
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By

nw

JOSEPH

liGHT

COURT,”

V.

MASCELLI

the comparatively recent and highly

' ^ successful TV film series produced in Hollywood
by Banner Productions, dramatically demonstrates what
can be accomplished with a television film series when
veterans having both motion picture and television expe¬
rience merge their talents.
While almost everything that is done in producing
“Night Court” has been done before, in part, the success¬
ful combination of the various elements that go into filming
a television show have never before been so perfectly coor¬
dinated. Actors attribute the show’s success to astute casting
of many unknowns plus the superb performance of Jay
Jostyn as the judge. Technicians credit the superlative
camera-work. Live television technicians cite the show’s
free-flowing movement-—the genuine “live” quality of the
show. And vast numbers from television’s nightly audience
have extolled the shows’ “believability.” “It seems so real,”
many have said, “it must be filmed in a real courtroom
during actual litigations.”
The average producer of a TV film series—whether
employing the single-take “stop-and-go,” or the multiplecamera filming technique—usually completes two to three
half-hour shows per five-day week. Banner Productions, in
a recent ten-day stretch, completed fifty-six. For this, more
than a half-million feet of negative was exposed at a ratio
of only three-to-one compared to the four- or five-to-one

VIEW FROM courtroom toward production staff showing No. 1 and
2

DIAGRAM OF SET FOR "Night Court" showing
while

cameras

used

in

Bailiff (C) and

JANUARY •
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filming
Public

the

show.

Defender (D)

Judge
sit at

desk

Defendant

opposite

camera

up

to

scene
and

requirements

from

their
of

different

moves are
script,

by

angles. Both
directed

via

cameras
intercom,

Producer-Director Sandy

Spillman {in white shirt, left of center).

Jesse Corallo so aptly put it: “Repetitious rehearsals stag¬
nate both actors and crew. The success of ‘Night Court’ is
the result of planning that enables most action to be filmed
in a single take, when everyone is at their peak of per¬
formance and not exhausted from long sequences of retakes
on overtime.”
The speed, efficiency and perfection with which “Night
Court” is photographed has amazed not only veteran tech¬
nicians, directors and actors, but the very camera crew
that films it. Says Cinematographer William F. Whitley,
A.S.C., who directs the show’s photography: “The pace we
are able to maintain using this method is re¬
markable.” The five half-hour shows, which
his crew photographs daily, using three cam¬
eras shooting simultaneously from three dif¬
ferent positions, consume between 50,000 and
55,000 feet of negative.
Three Mitchell BNC cameras are used to
film each show. (See diagram). Camera No. 1,
employing a 3-inch lens, moves in and out on
a crab dolly to photograph the judge and
bailiff as each case is called, and subsequently

positions of the three Mitchell
sits at A,

lining

mobile mounted

according

presently standard for TV film shows.
“Night Court’s” production formula may be film’s an¬
swer to TV’s video tape. Conservatively, it cuts costs in half
without sacrificing technical quality or dramatic impact.
No corners are cut except waste motion; no speed-up is
ever employed. The fast shooting pace is achieved through
careful, detailed pre-planning instead of by putting the heat
on everyone during shooting. As production supervisor

BNC

cameras

are

is at

B.

No.

2.

films closeups of the judge as he presides.
Camera No. 2, mounted on a Chapman crane,
uses a 35mm lens to cover the courtroom audi¬
ence and to follow defendants as they are
brought in. This camera continues shooting a
side angle of the proceedings—with a variety
of camera movement—to record two-shots of
judge and defendant, group shots of bailiff,
public defender and others, or moves in for a
closeup of the defendant. Camera No. 2 is
actually the master scene camera—the ‘“work
horse” of the show. Camera No. 3, utilizing a
Pan-Cinor lens, is mounted high behind and
to the left of the judge and covers the defend¬
ant as he is brought up to the bench to testify.
Continued on Page 56
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time for
a change..
I

I
Pictures are a real “lifesaver” for
young parents. Each week millions
of them get a needed change of
pace by taking in a show. It’s the
natural thing to do. And—the better

the picture, the more they go,
THE BIGGER THE BOX OFFICE.
Consciously or not, audiences
: recognize and respond to technical
excellence in motion pictures. And
when it comes to technical help on
how to make pictures better, the
Eastman Technical Service for Motion
Picture Film stands ready, willing,
: and able. Offices at strategic
' locations. Inquiries invited.
I

i

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.
East Coast Division

342 Madison Avenue
New York 1 7, New York
Midwest Division

1 30 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1, III.
!

West Coast Division

j

6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.
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lems automatically are solved. Unfor¬

Do-It-Yourself
Sound Recording
PART III

Don’t stint when it comes to purchasing a microphone. The best
is essential to top-quality recording results.

By

ALLEN

JACOBS

The Calvin Co., Inc., Kansas City, Mo.

tunately this is not the case. While the
recorder is a very important and basic
piece of equipment, a good magnetic
recording machine does not in itself
automatically guarantee the production
of good sound. Still other factors are
involved.
One simple proof of this could be
observed were you to transfer or re¬
record, using your magnetic recorder,
a fine-quality wide-range disc record¬
ing of an orchestration to magnetic
tape, and then compare the quality ob¬
tained with that of a live recording of
a really fine orchestra. Assuming that
the orchestra whose music on the com¬
mercial disc you re-recorded and the
orchestra whose music you recorded
“live” were comparable, the results ob¬
tained in the two recordings might well
be quite different.
Why? Well, if you did a reasonably
careful and proper job of transferring
the disc recording to tape, it probably
would be difficult for you to detect any
difference between the magnetic copy
you made and the disc itself when both
are played on good reproducers. How¬
ever, the music that you heard played
by the live orchestra, and the music
that you recorded of that live orchestra
would probably differ in quality. In
the case of the disc recording, your as¬
signment was a simple transfer of
sound. The people who had made the
commercial disc recording had already
solved a lot of problems—choice and
position
of microphone,
acoustics,
equalization of the sound, and so on.
However, when you prepared to record
the live orchestra these were problems
which you had to face and solve. And,
unless you are a thoroughly experi¬
enced recording man, you would prob¬
ably get something other than the fin¬

ONE OF THE ADVANTAGES of using a high-input microphone is that the greater volume of sound
it delivers permits "backing-up” the volume control on the recorder; less gain is used with conse¬
quent reduction in the level of extraneous or unwanted sound.

L

we discussed here, for the
edification of the small independent
film producer wishing to set up his
own sound recording department, the
pros and cons of the various types of
ast month

magnetic sound recorders, and listed
the basic specifications essential to a
magnetic tape or film recorder that is
expected to produce professional qual¬
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ity sound. On the basis of that discus¬
sion, we can assume that a choice has
been made and we now have a re¬
corder.
It might further be assumed that
this choice would be the hardest one
to make, in planning a sound depart¬
ment, and that with the acquisition of
the recorder most of the major prob¬

est results. We might say that the point
is: the recorder may be better than
you are. To put it another way, the
recording machine generally has a
greater ability to record sound than
the operator’s ability to feed qualitysound into it.
What are some of the other factors
involved in sound recording? Well,
there’s
the
auxiliary
equipment—
microphone, pre-amplifier, cables,
mixer, power supply, and so on. Then
there’s the matter of acoustics—what
happens to the sound before it’s picked
up by the microphone. And there are
some further subtleties of sound re¬
cording, the mastery of which is esContinued on Poge 53
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Unconditionally Guaranteed for Top Satisfactory Performance

COLLAPSIBLE
3-WHEEL DOLLY

I
For motion picture and TV
cameras.

for Cine Special • Maurer

minum.

Arriflex • Mitchell

Sturdy cast alu¬
For

stondard

or

baby tripods. Additional
baby tripod point holders

Synchronous
phase,

50/60

motor
cycle.

unit,

IISV,

Available

in

single

to control spread of tripod

60 or

legs.

Adjustable

seat.

Extra wide

100 frames per minute units.
Time

$455

For Cine Special 7 and 11,

Lapse

Equipment

spring

rubber

wheels. Bronze tie down

available

clamps and other features.

For studio or location. Folds into
one compact unit. Can

be

used

with professional or semi-profes¬
sional tripods.

SYNCHROMASTER
SYNCHRONIZER

For Maurer Camera,

Our Exclusive Distributor

^stumada

Variable Speed Motors
with Tachometer
for Cine Special and Maurer Cameras

The Versatile CRAB HYDROLLY
Features many new advantages found in no other
dolly. Maneuverable to ALL

angles with

/

instant

1

/

lIB

/

ease. Variable up and down control. Dual wheel

/

1

steering for crab and conventional back steering.

/*■',/

'

^4"'

Noiseless operation. Its versatility
permits unusual dramatic shots
, and reduces costly set-up time.

®
combination of
16mm and/or 35mm

'
g.

f

sprockets assembled to
specification.

11

If

V

V

Cast aluminum.

frame

dial. Fast finger roller release. Contact rollers adjust-

I *

shaft slip lock, footage counter, etc.

ed
' I

Foot linear type, adjustable

||

individually

for

positive

film

contact.

Sprocket

TV OR
CAMERA DOLLY

Instant

moveability —

FITS ALL 16mm
PROFESSIONAL AND
SEMI-PROFESSIONAL
CAMERAS

streamlined, lightweight,
exceptionally sturdy. Noth¬
of order.

Swivel seat. Adjustable leveling head. Seat for

Many new advantages for

ing

assistant. In-line wheels for track use. Steering

easy

wheel, rigid floor locks. Hand pump or combi¬

\ lift

to

get

out

operation.
type

Hydraulic

for fast

upward

nation hand and motor pump. Easily transport¬
able.

Aand downward motion.

-—--A

£

The latest in
new
as

matte boxes, embodying

advantages!
gauze

holders,

filters, etc.
glass

or

Takes

filters.

supplied.

Beautifully

aluminum

castings

2"

filters,
ond

Fibre
dural

of

such
effect

3”

filter

constructed
with

many

accessories

diffusion

For use with

gelatin

all

square

Base

fits

and

small

. ott'^

\ SI"*"

cameras

tripod

and

has

large

threads.

Takes all lenses 15mm to 152mm.

holders

Rubber

durable

when lens is smaller than back opening.

front

back

caps

avoid

back

flare,

rods.

ONLY $44.95

Optical black interior.

Ot’. -e<''

all

35"''*' rt, o'***

r>r ."4'''-*-^
JOHN

Vlfest Coast Sales:
BIRNS & SAWYER, Los Angeles, Calif

209

WEST

48th

CLEMENS

STREET,

NEW

ERWIN

YORK

36,

HARV

N.

Y

Circle

6-0348

AIMIMATED
FILM

PART VI

TECHIMIQLES
Cleaning up and in-betweening the animator’s
“extremes” precede the inking and painting steps

I

N

THIS

CHAPTER

we shall continue

where we left off last month in de¬
scribing the function of the “in-betweener” in the long series of steps of
preparing the art work for a typical
animated cartoon — in this instance,
Walt Disney’s “Bambi,” which has
been chosen for reference because it is
probably one of the best remembered
of all Disney feature-length animated
films.
The first drawings that are cleaned
up are the original extremes of the
animator; so the key action poses be¬
come the key cleanups as well. This
drawing chore is handled by the ani¬
mator’s assistant, for it is a very im¬
portant phase in the procedure of ani¬
mation. The assistant works closely
with the animator at all times and is
familiar with his way of working. It is
the cleanup-man who puts the final

FIG.

1—ABOVE

SERIES

of

drawings

represent
foot plus

12 frames of action for Walt Disney's “Bambi,"
expanded from the six roughs illustrated in Oc¬
tober.

Drawing 49 was shot in “2s," hence the

duplication.

38

over

the drawing-number.

It

doesn’t make any difference how draw¬
ings are numbered, as long as they are
in succession and the same number
isn’t used for two drawings in the
scene.
An inbetween drawing is made in the
following general fashion. Referring to
the drawings in Fig. 1, it will be noted
that drawings 71 and 73 are extremes.
Number 72 is an inbetween.
tweener first places 71 and
pegs of his drawing board
position, snaps on the light

The inbe¬
73 on the
in super¬
under the

glass in the board, puts a clean sheet
of paper on top of the other drawings
and numbers it 72. He then flips the
two finished extremes back and forth
to get an idea of the path of action.
Unless otherwise indicated, the inbe¬
tween will be at a halfway position be¬

After the extremes are cleaned up,
the supplementary poses, or inbe-

tween each extreme. For example, it
will be noted that the spots on Bambi’s
back are visible in drawing 73, where¬
as in 71 they are hidden by the posi¬

tweens, are taken care of by an “inbetweener”, who is the humblest in the
long string of artists on the production
line. But even the inbetweener must

tion of his body. Hence, in 72, the in¬
betweener drew tbe character so that
the spots are just beginning to come
into view to the extent of half the

have better-than-average facility with
a pencil and possess a good sense of
action.

amount that’s shown in 73.
The inbetweener must be careful to

“screen-drawing” into the character.

"cleaned-up" extremes and comprise 1

an ‘x’

Every inbetween is a complete draw¬
ing, just as finished as the extremes.
It can be seen by examining tbe illus¬
trations on this page that these inbebetweens do not represent any import¬
ant phase in the course of the action,
but simply carry one extreme to the
next. The extremes are indicated with

draw everything that’s indicated in the
cleaned up extremes. If he overlooks a
wrinkle, a spot or a color indication,
the lack of such will cause a momen¬
tary flicker on the screen. When a
drawing reaches the stage of being
traced onto celluloid, the inker will ink
only such lines as are on the drawing.
If something’s missing, if only for a
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employed. A typical example is a
scene from one Donald Duck cartoon.
Donald is marching along on a parade
ground, meanwhile watching a num¬
ber of airplanes zooming along over¬
head. His feet and body go through a
cycle of continuous action, but his head
moves around, watching the planes.
Here the animator drew' a complete
walk cycle to animate each foot com¬
pleting a stride. Then, instead of re-an¬
imating these steps for each new stride,
FIG.

2—THE

animation
designed

MULTIPLANE

camera

stand,

by Walt

Disney

Studios, made possible the
remarkable

3 - dimensional

effects

“Bambi"

in

and

other Disney animated fea¬
ture

films.

units

ground
and

The

take
and

each

horizontal

various
action

may

be

back¬
cells
posi¬

tioned at various distances
from the camera
at

top

of

the

mounted

multiplane

unit.

the animator indicated these original
drawings were to be used, via tracebacks, and in the right order, again
and again as long as the W'alking ac¬
tion continued.
New animation was done for the
head, which changed position con¬
stantly during the walk, and which
was registered to the tracebacks. The
use of held cells, tracebacks and other
such shortcuts are encouraged in the
professional studios, because every un¬
necessary drawing is a waste of money,
time, and effort.
If there’s a portion of the back¬
ground which a character goes behind
during the action, the character is

drawing or two, the inker will automat¬
ically leave it out, assuming the clean¬
up-man wanted it that way.
The inbetweener has the rough inbetween to guide him in placing his fin¬
ished drawing in the proper relation¬
ship to the extremes. These rough inbetweens are done for the first rough
test of the action. They help the inbe¬
tweener especially when the extremes
are far apart, and he is obliged to pro¬
vide several consecutive drawings in¬
stead of just one, as in the case of
drawing5 63, 65, 67 and 69 which
are the inbetweens of the
numbered 61 and 71.

extremes

Various tricks and time-savers are
employed in the drawing of cleanups
and inbetweens. There is the “held
cell”—used when some portion of a
character’s body is to remain station¬
ary for 16 frames or longer, while the
rest of the body is in action. Instead of
re-drawing the motionless portion over
and over again, it’s drawn just once,
and placed on a separate cell level. The
active parts are animated on another
level and superimposed over the held
cell, in register. The only possible dis¬
advantage to this method is the fact
that the held part generally undergoes
a slight change of color, or “color
jump”, when suddenly transferred to
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another cell level, as explained last
month. Also, holding a held cell for too
long a period is liable to present a
“frozen” appearance to the stationary
part.
Another drawing-saver is the “traceback”. This is first cousin to the
cell, and is used when but a small
tion of a character remains in
same size and position for a

held
por¬
the
few

frames. For example, if a character’s
feet are to remain in one spot for sev¬
eral drawings, while the rest of the
character moves, the animator will
animate his action as usual, but will
fail to draw the feet each time, indicat¬
ing for them to be traced from the
drawing where they went into their
held position. The cleanup-man and in¬
betweener will make their drawings
complete except for the feet, calling for
a traceback of the feet from the last
drawing whereon they appeared.
The traceback is also used to save
unnecessary drawing in the case of a
cycle of action such as a walk, where
the same pattern occurs over and over
again. Sometimes, in a cycle, the same
drawings are shot repeatedly for the
length of the action, but where some
part
of
the
character
undergoes
changes of position while other parts
are in a cycle action, the traceback is

“registered to the background” during
the process of cleaning up the draw¬
ings. The exact edge of this part of
the background is carefully indicated
by the layout-man, and the cleanupman uses this guide in drawing only
that portion of the character which is
supposed to be in sight. Similar guides
are provided the inker and painter. If
the part of the background is of such a
nature as to require complicated regis¬
tering, such as a wire fence, clump of
bushes, etc., it can be handled as an
overlay, and placed on a top cell level.
When the action calls for a char¬
acter to move outside of the limits of a
5 or 6^ field setup, a panorama or
“pan” move is indicated. A pan move
gives the effect of the camera dollying
along beside a character in action, the
same as in live-action photography.
For this the background is drawn on a
longer sheet of paper according to the
amount of ground the character must
cover. The cartoon camera is in more
or less a fixed position at all times, and
its movements are limited to the areas
of the 5 or
field. So, when the
camera can’t move, the background
must. In the average pan move, the
character animates in one spot on the
setup, while the background is moved
behind him in the opposite direction at
a fraction of an inch per exposure, deContinued on Page 58
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Importance
Of Variable

of professional motion picture pho¬
tography that do not require, at some time or other, the ad¬

There are few fields

vantages of the variable shutter. There are two principal
uses for the variable shutter: (1) to make fades or lap-dis-

:
]

solves in the camera, and (2) to alter the exposure time
interval.

'

The conventional motion picture camera shutter of this

;

type is a two- or three-segment disc, the segments of which

Shutter

can be adjusted to alter the size of the shutter opening. As
in still photography, the “faster” the shutter speed the bet-

■
e

ter the camera is able to “stop” fast action without the
blurring that would result in the image where a slower

[
i

shutter speed is used.

j

Except for the Kodak 16mm Cine-Special, until recently

Adjustable shutter gives
cinematographer still-camera flexibility
in exposure control to “stop” fast action or
to maintain exposure levels under
variable light conditions

the variable shutter was found only
motion picture cameras such as the
importance of the variable shutter in
non-professional cinematography has

in professional 35mm
Mitchell. Today, the
both professional and
been fully recognized

|

i

;

and we now find an increasing number of 16mm cameras
offering this feature. Nor has the 8mm movie maker been
neglected. Bolex, in its Model B-8VS cine camera, features
a variable disc shutter that enables this camera to do anything its 16mm contemporaries can do with this feature.

i
|

To describe briefly tbe functions of the motion picture
camera shutter, when we expose a frame of film, the film is

By

ONLY

WITH

A

VARIABLE

shutter

JOHN

is

it

possible

to

held motionless in the gate of the camera for a fraction of a
second. Before the next frame can be exposed, the film

i

FORBES

must be advanced in the gate in order to bring an unexposed frame in place for the next exposure. During this

;
|

shoot

"STOPPING"

fast

action

HORSE

mid-air was simply a

the

(he picture below.

lens diaphragm to equalize the exposure.
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shutter opening

in

moving across the camera field and get a crisp, blurr-less image, as in

matter of closing

down

for a "faster” shutter speed and opening up the
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advance of the film, the light coming through the lens must
be cut off momentarily, and this is effected by the shutter.

are using one of the popular cine cameras which has a
shutter opening of 201° and gives an exposure interval of

In most 16mm cameras the shutter is of the rotary disctype. Part of the disc is cut away to permit the passage of
light to the film for the exposure. The disc shutter rotates
continuously as the camera is operated.

1/27 second at 16 f.p.s. If we shoot a scene with this cam¬
era and find that f/8 is the right stop to use, the resultant
exposure will be different from what another photographer
would secure with a camera having a smaller shutter open¬

Obviously, the larger the opening of the shutter, the more
light reaches each frame of film and consequently the

ing. Let’s say the other photographer’s camera has a shut¬
ter giving a 1/48 second exposure at 16 f.p.s. If he is to

greater is the period of exposure. But there are some defi¬
nitely limiting factors. Most important of these is the

match our exposure on the scene, he will have to shoot it at
f/6.7 (or lens stop nearest this figure, i.e. f/6.3). If we,
with our 1/27 sec. shutter, are shooting at f/2.5, the other
filmer will have to open up to f/1.9 to get comparable re¬

mechanical problem of moving the film. During the period
between the exposure of two successive frames (that is, the
time period during which the shutter is “closed”), the film
must be started, moved, then stopped dead. Clearly, if the
open part of the shutter is large, the film must accelerate,
move and decelerate very quickly. If the open sector of the
shutter is smaller, the film can be moved more slowly and,

sults; and if we are shooting at f/1.9, the other fellow with
the faster shutter (giving less exposure per interval) won’t

accordingly, more gently. But we pay for this less strenuous
movement by getting less light for the exposure.
What has all this to do with ordinary camerawork? you
may ask, remembering, of course, that changing speeds and

Another point to consider is that by using the smaller
lens stop, the scene will have much greater depth of field
than it would if shot with a camera having a smaller shut¬
ter opening; and this difference would be increasingly

shutter openings are possible only with a few cine cameras.
Well to explain further, suppose we have an ordinary still

noticeable as the lens was opened wider or focused on near¬
er objects, as for closeups.

camera and the established exposure for a given shot is
f/8 at 1/25 second. If we shorten the exposure time to

On the other hand, in the matter of getting clear, blurrless pictures of fast-moving objects, the camera with the
smaller shutter opening offers a distinct advantage. Fast
moving objects will be registered on the film in a shorter
exposure interval. Because they will have less time to move
during the exposure, less blurr will result.

1/50 second, we will have to open up the lens a correspond¬
ing amount—to f/5.6—in order to secure the same ex¬
posure.
It’s the same in motion picture photography. Suppose we

be able to shoot the scene successfully at all unless he has
an extremely fast lens, for he would have to use a lens o})ening of f/1.1 to match our exposure.

Obviously, the solution to the shutter problem for the ad¬
vanced amateur is the adjustable shutter, same as found on
standard 35mm motion picture cameras, which will per¬
mit adjusting the shutter opening to suit the shot. All pro¬
VARIABLE SHUTTERS are now

incorporated

in

some of the high-speed

motion picture cameras used by armed forces to record the performance
of missiles and aircraft.

fessional 35mm cameras used in the studios have variable
shutters and most of them permit adjusting the shutter
opening while the camera is running, if necessary. This
has proven a valuable adjunct in shooting scenes where the
camera moves in and out of dark areas, or for trick effects
where speed of a person or an object is to be altered with¬
out stopping the camera.
The ability to make fades and lap-dissolves in itself
justifies the variable shutter as standard equipment for all
cine cameras. Next, and much more important, is the con¬
trol of exposure afforded by the variable shutter. Reduc¬
ing the lens opening increases depth of focus, and increas¬
ing the aperture size reduces depth. Such changes between
closely related scenes are not pleasing; and when light fluc¬
tuations, such as a cloud passing over the sun, for example,
make such changes necessary within a scene, they are
doubly objectionable. But by controlling the light with the
shutter instead of the lens diaphragm, such depth of focus
contrasts can be avoided.
If, for instance, we are shooting on one of those days,
say, when small clouds are obscuring the sun, we can set
our lens at, say, f/8.3 and the shutter at 90° and get the
same exposure as though we shot at f/11.3 with the shutter
opened at 170°. With cameras having a variable shutter,,
when a cloud suddenly appears to reduce the light falling
on the scene, the exposure can be kept uniform (in relation
Continued on Page 54
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COMPLETELY EQUIPPED PROCESSOR
TO CONTINUOUSLY OEVELOP16/35nim NEG/POS UP TO

9,000 FT. PER HOUR!

FILMLINE
16mm/35mm NEGATIVE AT 100 FT./MIN. » ALL STAINLESS STEEL CONSTRUCTION
16mm/35mm POSITIVE AT 150 FT./MIN. • COMPACT * EASILY INSTALLED

Converts 16 or 35mm effortlessly
Variable processing: times
48 seconds to 5 minutes.
Speeds: 25' to 150'/min.„
3000’ flanges
Vapor-lock seals on all chambers
Two banks of film/cabinet
6 Gals, solution/cabinet
Quick-fill valve converts neg. or
pos. chemicals in 2 minutes
Separate replenishing &
recirculation for each cabinet
with stainless-steel pump,
S.S. filter, S.S. Gauge,
S.S. Flometer, S.S. Thermometer
Darkroom
Unit
31'L,22’W,87''

105

Daylight
Unit
L. 32 "W, 81'

Born of the need for truly efficient CON TROLLED-PROCESSING of heavy film
production . . . ■within the economies of both space and time . . . comes this most
significant advance in automatic film processor design and engineering ... at a
cost far below any other completely equipped, high-speed processing machine.
Exclusive FILMLINE
formance;

design

features assure you of

100%

professional

per¬

FILM-FLIGHT... an unerringly dependable film transport mechanism.
TEMP-GUARD... a precision
frigeration.

temperature control system for

both

heat and

re¬

FLO-JET NOZZLES. . . a scientific design of spray nozzles that achieves maximum solu¬
tion impingement.
CUSHNBLO AIR SQUEEGEES ...a new type air squeegee that cushions film surface to
remove excess solutions.
TURBO-FLO IMPINGEMENT DRYING... a high velocity, mathematically precise delivery
of warmed air direct to emulsion, insuring sparkling dry images.
These Filnilive odinnices are basic achievements vital to your increased operating
efficiency, improved processing performance and reduced cost economy.

Dual wash film chambers
Recirculation of filtered wash
Built-in flush-down system

For Complete
Specifications or
Demonstration
write Dept. JA 59

FILMLINE CORP.

DISTRIBUTED BY: CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO.,
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NEW YORK CITY

MILFORD,

CONNECTICUT
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TYPICAL APPLICATION of the Fairchild HS3201 exposure meter for
reading light value in limited area in which subject of study is centered.
Camera is Fairchild HS-101 high Speed motion analysis camera.

FAIRCHILD

HS320I

buttons on bottom
ting is at right.

exposure
of

unit.

meter.

Ring

scale

Note

high-

for reading

and

low-scale

aperture

set¬

Exposure Meter For High-Speed Photography
Its narrow acceptance angle renders accurate pinpoint readings
not possible with conventional exposure meters

I

I
j

SUBJECTS OF industrial high-speed cinematography
ty* are so situated as to pose a difficult problem for the
cameraman in determining exposure for the critical results
expected. Very often a moving part to be studied by high¬

reaches the camera lens. This is said to be the first ex¬
posure meter in the high speed photography field that uti¬
lizes this principle of measuring reflected light as opposed
to measuring incident light.

speed photographic recording will be located within a complex mechanical setup, making it not only difficult to light
but to evaluate in terms of the lens stop to be used.

When using the HS3201, light readings are taken from
the camera position by sighting the subject area to be
filmed. The unit is designed to measure the reflected light
of a circle area 8 inches in diameter at a distance of ten
feet. This narrow acceptance angle of 2° makes it easy for

Operators of high-speed cameras long have indicated a
need for a “spot” type exposure meter having a narrow
angle of acceptance that would read the illumination on a
small area from camera position unaffected by extraneous
light reflected by the adjacent area outside of camera range.
Conventional meters, when used at camera position, take
in much more of a set-up area than is usually photographed
and therefore “read” the total light reflected from such
areas with the result that under-exposure can result where
this condition is not compensated for.
A new reflectance-type exposure meter designed specifi¬
cally for high speed photography is now being marketed
by Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corporation, Syosset,
Long Island. N. Y. Known as the Fairchild HS3201 meter,
it is designed to accurately measure the amount of light that

JANUARY • 1959

the high speed photographer to obtain accurate pin-point
readings and better average readings. This is particularly
important when the photographer is shooting complicated
machine set-ups with light surfaces of varying intensity,
(as illustrated in photo above).
Another advantage of this telescopic-type meter is the rel¬
ative convenience of taking readings from the camera posi¬
tion. This eliminates holding the meter in dangerous spots
near whirling machinery. It also eliminates danger of
scorching hands while holding the meter under high in¬
tensity lights.
Operation of the HS3201 is simple.

The meter is used
Continued on Page 56
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ACADEMY AWARD WINNING
NOW OFFERING NEW DESIRABLE FEATURES

PRINTER
HIGHER SPEED . . .
The speed of the light selector
increosed from 36 to 63 R. P. M.

arm

ROBOT
which

rotates

the

light

shutter

has

been

STAINLESS STEEL CONTACTS . . .
The new stainless steel
self-cleaning action.

contacts

insure

a

longer,

trouble*free

life

due to their

MOTORS OPERATED ONLY DURING PRINTING . . .
The servo-unit drive motors are actuated only during actual film printing and
are started end stopped by the tape reader information. This results in reduced
wear on motors, brakes, and clutches and reduces maintenance costs.

GREATER ACCURACY . . .
Sharper

brake action

increases the accuracy of the

printer point selection.

LONGER LIFE . . .
Smoother engagement
motor and the bett.

of

clutches

in

the

servo-units

increase

the

life

of

the

NEW ELECTRONIC COMMAND UNIT . . .
This circuit is redesigned to avoid any wear and
results in lower power transformer temperature.

arcing

of relay contacts and

NEW SIGNAL LIGHT ARRANGEMENT . . .
The lamp in the electronic unit does not light up until
operated indicating that the unit is ready for printing.

the

time

relays

have

IMPROVED SAFETY CIRCUIT . . .
Additional safety features have been incorporated to eliminate misfiring of
thyratrons controlling the servo-unit, thus assuring correct positioning of the
light selector arm.

QUICKLY ADJUSTABLE . . .
For added convenience the machine can be quickly adjusted to any of 21
settings as well as offering adjustable spacing.

or 31

WRITE FOR INFORMATION REGARDING OUR NEW RENTAL PURCHASE PLAN

FOR

LABORATORY

UNICORN

EQUIPMENT

WITH

ADVANCED

ENGINEERING
KEEP

AUTOMATIC

TAPE

UNICORN

IN

DESIGN

CORPORATION
MIND

SPLICER

Unicorn's Robot Splicer is the ideal piece of equipment for use in
splicing

film

in

total

darkness

prior

to

its

entry

into

the

processing

machine.

Assures

an

extra

strong

splice

which

cannot come

apart during the processing cycle.

Eliminates all danger of nicks to processing rollers
caused

Pressure

by staples, clips, or eyelets.

sensitive

Mylar-base

tape

wraps

completely

around

the

cut edges of film resulting in a film saving butt splice. This guarantees
minimum
in

the

waste and

processing

safely ties down

machine

edges so that they cannot catch

parts.

THREE MODELS ARE CURRENTLY AVAILABLE:

Model

A-2835-35mm

$2,200.00

Model

A-2816-16mm

$2,200.00

•Model

A-2870-70mm

$2,700.00

•Special order

EXCLUSIVE
HOLLYWOOD
MAIN

OFFICE:

BRANCH
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WEST

ST..

43RD

DISTRIBUTORS;
FILM

HOLLYWOOD
ST.,

NEW

COMPANY
(38).

YORK

CALIFORNIA

(19),

NEW

YORK

HO.
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VIEW
of

OF

BLIMPED

camera's

camera

from

fhrough-the-lens

extended at the

rear (1).

rear.

finder

Blimp

Eyepiece
system

is

is of fiberglass

construction.

II.

II

CAMERETTE

DOUBLE-SYSTEM

16/35mm

power, and miscellaneous equipment.

sound

camera

with

mixer-amplifier,

battery-

Originally designed by British Broadcasting Co.

for its TV newsreel productions, unit is now in production for distribution in the U. S.

Camerette Double-System
16/35mm Sound Camera
VIEW OF UNIT with door of blimp removed to
show right side of Camerette.
camera

and

16/35mm

recorder

magnetic

is

shown

recording

Compact, portable unit provides top quality

Motor that drives
at

(2),

mechanism

the

at (3),

magnetic sound in positive sync with picture

and the magnetic film supply and takeup spindles
at (4).

By

JOE

HENRY

W

Broadcasting Company wanted a compact, reli¬
able camera and sound recording unit for its growing TV news
operation, the company designed its own, using a 16/35mm Cam¬
HEN THE BRITISH

erette as the basic unit. To this was added a mechanically-coupled com¬
bination 16/35mm magnetic film recorder and the whole then encased
in an attractive, lightweight fibreglass blimp. The result is an efficient
double-system sound-film unit having all the advantages of lightweight
and portability of a single-system sound camera. Following the initial
designing of the unit, it was then turned over to G-B Kalee in England
for production. In all, thirteen of the new Camerette magnetic sound-onfilm 16/35mm motion picture cameras have been fabricated for and put

VIEW OF
integral
shown

OPPOSITE

part
at

(5).

accommodate
mounted

on

of

side.

Note

that

camera
the

Footage

Camerette

turret.
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film

blimp

with

all

is
to

any

counter, an

magazines,
is

into operation by BBC.
There’s an interesting sidelight on what motivated BBC to design the
outfit in the first place. In England, they’re very fussy about authen¬
ticity of sound for newsreel pictures, especially dialogue. There’s never

designed
three

dubbing-in

of

spurious

applause

or

laugh

tracks,

or of spe-

lenses
Continued on

Page 51
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READY TO EDIT
YOUR FILM?
Good editing depends as much upon the footage
you leave out as what you leave in the final cut

film editors build or purchase pigeon-hole boards divided
into 50 or 100 separate shallow compartments, each of
which bears a painted number. The rolled-up strips of film
are then placed in the compartment corresponding with
their respective scene numbers.
The next step is the process known as “cutting on paper.”
part of making motion pictures lies

It is here that the descriptive scene lists made in breaking

' in the editing—rearranging scenes and sequences to pro¬
duce an interesting screen result. It’s a phase of film mak¬

down the film really come in handy. Using these lists,
arrange and rearrange the scenes in various orders until a

ing that calls for more than skill and knowhow; it also re¬
quires the right tools and good organization of procedure so

pattern of continuity is formed which you feel will have the

that editing always remains a creative, inspirational thing
instead of a chore.

out these lists using a separate 3x5 card for each scene,

The really creative

Actually it is quite easy to organize the editing of your
films in such a way that the cutting becomes no chore at all.
There is a mechanical or formula routine which is fol¬
lowed by professional cutters and which 16mm film mak¬
ers can adapt very profitably to their own use.

desired screen effect. Many editors find it handy to make
so they can be shuffled about with greater ease.
In “paper” cutting, you are concerned not only with ar¬
ranging scenes in their logical sqeuence according to con¬
tinuity of action, but also in getting as much variety and
pace into the editing as possible. Each sequence should be
Continued on Page 58

The first step is to arrange the various rolls of film in
the same order as shot and give each a consecutive num¬
ber. Then project each roll or run through a viewer. If
scenes were not “slated” during shooting, an identifying
number should then be scratched on the emulsion side of
the first frame of each scene. Badly-exposed or discard
scenes should be marked with a grease pencil so they ean
easily be culled out later.
As the various rolls of film are thus previewed, another
descriptive list should be made of the scenes in chronologi¬
cal order, using the identifying numbers, and giving a brief
resume of the camera angle of and the action in each shot.
For example, the designation of one random scene might
read: Scene 28 - LS - Jack in motorboat, pulling away from
shore toward camera. If you recall the action of your foot¬
age, brief descriptions such as this will serve to clearly
establish the scenes when you start to assemble them later.
hen all scenes on all of the rolls have been catalogued
in this manner, you are ready to start “breaking them
down.” This consists of cutting the scenes apart and culling
out those which have been marked for discard. The good
scenes should be carefully rolled up, taking special pains
to avoid scratching or other damage. Each scene thus rolled
should he secured with a rubber band, and a slip of paper
on which is marked the number of the scene inserted under
the hand for instant identification. Many non-professional

46

ADEQUATE TOOLS and a well-organized editing table make a simple task of
film

editing. A novel

innovation

in

above arrangement

is

installation of the

splicer in drawer, thus reducing clutter of equipment on top of toble.
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ANSWER TO THE SOUND PUZZLE:

an integrated system by Magnasync
I

No need to puzzle out that new sound
system all alone. We have the engineers
and the experience to assist you to
custom-tailor a high-performance system.
Fob a sound solution to any
sound problem, call Magnasync.
dealers:

I

CHICAGO, Zenith Cinema Service. Inc.: LOS ANGELES. Birms &
Sawyer Cine Equipment; NEW YORK, Camera Equipment Co.;
SAN FRANCISCO, Brooks Camera Co.; BELGIU M, Brussels. S.O.B.A.C.,
S.A. (Societe Beige D’Applications Cinematographiques) ;
CANADA, Toronto, Ontario, Alex L. Clark. Ltd.; DENMARK,
Copenhagen. Kinovox Electric Corp. ; ENGLAND. London, W-1,
DoLane Lea Processes, Ltd.; HONGKONG, Supreme Trading Co.;
INDIA, Bombay, Kine Engineers: ITALY, Borne. Ueportfilm S.K.L. ;
JAPAN, Tokyo, J. Osawa & Co., Ltd.; MEXICO CITY. I).F..
Henri A. Lube; PAKISTAN, Karachi 3, Film Factors Ltd.;
SWITZERLAND. Zurich 7/53, Rene Boeniger;
THAILAND, Bangkok. (J. Simon Radio Co., Ltd.

i

)

j2ist write, wire or phone for information
on a complete system, or any part
MAGNASYNC MANUFACTURING CO . LTD
55^6 satsnma ave., no. Hollywood, calif,
phone: STanley 7-5^93; cable “MAGXASYS^C”
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THE NEW

BOLEX

16mm

Anamorphic

lens

provides

a

pleasing

picture

of

2-to-l

proportions,

which is similar to the wide field which we see with our eyes.

Anamorphic wide-screen photography can add excitement and extra
entertainment value to any 16mm motion picture subject

By

ERNST

WILDI

SPARKLING, sharp closeups such as this are easily accomplished in 16mm with an Anamorphic
lens coupled with the standard l" lens.

48
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I
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i

W

photography has done to give an excit¬
ing “new look” to theatrical motion pictures, it can do
also for 16mm films—commercial, industrial, medical, travel,
HAT WIDE-SCREEN

lecture and amateur.
As yet, a paltry few 16mm filmers have explored the real
possibilities inherent in the anamorphic lens. Even though ex.
cellent lenses of this type long have been available both for
photography and projection of 16mm motion pictures, the reluc¬
tance of 16mm film makers to go to CinemaScope-type photog¬
raphy appears based on a number of misconceptions. Loss of
picture brightness and sharpness, difficulties in filming, and the
possibility that a profitable market for such films might not de¬
velop are just a few. None of these are valid today, anymore
than they are for 35mm CinemaScope.
Overcoming such misconceptions was a primary considera¬
tion when Bolex anamorphic lenses were being designed for
16mm cameras and projectors. Long before the lenses were
placed on the market, a demonstration film was made with the
first of the new lenses that proved most convincingly that
anamorphic wide-screen photography can add excitement and

THE BOLEX

16mm

Anamorphic lens

mounted on

the Bolex H-16 camera. Note corresponding mask
mounted on front of finder.

entertainment value to any 16mm motion picture subject. The
favorable reaction of audiences to this film has demonstrated
the same enthusiasm for wide-screen 16mm pictures that fol¬
lowed the introduction of wide-screen 35mm feature films.

si:xTEiE]]sr
In most systems of “squeezed-image” cinematography, the
anamorphic lens is a separate or auxiliary lens that is mounted
in front of the regular camera lens (or the projector lens). It
consists of cylindrical elements which do not change the verti¬
cal aspect of the camera lens, but enlarge the horizontal angle of
view. If we consider the regular camera lens and the ana¬
morphic lens working together, we have a composite lens unit
with the basic focal length in the vertical axis and a shorter
focal length in the horizontal plane, thereby increasing the ac¬
ceptance angle.

THERE’S A WIDE-SCREEN lens for the Bolex 8mm
camera, too. The simple mounting bracket permits
the Anamorphic to be moved forward for access
to

The Bolex Anamorphic lenses are made by the optical works
of Moeller in West Germany, a firm that for years has special¬
ized in cylindrical optics. It was the first European firm to build
anamorphic lenses for CinemaScope projection. Today, almost
every European motion picture theatre is equipped with Moel¬
ler anamorphots.
The Bolex Anamorphic lenses for 16mm cameras are de¬
signed as taking lenses, a fact to be emphasized, because it is
well known that there is a great difference design-wise between
anamorphic camera and projection lenses. Anamorphic camera
lenses must have much higher resolving power to provide best
possible picture sharpness on the film. Projection anamorphots.
on the other hand, can be of relatively simple design and they
rarely provide satisfactory results when used for photography.
Our anamorphic lens tests were made using Kern-Paillard Switar camera lenses, which today are considered among the

UNIQUE

swing-out

8mm

projector

from

regular

at

"A"

point

bracket

mokes
to
to

for

possible

wide-screen
Anamorphic

the

focusing

camera lens.

the

Bolex

instant

projection.
lens

and

swung away for conventional projection.

M-8

switching
Arrows
bracket

and

diaphragm

controls

of

the

MOVIOLA
FILM EDITING
EQUIPMENT
16MM - 35MM
•

SYNCHRO
NIZERS

•

RFWINDERS

ideal for wide-screen photography, af¬

ward on two supporting studs. This
permits the basic camera lens to be fo¬
cused and its diaphragm set without
hinderance or removal of the Anamor¬
phic lens. While the supporting brack¬

Write lor

ets mentioned above are made only for
Bolex H cameras, the Bolex Anamor¬
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Gordon

era lenses available. The Bolex Anamorphic lenses are considered of com¬
parable quality, producing wide-screen
photography that is sharp from corner

the front of the camera lens but on a
separate bracket (see photo) which al¬
lows it to be moved forward or back¬
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to corner.
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the finder, as illustrated at the top of
page 49. The mask alters the picture
ratio to correspond to the 2-to-I ratio
of the Bolex Anamorphic lens and reg¬
ular camera lens, used in combination.
When a wide-angle lens is to be used
with the Anamorphic, then other means
must be employed to view the scene in
its proper wide-screen proportion.
Where a Bolex H-16 Reflex camera is
used, the wide-screen ratio can be ob¬
served on the groundglass of the reflex
system.
One
misconception
encountered
among I6mm photographers is that
anamorphic wide-screen photography

It is recommended that the Anamor¬
phic lens be used only with basic cam¬
era lenses of the highest quality, be¬
cause any lack of sharpness inherent
in the latter—especially at the sides or
corners—will be spread in wide-screen
photography over a larger area on the
screen.

a few inches in width. The icicle scene
on page 48 is a typical example of the

The versatility afforded by camera
lenses of different focal lengths is
neither lost nor diminished by the ad¬
dition of the Bolex Anamorphic lens,

with three different lenses:
Area Covered
Lens
X 23"
III//'
25mm

Sixteen millimeter cameras having a

F

fording as they do a view of the scene
exactly as covered by the Anamorphiccamera-lens combination. The Octame¬
ter or Preview Finder of Bolex H cam¬
eras permits viewing and composing
scenes for wide-screen photography
with the addition of a mask on front of

E

S

S

I

tography. Some of the most interesting
scenes in our demonstration wide¬
screen film were closeups of areas only

quality of a closeup filmed with an ana¬
morphic lens.
The Bolex Anamorphic lens focuses
down to 31/2 feet. The figures below
show the picture areas covered at this
distance when the Anamorphic is used

51/2" X 11"
50mm
75mm
X
61/4'
The expansion factor of the Bolex
Anamorphic lenses is I.5-X resulting in
a 2-to-I picture (aspect) ratio com¬
pared with the standard motion pic¬
ture ratio of I.33-to-I. The 2-to-I ratio
was chosen rather than the CinemaScope 2.66-to-I ratio for a number of
CO
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are

is best-suited to distant scenes, pano¬
ramic views, etc. This is no more true
than it is for conventional I6mm pho¬

when mounted before such basic lenses
as the Switar I6mm f/1.8 wide-angle,
the various 25mm standard lenses in¬
cluding the extremely fast Cinor I"
f/0.95, the Switar 50mm f/1.4, and the
Tele-Cinor 75mm f/2.5.

JOSEPH YOLO,'1037 N. La Brea

finder

phic lens are focused individually, and
since no loss of light is involved by the
addition of the latter, diaphragm of the
camera lens is always set as when film¬
ing without the Anamorphic, and ac¬
cording to the prevailing light.

which has produced excellent results

Automatic dissolve attachments for Cine'
Special and Bolex H-16 and 8 (Equipped
with Pellegrini Shutter)

or through-the-lens

•
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reasons — one of which is increased
hriglitness in the projected image. The
laws of light tell us that the brightness
of a projected image is directly related
to the size of the projected picture.
Scenes projected in CinemaScope, for
example, are twice as wide and would
appear only half as bright as compara¬
ble scenes filmed in the standard 3 by
1 ratio were it not that extremely pow¬
erful illumination is employed in the
projectors to obtain the standard in
brightness level.
Thus, we see an advantage in the
2-to-l aspect ratio of the Bolex Anamorphic lens: the diminished light is
much less with the result that wide¬
screen pictures in 16mm can be pro¬
jected with most of today’s improved
high-intensity 16mm projectors.
Con venience in projection was an¬
other reason that the 2-to-l ratio was
chosen rather than 2.65-to-l. Wide¬
screen hlms should be projected so
that the height of the screen image is
the same as it would be for tbe stand¬
ard aspect ratio of 3-to-4. There is no
point in shooting a 16mm picture in
the wide-screen format and then pro¬
jecting it on the conventional screen,
for the result will be a smaller and lesseffective presentation—and the whole
])urpose and all the benefits of wide
screen are lost.
If the correct screen size is based on
picture height, as stated above, 16mm
wide-screen pictures having an aspect
ratio of 2-to-l should be projected to
at least
by 9-ft. in size. This
means that the projection screen must

be 9 feet or more iii width. The screen
curvature, which is usually required
for the larger CinemaScope film pre¬
sentations, is not necessary to projec¬
tion of 16mm wide-screen films photo¬
graphed and projected with the Bolex
Anamorphic lenses.
The one Bolex Anamorphic for pro¬
jection purposes can be used with pro¬
jection lenses of various focal lengths,
providing the diameter of the front lens
of the latter does not exceed the diam¬
eter of the rear lens element of the
Anamorphic. Brackets for mounting
the Bolex Anamorphic projection lens
on most of the popular makes of pro¬
jectors are available through most deal¬
ers handling the lens. Paillard provides
a custom-made bracket for the lens
where it is to be used on Bolex pro¬
jectors. (See photo bottom of page
49.)
Considerable credit is due the mak¬
ers of Bolex equipment for recognizing
the possibilities anamorphics hold for
sub-standard films and for having the
courage to place on the market efficient
lenses for wide-screen photography and
projection. These are not mere gadgets
for amateur movies, although amateur
film makers will find in them new
means for creative expression. But it
is in the many professional and semiprofessional fields of film making that
we are about to see more and more
“wide screen in sixteen.”
Nor has the 8mm cine enthusiast
been overlooked. Similar Bolex Ana¬
morphic lenses are also available lor
8mm cameras and projectors.
■

CAMERETTE DOUBLE-SYSTEM SOUND CAMERA
Continued from Page 45

cially recorded dialogue to replace the
original. Newsfilm sound tracks must
carry the original, authentic sound as
it occurred at the time the films were
])hotographed.
Obviously, this required BBC’s news¬

sync. A synchronized identification sys¬

reel men to cover news events as occurately with the microphone as with
the camera. Also, it meant a need for
the most compact and portable equip¬
ment possible for recording sound and
pictures. The Camerette double-system
sound camera is the result.
The magnetic sound recording unit
is mounted on the right side of the
(iamerette. and is driven by the same
motor that drives the camera. With
this mechanical coupling of recorder
and camera, the sound is always in

with single-system sound cameras, both
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tem puts a short pulse tone on the
sound track and a mark on the picture
film simultaneously, thus enabling the
picture film and sound film to be read¬
ily matched later by the film editor. As
mechanical units—the camera and the
recorder — are combined within the
sound-proof blimp. All power neces¬
sary for driving the camera-recorder
motor and for the amplifier are sup¬
plied by a 24-volt battery. The 21-volt
motor is further controlled by a gov¬
ernor, affording exceptionally good
speed stability.
The only modification necessary to
the Camerette was extending the ey(*piece of the through-the-lens finder to
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the rear and out through the hlimp,
affording the same viewing-while-shooting convenience with the blimped cam¬
era that is a basic outstanding feature
of the Camerette.
The blimp was designed to accom¬
modate also the regular Camerette
16/35mm film magazines which take
up to 400 feet of either 16mm or 35mm
film.
For sound recording, either 16mm
or 35mm sprocketed magnetic-coated
film is used. A feature is the fact sound
may be recorded at two different
speeds—36 feet per minute or 90 feet
per minute — while the picture film
travels in the camera at the conven¬
tional rate of 24 f.p.s. or 90-ft. a min¬
ute. Thus it is possible to shoot pic¬
tures on 35mm film and record the
sound for same on 16mm traveling at
the slower speed of 36 feet per min¬
ute. In this way, but one 400-ft. roll of
16mm magnetic film stock is required
to record the sound for almost three
400-ft. rolls of picture negative. The
speed of both the picture and sound
films can be altered at any time and
independently of each other by the
flick of a switch.
Engineers have commented that the
sound quality obtained with the Cam¬
erette 16/35mm sound camera is com¬
parable to major studio film record¬
ings, and that the camera might read¬
ily be used for feature film production
except that on the sound stage there is
no need for the sound recording and
photographic units to be integrated.
On the mixer, two microphone input
channels are provided, each with its
own input amplifier, gain control, and
high and low frequency controls. Out¬
puts from both input amplifiers are
mixed and fed through a volume con¬
trol to the recording amplifier. Total
R.M.S. flutter is only about 0.15%
on 35mm and about 0.2% on 16mm.
The recorder, incidentally, can be op¬
erated independently for making nonsynchronized sound tracks.
A separate playback amplifier is pro¬
vided with a selector switch enabling
the operator, using headphones, to
monitor either the direct signal or
playback. The recorder is equipped
with a high-speed peak volume indi¬
cator, built-in tone generator for testnig, and provision for circuit metering.
A microphone mounted in the ampli¬
FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
Sound

•

Editorial

•

Laboratory Services

1906 Fairview Avenue Northeast, Washington 2, D. C.
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fier

panel

provides

communication

with the cameraman by the mixer and
for recording verbal sound track iden¬
tification.
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Besides the convenience and portahility offered by this new Camerette
sound-film unit, it requires only a mini¬
mum of manpower—a camera operator
and a sound man. It is ideally suited
to newsreel and documentary film pro¬
ductions, for remote TV program pro¬
ductions such as the Ed Murrow Show
or the special film segments photo¬
graphed for the Ed Sullivan Show. The
whole unit, blimped camera and re¬
corder, is a compact 100 pounds in
weight, with overall dimensions of 24"
X 15" X 17". Distribution is by Hous¬
ton-Fearless Corporation, 11805 West
Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
■

SOUND RECORDING
Continued from Page 36

sential if a man is to become a topnotch recording engineer.
Of the factors mentioned above, per¬
haps no other single item demands of
the film maker undertaking sound re¬
cording such careful selection and
evaluation as the microphone that is to
be used with his recorder. There are a
great many makes and types of micro¬
phones on the market and the one for
you is the one best suited to the type
of work it is Po do. Your task is to find
the one that will best do the job.
In general, you get what you pay
for, as in everything else. However,
there’s a limit to this—a point of
diminishing return. There’s such a
thing as getting a microphone too good
for the job it’s intended to do. To be
specific, some of the finer microphones
have extended frequency ranges up to
15,000, 17,000 or 18,000 cycles. You
don’t need that. While it may be nice
to have the range, it isn’t necessary
for film work. The microphone that
goes to 12,000 or 13,000 cycles is quite
acceptable. Another point: the higher
range can be a disadvantage when re¬
cording some types of sound material
where the material has an extremely
high frequency response, very rich in
harmonics. In such case, the high
frequency microphone is more difficult
to control than one having a less ex¬
tended range.
Following are some basic features es¬
sential to making proper choice of a
microphone for magnetic recording:
Directional Characteristic: For most
film recording work, it’s advisable to
use a directional microphone—one that
records from one direction, or records
in greater volume from one direction.
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The sound isn’t completely blocked out
on the other sides but the volume is
considerably reduced. The ratio of vol¬

NEW

ume between the side that records and
the reverse side is called Front and
Back Ratio, and it may be as much as

TIME-LAPSE CAMERA MOTOR
BUILT BY MEN WITH 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE
STOP MOTION
ANIMATION
I SEC. EXP

20 or 25 decibels.
The obvious advantage of the direc¬
tional microphone is the blocking out
of unwanted or undersirable noises
that are in the same vicinity with the
sound that is to be recorded. For in¬
stance, where a room may be noisy at
one end, the directional mike would be
set with the dead side toward the noisy
end of the room, and the live side to¬
wards the sound we want to record.
The same thing would apply on loca¬
tion. If you were working around a
busy highway, you may not mind the
noise of the trucks going by—in fact,
you might want this noise for back¬
ground. But, you don’t want the truck
noises so loud that they interfere with
or drown out the voices you may be
recording. So, you set the mike with
the dead side toward the trucks on the
highway, and the live side toward the
voice you plan to record.
In some locations a directional mike
is absolutely essential. In a noisy ma¬
chine shop or manufacturing plant it’s
almost impossible to pick up voices or
specific sound effects because the total
noise level is so high. But, with the di¬
rectional mike you can blank out or
reduce the unwanted sounds.
Some directional mikes have a small
switch mounted on the side which
makes it possible to change the micro¬
phone from directional to non-directional. or omni-directional. On oc¬
casion you will want the omni-direc¬
tional microphone. As an example, if
you want to pick up the voices of a
number of persons grouped in a circle,
you can hang the omni-directional
microphone above them and pick up
all voices equally. The directional
mike, if placed on its side, above the
group, with the live side pointed down,
can be used for the same purpose.
Pre-Amplification: The pre-amplifi¬
cation of sound at or near the micro¬
phone is also desirable. The output
level or energy coming out of any
microphone is extremely low. .So it has
to be amplified electrically in order to
boost this energy enough to get suffi¬
cient volume to work with. The reason
for pre-amplification is to bring up the
volume at the microphone so that it’s
ea.sy to handle electronically.
Sometimes pre-amplifiers are built
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inlo the main amplifier of a recording
channel, in many modern microphones
a pre-amplifier either is built into the
microphone itself or comes in a small
compact carrying case that works in
close proximity to the microphone.
There’s a practical advantage in
having the amplifier built into the
microphone in that the sound is imme¬
diately amplified in volume so that the
microphone cable that leads from the
microphone to the recording machine
can he handled with greater freedom.
With a strong signal going thru the
cable, the recorded sound will over¬
ride any other induced current that
might come from electrical wires run¬
ning to the lamps, from AC cords, and
so forth. Without this amplification, in¬
duced hum and other electrical dis¬
turbances might get into a signal run¬
ning through the microphone cable.

up in the pre-amplifier near the micro¬
phone, the signal will be strong enough
to be pushed through a longer cable.

sult is achieved without altering the ex¬
posure norm for the scene.

There’s still another value to having
a high-output mike system. When it s
fed into the recorder, the greater vol¬
ume coming through makes it possible

Altering the variable shutter opening
changes the amount of light reaching
the film and therefore changes the ex¬
posure. In order to obtain the same ex¬
posure while increasing the shutter
speed, the lens stop is increased. The
result is reversed when the shutter

to back up the volume control — in

speed is decreased.

other words, “use less gain.” And, the

Owners of Bolex H-16 cameras now
may have a variable shutter installed
in their cameras at nominal cost by
Tullio Pellegrini, of San Francisco,
Calif. By adjusting a lever which is
installed on one side of the camera, the
following range of shutter speeds may
be obtained.

And. under some recording conditions
it’s necessary to use longer cables.

less gain you use, the lower the level of
any other noises going into the record¬
er. including those created within the
recorder itself. This is described as fine
signal-to-noise ratio. Sometimes, utiliz¬
ing the pre-amplifier volume from the
microphone will make it possible to
record acceptable sound on a recorder
with a poor signal-to-noise ratio, be¬
cause the volume coming in will over¬

The louder the signal leaving the mi¬

ride the results of the poor input ar¬

crophone. the greater chance it has to
force its way through other electrical

rangement.

“obstructions.”
Another advantage of having a builtin pre-amplifier is that it makes possi¬
ble the use of a longer microphone
cable. If the sound level has been built

tively high outputs, without pre-ampli¬

VARIABLE SHUTTER

speed “slow-motion” shots, as well as in

Continued from Page 41

making u n d e r c r a n k e d fast-action
scenes.

Some

microphones

have compara¬

8

16
24
32
64

SHUTTER
SETTING
frames per sec.
.
”
”
”
.
”
”
”

OPEN
1/18 Sec.
1/35
”
1/53
”
1/70
”
1/140

3/4

1/2

1/26
1/53
1/70
1/105
1/210

1/4

1/35
1/70
1/105
1/140
1/280

1/70
1/140
1/210
1/280
1/560

of fast moving action. By reducing size

Professional 35mm motion picture
cameras, such as those used in the
studios, for newsreel and television film
production have variable shutters. The
general mechanical structure of a typi¬
cal motion picture camera shutter is a
disc—that is, it is a portion of a disc—
which rotates behind the lens and be¬
fore the film in the camera. It is syn¬
chronized with the camera movement
so that it is closed during the interval
the film is being advanced and made
ready for the next exposure. This sub¬
sequent exposure takes place when the

of the shutter aperture, exposure time

shutter continues to revolve, so that its

is cut. resulting in crisp, blurrless pic¬

open portion exposes light to the film

ing the exposure to the proper value
without changing the depth of field in

tures.

as it comes through the lens, and for

our picture.

where objects travel directly across the

to jtreceding shots) by simply opening
the shutter to a wider aperture. If the
clouded light would be a normal f/8.3.
all we need to do is open the shutter to
170° and we get the effect of increas¬

fiers. However, most of these micro¬
phones have something less than per¬
fect frequency response—a subject we
shall go into in detail next month.

Finally, the controllable

“

(variable)

shutter will prove its worth in scenes

hen shooting fast action, especially

the interval permitted by the size of
the ‘'open portion” of the shutter.

The same procedure may be followed

camera field and are being photograph¬

in panoraming and in making moving
camera ( follow ) shots. Suppose we are
following a person with the camera,

ed by a static camera, reducing the

camera—little brother of the big NC

opening of the variable shutter blades

and

automatically

shutter

sound stages—is equipped with varia¬

walking

into

speed and there is less time, because of

ble shutter. Early models had a two-

heavy shade. Let’s say there is a good

the shortened exposure interval, for the

blade shutter built into the camera box.

three-stops difference in the exposures

subject to move and blurr individual

Later models have a three-blade dis¬

between the lightest and darkest areas

frames of film. The result is sharper de¬

solving

of the scene. We can begin the sunlit

tail and brilliant “stop-action” shots.

(hand dissolve)

from

bright

sunlight

end of the shot with the camera lens

increases

the

l)epth-of-field control is still another

The Mitchell
BNC

16 mm professional

Mitchells

shutter.

A

used

shutter

on

studio

adjusting

lever at the rear of

the camera is used for effecting disO

open three stops wider than normal—

important

advantage of the variable

solves manually, or it can be set at

say f/5.6—and the shutter closed down

shutter. For example, to reduce sharp¬

fixed shutter openings in increments of

to about 50°. As our subject moves in¬

ness of an objectionable background in

10 degrees. The lever moves across a

to the shade, the shutter is opened up

a scene while at the same time keeping

calibrated scale which indicates the de¬

to 170°. Throughout the shot, both ex¬

the foreground images sharp usually

gree of shutter opening. The scale is

posure and quality of })icture will be

requires

calibrated from zero to

uniform,

the changing

phragm. Obviously, this means admit¬

maximum shutter of)ening on the ear¬

light by increasing exposure time from

ting more light to the film. To com¬

lier “16” models—and to 235° on the

1

115 to 1 34 secoml. The same ex¬

pensate. the shutter opening is decreas¬

later model.

pedient can also prove usefid in super-

ed so that the desired background re¬
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for we offset

opening

up

the

lens

dia¬

175° — the

The dissolve handle has a j)ositive
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pin lock so that the shutter setting will

package of high speed motion analysis

not change while the camera is being
operated. The shutter is synchronized
with the movement so that when its
open segment is in front of the aper¬
ture the film will be at rest, with the
registration pins engaged. The film is
subsequently advanced while the
opaque or closed section of the shutter
covers the aperture.

photographic equipment. Other units
include high speed motion analysis

As may be seen, except for the fea¬
ture which enables fades to be auto¬
matically made in the camera, the basic
function and results of the variable
shutter is the same in the cine camera
as in professional 16mm and 35mm
cameras. The cine camera owner with
a variable shutter camera therefore has
in his hands essentially the same tool
as the professional. If he fully under¬
stands the scope and the possibilities
inherent in the variable shutter, he is
capable of greatly extending the useful¬
ness of his camera and the range of his
photographic acx:omplishments.

EXPOSURE METER
Continued from Page 43

like

a

telescope.

The

photographer

sights through the eyepiece, aiming a
black dot in the field (actually the
back of a tiny light sensor) at the sub¬
ject to be filmed. Pressing either the
high or low buttons on the underside
of the meter shows a dial reading in
the field.
Setting the dial reading obtained
from the meter on the ring scale op¬
posite the film speed will position the
ring scale to give correct aperture set¬
ting for any picture-taking rate. The
HS3201 is calibrated for the exposure
constant of Fairchild Motion Analysis
Cameras.
The light value range is 0 to 25,000
foot candles on the low scale and 0 to
500.000 foot candles on the high scale.
The picture taking rate scale is cali¬
brated in 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, IM.
2M, 3M, 4M, 5M, lOM, 15M and 20M
frames per second while the values on
the aperture scale are calibrated for the
following f/ stops: 1.0. 1.4. 2.0. 2.8.
4.0. 5.6, 8.0, 11, 16 and 22.
The unit comes with a strap attached
which allows the photographer to con\eniently carry it suspended from his
neck. Easily held in one hand, the
HS3201 is 8 inches long. 3i/> inches
deep and 21/j inches w ide.
The HS3201 meter, which is priced
at SI 79.50. completes the Fairchild
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cameras and the “Mini-Rapid’* 16mm
and 35mm film processors which were
described in American Cinematogra¬
pher for December,
1957,
(page
799).
■

FILMING COURTROOM DRAMAS
Continued from Page 33

To photograph the show^ requires a
technical staff consisting of director of
photography, 3 operative cameramen,
4 assistants, gaffer, best boy, 3 electri¬
cians, head grip, dolly operator, prop
man, make-up man, sound mixer,
sound recorder, and mike boom opera¬
tor.
All camera movement and zooming
action is controlled through intercom
by Director Sandy Spillman assisted by
Film Editor Tholen Gladden. Basic
moves are worked out for coverage and
continuity by Gladden before filming
begins. Frequently much of the camera
movement is ad-libbed as the show pro¬
gresses. After the first few shows, the
camera crew became so adept at mov¬
ing the camera and zooming the lens
that they soon developed into a finelycoordinated team. Grips and camera¬
men now anticipate moves by studying
the action as the show progresses so
that filming it becomes a completely in¬
tegrated work in which everyone, crew
and actors alike, move into the right
place at the right time without need for
rehearsals or run-throughs of any kind.
Retakes for “Night Court” are almost
nonexistent. Should an actor stray too
far from the script at any time, the
cameras are kept rolling and he is told
by the director to go back and pick up
the scene from the point where he got
off the track. The extraneous footage,
of course, is deleted in editing. But this
rarely happens, and it is of little conse¬
quence when it does occur because of
the little time and film involved. Ability
to pick up the scene from any one of
the three cameras permits Film Editor
Gladden to avoid jumps or bad action
matches.
Should the cameras run out of film
in the middle of a scene, it is a simple
matter to cover by overlapping dia¬
logue a few lines. Only five retakes
have had to be made in the fifty-six
shows recently filmed, and two were re(juired because of lab errors.
Vi hile camera set-ups do not change

between shows, actual movements vary
a great deal. No two shows are filmed
exactly alike. Camera movement is
planned to fit the particular sequence
being filmed. This results in a flexible,
free-flowing technique that preserves
the spontaneity of the action.
“We strive for reality,” explains Di¬
rector of Photography Whitley, “by
using a documentary style devoid of
theatrical tricks. Our set walls, for in¬
stance, are not ‘goboed’ off at the top,
as they would be in a theatrical motion
picture. Instead, they are illuminated
all the way up as they would appear
in a real courtroom. Lighting, camera
angles and camera movement all con¬
tribute to the spontaneous, sometimes
hesitant, action of the person on trial.
Cameras 1 and 2 are at the far end of
their track, and the zoom lens is at its
widest position, at the beginning of a
sequence so that the courtroom can be
re-established and the defendant
brought to the bench in a wide-angle
sweeping motion. As the case pro¬
gresses the cameras move in, and the
zoom lens is adjusted to telephoto posi¬
tion for a more intimate view of the
proceedings.”
At first glance the filming technique
employed—three cameras' shooting si¬
multaneously — seems quite familiar,
since it is similar to live television
practice and has been utilized in filmed
TV shows since the earliest experimen¬
tal days. But on closer inspection the
similarity ends because “Night Court”
is not only dependent on its excellent
technical execution but its spontaneous
“live” quality which has never before
been captured so realistically on film.
The many courtroom dramas now
being offered the television viewer all
strive for a realistic “you are there”
quality, but few succeed in having their
actors accepted as real people living a
real-life drama. “Night Court” captures
this feeling of actuality through its
deft camera handling, perfect casting.

TECHNICAL DATA
“NIGHT COURT”
Created by .Sandy Howard
Producer-Director .Sandy Spillman
Director of Photography
William F. Whitley, ASC
Camera Operators: Jud Curtis, Joe Jackman, and Benny Wesler
Production Supervisor.Jesse Corallo
CAST
Judge .Joy Jostyn
Public Defender ..Barney Biro
Court Clerk ...Phil Tully
Bailiff .Ed Faulkner
Photographed with Mitchell BNC cameras.
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no rehearsals and wonderful action, by
unknowns for the most part. who. since
they are unfamiliar, are readily accept¬
able as real people. It is the unique
combination of documentary quality
and technical polish that contributes so
perfectly toward creating this excellent
courtroom drama.
“Night Court” was created by Sandy
Howard, is produced and directed by
Sandy Spillman and features Jay
Jostyn as the judge. Barney Biro, as
public defender, Phil Tully as court
clerk and Ed Faulkner as bailiff round
out the cast of regulars. The defendants
brought before Judge Jostyn are mostly
unknowns.
Almost four hundred actors and
actresses (seventy-eight shows averag¬
ing five defendants per show) have
appeared before the cameras in the
present series. With a few exceptions
they are newcomers to the screen.
Their television debut amounts to a
screen test before forty million view¬
ers! It is their big chance and they
are given every opportunity to play
their parts in their own way. They are
not held to the exact dialogue in the
script, although they are given certain
key words and phrases to use. Their
interpretation of the defendant on trial
from dog poisoning to swimming in

PRECISION SOUND READERS
your guarantee of the finest
in sound editing equipment
OPTICAL-MAGNETIC
Model

800 RL, 16mm, 35mm and
tape. NCT PRICE $269.50

’/«"

FEATURES: Simple threading; SMPTE Standard
machined film rollers with oilless bearings;
precision-ground
shafts;
polished
stabilizer
drum with needle bearings (surface cannot
damage film). Sound track is read by placing
it towards the operator and reading from right
to left. (May also be read from left to right.)

Complete

OPTICAL
Model 600 RL, 16mm and 35mm.
Net Price $195.00

Sound

The ultimate in a precision op¬
tical track readerl Compact 6"x
6"xSy2" it size; 117-v 60 eye.
AC
amplifier,
4-watt
output;
heavy-duty Alnico V speaker;
safety fused; prefocused socket;
pilot light; 6-ft. heavy-duty cord.

Reader
Guide
Free
on
Request

the park pond is strictly their own.
CUSTOM MADE FILM SLITTER

Often a promising actor applies for
a part where no role is available to fit
his particular type. Here the writers
often get together and in ten to twenty
minutes come up with a case to fit the
person’s peculiar talent or personality.
This is just one of the many reasons
“Night Court” casting is so successful.
“The secret,” confides Director Spill¬
man. “is in throwing the show to the
actors. It’s all theirs!” While this may
seem a highly simplified statement, it
demonstrates the extent of the actor’s
contribution in creating and sustain¬

built to SMPTE Standards or your own specifications.
Features nickel chrome steel slitting blades, mounted
in needle bearings. Base is constructed of steel
with a black gun metal finish to protect from rusting.

loofc

All Prices F.O.B. Factory, Brooklyn, N. Y.

for
this
tradomark

Designers and Manufacturers of Equipment For
The

103 7

UT ICA

ing the believable atmosphere so nec¬
essary in a real-life show' of this kind.
The actors succeed because they are
so perfectly cast for the part they play
and are allowed to “play by ear” with¬
out being held to the letter of the
script. After all, most are appearing
before a judge for the first time and a
slight hesitation, nervou.sness, inability
to project or even momentary loss of
speech—seems quite natural. It is often
difficult to ascertain where realism
leaves off and acting begins. Most of
the defendants are on stage three to
five minutes and while they rehearse
their lines (by themselves on another
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stage) they do not walk through their
part nor talk to the judge before they
actually appear before the camera.
Obviously, photographing a show of
this type is anything but a minor con¬
tribution. Getting it on film in a man¬
ner to point up its spontaneity and to
give audiences that genuine feeling of
“you are there” demands imagination
and thorough pre-planning, and above
all an alertness by those charged with
the photography unparalleled in any
other field of film production.

movement

which

would

amount

to

23 1/16" on the background. Before
this figure was arrived at, the animator
had to resort to a little arithmetic. His
conclusion:

the scene length allowed

him was 7 feet plus 12 frames, or a
total of 124 frames. Donald’s tempo of
marching was to be—in tbe vernacu¬
lar of tbe animation industry — “on
twelves,” which permitted him the ten
steps called for with a few frames left
over. For the size that Donald was
drawn each step was 21/4 inches in
length. Ten times 21/4 equals 22 inches
or 120 frames of film that would be
required to animate Donald’s ten steps.

ANIMATION
Continued from Page 39

pending upon the speed of the action.
Pan backgrounds can be designed in
a number of ways to present the effect
of most any type of camera move. A
vertical pan gives the effect of the cam¬
era following action upwards, while a
diagonal pan follows a movement up
the slope of a hill, or something similar¬
ly at an angle. Horizontal pans—which
are most common—present ordinary
walking or running actions on a level
surface.
Using a multiplane animation cam¬
era (see Fig. 2), backgrounds can be
“broken down” to various levels, with
each level being moved at a different
speed, for third-dimensional effects.
The actual lengths of pan backgrounds
are arbitrary, determined in general by
the timing allowed an action by the di¬
rector, and specifically by the anima¬
tion. All sorts of intricate effects can
be obtained by combining various
types of pan moves with changes in
perspective within the pan, along with
camera trucks, overlays, and variously
moving background levels. Animation
mechanics assume a more complicated
aspect in the case of pan moves.
So the reader may understand how’ a
simple horizontal pan is effected in an¬
imation, let us take a hypothetical case
—say the action of Donald Duck, as a
soldier,
marching on
the
parade
ground, as mentioned earlier. Action
in the script called for Donald to
march along at a fixed tempo, which
the animator estimated would be one
complete step every twelfth frame in
the sequence. He was to move from left
to right in a medium shot and take ten
complete steps in all. a progression of
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But as tbe scene was to be 124 frames
in length, the extra four frames were
utilized in effecting a smooth pan ac¬
tion—the leading in to and out of the

pear to be gaining or losing ground.
The movement of 3/16-inch, of course,
is entirely arbitrary. A step in a pan
action can move as little as 1/64-inch
or as much as ll/ *inches for fast ac¬
2

tion.
To give a more realistic feeling of
third dimension, a pan background fre¬
quently is broken down into several
levels, with each level moving at a dif¬
ferent speed. Thus objects in the near
foreground will appear moving faster
past the camera than those in the far
distance. The layout-man designs his
layout so that the foreground plane can
be moved independently of the rest of
the background. Thus the foreground
level might move at 3/16 of an inch
per exposure while the far level moves
at 1/16 or even 1/32.

first and last steps.
In order to determine exactly what
fraction of an inch the pan movement
was to take for each exposure, the ani¬
mator was presented with a problem of
simple division, and at tbe same time

The Multiplane camera, as designed
by the Disney studio, affords oppor¬

he had also to consider that the pan
was not to begin on the first frame
but on the second, and was to end on
the 123rd frame instead of the 124th

various background levels to actually
be separated from each other by sev¬

for the reason explained above.
This will give a fair idea of the
problem tbe animator faces whenever
panning action is written into the
script. The example described is a com¬
paratively simple one, for purpose of
illustration, since only one character
is moving in the scene at a constant
rate of speed. Real complications arise
when several characters are to move at
varying rates of speed and on different
cel levels. In such cases, the problems
are but amplifications of the funda¬
mental principles described.

tunities to obtian remarkable results in
third-dimensional
effects
and
has
opened

up

new^

possibilities

in

the

freedom of camera moves. It permits

eral inches, which gives a true illusion
of depth to scenes. Action cell-levels are
spaced accordingly, and great freedom
of movement is possible by the action
animating from one background plane
to another. So far, however, the use of
the Multiplane camera has been gov¬
erned by pictorial rather than action
requirements, and has seen its best
service in sucb pictures as “Fantasia”.
“Bambi”, and other Disney full-length
features where backgrounds and scenic
effects play an important part in en¬
hancing the dramatic action of the
story.
(To

be

continued).

Tbe animation of Donald walking
took place in one spot on the drawing,
with each foot—as it remained in con¬
tact with the gronud—being advanced
in position on the drawing just 3/16
of an inch from the preceding one, thus
corresponding with the distance esti¬
mated for each individual pan move in
the animation procedure.
Actually, as the sequence was shot.
Donald remained fixed and simply
“treadmilled” his walking action as the
background drawing, on a lower cel
level, was moved the required distance
of 3/16-inch between each exposure.
Care was taken to see that the change
in the position of the foot contacting
the ground in each successive drawing
amounted to no more and no less than
.3/16-inch, otherwise Donald would ap¬

READY TO EDIT?
Continued from Poge 46

well established with a long shot, and
the locale should also be re-establisbed
from time to time with a similar shot.
Endeavor to use closeups for full effect,
placing them where the action requires
a close view of the subject for clarity
or variety. Where it appears that gaps
have been left in the continuity dur¬
ing shooting, scan your scene list for
related scenes that may be used as cut¬
away shots to bridge these gaps.
Incidentally, there is no better way
for the 16mm cameraman to learn how
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to cover a subject fully from the stand¬
point of continuity than to do his own
editing. In the cutting room he will

Camera Equipment Co., Inc. announces
Exclusive U. S. Distributorship of

quickly learn what shots he neglected
to make, and why these shots are so
vital to a smooth flow of action. By

GA UMONT-KALEE

observing these details, he will soon be¬
come instinctively aware of the scenes
that are necessary to form a complete

1690”

“

sequence, and he will automatically
make sure he gets them on film when
shooting.

sound recording unit
A transistorized magnetic sound
attachment for ARRIFLEX 16

When you have juggled your scenes
on paper until they seem to form a pat¬
tern with good continuity, it is time to
make the first rough cut. Line the
scene up in the order indicated on the
“paper” cut list. A good method is to
hang all scene strips head up on an
editing rack consisting of a wooden
frame with a row of tiny nails on it,
and suspended over a bin lined with
clean muslin. Such a bin is shown in
the lower left-hand corner of the ac¬
companying photo. In this way, you
can visually check each scene in rela¬
tion to those that precede and follow it,

For more
information on
how the GAUMONTKALEE'‘1690” sound
attachment can
broaden your film
capabilities, call,
write or stop
in today.

and correct any inconsistencies which
may be obvious.

An entire new field of sound and silent newsreel,
documentary and TV film photography is now open
to you with the combination of the new GaumontKalee
‘M690” sound recording system and the
Arriflex 16 camera.
The Gaumont-Kalee con¬
verts the world-famous ARRI 16 into a single system
sound camera unit that is compact, lightweight and
well-balanced. It can be operated by just a camera¬
man and a sound operator (who carries the amplifier
by a shoulder strap and who can handle the mike
during interviews).
The unit is mounted between the camera and the
tripod head. Film is pulled through sound head by
take-up hold-back sprocket of camera. No other
mechanical drive required. Extreme light weight and
compactness achieved by using all transistors and
miniaturized electrical and mechanical components.
FRANK C. ZUCKER
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The next step is to splice the scenes
together in chronological order, being
careful not to cut off the slate numbers

Dept. A, 315 W. 43rd St, N. Y. 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420

or any identifying marks scratched into
the emulsion. Leave these guides intact
until you have checked the rough as¬
sembly of scenes on a projector; then if

Used World-Wide By Discriminafing Cameramen

CINEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE—For 16mm Projectors

any rearrangement is necessary, you
will still he able to identify the scenes
by number. Next, run the reel of
rough-cut scenes on a projector, Movi¬
ola, or table viewer, paying close at¬
tention to the flow of continuity. You

Especially designed to drive all
Bell & Howell, Ampro, Kodak
and Victor 16mm projectors at
synchronous speed.

may have to run the film several times
before you begin to observe a certain

Projector

flow and pace becoming apparent.
Keep paper and pencil handy and

of action which should be trimmed out.

be

instantly

attached

to

tached at any time in a matter of seconds.
An

make notes on further cuts or revisions
to he made.
\ ou may notice that some scenes are
too long, that others have “dead areas”

con

Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬
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shaft which connects motor with projector
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permits

operation.
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READY TO EDIT?

® HOLLYWOOD'S CHOICE

Continued from Page 59

Academy Award Winning Sound

Perhaps there is some jerky camera
movement which can be deleted with¬
out interfering with the basic action of
the scene. If you have overlapped ac¬
tion in staging your scenes, determine

|angertone

where the action of the two scenes
matches especially well, permitting a

PERFECT SYNC SOUND WITH YOUR PRESENT TAPE RECORDER AND

smoother cut. You will find that ade¬
quate and comprehensive notes taken
on

all

these

various

points
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screenings will prove extremely valua¬
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ble when you actually start cutting.
If you have organized your editing
quite successfully up until this point,
it is quite simple to follow through
with similar organization in the basic
cutting.
novice

It is at this point that the
becomes

swamped

with

the
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task of bringing order out of celluloid
chaos—usually ending up in a fairly
frustrated state, with film on the floor
and a rather dim idea of just how to
begin. Take a tip from the professional
editor and work on one sequence at a
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time, beginning with the first and go¬
ing on to the next sequence only when

When you have made these changes

you are satisfied with the cut you have

good as you can get it, roll the film

made. In cutting a sequence, think of
it as an entity, so that sequence will
have an overall flow and a unified

onto a reel, put it aside, then go on to

meaning. This means that you will
have to think ahead to a certain degree,
because a cut that seems perfectly all
right between two consecutive scenes,
may seem less effective when viewed in
terms of the other cuts that must follow.
In cutting, a good film viewer such
as the Craig Projecto-Editor, B & H
Filmotion Viewer, SOS “Jr.-16,” etc.,
set between a pair of rewinds is essen¬
tial.
Consulting your notes, run your first
two scenes back and forth through the
viewer until you see a spot where a
good cut likely can be made. With a
red grease pencil draw a line across
the film between the sprocket holes of
the frames in each scene where you
wish to make the cut. It is a good idea
to extend this line into a T-shape. with
the stem of the T extending into the
“dead” area of the scene, or that which
you will discard. This will insure
against cutting into the wrong part of
the scene
splicing.

when

you

get

around

and are satisfied that the sequence is as

the next one. After all sequences are
completed in this manner, splice them
together in the order planned or set
forth in your script and screen the en¬
tire film for one final check. Seeing all
of the action unfolding in proper order,
you may probably observe some minor
corrections still to be made.
Good editing depends not only upon
the footage that is included in the final
cut, but also upon that which is left
out. There is a natural temptation to
include in final cuts a great bulk of
the footage shot, whether it is up to
standard or not. The film editor, espe¬
cially in cases where he shot the foot¬
age
himself,
must
exercise
rigid
discipline in deleting all excess footage
and all scenes which are not up to his
technical standards. In this way, he
will not only have a more interesting
and professional-like picture, but he
will learn to make his photography
more precise and expert.
Scenes which are not technically bad,
but which are deleted for other reasons,

to

should be spliced together, catalogued

V hen you have marked an entire

properly stored in cans. In this way, an

Ellsworth Fredricks, ASC, Lionel Lindon, ASC, Ellis Thackery, ASC, “SchlitzLux Playhouse”*

Ellis

Thackery, ASC,
(Overland Prods.)
with
Earl Bellamy, director.
William

interesting

and actually make the cuts. The editor
who marks a single cut and then runs

use in future productions.

to make the splice not only wastes a
lot of time, but he is apt to let the con¬
tinuity of the sequence get away from
him. It is far better to do the creative
end of the cutting first, then attend to
the mechanical part, or splicing, after
charting of the sequence is completed.
Following the splicing of a whole

and

valuable

library

of

stock shots can be built up for possible
Ideally the editing of any serious
film

should

begin

even

before

the

shooting stage. If you will roughly out¬

“Wells Fargo”*
Dale Robertson.

Sickner, ASC, Ray

ASC, “Buckskin”*

Rennahan,

(Revue Prods.)

Ray Rennahan, ASC, William Sickner,
ASC, “Cimarron City”*
(Revue Prods.)
with George Montgomery. Richard Bartlett,
director.
John Russell. ASC, William Sickner,
ASC, Ray Rennahan, ASC, Burt Glennon,
“M Squad”* (Latimer Prods.) with Lee
Marvin.
Ellsworth Fredricks, ASC, Mack StengLER, ASC, “Leave it to Beaver”* (Gomalco
Prods.) with Barbara Billingsley and Hugh
Beaumont. Norman Tokar, director.

Ray Rennahan, ASC, Jack Mackenzie,
ASC,
“Restless
Gun”*
(Window-Glen
Prods.) with John Payne. Edward Ludwig,
director.
Jack Mackenzie, ASC, “Mickey Spillane’s
Mike Hammer”*

(Revue Prods.)

John Warren, ASC, Lionel Lindon, ASC,
“Alfred Hitchcock Presents”* (Revue
Prods.).
HAL ROACH STUDIOS

Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “The Gale Storm
Show”* with Gale Storm and ZaSu Pitts.
William Seiter, director.
Howard Schwartz “The Veil”* with Boris
Karloff.

by means of a brief descriptive list, and

sequence for cutting in this manner,
you then go into the splicing session

(Revue Prods.)

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

Joseph

MacDonald,
ASC,
“Warlock”
(C’Scope & Color) with Richard Widmark
and Henry Fonda. Edward Dmytryk, direc¬
tor.
William Mellor, ASC, “The Snow Birch”
(C’Scope; DeLuxe color) with Susan Hay¬
ward and Stephen Boyd. Henry Hathaway,
director.

line the sequences of scenes that you

Jorge Stahl, “The Little Savage” (C’Scope

want to shoot in a certain locale, you
will not only save film and insure bet¬

& Color; Associated Prods.; shooting in
Mexico) with Pedro Armendariz and Chris¬
tine Martel. Byron Haskin, director.

ter continuity, but will also be able to

Karl Struss, ASC, “The Sad Horse” (C’¬

do quite a lot of cutting in the camera

Scope & Color; Associated Producers) with
David Ladd and Chill Wills. James B.
Clark, director.

sequence, attach leaders and run the
footage on your projector to check the
impact from the screen. Invariably
there will be some alterations or re¬

—thus

reducing

the

actual

editing

the time of shooting, it will prove a

Ellis Carter, ASC, U.S. Army Short, John
Sherwood, director.

visions to be made—scenes shortened
for pace, repetitious action deleted, etc.

handy guide when editing—in addition

Mark Davis, ASC, Commercial*

chore to a minimum. Where such a
scene list is made out in advance or at

to the regular picture script.

■

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

Clifford Stine, ASC, Commercial*
Joseph LaShelle, ASC, “Twilight Zone”*;
“Where is Everybody?”* (CBS pilots) Rob¬
ert Stevens, director.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS

J.AMES Drought, Commercials*

Continued from Page 16

Philip

PARAMOUNT SUNSET

Gilbert

Warrenton,

ASC, “Rescue 8”*
(Cinefilm, Inc.) with Jim Davis and Lang
Jeffries. William Beaudine, director.

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

Ellis Thackery, ASC. John Russell, ASC,
John Warren, ASC, “General Electric
Theatre”* ( Revue Prods.)

Jack
Ray Foster, ASC, Commercials* Dave Mon¬
ahan, director.

62

Lathrop, “Peter Gunn”* (Sparta
Prods.) with Craig Stevens; “Steve Can¬
yon”*, (Pegasus Prods.) with Dean Fred¬
ericks. Lament Johnson, director.

Mackenzie, ASC, Ellis Thackery,
ASC, “State Troopers”*
(Revue Prods.)
with Rod Cameron.

WARNER BROS.

Joseph

Biroc, ASC, “The FBI Story”
(Technicolor; shooting in N.Y.) with James
Stewart and Vera Miles. Mervyn LeRoy,
director.
Continued on Page 64
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STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

S.O.S. THIRD OF A CENTURY SELLABRATION
CAMERAS — SSmm

OUR 29th YEAR ★ ★ ★ ★ SUPPLYING EVERYTHING
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND CINEMATIC

ARRIFLEX w/4 fast lenses; 2-400' magazines,- mattebox; cases. $2,500.00 value, excellent.$1,095.00
B&H 2709 Std. with 2-400' magazines; 3 lenses; dissolve; check pawl movement. $6,500 volue.
Reconditioned ......... 1,995.00
MITCHELL SINGLE SYSTEM w/Sound; 4 Baltars; Viewfinder; Matte Box; 2-1000' Magazines,- 12V
Motor, Cases. $10,000 value, Recond.... 4,995.00
WALL single system with 3 lenses; viewfinder; motor; mattebox; sunshade; 4-400' magazines; cases.
$7,000 value. Less sound, good condition ... 1,195.00

16MM AURICON-CINE VOICE conversion to
400' B&H magazine, features 3 liens
turret, 1" 2", 3" speed lenses, 1—400'
magazine, 1 Parrish viewfinder, amplifier.
Pro Cine tripod, case.$1098.00

CAMERAS — 16mm
AURICON PRO-200 w/mattebox; sunshade; parallax finder; case. Less sound .$ 495.00
B&H FILMO 70DA TURRET w/3 lenses; positive finder; objectives; trunk . 249.00
MITCHELL 16, 220v 3 ph sync motor; 4 Baltar lenses,- large viewfinder,- 3-400' mags.,- cases.
$6,500 value. Excellent ... 4,495.00
MAURER 05 with 2 magazines,- 2 motors,- viewfinder; sunshade; trunk. Excellent condition. 2,495.00
MAURER modified 05 with 400' magazine; 4 lens turret; sync motor. Excellent condition . 1,995.00
AURICON CINEVOICE w/furret; 3 fast lenses,- amplifier; power supply,- cases. $1100.00 value.
595.00
with 1" f1.9 lens, no power supply .
495.00
CAMERA ACCESSORIES
CECO CINE SPECIAL BLIMP w/syncmotor, extra gears .$ 495.00
HI-HATS for Jr. type Tripods. New, regularly $22.00...
16.95
Jr. Type Tripods. New .....
119.50
TRIPOD Triangles, prevent slipping,- $30.00 value. New .
19.95
COLLAPSIBLE Tripod Triangeles with tiedown clamps. New .
29.50
DOLLY TRACK with connectors, 5'-10'-15' lengths, per foot, new .
4.95
ADAPTER for Auricon Pto-600 to accept 1200' magazine. Permits double film capacity. New .
150.00
MITCHELL type HEAVY DUTY tripods. New (takes Mitchell, Houston-Fearless or Ceco TV Freeheads). ..
129.50
ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS
ANIMATION ART TABLES w/circular fluorescent litebox (plus crating) .
14.95
ACME ANIMATION CAMERA, Model 5 w/Automatic Dissolve and Footage counter. $3,400.00
value, excellent ... 2,495.00
RICHARDSON ANIMATION Stop Motion for BELL & HOWELL 2709, llOV start, stop, continuous,
single frame, reverse. Frame counter included. $750 value. Reconditioned ...
495.00
PETERSON Massive Animation Stand with motorized zoom, air platen, all movements, sliding celboard.
$4,500 value. Like new ....... 2,750.00
S.O.S. PROFESSIONAL TITLER & Special Effects Kit. Handles animation.
TG II.$175.00;
TG ill.$225.00;
TG IV.
325.00
ACME PEG BAR mounted, add $25.00
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
MOLE-RICHARDSON 120 amp. Molarc (Type 90) on pedestal with grid and cables. $1,160 value.
Excellent condition .............$
FLOODLITES with Barndoors on stands, take up to No. 2 photoflood, case included .
MOLE-RICHARDSON Cinelite Scoops, excellent .
5KW KLIEGL and MR SENIOR spots on stands, excellent .
B&M or MR 2000W Spot on stand. Excellent cond.
5 life DOUBLE BROADS on stands, $145 value ...
Three lOKVA Transformers with controls and 25' wire cable, all mounted on dolly. Good .

695.00
49.50
49.50
199.50
109.50
89.50
195.00

RECORDING & PLAYBACK
AURICON RT 80 16mm RECORDER, NR24 noise reduction amplifier, mike, cases .
395.00
DAYSTROM PROFESSIONAL TAPE Recorder, U.S. Navy Standard; 2 speed; fast forward & rewind;
playback amplifier; speaker; dynamic mike. $750.00 value .!.
197.50
HALLEN 25B MAGNETIC 16mm RECORDER; 2000' arms; 3 inputs; playback amplifier; power supply
and speaker. $1,495.00 value .....
695.00
RCA Photophone 35mm Optical Recording Heads with 2-1000' magazines; optical system; galvan¬
ometer; less motor. No license required. Good condition ..... 2,995.00
REEVES 35mm OPTICAL RECORDER with footage counter,- tachometer; glowlamp, amplifier, mixer.
Originally $5,000.00. Needs repairs ...
195.00
PROJECTION
SELECTROSLIDE 300C PROJECTOR w/screen and case. $500.00 value .
195.00
LaBELLE PRO-75 AUTOMATIC Slide Projector. $200.00 value .
99.95
BODDE 2000W P3AC Background Process Projector on rolling stand with blowers, powerstat and
4"x5" slide carrier. $945 value. Excellent condition .....
495.00
FILMCRAFT 35mm Movie Background Process Outfit. Write for details. $15,000 value. Excellent
condition
..... 4,950.00
AMPRO Arc 16mm Sound Projector with Hi Intensity arclamp; lens,- pedestal; 30A rectifier,- 55W
amplifier and 2 speakers. Excellent condition .
849.50
CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT
NEUMADE RTO-3 ROLLING Film Racks, 3 tiers hold over 200-16mm reels. $59.00 value .$
29.95
MICRO motorized 16mm picture viewer, with footswitch. $250 value. Good condition .
89.50
MICRO four gang (2-16mm, 2-35mm) Synchronizer with footage counter. Good condition .
99.50
B&H Hot PEDESTAL SPLICERS, reduced, 35mm only $695.00,- 16/35mm ..
895.00
GRISWOLD 35mm splicers R-2. Good condition .
15.95
SOSoft EDITING GLOVES—light, doz. pair ..
1.29
Medium weight, doz. pair ...
2.29
CHINA MARKING CRAYONS brown, Vj price. Per doz. _.
1.00
35MM MOVIOLAS with 3" Magnified Picture, automatic takeups. Gov't Surplus—good condition.
189.00
Dozens of Good 35mm SOUND MOVIOLAS, starting at .-.
395.00
PRINTERS
ACME OPTICAL DUAL HEAD 35mm STEP PRINTER, Cinecolor, Original cost $14,000.00. Excellent
condition
......... 3,995.00
CINECOLOR Double Head 35mm Step Printer with automatic light change and timing device.
Original cost $12,000. Excellent condition . 3,375 00
B&H 35/16mm PICTURE REDUCTION Optical Printer, rebuilt . 4,995.00
AUTOMATIC SUB-TITLING MACHINE at sacrifice. Includes waxer; printer head; etcher; dryers;
de-waxer; washer; squeegee. Imprints 150 stencils in one load; speed 60 fpm. $25,000 to
build. New .-. 9,995.00
DUPLEX 35mm COLOR PRINTERS with automatic lite change filter apertures, $18,000 value.
Less than 1/6 cost. Excellent . 2,495.00
LABORATORY
EASTMAN MARK ll-B Time Scale Sensitometer. Motor driven drum and density wedges. Can be
converted for color into Mark 1-B with step tablets instead of drum. $3,000 value (as is) .
895.00
MAURER FILM GAUGE, measures shrinkage or stretching of 8/16/35mm to 0.5%. $200 00 value.
69.95
HOUSTON 35mm Model 2 Processors, neg/pos. w/refriqeration,- recirculation; air pump; temperature
control; speeds to 1200' per hour. Gov't paid $10,000. Reconditioned ... 1,995,00
STINEMAN DRYING RACKS, 200' 35mm capacity (useable for 16mm). New, surplus. $16.00 value....
7.95
TRADES TAKEN

Phone:PL 7-0440
Cable: SOSOUND
S.O.S. CINEMA rUPPLY CORP. — Dent, fc
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch — 6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. — Phone: HO 7-2124

JANUARY • 1959

35mm DEBRIE CAMERA MODEL L/E featur¬
ing 28mm Schneider, 50mm, 75mm lenses.
Pilot Registration Pins, Direct focusing
on ground glass. 5—400' magazines,
free-head tripod. Matte box. Solenoid
Stop Motion Motor for 1-1
Exposure.
Value $2355.00 . 1250.00
1

BRUNT-MYER BLIMP for Cine Special
camera, # one or two 110 volt, syn¬
chronous motor. Astro erect-image view¬
finder, follow focus gears. Value $990.00.
Special .

625.00

B&H 16mm FILMO CAMERA Model 70DH with 17mm f2.7 Wollensak, 1" f1.5
Dalmeyer, 2" f2.8 Schneider.
3" f4
B&H Teletar, and 6" f4.5 Telephoto
Xenar Lenses,- 2—400' Magazines,- Motor,Wells Semi-Professional Tripod; Carrying
Case. Value $1,695.00. Special. 1150.00
35mm B&H SINGLE SYSTEM SOUND
CAMERA. Lenses: 40mm, 50mm, 75mm,
125mm. Modulite galvanometer, amplifier,
motor. Tachometer. 2—1000' magazines.
Tripod with Freehand, quick release legs,
carrying cases. Guaranteed. 2750.00
35mm DUPLEX PRINTER Adopted for sound
track,
excellent for duping. Academy
Aperture. Speed 250 pictures per minute
per side. Two light change boards, 18
different lights each side, 21
scenes.
Motor 110 V, perfect mechanical con¬
dition
.

575.00

MOLE
RICHARDSON
2000 Spot,
rolling
sttand and Lamp ZOOM and Mike Com¬
bination. Special .

195.00

B & H 12V or 24V EYEMO & FILMO MO¬
TORS. New. Value 142.00.

95.00

ENLARGERS, EXCELLENT CONDITION, ELWOOD. Auto focus, w/lens.

235.00

5x7 EK AUTO FOCUS WITH LENS.

175.00

MOVIOLAS sound and silent editing
chines,
synchronizers,
rewinds at
savings.

ma¬
big

3.5MM CINEX Film Cleaning Machine. Val¬
ues: $1250.00. Special .

475.00

35mm Willart Professional camera 2" f2.7
B & L Lens, Direct-thru-lens focusing.
4—400' magazines, viewfinder. Solenoid
stop motion motor outfit, with case. Good
for animation and experimental work.
Special
.

360.00

35mm Akers Camera—Features pilot registra-pins, focusing thru prism. Ideal for
animation work. Solenoid top motion
motor, also variable speed motor. 35mm,
50mm, 75mm, Astro lenses f2.3, 2—400'
Mitchell magazines, viewfinder and matte
box, freehead tripod and carrying cases.
Excellen. Valuet . 1500.00
16mm SOUND projectors,
$150.00 and up.

various

makes

AERIAL CAMERA, K-20, 6 & 3/8 f4.5
Bausch & Lomb liens, list price new.
$300.00. Special .
55 00
16mm CINE SPECIAL Model 1 .. 400.00
AURICON PRO CAMERA, Model CM 71,
Sound, 2—200 Foot Magazines, Noise
Reduction Amplifier, Hi-Fi Mike and Ac¬
cessories, 1 / fl .9 E. K. Lens, Portable
Power Supply Unit. Pra Jr. Tripod, Carry¬
ing Case. Value $2133.00. Excelent. 1343.00
HALLEN 17/2mm Tape Recorder, Sprocket
drive. Price . 450.00
JEROME 35mm Micro File strip film double
frame copying machine, 100 ft. film ca¬
pacity, daylight loading, 2 lenses, lightstand -—- complete.
Cost
Government
$3,000 00. Our guaranteed value. 375.00
35MM BELL & HOWELL Standard camera
mo'or, variable speeds up 24 exposures.
120 volt, AC or DC, 120 power cord,
carrying case. Value $490.00. Guaranteed
290.00
PACO ELECTRIC DRYER, 24" print size,
combination—glossy or mat. List $500.00.
Excellent value . 300.00
1600

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE, LTD.
CAHUENGA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.

Continued on Next Page
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STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

SERVICES AVAILABLE

FILM PROCESSING MACHINERY

DUTCH FILM PRODUCER offers all possible help in
Europe.
No
language
troubles.
International
trained technicians available. We solve all YOUR
problems. Write or wire: WALTER DE VRIES,
Lepelstraat 20-c, Amsterdam. Tel. 57807.

Continued From Preceding Page

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
STUDIO & PRODN. EQUIPMENT
GENUINE CINEMASCOPE FOR
I6MM ARRIFLEX .$ 255.00
16MM 100' NIKOR PROCESSING OUTFIT ....
149.50
USED BOLEX 16MM OUTFIT COMPLETE . 249.50
B & H 300M TAPE RECORDER . 149.50
MODEL "K" CINE' KODAK FI .9 .
49.50
NOMINAR 1" F/0.9S .
79.50
GRISWOLD 35MM SPLICER ..
18.50
Mail orders filled promptly.
CAMERA CRAFT 42ND ST. INC.
18 E. 42nd St. Dept. J.
New York 17, N.Y.
PROTECT valuable cameras, complex electronic equip¬
ment, motors, generators, vehicles against rust
and corrosion due to moisture and condensation.
SPADRI, a patented chemical, in 12 oz. aeroseal
can, exceed Federal specification Mil-C 16173A(3),
excellent for “location shooting," studio use,
manufacturing and shipping of valuable equip¬
ment. Unconditionally guaranteed, developed by a
government agency. Per can. $3.‘'0 Postpaid, dis¬
counts to quantity users, dealer inquiries invited.
BERGMANN ENTERPRISES, 215 N. Flores St., San
Antonio, Texas. Exclusive national, international
distributors.
16MM HOUSTON-K-IA . . , developing machines.
For reversal or positive film. Complete with re¬
frigerator units, temp controls, condensors, etc.
BRAND-NEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS
STEEL model A-llB. Neumade film washer, 35mm
EYEMO cameras, spider turrets, large selection ot
BOLEX H-16 camera with filter slot, 25mm FI .4
Eyemo lenses, 35mm x 1000 film. AIR PHOTO
SUPPLY, Dept. C-1, 555 East Tremont Ave., New
York 57, New York.
Kern Switar, 12.5mm FI .5 Wollensak wide angle,
15mm F2.8 Kern Yvar
75mm F2.5 Kern Yvar,
eye-level focusing,
prismatic focuser, excellent
like-new condition, $425.00 with case. Pan Cinor
F3.4 25mm to 100mm latest model in original
case, used only for 135 feet of film, $275.00.
H. SOOJIAN, 4175 So. Cherry Ave., Fresno 6,
Calif.
RCA sound recording galvanometers, $125;
RCA
microscopes for adjusting sound optic, new $45;
Mitchell friction head tripod, less handle, used
$250; Baby Mitchell tripod legs, used $55; new
$75; 35mm Arriflex with magazine and case,
good condition $695; IdmmxlOO ft. 7000 cycle
sound focusing test film $9; Bell & Howell 35mmx
1000 ft. magazines, new $85. MASTER FILM, 207
Third St., Elizabeth, N.J.
AKELEY Standard Gyro Tripod. Excellent condition,
$350.00. Mitchell finder, floating mattes, $175.00.
Zoom lens Pan Cinor 2-60. As new, in case,
$95.00. Filmo 70DL, 2 lenses. Excellent, $200.00.
Mitchell sunshade and matte box assys., wide
angle and standard. $85.00 each (less exten¬
sion
rods.)
JACK WALTON,
P.O.
Box
1457,
Tampa, Fla.
35MM ARRIFLEX, model II, with three Schneider
lenses, 2-400 foot magazines, 1-200 foot maga¬
zine,
motor,
battery,
trickle charger,
hi-hat,
cases, etc. A very nice outfii in excellent condition.
$1195.00, or would consider trade on 16mm
Mitchell camera. VICTOR DUNCAN, 7500 Miller
Road, Dearborn, Mich.
COMPLETE
16mm outfit.
Cine-Kodak Special
II
camera with three Ektar lenses, M-H viewfinder,
matte box and Pro-Jr. tripod, also filters, small
accessories and carrying cases. Excellent condition.
$950.00 or best offer. JACK L. COPELAND &
ASSOCIATES, 746 Figueroa St., Los Angeles 17.
MAdison 2-2556.
220 volt, 3 phase Selsyn Interlock Motor for Mitchell
NC or BNC $400.00. 220 volt, 3 phase, 60
cycle Sync motor, door mounted for Mitchell
Standard, $275.00. Mitchel' 1000 ft. Standard
Magazine $110.00. J. BURGI CONTNER, ASC,
Smith Ridge, New Canaan, Conn.
Four ARRIFLEX 16's $700.00, $1000.00, $1200.00,
$1300.00. Lenses and accessories, new and used
at attractive prices. I specialize 'n Reflex cameras,
movie and still State your needs. JOHN TYLER,
63 Alta Ave., Santa Monica Calif. EX 5-8876.
ARRIFLEX 16 camera, with 25mm FI .5 Xenon lens,
latest model, used very little. In absolutely new
condition. Private $1,100.00. MAX DREHER, 900
Harding Ave., Venice, Calif.
FOR SALE
Used late model MAURER cameras.
priced. Write for details.
315
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Economically

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY, INC.
West 43rd Street, New York 36, New

York

Rebuilt
white
lists.
ford,
C

trade ins,
demonstrators,
etc.
Black-andand color. All makes Low prices. Send for
FILMLINE CORPORATION, Erna Street, Mil¬
Conn.

ZEISS lens 28mm F2T with follow focus and
clicks stops for ARRIFLEX 35mm. Excellent condi¬
tion, $130.00. Hi-hat, $20.00 RALMON. GRanite
9-6508.

WALL camera, double movement. With or without
associated equipment
Excellent condition. Rea¬
sonable. JACK WALTON, P.O, Box 1457, Tampa,
Fla.
PROFESSIONAL JR. tripod. $85.00. VICTOR DUNCAN,
7500 Miller Rd., Dearborn, Michigan.
CINE Special Series 1. Perfect. 1" lens. $400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
EKTAR 25mm FI .4 in “S“ mount, $100. M. GRAY¬
SON, Box 4, New York 53, N.Y.
16/35MM
Eclair Camerette standard
accessories, $2,000. Call CR 4-5873.

reflex

and

WANTED
GET YOUR TOP PRICES HERE
WE BUY . SWAP - SELL - CONSIGN
List Cameras, Dollies, Lenses, Lights,
Moviolas, Printers, Recorders, Studio
or Laboratory Equipment you don't need.

ANIMATION, color and B&W, American quality
standards, produced to youi specifications at low
Japanese rates. INTERLINGUAL INTERNATIONAL,
INC., Harada Building, No. 2, 1-chome, Hirakawawa-cho, Tokyo, Japan.
SOUND RECORDING—film editing, titles, animation.
Complete your film—final
scripting,
narrators,
music, effects. Low prices, fast service. Write for
free estimate. UNIQUE FILMS, 7315 Wise Avenue,
St. Louis 17, Mo.
EUROPEAN COVERAGE undertaken anywhere. 20
yeo'S
exepiience,
see
International
Almanac.
Stock shots available. JOHN BYRD, 27 Arthur
Road, London, S.W. 19, England
FILM ASSIGNMENTS in all Middle East area, docu¬
mentaries, newsreels, featurettes, with Auricon
Pro 600 and B & H 35mm cameras. Write to
GEORGES SHAMMAS, Box 2604, Beirut, Lebanon.
FILM assignments. New England. Scenic, stock and
newsreels.
16mm equipment
Can furnish top
notch copy with film.
Box 1525, Springfield,
Massachusetts.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS New York area. Scenic, stock
shots, newsreels, industrials, featurettes creatively
filmed to your specifications. ACORN FILMS, 168
W. 46th St., N.Y.C Call JUdson 6-2272.

WE GLADLY TAKE CONSIGNMENTS.
SET YOUR OWN PRICE—
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL

STOCK FOOTAGE

WIRE US—WUX New Yo.k,
Phone PL 7-0440

ACCIDENTS

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Cable: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch—6331 Hollywodo Blvd.
Hollywood, Colif., Phone HO 7-2124

CAR-TRUCK-AMBULANCE POLICE — DAY-night —£K
16mm color. (Can fill your order, send script in
advance). Highway scenes taken from car, etc.
JIM SE'YMOUR—accident photos, 115 No. Main
St., Crystal Lake, III. Phone 653—Person to Person.

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL, B & H, EYEMO, DEBRIE, AKELEY. ALSO
LABORATORY AND CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT

LABORATORY & SOUND

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY
315 WEST 43RD STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
CABLE: CINEQUIP
WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new
equipment. Let us know what you have and what
you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway.. PLaza 7-6977.. New York 23, N.Y.
TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
Mitchell — Akeley — B & H — Wall — Eyemo
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment
NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 West 48th St.
New York, N.Y.
WANTED: 16mm sound print “King Kong". Will buy
or trade a Kodachrome print feature, “Climax ".
GEORGE R. SNYDER, 1413 Monterey St., Pitts¬
burgh NW 12, Penna.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
SEEKING position as a motion picture cameraman
or relative position. Wou.d like to travel. Six
years exeperience.
Freelance still
and
movie
photographer, script to screen, will also shoot
stock footage or complete fiims on assignment.
Graduate of Northwest TV Broadcasting School.
Top references, my clients. OSborne 6-7284 col¬
lect. BILLY R. SMITH, 14909 Crenshaw Blvd.,
Gardena, California.
ASSIGNMENTS WANTED—TROPICAL ISLAND, native
ceremonial, head-hunter footage. Camerman, ful¬
ly experienced jungle locales, doing specific cover¬
age of south Pacific area in 1959, including all
islands and Australia.
Can accept additional
assignments, large or small. Top quality guaran¬
teed. Box 1322, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16mm Black & White and Anscochrome—Processing—
Printing — Recording — Editing — Production —
Rental —• Sales. All types of film in stock.
Write for Price List
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colorado
TAbor 5-2812
SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost. High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERV¬
ICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3,
Ohio. Phone ENdicott 1-2707.
16mm SOUND and picture editing—sound recording
—music—effects.
DON
DUNN'S
EL
RANCHO
AUDIO, near Palos Verdes and L. A. Harbor,
26246 Fairview Avenue, Lomita, Calif. DAvenport
6-4925.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
Continued from Page 62
Harry
Stradling,
ASC, “The Philadel¬
phian” with Paul Newman and Barbara
Rush. Vincent Sherman, director.
Morris, “Look Back in Anger”
(Woodfall Prod.; shooting in London) with
Richard Burton and Claire Bloom. Tony
Richard.son, director.
Oswald

Stine, ASC, Perry Finnerman,
“Sugarfoot”* with Will Hutchins; “Mave¬
rick”* with Jack Kelly.
Harold

Peverell
Marley,
ASC, Edwin DuPar,
ASC, “Cheyenne”* with Ty Hardin.
Ralph

Woolsey,

LiES, “Lawman”*
MID-WEST CAMERA CREW with own insert car and
Mitchell camera equipment. PRODUCTION EXPERI¬
ENCE.
I.A.T.S.E. Hand-in-glove operation. West
Coast and New York references.
Available for
second unit work, plates, other production as¬
signments.
Box 1323, AMERICAN CINEMATOG¬
RAPHER.

ASC, William Marguwith John Russell. Stuart

Heisler, director.
Ray Foster, ASC, Commercial*
Perry

Finnerman,

Wesley Anderson, “77

Sunset Stri|)”* with Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

“The carrying power and control afforded by the carbon arc
have not been matched by any other set lighting tool. ”

THE “NATIONAL" CARBON ARC...
NOTHING BRIGHTER UNDER THE SUN.

''Satiouul" and "Union Carbide” are registered trade-marks of Union Carbide Corporation

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY • Division of Union Carbide Corporation • 30 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N. Y,
Sates Offices: Atlanta. Cliicago, Dallas, Kansas City, Los Angeles. New York. Pittsburgh. San Francisco. In Canada: LJnion Carbide Canada Limited. Toronto.

imitation

is the
sincerest
form of
flattery
and flatterer! we are that other laboratories
sometimes use our registered trademark

color - correct
as an industry standard to mean the
finest quality in color duplicating.

color - correct
is owned by Byron, Inc., and is registered
in the United States Patent Office under
Trademark No. 575058. By law, we are
required to protect our trademark by
defending against all improper uses and
infringements. So when these two words

color - correct^
lahorator
1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C. • FE 3-4000
1226 East Colonial Drive
Orlando, Florida * CH 1-4161

are used together in reference to motion
picture film, they apply to our registered
process only — for only Byron has the
right to use this term — only Byron can
deliver color-correct prints.

1
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The Magazine of Motion Picture Photography

• New Super-Widescreen System

• Animating Dialog For Cartoons

• Photographing “The Hanging Tree”

• New Technique For TV Commercials

Fast action, undersea location.

This blow-up of a scene from Ivan Tors' production, "Underwater Warrior," shows how Du Pont "Superior" 4 can give you

good action shots in any light.

Mr. Tors, shown at right ready to dive, always accompanies his actors, directors and crew when filming

underwater.

"Shooting 'SEA HUNT’ we need
the exceptional speed of ’Superior’ 4’’
says Ivan Tors,

producer of the tv series, “SEA HUNT,” for ZIV

Television Programs, Inc., and “Underwater Warrior,” released by MGM.

‘‘These pictures wouldn’t have been possible
without Du Pont ‘Superior’ 4,” states Mr. Tors.
“Its high speed and wide latitude make it ideal
for underwater sequences. With ‘Superior’ 4 in
the camera, we know that anything we see with
our own eyes the camera can see better.”
And Mr. Tors does see it with his own eyes.
Whenever he shoots underwater, he and his
secretary, both expert divers, go down with the
director, lighting men and actor-divers. He’s
right on the spot and knows from firsthand ex¬
perience the ])roblems that can come up in sub¬
marine cinematographv.
“Talk about tough locations —most of them are

lit i »AT.

Better Things for Better Living . . , through Chemistry

child’s play when compared to the bottom of the
sea,” he says. “The light’s strange, you have to
use special cameras that are pretty tricky and, if
your shot’s not right the first time, re-shooting
can be awfully expensive. You’ve got to have a
film you can depend on —that’s why I always use
DuPont ‘Superior’ 4.”
For more information about Du Pont Superior®
4 Motion Picture Film and other fine nega¬
tive and positive films, contact the nearest Sales
Office or write Du Pont Photo Products Depart¬
ment, 2432-A Nemours Building, Wilmington 9o,
Delaware. In Canada: DuPont of Canada
Limited, Toronto.

You've been clamoring iox it..,
so we repeat our sensational

NIO
that saves you $40
Here’s what you get:

Regular Price

The most imitated—but never
duplicated professional Tripod

PRO JUNIOR TRIPOD
$150.00
PRO JUNIOR CARRYING CASE.18.00
PRO JUNIOR HI-HAT (low-mount).22.00
Total Cost $190.00

YOU PAY ONLY $150.00
Deal Expires March 30th 1959

These are some of the PRO JUNIOR features:
Simplified camera attaching method.
Adjusting telescoping pan handle
with EXCLUSIVE adjustable angle.
Sockets for left, right or reverse tilt.
EXCLUSIVE special pan tension adjusting brake,
independent of pan lock.
Cast in tie-down eyelets.
EXCLUSIVE self-adjusting double leg locking knobs.
Head mounts on Hi-Hat or Baby Tripod.
Ideal for Motion Picture and TV Vidicon Cameras.

MADE IN U.S. BY SKILLED TECHNICIANS.

Professional Jr.

Tripod

Carrying Case

CECO Professional Jr.
Hi-Hat

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
• Reg. U.S. Pof. Off. 2318910

We made our first spectacular Pro Junior offer as
our bit to help the country climb out of the dol¬
drums. Now we are repeating it to accede to the
wishes of hundreds of cameramen who delayed so
long that the opportunity slipped out of their fingers.
When, if ever, this deal is repeated is problematic.
Imagine—world-famous Pro Junior Tripod, the
professional cameraman’s standby for decades and
the nation’s no. 1 best seller—at such remarkable
savings. Naturally, this offer is for a limited time
—after which prices return to normal. No fooling.
You know that what we advertise we do. So hurry
to avoid disappointment.

AMERICAN
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•
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Editor

FILM DAILY CITES FIVE CINEMATOGRAPHERS

102

Aivards made on basis of nation-wide critic’s poll.
EDITORIAL ASSISTANT

ULTRA-WIDESCREEN MOVIES WITH ONE CAMERA, ONE PROJECTOR
Veteran theatre men develop new system for
Cinerama-style widescreen pictures.

Marion Hutchins

THERE’S ONLY ONE WAY TO JUDGE A MICROPHONE
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS

m

The fourth in a series of articles on do-it-yourself
sound recording by Allen Jacobs.

Derek Hill
Joseph Henry

PHOTOGRAPHING “THE HANGING TREE”

Clifford Harrington
Joseph V.

104

112

Hoiv full-aperture photography by Ted McCord, A.S.C.,
and reduction printing enhanced picture’s pictorial quality.

Mascelli

Herb Lightman

ANIMATED FILM TECHNIQUES—PART VII

114

Animating dialog—the vocal expression of
cartoon characters—demands a special talent.
TECHNICAL EDITOR
ASSIGNMENT “FROSTBITE”

Emery Huse

117

Ted Pahle, A.S.C., photographs a television show
in Alaska for Ed Sullivan.
“VISUAL SQUEEZE”—NEW TECHNIQUE FOR COMMERCIALS

EDITORIAL ADVISORY BOARD
Burnett Guffey,
W. Wallace

Arthur Miller,
Hal Mohr,

A.S.C.

Kelley, A.S.C.

Arthur Edeson,

118

Both, still and animation photography are combined
in a new system that produces sprightly commercials
for television that command attention.

A.S.C.

MULTIPLE REEL FILM EDITING AID

A.S.C.

120

A new tool that simplifies and expedites the
editing of sound effects and music for films.

A.S.C.

Ray Rennahan, A.S.C.
Hal Rosson, A.S.C.

•

John Seitz, A.S.C.

Features

Lester Shorr, A.S.C.

75

INDUSTRY NEWS
News briefs of industry activities and progress.
WHAT’S NEW IN EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORIES, SERVICES

78

Things that are new for makers of motion pictures.
PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
ON

THE

82

fVhere and what TV and feature film
photographers were shooting last month.

COVER

CAMERA SET-UP for a night rain scene for Warner
Brothers’
and

"The

F.B.I.

Story”

starring

Vera Miles. Under the pliofilm

over
LeRoy

the

camera

(left)

and

Biroc, ASC. A

stands
director

screen
of

James

director

camera

artificial rain for the scene.

provides

the

TECHNICAL QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

93

Reader’s questions are answered by experts.

Mervyn

photography

single sprinkler extended

pliofilm-protected

Stewart

canopy erected
Joseph

above the
necessary

HOLLYWOOD BULLETIN BOARD

98

News and pictures of A.S.C. doings, its members,
and industry personalities.

EDITORIAL AND BUSINESS OFFICE; 1782 NORTH ORANGE DRIVE, HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA. TELEPHONE: HOLLYWOOD 7-2135. AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER, established 1920, is published monthly by the A. S. C. Agency, Inc., 1782 N. Orange Dr., Hollywood 28, Calif. SUBSCRIPTION:
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foreign single copies, 40 cents; back numbers, 45 cents. Advertising rates on application. Copyright 1959 by A. S. C. Agency, Inc. Second-class
postage paid at Los Angeles, California.
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Mitchell Professional
Accessories extend 16mm
and 35mm camera use
REMOTE CONTROL UNIT
No other camera today films with trouble-free pro¬
fessional perfection such a wide range of require¬
ments. A Mitchell, equipped with specially designed
professional Mitchell accessories, has virtually
unlimited ability and versatility of use.

A/nong many accessories available for 16 mm and 35 mm Mitchell Corner
FOLLOW FOCUS ATTACHMENT

MATTE BOX AND SUNSHADE

2 SPEED GEAR HEAD

LENSES AND LENS MOUNTS

VIEW FINDERS

BLIMPS

HIGH SPEED AND
VARIABLE SPEED MOTOF

.WriHt/ oi/u'T Mitchell aceuitanru't! also availahh..,

Write today on your letterhead
for information on Mitchell 16mm

FRICTION TILTHEAD AND TRIPOD

or 35mm cameras and
accessories.

*85% of Professional Motion Pictures
Shown Throughout The World Are Filmed with Mitchell Cameras

^^5

How Zweibel Films

Creative organizations that are cost conscious
naturally turn to Ansco’s Anscochrome® Profes¬

keeps production costs

sional Camera Film Type 21^2 for all work where
the ultimate in color quality is desired. That’s

off the cutting room floor

because only Type 242 produces low-contrast
master reels having the finest possible color ren¬
dition and print-through characteristics.
For rich reds, accurate fiesh tones and soft, clean
gradation nothing compares with Anscochrome
Professioyial Camera Film Type 2^2.
And for flexibility that literally does the pho¬
tographers bidding with a minimum of trial-

Ansco

and-error, use NEW Ansco Type 243 for the
best in release prints. Keep production costs
where they belong, switch to Anscochrome Pro¬

Type 2Jf.2
L

fessional Camera Film Type 242! Ansco, Bing¬
-J

hamton, N. Y. A Division of General Aniline &
Film Corporation.
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PRECISION SOUND READERS

A series of advertisements placed by
K\ ing Photo

Corporation

in

your guarantee of the finest

leading

in sound editing equipment

business publications such as Business
Vi eek will dramatize the fact that mo¬
tion pictures can be industry’s most ef¬

OPTICAL-MAGNETIC
Model 800, 16mm, 35mm ond
tape. NET PRICE $259.50

fective communications tool.
The advertisements will give the re¬

FEATURES:

sults of a survey recently conducted
among the nation’s non-theatrical film
producers, including in-plant motion

it

Model

600,
Net

The

16mm

Price

ultimate

the

in

op¬

6"x

size;

heavy-duty

117-v

60

4-watt

Alnico

fused;

stabilizer

(surface

the

instrument

V

Reader

eye.

Guide

output;
speaker;

prefocused

Free

socket;

pilot light; 6-ft. heavy-duty cord.

on
Request

WRITE
FOR LITERATURE

non-theatrical motion picture produc¬
tion.

MAGNETIC

•

Model 700, 16mm, IZ’Amm,
35mm and Va" tape NET PRICE, $198.00

Tho Carney-Smith ultra-widescreen de¬

rama, Inc., now has nearing perfection
a new single-camera and single-projec¬
tor system for Cinerama pictures that
will give the same depth and sense of
participation effect of the triple-cam-

Ideal

for

Same

precision-engineered

models.

all

Reads

magnetically-recorded
sound

features

tracks

in

either

mediums.
as

above

direction.

A dependable aid to precise cutting and editing.

Look
for

Prices F.O.B, Factory, Brooklyn, N. Y.

this
tradomark

Designers and Manufacturers of Equipment For
The Motion Picture and Television Industries.

era-projector system it has used hereto¬
fore. When and if perfected, the devel¬
opment will make it possible to show
Cinerama ultra-widescreen pictures in
a greater number of theatres and in

and

Sound

the

velopment reported in this issue coin¬
cides with the announcement that Cine¬

cannot

is read by placing

right to left).

35mm.

precision

amplifier,

safety

and

Compact

AC

polished

left to right. (May also be read

$185.00
a

track

of

Standard
bearings;

bearings

face

SMPTE
oilless

Complete

reader!

tical

in

Kling survey reveals the tremendous
popularity of Arriflex cameras, and
their increasing use in every field of

•

with

shafts;

needle

OPTICAL

ious business papers responding to the
forthcoming series of Kling advertise¬
ments.

•

towards

from

Reprints will be sent readers of the var¬

everywhere,

ground

with

reading from

The results of this survey are con¬
tained in an 8-page report in this issue,
prepared by Kling Photo Corporation.

makers

precision

threading;

rollers

damage film). Sound track

eras and asked for a list of recent pro¬
ductions filmed with Arriflex cameras.

film

film

drum

picture departments, which queried
film producers on their use of Arriflex
16mm and 35mm motion picture cam¬

To

Simple

machined

Va"

^.1-.

■§!■

1037

UTICA

AVENUE

BROOKLYN

3,

N. Y.

cities never before reached by Cine¬
rama productions.
That ultra-widescreen pictures are of
definite interest to many of the na¬
tion’s exhibitors was emphasized last
month when George Kerasotes, presi¬
dent of Theatre Owners of America, in
an address before an exhibitor’s gath¬
ering, said that one of the industry’s
greatest needs is a 35mm process, wallto-wall,
ceiling-to-stage
presentation
that would be adaptable to all theatres
at reasonable cost. He noted that Cine¬
rama, Cinemiracle, and Todd-AO rep¬
resent important technological advances
but are not adaptable for all theatres.
Continued on

FEBRUARY

•

1959

Page

136

wat^S in

^if^nc

with HALLEN’S new
COMPLETELY TRANSISTORIZED
PORTABLE MAGNETIC FILM
RECORDING SYSTEM

H A L L E N

ELECTRONICS

332 N. LA BREA AVE., LOS ANGELES, CAL. - WEbster 1-5343
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THE NEW FOREMAN
ANIMATION STAND
Here is the all-new Portman Animation Stand with
specially designed features and accessories for com¬
plete and versatile animation and special effects oper¬
ation.
There are more than 40 new accessories to help you
achieve the desired effects easilv and economically.
The Portman Animation Stand features new design
concepts not found on any other animation stands
now available.
A rugged, dependable, precision piece of equipment
at a price you wouldn’t believe possible. The Portman
stand is the biggest, best buy in animation stands to¬
day! See it on display at Florman & Babb or send for
free catalog and complete information.

$1495

Basic Stand with 50^^ Zoom
Basic Compound with table-top, 2 peg
tracks, rotary movement, counter, hand

crank and platen. .$1790
Feature

Portman

Camera carriage travel
Compound Movement North/South
Compound Movement East/West
Camera carriage ball bearing mounted
Compound Movements ride on ball bearinas
One piece cast iron bed
Handwheel control for zoom
36tf* Rotation
Peg Trock Movement
TabI e Top si ze
Camera carriage column construction
Can crawl titles pass between columns
Fields covered in one continous zoom
Compound moves on ground steel (rail tubes)
Zoom counter and scale
All counters read facing operator
At 1 control s wi thi n reach of sitting op erator
Ail cost construction through-out
Hole thru table top to floor for projection
Free spinning handwheel knobs

50 or 62
19
26
Yes
Y es
Yes
Y es2 Speed
On
compound
26
22 X 32
T wo
3” die.
Yes
1 to 26
Y es
Y es
Y es
Yes
Yes
Yes
Y es
Ball bearing
lead screw
Yes
Yes

Camero carriage drive
Camera carriage counter-weighted
Adjustoble leveling feet
Price of stand and compound
with shadowboard pantograph & under Its.

$3,570 - 50”
Zoom
$3,770-62”
Zoom

Stand X

Stand Y

38'A

60

9

18
24
Yes
No
No

n
Yes
Partly
No
No-single
speed motor
On
compound
18
21 X 27
T wo
2-5/8" dio.
Yes
3 to 13'/7
No
Y es
Y es
Y es
No
Y es
No

yrdia.
threaded rod
No
Y es

$3,950

Yes
On
compound
16
18 X 24
one-3^" di a.
one-2" dio.
No
2 to 24
Y es
counteronl V
No
No
No
No
Yes
Chai n
Partly
Y es

$3,925

COMPARE
THE
NEW
PORTMAN
STAND
FEATURE
BY
FEATURE
WITH COMPETITIVE
EQUIPMENT

This is one of the many fine products you'll find at Florman & Babb.
Drop in. See our large display of professional motion picture equipment.

SEND FOR FREE NEW ILLUSTRATED RENTAL CATALOG TODAY

%
76

FLORMAN & BABB ,

INCORPORATED

68 West 45th Street • New York 36, N. Y. • MU 2-2928
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new name
f for an old friend

WHAT’S NEW

SPECTRA

in equipment*, accessories, services

PROFESSIONAL
EXPOSURE METER
FREQUENCY CHANGER.
requires

no

Carter Change-A-Cycle

transformer.

The

AC

input

is

rectified to DC, then fed to special converter
having a 60 or 50 cycle output. Works on any
input frequency. Output capacities range from
40 to 2000 watts AC. Available for single or
3

phase

ponents

input.
are

Rectifier

housed

in

and

related

com¬

finish

metal

crackle

case. Carter Motor Co., 2757 A George St.,
Chicago 18, 111.

EKTACHROME COMMERCIAL PROCESSING. Colour Film Services, Ltd.,
22/25 Portman Close, Baker St., London, Wl, England announce
completion of facilities for the processing of Ektachrome color film
for film makers in British Isles and the Continent. Company’s process
has

been

approved

by

England, according to

hand
calibrated
for precise
accuracy

ANSCOCHROME - EKTACHROME

R.

Research

G. F.

Laboratory

of

Kodak,

Ltd.,

Chase, Director of the company.

PROCESSOR.

New Filmline Model ACC-8 affords automatic
SLIDES

GRID

the

O
DISK

Popular for over a decade, the original
model A has been greatly improved
and is now available under the trade
name “Spectra Professional”.
It is especially designed for use in the
motion picture, TV and professional
photography field where instant direct
reading and great accuracy is a prime
requirement. The ultra sensitive
SPECTRA professional exposure
meter comes complete with disk, grid,
16 film-speed slides and carrying
case.$97.50

daylight

operation,

continuous processing of

16mm Anscochrome reversal at 480 ft. per
hour, or Ektachrome at 1,380 ft. per hour.
Features variable speeds, speed indicator, over¬
drive film transport, automatic refrigeration
control. Unit is lU/^ ft. long, 55 in. high,
width 40 in.
Price is $12,700.
Filmline
Corporation, Milford, Conn.

MAGNETIC FILM AND TAPE READER.

A two-unit portable reader for

use with silent picture viewers for editing and syncing sound films.
No moving parts in reader unit. Tape or film is moved back and
forth in track of reading head, which is positioned directly in line
with picture viewer’s film path. Versatile amplifier and speaker unit
doubles as portable carrying case. List price is $169.50. Brochure
available. McMurry Audio Electronics, Inc., 9740 Washington Blvd.,
Culver City, Calif.

Write for descriptive literature
and complete specifications

FORTY-INCH TELEPHOTO MOUNT. A mount and
cradle for adapting the Cyclotar 40" f/8.0 lens
to Hulcher rapid-sequence data-recording cam¬
eras is announced by Gordon Enterprises,
5362 No. Cahuenga Blvd., North Hollywood,
Calif. Special features are a center-of-gravity
balanced cradle with

%" tripod insert, and

a reflective white enamel finish to provide
temperature compensations when equipment is
used in direct sunlight. Also available are
sun-hood extensions and specially-mounted
filters. Spec sheet available.

16MM FILM VIEWER.

Features 3-element lens which produces greater

picture definition in film blowup on viewers’ 3^^" x dy/' hooded
Continued on Page 80
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To function smoothly and
efficrently, a motion
picture film lab must be
properly pi a np»ed and
equipped. The 30 years'
exjDertewce of Houston
Fearless in designing and
building many of the
world’s finest installations
(as wen as operating their
own color lab") is at your
service—from the purchase
of a single piece of
equipment to a complete
laboratory system.

[f/ess complete servic^M(C
^ the way f

'J

<1
J

(nj

ANALYSIS OF YOUR NEEDS.

The first step in planning your
lab is to determine your present
and future needs. After a thor¬
ough analysis, Houston Fearless
engineers can plan objectively.

PROCESSORS. Houston Fear^ less builds the widest range
of processing equipment; 16mm,
35mm, 70mm, B&W, color, pos.,
neg., rev., spray-type, from 5 to
250 fpm or will custom design
for your needs.

" ?

DESIGNING THE LAB. If de^ sired, Houston Fearless will
lay out your complete lab to meet
your specific requirements—with
peak operating efficiency in re¬
lation to the investment.

PROPOSAL. Based on many
years experience, Houston
Fearless will submit a specific pro¬
posal, recommending a complete
system for your lab —whatever
is best for your requirements.

K

INSTALLATION. Complete In-

S PERSONNEL TRAINING. If re-

stallation service is avail¬
able. Performed by experts who
know the equipment intimately
and who thoroughly check it out
and test-operate it for perfect
performance.

fi) quired, Houston Fearless will
train your technicians in the best
operating and maintenance pro¬
cedures—important for achieving
maximum lab efficiency.

Houston F

HOUSTON

FEBRUARY

•

1959

HOUSTON
FEARLESS
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WHAT’S NEW

COMPLETE MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT

Continued from

Page 78

screen. Innovation

is frame counter which

affords precise timing or counting of frames
for close editing or for time-and-motion an¬

FROM
CAMERAS

ONE

alysis.

SOURCE

LIGHTING
Mole Richardson

Moviolas •

1 6mm

Bardwell McAlister

Tables • Splicers
Viewers (CECO)

35mm Standard

Colortran
Century

35mm NC • 35mm BNC

Cable

BELL & HOWELL

Spider Boxes

Standard

•

Eyemo *

Filr

Rewinders

2 Steps • Apple Boxes

Bull Switches

Scrims

Strong ARC-Trouper
10 Amps 1 lOV AC 5000W2000W-750W

35mm single system

•

Flags

Gobo Stands
Complete grip equipment

CECO Cone Lites

SOUND EQUIPMENT

(shadowless lite)

Magnasync-magnetic film

Gator Clip Lites

Reeves Magicorder

ECLAIR CAMERETTE

Barn Doors

Mole Richardson Booms and

35mm

Diffusers

Perambulators

Combination

Dimmers

Portable Mike Booms

AURICONS

Reflectors

all models single system

ZOOMAR 35mtn

•

16/35mm

Cine Kodak Special
Maurer •

Bolex

automatic

Parallels • Ladders

16mm

WALL

include

GRIP EQUIPMENT

ARRIFLEX
• 35mm

features

EDITING

MITCHELL

35mm Hi-Speed

Other

switch by which the 75-watt projection lamp

is

turned

through

on

gate,

and

off

focusing

by

action

and

of

film

framing

con¬

trols, and built-in frame marker. List price
is .192.00.

Victor Animatograph Corp., Div.

of Kalart Company, Inc., Plainville, Conn.

Portable Power Supplies to
operate camera and recorder

WE SHIP VIA AIR, RAIL OR TRUCK

Blimps • Tripods
TRANK

DOLLIES
Fearless Panoram
Me AlisFer Crab
Platform

C.

ZUCKER

FILM PRINTER SHUTTER.

(£flin€Rfl Couipmeni (o..inc.

zero light to permit checkerboarding. Major
parts are of magnesium or aluminum.

• Western

3 Wheel Portable

Affords faster print¬

ing speeds, 22 standard light settings, plus

Dept, a' 315 West 43rd Street.
New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

sliding

parts;

supported.

all

motion

is

No

ball-bearing

Entire mechanism prepositioned

CRAB DOLLY

MOVIOLA
The Best in Camera Mobi
by servo motor. Maximum pre-set time, 400
milliseconds; permits printing speeds up
to 150 fpm.
Shutter

may

be

controlled

by

punched

tape or automatic board system. Tape sys¬
tem uses standard 1" 8-hole pajier tape with
the Bell & Howell color additive system code.
Electronic Systems, Inc., 5433 West Diversey,
Chicago, III.
I

AIR SQUEEGEE.

A precision tool for remov¬

ing excess solution from 16mm and 35mm
film surfaces during processing. Low-pressure
operation provides a cushion of air support
for film as it passes between rollers. Emul¬
sion never touches rollers under normal use.

MOVIOLA MANUFACTURING CO.

Adjustable gap permits splices to pass free¬
ly. Adaptable to any processing machine.
Eor 16mm, .$55.00: for 16mm/35mm, .$68.00.

1451 N. GORDON STREET • HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA • HO 7-3178
Cable Address: MOVIOLA HOLLYWOOD • CALIFORNIA
I
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ALL AURICON EQUIPMENT IS SOLD WITH
A 30 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE.

"CINE-VOICE n" 16 mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera.
100 ft. film capacity for 2% minutes of
recording; 6-Volt DC Convertor or 115-Volt AC
operation.
$795.00 (and up).

"AURICON PR0-600'’16mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera. "SUPER 1200" 16 mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera.
600 ft. film capacity for 16^2 minutes of ■Rf 1200 ft. film capacity for 33 minutes of
recording.-Re $1871.00 (and up) with 30 day recording. *Rf $5667.00 (and up) complete for
“High-Fidelity” Talking Pictures.
money-back guarantee.

SOUND RECORDER-Model RM-30... 1200 foot film PORTABLE POWER SUPPLY UNIT —Model PS-21... Silent
capacity, synchronous motor for "double-system” in operation, furnishes 115-Volt AC power to drive
16mm Optical Sound-On-Film operation.
"Single System” or "Double System” Auricon
$3630.55 (and up)
Equipment from 12 Volt Storage Battery, for
remote “location” filming.-Rf $269.50

FILMAGNETIC —Finger points to Magnetic pre-stripe
on unexposed film for recording lip-synchronized
magnetic sound with your picture. Can be used
with all Auricon Cameras. ★ $870.00 (and up)

Strictly for Profit
CHOOSE AURICON
If it’s profit you're after in the production of
16 mm Sound-On Film Talking Pictures, Auricon
Cameras provide ideal working tools for shooting
profitable Television Newsreels, film commercials,
inserts, and local candid-camera programming.
Now you can get Lip-Synchronized Optical or
Magnetic Sound WITH your picture using Auricon
16 mm Sound-On-Film Cameras. Precision designed
and built to “take it.”
Strictly for Profit—Choose Auricon!

BERNDT-BACH, INC.

TIIPOO —Models FMO and FT.10S12..,
Pan-Tilt Head Professional Tripod for
velvet-smooth action. Perfectly counter-balanced
6902 ROMAINE ST., HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF,
to prevent Camera "dumping.’Lx $406.25 (and up).

Auricon Equipment is sold with a
30-day money-back guarantee.
You must be satisfied.

* Please send me free Auricon Cataleg.
MANUFACTURERS

OF

SOUN-D-ON - FI LM

RECORDING

EQUIPMENT

SINCE

1931

Name.,
(Please write your address in margin)

FEBRUARY

o

1959
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PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSIGNMENTS
SSmni. WIU (IMEtAS
Complete with Complete Sound OufTit

WHAT THE INDUSTRY’S CAMERAMEN WERE SHOOTING LAST MONTH
ASTERISKS

INDICATE TELEVISION

FILMS

Includes: Modulite Galvenometer, Am¬
plifiers,

2

magazines,

4

lenses—

35mm Variable Area

SPECIAL PRICE:$2r500.00
also

WALL

35mm

CAMERA

without sound. Complete with 1 2 voit
motor, 4 lenses, 2 magazines

PRICED

AT

ALLIED ARTISTS

WiNTON Hocn, ASC, ‘The Bis Circus”
(C'Seope & Technicolor: Saratoga Prods.)
with Victor Mature and Rhonda Fleming.
Joseph Newman, director.

$1,200.00

AMERICAN

NATIONAL

Curt Fetters. “Tombstone Territory”* (ZivTV) with Pat Conway.

35mm PRECISION

Jack

Marquette, “Sea Hunt”* (Ziv-TV)
with Lloyd Bridges. Leon Benson, director.

Editing Machine
Formerly sold for $3,800.00

$1,200.00

NOW ONLY
Features
with
cal

include

stepless
system

prism;
tion

at

variable

of

foot

it

a

originals

opti¬

rotating

reversing

Continuous

for

grain masters.

drives

true

surface

for

speed.

safe

gear;

12

pedal

any

makes

electromotor

direc¬
process

and

fine

Roger Shearman, Jack Marquette, Mon¬
roe Askins, “Rough Riders”* (Ziv-TV)
with Kent Taylor.

Bob Hoffman, “Lock Up”* (Ziv-TV) with
MacDonald Carey. Robert Florey, director;
“Tender Foot”* (Ziv-TV; pilot) Monty Pitt¬
man, director.
Richard Rawlings, Jack Marquette, Bob
Hoffman, “MacKenzie’s Raiders”*
(Ziv-

Burnett Guffey, ASC, “They Came to
Cordura” (C’Seope & Color; Goetz Prods.:
shooting in Utah) with Gary Cooper and
Rita Hayworth. Robert Rossen, director.
John Wilcox, “The Mouse That Roared"
(Highroad Prod.; shooting in England)
with Jean Seberg and Peter Sellers. Jack
Arnold, director.

James Wong Howe, ASC, “The Last Angry
Man” (Fred Kohlmar Prod.: shooting in
N.V.) with Paul Muni and Bet.sy Palmei'.
Daniel Mann, director.

Ernie Day, “Idle on Parade” (C’Seope:
Warwick Prod.: shooting in London) with
William Bendix and Anne Aubrey. John
Cilling, director.
Fred Gately, ASC, “Father Knows Best"*
(Screen Gems) with Robert Young and Jane
Wyatt. Peter Tewksbury, director.

Cert Anderson, ASC, “Donna Reed Show"*
(Screen Gems) with
Rudolph, director.

Closed Doors’ *
(Screen Gems). John Peyser, director.

16mm BERNDT MAURER

Jack Etra, “Stake Out”*

Stanley Horsley, ASC, “World of Giants”*

shooting
rector.

Single System Camera—

(Ziv-TV)

$2,500.00

This slightly used camera features pre¬
made

focusing
finder.

a

through-the-lens

Brilliant

image

amplifier,

magazines

three
and

TV)
with
(Ziv-TV).

Richard

Dane

Clark;

(ZivCommercials*

Rawlings,

“Highway
Patrol”*
(Ziv-TV) with Broderick Crawford. Jack
Herzberg, director.

J. Burgi Contner.
(shooting in N.Y.)

Vernon

Lewis, “Ship

Design for Tomor¬
Reed
Prods.;
color:
Arthur Pearson, director.

I Shuttle and 120° Shutter.

Stuart Thompson, ASC, “Have Cun Will

Excellent

Travel”*
Boone.

in

animation.

Specially priced at$2r000

ized

Equipment

Bell

Agency

&

Howell

for Bell

Cameras.

Co.

&

Printers,

is

Sales

an

(Filmaster

Prods.)

with

Richard

with

James

Arness

and

Dennis

Author¬

and

Repair

Howell

Professional

Splicers,

and Model

CASCADE

PICTURES

Fi.wood Breiiell, ASC, Commercials*

Dept.

31S West 43rd St..

New York 36, N. T.

JUdwn 6-1420

with

Guy

Virgil Miller, ASC, “You Bet Your Life’’*
with Groucho Marx. Robert Dwan, director.
FOX WESTERN AVENUE

Frank Redman, ASC, “The Perry Mason
George

Diskant,

ASC,

Charles

Burke.

“Dick Powell’s Zane Grey Theatre”*
Star Prods.) with Dick Powell.

(Four

Guy Roe, ASC, “Wanted Dead or Alive”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Steve MrOueen:
“Trackdown”*
(Four Star Prods.)
with
Robert Chip.

COLUMBIA

ZUCKER

(JflniERfl €ouipm€nT(o..inc.

‘‘Zorro”*

Diskant, ASC, “The Rifleman”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Chuck Connors.

Roy Seawright, Commercials*
C

ASC,

George

2709 Standard Cameras.

FRANK

Avil,

Show”* with Raymond Burr.

Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”* (Filmaster
Prods.)
Weaver.

Camera

City”*

FILMCRAFT STUDIOS

Howell Camera with Unit
use

“Naked

Stanley Horsley, ASC, Commercials* (Ro¬

row”*
(Roland
throughout U.S.)

for

ASC,

Williams.
land Reed Prods.)

USED Model 2709Beii &

(Screen Gems:
Kowalski, di¬

WALT DISNEY

Cordon

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS

two
cases.

Bernard

Carson, “Secret Bride of Candy
Rock” with IjOU Costello and Dorothy Pro¬
vine. Sidney Miller, director.

view¬

lenses,

carrying

Fla.)

Frank

The entire unit includes galven-

ometer,
400'

direct

and

in

Jerry Juren, director.

Edward Cronjager, .VSC, “Missile”*

complete with sound

cision

Oscar

Irving Ltppman, “Behind

TV) with Gene Barry.

equipment

Reed.

TV ) with Richard Carlson.

Like New.

Charles Van Enger, ASC, Bob Hoffman,
Richard Rawlings, “Bat Masterson”* (Ziv-

.losEPH Brun. ASC, “Middle of the Night”
(Shooting in N.Y. I with Kim Novak and
Fredric March, Delbert Mann, director.

Joseph Biroc, ASC, “Richard Diamond"*

Fred J.xckman. Jil, “Alcoa-Coodyear Thea¬

K. arl Struss.
Star Prods.)

tre”* (Screen
rector.

82

Donna

Gems)

Jo.seph

Graham,

di¬

(four Star Prods.)
Commercials*

with

ASC,

David

Janssen:

Commercials*

Continued on

Page
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In recent years the ARRIFLEX has become the most successful
professional motion picture camera.
Its many superior features
and outstanding advantages which contributed to its success have
been enumerated in a series of advertisements, published over
the years in the trade magazines.
Every camera is only a tool, a means to an end, the end being
the picture it is to make. To produce a picture of optimum
quality, with the least amount of effort, in the shortest possible
time and at the lowest cost -- that is the task in which the
ARRIFLEX distinguishes Itself in the opinion of people who are
best able to judge: the ARRIFLEX users.
In some of our previous advertisements we have already featured
many of our customers who use and love the ARRIFLEX. They were
selected from a long list of well-known firms, institutions and
governmental agencies. Now, we are paying a special tribute to
another very Important group of ARRIFLEX users: the film producers.
The fact that so many of them have chosen the AFiRIFLEX for so
many of their successful productions is Incontrovertible proof
that the ARRIFLEX has become the most Important camera in the
field.
We thank the producers listed for providing us with the Information
for these pages.
It is our Intention to publish a similar list
next year and for many more years to come. Therefore, would those
of our customers who did not answer our questionnaire on time,
or who are not on our list, please write to us, so that we may
be sure to Include them in our next series?
The engineering and production staff of the ARRIFLEX factory join
us in saluting these and all our other customers and thank them
for the confidence placed in our equipment. All of us pledge
to continue our best efforts to keep the ARRIFLEX what it has
been acclaimed to be; the most desirable and successful tool
for the motion picture Industry.
KLING PHOTO CORPORATION

Paul Kllngensteln
President

Producer

Productions Filmed with ARRIFLEX

Sponsor

NEW ENGLAND
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
PHOTO SERVICE
Boston, Mast.
CAMPBELL FILMS
Saxtons River, Vt.

* Rehabilitation Pro¬
gram
*AII University Affairs
Your Job with Grand
Union
Jimmy Golden
The Spelman Story

Half A Thousand Years
The Perkins Story

The Right Instruction
of Youth
The Dartmouth College
Case 1958
Profile of a University

DOUGLAS PROD.
Meriden, Conn.

MAGNA FILM PROD.
Watertown, Mass.
ROLAB STUDIO
Sandy Hook, Conn.
SLEEPING GIANT
FILMS
Hamden, Conn.

SWEETMAN PROD.
Bethel, Conn.
WESTON WOODS
STUDIOS
Weston, Conn.

ROY WILCOX PROD.
Meriden, Conn.

The Greatest of These
People Helping People
Where There's a Will
The Magic Charm of
Austria's Wonderland
The Fabulous Mystery
of Modern Turkey
The Charm of Sweden
The City of Bremen
Russia Today
Mexico
Child Alone
Xmas Scenes in Boston
Harnessing the
Housatonic
The Golden Key
Midnight Ride of Paul
Revere
The Physical Universe
Museum Man
A Governor's Day
From These Ashes
Outdoor Adventure
Club
Prof. Vacuum Cleaner
Salesmanship
Lentil
The Camel Who Took a
Walk
The Five Chinese Bros.
Curious George Rides
A Bike
Exploring the Farmland

Boston Junior League
Boston University
Grand Union Food
Stores
Grand Union Stores
Spelman Coll., Atlanta,
Georgia
Trinity Coll., Hartford,
Connecticut
Moravian Coll.,
Bethlehem
Perkins School For
Blind, Watertown,
Massachussetts
Wagner College
Dartmouth College
Univ. of New
Hampshire

BUEHLER BROS.
Allentown, Pa.

JOHN CHRISTIAN
PRODUCTIONS
New York, N.Y.
CRAVEN FILM CORP.
New York, N.Y.

DEMBY PROD. INC.
New York, N.Y.
DE FRENES COMPANY
Philadelphia, Pa.

Red Feather Drive
Red Cross
Univ. of Connecticut
Lufthansa German
Airlines
Lufthansa German
Airlines
Swedish Natl. Tour.
Office
Bremen, Germany
Castle Films
Castle Films
Mass. Assoc, for
Retarded Children
Warner Bros.

EDITORIAL FILMS
New York, N.Y.
CHARLES ELMS PROD.
New York, N.Y.

The Connecticut Light
& Power Co.
Nell Dorr Prod.
Encyclopedia Brittannica Films
Independent Prod.
Independent Prod.
Randall Co.
R.C. Diocese, Hartford
Independent Prod.

WALTER ENGEL PROD.
New York, N.Y.
FARRELL & GAGE
FILMS
New York, N.Y.

General Electric Co.
Weston Woods, Inc.
Weston Woods, Inc.
Weston Woods, Inc.
Weston Woods, Inc.
Roy Wilcox Prod.
FILM GRAPHICS INC.
New York, N.Y.

MIDDLE ATLANTIC
AMERICAN FILM
PRODUCTIONS
New York, N.Y.

ANIMATED PROD
New York, N.Y.

ATSION PROD.
New York, N.Y.
JOHN BRANSBY PROD.
New York, N.Y.

Productions Filmed with ARRIFLEX

BRAY STUDIOS, INC.
New York, N.Y.

Beneath The Elms

CINE-VIDEO PROD.
Milford, Conn.

Producer

Minesweeping
Explosive Cutters
IFR Enroute & Terminal
Procedures
Progresso TV Comm's.
Bulova TV Commercials
*Roosevelt Raceway
*Dipsey Doodles
*Cheese Doodles
*Manhattan Shirts
Clowning Around
The St. Lawrence
Power Project
‘Partially Arriflex

U.S. Navy

THE FILM SELL
New York, N.Y.

U.S. Navy
Carlo Vinti Adv.
McCann-Erickson, Inc.
Heineman, Kleinfeld,
Shaw & Joseph, Inc.
Richard K. Mahoff
Richard K. Mahoff
Peck Advertising
Atsion Productions
Power Authority of the
State of New York

FORDEL FILMS, INC.
New York, N.Y.
FORMA ART
New York, N.Y.
WM. J. GANZ CO.
New York, N.Y.
GERALD
PRODUCTIONS
New York, N.Y.
COURTNEY HAFELA
New York, N.Y.

Sponsor

11 Training Films
2 Eastman Color
Three 16mm Color
Five 15 minute Color
Dedication
Investigation on the
Sheer Strength of Pre¬
stressed Concrete
Beams
Amsier Equipment
The Pattern for Peace

U.S. Navy
U.S. Air Force
Sprague Gas Meter
Bray Studios

Asian Artists in Crystal
TV Commercials for:

U.S. Information Agcy.
Westinghouse, U.S.
Steel, General Mills,
Nestle, Procter &
Gamble, Carter Prod.
Republic Pictures
Independent Prod.
Army Pictorial Center
U.S. Air Force

Invisible Avenger
The Shadow (TV)
Cummings City
C-130 Interim Aerial
Delivery Service
Officer Candidate
School
Grinding Wheels and
Their Applications
Meat Progress Through
Quality Achievement
Safety at the Cross¬
roads
The Story of Acrylic
Paints
Tale of Two Counters
Careless Cash
Mr. Dopey O'Doodle
and Dacro P38
The Heat Engine
Aluminum Screens
Beauty Bath Oil,
Lavender Mist, Sachet
Spray
Thirty Films — One
Received Golden Reel
Festival Award
Handling Ships, Boats
and Cargo
Maintenance of Steam
Catapults
Blasting Vibrations
New Era in Plastics
Multicolor Magic
Half Second Butyrate
Lacquer
Impact
The Am flow Process
Natural Gas for Appal¬
achian Markets
Mining for Nickel
and Nickel Refining
Aircraft Rivets
Submarine Films
Modern Crusaders
Human Tumor Chemo¬
therapy Studies in Eggs
Anesthesiology

Lutheran Brotherhood
Lehigh University

Carl Hirschmann
U.S. Information Agcy.

U.S. Navy
Simonds Abrasive Co.
Wm. Schluderberg-T.U.
Kurdle Co.
Reading Railroad Co.
Rohm & Haas Co.
McCalls Magazine
American Express Co.
Crown Cork & Seal Co.
Shell Oil
Columbia Mills
Andre Richard Co.

U.S. Navy
U.S. Navy
Hercules Powder Co.
Hercules Powder Co.
Hercules Powder Co.
Eastman Chem.
Products
Panhandle Eastern
Pipe
Amer. Mach. & Fdry.
N.Y. State Natural Gas
International Nickel
duPont deNemours
U.S. Navy
Passionist Fathers
Sloan-Kettering
E.R. Squibb & Sons

Man and Car

Forma Art

Friend of a Friend

Gaines Dog Research

The Ordeal of Thomas
Moor
A World Alone
Hans Brinker
Mambo Madness
Rock Rock Rock
Run Across the River
Love and Jazz

Smith-Kline & French
Smith-Kline & French
N.B.C.
Universal-International
Dist. Corp. of America
Cameo Productions
Raven Films Corp.

America’s Most Successful

Producer

Productions Filmed with ARRIFLEX

Sponsor

Producer

Productions Filmed with ARRIFLEX

Sponsor

PAUL HANCE PROD.
New York, N.Y.

The Nature of Glass
Report Films
Report Films

Corning Glass Works
Bell Lab. (U.S.A.F.)
Bell Lab. (U.S. Army)

DONALD S.
MC CHESNEY
Ithaca, N.Y.

Self Produced
Self Produced
Self Produced

HARTLEY PROD. INC.
New York, N.Y.

Progress Report 1956
Man From Missouri
Wings to Hawaii

I.B.AA.
Asbestos Cement
Pan American World
Airways
Pan American World
Airways
Container Corp.
Monsanto Chemical
Corning Glass Works

The Birds of Kenya
The Turkana Country
Preparation of Bird
Skin

MICHENER &
O'CONNOR
Harrisburg, Penn.
MODE ART PICTURES
Pittsburgh, Pa.
M.P.O. PRODUCTIONS
New York, N.Y.

Man to Know, Rep.
Hugh Scott
TV Spot

Repub. State Com.

In Every Man's Heart
Lets Have a Luau
Pattern of Safety
Cooking Can Be Fun

LEO TRACHTENBERGHARVEST FILMS
New York, N.Y.

For All the Children
Science Fights Tooth
Decay
A Fair Chance for
Tommy

Nat'l Soc. for Prev.
of Blindness

INSTITUTE OF
VISUAL TRAINING
New York, N.Y.
INTERNATIONAL FILM
FOUNDATION
New York, N.Y.
HERBERT KERKOW
INC.
New York, N.Y.

Friend of a Friend

Gianes Dog Research

VICTOR KAYFETZ
PRODUCTIONS
New York, N.Y.
KLAEGER FILM PROD.
New York, N.Y.

KNICKERBOCKER
PRODUCTIONS
New York, N.Y.

ROBT. LAWRENCE
PRODUCTIONS
New York, N.Y.

LEIGH PHOTOGRAPHS
Trenton, N.J.
ARTHUR LODGE PROD.
New York, N.Y.
LORD&TANN, INC.
Troy, N.Y.

Japan

Self Produced

Progress Report #3,
#4
Prototype Progress
Report

Bell Tel. Lab. Inc.

Angled Deck Carrier

U.S. Navy

TV Commercials for:

U.S. Rubber (Fletcher
D. Richards Inc.)
General Motors,
Pontiac (MacManus
John & Adams)
N.Y. Stock Exchange

Your Share in
Tomorrow
Sociology
The Norad Story
Fuel Element Story
Koppers
Spic and Span
King's Beer
Smith Brothers

LYBARGER PROD.
New York, N.Y.

MARATHON TV NEWS
New York, N.Y.

Bell Tel. Lab. Inc.

McGraw-Hill Book Co.
U.S. Air Force
U.S. Information Agcy.
Van Sant Dugdale, Inc.
Young & Rubicam Inc.
Vickers & Benson Ltd.
Castor, Farrell, Hilton
& Chesley
Ellington & Co., Inc.
Cities Service
Reach McClinton, Inc.
Prudential
Thermoid Brake Service Thermoid Co.
Independent Prod.
Vacation Afloat
Nat'l. Assoc, of Mfrs.
Industry on Parade
Saratoga Feature Races
Weighing While Con¬
veying
Two Weeks with Pay

JAMES LOVE PROD.
New York, N.Y.

Herald-Tribune Fund
U.S. Government

Hero Next Door
Needle in the Sky
(Materials — Key to
Progress)
A Case for the Future
You Save Time and
Money with
a Davidson
Proven Guides
Toys
Voice of Amer. Series
Crashing the Water
Barrier
Challenge on the Lake
This Way Up
Five Miles West
A Report from Budd
Over 100 Newsfilms
for:

Saratoga Raceway
Cashin, Inc (Albany
Division Tobin
Packing)
98th Inf. Div. Arty
USAR
Civil Air Patrol
Civil Air Patrol
U.S. Air Force

Producers Choose

Ford Motor Co.
Amer. Physical Therapy
Reynolds Metals
N.Y. Central R.R.
U.S. Air Force
General Motors Corp.
Eli Lilly
American Cyanamid
Chemstrand Corp.
Remington Arms
Union Carbide

More Time for Spelling
The U.S. Indus. Park
The Atom comes to
Town

McGraw-Hill
Socony-Mobil Oil
Natl. LJ.S. Chamber
Comm.

OWEN MURPHY
PRODUCTIONS
New York, N.Y.

Notre Dame Story
This is New Jersey
Shotgun Handling
Word is Spreading
4 Spring Dealer Films
Private Line Service

Univ. of Notre Dame
N.J. Bell Telephone Co.
Field & Stream
Firestone Tire & Rubber
Firestone Tire & Rubber
Amer. Tel. & Tel. Co.

NEWSFILM, U.S.A.
New York, N.Y.

Deadline: 53 Minutes

United Cerebral Palsy

PATHESCOPE CO.
OF AMERICA
New York, N.Y.

U.S. Information Agcy.
High Places of the
Mind, Small Town
U.S.A., Challenge of
the Atom, Sanctuary
Share a Proud Tradition U.S. Marines
Sword & Shield, The
U.S. Navy
Intelligence Cycle,
Intelligence & You
Better Business Bureau Assoc, of Better
Business Bureaus
Story
Better Business Bureau
To Serve the Living
& Natl. Assoc, of
Funeral Directors

JOHN PATRICK
Suffern, N.Y.

My Kid Twenty

Self Produced

PENNEBAKER FILMS
New York, N.Y.

Brussels Film Loops

U.S. State Dept.

PHOTO ARTS PROD.
Philadelphia, Pa.

Color Tuned
Public Service
Esslinger
Sight Series
Grey stone Wines
Torture Tests
Felton Sibley
Wish you Were Here
Judy Lee
Services to Youth
Case of Protection
Speedomax

Bestwell Certain Teed
WRCV TV
J.C. Cox Agcy.
Wills Eye Hosp.
Bauer & Tripp
Sandura
J.C. Cox Agcy.
Boy Scouts of America
Downs Carpets
City of Philadelphia
Bestwell Certain Teed
Leeds & Northrop

DAVID PIEL, INC.
New York, N.Y.

Jaymar Ruby Slacks TV
Commerial
Puritan Shirts TV
Comm.

Ehrlich, Neuwirth &
Sobo, Inc.
Ehrlich, Neuwirth &
Sobo, Inc.

ROY PINNEY PROD.
New York, N.Y.

Secrets of Nature

Photo & Film Library

Q.E.D. PRODUCTIONS
New York, N.Y.

Fashions in Paris
Benny Goodman in
Brussels
Vespa in N.Y.
This is Avianca

International Latex
Studio 1, Westinghouse

Socony-Mobil Oil
Socony-Mobil Oil
Sikorsky Aircraft
Volkswagen, GmbH
Budd Company
IBM, American Air¬
lines, Socony-Mobil
Oil, Trans-World Air¬
lines, General
Dynamics.

Equation for Progress
Ford Stylist
The Return
A Mile to Eldorado
The Big Train
New Shade of Green
Design for Dreaming
The Good Seed, Horse,
Calf and Egg
The Man in the
Doorway
Fibers in Civilization
Hound Dog
Petrified River

MULLER, JORDAN &
HERRICK
New York, N.Y.

Case Inst, of Tech.
The Davidson Corp.

Marts & Lundy, Inc.
Wershaw-Gould Inc.

Penn. Bankers Assoc.

Recently Purchased
No Picture Credits

Vespa, Corp.
Columbian Airlines,
S.A.

Producer

Productions Filmed with ARRIFLEX

ROBT. YARNELL RICHIE
New York, N.Y.

Sponsor

Areas of Promise
Pipeline of Progress
Research in Steel

Dresser Industries
Amer. La Pipeline Co.
U.S. Steel

STEPHEN SHARF PROD.
New York, N.Y.

Mellah
Eliahus House
Decision

World ORT
World ORT
National Educ. TV

WARREN R. SMITH
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Pittsburgh Steel
Metals, Mills & Men
Molecules Mean Money Koppers Co.
Light Oil Plant
Koppers Co.
Pittsburgh Steel
Plus a Little Bit More
John Kane Hospital
WQED-TV

SOUND MASTERS, INC.
New York, N.Y.

STUDIO SIXTEEN
Reading, Pa.

Speechless by Mistake
Floor Show
Assignment Venezuela
Freight by Flexi-Van
Challenge of the
Future
Calling All Ducks
Medical Defense
Against Chem. Warfare
African Holiday
Billfish Safari
On the Green

Amer. Tel. & Tel. Co.
Amer. Tel. & Tel. Co.
Creole Petroleum
N. Y. Central R.R.
Sun Oil Co.

The Tenth Challenge
Time Out for Jimmy

United Fndn. of Detroit
United Fund of Greater
Lima, Ohio
United Fund of Berks
County
Self Produced

Was it Rain
The Story of U

BILL STURM STUDIOS
New York, N.Y.

TELIC, INC.
New York, N.Y.

TRANSFILM INC.
New York, N.Y.
TRIDENT FILMS INC.
New York, N.Y.

TRI-J FILMS INC.
New York, N.Y.
VAVIN, INC.
New York, N.Y.

ROGER WADE PROD.
New York, N.Y.

ACE WILLIAMS TEMBO
PRODUCTIONS
New York, N.Y.

WONDSEL, CARLISLE
& DUNPHY
Now York, N.Y.

Olin Mathieson
McLouth Steel
U.S. Golf Assoc.

James
James
James
James

The March of Science
Secret of Systems
Who Cares About the
Weather
A Story for the Editor
Counter Revolution
1957 Convention
House of the Future
Gyro-Pin Ship
Stabilizer

New Holland Machine
New Holland Machine
New Holland Machine

T.
T.
T.
T.

James T. Chirurg

New Holland Machine
Armstrong Cork Co.
Armstrong Cork Co.
Armstrong Cork Co.
Sperry-Gyroscope Co.
B.B.D.O.

14 Loop Films for U.S.
Pavillion at Brussels
Symphony Across the
Land

Office of U.S. Comm,
to the Brussels Fair
U.S. Information Agcy

The Checkered Flag

Kendall Oil Refining

France For Fun, series
Innocents Abroad
Montici Intarsia
Party at the Potters
5 films on Morocco
Various Shorts in series

French Gov. Tour. Off.
Am. Soc. of Travel Ags.
Piazza Montici
French Wind Comm.
Moroccan Govt.
Reader's Digest, Life,
Sports Illustrated
Baltimore & Ohio R.R.

FEATURE STORY FILMS
Clermont, Fla.

Forward March
C.G. Conn Band Inst.
Playland of the Seaway Alexandria Bay, N.Y.
Chamber of Commerce

FLORIDA FILM PROD.
Coral Gables, Fla.

Wild Women of
Wongo
Mr. Withers Stops The
Clock
Crashing The Water
Barrier
Chevy Dinah Shore
Show
Ford Motor Co. Show
Pabst Blue Ribbon
Beer Commercials
L. Welk Commercials
Climax Commercials
The Official Orange
Bowl Annual Film
Champs of the Alcan
Run

Paul Alley Productions
Marathon TV (SoconyMobil Oil)
Van Praag Production
Van Praag Production
Van Praag Production
Van Praag Production
Van Praag Production
Orange Bowl Com.
Van Praag Production

An American Tradition
Great Moments of the
Dance

U.S. Natl. Guard Assoc.
Mr. Frank Hale and
Imperial Dancers

MONUMENTAL FILMS
Baltimore, Md.

The Magic Switch
The Magic Cylinder
Keep Maryland
Beautiful
Strikes and Spares
TV Commercials for:

Black & Decker Mfg.
Coastal Foods
State of Maryland
W. B. Doner Co.
Natl. Brewing Co.,
Baltimore Fed. Sav. &
Loan, Koester Baking
Co.

SCOPE, INC.
Coral Gables, Fla.

TV Commercials for:

Delta Air Lines, Texaco,
Copeland Sausage,
Regal Beer, Corona
Beer, Seaview Indus. &
Vazol.

SHAMROCK STUDIOS
Winter Park, Fla.

Denise Darcel Spots
Field of Corn Spots
Television Girls
Jenny and The Chimp
Gateway to the Moon

Brown Associates
Fleischman's Margarine
Color Conversion Corp.
Cole Enterprises
Hal Carrington

SOUNDAC PROD.
Miami, Fla.

A Dozen and One
Numerous TV Film
Commercials

Royster Fertilizer

WASHINGTON VIDEO
PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Washington, D.C.
FRANK WILLARD
PRODUCTIONS
Atlanta, Ga.

Heart of a Stranger

Christian Children's
Fund. Inc.

Direct Distance Dialing
Trailer

Southern Bell Tel. Co.

Gunnery & Tactics in
The FI00A
Air to Ground Gunnery
Air to Air Gunnery

U.S. Air Force

RUSSELL R. BENSON
PRODUCTIONS
Indianapolis, Ind.

That They May Have
Life
Crossroads

Riley Memorial Fdn.

THE CALVIN CO.
Kansas City, Mo.

Co-Ral
Your Finest Hour
Marlex

Chemagro Corp.
United Fund
Phillips Petroleum

NORTH CENTRAL
ATLAS FILM CORP.
Oak Park, III.

U.S. Air Force
Mutual Buying Corp.
Rayon Institute
Arrow Shirts
AVISCO

Continental Can Co.

Tropical Pictures, Inc.

PAUL R. ILYINSKY
Palm Beach, Fla.

Assoc. Rr's, N.Y.
U.S. Navy

TV Release
TV Release
Sun Oil Co.
U.S. Rubber Co.

Sponsor

SOUTH ATLANTIC

Chirurg
Chirurg
Chirurg
Chirurg

U.S. Steel TV
Commercial

10,000,000 Miles
Torture Testers
The Tire That
Conquered Africa
Nicobar Jones
Bwans Willy
Eye-Witness Report
The New U.S. Royal
Master
Jak-Et-Pak 50

Productions Filmed with ARRIFLEX

Olin Mathieson
U.S. Navy

Boston Herald Traveler
Herald Financial Pages
Sunday Herald TV Sec.
Traveler Women's
Pages
Martin L. Hall Co.
Victor Coffee (Live)

Washington, Shrine of
American Patriotism
Song of the Iron Road
Shipboard Cargo Gear
Handling
Grid Navigation
African Holiday

Producer

U.S. Air Force
U.S. Air Force

Crossroads Rehabilit¬
ation Center
Toward the Summit
Denison University
Denison University
At Denison
United Fund of Greater
A Place To Go
Indianapolis
The Silver Dollar Story
Grinnell College
In the Culver Tradition Culver Military
Academy
On The Edge of History Western College for
Women
Surgical Technique of
Dr. C. Basil Fausset,
Chemopallidectomy
neuro-surgeon, Indian
apolis

America’s Most Successful

Producer

Productions Filmed with ARRIFLEX

THE CALVIN CO.
Kansas City, Mo.
(Continued)

CAVALCADE PROD.
INC.
Lake Zurich, III.
CENTRON CORP. INC.
Lawrence, Kansas
CHRISTENSEN-KENNEDY PRODUCTIONS
Omaha, Neb.
CINEFONICS INC.
Morton Grove, III

COLMES-WERRENRATH
PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Chicago, III.

JOHN COLBURN
ASSOCIATION, INC.
Wilmette, III.

Adams Ranch
In the Middle
The Grapevine
Processing Nuclear
Reactor Fuels & Wastes
The Perennial Guest
The Greatest Gift
Exploring God's
Wonders
Transportation By
Water
Contract Maintenance
Our Big Issue

Cook Calling
First From Space
Guys and Dials
A New Look at Instru¬
ments
Starting With Sears
Muscles of Control
Non-Root Follier Feed¬
ing of Plants
TV Commercials for:
Ski Tricks
Windows to the Future
Powder to Plane
Great Story of Corn
1960 World Premiere
The Magic Circle
The Third Assembly
Tomorrow is Now
Grain Car Unloader

Sponsor

Phillips Petroleum
University Films
University Films
Union Carbide

Productions Filmed with ARRIFLEX

CUMMINS PROD.
Chicago, III.
WILLIAM E. DENEEN
Huntington Woods,
Michigan

Dow Chemical Co.
New Vision Foundation
Scripture Press

Chicago Motor Club
U.S. Post Office

The Touch of His Hand

The Pontifical Inst,
for Mission Exten.
The Pontifical Inst,
for Mission Exten.
The Pontifical Inst,
for Mission Exten.
The Pontifical Inst,
for Mission Exten.
The Udylite Corp.
The Udylite Corp.
The Udylite Corp.

Threshold of Terror
The Heart of a Man
The Little Ones
Thailand, Land of Rice
This Land Australia
Indonesia, People of
The Islands
Manual of the Phillipines
Operation Giant

U.S. Air Force
Omaha Development
Council
Cook Electric Co.
Army Ballistic Missile
Air Research & Dev.
Air Research & Dev.

EMPIRE PHOTOSOUND
INC.
Minneapolis, Minn.

Sears, Roebuck & Co.
Fisher Governor Co.
Atomic Energy Comm.
Norge Washer & Dryer
Evinrude Motors
Continental Can Co.
Aeroquip Corporation
Funk Bros. Seed Co.
J.l. Case Co.
Johnson Motors
Lutheran World Fed.
Minneapolis-Moline Co.
Link Belt Co.

Polo, the World's Fast¬
est Game

Oak Brook Polo Club

*IBM Newsreel
TV Commercials for:

Film Counselors, Inc.
Remington Rand

CORONET INSTRUC¬
TIONAL FILMS
Chicago, III.

The French Revolution
Napoleonic Era
Brahms and His Music
Boy of Renaissance
Italy
Liszt and His Music
Leonardo Da Vinci
Simple Plants, Bacteria
Midnight Ride of Paul
Revere
Mother Goose Rhymes
The Sea: Background
for Literature
The Wide Wide Sea
Colonial Fam. of New
France
U.S. Expansion: Texas
U.S. Expansion: Oregon
Boy of a Frontier Fort
Gold Rush Days
Christmas on Grand¬
father's Farm
The Vikings and Their
Explorations
Edgar Allan Poe
The War of 1812
Launching the New
Government'
Amer. Literature: The
Westward Movement

Coronet
Coronet
Coronet
Coronet

Instruc.
Instruc.
Instruc.
Instruc.

Films
Films
Films
Films

Coronet
Coronet
Coronet
Coronet

Instruc.
Instruc.
Instruc.
Instruc.

Films
Films
Films
Films

Report From Spain
Operation Man High
The Human Side
Instant Electric Copying
Bright Warning
It's Easy to Bend
Investing in Your
Future
Choosing Games for
Children

N.B.C.
C.B.S. Conquest TV
Minn. Dept, of Welfare
Minn. Mining & Mfg.
Minn. Mining & Mfg.
O'Neil-Irwin Mfg.
Dunwoody Industrial
Institute
American Family Inf.
Forum

EDWARD FEIL PROD.
Cleveland, Ohio

Coronet Instruc. Films
Coronet Instruc. Films
Coronet Instruc. Films
Coronet Instruc. Films

FENTON MC HUGH
PROD.
Evanston, III.

Coronet
Coronet
Coronet
Coronet
Coronet

Films
Films
Films
Films
Films

FILM ASSOC. OF MICH.
Detroit, Mich.

Coronet Instruc. Films

FILM ARTS PROD., INC.
Milwaukee 4, Wis.

Coronet Instruc. Films
Coronet Instruc. Films
Coronet Instruc. Films

FILM PRODUCTIONS
Minneapolis, Minn

Instruc.
Instruc.
Instruc.
Instruc.
Instruc.

Coronet Instruc. Films

Glacier Natl. Park
Empire on Parade
Out of the Earth
Man Sometimes Con¬
quers
Sales Secret
Phosphate, The Living
Mineral
A Promise
TV Commercials

IRVIN W. LA RUE INC.
Chicago, III.

GAMMA GROUP
Evanston, III.
GRAPHIC PICTURES
Chicago, III.

Sponsor

San Francisco
Job Safety

McGraw-Hill Book Co.

COMMERCIAL FILM
COMPANY
Western Springs, III
CONDOR FILMS, INC.
St. Louis, Mo.

THOMAS COUNTRY.
MAN FILM PROD. &
CONTINENTAL FILMS
Minneapolis, Minn.

Producer

TV Commercials
Transposition of the
Great Vessels
Care & Sterilization of
Surgeons Gloves
Machine Mimics Man
Heminephro-Ureterectomy of a Double Kid¬
ney
The Operating Micro¬
scope in Otologic
Surgery
An Operation for Cure
of Vesicovaginal Fistula
Fire and Explosion Haz¬
ards from Flammable
Anesthetics
High Speed Roll Former
*With Heart to God
and Hand to Man
A College Meets a
Challenge
The Art & Beauty of
Cashmere
A Penny Saved
Milprint Makes The
Difference
From Start to Finish
Susan's Show
*Twice for the Money
*Facts About Strofoam
*Workmen of Wheels
Junior Chamber of
Comm. National
Convention
Challenge of Change
June Pastures in
January
Shikar (Indian Tiger
Hunt)
The KLog
Production on the Farm
Paper in the Making
The Meadowdale Story
How to Watch a Race
The Story of Crude
Time in Balance
‘Partially Arriflex

Producers Choose ARRIFLEX!

The Udylite Corp.
The Udylite Corp.
Great Northern Railway
Great Northern Railway
Inti. Minerals & Chem.
St. Paul Jr. League &
Natl. Hemophilia Fdn.
Franklin Mfg. Co.
Inti. Minerals & Chem.
Corp., Phosphate Div.
Farmers Union, Central
Exchange
Farmers Union, Central
Exchange
Great Northern Railway
Deknatel
Becton, Dickinson Co.
Baxter Laboratory
Dr. K.S. Barber

Dr. George Shambaugh

Dr. V.J. O'Conor
Abbott Laboratories

The Cyril Bath Co.
Salvation Army of
Greater Cleveland
Fenn College
Dalton of America
Credit Union Natl. Ass.
Milprint Div. of Phil¬
lip Morris Inc.
Johnson's Wax
CBS TV Network
Dow Chemical
Dow Chemical
Massey-Ferguson Trac¬
tors
Pepsi-Cola

Central Cooperative
Cunningham Hay
Conditioners
Amer. Express Co.
Kellogg Switchboard
and Supply Company
Visking Corp.
St. Regis Paper Co.
L.W. Besinger & Assoc.
Meadowdale Inti.
Raceways
Globe Oil & Refin.
Elgin Watch Co.

Producer

Productions Filmed with ARRIFLEX

THOMAS GREEN PROD.
Elgin, III.

HARVARD PROD. INC.
Pork Ridge, ill.

Camp Lincoln for Boys
Camp Lake Hubert for
Girls
Ireland! Delight and
Dilemma
The Bantam Method in
Materials Handling
New Methods
Now Hear this,
Stonegate
The Word is
Acceptance
S.A. Newsreel
Giant on the
St. Lawrence
Industrial's 152

INDUSTRIAL MOTION
PICTURES
Cleveland, Ohio

KELLY-ZAHRNDT-KELLY
St. Louis, Mo.
KENOSHA PUBLIC
MUSEUM
Kenosha, Wis.
KENT FILMS, INC.
Dayton, Ohio
LEWIS & MARTIN FILMS
Chicago, III.

MIDWEST FILM
STUDIOS
Chicago, III.
FREDA. NILES PROD.
Chicago, III.

Sponsor

Fred Rogers
Fred Rogers

NBC-TV
NBC-TV
Chicago Met. YMCA
Bell & Howell
Universal ThermoPanel
Cereal Institute
Coca-Cola Co.
Consolidated Book
Publications

TRESSEL STUDIO
Chicago, III.

Cobalt 60 Reloading
Thickness Gauging
Outdoor Education

Atomic Energy Comm.
Atomic Energy Comm.
Cook County Forest
Preserve
Lithographic Tech. Fdn.
Lithographic Tech. Fdn.
Lithographic Tech. Fdn.
Lithographic Tech. Fdn.
Lithographic Tech. Fdn.

Stephens-Adamson
Manufacturing
C.S. Johnson Co.

Paper Troubles
Half Tones
Surface Plates
Deep Etch Plates
Handling Plates on the
Press
The Sunny Rock
Atomic Primer
Edgar Allan Poe
Gas Laws
Conservation of Energy
Extra Dividends

Industrial Filter &
Pump Mfg. Co.

New Face for Casey
Memo the
Winning Contractor
The Finishing Touch
The Wean Flying Press

Special Trans. Comm,
of Ohio Railroad
Euclid Div. of G.M.C.
Sprayon Products
Wean Equip. Corp

Safe Packing
Points for Progress

United Van Lines
United Van Lines

Spain and Portugal
England
Mexico

Kenosha Museum
Kenosha Museum
Kenosha Museum

Proclaim Liberty
The Professor
Week End for Peggy

Amer. Sunday School
Forward, Inc.
Gordon Productions

The Story of the
U.S. Mail
Sound for Survival
Electronic Counter¬
measures
Lift Safely

U.S. Post Office
DuKane Corp.
U.S. Air Force
U.S. Post Office

Many — Some of the largest and smallest
companies in the country.

True Facts
The Silent Enemy
The Factual Fable
Rx Increasing Profits
from Sausage & Curing

Motor Wheel Corp.
Rust Oleum Corp.
A.E. Staley Mfg.
A.E. Staley Mfg.

Food Storage
Food Preparation
Food Serving
Kaiser Curtain Wall
Kaiser Dome
Seven Million Miles of
White Power
Ravenswood

U.S. Navy
U.S. Navy
U.S. Navy
Kaiser Alum. & Chem.
Kaiser Alum. & Chem.
Kaiser Alum. & Chem.
Young & Rubicam

REGAN FILM PROD.
Detroit, Mich.

Edsel in Action

Edsel-Ford Motor Co.

GEORGE RYAN FILMS
Minneapolis, Minn.

Hot Breads Round
The Clock
Misc. TV Commercials

Betty Crocker-Gen.
Mills
Adv. Agencies, Inc.

SIGNAL FILMS
Kansas City, Mo.

To The Neighbors
Farmer With a Future
Big Family

American Red Cross
Consumers Coop.
Herald of Healing
Childrens Home

BILL SNYDER FILMS
Fargo, N.D.

Zoo Parade series
World Safari series
Great Enterprises
Ideas and Film
The House That
Research Built
Bill's Better Breakfast
Chicago Youth Rally
Cooking Magic

Modern Hydraulics, Inc.
C.S. Johnson Co.
C.S. Johnson Co.

North Dakota, The
Changing Picture
Melroe Method
The Davis Story
The First Twenty
Let's Go To The Village

C.L. Miller Co.
Ridgway Adv.
Lions Inti.
Leo Burnett Co.
Krupnick & Assoc.

Greater North Dakota
Association
Melroe Mfg. Co.
N.D. Republican Party
Grain Terminal Assoc.
Childrens Vill. Assoc.

Sponsor

TELECINE FILM
STUDIOS
Chicago, III.

Schield Bantam Co.

McCann-Erickson Inc.

PRODUCERS FILM
STUDIOS
Chicago, III.

Productions Filmed with ARRIFLEX

Bill Adams

Brunswick-Balke-Collendar
Corn Products
Refineries
Lion Oil Co.
Lions Inti.
Kellogg
Inti. Shoe Co.

PARAGON PICTURES
Evanston, III.

Producer

UNITED FILM AND
RECORDING
Chicago, III.

Because Men Dream
As Ye Know
Stranger in the Family
Quality House

Lithographic Tech. Fdn.
Univ. of Chicago
Coronet Films
Coronet Films
Coronet Films
Standard Car Truck Co.
Jewish Fed, of Metro.
Chicago
Dept, of Public Welfare
Dept, of Public Welfare
Lathing Fdn. of
Chicago

THE VENARD ORGANIZATION
Peoria, III.

4-H Here and There
Here & There with FFA
Steel Wire In Agricul.
Steel Wire In Indus.
Something to
Crow About

Funk Bros. Seed Co.
New Idea Farm Equip.
Keystone Steel & Wire
Keystone Steel & Wire
Sears- Roebuck Fdn.

VERN WESBY ADVEN.
FILMS
Chicago, III.

Gateway to Adventure

Ft. Frances Cham, of
Comm.
McCook, III. Fire Dept.

VIDEO FILMS
Detroit, Michigan

McCook Firemen in
Action
Alaskan Adventure
Polar Bear Adventure

Self Produced
Self Produced

TV Clips for
Welk TV Show

Plymouth Div.

The Eighth Wonder
Change of Pace

Rock City Gardens
Fontana Village Govt.
Services
Westinghouse Electric

SOUTH CENTRAL
CONTINENTAL FILM
PROD.
Chattanooga, Tenn.

Full Measure

IDEAS ILLUSTRATED
Dallas, Texas

The Bus and Us
The Answer
The Next
Hundred Years
A Better Way
The Wizards of Oz
San Angelo Story
Fort Worth Story
Fuels for Arentina
Folksinger

JAMIESON FILM CO.
Dallas, Texas

City In The Sun
The Third Crusader
Confession TV show
Texas in Review
Various TV Spots

KEITZ & HERNDON
Dallas, Texas

KENT LANE FILMS
Louisville, Ky.

Tex. School Safety
Assoc.
Waco United Fund
Louisiana State Univ.
Tyler Pipe & Foundry
Co.
Medical Plastics Lab.
San Angelo Indus. Inc.
Southwestern Bell Tel.
Fish Engineering Corp.
Documentary - Unspon¬
sored
Southwestern Bell Tel.
Chance Vought Air¬
craft
Confession, Inc.
Humble Oil & Refining

Dr. Pepper
Theatre Trailers
Lone Star Gas TV Series
Standard Oil Road Test

Dr. Pepper Co.
Lone Star Gas Co.
Standard Oil of Ind.

*That Word Progress
*The Eighth Lively Art

General Electric Co.
General Electric Co.

*Partially Arriflex

America’s Most Successful

Producer

Productions Filmed with ARRIFLEX

LOPEZ FILM STUDIOS
Baton Rouge, La.

*Union Tank Car Co.
Rosedown Plantation

SOUTHWEST FILM
CORP.
Dallas, Texas
VISION FILMS, INC.
New Orleans, La.

Sponsor

Public Relations Board
Chicago, III.
Charles Haines,

Boat Club of
Baton Rouge

Luis, Amedes

A Better Way
Next Hundred Years
Ft. Worth Story

Tyler Pipe & Fndry.
La. State Univ.
Southwestern Bell Tel.

Tulane Portrait
Offshore Sulphur Min.
Food and the River

Tulane University
Freeport Sulphur Co.
N.O. Chamber of
Comm.

MOUNTAIN
ALEXANDER FILM CO.
Colorado Springs, Col.

Light on Democracy
Cool Clear Water
The Wheel
Theater commercials
for:

TV commercials for:

Fed. Postal Emp. Assoc.
Ranney Water Methods
National Cooperatives
Pontiac, Motorola,
Seven-Up, Philco, Ram¬
bler, De Soto, Youngs¬
town Kitchens, Willys
Jeep.
Pontiac, Shamrock Oil
& Gas, Union Pacific
R.R., Motorola, SevenUp, Philco, Youngs¬
town Kitchens

DICK DURRANCE FILMS
Aspen, Colo.

Ski Time In Aspen
Ski West
Snowblast
TV series. Bush
Bavarian
TV films (Ski & Kayak)
Chilean Ski Footage

Aspen Skiing Corp.
Theo. Hamm Brewing
E.F. Taylor Mach. Co.
Anheuser Bush Brew¬
ing
Bulova Watch Co.
Pan Am. World Air¬
ways.

WARREN GARST WILD¬
LIFE ENTERPRISES
Ft. Collins, Colo.
HUGHES SOUND FILMS
Denver, Colo.

Wild Animal Families
Home Builders of the
Plains

Film. Assoc, of Calif.
Encyclopedia Britannica
Films

Five Lives
Passing The Test
Titan ICBM

American Medical Soc.
Wynn Oil Co.
Martin-Ballistic Miss¬
ile Div. U.S.A.F.
NBC
U.S. Dept of Interior

The Home Show
The Barrier Between

RIPPEY, HENDERSON,
BUCKNUM
Denver, Colo.

SOUTHWEST FILM
INDUSTRIES
Tempe, Arizona
PATRICK WELCH
Boise, Idaho
WESTERN CINE PROD.
DIV. WESTERN CINE
SERVICE INC.
Denver, Colo.

Colorado CarnationsThe Flower of Ever¬
lasting Springtime
Color Harmony for
your Home
Frontier Vacationland
Idaho Legend
One Mile Closer to
Heaven
How to Make Your Pine
Polesa last longer;
The Wonder Wood
Selling Big Aggie Land

Colorado Flower
Growers Assoc.

Five Education Films
Comm. unnamed-TV

United World

Giants at Little Valley
Limerock-Plus

Atlas Powder Co.
Idaho Portland Cement

Colorado Cares

Colo . State Health
Dept.
American Airlines
Continental Airlines

Grand Canyon Holiday
Gold Carpet to Ele¬
gance
So We May Breathe

The Closed Loop
Truce Hydraulic Digger

Air Force Non-Destruc¬
tive Testing
‘Partially Arriflex

Productions Filmed with ARRIFLEX
Seed to Salad
Thinning Lettuce
Harvesting
Grading
Packing

Holme
Holme
Holme
Holme
Holme

CHARLES CAHILL &
ASSOC. INC.
Hollywood, Calif.

Impact

Univ. of Calif, and
American Motors
General Petroleum,
Socony Mobil Co., Ply¬
mouth, S. Calif. Ply¬
mouth Dealers, Vic
Tanny Gyms

CATE & MC GLONE
Hollywood, Calif.

Holiday In Hawaii
Flight Plan ‘57 & ‘58
Our Islands of Hawaii
Working With Skydrol
Company Manners
Moment of Decision
Going Places f 1958
Mobilgas Economy
Run)
TV Spots for (series)

United Air Lines
United Air Lines
Hawaiian Airlines
Monsanto Chemical
Union Pacific
Monsanto Chemical
General Petroleum

The Copley Press
R.O.P. Color
City Room
Classified - America's
Market Place
San Diego County

The
The
The
The

DUDLEY PICTURES
CORP.
Beverly Hills, Calif.

Safari City
Where All Roads Lead
Travel Tips
Lion Dancers
Tracer Test
Fabulous Land
Timeless City

Universal-Internat'l
Universal-lnternat'l
Universal-Internat'l
Universal-lnternat'l
Universal-Internat'l
Universal-lnternat'l
Warner Bros.

F.M. PRODUCTIONS
Los Angeles, Calif.

Tuna From Catch to Can Chicken of the Sea
Kingdom of the Sea
TV Series
Danger is my Business
NBC TV Series

A.J. FRANZ & SONS
San Francisco, Calif.

Whale Hunt

Self Produced

OZZIE GLOVER PROD.
Hollywood, Calif.

Gateway to the World
Industrial Breakthru
Party Line Problems
Sea Wings
Diodes
On Learning to Drive
Carefully
Mexico City
Navohoe Missile
River of Controversy
Port of L.A.

L.A. Harbor Div.
Hughes Aircraft
Pacific Tel. & Tel.
Lockheed Aircraft

COPLEY PROD.
San Diego, Calif.

Frontier Airlines
Idaho First Natl. Bk.
Mt. States Tel. Co.
Osmose Wood Preser¬
ving Co., Inc.

HOLLYWOOD TRAVEL
PRODUCTIONS
Sherman Oaks, Calif.

WNAX-Cowles Broad¬
casting

Natl. Fdn. for Asth¬
matic Children At
Tucson
Glenn L. Martin Co.
Truco- Denver

U. S. Air Force

Sponsor

CARMEL INDUSTRIAL
FILMS
Carmel, Calif.

Colorizer Associates

PACIFIC
ALL SCOPE PICTURES
Hollywood, Calif.

Producer

TV Commercials for:

Rogue Rhino
A Band is Born
The Heavens Declare
Harmony in Industry
Hawaiian Holiday
Un Corrido de Tores
This Land of Ours
Tropical Fantasy
A Salesman With a
Story

&
&
&
&
&

Seifert
Seifert
Seifert
Seifert
Seifert

United Air Lines
Copley
Copley
Copley
Copley

Press
Press
Press
Press

The Copley Press

Ramo-Wooldridge
City Schools Bus
System
Western Airlines
Thompson Products
Colorado River
L.A. Harbor Div.
T.V. release (V. Halperin)
Ind. Order of Foresters
Bible Inst, of L.A.
Die Cast Products
San Fernando Valley
Court
Ind. Order of Foresters
Ind. Order of Foresters
Ind. Order of Foresters
Security Natl. Life Ins.

HUBBARD HUNT PROD.
Hollywood, Calif.

Cons. Electro-Dynamics
The Progress Chromatograph
Datarite Rapid Progress Cons. Electro-Dynamics
Magazine
Cons. Electro-Dynamics
The C.E.C. Plexicoder
Harvill Diecasting Co.
Modern Diecasting

JOE MAESTRO FILM
PROD.
San Diego, Calif.

Portland Rose Festival
San Antonio Fiesta,
San Jacinto
Fiesta Dei Pacific San
Diego
Miss Universe Parade
Long Beach

Producers Choose ARRIFLEX!

Rose Festival Assoc.
San Jacinto Assoc.

Ozzie Music Company

Producer

Productions Filmed with ARRIFLEX

NEW WORLD PROD.
No. Hollywood, Cal.
PAD PRODUCTIONS
Daly City, Calif.

W.A. PALMER FILMS
San Francisco, Cal.
PARTHENON PICTURES
Hollywood, Calif.
PICTURES FOR BUS¬
INESS
Hollywood, Calif.

RARIG MOTION PIC¬
TURE CO.
Seattle, Wash.

Search for Well-Flo
Index

Lane-Wells

Hypnotism Con¬
fidential
Experiment Perilious
The Immoral Mr. Tease
Childbirth under Hyp¬
nosis

Self Produced

Sponsor

Self Produced
Self Produced
Self Produced

Stand By

United Bay Area
Crusade

Tools of Telephony
Horizons Beyond

Western Electric Co.
Amer. Tel. & Tel. Co.

Ball Fracturing; FracAssist Procedure
Center of Hollywood,
Ready to Go
Proof of Reliability
California Color
Welcome to Music
Dollars by the Bag

B.J. Service

Public Service
One is Too Many
Down to Earth
Minuteman Ground
Equipment
Ten Film Trailers

Scott Buick
Western Gear Corp.
Bilan Productions
Treasure Pictures
Caminol Oil Co.
WRCV-TV
Pacific Coast Assoc,
of Pulp & Paper Mfrs.
United Good
Neighbors
Boeing Airplane Co.

Producer

Productions Filmed with ARRIFLEX

JERRY WARNER &
ASSOCIATES
Hollywood, Calif.
NORMAN WRIGHT
PRODUCTIONS
Hollywood, Calif.

RIVIERA PRODUC¬
TIONS
San Pedro, Calif.
FREDERICK K. ROCKETT
COMPANY
Hollywood, Calif.

Dangerous Life
Signal Oil Commercials
Fiat Commercials
Jerseymaid Com¬
mercials
Seven Up Training Film

TV Syndication
Signal Oil Co. of Cal.
Fiat Motors
Jerseymaid Milk Prod.

Project II

Cinema Guild

Let's Keep America
Beautiful
Story of Boron, Youth
Economy Run
Calif, and Its
Natural Resources
Curves and Figures
Report to Employees
J.U.T.

Richfield Oil Corp.

THE SHIELDS PROD.
Spenard, Alaska

N.O.T.S.
Ditching Techniques
Choice in China

S.W. CALDWELL LTD.
Toronto, Ontario

CHETWYND FILMS LTD.
Toronto, Ontario

JACK CHISHOLM FILM
PROD. LTD.
Toronto, Ontario

FLETCHER FILM PROD.
Toronto, Ontario

PAUL TERRY PROD.
San Fernando, Calif.

High Sierra
Disneyland
Canyon River

Self Produced
Self Produced
Self Produced

THEATRE OF LIFE
Hollywood, Calif.

Lo, The Indian

Theatre of Life

FRANK W. VAIL PROD.
San Francisco, Calif.

New Magazine of the
Screen
TV Spots
Hawaiian Travel Films

Pathe News Inc.
Leo Diner Films
Warner-Pathe News

VISION, INC.
Spokane, Wash.

Trails End

Vision, Inc.

GENE K. WALKER
PROD.
San Francisco, Calif.

Lifestream
Taproots to
Living Waters
Wine and its Blessing

Standard Oil of Calif.
East Bay Municipal
Utility District
Wine Advisory Board

Amer. Road Builders
Association
Oil & Gas Journal

Alaska-Nature's
Paradise
Faces of Alaska

Fables of LaFontaine
Good Year, Rothman
Cigarettes
Quarrie Operation
Star Weekly
Central Circle
The Broken Doll

World of Silence
3 Film Stories in Spain
The Big 2, The Claim
Stakers
The Blind River Story
Mine Makers

Waterway Holiday
A Life to Give, Death
of a Christian, The
Royal Door,
Private Invitations
Living With a Handicap
It Makes Sense
Thrill Driver
Shipmates
From the Four Corners
This is Canada
TV Commercials for:

Richfield Oil Corp.

Mankind is my
Business
Story of Profit-Sharing
TV Spots for:

The Size of a Smile

We'll Take
The High Road
What's In It For You

Sellarama

Richfield Oil Corp.

Cleveland United
Appeal
Indianapolis United
Fund
Sears Roebuck & Co.
American Health
Studios, Mickey Mouse
Club, Mattel Toys

TELEPIX CORP.
Hollywood, Calif.

Colgate-Palmolive Co.
Quaker-Oats Co.
Quaker-Oats Co.

CANADA

Seven Up

E.K. Williams Co.
Kaiser Steel Corp.
Lockheed Aircraft
Corporation
U.S. Navy
U.S. Air Force
Amer. Fine China Guild

Love and Marriage
Ful O Pep Story
The Egg Factory

ALASKA

Wash. State Health
Department
Sixteen 27 min. Films Weyerhaeuser Timber
Co.
on Your Career

RILEY JACKSON PROD.
Hollywood, Calif.

Sponsor

KLENMAN-DAVIDSON
PROD. LTD.
Toronto, Ontario

Now That April's Here
A Home of Their Own

MASTER FILM STUDIOS
Calgary, Alberta

Oil Is a Scientific
Business
Gas Line East

MOTION PICTURE
CENTRE LTD.
Toronto, Ontario

PETERSON PROD.
Toronto, Ontario
REAL BENOIT FILM
PROD.
Montreal, Quebec

Stampede Stop-Over
Alberta-Province of
Opportunity
Meet Your Gas
Company
Valley of the BOW
A Chance in Sight
His Crucible
Made In Heaven
A New House for God
Accredited to Canada
House on Barracks Hill
A Matter of Taste
Novelty, Utility and
You
Aluminum Oil Cans
TV Commercials for:

The Lost Missile
Many TV Shows

Gaudart Prod.
Young & Rubicam
Canada Crushed Stone
Cockfield, Brown
National Film Board
Ontario Safety League
& Attorney-Generals
Dept.
Canadian Broadcasting
Canadian Broadcasting
Ontario Dept, of Mines
Joy Machinery Co., Ltd.
Canadian Ingersoll
Rand Co., Ltd.
Theatre Confections
Ltd.
Ontario Govt. Dept, of
Travel & Publicity
Canadian Broadcasting

Canadian Broadcasting
Canadian Broadcasting
Dunlop-Canada Ltd.
Dunlop-Canada Ltd.
Navy League of
Canada
Baptist World Alliance
Theatrical
Canadian Mental
Health Assoc., United
Appeal for Toronto.
Interntl. Film Dist.
Ontario Homes for
Mentally Retarded
Children
Imperial Oil Ltd.
Trans-Canada Pipe
Lines
Self Produced
Calgary Power Ltd.
Canadian Western
Natural Gas Company
Calgary Power Ltd.
Canadian Institute for
The Blind
Anglican Church
Anglican Church

Canadian Broadcasting
Kelloggs of Canada,
Ford Motor Co., Lever
Bros., and others.
Wm. Birke Productions
Canadian Broadcasting

stings based on customers' reports prior to November 1, 1958. Not responsible for errors or omissions. Arri and Arriflex are registered trademarks owned by Kling Photo Corp.

America’ s Most
Producers Choose ARRIFLEX!

in the East it’s

DEVELOPING 35MM (5248) COLOR NEGATIVE
DEVELOPING 35MM (5253) AND 16MM (7253) INTERMEDIATES
35MM ADDITIVE COLOR PRINTING
16MM CONTACT AND REDUCTION ADDITIVE COLOR PRINTING
INTERNEGATIVES 16MM (7270) FROM 16MM KODACHROMES
BLOW-UPS FROM 16MM KODACHROME TO 35MM COLOR
KODACHROME SCENE TO SCENE COLOR BALANCED PRINTING
35MM COLOR FILM STRIP PRINTING

Write for Color Methods Brochure
COLOR

CORPORATION

MOVIELAB BUILDING • 619 W. 54th ST

NEW YORK 19, N. Y. • JUDSON 6-0360

COMPLETELY EQUIPPED PROCESSOR
TO CONTINUOUSLY DEVELOP 16/35mm NEG/P0S.UP TO

9,000 FT. PER HOUR!

FI LMLINE
16mm/35mm NEGATIVE AT 100 FT./MIN. • ALL STAINLESS STEEL CONSTRUCTION
16mm/35mm

POSITIVE AT

Converts 16 or 35mm effortlessly
Variable processing; times
48 seconds to 5 minutes.
Speeds; 25' to 150'/min.
3000’ flanges

150

FT./MIN.

•

COMPACT

•

EASILY INSTALLED

Born of the need for truly efficient CONTROLLED-PROCESSING of heavy film
production . . . within the economies of both space and time . . . comes this most
significant advance in automatic film processor design and engineering ... at a
cost far below any other completely equipped, high-speed processing machine.
Exclusive FILMLINE design
formance ;

features assure

you of

100%

professional

per¬

FILM-FLIGHT... an unerringly dependable film transport mechanism.

Vapor-lock seals on all chambers

TEMP-GUARD ... a

precision
frigeration.

Tvyo banks of film/cabinet

92

both

heat

and

re¬

FLO-JET NOZZLES ... a scientific design of spray nozzles that achieves maximum solu¬

Quick-fill valve converts neg. or
pos. chemicals in 2 minutes

CUSHNBLO AIR SQUEEGEES ... a new type air squeegee that cushions film surface to

Recirculation of filtered wash

Daylight
Unit
L. 32 ■ W, 81- H

DISTRIBUTED

for

tion impingement.
remove excess solutions.
rURBO-FLO IMPINGEMENT DRYING ... a high velocity, mathematically precise delivery

of warmed air direct to emulsion, insuring sparkling dry images.
These Eilmli»e advances are basic achievements vital to your increased operating
efficiency, improved processing performance and reduced cost economy.

Dual wash film chambers

Unit
3r-L.22 'W,87"H

105

system

6 Gals, solution/cabinet

Separate replenishing &
recirculation for each cabinet
with stainless-steel pump,
S.S. filter, S.S. Gauge,
S.S. Flometer, S.S. Thermometer
Darkroom

temperature control

Built-in flush-down system

BY;

CAMERA

EQUIPMENT CO.,

For Comi)lete
Specifications or
Demonstration
write Dept. AFE 59

NEW YORK

CITY

FILMLINE CORP.
MILFORD,
CONNECTICUT

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

Technical

QUESTIONS
&

ANSWERS
Conducted by Walter Strenge, A.S.C.

relating to cinematography or other phases of film pro¬
duction are invited from readers and
will be answered by letter by
alter
Strenge or by other qualified mem¬
bers of the American Society of Cine¬
matographers. Questions and answers
considered of general interest will
appear in this column.—Ed.

Q UESTiONS

M

is it practical to shoot the original
picture on

16mni

Kodachrome or

commercial color and then have a labor¬
atory make 35mm prints by optical
printing (keeping in mind that absolute
top quality is required) ? The subjects
to be photographed

require a camera

speed of 64 fps. If photographed with
a 35mm camera, would you say that one
with registration pin is absolutely neces¬
sary?

Most desirable speed in this in¬

stance is 96 fps. Can you suggest a firm
who rents high-speed camera equip¬
ment?—/?. H. Cranstttn, R.I.

Amwer: The blowup method is the
most practical one to follow when work¬
ing with

16mm, color or black-and-

white. Quality is comparable to, or on
a par with, that which you’d expect
from a 16mm color print. The quality
is not as good, however, as you would
obtain when photographing on 35mm
color negative. If you decide to shoot
16mm Kodachrome and then blow it up
to 35mm, consult your film laboratory

“We’ll give you . . .

first for advice and assistance in this
procedure.
Regarding high-speed cameras, both
16mm and 35mm cameras in good
working order are steady, with or with¬
out pilot pins. However, when operat¬
ing them above 64 fps, maintenance of
the equipment becomes a problem. For
this reason, most high-speed cinematographv is accomplished with rotating
prism tvpe cameras such as the Fastax.
The difference in the cost of 16mm and
35mm film used in high-speed work is
also a factor, in view of the greater
consumption of film at high camera
speeds.
Continued on Next Page
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TECHNICAL QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Continued from Preceding Page

We understand that high-speed cam¬
eras now may be rented from Gordon
Enterprises,

North

Hollywood,

and

from Camera Equipment Co.. New
York City.—Lou Vincent, A.S.C. Asso¬
ciate.

What is the optimum fps speed for
the most dramatic effect when pho¬

densities of the individual biters at
each wavelength). This results in a
biter whose transmission (or density)
curve is steeper than either of the bi¬
ters used—e.g., 81 plus 81A is approxi¬
mately equivalent to 81B, or two 81B
biters approximate one 81 EE biter.
It is evident, therefore, that two
color
temperature-correcting
biters

Phila¬

used together produce the effect of a
stronger color temperature-correcting
biter. On the MRD (micro-reciprocal-

Ansiver: The scale to which the minia¬

degree) scale the effect of the biters
is directly additiv*^.—Karl Freund,

tographing

explosions

of

miniature

buildings and vehicles?—B. R.,
delphia, Pa.

ture is built is the governing factor in
establishing

the

camera

speed.

studio miniatures are built on a scale
of
or 1" to one foot. Eor this scale,
a speed of 96 fps is optimum—James

Answering

Q

Please explain why curved screens
play

many

Gordon, A.S.C.

Q

A.S.C.

Most

of

such

an

today’s

important
widescreen

part

in

systems.

.41so, how is the image kept uniformly

a

question

recently

in

this column, Mr. Karl Freund indi¬
cated that since the MT-2 filter will con¬
vert sunlight (6000° K) to illumination
of 3200° K color temperature that use
of two MT-2 filter gelatins will reduce

sharp edge-to-edge on a curved screen?
When I project my movies on a sheet of
paper which is curved in the same fash¬
ion, over-all sharp focus is impossible to
achieve. Also, where can I obtain print¬
ed information on modern wide-screen
systems?—/.
Fla.

F.

fP.,

Pampano

Beach,

the color temperature of daylight (com¬
ing through a window of a set) to that
under¬

Answer: The reason the curved screen

standing is that the alteration in color

plays an important part in today’s
widescreen systems is that it enhances
the audience’s sense of participation;
and the more the screen seems to

of

matchlight

temperature

(1700°

caused

K).

when

My
a

filter

is

placed on a light source depends only
on the spectral transmission character¬
istic of the filter, and that it has noth¬
ing to do with the thickness or number
of layers of filter used. Am I right?—

C.

S., Madras, India.

Answer: When two filters are used si¬

. . We’ll give
you a hand.”

Whether it be editorial, or
sound, or a complex print¬
ing problem, our expert
staff will assist you — of
course without obligation
— at any time.
Sounci • Editorial
Laboratory Services

FILIVI LABORATORIES, INC.
1905 Fairview Avenue, N. E.,
Washington 2, D. C.
LAwrence 6-A634

94

multaneously, the transmission of the
combination is the product of the trans¬
mission of the individual filters, taken
wavelength by wavelength. Where two
identical filters of the sharp-cutting
type are used together, the result is
very little dilTerent than that obtained
with one filter. Zero times zero is still
zero. However, since no filter passes
100% of the light at any wavelength,
the second filter will increase the dens¬
ity of the transmitted region slightly
and steepen the curve in the cutoff re¬
gion. A color temperature-correcting
filter, on the other hand, has a very
gradual change of density with wave¬
length. (See the 81 series of Kodak
Wratten Elters).
Where two filters of this type are
used together, the transmission again
is the product of the transmissions of
the individual filters (i.e., the density
of the combination is the same as the

“surround” the people, the greater the
effect.
Better focus is obtained on a prop¬
erly-curved screen by using the projec¬
tion distance as the radius of the
curvature.
Printed material on the CinemaScope widescreen system can be had
by writting to Mr. Earl E Sponable,
20th Century-fox Eilm Corp., 440
West 56th St., New York, N. Y.—Sol
Halprin, A.S.C.

Q

I wish to produce the effect on
the screen of a scene as viewed

through a pair of binoculars.

How can

this be achieved?—R. R. P., Portland,
Ore.

Answer: If you are shooting with one

of the professional cameras, purchase a
binocular matte and place it in the cam¬
era when photographing the scene. The
effect of the binocular masking can also
be produced when the blm is printed,
by a laboratorv equipped to do special
optical effects.—Ray Mercer, A.S.C.
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1959 ARRIFLEX
Only at

BIRNS & SAWYER

BIRNS & SAWYER

can you get ALL these

RENTAL SCHEDULE
EXTREME WIDE
ANGLE 5.7 MM

Arriflex items for rent. The West’s only complete
Arriflex rental center stocks this equipment for YOU !
CAMERAS

16mm, Complete with three lenses, tripod, matte box.
and case.
35mm, Complete with three lenses, tripod, hi-hat.
matte box, case, three 200-ft. mags.

DAY
$15.00

WEEK
$60.00

15.00

60.00

(Note: All Birns & Sawyer rental Arriflex cameras,
35mm, are the new MB model with 180-degree
shutter and heavy-duty motor.)

SOUND
BLIMPS

16mm, Complete with matte box, filter holder, extenSion eye-piece, trunk.
35mm, Complete with matte box, filter holder, extenSion eye-piece, trunk.

Ml

BARNEYS

15.00

60.00

15.00

60.00

3.00
3.00

12.00
12.00

5.00

20.00

5.00
5.00
5.00

20.00
20.00
20.00

3.00
3.50

12.00
14.00

7.50
5.00

30.00
20.00

2.50
NC

10.00
NC

10.00
12.50
20.00

40.00
50.00
80.00

3.50
4.00
5.00
10.00
20.00

14.00
16.00
20.00
40.00
80.00

4.00
4.00
1.00

16.00
16.00
4.00

35mm, 25-28-32-35-40 Schneider or Cooke.

3.00
10.00
5.00
3.00

12.00
40.00
20.00
12.00

16mm Arriflex only.

20.00

80.00

16mm, Covers camera, magazine, motor, matte box.
35mm, Covers camera, magazine, sync motor, matte box.

150 MM ZOOM
LENS FOR
ARRI 35

(B & S barneys reduce camera noise 65% on 35
Arri, 80% on 16mm Arri. Only barney to utilize
kapok, sheet lead foil, multiple foam layers.)

CAMERA
HEATERS

16mm or 35mm Birns & Sawyer barneys with built-in
115v A.C. heater pads thermostatically controlled
to ±15°F. in an ambient of —65°F.

MOTORS, SYNC.

16mm, 115v A.C. with power supply.
35mm, 115v A.C. with capacitor.
35mm, 220v A.C., 50 cycle, with capacitor.

MOTORS.
GOVERNORCONTROLLED

16mm, 24 f.p.s.
35mm, 24 f.p.s.

MOTORS, STOPACTION

16mm, pulse or time-lapse, with counter.

MOTORS,
TORQUE

16mm, without magazines.

LENSES, ZOOM

16mm, Pan Cinor "70”

Intervalometer for above.

16mm, with two magazines.

16mm, Pan Cinor "100”
35mm, Pan Cinor "150”

LENSES,
TELEPHOTO

150mm Kilfitt, with adapter.

(for either 16mm
or 35mm)

300mm Kilfitt, with adapter.
400mm Kilfitt, with adapter.
600mm Kilfitt, with adapter.
800mm Astro, with adapter and cradle.

LENSES,
CLOSEUP

16mm, 40mm Makro-Kilar (foe. to 2").
35mm, 90mm Makro-Kilar (foe. to 8").
16mm-35mm Extension tubes.

LENSES,
WIDE-ANGLE

16mm, 11.5mm Schneider Cinegon.
16mm, 5.7mm F1.8 Kinoptik (113°).
35mm, 18mm FI.8 Taylor Cooke Series II.

AQUARRI
UNDERWATER
BLIMP

MISCELLANEOUS: Batteries (dry cells, voltabloc, leadacid); tripods & babies; high-hats, shoulder pods, pistol
grips, special eye-pieces, timing lights, fiducial marks.

BIRNS
&
SAWYER
8910 Santa Monica Blvd, Los Angeles 46 - OLeander 5 6970

SOUNDMUFFLING

AQUARRI UNDERWATER BLIMP

TELEPHOTO LENS WITH CRADLE

CINE EQUIPMENT
write for 1959 rental schedule
In the Southwest see: Birns & Sawyer, 3825 Bryan Street, Dallas. Te>as
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a Oden
J

for tlie

& SPECIAL EFFECTS
CAMERA STAND

of

^outli f^oie (^xpeditiion

TEL-Animastand
Cdpernti on

reeze

Installations
Embodies

AURICON PRO-600
for IGmin Optical Sound - On - Film

larger,
and

throughout

features

movie

railroad

world!

photo

camera,

en¬

micrometer

roundhouse.

Opticn

effects such os pans, angles, zooms
quick closeups and every variation
for trick photography is easily pro¬
duced with TEL-Animastand.
A

camera

fitted

counterbalanced

Professional
Picture Camera with
Built-in Features

the

of

photographs
even

the

to

a

moveable

vortical

the

art

heaviest

carriage

work.

Takes

16mm or 35mm

camera (Acme with stop mo¬
tion motor illustrated).
All

basic

ciated

movements

with

high

asso¬

priced

stands are incorporated. Ac¬
curacy

is

precise

registration

assured

through
of

work.

Includes

four

Root

counters

which

art¬

Veeder
cali¬

brate 18” north/south move¬
ment, 24”

east/west travel,

and zoom movements to the
Art Table or Cel Board.
BASIC

UNIT

ONLY $2995
fllU

dffQfn^

cefi

board, rotated at 45°

Write for illustrated brochure.
“Aurjcon Pro-600" with Lens
Blimping Hood, Auto Parallax
Finder with Magazine, Tripod

**Auricon Pro-600'* with SingleLens “C" Mount,
Tele-Finder
Objective, View Finder, Magazine

IMPROVE YOUR FILM TITLE!!
with TEL-Animaprint

Self-blimped for completely quiet studio
operation. The whisper-quiet film flow
of The
"Auricon Pro-600'’
is silent
proof of precision design. Your soundrecording microphone never picks up
‘'Pro-600” camera noise.

Greatest dollar for dollar
value in the industry!

tSt 600 ft. film Magazines with AuriconElectromatic Take-up for 16 minutes of
continuous “Talking-Picture” filming.
★ Synchronous
System” or
irig.

The first sensibly priced HOT PRESS
TITLE
fast,

Motor Drive for “Single“Double-System” Record-

the

MACHINE
dry

for

lettering

answer

to

high

quality

all

colors—

in

economy

and

pre¬

cision accuracy in film titling. Print;
dry from foil for instant use. Acme

■jir Available at added cost is “SingleSystem” equipment for Optical SoundTrack On-Film, “C mount” Lenses, Film
Magazines, View-Finders, 3-Lens Turret,
Critical
Ground-Glass
Focusing,
Lens
Sun-Shades, Tele-Finders, etc.

pegs assure perfect registration on
paper

or

acetate

cells.

Will

pro

duce titles in any language—mail
titles, sub-titles, trailer titles
TV commercials, slide films

*"Auncon Pro-600'* with Critical
Ground-Glass Focusing, S-Lens Turret

shadow
sional

and

third

effects,

etc.

dimen
May

bi

applied to any kind of art

SOLD WITH 30-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
YOU MUST BE SATISFIED!

scenic

or

ground,

live

action

including

back
photo

graphs.
Write for free illustrated "AURICON PRO-600" literature and prices.

Under rigorous Antarctica below zero tempera¬
tures, “Operation Deepfreeze,” cameraman Bill
Hartigan’s Auricon Pro-600 operated perfectly
througEiout the changing climatic conditions.

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY (ORP

Latest Electronic TEL-Animaprint
Type

heated

at constant

Accuracy within
Standard

+

1 °

TEL-Animaprint

rote

automatically*

despite

changes

in

room

*Fenwais Patenfeef Control Unit
with manual control..
Write

for

illustrated

i
$43

brochure

Dept. F, 602 WEST 52nd St., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.—Phone: PL 7-0440,
Western Branch: 6331

temperaturei

F by Thermistor.$49'

,

Cable;

Sosoun

Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Calif.—Phone HO 7-212

TRIPOD FOR ROCK-mm PRINTS

S.Oi.

for TOP EFFICIENT
PERFORMANCE

Vastly Improved
Over Any Tripod

it's the famous

TEL-Amatic Printer
PROFESSIONAL continuous contact
sound

in Its Class!

and

double

Designed

FOR ALL TYPES OF
MEDIUM WEIGHT CAMERAS

picture

8mm

end

for

printer

color,

white,

reversal,

films.

TEL-Ama:ic

for

l6mm

films.

black

sound
does

and

or

si.ent

all

w.th

rock-steady professional precision.
Has

outstanding

achieved

before

features
in

the

never

low

cost

field.

Outside, knurled camera tightening knob with angle gears.
Telescoping, offset tripod handle with second handle position.
Positive pan and tilt locks, with large tightening levers.

• Semi-automatic
13 scene
mechanical
light change for frame light change.

•

Prints over a 40-tooth sprocket for
p oper registration of negotive and
positive films.

•

Large

•

Lamp holder accommodates
for color p'inting.

•

Four-way aperture for sound, negotive
to positive, reversal to reversal, and
composite at main sprocket.

•

Footage counter and light change card
Indicator included.

Detachable, precision machined friction plate.
One-piece
Aluminum

leg-locking
leg

knobs for quick adjustments, even

supports with

Extra smooth friction

leg

rest ledge—aluminum

tension.

leg

head—guaranteed for 5 years.

Seasoned, solid hardwood legs, oil treated & polished—will not stick.

$119.50

ONLY

(Sturdy Fibre Carrying

capacity of

1200 feet.

bearings.

Case $18)

CC

filters

TEL-Amatic Printer complete—reedy for bench or table mounting.ONLY $1495
TEL-Amatic Printe.- mounted on heavy floor pedestal. .ONLY $1650

Write for brochure showing complete line of tripods A accessories.
Write for illustrated brochure.

FILM WRERIi PAYS OFF FOIL YOOR FILMS SAFELY
IDIOLA SR.
Unnumbered
films cause

AND

confusion and
loss of time

The MOY Visible

Edge Numbering Machine edge numbers every foot of

16mm, IZVzmm, 35mm film and simplifies the task of checking titles and
footage.

Replaces

bossing—does
fades

and

cue

not

marks, perforations, messy crayons, punches, em¬

mutilate

dissolves

require

film.
edge

Work

cut or added. Multiple magnetic tracks
recordings make edge numbering a MUST.

ONLY

$2475

prints

numbering
in

showing
to

keep

special

effects,

count of

frames

CinemaScope

stereophonic

—Write for illustrated brochure

This first low priced Professional Optical 16mm Action Viewer (Ediola Sr.) that
projects a BIG, CLEAR, AERIAL IMAGE—3"x4", no flicker. Film may be rewound
without passing thru viewer. Avoids excess heeJt on film when still. Its roller-smooth
action, left to right, is positive insurance against film scratching or damage to film
sprocket holes—tension device keeps image in constant focus—built-in cue marking
device—hum-free amplification—synchronized with Precision Re ders on Special Base
OR may be separated for individual use. Sturdily constructed. Designed to view
film easily and clearly—for editors, laboratory workers, animators, TV technicians, etc.

S.O.S. Sr. Action Viewer v»ilh Sound Reader and Base.$362.45
Among the man/ purchasers are:
Eastmon Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.
Consolidated Films Labs., Ft. Lee, N.J.
General Film Labs., Hollywood, Calif.
Eagle Labs., Chicago, III.
Reeves Soundcraft, Springdale, Conn.
Cinerama Productions, New York
American Optical (Todd AO), Buffalo
Columbia Broadcasting System, N.Y.
Telefilm, Inc., Hollywood, Calif.
Louis de Rochemont, N.Y.C.
Walt Disney Productions, Burbank, Calif. (6 machines)

S.O.S. Ediola Sr. Action Viewer..... -

139.95

S.O.S. Optical Sound Reader. .

..

185.00

S.O.S. Ediola Base only..

49.50

Write for illustrated brochure.

Conve ient

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF S.O.S. TIME PAYMENT

payment terms

your idle

arranged.

You

may

apply

or surplus equipment as a trade-in.

"The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry”

S.O.S.

niUFlUil
^IIPPIV PfiRP
lllllLlvl/l UUll LI llUIII

602 WEST 52nd ST. NEW YORK 19, N.Y
•

PAone: PLaza 7-0440

fST. § \<il6

Cafa/e: SOSOUND

^^=WESTERN BRANCH—6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California—Telephone: HOIlywood 7-2124

HOLLYWOOD
BULLETIN BOARD

News and pictures of the A.S.C.,
its members, and important
industry personalities

With Academy Awards Night set for
April 6th, the process of selecting the
best photographed motion pictures of
1958 is now under way. Several months
ago, the directors of the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences re¬
versed an earlier ruling limiting its an¬
nual awards to one, and this year there
will be two “Oscars” handed out for
best achievement in cinematography—■
one for color and one for black-andwhite.
The directors of photography of the
Hollywood motion picture studios, in a
preliminary balloting, have selected ten
color and ten black-and-white produc¬
tions released during 1958 as candi¬
date entries for Nominations for the
Academy’s photographic achievement
awards.
Nominating ballots were subsequent¬
ly mailed to all directors of photog¬
raphy who will now vote to select, from
among the twenty productions on the
preliminary list, five films in each clas¬
sification which will become the 1958
award nominees.
Titles of the twenty candidate pro¬
ductions and the names of their re¬
spective directors of photography fol¬
low :
Color

Robert Burks, ASC, “Vertigo.”
William Daniels. ASC. “Cat On A
Hot Tin Roof.”
Loyal Griggs, ASC, “The Buccaneer.
James Wong Howe, ASC, “The Old
Man And The Sea.”
Charles Lawton, ASC, “Cowboy.”
Harold Lipstein, ASC, “Damn Yan¬
kees.’’
Franz Planer, ASC, “The Big Coun¬
try.”
Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, “Gigi.”
Leon Shamroy, ASC, “South Paci¬

CAMERA-GLIMPSED AT THE ASC’S post-Chrisfmas Open House, December 27th; (1) (from left) Sol Halprin,
Ed Fitzgerald, Walter Strenge |ASC Prexy), Mrs. Fitzgerald, and Peter Mole. (2) Alfred L. Gilks, Eel
Fitzgerald, Mrs. Fitzgerald and Arthur Edeson. (3) Arthur Miller, Don Norwood and Mrs. Norwood choose
tidbits from tray. (4) Hal Mohr, Mrs. Mohr (Evalyn Venable), Pev Marley, Mrs. Wm. Skall, Wm. Skall,
and Fred Gately enjoy a secluded corner. (5) Mrs. Victor Milner, Loyal Griggs, Mrs. Ernest Laszio, Edward
O. Blackburn, and Victor Milner. (6) Joseph Ruttenberg, Mrs. Joseph Walker, Mrs. Ruttenberg, Victor Milner,
Mrs. Milner, and Peter Mole at the hors d’oeuvres table. (7) Mrs. Arthur Edeson, Mrs. and Mr. Wm.
Skall, Mrs. Fred Gately and Mrs. Len Roos. (8) Arthur and Mrs. Arling, Lloyd Knechtel, Ray Fernstrom,
Mrs. Fernstrom, and unidentified guest (lower left). More than 200 attended the annual event which affords
once-a-year opportunity for informal meeting of members and mates with other society members.

fic.”
Harry Stradling. ASC, “Auntie
Marne.”
Bla ck-a.M)-Wh itl

Josep h Bi roc, AS(i. “Home Before
Dark.”
Daniel Lapp, ASC, “Desire Under
The Elms.”
Continued on Page 136
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Brutes
Molarcs
Teners
Seniors
Juniors
Cones
ColorTrans
Masterbeams
Hydraulic Stands
TV Scoops
Cables
Boxes
Dimmers

pSjfi

I^IGHTING THE MOTION

-/f.

-,<e-*,

PICTURE INDUSTRY SINCE 1921

tS-r' '

0JI/P EQUIPMENT

Century Stands
Flags
Scrims
Dollies
Ladders-Steps
Reflectors
Parallels
Mike Booms

AC & DC Generator Trucks
1600, 1000, 700, 300, 200 Amp. DC
100, 50, 30, 20 Amp. AC

333 West 52nd Street, New York City, Circle 6-5470

':r>y.T
.
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FINE PROFESSIONAL
HOLLYWOOD CAMERA CO

is a prime source for every

requirement in

motion picture and TV production equipment. Professionals the NA'orld over depend on Hollycam's huge inventory,
prompt service and rock-bottom prices.

BELL & HOWELL design 2709
35mm MOVIE CAMERA
Standard Professional Studio Camera
Recognized throughout the world os one of the finest 35mm motion
picture
never

cameras

ever

surpassed

.

.

produced,
.

never

the

"2709 "

equalled.

enjoys

Constructed

a

reputation

of

the

finest

materials obtainable and made to the highest engineering standards
possible, this camera is equally versatile in the studio or on location.
Incomparably
famous

"Unit

I"

include:

four-lens

accurate
fixed

film

pilot

turret,

registration
pin

film

is

provided

movemenr.

by

Oiher

prismatic through-the-lens

the

features

focuser,

170°

variable shutter with automatic dissolve.
This

fine

perfection

in

the

of

reach

camera

is

largely

the industry

all

today,

studios,

large

responsible
and
or

for

the

HOLLYCAM

small,

at

standards

brings

tremendous

it

of

within

savings!

LENSES FOR THE “2709”

STANDARD
CAMERA
With Unit I Shuttle
List $4,303.00
Hollycam

Special..

25mm
35mm
50mm
50mm
75mm
75mm
41/4"
6"

ay/'
f5.6
ACCESSORIES

1495

HI-SPEED CAMERA
With hi-speed shuttle
List $5,017.00
Hollycam Special_

f2.0
f2.0
f2.3
f2.7
f3.5
f2.9
f2.5
f4.5

Bell & Howell Professional Miltar.$175.00
Bell & Howell Professional Miltar. 178.50
Bausch & Lomb Balia .
171 50
Bausch & Lomb Tessar. 133.00
Bausch & Lomb Tessar Series 1c. 175.00
Dallmeyer Penfac..192.50
Cooke Kin.'C. 182.00
Cooke Telekinic.
157.50
Cooke Telekinic. 199.50

List
Our Price
Mitchell Type Rackover.1800.00
603.00
Motors, 12v, 24v, 1 10v or Hi-Speed. 530.00
265.00
B & H Viewfinder. Mitchell type.
95.00
Magazines 200' Metal. 105.00
52.50
400' Metal. 135.00
57 50
400' Fibre.
90.00
27.50
1000' Metal. 165.00
95.00
Sunshade, with Arms. 75.00
External Gear Box for hi-speed camera for hand cranking or motor drive 50.00
Alignment Gauge.
Shiftover type. 45 00
Mitchell Friction head tripod.425.00

1295

WALL 35mm

Famous

Single System Sound Camera
With Mitchell type rackover and registration
pin movement.
Standard with
background
condition.

of

newsreel
over

Rugged

31

and

men and

years

of

professionals everywhere.

successful

dependable.

Records

negative simultaneously with the picture.
turret with

locking

mechanism.

operation
optical

under

sound

Proven with a
every
directly

Through-the-lens focusing.

170° variable shutter

with

dissolve.

climatic
on

the

Four-lens
Parallax

correcting viewfinder with built-in masks and focusing eye piece. Many, many
other features.

WALL

35mm

CAMERA

with

sound

system,

recording

galvanometer

and

amplifier, cables, controls, two magazines, rackover,

AND

FOUR

Same

as

LENSES

above

but

COMPLETE

less

sound

equipment, with 12V motor.
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CINE EQUIPMENT
MAURER
16mm

CAMERA
With registration pin movement,
critical focuser and rackover

1695

COMPLETE
Image-erect viewfinder with parallax correction and built-in adjustable' mattes . . .

EASTMAN

the largest and finest ever made for professional use. Camera is supplied with three
400 ft. gear drive'n magazines, and 3-lens turret WITH THREE STANDARD
LENSES INCLUDED.
The

Maurer Camera

is

extremely

rigid

in

construction and

is

factory

lubricated

for permanent operation. Construction tolerances are very close, resulting in unusually
quiet operation. The camera
framing

and

a

170°

incorporates built-in frame and fooiage counter, single

variable

lenses, three' 400 ft. magazines,

shutter with

automatic

dissolves.

Comes

Film Edge

'C " MOUNT

with

three

NUMBERING
MACHINE
Model B-35

1 2v AND synchronous 1 1 Ov motors.

Maurer Animation Motor.295.00

35mm

Designed to affix visible footage numbers
on the film edge, the B-35 facilitates editing,
and assists in ordering replacement sections
of

BELL & HOWELL
35mm x 400 foot

release

prints.

Footage

numbers,

placed

on the base side of the 35mm picture and
sound

negatives

printed
prints.

in

synchronization,

photographically
Edge

numbers,

onto

the

transcribed

are
daily

onto

a

master log, enable editors to cut the picture

MAGAZINES
At a

fraction

of the

ALL METAL—Only
FIBRE TYPE..

original

cost

59®«
2^50

and sound negatives to match the cut daily
prints.
Film capacity is 1000 feet. These machines
are

in excellent condition and available for

immediate

delivery.

$3,000.00.

110

a. c.

list

is

with drying
mast, rollers,
numbering
etc.

over

operation.

COMPLETE

block,

i

Original
volt

1650

00

See Hollycam’s “Camerama Catalog” for complete listings of cameras and accessories ... a complete showing of the world’s largest inventory
of photographic equipment. If you haven't received your copy, write or phone today.
All

equipment

advertised

is from our rental program,
trade-ins
excess

or

Government

stocks.

ment not

All

listed

as

equip¬
new

is

used but guaronteed to be
in

good

tion.
f.o.b.
open
these

All

serviceable

condi¬

prices are

quoted

our

warehouse.

accounts
low

No

possible

prices.

at

Send

payment with order, please,
or

25%

deposit,

on

delivery.

10611

balance

HOLLYWOOD
CAMERA €0.

CHANDLER
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BLVD

NORTH

HOLLYWOOD

CALIFORNIA

SPECIALIZED
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
for
Motion Picture
Still
and
Television
Studios

Film Daily Cites 5 Cinematographers
Result of annual poll of film critics, reviewers and commentators.
An annual awards event for achieve¬
ment in motion pictures that is assum¬
ing increasing importance is the trade

Gigi,” photographed by Joseph Rut¬
tenberg, ASC; and “The Vikings,”
photographed by Jack Cardiff. Both
Cardiff and Hildyard are British cam¬
eramen.
More than 2,000 professional film
reviewers, critics and commentators
were invited by Film Daily to partici¬
pate in this year’s poll. Considered
were all motion pictures placed in gen¬
eral release between January 1st and
December 31st, 1958.
Film

distribution companies,

upon

invitation, nominated 63 feature films,
but selections by critics and reviewers
and commentators were not limited to

Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC

publication Film Daily's annual poll for
Filmdom’s Famous Fives—the five best
motion pictures, directors, male and
female actors and actresses and the five
best photographed pictures.
937 NORTH SYCAMORE AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIF.
Franz Planer, ASC

Send
Your Film
To The
Complete 16MIVI
Service
Laboratory
Unsurpassed for ...

SP££D -

QUALITY

the 63. Those voting, however, were
asked to limit their consideration to
pictures seen for review purposes dur¬
ing 1958, whether at previews or other¬
wise.
Both “Kwai” and “Sayonara” were
nominated for photographic achieve-

Jock Hildyard

Cited in the latter category were
“The Bridge on the River Kwai,” pho¬
tographed by Jack Hildyard; “Sayonara,” photographed by Ellsworth
Fredericks, ASC; “The Big Country,”
photographed by Franz Planer, ASC;

Perso nalized

SEh*VIC£
MOTION PICTURE .ABORATORIES, INC.
Phone WH tehall 8-0456
781 S. Main Street ^

Jack Cardiff

Memphis 6, Tenn.

ment awards by the Academy of Mo¬
tion Picture Arts and Sciences last
year, with “Kwai” winning the Oscar
for cinematography for Hildyard. “The

m
7®

/

^lie

aster

^our

n ^JDeSerues
1

★ Overnight Service Anywhere In The United States
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Ellsworth Fredericks, ASC

Big Country” and “Gigi” are among
the early contenders for photography
Oscars this year, as reported elsewhere
in this issue.
■
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OUR EXPERIENCE IS YOUR KEY TO

SERVICE A DEPENDABILITY

CAMART DUAL SOUND READER MODEL SB-Ill
Complete with optical sound reproduction head (or choice of
magnetic saund) base plate, amplifier-speaker. For single or
double system sound. Easy to handle, no twisting film. An un¬
beatable combination with the Zeiss Moviscop 16mm precision
viewer, sharp brilliant 2V4x3’/4 picture.
Dual Reader, less viewer ..$195.00
Zeiss Moviscop .$ 99.50

AURICON PRO 600 & SUPER 1200

CAMART BABY DOLLY

Single system 16mm sound-on-film cam¬
eras. Latest model Cine Voice 1 1 sound
cameras. TV kinescope shutters, new &
used in stock.

Only a four wheel dolly will provide the balance and
stability required for professional production. Adjustable
seat for cameraman; platform accommodates assistant.
Dolly Tracks Available.
$425.00.

ECCO FILM CLEANER
Cleans,

CAMART SLATE & CLAPSTICK
Large

professional

mation.
only

size

for

sound

produc¬

Contains space for all essential
Originally

$4.75

sold

for

$11.75.

conditions

film

in

one

and

lubricates

easy

operation.

Non-inflammable, eliminates waxing,
Stands

tions.

your

REGEL LIGHTS

infor¬
Now

plus postage.

up

Complete

with
cased

the

test of time.

units.

Two model 600 heads, stands, converters,
cases $265.00.
Two model 400 heads, stands, converters,
cases $210.00.

CAMART CAR TOP CLAMPS
Insure a steady tripod support for
your newsreel camera when atop a
station
wagon
or
car
platform.
Heavy bronze construction. Weather¬
proof. Set of three $28.00.

absolutely safe. Ecco #1500 Applica¬
tor,

$29.50.

Fluid,

Ecco

per gal.,

Negative

#1500

$9.60.

Cleaning

Cleaning

Ecco #2000

Fluid,

per

gal.,

$6.50.

NEW DESIGN
FILM BIN
WITH RACK
•

> ‘

'"’T"

'

Camart TV Mike Boom

Rectangular construc¬
tion measures
30x30x12.

•

Fits easily into
corner.

•

Easy to
of film.

•

Hard vulcanized fibre
with reinforced metal
frame.

view

Improved model with new internal
noiseless mechanism for directional
mike control. Sturdy construction of
lightweight
alloys
for
maximum
strength and
peak efficiency.
For
studio or location.

strips

$297.50

• Complete bin-racklinen.

$45.25
ON THE WEST COAST CAMART PRODUCTS ARE AVAILABLE

FROM

BIRNS &

SAWYER,

INC.,

LOS ANGELES

caMBM Mainm.

1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.)
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NEW YORK 23 . PLaza 7-6977 • Cable: Cameramort

at Columbus Circle next to j
New York’s new Coliseum |
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ULTRA-WIDESCREEN MOVIES WITH

New system developed by two veteran theatre
operators promises to simplify
photography and projection of Cineramastyle widescreen pictures

FILM

CLIP

scene
right

REPRODUCED

segments

within

edge) which

is

at

left

each

four

shows

frame

sprocket

arrangement

(defined
holes

by

two

in extent,

of

three

dots

at

same

as

for standard 35mm cinematography. The upper 45-degree seg¬
ments are “criss-crossed” in the projection process so that the
left segment fuses smoothly with right border of lower, central
segment; and
The

projection

tion

below.

the

right segment completes

process

is

further

scene

visualized

in

at
the

the

left.

illustra¬

ROM
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DNE CAMERA, ONE PROJECTOR .
O

NE OF THE THINGS

that developers

of ultra-widescreen motion pic¬
tures have sought to overcome is the
great bulk in the multiple-camera
units heretofore required to photo¬
graph such pictures. Both the Cine¬
rama and Cinemiracle systems em¬
ploy tri-camera units which photograph
extreme wide-angle scenes on three
strips of film. For screening, both
systems require three projectors run¬
ning simultaneously and in sync.
It has remained for two men in
the exhibitors’ field to come up with
a possible answer to the multiple
camera and projector problem. They
are Rowe E. Carney and Tom F.
Smith of Rolla, Missouri.
Carney
manages the Carney Theatres chain
in Rolla. and Smith is credited with
designing and building the first AutoScope Drive-In theatre at Urbana, Mo.
The success of their achievement was
reported recently in an exclusive story
in the Rolla Daily News.

The two men combined their talents
to build apparently workable models
of both camera and projector which
produce a wide-angle picture on a
screen of mammoth proportions, in
fact, a full half-circle, 180 degrees of
vision. The old Rollamo theatre, now
dark for many months but formerly
the scene for many a movie thriller,
was converted by Carney and Smith
into a laboratory workshop. Here they
developed the workable attachments
to produce wide-screen movies with
only one camera and one projector.
The project had its beginning when
Rowe Carney saw the first Cinerama
production in New York City in 1953.
“Why not wide-screen movies with
one camera and one projector?” he
asked. “If a wide-angle picture could
be produced using a single camera,
and then be projected on a wide,
curved screen with one projector, it
would make the process practical. It
also would make it possible for ultra-

widescreen movies to be seen and en¬
joyed by people in smaller communi¬
ties,” he concluded with understand¬
able exhibitor’s logic.
Carney couldn’t get the thought out
of his mind, and took the idea to
.Smith. Smith was skeptical but be¬
came convinced when Carney took
him to a Cinerama house to view the
picture and get the feel of that process,
“which puts the spectator right into
the picture.” They formed a com¬
pany as equal partners, Carney to
finance the project and help whenever
possible, and Smith to devote his time
to building it. The idea was good—
that of putting a wide picture on one
film and projecting it upon a screen
describing a half-circle—but actually
doing it was the problem.
After much thinking and planning.
Smith finally told Carney, “I’ve got
it.”
He had thought of the smaller
pictures on the standard 35 movie
frame, only half of the frame being
used on wide-screen pictures, the other
half going unused. Use the entire
frame, both men agreed. This was
the answer.
But the method—that was the big
job. Carney and Smith found their
troubles had just started. They needed
lenses and equipment.
No matter
what size lens they found, they needed
something else. Not lens experts, they
had to learn about them as they went
along. Smith learned to saw glass,
fit lenses. They wrecked old projection,
lenses, slide projectors, sought oi?t
Continued on

NEW
with
with

WIDESCREEN
a

single

pictures

standard

ore

35mm

Next Page

photographed
camera

fitted

auxiliary lens attachment that encompasses

180-degree

field.

Attachment

breaks

up

scene

into three parts which are placed on the nega¬
tive in the manner illustrated on opposite page.
Two of the picture areas encompass 45 degrees
of the scene; the other, 90 degrees, as shown at
left.

Photograph of the camera and

tachment appears on
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its

lens at¬

next page.
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100-foot lengths.
(They purposely
avoided sending their test films to a
commercial laboratory in order to
keep their project a secret until its
jferiection was assured.)
Projection
booths
again.

were built, torn down, built
Camera and projection ma¬

chine attachments were built and
rebuilt.
Finally, when no workable
lens seemed available, Smith made
plastic lenses to complete the system.
Carney

FIRST

CARNEY-SMITH

widescreen

driven 35mm Wall camera

motion

mounted on

pictures

were

photographed

hood of automobile.

contains complex optics that divide scene into three parts on
preceding

pages. (All photos on this page courtesy of

with

this

and

Smith mounted

their

movie camera first on a truck, then
on the hood of a car, and photo¬
graphed wide-angle scenes around
Rolla and at the capitol in Jefferson
City. Now they had a camera which
was placing three pictures on each
conventional frame of movie film.
They expected their projector to
“separate” and project each part of
the frame onto the wide screen in the
proper place, without distortion. But
to their dismay, it was discovered at
the first showing
(viewed behind
closed doors at the old Rollamo) that
when projected the three pictures
separated on the screen instead of
moving together, due to side move¬

motor-

Hooded attachment in front
negative, as illustrated on

Rolla (Mo.) Daily News).

ment of the film in the projector.
discarded optical company equipment,
anything they could get. Smith did
much of this work at his closed theatre
at I rhana.
They approached the
problem from three sides, working
first on the camera lens. Then, as
they put it, “’lightning struck” and
work was started on the system they
now use.
Then came the problem of projec¬
tion. Until now only the camera to

VAST 74-FOOT SCREEN

having

Rollamo theatre for experimental
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take the picture had been completed.
Smith moved back to Rolla and plans
were made to install a huge curved
screen in the Rollamo theatre. They
built the screen, 74 feet wide by 16
feet tall, a complete half-circle. By
this time they had bought a Wall
35mm motion picture camera, dis¬
carding their obsolete hand-operated
job. Now, more months were spent
learning to develop and print film in

180-degree curvature was
screenings of new system

mounted
films.

in

INVENTORS

SMITH

This meant going back and re¬
building the camera lens, shooting
more pictures—thousands of feet—
changing lenses on both camera and
projector, trouble shooting and more
trouble shooting.
“Many times,” said Carney, “we
had the urge to abandon our project,
but we finally hit upon the right com¬
bination and now we are able to phoContinued on

(left)

and

Carney

adjust

the

auxiliary

Page

lens
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that

re-orients the triple images to a single picture on the screen.
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There’s only one way to

JUDGE A
MICROPHONE
. . . . and that is to try it

W

HEN

A

MAGNETICALLY-RECORDED film

SOUnd

track

doesn’t sound right, the cause may be a number of
things; but very often the trouble lies in the choice of
microphone that was used.
Last month we pointed out that no other single item
of sound recording equipment demands of the film maker
undertaking his own recording such careful selection and
evaluation as the microphone. Directional characteristics
and output level of various types of microphones were
discussed. This month we shall discuss such factors in mike
quality and performance as frequency response, diaphragm
types, and impedance—things you should really under¬
stand if you are to choose the best microphone for your
requirements.
With a recorder, the frequency response is fixed so that
you can measure it. However, it isn’t within the capabilities
of the average microphone user to measure a mike’s fre¬
quency response. Therefore, you just about have to accept
the frequency response figures quoted by the manufacturer.
This can be a pretty confusing matter. You can look at the
curves on charts, and all of them look about alike. Even
the cheap microphone’s frequency response curve looks
essentially the same as that of the expensive microphone.
I don’t pretend to explain why this is so, but the point
is that this is not the way to buy a microphone—by looking
at its established curve—because no two microphones sound
alike.
e checked this one time, when we had a very expensive
microphone and a medium priced microphone, the curves
of which looked exactly the same on paper. We placed the
two microphones in the studio, sat a narrator in front of
them, and had him read steadily as we switched back and
forth between the mikes. There was an appreciable differ¬
ence in quality. This quality difference may be rather
obscure in explanation, but your ear can tell the difference.
So, there’s only one way to judge a microphone, and that
is to try it.
Where it is not feasible for you to try out various micro¬
phones yourself it’s advisable to ask the advice of others
who are acquainted with mikes and their characteristics.
Here, again, it’s well to keep in mind that you get about
what you pay for—hut also keep in mind that there’s no
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point in paying for quality beyond the point that you can
use.
Naturally, we want to have a microphone that is smooth
and uniform of frequency response as we can get. We use
this as one measure in deciding on a recorder, and we want
to match the microphone to it as best we can. The reason
is rather technical, but we may be able to provide a simple
explanation:
For instance, if we had a microphone that peaked at
some voice frequency—say 3,000 cycles—any time a 3,000
cycle sound hit the mike diaphragm, the diaphragm would
vibrate at that period. The undesirable factor is that the
vibration or sound peak is in the microphone itself. Unless
we knew that, we would not know where to look for the
defect in the recording. On the other hand if we are using
a microphone having a very smooth response and we hear
excess energy at some particular frequency, we can elim¬
inate the microphone as our trouble-source and proceed
to run down the problem. In most cases it will be acoustical.
Another microphone characteristic that may be con¬
sidered in making an appraisal is the type of diaphragm
built into it. In general, it’s not advisable to use a ribbon
or velocity type microphone out on location. The ribbons
are too sensitive to wind, shock and vibration. The practical
kind of microphone to use on location is a dynamic or
condenser type. Most of the latter employ a tight-stretched
diaphragm and are quite sturdy. In fact, some of the newer
Continued on

Page
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The fourth in a series of articles
on Do-It-Yourself sound recording
by Allen Jacobs.
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TED McCORD, ASC, (right) photographed “The Hanging
Trees,"

o

Borodo

Production

for

Warner

Brothers,

in

Eastman Color using Mitchell cameras in which aperture
was enlarged to full frame to obtain
information
from

for

lenses.

reduction

At left of

printing

camera

is

maximum

and

better

picture
results

his assistant, Wally

Meinardus.

EXTERIORS, as well as interiors, for “The
Hanging Tree” were given added pictorial
impact because of the improved perspec¬
tive which the wider aperture of camera
enabled the lenses to render.

Bec.ause improved definition and the reduction of grain

How full-aperture photography

size in color motion pictures are subjects of continuing re¬
search by engineers and technicians in the motion picture
industry, a technical innovation applied in the photography

and reduction printing enhanced

of “The Hanging Tree” may well become standard practice
where color productions are photographed on 35mm film

the pictorial quality of

with Mitchell cameras.
The innovation afforded both Ted McCord, A.S.C., who
photographed the picture, and Technicolor Corporation,
which processed the Eastman Color negative and made the

“THE
TREE”

prints, advantages that enhanced the production pictorially
and which are readily observable on the screen.
The practice of reduction printing as a means of gain¬
ing a quality increase has been employed successfully for
many years. The degree of improvement is governed by
the amount of the reduction, and is realized in decreased
grain size and improved definition.
While the greatest gains are realized from the ultra-large
negatives such as 65mm and 8-perforation Technirama and
VistaVision, proportionate advantages may he had hv
utilizing the full frame of the 35mm aperture and then
reducing the image as required in the printing. By taking

By

112

ARTHUR

E.

GAVIN

advantage of the reduction factor the 4-perforation fullaperture 35mm frame affords, the 20% gain in reduction
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HOW APERTURE of the Mitchell
eras

used

by

Ted

McCord

were

cam¬
en¬

larged for color photography of “The
Hanging
sound

Tree."

aperture

Diagram
area

of

compares

conventional

35mm cameras with that of full-frame
aperture

used

in

filming

this

produc¬

tion. Dimensions of latter are .980"
X .735", same as aperture used be¬
fore odvent of sound for 35mm silent
films.

to the conventional sound film frame area is a valuable
consideration in improving grain pattern and definition.
All of the picture information contained in the full aper¬
ture is reduced and moved laterally, leaving the proper
space for insertion of the sound track.
Before production was started on “The Hanging Tree”
at Warner Brothers’ studios, the Mitchell cameras that Ted
McCord and his crew were to use in photographing the
pitcure underwent slight alteration. Briefly, this consisted
of altering the aperture plate in each camera, enlarging it
from the conventional “Academy aperture” dimension to
full aperture—that is, the aperture was extended to the
sprocket holes on either side, as shown in the diagram
above, and also extended at top and bottom.
The photographic advantage is realized in the increased
angle that can be covered from a given camera position,
regardless of lens used. For example, when using a 50mm

feet from a subject would cover a horizontal field of 48
feet. The same camera fitted with a sound track aperture,
would cover only 42 feet at the same distance.
As Ted McCord points out, when any of the standard
lenses are used on a camera with the full aperture, they
produce the results for which they were originally de¬
signed, giving the photographer all the advantages of the
the lens’ true focal length. Moreover, he says, the perspec¬
tive is truer—even though it is necessary to set up the
camera differently than where the smaller, sound track
aperture is employed.
The improved pictorial and perspective results McCord
achieved with the full-aperture camera are especially ap¬
parent in his wide-angle shots, and in the many closeups
of the players seated around the gambling table in which
just enough of the background and surrounding details of
the set are included in the shots to maintain the orientation

lens, a camera having a full aperture and set up at 100

Continued on Page 130

PHOTOGRAPHING A closeup for “The Hanging Tree." Here definite

WIDENED APERTURE permitted camera lenses to produce the full

photographic

photographic

advantages

were

realized

in

of coverage the widened aperture afforded.
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the

increased

angle

results

for which

each

was originally designed, as

in this and other exterior camera set-ups.
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Wh EN

A

Cartoon Character

speaks on the screen, the

effect of his speech depends as much on how the character
is animated as on the dialog text. The great appeal of ani¬
mated cartoons lies in the realistic, life-like manner of the
characters. When they speak, the dialog is accompanied by

ANIMATED

the same facial expressions we see when people speak the
same words with the same emotion. These life-like man¬
nerisms and facial
hy the animator, in
all the other action
acter throughout the

FILM

expressions are as carefully executed
what is known as dialog animation, as
or movement given the cartoon char¬
production.

The animation of dialog presents the animator with
problems quite different from those encountered in animat¬

TECHNIQLES

ing straight action, and imposes demands on the anima¬
tor’s ability to analyze not only action, hut emotions,
pantomime and all the other basic fundamentals of acting.
In the early days of sound cartoons, a character didn’t
get much acting into his dialog. It was mainly a matter of
opening and closing the mouth, trapdoor fashion. Dialog
was generally spoken to a dehnite rhythm to fit the musical

PART VII

pattern or score to which the hrst sound cartoons were
animated.
Dialog no longer plays a supplementary role but is an
important means of giving full expression to a cartoon
character’s personality. Today, great care is used in cast¬
ing voices for a character. “Fitting human voices to cartoon
characters accounts for fully half the charm of our ani¬
mated features,” says Walt Disney, whose latest animated
feature, “Sleeping Beauty,” filmed in the Technicolor
Technirama process, is soon to be released.

“Sleeping

Beauty” offers the finest example of the thoughtful care
used in casting voices for animated films which, minus the
sound track, would be mute figments with little illusory
magic. But with human speech and song, animated char¬
acters have the wonderous eloquence which sets them apart
from all other entertainment personalities. The human
voices given animated cartoon characters further enhances
the realism of their life-like action, enabling them to por¬
tray the full gamut of emotions evoked by animation artists.

"THE WATER'S STIFF!” says Thumper as he walks out on ice pond. As
he speaks, his facial expression, carefully animated, approximates that
of

a

human.

Illustrations

on

next

page

show

how

this

scene

was

planned and the series of "rough” drawings executed to achieve the
desired visual effect.

The dialog for an animated cartoon invariably is re¬
corded in advance of starting the art work, and is recorded
to fit the general timing that the director has allowed for
speech in the picture. Allowances are made for the freedom
of delivery and natural timing of the actor engaged to
“give voice” to the character.
After the dialog is recorded, the animator receives a
transcript of it in a form called a “dialog reading.” (See
illustration, next page). This is a breakdown of the words

Animating dialog—the vocal expressions

and syllables of the speech into terms of footage or number
of frames of film. The operation of reading the dialog
track takes place in the film cutting department. Here a
cutter who specializes in this phase of the production

of cartoon characters—demands a
special talent of the animator

threads the sound track in a Moviola or sound reader and
runs the track hack and forth, over and over and at various
speeds, to familiarize himself with the dialog. At the same
time he makes note of the modulations in the track and
with a grease pencil spots the positions of words and
phrases on the sound track film itself. He then breaks each
word down to its individual syllables—even individual let¬
ters—and indicates on the dialog reading chart the exact
length, in terms of frames, of each of the dialog or word
components.
In the illustrations on page 115, there appears a series of
22 roughs of Thumper, Bamhi’s rabbit pal, completely
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animated to show him exclaiming “The
water’s stiff!” At the left of these
drawings is reproduced the dialog
reading of the sound track showing
how the three words were carefully
analyzed and charted for the animator.
According to the cutter’s estimate, the
th ree-word dialog would require 79
frames of film to animate. In the lefthand column of the chart, the words
(reading down from the top) are
spaced out according to the number
of frames required, with the corre¬
sponding frame numbers indicated at
tbe right. The animator worked from
this sheet in preparing his drawings.
On the dialog reading chart, varia¬
tions of volume on the sound track
representing the inflections or subtle¬
ties of the voice are indicated by a
wavy line, enabling the animator to
accent facial actions accordingly. The
same procedure is applied where ac¬
tion is fitted to some eccentric sound
effects pattern, only in a more limited
degree, as only the main accents of the
sound are read at the time the analysis
is made by the cutter.
In the example illustrated, the care¬
ful manner in which the animator
drew the mouth action of the character
can be seen by comparing each draw¬
ing with its corresponding frame num¬
ber in the dialog reading chart. The
dialog, “The water’s stiff!” is spoken
by Thumper in referring to the frozen
surface of a pond. The accuracy with
which skilled animators fit their char¬
acters to dialog has been demonstrated
on many occasions by persons who are
totally deaf who are able to under¬
stand the dialog of cartoon personali¬
ties simply by watching the mouth
action.
Still another type of animation that
has its own peculiar problems is the
animation of “effects”—all the non¬
living, atmospheric material that might
have to move in the scene, such as
water, dust, leaves, rain, snow, clouds.
Continued on

Page
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THE "ROUGHS" numbered 57 to 78 represent a
sequence of action in Walt Disney's "Bambi,” in
which Thumper speaks three words: "The water's
stiff!"

Adjacent

analysis
word,
tom)
to

syllable
shown

its

diagram

prepared
in

for

and

letter

its

proper

placement

on

was

prepared.

section

of

scene,

with

(reading

film.

variations in volume in
analysis

is
this

top

dialog
to

each
bot¬

length

corresponding

Wavy

line

indicates

sound track from which
(All

illustrations

copy¬

righted by Walt Disney Productions).
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The new, easy way to lip-synched filming,
on location or in the studio is with the

ARRICORD 35
“SINGLE UNIT” DOUBLE SYSTEM
PICTURE AND SOUND CAMERA
The Arricord 35 is a combination of the
latest Arriflex 35mm Model IIB camera and a magnetic
recording unit which uses perforated

IZVimm magnetic

recording film. The combined units are housed in a compact sound
blimp having external controls for both sound and picture recording.
In the Arricord, the Arriflex camera component is permanently
joined to the recorder unit by a special precision gear
drive, which assures constant speed and smooth, even motion
in the mechanisms driving both the negative and
magnetic films. A 24 Volt governor controlled DC
precision motor powers the entire unit.
The Arricord answers the demand for a compact

and portable double system sound recording camera
with the convenience, money and labor saving features
of a single system camera. Because the entire
unit is driven by a 24 Volt battery it eliminates the
need for AC generators or inverters.

Another Product
of

Ingenuity

TECHNICAL DATA
Approximate weight of Arricord

72 lbs.

Approximate weight of Amplifier Case

28 lbs.

Approximate weight of battery case

42 lbs.

Camera part; Same features as Arriflex 35. Three lens turret
with remote follow focus and diaphragm drive: 400 ft. magazine
capacity. Through the lens focusing and viewing.
Sound part: Made by Klangfilm to professional standards.
Takes 450 ft. perforated UVimm magentic film. Two microphone
inputs. 200 ohms. 2 way mixing. Valve metering. Electronic
slate and many other features.
Write for complete technical data and specifications.

Available

immediately

purchase option;

1

lor sale

or

long

term

rental

with

Arricord complete with 3 (32-50-75mm)

Zeiss lenses matched ond coupled, Klangfilm amplifier, bat¬
teries, cases as illustrated on left, ready to shoot, $10,000.

SOLE U. S. DISTRIBUTOR

KTlaXSTGr PHOTO CORP.
257 Fourl^' Avenue, New Yoit 10. N Y

7303 V.el'O'e Avenue, loi Anqelci 46. Col.

PREPARING fo shoot a scene in Alaska for the Ed Sullivan TV show,

CAMERAMAN

with temperature

with

15

below

zero and winds

up

to 20 mph.

gloves

in

Pahle,

right,

face

hidden

sub-zero temperatures

by

Parka,

found

working

difficult.

ASSIGNMENT "FROSTBITE
That’s what Ted Pahle got when he went to Alaska recently
to photograph a TV show there for Ed Sullivan

X X

k

LASKA

IS

COLDEK

than

a

well-

r \ digger’s anklets and proved a
real challenge to the filming of a top
television production such as the Ed
Sullivan Show,” says Theodore J.
Pahle, A.S.C., who accompanied SulliA'^an and his troupe to the frozen north
recently and photographed scenes for
a forthcoming Sullivan TV program.
An extensive Air Force briefing en
route gav^e Pahle a good idea of what
to expect in the way of problems. How’ever, he soon discovered that there
were a lot of things that just weren't
‘’in the book.”
“They told us to expect average tem¬
peratures of 15 degrees below' zero.”
says Pahle. “But thev didn't mention
the biting wind of 15 to 20 miles per
hour that alw'ays managed to come
straight at you. Actually, you don't
realize what 15 below means until you
start herding some fifty pieces of
equipment and making sure it’s all
protected and properly stowed.
“We used Eastman Kodak Plus X
for exterior photography and Kodak
Tri-X for interiors.” Pahle continues,
“taking great care to keep film at as
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near constant temperature as possible
both in storage and transit. Because of
the prevailing low Arctic temperatures
it was important to use extreme care
in handling the film to prevent static

PARKA-CLAD

Ted

Pahle

and

TV

showman

Ed

Sullivan (reclining in Alaskan sleigh) during re¬
cent filming frek to Alaska.

from ruining it. All exposed film was
wrapped carefully in metal foil and
mailed daily to New' \ork for develop¬
ment.
“My gear included two Mitchell
35mm and two Arriflex 35mm cameras,
completely winterized Avith a change
of grease and oil. As a further pre¬
caution, the Mitchells were equipped
with hot plates, and wind shelters
were erected for the cameras for all
exterior shots.
“When the show moved further
north to Kotzebue, a remote radar sta¬
tion on the Bering Sea, the cold was
so intense that it was necessary to
borrow' Air f orce jeeps equipped with
hot air blowers and a flexible tubing
set-up to kee() our cameras warm and
ojierating. Tbe equipment looked like
something out of Buck Rogers, but it
proA'ed a lifesaAcr for our cameras. I
also tap])ed the Air Force for a 2,000watt lighting unit, which 1 aimed at
the motors of my cameras to Avarm
them and insure a constant ‘rpm.’
“Another interesting problem en¬
countered on this assignment was the
Continued on
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IDEA

FOR

Thompson
pared

ART

FOR TYPICAL one-minufe TV commercial

for Tek

by art

manner

keeping

pace

with

beat

of

commercial
Lew

for Aero Shave

Schwartz

directors Jack Wohl

(center)

is

born

here.

examines

(standing) and

J.

Walter

storyboard

Art Koch.

products, pro¬

duced by Transfilm, Inc., in new ‘‘visual squeeze" technique. Pho¬
tography on an animation stand, the photos appear on TV screen in
staccato-like

TV

producer

music

and

“VISUM SQUEEZE”
-iW TECHNIQUE

voices.

Botfi Still and animation pliotograpliy are com¬
bined in a new system tlrat produces spriglitly
commercials

for

TV

By
VISUAL SQUEEZE one-minute commercial for Ford cars in which
photos, an

original

copy written
deal

118

in

a

music

score and

scanning

more of sponsor‘s

metre

voices which

all

message within

combine

to

the alloted

sing

or

produce

tliat

command

ALBERT

attention

BOYARS

still

chant to
a

great

60-seconds.
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pre¬

ART

KOCH

which
the

will

idea

puts
be

is

the

finishing

presented

transferred

to

to

touches

sponsor's

motion

on
ad

picture

TRANSFILM'S ANIMATION director Bill

the

Aero

agency

for

T

photos

best

suited

to

the

storyboard

approval

before

Hudson

commercial

lays out the Aero Shave
sound track and

message.

few motion picture devices, which, to
the film producer, can be called “new.” But since the

here are really

production of television film
going on for about ten years
50 years for motion pictures
great many cinematic devices
way into TV.

commercials has only been
as compared to more than
generally, there are still a
which are yet to find their

Transfihn, one of the major New \ork producers of
commercials, has been quite busy these past two months
turning out some clever variations of the old filmograph
technique for television. This is simply the use of still
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AFTER
Howard
and

film.

photographs as he listens to playback of pre-recorded
selects

Shave

THE

STORYBOARD

Zieff

Pamela

made
Curran,

over
of

continuity
500

which

has

been

photographs
24

were

used

approved,

of
for

models
the

photographer
Stan

Sherwin

commercial.

PHOTOS THEN GO to Transfilm's animation cameraman Al Schirano who
photographs them with animation camera according to script and timing
instruction

sheet

supplied

him

by

director

Hudson.

photographs or other art which are given an appearance
of action when photographed under an animation camera.
The illusion of movement is created by moving the camera
to produce zooms, pans, and pop-ons. etc. For industrial
films, this technique has proved a money-saver. But. the
similarity ends here. Applied to TV commercials, the
technique becomes considerably more intricate and about
equal in cost to tbe average animated spot.
Robert Bergmann. vice-president of Transfilm’s TV Divi¬
sion. said that his company has turned out about 5.000
Continued on
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The

advent

of

for films and

sound

the growing practice of shooting a pic¬
ture’s action from several angles for

Multiple
Reel
Film Editing
Aid

cutting purposes produced problems for
film cutters and music and sound ef¬
fects editors a few years ago that were
solved only partially by the develop¬
ment of the gang synchronizer and the
shaft extension for rewinds. For it nou
became necessary for the editor to work
with not one but several reels of film
at one time—cutting and splicing from
one to the other—until the desired con¬
tinuity and sound track was produced
from the multiple reels of film.
The

handling

of

multiple

reels

proved cumbersome because, for one
thing, they all revolved at the same
speed as the rewind crank was turned
with the result that some film strips
“flowed” faster than others, creating a
troublesome takeup problem.
Joseph Tolo, veteran cinematogra¬
pher, film producer and inventor of
cinematographic

equipment

felt

the

A new tool that simplifies and

weight of the problem probably with
greater impact than others because he

expedites the editing of sound effects

set to work to solve the problem and

and music for 35mm and 16mm films

expedite tbe cutting of sound films.
I well remember his first “bread¬
board” model, which he transported to
Hollywood in the trunk of his car from
his home workshop in Yakima, ^ ashington. He called it simply a “syn¬
chronizer.” although it was more than
that because for the first time it pro¬
vided the means for film editors to
move from one to six strips of fi’m
across the work table, all at uniform
tension, and without the troublesome
slack and the taking-up of individual
strips that heretofore had plagued
them.
Now tested during more than three
years’ rigid service in several busy Hol¬
lywood cutting rooms, Yolo’s synchro¬
nizer today is recognized one of the
most important developments in film
editing equipment in years. The tradename for the equipment now is “Easy
Editor.” But this simple unpretentious
title belies its true worth. This year.
Yolo’s Easy Editor is being evaluated

FIG.
two

1—Typical
Easy

and

takeup

through
Using

Editor

film

ectifing

motor-driven

units

with

synchronizer (in
foot

controls

set-up
film

films

threaded

center of

(arrows)

of

supply
table).

editor

is

able to stop, start and regulate speed of
film travel, leaving hands free to examine,
cut, or splice the various films.
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FIG.

2—The various

reels

unwind or takeup film af uniform

rate,

so

that there is never the problem of film pile up and coasting of reels.

Any

reel

may

be

and Sciences for a Technical Award
which, if granted, will be presented to
him in Hollywood the night of April
6th, when the Academy bestows its

alignment by a pair of rubber-faced
discs which are inserted between the
reel flanges. Attached to one rubber
roller is a metal disc. This is frictiondriven by a fiber roller powered by an

annual Oscars for achievement.

electric motor. Up to six of these single¬

The Easy Editor equipment is pic¬
tured in the accompanying photos.
The orderly manner in which the film
strips appear in Eigs. 1 and 2 is normal

reel units may be mounted side by side.
When mounted in working position

by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts

—not an arrangement for the photog¬
rapher. This uniform tension is accom¬
plished by means of an ingenious “slip
drive” that permits the film to unroll
from the various reels at uniform
speed, regardless of diameter of the

drive roller and drive disc, producing
adequate traction to drive the reel un¬
der all operating conditions. Any one
or all of the reels in the unit may be

ally, it is a simple device consisting of

mits speedy loading and winding of

two independently-controlled winding
heads (Eigs. 1 and 2). These are but
assemblies of single-reel driving units
of elementary design. Each reel drive
consists of two rollers, an aluminum
frame, a reel stabilizing arm and reel

reels of film. Usually, no two rolls of
film in a multi-reel operation are ever
the same size, and they need never be
when placed in the Easy Editor; be¬
cause the slip-friction drive equalizes

FEBRUARY
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from

the

drive

units

v/ithout

optimum clearance between the fiber

idled by means of control rods extend¬
ing through the machine housing at
each reel position, as shown at 4 in

mounted on precision-ground ball bear¬
ings. The reel is supported and rotated
on the rubber rollers. It is kept in

removed

in the Easy Editor, one edge of the
reel-driving unit frame rests on an ec¬
centric. The latter may be adjusted to

roll of film on the reel. Normally, a roll
of film six-inches in diameter will re¬
volve slower than one only two inches
in diameter. But on the Yolo Easy Edi¬
tor the film from all reels unwinds at
the same rate of speed.
The Easy Editor is considered one of
the most important advances in multi¬
reel film editing since the inception of
the motion picture industry. Yet, basic¬

guide assembly. The rollers are of nat¬
ural rubber, on aluminum sleeves,

instantly

disturbing any of the other reels.

FIG.

3—There

are

no

spindles

for

the

reels.

Each reels rests on a roller with slip drive
so that it unwinds or takes up film at uniform
rate

with

the

rest.

Eig. 4. In this operation the drive disc
is lifted above contact range of the
fiber roller allowing the drive unit to
remain idle.
The method of supporting and rotat¬
ing reels on rubber rollers instead of
the conventional rewind spindles ])er-

the film flow so that all stri])s move uni¬
formly, both in unwinding and in takeup. Any reel can be withdrawn at any
time without disturbing the other reels.
A braking system enables the operaContinued on

Next Page

FIG.

4—The

levers

manually controlled
lever,

2)

auto

by

which

reel

by the operator:

rewind

switch,

control, and 4) individual

reel

3)

action

is

1) brake

motor

drive

"hold" control.
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400-Foot
Conversion
FINEST
conversion
on the market to¬
day.
Convert your
Auricon
Cine-Voice
or
Pro
to
0
fine
camera
that
will
handle full 400 feet
of film with perfect
jam-free, wow-free
operation.
Includes
Veeder-Root footage
counter,
filter
slot
and holders, phone
fock in camera and
complete refinishing.

Quick Service . . . Finest Workmanship . . .
Mitchell or Bell & Howell Magazines.

Write for Pictures and Complete Details

strips. Brake control levers are conven¬
iently located and one brake shoe
serves all reel drive units. Braking pre¬
vents film pile-up and coasting of reels

of film handling that use of the Easy

when the motor power is cut off. Main¬

its smooth power drive in either direc¬
tion, controlled by hand or foot-pedals;

When splicing is done during the
editing procedure, films may be auto¬
matically rewound.
placed beneath the

Phone TAylor 1-1700

Eliminate Squeegee Problems with
New Exclusive Low Cost FILMLINE

airsqueesee

Optimum

Efficiency

16mm 3-4CFM
lbs.
pressure...

@
4
$55

16mm/35mm 8CFM @
4 lbs. pressure. .. $68
Also Available:
Oil-Less
Rotary A 1 r
Compressors,
With
Motor, To Operate.

switches on the rollers effecting auto¬
matic cutoff as each roll is unwound.

Coitinued from

Corp., Milford, Conn.

back the picture film to cue for dub¬
bing, the sound track reels can be made
to remain stationary through the brak¬
and

idling

controls

mentioned

above. All sound track splices can be
made by the editor as he proceeds with
editing. When he gets to the end of the
rolls, they will be automatically re¬
wound and ready for dubbing.

Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
*
*
*
*
*
*

Processes up to 400 Ft.
8mm-l 6mm-35mm-70mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Tough plastic tanks
Uniform Density Assured

FILM DRYER
* Motor driven—Heated
* Speedy drying
* Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
* Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
* Easily assembled without
tools
* Compact, Portable
Guaranteed. Write for Free Literature

Micro Record (orp.
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effect of the magnetic pole on our
exposure meters. We therefore took no
chances and used four meters for every
reading to make certain that we would

ure. There are no cranks to turn; no
film pile-up worries. When pulling

ing

“

ASSIGNMENT “FROSTBITE”

back to the sync mark presents the
editor with no problem. He may sit
throughout the entire editing proced¬

16mm; 16/35mm Film

m

tributor.

With its precision power drive and
accurate braking arrangement, pulling

Cuaiutbb

*t

pany has been appointed national dis¬

chine speedily rewinds all films at the
same time, and comes to a stop when
the last reel is unwound — micro-

N. Prairie Ave., Dallas 4, Texas

1

Seward Street, Hollywood, which com¬

First they are
stopping rollers.

erating position. Unattended, the ma¬

1

same time in any combination.
The equipment is presently on dis¬
play at Hollywood Eilm Company, 956

tion in roll diameter.

PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS

^4 / ***

instant reel withdrawal; and its ability
to handle 16mm and 35mm film at the

wind equal footage regardless of varia¬

Then the control lever is locked in op¬

A precision tool to remove ex¬
cess solutions from film surfaces,
low-pressure operation provides
cushion of air support as film
passes
between
rollers.
Emul¬
sion never touches rollers under
normal use. Adjustable gap al¬
lows splices to pass freely.
• Cannot scratch film . . . non
clog . . . simple installation.
• Adapts easily to your pres¬
ent squeegee instollations.
• Fits any processing machine.
• Proven performance in one
year of exhaustive tests.

Editor affords, with its easy film load¬
ing feature and no center rewind shaft;

taining moderate brake pressure on the
feed-reel side causes the take-up reels to

GORDON YODER

2222

free for handling the film.
Editors of sound effects and music
have lauded the great speed and ease

tor to stop the flow of film instantly
without strain or damage to the film

The versatility of the Easy Editor is
further evidenced by the fact it can
serve as a rewind for a single reel of
film, without the need of disturbing an
editing set-up of multiple reels, simply
by momentarily making inoperative the
other reels. In other words, the Easy

get accurate readings.
“Our personal cold-weather gear,
which was provided by the Air Eorce,
did a wonderful job of keeping us
warm. However, we still relied on the
‘buddy system’ as an extra precaution
against frostbite. Since you can never
tell when frostbite strikes, an important
safety measure we followed was team¬
ing up with another man so that we
could watch one another for frostbite
indications.
“Speaking of frostbite,” adds Pable,
“making simple camera adjustments
can be pretty difficult when you don’t

movement as well as the rate of film
flow can be controlled by foot, as well

dare remove your gloves for more
than 15 seconds at a time.
“Despite the cold, we always had an
audience of interested military person¬
nel and curious Eskimos whenever we
were filming. They didn’t stick around
very long, but still they couldn’t resist
a peek at anyone who had the nerve to
be out doors shooting pictures when
they could be toasting-up in a warm

as by hand, by means of foot-pedals as
shown in Eig. 1, thus leaving the hands

hut.”
Pahle was surprised with the great

Editor permits selective winding of film
as well as winding or rewinding of
reels in multiples.
The starting and stopping of film

35inin Blow-up Color Prints & Negatives from IGmin Originals
OPTICAL PRINTING • SPECIAL EFFECTS • QUALITY DUPING
16mm Prints and Negatives with Scene-by-Scene Color Corrections
TITLES • MATTE PAINTINGS • NEW PROCESSES • EQUIPMENT DESIGN
LIN DUNN, ASC

—

DON W. WEED

—
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*How to select a recorder to start your
MAGNASYNC-MAGNAPHONIC SOUND SYSTEM
o

Sound Equipment Checklist

When lightweight portability is a must the 27 lb.
X-400 Type 1 is the answer! Another reason so many
producers choose this machine is that it is genuinely
professional, and yet, surprisingly economical!
From $985.
X-400

i"

The Type 1 is a miniaturized version of the Type 5.
Low power consumption and extreme portability has
made this 39 lb. unit a popular selection for remote
location production by leading professional motion
picture studios.
From $1360.
TYPE 1

The X-400 Type

15 is designed for the man who

wants everything in one case . . . playback amplifier,
monitor speaker, footage counter and torque motors.
You can be proud to have this machine represent
you on any sound stage!
From $1385.
TYPE 15

The most popular magnetic film recorder in the
world is the Type 5! With this unit and all its oper¬
ational conveniences, you are definitely in the"major
league.” The Type 5 owner always starts his pictures
with a special feeling of confidence in the realiza¬
tion that he has allowed no compromise in the
selection of equipment.
From $1570.
TYPE 5

There is nothing on the market that compares with
the remarkable Mark IX. This unit is in a class by
itself . . . with

push-button

remote

controlled

relay

functions, plug-in audio elements and all the
"extras" that make for flawless recording under the
most adverse conditions.
From $2145.
MARK

IX

^Regardless of the model you select, you can always depend upon equipment with the
“Magnasync-Magnaphonic” label. .. equipment made by the international leaders in the
design and manufacture of quality magnetic film recording systems.
Write, wire or phone

PiCMvnc
wtuc
SOUND SYSTEM

5546 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood, California • STanley 7-5493 * Cable "MAGNASYNC”

CHICAGO, Zenith Cinema Service, Inc.; LOS ANGELES, Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment; NEW YORK, Comera Equipment Co.; SAN FRANCISCO, Brooks
Camera Co.; BELGIUM, Brussels, S.O.B.A.C., S.A. (Societe Beige D'Applicotions Cinematographiques); BOLIVIA, La Paz, Casa Kavlin; BRAZIL, Rio de
Janeiro, Mesbia, S.A.; CANADA, Toronto, Ontorio, Alex L. Clark, Ltd.; DENMARK, Copenhagen, Kinovox Electric Corp.; ENGLAND, London, W-l, Delane
Lea Processes, Ltd.; HONGKONG, Supreme Trading Co.; INDIA, Bomboy, Kine Engineers,* ITALY, Rome, Reportfilm S.R.L.; JAPAN, Tokyo, J. Osawa & Co.,
Ltd.; MEXICO CITY, D.F., Henri A. Lube; PAKISTAN, Karachi 3, Film Factors Ltd.; SWITZERLAND, Zurich 7/53, Rene Boeniger; THAILAND, Bangkok, G. Simon
Radio Co., Ltd.
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number of queries put to him about
television by local citizens. Although
the major cities in Alaska have tele¬
vision reception (5 channels are cur¬
rently available) there is virtually no
television reception in the remote Alas¬
kan area. A great many of the in¬
habitants already have sets in their
homes and are eagerly awaiting the
day when they can receive a regular
schedule of programs.
“It’s a wonderous land up north,”
says Pahle. “You can’t possibly ap¬
preciate the scope of our newest state
or the stout-hearted modern-day pion¬
eers who are settling there until you
see it all first-hand.”
“Nevertheless,” he concluded, “I’ll
still take my frost on a tinkling ice
cube and my Alaska baked. I’ll always
be a New Yorker at heart.”

ULTRA-WIDESCREEN
Continued from

Page

106

tograph and project ultra-widescreen
motion pictures with only one camera
and projector.
“The purpose of our system, which
is neither anamorphic nor compres¬
sion,” he continued, “is to photograph
and project a picture having a scope
of 180 degrees without having to use
three cameras and three projectors.
We have accomplished this by using
a lens attachment which fastens to
the front of the camera. The attach¬
ment, which takes in a 180-degree
view horizontally, breaks up the scene
being photographed into three seg¬
ments which are arranged optically
within the area of a standard single¬
frame of 35mm film.
“In projection the procedure is
similar, only in reverse to that of the
photography. Here the film is pro¬
jected into the attachment which
separates the three picture areas and
arranges them in their proper order
on the screen It is unnecessary to stav
strictly within the radius of the screen,
as a special device within the attach¬
ment corrects any keystone effect. It
is only necessary to maintain the ap¬
proximate level horizontally between
the attachment and the center of the
screen.
“With the entire wide-picture com¬
position on one film instead of three,
it is possible to maintain complete
control at all times over the entire
screen, which has an aspect ratio of
41/2-to-l. Should the film shift from
side to side or jump in the projector.

124

all three segments of the picture move
together, thereby eliminating any ap¬
pearance on the screen of overlap,
separation or jumping between seg¬
ments,” Carney concluded.

ANIMATION

Recently members of the editorial
staff of the Rolla Daily News became
the first public audience to witness a
screening of the Carney-Smith wide¬
screen pictures behind closed doors of
the Rollamo theatre.
Seated about
midway down in the theatre, they
viewed the presentation on the vast,
curved screen which completely shut
from view the old stage and “wrapped
around” to the sides of the theatre.
“Smith started the projector,” re¬
ports one eye-witness, “and there be¬
fore us was a moving picture of the
Missouri capitol building—so wide
that we could see the Supreme Court
on the south side of High Street and
all of the state capitol across the way
at the same time.
Another scene
showed Bill Bray’s huge quarry, near

fire, shadows, and so on. The impor¬

Rolla, and another, the full length of
a Frisco passenger train.”
As in Cinerama and Cinemiracle
presentations, the Carney-Smith pic¬
tures give the spectator the feeling of
being “in the picture and a part of
the action.” Barely-noticeable lines of
demarcation appeared between the
picture segments but were not too pro¬
nounced or disconcerting.
Carney and Smith have obtained
several patents on their attachments
and system and have expended several
thousand dollars to date in the course
of perfecting them. They hope ulti¬
mately to interest some major studio
or film producer in the system for
practical use on a world-wide basis.

Continued from

Page
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tance of this type of animation was
shown by the extent of its use in “Fan¬
tasia,” wherein the pictorial and atmos¬
pheric components of the scenes often
were totally instrumental in telling the
story. Effects animators are specialists
in that line, and spend as much time
in conscientiously analyzing such
things as the movements of ripples in
water, for example, as a character
animator would in studying the move¬
ments of a swimming animal creating
those ripples.
For the sake of convenience, effects
are generally animated on a cel level
separate from any of the characters. If
effects are to directly contact a char¬
acter, the animator handling the char¬
acter will usually suggest roughly the
placement of such material, but leaves
the exact drawing and timing up to
the effects animator. There is just as
much of a problem in animating a
stream of water to look and act like
water as there is in registering a con¬
vincing

feeling

of

surprise

on

the

character it hits.
Effects are previewed by projection
in the “rough,” the same as character
animation, and judged similarly. If the
action looks okay, the go-ahead signal
is given for cleanups and final in-be¬
tweens. When these processes are com¬
pleted, a final test is shot of the entire
scene for a last checkup before mov¬
ing it on to the inking and painting

MINIATURE INTERCOM FOR FIELD CAMERAMEN
CAMERAMEN whose job it is to keep
tab via film on guided missile and air¬
craft

flight

preparations

at

Chance-

Vought Aircraft, Inc., Dallas, Texas,
employ a tiny transistorized radio re¬
ceiver for intercom. Operated by two
pencil flashlight batteries, radio is
smaller than a pack of cigarettes. It is
mounted on ear-protector headset such
as supplied to men working around jet
engine noise. Hearing aid earphone is
mounted inside earpiece of set. Flexible
cat-tail

antenna

extended

brings in radio signals.

overhead

Receiver is

tuned to primary frequency used for
plane communications and missile
launchings.
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ACADEMY AWARD WINNING
NOW OFFERING

NEW

DESIRABLE

FEATURES

PRINTER

ROBOT

HIGHER SPEED . . .
The speed of the light selector
increased from 36 to 63 R. P. M.

orm

which

rotates

the

light

shutter

has

been

STAINLESS STEEL CONTACTS . . .
The new stainless steel
self*cleaning action.

contacts

insure

a

longer,

trouble-free

life due to their

MOTORS OPERATED ONLY DURING PRINTING . . .
The servo-unit drive motors ore actuated only during octuol film printing ond
are started and stopped by the tape reader information. This results in reduced
wear on motors, brakes, and clutches and reduces maintenance costs.

GREATER ACCURACY . . .
Sharper

brake

action

increases

the occuracy of the

printer point selection.

LONGER LIFE . . .
Smoother engagement
motor ond the belt.

of

clutches

in

the

servo-units

increase

the

life

of

the

of relay contacts

and

NEW ELECTRONIC COMMAND UNIT . . .
This circuit is redesigned to avoid any wear and
results in lower power transformer temperoture.

arcing

NEW SIGNAL LIGHT ARRANGEMENT . . .
The lamp in the electronic unit does not light up until
operated indicating that the unit is ready for printing.

the time

relays

have

IMPROVED SAFETY CIRCUIT . . .
Additional safety featuies have been incorporated
thyratrons controlling the servo-unit, thus assuring
light selector arm.

to eliminate misfiring of
correct positioning of the

QUICKLY ADJUSTABLE . . .
For added convenience the machine can be quickly odjusted to any of 21
settings as well os offering adjustable spacing.

WRITE FOR

FOR

INFORMATION REGARDING OUR NEW RENTAL PURCHASE PLAN

LABORATORY

UNICORN

EQUIPMENT

WITH

ADVANCED

ENGINEERING
KEEP

AUTOMATIC

or 31

TAPE

UNICORN

I

N

DESIGN

CORPORATION
MIND

SPLICER

Unicorn's Robot Splicer is the ideal piece of equipment for use in
splicing

film

in

total

darkness

prior

to

its

entry

into

the

processing

machine.

Assures

an

extra

strong

splice

which

cannot

come

opart during the processing cycle.

Eliminates all danger of nicks to processing
caused

Pressure

by

rollers

staples, clips, or eyelets.

sensitive

Mylor-bose

tope

wraps

completely

around

the

cut edges of film resulting in a film saving butt splice. This guarantees
minimum
in

the

waste and

processing

safely ties down

machine

edges so that they cannot catch

ports.
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o

departments. Very rarely are any radi¬

product such as an animated cartoon,

cal changes suggested when a “cleanup

no one concerned with production com¬

test” is viewed by the director, and

pletely uncrosses his fingers until the

such changes as might result generally
concern minor alterations in timing or
camera moves. All of the factors of a
scene have been pretty thoroughly

picture is actually in release in the

phases of animated film production:

o

combed-over by the time the animation
reaches cleanup stage, and from there

so

on in it’s the home stretch without in¬
terruption. with the wind-up under the
animation camera.

so

>
o

MODEL

lO

o

o

MAGNETIC FILM
RECORDING/DUBBING
SYSTEM
Complete with transistorized
electronics, the remarkable S-7
introduces a new free-wheeling
magnetic clutch driven film
sprocket. One man can operate
many units. Thread over idler for
magnetic sound, below idler for
optical sound. Automatic
turn-off, rewind, etc. Write
for particulars.

so
-<

o

o
10

o
o

However,

with

possibility

of

change always present in a creative

Next month we will take up the final
inking, painting, photography and the
re-recording of sound as applied to the
familiar animated color cartoon or the
more elaborate animated features such
as Walt Disney’s “Sleeping Beauty,”
mentioned earlier.

■
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“VISUAL SQUEEZE” FOR COMMERCIALS
Continued from Page
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HOFFMAN
921 N. Highland Ave.. Hollywood 38, Calif
Export: Frazar & Hansen Ltd.
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commercials in the past ten years, but
no technique has caught on so fast as
this one. As this is being written,
about 40 of these commercials will
have been delivered to such diverse
clients as Ford Motor Co. (J. Walter
Thompson), Chemstrand Nylon (Doyle
Dane Bernbach), Aero Shave (J. Wal¬
ter Thompson), Instant Sanka Coffee
(\oung & Rubicam), Tek Hughes
products (Young & Rubicam), and
Esso (McCann-Erickson), the latter
with a modified version.
Tom Whitesell, vice-president in
charge of film production at Trans¬
film, said that a great deal more of
the sponsor’s message can be put into
one of these commercials because
there isn’t any wasted motion in estab¬
lishing scenes and in making transi¬
tions from scene to scene. He is quick
to add that these are complex com¬
mercials to make and require a high

degree of rapport between the ad
agency and film producer.
“The elements involved in these
commercials are so carefully inte¬
grated in the planning stage,” said
Whitesell, “any afterthought, once
production gets underway, can be
very costly.”
First comes the sound track, music
and voice, which guides the rest of
the production. The music is original
and is recorded before the voices are
added.
Instrumentation can vary.
Some of the spots, like Aero Shave,
used five pieces. Tek used 15 instru¬
ments. The music track is then played
on tape and the voices are added. The
copy is written in a scanning, poetic
metre and can be sung, as it is in
most cases, or recited, as in the case
of Aero Shave. The number of voices
used varies with each job.
Illustrated on page 118 are the key

Out Of The Book
THE REESTABLISHING SHOT

“TI

UHLER

COMBINATION

16MM

continuous printer for sound and picture
$775.00
OTHER PROFESSIONAL PRINTERS
16-8MM

$1,295.00

Combination 35MM Continuous

$1,445.00

Reduction & Enlarging 35-16MM

$2,475.00

Cineradiographic Printer for 3516MM. .

$2,275.00

Reduction & Enlarging

Prices:

FOB Detroit.

UHLER CINE MACHINE CO.
Ph.:

15762 Wyoming Ave., Detroit 38, Mich.
UNiversity 1-4663
Cable: “UHLCIMA”
Write for further information
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of reestablishing shots is necessary to refresh the audi¬
ence’s memory of the scene ... It is a continuity truism that an audience,
HE FREQUENT USE

always looking ahead to what is coming, rarely keeps in mind more thaii
one scene prior to the one it is looking at. It must periodically be reminded
of how a small scene fits into the larger scene that includes it.
Remember that the human eye unconsciously refuses to look at too many
closeups in succession, and reorients itself every now and then by a quick
look around. Let your camera do likewise for your audience by frequently
reestablishing the scene, otherwise confusion may kill interest.
You reestablish, therefore, not only to tie sequences together, but also to
keep your audience from getting lost.”—Arthur L. Gaskill and David A.
Englander in ''Pictorial Continuity.” (Duell, Sloan & Pearce, Inc., New
York, N. Y.)
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... professional

standard

for 35 mm and 16 mm
dnematography

HOLLYWOOD
TELEVISION
MILITARY
INDUSTRIAL
TECHNICAL
COMMERCIAL
More professional footage is filmed with Baltar
than with any other lens. It will pay you to keep
this in mind on your next important assignment.
Order from your professional camera manufac¬
turer, or WRITE to Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.,
30038 Martin St., Rochester 2, N. Y.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
Honorary Award for Optical Service to the Industry

on world-famous Mitchell 35mm and
l6mm cameras for professional cine¬
matography. "85% of the motion pic¬
tures shown in theatres throughout
the world are filmed with a Mitchell”

©A.M. P.A.S.
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photos which Transfilm’s staff pre¬
pared for 1-minute commercials for
Tek Hughes and Ford Motor Com¬
pany for integration with television
programs which both companies pres¬
ently are sponsoring. The photos flash
on the screen in quick succession, ac¬
curately timed to the audio accompani¬

ments make a big difference in the
final film.
The next step takes place in the
animation department.
The photos
and sound track are plotted on an
animator’s lead sheet which accounts
for the 1,440 frames which make up
a one-minute commercial film. This

visual images come on the screen in
a staccato-like effect, a “visual squeez¬
ing,” as Bergmann calls it.
“The viewer,” said Bergmann, “can
grasp a great deal more from a com¬
mercial

than

what

many might ex¬

pect.” He cited the U.S. Armed Forces
training

devices

for

aircraft

and

ment.
As the Tek illustrations appear, the
voice of Darlene Zito says: “Lovely
. . . at any hour. But tonight she’s
dressed to dazzle with the latest fashion
for evening . . . The Late O’Clock
Purse by TEK . . . TEK . . . Yours
for only one dollar with any TEK
toothbrush . . . comb . . . bair brush,
Jiail or hand brush. The Late O’clock
Purse in Lucite crystal. Black or mock
tortoise, all with elegant chain handle.
Eor each purse you order send one
dollar plus label from any TEK prod¬
uct to . . . TEK, Box 596, Troy, New
York. It’s simple. TEK. Box 596,
Troy, New York.
Get your Late
O’clock Purse . . . now. Hurry!”

is the same procedure that is followed

The Eord illustrations dramatize
one of the salient features of Ford
cars—that Fords are “proportioned
for people, proportioned for you!”
Narrators Darlene Zito and Jack Searle
give voice to the message in this one:

the sound track. It takes three to four

some very clever photographic tricks

weeks to complete a commercial in the

so that despite the use of still pictures,

“visual squeeze” technique.

there’s a great deal of action in the

“Before you spend your dough on
a car . . . here’s something you should
know. Try the back seat . . . Test the
back seat ... sit in the back seat . . .
your passengers will. If the roof’s too
low and the floor’s too high ... if the
drive shaft tunnel bends an average
guy ... if it can’t seat three. Oh my!
That’s not a Ford. ’Cause Ford gives
you head room. Stretch out—you’ve
got leg room. Getting in . . . and . . .
out . . . you have more room. Ford
is proportioned for people;
proportioned for you!”

Ford

in

the

production

of

cartoon

films.

ship

identification — tachistoscopes —

which flash images for only l/50th of

The effectiveness of the entire com¬

a second.

mercial is based upon the coordination

effective

of the rhythm of the changing pic¬

speed with which the eye and mind

tures with the rhythm of the sound

respond

to

track.

pace

our

The

animator’s lead sheet is

the guide for achieving this coordina¬
tion.

in

“These proved to be most
and

corroborate

stimuli.

Of

commercials

the

great

course,
is

the

consid¬

erably slower,” Bergmann added.

Next step is the plotting of the

The “newness” of this technique is

work on an exposure sheet which gives

only in the way ad agency creative

precise instructions to the animation

personnel apply it. As with animation,

camera operator as to what photos to

critics place

use, what portion of the photos to ex¬

idea, rather than the technique.

pose,

the

importance

on

the
The

and where to zoom, pan, etc.

Aero Shave commercial is quite dif¬

When all of the still photos are record¬

ferent from all the others as it tells a

ed on motion picture film, a print is

sequential story in a very humorous

made and this is carefully matched to

way.

The Ford commercials employ

In most of these commercials, the

Continued on

Page

130

CINEMATOGRAPHY IN ATOMIC RESEARCH

is

Amplifying these thoughts visually
are the series of stills showing a typi¬
cal car buyer in appropriate poses as
he

tries

a

competitive

car for size,

finally finds comfort in the generously
proportioned Ford.
When
ready
on

commercials

like

for illustration and

these

are

recording

film, one of Transfilm’s top still

photographers

listens

to

the

sound

track—already recorded—and studies
the script and storyboard.

He shoots

anywhere from 150 to 500 still photo¬
graphs,

each

one

copy and music.

accentuating

the

Although only 50 to

ARRIFLEX CAMERA and

Pan-Cinor zoom

lens were used by cameraman Stanley J. Andrews,

Jr., (foreground) to photograph scenes in the “iron room” of the Radiogolical Physics Division

100 photos are finally used, the pho¬

of the Argonne National Laboratary for its motion picture production, "Ionizing Radiation In

tographer must shoot in excess of this

Man." Picture is one of eight selected for presentation at the Second International Conference

as the slightest facial or body move¬
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on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy at Geneva, Switzerland last September. All eight films are
being released in English, French, Spanish, and Russian languages.
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16 and 35mm
Release positive—

GEVAERT

makes

the best in cinefilm

SALES OFFICES AND WAREHOUSES AT
321 West 54th Street, New York 19. N. Y.

THE GEVAERT COMPANY OF AMERICA, INC.

6601 N. Lincoln Ave., Lincolnwood, III. (Chicago)
6370 Santa Monica Bfvd., Los Angeles 38, Calif.

Quality Photographic Products Since 189Jf.

9109 Sovereign Row, Dallas, Texas
In Canada: Gevaert (Canada) Limited
345 Adelaide St., West, Toronto 2-B, Ontario
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model who shops around for a com¬

proper lenses, either anamorphosed or

fortable car.
While the technique goes back
many years in the history of film pro¬
duction, one of the first to experiment
with it for TV was James Manilla,
producer at McCann-Erickson.
He
made a pilot film several years ago,
but it was only experimental and never
aired. However, this film was shown
around a good deal and most every
agency producer became familiar with
it. About a year ago, Toung & Rubicam made a spot in this style for
Johnson and Johnson Band-Aid Sheer
Strips.
Tek-Hughes, a division of
Johnson and Johnson, is now using
three of them, all made by Trans¬
film.
(Transfihn did not make the
Rand-Aid spot.)
Last June. Doyle Dane Bernbach
came up with one for Chemstrand
nylon which Transfilm produced. It
won a first prize at the recent Venice
International Advertising Film Festi¬
val. Much publicity on this spot, be¬
fore and after the award, revived in¬
terest in the technique, and the many
possibilities it afforded. Complicated
as they are to produce, the technique

spherical

is extremely flexible and allows for
hundreds of variations. Transfilm be¬
lieves that the surface has only been
tapped, and that practically every
phase and skill in the graphic arts
can be applied to this “visual squeeze”
technique.
a

images

may

be

extracted;

(2) since it is not commercially prac¬
tical to manufacture release prints
optically, the alternative is to make a
reduction internegative having the de¬
sired image ])lacement from which
contact prints may be obtained. How¬

With so many of his previous as¬
signments shot in aspect ratios ranging
from the standard Academy Aperture
to CinemaScope, McCord says he had
almost forgotten the many advantages
inherent in the old full-frame aperture,
which was the standard in the days of
silent pictures.

ever, in the latter method, a quality
loss normally encountered in the manu¬
facture of internegatives can be ex¬

photography of ‘The Hanging Tree’,”

pected to exceed the gains which are
inherent in the reduction. (3) the third
system is unique to the Technicolor

shoot it with Mitchell BNC cameras
and gain the advantages of reduction
printing simply by enlarging the aper¬

process, because the reduction is ac¬
complished in the preparation of the

ture plate in the cameras to produce a
larger negative image.”

matrix from which dye transfer prints

Enlarging the aperture plate, of
course, is not a new idea. It had been

are made. Dye transfer prints made by
this method are superior in quality to
those made from either of the alter¬
native methods outlined under (1) and
(2). There is the additional advantage
that the original negative is used only
to provide the several sets of matrices
for the 300 to 100 prints usually neces¬
sary to satisfy domestic and foreign

“When

we

he said, “I

were

planning

the

reasoned that we could

done before and for various reasons. It
was, for instance, tbe basis of the
Superscope

wide-screen

process

de¬

veloped by the Tushinsky brothers at
RKO in 1955. (See American Cine¬
matographer for November, 1955). For
tbe photography of “The Hanging

form prints are assured regardless of

Tree” it served still another purpose—
and it is likely to be used for more and
more color productions, where the

the number required.

prints are to be made by Technicolor.

release markets. Thus, top-quality uni¬

ARTIFICIAL RAINMAKER FOR MOVIE SCENES

“THE HANGING TREE”
Continued from

Page

113

important to pictorial continuity.
Many of the exteriors, also, are like¬

SO

wise enhanced because the potentials
of the lenses he used were enabled to
function at their fullest.
These advantages, of course, apply
only where color negative is used, and
where grain continues to be a problem.
In black-and-white photography, the
availability today of extremely finegrain negatives obviates the necessity
of having to take such measures as
described above for color productions.
In discussing, with Technicolor Cor¬
poration’s Giff Chamberlain, the proc¬
essing phase of color negatives thus
photographed, he ex])lained that there
are three ways of producing the H5mm
release color prints: (1) by optical re¬
duction from any of the enlarged-area
color negatives direct to a 35mm, 4perforation color positive; or, with
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RAINMAKER—Ever wonder how rain is manufactured for motion picture scenes? This is one
method devised by Warner Brothers studio technicians. It was first used for scenes for “The
Spirit of St.

Louis." Multiple lengths of

hose, each of a different length and each with a

sprinkler head on one end, are suspended over the exterior set, as shown here, to produce a
reasonable facsimile of rain. The truly realistic effect, however, still depends upon the camera¬
man who must know how to light the falling

rain to enhance the

illusion. (Photo courtesy

Warner Brothers Studio.)
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"'Frost Lighting Rentals
Get "Anywhere" Faster
Because We
Roll Our Own!

• ARC EQUIPMENT
• M.R. INCANDES¬
CENT EQUIPMENT
• DIMMERS
• AC AND DC
GENERATORS TO
1500 AMPS
PORTABLE
TRANSFORMERS
SUNDRY
ACCESSORIES

WORLD WIDE
NO JOB TOO SMALL
NO JOB TOO LARGE

FOR LIGHTING OR POWER TOMORROW, PHONE FROST TODAY!
Canadian Office; I

234 Piquette
Detroit 2

TRinity

Mich.

3-8030

41 Kipling Ave., S I

Toronta, Ont.

(Dept. IP)

MICROPHONE
Continued from Page 1 1 1

condenser-type microphones will permit
the firing of a gun right at the micro¬
phone without damage to the dia¬
phragm. This type of mike is a good
choice to be carried around on loca¬
tion, working in factories or on high¬
ways—in any of the work locations
where a microphone may be accident¬
ally dropped or knocked over.
Without going into unnecessary
technical details describing high im¬
pedance as against low impedance, we
can go direct to the point—that highimpedance microphones are prone to
trouble. Electrical influences in the
neighborhood of the microphone are
quite likely to be picked up and re¬
corded. For this reason, the length of
microphone cord practical to use is
limited for the high-impedance mike.
Up to now we purposely omitted
mentioning the crystal mike, and other
high-impedance types. Generally speak¬
ing, they are used more in amateur

FEBRUARY

®

1959

is

BEImont
2-1J45

I
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HOLLYWOOD'S CHOICE
Academy Award Winning Sound

pkNGERTONE
PERFECT SYNC SOUND WITH YOUR PRESENT TAPE RECORDER AND
A RANGERTONE SYNC KIT. INSTALLED IN ONLY 3 DAYS TIME.

SEND FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED LITERATURE AND PRICES

RANGERTONE,

INC., -

Dept. Cl 1, 73 Win+hrop St., Newark, N. J.

EVERYTHING
AND

PHOTOGRAPHIC

CINEMATIC

FOR PROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR
The World's Largest Variety of Cameras and Projec¬
tors. Studio and Laboratory Equipment with Latest Im¬
provements as used in the Hollywood Studios. BAR¬
GAINS. New and Used bought, sold, traded and con¬
signed . . . Established 29 years.

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE
1600 Cahuenga Boulevard
HO 9-3651
• Hollywood, Calif. • Coble Hocamex
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work, in home tape recorders, and in
some of the cheaper models of pro¬
fessional recorders. They are also used
in recorder-projectors.
No thoroughly professional record¬
ing layout would use a high-impedance
microphone. The nominal impedance
for microphones in America today is
designated as 50 ohms. There are some
250 ohm mikes, 500 ohm mikes and so
forth but the microphone impedance
most commonly used is 50 ohms. The
ordinary crystal mike might be read as
100,000 ohms or even higher. There’s
a wide difference in the resistance
characi^eristics of the microphone cir¬
cuits, and—to the technical mind—
that would explain the relationship be-

eliminates roughness in recording.
5. Impedance — a low-impedance
microphone preferred.
The problem is to get a desirable
choice of each of the above features

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
Continued from Page 82
FOX WESTERN AVENUE

Paul Beeson, “Summer of the 17th Doll”

Charles Burke, “Black Saddle”* Commer¬

(Hecht-Hill-Lancaster for UA; shooting in
Australia) with Ernest Borgnine and Anne
Baxter. Leslie Norman, director.

cials*

(Four Star Prods.)

Peverell Marley, ASC, Commercial* (Four
Star Prods.)
GENERAL SERVICE

Hal Mohr, ASC, Commercials*
For the benefit of the

many industrial,

who are
Inc.,

clients of The

Kansas

company's

Calvin

Company,

City, Mo., Allen Jacobs, the

Director

of

Sound

Recording,

has written a series of articles on
recording

for

workshop
ducers.

the

James van Trees, ASC, “The George Bums

Richard E. Cunha, “Bloodlust” (Cinegraf
Prods.) with Wilton Graff and June Kenny.
Ralph Brooke, director.

Show”* (McCadden Prods.) with
Burns. Rod Amateau, director.

Carl Guthrie, ASC, “The

sound

for

monthly

16mm

film pro¬

of

and

for

numbers

producer with the rudi¬

equipment

his

Because

own

16mm

American

many

for

readers

recording

productions.

Cinematographer
on

this

level

of

professional film production, and because
its

editors

benefit

feel

many

reprinting
of The

the

Calvin

Because

of

that

of

Jacob's

these

articles

readers,

series with

the

we

extensive

Allen Jacobs

“Flight”*

(McCadden

ways Prods.)

Company.
his

Dalzell,

Prods.)

GOLDWYN STUDIOS
sound

engi¬

is

eminently

Road Racers”
(American Int’l Piets.) with Sally Fraser
and Mason Alan Dinehart. Arthur Swerdloff, director.

Frank

Planer, ASC, “The Unforgiven”
(Panavision & Eastman color: Hecht-HillLancaster for UA; shooting in Mexico) with
Burt Lancaster and Audrey Hepburn. John
Huston, director.
Wilfrid Cline, ASC, “Cast a Long Shadow”
(Mirisch-Murphy for UA) with Audie Mur¬
phy and Bob Foulk. Thomas Carr, director.

Ered Young, “Solomon and Sheba” (Tech¬

permission

qualified to speak and write on

Norbert

Brodine,

Show”*
Young.

(Lewislor

ASC, “Loretta Young
Prods.)
with Loretta

INDEPENDENT

his sub¬

nicolor; Edw. Small Prod, for UA; shooting
in Spain) with Yul Brynner and Gina Lollo
bridida. King Vidor, director.

Lee

Garmes, ASC, “The Big Fisherman”
(Eastman color; R. V. Lee Prod, for Buena
Vista) with Howard Keel and Susan Kohner.
Frank Borzage, director.

Maury Gert.sman, ASC, “Invisible Invad¬

ject.
Article

V

March

in

the

series will

appear in

issue.—EDITOR.

tween impedance and the problem of
recording extraneous noise.
So, for normal usage in commercial
recording arrangements, low imped¬
ance mikes are generally considered
the best choice.
To sum up, choosing a microphone
involves consideration of the following
factors:
1. Non-directional feature—in order
to shut out or minimize undesir¬
able noise.
2. High output—achieved by a pre¬
amplifier in or near the micro¬
phone to provide immediate in¬
crease in volume before the signal
travels through the mike cable.
3. Diaphragm—a type that will
stand rough handling and not
give trouble in the wind.
4. Frequency response—a smooth
response curve that automatically
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Arch

Walter Strenge, ASC, Commercial* (P’ilm-

ence in dealing with the sound problems
clients,

Neal Beckner, “The Adventures of Ozzie
& Harriet”*
(Stage 5 Prods.) with the
Nelsons. Ozzie Nelson, director.

are

of the many 16mm film producers who are

our

Harry Wild, ASC, “The Bob Cummings
Show”* (Laurmac Prods.) with Bob Cum¬
mings and Rosemary DeCamp. Bob Cum¬
mings, director.

can

neering background and his long experi¬

Calvin

George

Purpose is to acquaint the small,

independent film
ments

company’s

publication

sound

Felipe Sacdalan, “The Scavengers” (HyFord Prods, for Hal Roach; shooting in
Hong Kong, Macao and Manila) with Vince
Edwards and Carol Ohmart. John Cromwell,
director.

(Filmways

Prods.)
TV film, and in-plant t6mm film producers

without running your microphone cost
up too high.
In the next article we will discuss
some of the auxiliary equipment re¬
quired for magnetic sound recording. ■

ers” (Premium Piets, for UA) with John
Agar and Jean Byron. Edward Calm, di¬
rector.

Desmond Dickinson, “Horrors of the Black
Museum” (C’Seope & Color; American In’l
Piets.; shooting in England) with Michael

CAMERAS TO TRACK FAST-MOVING SPACE TRAVELERS
GLAMOUR NOTE is added by model
Gladys Nelson to display of three highprecision data-recording motion pic¬
ture cameras or cine-theodolites—a sort
of movie-recording surveyor’s level—
which Gordon Enterprises, of North
Hollywood, Calif., recently fabricated
and delivered to the Royal Canadian
Air Force.
On the 35mm film exposed by the
cameras, an image is captured of the
space object being photographed to¬
gether with superimposed data of the
split-second the picture was made and
the exact angle and location at which
the camera’s huge telephoto lens was
aimed. From analysis of this record
physicists can figure data such as ve¬
locity, trajectory, track, etc.
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Gough and June Cunningham. Arthur Crai)tree, director.
Clothier, “The Horse Soldiers”
(Color; Mahin-Rackin-Mirisch for UA) with
John Wayne and William Holden. John
Ford, director.
William

ASC, “A Hole in the
Head” (C’Scope and Color; Sincap Prod,
for UA) with Frank Sinatra and Eleanor
Parker. Frank Capra, director.
William

Daniels,

Harlan, ASC, “Day of the Out¬
law” (Security Piets, for UA) with Robert
Ryan and Venetia Stevenson. Andre de
Toth, director.
Russell

Pahle, ASC, “Ed Sullivan Show”*
(shooting in Portugal and Ireland) with
Maurice Chevalier. Robert Precht, director.
Ted

Consider..,

COLBUR
COLOR
POSITIVES
(Eastman Internegative-Color Print)

for your next
16mm release

KEYWEST STUDIOS
Walter Strenge, ASC, Series of religious
pictures (Family Films). William Claxton,
director.

LINKLETTER PLAYHOUSE
Alan Stensvold, ASC, “People Are Fun¬
ny”* (John Guedel Prods.) with Art Linkletter. Irv Atkins, director.

protect your original
enjoy faster delivery
finer color corrections
uniform prints
10 or a 1000 at lower
costs

McGOWAN STUDIOS
Brydon Baker, “Death Valley Days”*

(Mc¬

Gowan Prods.)
Ray

Foster,

ASC, Commercials*

GEO. W. COLBURN
LABORATORY, INC.

(LaBrea

Prods.)
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
Robert Surtees, ASC, “Ben-Hur” (shooting
in Rome) with Charlton Heston and Jack
Hawkins. William Wyler, director.
Robert Burks, ASC, “North by Northwest”
with Cary Grant and Eva Marie Saint. Al¬
fred Hitchcock, director.

164 No. Wacker Drive, Chicago 6
Telephone DEarborn 2 6286
Demonstration Reel
available on request

Used World-Wide By Discriminating Cameramen

Bronner, ASC, “Ask Any Girl”
(Metrocolor; Euterpe Prod.) with David
Niven and Shirley MacLaine. Charles Wal¬
ters, director.

CINEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE—For 16mm Projectors

Shorr, ASC, “Col. Humphrey J.
Flack”* (Jody Pan Prods.) with Alan Mow¬
bray and Frank Jenks.

Especially designed to drive all
Bell & Howell, Ampro, Kodak
and Victor 16mm projectors at
synchronous speed.

Robert

Lester

Spencer, “The Thin Man”* with
Peter Lawford and Phyllis Kirk.

William

Projector

con

be

instantly

attached

to

Dale Deverman, “One Step Beyond”*, John

Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬

Newland, director; Commercials*

tached at any time in a matter of seconds.
An

MOTION PICTURE CENTER
ASC, “Danny Thomas
Show”* (Desilu Prods.) with Danny Thom¬
as. Sheldon Leonard, director; “Love and
Marriage”* (Desilu Prods.) Bob Sweeney,
director.
Robert

de

outstanding

feature

is

the

flexible

shaft which connects motor with projector
and

Grasse,

permits

operation.

One-year Guarantee!

Immediate Delivery!

smooth,

No

quiet

special

and

steady

technical

knowl¬

edge required for installation and mount¬
ing.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY,

Write for more details and prices.

763

loth

Ave, n.y., n.y., PLaza 7-3511

Continued on Page 135
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In Television Too . . .
Wise producers know there is no substitute for experi¬
ence when it comes to choosing a director of photogra¬
phy. Today, as they have for more than forty years, dis¬
cerning producers entrust the photography of their tele¬
vision and feature films to the masters of cinematogra¬
phy—recognized throughout the world as tops in their
field—the men who are privileged to place “A.S.C.'' after
their names in the credits—symbol of their membership
in The American Society of Cinematographers.
Hallmark
of Superior
Cinematography

DEDICATED

134

TO

ADVANCING

THE

ART

OF

MOTION

PICTURE

PHOTOGRAPHY
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PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
Continued from Page 133

Mack Stengler, ASC, “Leave it to Beaver”*

(Gomalco Prods.) with Barbara Billingsley
and Hugh Beaumont. Norman Tokar, di¬
rector.

AURICONS CONVERTED
1600 Ft.

Lionel Lindon. ASC, John

ASC, “The Real Mc¬
Coy’s”*
(Brennan-Westgate Prods.)
with
Walter Brennan. Hy Averback, director.
Lothrop

Worth,

Sid Hickox, ASC, “December Bride”*

(Desilu Prods.) with Spring Byington and Fran¬
cis Rafferty. Frederick DeCordova, director.

Russell, ASC,

$495.00

“General Electric Theatre”* (Revue Prods.)
Ray Rennahan, ASC, “Buckskin”*

(Revue

600 Ft.

$349.00

F^rods.)
Walter Strenge, ASC, Commercial*

(Wild¬

Torque motor take up—
used

ing Pictures.)

Coast to Coast in

TV

stations.

60

Day

Money Back Trial.

RKO GOWER
PARAMOUNT
Robert Pittack, ASC, “Ann Sothern .Show”*

ASC, “The Five Pennies”
(V’Vision & Technicolor; Dena Pictures)
with Danny Kaye and Barbara Bel Geddes.
Melville Shavelson, director.

Daniel

Fapp,

(Desilu Prods.)

GREAT

LAKES

MOTION

PICTURE

12037 Grand River Ave.,

with Ann Sothern.

SERVICE

Detroit 4, Mich.

George Clemens, ASC, “The Millionaire”*

(Don Fedderson
rector.

Prods.)

James

Kern,

di¬

Boggs, “Don’t Give up the Ship”
(Hal B. Wallis) with Jerry Lewis and Dina
Merrill. Norman Taurog. director.

Walter Strenge, ASC, Commercial* (Desilu

Charles Lang, Jr., ASC, “One-Eyed Jacks”

Paul Ivano, "The Texan”* (Desilu Prods.)

(V’Vision & Color;
Pennebaker Prods.)
with Marlon Brando and Karl Malden. Mar¬
lon Brando, director.

RKO PATHE

Haskell

ASC, “The Jay hawkers”
(VistaVision
&
Teclinicolor)
with
Jeff
Chandler and Fess Parker. Mehin Frank,
director.
Loyal

Griggs,

AS(i, "But Not For Me"
(VistaVision) with Clark Gable and Carroll
Baker. Walter Lang, director.
Robert

Burks,

Prods.)

PROCESSING
Reversal specialists for over a decade.
Our tong experience insures superior quality.
Electronically controlled machines keep tem¬
perature constant within .2 of one degree.
National "Brilliantone" Cine prints are the finest
available. Write for free catalogue.

Charles Straumer, “U. S. Marshal”* (Desi¬
lu Prods.) with John Bromfield. Harve Fos¬
ter, director.

e B W DUPLICATING
CONTACT PRINTING
WORK PRINTS
KOOACHROME DUPLICATING
VACUUMATING
EDGE NUMBERING
All work v«por«ted
no oifro chargo

Lothrop Worth, ASC, “The Real McCoy’s”*

(Brennan-Westgate
Prods.)
with
Brennan. Hy Averback, director.

NATIONAL CINE LAB

Walter

Box 4425

Washington 17, D. C.

Walter Strenge, ASC, Commercial* (Desilu

Prods.)

BOLEX ACCESSORIES

REPUBLIC STUDIOS
HAL ROACH STUDIOS

For H8 and HI 6 Cameras:
ASC. William Sickner.
ASC, “M Squad”* (Latimer Prods.) with
Lee Marvin.

John

Russell,

Ernest

ASC. “Alfred Hitchcock
(Revue Prods.) Paul Henried,

Haller,

Presents”*
director.

Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “The Gale Storm

Show”* with Gale Storm and ZaSu Pitts.
William Seiter, director.
Howard Schwartz “The Veil”* with Boris

Karloff.
TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

ASC, Jack MacKenzie,
ASC, John Warren, ASC, “Mickey Spillane’s Mike Hammer”* (Revue Prods.)
William

Sickner,

MacKenzie, ASC, “State Troopers"*
vue Prods.) with Rod Cameron. Earl Bella¬
my, director;
“Cimarron City"*
(Revue
Prods.) with George Montgomery.
Jack

John

house”*
rector.

ASC, “Schlitz-Lux Play¬
(Revue Prods.) Jules Bricken, di¬

Russell,

MacDonald,

Kline,

Thackery, ASC, “Restless
Gun”*
(Window-Glen Prods.) with John Payne.
Ed
Ludwig,
director;
“Wells
Fargo”*
(Overland Prods.) with Dale Robertson.
Earl Bellamy, director.
Ellis

William Sickner, ASC, “Bachelor Father”*

(Bachelor Prods.) with John Forsythe.

For HI 6 Cameras Only:
Varioble Shutter
•
Split-Frame Mask
•
Camera Drive
•
400-Ft. Magazine
•
Sprockets

Sync
Sound

VARIABLE SHUTTER FOR H16 REFLEX
Write

today for

Illustrated Catalog

STEVENS ENGINEERING CO.
2421 Military Ave., Dept. A
West Los Angeles 64, Calif.

William Mellor, ASC, “The Snow Birch”

(C’Scope; DeLuxe color) with Susan Hay¬
ward and Stephen Boyd. Henry Hathaway,
director.
Struss, ASC, “The Sad Horse” (C’¬
Scope & Color; Associated Producers) with
David Ladd and Chill Wills. James B.
Clark, director.

Karl

ASC, “Wagon Train"*
(Revue Prods.) James Nielson, director.

Benjamin

ASC,
“Warlock”
(C’Scope & Color) with Richard Widmark
and Henry Fonda. Edward Dmytryk, direc¬
tor.
Joseph

Battery Camero Drive • Time-Lapse Timer • lens
Extension Tubes * Camera Rackover • Turret Lever
Third Turret Stop • Turret Filter Slides • Camera
Bose • Lens Control Handle • Complete Factory
Parts & Service

PRECISION CONTROLLED OPERATIONS

coin|>lete 16mm services
DAILY REVERSAL PROCESSING
(INCLUDING

CUSTOM PROCESSING OF EASTMAN TRI-X 1 OuPONT 931)

COMPLETELY EQUIPPED 40'x 60' SOUND STAGE;
Krasner. ASC, “The Man who
Understood
Women”
(C'Scope;
DeLuxe
color) with Leslie Caron and Henry Fonda.
Nunnally Johnson, director.
Milton

FINEST QUALITY SOUND RECORDING AND
RE-RECORDING; COLOR DUPLICATING;
TITLING AND ANIMATION

Leo Tover, ASC, “Say One for Me” (C’¬
Scope & Color) with Bing Crosby and Deb¬
bie Reynolds. Frank Tashlin, director.

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

MOVING?
When changing your address, please no¬
tify us at least four weeks in advance. BE
SURE to give your Former address as well
as your New address. Our Circulation De¬
partment needs both addresses in order to
properly identify your address stencil.
Your cooperation will insure that Amer¬
ican Cinematographer will continue com¬
ing to you regularly without delay or
omission of issues. Thank you.

—American Cinematographer

Mark Davis, ASC, Commercial*
Clifford Stine, ASC, Commercial*
James

Drought,

Commercials*

Lathrop, “Peter Gunn”*
(Sparta
Prods.) with Craig Stevens: “Steve Can¬
yon”*, (Pegasus Prods.) with Dean Fred¬
ericks.
Philip

Ph.Lis Carter, ASC, “Affairs of a Vampire”
with Eric Fleming and Kathleeen Crowley.
Edward Dein, director.

To keep reliably informed on the latest de¬
velopments
keep

posted

picture

in

modern
on

cinematography;

“what’s

equipment,

read

new"

in

AMERICAN

to

motion
CINE¬

MATOGRAPHER every month. Get it by mail
—subscribe today; 12 issues, $4.00 (Foreign,
$5.00).
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
1782 N. Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif.

Continued on Page 136
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BULLETIN BOARD

Pictures for Cinetarium are photo¬

Continued from Poge 98

graphed using the principle of aerial
photography. A precision-silvered ball

I
I

is suspended above the scene to be pho¬
George Folsey, ASC, “Imitalioii GenI eral.'’
!
Charles Lang, ASC, “Separate Ta¬
bles.”
Charles
Hurrah.”

Lawton,

ASC.

“The

Last

i
[

I

I

I
i
^

raphy each have two films on the candidate list. They are Charles Lawton,
with one color production (“Cowboy”)
and one black-and-white (“The Last
Hurrah”), and Joseph MacDonald
whose two candidates are in the blackand-white category (“The Young
Lions” and “Ten North Frederick”).
Results of the nominating balloting
will appear in this column next month.
•
•
•
Emery Huse, an Associate Member of
the ASC, whose name is familiar to
readers of American Cinematographer

I
I
i

!
i

graphs vertically beneath it, capturing
the full scope of the scene reflected in
the ball.
In exhibition, the pictures are pro¬
jected from center of the theatre floor

Samuel Leavitt. ASC, “The Defiant
Ones.”
Lionel Lindon, ASC, “I Want To
Live!”
Joseph MacDonald, ASC, “The
Young Lions.”
Joseph MacDonald, ASC, “Ten
North Frederick.”
Walter Strenge, ASC, “Cry Terror.”
This year, two directors of photog¬

I

tographed, and the cameraman photo¬

as Technical editor of this publication,
celebrated his 40th year of service with
Eastman Kodak Company on January
22nd. Huse began his association with
the company in Rochester where he remained for almost ten years before
moving to Hollywood. He is Manager
of the West Coast Division of Eastman
Kodak Company’s Motion Picture Eilm
Department.
■

onto

a

silver-surfaced

half-sphere

screen which in turn reflects the image
against
screen.

the

theatre’s

dome-shaped

A special camera using 55mm nega¬
tive is used for the photography.
•

•

•

A field survey recently conducted by
the Motion Picture Research Council,
Hollywood, among the nation’s firstand second-run theatres reveals that
74% of the 700 theatres surveyed ex¬
hibited films under less than optimum
focus conditions, according to the
MPRC study. In 63% of the cases stud¬
ied. the Council’s field representatives
aided in on-the-spot corrections of the
faulty conditions. Recommendations
were also made in a majority of the¬
atres for correction of undesirable
screen

brightness levels,

to use new

lenses of a different focal length, and
to use improved masking devices.
Screen brightness was found a major
drive-in problem.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
Continued from Page 135

Arthur

Ff.indel, ASC, Commercials*

Arthur Arling, ASC, Commercials*

WARNER BROS.
Biroc,
ASC, “The FBI Story”
(Technicolor; shooting in N.Y.) with James
Stewart and Vera Miles. Mervyn LeRoy,
director.
Joseph

INDUSTRY NEWS
Continued from Page 75

FILM

I l|^D U S T R I E S

Hft^Cuuwodiit’b^ ftomofete Li£ni Cali

EASTMAN

Europe, which gave birth to the first
! practical anamorphic system of photogI raphy and projection, continues to ex¬
plore further the possibilities of superwidescreen movies. Newest develop¬
ment is that of Adalbert Baltes, West
German documentary film producer,
which he calls “Cinetarium.” Baltes’

136

Harold
Wesley

Stine,

ASC,

Perry

Finnerman,

Anderson, “Maverick”*

with Jack

Kelley.
Ralph Woolsey, ASC, Harold Stine, ASC,
Wesley

Anderson,

William

Margulies,

“77 Sunset Strip”* with Efrem Zimhalist, Jr.

Cinetarium theatre is similar to a plan¬
etarium
in
design—circular,
with
dome-shaped walls forming the screen,

Edwin Dupar, ASC, Ralph Woolsey, ASC,
“Lawman”* with John Russell.

and with the film projected around the

Carl Berger, ASC, Ralph Woolsey, ASC,
“Cheyenne”* with Ty Hardin.

audience
959 SEWARD ST., MOLLYVyDOD 38, ^l\f. HOLLYWOOD 9-1441
1740 BROADWAY. NEW YORK 19, NEW YORK • JUDSON 6-1700

Harry
Stradling,
ASC, “The Philadel¬
phian” with Paul Newman and Barbara
Rush. Vincent Sherman, director.

onto

the

overhead

dome.

Spectators view the pictures while seat¬
ed in swivel chairs, are virtually “in
the center of the picture.”

Mark Davis, ASC Commercials*
Perry Finnerman, “Sugarfoot”* with Will
Hitchins;
“Doc
Holiday”*
(pilot)
with
Adam West. Leslie Martinson, director.

AMERICAN CINEAAATOGRAPHER
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CLASSIFIED
RATES: Ads set in lightface type, 10c per word, minimum ad,
$1.00. Text set in lightface capital letters (except 1st word and
advertiser’s name) 15c per word. Modified display format (text
set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case) 90c per

ADVERTISING
line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial
Office, American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Holly¬
wood 28, Calif. Forms close 1st of month preceding date of issue.
No discount on Classified Advertising.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
A WHALE OF A SALE

S.O.S. SERVES BY PHONE OR MAIL
CAMERAS 35mm
ARRIFLEX w/4 fast lenses; 2-400’' magazines; mattebox; cases. $2500.00 value, excellent.$1,095.00
MITCHELL SINGLE SYSTEM w/Sound; 4 Baltars; Vievvfinder; Matte Box; 2-1000' Magazines; 12V
Motor, Cases. $10,000 value, recond. 4,995.00
WALL single system with 3 lenses; viewfinder; motor,- mattebox; sunshade,- 4-400' magazines,- cases.
$7,000 value. Less sound, good condition... 1,195 00
CAMERAS 16mm
AURICON CT BLIMPED CAMERA, less galvo and finder..$ 195.00
200' CINE SPECIAL I w/4 lens turret, focusing eyepiece, rackover, 4 lenses—15/25/35/100mm—
2-200' magazines. $2000.00 value, excellent...
995.00
AURICON PRO-200 w/mattebox; sunshade; parallax finder; case.
Less sound.
495.00
B&H FILMO 70DA TURRET w/3 lenses; drum finder; objectives,- trunk.
249.00
MITCHELL 16, 220v 3ph sync motor; 4 Balfar lenses; large viewfinder; 3-400' mags.,- cases. $6,500
value.
Excellent . 4,495.00
MAURER modified 05 with 400' magazine; 4 lens turret; sync motor. Excellent condition. 1,995.00
CAMERA ACCESSORIES
NEW TEWE 35mm MOTIVFINDERS, ZOOM 8 focals from wide angle to 150mm.
Includes leather
case & chain. $75.00 value..$
57.50
CECO CINE SPECIAL BLIMP w/syncmotor, extra gears.
495.00
HI-HATS for Jr. type tripods. New, regularly $22.00.
16.95
NEW Jr. Type Tripods with latest features....
119.50
Tripod Triangles, prevent slipping,- $30.00 value. New...
19.95
COLLAPSIBLE TRIPOD TRIANGLES with tiedown clamps. New.....
29.50
NEW Dolly Track with connectors, 5'-10'-15' lengths, per ft...
4.95
MITCHELL type HEAVY DUTY tripods. NEW.......
129.50
ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS
B&H 2709 Std. CAMERA with 2-400' magazines; dissolve. $3,300.00 value. Reconditioned.$1,995.00
RICHARDSON ANIMATION Stop Motion for B&H. Start, stop, continuous, single frame, reverse &
counter. $750.00 value. Reconditioned....,........
495.00
PETERSON Massive Animation Stand with motorized zoom, air platen, all movements, sliding
celboard. $5,500 value.
Like new. 2,750.00
S.O.S. PROFESSIONAL TITLER & Special Effects Kit.
Handles animation.
TG II......$175.00;
TG III__$225.00; TG IV...
325.00
ACME PER BAR mounted, add $25.00
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
EXTENSION & POWER CORDS, 25' w/half plug or 4 pocket box.$
29.50
CENTURY PEDESTALS for flags, gobos, etc. $31.95 value....„..
17.95
DOTS or TARGETS Single Scrim or Solid 3".$1.69 6".$1.89 8".$1.95
10".
2.19
Three lOKVA Transformers with controls and 25' wire cable, all mounted on dolly. Good.
195.00
MOLE-RICHARDSON Cinelite Scoops, excellent........
49.50
5KW KLIEGL and MR SENIOR spots on stands, excellent.
199.50
B&M or MR 2000W Spots on stands.
Excellent...
109.50
BARDWELL-McALISTER 750W Baby Kegs with stands...
59.50
RECORDING & PLAYBACK
MR MIKE BOOM & PERAMBULATOR, late type. $2,100.00 value.$1,395.00
RCA 4 POSITION MIXER, uses 864 type tubes, 100,000 ohm impedance. In portable case. Originally
$600.00. As is .........
99.50
RCA Photophone 35mm Optical Recording Heads with 2-1000' magazines,- optical system,- galvanometer;
less motor. No license required. Good condition..... 2,995.00
REEVES 35mm OPTICAL RECORDER with footage counter,- tachometer,- glowlamp, amplifier, mixer.
Originally $5,000.00. Needs repairs...
195.00
DAYSTROM PROFESSIONAL TAPE Recorder, U.S. Navy Standard; 2 speed; fast forward & rewind;
playback amplifier; speaker,- dynamic mike. $750.00 value.
197.50
PROJECTION
PEARLEX 16mm Arc CARBONS, 25 sets, ’A off...$
4.95
NEW RCA 15" PM Heavy Duty Speakers, list $164.00, 'A price...
79.50
BODDE 2000W P3AC Background Process Projector on rolling stand with blowers, powerstat and
4"x5" slide carrier. $945 value. Excellent condition...
495.00
Ampro Arc 1.6mm Sound Projector with Hi Intensity arclamp; lens; pedestal; 30A rectifier,- 55W
amplifier & 2 speakers.
Excellent condition.....
849.50
CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT
WESTREX 35mm EDITOR, magnetic/optical, likenu. $4,000 value.$2,250.00
B&H HOT SPLICER, 16mm diagonal. Originally 180.00....
69.50
B&H VIEWER with Senior Rewinds on board, $155.00 value...
79.50
NEW QUIK SPLICE 16/35mm Studio Splicer, non-magnetic. Mylar type, introductory with 25016mm splices ...-.
79.50
NEUMADE IMMERSION SCRAP BARRELS, $47.50 value...
19.95
B&H Hot PEDESTAL SPLICERS reduced, 35mm only $695.00; 16/35mm.
895.00
SOSoft EDITING GLOVES—light, doz, pair.
1.39
Medium weight, doz. pair.........
2.39
35mm MOVIOLAS with 3" Magnified Picture, automatic takeups. Gov’t Surplus—condition likenu.
289.00
Dozens of Good 35mm SOUND MOVIOLAS, starting at.—.....
395.00
PRINTERS
B&H 35mm PRINTER, Step contact, pilot pin spreaders, semi-automatic litechange.
Reconditioned....$1,295.00
TELEMATIC 16mm PRINTER, Continuous contact. Reconditioned... 1,095.00
ACME OPTICAL DUAL HEAD 35mm STEP PRINTER, Cinecolor. Original cost $14,000.00.
Excellent
condition ...... 3,995.00
CINECOLOR Double Head 35mm Step Printer with automatic light change and timing device. Original
cost $12,000. Excellent condition......... 3,375.00
B&H 35/16mm PICTURE REDUCTION Optical Printer, rebuilt... 4,995.00
LABORATORY
FILMLINE RA40TC 16mm Reversal Processor, temperature controlled. Reconditioned.$5,500.00
GPL HISPEED 16mm HOT PROCESSOR, $7,500.00 value, reconditioned... 2,595.00
HOUSTON DAYLITE MAGAZINES, 16mm. $235.00 value...
79.50
HOUSTON 35mm Model 2 Processors, neg./pos. w/refrigeration,- recirculation; air pump,- temperature
control; speeds to 1200' per hour. Gov't paid $10,000. Reconditioned... 1,995.00
HOUSTON 16/35mm Model 2, like preceding. 2,995.00
Stineman 16/35mm DEVELOPING OLJTFITS 200' in case with loading device. New, Surplus. $200
value .-...-.
99.75
STINEMAN DRYING RACKS, 200' 35mm capacity (useable for 16mm). New, surplus. $16.00 value....
7.95
MISCELLANEOUS
WEBSTER EKOTAPE 207 Recorder, $300.00 value, likenu...$
EXACTA 66 REFLEX CAMERA with lens and case. $350.00 value...
SELECTROSIDE 300C Slide PROJECTOR w/built-in Screen & Cose. $525.00 value, excellent...
TRADES TAKEN

FEBRUARY

139.50
119.50
195.00

Phone: PL 7-0440
Cable: SOSOUND
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP. — Dept, ft
600 W. S2nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch — 6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. — Phone: HO 7-2124

•
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PRECISION Optical Sound Reader...$125.00
35mm 400 Foot BELL & HOWELL Magazine.... 35.00
20mm-60mm PAN CINOR Lens Various Mounts.. 135.00
25mm-75mm ZOOMAR Lens Various Mounts.. 135.00
1000 Foot 35mm BELL & HOWELL Magazines.. 100.00
110 Volt SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR for Cine
Special .
95.00
no Volt VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR for Cine
Special .
225.00
Various CINE SPECIAL Model 1 Camera from 275.00
35mm NEUMADE Footage Counter. 40.00
2 Channel NEUMADE Footage Counter. 50.00
SPECTRA 3 Color KELVIN Color Temperature
Meter .
150.00
20mm CINEGON Lens in Arriflex Mount. 375.00

CAMERA EQUIPMENT COMPANY, INC.
315 West 43rd Street
New York 36, N. Y.
125mm F/2 Schneider Xenon in Arriflex mount.
Equal’to new, T-stopped, coated, with cose, only
$325.00.
Sold on ten day trial.
Box 1333,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
I6MM HOUSTON-K-IA . . . developing machines.
For reversal or positive film. Complete with re¬
frigerator units, temp controls, condensers, etc.
BRAND-NEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS
STEEL model A-llB. Neumade film washer, 35mm
EYEMO cameras, spider turrets, large selection of
BOLEX H-16 camera with filter slot, 25mm FI .4
Eyemo lenses, 35mm x 1000 film. AIR PHOTO
SUPPLY, Dept. C-1, 555 East Tremont Ave., New
York 57, New York.
35MM ARRIFLEX, model II, with three Schneider
lenses, 2-400 foot magazines, 1-200 foot maga¬
zine,
motor,
battery,
trickle
charger,
hi-hat,
cases, etc. A very nice outfit in excellent condition.
$1195.00, or would consider trade on 16mm
Mitchell camera. VICTOR DUNCAN, 7500 Miller
Road, Dearborn, Mich.
220 volt, 3 phase Selsyn Interlock Motor for Mitchell
NC or BNC $400.00. 220 volt, 3 phose, 60
cycle Sync motor, door mounted for Mitchell
Standard, $275.00. Mitchell 1000 ft. Standard
Magazine $110.00. J. BURGI CONTNER, ASC,
Smith Ridge, New Canaan, Conn.
BNC MITCHELL CAMERA for quick sale. Production
company selling all equipment prior March 1959.
For particulars regarding this comera and other
equipment write Box 1331, AMERICAN CINEMA¬
TOGRAPHER.
35mm' DEVRY dual arc-lamp projectors, like new,
pedestal-mounted with automatic dowsers and
sound
changeover.
Includes complete theater
loudspeaker system and projection screen with
mounts.
Crated for shipment.
Excellent buy!
$3,500.00 f.o.b. Los Angeles.
ALBA PRODUC¬
TIONS, 506 North Foothill Road, Beverly Hills,
Calif. CRestview 1-5454.
AURICON PRO 600 "best" outfit, turret, 2 mags.,
tripod, many extras.
Paid $4,500.00.
Leaving
country, sell for $2,900.00 for quick sole.
Box
1332, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
AURICON 600 pro, 2 magazines, NR 25, 37, 1136
amplifier, power supply tripod, M & R boom,
CK dolly Jr., colortran transformer, finder door,
also zoom door $3,300.00 list price.
For quick
sale $2,500.00. WM. B. OLSEN, 51 W. 83rd St.,
New York City 24, N.Y. TR 3-7619.
LIKE new Model
1
turret Cine Voice $595.00.
Completely rebuilt model 1 Cine Voice and con¬
verted to 400 ft. also turret $895.00.
New Pro
600 magazines $150.00. YODER, 2222 N. Prairie,
Dallas, Texas. Tal-1700.
FOR SALE; Auricon Pro 200 sound outfit. EIF view¬
finder 3 lens turret.
V.D. track N-24 amplifier
batteries, cases.
Excellent condition.
Must sell
$975.00.
Write R. L. EATON, 16 Elliot Terr.,
Newton Upper Falls, 64, Mass.
MITCHELL 35x1000 magazines $90; RCA portable
recording amplifier $125,- 75mm Cinemat 2.9 lens
in Eyemo mount $65; 75mm Cooke panchro 2.5
lens in Mitchell focusing mount $90; 63mm Cine
Special 2.7 lens in focusing mount $29; Eyemo
12V motors $65,- Westrex portable recording ampli¬
fier $295; 16mm Neumade double hub measuring
machine $45.
MASTER FILM, 207 Third Street,
Elizabeth, N.J.

Continued or» Next Page
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Classified Ads
Continued From Preceding Page

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
FILM PROCESSING MACHINERY
Rebuilt
white
lists.
ford,

ADVERTISING INDEX

WANTED
WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new
equipment. Let us knov/ what you have and what
you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway.. PLaza 7-6977.. New York 23, N.Y.

trade-ins,
demonstrators,
etc.
Black-andand color. All makes. Low prices. Send for
FILMLINE CORPORATION, Erna Street, Mil¬
Conn.

Ansco .

72

Bousch & Lomb Optical Co.127
Berndt-Bach, Inc. 81
Birns & Sawyer .

95

TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT

Byron, Inc. Back Cover

PROFESSIONAL JR. tripod. $85.00. VICTOR DUNCAN,
7500 Miller Rd., Dearborn, Michigan.

FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

The Calvin Co.73, 74

CINE Special Series 1. Perfect. 1" lens. $400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

SERVICES AVAILABLE

FILMLINE RTR High speed 16mm reversal processing
machine.
Excellent condition.
Temperature con¬
trol, air compressor and SS circulating pump.
New $5995.00
Price $2500.00
FILMLINE R-15 16mm reversal processing machine.
Temperature controlled, air compressor and circu¬
lating pump. New $3905.00.
Price $2995.00
SMALL negative-positive 16mm processing machine.
Refrigeration
and SS circulating
pump.
Will
process film at negative 10ft. per minute. Sound
track 15 ft. per minute.
Positive 20 ft. per
minute.
Price $300.00
UHLER combination 8-16, continuous printer.
Will
print picture and sound in one operation. 1200
ft. capacity.
Price $300.00
Box 1329, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
FOR SALE: Auricon Model 70 200 ft. camera one
inch FI .9 Eastman lens; highly modified N.R. 25
type amplifier.
Sound track bias reverse for
positive track on neg. film and normal. Individual
two mike inputs.
Mike, 25 ft. cable.
Auricon
tripod with pan head $700.00. Write or call for
details. THOM PIGNEGUY, Film Director, WTVOTV, Box 470, Rockford, III. Tel. 3-5413.
16mn' ARRIFLEX, excellent condition, 3 lenses, 400'
magazine with torque motor, battery, matte box,
large
Arriflex
case.
All.$1,700.00.
TOM
COUNTRYMAN, 15 No. Ninth St., Minneapolis,
Minn.
Federal 2-2539.
9"

230mm F3.8 Century 16mm Tele-Athenar for
Bolex
B&H, Special, or RX stop.
Brand new.
Cost $139.00. Sell $95.00. Box 1334, AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.

CINE Special 11 with 25mm Ektar 1.4 and 15mm
Ektar 2.5.
2-100 ft. film chambers.
Excellent!
$650.00. M. S. SELLS, WJBF-TV, Augusta, Ga.
2 Colortran Sr. Kits.each 150.00
1 Colortran Jr. Kit. 110.00
2 Colortran 2 lite broads, transformer. 90.00
Mole-Richardson MR-90 Hi-Arc. 525.00
M-R 40 Duarc with pedestal.. 275.00
220 volt, 3 phase Interlock motor for Mitch¬
ell NC or BNC. 375.00
Same as above for Standard Mitchell.. 250.00
220 volt, 3 phase Sync Motor for Stand¬
ard Mitchell . 275.00
New Esco 'A hp, 220 volt, 3 phase Sync
Motors .each 65.00
RCA PG-201 Sound Projector with Sync Motor
Drive ... 20b jO
New Blue Seal 35mm Recorders less Galvano¬
meter .
2695.00
Simple 4 Star 35mm Re-recorder or Dubber,
Sync Motor, Pedestal and Magazines. 695.00
As above with magnetic head. 895.00
United
Research
35mm
Re-Recorder Sync
Motor; Magazines, Pedestal. 295.00
BLUE SEAL SOUND DEVICES
P.O. Box 1008
New Canaan, Conn.
MITCHELL NC 35mm camera outfit. FILM EFFECTS,
1153 No. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.

Camera Equipment Co.69, 80, 82,
107,

EXPERIENCED BIRD AND WILDLIFE photographernaturalist,
offers
excellent
16mm
Kodachrome
stock footage in natural habitat.
State require¬
ments.
Sample film and list on request. .Bird
and wildlife assignments accepted. DICK PFEIFER,
8560 S. Oleson Rd., Portland 19, Oregon.
SCRIPT WRITING—commercial, industrial, television.
ORION
PRODUCTIONS,
1458
11th St..
Santa
Monica, California.
EXPERIENCED,
CREATIVE,
IMAGINATIVE
AND
ADAPTABLE Young man (32), college graduate
(film major). Three years experience as camera¬
man.
Two years experience as film editor.
De¬
sires responsible position in non-theatrical film
production.
Resume
on
request.
Box
1330,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
MOTION picture photographer with own equip¬
ment and six years experience in 16/35mm loca¬
tion and studio.
430 public relations and in¬
dustrial films to credit.
Seeks secure position.
Young man capable of assuming responsibilities.
BERNIE ZUCH, 448 E. 48th St., Brooklyn, N.Y.
Pr 8-6349.
EUROPEAN COVERAGE undertaken anywhere.
20
years experience, see International Almanac. Stock
shots available. JOHN BYRD, 27 Arthur Road,
London, S.W. 19, England.

CAR-TRUCK-AMBULANCE-POLICE — DAY-night —EK
16mm color. (Can fill your order, send script in
advance). Highway scenes taken from car, etc.
JIM SEYMOUR—accident photos, 115 No. Main
St., Crystal Lake, III. Phone 653—Person to Person.

LABORATORY & SOUND

WIRE US—WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Cable; SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch—6331 Hollywodo Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-2124
Mitchell — Akeley — B&H — Wall — Eyemo
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment
NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 West 48th St.
New York, N.Y.
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no

..103

Capital Film Labs, Inc.-. 93, 94
Cinekad Engineering Co. ..133
George W. Colburn Lab., Inc.133
Consolidated Film Industries _136
DuPont __inside Front Cover
Film Associates, Inc. ..

135

Film Effects of Hollywood _122
Filmline Corp. ..92,

122

Florman & Babb, Inc. 76
Jack A. Frost ..

131

General Film Laboratories . 77
W. J. German, Inc....Inside Back Cover
Gevaert Co. of America, Inc.129

75

Hollywood Camera Exchange...131
Hollywood Camera Company 100, 101
Hollywood Film Co.125
Houston-Fearless Corp. 79
Kling Photo Corp.83, 84, 85,

ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16mm Black & White and Anscochrome—ProcessingPrinting — Recording — Editing — Production —
Rental — Sales. All types of film in stock.
Write for Price List
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colorado
TAbor 5-2812
SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost. High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERV¬
ICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3,
Ohio. Phone ENdicott 1-2707.
16mm SOUND and picture editing—sound recording
—music—effects.
DON
DUNN'S
EL
RANCHO
AUDIO, near Palos Verdes and L. A. Harbor,
26246 Fairview Avenue, Lomita, Calif. DAvenport
6-4925.

t

WE GLADLY TAKE CONSIGNMENTS.
SET YOUR OWN PRICE—
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL

Camera Mart, Inc. _

Hallen Electronics .

ACCIDENTS

WWW'

WE BUY - SWAP - SELL - CONSIGN
List Cameras, Dollies, Lenses, Lights,
Moviolas, Printers, Recorders, Studio
or Laboratory Equipment you don't need.

109,

Great Lakes Motion Picture Service..! 35

STOCK FOOTAGE

WANTED
CONVERT SURPLUS INTO CASH

108,

'
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EASTMAN
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE

FILMS

W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
6677
SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
Hollywood 4-6131

For ANY or ALL Producer Services
...it's

byron

across

SOUND
RECORDING

MUSIC LIBRARY

SOUND
EFFECTS

MAGNETIC SOUND
S STRIPING

NEGATIVE-POSITIVE
COLOR PROCESSING

For information and
quotations on ANY or ALL
of these Producer Services,
write, phone or ivire ...

B & W PRINTING
AND PROCESSING

COLOR-CORRECT
PRINTS

DHL ^

i iiC^l il

laboratory
1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C
FEderal 3-4000
1226 East Colonial Drive, Orlando, Florida
CHerry 1-4161
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SEfiVIN6 lU FIRDS
OF MOTION PICTURE
PRODUCTION

The Magazine of Motion Picture Photography
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Free-Lanc^
Are Restored

•Filming “They Came To Cordura
•The MitcheN Camera

EASTMAN
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE

FILMS

W. J. GERMAN, Inc
6677
SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
HOLLYV/OOD 38, CALIFORNIA
Hollywood 4-6131

TEL-Animastand
ANIMATION and SPECIAL EFFECTS CAMERA STAND

• operates with any IBmni or SSmm camera
• Precision aiignment from 2 through 24 fieWs
• Massive main column {3W' dia.} guide column
{2" dia.) ground for accurate performance
• Bail bearings for smooth zoom action
• Precision machining thruout with .001 accuracy
• 60" zoom; 24" east/west, 18" north/south travel
• 360° Rotational table; precise locking action
• 4 counters calibrate compound; zoom movements
• Twin heavy-duty rods support rigid, counter¬
balanced camera faceplate
• Roller chain drive; ultimate strength 2000 lbs.
• Easy to install & operate. Passes thru 30" doorway
• Acme registration ‘'Standard of the Industry”
• Heavy welded steel base
• Wt. 850 lbs.; Ht 9 ft.

^2995
CONVENIINT PAYMENT

PtAN AVAIWBLE

Write for illustrated brochure describing
many adaptations of the TEL-Animastand

Here is a partial list of the many
satisfied Tel-Animastand users:
Associated Missile Products Corp., Pomona, Calif.
Boeing Airplane Co., Wichita, Kansas
California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif.
Campbell Films, Saxton’s River, Vermont
Holland-Wegman Productions, Buffalo, N. Y.
Sandia Corporation, Albuquerque, N. M.
Telefects, Inc,, New York, N. Y.
TV Spot Service, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
UNESCO (Aid to India), Paris, France
University of California, Livermore, Calif.
Veterans Administration Hospital, Topeka, Kansas
Viguie Film Productions, Inc., Santurce, P. R.

^ke ^Uepartmeni ^lore

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.

ike ^Tjotion Jf^iclUre

602 WEST 52nd ST., NEW YORK 19. N. Y. • Phone: PLaza 7-0440 • Cable: SOSOUND .
Western Branch: 6331 Hollywood Boulevard. Hollywood 28, Calif. • Phone: HO 7-2124^^
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In This Issue

Editor
NOT AN INTERIOR IN THE PICTURE!
Cinematographer Burnett Guffey, ASC, photographed
'"They Came To Cordura'^ entirely out of doors.
EDITORIAL ASSISTANT
Marion Hutchins

TV NEWS—GROWING MARKET FOR FREE LANCE CINEMATOGRAPHERS
Television is demanding increasing amounts of on-the-spot
footage for its newscasts, and aspiring young
motion picture cameramen are supplying it.

CONTRIBUTING EDITORS
Derek Hill

ANIMATED FILM TECHNIQUES

Joseph Henry

170

Part III in series describing the final stages of inking
and painting in cartoon animation.

Clifford Harrington
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169
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THE MITCHELL
Herb Lightman
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176

How paper and nitrate film prints of pioneer
motion pictures are being restored by
Kemp R. Niver of Hollytvood.

Emery Huse
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Burnett Guffey. A.S.C.
W. Wallace
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Hollywood’s favorite studio camera is illustrated
and described for benefit of students of cinematography.

Kelley, A.S C.

Arthur Edeson,

FILMING THE BOB HOPE CHRISTMAS TOUR

178

Resourcefulness and intelligent use of several
different negative stocks achieved a notable
photographic result under highly adverse conditions.

A.S.C.

Arthur Miller, A.S.C.

FILMING A PRIZE WINNER

Hal Mohr, A.S.C.

A non-professional’s professional approach to
planning and executing the photography of
an award-winning 16mm color film.

Ray Rennahan, A.S.C.
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Hal Rosson, A.S.C.

DO-IT-YOURSELF SOUND RECORDING

John Seitz, A.S.C.
Lester Shorr, A.S.C.
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Fifth article in series describing auxiliary equipment
required for recording magnetic sound for motion
pictures in the field or in the studio.
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ON THE COVER
COLUMBIA PICTURES' camera crew watches re¬
hearsal of scene for "They Came To Cordura" on
location near St. George, Utah. On the Mitchell
camera is new Panatar lens used for the CinemaScope-Eastmancolor production. Camera dolly was
especially designed with flanged rubber-tired wheels
enabling it to travel on wide-gauge railroad track.
Grouped around camera, from left, are Director
Robert Rossen (white cap); Cine'matographer Burnett
Guffey, ASC; Jim Saper, assistant cameraman; op¬
erator Andy McIntyre (standing above Saper); Walte'r
Meins (far right) and Gene Lenoir (center fore¬
ground). Story about the photography of "Cordura"
appears in this issue.

Features
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News and pictures of A.S.C. doings, its members
and industry personalities.
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IF here and what TV and feature film
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Things that are new for makers of motion pictures.
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The Mitchell camera, by virtue of its
exact pin registration during film ex¬
posure, allows these data to be deter¬
mined to a reasonably high degree of
accuracy through the use of film assess¬
ing equipment built to take advantage
of this feature:
■ -;-jTj
1

OF

1

MOTION

1

□

□

DIRECTION

□

□

□

□

□

□
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Yaw—Side-to-side motion of missile.
'-j-^
□

□
j

□

□

DIRECTION

MOTON —_

□

□

□

□

Mitchell Camera installation for radar tracking studies.

ct;

Pitch—Up-and-down motion of missile.
f-^
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□

□

□
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□

SHN

Roll—Turning motion of missile.
□

□

□

□

□

□

□

0

• Exact Pin Registration
During Film Exposure

□

HOW MITCHELL CAMERAS
SUPPLY VARIED DATA IN ROCKETS
AND MISSILES DEVELOPMENT

DIRECTION

^....

J

Miss Distance—Gap between missile
and target at point of interception.
'-^

□
□

• Event Time to 1 Millisecond

H h

□
□
□
□
□

□

Position Data—Target location with
azimuth and elevation readings.
□

□

□

□

For information on Mitchell cameras,
write describing your requirements.

□

One metric photographic group shoots
as much as 20,000 feet of 35mm film in
one day. Other Mitchell cameras record
underwater, engineering and aviation
tests at this ordnance center.

Flight Time—A series of lines on film;
timed to accuracy of 1 millisecond.

□

□

□

Fifty Mitchell 35mm cameras are used
on radars, tracking camera mounts and
fixed tripods to record missile and rocket
development. Camera motors allow syn¬
chronous as well as in-phase operation

of several cameras covering a test...
important in film assessing. Eight 16mm
Mitchell cameras are used for pictorial
coverage of tests.

L_-

□

Extensive testing instruments incorpo¬
rating Mitchell 16mm, 35mm and 70mm
cameras provide key data at the U. S.
Naval Ordnance Test Station at China
Lake, Calif., one of the primary weapon
development centers of the Navy’s
Bureau of Ordnance.

H t-

□

Data dial instrumentation by Mitchell camera.

□

□

Pictorial Record—Record of all visible
actions during test.
7-□
□
□

□

□

□

Cable Address: “MITCAMCO'

Are Filmed With Mitchell Cameras

□

666 WEST HARVARD STREET
GLENDALE 4. CALIFORNIA

□

85% Of Professional Motion
Pictures Shown Throughout The World

..

Separation Data—High-speed separa¬
tion actions for detailed study.

Charlie Chaplin and Jackie Coogan in

The Kid,

1921.

Before Charlie Chaplin and Jackie Coogan starred in The Kid in 1921,
Consolidated Film Industries was contributing its knowledge and skills to
the art of film processing.
In the 40 years since then, CFl is still the leader in the industry. CFl offers a
complete film laboratory with every professional service necessary for superior
film processing.
For the finest in film processing; specify CFl!

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES
959 SEWARD ST., HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
521 WEST 57th STREET, NEW YORK 19, NEW YORK
Hollywood 9-1441

Circle 6-0210

Thm g g mson why Hew York,
Chieogo onj Hollywood
Buy ond Rent from CtPO*
Everybody knows that CECO sells and rents
the world’s finest photographic equipment. But
many of these products are

mm

available elsewhere. So there
must be a reason why so many film makers
come to us. The reason is knowledge,
experience and consultation service that no

Professional Junior* Tripod
World’s standard of quality. This newest PRO JR.
gives you super-smooth action and simple camera
attaching method; telescoping pan handle with adjustable
angle; sockets for left, right, reverse tilts; special pan
tension knob; cast-in tie-down eyelets; self-aligning
double leg locking knobs; built-in spirit level.
*Reg. US Pat Off No. 2318910
PLANOTYPE Adhesive
Plastic Lettering

one else is as well equipped to render as we are.

Ideal for captions, legends,
titles, art work for TV
commercials. Can be used
easily, needs no special
skills. Aheres to most
materials indefinitely.
Comes in many type faces
and sizes, and in a variety
of colors.

We employ masters in every category of film
production. Whether the script calls for the
usual or the unusual, it is smart to
CECO Periscope
Finder Attachment

come to CECO

This is not

intended as a slur

on the many ^

fine film makers

who are ti^ located in New York, Chicago
and Hollywood. The top Pros throughout

For Mitchell or CECO
Erect Image Viewfinder.
Allows cameraman to view
through finder from
12 inches above or below
normal viewing position.
May be used when camera
is above or below average
height. Adjustable.

the world are also loyal CECO patrons.
Whatever the need, if CECO can’t solve
it, who can?
*CECO—Trademark of Camera Equipment CO
FRANK C. 2UCKER

(TfltiiERfl €9uipm€nT (o.,inc.
Dept. I

31S West 43rd

St.,

New York 36,

N. Y.

JUdson 6-1420

SHARPS Colour
Chart and Grey Scale
Indicates how colors will
reproduce in monochrome
when photographed by
film or TV cameras.
Insures correct evaluation
and choice of colors
for desired effects.

AddiHonat Rroducis
CECO 110 Volt AC DC Variable
Speed Motor for
Mitchell 35mm Camera

CECO offers the world’s largest and most
comprehensive line of professional cameras,

Specially designed to drive
camera at variable speeds from
8 to 48 EPS. Operates efficiently
even in coldest climates.
Attaches easily to camera with
2 screws. Available for
Bell & Howell 35 mm Standard
cameras. 12 volt DC also
available. Variable speed motors
for other cameras in stock.

accessories, lighting, editing, processing and
animation equipment including: MAURER
Products (Exclusive Distributor); Oxberry
Animation Equipment; Cooke Speed Panchro
Series II, Kinetal, Kinoptic, and Bausch & Lomb
Baltar Lenses. Other products we carry are:
Color Charts - Computers - Splicers - Exposure
meters - Projectors - Screens - Marking pencils
and pens - editors gloves - stop watches.
New CECO Stop Motion
Motor for Cine Special

Rertiafs
Cameras - 16mm and 35mm
Editing Equipment
Lighting Equipment
Generators - Truck mounted or Portable

110 volt AC synchronous
operation. One-half second
exposure. Run forward
and reverse. Equipped with
frame counter. Easily mounted
on camera, needs no special
tools. Stop motion motors
available for most other cameras.

Sound Equipment
Projection Equipment
Grip Equipment

35mm CECO Professional Film Viewer
with Double System Sound Reader
Easy threading, portable. Views
film on large 6" x AV^ " brilliant screen.
Affords sound and picture synchronization
editing; synch adjustment. Available
as single system reader or as viewer only.
Counter optional; easily attached.
16mm models available.

WESTON Model 614 Foot-Candle Meter
No correction factors necessary.
Compact. Convenient range-changing
switch. Cell tilts to any angle. Measures
0 to 60, 120 or 600 ft. candles.

Ask about our Precision Repair
and Design Engineering Service!
CECO 2-Speed Geared Head
for BNC or Raby Blimp

SALES

SERVICE

RENTALS

FRANK C. ZUCKER

(£flm€Rfl Gc^uipmeni (o.,inc.
Dept. I

315 West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. Y

JUdson 6-1420

Offers slow or fast pan
and tilt. Provides extreme tilts,
Super-smooth action, rugged
construction. Accepts
silent cameras with accessory
bridge plate.

^
i
!
;
|
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Motion Picture Laboratories
Gives You The Master Craftsmanship
Your Film Deserves

Motion Picture Laboratories gives you the

stand why Motion Picture Laboratories is one

master craftsmanship your film deserves for the

of America’s fastest growing service laboratories.

very good reason that only master craftsmen

Turn these advantages to your advantage. Send

process your films. Besides, Motion Picture Lab¬

your film to Motion Picture Laboratories. Send

oratories is the complete service laboratory for

it by Air. Send it today!

16mm film producers. And it is a basic princi¬
pal at Motion Picture Laboratories, for each
individual piece of work, that there be abso¬
lutely no compromise with the highest standards

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES, INC.
781 S. Main Street •

Memphis 6, Tennessee

Phone Whitehall 8-0456

of excellence. When, in addition to these advan¬
tages, you know you can count on Motion
Picture Laboratories for personalized service
as well as unsurpassed speed, it is easy to under¬

Tyjaster Cra^tdmanskip
MARCH
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change without notice

that gives you pro¬
fessional quality fram¬
ing .. . your eyes see exactly
what your lens does. Precision
triple turret camera. Variable
speeds with fast Lytar f/1.8
lens.$360.00

BOLEX H-16
REFLEX
COLORTRAN JUNIOR KIT
Here, in one handy package,
you have the equivalent il¬
lumination of 3000 watts of
current from a 15 ampere
fuse! Compact kit fits any car,
contains everything you’ll need
for perfect lighting ... a
studio in a suitcase! Includes
2 Groverlite heads with 8 foot
aluminum stands.
All units
have barn doors and diffusion
slots for light control $208.50
SENIOR KIT—produces equivalent of 5000 watts
illumination from a 30 ampere fuse.$276.50
SPOT KIT—Contains 3 spotlights with a Broad or
Junior, plus 4 stands. Snoots and diffusion for spots $313.25

NEW
ARRIFLEX 16
The only 16mm camera pro¬
viding through-the-lens focus¬
ing and viewing during expos¬
ure, electric motor drive. Matte box cables.$1725.00
16mm Xenon f/1.9 lens.$170.00
25mm Xenon f/1.5 lens.$170.00
75mm Xenon f/2 lens.$200.00
Zoomar lens 1" to 3" f/2.8 for Arriflex.$579.00
Arriflex, Model 16 Tripod.$175.00
Same as above plug built-in buckle switch and
motor cable lock.$1795.00

MAGNASYNC TYPE

15 RECORDERS

Here is a complete, top-quality sound system, with playback
monitor amplifier, loudspeaker and recorder, all built into
one compact package.
• Easy - to - read
footage
counter.
• Direct coupled, high re¬
sistance rotor torque motors.
• Simplified single-switch for
all motor control functions.
• Simultaneous film monitor
through separate play head.
• Will accommodate standard
1200-foot film reels..$1,385.00

MAGNASYNC X-400 RECORDER
A complete sound system that weighs only 27 lbs.! Features
high gain "long-shot” microphone channel. Dialog equaliza¬
tion for “speech-music” selection. Self-contained playback
system for “film-direct” monitor.$985.00
Magnasync M-8 speaker, amplifier, and accessory
case .$110.00
4-position, high level mixing w/AVz"
Vumeter mounted in case.$395.00
New single compact unit with playback speaker.$1385.00

Through the lens viewing
and focusing while
shooting.
BOLEX 16mm LENSES
Pan Cinor f/2.4 lens, focal lengths
from lyi/amm to 70mm.$369.00
Pan Cinor 100 f/3.4 lens, focal
lengths from 25mm to
100mm
.$439.00
Switar 10mm w. w. f/1.6 FM 8"
to inf. “C” mount. Visifocus $149.50
Switar 16mm w. a. f/1.8 FM 8" to
inf. “C” mount. Visifocus.$99.50
Switar 25mm 1" f/1.5 FM IV2'
to inf. Visifocus.$115.00
Yvar 100mm 4" f/3.3 tele. 4-power
magnification. Focuses 8' to inf.
.$89.50

Yvar 16mm w. a. f/2.8. Focuses 1'
to inf. “C” mount. Visifocus $59.50
Pizar 26mm 1" f/1.9. Focuses IVz'
to inf. “C” mount. Visifocus $67.50
Yvar 75mm 3" f/2.8 tele. Focuses
5' to inf. "C” mount. Visifocus
.$69.50
Switar 25mm 1" f/1.4. Focuses
11/2' to inf. “C” mount.$168.00
Switar f/1.4 50mm 2" tele. lens.
Ultra-high speed. Focuses 3' to inf.
.$169.50
Yvar 150mm 6" f/4 tele. lens, lyi”
length. FM 13' to inf. with case.
.$145.75

PRECISION SOUND READERS
Simple threading . . . polished sta¬
bilizer drum with needle bearings,
with a surface which cannot damage
film. Film rollers machined to con¬
form with SMPTE standards, and
equipped with oilless bearings . . .
precision ground shafts . . . dimen¬
sions 6" X 6" X 71/2".
Amplifier: 117 volts—60 cycle—A.C.
Power output—4 watts. Heavy duty
Alnico V speaker . . . safety fused
. . . prefocused socket . . . pilot
light ... 6 ft. heavy duty cord.
Optical Model 600—16mm and 35mm
$185.00
Magnetic Model 700—16mm, 17.5mm,
35mm and Vn inch.$198.00
Optical-Magnetic Model 800—16mm,
35mm and 14 inch.$259.50

AURICON
CINE-VOICE II
16mm sound - on - film
movie camera with pro¬
fessional heavy-duty 3lens
turret.
Operates
from house current or
car battery. Available in
a choice of models to
suit a variety of filming
requirements ....$795.00
Used

CINE-VOICE I
.$495.00

Optical Sound Reader Model 650
RL—16mm .$169.50

AURICON PRO-500
16mm
optical-sound-onfilm; self-blimped; sync
motor drive for single or
double-system recording;
Electromatic
take - up,
film-flow without friction
clutches or belts. Various
combinations of accesso¬
ries available. $1456.25
AURICON “SUPER-1200”
16mm sound-on-film cam¬
era (self-blimped) with
3-lens turret for “C”
mount lenses. 1200 ft.
capacity for 33 minutes
recording time. $4149.00

SUPER 1200
AURICON PAN-TILT pro¬
fessional tripod, wgt. 27
lbs.$406.25
AURICON PRO-200. Was $1 ,495.00
Now — Used . .$995.00

West's Largest Selection • Budget Terms Available • Write In For A Complete List Of Professional Equipment

45 KEARNY AT MAIDEN LANE • EXBROOK 2-7348 • SAN FRANCISCO 8, CALIFORNIA
e
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“YOU CAN’T MISS
with an ARRIFLEX 35”
says Jack Painter, A.S.C.
Chief Photographer, Movietonews, Inc.
“I've travelled many times all over the world with
my Arriflex 35, and have used it under the most
trying conditions. It has never failed me," says
the globe-girdling chief cameraman whose Fox
AAovietone newsreels are shown both here and
abroad.
“Arriflex 35 was with me when I shot the Cinema¬
scope color short about the *A Bomb' called
'Survival City'. Travelogues and documentary pic¬
tures—in Cinemascope or 'plain'—both in foreign
countries and in the United States were taken
with my Arriflex 35. Arriflex was the only camera
we had with us—no others could have done the
job as well!
“Because it is a reflex camera, the Arriflex 35
has resolved our photographic problems. With
an Arriflex 35 you know what you're getting."
Photograph shows Jock Pamfer, a veteran of 39
years of service with Movietone News, Inc. shooting
a street scene with his Arriflex and Pan-Cinor
model 150 varifocal lens.

; •vict

SOL£ U. S. DISTRIBUTOR

FHOTO OOrtF
257 Fourth Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
7303 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood 46, Cal.

r
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SPRINGTIME IS A GOOD TIME
FOR TERRIFIC MONEY SAVING DEALS!
35mm CAMERAS

EYEMOS
Eyemo 71Q, critical 'lOCus, flli'er slot,
positive
finder
w/elements,
1"
Baltar, 2" Eymax, 4" Cinemar, 6"
Eymox, 2-400' mags., 2 cases,
value over $1,000.00. Exception¬
ally fine condtiion .$
Eyemo 71Q, critical focus, positive
finder w/elemenis, 2", 4", 6"
lenses, 2-400' ,mags., 2 cases,
value over $1,500.00. Very fine
condition
.
Eyemo 71M compact turret, zoom
finder, 2", 4" 6" lenses, case,
value over $1,200.00. Terrific sav¬
ings .-.
Eyemo 71K spider turret, positive
finder w/elements, 2", 4", 6"
lenses, case, value over $1,000.00.
Excellent
.
Eyemo 71K spider turret, drum type
finder, 2", 4", b" lenses, case.
Value over $1,000.00. Very fine..
Eyemo 71K single lens model, filter
slot, zoom finder, 2" lens, adapted
for magazine and motor, 1-400'
mag., case, value over $900.00.
Exceptionally fine .
Eyemo 71K single lens model, 2"
lens, filter, handle, neck strap, high
speed winding key, crank, value
over $600.00.
Specially reduced
to .
Eyemo 71A camera, 2" lens, very fine
condition, special .
Eyemo 400' magazines, special.
Two 400' mags, w/case', special....
Eyemo Zoom Viewfinders, lens fields
from 25mm to 10", brand new,
complete with camera door, fits
any Eyemo, no installation, value
over $300.00.
Specially reduced
to ...

725.00

495.00

525.00

395.00

350.00

295.00

16mm CAMERAS
119.00
69.50
29.50
61.50

74 50

EYEMO LENSES
24mm Cooke f2 .$
25mm Cooke Speed Panchro f2.
25mm Baltar f2.3 .
25mm Eymax f4.5, fix focus.
35mm Ilex Cinemat f2.9 .
47mm TH Cooke f3.3 .
50mm Eymax f4.5, fix focus.
50mm Eymax f2.8 .
50mm Wollensak fl.5 .
50mm Kinar f2.3 .
75mm Zeiss Tessar f2.8 .
75mm Ilex Cinemat f2.9 .
75mm T-H Cooke f2.5 .
75mm Baltar f2.3 ...
3V/' T-H Cooke f3.3 ...
100mm .Miltar T2.2, new .
100mm Baltar f2.3 .
100mm Cinemat f2.9 .
1 00mm Astro Pan Tachar f2.3.
6" Eymax f4.5 .
6" Seminat f3.5 .
6" Cooke Telekinic f4.5 .
6" Baltar f2.7 .
10.5cm Trioplan Gorlitz f3 .
10" Eymax f4.5 .
1 1 " T-H Cooke f5.6 .
12" Dallmeyer f5.6 .

Arriflex model 1, 3 lenses, 2-200'
mags.,
motor,
sunshade,
case,
used, excellent condiiion .$ 745.00
Arriflex model II, 3 Schneider lenses,
2-400' mags., motor, sunshade,
case, battery, charger, exception¬
ally fine condition,
value over
$2,800.00, specially reduced to.... 1,695.00
Arriflex blimp with 220 volt synchron¬
ous motor, 110 volt transformer,
like new, list $2,025.00, special.... 1,650.00
Cineflex
reflex
camera,
2
lenses,
2-200' mags., motor, case, ex¬
cellent .
395.00
Zeiss Hi-Speed 35mm camera, up to
2000 fps, 10 Proxar lenses, ideal
for industrial or scientific work.
195.00
Mitchell
35mm
Standard
camera,
2-1000' mags., motor, sunshade,
viewfinder, 40, 50, 75mm lenses,
tripod, all cases, first class operat¬
ing condition, value over $7,000.
3,995.00
Fearless Blimp w/follow focus con¬
trols for Mitchell Standard, sound395.00
Cinekad synchronous motor and base
for Arriflex, 1 1 Ov 60c, new, spe195.00

95.00
95.00
95.00
24 50
45.00
45.00
29.50
49.50
79.50
69.50
49.50
49.50
69.50
125.00
49.50
129 50
129 50
49.50
49.50
49.50
49.50
49.50
145.00
45.00
49.50
59.50
95.00

Auricon Pro-600 sound on film cam¬
era, turret, TV-T kine shutter, auto¬
parallax
finder,
3-600'
mags.,
sync motor, model S variable area
galvo w/amplifier and sound ac¬
cessories, 2 cases, tripod, demon¬
stator,
value
over
$5,000.00.
Specially offered at . 3,995.00
Auricon Cine Voice 100 ft. capacity,
sound camera, turret, variable area
galvo w/amplifier and sound ac¬
cessories, case, very fine operating
condition,
value
over
$900.00.
Special .
625.00
Berndi" Maurer professional camera,
1 -400' mag., sync motor, view¬
finder, sunshade, case, camera has
registration pins, ideal for anima¬
tion or titles, value over $4,000.
Specially reduced to . 1,195.00
Custom Built Blimp for Maurer w/fol¬
low focus control, special.
295.00
Auricon blimp and sync motor for
Cine Special camera, follow focus,
like new .
295.00
Ceco blimp sync motor for Cine Spe¬
cial camera, geared follow focus,
like new, list $760.00. Special.
395.00

MOVIOLAS
All Reconditioned, Overhauled—Guaranteed
Moviola model UCS 35mm picture
on
3" viewer,
35mm separate
optical - magnetic sound, cabinet,
amplifier, speaker,
no take-ups,
value $1,100.00. Special .
625.00
Moviola model UCS 35mm picture on
3" viewer, 35mm separate optical
sound, cabinet, amplifier, speaker,
with take-ups. Value over $1,400.
Special .-.
845.00

Moviola model UCS three head ma¬
chine, 35mm picture on 3" viewer,
two separate 35mm opiical-magnetic sound heads, cabinet, ampli¬
fier, speaker, take-ups, excellent
condition, value $2,000.00. Spe¬
cially reduced to . 1,295.00
Moviola model UDS 35mm picture
on late type conversion 3x4 screen,
separate 35mm optical - magnetic
sound, cabinet, amplifier, speaker,
with take-ups, exceptionally fine
condition, special ... 1,095.00
Moviola synchronizers
List
Special
2/35mm
.$120.00
$69.50
3/35mm
. 145.00
79.50
2/l6-2/35mm combination.. 245.00
99.50
Moviola 35mm optical sound reader
w/amplifier & speaker, used, ex¬
cellent, specially reduced to.
49.50

EDITING EQUIPMENT
Neumade synchronizers
List
2/35mm .
.$1 60.00
3/35mm .
. 190.00
1/16-1/ 35mm comb. . . 175.00
2/16-1/ 35mm comb. .. . 195.00
Synchromaster 4/35mm synchronizer.
exceptionally fine.
list $260.00,
special .
English special model 4/35mm synchronizer, value $195.00, like new,
special .
Hollywood automatic 35mm mylar
tape splicer, list $195.00, demon¬
strator, specially reduced to...

Special
$69.50
79.50
79.50
89.50

119.50

99.50

145.00

EDITING TABLES
Porcelain top, overhead light, 72x
34x31, value $175.00, special.$
Porcelain top, 2 drawers, 42x28x36,
value $75.00, special .
Metal top, 2 drawers, 60x20x38,
value $85.00, special .
Ace 35mm rotary viewer with foot¬
age counter and image erector, list
$265.00. Ideal for viewing nega¬
tive, used, exceptionally fine condi¬
tion
.

99.50
39.50
49.50

195.00

PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
Bell
&
Howell
F ilmosound
385B,
latest model, separate 12" speaker,
like new, list $579.95, special.$
Bell & Howell Filmosound Magnetic
202C w/built-in detachable speak¬
er. like new, value over $700.00.
Special .
Bell
&
Howell
F ilmosound
185B
w/separate 12" power speaker,
25W amplifier, value over $600.
Special .
Soundview filmstrip and 2x2 slide
projector,
turntable, amplifier &
speaker, like new, special.
Vistascope wide screen anamorphic
lens
for
camera
or
projector,
2-1/2:1 ratio, d emonstrator, below
cost .

425.00

495.00

245.00

59.50

59.50

EVERY ITEM IS CHECKED IN OUR SHOP.
QUANTITIES LIMITED - ACT FAST!
WIRE OR PHONE: PLAZA 7-6977

caMEM maim.

1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.) NEW YORK 23 • PLoza 7-6977 • Cable: Comeromart

at Columbus Circle next to
New York’s new Coliseum

The Producers and Cameramen are the Men who know that Auricon Cameras
stand fdr Dependability and Quality in the production of Professional 16 mm
Sound-On*Film Tailking Pictures,
In addition to Studio filming^ Auricon with Filitiagnetic Sound is also being used for'
Television Newsreel programming of, events happening all over the World;
Noiseless operation is the best proof of precision design, and Auricon Cameras run
s"a quietly that'no cumbeisome external'sound-proof “blimp” enclosure is required!
'■s

^

^

PfpddPprs and Cameramen frqm Hollywood; to Hong Kong have named Auricon
iSir#,: *^&ek:ahd.
fb mm'" Sound-Cameras I ”

•• p

All Auricon Cameras are sold with a 30-day money-back Guarantee and a one-year Service Guarantee. You must be satisfied!

MANUFACTURERS OF SOU N D-ON-FI LM
RECORDING EQUIPMENT SINCE 1931

"roc; CAN

I

£ PEN

AURICON PRO-600

SUPER 1200

TRIPOD

PORTABLE POWER UNIT

SOUND RECORDER

J1871.00 & up

$5667.00 & up

5406.25 & up

5269 50

$3630.00 i, up

ON AURICON (6MM SOUNP - ON - f 11M CAMERAS FOR

PROFESSIONAL
RESULTS!

Write for
your free copy
of this 74-page
Auricon
Catalog.

•vX

AURICON

-V?

FIUMAGNETIC

•<X

ARE TRADE-MARKS

OF BERNDT-BACH. INC.

a, produ-Gt of

HOllywoocd.

S-OS31

rr

NEW
TIME-LAPSE CAMERA MOTOR
BUILT BY MEN WITH 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE

HOLLYWOOD
BULLETIN BOARD

STOP MOTION
ANIMATION
I SEC EXP

PRICE $69.£2
ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

1. POWERFUL MOTOR WITH INTERNAL BRAKE
IN ALUMINUM CASE
2. MOTOR SWITCH: INTERMITTENT-CONTINUOUS
3. LIGHT SWITCH- INTERMITTENT-CONTINUOUS
4 LIGHT(OR RELAY) OUTLET
5. REMOTE CONTROL INLET (SWITCH OR TIMER)
6. STANDARD TRIPOD THREAD ON BOTTOM
7. CONNECTS WITH CAMERA BY PLASTIC TUBING

ROLAB

PHOTO-SCIENCE LABORATORIES
SANDY HOOK, CONNECTICUT
OTHER ROLAB PRODUCTS CAMERA TIMERS
(INTERVALOMETERS), MICROCINEMA APPARATUS. ETC. (FOR SALE OR RENT)

FAMOUS

HauLf XiLLf

FILM COMPUTERS

(SECONDS-MINUTES-FEET-FRAMES.ETC.)
THOUSANDS
IN USE ALL
OVER THE
WORLD

ROLE OF CINEMATOGRAPHER in video tope production of TV entertainment wos subject of discussion ot
February meeting of the ASC, with leaders of Labor and TV industry on hand to air their views. At rostrum
in photo obove, left, is ASC Prexy Wolter Strenge. Others, from left, are Richard Walsh, Pres, of lATSE;
Fenton Coe, Dir. of Film Prodn., NBC; Oscor Wick, Recording Supervisor, NBC; and Jay Rescher, head of
lATSE's east coast local. In photo at right are, from left, Ed Benham, Chief Engineer, KTTV; Arthur Edeson,
ASC; Dick Moore, Pres. KTTV; Dick Welsch (in back of mike stand), NBC TV Network Prodn. Dir.; and
Jack Kennedy, NBC, standing.

116/35 o»t 0/l6

I $2P $1.251
.AT YOUR DEALER OR AT READY-EDDY SANDY HOOK
^
CONNECTICUT

Consider,..

COLBURN
COLOR
POSITIVES
(Eastman Internegative-Color Print)

for your next
16mm release
protect your original
enjoy faster delivery
finer color corrections
uniform prints
TO or a 1000 at lower
costs

GEO. W.COLBURN
LABORATORY, INC.
164 No. Wacker Drive, Chicago 6
Telephone DEarborn 2 6286
Demonstration Reel
available on request
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Recognizing the growing importance of video
tape recording in the business of producing
program material for television, and its
potential impact on the future of Holly¬
wood’s directors of photography, American
Society of Cinematographers last month
invited leaders of Labor and important west
coast TV engineers to discuss the subject
before its members assembled at the Society’s
monthly dinner.
lATSE President Richard Walsh said no
one in the industry should underestimate
the potentials of tape; that it presents
problems for all—cameramen, film editors,
and the laboratories alike. He saw the film
laboratories
ultimately
producing
VTR
“prints,” same as they produce motion
picture film prints now.
Black-and-white VTR techniques are pretty
well advanced, now, said NBC’s Oscar Wick,
who pointed out they still are restricted to
playing back color video tapes on the same
machine on which the tapes are recorded.
Hal Mohr, ASC, urged every cinema¬
tographer to learn all he can about VTR
and especially what will he required of him
to put quality pictures on tape. “What we
have to offer VTR is the same thing we
have given to films,” he concluded.
•

•

•

The ASC's February meeting will honor its
Honorary Member William J. German, Presi¬
dent of the company that bears his name and
which distributes nationally Ea.stman pro¬
fessional motion pictuer films.
At the same time the Society will honor
seventeen of its members by presenting them
with 25-year gold membership cards. They
are: Lucien Ballard, Charles Boyle, J. Burgi
Contner, Floyd Crosby, Ray Fernstrom, Loyal
Griggs, Charles Harten, W. Wallace Kelley,
Lloyd Knechtel, Rudy Mate, Ted McCord,
Irmin Roberts, Joseph Ruttenberg, William

Snyder, William Steiner,
and Robert Tobey.
•

•

Walter

Strenge,

•

Sam Leavitt, ASC, has been signed by Otto
Preminger to direct the photography of
“Anatomy Of A Murder,” which Preminger
will produce and direct for Columbia Pic¬
tures. Shooting starts on Michigan locations
March 23rd.
•

•

•

Ray Rennahan, ASC, was among the winners
of awards bestowed by the Los Angeles Art
Directors Club last month. Award was for
“Best Photograph”—that which graces cover
of Warner Brothers Records’ album of “For
Whom The Bell Tolls,” for which Art
Director David Rose was also cited. Album
cover photo is blowup of closeup in color
of Ingrid Bergman which Rennahan had
photographed for the film production of “For
Whom The Bell Tolls.”
•

•

•

The ten motion pictures nominated by mem¬
bers of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences for awards for Best Achieve¬
ment in Photography for 1958, have been
announced by the Academy. Of the ten, five
are black-and-white and five are color. Titles
and names of men who photographed them
are:
Black and white: “The Defiiant Ones,” by
Sam Leavitt, ASC; “Desire Under the Elms,”
by Dan Fapp, ASC; “I Want To Live,” by
Lionel Lindon, ASC; “Separate Tables,” by
Chas. Lang, ASC; “The Young Lions,” by
Joe Mac Donald, ASC.
Color: “Auntie Marne,” by Harry Stradling,
ASC; “Cat On A Hot Tin Roof,” by Wm.
Daniels, ASC; “Gigi,” by Joe Ruttenberg,
ASC; “Old Man And The Sea,” by James
Wong Howe, ASC; “South Pacific,” by Leon
Shamroy, ASC.
■
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You'ire been clamorinff Sox it.
so ure repeat our sensational

that saves you $40
Here's what you get:

Regular Price

The most imitated—but never
duplicated professional Tripod

PRO JUNIOR TRIPOD.$150,00
PRO JUNIOR CARRYING CASE.18.00
PRO JUNIOR HI-HAT
22,00
Total Cost $190.00

YOU PAY ONLY $150.00
Deal Expires March 30th 1959

These are some of the PRO JUNIOR features:
Simplified camera attaching method.
Adjusting telescoping pan handle
with EXCLUSIVE adjustable angle.
Sockets for left, right or reverse tilt.
EXCLUSIVE special pan tension adjusting brake,
independent of pan lock.
Cast in tie-down eyelets.
EXCLUSIVE self-adjusting double leg locking knobs.
Head mounts on Hi-Hat or Baby Tripod.
Ideal for Motion Picture and TV Vidicon Cameras.

MADE IN U. S. BY SKILLED TECHNICIANS.

Professional Jr.

Tripod

Carrying Case

CnCO Professional Jr.
Hi-Hat

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED
• Reg. U.S. Pot. Off. 2318910

We made our first spectacular Pro Junior offer as
our bit to help the country climb out of the dol¬
drums. Now we are repeating it to accede to the
wishes of hundreds of cameramen who delayed so
long that the opportunity slipped out of their fingers.
When, if ever, this deal is repeated is problematic.
Imagine—world-famous Pro Junior Tripod, the
professional cameraman’s standby for decades and
the nation’s no. 1 best seller—at such remarkable
savings. Naturally, this offer is for a limited time
—after which prices return to normal. No fooling.
You know that what we advertise we do. So hurry
to avoid disappointment.

SPECIALS
OF THE
MONTH
Magnetic
Recording Tape
Top Hi-Fi Quality
1200 ft. 7"
3
1800 ft. 7"
3
1800 ft. 7"
3
2400 ft. 7"
3

WHAT’S NEW AT F&B

JARO-SALFORD
Professional
Exposure Meter
Combine's functions of both
photometer and exposure
meter in one instruemnt.
Line scale of each meter
is hand-calibrated for ut¬
most accuracy.

WHO’S
WHO
AT F&B

Auricon
blimp
and
Blimps,
sync motor for cine special.
.$395.00
perfect
Auricon Pro 200 camera, sync
motor, auto parallax finder,
n/r AMPC complete including
case .$1175.00

$295.00

E&B CHANGING BAG

Mitchell
16mm
camera,
4
baltars, sync motor, 2 400 ft.
mats, matbox finder, cases all
in excellent condition $4445.00

Finest, Rubberized, Light¬
proof
35"

Fabric.
X 44"

Generous
Size

with

Elastic Arm Hole's. Double
F & B's genius in charge of all equipment maintenance
came to us from 'Warner-Pathe, where he spe'nt several
vears in charge of maintaining their camera equipment.
Five years with Bell & Howell as Senior Camera
Technician and a stint with Eastern Optical Company
add to Dorn's fine’ background. He's also designed
many successful electronic devices and apparatus.
Bring your technical problems to us. They'll be solved
quickly, economically, and efficiently at Florman & Babb.

Zippered, including Zip¬
per Carrying Case—Reg.
$24.95, only . . .

13.95

F&B SPLIT REELS

You

can

inspect

SPLIT REEL METHOD SAVES
.

.

.

SPACE

project,
film

on

edit,

400
800
1200
1600

ft.
ft.
ft.
ft.

16mm
16mm
16mm
16mm

.

.

without

Heavy Duty Rewinds, Wenzel, 35mm. with clamp on
base. Set (1 geared—1 dummy).$8.95

MONEY

synchronize,

cores,

simply slipping them

.

clean

and

rewinding

by

in F&B SPLIT REELS.

Split
Split
Split
Split

reel
reel
reel
reel

4.50
6.00
7.50
9.00

Mitchell heavy-duty friction heads like new....$295.00
Continuous 16mm repeater projector, Movie-Mite with
built-in 8"xl0" screen. Continuous reel, carrying case,
excelle'nt condition .$145.00
St. George single frame cameras. Can be adapted for
slide-film use. Battery operated.$69.50
Fiberbilt fiber film shipping cases
400 ft. holds 8 reels .$2.40 each
400 ft. holds 3 re'els .$1.80 each
(Minimum 6 cases)

FLORMAN & BABB ,

Wall 35mm camera, silent, mo¬
tor, 2 400-ft. mags, lens, matbox, viewfinder very good con¬
dition .
$795.00
Super Panotar, anamorphic at¬
tachments with 5 V4" E. F.
super-lite prov. lens for 35mm.
Pair .$245

both

Army Surplus Equipment—Guaranteed new
or excellent condition at a fraction of its
original value.
TIME

Maurer 16mm camera, 3 e'ktars, sync motor, 2 400-ft.
mats, matbox, finder, cases all
in excellent condition $1975.00

Ampro Arc 16mm projectors
complete' with two amplifiers,
rectifiers, speakers, adjustable
stands .each $ 675

SPECIALS OF
THE MONTH
SIMPLE

acetate—
for $ 3.95
acetate—
for
5.25
mylar—
for
685
mylar—
for 10.60

1295

MOVIOLAS - MOVIOLAS
MOVIOLAS
UDPV3S, pic, preview screen,
sound heads cabinet, mounted
.$1695
UD2S—2—35mm pic heads,
16mm opt and mag heads,
cabinet mtd.$1495
LIDS 35mm, pic head, no takeups, cabinet mounted ....$675
ULCS 16mm, pic & standard
head cabinet mtd. perfect con¬
dition .. .$1295
35mm. opt. sd. heads with
takeups .each $395

INCORPORATED

68 West 45th Street • New York 36, N. Y. • MU 2-2928
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in the East it’s

■

■

■

L J
EASTMAN COLOR
DEVELOPING 35MM (5248) COLOR NEGATIVE
DEVELOPING 35MM (5253) AND 16MIVI (7253) INTERMEDIATES
35MM ADDITIVE COLOR PRINTING
16MM CONTACT AND REDUCTION ADDITIVE COLOR PRINTING
INTERNEGATIVES 16MM (7270) FROM 16MM KODACHROMES
BLOW-UPS FROM 16MM KODACHROME TO 35MM COLOR
KODACHROME SCENE TO SCENE COLOR BALANCED PRINTING
35MM COLOR FILM STRIP PRINTING

Write for Color Methods Brochure
MOVIELAB BUILDING • 619 W. 54th ST

NEW YORK 19, N. Y. • JUDSON 6-0360

INDEPENDENT

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Paul Beeson, “Summer of the 17th Doll”
(Hecht-Hill-Lancaster for UA.; shooting in
Australia) with Ernest Borgnine and Anne
Baxter. Leslie Norman, director.

ASSIGNMENTS
WHAT THE INDUSTRY'S CAMERAMEN WERE SHOOTING LAST MONTH
ASTERISKS INDICATE TELEVISION FILMS

Felipe Sacdalan, “The Scavengers” (HyFord Prods, for Hal Roach; shooting in
Hong Kong, Macao and Manila) with Vince
Edwards and Carol Ohmart. John Cromwell,
director.
Richard E. Cunha, “Bloodlust” (Cinegraf
Prods.) with Wilton Graff and June Kenny.
Ralph Brooke, director.

.1. Burgi Contner,
(shooting in N.Y.)

ALLIED ARTISTS

WiNTON Hoch, ASC, “The Big Circus”
(C’Scope & Technicolor; Saratoga Prods.)
with Victor Mature and Rhonda Fleming.
Joseph Newman, director.
Karl Struss, ASC, “Beatsville” with Gregg
Palmer and Kathleen Crowley. Gene Fowler,
Jr., director.
AMERICAN NATIONAL

Jack Mar<^uette,
Kenzie’s Raiders”*
Carlson.

Bob Hoffman, “Mac(Ziv-TV) with Richard

ASC,

“Naked

City”*

Ted Moore, “Adamson in Africa” (C’Scope
& Color; Warwick Prod.; shooting in
Africa) with Robert Taylor. Richard Thorpe,
director.
Sam Leavitt, ASC, “The Crimson Kimona” (Globe Ent.) with Victoria Shaw
and James Shigeta. Samuel Fuller, director.
Fred Jackman, Jr., “Night Stick”* (Screen
Gems) James Nielson, director.
WALT DISNEY

Charles Van Enger, ASC, Monroe Askins,
Richard Rawlings, “Bat Masterson”* (ZivTV) with Gene Barry.

Gordon Avil,
Williams.

ASC,

“Zorro”*

with

Guy

Carl Guthrie, ASC, “The Road Racers”
(American Int’l Piets.) with Sally Fraser
and Mason Alan Dinehart. Arthur Swerdloff, director.
Frank Planer, ASC, “The Unforgiven”
(Panavision & Eastman color; Hecht-HillLancaster for UA; shooting in Mexico) with
Burt Lancaster and Audrey Hepburn. John
Huston, director.
Fred Young, “Solomon and Sheba” (Tech¬
nicolor; Edw. Small Prod, for UA; shooting
in Spain) with Yul Brynner and Gina Lollo
bridida. King Vidor, director.
Lee Garmes, ASC, “The Big Fisherman”
(Eastman color; R. V. Lee Prod, for Buena
Vista) with Howard Keel and Susan Kohner.
Frank Borzage, director.

FILMCRAFT STUDIOS

Stanley Horsley, ASC, “World of Giants”*
(Ziv-TV) Jerry Juren, director.
Richard Rawlings, Curt Fetters, Monroe
Askins, “Highway Patrol”* (Ziv-TV) with
Broderick Crawford.
Roger Shearman, Monroe Askins, Bob
Hoffman, Curt Fetters, “Rough Riders”*
(Ziv-TV) with Kent Taylor.
Curt Fetters, “Bold Venture”* (Ziv-TV)
with Dane Clark; Commercials* (Ziv-TV).
Bob Hoffman. Monroe Askins, “Tombstone
Territory”* (Ziv-TV) with Pat Conway.
Lloyd Knechtel, ASC, Commercials* (ZivTV).
Roger Shearman, Commercials*

(Ziv-TV).

Monroe

(Ziv-TV).

Askins,

Commercials*

CASCADE PICTURES

Virgil Miller, ASC, “You Bet Your Life”*
with Groucho Marx. Robert Dwan, director.
FOX WESTERN AVENUE

Frank Redman, ASC, “The Perry Mason
Show”* with Raymond Burr.
George Diskant, ASC, “Dick Powell’s Zane
Grey Theatre”* (Four Star Prods.) with
Dick Powell. “The Rifleman”* (Four Star
Prods.) with Chuck Connors.
Guy Roe, ASC, “Wanted Dead or Alive”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Steve McQueen;
“Trackdown”* (Four Star Prods.) with
Robert Clup.
Charles Burke. “Black Saddle”*
Star Prods.) with Peter Breck.

Joseph Biroc, ASC, “Captain of Detec¬
tives”* (Pilot; Four Star Prods.) Commer¬
cials* (Four Star Prods.).
GENERAL SERVICE

Ellis Carter, ASC, Commercials*.

COLUMBIA

Joseph Brun, ASC, “Middle of the Night”
(Shooting in N.Y.) with Kim Novak and
Fredric March, Delbert Mann, director.
Irving Lippman, Fred Jackman, Jr. “AlcoaGoodyear Theatre”* (Screen Gems).
James
Man”
N.Y.)
Daniel

Wong Howe, ASC, “The Last Angry
(Fred Kohlmar Prod.; shooting in
with Paul Muni and Betsy Palmer.
Mann, director.

Fred Gately, ASC, “Father Knows Best”*
(Screen Gems) with Robert Young and Jane
Wyatt. Peter Tewksbury, director.
Gert Anderson, ASC, “Donna Reed Show”*
(Screen Gems) with Donna Reed. Oscar
Rudolph, director.
Henry Freulich, ASC, Irving Lippman,
“Behind Closed Doors”* (Screen Gems).
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Hal Mohr, ASC, Commercials* (Filmways
Prods.)
Harry Wild, ASC, “The Bob Cummings
Show”* (Laurmac Prods.) with Bob Cum¬
mings and Rosemary DeCamp. Bob Cum¬
mings, director.
Neal Beckner, “The Adventures of Ozzie
& Harriet”* (Stage 5 Prods.) with the
Nelsons. Ozzie Nelson, director.
Arch
Dalzell,
Prods.)

“Flight”*

Robert
Prods.).

Commercials*

Ryder,

(McCadden
(Frazen

Frank Phillips. “Border Patrol”* (Gallu
Prods.) with Richard Webb. Jean Yar¬
brough, director.
GOLDWYN STUDIOS

Norbert Brodine.
Show”*
(Lewislor
Young.

Edward Cronjager, ASC, “The Young and
the Damned” (Brigadier Prods. Inc.) with
Brett Halsey and Lowell Brown. Charles
R. Rondeau, director.
Gayne Rescher. ASC, “Whiplash” (J. Har¬
old Odell Prods.; shooting in Puerto Rico;
UA release) with Bruce Bennett and Robert
Bray. Nate Watt, director.
Russell Metty. ASC, “Spartacus” (Technirama; Bryna Prods.) with Kirk Douglas
and Laurence Olivier. Anthony Mann, di¬
rector.

(Four

Elwood Bredell, ASC, Commercials*

William Skall, ASC, Commercials*.

John Wiles, “The Headless Ghost” (AmaScope & Color; American Int’l Piets., shoot¬
ing in Britain) with Richard Lyons and
Liliane Sattane. Peter G. Scott, director.

ASC, “Loretta Young
Prods.) with Loretta

Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “Johnny Melody”
(Hal Roach Prods.) with Alan Freed and
Chuck Berry. Paul Landres, director.
Meredith Nicholson, “The Naked Goddess”
(Rex Carlton Prods.; shooting at Carthay
Studios) with Linda Christian and Robert
Alda. Wm. H. Hole, Jr., director.
KEYWiST STUDIOS

Walter Strenge, ASC, Series of religious
pictures
(Family
Films).
Eddie
Dew,
director.
McGowan studios

Brydon Baker, “Death Valley Days”* (Mc¬
Gowan Prods.)
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Robert Surtees, ASC, “Ben-Hur” (shooting
in Rome) with Charlton Heston and Jack
Hawkins. William Wyler, director.
Lester Shorr, ASC, “Col. Humphrey J.
Flack”* (Jody Pan Prods.) with Alan Mow¬
bray and Frank Jenks.
William Spencer, “The Thin Man”* with
Peter Lawford and Phyllis Kirk.
Continued on Page 162
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FREE !

GIGANTIC CATALOG TIIIER

&

For best profes¬
sional results!

ALL YOUR

NEEDS

IN

MOTION

PICTURE

176

most
types
of
cameras.
Hori¬
zontal and ver¬
tical
operation.

pages, listing more than 8000 different
items with prices and over 500 illus¬
trations.

For

Film

tions,

Industrial

Labs.,

Educational

Producers, TV
Organizations,
Institutions,

Sta¬

Table adjustable
north,
east,
south,
west.

Film

Etc.

Produces widest
range of titles,
trick films, car¬
toons,
anima¬
tion, etc. Takes

AND T.V. PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT
The Biggest Catalog of its Kind!

SPICIAl IFFECTS MT

If

Front

and

rear

illumination.

you don't already have this compre¬

Title

board

size

hensive catalog send your request on

7 Vs"

X

company letterhead.

with

tipping

/"

91 2

frame,
overall
dimensions
40" X 15" X 12", weight 40
lbs.
Complete with
all
ac¬
cessories. Write for brochure.

FILM TITLES

Model TG,

II,

16mm.$175

Model TG,

111,

16mm.$225

Model TG,

IV, 16/35mm (illus.)..$325

FILM IIUMBEIIIIIIG PATS OFF
Unnum-

with TEL-Hnimaprint

bered
films
cause

Greatest dollar for dollar value in the industry!

confusion
and

The first sensibly priced HOT PRESS TITLE
MACHINE for high quality, fast dry lettering
in all colors—the answer to economy and
precision accuracy in film titling. Prints dry
from foil for instant use. Acme pegs assure
perfect registration on paper or acetate cells.
Produces titles
in
any
language — main
titles, sub-titles, trailer titles, TV commercials,
slide films, shadow and third dimensional
effects, etc., etc. May be applied to any
kind of art, scenic or live action background,
including photographs.

Latest Electronic TEL-Animaprint
Type heated at constant rate automatically*, despite changes
in room temperatures. Accuracy + 1 ° F by Thermistor....$495
*Fenwal's Pafented Control Unit
Write

for

illustrated

Standard TEL-Animaprint with

brochure

manual

loss of
time!
the MOY
edge
numbers
every
foot of

16, MVi,
35mm

Simplifies task of checking
titles,
footage.
Replaces cue
marks,
perforations,
messy
crayons,
punches,
embossing,
etc.,
which
mutilate film. Work prints showing special effects, fades and dis¬
solves require edge numbering to keep count of frames cut or
added. Multiple magnetic tracks in CinemaScope stereophonic re¬
cordings make edge numbering a MUST.

Only $2475—Write for illustrated brochure.

$435

control

PRODUCT ROCK-STEM PRINTS»»!.

ACTIOO VIFWFR & $00110 OEAOFO
Many Exclusive Features!

IIL-Anatk PIIIIIIIII
PROFESSIONAL continuous contact sound and pic¬
ture printer for double 8mm and 16mm films. De¬
signed for color, black and white, reversal, sound
or silent films. TEL-Amatic does all
with
rock¬
steady professional precision. Has outstanding fea¬
tures never achieved before in the low cost field.
•

TEL-Amatic Printer complete—ready
TEL-Amatic Printer mounted

on

for

heavy

Semi-automatic 13-scene mechanical
for frame light change.

light change

•

Large capacity of

•

Four-way aperture
tive,
reversal
to
main sprocket.

•

Prints over a 40-tooth sprocket for proper
istration of negative and positive films.

•
•

Lamp holder accepts CC filters for color printing.
Footage counter and light change card indicator
included.
Write for illustrated brochure

bench
floor

or

table

pedestal

film.

1200 feet.
for sound, negative to posi¬
reversal,
and
composite
at
reg¬

S.O.S.
S.O.S.
S.O.S.
S.O.S,

mounting ..ONLY $1495
ONLY $1650

16mm
Ediola
Professional
Sr. Action Viewer — pro¬
jects big, clear
aerial
image,
3"x4" — oper¬
ates
left
to
right — eliminates
film
scratching and
damoge
to
sprocket holes
— tension device
keeps
image
in
constant focus
— built-in cue
marking
device
—hum-free am¬
plification—syn¬
chronized
with
Precision
Sound
Reader on Spe¬
cial
Base
or
may
be
seporated
for
in¬
Viewer, Sound Reader & Ba$e....$362.4S
dividual
use.

Sr.
Ediola Sr. Action Viewer.$139.95
Optical Sound Reader.$185.00
Ediola Base only.$49.50

Write for
brochure.

"The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry”

m. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
WESTERN

BRANCH
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—

6331

Hollywood

Boulevard,

Hollywood

602 WEST 52nd ST., NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
Phone: Plaza 7-0440
28,

California

—

Cable: SOSOUND
Telephone;

FOR AN EXCELLENT BUY IN ANIMATION B SPECIAL EFFECTS CAMERA STAND, SEE PAGE 143
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Technical

Ansiver: \X e suggest that you wash
the screen with water, using a soft

QUESTIONS

bristle brush. Then give it another
washing—this time with a fungacide
detergent cleaner—one that is soluble
in water. Follow this with another
washino;, vising the bristle brush, and
rinse thoroughly, using clear water.

&

ANSWERS
Conducted by Waiter Strenge, A.S.C.

relating to cinematog^ raphy or other phases of film pro¬
duction are invited from readers and
will be answered by letter by Walter
Strenge or by other qualified mem¬
bers of the American Society of Cine¬
matographers. Questions and answers
considered of general interest will
appear in this column.—Ed.
UESTIONS

Q

|

!
!
|

During this j)rocedure he sure you
do not wet the top member of the
screen frame, as any water dripping
down from this will tend to mar the
screen surface, due to accumulation of
dust, etc., on frame. Also, do not allow
drops of water to stand on screen sur¬
face while drying as this will result in
objectionable spotting. Absorb any wa¬
ter droplets with a blotter.
Should this treatment fail to restore
screen to usable, condition, it is likely
that the fungus stains have “set,” and
the screen must he replaced.—Robert
Hansard, A.S.C. Associate.

Wiiat method is used to obtain a
steady

level

image

when

photo¬

graphing subject matter at sound speed
from

a

small boat

on

open

Q

I am having an old Bauscli & Lomb
lens

water?—

coated,

which

I

expect

to

mount in a turret along with two new

J. S., Philadelphia, Pa.

Baltar lenses, the latter already coated.

Ansiver: The camera should be mount¬
ed on what is known as a gimbal tri¬
pod. This has a weighted free-swinging
pendulum suspended from center of
the head on which the camera is mount¬
ed. As the craft rolls with the sea, the
tripod moves with the craft hut the pen¬
dulum remains fairly perpendicular.
(A tripod of this type was pictured in
the Birns & Sawyer advertisement in
our ()ctol)er, 1958, issue.—ED.).
Where the pendulum swings too freely,
some dampening can he effected by ex¬
tending heavy rubber l)ands from
weighted end of pendulum to each of
the tripod legs.
For extremely low camera setups, an
inverted gimbal should he used. Here
the camera hangs in a cradle suspended
from the universal joint at top of the
gimbal tripod. The camera’s weight
(or with added weight, if necessary)
keeps the camera level. Also, some
manual control is usually necessary to
stabilize the pendulum in either type
of gimbal use described above.—Clif¬
ford Stine^ A.S.C.

Q

We have a problem regarding our
background projection screen which

is

marked

with

blotches

of

fungus—

result of high humidity in our studio.
These spots are quite obvious in shots
made with this screen.
to eliminate the spots

We have tried
with

a

number

of different solutions, but without suc¬
cess. Any suggestions?—V. S. B., Ma¬
nila, Philippines.
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Will coating the old lens affect
stop

rating?

lenses

I

will be using all

interchangeably

production.— V.

V.

on

the

its f/
three
same

Answer: Coating old lens will affect its
f/ stop rating approximately one-third
of a stop. Usually, the company who
coats the lens will supply a data sheet
that shows f/ stop corrections.—Karl
Freund.^ A.S.C.

Q

i

McC., Chenoa, III.

j
i

Where can I have rolls of French
Pathe

9.5mm

cine

film

reduced

and copied on 8mm film?—J. H., ISeiv
York.

Answer: George W. Colburn Fahoratory, 164 N. Wacker Drive, Chicago 6,
Ill.—W'alter Strenge, A.S.C.
®

What is meant by “color satura¬
tion”—a term I saw recently in an
article referring to Kodachrome dupli¬
cates?—J. McG., Billings, Montana.

We cant please everybody . . .

Answer: Webster’s Collegiate Diction¬
ary defines color saturation as that “at¬
tribute of chromatic colors which de¬
termines the difference from a gray
color of the same brilliance; distinct¬
ness or vividness of hue.”
As an example, if we take a dark
paint and add white paint and mix, the
resulting mixture (or color I will have
less saturation than the original color.
As more white is added, there will be
less saturation.—Ted Fogelman, A.S.C.
Associate.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
Continued from Page 158
Dale Deverman, “One Step Beyond

John

NewTand, director.
Daniels, ASC, “Never So Few”
(CinemaScope & Color; shooting in Ceylon)
with P'rank Sinatra and Sammy Davis, Jr.
E. Grainger, director.
William

Wallace Castle, ASC, “The Big Operator”

(A1 Zugsmith Prod.—Fryman Ent.) with
Mickey Rooney and Steve Cochran. Charles
Haas, director.
Musuraca. ASC,

Nick
Ray

F’oster,

Commercials*.

ASC, Commercials*.

Nicholaus. “Rawhide”*
(CBS-TV)
with Eric Fleming and Clint Eastwood.

John

Harkness Smith, “Best of the Post”* (Rob¬
ert Enders Prods.).
William Margulies, “The Lawless Years”*

(Jack Chertok Prods.) with James Gregory'
and Robert Karnes. Allen Miner, director.
MOTION PICTURE CENTER
Robert de Grasse, ASC, “Danny Thomas
Show”* (Desilu Prods.) with Danny Thom¬
as. Sheldon Leonard, director; “Love and
Marriage”* (Desilu Prods.) Bob Sweeney,
director.
Sid Hickox, ASC, “December Bride”* (Des¬

ilu Prods.) with Spring Byington and Fran¬
cis Rafferty. Frederick DeCordova, director.
Nick Musuraca, ASC, “Westinghouse-Desilu

Playhouse”*
director.

(Desilu Prods.)

Jerry Thorpe,

Robert
Hauser,
“Derringer”*
(Desilu
Prods.) with Jack Mahoney; “Man with a
Camera”*
(Desilu Prods.)
with Charles
Bronson. Richard Sale, director.

PARAMOUNT
Boggs, “Don’t Give up the Ship”
(Hal B. Wallis) with Jerry Lewis and Dina
Merrill. Norman Taurog. director.
Haskell

Charles Lang, Jr., ASC, “One-Eyed Jacks”

(V’Vision & Color;
Pennebaker Prods.)
with Marlon Brando and Karl Malden. Mar¬
lon Brando, director.
Griggs,
ASC, “The Jayhawkers”
(VistaVision
&
Technicolor)
with
Jeff
Chandler and Fess Parker. Melvin Frank,
director.
Loyal

Burks, ASC, “But Not For Me”
(VistaVision) with Clark Gable and Carroll
Baker. Walter Lang, director.
Robert

. . . but we come close

Harold Lipstein, ASC, “Heller with a Gun”
with Sophia Loren and Steve Forrest. George
Cukor, director.

PARAMOUNT SUNSET

Sound

• Editorial

•

Laboratory Services

Jack Marta, “Rescue 8”*

(Cinefilm, Inc.)
with Jim Davis and Lang Jeffries. William
Whitney, director.
REPUBLIC STUDIOS
Mack Stengler, ASC, “Leave it to Beaver”*

Capital

(Gomalco Prods.) with Barbara Billingsley
and Hugh Beaumont. Norman Tokar, di¬
rector.
Ray Rennah.an, ASC, “Buckskin”*

CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC. • 1905 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, N. E.
WASHINGTON 2, D. C. • PHONE LAWRENCE 6-4634
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vn- -<'7 *■

Vy,

*■

<v 5*

Brutes
Molarcs
Teners
Seniors
Juniors
Cones
ColorTrans
Masterbeams
Hydraulic Stands
TV Scoops
Cables
Boxes
Dimmers

Century Stands
Flags
Scrims
Dollies
%Ladders-Steps
Reflectors
Parallels
IViike Booms
%

AC & DC Generatofv^Tfucks
- -1600, 1000, 700, 300, 200'Amt DC
V\
100, 50, 30, 20 Amp. AC

RENTALS
■

I
* .V ^

Send for a schedule of rental rales.

Al'Ufffii M Wi Mil

SKlilEnAWnS
:sif

'' ;fel

333 West 52nd Street, New York City, Circle 6-5470
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PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
Continued from Page 162

William Mellor, ASC, “Woman Obsessed”

(C'Scope; DeLuxe color) with Susan Hay¬
ward and Stephen Boyd. Henry Hathaway,
director.
REVUE STUDIOS

REPUBLIC STUDIOS
Mark Davis, ASC, Commercial*
Benjamin

ASC, “Wagon Train”*
with Ward Bond.

Kline,

(Revne Prods.)

35mm. WALL CAMERAS

Clifford Stine, ASC, Commercial*

Commercials*

Ellis

Thackery, ASC, “Restless
Gun”*
(Window-Glen Prods.) with .John Payne.
Justus Addiss, director; “Wells Fargo”*
(Overland Prods.)
with Dale Robertson.
Earl Bellamy, director.

James

Complete with Complete Sound Outfit
Includes: Modulite Galvenometer, Am¬
plifiers, 2 magazines, 4 lenses—
35mm Variable Area

SPECIAL PRICE;$2,500.00

Lionel

Lathrop, “Peter Gunn”*
(Sparta
Prods.) wdth Craig Stevens; “Steve Can¬
yon”*, (Pegasus Prods.) with Dean Fred¬
ericks.
Arthur Feindel, ASC, Commercials*

also

William

without sound. Complete with 12 volt
motor, 4 lenses, 2 magazines

PRICED

AT

NOW ONLY $1,200.00
with

electromotor

stepless variable
system

prism;

foot

at

of

it

12

pedol

any

makes

a

for

speed.

safe

grain mosters.

gear;

reversing

originals

William

John

Russell,

Sickner.
ASC,
(Bachelor Prods.) with

ASC,

William

Sickner,

Commercials*.

Walter
Carl

Strenge,

Guthrie,

ASC, Commercials*.

ASC, Commercials*.

Ellis Carter, ASC, “The Leech” with Col¬

leen Gray and
Dein, director.

Grant

Williams.

Edward

WARNER BROS.
Mark Davis, ASC Commercials*

ASC, Lionel Lindon, ASC, “General Elec¬
tric Theatre”* (Revue Prods.).

Edwin Dupar, ASC, “Sugarfoot”* with Will

Russell. ASC, Burt Glennon, “M
Squad”* (Latimer Prods.) with Lee Marvin.

J. Peverell Marley,
with Ty Hardin.

John

opti¬

rotating

Continuous

for

Jack

Marta,

Gertsmann, ASC,

Hutchins.

drives

true

surfoce

ASC, “State Troopers”*
with Rod Cameron.

Thackery,

“Bachelor Father”*
John Forsythe.

Maury

Hal Mohr, ASC, Commercials*.

(Revue Prods.)

Ellis

Formerly sold for $3,800.00

include

ASC,
“Schlitz-Lux
Prods.).

ASC, John Russell,
Playhouse”*
(Revue

Warren, ASC, John Russell, ASC,
“Mickey Spillane’s Mike Hammer”* (Revue
Prods.).

Editing Machine

Features

Sickner,

John

$1,200.00

35mm PRECISION

tion

Hitchcock

Philip

Arthur Arling, ASC, Commercials*

35mm WALL CAMERA

cal

ASC, “Alfred
(Revue Prods.).

Lindon.

Presents”*

Drought,

ASC,

“Cheyenne”*

direc¬

John

process

and

ASC, “S. A. 7”*
Richard Bartlett, director.

Warren,

Prods.)

fine

(Revme

Ralph Woolsey, ASC, Edwin Dupar, ASC,
Wesley

Anderson,

Perry

Finnerman,

“Lawman”* with John Russell.

Like New.

RKO GOWER
Harold Stine, ASC, “77 Sunset Strip”* with
Robert Pittack, ASC, “Ann Sothem Show”*

16mm BERNDT MAURER

(Desilu Prods.)

Efrem Zimbalist, Jr. Monty Pittman, director,

with Ann Sothern.
Wesley

Anderson,

Ralph Woolsey, ASC,

George Clemens, ASC, “The Millionaire”*

Edwin Dupar, AS(I!, “Maverick”* with Jack

Single System Camera—

(Don Fedderson Prods.).

Kelley.

complete with sound

Henry

Cronjager, “Whirlybirds”* (Desilu
Prods.) with Kenneth Tobey and Craig Hill.
Robert Alton, director.

45”* with Wayde Preston.

equipment $2r500i00

Arthur

RKO PATHE

This slightly used camera features pre¬
cision

made

focusing
finder.

and

a

through-the-lens

Brilliant

image

amplifier,

magazines

three
and

view¬

lenses,

carrying

Feindel,

ASC, Commercials*,

Perry Finnerman, Commercials*.

■

Lothrop Worth, ASC, “The Real McCoy’s”*

(Brennan-Westgate
Prods.)
with
Brennan. Hy Averback, director.

The entire unit includes galven¬

ometer,
400'

direct

Perry Finnerman, Wesley Anderson, “Colt

Walter

two

Paul Ivano, “The Texan”*

cases.

(Desilu Prods.)

AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS

HAL ROACH STUDIOS

16mm REEVES
PV-lOO
with

all

Magnetic

Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “The Gale Storm

Recorder.

equipment.

Complete

Guaranteed

to

Show”* with Gale Storm and ZaSu Pitts.
William Seiter, director.

be

Howard Schwartz “The Veil”* with Boris

perfect.

Karloff; “Sword and the Arrow”* with Guy
Madison.

Specially priced at $2,000
Camera
ized

Equipment

Bell

Agency

&

Howell

for Bell

Cameras,

Co.

&

Printers,

is

Sales
Howell

Splicers,

2709 Standard Cameras.

an
and

Author¬
Repair

TREFCO STUDIOS, Nashville, Tenn.
Fred West, ASC, Series of religious pictures
for Methodist Church.

Professional
and

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

Model

Krasner, ASC, “The Man who
Understood
Women”
(C’Scope;
DeLuxe
color) with Leslie Caron and Henry Fonda.
Nunnally Johnson, director.
Milton

Leo Tover, ASC, “Say One for Me” (C’¬
Scope & Color) with Bing Crosby and Deb¬
bie Reynolds. Frank Tashlin, director.
Charles Clarke, ASC, “Holiday for Lovers”

FOUNDED January 8, 1919, The Ameri¬
can Society of Cinematographers is com¬
prised of the leading directors of photog¬
raphy in the Hollywood motion picture
and TV film studios. Its membership also
includes cinematographers in foreign lands.
Membership is by invitation only.

•
OFFICERS
Walter Strenge, President
Arthur Edeson, 1st Vice-president
Hal Mohr, 2nd Vice-president
William Daniels, 3rd Vice-president
Arthur Miller, Treasurer
Robert Pittack, Secretary
Robert de Grasse, Sergeant-at-Arms
BOARD OF GOVERNORS
Joseph Biroc, John Boyle, George Folsey,
Lee Garmes, Milton Krasner, Victor Mil¬
ner, Joseph Ruttenberg, Paul Vogel.

(C’Scope & Color) with Jane Wyman and
Clifton Webb. Henry Levin, director.
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COMPLETELY EQUIPPED PROCESSOR
TO CONTINUOUSLY DEVELOP 16/35mm NEG/P0S.UP TO

9,000 FT. PER HOUR!

FI LMLINE
16mm/35mm NEGATIVE AT 100 FT./MIN. • ALL STAINLESS STEEL CONSTRUCTION
16mm/35mm POSITIVE AT 150 FT,/MIN. * COMPACT • EASILY INSTALLED

Converts 16 or 35mm effortlessly
Variable processing: times
48 seconds to 5 minutes.
Speeds: 25' to 150Vniin.
3000' flanges

Born of the need for truly efficient CONTROLLED-PROCESSING of heavy film
production . . . within the economies of both space and time .. . comes this most
significant advance in automatic film processor design and engineering ... at a
cost far below any other completely equipped, high-speed processing machine.
Exclusive FILMLINE
formance;

design features assure you of

100%

professional

per¬

FILM-FLIGHT... an unerringly dependable film transport mechanism.

Vapor-lock seals on all chambers
Two banks of film/cabinet
6 Gals, solution/cabinet
Quick-fill valve converts neg. or
pos. chemicals in 2 minutes
Separate replenishing &
recirculation for each cabinet
with stainless-steel pump,
S.S. filter, S.S. Gauge,
S.S. Flometer, S.S. Thermometer
Darkroom
Unit
31”1.,22"W,87"H
Daylight
Unit
105 "L, 32 ■ W, 81 " H

TEMP-GUARD ... a precision
frigeration.

temperature control system for

both

heat and

re¬

FLO-JET NOZZLES ... a scientific design of spray nozzles that achieves maximum solu¬
tion impingement.
CUSHNBLO AIR SQUEEGEES ...a new type air squeegee that cushions film surface to
remove excess solutions.
TURBO-FLO IMPINGEMENT DRYING ... a high velocity, mathematically precise delivery
of warmed air direct to emulsion, insuring sparkling dry images.
These Filmline advances are basic achievements vital to your increased operating
efficiency, improved processing performance and reduced cost economy.

Dual wash film chambers
Recirculation of filtered wash
Built-in flush-down system

For Complete
Specifications or
Demonstration
write Dept. AMA 59

FILMLINE CORP.

DISTRIBUTED BY: CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO.,
MARCH

•
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NEW YORK CITY

MILFORD,

CONNECTICUT
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TYPICAL OF THE outstanding pictorial artistry that marks the photog¬

U.S.

raphy of

hanced the

‘‘They

Came

to

Cordura”

is

this

scene of

last

charge

of

Cavalry.

Shooting

pictorial

with

the

sun

at

a

three-quarter

angle

result.

the utmost in realism as the keynote of
“They Came To Cordura,” his five million-dollar CinemaScope-color production for Columbia, led Producer William
Goetz to the decision to photograph the entire picture on
location at St. George, Utah. The state’s wildly beautiful
and rugged mountain ranges served as a background for
the action captured by the new Panatar camera lenses that
were used for the first time in an outdoor film under the
guidance of Director of Photography Burnett Guffey, A.S.C.
“They Came to Cordura” is truly as big as all outdoors,
with not a single interior sequence included in the film.
For the picturization of the Glendon Swarthout best¬
selling novel Producer Goetz selected one of the outstanding
all-star casts of recent years. Gary Cooper, Rita Hayworth,
Van Heflin, Tab Hunter and Richard Conte head the cast
with Michael Callan, Dick York and Robert Keith also in
important roles. Robert Rossen directed.
The story deals with the last cavalry charge of the U. S.
Army under General Pershing during the 1916 Mexican
campaign involving the forces of Pancho Villa, after which
the army became mechanized.
Primarily, “They Came to Cordura” is a story about
courage, an examination of its anatomy, a search for the
The desire for

NOT AN INTERIOR
IN THE PICTURE!
"They Came to Cordura’’ filmed entirely
out of doors on location in Utah by Burnett GufFey,
using the new Panatar camera lenses

By
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I

mysterious factor that impels some men
to live for a time beyond the edges of
normal human conduct. The drama un¬
folds through the eyes of Gary Cooper,
who. when his test comes in his first
battle, hides in fear. He tries to find
out what gives a man courage by ob¬
serving and quizzing five men who
have shown heroism in battle. What
turns Cooper into a brave man before
the film ends makes for a vivid, bruis¬
ing story, which includes a wonderful
love story, too, between Cooper and
Hayworth.
Commenting on the photography,

■

I

■

1

>

Guffey said: “It is the first picture I
have ever photographed where not a
single scene was shot in an interior
set.” In planning the camera work with
Guffey, producer William Goetz emphasized that stark realism was to be the
keynote in keeping with the harsh, bru¬
tal aspect of the story. It was felt that
staging much of the action in day-fornight shots, in keeping with the pat¬
tern of the original story, was allimportant toward the achievement of
realism. And to further enhance this
aim, it was also decided to photograph
the entire production in actual continu¬
ity. In this way, the unshaven men’s
beards would grow progressively den¬
ser and their general appearance would
become more grimy and tattered as
would be expected of men engaged in
war in a rugged and desolate country.
In Utah, some distance from the
town of St. George, Columbia Pictures
found an ideal location site which approximated the terrain over which
Mexican and U.S. Cavalry fought in
1916. To simplify the matter of transportation for both cast and crew and

ELEVEN-CAR COMBINATION freight and
base while

shooting on

location. To

passenger train was company’s

keep

power generator as far as

headquarters and supply

possible from

shooting site

to avoid unwanted sound pickup, it was mounted on flatcar and coupled ahead of the locomotive
(arrow) at far end.

of its motors would not intrude on
sound recording. “Cables from the
generator were strung the entire length
of the train, hooked to each car,” Guf¬
fey explains, “so when we completed
shooting at a site, all we had to do was
‘wrap up’ whatever we were using
and load it on the first car, which was
a flat car and the one nearest the scene
of operations.
e never had to break
the cables at all, so they were always

ready for the next location.”
The photography of “They Came To
Cordura” is notable for its more than
average number of day-for-night shots
— about a third of the picture ^—in
which scenes are given an acceptable
illusion of night by a procedure that
now has become more or less standard
where Eastman Color negative is used.
“I used graduated ND filters to bring
Continued on Page 191

the equipment necessary for location
shooting, the company chartered a 10car train from Union Pacific. Composed of flat cars and freight cars to
carry the equipment, and Pullman
coaches to accommodate personnel
traveling to the location site, Pullman
compartments and drawing rooms serv¬
ed as dressing rooms for the actors and
stars.
The train served still another pur¬
pose, that of providing the necessary
power required for booster lights for
day as well as day-for-night shots. A
mobile generator mounted on a flat car
was coupled ahead of the locomotive.
As the train was always backed, or
operated in reverse, to the location site,
this meant the generator was kept a
distance of around 300 yards from the
actual scene of shooting so the throb
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GIANT

CHAPMAN

camera

crane,

shipped

to

location,

was

used

in

making

majority

of

shots.

Grouped around camera on boom extension are Director of Photography Guffey, his assistant and
operator, as they prepare to shoot start of cavalry charge for “They Came to Cordura.”
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BIRNS & SAWYER Buys Ni-G-Ni Cameras for YOU!
This is your chance to purchase the finest in used professional
motion picture equipment; cameras that have shot multi-milliondollar features on the famous M-G-M sound stages. This equip¬
ment has been maintained meticulously by the finest technicians
in Hollywood and is available only through Birns & Sawyer —your
guarantee of satisfaction !

BELL & HOWELL
Model 2709, Standard

(With "Unit I" shuttle, 170° variable shutter with automatic
dissolve, four-lens turret,

prismatic focusser. See below for list

of other accessories-all from the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios)

RECONDITIONED M-G-M PANORAMA DOLLIES AND GEARED HEADS
Until these Raby and Fearless Panorama dollies were traded in for new crab dollies they were used in every
M-G-M production. In the finest possible condition they are just off the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer stages and ready
for YOUR studio!
Accessories for Mitchell and Bell & Howell 2709 cameras
New

B & S
price

Mitchell 35mm Matte Box & Sunshade.$300

$200

Mitchell 35mm Matte Box, wide-angle.

110

75

Mitchell 35mm

450

145

Mitchell Shorty Tripod Legs.

75

35

Mitchell Magazines, 35mm x 1000 .

195

95

165

80

35mm x 400’ Metal.

135

60

Bell & Howell Veeder Counters.

150

80

Movement. 1742

850

Bell & Howell Rackover.1800

600

Finders.

Bell & Howell Magazines,
35mm x 1000’ Metal.
Bell & Howell Magazines,

Bell & Howell Hi-Speed Check-Pawl

24mm Cooke Speed Panchro, F2.0.

250

165

35mm Cooke Speed Panchro, F2.0.

250

165

40mm Cooke Speed Panchro, F2.0.

260

170

50mm Cooke Speed Panchro, F2.0.

260

170
225

100mm Cooke Kinic, F2.5.

395

35mm Astro Berlin.

250

140

40mm Astro Berlin.

260

140

50mm Astro Berlin.

260

140

75mm Astro Berlin.

285

165

100mm Astro Pan Tachar.

395

195

35mm Eyemo with 47mm Cooke lens (M-G-M)

95

35mm Eyemo Q Turret (M-G-M), no lenses. .

295

35mm DeVry with lens (M-G-M).

60

(Note: All equipment listed above is guaranteed to be
from

M-G-M

excess studio equipment stock,

not from

rentals or U.S. govt, surplus!)

BIRNS & SAWYER
8910 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles 46 • Oleander 5-6970

CINE EQUIPMENT
WRITE FOR 1959 RENTAL SCHEDULE
In the Southwest see; Birns & Sawyer, 3825 Bryan Street, Dallas. Texas
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A

Sf’lKING

YOUNG

MOTION

picture

cameraiTien who once thought the
professional field a goal hard to attain
are finding hitherto unlooked-for op¬
portunities in television. For reasons
of economics, neither TV stations nor
1V networks are able to maintain
staffs of salaried field cameramen. Yet
the medium requires a steady flow of
newsworthy footage daily. This has led
to the development of correspondent
cameramen or “stringers,” as they are
known in the industry.
A marked attribute of the typical
stringer is his youth. Some got their
start while still in high school. Typical
of this new type semi-professional is
Sam Salerno, an eighteen-year-old high
school student of Birmingham, Ala¬
bama, Despite his age, Salerno already
has had three years’ experience as a
“news stringer” for Birmingham’s two
TV stations and as a free lancer for
some of his hometown public relations
and advertising agencies.
Salerno owns a 16mm Auricon sound
camera and a Bolex H-16, both bought

JIM

ATKINS,

bought a

while

16mm

a

newspaper

reporter,

discovered

new

interests

in

photography,

later

camera which led to shooting spot news for local TV stations. Today he's

News Editor for WBRC-TV, Birmingham, Ala., still covers local news events using equipment
shown

here.

with earnings from his free lance work.
Hi's ambition is to go to the University
of California in Los Angeles next Fall
to study cinematography.
This commercial film making exper¬
ience, which Salerno began at the age
of 15, wouldn’t have been possible a
few years ago before TV stations began
buying film clips for news shows. But
today, these opportunities exist in al¬
most all parts of the country.
Veteran cinematographers might ar¬
gue that TV stringers aren’t pros, but
by definition anyone who gets paid for
their skills or services is a pro just the
same as in the sports field. Probably
a better name for them would be semipros. But already some stringers have
graduated to the ranks of full-time TV
news-film cameramen or news editors.
Take Jim Atkins, for instance. To¬
day, Atkins is News Director of the
Taft-owned CBS station, WBRC-TV.
He is responsible for directing the
activities of 50 correspondent camera¬
men like Salerno, and editing the news
and news films necessary to the pro¬
duction of his station’s various news
shows. Only a couple of years ago At¬
kins was a darkroom assistant at the
Scripps-Howard Birmingham PostHerald, running the wirephoto machine
and doing odd jobs. He worked his
way up to photographer, then photo¬
reporter and finally TV editor.
While working as TV editor he be¬
came interested in motion picture pho¬
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TV News—Growing Market For
Free Lance Cinematographers
By

FRED

tography. He bought an inexpensive
camera and started free lancing. His
newspaper training and an innate sense
of timing gave him an edge over other
more experienced competitors, and he
soon was averaging SlOO a month free
lance income. Soon, he was selling
footage to both the CBS and NBC
networks.
The sale of an unusual film of a
racial incident to NBC got him out of

WOODRESS

gram director, when an NBC news¬
cast carried a Birmingham film. The
program director was surprised to see
the film, noting that his own news
staff cinematographers had failed to
cover the incident. He wondered out
loud how NBC got the footage and
Atkins owned up to the accomplish¬
ment.

Atkins

was offered

a

job

as

cameraman-reporter for W A P I - T \ ,
which he accepted.

the newspaper business and into TV.

Later, when News Director Leo \X il-

One day he and his TV Editor counter¬

lette left V BRC-TV to join Chrysler

part on the Birmingham News. Roger
Thames, were being wooed for pub¬

as a film editor in Detroit, Atkins was

licity by the WAPI-TV station pro¬

promoted

to news

director,

another

Continued on Page

186
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AFTER

THE

CELS

have

been

inked,

the

separately

outlined

areas of the characters, etc., are painted according to a pre¬
cisely worked-out color plan
throughout the

that insures

uniformity of colors

production.

In the production

of an animated cartoon for theatre re¬

lease, where a coordinated, systematic method of produc¬
tion prevails, the cartoon goes into the home stretch as
soon
as the cleaned-up animation drawings receive the
Director’s “O.K. for Inkers.”
All the drawings are now delivered to the Inking Depart¬
ment, where they are first subjected to a final checkup to
make sure that the mechanics of the scene are correct, i.e.,
all drawings are in their proper order, numbered correctly,
and camera and pan moves accurately detailed, etc.
“Inking” literally implies tracing the animation draw¬
ings onto celluloid with India ink. However, inking is more
than simply tracing. It is really a re-drawing of the char¬
acter. The inker must transpose the animation drawing
onto celluloid, retaining as much of the freedom, construc¬
tion and spontaneity of the original as possible. This calls
for much more skill than just the ability to trace. It’s no
cinch to swing a smooth, even pen line across a slick “cell”
and accurately follow the outlines of the pencil drawing.
A deviation of only the thickness of a pen line may be
enough to destroy the feeling or construction of the draw¬
ing. An examination of the inked cell being painted in the
accompanying illustration will indicate to what extent a
good inker is able to retain the feeling and expression of
the original animation drawing.

ANIMATED
FILM
TECHNIQUES

All inking is done on the front side of the cells. The
paint is applied on the back. Inkers work on boards fitted
with registering pegs that fit the punch holes in the cells
and animation drawings. For the average cartoon, black ink
is used to outline the drawing, but in a picture such as
“Bambi,” where more realism and roundness in the charac¬
ters was desirable, a grey outline was used. Black outlines
and the flat tones of the cell paint impart a one-dimensional,
“cartoony” feeling to the characters which tends to be in¬
consistent with the halftones of the background. This as¬
pect isn’t too obvious ordinarily, but in “Bambi” the desire
for realism and a convincing characterization took prece¬
dent over accepted cartoon technique.

Part VIII: Inking and painting—
final stages of cartoon animation

h

^

1

^

The inker must keep a careful eye on the technical in¬
structions given him regarding trace-backs, held cells, and
registering of characters to the background. A “Color
Model” is provided, which graphically defines the color or
tints of inks and paints to be used. When completely inked,
the cells are sent to the Painting Dept, for coloring.
The paints are applied in flat tones within the areas indi¬
cated by the inked outlines. This process, while not quite
as exacting as inking, requires a sureness and steadiness of
hand and the utmost patience. Each jiainter usually handles
Continued on Page 197

PHOTOGRAPHING THE
glass

platen

is

lowered

CELS.
on

At the
the

cel

moment of

exposure, a

set-up

held

and

tightly

against it by air-pressure to prevent wrinkling or buckling of
the cels.

Unconditionally Guaranteed for Top Satisfactory Performance

COLLAPSIBLE
3-WHEEL DOLLY
For motion picture and TV
cameras.

for Cine Special • Maurer
Arriflex • Mitchell

minum.

Sturdy cast alu¬
For

standord

or

baby tripods. Additional
baby tripod point holders

Synchronous
phase,

50/60

motor
cycle.

unit,

115V,

Available

in

single

to control spread of tripod

60

legs.

Adjustable

seat.

Extra wide

or

100 frames per minute units.
For Cine Special 1 and 7 1,

Time

$455

Lapse

Equipment

spring

rubber

wheels. Bronze tie down

available

clamps and other features.

For studio or location. Folds into
one compact unit. Can

be

used

with professional or semi-profes¬
sional tripods.

SYNCHROMASTER
SYNCHRONIZER

For Maurer Camera,

Our Exclusive Distributor

Variable Speed Motors
with Tachometer
for Cine Special and Maurer Cameras

The Versatile CRAB HYDROLLY
Features many new advantages found in no other
dolly. Maneuverable to ALL angles with

instant

ease. Variable up and down control. Dual wheel
steering for crab and conventional back steering.
^

Noiseless operation. Its versatility
permits unusual
set-up time.

Any combination of
16mm and/or 35mm

^
.

sprockets assembled to

—

specification.

Cast aluminum.

Foot linear type, adjustable

frame

dial. Fast finger roller release. Contact rollers adjust¬
ed

individually

for

positive

film

contact.

Sprocket

shaft slip lock, footage counter, etc.

TV OR
CAMERA DOLLY

Instant

moveability —

streamlined,

FITS ALL 16mm
PROFESSIONAL AND
SEMI-PROFESSIONAL

lightweight,

exceptionally sturdy. Noth¬
order.

Swivel seat. Adjustable leveling head. Seat for

Many new advantages for

ing

assistant. In-line wheels for track use. Steering

easy

wheel, rigid floor locks. Hand pump or combi¬

lift

to

get

out

operation.
type

of

Hydraulic

for fast

upward

.and downward motion.

CAMERAS

nation hand and motor pump. Easily transport¬

/i

able.

The latest in
new
as

matte boxes, embodying many

advantages! Takes
gauze

holders,

filters, etc.
glass

or

all

diffusion

For use with

gelatin

filters.

supplied.

Beautifully

aluminum

castings

accessories

2"

filters,
and

Fibre

with

dural

effect

3

square

filter

constructed

of

such

Base
and

fits

'■ AOtt'*'^

Rubber

when lens is smaller than back opening

front

back

BIRNS & SAWYER, Los Angeles, Calif.

209

WEST

48th

avoid

ONLY $44.95

o'" . t V'O Motxi®'
JOHN

caps

rods.

A

West Coast Sales:

CLEMENS

STREET,

NEW

has

durable

vfc»*fco\

AOt^*

and

Takes all lenses 15mm to 152mm.

co<«
sot®*

cameras

holders

Optical black interior.
t*^^

all

small tripod threads.

ERWIN

YORK

36,

HARV

N.

Y

back
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YOUTH
KNOWS

t’?

r...

doesn't mind
saying so
Today’s teen-agers are outspoken . . .
know what they like . . . don’t mind let¬
ting people know. In fact, if they like a
picture—if they feel it’s good, they
respond in a hurry —make good the
trade saying . . . The better the picture
THE BETTER THE BOX OFFICE!
Better story material—latest, most
advanced technics—all help make good
pictures better. That’s why it pays to
take full advantage of the Eastmon
Technical Service for Motion Picture Film,
maintained to work with the industry,
help solve questions of film choice, pro¬
duction and processing. Offices at
strategic locations. Inquiries invited.
Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N.Y.
East Coast Division
342 Madison Ave., New York 17, N.Y.
Midwest Division
130 East Randolph Drive, Chicago 1, III.
West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

It’s what’s on the screen . . .
and what people say about it
. . . that counts!
WIDE

SCREEN

COLOR
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THE
MITCHELL
Hollywood's

By

FIG.

1—The

Mitchell

BNC

with

selsyn-operafed

Robot

Focus

Control,

which enables the camera to be focused from a remote position by an
assistant

when

follow-focus

shots

are

being

made

with

the

camera

mounted on a crane or dolly.

F

or more than

20 years the Mitchell

motion picture camera has been re¬
garded by the professional film indus¬
try in Hollywood and abroad as the
faithful “workhorse” of production. It
has earned this reputation because of
its outstanding adaptability and de¬
pendability in all fields of motion pic¬
ture production. Yet, no such homespun appellation can conceal the fact
that the Mitchell is truly the aristocrat
of motion picture cameras. While there
are several other excellent cameras
available, the fact remains that an
overwhelmingly high percentage of
studio production filming today is done
with Mitchell equipment.
Except for students in some college
cinema classes, few aspiring cinema¬
tographers have opportunity to examine
these cameras first hand much less see

to follow, we will explain the opera¬
tional procedures for these cameras.
The Mitchells (there are several mod¬
els, as will be described later) are
highly complex precision instruments
engineered to meet the most exacting
requirements of the cinematographer
engaged in major studio film produc¬
tion photography or those filming in

CHARLES

The NC model is similar to the BNC
Studio Model, with the exception that
no sound insulation is provided. Even
so, it is relatively silent in operation
so that a directional microphone can
be used as close as 10 feet from tbe

MAGAZINE DOOH
LOCK

FOCUS TUBE
EYEPIECE
ADJUSTMENT
LOCK
FOOTAGE TOTALIZER

FOCUS TUBE
MAGNIFICATION
LEVER

MAGAZINE COVER LOCK

AUTOMATIC DISSOLVE CONTROLS
HAND DISSOLVE LEVER

MANUAL MOVEMENT
TUitNING WHEEL

fessional asj)irations hopes someday to

AUXILIARY
VIEW FINDE R

find himself behind a Mitchell, shoot¬

FOOTAGE COUNTE

ing a major film production. The en¬

FOCUSING VERNIER

detailed

descriptions

plus

'' r

ELECTRICAL liECEPTACLE

tion picture cameraman with high pro¬

MINIATURE SHUTTER
PAN FILTER BUTTON
FRAME COUNTER

LEVEL

the

accompanying illustrations are there¬

LORING

related professional fields. The 35mm
Mitchells are manufactured in two
standard models: the BNC and the NC.
The BNC or Studio Model is selfblimped; that is, it is completely en¬
closed in a sound-insulated outer case.
The various controls necessary for the
operation of the camera are of the
quick-disconnect type, to prevent cam¬
era operating sounds from being trans¬
mitted from the camera to the outside.
The BNC was developed especially for
sound stage use where a noiseless,
blimpless camera is essential.

them in action. Rut nearly every mo¬

suing

fovorit e

CARRYING

CARRYING HANDLE

HANDLE

fore presented here for the edification
of these cameramen. In another article

174

FIG. 2—Rear view of the Mitchell BNC camera.
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MAGAZINE HOUSING
(Open)
M.AGAZINE
(Cover Open)

studio

camera

MOVEMENT
MATTE
BOX

MAGAZINE
HOLD-DOWN
KNOB
CAMEHA BOX
COUNTER
RESET
KNOB
CAMERA DOOR
SHIFT HANDLE

FOCUSING AND
PARALLAX CONTROL

camera without picking up appreciable

VERNIER

camera noise. The main advantage of
the NC model is that it is considerably
lighter in weight than the BNC model.
There are other minor technical
differences between the two models,
but fundamentally they are very simi¬
lar in construction. Each camera is
composed of two main sections, the
base frame and the camera box, each
of which is cast in one piece of alumi¬
num alloy. Mounted on the base frame
are tbe four-way mattes and the rising
and falling fronts. The camera box
contains the complete film-moving and
driving mechanisms and is mounted
on dovetail tracks which are an integral

reset plunger.
Controls located outside of the BNC
case consist of the focus tube magni¬
fication lever, filter operating plungers,
eyepiece, hand dissolve lever, auto¬
matic dissolve push-buttons, shift rack
handle and manual threading wheel.
These outer case controls are sj)ringloaded for instantaneous disconnect
when released. This feature is provided
to avoid contact with the inner con¬
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FOCUS
TUBE
OUTER DOOR

FIG. 3—Left side of BNC camera showing door open and various controls.

trols during the operation of the cam¬
era so that no noise is transmitted
from the camera box to the outside
through these controls. The outer case
has small windows for viewing the
miniature monitor shutter, the cali¬
brated dissolve indicator, the footage

part of the base.
The outer case of the BNC (which
acts as a blimp) consists of three main
sections: the magazine housing, the
motor housing and the main housing.
Each section is lined with soundinsulating material. The outer access
door is hinged to the left side of the
main housing. Mounted on the main
housing case are the parallax and focus¬
ing control, the matte box bracket, the
carrying handles, the power input plug,
the view finder dovetail bracket, the
spirit level tube and the buckle trip

SHIFT RELEASE
BUTTON

totalizer, the footage counter and the
frame counter.
The camera box itself is divided
logitudinally into two separate com¬
partments. The left-hand or operating
side contains the film moving mechan-

APERTURE PIATE REIEASEgUPPER SPROCKET
GUIDE ROLLER (K)l
FILM ROI,.LER (O)-

Continued on Page 194

UPPER SPROCKET
FILM GUIDE(L)/

■REGISTRATION
PIN THROWOUT

UPPER SPROCKET
GUIDE ROLLER (J)
-STRIPPER
FILM ROLLER (H)

APERTURE
PLATE-

BUCKLE-TRIP
^.-^FILM ROLLER (G)

REGISTER
PLATE--

DRIVE SPROCKET
FILM ROLLER (F)

PRESSUREj
PLATE--n

LOWER SPROCKET
GUIDE ROLLER (E)

■MATTE SLOT

ROLLER(B)

PULL-DOWN
CLAW-^

[LOWER SPROCKET
Iguioe roller (o-

APERTURE PLATE RELEASE (19)

•LOWER
(SPROCKET
‘film GUIDE (M)
BUCKLE-TRIP
RESET-

FILM
ROLLER (A)j

FIG. 4—Pattern of film flow through the Mitchell BNC.
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CONVERTING
picture
align

film.

A

50-YEAR-OLD

Kemp

pictures

on

paper

R.

Niver,

standing,

the

paper

tape

print

to

watches

with

frame

safety-base
technician
line

of

the

motion

camera

field.

precisely

paper

print

copying

never

before

Machine
and

old

been

is

eleventh

nitrate

film

projected

as

in

series

restoration.

designed

by

Most of

the

Niver for
films

hod

moviesi

Operation "Restoration"
Kemp Niver’s thirst for knowledge of eorly-day movie making
led him to develop the industry’s first practical method of
producing projectable prints of old nitrate films

By

'Phanks to the ingenuity and perse¬
verance of a man who abandoned law
to get into the motion picture l)usine.ss.
many of the movies made by the indus¬
try's jiioneers, as well as a great many
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ARTHUR

ROWAN

of its silent era masterpiece cotisidered
impossible to jiroject, have been re¬
stored and maele projectable. Some of
the very first motion picture.s ever
madt% many of them actuallv

never

projected, can now be seen on the mo¬
tion picture screen.
Although numerous efforts have been
made over the years to produce pro¬
jectable motion picture firints of an-

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

ciciil and \aluabl(' films, it remaiiu'd
for Kemj) R. Niver, head of Renovare
Film (iompanv of Hollywood, to
achieve the first practical commercial
result. Niver has parlayed what was in
the beginning a casual interest in old
fdm restoration to a promising business
venture which, while not making a
great deal of money now% promises a
rosy future for Niver once the industry
learns what he has to offer. But Niver
didn’t go into this business to get rich.
-Actually the monetary rewards were
never much of a consideration. The
project from the very beginning has
been sort of a labor of love, result of a
passion Niver had developed for re¬
searching history of early-day movie
makers and their techniques. In his
library are some of the rarest of hooks
on the subject—as rare as some of the
old paper prints and nitrate films which
he has restored and made projectable
on modern screening equipment.
Right now a lot of television entre¬
preneurs would like to acquire prints
of motion pictures made in the early
days of the silent film era as video pro¬
gram material—movies such as the old
Mack Sennett comedies, original Lon
Chaney thrillers, and others. Search for
prints of these films revealed the fact

FIRST

MOTION

made

with

a

picture
revolving

shutter camera by Thom¬
as A. Edison—date 1889.
He cut negative into five
strips,
had

as

shown,

contact

then

print

made

of the layout which was
sent,

together

quired
U.

S.

fee
Patent

copyright.
ture was
Kemp
the

with

of

50c,

Office

Title
“The

Niver

of

re¬
to
for
pic¬

Sneeze."

reproduced

images

on

35mm

motion picture film, which
was projected as a nov¬
elty

at

Awards
program

1958

Academy

presentations
in

Hollywood.

that none in projectable state exist.
Then there are organizations such as
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences, one of whose projects is
the establishing and conduct of an ar¬
chive of historical movie memorabilia,
and the Library of Congress with
vaults of paper prints of films made in
the early days of the industry as a
means of establishing copyright, which
are desirous of converting these records
to projectable motion pictures. Now
for the first time, old inflammable ni¬
trate film prints and the Library of
Congress’ yellowed and decayed paper
prints can be, and are being, restored
on acetate safety film.
Reason the restoration work is not
progressing on a scale commensurate
with its w'orth is that those in possession
of the old records have not the funds
to carry it on.
Both organizations
previously mentioned have in the past
secured funds on which to start their
film restoration projects, but at the
present time they await further grants
that will enable them to proceed with
this valuable work.
It is paradoxical that the very indus¬
try the restoration project will benefit
ANOTHER VIEW of the

and, indeed, the one that should be
Continued on Page 188
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by Kemp
process

is

R.

nitrate film

Niver (standing).

key to

success

of

and

Precision
the

paper

print copying

alignment of

Renovare

film

each

restoration

machine

picture

in

designed
the

and

built

rephotographing

procedure.
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FILMING THI

he had also photographed in 1956. It
was also a tremendous challenge to
Stenvold’s technical experience and
know-how. The smooth results flashed
across the TV tubes of the nation gave
no hint of the many difficult photo¬
graphic problems he and his staff had
encountered and solved in the course
of the junket.
Because the trip was basically of
catch-as-catch-can nature as far as film¬

THE

TWO

BASIC

cameras

fhaf were

set

up

fo

photograph

deck of the USS Forrestal, anchored off Naples, Italy.
left

mounts

a

Zoom

lens and was the workhorse of the set-up.

Stensvold, ASC, (arrow)

used

telephone

of his remotely-positioned camera crews.

intercom

(not

Hope’s

shown

two military transport planes took off
from Burbank airport on an impor¬
tant mission Tbe passenger list in¬
cluded Bob Hope, movie columnist
Hedda
Hopper,
etitertainers Jerry
Colonna, Elaine Dunn, Molly Bee, and
Bandy Sparks, Les Brown’s orchestra,
plus a staff of production, sound and
camera technicians. In all, the en¬
tourage comprised bO persons.
Twelve days, ten shows, 14,000
nautical miles and 73.000 feet of ex¬
posed 35mm movie film later, the
same planes touched down at Burbank
again.
Result of the mission: the
Christmas of thousands of American
service men in far-flung bases acro.ss
the globe had been made happier

performance

Director of

here)

Up to four cameras were

O.N THE MORNING of December 17 last,
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Bob

on

Both cameras are Mitchell NCs.
to

direct

used

on

flight

One on

Photography, Alan
camera

operations

every take.

because Bob Hope and his fellow en¬
tertainers had brought a Yuletide pro¬
gram of typically American comedy
and music right to their foreign door¬
steps.
When the filmed version of this
junket was telecast on the NBC net¬
work sometime later, American audi¬
ences also were entertained by the
overseas performances of the star and
his company. Technicians viewing the
show were even more impressed with
the technical quality of the filmed pre¬
sentation, particularly the excellent
camerawork of Alan Stensvold, A.S.C.,
and his crew.
For Stensvold the assignment proved
an enjo.yable and productive reunion
with Bob Hope, whose Alaskan tour

ing was concerned, it was important
that as many details as possible be
locked down in advance. This was
accomplished through many confer¬
ences and extensive pre-planning by
Bob Hope, Stensvold and director Mort
Lachman prior to the junket. Every
problem and situation that could be
foreseen was analyzed and provided
for, with Hope slanting the presenta¬
tion wherever possible to satisfy the
technical requirements of cinematog¬
raphy. Approximately one-half of each
of the ten shows was scheduled for
filming. It was understood that at
each of the scheduled stops, local
entertainers would be integrated into
Hope’s program and that situations
with a local flavor would be con¬
cocted by his writers during lastminute “crash” sessions right on the
spot. These were the segments that
would have to be filmed “off-the-cuff”
and without rehearsal by the camera
crew.
Director of Photography Stensvold
brought along a crew from Holly¬
wood consisting of two Operators,
two Assistant Cameramen, and a
Gaffer. In Moron, Spain, this crew
was augmented by cameramen from
the U.S. Air Force base at Berlin, who
shot fill-in and reaction shots with
35mm hand cameras.
Camera equipment taken along on
the jaunt included four NC Mitchells,
three Arriflexes, and two 100-ft Eyemos—all supplied by the Air Force
photographic unit at Fookout Moun-
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By HERB A. LIGHTMAN

BOB HOPE CHRISTMAS TOUR

•

•

How resourcefulness plus intelligent use of a range of negative stocks achieved
a notable photographic result under highly adverse conditions

tain, in Los Angeles. On the turret
of one NC Mitchell were four Baltar
lenses of various focal lengths, which
afforded utmost flexibility in record¬
ing any type shot called for, including
establishing and medium shots. Two
French zoom lenses were included and

BOB
show

HOPE,
on

Location

MARCH

standing

flight

deck

before
of

microphone,

aircraft

of the four cameras used

•

1959

carrier

used for recording closeups of the per¬
formers.
Selection of film stock was governed
somewhat by the fact that the zoom
lenses were limited in speed. Du Pont
Superior 2 was used in the NC with
the turrets, which was operated at an

makes
USS

ready

Forrestal

to
in

start

his

Naples.

in covering this show are clearly

visible.

Lettered

panel

average lens opening of f/5. However,
since the efficient working stop of the
zoom lenses was about f/6.3. ultra-fasi
Du Pont Superior was used on all
zoom shots. This is the film that Stensvold uses extensively in filming Art
Continued on Page 192

above

heads

lines for his prepared monoglogue.
rainstorm

forced

everyone

of

audience

cues

Hope

on

As show got underway, a sudden

below deck where

proceedings continued.
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A

mong the highlights of “The Nightingale.” a 16inni

color film awarded a Gold Medal in a recent competi¬
tion conducted hy the Photographic Society of America,
are optical effects which many non-professionals consider
heyond their capabilities. Tullio Pellegrini, of San Fran¬
cisco. who made the film has achieved with inexpensive
equipment made in his home workshop expert effects rival¬
ing those produced by jirofessional studios and optical
effects laboratories. In addition, careful pre-production
planning plus skills which he has acquired through many
years of 16mm photography combined to impart to the
film all the aspects of a veteran cinematographer’s skilled
handling of lenses, lighting and composition.
The color and sound film required one month of pho¬
tography and sound recording in Italy, and additional
weeks of work by Pellegrini in his home studio-workshop
to complete. The idea for the one-reel picture came to him
when he revisited his boyhood home in the thousand-yearold village of Alto Pascio, Italy. The memories of his
youth were filled with scenes of exotic birds native to his
homeland and he determined to recapture these scenes on
color film and bring them back with him to the United
States.
Pellegrini knew that shots of the nightingales, while

FILMING
A PRIZE
WINNER
How a non-professional’s
professional approach in planning and
executing the photography of a contest
film netted a Gold Medal award

interesting, would be more entertaining if they were woven
into a story. So he decided to tell a simple story of a boy
and girl who meet in the forest and discover the nest of
a nightingale. Returning periodically to watch the eggs

By

CLIFFORD

V.

HARRINGTON

hatch and the birds grow, they eventually discover that
they have fallen in love.

not photograph at the first spot he selected. In all, he used

Pellegrini selected two young people from the village

five nests before the filming was ended.

of Alto Pascio to be his actors. He coached and rehearsed

Pellegrini discovered that he could photograph most of

them carefully and managed to draw creditable perform¬

his bird shots only between 10 and 11 a.m. when the sun

ances from them in a minimum of time. The scenes of the

was at an angle to illuminate the hidden nests. At each

pair required parts of five days to complete.

location he tied green strings to any branches or twigs

Meanwhile,

he searched

several

that might be in the way of the lens. When he was pre¬

Because the birds build their homes

pared to shoot he would set up his Bolex and walk away

near the ground, they often are damaged or destroyed.

to dispel the fears of the mother bird. As she became quiet,

Pellegrini wanted alternate locations in the event he could

Continued on Page 184

nightingale nests.

the

forest

to

locate

A BOLEX H-16 camera with a complement
of lenses including a zoom was used by
Tulio

Pellegrini to photograph

scenes in

his native Italy for his prize-winning color
film "The Nightingale." Later he employed
professional

techniques

plex

for the

scenes

to produce

film—some

com¬

by ani¬

mation.

MARCH
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A MICROPHONE boom

is a ‘‘must" for efficient recording

in the small studio or on

of sound

location, it should be light in weight and

Do-It-Yourself
Sound Recording
Part V: The auxiliary equipment
necessary for recording sound in the
studio and in the field

By

ALLEN

JACOBS

The Calvin Co., Inc., Kansas City, Mo.

in this series have discussed the various
phases of magnetic sound recording and some of the basic
equipment that is required for this work. This month the
various items of auxiliary equipment will be described—
equipment that is secondary, but nonetheless important in
the function of recording sound for a motion picture, either
in the studio or on location.
Previous articles

A source of adequate power to run the camera and re¬

182

as compact as possible in design and construction to permit free and
easy

use

in

tight

quarters.

corder is, of course, necessary when sound is to be recorded
on location. Where conventional domestic power sources are
unavailable, then the producer must bring along batteries
or other equipment to supply the required power. The pro¬
ducer who has his own fully-equipped sound truck, of
course, usually has this problem already taken care of.
Until recently, 6-volt power sources have been the most
frequently used for motion picture work by the small film
producer. Among these were small motor generators, op¬
erated by a motor driving off a 6-volt storage battery, and
producing 110 volts of AC current. Today, similar units
are powered by 12 or 24 volt storage batteries. One of the
advantages of 12-volt equipment is that if you are caught
on location with the sound equipment batteries low, you
can drive the generator motor off the battery of any auto¬
mobile or truck—many of which now have 12-volt batteries.
The battery for the portable generator can then be re¬
charged on location, or as you drive, from your automobile
generator. (A small power generator has also been devel¬
oped which may be installed in one’s car and driven by
the fan belt without disturbing the car’s other equipment.—
ED.).
In choosing a portable generator, a safe margin of power
should be an important consideration. If your equipment
normally pulls 200 watts, you should have at least a 50%
margin of safety, or a source of 300 watts. Beyond that,
even though a 300-watt generator obviously will carry a
200-watt load, it would be still wiser to choose a unit that
delivered 500 watts and assure a good safety margin in any
emergency.
A portable power source should have a visual means of
setting it to deliver 60 cycles of current. While it’s not quite
a life-and-death matter when equipment operates at 55 or
57 cycles, it is desirable to operate it at the 60-cycle norm
for which your recording equipment motors are designed.

AMERICAN CINEAAATOGRAPHER

A visual indicator of the vibrating reed
type is satisfactory in that you can set
it in advance and then—even though
you may want to keep an eye on it—
feel reasonably sure that it’s staying
within a fraction of the desired 60
cycles.
In a previous article, we discussed
the pros and cons of magnetic tape ver¬
sus magnetic sprocketed film. Regard¬
less of which medium you choose, there
wi 11 he some other decisions to make.
One of them is tape quality. There is
an accepted basic or “normal” quality
of recording tape on the market. It’s
what might called a commercial tape—
not extra thin, not extra thick, or extra
this or that. Just an overall practical
tape such as Minnesota Mining’s 111-A.
It is advisable to avoid the extra
thin tapes unless you or your sound re¬
cordist are familiar with the steps nec¬
essary to prevent over-modulating.
Why? If too loud a sound signal is put
on the thin tape, it is likely to “print
through.” That is, some of the sound on
one layer of tape will transfer to the
adjoining layers.
Using magnetic film instead of tape,
the print through problem is practi¬
cally non-extant. In choosing mag¬
netic film for your recorder, you will
be offered what are termed high-level
films. Our experience has shown that
there is little, if any, need for special
type magnetic films in normal record¬
ing work. If good, standard brands of
magnetic film are purchased, no diffi¬
culties are likely to be encountered if
the tape is used properly.
At the Calvin Company, we prefer to
use magnetic film in 400-ft. rolls be¬
cause they match in length the 400-ft.
rolls of film we use in our motion pic¬
ture cameras. When both the picture
and sound are shot and recorded at the
same speed—36 fpm—the two mediums
match up scene for scene and ease the
editing chore considerably.
Earlier in this series we mentioned
that tape is easier to transport and
store than magnetic film. What we
meant is that the sound for more takes
can be recorded on a single roll of tape
than on a roll of film. It is possible to
record the sound for two to three 400ft. rolls of negative on a single roll of
tape. While this is a convenience, we
would not consider it a vital point in
the decision as to whether you should
use tape or film.
There are some important things to
remember about the care and handling
of magnetic film or tape. Both medi-
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HOUSTON FEARLESS

NEW
16/35mm B&W

Processes up to 150 f. p.m.
Where high speed and/or large volume processing of motion picture film
is required, the new Houston Fearless Model S120PN Spray Processor is
the practical answer. Processes all 16 or 35mm, b & w, neg. or pos. films.
Completely automatic operation. Dependable Houston Fearless quality.
• New, improved spray bars assure
uniform processing.
• New, direct, positive film drive.
• Separate gear box for each
compartment.
• New, highly accurate temperature
control.
• New, efficient air squeegees.
• New, automatic film tension control.
•
•

W
m
I

• New, electric tachometer.
• New, wax (or silicone) applicator
optional.
• New, archival wash available.
• Processes pos. film up to
150 f.p.m.
• Processes neg. film up to
100 f.p.m.
• Stainless steel throughout.

HOUSTON FEARLESS CORPORATION
11805 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 64, California
Send catalogs and prices on: □ Other b&w processors.
□ Spray processor. □ Color processors. □ Mix tanks.
□ Printers. □ Camera heads. □ TV pedestals.

•

□ Tripods.

□ Remote control heads. □ Dollies.

^
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•
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urns may be considered on the delicate

pose: to enable the sound men to get

recording job. A roll of paj)er tape has

side in that they should never he ex-

the best possible results with the equip¬

proved a handy item many times for

j)osed

ment available. All too often, however,

us. A length of it is used as a wrapper

monitoring does not help the sound.

around each roll of tape or film. It not

to

high

magnetic

fields,

nor

extremes of heat or humidity. There

only

serves

to

hold

the

medium

in

have been cases of “print through”

We have grown accustomed to hear¬

from one roll to another resulting where

ing a producer say, while listening to a

the recording medium has been ex¬

recording he made on location: “Well,

on which to pencil identification data,

place but provides a convenient place

posed to high temperatures. So for safe

I

I wonder where

etc. Still other items are grease pencils

storage while working in the field, all

that noise came from?” Obviously, the

and ball point pens—ideal for writing

tapes or films that have been recorded

noise

never heard that!
was in

the

original

recording,

on either paper tape or film. An extra

should he kept in clean, dry, non-mag-

and it could have been detected in the

microphone cable

will

netic containers and in a cool place—

monitoring process, and corrected on

time saver as will extra extension cords.

or at least well-protected from heat of

the spot.

Finally, there’s one important item we
never

forget.

cannot expect to do better sound re¬

three

ries used in sound recording is the

cording

appraise — or

driven into the earth on location as a

microphone

is

that you can monitor. If, when record¬

ground for our recording and power

available in a wide range of design,

ing on location, you cannot hear what

supply equipment.

construction and bulk. There are mike

you are recording as it is being record¬

As in all endeavors, its the little

booms that are hand-held during shoot¬

ed, how can you be sure what’s actu¬

things that—overlooked or forgotten—

ing, and others that are mounted on

ally recorded on the tape or film until

can greatly affect the expected sound

mobile tripods or other supports. Some

you are back at the studio and it’s too

recording result.

small production operations have done

late to do anything about errors?

One of the most important accesso¬
boom — an

item

that

fairlv well by simply hanging the mike
overhead

on

some

convenient

object

than

you

can

not

pose

the

problems it

does

when

shooting on location. In the studio, if

above the set on

you have assembled the best equipment

mike,

then

some sort

of boom

iron

stake,

length, which

is

■

Monitoring sound in the studio does

above the set. But if there is nothing
which to hang the

in

an

a

about

feet

is

prove

Film makers should realize that you

the sun.

That

often

FILMING A WINNER
Continued from Page 181

must

available within the limits of your bud¬

he would creep back, gently pull back

be employed. There are a number of

get and knowledge, and you establish

the twigs and start his camera. Often

small booms on the market that can be

a standard or norm to serve as a yard¬

because the nests were so well hidden,

considered reasonably convenient, but

stick in the monitoring process, any¬

he was able to observe the action only

not as convenient as some of us would

thing that varies from that standard

through the reflex viewing system of

like them to be. Too many commercial

will be readily apparent and you can

his camera.

booms are bulky and unduly heavy to

thus correct it immediately.

handle.

When the eggs in one of the

five

It’s a different matter, however,

nests began to hatch, he was on the

At Cal vin, we have made our own

when you’re recording sound on loca¬

spot minutes later to record the baby

booms, using sections of aluminum tub¬

tion. Here there is no standard listen¬

nightingales.

ing with the ends threaded so that sev¬

ing

birds in other nests

eral sections can

together.

are usually a myriad of other sounds

capture in a few days time the appar¬

Lach section is 4-ft. in length, and we

coming to your ears. So if you want to

ent

find that we can easily manage a boom

improve the efficiency of your monitor¬

into fledglings.

be joined

condition,

and in

addition

there

growth

Later,

of

by

one

filming older

he

was

group

of

able to
chicks

made up of three sections. On the far

ing, use a good set of padded earphones

Shots of adult birds proved difficult

end

during recording sessions that are capa¬

to make even with the use of telephoto

is a mounting device

for the

microphone, and the mike cord is usu¬
ally taped along the length of the boom.

ble of excluding all extraneous noises.
There is another precaution you can

lenses.

Pellegrini

spent

many

hours

tramping through his boyhood haunts,

The result is a “fishpole” type of boom

take—one we invariably follow when

—use of which usually presents still an¬

shooting and

other problem.

cation. At the close of the day’s work,

less-patient photographers would have

we make it a practice to re-monitor all

given

finished.

It

is not physically

possible

for

a

recording sound on lo¬

before

he

succeeded

in

filming

scenes necessary to his script.
up

before

half

the

the

Many

work

was

man to hold a twelve-foot boom (with

sound recorded during that day. This

a mike on the far end I overhead and

we often do in our hotel room, where

To obtain night scenes of the mea¬

out straight and hold it very long! To

in peace and quiet we can listen to our

dows that surround the woodlands in

solve this problem, we built a simple

sound tracks, completely relaxed and

which the nightingales dwell, he had

support

invariably with a more critical ear.

using

two

4-foot

lengths

of

to

shoot

“day-for-night.”

He

used

a

aluminum tubing, which were crossed

One might surmise that it’s a little

Wratten SOB filter with daylight-type

off-center and joined with a bolt. With

late to discover that you have a couple

Kodachrome and made no compensa¬
tion for light loss. The results are quite

this support set up, the mike boom is

of bad sound

simply rested in the crotch of it, thus

shooting is over; but it’s a lot better

relieving the boom operator of the fa¬

than discovering it. perhaps weeks

Pellegrini also made effective use of

tigue that usually follows when a fish-

later, after the company has returned

his zoom lens. To show the boy and

pole boom is held for long takes.

to the studio from location.

girl meeting in the forest for the first

takes after the day’s

professional.

The careful monitoring of sound on

In conclusion, we might list here a

time, he felt the scene needed special

location is a matter that is too often

number of smaller items that will add

impact. He pictured the youth prepar¬

neglected. Monitoring has but one pur¬

to the convenience of achieving a good

ing to fire a rifle at a paper target
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lacked to a tree. As ihc

young

man

o])tical

elf(‘cts,

certain

raises the \\'eaj)oii to his shoulder and
is about to shoot, the girl steps into

had been shot in Italy.

the frame. The lens zooms in for a
medium shot of the target with the
startled girl almost in the line of fire.

script for a shot

scenes

which

BELL & HOWELL

An examjile is the demand

in tiis

of fireflies

on

»mm

EYEMO

an

Italian meadow at dusk—a scene almost impossible to film by the most

In a more .serene shot at the begin¬
ning of the ])icture, Pellegrini used the
zoom lens to show the habitat of the
nightingales. He began with a long
view of the meadow and zoomed in
slowly to the forest in the background.
Thus, with one shot he set the locale
for the ensuing scenes of the birds.
This portion of the film is further
enhanced by cricket chirps—actually
recorded in Italy and dubbed in later
on the sound track.
One sequence toward the end of the
picture combines shots made both in
Italy and the United States. It shows
the youth setting a trap to capture a
live nightingale which he plans to give
to the girl. The boy baits the trap with
a worm. Suspense is built as the cam¬
era cuts several times between the wire
cage and an approaching bird. Suddenly the camera zooms down to the
door, simulating the flight of the nightingale, and the trap snaps shut. The
musical accompaniment hits a peak
and then there is silence, broken sec¬

astute

professional. So

trick

MOVIE
CAMERA

I

photog¬

raphy and animation were resorted to

119“

to produce the desired shot. Here one
of the day-for-night shots, previously
mentioned, was combined with a short
sequence of animation that represented
blinking fireflies in motion.

With 2'^ B & H Lens. This rugged, versatile
camera is famed for professional and
news¬
reel work the world over.
100 ft. capacity.
With straight tube finder, B & H quick-wind at¬
tachment and B & H fitted case. Original cost
was over $500.00.
Cash with order or 25% deposit on c.o.d.'s.
F.O.B. warehouse.

The fireflies were produced by ani¬
mation in the following manner: In¬
stead of the usual acetate animation
cels, Pellegrini used white .sheets of

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA CO

paper on which a pattern of black dots
w'ere inked, according to a predeter-

10611
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‘1£NS BANK"
j
!
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Blvd.,

^ 1"
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No.

Hollywood,

Calif.
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CARL MEYER 16mm LENSES
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Focusing “C” Mount

each

Write for Free 120 pg.
Lens Catalog

onds later by chords struck on a piano.

BURKE & JAMES,

HIGH SPEED LENSES

Dept. AC 459
321

S. Wabash,

Chicago 4,

To obtain shots representing a bird’s
eye view from inside the wire cage,
Pellegrini—after returning to his home
in San Francisco—reconstructed a trap

(INEKAD Microphone Booms

such as was used in Italy. He even im¬
ported live worms from Italy for the
scene!
Back home, with his film processed

CINEKAD Mike Booms are light in
weight, rigidly constructed, precision
engineered and ideal for location or
studio work.

[

and countless hours spent in reviewing
the footage prior to the editing, the

j

difficult special effects work was begun

ALL MODELS FIT

1

Model

2

Model C-12 extends from 7 to 14 feet; has
external

IN YOUR CAR!

to make the tie-in shots he now found

BR-12

3

Model

extends

directional
“Miracle”

from

mike

7

to

14

feet.

control.

extends

from

7

to

18

feet; has internal fitted noiseless directional

so vital to create the smooth continuity

mike

that marks his completed work. A syn¬

4

chronizing device was constructed to

has

link up his Bolex camera and his pro¬
jector in close proximity to a small
Write for Free

projection screen. This set-up enabled

j

him to re-photograph, for the required

|

Catalogue

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO

control.

Model

C-18

external

extends

from

directional

7

mike

to

20

feet;

control.

Each CJ1\EKAD Mike lirtnm has a sturflr
5-ftntt stand, which can be elevaterl to a
height of 10 feet.
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mined pattern. Succeeding sheets had
the dots moving progressively across
the camera field. The desired blinking
effect for the fireflies was imparted by
omitting alternate drawings during ani¬

16mm
KOVIOLA
MODEL

mation photography. The dots were
shot
on
black-and-white
negative,
which after processing produced a film

Will save
hundreds of
hours of
labor. Large,
hinged view¬
ing lens
allows frames
under obser¬

with white spots on a black background.
Then to give these spots the necessary
color or tint to complete the illusion
Special

vation to be reached with¬
out disengaging
film.
Re¬
versible, variable speed
motor
with
foot
control.
Take-up
and
supply
spin¬
dles.
Takes
up
to
10"
reels. Std. 110 v. Original
list over $390! Identical to
35mm Model D, also avail¬
able at only $189.50.

Price

289.00
F.O.B.
No.

Hollywood.

Cash
or

with

25%
on

order

deposit

c.o.d.’s.

film laboratory where it was combined
by optical printing on a single strip
of color film.

HOUYWOOD CAMERA CO.
10611

Chandler

Blvd.,

No.

Hollywood,

Calif.

PRECISION CONTROLLED OPERATIONS

complete 16mm services
DAILY REVERSAL PROCESSING
IINCLUDING

CUSTOM

PROCESSING OF EASTMAN TRl-X & DuPONT 931)
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of fireflies, the length of film was then
re-photographed, frame by frame, on
Type A Kodachrome as it was pro¬
jected on a tinted screen. Afterwards,
this footage along with the shot of the
meadow at dusk was sent to a local

Pellegrini used his homemade de¬
vices in numerous ways. He needed a
shot of two adult nightingales together,
but had been unable to photograph two
birds together in a closeup. He turned
to his basement workshop for the solu¬
tion. He produced the desired shot by
projecting and re-photographing two
shots of individual birds, masking first
one side of the frame and then the
other.
This masking and multipleexposure technique also was used to
make a montage of five nightingales.
A slightly different method was em¬
ployed to make a shot of two birds
facing each other. In this case Pelle¬

grini selected a few feet of film of one
nightingale and used it to represent
two. He first projected and re-photo¬
graphed the bird from his midget
screen on one half the film. Then he
rewound the roll and shot the unex¬
posed portion from behind a frosted
glass as the same clip was projected
on its surface. The resulting shot shows
two nightingales facing each other as
called for in the script.
Thus, camera trickery was employed
to add to the story where certain shots
could not be made on location.
Pellegrini recorded most of the
sound effects for the picture in Italy.
Most difficult to obtain perhaps, were
the calls of the nightingales. Contrary
to popular belief, these exotic birds
sing more beautifully during the day.
But to complicate his work, he found
that there were too many interfering
noises in the daytime and he had to
record in the middle of the night. He
used a Stancil-Hoffman portable Mini¬
tape and later dubbed the sounds along
with music and narration onto the
magnetic stripe which was added to his
film.
Thus, patience and hard work paid
off when Pellegrini was awarded the
PSA Gold Medal for his achievement.
In addition he accomplished what he
had set out to do—to capture in motion
pictures and sound some of the memo¬
ries of his childhood.

■
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credit to his having started as a cor¬
respondent.
Imaginative and productive TV news
stringers develop from a wide range
of fields, as exemplified by the two
cases reported here. Atkins was first a
newspaperman, Salerno a high school
student. WAPI-TV’s News Editor Char¬
les Davis disclosed that most of his
stringers work in fields allied to tele¬
vision, or are students of journalism
or cinematography.
Television’s correspondent cinema¬
tographers invariably start out shoot¬
ing with one of the inexpensive 16mm
cine cameras. As soon as they start
getting checks for their work, they put
the money right back into the busi¬
ness—buy more professional-like cam¬
eras and equipment. Because there is a
steady demand for news footage with
sound, more and more stringers are
investing in 16mm Auricon single-

system sound cameras. For the really
productive cameraman, this means
higher free-lance fees, more specific
assignments from TV news editors, and
the possibility of commercial jobs from
local advertising and public relations
agencies.
Pay for correspondent cinematogra¬
phers varies around the country, de¬
pending on the size of the station, the
length and importance of the TV news
shows using films, and the station’s
budget. WAPI-'fV Editor Davis pays
his 25 correspondents at the rate of 50
cents a foot for film used on the news
shows he edits. WBRC-TV Editor At¬
kins figures more on a basis of S5 to
S15 for silent footage and $15 to $25
for sound footage. Both are limited in
the amount of air time they have for
live and filmed news, so every second
of filmed footage must count.
Davis said his station keeps a por-

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

tion of the cash he receives on jobs
shot for NBC, but Atkins said as a
free lance photographer he received
S75 from NBC for his first sale to
them—a film of a tornado in which 22
were killed. He has received SlOO for
sound film clips of integration inci¬
dents used on networks coast-to-coast.

PRECISION SOUND READERS
your guarantee of the finest
in sound editing equipment

The importance of editing in the
camera was stressed by both news edi¬
tors who are very busy men and don’t
have a lot of time to edit films taken
by stringers w ho have overshot on their
subjects.
In advising those selling to the net¬
works, Atkins says, “Know your plane
schedules and make sure that film is
on the plane to New York in time for
the network news deadline even if it
means shooting only the first five min¬
utes of a very important murder trial.”
On the basis of exposure and com¬
position, both Atkins and Davis find
the quality of footage submitted to
them to be surprisingly good. Their
complaints are more on the non-photo¬
graphic side of stringing.
They listed the following do’s and
don’ts that are given their own string¬
ers and prospective stringers to follow.
These are also applicable to other mo¬
tion picture cameramen around the
country interested in selling news¬
worthy film footage to TV. They are:
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CUSTOM MADE FILM SLITTER

1. Keep your camera handy and load¬
ed at all times. (Both Birmingham
stations, incidentally, furnish their cor¬
respondents with film gratis.)
2. Keep informed on upcoming news
events by reading your local news¬
papers and listen to your local radio
news.

Standard

oilless

Built to SMPTE Standards or your own specifications.
Features nickel chrome steel slitting blades, mounted
in

needle

bearings.

Base

is

constructed

of

steel

with a black gun metal finish to protect from rusting.

All Prices F.O.B. Factory, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Designers and Manufacturers of Equipment For
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Picture

and
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4. Get the facts on a news event after
shooting and send it to the station.
Many a free lance sale has been lost
because the photographer didn’t bother
to send along facts about the filmed
news event.
5. Call the station collect, once you
have filmed the event and give the
editor all the particulars; also advise
what bus, train or plane your film will
arrive on, and give the waybill num¬
ber. If the station doesn’t use your
film, usually they will replace the foot¬
age you shot with a comparable amount
of unexposed film, and you learn some¬
thing about why the footage submitted
wasn’t usable. But don’t wear out your
welcome by overdoing the collect call
bit.
6. Know your local plane, train and
bus schedules backwards and forwards.
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7. Study the TV news shows where
free lance films are used so that you
won’t waste your time and that of the
news editor in sending in unsuitable

35mm CINEFLEX
MOVIE CAMERA
Here's

a

movie

outfit,

complete

American-macJe

ready

to

go

to

footage. Remember news event clips
are rarely on the screen for more than
U) to 50 seconds at the most. News
editors advise concentrating on spot
news and avoiding attempts at features.
8. Edit in the camera. Overshooting

35mm

work!
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operation.
three

as the fire chief, police chief, mayor,
sheriff, judges, chamber of commerce
manager and any others who may be
able to help you with news tips and
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Many,
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editors. (Everybody thinks his story is
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11. Keep a careful record of all films

condition . . .

submitted so that you can bill the sta¬
tion if they don’t pay promptly. But if
your film is sold, don’t expect it back;
you will get replacement film for your
camera.
By following these suggestions you
can enhance your chances of succeed¬
ing in a well-paying free lance sideline
or perhaps a full time job in TV film
photography.
The opportunities are
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most interested in the preservation of
examples of its humble beginning, is
most reticent in backing up with cash
any program for early-day film restora¬
tion and preservation. It should be a
simple matter, it would seem, for the
motion picture industry to allocate a
small per cent of its profits for this
good work.
As more and more of the old films
are restored and made available for
screening, motion picture photogra¬

Motor driven—Heated
Speedy drying
Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
Easily assembled without
tools
Compact, Portable
Guaranteed. Write for Free Literature
487-14
South Ave.
Beacon, N.Y.

phers will discover much of interest in
the techniques of early-day cinematog¬
raphy, which are revealed in these

’ Ciuhiiitlfr
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A precision tool to remove ex¬
cess solutions from film surfaces.
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lows splices to pass freely.
• Cannot scratch film . . . non
clog . . . simple installation.
• Adapts easily to your pres¬
ent squeegee installations.
• Fits any processing machine.
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OPERATION “RESTORATION”
Continued from Page 177
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films—especially those made around
the turn of the century.
Cinematographers of today are fre¬
quently heard describing some “new
idea” that they tried for the first time
in photographing a certain film. Actu¬
ally most of these “new ideas” were old
and forgotten before they were horn.
The French artist and film producer
George Melies, whose name is better
known than his motion pictures, origi¬
nated and put to practical use many

things which cameramen who followed
years later re-discovered.
Points out Niver: “Everything that
has ever been done in cinematography
was done within five years after the in¬
vention of the moving picture camera.
Such things as fades, dissolves, wipes,
rear-projection, animation over live ac¬
tion, and underwater photography all
were done prior to 1895.” And Niver
has old motion picture films to prove
his statement. “The Melies films,” he
says, “display a remarkable talent for
the execution of special effects that to¬
day require a large department of spe¬
cialists in the major studios. Melies not
only made all of his effects in the cam¬
era, but did all the work single-handed.
“The reason that Melies is not as
well known as other cinema pioneers,”
Niver explains, “is that most of his
pictures had been destroyed or were
forgotten by 1912. Historians say that
in later years, Melies became annoyed
at the world in general and burned all
his film negatives. Fortunately a limited
amount of his footage is in existence,
and it has been Niver’s good fortune
to have had opportunity to restore some
of it to acetate safety base. In his
work for the Academy of Motion Pic¬
ture Arts and Sciences, Niver has re¬
stored 150 Melies films.
It was Niver’s thirst for knowledge
of early-day cinema history that in¬
directly led him to the work in which
he is now so avidly engaged. He was a
frequent visitor to the Academy’s li¬
brary of movie memorabilia and it was
here that he learned of the Library of
Congress’ quest for a method of con¬
verting its thousands of rolls of copy¬
righted film records to projectable
motion picture film. The Library had
placed its problem with the Academy
for solution. The Academy in turn had
tried to interest certain Hollywood film
laboratories in the project, but without
much success.
Because the latter’s
methods were tedious and conse¬
quently quite costly, not more than a
hundred feet of film was ever restored
by them.
The restoration idea intrigued Niver
and he set about to build equipment
which he hoped would enable him to
succeed where the professional labs
had failed. And that is exactly what he
did. He first experimented with a few
rolls of the paper prints, loaned to him
by the Library. The first problem was
to find out how to unwind the rolls of
j)aper without causing them to disinte¬
grate ; most of them had lain dormant
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in muslv storage rooms in Washington
for more than half a century and it is
understandahle that {)aper could de¬
teriorate in that time and that almost
anything could happen to the photo¬
graphic emulsion applied to it.
Following a little technical research.
Niver came up with a method of bath¬
ing the rolls of paper in a chemical
then washing them in clear water.

i

This softened the paper base so it could
he unwound without cracking. The rolls
were then wound on a drum-type dry¬
ing rack, such as used in film process¬
ing labs, then rewound the paper strips
after drying on ordinary thousand-foot
35mm film reels.
“Because of the inherent error in
the paper.” Niver explained, “it was
impossible to match the paper prints to
any existing modern film laboratory
equipment. Many of the prints had
been photographed with motion picture
cameras having no sprockets and there¬
fore there were no sprocket holes in
the prints by which they might he
moved progressively through a ma¬
chine for copying by existing labora¬
tory equipment.” So devising a means
of securing accurate registration in the
copying procedure was the first major
problem tackled.
“In the beginning, I registered the
prints by hand—one frame at a time,
and made each exposure manually after
alignment had been made. Using a
spring-wound motion picture camera,
the copying process was a long drawn
out and tedious procedure. But it was
by working this way that I was able
to find out if my ideas for restoring the
paper prints would work.”
Niver recalled

the laborious “cut-

and-try” method he followed in setting
up his first copying equipment. “I
bought a spring-driven 16mm camera
and mounted it on an enlarger stand.
On the baseboard I mounted an inex¬
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pensive T-square to provide a straight¬
edge or path of travel for the film. Each
time I would add something to this
straight-edge to improve the set-up, I
would discover new problems; that the
paper strips were wider in some i)laces
than in others; that the rolls had been
rolled up (fifty years or more earlier)
while still wet, with the result many
images were larger on one side than
the other; and that in order to achieve

wu^5 in
with

’
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COMPLETELY TRANSISTORIZED
PORTABLE

MAGNETIC FILM

RECORDING SYSTEM

satisfactory registry 1 would have to
use a camera that would enable me to
see the image directly through the
taking lens.
“So I purchased another camera—
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one having this feature, also a sturdy
lathe bed to mount it on. And all the
time I would be asking a lot of ques¬
tions of a lot of people and getting a
lot of answers—not all of them good. I
encountered plenty of sketicism.
“But after the first fifty feet of paper
was run off, copied and printed on ace¬
tate safety base, the project began to
generate a lot of interest.”
It wasn’t long before the Library of
Congress found more work for Niver to
do. Having now restored some 75,000

SECONDS
'

feet of paper prints to film for the Li¬
brary, he was asked if there was any¬
thing he could do to restore “some rolls
of old film which look very peculiar.”
Niver asked that two or three reels of
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the film be sent to him for study. The
restoration problems were essentially
the same as for the paper rolls, except
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Before this film could be handled,
it was necessary to work out a method
of keeping it intact during the condi¬
tioning and copying steps. It was about
this time that Niver, attending a party,
observed a fellow celebrant roll a ciga¬
rette in a piece of cellophane, then tie
a knot in the cigarette. Niver was
struck with the toughness of the little
piece of clear plastic and he began to
think how it might be applied to

restoration.

and Cine Special cameras. Send resume

Springfield

grate on touch.

strengthen and hold intact the old his¬
torical films now in his hands for

For permanent position in New England.
Must

^

Result was he devised a means of
sandwiching the strips of film between
two strips of plastic—this time Saran
Wrap, instead of cellophane. It worked,
and enabled him to put the films
through his copying machine with suc¬
cess. Certain alterations had to be made
on his machine for film however.
By now there was a definite need for
a method of moving the film progres¬
sively through the copier by motor
power, rather than by hand. This was
the first problem tackled and solved,
and today the film is moved forward to
bring each frame into position for
copying at a slow but steady rate by
means of friction grips, rather than by
sprockets. Sprockets were out of the
question because the film was badly
shrunken and the rate of shrinkage var¬
ied throughout each roll. So correct
alignment of each frame depends upon
the watchful eye of the machine opera¬
tor who observes the film through a
magnifying glass and makes any ad¬
justment necessary to move it further

forward or backward to attain align¬
ment by a hand wheel geared down
200-to-l to afford precise vernier ad¬
justment.
hen a roll of old film is presented
for restoration,” said Niver, “we first
estimate its condition by examining the
first 15 or 20 feet. Then, through care¬
ful measurement, we determine the
progress of error in frame line position
due to film shrinkage, and set the auto¬
matic advance of our equipment ac¬
cordingly so that much of the correc¬
tion is taken care of automatically, and
leaves only a minor portion of it to the
machine operator.”
To date Niver has converted about
200,000 feet of paper prints to film,
and a like amount of nitrate film to
safety base acetate. The film project
goes faster than the one for paper, said
Niver, who pointed out he can run a
thousand-foot roll of nitrate through
the copying machine in about six
hours, whereas it takes about three
days to copy the same amount of paper
footage.
We asked Niver what the future
holds for him in this unique enterprise.
With a touch of modesty he said: “I’ve
come to feel I have a sincere duty to
perform in preserving the last chapters
of the motion picture industry, in view
of our developments and of the fact
ours is the only equipment and process
that can do the work.
I’m dedi¬
cated to do what I can in this respect.
It’s a sort of labor of love with me, al¬
though I’ll be glad when the business
finally starts to make money.”
Just as we were about to go to press
with this report, Kemp Niver revealed
that the New York offices of Paramount
Pictures had sent him a 350-foot length
of film—part of the negative of the
memorable old silent hit “The Covered
Wagon”—and asked if it were possible
to make a dupe negative—at the same
time re-positioning the frames to Acad¬
emy Aperture to permit adding a sound
track, and also speeding the picture up
to sound speed. They also sent along

MOVING?
When changing your address, please no¬
tify us at least four weeks in advance. BE
SURE to give your Former address as well
as your New address. Our Circulation De¬
partment needs both addresses in order to
properly identify your address stencil.
Your cooperation will insure that Amer¬
ican Cinematographer will continue com¬
ing to you regularly without delay or
omission of issues. Thank you.

—American Cinematographer
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another piece of badly-shrunken nitrate
—a night scene of a sinking ship—for
restoration.
“I copied the ‘Covered
agon’ foot¬
age by manually controlled stop action
and printed every 2nd frame twice to
bring the film action up to sound speed.
A letter just received from Paramount
expressed their delight with the re¬

GUARANTEED PROFESSIONAL EQUIPHENT
BELL & HOWELL 35mm

PROCESSOR
MOVIE CAMERA

sults.”
The market for Renovare Film Com¬
pany’s services seems infinite in scope.
“Almost every motion picture company
is a potential client,” said Niver, “es¬
pecially companies wishing to market
their old films to TV. Only recently
one TV network submitted to us a 2page list of old films they wished con¬
verted to safety base acetate.”
It looks like Niver’s going to be
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the sky down in these scenes,” said
Guffey, “thus rendering a measure of
under-exposure in the sky area, making
it appear darker—a deeper blue. The
85 filter, normally used for day shots,
was omitted and the lens stopped down
to slightly underexpose the overall

For
color
and
b/w
work.
Beam is variable from 8'^ to
44°
without
hot-spots.
This
lamp is adaptable to all types
of
lighting
problems
where
either spot or flood illumina¬
tion is required. With barn¬
doors and diffusion frame. A
$1300 valuel Mfg. by MoleRichardson.

scene.”
The chief photographic problems en¬
countered on this picture, Guffey ex¬
plained, was in photographing the dayfor-night sequences. “We’d start shoot¬
ing in the morning and the sunlight
would be on the side of a cliff or a
mountain, for instance, and we’d con¬
tinue shooting scenes for the same se¬
quence for two days. During the day,
the sun would travel its usual route
from east to west, altering the light on
the backgrounds of the scenes. In the
afternoon, the main light source would
be coming from the side, where possi¬
bly it was providing full front lighting
when we started shooting earlier in
the day. The problem was one of visu¬
alizing the sequence in terms of pic¬
torial and illumination continuity, and
planning camera setups accordingly in
order to keep the lighting pattern more
or less constant.”
Crosslight, Guffey explains, is best
for day-for-night shots made in color,
especially for scenes that include peo¬
ple, so that one side of faces will be
lighter than the other. Backgrounds, he
added, should have the same off-bal¬
ance lighting characteristic. “Of course,
this isn’t always feasible,” he said, “be¬
cause if you start shooting day-for-
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TYPE 90
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$915.00

Completely automatic 2 second splicing. Selfaligning . . . perfect splices even in the dark¬
room. Film is permanently butt-welded. Can be
used
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b/w or color, original
film,
work
prints or duplicates. At a fraction of original
cost of $547.00.

All
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F.O.B.
Hollywood
All
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FAR AND WIDE
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JTangertone
In studios and far afield, camera and your tape recorder can
be tied together with a Rangertone Sync Kit. Installed in only 3
days.
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night in early morning hours, you
can't stop sliooting at noon simply l)ecanse the sun is now right overhead.”

many running shots required of the
band of U.S. Soldiers who travel by
handcar over railroad tracks in the last

rimmed the subjects in light, and sepa¬
rated them from the background,
making them stand out clearly.

Faces of players require a lot more
light in day-for-night shots, Guflfey ex¬

stages of their flight to Cordura, Co¬
lumbia engineers designed and built a
special camera dolly that would op¬
erate on a standard guage railroad
track. The dolly carried, besides the
camera, Guflfey and his crew, the direc¬

Electric current was one problem
which Stensvold did not have to con¬
cern himself, as it was the responsi¬

plained. because it is necessary to stop
down the camera lens in order to make
the background look like night.
To successfully shoot day-for-night
scenes in color that include people, the
important thing is to obtain the proper
balance. And as there is no established
ratio for this, we asked Burnett Guflfey
what procedure he followed in photo¬
graphing such scenes for this picture,
“f determine the right contrast from
experience—using a contrast viewing
glass, of course, to check contrasts be¬
fore the camera starts rolling on a
scene."
There Mas a great deal of cavalry
action filmed for this picture and for
these scenes Guflfey had at his disposal
a giant Chapman camera crane, a Blue
Goose (a rugged mobile camera car
with a vertical hydraulic lift for the
camera and crew') and a portable tu¬
bular steel parallel of undetermined
height — all of which were used in
photographing the panoramic scenes of
horses and riders from three different
vantage points. Incidentally, Guflfey
used the rugged and versatile Chapman
crane for making nearly 90 per cent of
the shots for the picture.
There was still another mobile cam¬
era carrier which Columbia Studio pro¬
vided for this picture. To make the

tor,

script

girl,

gaflfer,

two

booster

lights and a sizeable supply of power
cable. It was anticipated that the un¬
even railroad tracks would induce un¬
wanted vibration for the camera, so the
dolly was fitted with rubber tired
wheels designed to cling to the tracks,
and its axles mounted with tubular
springs. From the point of smoothness
and flexibility, the dolly performed as
smoothly as any track-controlled dolly
on the sound stage, Guffey said.
For the man whose black-and-white
photographic artistry was recognized
by the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences in 1954 with an “Oscar”
for filming “From Here To Eternity,”
“They Came To Cordura” presented
him wtih an equally challenging oppor¬
tunity with color film. As in “Eternity,”
Guffey found opportunity as well as
challenge for his talents and imagina¬
tion.
“A story such as this backed by an
outstanding cast, plus an understanding
director can—and did—provide a won¬
derful incentive for a genuinely crea¬
tive approach in the photography,”
Guffey concluded.

FILMING THE BOB HOPE CHRISTMAS TOUR
Continued from

Page
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Linkletter’s “People Are Funny” TV
show, on which he functions as “resi¬
dent” Director of Photography.
As a rule, cinematographers are re¬
luctant to intermix tMo emulsions of
varying speeds in the same sequence,
but this was accomplished with such
skill on the Bob Hope European show
that it is impossible to tell in the final
cut just which emulsion was used on
what scene. Moreover, all the footage
shot readily printed in the middle of
the ( dnex scale.

It is a tribute to the

laboratory

such

that

uniformity

of

grain characteristic and contrast be¬
tween the two emulsions was main¬
tained.
On

a

trip

such

as this,

with

its

obligatory tight schedule, it was essen¬
tial that all equipment be highly port¬
able as Mell as functional—capable of
being
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quickly

set-up

and

just

as

quickly torn down when a segment of
filming
M'as
completed.
Compact,
portable lighting equipment was there¬
fore a “must.” Stensvold’s principal
lighting equipment consisted of four
Masterlites that readily fold into suit¬
case-type containers and which utilize
aircraft landing light globes. These
lights would have struck the average
observer as being ridiculously inade¬
quate; yet by means of careful place¬
ment, it was possible to obtain from
them a smoothly-modeled illumination
ranging in intensity from 200 to 225
foot-candles. Only in Berlin, Naples
and Madrid, where areas larger than
usual had to be covered, was supple¬
mentary lighting equipment added.
This consisted of two 10 kilowatt
“Senior” spotlights.
The crisp, clean quality of the
show’s photography is largely due to
use of “liners”-—backlights which

bility of the Air Eorce to see that a
“hot” line was available at each stop.
He was never sure whether the cur¬
rent came from direct sources or gen¬
erators, hut the Air Eorce never failed
to have sufficient power on tap to run
the equipment, no matter how remote
the spot.
A special lighting problem presented
itself in the filming of Jerry Colonna’s
scenes in the show. Colonna worked
right in the audience, which meant
that a quick shift was necessary to
re-direct lights and cameras from the
stage to the audience area. By dint
of careful pie-planning and practice
it was found that this change could
be made by actually re-positioning
only one camera and one light. The
entire adjustment took just under two
minutes and was accomplished with a
minimum of interruption to the flow
of the program.
“Locations in foreign countries al¬
ways present unique problems,” Stens¬
vold explained, “but perhaps the most
pressing photographic problem on this
trip was the fact we constantly had to
film our shows without obstructing
the view of the audience, an almost
impossible challenge if ideal camera
angles were to be achieved. But, after
all. these shows were being staged
primarily for the entertainment of
the service men and only secondar¬
ily for the American television audi¬
ence.
So we had to conceal our
cameras or place them where they
would create the least possible visual
interference. We always tried to shoot
those segments first that required cov¬
erage by our side cameras, so that
these could be struck and removed as
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early in the show as possible. Also,
our erews were trained to duck down
out of the way when they were not
actually shooting. Invariably we man¬
aged to get what we needed without
depriving the service men of their
entertainment.”
Since many of the shows were filmed
outdoors, w'eather conditions ])roved
a constant photographic nightmare.
The crew' w'as plagued with almost con¬
tinuous rain and overcast skies along
much of the route, so that exposure
control became a minute-to-minute
hassle. In Naples, for example, the
show was presented on the flight deck
of the giant aircraft carrier USS Forrestal. which was anchored in the har¬
bor. The sun played a rapid game of
hide-and-seek, forcing the cameramen
to keep adjusting aperture openings
anywhere from f/2 to f/22. Halfway
through the show rain began to fall
and the show', the audience and the
cameras were moved onto the hangar
deck. It is difficult to believe that this
deck could accommodate an audience
of 7,000 plus entertainers and techni¬
cians, with room left over for the car¬
rier’s planes, but such was the case.
An even more incredible fact is that
all scenes shot on the Naples show,
with its wide variety of exposure con¬
ditions, printed within three printer
lights of each other in the lab.
Speed and precision characterized
the operation of the camera crew
from the very beginning. The first
stop for a show after leaving Los
Angeles was McGuire Air Force Base
in New Jersey. Here all the equipment
was unpacked and set up, the show'
filmed, and the equipment struck and
loaded back on the plane—all within
the space of three hours.
One problem which had overtones
of comedy revolved about the fact that
in Europe, Stensvold had to direct
technicians who spoke no English and
whose language he did not speak. In
Madrid, for example, he was joined
by two Spanish crews composed of
excellent technicians. They did not,
however, have any communication in
common except sign language. While
Stensvold was linked by intercom to
his American crewmen, he relied upon
elaborate arm signals and symbols
painted on huge cards which indicated
the various f/ stops he wished the
Spanish camermen to use. To many.
Stensvold’s energetic performance of
waving arms and flashing of cards was
even more entertaining than the pro¬
gram taking place on the platform.
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THE NEW
FOREMAN
ANIMATION
STAND
Here is an all-new animation stand with
specially designed features. There are more
than 40 new accessories available for spe¬
cial

effects

operation.

piece cast iron

Has

bed and

a

solid

one

many versatile

and precision features not found on com¬
petitive

stands.

The

Portman

Animation

Stand is your best buy in animation stands
today! Send for free brochure.

Basic Sfand with 50" Zoom.$1495
Basic Compound with table-top, 2 peg tracks,
rotary movement, counter, hand crank and
platen .$1790

WARREN CONRAD PORTMAN COMP AN Y
41 Macquesten Parkway N. Mount Vernon, N. Y.
Camera Equipment Co., Inc. announces
Exclusive U. S. Distributorship of

GA UMONT-KALEE

1690”

“

sound recording unit
A transistorized magnetic sound
attachment for ARRIFLEX 16

For more
information on
how the GAUMONTKALEE “1690” sound
attachment can
broaden your film
capabilities, call,
write or stop
in today.

An entire new field of sound and silent newsreel,
documentary and TV film photography is now open
to you with the combination of the new GaumontKalee
“1690" sound recording system and the
Arriflex 16 camera.
The Gaumont-Kalee con¬
verts the world-famous ARRI 16 into a single system
sound camera unit that is compact, lightweight and
well-balanced. It can he operated by just a camera¬
man and a sound operator (who carries the amplifier
by a shoulder strap and who can handle the mike
during interviews).
The unit is mounted between the camera and the
tripod head. Film is pulled through sound head by
take-up hold-back sprocket of camera. No other
mechanical drive required. Extreme light weight and
compactness achieved by using all transistors and
miniaturized electrical and mechanical components.
FRANK

C.

ZUCKER

Gouipmeni (o.,inc.
Dept. A, 315 W. 43rd St., N, Y. 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420
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In Madrid the troupe was joined
by glamourous international movie star
Gina Lollobrigida. Rumors had pre¬
ceded the lady that she was highly
temperamental and had insisted upon
having her own director and camera¬
man.
When Miss Lollobrigida ap¬
peared, she turned out to be a most
co-operative and gracious performer
who took direction well and who rather
disappointed everyone by not indulg¬
ing in temperamental fireworks. After
the filming of her contribution to tbe
show was completed, she and her en¬
tourage viewed the footage, and she
expressed her delight with the photo¬
graphic results.
“There was never a dull moment
on this trip,” Stensvold recalls. “We
had plotted all the set segments of the
show well in advance, but at each
stop new acts were added, and Hope’s
writers would have to dream up added
business and dialog for both Hope and
the local entertainers. We had no
chance to rehearse the routines of the
added local talent so it became a mat¬
ter of keeping on our toes to catch
whatever happened and to be ‘on’ the
right person at the right time with the
right camera and lens.”
Alan Stensvold is an old hand at
tackling knotty cinematographic prob¬
lems and causing them to work out

the way he wants them to. He started
his professional career as a commer¬
cial airlines pilot. While he was a
giant in the skies, he was physically
somewhat less than that, and one day
when one of his bosses told him:
“Travelers don’t have confidence in
big airplanes flown by small pilots,”
he quit in disgust, and after a brief
career in journalism on the San Fran¬
cisco Bulletin and the old Los Angeles
Express, he drifted into photography.
He first started shooting motion pic¬
tures in San Francisco in 1932. By
1936 he had migrated south to Holly¬
wood where he became a very busy
cinematographer.
He soon became
known as a color specialist in the field
of commercial and industrial films.
He still prefers black-and-white cine¬
matography to color, since he regards
it much more of a challenge. His most
recent assignments as Director of
Photography include “Thunder Road,”
which he shot for Robert Mitchum in
North Carolina; “Catch Me If You
Can,” filmed for RKO-Teleradio in
Cuba, and a spectacular for CBS-TV
titled “The Beverly Hills Story.”
Despite these extra-curricular activi¬
ties, he has continued to direct the
photography of the popular weekly
Art Linkletter TV show, “People Are
Funny.”

THE MITCHELL CAMERA
Continued from
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isms. The right hand side contains the
movement drive shaft, two grease plugs
and the film buckle trip plunger. With
the BNC, the dissolve rack lock ten¬
sion adjusting knob and electrical con¬
nector are also on the right hand side.
The focusing tube is an integral part
of the door on the right side. The mo¬
tor is attached to the drive side by
means of two thumb screws and a
sliding latch mechanism. On top of the
camera is a recessed plate for attaching
the film magazine and an opening
through which the film is drawn from
the magazine to the film compartment
of the camera.
On the NC model the upright sec¬
tion of the camera base bolds the lens
turret and the four-way matte mechan¬
ism. There is no lens turret on the
BNC model; the lenses are mounted
individually on the outer case and are
held in position by a bayonet type
lock. The horizontal section of the base
incorporates tbe gibs and racking
mechanism for shifting the camera box

194

from the photographing position to the
focusing position. The view finder is
mounted on a dovetail bracket on the
upright section of the base. Another
bracket on tbe horizontal side of the
base serves to support the view finder
and has provisions for adjusting the
finder for parallax.
The main drive shaft of the move¬
ment extends through the right hand
compartment of the camera box, coup¬
ling directly to the motor drive shaft,
and by means of a series of gears and
worms operates the camera. The film
is drawn from the magazine and fed
to the movement by a sprocket with
32 teeth.
The eccentric movement
moves the film intermittently and holds
it in position for the exposure of each
successive frame by means of two
sprocket guide assemblies. A pull-down
claw moves the film into place behind
the aperture, and registration pins on
a horizontal shaft hold the film sta¬
tionary during exposure. Both models
feature the Academy sound aperture.

which is 0.631"x0.868^' and is located
0.056" off center of the film.
On the NC model the rotary dis¬
solving shutter is designed for handoperated dissolves and fades. It has a
maximum opening of 175 degrees,
calibrated in increments of 10 degrees,
and can be closed down to any smaller
opening for filming. The shutter open¬
ing scale and hand dissolve lever are
mounted on the rear of the camera, as
is a miniature monitoring shutter that
shows visually the relation of the shut¬
ter opening to the aperture. The shut¬
ter is synchronized with the movement
so that when its open segment is in
front of the aperture the film is at
rest. The film moves while the opaque
segment of the shutter covers the
aperture.
The shutter on the BNC Model is
of the automatic dissolving type. Two
buttons at the rear of the camera op¬
erate the shutter automatically to make
a four-foot fade in or out. A hand
dissolve lever is also provided. The
shutter itself has the same size opening
and other general characteristics as the
NC Model.
The focusing tube affords precise
focusing and framing through the cam¬
era lens. Its aperture is sized and posi¬
tioned to correspond exactly with the
camera aperture. When the camera box
is racked over to the right, the focus¬
ing tube is positioned behind the lens,
making it possible to observe for focus¬
ing and framing purposes the scene di¬
rectly through the taking lens.
On the BNC Model there are three
focusing and parallax controls—two on
the front of the camera and one at the
back. Each control at the camera front
consists of a hand-wheel with vernier
adjustment and a white disc on which
footage may be marked as a guide to
making follow-focus shots. The third
control at the rear of the camera has
only the vernier adjustment. These con¬
trols, when properly engaged, synchron¬
ize lens focus and view finder parallax,
so that as the focus is changed during
the filming of a scene or in line-up
operations, the view finder is auto¬
matically corrected for parallax.
On both the NC and BNC Models
lenses are mounted in threaded focus¬
ing mounts having iris diaphragm con¬
trol rings. Only NC cameras lenses
have focus lockscrews. BNC lenses are
locked in place by tbe gearing that
focuses the lens.
The lens turret featured on the NC
model is mounted on the front plate
of the camera base and accommodates
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four lenses. By rotating the turret each
lens can be quickly and easily shifted
to position before the camera aperture.
A locating pin locks the turret when
the lens is correctly placed. The locat¬
ing pin assembly can be adjusted so
that the lens will be centered exactly
over the camera aperture or so that
the lens will be centered above or be¬
low the center of the camera aperture.
The latter positioning produces the ef¬
fect of a rising or falling front to pro¬
duce an adjustment equivalent to a
15 degree tilt of the tripod without the
usual distortion due to photographing
at an angle.

No. Hollywood, Calif. • POplor 2-8296

Complete MITCHELL BNC 35mm studio camera

$8950.00
Includes complete set of lenses, matte boxes, mag¬
azines, motors and carrying cases.
BOX M-1, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
1782 Norih Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, California

Used World-Wide By Discriminafing Cameramen

CINEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE—For 16iiim Projectors

Various types of motors may be used
to drive Mitchell cameras. For syn¬
chronized sound work, synchronous or
interlock type motors are used. A mo¬
tor adapter door is supplied with both
models. This permits the use of a vari¬
able speed or “wild” motor for process
work, non-synchronous work or special
studio laboratory shots where sound in¬
sulation is not a factor to be consid¬
ered. The interlocking or synchronous
tvpes of motors are mounted in insuContinued on Page
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WHAT’S NEW
in

equipment, accessories, services

Oxberry Animation Stand
Designed to accommodate all stand¬
ard 16mm and 35mm cameras and
stop-motion motors is the Oxberry
Model S animation stand, which fea¬
tures electric zoom, underlighting, top
lighting, and E-W-N-S rotatable com¬
pound. Zooms from 3 to 12 fields
are possible with a 25mm lens—larger
fields with a 15mm lens. Compound
rotation is calibrated for 360° and
moving parts are ball-bearing. Two
peg tracks accommodate 7 removable
pegs. Table top size is 21"x27" and
is 39" high. List price is S3,950.
Eastern distributor is Camera Equip¬
ment Co., New York, N.Y.
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footage counters, 2-gang synchronizer
with magnetic head, amplifier, and
speaker unit.
Forty-frame sprocket
advances film 12 inches with each
revolution. Fingertip release lifts per¬
mit each track to be handled individ¬
ually. List price is $450. A DeLuxe
model, featuring two magnetic heads—
one for single-system and the other
for double-system sound — lists for
$520.00.

16mm Long-Run Camera
A new, high film capacity 16mm
motion picture camera designed for
filming rocket engine tests is an¬
nounced by Traid Corporation, 17136
Ventura Blvd., Encino, Calif. Camera
magazine holds 1200 feet of film—
sufficient for a filming run of 50
minutes duration.
Trade-named the Model 805 Fototracer, camera is ruggedized, light¬
weight intermittent movement type.
Features include speeds of 16, 24, 32,
and 64 fps, governor-controlled HD
motor, automatic camera stop device
and over-size film sprockets.

Pump Filter
A portable, plastic-encased pump
and
filter
unit
for
photographic
processing equipment is announced
by Oscar Fisher Co., Inc., Newburgh,
N.Y. Unit removes all particulate in¬
soluble matter from 5 microns up to
and including some from 5 microns
down. Solution exits from filter clean
and clear at rate of 10 gallons per
minute. Filter cores are readilv replaced when required in less than a
minute.
Unit comes complete with
electric switches, wiring and piping;
requires power source of 110 or 220 V.
60 cvcles A.C.

N.Y.
A compact editing unit for
matching picture and sound track, the
Maginola features bright 3"x4" pic¬
ture, built-in cue marker, frame and

16mm Underwater Blimp
An all-metal underwater housing
designed especially for the popular
Kodak K-lOO camera is announced
by Camera Equipment Co., New' York,
N.Y.
Constructed of
anodized
dural, it features external controls for
camera, viewing ports affording views
of footage meter, lens settings, and
spring wind. Accommodates camera
mounted with a 10mm f/1.8 fixed
focus Angenieux lens, and provides
matching viewfinder. Handles mounted
on right front and left rear sides per¬
mit operation of camera by photog¬
rapher in either standing or horizon¬
tal position. Capable of withstanding
underwater pressure at 75 feet, an
accessory pressure valve will extend
this range down to 175 feet.
eighing 30 lbs., size is 1214"x9Vfi'N12l/^".

Magnetic Sound Editors
A combination unit consisting of
S.O.S. Action viewer and magnetic
sound reader trade-named Magnolia
is announced bv S.O.S. Cinema Supply
Corp., 602 \\\ 52nd Street, New York,

Mike Booms
Cinekad Engineering Co.. 763 10th
Ave.,New York, N.Y., announces a
new line of portable microphone
booms. Literature on line is available.
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EQUIPMENT
16MM - 35MM

lated sound-proof housings which fit
directly on the right side of the cam¬
era. These motors are mounted in a
horizontal position parallel to the cam¬
era, and the camera is driven by means
of right angle gears and flexible coup¬
ling. Quick interchange of motors is
facilitated by the fact no wiring changes
are necessary when different types of
motors are mounted, since the electrical
receptacle connects the motor to the
power lines. NC and BNC motors are
not interchangeable due to slight varia¬
tions in electrical connections.
On the NC Model the magnifying
prismatic view finder is located on the
left-hand side of the camera beside the
focusing tube. Adjustable mattes, con¬
trolled by two calibrated knobs, may
be set to mark the fields of lenses of
varying focal lengths. The image seen
on the ground glass is upright and cor¬
rect as to right and left, and has a
picture area of about 1% by 3%
inches. With the mattes fully opened
the field corresponds approximately to
that of a 35mm lens. With the 25mm
and 152mm lenses, adapters must be
installed on the front of the finder to
change the actual size of the image.
This is necessary because the normal
field of the 25mm lens is greater than
that of the view finder, whereas the
normal field of the 152mm lens is too
small to be of practical value.

The view finder for the BNC Model
is mounted on a bracket on the outer
door of the camera. When the door
is opened the finder is moved out of
position, returning to its former posi¬
tion when the door is closed. The optics
of the view finder for the BNC are
similar to that of the NC view finder
with the exception that with the former
there are provisions for automatic
focus. (Cams are provided for auto¬
matic parallax adjustment of the view
finder when properly synchronized with
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the lens as previously described.)
In addition to the Mitchell NC and
BNC, Mitchell Camera Corporation
makes other cameras which serve im¬
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BLOW-UPS
16mm Color to 35mm Color or B&W negatives,
or to direct reversal Color prints, complete with
Color corrections and optical effects.
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SPECIALIZED SERVICES

all of the colors that are to go onto a
cell—numbering anywhere from six to
several dozen.
The cartoon paint laboratory at Walt
Disney Studios, where the mixing of
the colors takes place, maintains a
“library” of colors numbering over a
hundred different hues, with seven
values, ranging from dark to very light,
for each hue, providing a total of more
than 800 colors to work with. (A fea¬
ture cartoon might well use every one!)
The problem of working out practi¬
cal color-scbemes for the characters is
tackled by the layout-man and colormodel department. Many considera¬
tions enter into choosing a color pat¬
tern for a character. The patterns must
be fairly simple, so as to be easily ani¬
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mated. Complicated patterns involve a
lot of extra work and expense. Inhar¬
monious patterns are avoided as are
colors that would be out of key with
the background. Bright, uncompromis¬
ing colors are hard to look at, and so,
in general, the tendency is to use sub¬
tler, pastel shades in the coloring of
characters.
The paints dry on the cells in about
twenty minutes, but adhesion is not
absolutely permanent. They eventually
dry out and chip off the cell. In order
to retard the drying-out, a relatively
high humidity is maintained in the
painting and camera departments.
After the cells have been painted,
some of them may be side-tracked to
special artists for shadows or other spe-

Color duplication
•
Special Effects
Optical Printing
*
Matte Paintings
Development work on New Processes and motion
picture equipment.
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cial effects. Shadows are painted with a
semi-transparent paint, and the air¬
brush is used for adding dust effects,
and certain types of highlighting, etc.
For speed effects, where forms are
streaked or blurred, the paints are drybrushed on. At times, a dry-brush tone
is used to help give roundness to a
form.
Transparent shadow paint is only
practical for small areas. Where the
shadows are large, they are generally
double-exposed onto the scene. In such
case, the shadows are animated sepa¬
rately, painted in flat black tones, and
after the scene has been shot once with
the regular cel setups, the film is
wound back and the shadows “d.x’d”
on at perhaps thirty percent exposure.
This method gives a natural trans¬
parency to the shadows that cannot be
obtained by direct painting on the cel.
When painting is completed, the
checking department again makes a
final check of the technical correctness
of the mechanics of the various scenes
and if all passes muster, the cels and
finished backgrounds are sent to the
cameras to be photographed.
The photography of a cartoon is the
most mechanical procedure in the en¬
tire production process, and it is one of
the most exacting. The instructions on
the exposure sheet must be followed
down to the last frame. It isn’t a mat¬
ter of simply placing the cels under
the camera and pushing a button to
expose the film. Pan moves, tabulated
sometimes to accuracies of 1/64 of an
inch must be made. The camera itself
also might be called upon to move to¬
wards or away from the set-ups, or
around within the 5 or 61^ field limits.
Pan moves and trucks often require
the services of two or three men be¬
sides the regular camera-operator.
The cel and background set-ups are
shot flat, with the camera mounted on
a movable crane directly above. On
each side of the table that holds the
cels are two banks of incandescent
lights, adjustable to varying degrees of
intensity. The cels are held in register
over the background by a set of pegs
exactly like those on the animator’s
board. At the moment of camera ex¬
posure, a glass platen is lowered on the
entire set-up and held tightly against
the cels by air-pressure. This prevents
any wrinkling or buckling of the cels.
As almost all Disney color cartoons
are processed and printed by Techni¬
color, which employs a triple-matrix
system, they are photographed on
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black-and-white film by the successive
frame method. Before the camera lens
is a revolving disc holding three color
filters, each of which are automatically
positioned before the camera in the
triple-exposure process of photograph¬
ing each cel in a cartoon production.
In this procedure, each cel or set-up
is exposed on three separate frames of
films in succession — each through a
different filter. The filters produce a
result on the negative corresponding to
that required by Technicolor for pro¬
ducing a full-color print with three
primary color matrices. In the triple
exposure procedure a blue filter regis¬
ters the yellow printing values; a red
filter registers the blue; and a green
filter, the magenta. The three frames
are exposed in that order, quickly and
automatically, by the camera operator
pressing a button.
This successive-frame method of ani¬
mation photography has a decided ad¬
vantage over the regular three-negative
system used in live-action productions
in that it simplifies camera operation
and processing because only a single
negative is required. Any ordinary
black-and-white camera can be convert¬
ed for this successive frame method
simply by adding an automatie filterwheel.
When completely photographed, the
results are checked in the form of
“color dailies”—similar to live-action
“rushes.” These dailies are the first
color prints that are returned by the
laboratory and are without sound. The
layout-man, color coordinators and
camera department heads view the
dailies and check them for technical
correctness and color balance. If okay,
they are cut into their proper places
in the “test reel” in place of the blaekand-white animation tests and this proeess continues until the “test reel” re¬
presents the entire production in color.
Meanwhile, other departments are
busy organizing the elements of sound
and music that are to be added to
the picture. The musician assigned to
the production has already spent long
hours eomposing a score, and longer
hours arranging it. The timing of his
musical sections is carefully checked
against the final footage of the picture.
The musician works on a score on
which is indicated the exact footage of
all the scenes, the positions of dialog
and sound-effects, and pertinent infor¬
mation relating to the action. He might
have the picture reel on a Moviola
alongside his piano to refer to. Then,

with ihe intetit and purpose of each
scene iji mind, he begins sketching in
the musie on the score sheets, working
back and forth between piano and pen¬
cil as he tries out chords, runs and
harmonies, struggling just as hard to
get a proper feeling of suspense in a
certain passage or a fresher slant on a
springtime theme, as a story-man or
animator does to perfect the pictured
action that goes with it.
hen all of these basic melodies and
harmonies are sketched in, an arranger
goes to

work

and

breaks down the

music for orchestration, scoring parts
for the various instruments. The or¬
chestration is then divided into “takes”
of various lengths ranging from a few
feet upwards to a hundred, depending
upon the phrasing of the music itself.
Recording the music in 'short sections
at a time makes the job of rehearsing
and recording much easier all around.
These various takes can be easily cut
into sync with the picture reel aceording to their respective measure num¬
bers.
For the recording of music to a defi¬
nite, unchanging rhythm, each musi¬
cian when on the scoring stage is pro¬
vided with an earphone over which he
hears an intermittent high-frequeney
note indicating the exact tempo. In the
case of a free-beat, or indefinite tempo,
a “beat loop” is prepared by the cut¬
ting department.
The loop is run over and over again
on a playback machine in the projec¬
tion booth and “piped” through to the
earphones of the musicians. They list¬
en to the loop a few times to get used to
the timing before attempting a “take.”
Eaeh beat corresponds to a measure of
musie, and it’s just a matter of follow¬
ing the beats along with the score.
The recorded music, like everything
else along the cartoon production line,
must be ehecked, passed upon and
okayed. Retakes of musie are rare, un¬
less something goes haywire during
the development of the negative.
Nearly every animated cartoon in¬
volves a number of separate sound
traeks, eaeh of whieh is kept separated
from the rest until it eomes time to co¬
ordinate, then amalgamate them in
what is known as a dubbing session.
This is because the cartoon sequences
must be cut to fit each track precisely,
and then sometimes it is decided that
certain sounds, music or parts of dialog
are to be dialed up or down (on the
mixer by the sound man) in order to
Continued on Page 200
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STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
MARCH WINDS BLOWING—THESE GREAT VALUES ARE

OUR 29lh YEAR ★ ★ ★ ★ SUPPLYING EVERYTHING
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND CINEMATIC

SHOWING

CAMERAS 35mm

MITCHELL SINGLE SYSTEM w/Sound; 4 BaltarS; Viewfinder; Matte Box; 2-1000' Magazines; 12V
Motor, Cases. $10,000 value, recond. 4,995.00
WALL single system with 3 lenses; viewfinder; motor; mattebox; sunshade,- 4-400' magazines,- cases.
$7,000 value. Less sound, good condition... 1,195.00
CAMERAS 16mm
AURICON CT BLIMPED CAMERA, less galvo and finder.$ 195.00
B&H FILMO 70DA TURRET w/3 lenses,- drum finder; objectives,- trunk.
249.00
MITCHELL 16, 220v 3ph sync motor,- 4 Baltar lenses; large viewfinder,- 3-400' mags.; cases. $6,500
value.
Excellent ... 4,495.00
MAURER modified 05 with 400' magazine; 4 lens turret; sync motor. Excellent condition.. 1,995.00
CAMERA ACCESSORIES
NEW TEWE 35mm MOTIVFINDERS, ZOOM 8 Locals from wide angle to 150mm.
Includes leather
case & chain.
$75.00 value.$
CECO CINE SPECIAL BLIMP w/syncmotor, extra gears...
HI-HATS for Jr. type tripods. New, regularly $22.00.
NEW Jr. Type Tripods with latest features.
Tripod Triangles, prevent slipping,- $30.00 value. New.
COLLAPSIBLE TRIPOD TRIANGLES with tiedown clamps. New.
NEW Dolly Track with connectors, 5'-10'-15' lengths, per ft.
MITCHELL type HEAVY DUTY tripods.
NEW...

57.50
495.00
16.95
119.50
19.95
29.50
4.95
129.50

ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS
B&H 2709 Std. CAMERA with 2-400' magazines; dissolve. $3,300.00 value. Reconditioned..$1,995.00
RICHARDSON ANIMATION Stop Motion for B&H. Start, stop, continuous, single frame, reverse &
counter. $750.00 value. Reconditioned...........
495.00
S.O.S. PROFESSIONAL TITLER & Special Effects Kit.
Handles animation.
TG II.$175.00;
TG III.$225.00; TG IV.,. .
325.00
ACME PER BAR mounted, add $25.00
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
EXTENSION & POWER CORDS, 25' w/half plug or 4 pocket box.$
CENTURY PEDESTALS for flags, gobos, etc. $31.95 value.^.
DOTS or TARGETS Single Scrim or Solid 3".$1.69 6".,.$1.89 8".$1.95
10".
Three lOKVA Transformers with controls and 25'^ wire cable, all mounted on dolly. Good..
MOLE-RICHARDSON Cinelite Scoops, excellent.
5KW KLIEGL and MR SENIOR spots on stands, excellent.
B&M or MR 2000W Spots on stands.
Excellent.
BARDWELL-McALISTER 750W Baby Kegs with stands.

29.50
17.95
2.19
195.00
49.50
199.50
109.50
59.50

RECORDING & PLAYBACK
MR MIKE BOOM & PERAMBULATOR, late type. $2,100.00 value.$1,395.00
RCA 4 POSITION MIXER, uses 864 type tubes, 100,000 ohm impedance. In portable case. Originally
$600.00. As is ...
99.50
RCA Photophone 35mm Optical Recording Heads with 2-1000' magazines,- optical system; galvanometer;
less motor. No license required. Good condition. 2,995.00
REEVES 35mm OPTICAL RECORDER with footage counter,- tachometer,- glowlamp, amplifier, mixer.
Originally $5,000.00.
Needs repairs.
195.00
DAYSTROM PROFESSIONAL TAPE Recorder, U.S. Navy Standard; 2 speed; fast forward & rewind;
playback amplifier; speaker,- dynamic mike, $750.00 value.
197.50
WESTERN ELECTRIC 35mm Dubbers, 220V, 3ph. $1500 value.
895.00
WESTERN ELECTRIC 35mm Optical Recorders, outright purchase, reconditioned. 4,995.00
WESTERN ELECTRIC Disc Lathe Recorders.
995.00
PROJECTION
PEARLEX 16mm Arc CARBONS, 25 sets, '/, off.,.$
NEW RCA 15" PM Heavy Duty Speakers, list $164.00, Vj price.
BODDE 2000W P3AC Background Process Projector on rolling stand with blowers, powerstat and
4"x5" slide carrier. $945 value. Excellent condition....
Ampro Arc 16mm Sound Projector with Hi Intensity arclamp; lens; pedestal; 30A rectifier; 55W
amplifier & 2 speakers.
Excellent condition.

4.95
79.50
495.00
849.50

CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT
WESTREX 35mm EDITOR, magnetic/optical, likenu. $4,000 value.$2,250.00
B&H HOT SPLICER, 16mm diagonal. Originally 180.00.
69,50
B&H VIEWER with Senior Rewinds on board, $155.00 value.
79.50
NEW QUIK SPLICE 16/35mm Studio Splicer, non-magnetic. Mylar type, introductory with 25016mm splices .
79 50
NEUMADE IMMERSION SCRAP BARRELS, $47.50 value.
19,95
B&h Hot PEDESTAL SPLICERS reduced, 35mm only $695.00; 16/35mm.
895.00
SOSoft EDITING GLOVES—light, doz. pair.
1.39
Medium weight, doz. pair.
2.39
35mm MOVIOLAS with 3" Magnified Picture, automatic takeups. Gov't Surplus—condition likenu.
289.00
Dozens of Good 35mm SOUND MOVIOLAS, starting at.
395.00
PRINTERS
B&H 35mm PRINTER, Step contact, pilot pin spreaders, semi-automatic litechange.
Reconditioned....$l ,295,00
TELEMATIC 16mm PRINTER, Continuous contact. Reconditioned. 1,095.00
ACME OPTICAL DUAL HEAD 35mm STEP PRINTER, Cinecolor. Original cost $14,000.00.
Excellent
condition . 3,995.00
CINECOLOR Double Head 35mm Step Printer with automatic light change and timing device. Original
cost $12,000.
Excellent condition. 3,375.00
B&H 35/16mm PICTURE REDUCTION Optical Printer, rebuilt. 4,995.00
LABORATORY
FILMLINE RA40TC 16mm Reversal Processar, temperature controlled. Reconditioned.$5,500.00
GPL HISPEED 16mm HOT PROCESSOR, $7,500.00 value, reconditioned. 2,595.00
HOUSTON DAYLITE MAGAZINES, 16mm. $235.00 value.
79.50
HOUSTON 35mm Model 2 Processors, neg./pos. w/refrigeration,- recirculation; air pump,- temperature
control; speeds to 1200' per hour. Gov't paid $10,000. Reconditianed. 1,995.00
HOUSTON 16/35mm Model 2, like preceding. 2,995.00
Stineman 16/35mm DEVELOPING OUTFITS 200' in case with loading device.
New, Surplus. $200
value .
99.75
STINEMAN DRYING RACKS, 200' 35mm capacity (useable for 16mm). New, surplus. $16.00 value....
7.95
MISCELLANEOUS
WEBSTER EKOTAPE 207 Recorder, $300.00 value, likenu.$
EXACTA 66 REFLEX CAMERA with lens and case. $350.00 value.
SELECTROSIDE 300C Slide PROJECTOR w/built-in Screen & Case. $525.00 value, excellent.
TRADES TAKEN
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BRUNT-MYER BLIMP for Cine Special
camera, # one or two 110 volt, syn¬
chronous motor. Astro erect-image view¬
finder, follow focus gears. Value $990.00.
Special .

139.50
119.50
195.00

595.00

B&H 16mm FILMO CAMERA Model 70DH with 17mm f2.7 Wollensak, 1" fl .5
Dalmeyer,
2" f2.8 Schneider.
3" f4
B&H Teletar, and 6" f4.5 Telephoto
Xenar Lenses,- 2—400' Magazines,- Motar;
Wells Semi-Professional Tripod; Carrying
Case. Value $1,695.00. Special. 1150.00
16MM AURICON-CINE VOICE conversion to
400' B&H magazine, features 3 Mens
turret, 1" 2", 3" speed lenses, 1—400'
magazine, 1 Parrish viewfinder, amplifier.
Pro Cine tripod, case.$1098.00
35mm B&H SINGLE SYSTEM SOUND
CAMERA. Lenses: 40mm, 50mm, 75mm,
125mm. Modulite galvanometer, amplifier,
motor. Tachometer. 2—1000' magazines.
Tripod with Freehand, quick release legs,
carrying cases. Guaranteed. 2750.00
MOLE RICHARDSON 2000W Spot, rolling
stand and Lamp BOOM and Mike Com¬
bination. Special .

195.00

B & H 12V ar 24V EYEMO & FILMO MO¬
TORS. New. Value 142.00.

95.00

ENLARGERS, EXCELLENT CONDITION, ELWOOD. Auto focus, w/lens.

225.00

5x7 EK AUTO FOCUS WITH LENS.

175.00

MOVIOLAS sound and silent editing
chines,
synchronizers,
rewinds at
savings.

ma¬
big

35mm Willart Professianal camera 2" f2.7
B & L Lens, Direct-thru-lens focusing,
4—400' magazines, viewfinder, Salenoid
stop motion motor outfit, with case. Good
for animation and experimental work.
Special
.

360.00

35mm Akers Camera—Features pilot registra-pins, focusing thru prism. Ideal for
animation work. Solenoid top motion
motor, also variable speed motor. 35mm,
50mm, 75mm, Astro lenses f2.3, 2—400'
Mitchell magazines, viewfinder and matte
box, freehead tripod and carrying cases.
Excellen. Valuet . 1500.00
16mm SOUND projectors,
$150.00 and up.

various

makes

16mm CINE SPECIAL Model 1 . 400.00
AURICON PRO CAMERA, Model CM 71,
Sound, 2—200 Foot Magazines, Noise
Reduction Amplifier, Hi-Fi Mike and Ac¬
cessories, 1/ fl .9 E. K. Lens, Portable
Power Supply Unit. Pro Jr. Tripod, Carry¬
ing Case. Value $2133.00. Excelent. 1343.00
HALLEN
drive.

IZ'Amm Tape Recorder, Sprocket
Price .

450.00

JEROME 35mm Micro File strip film double
frame copying machine, 100 ft. film ca¬
pacity, daylight loading, 2 lenses, lightstand — complete.
Cost
Government
$3,000.00. Our guaranteed value.

375.00

35MM BELL & HOWELL Standard camera
moror, variable speeds up 24 exposures.
120 volt, AC or DC, 120 power cord,
carrying case. Value $490.00. Guaranteed

290.00

PACO ELECTRIC DRYER, 24" print size,
combination—glossy or mat. List $500.00.
Excellent value .

300.00

SPECIALIZING IN MOVIE AND TELEVISION SUPPLIES,
TRIPODS, SYNCHRONIZERS, 16mm SOUND CAMERAS
lights, lenses, mikes, booms, dollies, motors, etc.
New—Used. Reasonable prices. Cash for used
equipment. Trades taken.
1600

Phone: PL 7-0440
Cable: SOSOUND
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP. — Dept, fc
600 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch — 6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. — Phone: HO 7-2124
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35mm DEBRIE CAMERA MODEL L/E featur¬
ing 28mm Schneider, 50mm, 75mm lenses.
Pilot Registration Pins, Direct focusing
on ground glass. 5—400' magazines,
free-head tripod. Matte box. Solenoid
Stop Motion Motor for 1-1
Exposure.
Value $2355.00 . 1250.00

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE, LTD.
CAHUENGA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
HOLLYWOOD 9-3651

WALL cameras, with single and double movements.
Reasonable.
JACK WALTON,
P.O.
Box
1457,
Tampa, Fla.
Continued on

Next Page
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16MM HOUSTON-K-IA . . . developing machines.
For reversal or positive film. Complete with re¬
frigerator units, temp controls, condensors, etc.
BRAND-NEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS
STEEL model A-llB. Neumade film washer, 35mm
EYEMO cameras, spider turrets, large selection ot
BOLEX 1-1-16 camera with filter slot, 25mm f/2,3
Eyemo lenses, 35mm x 1000 film. AIR PHOTO
SUPPLY, Dept. C-1, 555 East Tremont Ave., New
York 57, New York.
LIKE new Model 1
turret Cine Voice $595.00.
Completely rebuilt model 1 Cine Voice and con¬
verted to 400 ft. also turret $895.00.
New Pro
600 magazines $150.00. YODER, 2222 N. Prairie,
Dallas, Texas. Tal-1700.
16MM Cine Spec. Model I camera, 1" f/1.9 lens,
400 ft. chamber, carrying case, telephoto and
wide angle lens adapters, $395.00. 16mm Cine
Spec. Model II camera. Par 4 lens turret. Par eye
level foe. Yolo fader, 1" f/1 .5 TTH lens, 200'
film mag. case, $895.00. 200' fim mag. for Cine
Spec. $325.00. 16mm Bolex Titler, access., 6 ft.
extension tubes for mounting on animation com¬
pound table complete, table inch, like new,
$250.00. B&H 202 BR-1 16mm sound prop, 15"
bass reflex speaker and sync motor $625.00. Kern
Switar 50mm f/1.4 lens and case $85.00. 2.8"
t/2.5 Cooke HH lens $75.00. 4" f/2.7 Elgeet
Tel. lens $50.00. 2" f/1 .4 Cooke Ivotal lens
$90.00. TSI Suitcase cont. 16mm sound projector
(new) $315.00. Par sync, motor & zippered barney
for Cine Special (new) $185.00. All equipment
guaranteed and offered on 7-day inspection and
money refund trial period. No COD's. Send check
or money order. Trades accepted. We buy used
equipment. WEBSTER VISUAL SALES COMPANY,
539 Vine Street, Chattanooga, Tennessee.
2

WALL 35mm motion picture cameras, double
movement, excellent condition. Reasonable. Mit¬
chell finder, adjustable mattes, new, $250.00.
Akeley Std. Gyro tripod, $350.00. Camera Equip¬
ment TV friction head tripod, with Akeley legs, as
new, $375.00. Cine Special I, with 3-lenses, 200
ft. magazine, excellent condition, $550.00. B&H
Model 70 DL, 3 lenses, $200.00. Sound Recording
amplifier. Wall, as is $25.00. Magazine, B&H
35mm, 400 ft., $30.00, 1000 ft., $50.00. B&H
motor for std. camera, $86.50. Akeley Baby Tri¬
pod legs, new, per set, $35.00. JACK WALTON,
P.O. BOX 1457, Tampa, Ffa.

NEW magnetic sound camera 16mm, turret, reflex
finder, 1200 magazines, sync motor, amplifier
blimped, $995.00. Also new magnetic striping
machines, 8-16mm, $995.00. JORGENSON CAM¬
ERA, 1455 West 14th, Vancouver, Canada.
AURICON Pro 600 camera, three lens turret, critical
ground-focusing,
telephoto optical
system, two
finders, with trunk; Model S amplifier, Auricon
tripod with case, battery power supply; mike
boom and stand; large Colorran light kits, sound
reader
synchronizer;
miscellaneous
equipment,
$3000.00. 25025 Highway 99, San Bernardino,
Calif. Phone; PY 6-0537.
B&H Eyemos. Type A-4, less lens, $75.00 each.
Eyemo with motor and 400 ft. magazine. Special
instrumentation
camera, without
lens,
as
is,
$75.00. JACK WALTON, P.O. Box 1457 Tampa,
Fla.
SYNCHRONIZER, 16mm, 4-gang, $45.00. Sound, Ac¬
tion-viewer, complete with amplifier, $35.00. Set
of 35/16mm developing tanks (100') stainless,
$50.00. Rolleicord, complete with case, $95.00.
Bell & Howell projector 16mm, like new, (sound)
$350,00. Graphic camera 2/4x3'A, 103mm lens,
65mm lens, roll film adapter, $125.00. Bell &
Howell 70 DR, like new, less lens, $200.00. 1"
lens for above, $40.00. BOX 115, Grafton, Wis¬
consin.
35MM B&H Eyemo turret, 2—400' magazines, vari¬
able speed motor, reflex focus, 5 lenses. Pro Jr.
tripod, battery-pack, rackover, cables, and cases.
Professional
outfit.
Value
$1 ,795.00.
Sacrifice,
$875.00.
HARRY'S CAMERA,
12192'A
Ventura
Blvd., Studio City, Calif.
CINE Special Series 1. Perfect. 1" lens. $400.00
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
16MM Mitchell, original price $7,500.00. Camera,
blimp, erect image viewfinder, 2—400' maga¬
zines, I 10 sync motor, 4 Mitchell Baltar lenses,
tripod, hi-hat. sunshade, 35 tilthead, cases. New
condition, $5,500.00. Will accept 35 Arriflex out¬
fit and/or 16 Moviola in trade. TOM COUNTRY¬
MAN, 15 No. Ninth Street, Minneapolis, Minn.
FEderal 2-2539.
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SERVICES AVAILABLE

FILM PROCESSING MACHINERY

ANIMATION produced in Japan from your story¬
boards. Rates upon request. Send us a trial
order.
INTERLINGUAL
INTERNATIONAL
INC,
Harada
Bldg.,
2-1
Hirakawacho,
Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo.

Rebuilt trade-ins,
demonstrators,
etc.
Black-andwhite and color. All makes. Low prices. Send for
lists. FILMLINE CORPORATION, Etna Street, Mil¬
ford, Conn.
CINE Special I, two lenses, masks, filters, 100 foot
magazine. Excellent condition. $375.00. Also, sync
motor. VIDAURAMA PRODUCTIONS, 741 First Ave.
NE, Carmel, Indiana. Victor 6-2268.
MAURER ''D " recorder, $850.00. Auricon Model 20
recorder, reel developing outfit, misc. wanted,
E.B. 20 Auricon battery eliminator. H. FULTON,
1985 Maplewood Rd., Stow, Ohio.
BOLEX stereo outfit, regular-close up and projection
lenses,
screen,
glasses,
rackover.
Best
offer.
RALPH RAASCH, 212 Clark St., Hillside, New
Jersey.
Four ARRIFLEX 16 s $700.00, $100.00, $1200.00,
$1300.0®. Lenses and accessories, new and used
at attractive prices. I specialize in Reflex cam¬
eras, movie and still. State your needs. JOHN
TYLER, 603 Alta Ave., Santa Monica, Calif. EX
5-8876.
MITCHELL NC 35mm camera outfit. FILM EFFECTS,
1153 No. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.

WANTED
WE BUY . SWAP - SELL - CONSfGN
List Cameras, Dollies, Lenses, Lights,
Moviolas, Printers, Recorders, Studio
or Laboratory Equipment you don't need.
WE GLADLY TAKE CONSIGNMENTS.
SET YOUR OWN PRICE—
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Cable; SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch—6331 Hollywodo Blvd.
Hollywood, Colif., Phone HO 7-2124
Mitchell — Akeley —^ B & H — Wall — Eyemo
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment
NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 West 48fh St.
New York, N.Y.
SCRIPT WRITER-DIRECTOR
Experienced writer-director capable of assuming re¬
sponsibility for writing and directing 16mm public
relations, training, and military report films. Arri¬
flex, Auricon and Magnasnyc equipment. Must be
able to write with visual continuity. Relocation ex¬
penses paid. Merit advancement. Company paid
benefits. Write to Mr. P. E. Strohm, Dept. 410,
Personnel Administration, IBM Corporation, Oswego,
New York.
ANIMATOR & in-betweeners to work in Hongkong.
CHINA PAINT CO., I Arran St., Kowloon, Horig
Kong.
WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new
equipment. Let us know what you have and what
you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway.. PLaza 7-6977.. New York 23, N.Y.
TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

'

t Copy deadline for classified ad-''
vertising is the 1st of month ^
► preceding publication date. AAaih
► copy and remittance to cover'
cost to
,
^AMERICAN cinematographer]
]
1782 No. Orange Dr.
<
^
Hollywood 28, Calif.
<

.

LABORATORY & SOUND
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16mm Black & White and Anscochrome—Processing—
Printing — Recording — Editing — Production —
Rental — Sales. All types of film in stock.
Write for Price List
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colorado
TAbor 5-2812
SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost. High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERV¬
ICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue,'Cleveland 3,
Ohio. Phone ENdicott 1-2707.

ANIMATED FILM
TECHNIQUES

WIRE US—WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440

To Classified Advertisers

EUROPEAN COVERAGE undertaken anywhere.
20
years experience, see International Almanac. Stock
shots available. JOHN BYRD, 27 Arthur Road,
London, S.W. 19, England.

16mm SOUND and picture editing—sound recording
—^music—effects.
DON
DUNN'S
EL
RANCHO
AUDIO, near Palos Verdes and L. A. Harbor,
26246 Fairview Avenue, Lomita, Calif. DAvenport
6-4925.

YOU CAN GO BY WHAT WE SAY

►

SCRIPT WRITING—commercial, industrial, television.
ORION
PRODUCTIONS,
1458
11th St..
Santa
Monica, California.

Continued from Page 198

produce the accent or inflection desired
by the director. None of this would be
possible were all the sound recorded
simultaneously on one sound track be¬
fore the animation and editing phases
of the cartoon had been completed and
okayed.
Following the dubbing session, in
which all the sound tracks are re¬
recorded on a single track in sync with
the picture, a preview of the picture is
arranged. Here the silent color work
print is projected along with the newlydubbed track, using two projectors in¬
terlocked—one for the picture and one
for the sound track. On the screen, of
course, the effect is the same as though
track and picture were on one film.
If the preview audience laughs in
the wrong places, if there are slow
spots in the continuity, if certain gags
fail to get over—all this means addi¬
tional work for the cutting department.
The bad spots are trimmed out. Then
when it’s the general consensus of
opinion that no more can be done to
the picture, the sound-track and picture
negatives are delivered to Technicolor’s
laboratory where the release prints are
made that are distributed to the thea¬
tres.

<
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AROUND

THE

WORLD

WITH

MAGNASYNC

sj*bnep „
This is Artransa . .. the finest and best
equipped film production studio in the southern
hemisphere. Located in French’s Forest,
Sydney, Artransa Pty. Ltd. has found in
Magnasync Sound Systems the perfect solution
to meet their varied requirements ...
permanent studio installation or portable
self-contained units for studio shooting, location
work and playback sequences.
Montage at left shows part of the complete
systems installation ... 35 mm and 16 mm
recorders, dubbers, electrical interlocks, mixing
consoles and the Artransa mobile unit.
Photos of Artransa’s key personnel are,
starting at the top; John Appleton, director
of sound recording; Alan Allen, chief recordist;
Chris Offner, maintenance engineer,
Lachlan Allman, chief projectionist.

Artransa engineers, as those of many other
overseas installations, were highly pleased at the ease with
which their electrical interlock components
were assembled...the heart of a Magnasync—Magnaphonic
sound system that is both practical and economical.

Write, wire or phone

fiiflmsypc

MAGNASYNC MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.

1

5546 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood, California * STanley 7-5493 * Cable "MAGNASYNC"

^
DEALERS:

I
*
I
•
I

SOUND SYSTIM

International leaders in the design and manufacture of quality film recording systems

CHICAGO, Zenith Cinema Service, Inc.; LOS ANGELES, Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment; NEW YORK, Camero Equipment Co.; SAN FRANCISCO, Brooks
Camera Co.; BELGIUM, Brussels, S.O.B.A.C., S.A. (Societe Beige D Applicotions Cinematogrophiques); BOLIVIA, La Poz, Casa Kavlin; BRAZIL, Rio de
Janeiro, Mesbia, S.A.; CANADA, Toronto, Ontario, Alex L. Clark, Ltd.; DENMARK, Copenhagen, Kinovox Electric Corp.; ENGLAND, London, W-1, Delane
Lea Processes, Ltd.; HONGKONG, Supreme Troding Co.; INDIA, Bombay, <ine Engineers; ITALY, Rome, Reportfilm S.R.L.; JAPAN, Tokyo, J. Osawa & Co.,
Ltd.; MEXICO CITY, D.F., Henri A. Lube; PAKISTAN, Karachi 3, Film Factors Ltd.; SWITZERLAND, Zurich 7/53, Reno Boeniger; THAILAND, Bangkok, G. Simon
Radio Co., Ltd.

providing higher quality
Re-recording Theatre with
eiglit-cliaiMiel niixiiig
console — sliding faders,
graphic etpializers, effects
filters, high fidelity theatre
monitoring.

sound on film at lower cost
in less time . . .

UMO'
IN6
ROOM

□□□□□□□□□

.

SCRKW

•

□□□□□□□□□
□□□□□□□□□
□□□□□□□□□
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RE-RECORDING

CONTROL
ROOM
NO. I

STUDIO
NO. I

THEATRE

co^^■Ra
Projection Booth with 16nini and
3.5mm projection into each studio,
interlocked for forward and reverse

STUDIO

ROOM

MACHINE

NO. 2

N0.2
MUSIC

ANIMATION

EDITING

Ronr^
TRANSFER

RECEPTION

•nr

Machine Room with facilities for
optical or magnetic dubhing and
recording on 16mm, 17V^mm, 35mm
and l/i-inch sync tape.
Transfer Room for rapid transfer
of sound from any medium to
16mm variable area optical tracknegative or direct positive. No
royalty charges.

Two Narration Studios with
looping facilities for post-duhhing,
two-position mixers, equalizers and
high fidelity monitoring.

The Finest and Most Complete
Commercial Sound Recording
System in the Country!
For full information and
price list write, phone or wire

jF 1

I ■

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D. C.
1226 East Colonial Drive, Orlando, Florida
PROVIDING

EVERY

EDITORIAL

AND

PROCESSING

motion pictures
FEderal 3-4000
CHerry 1-4161

FACILITY

FOR

16MM

FILM

PRODUCERS
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LEONARD CLAIRMONT

Cinemaiographer
tEONA”D CLAIRMONT
The Magazine of Motion Picture Photography

/ssttex

«The Cinematographer’s
place in VTR

«Licking Contrast prob¬
lems with ND Filters.

•“Oscar” Nominees For
Cinematography

•Can Ektachrome Be
intercut with Kodachrome?

e

I
Lining up a two-shot of
Ward Bond (astride horse)
and John Wayne for "Rio
Bravo,"
photographed
by
Russell Harlan, ASC.

Don Malkames (center) examines cine strips on the "Rendezvous" set.

John Newland, Director (right),

discusses film quality with Du Pont Technical Representative, Joe Dougherty.
Don Malkames (left) and son, Karl.

^’New DuPont ^Superior’

the finest film IVe ever used”
This was the reaction of Don Malkames, A.S.C., Di¬
rector of Photography for the television series, “Ren¬
dezvous,” being produced by Kenco Productions, New
York, for CBS.

takes a lot of the headaches out of lighting and ac¬
tually produces better pictures than you have any right
to expect. Without doubt, 936 is the finest negative
stock I’ve ever used.”

After using the completely new DuPont “Superior”
2 Type 936 Motion Picture Film for thirteen half-hour
shows, Mr. Malkames joined the laboratory tech¬
nicians in praising the film. Their conclusions were:

For additional technical information on DuPont
Type 936 Motion Picture Film, send the coupon below:

Finest grain structure they had ever seen;

Du Pont Photo Products Department

Extreme flexibility and latitude;

2432-A Nemours Building

Captures rich blacks yet picks up
excellent detail in spilled light areas with
no additional fill lighting;

I
I

^

V/ilmington 98, Delaware
Please send me technical data on the new "Superior"

I

2 Type 936 film.

j

City_State_

Excellent tonal gradation;
Requires one-third less processing time.
Don states: “This new DuPont film does more to
make my job easier than any other film I know. It

•*4. U. S.

Better Things for Better Living . . . through Chemistry

I_I

'It is tops!... one of our most valuable
of equipment for location shooting ...

ave

been within 100° Kelvin of the rated c

a C-Clamp with instant
vise-grip action, has
mounting stud for lamp,
I camera, etc. Clamps to most
anything .. .0" to 3%"
jaw opening. $6.50 each**

CINETRON II
35 amp
230 v. input
2 receptacles serve
up to:
36 - PAR 38 (150 w.)
18 - PAR 56 (300 w.)
& camera & recorder
Price , . . $195**

*A.C. POWER WHEREVER
YOU GO —Run your
A.C. equipment from your
car or truck. Generator
and control panel mount
under hood. Rated autput,
2,000 watts.
Write for specifications,
etc. Generator . . . $137**

A model with Individual
outlet control is also
available in this she.
CINETRON Ml
70 amp
230 v. input
4 receptacles serve
up to:
56 - PAR 38 (150 w.)
28 - PAR 56 (300 w.)
& camera & recorder
Price . . . $389* •
CINETRON IV
90 amp (? 230 V. input
6 receptacles serve
up to:
72 - PAR 38 (150 w.)
36 - PAR 56 (300 w.)
& camera & recorder
Price ... $539**

PAR Lamps
complete with 25 ft. #10
shielded cable and lens
guard and stand adapter.

. . . $22.50**
Light weight, high
output, steady, durable.

**Prices subject
to change without
notice, FOB Factory.

CINETRON

gives heavy duty lighting

accurately controlled (3200°-3400° K.)
Used by a number of leading film producers for correct color exposure.

I

230 VOLT INPUT
#8 three-wire with Hubbell
shielded connector.
115 VOLT INPUT
#10 three-wire with Hubbell
twist-lock connector.

Raises line voltage in ordinary circuits to practical levels for 50-60,000 or
more equivalent output watts. Three models, 35 amp. to 90 amp. input,
operate on 230 or 120 v. A. C. Extra heavy wiring, etc., full year guarantee
of trouble-free operation. Multiple outlets are independently controlled for
color temperature and light intensity.
Denver
Los Angeles
Salt Lake
Seattle
San Francisco
Phoenix
San Jose

EXTENSION CABLE-25', 50',
75' #10 three-wire with
cluster of 8 twist-lock or std.
service receptacles.
Prices on request.
ADAPTER BOX—Three wire
twist-lock cord grip cap with
service box and duplex
receptacle. For lamp cords not
equipped with twist-lock.

Ft. Worth
New Orleans
Knoxville

M

New York City
Minneapolis
Milwaukee

Box 563, Fort Collins, Colorado
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Mitchell Professional
Accessories extend 16mm
and 35mni camera use
REMOTE CONTROL UNIT
No other camera today films with trouble-free pro¬
fessional perfection such a wide range of require¬
ments. A Mitchell, equipped with specially designed
professional Mitchell accessories, has virtually
unlimited ability and versatility of use.

Among many accessories available for 16 mm anct $5 mm Mifchell Cameras
FOLLOW FOCUS ATTACHMENT

I
-r

MATTE BOX AND SUNSHADE

2 SPEED GEAR HEAD

LENSES AND LENS MOUNTS

VIEW FINDERS

BLIMPS

HIGH SPEED AND
VARIABLE SPEED MOTORS

otim* Mifchell accessorwtf also avatilahlc...

Write today on your letterhead
for information on Mitchell 16mm

FRICTION TILTHEAD AND TRIPOD

or 35mm cameras and
accessories.

CORPORATION

666 WEST HARVARD STREET
GLENDALE 4. CALIFORNIA

Cable Address: "MITCAMCO"

*85% of Professional Motion Pictures
Shown Throughout The World Are Filmed with Mitchell Cameras

How
Robert Yarnall Richie
saved ^3000
using Super Anscochrome

Ansco
j

Supe)' Anscochrome \

I_I

208

A Chicago publisher commissioned well-known
photographer Robert Yarnall Richie to make
an industrial film. Included in the shooting
schedule was one scene that normally would
require ten 10 KW spots, ten 5 KW spots, six
broads, six deuces and seven 750’s for proper
illumination.
A meter reading indicated that Super Ansco¬
chrome® (Exposure Index 100) could record the
picture without use of lighting equipment. Mr.
Richie used Super Anscochrome thus saving
about $3000 in lighting costs for this scene.
Result? Happy client, delighted Mr. Richie.
Why don’t you contact your local Ansco repre¬
sentative. He will be glad to show you how
Super Anscochrome reduces costs and provides
versatility. Ansco, Binghamton, N. Y., A Di¬
vision of General Aniline & Film Corporation.
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

TODAY’S
FILM
^They pour in from every state and many
lands, from major film centers and
rural outposts ... A single delivery may
include a Hawaiian teacher's first
documentary and a $4,000,000 epic
filmed in Hollywood.
Here in Hollywood, in the hub of the
nation’s film capital. General has been
privileged to serve the industry’s
top film makers for many years . . . This
invaluable experience, our unmatched
;> skill and personalized service are today
easily available to enterprising movie
makers the world over.
Today’s exciting Jet Age snaps its
fingers at time and space. Wherever you
\ are, whatever your needs. General’s
Vfm fine film processing facilities* are now
but a few short hours away.

*Complete 16 and 35 mm, b/w and color.

O0GENERAL
®

FILM LABORATORIES C O R P.
1546 ARGYLL, HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF., HO 2-6171

Send for Bulletin G, which describes the advantages of our new 35/32 mm technique. Price lists and general information gladly supplied.

APRIL
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THIS MONTH’S

CECO

WHAT’S NEW

SPECIALS

35mm. WALL CAMERAS
Complete with Complete Sound Outfit
Includes: Modulite Galvenometer, Am¬
plifiers, 2 magazines, 4 lenses—
35mm Variable Area

SPECIAL PRICE;$2,500.00
also

35mm WALL CAMERA
without sound. Complete with 12 volt
motor, 4 lenses, 2 magazines

PRICED

AT

$1,200.00

35mm PRECISION
Editing Machine

Mike Booms
Cinekad Engineering Co., 763 Tenth
Ave., New York 19, N.Y., announces
a new line of microphone booms for
studio and location use. Engineered
for rugged service, booms extend from
6 to 14 ft. and 6 to 20 ft. A feature
is noiseless directional mike control.
Each boom is complete with sturdy,
adjustable 5-ft. stand which may be
elevated to 10 ft. For complete data
on entire line including prices, write
to manufacturer direct.

Formerly sold for $3,800.00

NOW ONLY $1,200.00
Features
with
cal

include

stepless variable
system

prism;
tion

electromotor

foot

at

of

it

12

pedal

any

makes

a

safe

for

true

surface

for

speed.

grain masters.

gear;

drives

reversing

Continuous
originals

opti¬

rotating
direc¬

S.O.S. Jr. Tripod
A new rugged tripod, attractively
styled, designed for profes:ional 16mm
cameras is announced by SOS Cinema
Supply Corp., 602 West 52nd Street,

process

and

fine

Like New.

Moviola Extension Plate
Product of Camera Mart, Inc., 1845
Broadway, New York 2.3, is Add-AUnit extension plate for the Moviola
series of film editing machines. Acces¬
sory permits joining additional sound
heads so that editor may use more than
one optical or magnetic sound head in
mixed sound editing. Accessory is so
designed that other plates may be add¬
ed in series to accommodate as many
soundheads as desired. List. $325.00.

16mm BERNDT MAURER
Single System Camera—
complete with sound

$2,500.00

equipment

This slightly used camera features pre¬
cision

made

focusing
finder.

and

through-the-lens

Brilliant

image

view¬

The entire unit includes galven¬

ometer,
400'

direct
a

amplifier,

magazines

three

and

lenses,

carrying

two
cases.

16mm REEVES
PV-lOO
with

all

Magnetic

Recorder.

equipment.

Complete

Guaranteed

to

be

perfect.

Specially priced at $2,000
Comera
ized

Equipment

Bell

Agency

&

for Bell

Cameras,

Co.

Howell
&

Printers,

is

Sales

an
and

frontal star knob threading, curved
aluminum support locks, and a com¬
plete line of tripod accessories. List
price is $115.00.

Author¬
Repair

Howell

Professional

Splicers,

and Model

2709 Standard Cameras.

New York, 19, N.Y. Features include
grooved legs for maximum rigidity,

Planotype
Attractive plastic letters for compos¬
ing titles for movies, slides, TV com¬
mercials, etc., are offered by Camera
Equipment
Co., New York, N.Y.
Tradenamed Planotype, letters are
extremely durable, may be used again
and again, and are available in variety
of type faces. Letters come affixed to
12"xl5" aluminum sheet, and range in
size from %" to U/4" in height.

210

NCE Viewer
A new 35mm film viewer that com¬
bines all the functions of viewer, syn¬
chronizer and footage and frame coun¬
ter all in one unit is the NCE Viewer
recently announced hy National Cine
Equipment Inc., 209 West 48th St.,
New York 36, N.Y. It can be used
with a sound reader for single-system,
it is also available with additional
35mm or 16mm sprockets for double¬
system sound film editing. Sound heads
for magnetic tape can also be added to
adidtional sprockets for any number of
magnetic tracks.
■
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Shown starting on African adventure with
the Auricon "Cine-Voice” Sound Camera,
are Cameraman H. Duncan Abraham (left)
and Or^ Dan Marais, Naturalist and Explorer.

BELGIAN CONGO

BOAT CROSSING
OF AFRICA

-

INDIAN
OCEAN

BOMA

ENDS HERE

AVRICON I6MM 'TAIKING-PICTVRE* CAMERA MEETS

CHINDE

SOUTH
ATLANTIC
OCEAN

JOHANNESBURG
AFRICAN
ADVENTURE
CAPETOWN

STARTS HERE

THE CHALLENGE OF DARKEST AFRICA!
f

Auricon meets the world-wide challenge of filming under the most rigorous conditions — from the
steaming jungles of Africa to the frozen wastes at the South Pole!

One of the most colorful of recent adventures, recorded in picture and lip-synchronized sound by
-Auricon, is the pioneer boat crossing of Africa from the Indian Ocean to the Atlantic through an
almost unknown network of inland waterways. The expedition of eleven scientists, led by Dr. Dan Marais,
Naturalist and Explorer, covered a distance of 3300 miles in three outboard-motor boats. The Auricon Camera
Equipment under the expert guidance of Cameraman H. Duncan Abraham, endured severe equatorial storms and
the most hazardous of filming conditions.
Auricon dependability on the “First Trans-African Waterways Expedition” is another example of Producers and
Cameramen all over the world relying on Auricon for the production of professional 16mm Talking-Pictures
for Overseas Newsreels, Documentary Films, Sound-Films for TV programming, etc.

AURICON PRO-600 ()
$1871.00 & UP
600 ft. Runs I6V2 min.

Auricon Cameras are sold world-wide with a 30-day money-back Guarantee. You must be satisfied!
3 i

/
^

AURICON SUPER-1200
$5667.00 & UP
1200 ft. Runs

HP
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PHOTOGRAPHIC

Russell Harlan. ASC, “Operation Petti¬
coat’ (Granart Prod.; shooting in Keywest,
Fla.) with Cary Grant and Tony Curtis.
Blake Edwards, director.

ASSIGNMENTS

Arthur Arling. ASC, “Any Way the Wind
Blows” (C'Scope & Color; Arwin Prod.)
with Rock Hudson and Doris Day. Michael
Gordon, director.

WHAT THE INDUSTRY'S CAMERAMEN WERE SHOOTING LAST MONTH
Joseph Brun, ASC, “Odds Against Tomor¬
row” (Harbel Prod. U.A. release; shooting
in N.\.) with Harry Belafonte and Robert
Ryan. Robert Wise, producer-director.

ASTERISKS INDICATE TELEVISION FILMS

ALLIED ARTISTS

WiNTON Hoch, ASC, “The Big Circus”
(C’Scope & Technicolor; Saratoga Prods.)
with Victor Mature and Rhonda Fleming.
Joseph Newman, director.

Sam Leavitt, ASC, “The Crimson Kimona” (Globe Ent.) with Victoria Shaw
and James Shigeta. Samuel Fuller, director.
Fred Jackman, Jr., commercials*
Gems).

(Screen

FILMCRAFT STUDIOS

AMERICAN NATIONAL

Stanley Horsley, ASC, “World of Giants”*
fZiv-l V) Jack Arnold, director.
Richard Rawlings, Curt Fetters, Monroe
Askins, “Highway Patrol”* (Ziv-TV) with
Broderick Crawford.
Curt Fetters, Charles van Enger, ASC,
Richard Rawlings. Monroe Askins, Bor
Hoffman, “Rough Riders”* (Ziv-TV) with
Kent Taylor.
Bob Hoffman, Jack Marquette. Curt
Fetters, “Bat Masterson”* (Ziv-TV) with
(>ene Barry.

Virgil Miller, ASC, “You Bet Your Life”*
with Groucho Marx. Robert Dwan, director.
FOX WESTERN AVENUE

Guy Roe, ASC, “Wanted Dead or Alive”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Steve McQueen;
“Trackdown”* (Four Star Prods.) with
Robert Clup.
George Diskant, ASC, Charles Burke,
“Dick Powell’s Zane Grey Theatre”* (Four
Star Prods.) with Dick Powell.
George Diskant, ASC, “The Rifleman"*
(Four Star Prods.) with Chuck Connors.

Charles Van Enger. ASC, Richard Rawi.iNGS. Curt Eetters. “MacKenzie Raiders”*
(Ziv-TV) with Richard Carlson.

Joseph Biroc, ASC, George Diskant. ASC,
“Richard Diamond”* (Four Star Prods.)
with David Janssen.

Bob Hoffman, “Tombstone Territory”* (ZivTV) with Pat Conway. Richard Bare, direc¬
tor; “Challenge” & (Pilot; Ziv-TV) Otto
Lang, director.

Joseph Biroc, ASC, “Jeanne Carson Show”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Peter Breck; “The
David Niven Show”* (Four Star Prods.)
with David Niven.

COLUMBIA

GENERAL SERVICE

Joseph Brun, ASC, “Middle of the Night”
(Shooting in N.Y.) with Kim Novak and
Fredric March, Delbert Mann, director.

Harry Wild, ASC, “The Bob Cummings
Show”* (Laurmac Prods.) with Bob Cum¬
mings and Rosemary DeCamp. Bob Cum¬
mings, director.

Irving Lippman, Fred Jackman, Jr., Hen¬
ry hiiEULiCH, ASC, “Alcoa-Goodyear Thea¬
tre"* (Screen Gems).

&

James
Man”
N.Y.)
Daniel

Wong Howe, ASC, “The Last Angry
(Fred Kohlmar Prod.; shooting in
with Paul Muni and Betsy Palmer.
Mann, director.

Fred Gately, ASC, “Father Knows Best”*
(Screen Gems) with Robert Young and Jane
Wyatt. Peter Tewksbury, director.
Gert Anderson, ASC, “Donna Reed Show”*
(Screen Gems) with Donna Reed. Oscar
Rudolph, director.

Neal Beckner, “The Adventures of Ozzie
Harriet”* (Stage 5 Prods.) with the
Nelsons. Ozzie Nelson, director.
Arch
Dalzell,
Prods.)

“Flight”*

(McCadden

Frank Phillips, “Border Patrol”* (Gallu
Prods.) with Richard Webb. Jean Yar¬
brough, director.
GOLDWYN STUDIOS

Norbert
Show”*
Young.

Brodine, ASC, “Loretta Young
(Lewislor Prods.) with Loretta

Ray Foster. ASC, “Naked in Eden”* (Kayar Prods.) M'ith June Vincent and Michael
O'Connor. Jerry Webb, director.
KEYWIST STUDIOS

Walter Strenge, ASC, Series of religious
pictures (Family Films). Eddie Dew and
William Claxton, directors.
KTTV STUDIOS

Jack Marta, “Rescue 8”* (Cinefilm Inc.)
with Jim Davis and Lang Jeffries. William
Beaudine, director.
McGowan studios

Brydon Baker, “Death Valley Days”* (Mc¬
Gowan Prods.)
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Lester Shorr, ASC, “Col. Humphrey J.
Flack”* (Jody Pan Prods.) with Alan Mow¬
bray and Frank Jenks.
William Spencer, “The Thin Man”* with
Peter Lawford and Phyllis Kirk.
Robert Surtees, ASC, “It Started with a
Kiss” (C’Scope & Color; shooting in Spain)
wtih Glenn Ford and Debbie Reynolds.
George Marshall, director.
Dale Deverman, “One Step Beyond”*, John
Newland, director.
William Daniels, ASC, “Never So Few”
(CinemaScope & Color; shooting in Ceylon)
with Frank Sinatra and Sammy Davis, Jr.
E. Grainger, director.
John Nicholaus. “Rawhide”* (CBS-TV)
with Eric Fleming and Clint Eastwood.
Harkness Smith, “Best of the Post”* (Rob¬
ert Enders Prods.).
William Margliues, “The Lawless Years”*
(Jack Chertok Prods.) with James Gregory
and Robert Karnes. Allen Miner, director;
“Philip Marlowe”* (Jack Chertok Prods.)
with Phil Carey. Irvin Kershner, director.
MOTION PICTURE CENTER

Henry Freulich, ASC, Irving Lippman,
“Behind Closed Doors”* (Screen Gems).
Don Taylor, director.
Gilbert W.vrrenton, ASC, “The Legend of
Tom
Dooley”
(Shpetner
Prods.)
with
Michael Landon and Jo Morrow. Ted Post,
direitor.

INDEPENDENT

Frank Planer, ASC, “The Unforgiven”
(Panavision & Eastman color; Hecht-HillLancaster for UA; shooting in Mexico) with
Burt Lancaster and Audrey Hepburn. John
Huston, director.

City”*

Fred Young, “Solomon and Sheba” (Tech¬
nicolor; Edw. Small Prod, for UA; shooting
in Spain) with Yul Brynner and (Jina Lollo
hridida. King Vidor, director.

Ted Moore, “Adamson in Africa” (C’Scope
& Color; Warwick Prod.; shooting in
Africa) with Robert Taylor. Richard Thorpe,
director.

Russell Metty, ASC, “Spartacus” (Technirama; Bryna Prods.) with Kirk Douglas
and Laurence Olivier. Anthony Mann, di¬
rector.

.1. Burgi Contner,
(shooting in N.Y.)
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ASC,

“Naked

Robert de Grasse, ASC, “Danny Thomas
Show”* (Desilu Prods.) with Danny Thom¬
as. Sheldon Leonard, director.

SiD Hickox, ASC, “December Bride”* (Des¬
ilu Prods.) with Spring Byington and Fran¬
cis Rafferty. Frederick DeCordova, director;
“Lucille Ball, Desi Arnaz Show"* (Desilu
Prods.) with Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz.
Jerry Thorpe, director.
Nick Musuraca, ASC, “Westinghouse-Desilu
Playhouse”* (Desilu Prods.)
Continued on Page 254
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in the East it’s

■

■

•

MOVIELAB

DEVELOPING 35MM (5248) COLOR NEGATIVE
DEVELOPING 35MM (5253) AND 16MM (7253) INTERMEDIATES
35MM ADDITIVE COLOR PRINTING
16MM CONTACT AND REDUCTION ADDITIVE COLOR PRINTING
INTERNEGATIVES 16MM (7270) FROM 16MM KODACHROMES
BLOW-UPS FROM 16MM KODACHROME TO 35MM COLOR
KODACHROME SCENE TO SCENE COLOR BALANCED PRINTING
35MM COLOR FILM STRIP PRINTING

Write for Color Methods Brochure
MOVIELAB BUILDING • 619 W. 54th ST

COLOR

CORPORATION

NEW YORK 19. N. Y. • JUDSON 6-0360

TECHNICAL

new name
^for an old friend

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

SPECTRA
PROFESSIONAL

Conducted by Walter Strenge^, A.S.C.

EXPOSURE METER

^ UESTiONS

relating

to

cinematog-

^ raphy or other phases of film pro¬
duction are invited from readers and
will be answered by letter by Walter
Strenge or by other qualified mem¬
bers of the American Society of Cine¬
matographers. Questions and answers
considered of general interest will
appear in this column.—Ed.

Q

Please give me information about
and

source

of

eukaloris

(“cook¬

ies”) which I note are used extensively
in

entertainment

and

TV

motion

pic¬

tures. I would like to use this lighting

hand
calibrated
for precise
accuracy

effect on a small set 7' x 9' in size. What
size eukaloris would I need for this and
at what distance should it be placed in
front of a lamp to give the desired ef¬

SLIDES

fect?—L.C.H., Alexandria, Va.

Answer: Cukaloris panels can be pur¬
chased from Mole-Richardson Com¬
GRID

DISK

j
Popular for over a decade, the original
model A has been greatly improved
and is now available under the trade
name “Spectra Professional”.
It is especially designed for use in the
motion picture, TV and professional
photography field where instant direct
reading and great accuracy is a prime
requirement. The ultra sensitive
SPECTRA professional exposure
meter comes complete with disk, grid.
16 film-speed slides and carrying
case.$97.50
Write for descriptive literature
and complete specifications

pany, 937 No. Sycamore Ave., Holly¬
wood 28, Calif. (List price, S21.20
each, plus S1.20, FOB Hollywood.)
You will probably need two for the
area described. Set them 6 ft. in front
of the light source.—Stanley Cortez,
A.S.C.

Q

I

have three questions relating to

low-key lighting for interior night
effects.

(1)

Please

explain

low-key

lighting and the use of zone exposure
system involving a reflectance-type light
meter. (2) If “low-key” actually means
low intensity of key light, how is ade¬
quate depth of field accomplished? (3)
When subjects must move about a great
deal on set, toward or away from the
camera, do A.S.C. cameramen solve the
problem

with

follow

focus

or by cre¬

ating sufficient depth of field to cover
the area of movement, or by focusing
at the hyperfocal distance — especially
when it is desired to obtain reasonable
sharpness of detail in both foreground
and

background

querque,

objects?—R.L., Albu¬

yv.M.

Ansiver: ( 1 ) I do not know of any
cinematographers who use a zone exjTOSure system. A light meter in the
cinematographer’s hands plays no part

214

in creating effects. It is used almost
entirely as a tool for determining the
strength of the key light. A cinema¬
tographer knows from experience that
100 foot candles incident light (plac¬
ing meter at the subject and pointing
it toward the light source) will give a
normal exposure reading for the face
and cause the negative to print a little
above the middle of the printing scale.
Effects are created by the cinematog¬
rapher through his knowledge and
artistic ability. An exposure meter is
for the sole purpose of reading expo¬
sure. It is never used to create.
12) “Low key” lighting does not
mean lowering the intensity of the
key light. If the negative is to be
one of proper printing quality, there
must be density someplaee in it to
prevent it from becoming an under¬
exposed negative. Naturally, the place
for the density is in the highlights.
Leaving the highlights at normal
strength and reducing the fill-light in
the medium tones and shadows is how
effects are created and a printable
negative is obtained.
Low-key lighting can be and is aecornplished in many cases where a
normal light requirement is built up
four or five times, but the lens is
stopped down to compensate—thereby
retaining a normal exposure. In such
instances where the cinematographer
wishes to create a greater depth of
field, if the light level is increased
from 100 to 400 foot candles, this will
allow two stops smaller on the lens and
thus depth of field is increased.
( 3 ) Cinematographers follow focus
in all cases where subjects move to
and from the camera and sharp focus
on subjects is required. In cases where
a subject is to play in the foreground
throughout the entire scene, and an¬
other subject moves from the camera
beyond the point that will hold focus.
Continued on Page 253
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Did you catch the commercial showing
a driverless
the
f

>
?

A director of a well known producing

CECO Stop Motion Motor for Maurer Camera

company had this brainstorm. Terrific, but
p how do you do it? Our boys worked it out for
I

him. Actually, CECO* experts and technicians

^ are called upon to solve many more complex
problems.

Think of CECO as headquarters for

110 volt synchronous motor. Can be operated single
frame or continuous run on forward or reverse.
Exposure time; % second at 170° opening;
% second at 235° opening. Attaches directly to Models
05 and 150. Stop motion motors available
for most all other cameras.

CECO Professional
Junior Geared Head
Used for controlled pan
and tilt. Smooth action.
Ideal for Panoram shots
and tabletop photography.
Fits all Pro. Jr. tripod
bases. Crank
handles included.

the wo^^^^^^^^^^^ft^otographlc
Mozeli Dual Image
Viewfinder Attachment
Attaches to Mitchell or
CECO Erect Image
Viewfinder. Allows dual
viewing of image
scene by the cameraman
and a director or
account executive.

thh^of us also
you’re
,;J%restling with
a tough

Try us

*CECO—Trademark of Camera Equipment CO
FRANK C. ZUCKER

(JflmeRfl €9Uipm€nT(o.,inc.
Dept. 2

315 West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. Y.

JUdson 6-1420

CECO Double Zipper
Changing Bag
Lightproof; accommodates
1000' 35mm magazine
or 1200' 16mm magazine.
34" X 48"black sateen
outer bag. Rubber inner
bag has roomy sleeves
and light-tight wristlets.

CECO offers the world's largest and most

CECO Triangles—Models B & C

comprehensive line of professional cameras,

Adjustable and collapsible. All
aluminum construction. Brass studs
for tripod points. Insures rigid
positioning of tripod legs.
Prevents slipping and damage to
floors. (Model C illustrated).
Model B without leg clamps.

accessories, lighting, editing, processing and
animation equipment including: MAURER
Products (Exclusive Distributor); Oxberry
Animation Equipment; Cooke Speed Panchro
Series II, Kinetal, Kinoptic, and Bausch & Lomb
Baltar Lenses. Other products we carry are:
Color Charts - Computers - Splicers - Exposure
meters - Projectors - Screens - Marking pencils
and pens - editors gloves - stop watches.

Cameras - 16mm and 35mm
Editing Equipment
Lighting Equipment

CECO Underwater Housing for
Eastman Kodak K-lOO 16mm Camera

Withstands water pressures at 75 ft.
(with accessory pressure valve,
down to 175 ft.) All camera controls
easily operated under water.
Viewing ports show film exposed,
iris setting, spring wind.
Constructed of 14" anodized dural
plates. Accommodates 10 mm
F 1.8 fixed focus Angenieux Lens.

Generators - Truck mounted or Portable
Sound Equipment
Projection Equipment
Grip Equipment

CECO Blimp for 16mm Maurer Camera

First contour model blimp for 16mm Maurer.
Compact; permits easy accessability
to camera. Utilizes outside finder with
follow-focus cam system.

ARRIFLEX 35, Model n B

Mirror reflex camera with direct, through-the-lens
focusing and viewing, and three-lens turret.
Features stronger hand grip motor to pull new
400' color magazine. Portable, rugged, depend¬
able. The world’s standard among cameramen.

Ask about our Precision Repair
and Design Engineering Service!
SALES
SERVBCE

FRANK C. ZUCKER

(Jflm€Rfl Cquipmeni (o.,inc.

RENTALS
Dept. 2

315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420

CECO Variable Speed
Motor for Maurer Camera

110 volt AC-DC operation
’quipped
with tachometer. Motor drives
camera at variable speeds from 8 to
48 FPS. Attaches easily to camera
by 2 screws. Available in 12 volt DC.

BIRNS & SAWYER
MOVED TO LARGER QUARTERS-MARCH 16,1959

at 6424 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38
(corner Cole • formerly the Ansco Building)

HO 4-5166

FREE PARKING • LOADING DOCK

Rental & Sales Headquarters for:
• ARRIFLEX

• OXBERRY

• MAGNASYNC

• MASTERLITES

COLORTRAN

• NEUMADE

• AURICON

• BELL & HOWELL

• BOLEX

• PAKO

• j.G. McAlister

• DEARDORFF

MAGNASYNC
WESTERN DISTRIBUTORS FOR:

COMPCO
from

Professional 16mm Reels and Cans

51

\BIRNS & SAWYER
\
APRIL

•

1959

6424 Santa Monica Blvd.

*985

Finest, most dependable sound record
ers-for all producers, for all budgets.
Unit shown is all-new X400-15, single¬
case top quality system with playback
monitor amplifier, loudspeaker, in com¬
pact package. Write for new catalog,
1958 rental list.

CINE EQUIPMENT
Hollywood 38, Calif.
215

HOH-YWOOD film

company • reels • cans • shipping cases

956 SEWARD ST. • HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA • HO 2-3284

HFC PROFESSIONAL HOT SPLICER FEATURES
Splicing of 16MM, I7V2MM, Cinemascope, 35/32, & 35MM
film on one set of pins.
•

Single frame splicing can be accomplished in 35MM.

®

The machine comes up to splicing heat in ten minutes and
cuts the electricity off and on as required by thermostatic
control. A pilot light notifies the operator when the machine
is being heated.

•

Double scraping of both films is possible.

•

Separate scraping block with separate blade assures a clean
scrape every time.

•

A blade adjustment block permits quick blade setting.

•

Splicers are normally furnished with .072 splice, but .050
(negative) splice will be furnished on request.

•

Splicing of different film widths is accomplished by moving
the pin slide bar to the proper position, thus lowering or
raising the registration pins.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK NOW AVAILABLE

NEGATIVE
BREAKDOWN
REWIND
HFC NEGATIVE BREAKDOWN REWIND unit is designed
to take up “takes" and “out takes" at one time on two
separate spindles. The complete unit consists of two
shafts, one directly above the other. To rotate the bot¬
tom shaft, the rewind handle is pushed IN. To rotate
the top shaft, the rewind handle is pulled OUT. An elbow
type companion flange for 16 or 35MM film is used
with the bottom shaft and a come apart reel with the
top shaft.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK NOW AVAILABLE

.00

WRITE FOR FREE BROCHURE AND CATALOGUE
BRANCH OFFICE:

524 WEST 43RD ST. • NEW YORK, NEW YORK • LO 3-1546
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Mary Pickford in Pollyanna, 1920.

0X1 ...40 years serving the film industr}^
When Mary Pickford starred in Pollyanim ’way back in 1920,
Consolidated Film Industries was formed, and has played a leading
role in the film processing industry for 40 years.
CFI is a complete film laboratory, offering every service necessary
for superior film processing.

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES
959 SEWARD ST., HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
521 WEST 57th STREET, NEW YORK 19, NEW YORK

For film processing at its best: specify CFI.

APRIL

•

1959

Hollywood 9-1441

Circle 6-0210
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DON'T MISS the
S.O.S. BOOTH No. 26 at

S M P T E EXHIBIT IN MIAMI
★★★★

★★★★

I^eaturin

PREMIERE

TEL-Anima*
Soundstriper

TEUmatic
Film Cleaner

16/35mm
NEG./POS.

TEE-Animastand
witli ELECTRONIC ZOOM
ANIMATION AND
SPECIAL EFFECTS
CAMERA STAND

The
S.O.S. TEL-Amotic
Film Cleaning
Machine
is a modern
JET-SPRAY
cleaner for BOTH
i

16mm & 35mm FILM

Push-Buton Automation in
TEL-Amatic boosts
these features
for maximum
film protection;
• Jef-Spray Film Wash
• Curved Vacuum Air-Blast Squeegees
• Special Non-Scratch Buffers
• 16/35mm Combination
• Requires Only 15' of Leader
• Automatic Operation—Pushbutton Control
• Designed for Originals & Release Prints
• Continuous Air & Solution Filtering
• Electric Solution Level Indicator

Now you can stripe your own film. Why send it out?
SOUNDSTRIPER will do it in your own plant. Pays for
itself with your first month's output. Sound reproduc¬
tion conforms to highest industry standards. Stripes
8/16mm film—the only professional sound striping
machine under $2,000.
SPEED: 1,000' per hour.
CAPACITY: 800'.
WEIGHT: Only 44 pounds.
CONTROLS: Automatic Pushbutton.
OPERATES on 110/220 Volt AC, 50 or 60 cycles.

The
complete operation
is
VISIBLE
at all
times.
Laboratory tests using films with the softest emulsions
have shown excellent results.

You Cannot Damage Film With TEL-Amatic!
TEL-Amatic also features silent belt timing drive, 3,000'
capacity, speed in excess of 10,000' per hour and fine
precision workmanship. Does more work better than
machines twice the price. One person can handle a
battery of TEL-Amotics—a great labor saver.
Complete TEL-Amatic Neg./Pos. Film Cleaning Ma¬
chine for 16/35mm Film, Only .

Magnetic Soundstriping—8/ 16mm Filim

$2,495

®Rrgisterril Trademark.

In addition Soundstriper has rapid rewind, footage
counter, ball bearings, on optical viewer to inspect
film
DURING
the striping
operation,
and
requires
minimum
maintenance
since
machine
is
self-ccntained.
Laminates Three Sizes of Magnetic Recording Tape—
.8mm, 1.2mm, 2.4mm. Stripes 8 or 16mm double or
single perforated; color or black-&-white, raw stock,
positives or release prints.
Complete

TEL-Anima

package

includes

Installations
thruout
the
world!
Embodies
features of photo en¬
larger, movie camera,
micrometer and
rail¬
road roundhouse. Op¬
tical
effects such
as
pans, angles, zooms,
quick
closeups
and
every
variation
for
trick
photography
is
easily produced
with
the S.O.S. TEL-Anima
stand.
A camera fitted
to
a
movable,
cou nterba lanced
vertical carriage
photographs the
art work. Takes
even the heavi¬
est
16mm
or
35mm
camera
(Acme with stop
motion motor
illustrated).
All basic move¬
ments
associa¬
TEL-Animostanc/
with*
ted
with
highTEL-Anima
sliding
priced
stands
cell board rotated at 45^
are
incorpora¬
ted. Accuracy is assured through precise registration
of
art
work.
Includes
four
Veeder
Root counters
which calibrate 18" north/south movement, 24" east/
west travel, and zoom movements to the Art Table
or Cel Board. Basic Unit.ONLY $2995

SOUNDSTRIP¬

ER, 3-1600' spools of striping tape plus enough TELAnima Adhesive to stripe 150,000', all for

$1,995

^Registered Trademark.

NEW
ELECTRONIC
ZOOM
CONTROL
features:

Plus

MOY FILM NUMBERING MACHINE • TEL-ANIMAPRINT TITLE MACHINE • AND OTHERS
"The Dept.

Store of the Motion Picture Industry"

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
Dept. F, 602 WEST 52nd ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y. — Phone: PL 7-0440
Western Branch: 6331 Hollywood Blvd., Holly’d 28, Calif. Phone.-HO 7-21 24

• Adjustable Dynamic
Braking.
• Constant Motor Tor¬
que at any speed.
• Instant Response at
any position.
• Infinite
Variable
Speeds.

Only $750
^Registered Trademark.

The IMEW $.01

TRIPOD

Professional GROOVED LEGS
Vastly Improvi’d Over Any Tripod in its Cdass!
For all types of medium-weight cameras. Fumble-free front star
shaped threading knob with angle gears • Telescoping, offset
tripod handle with second handle position • Positive pan and
tilt locks, with large tightening levers for utmost rigidity and
safety—full 90° tilt • Heavy brass main shaft for longer wear,
no sticking
•
Detachable, precision machined friction plate.
One-piece aluminum leg locking knobs for quick adjustments,
even tension • Guaranteed not to creep • Aluminum leg supports
with leg rest ledge—aluminum leg bearings
•
Extra smooth
friction head—guaranteed for 5 years
•
Professional type
grooved legs • Seasoned, solid hardwood legs, oil treated and
polished—will not stick.
irrite for brochure.

OJ^ $145

(Sturdy Fibre Carrying Case $18)

WILL BE SHOWN AT S.M.P.T.E. MIAMI EXHIBIT

BOOTH 26

Professional
Picture Camera with
Built-in Features

AORKOIPRO-600
for 16mni Optical $ound-0n-film
Ck Oden ^or tlie
d ^outli f^oie (^xpeditiLon
til
r era Lion

reeze

^Auricon Pro-600'’ with Lens
Blimping Hood, Auto Parallax
Finder with Magazine, Tripod

■A’Self-blimped for completely quiet studio operation. TTie whisperquiet film
cision

flow of the “Auricon

design.

“Pro-600" Camera noise!
★600 ft. film Magazines with
T6

“Auricon Pro-600'’ with SingleLens “C” Mount,
Tele-Finder
Objective, View Finder, Magazine

Pro-600” is silent proof of pre¬

Your sound-recording

microphone

never picks up

Auricon-Electromatic

Take-up

for

minutes continuous “Talking-Picture” filming.

★Synchronous

Motor

System” Recording.
★Available
at added
Optical

Drive
cost

for
is

Sound-Track-On-Film,

zines, View

“Single

System”

“Single-System”
”C-mount”

Finders, 3-Lens Turret, Critical

or

equipment

Lenses,

SEE AURICON

“Double-

Film

Ground-Glass

for

AT MIAMI

Maga¬

S-M-P-T-E EXHIBIT

Focus¬

ing, Lens Sun-Shades, Tele-Finders, etc.

AT

SOLD WITH 30-DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
YOU MUST BE SATISFIED!

S.O.S. BOOTH #26

Write for free illustrated “AURICON PRO-600'' literature and prices

\ /
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF S.O.S. TIME PAYMENT PLAN
Convenient payment terms arranged. You may apply your idle or surplus
equipment as a trade-in.

“Auncon Pro-600'’ with Critical
Ground-Glass Focusing, 3-Lens Turret
“The Dept.

LS.0.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.

Store of the Motion Picture

ESTD.

1926

Industry"

Dept. F, 602 WEST 52nd St., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.—Phone: PL 7-0440_
Western

Branch:

633T

Hollywood

Boulevard,

Hollywood

28,

Calif.=

UHLER 16mm Cine Printer

HOLLYWOOD
BULLETIN BOARD

Makes copies of 8mm and 16mm, sound and silent
pictures in color or black-and-white. All A.C. oper¬
ated, no batteries required. Capacity: 400 ft. feed
and take-up arms. Sturdy cast aluminum construction.

$195.00 f.o.b. Detroit

UHLER Professional Printers

WILLIAM J. GERMAN, talking before members of the American Society of Cinematog¬
raphers at dinner given in his honor February 23, cited how industry's cinematographers
have successfully met all changes and challenges during past 30 years—from advent of
sound films to television.

UHLER COMBINATION 16MM
continuous printer for sound and picture
$775.00

William J. German, President of W. J. Ger¬
man, Inc., was honored guest of the Ameri¬
can Society of Cinematographers at its Feb¬
ruary 23 dinner-meeting.
In his after-dinner talk to tlie assembled
cinematographers, he reminded them that
because of modesty or neglect, their role
and importance in the production of motion
pictures is not receiving the recognition it
deserves.
"Invariably I can always find plenty of
publicity pieces in the trade papers about
producers, directors, writers, and the stars,”
he said, and added that “this is probably
because those people make it a business to
be heard.”
"It would appear to me,” German con¬
tinued, “that you have put off for much too
long a time the telling of who and what you
are and what you mean to motion pictures
and TV.” He pointed out that the ASC
cameramen should now give serious thought

to promoting and exploiting themselves as
individuals and as a group and to impress
upon the industry as well as the public that
“without the artistry and realism you men
put into the photography of Hollywood
hlms, the work of the writers, producers, di¬
rectors and all the others would he severely
let down.”
German pointed out that much of the ama¬
teur movie maker’s enthusiasm is due to his
desire to approach the artistry and perfec¬
tion of the professional cinematograpber.
Mr. German is one of five Honorary Mem¬
bers of the A.S.C.
•

•

•

Probably no other group within the motion
picture industry has expended so much time
and effort to place before the public “The
Continued on Page 222
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ASC PRESIDENT Walter Strenge watches pro¬
ceedings as Ted McCord receives gold ASC
25-year membership card from William Ger¬
man, who also distributed similar cards to
sixteen other ASC veteran members.

WHILE VISITING Hollywood, British cinematog¬
raphers Paul Beeson (2nd from left) and Jeff
Seaholme (right) were guests at ASC’s Feb¬
ruary d'nner meeting. Also in picture are Ed
Coleman, ASC, and Bob de Grasse, ASC.
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case of Pay-TV” as has the American Society
of Cinematographers.
According to A.S.C. President Walter
Strenge, more than 12,000 pieces of litera¬
ture, including reprints of the highlyregarded Readers Digest article “Why Can’t
We Have Pay TV?”, have been mailed by
the Society to people throughout the coun¬
try, with more scheduled.
William Perlherg, writing in The Journal
of The Screen Producers Guild for March,
1959, says: “To me this technological ad¬
vance (Pay TV) is nothing more or less
than a superior distribution system; an ex¬
tension of the theatre into the home.”
•

•

•

Harry Stradling, ASC, currently directing the
photography of Warner Brothers’ “A Sum¬
mer Place” in Monterey, Calif., was the sub¬
ject of newsman Paine Knickerbocker’s col¬
umn, “Lively Arts”, in a recent issue of the
San Francisco Chronicle. Typical of the kind
of publicity that can benefit cinematog¬
raphers is Knickerbocker’s piece, result of
interview with Stradling while shooting on
the Northern California location.
“I like working in color,” Stradling told
Knickerbocker. “It’s more satisfying than
black-and-white, and frankly, it’s easier. But
I’m not sold on the wide-screen processes
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HARRY STRADLING, ASC

except for pictures which are to be filmed
mostly out of doors. The proportions are not
as good, and it is difficult to get into an
intimate scene. ‘A Summer Place’ is not be¬
ing filmed for wide screen.
“Morton Da Costa asked me if we could
work out the dissolves for ‘Auntie Marne.’ In
silent pictures we used to iris down on faces,
but that was merely mechanical. And since
‘Auntie Marne’ was in color, we couldn’t do
it by dimming lights; we tried another sys¬
tem with shutters and it seemed to work out
all right. A man named Frank Flanagan
helped with the problem. But we also shot
straight away to protect ourselves, in case
the dissolves hadn’t been successful.”
Tricky camera shots do not interest him,
Stradling told Knickerbocker. “I think they
are distracting. If someone comes out of a
theatre and is asked what he thought of the
photography of the picture and answers,
‘Gee, I forgot to notice,’ then I think the
cinematographer has done his job well.”
■
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PHOTOGRAPHING “RIO BRAVO”
Subtle treatment of colors enhanced the visual mood of this rugged
western drama photographed in Eastman Color by Russell Harlan, ASC

By

To MAKE A COLOR film of the Old \^’est
in which color is played down rather
than aceentnated—this was the chal¬
lenge to Knssell Harlan A.S.C.. in di¬
recting the ])hotogra])hy of Warner
Brothers’ hard-hitting western saga.
“Rio Bravo”.
“Bravo” is an offbeat western, quite

HERB

A.

LIGHTMAN

different from the traditional cowhoysand-Indians shoot-’em-up, and much
more in keeping with the current trend
toward psychological or “adult” west¬
erns in which emphasis is placed on
character rather than on sheer action.
“Rio Bravo” is curiously lacking in tra¬
ditional outdoor action—there isn’t a

ON LOCATION. John Wayne, right, star of “Rio Bravo,” looks on while

and

Russell Harlan's camera crew photographs scene involving Dean Martin

negative, subtle color keynotes the picture.

224

horse

in

chase or typical running gun fight in
the entire 2 hours—hut the film boils
with an undercurrent of suspense and
ominous dread which sometimes hursts
forth in explosions of close action that
has a stunning impact on the viewer.
From the cinematographer’s view¬
point, the ol)ject was to create a visual

background. Although

photographed

AMERICAN

on

Eastman

Color

CINEMATOGRAPHER

mood to com])lenient the threatening
l)uild-ii]) of tlie action, and this meant
playing down color as much as pos¬
sible.
“ ‘Bravo’ was not conceived as a
scenic picture,” Harlan explains. “It is
a period picture and required a kind
of old-fashioned flavor, as well as a
certain brooding atmosphere to further
the mood of the story. If the color is
too vivid in such a film it can detract
from the visual effect aimed for, so we
tried for an almost monocolor result, as
if we were shooting in sepia-tone.
“The principal action takes place
along a western street in which adobe,
wood and earth all exist naturally in
tones of tan and brown—pretty drab,
but the more drab the better in this
particular case. The choice of ward¬
robe tied in with this conception. We
used tones of brown and gold, with
very few blues or greens. We kept the
walls of sets in brown tones and let
them fall off a little to further the effect
of sepia. For night exteriors we used
yellow light through the windows—and
not too brilliant—to suggest coal-oil
lamps burning inside. I am inclined to
underplay color rather than over-emphasize it. The subtler effects create a
truer mood. For example, I personally
feel than an overcast sky is wonderful
for shooting exteriors, because then you
see colors in their true values, more as
they actually look to the eye.”
The exteriors of “Rio Bravo” were
filmed in what is known as Old Tucson
located in a valley 15 miles from Tuc¬
son, Arizona. Built in 1940 by Colum¬
bia Pictures for the film “Arizona,”
the town is a replica of the original
walled city of Tucon and has been
a popular tourist attraction ever since.
Because the existing crumbling build¬
ings did not truly represent a border
town of the 1880’s, Warners built an
entirely new main street approximately
four city blocks long, bisecting the old
pueblo and including 26 structures,
several of them two-story affairs. This
project, designed by Art Director Kay
Kilter, was carried out by a construc¬
tion crew of 75, who did the job in
five weeks before the company arrived.
Four five-ton trucks and four trailers
were necessary to transport set dress¬
ings from Hollywood for hotels, jail,
newspaper office, saloons, stables and
other business enterprises housed in the
structures. Every item of set-dressing
was brought from Hollywood. The only
part of this expensive set which was not
left when the company departed was a
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RUSSELL HARLAN, ASC
"Vivid colors would hove lessened the im¬
pact of this rugged western drama."

large warehouse costing $15,000 to
erect and which was blown up in the
climactic sequence of the picture.
The daytime exteriors were filmed in
heat ranging up to 124 degrees, and
the company was thankful when the
schedule finally called for ten con¬
secutive nights of shooting. But their
relief was short-lived and what fol¬
lowed became for Harlan and his cam¬
era crew a veritable nightmare.
Southern Arizona was invaded by
millions of grasshoppers which blanket¬
ed Tucson’s business district and, at¬
tracted by the big lights, eventually
found their way out to the set. They
became so thick in front of the lights
that the director was forced to keep
all lights extinguished until scenes were
ready to be filmed, creating a real
hardship on electricians, set dressers,
etc., whose work must be done between
takes. The ’hoppers were finally tricked
by turning on Hood lights at the far
end of the street to draw the bugs
away from the set.
Commenting on this almost BilHicallike plague, Harlan observes: “There
were so many grasshoppers that we
had to sweep all the sets off each night
in order to shoot. They were literally
caked on the walls, and you couldn’t
even talk, because they’d hit you in the
mouth. We set up an arc light about
200 yards down the street to divert
them from the set, and within a matter
of seconds it was just a mound of grass¬
hoppers, packed like an anthill. The
smell of burning grasshoppers was nau¬
seating. We would turn all the lights
out and rehearse with skitch lights, and

then try to make the scene in one take
because grasshoppers would immediate¬
ly descend on the set lights as soon as
they were turned on, causing Hickering shadows and actually cut down the
exposure. They were so numerous that
jet planes in the vincinity were ordered
out of the air because the bugs were
clogging the motors. At 5,000 feet there
was a cloud of grasshoppers so thick
the airliners couldn’t fly through it and
had to land elsewhere. Driving home
from the location at night we found
the roads covered with a slippery blan¬
ket of bugs three inches deep.”
Russ Harlan, who looks like a ranch¬
er but talks like an artist, won great
praise for his filming of the Vincent
Van Gogh biography, “Lust For Life”
at M-G-M a few years back. In photo¬
graphing “Rio Bravo” he admits that
he had an artistic conception in mind
inspired by the work of a famous paint¬
er: “I was striving for a flat rather
than a modelled effect. More like a
Charles Russell painting, with the long
foreground, as he generally painted
things, and the true light source that
was there. We tried to capture that
and at the same time make the char¬
acters come alive. V e were also try¬
ing to be photographically honest. The
street we used is very real and earthy—
no glamour to it. The only vegetation
you see is mostly cactus. This was not
a vehicle for intriguing or exciting pho¬
tography. We couldn’t shoot beautiful
clouds or rock formations, yet the
backgrounds did give the feel of a real
western town that we could not possibly
have gotten if the picture had been
shot on the studio back lot.
hen we
looked down the street our view wasn’t
blocked off by eucalyptus trees or Cal¬
ifornia smog. Instead, we could see for
miles, and everywhere were rugged
mountains. It wasn’t cheating— it was
real. Had we shot it in Hollywood it
would not have had that authenticity.”
Harlan’s sense of photograjihic hon¬
esty extends also to his attitudes toward
filming night sequences. V hile it is
possible to shoot night sequences in
color in the daytime, using blue filters
and underexposure to gain the effect.
Harlan prefers to shoot them actually at
night as they were done in “Rio
Bravo.” It not only requires the very
best conditions to get a credible night
effect at night, hut actually shooting
at night is part of being honest in an
approach to the story.
There is not a great deal of camera
Continued on Page 251
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The Cinematographer's Place In Video Tape Recording
It is the film industry’s directors of photography who are best qualified by experience
and aesthetic concepts to light, compose and record dramatic shows for VTR, according
to

Hal Mohr, who

participated

By

in

the

HAL

recent Ampex

MOHR,

The contention of proponents of video tape that “VTR

demonstrations

in

Hollywood.

A.S.C.

can do anything that can be done with film and a mo¬

eras on roof of the vehicle or on a retractable “cow¬
catcher” platform on front of it. (Although my observation

tion picture

of this equipment and study of its results was necessarily

camera” was

dramatized last

month in

a

demonstration of a new self-contained mobile video tape

limited,

unit, which can record on tape virtually any type of out¬

ence could profitably be applied in improving the practi¬

door action in the same manner that exterior sets and

cality of the unit for making running shots—especially in
the placement of cameras and in re-designing the lower

action are filmed on location with a camera car.
Designed by Ampex Corporation to demonstrate to mo¬

I

feel that motion picture technology and experi¬

camera platform.)

tion picture producers that “a man riding a horse in a west¬
ern exterior” can be videotaped as simply and with the

All this was demonstrated to members of the motion
picture and television industries and the press last month

same fidelity as film, the mobile unit, called the Ampex
Videotape Cruiser, consists of a specially designed autobus

at Desilu’s Motion Picture Center studios in Hollywood.

equipped with two live TV camera chains, an Ampex

traveled to Las Vegas and Hoover Dam where conven¬

studio-type videotape recorder, control and switching units,
and its own power supply.

tional running shots were made with one camera mounted
on the roof and another on the lower-level platform. The

In use, two or more TV cameras pick up the action

tape footage made on these locations was exhibited on
closed circuit TV monitors at Desilu, as also was the
Cruiser used in the recording operation. The latter was

which is piped through the Cruiser’s control panel and
thence to the recorder. Provision is made to mount cam¬

MOBILE VIDEO TAPE recording
by Ampex

Corporation.

unit demonstrated

Roof and

in

modate two TV cameras for making travelling shots.
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Hollywood

last month

retractable “cowcatcher" platform

accom¬

Earlier,

the

Videotape

Cruiser

and

its

personnel

had

UNIT IS A COMPLETE video tape recording studio on wheels, and includes i

recorder, shown at left center, monitors and mixing panels at rear, and genera
that furnishes power for all electronic equipment.
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AUTHOR HAL MOHR demonstrated
at

Ampex

demonstration.

Here

set

motion
was

picture set lighting
lit

at

100

PCs,

and

techniques for VTR

REPRODUCTION of monitor image of scene at left, as picked

photographed

up by the VTR camera, with lens set at f/11.

with

normal exposure.

SAME SCENE as above, but with the

lighting

coming

100 PCs. Scene was photographed at same

through

windows

remained at

on

Mohr reduced

to

10

exposure as the one above.

PCs.

Light

MONITOR

IMAGE of scene at left, demonstrates results when

low key lighting is properly controlled in VTR, with lens set at
same stop as above—f/11.

parked outside one sound stage and served as both recorder

opinion hut also that of many who attended the VTR

for demonstrations given during talks by Ampex engineers
and as a playback unit for these same tapes as well as

lighting and recording demonstrations at Desilu that it
is the film industry’s directors of photography w'ho are

the demonstration tape recorded on the Las Vegas-Hoover

best qualified to light, compose and record dramatic shows
for videotape recording. In actual practice, lighting and

Dam location trip.
I had been invited by Ampex to participate in the demon¬
strations at Desilu as a representative of the industry's
directors of photography, and to evaluate the potentialities
of VTR for certain types of TV program production in
the light of our knowledge of lighting and photography
for motion pictures.
.4s a result of the four days I spent with the Amj)ex
people in this Hollywood demonstration of videotape, I

camera techniques productive of best results for VTR are
essentially the same as we use in photographing motion
pictures. V’hat it all amounts to for the director of photog¬
raphy is that with VTR, he simply has a new medium—
a new type of film—to work with. It is a relatively simple
matter for any qualified director of photography to learn
the essentials necessary to apply his art and techniques to

do not pretend to have become an expert on videotape
recording, hut only a lietter informed director of photog¬
raphy who may one day he called upon to “photograph”

videotape productions.
As I pointed out in my talks at the Ampex demonstra¬
tions, I feel confident that, with the proper cooperation
from the electronic engineers and technicians, I can do

productions for television with VTR. It is not only my

Continued on Page 244
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LICKING C0NTRAS1
Short scale limitations
black-and-white emulsions enhanc

F

ilters of one kind

GRADUATED

ND filters

in

four types of

professional

3"x3"

the photography of almost every motion picture made
today. There are light-balancing filters and color-compen¬
sating filters for color photography; correction filters for
black-and-white photography; and neutral density—“ND”
—filters which are applicable to both color and
photography.

mounts:

I—Clear glass square with section of ND gelatin taped on; 2—Sec¬
tion of ND gel mounted in an Eastman Kodak metal filter frame; 3—
Hand-cut cardboard frame with filter gelatin taped on; 4—Graduated
laminated
tween

two

ND
thin

filter gelatin

Because the intelligent use of an ND filter will fre¬
quently make the difference between an excellently-photo¬

filter in which the filter component is sandwiched be¬
panels

of

glass.

With

the

first three

or another play an importnt part in

examples, the

may be cut to any size or pattern to suit needs of the

graphed scene and a commonplace result, here is a subject
of more than common interest to the upcoming motion
picture photographer with a passion for perfection in his
camera work.

photographic problem at hand.

Standard neutral density filters are commonly used as
contrast neutralizers, since they provide a means of reduc¬
ing the light transmission through the lens, necessitating
opening the diaphragm and thereby producing a softer,
less contrasty image. Since NDs cut down all light equally
they can be used with color film or very high speed blackand-white film to allow shooting at moderate lens apertures
outdoors. They also provide a means for controlling depth

TYPICAL OUTDOOR SCENE adaptable to filtering of sky area for im¬
proved
GRADUATED ND filter being inserted in filter holder of Arriflex
matte box, which permits accurate alignment of filter segment
with

area

in

scene

requiring

correction,

os

shown

below.

pictorial

result.

Using a

.30 or .20 graduated

ND to correct

sky area in a scene like this results in better color or tone rendition
in

foreground

subjects.

Scene

is

also

typical

of

a

situation

where,

with care, the camera could be panned without giving trouble in the
filtered area of the scene.

VIEW OF ARRIFLEX camera matte box from rear. Arrow points to
graduated ND filter as it would be positioned to tone down bright
sky area in scene at right, thus permitting improved exposure and
detail in figures in scene.
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PROBLEMS WITH NO FILTERS
:olor films can be overcome and the pictorial potentials of
oy use of partial or graduated neutral density filters.

of field since they allow the lens to be used at wide aper¬
tures, permitting differential focusing.
The graduated or partial ND filter reduces only the
“hot” portion of the light. It thus extends the inherently
small latitude of color emulsions by balancing highlights
and shadows on tricky sun drenched exteriors or “hot”—
windowed interiors where compromise exposures would
sacrifice quality. This is because it is impossible to com])ress long scale lighting onto color film’s short scale
emulsion.
Neutral density filters are available in two- or three-inch
Wratten gelatins in ten densities equally spaced from .10
density (80% transmission) to 1.00 density (10% trans¬
mission). They provide a wide range of control that will
fit any light-balacing situation.

One needs only to choose

an ND having the transmission factor necessary to re¬
duce the scene’s “hot” area for a more balanced exposure.
In gelatin form ND filters can be cut and positioned in the
mattebox to act as a partial filter. In graduated glass form
they consist of a half sheet of gelatin laminated between
two- or three-inch squares of “B” glass. In use, the soft
demarcation line between the filter and clear glass is
positioned on the horizon or skyline in the picture or along
the edge of a building in a manner to disguise its presence.
Let’s consider a typical outdoor color problem in which
the sky is about 11/2 stops “hotter” than the landscape. Say
the sky reads F/16 while the scene in general reads F/ 9.
A compromise exposure of F/12 would result in the sky
being too “hot” and the scene itself slightly underexposed.
However, a graduated neutral density filter (in this case a

.50 ND, which transmits 32% of the skylight, having a
factor of 3 or 1% stops) placed across the top of the frame
will allow the F/9 ground exposure to he employed, result¬
ing in a more balanced rendition of the natural scene with
full detail throughout. This would be equivalent to extend¬
ing the film’s latitude
stops. Where a darker sky is
desired, a heavier ND filter is used.
The reverse of this problem can occur when shooting a
hot sandy beach having a much higher exposure value
than the sky, because of the terrific reflection. Here the
graduated ND would be inverted in the matte box so that
the filter area controls the beach and the sky exposure.
The utilization of neutral density filters in this manner
can he compared to “dodging” in producing enlargements
of still photographs. Here, however, the dodging is done
in the camera at the time of exposure. The control available
through the careful balance of light values actually extends
the short scale of color film so that it appears to possess
far greater latitude. Compromise exposures can he dis¬
pensed with—every part of the scene can he given the
precise exposure it requires.
Use of partial NDs is not limited to holding hack sky
or sand. While many cameramen think only of using the
graduated or partial ND horizontally there is no reason why
they can not be employed vertically, diagonally or at any
other angle when the occasion arises. Take the case of a tall
building occupying one side of the frame while a sunnv
street fills the other side. By placing the neutral density
Continued on Page 248

HERE THE FILTER requirements are reversed. Instead of
filtering the sky area, the dominant white area of the
church facade requires correction. Such problems are
usually solved by cutting a section of ND gelatin of the
desired density to match the church outline, as shown in
sketch below, and mounting it in filter holder. As precise
matching of ND filter with scene is important, this can only
be done where camera provides for viewing scene through
the faking lens.
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• TRUE MIRROR REFLEX SHUTTER
• FINDER SHOWS
BRIGHT IMAGE THROUGH TAKING LENS - even in poor
light — no parallax — accurate, easy follow-focus
if REGISTRATION PIN IN PRECISION FILM GATE-insures

“rock steady" pictures—no film “breathing".
• THREE LENS DIVERGENT TURRET • VARIABLE SPEED
ELECTRIC MOTOR — instantly interchangable for other
types—governor controlled—synchronous and animation.

ISe«ef
IJufsao*

Issoc. oi

Because of its

b'yec'ors
fcdiuced

VERSATILITY

'ide Dep'-

• IT’S A HAND CAMERA—weighs only 6V2 lbs.
• IT’S A STUDIO CAMERA—with 400 ft. magazine and
synchronous motor.
• IT’S A SOUND CAMERA-with Arriflex Blimp

♦ I o* ^9*“'^'

I Eye

Because of its

HosP

RUGGED
DEPENDABILITY

* Proven by Disney Studios In The Tropics and at The
Poles and by thousands of satisfied users in U.S.A.
and all over the world.
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For the complete Arriflex story write for literature.
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^ Partial list of producers
who submitted
requested information
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SOLE U. S. DISTRIBUTOR

XSLXaXSirCBr FHOTO COR,FOrt.A.TIOIsr
257 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 10. N. Y. • 7303 MELROSE AVENUE, LOS ANGELES 46, CALIF.

For

sole.

rent

or

leose

at

your

FRANCHISED

ARRIFLEX

DEALER

... professional standard
for 35 mm and 16 mm
dnematography

HOLLYWOOD
TELEVISION
MILITARY
INDUSTRIAL
TECHNICAL
COMMERCIAL
More professional footage is filmed with Baltar
than with any other lens. It will pay you to keep
this in mind on your next important assignment.
Order from your professional camera manufac¬
turer, or WRITE to Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.,
30040 Martin St., Rochester 2, N. Y.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
Honorary Award for Optical Service to the Industry

on world-famous Mitchell 35mm and
l6mm cameras for professional cine¬
matography. ”85% of the motion pic¬
tures shown in theatres throughout
the world are filmed with a Mitchell”
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OSCAR"
NOMINEES
For The Best Cinematography of 1958

JAMES WONG HOWE, ASC
“The Old Man and The Sea”

JOSEPH

MacDONALD, ASC

“The Young Lions”

Thanks to the

CHARLES LANG, Jr., ASC
“Separate Tables”

JOSEPH RUTTENBERG, ASC
“Gigi”

decision of the Academy of Motion Pic¬

ture Arts and Sciences to restore its second award for
cinematography, ten directors of photography are in the
“Oscar” Derby this year to win the two Academy Awards
that will be given for the best achievement in cinematog¬
raphy during 1958.
Of the twenty film productions selected by Academy
members as candidate entries for cinematography awards

APRIL
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SAMUEL LEAVITT, ASC

LIONEL LINDON, ASC

“The Defiant Ones”

“I Want To Live”

LEON

SHAMROY, ASC

“South Pacific”

HARRY STRADLING, ASC
“Auntie Marne”

and reported in our February issue, five black-and-white
and five color productions were subsequently chosen in
the Academy balloting for nominees.
While it is the productions themselves that are voted upon
by the Academy, it is the directors of photography to whom
the awards are presented the evening “Oscars” are handed
out at the Pantages theatre in Hollywood in gala presentaContinued on
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CONTROL
exposure
the

HEAD

lens and

motor

of

the

Autex

automatic

control (arrow) is mounted near

and

contains

feedback

a

photocell,

potentiometer.

servo
Iris

ring of lens is controlled by flexible cable
to the control head, whose servo motor is
activated in proportion to changes in light
level.

light conditions.
An index control sets the Autex
for film speed and exposure time.
Located on the control box, single
index dial setting permits any Autex
to be set rapidly for film of any
speed and for any frame rate and
shutter opening. A quick change of the

Automatic Exposure Control
For Any Camera
Automatic Exposure Control, origi¬

dance with the average brightness of

nally developed as an aid to air re¬
search and which is a feature of many
cine cameras l)eing marketed today, is
now available for any motion picture

the scene being photographed. The f/

camera.
Flight Research, Inc., Richmond,
Va., developers of Autex automatic ex¬
posure controls for its line of Multi¬
data cameras, now extends the conven¬
ience of this effective photographic
tool to all makers of motion pictures.
The Company’s latest development in
this field, the Model VI-2 Autex, is
an accessory for professional use which
provides automatic exposure control
for all motion picture cameras and for
a wide variety of lenses.
The iris ring of the lens is attached
hy a Ilexihle cable to the Autex control
head, which positions itself in accor¬

stop setting of the lens is, therefore,
corrected continuously for changes in
scene brightness, and proper exposure
is assured even in rapidly changing

index dial gives the photographer com¬
plete flexibility to adjust for special
lighting conditions which may be en¬
countered.
A “lens dial” on the control box
sets the Autex for lenses having dif¬
ferent diameters and f/stop scales. The
proper lens dial setting for any lens
need be determined only once. The set¬
ting will always be the same for each
lens. Complete instructions are pro¬
vided for determining the proper setaing of both index and lens dials.
The control head, mounted near the
lens, contains a photocell, servo mo¬
tor, and feedback potentiometer. The
photocell signal, amplified by a trans¬
istor circuit in the control box, drives
the .servo motor in proportion to
changes in light level. The position of
the iris ring, indicated by the poten¬
tiometer, is fed back continuously to
the amplifier circuit to assure proper
Continued on
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DIMENSION DRAWING shows compact de¬
sign of the versatile Autex VI-2. Transistor
amplifier

allows

the

control

box

(left

in

illustration) to be conveniently small, so it
will

fit

easily

into

photographer's

jacket

pocket for hand-held camera work.
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OUR EXPERIENCE IS YOUR KEY TO

SERVICE

DEPENDABILITY

plates
CAWART
CAMART EDITING TABLE
Custom-built all
struction,
Built in

e or tv/o
id Moviola.
.UHIT installs in a e

lightwell with

plexiglass
outlet

welded

genuine
cover,

steel

con¬

formica

top.

%"

drawer,

box, bottom rack.

frosted
electric

Measures

24x30x60.

$99.50

.UHIT requires no
other sizes

to

your specifications.

Prices on request.

'ose needed ex.roexcitement to Y

nit extension
«>»'«'™ \t
, coupling
controls, for eoc
attachments

t

CAMART NEW
DESIGN FILM BIN

5 soundhe

Prices on
•

Rectangular construction

•

Fits easily into corners.

measures 30x24x12.

The orig»nai
the Camera

camart
Mart,

•

Easy to view strips of film.

•

Hard

vulcanized

reinforced
•

with

Complete bin-rack-linen bag.
w/skids

CAMART TIGHTWIND ADAPTER

fiber

metal frame.

w/wheels

$45.25
$51.75

• ONLY TIGHTWIND OPERATING ON
BALL BEARING ROLLER.
• Eliminates cinching or abrasions.
• Winds film—no holding.
• Fitted to any 16 or 35mm rewind.

$29.00

i^camna muhtiu

1345 BROADWAY (at 60th St.) NEW YORK 23 • PLaza 7-6977 • Cable: Cameramorf
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Can Ektachrome
Be Intercut
With Kodachrome?
Laboratory men cite best procedures
to follow to obtain quality prints
from your 16mm color photography

Optimum Color results and how they can he achieved

is a snl)ject receiving iindiminished attention of producers
and photographers of 16mni motion pictures. It was one of
the most frequently discussed sul)iects among those who
attended the 13th Annual Motion Picture Workshop staged
hy The Calvin Company in February on its Kansas City
sound stages. It also was sulqect of an article in a recent
issue of The Aperture, workshop publication for 16mm film
producers issued hy the same company.
One of the most frequent questions raised following in¬
troduction of Eastman Kodak Company’s new 16mm Ekta¬
chrome film, according to The Calvin Company, was “Can
Ektachrome he intercut with Kodachrome?”
“When we ran our first tests some months ago,” said a
Calvin technical man, “the answer seemed to be Wes’—a
cautious answer, because we were working with a brandnew product. Now, however, on the basis of more recent
printing experiences, the answer has become ‘No—not with¬
out scene-by-scene color correction’.”
Bill Hedden, Manager of Calvin’s Printing & Processing
Division, reports: “Ektachrome film manufactured on a
production basis has different characteristics than the first
sample footage tested. Edited Ektachrome now being re¬
ceived requires a different printing filter balance than
Kodachrome. Color correction is required to achieve an
even print from intercut material.”
The best jirocedure to follow, the Aperture article points
out, is to avoid intercutting Ektachrome with Kodachrome,
adding that either all-Ektachrome or all-Kodachrome wellexposed originals will provide satisfactory prints.
If intercutting cannot be avoided, it would be well to
discuss the problem with your laboratory. The problem—
and the costs it involves—will vary with different batches of
film, and with the type or release printing selected. Eor
practical purposes, this becomes an individual problem, and
should be analyzed and the answers worked out on a
personal basis.
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“Let’s keep in mind that Eastman’s 16mm Ektachrome
is a superior camera product, capable of producing an im¬
proved quality print—and well worth all the transitional
problems,” concluded Hedden.
Still another question on which Calvin’s engineers have
very definite opinions concerns the use of reversal or posi¬
tive 16mm color film in the production of prints. Although
color reversal has been the standard in 16mm color re¬
lease printing for nearly twenty years, they point out, a
basic question was raised in mid-1956 when Eastman’s
16mm color internegative type 7270 was introduced to
supplement the existing Eastman 16mm color positive print
stock (type 7382).
If the printing method which the new 16mm color inter¬
negative opened up would provide quality prints, it prom¬
ised many advantages—not the least important of which
would be:
1. Lower print costs due to the lower price of the posi¬
tive color stock, plus use of single strip instead of
A & B roll printing.
2. Protection for the original film, since A ■& B rolls
would be used only for making the internegative, and
the release prints would be made from the negative.
How has it actually worked out?
The Calvin Company’s Aperture article explains “. . .
there’s no question but that many of the big film printing
contracts have gone over completely or in greater part to
the 16mm positive color print. However, the main reason
for this shift was lower cost.
“What about quality?
“Quality of 16mm color positive prints from 16mm color
internegatives has been considered acceptable since the late
Summer of 1956, shortly after the negative’s introduction.
The color of the positive print is slightly different from the
color in reversal printing. A good deal of personal opinion
is involved in ehoosing between the two.
“The definition in color positive printing is close to the
definition of the color reversal print made from the original
—hut doesn’t match it. In our own case we have designed
Continued on
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F & B's New

TRIPLEX
The first low-priced

TRIPLE-DtTY
animation, titlestand
and product stage for
all film makers

IN

Florman & Babb proudly introduces the all new TRIPLEX, a top quality precision
designed animation
stand.
It’s
manufacture
and
workmanship ossures
you
highest quality results. The F&B TRIPLEX costs less and does more than any
other animation stand now available. It will accommodate Arriflex 16 or 35
mm., Eyemo, Maurer, Mitchell, Cine Special, Bolex and all 4 x 5 Still Cameras.

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
• Artwork table can be pivoted out of the way so huge artwork can be
taped to wall or floor for copying.
• Smooth-stop motion zooms from three positions.
• Camera carriage compound movement 10" North-South, 13" East-West.
• Each movement driven by lead screw and handwheel—
• Camera zoom range to table—1 to 12 field to floor 1-24 field—
• Each movement registered by counters in 1/lOOth. of an inch.
• Diagonal or off-center zooms on both animation product stage.
• Animation table with 2 peg bars moving 16" registered with scale in
1 /'20th. of on inch.
• Animation table rotates for spins and diagonal pans—registered in degrees.
• 9 X 12 hole through table top for rear lighting and rear projections.
• Platen is hinged—platen glass is Gimbal mounted.
• Entire construction of steel and cast aluminum—resting on 4 adjusta'ble
leveling feet.

and

product

Here is the all-new Portman Ani¬
mation Stand, with many new engineering

and

design

features,

more than 40 new accessories for
special

effects

combines ease

animation,

and

of operation

and

precision in a rugged and versa¬
tile animation
with

stand. Constructed

a one piece cast
Portman

iron

Animation

bed,

Stand

is

SPECIFICATIONS

designed for the professional who

Height Vertical, 76 Inches
•
Length Horizontal, 62 Inches
•
Width, 36
Inches
•
Artwork Table-top, 24" x 36"
•
Weight, 300 Lbs. Approx.

wants the
tion

TS-2

POSITION

THE NEW PORTMAN
ANIMATION STAND

the

PRICES

HORIZONTAL

For zoom titles, copy
and puppet stages.

Columns can be locked at any angle
between horiz. and vrt.—for angular
zooms in on table which Is locked
In horiz. position.

stand

ultimate
that

in

can

an anima¬
literally

do

everything.

COMPLETE STAND WITH COMPOUND CAMERA CARRIAGE,
ROTARY PEG TRACK ANIMATION TABLE, AND COUNTERS . $1495.00

Send

TS-3

HINGED PLATEN .

$

80.00

and

TS-4

UNDERNEATH LIGHT BOX. .$

95.00

TS-5

TOP LIGHTS ON UNIVERSAL BRACKETS. .$

95.00

for

complete

information

on

specifications
the

Portman

Animation Stand available exclu¬
sively from Florman & Babb.

i
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Amateur’s creation boasts many

PHOTOS

SHOW

amateur John

various

features

of

professional features, has turned out

British

Daborn’s homemade animation

two prize-winning animated films

stand: Fig. 1—Hand wheel controls movement
of

baseboard.

Fig.

2—Dusting

off

drawing

before lowering platen to make exposure. Fig.
3—Daborn
production

checks

his

planning

fessional-style
cameraman

in

dope
each

storyboard

session.
sheet
step

during

Fig. 4—A

a

pro¬

guides animation
of

the

animation

photography.

HOMEMADE ANIMATION STAND
By

Every me.mtion in

DEREK

American Cinematographer of the home-

built animation stand of John Daliorn has resulted in inquir¬
ies about the construction and operation of the apparatus.
Daborn. the young British amateur film maker whose car¬
toons The History of U alton and The Battle of Wangapore
have won him innumerable awards and an international
reputation, recently showed me his equipment which has
recently been transferred to the central London cinemacum-studio headquarters of the Grasshopper Group, the
amateur cine organization which Daborn founded in Lon¬
don a little over five years ago.

“I built the stand with a friend who worked in the engi¬
neering business,” he told me. “He was building fireengines at that time, and things were financially so tight
that he smuggled me a few gear-wheels and rods to keep the
cost down. I remember him being helped home one day
with a stiff leg—actually he’d got the largest metal rods up
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his trouser leg.”
Despite these initial advantages, the animation stand re¬
mains a relatively elementary construction, incorporating
bicycle chains and even paper clips. Basically, of course,
the requirements of a stand are similar to those of a titler:
a camera platform has to be poised above an adequately
lit working surface.
Beyond this, the main essentials are that the baseboard
can be moved and finely controlled in North-South and
West-East directions. “Quite often nowadays professionals
have animation tables so arranged that only the peg bar
moves.” Daborn told me, “but that’s a more complex con¬
struction.”
On Daborn’s stand two rotating handles control these
sideways and forwards movements. (See Figs. 1 and 2).
To pan the background the art work is fixed to the baseContinued on
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COMPLETELY EQUIPPED PROCESSOR
TO CONTINUOUSLY DEVELOP 16/35mm NEG/POS.UP TO

9,000 FT. PER HOUR!

ILMLINE
16mm/35mm NEGATIVE AT 100 FT./MIN. • ALL STAINLESS STEEL CONSTRUCTION
16mm/35mm POSITIVE AT 150 FT./MIN. * COMPACT • EASILY INSTALLED

Converts 16 or 35mm effortlessly
Variable processing: times
48 seconds to 5 minutes.
Speeds: 25' to 150'/min.
3000’ flanges
Vapor-lock seals on all chambers
Two banks of film/cabinet
6 Gals, solution/cabinet
Quick-fill valve converts neg. or
pos. chemicals in 2 minutes
Separate replenishing &
recirculation for each cabinet
with stainless-steel pump,
S.S. filter, S.S. Gauge,
S.S. Flometer, S.S. Thermometer
Darkroom
Unit
3r'L,22"W,87"H

design features assure you of

100%

professional

per¬

FILM-FLIGHT... an unerringly dependable film transport mechanism.
TEMP-GUARD ... a precision
frigeration.

temperature control

system

for

both heat and

re¬

FLO-JET NOZZLES. . . a scientific design of spray nozzles that achieves maximum solu¬
tion impingement.
CUSHNBLO AIR SQUEEGEES ...a new type air squeegee that cushions film surface to
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Do-It-Yourself
Sound
Recording
By

ALLEN

JACOBS

The Calvin Co., Inc., Kansas City, Mo.

Importance of controlling acoustics

monitoring a narration track. I mean listening to the ‘acous¬

for maximum sound quality in

tical character’ of the area in which you are going to re¬
cord. Learning how to do this calls for practice. Sometimes

magnetic tape and film recording

a little testing will help. But, the main thing is to learn to
appraise the character of an area by ear since each area
will be a little different.
If you question this, try the following experiment: using
a portable recorder and microphone and a speaker with a
good voice, make a series of recording takes all over a par¬

It’s comparatively

simple to write about sound recording

equipment. The recording man’s experience is factual with
regard to equipment. He can measure the performance of
various units; their characteristics are fixed and their per¬
formances will repeat themselves. In brief, you know what
you have. It’s a package of known quality. Even the micro¬
phones can he measured and appraised by utilizing the pro¬
per equipment. But, in spite of these known factors, when
we finally start to record we frequently find that the results
are not in keeping with the quality of our equipment. Why?
The answer lies in the fact that there are two very dis¬
tinct factors involved in recording. One is the equipment
which is measurable. The other is the area in which you
record, which is not so simple to measure. You can easily
learn to control your equipment, but the area in which you
record may he only partly under your control. At times it
may he completely out of your control, making it necessary
to adapt yourself to its defects and limitations.
There is little doubt that less is known of the acoustical
characteristics of recording areas than of any other part of
the recording process. One of the reasons for this lies in the
nature of the problem. Acoustical properties are not readily
measurable. In fact few recording men ever measure acous¬
tical properties. Instead, they learn to deal with the problem
by ear. And, therein lies the key to the problem: learn to
listen!
Learn to listen? This advice may sound absurd. Doesn’t
the recording man spend nearly all of his time listening?
Yes, hut I don’t mean the sort of listening you do when
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ticular area. Go from one room to another, or from one
part of a room to another part of the same room. Try hall¬
ways, washrooms, just inside the door and then out in the
middle of the room. Record inside closets. Observe these
rules: always place the speaker exactly the same distance
from the microphone for each take and have him speak
straight into the mike. It’s all right to work at an angle
from the mike, if the same angle is used for each recording.
Don’t get too close to the microphone—stay about two to
three feet away, or the closeness of the voice to the mike
will block out the acoustical characteristics you want to
hear. Use a section of yardstick cut at the exact length you
want the speaker to be from the microphone so the stick
can be used to measure off the same distance at each re¬
cording location. Read exactly the same sentence in each
recording location and use a sentence long enough to give
you time to listen and compare, but short enough so that
you’ll be able to hear the various sentences played hack, one
right after the other, for close comparison. The faster the
playback, or the closer the short sentences are to each other,
the more obvious the acoustical differences will become.
Now, when all of these separate location recordings are
completed, prepare your magnetic recording film or tape so
that the sentences will follow one another rapidly in the
playback. This will give you maximum contrast as you
listen.
What will you hear? I am not certain just how to describe
it, but each area will have its own separate and distinct
characteristic—and overall sound quality with its own
acoutsic identity. Some will he obvious. The sentence re-
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corded in the middle of a very large
room will he obviously different from
the same sentence recorded in a small
closet behind a closed door. Others
will have very subtle differences—in
fact several locations may sound alike
—the difference being so small, so
subtle that you won’t be sure it’s there
until you listen very carefully.
hat makes the recordings from
these different locations sound differ¬
ent? It’s the acoustical characteristics
of the separate locations.
Acoustic
control involves the study of reflection
and/or absorption of sound waves.
It’s unlikely that anyone reading this
has ever heard a sound that was pure
and unrellected. Analyze your daily
routine. All day long and part of the
night yon are hearing various sounds,
ahvays reflected. A few research groups
have designed, built, and tested sound
rooms for the study of sound. Some
rooms have been built to eliminate
sound reflection. Those who have had
the opportunity to stand in the middle
of such a room completely devoid of
reflection report it was a very unpleas¬
ant experience, that no one would de¬
liberately choose that kind of area to
live in. It’s unnatural. Under such lab¬
oratory conditions, they heard their
own heartbeats, their breathing and
miscellaneous sensations of sound creat¬
ed by various types of nervous activity
in the hearing mechanisms.
So, it’s unnatural not to have reflec¬
tion and absorption of the sounds you
hear.

You need both reflection and

absorption in the proper amounts in
order to have natural sound.
Acoustical treatment of a given area
alters and controls the reflection and
absorption factors.

*‘We’ll give you . . .

Certain kinds of

materials absorb high frequencies but
reflect low frequencies.

Other mate¬

rials do the reverse—absorb most of
the lows and reflect most of the highs.

}

Acoustical

these

I

qualities would result in what we call

|

a

i

measurements

non-linear

curve.

of

Practically

all

interiors except those rigorously en¬
gineered

invariably

reflection

and/or

have

absorption

complex
condit¬

ions.
Creating a desirable combination of
reflection and absorption in order to
suit a particular recording situation is
really a problem for the acoustical en¬
gineer. Many of us tackle this problem
in a rather hit and miss manner. Many
film recording men go at it with only
one thought in mind—to keep out un-
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wanted noise. Keeping out unwanted

too dead for a voice to work at a dis¬

noise is certainly desirable, but it’s only
incidental to the creation of an acous¬

tance from the microphone. In this
situation either work in closer to the

tical environment that will be satisfying

microphone to eliminate the dead effect

to work in.

of the surroundings, or erect some hard
finish surface around the voice, or at a

The unit of acoustical measurement
most frequently used is “absorption.”
If you were in a room completely
closed, none of the noise for sound

reflect sound better than porous soft
materials. Glass, porcelain, hardwoods,

through it. We call that 100% absorp¬
tion. Or, in other words, zero reflection.

drapes, curtains, clothes, various fib¬
rous or porous materials absorb sound.
Working with a combination of reflec¬

square foot hole in the wall could ab¬
sorb 100% of the sound that reaches it.
This is the absorption unit used by
acoustical engineers and only a square
foot hole in the wall could have a linear
absorption characteristic—in other
words, it could absorb a 100 cycle as
well as an 8000 cycle tone. Of course,

Whether it be editorial, or
sound, or a complex print¬
ing problem, our expert
staff will assist you — of
course without obligation
— at any time.
Sound • Editorial
Laboratory Services

CAPITAL
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of a recording area.
If we create a sound in an area, and
have a way to measure its intensity we
find that after a moment or two
the sound has completely disappeared.
Acoustical engineers refer to this inter¬
val as the “decay time,” i.e., the length
of time that it takes for a particular

a compromise.

from the surfaces, but it’s also because

ear has listened to complex reflectionabsorption curves all your life, and you
automatically consider this normal. But
good recording practice does demand
some control, and we achieve that con¬
trol by various means. The simplest
means lies in working close to the
microphone. It’s obvious that the closer
we get to the mierophone, the less am¬
plification w'e have to use to record the
voice, and the less amplification we use
the less likely we are to hear the miseellaneous sound that’s obviously
around in the room or area in which
we are wmrking. Working close to the
mike doesn’t in any way change the
acoustics of an area but simply elimi¬
nates tbe extra sound as a recording
factor.

Washington 2, D. C.
LAwrence 6-A634

tion only by trying. The room may be

1905 Fairview Avenue, N. E.,

ting materials and absorbing materials,
you can alter the acoustical character

sound in a particular recording loca¬
tion to weaken or drop away to a pre¬

However, sometimes voice will sound
better if there is some sound reflection
for the microphone to pick up. You can
arrive at a satisfactory recording situa¬

FILM LABORATORIES, INC.

slick concrete floors or walls all reflect
sound rather efficiently while carpets,

it doesn’t really “absorb” it. Instead it
lets it escape. But it’s a handy mental
poin^ of view to hold to organize our
thinking acoustically. No material ab¬
sorbs sound uniformly. Thus absorp¬
tion curves are termed nonlinear. The
manufacturers of acoustical tile aim
to create surfaces that will absorb uni¬
formly, but read the characteristics of
the product—absorption at 100 cycles
25%, absorption at 4000 cycles 75%,
etc. An ordinary acoustical treatment is
Perhaps that doesn’t matter. Your

you a hand.”

In general, hard, slick surfaces will

could escape. But, if you cut a hole one
foot square in one wall (and the wall
was very thin) all the sound that hit
the square foot hole would escape

Most materials are rated by their abil¬
ity to absorb certain frequencies, and
it’s always a fraction of one. Only a

. . We’ll give

distance, that will make the voice sound
more lively.

determined percentage of its original
strength. Naturally, in an area where
there is a lot of hard surface that re¬
flects sound, the decay time will be
quite long. We have all noticed how the
sound in a large railroad station wait¬
ing room seems to go on forever and
ever. In part, that’s because the rooms
are very large and it therefore takes
the sound longer to reach and reflect
the surfaces are generallv made up of
hard materials—lots of glass and hard
slick floors, all reflecting surfaces. A
big station waiting room could be so
treated to have very little, if any, re¬
flection, and its character then would
be approximately that of an outdoor
area. However, even outdoors, in the
middle of a field, there is some reflec¬
tion even from the ground. You cannot
escape it. So you have to control it.
A recording engineer should learn
to recognize the decay time pheno¬
menon and with a little practice be able
to judge how long it takes sound to
decay before it drops below the thresh¬
old of hearing. In radio broadcast
work in days gone by, we talked of
l/o-second, 3/lOths of a second, occa¬
sionally of %ths of a second decay
time. We considered a room with a
l/o-second decay period quite ‘live.’
Nowadays, that’s not considered too
long a decay time as we are now deal¬
ing with decay periods up to several
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seconds. Personally, I prefer the decay
time in voice recording to be under a
second and to have good crisp reflec¬
tion of the high frequencies in order
to create good sibilants.
However,
acoustics suitable for good voice work
aren’t necessarily good for music.
In the early days of broadcasting, al¬
most all sound studios were treated to
make them as “dead” as possible acous¬
tically. There was confusion between
“deadness” and “quietness.” The trend
over the years has been to more lively
reflection of sound. Some of the record
companies have gone to extremes in
creating long decay times. This has
been particularly noticeable in Eng¬
land.
The placement of the surfaces in a
recording area, in relation to each
other, is an important factor in the
creation of acoustical character. Obvi¬
ously, sound can reflect hack and forth
between hard ])arallel surfaces just as
a tennis ball gets bounced hack and
forth between two op])Osing players.
This factor can he affected and altered
by other factors so that there will he
different acoustical characteristics with¬
in one single recording area. One of
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our sound stages illustrates this point.
At the south end of this stage vve have
noticeable reflection between the ceil¬
ing and the floor. Standing at this
point you can clap your hands sharply
and count the reflections. I’ve counted
up to about twenty. This creates a flut¬
tering sound and, of course, would he
fatal for normal recording. This is just
one rather small area within a sound
stage measuring about 80 x 110 feet. It
can he controlled in various ways, such
as by design of and type of materials
used in a set and by use of recognized
acoustical control materials.
Some motion picture and recording
studios have panels or columns built at
angles, or broken into sections. The
obvious purpose is to break up parallel
wall and ceiling surfaces to control the
reverberation factor. In smaller rooms

employ an acoustical engineer or we
experiment. We start by insulating the

it’s more difficult to hear the specific
sound reflection between parallel sur¬
faces, but it’s present and contributes to
the general acoustical character of the
area.

sults.

In those areas where we have no con¬
trol of the acoustical character, the only
thing we can do is block it out from
the microphone to the best of our abil¬
ity. We do this by working close to the
microphone or by utilizing a direction¬
al microphone which, when faced to¬
wards the desirable sound, blocks out
undesirable sound.
When we record in an area where
we do have acoustical control, we either

room so that we block out to the best of
our ability the undesirable sounds that
originate in adjoining areas. Then we
go to work within the room itself, using
various combinations of sound reflect¬
ing and sound absorbing materials.
This we do until we arrive at that com¬
bination which our ear tells us w ill re¬
sult in the most natural and desirable
recorded sound.
For the man whose job it is to re¬
cord an acceptable sound job for a film
production, there is nothing more un¬
substantial or as hard to pin down as
acoustics. It is probably the most
troublesome of all the problems he has
to face. Knowing how to cope with it
can expedite the recording session and
lead to real professional recording re¬
This concludes the series of articles
on do-it-yourself sound recording for
industrial, in-plant, and small business
film producers. Obviously, we have had
to gloss over much in order to discuss
the most pertinent phases and factors

mean that the electronic engineers and
technicians should confine their opera¬
tions to their own province and not

most cooperative, and their technical
directors and engineers never demon¬
strated that resistance to my curiosity
that I have found in television stations
where it was felt I was encroaching on
the

video

technicians’

jurisdiction.

The Ampex men, on the other hand,
went all out to make their equipment
understandable to me so that I could
use it, with the result that we had at all
times a coordination of thought and ap¬
plication leading to successful results.
How really simple it is for a video
engineer and a film cameraman to
work cooperatively together in VTR
was shown in the course of the Ampex
demonstrations when the company’s
technical director—once he understood
the pictorial effect I was striving for
before the camera—readily produced
the desired result on the monitor screen
l)y adjusting contrast and brightness
controls with my guidance to bring out
the best of the lighting that had been
created for the scene.

cording for sound films. We hope, how¬

To achieve pictorial results in video

ever, that what has been discussed will
prove helpful to those readers who con¬

tape recording comparable to the best
cinematography, it is necessary that

template setting up the equipment and

the same careful attention he given to

facilities that will enable them to re¬

the scene before it is recorded. All the
details of this preparation—lighting,

cord sound for the films they photo¬
■

graph.

camera placement, composition, etc.—•
after proper consultation with the di¬
rector, producer, etc., should be the
function of the director of photogra¬
phy. He is the man who should deter¬
mine what degree of contrast should

Continued from Page 227

of the two mediums as related to one
another. To do this, of course, would

cording unit, I have no trepidations
whatever about using VTR to record a
motion picture production for video
transmission. The Ampex crew were

relating to magnetic film and tape re¬

VIDEO TAPE RECORDING

just as good a job within the capacity
of tape as can he done with motion pic¬
ture film, considering the deficiencies

strations of the company’s mobile re¬

directors of photography. I believe that
these same men who have been so

prevail for a scene, what degree of
brightness or shading it should have—
in fact, anything that has to do with

successful over the years in recording

the aesthetics of the recording process

pictures on film are best qualified to
direct the recording of pictures on
tape—to determine not only the pic¬

should be in control of the director of
photography just the same as it is in

torial composition of a scene but also
its brightness, shading and contrast.

motion picture production. From this
point, the function of the electronics
men is to put this composition faith¬
fully on tape.

intrude in that of the director of pho¬
tography, who would have similar con¬
sideration for the functions and respon¬

The present video philosophy of vest¬
ing the “director” with complete and
the

phy’s role in VTR is discussed, invari¬

sibilities of the electronics engineers.

camera or cameras on the set, decide
what lens to use, and determine what

ably the view is raised that electronic
tape recording is not photography.

degree of brightness is to prevail in
the lighting, etc., all must change if

Perhaps not in the sense that a light-

The most successful VTR operation,
as I see it, would be where the various
electronic functions, up to the point of

undisputable

authority

to

place

Whenever the director of photogra¬

the camera and the equipment by
which the quality of the camera pickup
is controlled and maintained on its way

VTR is to benefit by the film director
of photography’s years of lighting and
image recording experience.

sensitive negative film is used; but
aside from the material on which the
image is recorded, the same basic con¬
cepts of pictorial composition, lighting,

to the recorder, would become the sole
responsibility of the men most experi¬
enced in this field—the motion picture

As a result of my experience in
working with the Ampex engineers and
technicians during the four-day demon¬

etc., prevail so that it is only reasonable
to consider the term photography to
embrace any process that has to do
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with recording an image on any med¬
ium for any purpose for delayed viewing.
1 should further point out that videota{)e has a response to the sjjectrum

PRECISION' SOUND READERS
your guarantee of the finest

very similar to that of panchromatic
film emulsions we use today, thus per¬
mitting the use of various filters to

in sound editing equipment

achieve results identical to those we
have found ])ossil)le with film.

OPTICAL-MAGNETIC
Model 800, 16mm, 35mm and V*"
tape. NET PRICE $259.50

The advent of video tape recording,
it seems to me, presents the video
industry

with

the

opportunity

FEATURES:

to

achieve for the first time all the aesthe¬
tic qualities in TV productions that

things it removed earlier in producing
live video shows — mainly the co¬
ordination of all the aesthetics of pic¬
torial presentation by a director of
photography—they will be getting a
superior result in program presenta¬
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the entertainment public has long been
accustomed to in motion pictures and
which they expect to find in dramatic
TV presentations. I believe that when
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tions.
Television has suffered from mechan¬
ical and artistic deficiencies, the result
of false economy moves that eliminated
manpower, in many cases in the wrong

Request

places. In this respect some in the in¬
dustry saw in the advent of video tape
recording a new economy tool that
would enable them to cut man-power
still further. The truth is that while
it is possible to record a show on tape
with a smaller crew than is now re¬
quired for putting a show on film, the
reduction is not as great as the eco¬
nomic salesmen have tried to impress
upon the industry.
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Designers and Manufacturers of Equipment For

As an example, the loss not only in
quality but in efficiency of operation
and time wasted through this short¬
sightedness in eliminating the neces¬
sary allocation of responsibilities could
well stand in the way of the genuine
saving that can certainly be made pos¬
sible with videotape—if and when it is
pioperly used.
This saving can surely be realized
through the many costs inherently
eliminated by this medium, but prin¬
cipally through increased efficiency
with its resultant saving in time—the
most costly factor in the physical pro¬
duction of motion pictures.
In my opinion, the television cameras
used for video tape recording should
be handled by proficient camera opera¬
tors such as we now use in photog¬
raphing with film. The objective is the
same whether the operator mans a
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One of the stand’s most ingenious ar¬

inches from the surface a supplemen-

rangements is a simple bracket which

tarv lens is needed and an additional

holds a
eston exposure meter and a
piece of card just below one of the
lamps.
hen Dahorn wants a smooth

focusing chart is used.

twenty-four frame mix, he adjusts the
rheostat to dim the lights in such a way
that the Weston needle, registering the
light reflected from the card moves one
point against the scale for each frame
exposed. Thus, starting with the needle
at twenty-four, he exposes one frame,
then dims the lights until the needle
indicates twenty-three and takes the
next frame, and so on. After rewind¬
ing he simply reverses the procedure,
returning from zero to twenty-four.
The result is guaranteed.
A chart at the back of the stand in¬
dicates the distance in inches from the
lens to the baseboard surface. When
the camera is less than twenty-four

For tracking shots, Dahorn uses a
sliding scale chart which operates like
a slide rule. If he needs to track from,
say the five field to the two field in one
hundred frames, a check on the chart
immediately shows that the closest fig¬
ure

for an

even

track

is

ninety-six

frames, and that this means two revolu¬
tions of the tracking handle between
each frame. Every handle movement is
indicated on

Daborn’s detailed dope

sheets (Fig. 4).
His latest film. Let Battle Commence,
shows how the Grasshopper Group shot
The Battle of Wangapore on this stand,
their use of dope sheets and in fact
tells the complete story of an animated
production from script to screen.

LICKING CONTRAST WITH ND FILTERS
Continued from Page 229

Send
Your Film
To The
Complete 16IVIM
Service
Laboratory
Unsurpassed for ...

portion of a graduated filter over the
street so that the vertical edge is lost
against the side of the building, it is
only necessary to give the exposure re¬
quired to record the shadow portion
and the filter will “dodge” the sunny
street area to match.
Graduated neutral density filters can
be just as useful indoors as out. A
church interior may be lit with arti¬
ficial light so that the action can be
filmed satisfactorily at a wide lens
aperture, but there may be windows
that are completely out of balance and
“burn through.” The remedy would be
a neutral density filter—one that will
allow the windows to record at the
same exposure as that given the arti¬

ficially illuminated portion of the
scene.
Many cameramen simplify their ex¬
posure calculations by standardizing on
the .30, .60 and .90 density filters,
which require increases of one, two
and three stops respectively. The .50
ND is also a very useful filter since hot
skies will often be 11/2 stops higher in
exposure value than thet rest of the
scene.
When graduated or partial NDs are
utilized to correct only “hot” spots or
areas in a scene, they have, in a sense,
no filter factor since the normal ex¬
posure is used and the filter compen¬
sates for the “hot” portion, thus equal¬
izing or balancing the overall exposure.
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3.1
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When employing neutral density filters as partial filters to hold back only the hot por-

^our ^ilm

tions of a scene, first read the normal part of the scene and then the part that will be
filtered.
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Then

choose a

density that correspands to the difference in exposure.

With

the filter in position the entire scene can be recorded with the normal exposure.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

The employment of graduated or
partial NDs requires a professional
matte b®x which will handle 2-inch or
3- inch square filters. Such professional
cameras as the Mitchell, Maurer, Arrillex. Camerette, and Anri con come
equipped w-ith matte boxes that will take
glass or gelatin filters, either round or
square. Professional matte boxes are
also available as an accessory for the
Bell & Howell Filmo, Bolex, Cine Spe¬
cial and similar semi-pro cameras.

CRAB DOLLY

MOvioLA
The Best in Camera Mobility

Cameras that permit viewing through
the taking lens, either directly or via a
reflex system, and are equipped with a
pro matte box are capable of a great
range of filter effects. They enable the
cameraman to see what he is doing so
that precise adjustment of filters can
be made.
The new professional matte box for
the 35mm Arriflex permits use of 3-x
4- inch graduated filters which can be
precisely positioned through manipu¬
lation of a rack and pinion gear by
which the filter’s graduated line may
be accurately set at any position on the
film frame. The additional length of
the filter permits it to be moved over
a much wider scene area.
Gelatin NDs will often prove more
useful than those of glass since they
can be cut to any shape to fit a particu¬
lar filming situation. The entire series
of ten densities previously mentioned,
can be purchased in two- or three-inch
gelatin squares and will afford a wide
range of control. Filters that are apt
to be used often, however, should be
mounted.
Different gelatin densities may be
placed over various parts of the same
scene to gain special correction. The
sky portion in a scene, for example,
may require a half-inch strip of .50
density ND across the top of the frame
while a “hot” foreground corner may
require use of a piece of .30 density
.\D set at an angle to adjust exposure
at the bottom of the scene.
Cut gelatins can be taped on the
color conversion filter itself, when such

MOVIOLA MANUFACTURING CO.
1451 N. GORDON STREET • HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA • HO 7-3178
Cable Address; MOVIOLA HOLLYWOOD • CALIFORNIA

Used World-Wide By Discriminaf'ing Cameramen

CINEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE—For 16mm Projeclors
Especially designed to drive all
Bell & Howell, Ampro, Kodak,
RCA, and Victor 16mm projectors
at synchronous speed.

One-year Guarantee!

Projector con be instantly attached to
Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬
tached at any time in a matter of seconds.
An outstanding feature is the flexible
shaft which conneots motor with projector
and permits smooth, quiet ond steady
operation. No special technical knowl¬
edge required for installation and mount¬
ing. Write for more details and-prices.

Immediate Delivery!

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY,

763

loth

Ave., n.y., n.y., pia*a 7.3511
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are employed, or on a piece of clear
“R" glass. Eastman Kodak (io. can
supply 2-inch
gelatin filter
frame can be
and the cut

and 3-inch square metal
frames, or an adequate
cut from stout cardboard
of ND gelatin taped in

place. It is necessary to position the
filter a short distance in front of the
lens so that it can shade the image
properly. A partial or graduated filter
placed too close to the lens will act as
an overall filter. It is important that the
filter’s alignment he checked while the
lens is closed down to the stop that will
be used.
While precise matching of horizons
or other lines is not always necessary,
care should be taken to place the fil¬
ter’s edge so that it merges smoothly
with the scene. The line of demarcation
where the ND cuts across the image
should not. however, be apparent. A
hit of sky above the horizon can best
he left uncovered since the sky is usu¬
ally lighter at that point. Positioning
the filter so that it cuts below the hor¬
izon will show that part of the terrain
lighter in tone and destroy the effect.
Generally speaking it is best to keep
any action entirely within either the
filtered or the unfiltered portion of the
scene, because anything moving from
one area to the other may show an
abrupt change of tone. It is sometimes
j)ossible, for instance, in the case of
a backlighted building where the sha¬
dow portion bisects the picture, to have
traffic move across the frame. However,
careful camera angling is necessary so
that the action occurs above or below
the horizon or within one area or the
other of the scene.

effect. A night shot which is filmed
“day for night” (using a 23A-56R
filter for black-and-white, or with the
85 removed for a blue effect in color I
may still show a hot sky. Here it is a
sim[)le matter to use a graduated ND
across the sky area (a heavy ND in
this case since only a little sky tone
is required) and bring it away down
to match the night effect. NDs, of
course, can be used in combination

with any other filter for either blackand-white or color photography.
The intelligent use of neutral density
filters, either graduated or the partial
gelatin type, for holding back “hot”
areas in scenes will greatly enhance
the quality of a color film by extend¬
ing the range of the emulsion to en¬
compass filming situations that would
ordinarily be far beyond its inherently
small latitude.
■

CAN EKTACHROME BE INTERCUT?
Continued

from

Page 236

and built printers particularly for color
positive work, and the results show
up in an improved print. However, an
extra generation is involved in color
positive work, and it would be surpris¬
ing if it did have the same definition
as is found in the color reversal print
from the originals.
“In printing detail, color positive has
an advantage. It provides greater de¬
tail in the printing of highlight and
shadow areas. This is a matter of de¬
gree. We saw a notable improvement
with respect to printing of shadow and
highlight areas when Eastman intro¬
duced the color reversal print stock
(type 5269) which is now being used.
There’s a further improvement in print¬
ing. definition and detail with the new
Eastman 16mm Ektachrome.”
What are the advantages of 16mm
color positive printing, when you start
with 16mm color reversal originals and

2.

Faster printing. A single strip
is used for photography incor¬
porating optical effects and
timing changes, instead of the
original A&B rolls.

3.

Protection for the original
film. The A&B rolls are utilized
only in printing the 16mm
color internegative.

4.

Acceptalile color .

5.

Greater detail in highlights
and shadows.
For practical purposes, the Number
One advantage above is usually the No.
1 reason leading a customer to color
positive, the company points out.
What are the advantages of color re¬
versal printing? Calvin’s technical staff
cites two:

work through a color internegative?
According to the Calvin Company there
are five major advantages:
1. Lower print price.

1.

Definition. The color reversal
print made from the originals
still provides the sharpest pic¬
ture on the screen.

2.

The colors are appealing. In
side-by-side comparison cus¬
tomers invarial)ly prefer the

The use of graduated or partial NDs
is best restricted to static shots such as
street scenes or establishing long shots.
Here it is obvious that the camera can
not lie j)anned or tilted once the filter
is set in the matte box. However, where
the horizon remains a long straight
line it sometimes is possible to pan the
camera, since the filter’s edge will re¬
main pretty well within the horizon
boundaries. Portions of neutral density
filters may be positioned to cover a
fragment area of a scene providing the
filter’s edge can be properly vignetted.
In such cases the lighter density NDs
will be the easiest to use. So if the line
“shows.’’ try a lighter density.
Preserving the light balance of a
scene by holding back the hot high¬
lights is only one of many advantages
])ossible with ND filters. Another is
to unbalance the lighting for a special
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OVER 350 PERSONS attended the

13th Annual Motion

Picture Production Workshop staged

by The Calvin Company February 2-3-4, on its Kansas City sound stages.
36 states and over a
presentations

of

a

dozen

foreign

number of

guest

countries.
speakers

The three-day session
and

Calvin

Group represented
v/as

highlighted

by

personnel.
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color print from the original,
over one from the color posi¬
tive.
■■\X e see hundreds of color prints for
comparison every month. We’re con¬
vinced that the color reversal print
from the originals is still the best
print.” said Calvin’s Bill Hedden.
So. what form of j)rinting should you
order?
This is an individual matter, depend¬
ing squarely on individual preferences,
the article in The Aperture exj)lains.
“If your film is headed towards the
making of hundreds of prints, the
chances are that the advantages of
lower price and protection of the orig¬
inal will outweigh the other factors.
“If your print order is not likely to
exceed a few' hundred prints, and if
screen quality is a factor, you’ll prob¬
ably prefer the color reversal print. If
your print order is for a few, or a few
dozen, you’ll undoubtedly prefer the
color reversal print,” the article con¬
cludes.
■

FILMING “RIO BRAVO”
Continued from Page 225

movement in this film, since the action
was not staged on a sweeping scale.
The compositions are mostly tight with
foreground framing and simple paning to follow the movement of the char¬
acters. However, there are some follow
shots in which the camera trucks with
groups of horsemen riding into town.
To film these sequences Harlan used
a piece of equipment for which he has
the highest professional praise, the
Chapman boom. It is basically a truck
with a Hat l)ed on which is mounted
a movable camera crane that can he
raised or lowered by an operator. It
operates on either gasoline or battery,
can go anyplace a car can go and is
much smoother in its results than a
camera truck. To follow action for
“Bravo” it operated smoothly at speeds
up to 30 miles per hour.

Harlan laughingly observes that his
only real {)rohlem on “Bravo,” aside
from the heat and the grasshoppers,
was Dean Martin (whom he describes
as a great trouper and a fine actor).
It seems that Martin is forever telling
jokes on the set and is so good at it
that the crew is always reluctant to stoj)
listening and go hack to work.
Harlan, who looks vounger than he
would have to he in order to have had
his 32 years of experience as a camera¬
man, started his career in 1923 as a
lab technician at the Famous-Players
Lasky Studio. Allan Dwan, Hollywood’s
leading director at the time, wanted to
make an actor out of him, Init Harlan
reneged. Since he did want to go on ad¬
venturous locations, however, he man¬
aged to get a job as an assistant cam¬
eraman. The directors of photography
of the day guarded their photographicsecrets jealously and would not teach
a newcomer their techniques. Finally
Harlan did get his big chance through
the help of Archie Stout, A.S.C., whom
he regards as the greatest of exterior
cameramen and who is still his closest
friend.
Harlan has no high-flown theories
about techniques except to keep his
photography clean, honest and as close¬
ly in key with the story as possible.
“There are certain rules that always
must be observed because of the nature
of equipment, film emulsions, etc., but
a great deal depends upon the man
you work for, the director. If he is
inclined to appreciate photography and
a creative camera, then the cinema¬
tographer has a chance to put his skill
and talent to work to enhance the
story.”

IMAGINEM
Only ^119^° For
A Complete
PROFESSIONAL
Portable Cine
Film Developing

Stainless
Steel

WATSON
^^^DEVELOPING OUTFIT
For 16-35-46-70mm Film
Professional standard for T.V. Stations, News¬
reel Studios and Industry where speed and
quality are essential, but price is a factor!
Scrotch proof!

ft., too ft., or 200 ft.. Stainless Steel outfits—
all film sizes. GUARANTEED. Priced from S84.S0
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BURKE

& JAMES, INC

321 S. Wabash

Chicago 4, Illinois
AC-459

PRECISION CONTROLLED OPERATIONS

complete t6mm cervices
DAILY REVERSAL PROCESSING
(INClUDiNO

CUSTOM

PROCeSSINO OF EASTMAN TRI-X & OuPONT 931)

COMPLETELY EQUIPPED ao'x 60' SOUND STAGE,
FINEST QUALITY SOUND RECORDING AND
RE RECORDING; COLOR DUPLICATING;
TITLING AND ANIMATION

In this regard he has the highest
praise for “Rio Bravo’’ ])roducer-director Howard Hawks with whom he also
made

the

memorable

“Red

River”

some years ago: “Hawks is the kind
of director who always starts off with
a

definite

idea

in mind.

He

makes

suggestions, then he lets the camera¬
man take off on a tangent to extend
this idea photographically. He has a

MOVING?
When changing your address, please no¬
tify us at least four weeks in advance. BE
SURE to give your Former address as well
as your New address. Our Circulation De¬
partment needs both addresses in order to
properly identify your address stencil.
Your cooperation will insure that Amer¬
ican Cinematographer will continue com¬
ing to you regularly without delay or
omission of issues. Thank you.

—American Cinematographer

real feel for the visual and he’ll work
all day to get a particular effect. On
‘Red River’ we worked an entire day
to get one short scene with just one
man in it, but he wanted it right. He’s
great for camera. He let’s you express
he buys it. If it doesn't, he tells you

Automatic dissolve attachments for Cine'
Special and Bolex H-16 and 8 (Equipped
with Pellegrini Shutter)

u'hy he doesn’t agree with it. He’s a

JOSEPH YOLO, 1037 N. La Brea

yourself and if your idea fits his fancy,

great guy to work with.”
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VIDEO TAPE RECORDING

REMEMBER THIS AD?

Continued from Page 246

Squeegee
Troubles?

movies with the advent of sound, when

such entertainment for television and

Want a sure cure?

we had to throw away all the aesthetics
of photography in favor of the supposed

by applying to it all the artistic ele¬

Nylon squeegee,
minus mounting
bracket, $48.00

requirements
tronics

With mounting
bracket and rollers,
$58.00

of sound.

engineers

Today,

contend

there

elec¬
are

many things you cannot do with the
electronic camera. The contention has
often been that the electronic limita¬
tions preclude many considerations for

We are flattered that our
competitors are copying our
products. This makes us
Buy the BEST in

aesthetics and creative ability behind
the camera, and the artistic things have

processing

been discarded in favor of electronic

an admitted leader in our line.
machines and

accessories

perfection. This need never become so
important, however, that it supersedes

from

METAL MASTERS
5599

University Ave., San Diego 5,

Calif.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW CATALOG NO. 9

the very purpose of the medium—to
create entertainment with all the beauty
and pictorial enhancement that make
motion pictures what they are today.
It is my firm belief that in creating

ments which the electronic camera is
capable of receiving, it is unnecessary
to

destroy

any

of

the

electronic

medium’s efficiency. Actually, the two
mediums—TV and motion pictures—
go together. And considering what we
have accomplished with film, there is
no reason whatever why the motion
picture director of photography cannot
achieve the same or possibly superior
results using tape. For, as I have said
before, tape is nothing more than an¬
other type of extremely sensitive film.
It is the cameraman—the director of
photography — therefore, who should
coordinate the aesthetics of video tape
the same as he does with film.

ROOM LIGHT AND PROJECTOR CONTROL BOX
By JAMES
with a desire to
improve projection methods will wel¬
come the handy homemade power
control unit herein described. With its
use, a Hick of a single switch on top
of the compact device simultaneously
turns the projector on and extinguishes
the room lights. Then, after the show,
another Hick of the same switch re¬
illuminates the room and shuts the proHome movie fans

DUAL
POWER
VIEWER
for
BOLEX
REFLEX
From cn original 6X to on 8X full field and
16X
critical
focus
LARGER
IMAGES—BETTER
SHARPNESS
CONTROL
WITH
ANY
LENS
Easy to Operate—Guaranteed for
Life—More
Information
Available—When Viewer only
is
sent $54.00—When sent with Camera $60.00.
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hAaken
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23,

Variable Shutter Units
Bolex H Cameras.

for
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•
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Handle
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Slides

400-Ff.
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Magazine
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ARE MOVING TO NEW QUARTERS and
be closed from Mar. 77 to Apr. 17.

will

receptacle. Line cord of the unit is
plugged into the regular wall outlet.
The switches that previously controlled

OUR NEW ADDRESS
Stevens Engineering Co., Dept. A
340 N. Newport Blvd.
Newport Beach, Calif.

projection lamp and motor must be
placed in “on” position and left that
way.
Assembly is relatively simple for
anyone with even a limited amount of
electrical and mechanical know-how.

PROCESSING
Reversal specialists for over a decade.
Our long experience insures superior qualify.
Elecfronicaliy controlled machines keep tern*
p<*rature constant within .2 of one degree.
National "Brilllantone" Cine prints are the finest
at ailable. Write for free catalogue.
CONTACT PRINTING
B & W DUPLICATING
WORK PRINTS
KODACHROME DUPLICATING
EDGE NUMBERING
VaCUUMATING
All work apor«ted at no extra charge

NATIONAL CINE LAB
Box AA2S
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Washington 17, D. C.

FIG. 1—One switch does all.

jector off. No more groping around in
the dark for elusive wall switches.
To operate, the projector is plugged
into either one of two receptacles
provided in the all-metal housing. A
lamp (room light or several lamps)
is then connected to the remaining

The following parts list will prove
helpful.
1 15-amp. single-pole, double-throw
toggle switch.
2 “Amphenor’-type standard recep¬
tacles.
1 16-ga. rubber covered line cord
of desired length with conventional
male plug attached at one end.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

1 Rubber grommet to fit above cord.
] 4" X 5" X 3" metal utility cabinet
(of the type sometimes used to
house various electrical meters).
In assembling a power control unit
along the compact lines pictured, wir¬
ing should be done insofar as possible
before mounting the various compo¬
nents in the case.

■

i.

an

“Oscar”

for

his

black-and-white

photography of “The Picture of Dorian
Gray” (1945), and has been a frequent
contender as a nominee.
The respective merits of the photog¬
raphy of the ten nominated productions
will be the subject of much discussion
and no little controversy during the
next few weeks which precede the final
voting and awarding of “Oscars” at
the Academy’s gala presentation cere¬
monies. This will take place at the
RKO-Pantag es theatre in Hollywood

“OSCAR” NOMINEES
Continued from Page 233

the night of April 6th. At that time one
“Oscar” will be awarded for best
achievement in black-and-white cine¬

tion ceremonies.

matography

The ten productions nominated for
achievement awards and the cinematog¬
raphers who photographed them are as
follows:
Black and white: “The Defiant Ones,”
by Sam Leavitt, ASC; “Desire Under
the Elms,” by Dan Fapp, ASC; “I
ant To Live,” by Lionel Lindon,
ASC; “Separate Tables,” by Chas.
Lang, ASC; “The Young Lions,” by
Joe Mac Donald, ASC.

and

one

Roof,” by Wm. Daniels, ASC; “Gigi,”
by Joe Ruttenberg, ASC; “Old Man

year due to the addition of radio sta¬
tions throughout Alaska and the in¬
creasing of TV outlets in Canada.
A total of 217 North American TV
Stations will carry the full 105 minutes

And The Sea,” by James Wong Howe,
ASC; “South Pacific,” by Leon Shamroy. ASC.

monies. With new Radio stations added
from Alaska, the number of commercial
radio broadcast outlets will total 199
this year.

Of the ten directors of photography
named above, seven have previously

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

won one or more Academy Awards for
photographic achievement. They are
William Daniels, who won an “Oscar”
for the black-and-white photography of
“The Naked City” (1948); James
Wong Howe, for “The Rose Tattoo” in
black-and-white (1956); Charles Lang,
Jr. for “A Farewell To Arms” in blackand-white (1933); Lionel Lindon for
the color photography of “Around The
World In 80 Days” (1956); Joseph
Ruttenberg, who won his first “Oscar”
for the B&W photography of “The
Great Waltz” (1938), a second for
“Mrs. Miniver” (1942), also in MW,
and a third for “Somebody Up There
Likes Me” (1956) also in B&W.
Leon Shamroy also has three “Os¬
cars” to his credit for “The Black
Swan” (1942) in color, “Wilson”
(1944) in color, and “Leave Her To

the distance is measured from the lens
to both subjects to calculate what stop
is required to increase the depth of
field so both subjects will be in
focus. The light is then increased to
accommodate the stop.—Arthur Miller,
A.S.C.
lenses

on

my

35nini

9” 230mm f:3.8
Century Tele-Athenar
16MM TELEPHOTO LENS

•

A

RAZOR

powerful

SHARP

lens

for

•

HIGH

B&H,

SPEED

Bolex,

RX

K-lOO, Cine Special, Etc. Color-corrected.
Shipped Postpaid. Order direct if your
dealer does not stock. Write for name
of “pros” who endorse.

CENTURY

PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT CO.
NO. HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

camera

are slow, of inferior type, and iincoated.

Is

it

possible

to

have

them

coated? Would it pay to do so?—M.S.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Answer: Your lenses can be coated.
However, optimum quality cannot be
achieved with inferior type lenses.
Suggest coating one lens and compar¬
ing results with that obtained from
the uncoated lenses.—Stanley Cortez,
A.S.C.

Please send us your address so that
we may reply to your recent in¬
quiry.
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Demonstration Reel
available on request

10659 BURBANK BLVD.

The

also has more nominations for cinema¬
tography to his credit than any other
Hollywood director of photography.

•

164 No. Wacker Drive, Chicago 6
Telephone DEarborn 2 6286
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only $139^®

Heaven” (1945) also in color. Shamroy

Harry Stradling previously received

protect your original
enjoy faster delivery
finer color corrections
uniform prints
10 or a 1000 at lower
costs

last year on Television or heard it via
Radio is expected to be topped this

April 6th, and 35 Canadian outlets now
are set to use one hour of the cere¬

by

for your next
16mm release

either saw the Academy Awards show

Stradling, ASC; “Cat On A Hot Tin

Marne,”

(Eastman Internegative-Color Print)

photography.
The record world-wide audience of
more than a quarter billion persons who

of the 31st Annual Awards Show on

“Auntie

COLBURN
COLOR
POSITIVES

for best color

Harry

Color:

Consider...

—ir alter Strenge, A.S.C.
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DEVELOPING TANK
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Processes up to 400 Ft.
8mm-l 6mm-35mm-70mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Tough plastic tanks
Uniform Density Assured

FILM DRYER
* Motor driven—Heated
* Speedy drying
* Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
■ Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
* Easily assembled without
tools
* Compact, Portable
Guaranteed. Write for Free Literature
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South Ave.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
400-Foot
Conversion
FINEST
conversion
on the market to¬
day.
Convert your
Auricon
Cine-Voice
or
Pro
to
a
fine
camera
that
will
handle full 400 feet
of film with perfect
jam-free, wow • free
operation.
Includes
Veeder-Root footage
counter,
filter
slot
and holders, phone
lack in camera and
complete refinishing.

Quick Service . . . Finest Workmanship . . .
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Pictures
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GORDON YODER

PROFESS ION AT> CINE PRODUCTS
2222 N. Prairie Ave., Dallas 4, Texas
Phone TAylor 1-1700

BLOW-UPS

Continued from Page 212

SPECIALIZED SERVICES
Color duplication
Optical Printing
Development work on
picture equipment.

*

Special Effects
•
Matte Paintings
New Processes and motion

Charles Lang, Jr., ASC, “One-Eyed Jacks”

(Mark VH Ltd.) with John Compton; “Pete
Kelly’s Blues”* (Mark VH Ltd.) with Wm.
Reynolds and Connie Boswell. Jack Webb,
director.

(V’Vision & Color; Pennebaker Prods.)
with Marlon Brando and Karl Malden. Mar¬
lon Brando, director.

REVUE STUDIOS

Burks, ASC, “But Not For Me”
(VistaVision) with Clark Gable and Carroll
Baker. Walter Lang, director.
Robert

Harold Lipstein, ASC, “Heller with a Gun”
with Sophia Loren and Steve Forrest. George
Cukor, director.

Walter Strenge, ASC, Commercials*.
Carl Guthrie, ASC, Commercials*.
Lindon, ASC, “Human Factor”*
(Pilot; Revue Prods.) Don Weis, director;
“Cowboy 57”* (Revue Prod.) James Stew'art, director.
Lionel

Ted Scaife, “Tarzan’s Greatest Adventure”

(Shooting in Africa) with Gordon Scott and
Sara Shane. John Guillerman, director.
Joseph Lashelle, ASC, “Career” (Hal Wal¬
lis Prod.) with Dean Martin and Shirley
MacLaine. Joseph Anthony, director.

Bert Glennon, “Markham Series"*

(Revue

Prods.) Richard Bartlett, director.

Wilfrid Cline, ASC, “Battle of the Coral

RKO GOWER

Sea” (Morningside Piets.) with Cliff Robert¬
son and Gia Scala. Paul Wenkos, director.

Robert Pittack, ASC, “Ann Sothern Show”*

(Desilu Prods.) with Ann Sothern.
PARAMOUNT SUNSET
George Clemens, ASC, “The Millionaire”*
Maury Gertsman, ASC, “The Havana Story”

(Premium Piets, for UA) with Cameron
Mitchell and Allison Hayes. Edward L. Cahn,
director.

(Don Fedderson Prods.).
Henry Cronjager, “Whirlybirds”*

(Desilu
Prods.) with Kenneth Tobey and Craig Hill.
Robert Alton, director.

Walter Strenge, ASC, Commercials*
Mack Stengler, ASC, “Leave it to Beaver”*

of Hollywood, Inc.
N.

James Drought, Commercials*

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

FILM EFFECTS
1153

Edward Colman, ASC, “The D. A. Man”*

PARAMOUNT

16mm Color lo 35mm Color or B&W negatives,
or to direct reversal Color prints, complete with
Color corrections and optical effects.

SUPERIOR QUALITY, MAXIMUM
DEFINITION, FINEST GRAIN

Russell, ASC, “Markham Series”*
(Revue Prods.) Gerd Oswald, director.

John

Highland Ave., Hollywood 38,
Linwood Dunn, ASC, President

Cal.

(Gomalco Prods.) with Barbara Billingsley
and Hugh Beaumont. Norman Tokar, di¬
rector.
ASC, “Wagon Train”*
(Revue Prods.) with Ward Bond.

Benjamin

LENS BARGAINS!

Kline,

Thackery, ASC, “Restless Gun”*
(Window-Glen Prods.) with John Payne.
“Wells Fargo”* (Overland Prods.) with Dale
Robertson. Sidney Salkow, director.
Ellis

B&L Baltar 2 inch F2.3 coated, cineflex
mount (removable and alterable), like
new .$50 each
Goerz apogor 2 inch F2.3 coated, cineflex mount (removable and alterable),
like new . ...$50 each
B&H Eymax 6 inch F4.5 coated, Eymo
mount, like new.$30 each
B&H Eymax 6 inch F4. Scoated, Eymo
mount, like new.$40 each
Many others—Inquiries invited

William

Sickner,

ASC,
“Schlitz-Lux
Prods.).

RKO RATHE
Lothrop Worth, ASC, “The Real McCoy’s”*

(Brennan-Westgate Prods.)
with
Brennan. Hy Averback, director.

Paul Ivano, “The Texan”* (Desilu Prods.)
Robert
Hauser,
“Derringer"*
Prods.) with Jack Mahoney.

ASC, John Russell,
Playhouse”*
(Revue

John Warren, ASC, Ray Rennahan. ASC,

“Mickey Spillane’s Mike Hammer”* (Revue
Prods.).

Walter

(Desilu

HAL ROACH STUDIOS
Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “The Gale Storm
Show”* with Gale Storm and ZaSu Pitts.
William Seiter, director.

ASC, Ray Rennahan,
ASC, “Buckskin”* (Revue Prods.)

Howard Schwartz “The Veil”* with Boris
Karloff; “Sword and the Arrow”* with Guy
Madison.

Russell. ASC, John Warren, ASC,
“Alfred Hitchcock Presents”* (Revue Prods.)

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

Ellis

Thackery,

John

BEN ROSENBERG
101 West 45th St., New York 36, N.Y.

William Sickner, ASC, John
ASC, “S. A, 7” (Revue Prods.)

Russell,

William Sickner, ASC, “Bachelor Father”*

(Bachelor Prods.) with John Forsythe.
Ray Rennahan, ASC, Ellsworth Fred¬
ricks. ASC, Philip Tannura. ASC, “M

Squad”* (Revue Prods.)

16mm; 16/35mm Film
A precision tool to remove ex¬
cess solutions from film surfaces.
Low-pressure operation provides
cushion of air support os film
passes
between
rollers. Emul¬
sion never touches rollers under
normal use. Adjustable gap al¬
lows splices to pass freely.
• Cannot scratch film . . . non
clog . . . simple installation.
• Adapts easily to your pres¬
ent squeegee installations.
• Fits any processing machine.
• Proven performance in one
year of exhaustive tests.
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Shamroy, ASC, “Woman Obsessed”
(C’Seope; DeLuxe color) with Susan Hay¬
ward and Stephen Boyd. Henry Hathaway,
director.

Leon
Ellis Thackery, ASC, John Warren, ASC,
WiLi.iAM Sickner, ASC, “Cimarron City”*
Optimum EfFiciency
16mm 3-4CFM
lbs.
pressure..

@
4
$55

16mm/35mm 8CFM @
4 lbs. pressure ... $68
Also Available:
Oil-Less
Rotary A i r
Compressors,
With
Motor, To Operate.

(Revue Prods.) with George Montgomery.
John Russell. ASC, Lionel Lindon, ASC,

“General Electric Theatre”* (Revue Prods.)
Lionel Lindon. ASC, William Sickner,
ASC, John Warren, ASC, “Schlitz-Lux
Playhouse”* ( Revue Prods.)

ASC, “State Troopers”*
(Revue Prods.) with Rod Cameron. William
Whitney, director.

Jack

n..M.

Krasner, ASC, “The Man who
Understood Women”
(C’Seope;
DeLuxe
color) with Leslie Caron and Henry Fonda.
Nunnally Johnson, director; "Holiday for
Lovers” (C’Seope & Color) with Jane Wy¬
man and Clifton Webb. Henry Levin, direc¬
tor.
Milton

Corp., Milford, Conii.

Mackenzie.

Baker, “The Return of the Fly”
(Associated Producers) with Vincent Price
and David Frankham. Edward Bernds, direc¬
tor.
Brydon

Karl Struss, ASC, “Here Come tlie Jets”

(Associated Producers) with Steve Brodie
and Mark Dana. Gene Fowler, Jr., director.
Continued on Page 256
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RATES: Ads set in lightface type, 10c per word, minimum ad,
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STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

SPRING CLEANING SALE SURPLUS

16MM HOUSTON-K-IA . . . developing machines.
For reversal or positive film. Complete with re¬
frigerator units, temp controls, condensors
etc.
BRAND-NEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS
STEEL model A-llB. Neumade film washer, 35mm
EYEMO cameras, spider turrets, l.prge selection gt
Eyemo lenses, 35mm x 1000 film. AIR PHOTO
SUPPLY, Dept. C-1, 555 East Tremont Ave., New
York 57, New York.

AND DISCONTINUED ITEMS
CAMERAS 35mm
AKELEY AUDIO, w/4 magazines—2-400', 2-1000'; 3 fast lenses; matched viewfindersfFi motor.
Originally $5,000.00 .$
MITCHELL w/syncmotor; 16 fps; single lens mount. Reconditioned.
ARRIFLEX I, 3 fast lenses; 200' magazine, mattebox, sunshade, etc., $1700.00 value.

795.00
747.50
675.00

CAMERAS 16mm
MITCHELL 16, w/3 Baltars; 400' magazine; 220V 3 hp syncmotor; large finder. $6,000.00 value.$3,995.00
MAURER Modified 05, syncmotor; 400' magazine; 4 lens turret. A new low. 1,495.00
MORTON SOUNDMASTER, 200' and 400' magazines; zoom viewfinder; 3 fast lenses; recording ampli¬
fier; power supply; sheath barney blimp; cases. $2,000.00 value.$ 895.00
200' CINE SPECIAL I w/4 lens turret, focusing eyepiece, rackover, 4 lenses—15/25/35/100mm—
$1,000.00 value .
444.00
3&H FILMO 70DA TURRET w/3 lenses,- drum finder,- objectives,- trunk.
239.50

LIKE new Model 1
turret Cine Voice $595.00.
Completely rebuilt model 1 Cine Voice and con¬
verted to 400 ft. also turret $895.00.
New Pro
600 magazines $150.00. YODER, 2222 N. Prairie,
Dallas, Texas. Tal-1700.

CAMERA ACCESSORIES

Rebuilt trade-ins,
demonstrators,
etc.
Black-andwhite and color. All makes. Low prices. Send for
lists. FILMLINE CORPORATION, Erna Street, Mil¬
ford, Conn.

MITCHELL type HEAVY DUTY tripods. NEW.$ 119.50
NEW Dolly Track with connectors, 5'-10'-15' lengths, per ft.
4.95
NEW TEWE 35mm MOTIVFINDERS, zoom from w/a to telephoto. $75 val.
49.50
NEW Jr. type tripods with latest features.
119.50
HI-HATS for Jr. type tripods. New, regularly $22.00.
16.95
CECO CINE SPECIAL BLIMP w/syncmotor, extra gears.
439.50
HOUSTON FEARLESS 5 wheel Perambulator, $3,500.00 value. 1,995.00
HOUSTON FEARLESS Gearhead, $1,500.00 value.
995.00
ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS
ACME 16mm Animation Camera; reflex viewer,- automatic dissolve & takeup; 400' magazine; vertical
counter; stop motion motor; 32mm lens. $4,500.00 value.$3,495.00
B&H 35mm Animation Cameras,- 400' magazine,- dissolve. $3,500.00 value. 1 ,995.00
Same with thru-lens-focussing. 2,495.00
HOT PRESS with 4" typeholder; 3 way switch. $400.00 value, likenu.
295.00
TELANIMASTAND, sliding celboard with pantograph extension; shadow box,- platen. $4,000.00 value 2,495.00

FILM PROCESSING MACHINERY

FILM ASSIGNMENTS New York area. Scenic, stock
shots, newsreels, industrials, featurettes creatively
filmed to your specifications. ACORN FILMS, 168
W. 46th St., N.Y.C. Call JUdson 6-2272.
EKTAR 25mm FI .4 in "S" mount, $100. M. GRAY¬
SON, BOX 4, New York 53, N.Y.
FOR SALE; Western Electric recording system 35mm
magnetic and optical. Arriflex camera 35mm plus
lights and other equipment. Write for complete
list. No dealers. Box 1335, AMERICAN CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
159.50
59.50
22.50
27.50
179.50
99.95
57.50
79.50

BOLEX H-16 camera with filter slot, 25mm F/1.4
Kern Switar, 12.5mm F/1 .5 Wollensak wide angle,
15mm F/2.8 Kern Yvar, 57mm F/2.5 Kern Yvar,
eyelevel
focusing,
prismatic focuser,
excellent
like-new condition, $425.00 with case. Pan Cinor
F/3.4 25mm to 100mm latest model in original
case. Used only for 135 ft. of film, $275.00. H.
SOOJIAN, 4175 So. Cherry Ave., Fresno 6, Calif.

WESTREX 35mm Optical Recorders, outright purchase, good condition.$3,500.00
Reconditioned . 4,995.00
WESTREX 35mm Dubbers, 220V 3 pp interlock motors, $1 ,500.00 value .
895.00
WESTREX DISC LATHE RECORDERS, originally $4,500.00.
995.00
MR MIKE BOOM & PERAMBULATOR, late type. $2,100.00 value. 1,395.00
MR MIKE BOOM and 3 wheel tricycle type Perambulator.
895.00
RCA Photophone 35mm Optical Recording Heads; 1000' magazines; less motor. No license required. 2,995.00
RCA PHOTOPHONE 35mm Fantasound film phonographs w/Selsyn motors. $6,500.00 originally. 1,495.00
STEPHENS WIRELESS MIKE outfit.
2 Microphones; power supply,- transmitter; antenna,- receiver.
$2,000.00 value.
595.00
NEW AMPEX 35mm Magnetic Reproducers w/filtered flimflow.
Make wonderful re-recorders or
playbacks. $600.00 value.
249.50

AURICON “SUPER-1200”
2-1200' magazines. TV-T shutter 1/60 sec., AutoParallax View-Finder, lens and turret “blimping '
hood, sunshade, Model-S Modulite variable area
galvo., large camera trunk, NR-25 S7 amplifier
with microphone, portable power supply unit,
Auricon tri-pod, set of Tele-Finder objective lenses,
matched set of German Astro-Pantachar lenses, 25,
50, 75, 100, 150mm., set of TV mattes. This cam¬
era used only once, cannot be told from new.
Value $8,309.80.
Make Offer!
Write M.
A.
JOSEPH, 15200 Kercheval, Grosse Point Park 30,
Detroit, Michigan, VAIley 2-3555.

SENIOR FIVELITE KIT, 2 heads,- stand; new Colortran Senior Converter. $275.00 value.$
DOUBLE BROADS w/stands; lOOOW lamps. $125.00 value.
EXTENSION & POWER CORDS, 25' w/half plug or 4 pocket box.
MOLE-RICHARDSON Cinelite Scoops, excellent.
5KW KLIEGL and MR SENIOR spots on stands, excellent...
B&M or MR 2000W Spots on stands. Excellent.
BARDWELL-McALISTER 750W Baby Kegs with stands...
NORTHLITES, 2000W Cone less stand. $110.00 value.
RECORDING & PLAYBACK

PROJECTION
SIMPLEX SP 35mm Projectors,- 2000' magazines,- lOOOW lamp,- lens; amplifier,- speaker. Excellent.$
for additional projector.
NEW ANAMORPHIC 35mm lenses,- fixed or variable; $300.00 value.
PROJECTION LENSES, 35mm Series I or II, from.
RCA BRENKERT Enarc or Ashcraft D Hi-Intensity 45/70 amp. Likenu, $750.00 value.
PEERLESS MAGNARCS, good condition.
NEW RCA 15" PM Heavy Duty Speakers, list $164.00,
price.
HOLMES 16mm ARC Projector,- lens,- Baby Strong arclamp,- 15 amp. rectifier,- pedestal. $1,000.00 value..
AMPRO ARC 16mm Sound Projector with Hi Intensity Arclamp; lens; pedestal; 30A rectifier,- 55W
amplifier & 2 speakers. Excellent.
THEATRE CHAIRS for screening rooms, used and rebuilt (send for Chair List) from.

595.00
400.00
195.00
10.00
225.00
195.00
79.50
395.00
849.50
3.50

CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT
ACMIOLA PREVIEW machines, 6" x 8'/2" picture, motor driven feed and takeups, 35mm. $1,500.00
value .$
NEW QUIK SPLICE 16/35mm Studio Splicer, non-magnetic, Mylar type, introductory with 250-16mm
splices .
B&H Hot PEDESTAL SPLICERS, reduced, 35mm only $595.00; 16/35mm.
SOS Jr. 16mm ACTION VIEWERS, brilliant picture
Reduced.
Dozens of good 35mm SOUND MOVIOLAS, starting at.

575.00
79.50
795.00
89.50
395.00

LABORATORY
FILMLINE Bridgamatic Jr. 16mm neg/pos. processor; variable speed transmission,- reconditioned.
$1,500.00 value.$ 975.00
Stineman 16/35mm DEVELOPING OUTFITS 200' in case with loading device. New, Surplus. $200 value
99.75
STINEMAN DRYING RACKS, 200' 35mm capacity (useable for 16mm). New, surplus. $16.00 value.
7.95
HOUSTON 35mm Model 2 Processors, neg/pos. w/refrigeration,- recirculation; air pump, temperature
control; speeds to 1200' per hour. Gov’t paid $10,000. Reconditioned. 1,995.00
HOUSTON 16/35mm Model 2, like preceding. 2,995.00

MITCHELL STANDARD, complete outfit, 5 lenses,
follow-focus, 1000 and 400 ff. magazines, excel¬
lent condition. EYEMO with compact turret 3
lenses. NEWMAN-SINCLAIR 200 ft. magazines,
runs 170 ft. on winding, 4 lenses. F.P., 106 Wash¬
ington Place, New York, N.Y.
AURICON “PRO-600”
Auricon NR-25-D7 recording amplifier. Model T-70D
variable density galvo, large Auricon carrying
trunk, 1 magazine, Pan-Cinor Model-100, 25 to
100mm zoom lens F/3.4 to F22. Will consider
trade on Maurer 0-5, Mitchell 16, or Arriflex 16.
Value $3,173.00.
Like new.
For quick sale,
$1,950.00. Make Offer! Write M. A. JOSEPH,
15200 Kercheval, Grosse Point Park 30, Michi¬
gan, Detroit Valley 2-3555.
BAUSCH & LOMB; WE; sound track densitometer
$150; baby gyro tripod with bowl, $45; baby Mit¬
chell tripod with Mitchell friction head, less handle,
$195; black Cine Special with two lenses, less
magazine, $125; Mitchell 220V sync 3 phase
motors, used, $250; RCA VA sound recording gal¬
vanometers, $125. MASTER FILM, 207 Third Street,
Elizabeth, N.J.
SUPER PATHE A
With f/0.9 lens. Like new. Value $630.00. Will sell
for $295.00. Write M. A. JOSEPH, 15200 Ker¬
cheval, Grosse Pointe Park 30, Michigan.

M.

TRADES TAKEN

PL. 7-0440

Cable; SOSOUND

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP. — Dept, fc

CINE Special Series 1. Perfect. 1" lens. $400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch — 6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. —Phone HO 7-2124

APRIL

•
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Classified Ads

Continued from Page 254

Continued From Preceding Page

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
1 WALL camera, 35mm, with four lenses, in Mitchell
mounts, Baltars; F/2.3 50mm, F/2.3 25mm, F/2.7
132mm, Cooke Ponchro F/2.5—4".
Late typ^
double clow registration movement, Mitchell type
rock over, electric tachometer, variable shutter,
regular Mitchell viewfinder, with adjustable mattes.
110 volt synchronous motor also spare 12 volt DC
motor, sunshade, 2—1000 ft., 4—400 ft. maga¬
zines. Akeley Std. gyro tripod. Excellent condition,
$2,750.00. 1 WALL camera as above, has been
overhauled by leading camera concern and equal
ta new. With Camera Equipment TV friction head
tripod and 4—1 ,000 ft. magazines, atherwise
equipped as above, $4,000.00. Will sell one only.
These are modern Wall cameras and not to be con¬
fused with old type newsreel outfits as currently ad¬
vertised. J. WALTON, P.O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.
CINE Special 11, perfect. EK 1" to 6" zoom view¬
finder, EK parallax viewer, 15mm f/2.5 25mm,
F/1.4’ Ektar, EK 102mm F/2,7 Ektar, Yolafader,
extra 100 ft. magazine and EK case, $1,200.00.
E. WILLIAMS, 4229 Arthur Ave., Brookfield, Illi¬
nois.
16mm CINE Special movie camera with twa lenses,
$450,00. 25025 Highway 99, San Bernardino,
Calif. Phone: PY 6-0537.
CINE Special 400' Par magazine, $235.00. Box 1336,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
MITCHELL NC 35mm camera outfit. Price $5,850.00.
FILM EFFECTS, 1153 No. Highland Ave., Hollywood
38, Calif.

WANTED
WE BUY - SWAP - SELL - CONSIGN
List Cameras, Dollies, Lenses, Lights,
Moviolas, Printers, Recorders, Studio
or Laboratory Equipment you don’t need.
WE GLADLY TAKE CONSIGNMENTS.
SET YOUR OWN PRICE—
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
WIRE US—WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Coble: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch^-6331 Hollywodo Blvd.
Hollywood, Colif., Phone HO 7-2124

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS

SERVICES AVAILABLE

1901

I6MM MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION
Film Editing—Sound Recording—
Sync-Sound—Sound Effects—
Industrial—Advertising
Educational—Travel
Sound Stage Available
HARRY MERRICK STUDIO
West Anaheim St., Long Beach 13,
HEmlock 6-3291.

Frank Redman, ASC, “The Perry Mason
Show”* with Raymond Burr.

Calif.

LABORATORY & SOUND
ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16mm Black & White and Anscochrame—Processing—
Printing — Recording — Editing — Production —
Rental — Sales. All types of film in stock.
Write for Price List
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colorado. AMherst 6-3061
SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost. High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERV¬
ICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3,
Ohio. Phone ENdicott 1-2707.
16mm SOUND and picture editing—sound recording
—music—effects.
DON
DUNN'S
EL
RANCHO
AUDIO, near Palos Verdes and L. A. Harbor,
26246 Fairview Avenue, Lomita, Calif. DAvenport
6-4925.
RECORDER—Completely portable,
battery-run,
hifidelity, two speeds, light-weight. Amplicorp mag¬
netic recorder, electro-voice, microphone, 2 extra
tubes,
plus
magneraser.
Very
slightly
used,
$295.00. WILLIAM FERN, 28 Marion Avenue,
Millburn, New Jersey.

Lloyd Ahern, ASC,
with Michael Rennie.

“The

Third

Man”*

Joseph Lashelle, ASC, “Who Done It”*
(Pilot) Robert Stevens, director.
Joseph Macdonald, ASC, “Five Fingers”*
(Pilot) Robert Stevens, director.
WARNER BROS.

Mark Davis, ASC Commercials*
J. Peverell Marley,
with Ty Hardin.

ASC,

“Cheyenne”*

Arthur Feindel, ASC, Commercials*.
Harry Stradling, ASC, “A Summer Place”
(Technicolor; shooting at Monterey) with
Richard Egan and Dorothy McGuire. Delmer
Daves, director.
Edwin Dupar, ASC, Wesley Anderson,
“Sugarfoot”* with Will Hutchins.
Carl Berger, ASC, “Colt 45”* with Wayde
Preston. William Hole, director.
Ralph Woolsey, ASC, Harold Stine. ASC,
Perry Finnerman, “77 Sunset Strip”* with
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.
Perry Finnerman, “Maverick”* with Jack
Kelley.

In our classified columns
you'll find two outstanding op¬
portunities:
. . . 1—To buy an item of much
needed equipment at an at¬
tractive price,

Ralph Woolsey, ASC, Harold Stine, ASC,
Wesley Anderson, “Lawman”* with John
Russell.
William Whitley, ASC, “Alaska Series”*
(Pilot) Leslie Martinson, director.
Edwin Dupar. ASC, “Bronko”* with Ty Har¬
din.
Glen MacWilliams, ASC, Commercials*

Mitchell — Akeley — B & H — Wall — Eyemo
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment
NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 West 48th St.
New York, N.Y.
WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new
equipment. Let us know what you have and what
you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway.. PLaza 7-6977.. New York 23, N.Y.
TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
ANIMATION produced in Japan from your story¬
boards. Low Japanese rates. Send us a trial
order.
INTERLINGUAL
INTERNATIONAL
INC.,
Harada
Bldg.,
2-1
Hirakawacho,
Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo.
EUROPEAN COVERAGE undertaken anywhere.
20
years experience, see International Almanac. Stock
shots available. JOHN BYRD, 27 Arthur Road,
London, S.W. 19, England.
COMPLETE editorial services on both 35mm and
16mm film. All new Moviola equipment. For in¬
formation write, DANIEL LOVINS, 4108 McRee
Ave., St. Louis 10, Missouri.
JAPAN Assignments, 16 and 35mm, B&W, color, doc¬
umentaries, newsreels, stock shots. 30 years' ex¬
perience in U.S. and Japan. HENRY KOTANI,
5-Chome, Kamimeguro, Meguro, Tokyo, Japan.
MID-WEST AND SOUTH-WEST AREA. INDUSTRIALDOCUMENTARI ES—NEWSREELS—SPORTS.
EXPERI¬
ENCED CAMERAMEN, SENSIBLE PRICES, PROMPT
SERVICE.
P-J
FILM
PRODUCTIONS,
512
SO.
TEJON, COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO.
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. . . 2—Opportunity to dispose
of items you no longer need; to
sell your services,- or to moke
known your needs in our
“wonted " columns.
Classified advertising rates
are surprisingly low.
Just 1 Oc a word when your
ad is set like this:
AURICON Pro CM71 and EIF View Finder,
cases and related equipment barely used.

Or ] 5c per word when text
is set in all capitals, like this:
PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT, LABORATORY
EQUIPMENT, EDITING EQUIPMENT, 16mm.

Or 90c per line when text is
set in boldface, like this: (Note
This style is limited to headline
and signature lines only.)
1

YEAR OLD AND STILL GOING
HOLLYWOOD’S NEWEST STORE

Hal Mohr. ASC, Commercials*
James Drought, Commercials*
Wesley Anderson, Commercials*

AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS

FOUNDED January 8, 1919, The Ameri¬
can Society of Cinematographers is com¬
prised of the leading directors of photog¬
raphy in the Hollywood motion picture
and TV film studios. Its membership also
includes cinematographers in foreign lands.
Membership is by invitation only.

•
OFFICERS

Walter Strenge, President
Arthur Edeson, 1st Vice-president
Hal Mohr, 2nd Vice-president
William Daniels, 3rd Vice-president
Arthur Miller, Treasurer
Robert Pittack, Secretary
Robert de Grasse, Sergeant-at-Arms
BOARD OF GOVERNORS

Joseph Biroc, John Boyle, George Folsey,
Lee Garmes, Milton Krasner, Victor Mil¬
ner, Joseph Ruttenberg, Paul Vogel.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

EASTMAN
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE

FILMS

W. J. GERMAN, Inc
6677
SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
Hollywood 4-6131

Write>^ phone or wire
save over $2500 on your next print order!

M
ms

motion pictures
1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., WASHINGTON 7, D.C.
^

FE 3-4000
1226 East Colonial Drive, ORLANDO, FLORIDA

►
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BEST

CINEMATOGRAPHY
Color

Gigi
PHOTOGRAPHED BY

JOSEPH RUTTENBERG
A.S.C.

On location in Paris, Josej)h Ruttenberg (3rd from
left) gives instructions to
technicians before start¬
ing to shoot a scene for
“Gigi.”

BEST

CINEMATOGRAPHY
Black-And-White

"The Defiant Ones"
PHOTOGRAPHED BY

SAM LEAVITT
A.S.C.

Sam Leavitt (far left)
anxiously watches his cam¬
era crew maneuver dolly
in rain for action shot of
Tony Curtis and Sidney
Poitier for “The Defiant
Ones.”

ACADEMY AWARD WINNERS

Choosing And Using Lenses
Sound Camera For News Filming
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IN
COLOR

JOSEPH RUTTENBERG,
2^ii*ector

A.S.C.

Plioto^rapli^

A Mefro-Goldwyn-Mayer Production
CHARLES RILEY

HAYWORTH BELFORD

Operative Cameraman

Assistant Cameraman

IN
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SAM LEAVITT,

A.S.C.

THE DEFIANT ONES 99
A Stanley Kramer Production

AL MEYERS
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Operative Cameraman

Assistant Cameraman
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DJATI SANTOSO TOOK
IT BACK TO INDONESIA

Djati (we called him Johnny)
Santoso learned a lot about
fine film processing during the
18 months he studied with us
here at CFI. He is a bright,
capable young fellow ...
soaked up a good deal of our
40 years of know-how fast.
Johnny was one of some
30 foreign students who have
come from all over the world
to learn film processing
from the master craftsmen here
at CFI. He got around, studied
in every department, and is
returning to the new
Central Film Lab in Djakarta
to take charge of their
‘quality control” function,
he intends to pass on
skills he learned by
his own people.

CFI is proud to be a part of the Point Four program,
proud to share its techniques with the rest of the world.

Consolidated Film Industries

has been serving the film industry

for 40 years. Always a leader, CFI has developed many new tech¬
niques now in universal use . . . and some still practiced exclusively
at this progressive laboratory,
CFI offers a complete film laboratory with every professional
service necessary for superior film processing.
For processing perfection: specify CFI!

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES
959 SEWARD ST., HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
521 WEST 57th STREET, NEW YORK 19, NEW YORK
Hollywood 9-1441

Circle 6-0210

AROUND

THE

WORLD

WITH

MAGNASYNC

san juan

(Puerto Rico)

Viguie Film Productions, Inc. with main studios
in San Juan, Puerto Rico, frequently assigns
its camera and sound crews to the deep,
rugged areas of the country where mountains,
rivers and streams provide excellent settings.
Photos at left show Viguie sound engineers
using Magnasync equipment to record an
interview with a native woman as she does her
laundering in a mountain stream.
Viguie engineers have found in Magnasync
equipment the portability and reliability
so essential to quality recording under the severe
environmental conditions of this tropical
Caribbean island... extreme heat and humidity.

In addition to portable equipments, such as the
16mm

"Type 5”, Viguie also has a complete
studio installation of 602 Series Magnasync
recorders and dubbers. Other Magnaphonic Sound
System installations in Puerto Rico are:

San Juan
J. Harold Odell Productions, Inc.San Juan
Commonwealth Division of Community Education, San Juan
Economic Stabilization Administration ....

University of Puerto Rico

.

.

Rio Piedros

Cine Productions, Inc.Hato Rey
Agricultural Extensions Service .

Rio Piedros

Write, wire or phone

fUCiisjic

MAGNASYNC MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
5546 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood, California • STanley 7-5493 * Cable "MAGNASYNC”
International leaders in the design and manufacture of quality film recording systems

DEALERS;

CHICAGO, Zenith Cinema Service, Inc.; LOS ANGELES, Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment; NEW YORK, Comero Equipment Co.; SAN FRANCISCO, Brooks
Camera Co.; BELGIUM, Brussels, S.O.B.A.C., S.A. (Societe Beige D’Applicatlons Cinematographiques}; BOLIVIA, La Paz, Casa Kavlin; BRAZIL, Rio de
Janeiro, Mesbio, S.A.; CANADA, Toronto, Ontario, Alex L. Clark, Ltd.; DENMARK, Copenhagen, Kinovox Electric Corp.; ENGLAND, London, W-1, Delane
Lea Processes, Ltd.; HONGKONG, Supreme Trading Co.; INDIA, Bomboy, Kine Engineers; ITALY, Rome, Reportfilm S.R.L.; JAPAN, Tokyo, J. Osawa & Co.,
Ltd,; MEXICO CITY, D.F., Henri A. Lube; PAKISTAN, Karachi 3, Film Factors Ltd.; SWITZERLAND, Zurich 7/53, Rene Boeniger; THAILAND, Bangkok, G. Simon
Rodio Co., Ltd.

Featuring our new mixing consoles and consolettes at the SMPTE Convention, Miami Beach, May 4-8,
Booths #42-43.
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Don't ask us to help you with the love interest.
If your script needs tinkering, go to a script
doctor! Feel free, however, to come to CECO*

GAUMONT-KALEE Transistorized Magnetic
Sound Attachment for ARRIFLEX 16

Converts ARRIFLEX 16 into a single system
magnetic sound camera unit that’s compact,
lightweight, well-balanced. Unit is mounted between
camera and tripod head. Transistorized amplifier.
ARRI can still be used as silent camera by
simply removing sound attachment.

with any technical problem. Chances are we have
110 Volt AC Synchronous
Motor for Kodak
Model K-lOO Camera

in stock the equipment to do what you want

A fine, precision motor
that drives camera at exact
sound speed of 24 fps.
Easy to attach, no special
tools required. Synch
motors for other cameras
available.

done. If not, we’ll alter or combine—even
custom-build it for you. Don’t bet there’s any
mechanical problem CECO can’t solve. In addition,
we sell, rent and service the finest professional
photographic equipment. Your patronage is
always appreciated—whether you make a major
purchase or buy a bottle of film cement.

*CECO—T rademark of Camera Equipment CO

FRANK C. ZUCKER

(£flm€Rfl Eouipmeni (o.,inc.
Dept. 3

31S West 43rd Sf., New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420

Colortran
Master "Chief” Converter

Has every improvement
and convenience feature for
motion picture work.
Portable, yet large in
capacity. Can be used as
master control panel to set
up individual line intensity
variations. 30 amps from
220 volts; 45 amps
from 115 volts.

CECO Cone Lights 5000 Watt
—2000 Watt—750-1000 Watt

Floods large area with
shadowless, soft light. Can
be placed close to actors.
Complete with switch,
25 ft. cable and yoke.
(5000 Watt illustrated).

Adf/ifionat Rroduofs
CECO offers the world’s largest and most

Made of the finest rubber
in the shape of a suction cup,

comprehensive line of professional cameras,

these Sta-Sets keep tripods
from slipping on any
slippery floor.

accessories, lighting, editing, processing and
animation equipment including: MAURER

CECO Professional
Junior Gyro Tripod
Features “controlled action”
with slow and fast speeds for
both panning and tilting. Only
19 lbs. Can be used as geared
head. Ideal for 16mm

Products (Exclusive Distributor); Oxberry
Animation Equipment; Cooke Speed Panchro

Maurer, Mitchell, B&H Eyemo
and similar cameras.

Series II, Kinetal, Kinoptic, and Bausch & Lomb
Baltar Lenses. Other products we carry are:
Color Charts - Computers - Splicers - Exposure
meters - Projectors - Screens - Marking pencils
and pens - editors gloves - stop watches.

Reniafs
Cameras - 16mm and 35mm
Editing Equipment
Lighting Equipment
Generators - Truck mounted or Portable
Sound Equipment

1

Projection Equipment
Grip Equipment

MOVIOLA Crab Dolly
The ultimate in camera mobility. Features
crab, conventional and locked steering.
Boom raised to 60" or lowered to 22" by
hydraulic cylinder. 2 seats can be shifted to 6
different positions. All aluminum carriage.
Length 64"; Width 34".

MOVIOLA Film Editing Machine '^Series 20"
Available in several models to meet various
requirements. Streamline-styled. Clear
sound quality. Convenient to use. Large
screen size. Short pieces can be used without
putting film on reels.

Ask about our Precision Repair
and Design Engineering Service!

FILMLINE Processor Model R60
Heavy duty Reversal and Negative-Positive
processor with completely controlled

SALES
SERVICE
RENTALS

FRANK C. ZUCKER

(TflniERfl €9uipni€nT(o.,inc.
Dept. 3

315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420

processing. Has exclusive “Temp-Guard”
system. Feed-in and take-up elevators for
continuous operation. Output speeds to .
3600' per hour. Other models available.

I

INDUSTRY
NEWS

News briefs of
industry activities,
products and progress

THE ONLT GOMFLETE SERIES
20 lenses from 5.7mm extreme wide-angle
(113°) up to 500mm super-telephoto

Leading advertisers who produce and
distribute industrial films have called
for better operation and organization
of film festivals and awards “if they
are to ser\e a useful purpose to com¬
panies submitting their films for judg¬
ing.”
These eompanies, represented by the

IRVING BROWNING (left) and the
cinematographer Carl Louis Gregory.

late

veteran

Irving Browning, founder of The So¬
ciety of Cinema Collectors and Histor¬
ians, New \ork, has announced that he
will dispose of his famous collection of
motion picture and still cameras, many
which date hack to 1845.
The collection includes everything
from the famous fore-runner of the ani¬
mated cartoon, the “Zoetrope” that
was developed aliout 1860. Motion pic¬
ture cameras include those made in
L.S., France, Germany and England,
including all the different models of the
Pathe cine cameras, from
to
35mm. The collection boasts many in¬
teresting early-day photographic lenses,
most of them in brass mounts, from the
aterhouse

stops”

to

neo-modern

types.
Browning’s collection is the result of
35 years of traveling, searching, trad¬
ing and purchasing moviemaking mem¬
orabilia. “Almost a lifetime of fascinat¬
ing experiences.” he says. A pioneer in
the motion picture industry since 1910,
Mr. Browning was first an actor, a slap¬
stick comedian, a producer-cameraman,
and eventually set up business furnish¬
ing equipment to producers and exhib¬
itors of motion pictures — a business
which continues to this day at 1845
Broadway, New ^ ork City, under the
name of The Camera Mart. Inc., of
which Mr. Browning is president.

MAY
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OF FERFECTLT COLORMATCBED^
All lenses have T-stops (as well as f-stops)

: &ND BIQB SFEED
Apertures from f/1.3, see below

j

AFOCBROMATS

Audio-Visual Committee of the Associ¬
ation of National Advertisers, account
for the major share of the $150 mil¬
lion spent by industry last year for the
production and distribution of spon¬
sored films. The chairman of the com¬
mittee is V illis H. Pratt, Jr., Film
Manager, American Telephone & Tele¬
graph Company.
The Audio-Visual Committee has is¬
sued an extensive report “Management
Evaluation of Domestic Film Festivals
and Awards” whieh offers these rec¬
ommendations :
]. Special attention should be given
to the problem of film categories. Films
should be grouped properly according
to subject, objectives, audiences and
production limitations.
2. A new procedure should he estal)lished for the selection of judges. It is
suggested that the panel for each cate¬

Exclusive 3-color correction, critical sharp¬
ness & highest contrast, even at full aperture.

rFOR ANflOmm, SSiiilB MOVIE
:
ANO TV CAMERA
, C, Cine-Special, Arriflex, Cameraflex, Eyemo, ’
*
Mitchell, barrelmounts, etc.
i

EAGB BANDFICXED

'

gory consist of judges selected for their
knowledge of the category content,
communications techniques, production
values and research methods.
3. The information required from
those who submit films for judging
should include the facts that will make
it possible to evaluate “Effectiveness”
in meeting established objectives and
“Interest” to the intended audience as
well as “Production” values.
4. Attention should he given to the
problems of publicity in connection
with film festivals and awards so that
a maximum of desirable by-products
will accrue to sponsors and producers.
“The film festival, if it could he
properly organized, would he an effec¬
tive instrument for improvement in the
16mm industrial motion picture field.”
the A.N.A. Committee has stated.
•

Byron,

•

•

Inc., Washington,

D.C.. film
lahoratorv. has announced the aj^pointContinued on page 316

Every lens is scrupulously bench tested on *
Kinoptik Collimator.
j

AND lOOUVARANTEED
Each Kinoptik apochromat carries an un¬
conditional guarantee for finest mechanical
precision and highest optical performance.
5.7mm f/1.8*
12.5mm f/2.5*
18.5mm f/2
20mm f/1.9*
25mm f/2
28mm f/2
32mm f/2.8

32mm
35mm
40mm
40mm
50mm
50mm
50mm

Collimator-Reflex
w/275mm and 485mm
lenses support

f/1.9
f/2
f/2.8
f/2
f/2.8
f/2
f/1.3

75mm
100mm
150mm
210mm
300mm
500mm

f/2
f/2
f/2.5
f/2.8
f/3.5
f/5.6

*for 16mm only

See your fran¬
chised K I N O P TIK
dealer
or
write for free
illustrated
bro¬
chure TK-5.
480 tfXfNCrON AVt.. N£W YORK 17 • YUkon 6-4970
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The Mitcheii camera, by virtue of its
exact pin registration during film ex¬
posure, allows these data to be deter¬
mined to a reasonably high degree of
accuracy through the use of film assess¬
ing equipment built to take advantage
of this feature:

Yaw-Side-to-side motion of missile.

______
D

□
direction

□

OF

1

MOTION

D
a
MitcheU Camera installation for radar tracking studies.

HOW MITCHELL CAMERAS
SUPPLY VARIED DATA IN ROCKETS
AND MISSILES DEVELOPMENT
• Exact Pin Registration
During Film Exposure
Event Time to 1 Millisecond
Data dial instrumentation by Mitchell camera.

rating Mitchell 16mm, 35mm and 70mm

of several cameras covering a test...
important in film assessing. Eight 16mm

cameras provide key data at the U.S.

Mitchell cameras are used for pictorial

Naval Ordnance Test Station at China
Lake, Calif., one of the primary weapon
development centers of the Navy’s
Bureau of Ordnance.

coverage of tests.

Extensive testing instruments incorpo¬

Fifty Mitchell 35mm cameras are used
on radars, tracking camera mounts and
fixed tripods to record missile and rocket
development. Camera motors allow syn¬
chronous as well as in-phase operation

One metric photographic group shoots
as much as 20,000 feet of 35mm film in
one day. Other Mitchell cameras record
underwater, engineering and aviation
tests at this ordnance center.

D
□

.

□

Pitch—Up-and-down motion of missile.

Q

□

DIRECTION
OF

□

D
□
D

D
—SPIN

L..

O

Roll--Turning motion of missile.

Miss Distance—Gap between missile
and target at point of interception.

□

an

n

an

□
n

an

Flight Time—A series of lines on filni;
timed to accuracy of 1 millisecond.

Position Data-Target location with
azimuth and elevation readings.

For information on Mitchell cameras,
write describing your requirements.

Pictorial Record—Record of all visible
actions during test.

85% Of Professional Motion
Pictures Shown Throughout The World
Are Filmed With Mitchell Cameras
Separation Data—High-speed separa¬
tion actions for detailed study.

Gertsman, .\SC, “Three Came to
Kill”
(Premium Pictures for UA)
with
Cameron
Mitchell
and
Flaine Fdwards.
Fdw. L. Calm, director.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Maury

ASSIGNMENTS

Pahle,
ASC,
“Strictly
Business”*
(Samson Prods.; shooting in Philadelphia)
with John Dutra and Shirley Ballard. Lew
Jacobs, director.
Ted

WHAT THE INDUSTRY'S CAMERAMEN WERE SHOOTING LAST MONTH
ASTERISKS

INDICATE TELEVISION

James

Seeley,

FCA Atlantic
naveral, Fla.

FILMS

ASCJ, Missile Test Project
Mi.ssile Range in Cape Ca¬

KEYWEST STUDIOS

Chari,Es

van

"Rougli
Taylor.

Riders"*

Bob

ASC, Bob Hoffman,
(Ziv.-TV)
with
Kent

Engek.

“Ten Tears a Counterspy” (RDDR Corp.; shooting in Berlin) with Ernest
Borgnine and Kerwin MatheYvs. Andre de
Toth, director.
Bemtz,

Hoffman.

Cirt

terson"*

(Ziv-TV)

Richard

Rawi.ing.s,

(Ziv-TV)

with

Fetter.s,

witli

Gene

“Bat MasBarry.

“MaeKenzie Raiders”*
Richard Carlson.

Askins,
"Bold
witli Dane Clark.

Monroe

T^ I

Peri.nal, "Once More, with Feel¬
ing" (Stanley Donen Films; shooting in
Paris) Yvith Yul Brynner and Kay Kendall.
Stanley Donen, director.

Georges

AMERICAN NATIONAL

Venture"*

(Ziv-

Walter Strence, ASC, Series of religious
pictures (Family Films). Fddie Dew and
William Claxton, directors.

KTTV STUDIOS
Marta, “Rescue 8”* (Cinetilm Inc.)
Yvith Jim Davis and Lang Jeffries. William
Beaudine, director.
Jack

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
DISNEY STUDIOS
Willia.yi Snyder, ASC, “Toby Tyler (Tech¬

nicolor) Yvith Kevin Corcoran and
Calvin. Charles Barton, director.

Henry

Lester Shorr, ASC, “Col. Humphrey J.
Flack”* (Jody Pan Prods.) Yvith Alan Moyvbray and Frank Jenks.
Spencer. “The Thin Man”* with
Peter LaYvford and Phyllis Kirk.
William

FILMCRAFT STUDIOS

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS
Sharp, ASC, Commercials*

Henry

(Roland

Reed Prods.).
Sot thcott,
Reed Prods. I.

Commercials*

Fleet

Robert

with Groucho Marx. Robert Dwan, director.

NER, ASC, “It started Yvith a Kiss" (C-Scope

Roe, ASC, “Wanted Dead or Alive”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Steve McQueen;
“Trackdown”*
(Four Star Prods.)
with
Robert Chip.
Guy

Roy Seawright. Commercials*

Surtees,

& Color)
Reynolds.

FOX WESTERN AVENUE

(Roland

CASCADE PICTURES

ASC. and

Virgil Miller, ASC, “You Bet Your Life”*

Diskant.
A.S.C., Joseph Biroc,
.A.S.C.. “Dick Powell’s Zane Grey Theatre”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Dick Pow'ell.

Robert

Bron-

with Glenn Ford and Debbie
George Marshall, director.

Dale Deveryian, “One Step Beyond”*, John
Newland, director.
John

Nicholaus.

“RaYvhide”*

(CBS-TV)

Yvith Fric Fleming and Clint Fastwood.

George

COLUMBIA
Gately, ASC, “Father Knows Best”*

Fred

(Screen Gems) with Robert Young and Jane
Wyatt. Peter Tewksbury, director.
Gert Anderson, ASC, “Donna Reed Show”*

(Screen Gems) with
Rudolph, director.

Donna

Reed.

Oscar

George Diskant, A.S.C., Chas. Burke, “The

Rifleman"*
Connors.
Joseph

(Four Star Prods.)

Biroc,

ASC,

“Richard Diamond”*
with David Janssen.

Charles

(Four

Chuck

Yvith

.Star

Burke.

"The David
Prods.) Yvith
Charles

Niven Show”*
David Niven.

,1. Burci Contner,
(shooting in N.Y.)

ASC,

“Naked

(Jack Chertok Prods.) with James Gregory
and Robert Karnes. .Allen Miner, director;
“Philip Marlowe”* (Jack Chertok Prods.)
Yvith Phil Carey. Irvin Kershner. director.

(Four

with Dennis Miller and
Josciih Newman, director.

(Four

Will (]line. ,AS(i. “Battle of the Coral
Sea" (Morningside Piets. Corp) with Cliff
Robertson and Gia Scala. Paul Wendkos,
director.

ASC, “Anatomy of a Mur¬
der" (C'.Scope: Carlyle Prods.; shooting in
Michi gan)
with James Stewart and Lee
Remick. Otto Preminger, director.
Leayitt,

Barnes.

Jack Collins, “Girls' Town” with Mamie
Van Doren and Mel Tonne. Charles Haas,
director.

MOTION PICTURE CENTER
GENERAL SERVICE

(C’Scope
&
Color;
Warwick
Prod.;
shooting in
.Africa) with Robert Taylor. Richard Thorpe,
director.

Joanna

Star

City”*

Ted Moore, “Adamson in Africa”

Sam

William Margulies, “The Lawless Years”*

Paul Vogel, ASC. “Tarzan, the Ape Man”

“Black Saddle”*
with Peter Breck.

Burke,

Star Prods.)

(Rob¬

ert Fnders Prods.).

Prods.)

George Diskant, ASC. Joseph Biroc, ASC,
Gilbert Warrenton, ASC, “The Legend of
Tom
Dooley”
(Shpetner
Prods.)
with
Michael Landon and Jo MorroYv. Ted Post,
director.

Harkness Smith, “Best of the Post”*

ASC, “The Bob Cummings
(Laurmac Prods.) with Bob Cum¬
mings and Rosemary DeCamp. Bob Cum¬
mings, director.
Harry

Wild,

ShoYv”*

Neal Beckner, “The Adventures of Ozzie
& Harriet”*
(Stage 5 Prods.) with the
Nelsons. Ozzie Nelson, director.
Arch

Dalzell,

“Flight”*

(McCadden

Prods.)
Phillips. “Border Patrol”* (Gallu
Prods.)
with Richard Webb. Jean Yar¬
brough, director.

Robert de Grasse, ASC, “Danny Thomas
Show”* (Dcsilu Prods.) with Danny Thom¬
as. Sheldon Leonard, director.
Sid Hickox, ASC, “December Bride”*

(Desilu Prods.) Yvith Spring Byington and Fran¬
cis Rafferty. Frederick DeCordova. director.
Charles

“\\’estinghouse - Desilu
(Desilu Prods.).

Straumer.

Playhouse"*

Robert
Hauser.
“Derringer’'*
Prods.) with Jack Mahoney.

(Desilu

Frank

PARAMOUNT

Jr.. .ASC, ‘"One-Fyed Jacks”
(V’Vision & Color;
Pennebaker Prods.)
with Marlon Brando and Karl Malden. Mar¬
lon Brando, director.
Charles Lang,

Fred

Jackman,

Jr..

(Screen
Gems)
with
Albert Lewis, director.

“The
Fat
Man”*
Robert .Middleton.

Iryint;

268

‘'Underworld'*
(Screen
Russell Rouse, director.

Lipi’MA.n.

Pilot).

Charles

(.'Screen

Planer,
ASC, “The Unforgiven”
(Panavision & Fastman color; Hecht-HillLancaster for UA; shooting in Mexico) with
Burt Lancaster and Audrey Hepburn. John
Huston, director.
Frank

Bi RNETT
Gt FFEY.
.AS(L
"Dog
Face”*
(.Screen Gems;
Pilot).
.Sam Fuller, di¬
rector.

(iems;

INDEPENDENT

Lawton.

Gems).

.ASC.

Commercials*

.\SC. ‘‘Odds Against TomorroYv" (Harbel Prod. U..\. release; shooting
in N.T.) Yvith Harry Belafonte and Robert
Ryan. Robert Wise, juoducer-director.
Joseph

Brun.

Harold Lipstein. .ASC, “Heller Yvith a Gun”
Yvith Sophia Loren and Steve Forrest. George
Cukor, director.
Scaife. “Tarzan's Greatest Adventure”
(Shooting in .Africa) with Gordon Scott and
Sara Shane. John Guillerman, director.

Ted

Continued on Page 316
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change without notice

BOLEX H-16
REFLEX
COLORTRAN JUNIOR
Here, in one handy package,
you have the equivalent illumihation of 3000 watts of
current from a 15 ampere
fuse! Compact kit fits any car,
contains everything you’ll need
for perfect lighting ... a
studio in a suitcase! Includes
2 Groverlite heads with 8 foot
aluminum stands.
All units
have barn doors and diffusion
slots for light control $208.50
SENIOR KIT—produces equivalent of 5000 watts
illumination from a 30 ampere fuse.$276.50
SPOT KIT—Contains 3 spotlights with a Broad or
Junior, plus 4 stands. Snoots and diffusion for spots $313.25

NEW
ARRIFLEX 16
The only 16mm camera pro¬
viding through-the-lens focus¬
ing and viewing during expos¬
ure, electric motor drive. Matte box cables.^.$1725.00
16mm Xenon f/1.9 lens.$170.00
25mm Xenon f/1.5 lens.$170.00
75mm Xenon f/2 lens.$200.00
Zoomar lens 1" to 3" f/2.8 for Arriflex.$579.00
Arriflex, Model 16 Tripod.$175.00
Same as above plug built-in buckle switch and
motor cable lock.$1795.00

MAGNASYNC

TYPE

15

RECORDERS

Here is a complete, top-quality sound system, with playback
monitor amplifier, loudspeaker and recorder, all built into
one compact package.
• Easy - to - read
footage
counter.
• Direct coupled, high re¬
sistance rotor torque motors.
• Simplified single-switch for
all motor control functions.
• Simultaneous film monitor
through separate play head.
• Will accommodate standard
1200-foot film reels..$1,385.00

MAGNASYNC X-400 RECORDER
A complete sound system that weighs only 27 lbs.! Features
high gain “long-shot” microphone channel. Dialog equaliza¬
tion for “speech-music” selection. Self-contained playback
system for “film-direct” monitor.$985.00
Magnasync M-8 speaker, amplifier, and accessory
case .$110.00
4-position, high level mixing W/4I/2"
Vumeter mounted in case.
$395.00
New single compact unit with playback speaker.$1385.00

Through the lens viewing
and focusing while shooting
BOLEX 16mm LENSES
Pan Cinor 85—w/R.F. From 17.5 to
85mm—F2 .$420.00
Pan Cinor f/2.4 lens, focal lengths
from nVzmm to 70mm.$269.50
Pan Cinor 100 f/3.4 lens, focal
lengths from 25mm to
100mm
.$329.50
Switar 10mm w. w. f/1.6 FM 8"
to inf. “C” mount. Visifocus $149.50
Switar 16mm w. a. f/1.8 FM 8" to
inf. “C” mount. Visifocus.$99.50
Switar 25mm 1" f/1.5 FM I1/2'
to inf. Visifocus.$115.00
Yvar 100mm 4" f/3.3 tele. 4-power
magnification. Focuses 8' to inf.
$89.50

The
movie
camera
that gives you pro¬
fessional quality fram¬
ing .. . your eyes see exactly
what your lens does. Precision
triple turret camera. Variable
speeds with fast Lytar f/1.8
lens.$360.00
Yvar 16mm w. a. f/2.8. Focuses 1'
to inf. “C” mount. Visifocus $59.50
Pizar 26mm 1" f/1.9. Focuses IV2'
to inf. “C” mount. Visifocus $67.50
Yvar 75mm 3" f/2.8 tele. Focuses
5' to inf. “C” mount. Visifocus
.$69.50
Switar 25mm 1" f/1.4. Focuses
11/2' to inf. “C” mount.$168.00
Switar f/1.4 50mm 2" tele. lens.
Ultra-high speed. Focuses 3' to inf.
.$169.50
Yvar 150mm 6" f/4 tele. lens. IVi"
length. FM 13' to inf. with case.
.$145.75

PRECISION SOUND READERS
Simple threading . . . polished sta¬
bilizer drum with needle bearings,
with a surface which cannot damage
film. Film rollers machined to con¬
form with SMPTE standards, and
equipped with oilless bearings . . .
precision ground shafts . . . dimen¬
sions 6" X 6" X 71/2".
Amplifier: 117 volts—60 cycle—A.C.
Power output—4 watts. Heavy duty
Alnico V speaker . . . safety fused
. . . prefocused socket . . . pilot
light ... 6 ft. heavy duty cord.
Optical Model 600—16mm and 35mm
$185.00
Magnetic Model 700—16mm, 17.5mm,
35mm and 14 inch.$198.00
Optical-Magnetic Model 800—16mm,
35mm and 14 inch.$259.50

AURICON
CINE-VOICE II
16mm sound - on - film
movie camera with pro¬
fessional heavy-duty 3lens
turret.
Operates
from house current or
car battery. Available in
a choice of models to
suit a variety of filming
requirements . . $795.00
Used

CINE-VOICE I
.$495.00

Optical Sound Reader Model 650
RL—16mm .$169.50

AURICON PRO-600
16mm
optical-sound-onfilm; self-blimped; sync
motor drive for single or
double-system recording;
Electromatic
take - up,
film-flow without friction
clutches or belts. Various
combinations of accesso¬
ries available. $1456.25
AURICON “SUPER-1200”
16mm sound-on-film cam¬
era (self-blimped) with
3-lens turret for “C”
mount lenses. 1200 ft.
capacity for 33 minutes
recording time. $4149.00

SUPER 1200
AURICON PAN-TILT pro¬
fessional tripod, wgt. 27
lbs.$406.25
AURICON PRO-200. Was $1 ,495.00
Now — Used . .
$995.00

West's Largest Selection • Budget Terms Available • Write In For A Complete List Of Professional Equipment

45 KEARNY AT MAIDEN LANE • EXBROOK 2-7348 • SAN FRANCISCO 8, CALIFORNIA
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WHAT'S NEW
Co., 442 No. Wells Street. Chicago 10.
Ill. List price is S32.5'0, F.4).B. Chi¬
cago.

eared To Commercial
and Industrial Cine Uses
Now have at your finger¬
tips B & J's new 60fh
Anniversary issue at no
cost! It's crammed with
information, illustrations,
and specifics about ad¬
vanced and current photo¬
graphic equipment for
Industry. A listing of the
world's largest "in-stock"
selection of lenses; avail¬
able custom-lens labora¬
tory facilities: custombuilt equipment for
unique applications plus
hundreds of America's
standard photo tools—
many available only thru
Burke & James dealers!
W'rite ...

AC 559.

BURKE

• CAMERAS-from
Sub-Miniature to
HUGE CUSTOM
BUILT.
• DEVELOPING
EQUIPMENT
• DRYERS
• ENLARGERS
SOLAR
• STROBE
• LENSES — From
"Peanut" To Big
Berthas
• LIGHTING
• CAMERA BACKS
• PRINTERS
• PROCESSINGPako, Leedal, e*c.
• PROJECTORS
• SLIDE
EQUIP.
• STAINLESS STEEL
• TIMERS

& JAMES, INC

321 S. Wabash

Chicago A. Illinois

Consider...

COLBURN
COLOR
POSITIVES

Stop-Motion Motor
Specifically designed and engineer¬
ed as an accessory for the Cine KodakSpecial camera is the new Ceco 110volt synchronous stop-motion motor an¬
nounced by (iamera Equipment Co..
New York, N. Y. Exposure interval is
V2 second, and motor operates both
forward and reverse. Unit is mounted
within a sturdy metal case finished in
grey crackle, and with a frame counter
conveniently mounted on top. Accord¬
ing to Ceco, it is simple to mount on
the camera without the need for special
tools.

for your next
16mm release

GEO. W. COLBURN
LABORATORY, INC.
/64 No. Wacker Drive, Chicago 6
Telephone DEarborn 2 6286
Demonstration Reel
available on request

270

Mole-Richardson Co., 937 No. Syca¬
more, Hollywood 38, Calif., announces
its new Type 1731 Junior Trombone
set-lighting accessory for film or TV
production. Adjust al»le arm permits
unit to be mounted on top of .set walls
ranging in thickness from 2" to 12". A
Junior lamp may he hung either at top
or at bottom in socket provided at the
end of the adjustable arm. Latter may
be swung right or left and locked in
place with set-screw. Extensions pro¬
vide for hanging lamp from 21" to 61"
outward from set wall. Soft rubber buf¬
fer prevents damage to wall. Net
weight. 1 1 lbs.

(Eastman Internegative-Color Print)

protect your original
enjoy faster delivery
finer color corrections
uniform prints
10 or a 1000 at lower
costs

Junior Trombone

Film Processor
Designed for ])rocessing An.scochrome, Ektachrome and black-andwhite 16mm or 8mm films, this new
unbreakable Styrene processing unit,
tradenarned the Superior (iolort^el, con¬
sists of reel and solution trough, which
are inert to all processing chemicals.
Processing requires less than a gallon
of solution. Eilm capacity is 1 lO-ft.
Proce.ssing reel also serves as drying
rack, eliminating need for extra reel.
Manufacturer is Superior Bulk Film

Magnetic

Tape/Film

Magnasync

Mfg.

Degausser
Co..

Ltd..

5516

Satsuma Ave.. Hollywood, (iaiif.. an¬
nounces a new semi-automatic turnContinued on Page 272
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PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR*—prod uct

of experience

and friend to

Simplified
geared camera
attaching method
knob easily accessible

thousands of cameramen

Adjustable
pan handle

Tilt lock

All tripods have one thing in common—
they rest on three legs. But there the
the comparison ends.

Interchangeable
and adjustable angle
pan handle location,
left or right hand
and reverse

Because Pro Junior towers like the
Empire State Building over ordinary tripods.

Pan lock

Because Pro Junior is the world’s most
convenient tripod with the world’s
finest features, including:
• Simplified camera attaching method.
• Adjusting telescoping pan handle with adjustable
angle.
• Sockets for left, right or reverse tilt.
• Special pan tension adjusting knob, independent of
pan lock,
• Cast in tie-down eyelets.
• Self-adjusting double leg locking knobs.
• IDEAL FOR MOTION PICTURE AND TV VIDICON
CAMERAS.

Detachable head
interchangeable
on baby tripod
and Hi Hat

And still the price is unchanged, which makes
PRO JUNIOR the world’s best tripod value.
Pros go for PRO JUNIOR. See it today.
$150.00

Cast in
tie down
eyelets

Self aligning
double leg
lock knobs

CECO Professional Jr. Hi>Hat

An adapter for extremely lowmount setups; also used for title
stands and permanent mount¬
ings. Handles either friction or
geared-drive tripod heads. $22.00

FRANK

C.

ZUCKCS

(7flm€Rfl €<^uipni€nT (o.,inc.
Dept. A

CECO Professional Jr.
Adjustable Wooden Baby Tripod

PROFESSIONAL JR.

Accepts all Pro Jr. Tripod
Heads. Has substantial shoe and
spur. Measures 26" extended
from floor to flange, 18" col¬
lapsed. Weight 7 lbs.
$75.00

Used on ProfessionalJr. standard
tripod. Crank handles control
pan and tilt action.
$175.00 Head only.
$225.00 Complete with tripod.

Geared Head

315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420
Rea- U.s. Pot. Off. 2318910

WHAT’S NEW
Continued from Page 270

PROCESSOR
AT A LOW PRICE I

table-type degausser which features a
pre-determined 20-secoud timed cycle.
The push-button controlled motor-driv¬
en unit insures fast and complete bulk
erasure of magnetic films or tapes of
all sizes. The Model A-937 illustrated
is $159.50. Other models are priced at
$119.50 and $69.50.
Tripod Head Conversion
I

Cinekad Engineering Co., 76.3 10th
Ave., New York 19, N. Y., announces
a custom conversion adaptable to the
Pro-Jr., F-B and S.O.S. tripod friction
heads which converts them to a springbalanced type head. Conversion also
provides better counter-balanced con¬
trol when used with any 16mm cam¬
era—returning the camera to neutral
position when tripod head is released.
Two separate compression springs are
provided, each accommodating a dif¬
ferent camera weight range.

Without a doubt the greatest processor value ever offered! Simplified design and
volume assembly-line production make it possible to price the Labmaster far lower
than any machine of comparable high quality. In comparing cost, remember the
Labmaster price includes refrigeration system, air compressor, turbulation pumps
and film magazines. It is complete, ready to operate.
• All tanks, stainless steel.
• Neg-Pos., Reversal &
Microfilm models.
• Modular construction.
Reversal section easily
added to neg.-pos.
model at a later date.

• Fully automatic, easy
operation.

• Turbulation pumps on
developer tank.
• Built-in air compressor.

• Built-in refrigeration main¬
tains proper solution
temperatures.

• Variable heat and filtered
air in dry box.

*4,175

Nothing else to buy

•
f
’•
•
I
,

HOUSTON FEARLESS CORPORATION
11817 V/. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 64, Calif.
Please send catalogs and prices on;
□ B&W Labmaster
□ Color Labmaster
□ Camera heads □ Tripods □ Camera pedestals
□ Dollies
□ Remote control heads

•

Name

accommodate either Mitchell or ProJr. type heads for 16mm cameras. List
price is $945.00.

Precision Laboratories

Firm

I

Precision Labs.. Brooklyn. N. Y.. is
now operating as a division of Cine

Address

I
!

Equipment
1st.

Citv
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Birns & Sawyer, 6424 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif., offer a
heavy-duty giml>al-action tripod for
use in photographing action at sea or
on other rough water where a horizonsteady camera is essential. Tradenamed
Gyropod, unit will maintain constant
horizon in rough seas up to 30° in¬
cline. Screw-on threaded head adapters

• Operates up to 40 f.p.m.

• Exclusive H-F clutch drive
eliminates film breakage.

(Neg.-Pos. Model) COMPLETE

Gyropod

_

___

Zone.

State

(iori)oration.

as of April
■
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This 4 page advertisement was
first published more than
2 years ago. Except for the
addition of new Arriflex
customers (listed on the back
page) we are repeating it
without change.
The many hundreds of new
purchases of the Arriflex 16
by industry, government,
military services, and
educational institutions are
proof of the convincing
superiority of this outstanding
camera as factually stated in
this insert. And the partial
list of satisfied users is our
most convincing
recommendation . . .
therefore “Stet for ’59”.

why the

is the most desirable
professional
16mm camera

* Proofreaders’ notation indicating "no change” or "repeat”.

- X.

Because of its features

is the
most

TRUE MIRROR REFLEX SHUTTER
— not a beam splitting device — passes 100% of the light
to film and viewing system intermittently.

|
^
s

FINDER SHOWS BRIGHT IMAGE THROUGH TAKING LENS
— even in poor light. lOX magnification; no parallax; no
misframing; accurate, easy follow-focus.

desirable

REGISTRATION PIN IN PRECISION FILM GATE
— with balanced rear pressure pad, side pressure rail, cross
stages around aperture. This means rock-steady pictures,
no film “breathing,” 35mm-like film quality.

professional

THREE LENS DIVERGENT TURRET
— lets you use wide angle lens to 300mm telephoto without
physical or optical interference.

16mm

INSTANT-CHANGE LENS MOUNT
— with large-flange surface insures positive seating and
precise flange focus and alignment.

}.

LARGEST CHOICE OF LENSES

camera

— by famous makers. From 11.5mm extreme wide angle
to longest telephoto.
VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR
— electrically driven by light, compact, rechargeable bat¬
teries. Motor instantly interchangeable for other types —
Governor Controlled, Synchronous and Animation.

j

TACHOMETER, FOOTAGE AND FRAME COUNTERS

|

HAND-HELD FILMING

|

— all these features in a camera so light (only 6^ lbs), so
forrnfitting, with its ingenious Contour Hand Grip, that
steady, hand-held filming is easy.

|

|

I

Because of its
versatility

It is a hand camera for newsreel and fast action filming
It is a studio camera when you add the 400' Magazine and the
Synchronous Motor.
It is a sound camera when you put it in the Arriflex Blimp.
It is also an animation camera, a scientific laboratory camera,
a medical camera, a cine-micrographic camera.
You can start with the hand camera, and as your requirements
demand, add the special purpose accessories, and yet be able to
convert it back to a hand camera in a few seconds — and with¬
out the use of even a screwdriver.

Because it is
rugged and reliable

Here is a precision camera that can “take a beating” and still
deliver the goods.
For instance: A1 Milotte, ace Disney wild-life photographer,
shot over 90,000 feet for “African Lion” with one Arriflex 16,
in the rough tropics.
Disney cameramen found the Arriflex 16 most reliable during
the Navy North Pole Expedition in 1954.
Now eight Arriflex 16’s are at the South Pole with Disney.
Disney Studios has already purchased more than 30 Arriflex 16
cameras—so far.

Because of factory
service in the U. S.

A modern, fully equipped service center is maintained in
New York City, manned by factory trained technicians. A
complete stock of Arriflex parts is always on hand. Because
Arriflex owners derive their income through the use of their
cameras, service is handled on the promptest possible basisin most instances within 24 hours.

Because of its
reasonable price

You cannot buy another registration-pin 16mm camera unless
you pay more than twice as much. If you “doctor up” an
ordinary 16mm camera with accessories needed for professional
use, it will cost you more than the Arriflex and you still won’t
have a professional camera, not to talk about the many ex¬
clusive Arriflex features.

Arriflex equipment is available
on convenient long-term
leasing plan with purchase option.

A1S1SDIFIL112SDivision of

KX-XWCSh
PHOTO COHPOR.A.TIOH
NEW YORK 10. • LOS ANGELES 46.

Write for descriptive literature

Hundreds of satisfied Arriflex customers throughout the nation are our best recommendation. Many
companies are members of our **more than 6 Arriflexes” Club. Here is only a partial list of Arriflex users.

■■a

ACF Industries, Inc.

General Electric Co-FP Div.

RAD, Avco Manufacturing Corp.

Aerophysics Dev. Corp.

Grumman Aircraft Engr. Corporation

RCA International

African Leprosy Society

Hamilton Wright Organization

Remington Rand

Agricultural Extension Service

Harvard Productions Inc.

Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ

Ames Aero Laboratory

Hospital for Special Surgery

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.

American Foundn. for the Study of Man

Hughes Tool Co.

Rolab Photo Science Lab.

Argonne National Laboratory

International Business Machines

Rocketdyne, Inc.

Mark Armistead

International Harvester Company

Santa Fe Railroad

Aro, Inc.

Jamieson Machine Co.

St. Luke's-Texas C and M Hospital

Astronaut, Inc.

Kansas University Medical Center

Peter J. Schweitzer Inc.

Atomics International

Kelly-Zahrndt-Kelly Inc.

Charles Sciurba

Baptist Foreign Mission Board

Kent Films

Screencraft Enterprises

Kimberly Clark Corporation

Shell Development Corp.

KPLC-TV-Lake Charles, La.

Signal Films

Business Films

Kraft Foods Co.

Sleeping Giant Films

Bendix Aviation-Eclipse Pioneer Div.

Lear, Inc.

Southeastern Films

California State Polytechnic College

Lockheed Aircraft Corp-Calif. Div.

Southwest Film Industries

Cal-Nat Productions, Inc.

Lockheed Missile Systems

Wayne Steffner Productions

Calvin Company

Lythe Engr. and Mfg. Co.

System Development Corporation

Dr. Ramon Castroviejo

Manufacturing Experiments Div.

Telecine Film Studios Inc.

Cavalcade Productions, Inc.

Marathon TV Newsreel

Time, Inc.

Chase Manhattan Bank

Glenn M. Martin Co.

Trans World Airlines

Marquette Univ. School of Medic-ine

Trinity Films Inc.

Barber-Greene Company

iyM

Boeing Airplane Company

Chrysler Corporation
■

yi

McCullough Motors

Union Pacific Railroad Company

Merit Prod, of California

University of California

Methodist Hospital

University of Chicago

Colonial Williamsburg, Inc.

Michigan State University

University of Indiana

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania

Midwest Film Studios

University of Miami

Continental Productions Inc.

Mode Art Pictures Inc.

University of Michigan

Cook Electrical Research

Moody Instiute of Science

University of Minnesota

Craven Film Corp.

Motion Picture Production

University of Texas

Diamond Ordnance Freeze Lab.

MPO Productions

University of Wisconsin

Walt Disney Productions

Museum of Science

U.S. Army-Redstone Arsenal-Alabam

Doak Aircraft

National Bureau of Standards

U.S. Department of Agriculture

Doane Productions

National Inst, of Health

U.S. Borax and Chemical Corp.

CAA (Photographic Sec.)
Cinefonics, Inc.

H,

Coleman Productions

V

<

(Photographic Sec.)

Dow Corning Corporation

Nationwide Insurance

Dumont Television Network

U.S. Public Health-Lawson Hospital
U.S. Senate Recording Studio

Natural History Museum, N.Y.C.
E. I. DuPont de Nemours

U.S. Steel Corporation
Nature Close-Ups

EB Films Inc.

Venard Organization
New Holland Machinery Company

Educator Films
New York University
Encyclopedia Britannica Films
F-M Film Editing Service

Newington Home for Crippled Children
North American Aviation

Farrell and Gage Films Inc.

No. Ca. Wildlife Resource Comm.

Florida Cypress Gardens

Medical College of Virginia
Virginia Dept, of Education
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Vision, Inc.

Ogiivy, Benson and Mather

Weston Woods Studios

Florida State University

Pan American Airways

Western Electric Company

Henry Ford Hospital

Pilot Productions Inc.

WGBH-TV, Boston, Mass.

Gallu Productions

Platt Productions

WHDH, Inc.-Boston, Mass.

General Electric Co-AGT Div.

Producers' Film Studios

Wisconsin Conservation Dept,

SOLE U. S. DISTRIBUTOR

FHOTO 00PtF0I^^TI02Sr
257 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 10, N. Y. • 7303 MELROSE AVENUE. lOS ANGELES 46, CALIF.

Ifilli

Brutes
Molarcs
Teners
Seniors
Juniors
Cones
ColorTrans
Masterbeams
Hydraulic Stands
^ TV Scoops
Cables
/
Boxes
Dimmers

V.H ■'

UBHTS

LIGHTING THE MOTION

.

PICTURE INDUSTRY SINCE 1921

;
^ A

m

'

SHIP EOUIPMEHT

,

Century Stands
Flags
Scrims
Dollies
Ladders-Steps
. Reflectors
Parallels
Mike Booms

AC & DC Generator Trucks
1600, 1000, 700, 300, 200 Amf). DC
100, 50, 30, 20 Amp. AC

RENTALS
Send for a schedule of rental rates.

BENEKimRS

INC.

333 West 52nd Street, New York City, Circle 6-5470

:-A~.
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TECHNICAL

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Conducted by Walter Strenge, A.S.C.

relating to cinematog^ raphy or other phases of film pro¬
duction are invited from readers and
will be answered by letter by Walter

down time of 1 /20 second—the latter
very important. Special construction of

Strenge or by other qualified mem¬
bers of the American Society of Cine¬
matographers. Questions and answers
considered of general interest will
appear in this column.—Ed.

and I don’t think your Bolex camera is

UESTIONS

Q

How can I shoot boxing scenes with

realism? Is a specific camera angle

camera movement is required to ob¬
tain such a short-interval pull-down,
capable of this.
If you are interested in a relatively
inexpensive camera for kinescopes, it
is suggested that you look into the
Auricon fitted with the special TVT
shutter for this work.—Ralph E. Lov¬
ell, N.B.C., Burbank, Calif.

important?
(2) What is the correct
speed of the camera with relation to
the

light

action?

(3)

What

method

can I employ to obtain best professional¬
like sound effects of face, jaw and body

LABORATORIES
Established 1949

16mni Film Developing
and Printing
16MM
16MM
16MM
16MM

ANSCOCHROME
B&W REVERSAL
B&W NEGATIVE
B&W POSITIVE

A.S.A.

TOO, 200 AND 400

350 West 50th Street
New York 19, N. Y.
278

of

special

visual

(2) How are such explosives placed in
the

35mm cameras, the 28mm or 30mm
lens produces good angles of view.
Most effective angle, pictorially—shoot¬
ing up at the fighters. Left hooks, right
crosses, and uppercuts are most effec¬
tive punches to shoot. (2) Shoot at
normal speed if fighters are in real
action; otherwise, step it up by shoot¬
ing at 16 or 20 f.p.s. (3) Simplest
method of producing most life-like
sound of punches on sound track is to
use an uncooked ham and slap or
punch it as required to produce the
effects desired. — James W ong Howe,
A.SC.

miniatures

for

most

effective

re¬

sults?—B. R., Philadephia, Penna.

Ansiver:

(1)

Primo cord is used for

shattering force; loose black rifle pow¬
der for flash and white smoke; Lyco¬
podium for red flame and black smoke;
and gasoline contained in Saran-wrap
bags for voluminous red flames. (2)
Effects explosives are usually placed in¬
side the miniature by wiring or taping
to the structure. Some are attached by
“mudding” them on with modeling
clay.—James Gordon, A.S.C.

Q

Is

the

filter

factor

for

the

Pola

Screen constant over the entire
range of rotation?—E. F., Blacksburg,
Va.

Q

I

make

kinescopes

of

video

Answer: Yes.—Walter Strenge, A.S.C.

programs, using my home TV set
and a Bolex H-16 camera?—K. S. DeC.,
Dayton, O.

FASTAX IN COLOR

staging

M.S.

Can

...NOW...

the

effects, (1) what type explosives
are used in the Hollywood studios?

blows in such action?—C. j. Singapore,

Ansiver: (1) Use a hand-held camera
and work in close to the action. With

FILM

QIn

Ansiver: You can photograph images
on your TV set with your Bolex cam¬
era, but the resulting films will show
objectionable horizontal hars in each
frame, and such footage wTll be un¬
usable commercially. Regular profes¬
sional kinescoping cameras have a shut¬
ter with a 288° opening, which gives
an exposure of 1/30 second and a pull¬

QMy
with

problem is how to sync sound
a 16mm production I am

about to film with a Bolex H-16 cam¬
era.—R, S., Bayonne, N. J.

Answer: Use a synchronous motor to
drive your Bolex, so that photography
will be synchronous with respect to the
power system. Use any sprocket-driven
or synchronous 1/4'' tape recorder.
Loren Ryder, A.S.C. .4ssociate.
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BIRNS & SAWYER Buys M-G-M Cameras

for YOU!

This is your chance to purchase the finest in used professional
motion picture equipment; cameras that have shot multi-milliondollar features on the famous M-G-M sound stages. This equip¬
ment has been maintained meticulously by the finest technicians
in Hollywood and is available only through Birns & Sawyer—your
guarantee of satisfaction!

BELL & HOWELL
Model 2709, Rack-over

$

1950

(New Price
$5,075)

(With ‘‘Unit I” shuttle, 170° variable shutter with automatic
dissolve, four-lens turret, prismatic focusser. See below for list
of other accessories —all from the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios)

Cameras sold without accessories or completely
equipped with: 24-35-40-50mm Cooke lenses, Mit¬
chell combination matte box, Mitchell finder, reduc¬
ing lens, two carrying cases, four 400' metal B & H
magazines in carrying case, veeder counter.

OOP

Special Low Price:
(New price, complete: $7,730)

RECONDITIONED M-G-M PANORAMA DOLLIES AND GEARED HEADS
Until these Raby and Fearless Panorama dollies were traded in for new crab dollies they were used in every
M-G-M production. In the finest possible condition they are just off the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer stages and ready
for YOUR studio!
Accessories for Mitchell and Bell & Howell 2709 cameras:

DOLLY

B & S
New

price

Mitchell 35mm Matte Box & Sunshode.$300

$200

Mitchell 35mm Matte Box, wide-angle.

110

75

Mitchell 35mm

Finders.

450

145

Mitchell Shorty Tripod Legs.

75

35

Mitchell Magazines, 35mm x lOOO'.

195

95

165

110

35mm x 400' Metal.

135

60

Bell & Howell Veeder Counters.

150

80

M. G. M.
GEARED HEAD

LIST PRICE
OVER ^5,000°°

Bell & Howell Magazines,
35mm x lOOO', Metal.
Bell & Howell Magazines,

*1500
650
*2150

Bell & Howell Hi-Speed Check-Pawl
Movement. 1742

850

Bell & Howell Rackover.1800

600

24mm Cooke Speed Panchro, F2.0.

250

165

35mm Cooke Speed Panchro, F2.0.

250

165

40mm Cooke Speed Panchro, F2.0.

260

170

50mm Cooke Speed Panchro, F2.0.

260

170
225

100mm Cooke Kinic, F2.5.

395

35mm Astro Berlin.

250

140

40mm Astro Berlin.

260

140

50mm Astro Berlin.

260

140

75mm Astro Berlin.

285

165

100mm Astro Pan Tachar.

395

195

35mm Eyemo with 47mm Cooke lens (M-G-M)

95

35mm Eyemo Q Turret (M-G-M), no lenses. .

295

35mm DeVry with lens (M-G-M).

60

(Note: All equipment listed above is guaranteed to be
from M-G-M excess studio equipment stock, not from
rentals or U.S. govt, surplus!)

SPECIAL COMBINATION PRICE

BIRNS & SAWYER

$2000

CINE EQUIPMENT

6424 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA • TELEPHONE: HOIlywood 4-5166
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F&B’s NEW
TRIPLEX
The first low priced

TRIPLE-DUTY
animation, titlestand
and product stage for
all film makers

Model TS-1
with

basic Stand

camera

carriage

and artwork table

ly
IN HORIZONTAL POSITION

IN DIAGONAL POSITION

For zoom titles, copy and
and puppet stages.

Columns can be locked at any angle
between horiz. and vrt.—for angular
zooms in on table which is locked
in horiz. position.
Florman & Babb
ity

precision

proudly introduces the all new TRIPLEX, a top qual¬

designed

manship assures you

animation

stand.

Its

manufacture

highest quality results. The

and

work¬

F&B TRIPLEX costs

less and does more than any other animation stand now available.
It will

product

accommodate Arriflex

16 or 35mm.,

Eyemo, Maurer, Mitchell,

Cine Special, Bolex and all 4 x 5 Still Comeras.
ADDITIONAL FEATURES
• Artwork table con be pivoted out of the way so huge artwork can be
toped to wall or floor for copying.
• Smooth-stop motion zooms from three positions.
• Camera carriage compound movement 10" North-South, 13" East-West.
• Ectch movement driven by leod screw and handwheel—
• Camero zoom range to table—1 to 12 field to floor 1-24 field—
• Each movement registered by counters in 1/100th of an inch.
• Diagonal or off-center zooms on both animation product stage.
• Animation toble with 2 peg bars moving 16" registered with scale in
l/20th. of on inch.
• Animation table rotates for spins and diagonal pans—registered in degrees.
« 9 X 12 hole through table top for rear lighting and rear projections.
• Platen is hinged—platen glass is Gimbal mounted.
• Entire construction of steel and cast aluminum—resting on 4 adjustable
leveling feet.

THE NEW FOREMAN
ANIMATION STAND
Here is the all-new Portman Ani¬
mation Stand, with many new en¬
gineering

design

features,

special

effects

animation,

and

combines ease of operation

and

precision in a rugged and versa¬
tile animation
with
the

SPECIFICATIONS

and

more than 40 new accessories for

stand. Constructed

a one piece cast iron
Portman

Animation

bed,

Stand

is

designed for the professional who

Height Vertical, 76 Inches
•
Length Horizontal, 62 Inches
•
Width, 36
Inches
•
Artwork Table-top, 24" x 36"
•
Weight, 300 Lbs. Approx.

wants the ultimate in an anima¬
tion

PRICES

stand

that

can

literally

do

everything.

TS-2

COMPLETE STAND WITH COMPOUND CAMERA CARRIAGE,
ROTARY PEG TRACK ANIMATION TABLE, AND COUNTERS ...$1495.00

Send

TS-3

HINGED PLATEN .

and

TS-4

UNDERNEATH

TS-5

$

80.00

LIGHT BOX.$

95.00

TOP LIGHTS ON UNIVERSAL BRACKETS.$

95.00

for

complete

information

on

specifications
the

Portman

Animation Stand available exclu¬
sively from Florman & Babb.

%
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FLORMAN & BABB,

incorporated

68 West 45th Street • New York 36, N. Y. • MU 2-2928
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16 MM
SOUND-ON-FILM
CAMERAS

The Auricon Camera is unique, with noiseless operation as silent proof of precision
design. It runs so quietly that no heavy and cumbersome external blimp (sound-proof
I

enclosure)

i

l6mm talking pictures, Producers and Cameramen choose Auricon to shoot pictures

\

synchronized with Optical or Magnetic "double-system” recording equipment, or

]

to record "single-system” sound on the same film taking the picture,

k!
['

is required! For fast "set-up” and dependable filming of professional

All Auricon Cameras are sold with a 30-day money-back guarantee. You must
be satisfied!
Write for your free copy of this 74-page Auricon Catalog.

<3 CINE-VOICE II
S795.00 & UP
100 ft. Runs 2)4 min.
AURICON PRO-600 [)
$1871.00 & UP
600 ft. Runs I6Y2 min

^ XJ R X C O IKT
A.

FK.OD'UrOT

w

OF

auricon SUPER-1200
$5667.00 & UP
1200 ft. Runs 33 min.

6902 Romaine Street, Hollywood 38, Calif.HOllywood 2-093
OF

SOXJKTD-ON'-FILil^A

F.EOOF.DI]Sra-

EQXJIFIS/IElsrT

SIISTOE

1931

L AC-8 ]6mni
A FILMLINE Product

CONTROLLED
PROCESSING
FOR ALL BLACK & WHITE . . .
AND COLOR EMULSIONS
Latest

Purchaser:

U.S.

NAVY

SUBMARINE

DIVISION

I

TEl-AmaticiB/ssinni
hg/Pos Film Cleaner

Ediola Sr. Action Viewer
and Sound Reader
Available for
Immediate
Delivery!

TEL-Animastanil
with ELECTRONIC ZOOM
ANIMATION AND
SPECIAL EFFECTS
CAMERA STAND

The
S.O.S. TEL-AmaHc
Installations
thruout
the
world!
Embodies
features of photo en¬
larger, movie camera,
micrometer and
rail¬
road roundhouse. Op¬
tical
effects such
as
pans, angles, zooms,
quick
closeups
and
every
variation
for
trick
photography
is
easily produced
with
S.O.S.TEL-Animastand.

Film Cleaning
Machine
is a modern
JET-SPRAY
cleaner for BOTH
16mm & 35mm
Negative & Positive
Film

TEL-Amatic boasts
these features
for maximum
film protection:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Jet-Spray Film Wash for 16/35mm combination
Curved Vacuum Air-Blast Squeegees
Special Non-Scratch Buffers
Requires Only 15' of Leader
Automatic Operation^-Pushbutton Control
Designed for Originals and Release Prints
Continuous Air and Solution Filtering
Electric Solution Level Indicator

The complete operation Is VISIBLE at all times.
Laboratory tests using films with the softest
emulsions have shown excellent results.
You Cannot Damage Film With TEL-Amatic!
TEL-Amatic also features silent belt timing drive, 3,000'
capacity, speed in excess of 10,000' per hour and fine
precision workmanship. Does more work better than
machines twice the price. One person con handle a
battery of TBL-Amatics—o greet labor saver.
Complete

TEL-Amatic

chine

16/35mm

for

Neg./Pos.
Film.

@RrgislcrfJ Trademark.

Cleaning

ONLY

Ma¬

S.O.S. Viewer, Sound Reader & Base $362.45
S.O.S. Optical Sound Reader.$185.00
S.O.S. Ediola Base only.$ 49.50

$2,495
Write

for

illustrated

“The Department Store of the Motion Picture

N /

$
tSTD.

Film

This first low priced PROFESSIONAL Optical
16mm Ediola Sr. Action Viewer projects a
BIG, CLEAR, AERIAL IMAGE—3" x 4", no
flicker. Film may be rewound without passing
through viewer. No excess heat on film when
still. Its roller-smooth action, left to right,
eliminates scratching or damage to sprocket
holes—tension device keeps image in canstant
focus—built-in cue marking device—hum-free
amplification — synchronized with Precision
Readers on Special Base or may be separated
for individual use. Comes in combination with
sound readers.

1926

brochure

Industry"

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
Dept. F, 602 WEST 52nd ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y. — Phone: PL 7-0440
Western Branch: 6331 Hollywood Blvd., Holly'd 28, Calif. Phone.-HO 7-21 24

A camera fitted
to
a
movable,
c o unterbalanced
vertical carriage
photographs the
art work. Takes
even the heavi¬
est
16mm
or
35mm
camera
(Acme with stop
motion motor
illustrated).
All basic move¬
ments
associa¬
ted
with
highTELAnima
sliding
priced
stands
cell board rotated at 45°
are
incorpora¬
ted. Accuracy is assured through precise registration
of
art
work.
Includes
four
Veeder
Root counters
which calibrate 18" north/south movement, 24" east/
west travel, and zoom movements to the Art Table
or Cel Board. Basic Unit.ONLY $2995

ELECTRONIC
NEW
ZOOM CONTROL
features:

• Adjustable Dynamic
Braking.
• Constant Motor Tor¬
que at any speed.
• Instant Response at
any position.
• Infinite
Variable
Speeds.

Only $750
®Registered Trademark.

lb IMEW $.0.$. JOII
WITH

Professional GROOVED LEGS
Vastly Improved Over Any Tripod in its Class!
For all types of medium-weiglit cameras. The S.O.S. Junior is
the "Big Brother" of all Junior Tripods. Fumble-free front star
shaped threading knob with angle gears • Telescoping, offset
tripod handle with second handle position • Positive pan and
tilt locks, with large tightening levers for utmost rigidity and
safety—full 90° tilt • Heavy curved aluminum bands insure
non-slip positioning • Heavy brass main shaft for longer wear,
no sticking
•
Detachable, precision machined friction plate.
One-piece aluminum leg locking knobs for quick adjustments,
even tension • Guaranteed not to creep • Aluminum leg supports
with leg rest ledge—aluminum leg bearings
•
Extra smooth
friction head—guaranteed for 5 years
•
Professional type
grooved legs • Seasoned, solid hardwood legs, oil treated and
polished
will not stick.
V/rlte for illustrated brochure.

OJ, $145

(Sturdy Fibre Carrying Case $18)

TITLER s SPECIAL EFFECTS KIT FILM HBERINC PAYS OFF
16/35mm

Unnumbered
films cause

for TOP

confusion and

professional

loss of time

results!

For producing
tion, etc.

the widest range of titles, trick films, cartoons, anima¬

Takes most types of movie cameras.

operation.

Table

illumination.

adjustable

north,

Title board size Z’/g” x

dimensions 40”

x

15”

x

Horizontal and vertical

east, south, west.

Front

and

rear

with tipping frame, over-all

12", weight 40 lbs.

Complete

with

all

ac¬

The MOY Visible Edge Numbering Machine edge numbers every foot of
16mm, IZVimm, 35mm film and simplifies the task of checking titles and
footage.

Replaces

cue

marks,

perforations,

messy

crayons,

punches,

cessories.

embossing—does not mutilate film. Work prints showing special effects,

•

cut

fades and
Twin
Title

lamps
card

•

Distance

*

Climbing

* Turntable

with

frame

reflectors
with

scale to obtain
title device

for

platens

front
at

and back

top

correct setting

and

titles,

small

dissolves require edge numbering to keep count of frames

added.

number of title

Multiple

magnetic

tracks

in

CinemaScope

stereophonic

recordings make edge numbering a MUST.

bottom.

of camera lens.

produces any desired

for rotating

illumination.

or

lines.

$2475

ONLY

objecs and other purposes.

-Write for illustrated brochure

Among the man/ purchasers are:
MODEL TG,

II,

16mm.$175

MODEL TG,

III,

16mm.$225

MODEL TG,

IV

16/35mm

(illustrated).$325

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.
General Film Labs., Hollywood, Calif.
Reeves Soundcraft, Springdale, Conn.
American Optical {Todd AO), Buffalo
Telefilm, Inc., Hollywood, Colif.

Write for illustrated brochure

Walt

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF S.O.S. TIME PAYMENT PLAN

Disney

Convenient

Consolidated Films Labs., Ft. Lee, N.J.
Eagle Labs., Chicago, ill.
Cinerama Productions, New York
Columbia Broadcasting System, N.Y.
Louis de Rochemont, N.Y.C.

Productions,

Burbank,

payment

terms

Calif.

(6

arranged.

machines)

You

may

apply

your idle or surplus equipment as a trade-in.

The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry'

S.0.!i.
WESTERN

niUflUii
^IIPPIV rORP
UlllLllin our I LI UUIII

BRANCH — 6331

Hollywood

Boulevard,

•

Hollywood

602 west 52nd st., new york is, n.y.
P^one.* Plaza 7-0440

28,

California

—

Cab/e: SOSOUND

Telephone:

HOIlywood

7-2124

OUR EXPERIENCE IS YOUR KEY TO

^ILL .

SERVICE & DEPENDABILITY
CAMART DUAL
SOUND READER
•

Edit single and double system
16mm or 35mm optical sound.

• Edit single system Magnastripe
or
double
system
magnetic
sound.
• Use with any 16mm motion pic¬
ture viewer to obtain perfect
lip-sync matching of picture to
track.
• Works from
right to left.
Optical

or Magnetic

left

to

right

or

Model

$195.00

NEW
DESIGN
FILM BIN
WITH
RACK

Kectangular coni'truction measures 30 x
24 X 12.
Fits easily into corners.
Easy to view strips of film.
Hard vulcanized fibre with reinforced
metal frame.
Complete hin-rack-line bag.

$45.25

CAMART BALLBEARING
TIGHTWIND ADAPTER
ONLY tigbtwind operating on ball bear¬
ing roller.
Eliminates cinching or abrasions.
Winds film evenly—no holding.
Can be fitted to any 16mm or 35mm
rewind.

$29.00

With easy to roll wheels $51.75.

CAMART EDITING TABLE
Custom-built all welded steel construction,
genuine formica top. Built in “light well”
14” frosted plexiglass, cover drawer, elec¬
tric outlet box, bottom rack. Measures 24
X 30 x 60.

$99.50
Ober sizes to your specifications. Prices on
request.

ike

ECCO #1500 SPEEDROLL
Cleans, conditions and lubricates your film
in one easy operation. Non-inflammable,
eliminates waxing, absolutely safe.
Ecco ^1500 Applicator, $29.50.
Ecco ^1500 Cleaning Fluid, per gal., $9.60.
Ecco #2000 Negative Cleaning Fluid, per
gal., $6.50.

CUMERa MRRT

1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.) NEW YORK 23 . PLaza 7-6977

284

ARRIFLEX 1 6mm camera, 8 volt va¬
riable speed motor, no lenses, com¬
pletely rebuilt, excellent, list $1625.
Special .$795.00
CINE SPECIAL model I camera, 1 00'
chamber, 15mm, 25mm lenses, ex¬
cellent .$325.00
BOLEX H-16 camera, 1" Lytar fl.9,
complete with Bolex Stereo unit for
taking and projecting 3D films, list
over $600. Special.245.00
BOLEX H-16 camera, 400' maga¬
zine, 16mm Yvar f2.8, 26mm B&L
Animar fl.9 lenses, Octometer find¬
er, rackover, value over $900. Ex¬
ceptionally fine.$495.00
FILMO 70A camera, 1" f3.5 lens,
very fine condition, special.$ 49.50
AERIAL 80mm
roll film camera,
125mm Schneider Xenon f2 lens,
varied industrial uses, special
..$ 95.00
ASTRO Pan Tachar 200mm f2.3, fast
telephoto, ideal for news, sports,
conventions, value over $400. Spe¬
cially offered at.$275.00
MITCHELL 12 volt variable speed
motor, like brand new, list $530.
Special .$245.00
MITCHELL 35mm combination sun¬
shade, matte box and filter holder,
like brand new, list $350.00. Spe¬
cial .$195.00
MICRO D-1 1 motor driven develop¬
ing unit w/extra tanks and reels,
list $189. Demonstrator, specially
reduced to.$139.50
BELL & HOWELL 8/1 6mm hot splicer,
used, rebuilt, repainted like new,
list $229.50, specially offered at....$ 1 75.00
NEUMADE model FW-1 film waxers,
brand new govt, surplus, use with
16mm and 35mm film, clamps on
table between rewinds, waxes film
quickly and easily, list $40. Spe¬
cially available at.$ 19.95
NEUMADE 16-35mm film cleaning
machines,
motor
driven,
slightly
used. List $375.00. Specially of¬
fered at.$195.00
CUMMINS
film
numbering
ma¬
chines, six digits, use with 16mm
and 35mm film, slightly used. List
over $1200 each. Specially offered
at .$795.00
or two for.$1,400.00
COLORTRAN SPOT KIT, brand new,
3 spots, 1 broad light, 4 stands,
deluxe converter, case, list $313.25,
specie I .$225.00

MtC.

• Coble: Cameromart

at Columbus Circle next to'
New York’s new Coliseum !
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DEVELOPING 35MM (5248) COLOR NEGATIVE
DEVELOPING 35MM (5253) AND 16MM (7253) INTERMEDIATES
35MM ADDITIVE COLOR PRINTING
16MM CONTACT AND REDUCTION ADDITIVE COLOR PRINTING
INTERNEGATIVES 16MM (7270) FROM 16MM KODACHROMES
BLOW-UPS FROM 16MM KODACHROME TO 35MM COLOR
KODACHROME SCENE TO SCENE COLOR BALANCED PRINTING
35MM COLOR FILM STRIP PRINTING

Write for Color Methods Brochure
MOVIELAB BUILDING • 619 W. 54th ST

NEW YORK 19. N. Y. • JUOSON 6-0360

BROKEN LIGHTING pattern enhanced the pictorial effectiveness of this street

BOOSTER LAMPS, properly filtered for Eastman

scene

of

light scene of jimmy Stewart and Vera Miles lunching on balcony.

being

photographed

an

Oklahoma
as

oil

town

of

the

he

approaches

twenties, where
camera

for scene

Jimmy
in

Stewart

‘‘F.B.I.

is

Story."

Color negative, are

readied

Cameramc

Biroc is left of camera, director LeRoy on opposite side.

Filming "The F. B. I. Story
Photographed by Joseph Biroc, A.S.C.,

most

of

the

location

1r

shooting

problems were solved in careful pre-production planning.
By

ARTHUR

E.

GAVIN

In a day when veteran directors of photography are
inclined carelessly to snm up their most recent assignment
as “just routine photography,” it is refreshing to find
Joseph Biroc, A.S.C., highly enthusiastic about the camera
work of “The F.B.I. Story,” which he recently completed
for
arner Brothers.
A yarn like “The F.B.I. Story” doesn't happen along
very often, so when Biroc was chosen to photograph it,
his reaction was one of nnhonnded enthusiasm because it
meant teaming again with director Mervyn LeKoy. with
whom he worked so successfully in photographing “Home
Before Dark.” Besides, a great deal of “The F.B.I. Story”
was to he filmed in actual locales in the Bureau head-

ON

STLJDIO

BACK

LOT

set,

director

of

photography Joseph

Biroc, A.S.C., takes a light meter reading before photographing
a scene for "The F.B.I. Story" with Jimmy Stewart, who plays
part of Bureau investigator.
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VIEW

OF

riverfront

resfouronf where

scene

of

left

was

photographed.

Here

camera on dolly (center) prepares to shoot action depicting Stewart's and Miss
Miles' arrival.

PHOTOGRAPHING a scene for “The F.B.l. Story" in New York Subway station.
Despite large area of the

locale, adequate

illumination was

achieved with

the limited lighting equipment that was available.

i
quarters in
ashington, D.C. And Biroc believes that
location shooting has always given him greater opportunity
to get away from formula photography and a chance to
make truly creative contributions to a production with his
camera work.
It was a foregone conclusion that producing a motion
picture about the Federal Bureau of Identification would
he one of the most demanding assignments encountered
by a major studio production crew. Any story about this
efficient and meticulous organization would naturally de¬
mand meticulously authentic depiction, and above all,
honesty in the camera work.
Authenticity has become such a dominant factor in the
production of Hollywood feature films today that increas¬
ingly fewer pictures are staged and photographed entirely
in the studio. For the director of photography, this poses
additional problems of estimating and providing adequate
lighting equipment for the location work, and of meeting
and solving the many jirohlems that shooting in unfamiliar
locales invariably presents.
W ith “The F.B.l. Story.'’ these contingencies were an¬
ticipated and, to a major degree, minimized by a thorough
canvass of the W ashington and New York City locales in
a location scouting trip undertaken by Joe Biroc, director
LeKoy, the art director and the production manager several
weeks in advance of the picture’s starting date. Three days
were spent by the group in each city.
To give the story the desired asjfect of authenticity,
<lirector LeRoy insisted on shooting all of the action that
takes place in F.B.l. offices, grounds, etc., in these very
locales. This immediately posed seemingly unsurmountahle
lighting problems for color photogra})hy, for the lighting
situation went to both e.xtremes: there were rooms or
corridors too small to light for action scenes in the usual

MAY

•

1959

way, and rooms in which thousands of typist work at
thousands of desks—so enormous in area that to light
them adequately for color seemed impossible. But Biroc
solved the large-office lighting problem by utilizing all of
the studio lighting equipment brought along from Holly¬
wood, apportioning it where it would he most beneficial
pictorially, then panning or utilizing the camera dolly in
photographing the action, which often was revised to ac¬
commodate the lighting situations.
Production began with what was practically the initial
sequence of the picture—a love scene between Jimmy
Stewart, who plays an F.B.l. investigator, and Vera Miles,
who works in the Bureau’s library. The action takes place
within a narrow corridor between the library bookcases—
a passageway that was little more than 21/^ feet in width.
6 feet deep and about 7 feet in height. “We worked on
this set for two days,” said Biroc, “and we could light it
effectively only from the front because there was no way
to get lights above and in hack of the players for the con¬
ventional lighting we’d ordinarily give a set like this at
the studio.”
P rom here the company moved into the vast file room,
the personal identification department, and staged and shot
action in the hallways which seemingly stretch for blocks;
there was imjiortant action shot in the Bureau’s vast print¬
ing jilant—where the familiar “\\ anted” posters and
countless other printing jobs are turned out.
V hen the company wound up filming at the PTlkl.’s
Washington headquarters, it moved on to Quantico, \ irginia where the Bureau maintains its pistol range for
the constant small arms practice required of its personnel.
One of the more spectacular scenes filmed here was a
close range view of some 50 F.B.l. agents simultaneously
Continued

on

Page 305
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Motion Picture Laboratories
Gives You The Master Craftsmanship
Your Film Deserves

Motion Picture Laboratories gives you the

stand why Motion Picture Laboratories is one

master craftsmanship your film deserves for the

of America’s fastest growing service laboratories.

very good reason that only master craftsmen

Turn these advantages to your advantage. Send

process your films. Besides, Motion Picture Lab¬

your film to Motion Picture Laboratories. Send

oratories is the complete service laboratory for

it by Air. Send it today!

16mm film producers. And it is a basic princi¬
pal at Motion Picture Laboratories, for each
individual piece of work, that there be abso¬
lutely no compromise with the highest standards

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES, INC.
781 S. Main Street • Memphis 6, Tennessee
Phone WHitehall 8-0456

of excellence. When, in addition to these advan¬
tages, you know you can count on Motion
Picture Laboratories for personalized service
as well as unsurpassed speed, it is easy to under-

^ke l^aster Cra^tsmanskip
288
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and put into use the portable film¬
ing rig which I described in the March, 1958, issue of

When we developed

American Cinematographer, we at WL\^ I-TV felt that we
had achieved the ultimate in a portable, lightw'eigh sound
and film recording unit for television news. And it prob¬
ably was at the time. But subsequent use of it led to the
desire for an even lighter and more efficient package. Our
aim was to achieve a 16mm single-system camera and
sound recording combination that would enable a news
cameraman to move quickly and get his pictures and sound
before the less-equipped competition could set up their cam¬
eras, locate power, and get out their mikes, cables, etc.
The unit described a year ago weighed around 22

SOUND CAMERA
FOR
NEWS FILMING

pounds, including the power supply for the camera motor.
It was portable and proved quite practical for certain news
events where there wasn’t sufficient time for a stationary
set-up. Also, it enabled us to get some exciting spot news
with sound where silent footage of the same events would
not have conveyed the story nearly as well. We were the
most “flexible” in covering local news, compared with cam¬
eramen shooting news for other Indianapolis TV stations.

Magic of transistors lessens weight
of TV newsman’s equipment by 13 pounds

But the 22 pounds weight on one shoulder and the limita¬
tions imposed by having to use a single microphone led us
to look into the possibility of transistorizing our equipment.
The results are graphically illustrated in the accompanying
photos.
Referring for a moment to the two photos below, the
larger of the two shows the original equipment described
above. The amplifier-mixer-battery unit to the right of

By

Continued on Page 304

MOBILITY—the ability to “get in and
get the picture quick"—is big asset of
author’s streamlined equipment. Ampli¬
its batteries are now carried

easily on a shoulder strap along with
battery pack for powering camera mo¬
tor.

AUTHOR’S
fore

it

equipment

was

be¬

transistorized

is pictured above. At right
is

new

transistorized

am¬

plifier which replaces cum¬
bersome

one

pictured

above.
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Chief Cinematogrpher, W LW I, Indianapolis, Ind.

camera, by its very size, suggests its great and cumbersome

fier and
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SAM LEAVITT, ASC

RUTTENBERG, ASC

Leavitt, Ruttenberg, Win Cinematography Oscars
Award

for

filming

“Gigi”

fourth

for

Joseph

Ruttenberg,

A.S.C.,

makes

him top Academy Award winner among cinematographers. “Defiant Ones”
trophy first for Sam Leavitt, A.S.C.

Another illustrious

name was add¬

ed to the roster of Oscar winners and
a three-time winner received his fourth
Oscar for photographic achievement to
make him the top Academy Award win¬
ner in his class when the Academy of
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences hand¬
ed out its annual awards April 6th in
Hollvwood. A gleaming gold Oscar was
awarded Sam Leavitt. A.S.C., for the
best achievement in hlack-and-white
])hotography for 1958 — that of “The
Defiant Ones,” a United Artists jiroduction. Joseph Kuttenherg, A.S.C., was
presented the award for best color pho¬
tography for the filming of MGM’s
Kuttenherg previously won Oscars
for “The Great Waltz” (1938). “Mrs.
Miniver” (1942). and “Somebody I ]i
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There Likes Me” (1956). Previously,
he had shared top Oscar-winning hon¬

(B&W, 1955). An article describing
the photography of “The Defiant

ors with Arthur Miller, A.S.C., Leon

Ones” appeared in the August, 1958,
issue of American Cinematographer.

Shamroy, A.S.C., and Winton Hoch,
A.S.C. Each of these men have won
three Oscars for achievement in pho¬
tographing feature productions
The imaginative photographic work
that has marked every assignment un¬
dertaken to date by Sam Leavitt was
destined to he recognized sooner or
later. Even though none of his work
prior to “The Defiant Ones” has ever
made the nominee lists for Academy
Aw^ards, two of his most noteworthy
accomplishments were previously
placed on the pre-voting candidate lists
by his fellow cinematographers. These
were “A Star Is Born” (color, 1954)
and “The Man With The Golden Arm”

In that article we pointed out that
Leavitt had photographed just about
every type of motion picture that has
been produced, from society dramas
and musicals to rugged westerns, in
both color and hlack-and-white. He
seems to have a unique talent for giv¬
ing special photographic luster to the
gutsy, down-heat type of story — of
creating with camera and lights mo¬
ments of dramatic emphasis and visual
impact that the players and dialogue
and sound effects cannot do. In this
respect. “The Defiant Ones” is an out¬
standing cinematographic triumph.
As for Joe Kuttenherg, we said it he-
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fore and it will stand repeating: “His
photograj)hy is always stiff competition
for his contemporaries.” It isn’t every

and Joe MacDonald have won one or
more Oscars for photography in previ¬

year that he is given an assignment af¬

Other major awards presented by the

fording opportunity to display the full
scope of his imaginative photograj)hic
talents. Rut in “Gigi” he found a story
offering tremendous photographic chal¬
lenge and in Vincente Minnelli a per¬
ceptive director with an uncommon
understanding of the camera’s possilulities and its limitations. The over¬
whelming success of “Gigi”, both at
the hoxoffice and at the Academy
Awards presentations—it won a total
of nine awards—can he attributed to
the creative moments these two men
spent together in planning and execut¬
ing the pictorial phase of the produc¬
tion. Earlier, Ruttenberg had been
cited by the trade publication Film Dai¬
ly for the photography of “Gigi” in its
annual poll for the Filmdon’s Famous
Fives awards. Following the picture’s
initial press preview^ in Hollywood, an
article describing the photography of
“Gigi” appeared in the July, 1958,
issue of American Cinematographer.
In all, ten major motion picture fea¬
ture productions of 1958 were nomi¬
nated for cinematography achievement
aw'ards by the Academy membership.
The eight directors of photography
who also were in the running with Lea¬
vitt and Ruttenberg have each received

ous years.
Academy this year are:

Best Sound: Fred Hynes for “South
Pacific.”
Best Film Editing: Adrienne Fazan
for “Gigi.”
Best Costume Design: Cecil Beaton
r

Best Motion Picture: “Gigi,” M.G.M.
Best Actress: Susan Hayward in “I
Want To Live.”
Best Actor: David Niven in “Sepa¬
rate Tables.”
Best Supporting Actress: V endy Hill¬
er in “Separate Tables.”
Best Supporting Actor: Burl Ives in
“The Big Country.”
Best Director: Vincente Minnelli for
Gigi.

Best Screenplay: Alan Jay Lerner
for “Gigi.”
Best Original Story and Screenplay:
Nathan E. Douglas and Harold
Smith for “The Defiant Ones.”

J.

Best Art Direction: Wm. A. Horn¬
ing (deceased) and Preston Ames for
“Gigi.”
Best Set Decoration: Henry Grace
and Keogh Gleason for “Gigi.”
Best Song: “Gigi.”
Best Scoring of A Musical: Andre
Previn for “Gigi.”
Best Scoring for a Dramatic or Com¬
edy Picture: Dimitri Tiomkin for “The
Old Man And The Sea.”

nr'

*

•

”

tor ^igi.
Best Special Effects: Tom Howard
( British ) for “Tom Thumb.”
Best Documentary Feature: “White
W ilderness,” W alt Disney.
Best Documentary Short: “Ama
Girl,” Walt Disney.
Best Cartoon Short: “Knighty
Knight Bugs,” V arner Bros.
Best Live Action Short: “Grand
Canyon,” V alt Disney. (It is timely to
note here that the aerial photography
in this picture was done by Ray Fernstrom, A.S.C.).
Scientific and Technical Awards:
Plaques signifying Class 11 Awards
were presented to: Don W. Prideaux,
Roy Leighton and the Lamp Division
of General Electric Company for the
development and production of an im¬
proved 10 kilowatt lamp for motion
picture set lighting. This lamp has dou¬
ble the life of its predecessor, main¬
tains higher light output throughout
its life, and is stronger mechanically,
reducing losses in transport and hand¬
ling.
Panavision, Inc., for the design and
Continued on Page 309

a Nomination Certificate from the
Academy, which in itself is considered
something more than a consolation
award. The eight cinematographers and
their nominated pictures are:
Daniel L. Fapp, A.S.C., “Desire Un¬
der The Elms” ( B&W ).
Lionel Lindon, A.S.C., “I V ant To
Live” (B&W).
Charles Lang, Jr., A.S.C., “Sejiarate
Tables” (B&WL
Joe MacDonald, A.S.C., “The Young
Lions” (B&W).
Harry Stradling, Sr.,
“Auntie Maine” (Color).

A. S. C.,

V illiam Daniels, A.S.C.. “Cat On A
Hot Tin Roof” (Color).
James Wong Howe, A.S.C., “The
Old Man And The Sea” (Color).
Leon Shamroy. A.S.C., “South Pa¬
cific” (Color).
Some idea of the stiff competition
which Leavitt and Ruttenberg both
faced in this year’s Oscar derliy is the
fact that six of the eight cameramen
named above are jirevious Academy
Award winners. All but Daniel Fapp
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•
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BEAMING HAPPILY offer receiving Oscars for Best Photographic Achievement from actress Doris Day
are

aclor-prcducer

Jon

Hall

(left)

who

accepted

award

for

Sam

Leavitt, and

Joseph

Ruttenberg

whose award for filming "Gigi"—his fourth—puts him at the top of the list of Oscar winners for
photography.
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Ith y\fhaf's on the screen.and y\/hat people say about it... that counts

THERE'LL COME A DAY...
when they'll all go to movies!
ay’s carriage crew—tomorrow’s teen-agers . . .grown¬
ups before you know it—pushing baby carriages of their
own! It’s o constantly replenishing market, this Motion
Picture audience! Themes, ideas, technics, change with the
years, of course . . . but quality goes marching on! That’s

why it pays, always will pay, to pick the best story and
talent—to use the latest, most advanced technics in pro¬
ducing—to establish and maintain a close working under¬
standing with the Eastman Technical Service for Motion
Picture Film. Offices at strategic locations. Inquiries invited.

Motion Picture Film Department

WIDE

SCREEN

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N.Y.

COUOR

.

1:21

!

.*

.4

East Coast Division
342 Madison Ave.
New York 17, N.Y.

Midwest Division
1 30 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1, III.

IVest Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.
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enters the threaded hole in the camera
base. To make it possible to securely
fasten the camera to the head, a crank
is provided in the latter by which the
hold-down screw may be conveniently
and securely tightened.
The camera motor is mounted next.
There is provision for two types: the
sync sound motor and a variable speed
motor. The sound motor is attached direcly to the right side of the camera
with thumbscrews and a sliding latch.
The variable speed motor must be
mounted on an adapter door, which re¬
places the regular camera door and is
mounted in the same manner as the
sound motor. Both motors have a man¬
ual turning knob to facilitate rotating
the motor shaft when engaging it with

THE MITCHELL CAMERA
Part II
How the camera that is employed to shoot most
Hollywood

productions

is

assembled

and

used.

the main drive shaft of the camera.
The Mitchell view finder is one of
the camera’s outstanding features. Of
magnifying prismatic type, the image
seen on the ground glass is upright and
correct as to right and left, and has an
area of approximately l%^'x3%". With
the NC model, the view finder is mount¬
ed by simply sliding its dovetail brack¬
et into the matching dovetail support

By

By

description

and

CHARLES

illustrations in

our March issue, the reader was given
an intimate closeup view of the Mitchell
NC and BNC motion picture cameras,
which are used in most of the major
Hollywood studios today in the pro¬
duction of theatrical and television
films. Whereas the March article dealt
primarily with description of the two
cameras and their respective parts and
features, this month we shall explain
how the cameras are prepared and put
into use.
Compared to lightweight, hand-held
cameras, the Mitchell is an impressive
piece of fine machinery of sufficient

LORING

mounted on a heavy-duty tripod, per¬
ambulator, dolly or camera crane.
Unlike smaller 35mm cameras, the
Mitchell must be stripped down or
disassembled after use, and its various
components stored in their respective
carrying cases. The film magazine,
viewfinder, camera motor, and the
camera box itself are the four principal
units which must be re-assembled again
when the camera is to be used for
photography.
The film magazines are never at¬
tached to the camera until after it is
properly mounted on the base or

stantial base such as the Mitchell 2-

vehicle on which it is to be used. Thus
the camera box itself is first mounted
on the friction head or gear head

speed

(whichever is to be used

bulk to require mounting on a sub¬
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gear

h'^ad—which

in

turn

is

I

so the spring-

located on the left-hand side of the
camera base and adjacent to the focus¬
ing tube. The parallax adjustment at
the rear of the finder attaches to a
bracket on the horizontal section of the
camera. In order to open the camera
door, with the view finder mounted, it
is necessary to release the parallax lock¬
ing nut on top of the finder and to free
the parallax adjustment bracket from
the camera base. This allows the finder
to be pivoted away from the camera
door when it is opened for film loading
or for checking the pressure plate, etc.
Mounting the view finder on the
BNC model is accomplished in a simi¬
lar way, except that it is necessary to
synchronize parallax of the finder with
the lens to be used, so that the finder
field identically matches that of the
lens. Parallax is established and main¬
tained through an ingenious arrange¬
ment of parallax cams—seven in all.
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which correspond to the focal length of
the following lenses: 35mm, 40mm,
50mm, 75mm, and 100 mm, and 25mm
and 30mm which are optional. Each
cam is marked with its corresponding
lens size figure for easy selection when
it comes time to set the finder parallax
to correspond with the lens to he used.
In the parallax adjustment, the de¬
sired cam_ is interposed in the focus
and parallax control mechanism so that
it contacts the cam roller and thus con¬
trols the range of pivoting of the finder
as the lens is focused liy the manual
focus control knobs—one of which is
at the rear and the other at the left side
of the camera.
The film magazine is the next unit
to be mounted on the camera, and it
must be loaded with the film prior to
mounting. The magazines are available
in 400-foot and 100-foot capacities.
Threading film in the camera is done
without cutting it and for this reason
the film runs continuously from the
feed chamber to the takeup chamber,
with a loop for threading extending
down through the light-traps of the
magazine.
Loading Mitchell magazines must be
done entirely by “feel” or “touch”
either in a darkroom or by using a
lightproof changing bag. For the begin¬
ner, it is advisable to practice loading
with a roll of leader or developed film
—first in daylight, then in total dark¬
ness—in order to become thoroughly
familiar with the loading procedure. As
with any film magazine, each Mitchell
magazine should be carefully cleaned

SPECIAL

STACKED

REEL

construction

of

new

Multidata

M-3

16mm

film

magazine

permits data recording cameras to operate for up to 16 times as long as with standard
50-foof magazines.

tOO-FT. MAGAZINE FOR DATA CAMERAS
To MEET THE NEED for a maximum film supply for the Model III and
III-B Multidata 16mm cameras the company is now turning out for pho¬
tographic instrumentation applications. Flight Research, Inc., Richmond.
Va., has developed an 800-foot capacity magazine that permits camera
operation for up to 16 times as long as with standard 50-foot magazines.
Known as the Multidata M-3 16mm film magazine, it permits contin¬
uous runs of up to 32,000 pictures. Featuring stacked reels, the maga¬
zine is actually as thin as the camera it is designed to serve. When
mounted on the Multidata III or III-B camera the overall dimensions

Continued on Page 312

of the combined units are only 18%" in length, 10" in height, and
4 1/16" in thickness.
To permit the camera to operate freely without the inertia drag of a
large reel of film, the M-3 magazine is designed to “throw” film to the
camera on demand. Separate feed and take-up drive systems in this
unique magazine overcome the problems of differing feed and take-up
torque and speed, allowing the magazine to be used for either single¬
frame or normal motion picture operation at speeds up to 40 frames
per second.
Specially designed, removable-flange, daylight loading reels are sup¬
plied with the magazine so that the only darkroom operation required is
the placing of the film, still on its original raw stock core, onto the reel.
The reel may then be placed in the magazine and the magazine’s film
transport assembly threaded in full light. The loaded magazine mounts
easily to the camera and is locked in place to assure reliable operation.
The film transport of the M-3 magazine slips into the camera as simply
as the standard 50-foot magazine. A heavy, machined dovetail mounting
plate supplied for the camera suj)ports the additional weight of the 800
feet of film and the magazine itself. For high “G” installations, mount¬
ing holes in the basic magazine chassis permit the magazine it.self to be
bolted to a mounting surface.
An imj)ortant feature are the two thermostatically-controlled strip
Continued on

Page 304
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CHOOSING

cameramen

focal length, which in turn governs its

often choose a lens for convenience
in shooting, rather than for its pictor¬
ial effectiveness. Instead of moving the

angular coverage and depth of field.
The shorter the focal length the wider
the angular coverage and the greater

camera for a fresh angle and choosing
a lens more suitable for that viewpoint

the depth of field. Conversely: the long¬
er the lens the narrower the lens angle

—the indifferent or inexperienced cam¬
eraman will merely switch to a lens of
dpfferent focal length, simply to cover

and

Some

motion

picture

the area desired. The veteran profes¬
sional cameraman knows, however, that
lenses of various focal length possess
inherent story-telling powers when used
correctly. Flipping a lens turret so that

the

less

depth

available.

But

story

“cut-off” inherent in such filming
makes it necessary to either pull back

discovered long ago that greater real¬
ism and a more natural appearing

portant things must be considered.

news

sort to wide-angle lenses because the

Such important factors as linear per¬
spective, distortion, flatness of field,
modeling, image separation, image

same camera set-up may be fine for
emergency

1 ratio wide-screen pictures have to re¬

or switch to a shorter lens for the same

every lens is brought into play from the
an

for 16mm cameras would be the 17mm
and 20mm lenses. Cameramen shooting
for either television or normal 1:85 to

there is much more to choosing a lens
for a particular set-up than its focal
length, angular coverage and depth.

speed, camera movement, vanishing
point, camera angle and other im¬

covering

AND

Lenses

(other

than

zoom

lenses

size image that would be recorded with
a normal lens. Experienced cameramen

screen image is best captured
shorter than normal lenses.

with

The demand for still shorter wideangle lenses have been met by modern
optical scientists using the latest in
rare element glass, possessing high re¬

Production filming, however, requires

which will not be discussed here) can
be broken down into three basic focal

a great deal of experience, thought and

lengths. They are: normal, wide-angle

through the utilization of electronics

planning in choosing and using the

and telephoto. Actually the term “nor¬

for more rapid and accurate computa¬

right lens for the desired effect.

mal” is a misnomer since only the lens

tions.

The standard lenses most commonly

most effective for the shot at hand is

used on studio and production 35mm

really the normal lens to use. Down

Today we have
18mm, 25mm,
28mm, 30mm, 35mm and 40mm lenses

motion picture cameras are usually F/2

through the years, however, the one-

or

faster—

inch lens for 16mm cameras and the

16mm cameras.

two-inch for 35mm cameras have been

for 35mm cameras and 9.5mm, 10mm,
12.5mm, 13mm, 15mm, 17mm and
20mm lenses for 16mm cameras. While

considered

standard

the recently introduced Kinoptic 5.7

with lens quality, for shooting under

lenses, while anything shorter is con¬

lens (with an angular field of 113 de¬

any conditions, particularly with mod¬

sidered wide-angle.

Optics of longer

grees!) can be considered in the freak

ern

emul¬

focal length are designated telephotos.

class—it, too, has dramatic possibilities

“emergency’’

Professional cinematographers, par¬

and opens up completely new avenues

lenses on the order of F/l or there¬

ticularly those filming for theatrical re¬

of cinematic expression in 16mm pho¬

abouts

are

lease, have almost completely discard¬

tography.

ideal for occasional filming under diffi¬

ed the use of normal lenses, especially

Cameramen generally think of the

cult conditions, especially in color. .So,

for interiors. The slightly shorter than

wide-angle lens for “tight spot” film¬

lens speed can be dismissed as no prob¬

normal lenses—the 35mm and 40mm

ing: in small rooms or small and crowd¬

lem since ordinarily there is lens speed

optics for 35mm cameras, for instance,

ed sets. While it is very useful for tak¬

to spare on most set-ups.

have become the workhorses since they

ing in wide areas from a short dis¬

The most important factor in choos¬

are better adapted to sound stage shoot¬

tance and making small sets appear

ing a lens for a particular shot is its

ing. The corresponding focal lengths

much larger than they actually are—

where there is little time for subtleties.

F/2.3;

usually

slightly

F/1.9 or F/1.5—on
This

is

ultra-fast

sions.
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sufficient

compatable

black-and-white

Extremely
are

speed,

fast

av^ailable,

and

these

as

normal

or

fractive index and less dispersion, and
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USING

LENSES

Knowledge of lenses—knowing what each can do to enhance perspective
and composition—is essential to creative cinematography.

This

initial article of a series deals with the attributes of wide-angle lenses.

this is but one of its minor attributes.
Let us consider some of the advan¬
tages of the wide-angle lens: its wide
covering power and enormous depth of
field closely approximates that of ihe
human eye. The eye sees sharply over
a narrow angle, hut its constant scan¬
ning action creates the impression that
it is viewing a wide expanse, while ac¬
tually much of the scene is viewed out
of the “corner of the eye.” Since the
eye also changes focus rapidly, we re¬
ceive the additional impression that we
see everything sharply, regardless of
distance. This accounts for the popu¬
larity of the Cinerama and Cinemiracle processes because they present a
wide-angle view that seemingly places
the viewer in the midst of the screened
action.

out and appear separated from each
other with greater clarity than is ob¬
tainable with longer focus lenses. Work¬
ing the camera in closer to the action,
and composing so that players, props
and other objects occupy positions at
various distances from the camera, re¬
sults in a more realistic picture that
seemingly brings the viewer into the
scene itself. This effect can he vastly
enhanced if scene components are ap¬

propriately placed at the sides and top
or bottom of the frame. If the compo¬
sition is set off with a strong fore¬
ground, and cross lighted, a vivid spa¬
tial relationship will be captured con¬
veying an intimate impression closely
resembling the audience participation
of the wide-screen processes. The same
effect cannot be obtained with longer
lenses since they flatten images, squeeze
Continued on
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This effect, on a lesser scale of
course, can be extended to standard
ratio filming through the deft em¬
ployment of wide-angle optics. The
wide-angle lens stretches perspective
and thus records a more distinct sepa¬
ration of planes, which in turn creates
a pseudo third-dimensional effect. Peo¬
ple. furniture, trees or other objects in
a scene — particularly if variably
spaced and cross-lighted — will stand

I
SCENE

FROM
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photo-

1

graphe<d by Ted McCord, ASC, for Warner
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growing use of motion picture films in
business, industry, and schools. The
extensive progress made during recent
years by the producers of non-theatri¬
cal animated films can be credited
largely to the improved equipment that
has been developed especially to meet
their needs, thus enabling them to de¬
liver top quality animated films in less
time and at surprising low cost. Not
all of the savings in costs is due en¬
tirely to the newer equipment, for a
substantial share should be credited
to the newer animation techniques that
have been developed in recent years—
much of it made possible, however, by
tbe equipment mentioned, as we shall
see later on.

FIG. 1—Typical animation setup for production of television commercials. Note background art-work
on
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ANIMATED
FILM

PART IX

The theatrical, Disney-type anima¬
tion technique which we have dis¬
cussed in earlier articles is little used
today in the production of animated
films for television advertising, or for
business, training and promotional
films. The reason? Too intricate and
thus too costly. Since each frame of
theatrical animation requires one or
more individual drawings or cels,
every object in the picture takes on an
aspect of motion. When the wind
blows, even the trees and grass in a
scene must weave to and fro in the
breeze. By Contrast, movement in ani¬
mated TV commercials is confined to
the principal characters. Most if not
all scenery and unimportant props are
eliminated entirelv since they serve no
useful purpose and tend to distract
from the main theme. And with dis¬
tractions eliminated, the video viewer
is better able to concentrate on the

TECHNIQUES
Article viii of this series, which appeared in our March issue, concluded the
analysis and description of animation techniques employed in the creation of ani¬
mated cartoons and feature films for the theatre, based on a series of articles writ¬
ten by Carl Fallberg, which appeared earlier in this publication. The ninth article
in the series is written by Vern Palen and deals ivith animation in television and
commercial film production—a field in which the medium is finding new and
broader horizons of utilization and development. Future articles will deal with still
other aspects of non-theatrical animated film production techniques.—EDITOR.

I F TO NOW, this series of articles on
animation techniques has dealt with
the production of animated films for
theatrical release—a large operation
involving many people and very com¬
plex equipment.
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From the highly technical and intri¬
cate animated cartoon techniques of
Hollywood there has evolved today a
more streamlined and consequently less
costly animation procedure, the result
of the demands of television and the

FIG.

2—Frame
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substitutes
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produced
new,
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for

for

a

streamlined
art work

laborious

animation.
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cel

sponsor's selling message. Obviously,
this streamlining of animation opera¬
tions lowers production costs consid¬
erably, too.
In recent years, skilled animators
have developed tricks and shortcuts
which achieve the maximum j)ossihle
visual effect' with a minimum amount
of work. Instead of trying to duplicate
with drawings and animation all the
details of a live production, the ani¬
mator deliberately chooses situations
which reduce the amount of drawings
or other art work required.
Simplicity is the keynote in produc¬
ing animation for TV commercials
since elaborate embellishments go un¬
noticed on the small screen of a tele¬
vision receiver. Characters are simpli¬
fied in design in order to eliminate
lines which cannot be justified. Lions
are less inexpensive to draw and ani¬
mate than tigers because tigers have
stripes that require more drawing time.
In many instances, smart animators
make one drawing serve for two frames

FIG.
stand

3—Professional-type

Oxberry

animation

has every conceivable feature.

FIG.

4—Low-cost

ideally

suited

for

Oxberry

animation

low-budget

stand

productions.

of film. Thus in-between drawings are
added only when a screening test of
the art work proves them necessary.
Still another economy in the pro¬
duction of TV animation art work is
realized when movement is repeated,
for example, as when a man is pic¬
tured rowing a boat. The same se¬
quence of drawings depicting the row¬
ing action can be used again and again
for the duration of the action. In a sim¬
ilar way, a figure can be made to ap¬
pear walking over a moving back¬
ground as though the camera were fol¬
lowing him. A scene of an automobile
moving along a road, jolting up and
down, with puffing exhaust and roll¬
ing wheels, permits repetition many
times, using only a few drawings over
a moving background.
Use of cutouts and puppets can save
a great deal of time for the animator.
Black silhouette characters that move
against a background scene painted in
light gray tones are easiest to handle.
Animation in silhouette of characters
made of paper is accomplished by
making the head, arms, legs, etc., sep¬
arately and attaching them to the body
with joint pins to provide the required
sequential movement. Beaded-type sol¬
id puppets may also be conveniently
used for animetion. But regardless of
the medium chosen—art on paper or
cels, cutouts, or j)uppets—the effective
and professional-like result will, in the
final analysis, rest with the equipment
used and the proficiency of the artist
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or animator charged
execution.

with

the

job’s

jector operate at a speed of 21 frames
per second. It is obvious, therefore,

One of the basic requirements of a
TV spot advertisement is that it con¬

that 1140 frames must carry the com¬

vey an effective message in a minimum
of time. In addition, production costs
must be held down in order that new,
fresh ideas may be introduced at fre¬
quent intervals. The public quickly
tires of commercials that are repeated
too often. American ingenuity found

track conveying the words and all the

the solution for the problem by devel¬

plete visual message, with the sound
other audible effects precisely matched
to the corresponding picture frames.
Employing full animation, such a film
would probably cost at least

SIOOO.

Now, with new techniques and equip¬
ment many studios can deliver an ani¬

oping new concepts involving methods

mated

and machines.

quality in a shorter time and a frac¬

In a 60-second animated film for a
TV commercial there are 1410 frames
or pictures, since the camera and pro-

FIG.

5—Three-hole

punching

guide

progressive

holes

for accurate alignment.

in

cels

punch

and

for

drawings

commercial

of

much

higher

tion of the cost of full animation.
Take the case of a recent college j)roContinued on
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tinuity. He wanted a scene of fireflies
on an Italian meadow at dusk; a shot
of two nightingales facing each other
in a closeup (he had a closeup with
only one bird) ; and a montage shot
showing a number of nightingales in
one scene. Pellegrini altered some of
his 16mm equipment for the purpose
of making the desired shots as the pro¬
fessional studios would—by special op¬
tical effects.
The task posed for Pellegrini was to
provide equipment that would enable
him to re-photograph or copy 16mm
color footage he wished to combine
with other images by superimposition,
to produce in one scene two or more
images where only one appears in the
original, and to make photo-montage
scenes composed of sections of other
scenes on separate strips of film. In
professional studios such work is ac¬
complished with costly and intricate
equipment. For an imaginative 16mm
filmer such as Pellegrini,*' the problem
was one of adapting his projection and
camera equipment to accomplish a sim¬
ilar result.
The first problem tackled was that of
providing synchronization of shutter
movement between projector and cam¬
era for the purpose of re-photograph¬
ing certain 16mm film frames, in a

Low-budget Optical Printer
How one movie amateur improvised with projector
and camera to produce additional scenes
for his award-winning film.
By

CLIFFORD

created by the article
in our March issue which descrihetl
how Tullio Pellegrini produced “The
Keaukk INTEKEST

Nightingale.” prize-winning 16mm col¬
or film, firings this follow-up article
which will attempt to describe the
homemade optical effects equipment

300

V.

HARRINGTON

made and used by Pellegrini for the
purpose of making certain shots for
his picture following the initial filming.
The March article revealed how' the
filmer, once he had completed a roughcut of his film, decided he wanted sev¬
eral shots that would improve the con-

manner the professionals do by optical
printing. The accompanying diagram
shows how Pellegrini’s projector was
altered and augmented with certain
gadgets to achieve the necessary sync
of the shutters.
Equipment involved consisted of a
model 202 Bell & Howell 16mm mag¬
netic-optical sound projector, Bolex H16 camera, and an ordinary record
player. The basic parts that were re¬
quired to adapt the projector for opti¬
cal printing consisted of a drive-shaft
and two pulleys, one belt, a solenoid, an
electrical contact, miscellaneous wires,
two front surface mirrors and a 4"x6"
rectangle of dull white cardboard.
A hole was first drilled in the thread¬
ing knob of the projector to which was
Continued on
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watt lamp of the projector was approxi¬

OPTICAL PRINTER
Continued

from

Page
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attached the drive-shaft and one of the
pulleys (1 in Fig. 1). Another pulley
(2) was mounted on the turntable of
the record player and the two pulleys

35mm. WALL CAMERAS
Complete with Complete Sound Outfit
Includes: Modulite Galvenometer, Am¬
plifiers,

2

magazines,

4

lenses—

35mm Variable Area

SPECIAL PRICE:$2,500.00
also

35mm WALL CAMERA
without sound. Complete with 12 volt
motor, 4 lenses, 2 magazines

PRICED

AT

$1,200.00

to the 3400°K required for Type A
Kodachrome film used in the camera.
Here, Harrison & Harrison filters CI4
and Cy2 gave the best correction, Pel¬
legrini reports.

To activate the camera in synchroni¬

Exposure was determined by point¬

zation, an electrical contact (3) was
mounted on the projector case above
the pulley. A tripping bar (4) was
fastened to the pulley and adjusted so

ing a meter at the miniature cardboard
screen as the scene to be rephotograph¬
ed was projected. Color temperature
was determined with a reliable color

that it closes the contact (3) when
the projector shutter is open, thus caus¬

meter.

tion for a single frame exposure. The
Bolex

camera

operates

by

its

own

With the camera and projector ready
to operate the fire screen in the pro¬
jector was secured so it would not
function when the clutch was employed.

Editing Machine

spring motor set to run the camera at

Several experiments were necessary

Formerly sold for $3,800.00

8 fps. Thus, each time the projector
threading knob completes one revolu¬

but soon desirable results were obtain¬
ed. After the successful recording of
simple shots, portions of scenes were
enlarged to dramatic close-ups (blow¬
ups) by substituting longer focal length

$1,200.00

NOW ONLY
Features
with
cal

include

system

tion

electromotor

stepless variable

prism;

of

foot

at

makes

any
it

a

drives

true

surface

for

speed.

safe

gear;

12

pedol

grain masters.

rotating

reversing

direc¬

Continuous

for

originals

process

and

fine

Like New.

Single System Camera—
complete with sound
This slightly used camera features pre¬
made

focusing
finder.

a

through-the-lens

Brilliant

image

amplifier,

magazines

three
and

lenses,

carrying

PV-lOO
all

Mognetic

cases.

2,000

Before focusing the image on the
screen, it was necessary to remove the
condenser lens from the projector lamp-

to

Specially priced at $
ized

Equipment

Bell

Agency

&

Howell

for Bell

Cameras,

Co.

&

Printers,

is

Sales

an

Author¬

and

Repair
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Splicers,

and Model
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as a screen. Then two front surface
mirrors were mounted to direct the
beam of light through the open side of
the projector case and forward to the
tiny screen. This allowed setting the

be

Complete

Guaranteed

perfect.

Camera

tion of a frame was masked, project¬
ed and photographed, and the film

same distance from the screen. Twoinch lenses were found to be the most
practicable.

Recorder.

equipment.

step involved setting up a small rec¬
tangle of dull white cardboard about
18" in front of the projector to serve

Lenses of equal length were used in
both camera and projector for filming
at a 1:1 ratio. This permitted the cam¬
era and projector to be placed at the

two

16mm REEVES
with

lenses on the camera.

ing effect.

view¬

The entire unit includes galven¬

ometer,
400'

direct

and

With the camera and projector thus
working in synchronization the next

camera immediately adjacent to the
light beam to photograph the projected
images, thus minimizing any keyston¬

equipment $2r500.00
cision

tion, a new frame of film moves into
the projector film gate and the camera
makes the exposure.

opti¬

16mm BERNDT MAURER

JUdson 6-1420

house, otherwise the resulting concen¬
tration of heat would damage the slow¬
ly moving film. The picture must be
focused while the film is in motion in
order to keep it from buckling in the
film gate from the heat of the lamp.
The camera was set up and position¬
ed carefully. Next the lens was focused
with the aid of the reflex viewing sys¬
tem as the shot to be recorded was pro¬
jected on the screen.
Because the
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used a filter to convert the illumination

connected with a belt. ^ hen the pro¬
jector clutch was shifted, the record
player powered the mechanism.

ing the solenoid attached to the single¬
frame release of the camera to func¬

35mm PRECISION

mately 3200°K and the film’s inherent
blue tint raised the illumination reach¬
ing the screen to 4000°K, Pellegrini

light

from

the

1000-

To produce a split frame shot a por¬

rewound after the exposure. The un¬
exposed area was then exposed to
complete the split-screen composition.
A montage was made by progressive¬
ly masking and exposing several sec¬
tions of the frame.
Further experimentation called for
filming a subject facing its own image
on the screen by rear-screen projec-tion. One-half of the frame was masked
and the film exposed by the proced¬
ure described above. A frosted glass
was substituted for the cardboard
screen and the camera was moved to
a spot opposite and facing its former
position beside the camera. The same
subject was photographed on the un¬
exposed portion of the film as the pro¬
jected image faced in the opposite di¬
rection on the back side of the frosted
glass.
A multitude of uses can be found
by the imaginative amateur filmer for
an optical printer such as described
here. Among them is shooting reverse
action. By twisting the belt connecting
the turntable and projector, the pho¬
tographer can make the projector move
in reverse, while the camera continues
to run forward.
Donble and triple framing can be
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MOVIOLA
FILM EDITING

•

the pulley on the projector. Because
the shutter of the B&H 202 projector

motor.

is shaped like a three-blade propeller,

16MM - 35MM

light passes through the film gate three
times as each frame is held in place.
By adding one or two trip bars to the

PICTURE
SOUND
Photo and
Magnetic

pulley in positions which correspond
to the shutter openings, more than one

REWINDERS
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for
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sound.

Write for
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side of the magazine so it will also
automatically cut off the camera drive

EQUIPMENT

• SYNCHRO¬
NIZERS
•

accomplished with the printer by add¬
ing trip bars (5 and 6 in Fig. 1 ) to

MOVIOLA MANUFACTURING CO.
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*
Hollywood 28, Collf.
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additional capability

of

much longer running time, the model
HI-B camera with the M-3 magazine
is now being used for highly special¬
ized

airborne

oscilloscope

recording,

long term studies of cloud formations,
and a variety of other photographic

explained.

16mm model HI-B is an extremely ver¬

instrumentation applications.
Like other Multidata cameras, the

Color scenes shot out of doors wi th-

satile recording instrument, which can

out a filter on Type A Kodachrome
can be corrected for color balance by
rephotographing them with a filter.

he used as a standard motion picture

Scenes made with several cameras can
have matching frame lines after they
are refilmed with one camera. Stop mo¬
tion may be added to amateur films as
also may wipes, fades and lap dissolves.
Important black-and-white shots can
be cut into color films by first re¬

camera. The camera can also be syn¬
chronized with groups of other Multi¬
data cameras for simultaneous photog¬
raphy of widely separated events and
can he operated as a single-frame cam¬
era coordinated with other equipment
at speeds up to 20 pictures per second.

photographing them with this equip¬

SOUND CAMERA

ment and using a tinted screen.
Because of the amateur equipment
used, perfect film registration cannot
always be expected, and there is apt
to be some film movement visible with¬
in the frame. In shots which have been
masked the matching edges may be
slightly fuzzy. Enlarged portions of
scenes may show increased grain. To
minimize these short-comings such
homemade optical effects as described
here should be kept as brief as possi¬
ble.

Continued from
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weight. The smaller photo pictures the
new, 4-pound transistorized amplifiermixer that replaces it and which the
author recently completed and placed
in regular daily opeartion at WLWI.
It consists of a 7-transistor amplifier,
has two microphone inputs, and has
controls for internal battery power for
both the sound recording exciter lamp
and the amplifier.

However,

when

carefully

planned

and executed, effects created with such
homemade equipment as described
here can add immeasurably to the in¬
terest of amateur films.

■

The fact that the 12-volt batteries
necessary for the sound track lamp had
to be included doubled the physical
size of this two-channel unit. The am¬
plifier and its battery are contained in
the left half, the sound track batteries

800-FT. MAGAZINE
Continued

from

Page
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heaters located within the magazine
near the film transport mechanism,

in the right half. When shooting in a
location where AC power is readily
available for the camera motor, it is
only necessary to take along the unit
shown and the camera.
The new, compact battery and ampli¬

which insure efficient operation at low
temperatures. The heaters draw 50

fier unit is equipped with both a handle

watts.

for

The magazine film transport and
takeup reel drive are powered by a 28volt D.C. motor. A cut-off switch stops
the motor and magazine movement
automatically with the passage of the
end of the roll of film, or in case of film
break or jam. The function of this
switch can also lie extended to the out¬
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the

impression of the same frame may be
recorded. Thus, shots can be extended
beyond their normal length, Pellegrini

COMPLETELY EQUIPPED 40'x 60' SOUND STAGE;
FINEST QUALITY SOUND RECORDING AND

With

carrying

When

and

suspended

a

shoulder

from

the

strap.

camera¬

man’s shoulder, as pictured, along with
the 5-pound 110-volt power supply (de¬
scribed in the earlier article), also on
a shoulder strap, the cameraman is bur¬
dened with only nine pounds of weight
instead of the 22 pounds imposed by
the old and bulkier unit.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

The freqHency response of the tran¬
sistorized amplifier, when it was com¬

“THE F.B.I. STORY”

pleted, was Hat within one dh from 20
to 15,000 cps. When we made the re¬
sponse tests we found that the galvan¬

Continued

ometer of the Auricon Cine-Voice cam¬
era was “bass sensitive” below about
300 cj>s. We found that with a roll-off
from 300 cps down to 20 cps we ob¬
tained a relatively Hat resultant re¬
sponse off the processed film.
In addition to the advantages of re¬
duced weight, long life, and the low^
noise level of transistors, the linearity
of the amplifier stages eliminated to a
great extent the saturation on over¬
loads common with tube amplifiers. A
single small 45-volt hearing aid bat¬
tery with a possible life of 100 hours is
included in the amplifier section.
The accompanying photo of the cam¬
eraman in action illustrates portability
of the equipment. The Electro-Voice
mike is shown mounted on the camera
immediately below the view finder.
This is used for interviews between the
cameraman and a personality or for
recording actual sounds of a spot news
event. The additional microphone chan¬
nel permits two-mike interviews or the
recording of voice-over-narration with
mixing of speech or music background
from another point.
The author now has on the drawing
board plans for a smaller, ultra-com¬
pact unit to be mounted on the cam¬
era itself, thus reducing further the
weight that must be carried on a shoul¬
der strap. The new unit will permit
audio level adjustments to be made by
the cameraman while shooting is in
progress, without having to take his
eye from the view finder. The VU
meter movement in this unit will be
located within the view-finder housing.
The new compact amplifier de¬
scribed here was designed as a separate
instead of a camera-mounted unit be¬
cause the use of a zoom lens—which
is frequent in news work—precludes
the mounting of such a unit on the
convenient left-hand side of the cam¬
era.
It is interesting to note that, follow¬
ing the successful weight-reducing op¬
eration on our news-camera amplifier
unit, it is now being considered by the
news film heads of other television sta¬
tions in the Crosley network, particu¬
larly in Columbus, Dayton, and Cincin¬
nati, Ohio, and Atlanta, Georgia.

■
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firing tommy guns, using real am¬
munition. To protect the camera and
the company crew from fragments re¬
sulting from the firing, a protective
sheet of clear plastic was set up in
front of the camera.
Before the company moved on to
New York to film scenes there, it com¬
pleted an interesting sequence of shoot¬
ing near and within historic Herzog’s
Restaurant overlooking the Potomac
River. Here were photographed scenes
showing Jimmy Stewart and Miss Miles
arriving at the picturesque waterfront
eatery, and dining on its panoramic
balcony. Because this action in the
story takes place in the early 20s, the
street in front of Herzogs had to be
filled with vehicles of that day—both
automobiles and horse-drawn carriages
and wagons. Stars, bit players and
extras all were costumed in keeping
with the era.
For the street scenes, Biroc had the
Mitchell camera mounted on a dolly.
Later, in order to photograph the im¬
portant scene of Stweart and Miss
Miles at the table, a high parallel was
built in the street for the camera and
necessary booster lights, which brought
the lens to the level desired by director
LeRoy for the scene.

Every shot . . .

One interesting photographic prob¬
lem encountered by cinematographer
Biroc was introduced when director
LeRoy, displaying his customary imagi¬
native Hare, decided upon a scene in
the Lincoln memorial. He was survey¬
ing the memorial’s interior using the
little viewer which is customary with
him, and attempting to find a camera
angle that would include something
of the memorial that would be easily
identifiable on the screen yet encom¬
pass more than a little of its impressive
dignity—plus including for an atmos¬
pheric backdrop the pool and monu¬
ment that may be seen through its
portals.
“Meantime,” said Biroc, “I was
sizing up the situation, too. Presently,
LeRoy observed me pacing off the dis¬
tance between Lincoln’s statue and the
wall at the rear, and studying the com¬
ponents of the structure, and came over
and said: ‘Got any ideas?’
“One of the things I like about
Mervyn LeRoy is the way he looks
for—indeed invites—ideas from those
who work with him. and the fact that

AAAY
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he is genuinely appreciative of such
cooperation.
“I suggested that we erect a high
parallel behind the Lincoln figure on
which to mount the camera, which
would enable us to shoot at a down¬
ward angle in such a way as to take in
just enough of the figure to make it
identifiable and thus establish the lo¬
cale, and at the same time include the
artistic columns of the memorial as a
framework for the pool and other ob¬
jects that could be observed in the
background from this vantage point.
“LeRoy said, ‘Get it!’ And we went
to work.”
Biroc employed no ND filters to
correct for the sky area in the back¬
ground. “We exposed for the outside
objects beyond the memorial and let
everything else come through propor¬
tionately,” he explained.
Following the windup of photography
in Washington, the company moved on
to New York City. Here a lengthy
sequence was to be filmed depicting
a surveillance routine involving a team
of F.B.I. investigators tracking a sus¬
pect as he makes his way through the

gets special attention

busy city. In this action the suspect
is being “tailed” first by one operative
and then another, as he walks down
the street, hops a bus, takes the sub¬
way, and finally attempts to lose him¬
self in the crowd at Coney Island
when he suspects that he is being
followed. The big problem here was to
keep “rights” and “lefts” straight so
there’d be no trouble in the cutting.
While all this was insured by thorough
visualization in the pre-production
planning then setting it down clearly
in the script, invariably when it comes
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time to shoot on location some changes
are made in routines, and it is here
that vigilance is required to keep the
action going in the right direction,
Biroc explained.
Most interesting shooting in New
York took place in an old abandoned
subway station, which the railway
company re-fitted especially for the
picture. Turnstiles, the familiar gum
vending machines, and a host of other
props were brought in and installed
to make the station appear as it did
a decade ago when the action to be
staged supposedly took place.
For Biroc, the cavernous location
posed some lighting problems, but it
finally turned out that sufficient illumi¬
nation equipment had been brought
along to meet the need. For one thing,
in this remote location, the company
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was not hampered by the restrictions

The latter wished to begin the shot

that prevail in New York City proper
with regard to cables and cable junc¬
tion boxes—the bane of every Holly¬
wood cameraman who has to work on
location there. “In the subway location,

with the camera, on the Chapman
crane, focused close up on a newspaper

we were able to work with our studio
lighting cables and equipment just as
we do in Hollywood,” Biroc said.
The company brought along most
of the necessary lighting equipment
from Hollywood, except generators,
which were rented in New York. This
included, in addition to the cables, etc.,
eight Brutes, sixteen 10-Ks, twenty
Seniors and a couple of Colortran and
Masterlite outfits. In all, two baggage
cars were required to transport this
equipment along with that from the
grip, sound and prop departments.
Following the company’s return to
Hollywood, 27 nights were spent shoot¬
ing exteriors on the Warner Brothers
back lot. Here on the studio’s Western
Street, which had been altered to re¬
semble the main street of an Oklahoma
oiltown before the 20s, scenes were shot
depicting Stewart and his fellowinvestigator’s efforts to track down a
man who was fleecing the Indians of
their oil lands—and murdering them
when he could accomplish his ends in
no other way.
Because the script called for a great
deal of activity in the street it was a
problem to light it adequately, especial¬
ly as it was necessary to achieve maxi¬
mum depth so action could be extended
far into the background and photo¬
graphed in single takes, rather than
moving in with the camera, lights and
other equipment in subsequent set-ups.
To properly light one tree, which stood
mid way up this street, four Brutes
were required. Biroc employed zone
lighting to illuminate this street from
one end to the other, thus accenting
the scene in a series of light and dark
areas. Brutes and spots were placed
to one side of buildings and in back
of large objects in the scene, and their
light directed on other buildings, or a
portion of the street itself, so that the
players in their action walked in and
out of light and shadow for a most
natural effect of night.
In another night sequence which
had to do with Stewart and his fellow
investigators tracking down certain
members of the Ku Klux Klan sus¬
pected of fomenting trouble, Biroc
found inspiration for unusual camera
treatment in a scene which found
ready approval with director LeRoy.
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with a bold headline about KKK ac¬
tivities pasted on the publisher’s win¬
dow, then pull back to show, through
the window, the editor working at his
desk. This was to be followed by a
shot showing a group of white-hooded
Klansmen descending upon the news¬
paper office intent on wrecking it.
While director LeRoy was contem¬
plating the scene through his finder,
Joe Biroc was off to one side apprais¬
ing it from a different angle and
giving instructions to his gaffer about
some lights. When LeRoy observed
this, he called out to Biroc with his
familiar query: “Got any ideas?”

“Let's get up on the crane,” Biroc
smiled. “I’ll show you what I’ve got
in mind.”
“So we got on,” Joe relates, “and
lined up the camera on the insert of
the newspaper—the start of the shot.
As we pulled back, we panned slightly
to take in the editor at his desk. At
the same time, we saw reflected in the
window the images of the irate Klans¬
men descending upon the newspaper
office. Thus two separate scenes—that
of the newspaper and the editor at
work, and the menacing Klansmen—
were combined in a single take. In
addition, dramatic impact was given
the scene by showing the threating
Klansmen’s approach by reflection in
the
window
before
they
actually

(INEPHONIC-NEW 16MM MAGNETIC SOUND CAMERA
Exclusive marketing rights to a new
16mm motion picture camera, featur¬
ing a self-contained

magnetic sound

system, have been announced by the
Industrial Products Division of Fairchild Camera and Instrument Corpora¬
tion. Known as the “Cinephonic”, the
camera will be marketed by Fairchild
under an agreement with the Magnetic
Sound Camera Corporation, Chicago.
The 16mm single-system magnetic
sound unit is designed for maximum
portability, ideally suited to TV news
filming. With its 100-foot magazine the
camera is easily hand held. Power is
supplied by any llOV outlet, or
through a portable power pack. By use
of a special jack, the camera also may
be operated from an automobile cig¬
arette lighter.
Feature of the camera is its minia¬
ture. transistorized magnetic sound re¬
corder, which is built into the unit. It
records
on
conventional
magnetic
striped films, and offers the advantage
that processing has no effect whatever
on magnetic sound. Sound inputs al¬
low the photographer to record the
subject and background, while simul¬
taneously adding his own narration or
additional sound through a mixer
input.
Sound monitoring is accomplished
by observing a volume (VU) meter,
which is built into the finder. This al¬
lows simultaneous observation of both
scene and sound level. Optional fea¬
ture is off-the-head monitoring, in
which the photographer hears his ac¬
tual recording from the stripe a split
second after the recording.

THE

CINEPHONIC

sistorized

magnetic

features
sound

a

miniature,

tran¬

recorder.

The camera is supplied with ear¬
phones, magazine, cables and micro¬
phone. Lenses are available from Fairchild.
Magazines for 400-ft.
and
1200-ft. capacity are also available.
A number of markets are envisioned
for the new product including use by
television stations for news and public
affairs coverage, filmed local commer¬
cials and for industrial, business,
medical, professional and educational
films.
Fairchild points out that the new
camera can be used in conjunction with
the company’s “Mini-Rapid 16” auto¬
matic film processor, which will proc¬
ess 100 feet of black-and-white film in
approximately 20 minutes.
■
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walked into tlie scene. To produce the
dramatic reflection, Hiroc earlier had
four Brutes moved into position to
light the Klansmen for the effect.
Needless to say, director LeRoy was
enthusiastic about Biroc’s imaginative
idea and that is the way the shot was
made. This is an example of how

PRECISION’ SOUND READERS
your guarantee of the finest
in sound editing equipment

ideas develop right on the set as the
picture is being photographed; how
a creative director of photography
with imaginative ideas can be of im¬
measurable help to a director—a re¬
ceptive director, that is.
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ated and used it. I think our successful
relationship on the two pictures we
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development of the Auto Panatar
morphic photographic lens. This
complete motion picture camera
system containing both the prime

Certificates signifying honorable
mention for Class III Awards were
presented to:
illy Borberg of tbe General Preci¬
sion Laboratory, Inc., for tbe develop¬
ment of a high-speed intermittent move¬
ment for d5mm motion picture theatre
])rojection equi{)ment. Its larger shutter
o])ening permits a greater amount of
light to ])ass through the film, thereby
increasing screen brightness. It allows
better light distribution on the screen
with lower flicker perception, and is a
definite contribution to improved pro¬
jection quality.
Fred Ponedel. George Brown and
(ionrad Boye of the
arner Bros. Spe¬
cial Effects Department for the design
and fabrication of a New Rapid Fire
Alarble Gun.
This device is a rapid fire semi¬
automatic compressed air gun used to
simulate bullet effects on a water sur¬
face. The ])rincipal advancements of

•
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this new gun are increased aecuracy.
greater velocity, use of larger projec¬
tiles. and improved reliability.
As in recent vears. the Academy's
dlst Annual Awards event was held at
the HKO-Pantages theatre in Holly¬
wood and in the customary tradition,
the Oscars were handed out to the
lucky winners hy the cream of the
cro}) of Hollyw'ood stars. Rock Hudson
and Doris Day made the presentations
for Rest Photography. Actor Jon Hall,
neighbor and long-time friend of Sam
Leavitt- accepted the Oscar for Lea¬
vitt who Avas on location in Michigan
shooting “Anatomy of a Stranger."

Joe Ruttenberg beamed happily as he
accepted
Doris

his Oscar for “Gigi”

Day—probably

from

contemplating

bow it will look along side the other
three already gracing his firepalce
mantle.
Telecast

from

coast

to

coast

and

minus “commercials" for the second
year, the show' set a new* mark for the
Academy. It Avas the greatest, longest,
most star-studded, glamour-packed af¬
fair in the Academy’s history. It didn’t
run quite the two full hours antici¬
pated, but what there was of it was
great—great for the industry and for
everyone connected Avith it.—A.E.G. ■

Many startling and

pleasing

3-di¬

mensional effects are easily obtained
on motorized animation stands by plac¬
ing the art on several different planes.
Here, as many as six surfaces are used,
some supported aboAe the compound
table on wood and others on glass. Tavo
recent 60-second films illustrate this
technique. One advertised face poAvder
and the other Avas an opening title for
a live TV show.
The face poAvder

job

involved

a

lady’s compact revolving in space Avith
highlights bouncing off the surface as
it turned. Lsing several planes, the
task was simple. The compact was sup¬
ported on a revolving panel of clear
glass 7 inches above the table on Avhich

ANIMATED FILM TECHNIQUES

a sunburst background was mounted.
In making the live TV show' title, a

Continued from

Aery interesting depth effect was intro¬
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duced. It was simple in form yet ac¬
motional film for TV that was pro¬
duced for one-fourth the cost of full
animation. The problem involved sell¬
ing six basic advantages of the small
college town: 1. More social life and
activities. 2. Closer relationship with
classmates and faculty. 3. Simpler
transportation accommodations. 4. Less
trouble finding work. 5. Greater col¬
lege spirit. And 6. more friends be¬
cause everybody knows everybody else.
The studio palnned the animation se¬
quence and it was approved by tbe
sponsor. Essentially, the work was done
with silhouettes. Cutouts were used to
show' students getting out of bed, in
class, at field meetings, track meets
and many other activities representa¬
tive of a typical day’s routine. A clock
appeared in every scene and the hands
jumped one hour for each changed sit¬
uation. ( See Fig. 2 ).
This film could have been live or
could have been done with full anima¬
tion at mueh greater expense but it is
doubtful if the message would have
had any more impact on the audienee
than was obtained with the less costly
animation method. Cost of live photog¬
raphy would have been high since it
would have involved many expensive
set-uj)s around tbe campus. In contrast,
ifie camera work and art needed to
handle the job on a modern animation
stand were relatively simple.
Cutouts, which are actually drawings
on pieces of pajAer, replace countless
inked and painted cels needed for
full animation. Cutouts also save shoot¬
ing time for the cameraman and per¬
mit more detailed rendition of characli'rs. \\ ith cutouts, faces can be airbrushed. hair can be glamorized, cross
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hatching and stippled effects can be
added to clothing, fur and other spe¬
cial materials can be attached Avhereever desired. Not only that—ueAv arms,
legs and heads can he substituted at
will. Almost any action can be por¬
trayed Avith cutouts so long as motion
is side to side and up and down on
planes perpendicular to the camera
lens axis.
Similar effects and economies are
demanded and obtained in business
films. One recent production of this
kind was made for a large textile mill
and was designed to show details of
the company’s promotion and merchan¬
dising program. The mill insisted that
costs be minimized by reducing the
number of cels and drawings.
In this instance, the maximum num¬
ber of effects were obtained with cam¬
era moA'ements. Zooms, A^ertical, hori¬
zontal and diagonal pans, pop-ons, cels
sliding in all directions, and various
combinations of these techniques Avere
employed. Drawings were made larger
than normal and were designed to be
interesting from all camera fields. This
greatly reduced the amount of artAvork
that would be required normally.
The musical score was added after
the camera work was completed. This
method proved to be most economical
and permitted many special effects to
be introduced. As the camera panned
the countryside, the music Avas light
and airy. V hen the camera zoomed
in for a closeup, the music built up.
hen the camera receded, the music
softened. Thus, it Avas easy to select
and time the musical accompaniment
to fit and dramatize the camera moAements.

commodated 80 credits which were su¬
perimposed continuously during the
60-second interval, using zooms and
pans. The multiple-plane technique also
made it possible for the TV sponsor to
make certain changes in the title to
suit other shoAvs of the series Avhich
followed.
Now that we haAe discussed loAv-cost
animation techniques that are current¬
ly used in modern studios, let’s take a
look at the equipment that makes it
possible to apply these new' methods.
Fig. 3 shows a large professional-type
Oxberry animation stand that requires
a 10' X 10' Hoor space and 12' ceiling
clearance. The integrated components
of this unit make it possible to closely
coordinate the functions of stand, cam¬
era, stop-motion motor and compound
table. This achicA'es precision and
speed in production for maximum flex¬
ibility in most studio operations.
The camera carriage can be operat¬
ed manually or by motor and its posi¬
tion is indicated on a mechanical
counter in hundredths of an inch.
Cams, activating linkage and inter¬
changeable

lens

barrels

provide

for

automatic follow' focus. Shadow boards
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are designed in two forms, one is suit¬
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able for multiple plane work and spe¬
cial effects such as wipes, ripple dis¬

Universal Camera (lamp

solves and similar tasks.
The camera has interchangeable
shuttles, sprocket assemblies, lenses and
magazines to permit use of 35mm or
16mm film. Three types of lens mounts
include: 1. Automatic focus. 2. Cali¬
brated hand focus. 3. Bellows for work¬
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Other features include rack-over de¬
sign, superimposure viewing device,
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solves, projection and rotoscope fea¬
ture, and multiple-speed stop-motion
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Animation compound provides a
complete
selection
of
movements:
north-south, east-west, and rotating —•
with manual or electrical control. De¬
sign provides for })antographs, up to
six peg tracks, platens and floating
roll-away platen attachment. All move¬
ments are hall hearing and are con¬
trolled with hand cranks having locks
and counters which read in lOOths of
an inch. For pencil tests, color work
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and special effects, a section at the
center of the compound is removed to
accomodate underneath lighting.
Fig. 4 shows a low-cost Oxherry ani¬
mation stand that fits the pocketbook
of educational and business organiza¬
tions. It is precision-built and incor¬
porates electric zoom, underlighting,
toplighting, and a compound having
east-west, north-south and rotating
movements. The stand requires 6' x 6'
floor space and 8' ceiling clearance. It
accommodates all standard 16mm and
35mm cameras and stop-motion motors
and zooms can be made from 3 to 12
field with an Ektar 25mm lens for
16mm film. An adaptor 15mm lens is
used for larger fields. Zoom counter
reads in lOOths of an inch. Four other
counters read lOOths of an inch and
accurately register north-south, eastwest and peg track movements. Com¬
pound rotates 360 degrees and is caliIjrated for easy positioning.
Fig. 5 shows a 3-hole progressive
punch which has two locating pegs. By
using this precision-built unit, the op¬
erator is assured that all cels and
drawings will fit the pegs on the com¬
pound accurately. Fig. 6 shows a draw¬
ing board with glass center. It is
mounted over a 16% in. hole in the
drawing table to accomodate lighting
from below. There are two moving peg
bars with locks, one above and one be¬
low the field. Two sets of pegs come
with the board. Moving peg bars allow
this unit to be used as a limited plan¬
ning board.
Modern animation stands and com¬
pounds are designed with integrated
components in order to provide ex¬
ceptional flexibility and superior re¬
sults. Such interlocked, precision-built
mechanisms have made it possible for
animation studios to handle an increas¬
ing load of work and at the same time
provide economy, accuracy and speed
needed for today’s market. Each com¬
ponent of the complete machine helps
to extend the latitude of the operator in
planning and executing animated films.

hold-down screw.
In the March issue there are two
views of the open BNC camera on
page 175, one of which is again re¬
produced here as a means of reference
in following the description below of
the film threading procedure. The
photo shows the pattern of the negative
film properly threaded in the camera,
with the various film moving com¬
ponents identified.
Before the threading operation is
started on a cold camera it is ad¬
visable first to start the motor and
allow the camera to run for several

amount of film used from the magazine
and has a reset knob in the center.
The Veeder-type frame and footage
counter is to the left of the dial counter
and has four small windows three of
which indicate footage. The fourth
registers the number of frames and is
calibrated in increments of one to a
maximum of 16 — there being 16
frames to one foot of 35mm film. The

minutes. This allows both the motor
and the camera mechanism to warm up
to operating temperature, insuring that

frame counter does not reset to zero
with the footage counter. This is an
advantage when doing double exposure

they will be operating at the proper
and constant speed when the first take
is made.
With the film threaded in the cam¬
era and the door closed, ready for
photography, the next step is to set
the frame and footage counters to
zero. These differ with the two cam¬

work where it is necessary to backwind the film to a pre-determined
frame for the subsequent exposure.
The single-frame counter reverses it¬
self in the film back-winding operation.
The BNC Mitchell has similar
counters for footage and frames. The
dial counter of the NC is omitted and

Arriflex 16 Now Features Buckle Switch
16mm camera has been

The Arriflex

further improved by the addition of an
automatic buckle switch, a new sprock¬
et roller guide, and a motor cable safe¬
ty catch, according to announcement
of Kling Photo Corporation, New \ ork,
U. S. distributor for Arri products.
The automatic buckle switch, located
in the film path near the lower loop,
shuts off the camera motor in case of
a film jam, and at the end of each
film. The buckle switch is reset auto¬
matically when the film is placed
through the sprocket rollers. The auto¬
matic cut-off is particularly important

when the camera is used in a sound
blimp.
The new sprocket roller guide as¬
sembly makes film loading easier and
faster than before. The motor cable
catch lock automatically engages and
locks the power supply cord to the
camera plug-in receptacle. Thus, acci¬
dental pullout and unintentional discon¬
nection is eliminated.
The camera’s new features will be
demonstrated at the Kling Photo ex¬
hibit at the forthcoming SMPTE Con¬
vention in Miami, Elorida, May 4th to
8th.

NEW IMPROVEMENTS in
the Arriflex-16 are
cated

MITCHELL CAMERA

eras. On the NC model, there is a
dial footage counter and a separate
frame and footage counter at the back
of the camera, in plain view of the
operator. The dial counter records the

by

three

indi¬

arrows.

Taking them from left to
right, 1st arrow points to

Continued

from
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with a brush or stream of compressed
air prior to each loading.
Po mount the magazine on either
the NC or B\C camera, a six-inch loop
of film is pulled out of the magazine.
\\ ith the camera door ojten, this loop
is droppt'd down through the opening
])ro\ided for it. The magazine is then
moved into place and secured with the
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new sprocket roller guide
assembly.
diately
new

Arrow

below

automatic

switch.

Arrow

imme¬

indicates
buckle
at

far

right points to motor ca¬
ble catch lock which se¬
cures
against

power

cable

accidental

dis¬

connect.
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instt'ad

a

footagt'

totalizer

is

used.

Both counters are mounted inside the
camera box—the totalizer above the
focusing tube and the footage counter
below it. with the reset knobs acces¬
sible only when the camera door is
opened.
One of the salient features of the
Mitchell camera is the focusing tube
which, after the camera is racked over,
permits viewing and focusing the scene
directly through the taking lens. After
focusing is completed, the camera must
be racked back to operable position,
as it cannot be operated in the rackover position. This is a safety check
against the possibility of the operator
forgetting to rack the camera back to
shooting position after viewing and
focusing.
Another

innovation

are

the

two

viewing filters which are built into
the focusing tube for the purpose of
enabling tbe cameraman to observe
tone values in the scene as they relate
to the type of film being used. The
filters—one for use with panchromatic
film and the other for ortho—may be
quickly flipped in and out of viewing
position by means of buttons located
next to the focusing eyepiece. Actually,
these filters are little used today by
Hollywood’s professional cameramen
who j)refer to use the more convenient
viewing glass which they invariably
wear suspended from a cord around
the neck.
The variable shutter is an important
element in any motion picture camera
designed for professional work, and is
a notable feature of both the NC and
the BNC Mitchell cameras, as well as
other Mitchell models. Fully open, the
Mitchell variable shutter has an open¬
ing of 175°. This may be varied from
the maximum to fully closed position,
while the camera is operating or when

Why buy the Cow when you only need a quart?
Smart Pros rent their equipment from CECO*
Why invest a lot of money for expensive photographic equipment for which
you may have only limited use? Do what the top Pros do—rent your cameras,
lighting, sound recording and editing equipment from CECO’s vast stocks.
Everything is delivered to you “better than new”—because everything is
checked out for perfect performance before it goes out on rental. You save
on taxes, too. Ask us about rental-lease arrangements.
Cameras

Lighting

16mm & 35mm—Sound (Single or Double
System)—Silent —Hi-Speed

Arcs—I ncandescents-Spots—Floods—Dimmers
—Reflectors—All Lighting Accessories

Lenses

Generators

Wide angle—Zoom—Telephoto—Anamorphic

Portable—Truck Mounted

Sound Equipment

Editing Equipment

Magnetic—Optical

Moviolas—Viewers—Splicers—Rewinders

Grip Equipment

Projection Equipment

Parallels—Goboes—Other Grip accessories

16mm & 35mm—Sound & Silent—Slide-Continuous

Dollies

Television

Crab—Western—Portable-Panoram—Cranes

Closed Circuit TV

*CECO Trad emark of Camera Equipment CO
FRANK C. ZUCKER

(Jflm€Rfl €ouiPiii€nT(o.,inc.
Dept.

still, and the shutter may Ite locked in
any position at 10° increments by
means of the hand dissolve lever at the
back of the camera.
ith the BNC Mitchell, dissolves can
be produced automatically as well as by
manual control simply by pushing but¬
tons located on the back of the camera
near the hand dissolve lever.

with

A

315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

•

JUdson 6-1420

HALLEN'S new

One of the differentiating features of
Mitchell cameras is the manner in

COMPLETELY TRANSISTORIZED

which the lenses are mounted. On the
NC model, lenses are mounted on a ro¬

RECORDING SYSTEM

PORTABLE

MAGNETIC FILM

tary turret; in the BNC, a single lens is
accommodated at a time and there is
no turret. Only NC camera lenses have
focus lockscrews. BNC lenses are locked

MAY

•

1959

H A L L E N

ELECTRONICS

332 N. LA BREA AVE., LOS ANGELES, CAL. - WEbster 1-5343
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ill place liv the gearing that focuses the
lens, and focusing is achieved remotely
hy manipulation of focusing knobs at

With the BNC model, distance meas¬

the rear and left side of the camera.

corner of the camera. The lens footage
dial lock-screw should be tightened

Lenses for use on either model cam¬
era are mounted
in conventional
threaded focusing mounts having iris
diaphragm control rings. On the NC
model, lenses are mounted in the turret
with four machine screws. So that the
barrel of a long focal length lens will
not intrude in the field of a wide-angle
lens, the 152mm is usually mounted di¬
rectly opposite the 25mm, whenever
both of these len.ses are to he used on
the camera. Another feature of the NC
is that it has mechanical provision for
rising and falling front effects, hut this
requires complicated adjustments, is
limited to use of lenses of 35mm and
longer, and was originally designed as
a means of achieving correction in
scenes having prominent vertical lines,
as in heavy architectural exteriors,
etc. Todav. cinematographers have
found faster and simpler means of
achieving this.
After lenses are mounted on either
the NC or BNC, they are adjusted for
correct focus by means of the focusing
tube of the camera, previously men¬
tioned. The footage dial on the lens
can he used for focusing, providing the

urements start from the tape hook,
which is located on the upper left hand

after each adjustment. Also, after using
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the near person or object—making it
loom larger in relation to the more dis¬

moving directly toward the camera and
filmed with a wide-angle lens from a
low three-quarter angle, will produce

pared

for

use, the chief operational

steps consist briefly of (1) racking
over the camera, (2) checking focus
through the focusing tube; (2) racking
the camera back to operating position;
(3) setting lens f/-stop;

(4) compos¬

ing scene in view finder; (5) resetting
footage counter to zero; (6) starting
the camera to photograph the scene;
(7) stopping the camera at the end of
scene; and, when necessary, (8) open
camera door to check and clean gate
and pressure plate—especially after a
lengthy run.
Like a fine
trouble-free

automobile,

operation

of

long and
a

Mitchell

camera over a long period of time is
dependent mainly on keeping the mech¬
anism free of dust, dirt or other foreign
material. Care and vigilance on the
part of the operator is essential, since

■

the impression of greater than normal
speed. The car will approach from a
speck in the distance, become larger
and higher in the frame as its long
sleek lines zoom by. The wide-angle
lens creates the impression that the car
is further away than it actually is, be¬
cause its size will he small in relation
to the frame area. The car will appear
to cover a greater distance than it ac¬
tually does, because the shorter the
focal length, the greater the linear dis¬
tance between objects. The moving
image, because of the wide field of
view, will remain in the frame for a
greater length of time. All this adds up
to “stretching” distance and increas¬
ing image speed—a professional cine¬
matographer’s technique that is most
efifective in filming action.
Hollywood directors of photography
invariably choose a wide-angle lens to
film miniature trick shots involving
scaled down sets. For such scenes the
camera is positioned at the eye-level of
a similarly scaled observer. Such care¬
ful choice of lens and camera angle re¬
sults in utmost realism and allows
miniatures to be “cut in” with live ac¬
tion without detection. Filmed with a

CHOOSING AND USING LENSES
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niqu(‘ can he used in low angle, wide-

tween near and far objects when filmed
with a wide-angle lens exists because
the camera is usually placed close to

may be forced and misaligned.
With the Mitchell camera thus pre¬

exposed.

diminishing vanishing point. This tech-

be¬

mals. A speeding auto, for instance,

from the ground glass to the object.

heavy base or forground and a rapidly

size

otherwise turret

is attempted,

spots on film that is otherwise properly

viewpoint thus creating poor perspec¬
tive—not hv anything inherent in the
lens. The wide-angle lens is more likely
to record a distorted picture when
u.sed too close to the subject. Often the
verv distortion that is considered a
liahilitv can he turned into a useful
asset. The wide-angle lens is ideal for
ca|)turing a forceful ])erspective — a
stro!ig. exaggerated ])erspective. with a

in

turret

On the NC camera footage is calculated

It is a photographic fallacy that
wide-angle lenses create distortion. This
is not true. Any lens will distort the
image if improperly used. Distortion
results from shooting from a wrong

variation

sufficient distance before rotation of the

small particles of dust in the movement
or on the lens may cause scratches or

planes closer together and generally
tend to destroy any three-dimensional
qualitv that the scene may possess.

terrific

tant images which are greatly reduced
in size. This technique can he usehil in
speeding up moving vehicles or ani¬

either the 25mm or 30mm lens on the
NC, these lenses must he unscrewed a

exact distance to the subject is known.

Continued from

The

angle shots for added dramatic impact.
By placing the camera low, and shoot¬
ing up at a three-quarter angle to the
subject — shooting “angle on angle” —
the subject is made to stand out strong¬
ly against a dropped horizon.

normal or telephoto lens the miniature
would have a phoney appearance—like
looking at a toy through a telescope
from a distance. Only a wide-angle ob¬
jective can place the viewer where he
must look up and feel “surrounded”

For example, let us take a western
picture in which the hero is filmed

hy the set and the action.

against a cloudy sky as he draws and
fires his six-shooter. A low angle, wideangle. three-quarter angle camera setiq) will etch him dramatically against

angle lens when working outdoors at
crowded public events, and also when
thev must work shoulder to shoulder

the clouded sky as he looms up in the
frame with his gun seemingly sticking
out into space directly over the head
of the viewer. It is for scenes such as
this that the wide-angle lens excels be¬
cause of the forceful perspective, the
excellent three-dimensional modeling
and the intimate feeling of particij)ation that the audience receives.

Newsreel men switch to the wide-

with still photographers, as when film¬
ing celebrities, etc. Since the still pho¬
tographers invariably “move in.” they
thus decide the “camera line,” and the
newsreel cameramen thus have no al¬
ternative except to use the shorter lens.
The wide-angle lens is also the prime
lens of newsreel cameraman filming
“gral) shots” or when shooting guessfocus hand-held shots on the flv. The

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

wide-angle s inherently greater depth
of field, even wide open under adverse
eondtions. covers focusing errors and
makes it a natural for hurried shooting
wlien little time is availal)le for careful

Variable Shutler • Split-Frame Mask

focus deliheration.

and Battery Camera Drives * Time
Lens Extension Tubes • Rackover •

The wide-angle is especially valuahle under poor lighting conditions, in¬
doors or out. when a large aperture is
necessary and maximum depth of field
desirahle. Even when used wide open,
the wide-angle objective (particularly
the modern wide-angle retro-focus len¬
ses) possesses extraordinary depth of
field.
W ide-angle lenses can minimize the
effort of camera weave or unsteadiness
because their great angular covering
s])reads the jiggle over a wider area,
thus making it less apparent on the
screen. Thev are especially useful when
the camera must he hand-held or for
making dollv shots under improvised
set-ups where absolutely smooth dolly
travel cannot he obtained.
The rugged spaciousness of mountainou'i scenery is best recorded with
a wide-angle lens used close, rather
than with a telephoto from a distance.
The shorter optic will preserve the
roundness, rugged ness, texture and
general uneven appearance of the ter¬

BOLEX ACCESSORIES
BY STEVENS
Third
Base

Turret
•

Stop

•

Lens Control

Turret
Handle

Sound

Filter
•

PROCESSING

• Synchronou:
lapse Timer
Turret Lever

Slides

400-Ft.

•

Reversal specialists for over a decade.
Our long experience insures superior quality.
Electronically controlled machines keep tem>
P'ttrature constant within .2 of one degree.
National "Brilliantone'' Cine prints are the finest
a< ailable. Write for free catalogue.

*
•

Camero

Magazine

•

Sprockets

B 4 W DUPLICATING
CONTACT PRINTING
KODACHROME DUPLICATING
WORK PRINTS
VACUUMATING
EDGE NUMBERING
All work v«per«ttd «t ro •xtr« ch«r9*

OUR NEW ADDRESS
Stevens Engineering Co., Dept. A

NATIONAL CINE LAB

340 N. Newport Blvd.
Newport Beach, Calif.

Box 4425

Washington 17, 0. C.

Used World-Wide By Discriminating Cameramen

CINEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE—For 16mm Projectors
Especially designed to drive all
Beil & Howell, Ampro, Kodak,
RCA, and Victor 16mm projectors
at synchronous speed.

One-year Guarantee!

Projector con be instantly attached to
Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬
tached at any time in a matter of seconds.
An outstanding feature is the flexible
shaft which connects motor with projector
and permits smooth, quiet and steady
operation. No special technical knowl¬
edge required for installation and mount¬
ing. Write for more details and prices.

Immediote Delivery!

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY,

763

loth

Ave., n.y., n.y., ploio 7-3511

rain. particularly if cross-lighted, be¬
cause of the stronger separation of
images and planes. This effect can he
enhanced hv choosins a strong fore¬
ground. with a shadow base and a
framing tree branch and then having
a j)ictoriallv interesting middle ground
—one that contains some variation in
the terrain, trees, rocks or other ohject‘;. These will stajul out as di.stinct
planes, with the mountains rising up
liehind them. Add a nice clouded sky.
place the action in between and a per¬
fect outdoor action-scene having threedimencional quality will result.
Now for a few dou’ts—for after all
tlie wide-angle lens has some disad-

"THE CINEMATOGRAPHER"
Informational and instructive motion picture produced
by the Hollywood Motion Picture Industry. Depicts role
of the Director of Photography in lighting and photo¬
graphing motion pictures in Hollywood studios. Shows
various camera and lighting equipment used on Holly¬
wood sound stages and the results achieved from
their use.
One-reel 16mm black-and-white prints available on
Free Loon to cine clubs, college cinema groups,
schools, and accredited clubs and civic groups within
the continental U.S. Reservations necessary and pay¬
ment of return shipment required.

A MERIC.4 .N

SOCIETY

1712 North Orange Drive

OF

CINEMATOGRAPHERS
a

Hollywood 28, Calif.

RAY MERCER & CO.
TITLES..^ SPECIAL EFFECTS^.FADES

#

WIPES.,,.. MATTES,.,.SUPERIMPOSURE5
DISSOLVES.^.. INSERTS.,. ANIMATION
MINIATURES..TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY
CINEMASCOPE .. BLK & WHT. . COLOR

SEND

FOR FREE SPECIAL EFFECTS CHART

42^1 NORMAL AVE. HOLLYWOOD 29, CALIF^
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PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS

vaiitagi's, too. Never use a wide-angle
for closeups of people unless a weirdly
distorted

caricature

is

desired!

Conlinued

from

Page

HAL ROACH STUDIOS

ASC, “Career” (Hal Wal¬
lis Prod.) with Dean Martin and Shirley
.MacLaine. Joseph Anthony, director.
.losEPH Lashelle,

ening will he at its worst on closeup
faces. Noses loom large, while the ears

REPUBLIC

and hack of the head drop off alarm¬

angles for serious closeup filming. Be
careful when panning indoors with this

Benjamin

fine

for

comedy

shock effects, hnt don't use the wide-

the rapidly changing, foreshort¬

ened

perspective

walls

to

created

appear

to

will

“tumble”

Kline, ASC. “Wagon Train”*
(Revue Prods.) with Ward Bond.

ASC, “Restless Gun”*
(Window-Glen Prods.) with John Payne;
“Wells Fargo”* (Overland Prods.) with Dale
Robertson.
Ellis

the

camera swings in its pan movement.

Thackery,

On j)anning on outdoor buildings line¬
Ray

ar distortion will he particularly dis¬
he

position.

remember

So.

filmed

from

a

fixed

that

in

such

never

head-on,

ASC,

“Buckskin”*

(Re¬

Russell. ASC, John Warren, ASC,
“Alfred Hitchcock Presents”* (Revue Prods.)

John

Ray
Rennahan.
ASC, John
ASC, “S. A. 7” (Revue Prods.)

cases it is always best to shoot from an
angle,

Rennaiian,

vue Prods.).

tressing at the sides of the frame. Such
shots should

CENTURY-FOX

Baker, “The Return of the Fly”
(Associated Producers) with Vincent Price
and David Frankham. Edward Bernds, direc¬
tor.
Brydon

ASC, “The Perry Mason
Show”* with Raymond Burr.
Lloyd Ahern, ASC, “The Third Man”*
with Michael Rennie.

Frank > Redman,

eause
as

TWENTIETH

Mack Stengler, ASC,

or

lens:

Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “The Gale Storm
Show”* with Gale Storm and ZaSu Pitts.
William Seiter, director.

STUDIOS

“Leave it to Beaver”*
(Gomalco Prods.) with Barbara Billingsley
and Hugh Beaumont. Norman Tokar, di¬
rector.

They are

“The Texan”* (Desilu Prods.)

268

The

lens' terrific tendency toward foreshort¬

ingly.

Paul Ivano,

particularly on

Russell.

ASC, John Warren, ASC,
“General Electric Theatre”* (Revue Prods.)
John

establishing long shots depicting build¬

Russell,

Leo Tover, ASC, “Blue Denim" (C'Scope)
with Macdonald Carey and Carol Lynley.
Philip Dunne, director.
Crosby, ASC, “The Miracle of the
Hills” (Associated Producers) with Rex
Reason and Theona Bryant. Paul Landres,
director.

Floyd

ASC, “A Private’s Affair”
(C’Scope & Color) with Christine Carere
and Sal Mineo. Raoul Walsh, director.

Charles Clarke,

ings. streets, rooms, etc.
Lionel Lindon, ASC, William
ASC, “Schlitz-Lux Playhouse’”*
Prods.)

Scenes having predominant verticals,
on the other hand, should he shot with
the camera set at a height that will al¬

ASC, “The D. A. Man”*
(Mark VH Ltd.) with John Compton; “Pete
Kelly's Blues”* (Mark VH Ltd.) with Wm.
Reynolds and Connie Boswell. Jack Webb,
director.

ing. This usually results in a slightly
higher camera angle on interiors film¬
ed wnth a wide-angle lens. If converg¬
tall

buildings,

are

ASC, “The Cave”* (Pilot)
Joseph Parker, director.

Joe MacDonald.

ASC, William Sickner,
ASC, "Mickey Spillane’s Mike Hammer”*
(Revue Prods.).

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

ASC, “Any Way the Wind
Blows” (C’Scope & Color; Arwin Prod.)
with Rock Hudson and Doris Day. Michael
Gordon, director.
Arthur Arling,

William Whitley,

ing verticals, such as room corners, or
of

(Revue

Edward Colman,

low it to record the scene without tilt¬

sides

Sickner,

desired,

])anning should he avoided. All of these

Nebbia, “Markham series”*
vue Prods.) starring Ray Milland.
Milland, director.
Michael

rules may he broken, of course, espe¬
cially when some peculiar effect, such

Russell,
ASC, William
ASC. "State Troopers”* (Revue
with Rod Cameron.

John

as a trick shot or montage or dream
sequence calls for distortion, revolving

(Re¬
Ray

Sickner,

Prods.)

Harlan, ASC, “Operation Petti¬
coat’ (Granart Prod.; shooting in Key west,
Fla.) with Cary Grant and Tony Curtis.
Blake Edwards, director.
Russell

Russell Metty, ASC, “Spartacus” (Technirama; Bryna Prods.) with Kirk Douglas
and Laurence Olivier. Anthony Mann, di¬
rector.

or tumbling images that must he pre¬
Peach, ASC,
(Pegasus Prods.) with
Don Taylor, director.
Kenneth

INDUSTRY NEWS
Continued

merit

from

of

Page

Jack

“Steve Canyon”*
Dean Fredericks.

Fredricks, ASC, Lionel Lin¬
ASC, “The Deputy”* (Pilot; Revue
Prods.).
don,

265

Clink

as

Director

of

Philip Lathrop, “Peter Gunn”*
Prods.) with Craig Stevens.

in the sound field for the past 25 years.

Ellswc'rth

He was originally associated with the

night”*
(Pilot;
Stevens, director.

Sound Department of Metro-Goldwynstudios.

As

head

of

Byron

(Sparta

ASC, “Johnny Mid¬
Revue Prods.)
Robert

largest and most complete 16mm Westrex

George Clemens,

system

installation

in

Robert Pittack,

ASC, “A Summer Place”
(Technicolor; shooting at Monterey) with
Richard Egan and Dorothy McGuire. Delmer
Daves, director.
Harry Stradling,

Edwin
Dupar, ASC,
Wesley
Anderson,
“Sugarfoot”* with Will Hutchins.
Perry

Finnerman,

ASC, “The Millionaire”*
(Don Fedderson Prods.).

J. Peverrell Marley, ASC, Harold Stine,
ASC, Wesley Anderson, “Lawman”* with
John Russell.
din.

ASC, “Bronko”* with Ty Har¬
Allan Crosland, director.

Hal Mohr.

“Whirlybirds”* (Desilu
Prods.) with Kenneth Tobey and Craig Hill.
Robert Alton, director.

Henry
I

A

new Cinemascope

which

the

lens

distortion

has been labeled

mumps,

in

that

will

“anamorphic

James Drought,

Commercials*

.4SC, "The Bramble Bush”
(United States Piets.) with Richard Burton
and Barbara Rush. Delmer Petrie, director.
Lucien Ballard.

Stine.
ASC, Perry Finnerman,
“Cheyenne”* with Clint Walker.
Harold

RKO RATHE

ment by Twentieth Century-Fox engi¬
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Musi raca,

is reportedly under develop¬

firm of Bausch & Lornb.

ASC, Commercials*

Cronjager.

ASC, “Barbara Stanwyck
Theatre”* (Desilu Prods.) with Barbara
.Stanwyck. Robert Florey, director.
Nick

closeups

neers in conjunction with the optical

“Maverick”* with Jack

Edwin Dupar.

the

United States.

eliminate

ASC, Commercials*.

Feindel,

Kelley.

ASC, “Ann Sothern Show”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Ann Sothern.

sound

ASC Commercials*

Fredricks,

RKO GOWER

Sound Services, Clink will manage the

Mark Davis,
Arthur

Ellsworth

.Sound Services. Clink has been active

Mayer

WARNER BROS.

REVUE STUDIOS

sented in an eerie or unnatural w'ay. ■

!

ASC, “The Real McCoy's”*
(Brennan-Westgate Prods.)
with Walter
Brennan. Hy Averback, director.

Lothrop Worth,

ASC, Wesley Andershn, Ed¬
ASC. “77 Sunset .Strip”* with
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.
Carl Berger,

win

DuPar.
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STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
SPRING
AND

CLEANING

SALE

DISCONTINUED
CAMERAS

OUR 29th YEAR -A" ★ ★ ★ SUPPLYING EVERYTHING
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND CINEMATIC

SURPLUS
ITEMS

35mm

CAM'fRAFLEX (Cineflex), 3 lenses—Apogar 35mm, 50mm and 75mm Baltars, all f2.3; 24V motor;
2-200' magazines. Excellent.$
ARRIFLEX I, 3 fast lenses; 200' magazine matte box, sunshade, etc. $1700.00 value.
MITCHELL w/syncmotor; 16 fps; single lens mount. Reconditioned.
AKELEY AUDIO, w/4 magazines—3 fast lenses; matched viewfinders,- motor. O.iginally $5,000.00.

495.00
675.00
747.50
795.00

CAMERAS 16mm
AURICON PRO 200 w/Parallax Finder; matte box; sunshade; case. Less sound.$ 495.00
B&H FILMO 70DA TURRET w/3 lenses drum finder; objectives; trunk. 239.50
MORTON SOUNDMASTER, 200' and 400' magazines,- zoom viewfinder,- 3 fast lenses; recording am¬
plifier,- power supply; sheath barney blimp; cases .$2000.00 value. 895.00
MAURER Modified 05, syncmotor,- 400' magazine; 4 lens turret. A new low. 1495.00
MITCHELL 16, w/3 Baltars,- 400' magazine,- 220V 3ph syncmotor,- large finder. $6,000.00 value. 3995.00
CAMERA ACCESSORIES
H.F. Heavy Duty Commercial Type Car Top Platforms, holds 800 lbs.
Includes 4'x5' non-skid top,
removable ladder. $220 value.$ 149.50
HOUSTON FEARLESS Perambulator, $3,000 value. 1795.00
HOUSTON FEARLESS Gearhead, $1500.00 value. 995.00
CECO CINE SPECIAL BLIMP w/syncmotor, extra gears. 439.50
HI-HATS for Jr. type tripods. New, regularly $22.00.
16.95
New Jr. type tripods with latest features.
119.50
NEW TEWE 35mm MOTIVFINDERS, zoom from w/a to telephoto. $75 value.
49.50
NEW Dolly Track with connectors, 5'-10'-15' lengths, per ft.
4.95
NEW MITCHELL type HEAVY DUTY tripods. 3/4 or Std... 119.50
ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS
TELANIMASTAND, sliding celboard with pantograph extension,- shadow box,- platen. $4,000.00 value....$2495.00
HOT PRESS with 4" typeholder,- 3 way switch. $400.00 value, likenu. 295.00
B&H 35mm Animation Cameras,- 400' magazine; dissolve. $3500.00 value. 1495.00
Same with thru-lens-focusing. 2250.00
ACME 16mm Animation Camera; reflex viewer; automatic dissolve & takeup,- 400' magazine,- vertical
counter; stop motion motor,- 32mm lens. $4500.00 value. 3495.00
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
NORTHLITES, 2000W Cone less stand. $110.00 value...$ 79.50
BARDWELL-McALISTER 750W Baby Kegs with stands...
57.50
B&M or MR 2000W Spots on stands. Excellent.
99.95
5KW KLIEGL and MR. SENIOR spots on stands, excellent.
179.50
EXTENSION & POWER CORDS, 25' w/half plug or box.
22.50
DOUBLE BROADS w/stands; lOOOW lamps. $125.00 value.
59.50
SENIOR FIVELITE KIT, 2 heads; stand; new Colortran Senior Converter. $275.00 value.
159.50

35mm DEBRIE CAMERA MODEL L/E featur¬
ing 28mm Schneider, 50mm, 75mm lenses.
Pilot Registration Pins, Direct focusing
on ground glass. 5—400' magazines,
free-head tripod. Matte box. SolenoidI
Stop Motion Motor for 1-1
Exposure.
Value $2355.00 . 1250.00
35MM GRAFLEX, photo record identification
camera, with 75mm F4.5 lens, 100' mag¬
azine, single or double frame. List price
$295.00, special price.

150.00

Extra identifiction magazines only $65.00
each.
1

BRUNT-MYER BLIMP for Cine Special
camera, # one or two 110 volt, syn¬
chronous motor. Astro erect-image view¬
finder, follow focus gears. Value $990.00.
Special .

595.00

B&H 16mm FILMO CAMERA Model 70DH with 17mm f2.7 Wollensak, 1" fl .5
Dalmeyer, 2" f2.8 Schneider.
3" f4
B&H Teletar, and 6" f4,5 Telephoto
Xenar Lenses,- 2—400' Magazines; Motor;
Wells Semi-Professional Tripod,- Carrying
Case. Value $1,695,00. Special. 1150.00
16MM AURICON-CINE VOICE conversion to
400' B&H magazine, features 3 Hens
turret, 1" 2", 3" speed lenses, 1—400'
magazine, 1 Parrish viewfinder, amplifier.
Pro Cine tripod, case.$1098.00
35mm B&H SINGLE SYSTEM SOUND
CAMERA. Lenses: 40mm, 50mm, 75mm,
125mm. Modullte galvanometer, amplifier,
motor. Tachometer. 2—1000' magazines.
Tripod with Freehand, quick release legs,
carrying cases. Guaranteed. 2500.00
MOLE RICHARDSON 2000W Spot, rolling
stand and Lamp BOOM and Mike Com¬
bination. Special .

195.00

B & H 12V or 24V EYEMO & FILMO MO¬
TORS. New. Value 142.00.

95.00

ENLARGERS, EXCELLENT CONDITION, ELWOOD. Auto focus, w/lens.

225.00

5x7 EK AUTO FOCUS WITH LENS.

175.00

RECORDING & PLAYBACK
NEW AMPEX 35mm Magnetic Reproducers w/filtered filmflow. Make wonderful re-recorders or play¬
backs. $600.00 value.$ 249.50
STEPHENS WIRELESS MIKE outfit. 2 Microphones,- power supply,- transmitter,- antenna,- receiver.
$2000.00 value . 595.00
RCA PHOTOPHONE 35mm Fantasound film phonographs w/Selsyn motors. Originally $6,500.00. 1495.00
RCA Photophone 35mm Optical Recording Heads; 1000' magazine,- less motor. No license required.... 2995.00
A.AR MIKE BOOM and 3 wheel tricycle type Perambulator. 895.00
A4R MIKE BOOM & PERAMBULATOR, late type. $2100.00 value. 1395.00
WESTREX DISC LATHE RECORDERS, originally $4500.00. 995.00
WESTREX 35mm Dubbers, 220V 3ph interlock motors, $1500.00 value. 895.00
WESTREX 35mm Optical Recorders, outright purchase, good condition. 3500.00
Reconditioned .$4995.00
PROJECTION
THEATRE CHAIRS for screening rooms, used and rebuilt (send for Chair List) from.$ 3.50
AMPRO ARC 16mm Sound Projector with HI Intensity Arclamp,- lens,- pedestal; 30A rectifier,- 55W
amplifier & 2 speakers. Excellent. 849.50
HOLMES 16mm ARC Projector,- lens; amplifier; Baby Strong arclamp,- 15 amp. rectifier,- pedestal.
$1000.00 value . 395.00
NEW RCA 15" PM Heavy Duty Speakers, list $164.00, 'A price.
79.50
PEERLESS MAGNARCS, good condition.
195.00
RCA BRENKERT Enarc or Ashcraft D Hi-Intensity 45/70 amp. Likenu, $750.00 value. 225.00
PROJECTION LENSES, 35mm Series I or I, from.
10.00
NEW ANAMORPHIC 35mm lenses,- fixed or variable; $300.00 value.
195.00
Simplex SP 35mm Projectors 2000' magazines,- 1OOOW lamp; lens,- amplifier,- speaker. Excellent. 595.00
For additional projector. 400.00
CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT
Dozens of good 35mm SOUND MOVIOLAS starting at.$ 395.00
SOS Jr. 16mm ACTION VIEWERS, brilliant picture
. Reduced.
89.50
B&H Hot PEDESTAL SPLICERS, reduced, 35mm only $595.00; 16/35mm. 795.00
NEW QUICK SPLICE 16/35mm Studio Splicer, non-magnetic, Mylar type, introductory with 250-16mm
splices .
79.50
ACMIOLA PREVIEW machines, 6"x8yj" picture, motor driven feed and takeups, 35mm. $1500.00
value . 475.00
LABORATORY
HOUSTON 35mm Model 2 Processors, neg./pos. w/refrigeration; recirculation; air pump,- tempera¬
ture control; speeds to 1200' per hour. Gov't paid $10,000. Reconditioned.$1995.00
HOUSTON 16/35mm Model 2, like preceding. 2995.00
STINEMAN DRYING RACKS, 200' 35mm capacity (useable for 16mm). New, surplus. $16.00 value. ..
6.95
Stineman 16/35mm DEVELCOPING OUTFITS 200' in case with loading device. New, surplus. $200 value
96.95
FILMLINE Bridgamatic Jr. 16mm neg./pos. processor; variable speed transmission,- recondiitoned:
$1500.00 value . 975.00
TRADES TAKEN

PL 7-0440

Western

MAY

•
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Branch—6331

Hollywood

Blvd.,

Hollywood,

ma¬
big

35mm Willart Professional camera 2" f2.7
B & L Lens, Direct-thru-lens focusing.
4—400' magazines, viewfinder. Solenoid
stop motion motor outfit, with case. Good
for animation and experimental work.
Special
.

360.00

16mm SOUND projectors, various makes
$150.00 and up.
16mm CINE SPECIAL Model 1 .

400.00

AURICON PRO CAMERA, Model CM 71,
Sound, 2—200 Foot Magazines, Noise
Reduction Amplifier, Hi-Fi Mike and Ac¬
cessories, 1/ fl .9 E. K, Lens, Portable
Power Supply Unit. Pro Jr. Tripod, Carry¬
ing Case. Value $2133.00. Excellent. 1275.00
HALLEN
drive.

ly'Amm Tape Recorder, Sprocket
Price .

450.00

JEROME 35mm Micro File strip film double
frame copying machine, 100 ft. film ca¬
pacity, daylight loading, 2 lenses, lightstand — complete.
Cost
Government
$3,000.00. Guaranteed value.

375.00

35MM BELL & HOWELL Standard camera
mo'or, variable speeds up 24 exposures.
120 volt, AC or DC, 120 power cord,
carrying case. Value $490.00. Guaranteed

290.00

SPECIALIZING IN MOVIE AND TELEVISION SUPPLIES,
TRIPODS, SYNCHRONIZERS, 16mm SOUND CAMERAS
lights, lenses, mikes, booms, dollies, motors, etc.
New—Used. Reasonable prices. Cash for used
equipment. Trades taken.
1600

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE, LTD.
CAHUENGA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
HOLLYWOOD 9-3651

Cable: SOSOUND
CINE Special Series 1. Perfect. 1" lens. $400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPPLY CORP.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York

MOVIOLAS sound and silent editing
chines,
synchronizers,
rewinds at
savings.

19
Calif.—Phone

HO 7-2124

Continued on

Next Page
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Classified Ads
Confinued From Preceding Page

WANTED

SERVICES AVAILABLE

WE BUY . SWAP - SELL - CONSIGN

EXPERIENCED BIRD AND WILDLIFE
photographernatu.;-alist,
offers excellent
16mm original
Day¬
light
Kodachrome
footage
in
natural
habitat.
State your requirements. List of subjects sent on
request. Bird and wildlife assignments accepted.
DICK PFEIFER, 8560 S.W. Oleson Road, Portland
19, Oregon.

Cameras,
Dollies.
Lenses,
Lights,
Moviolas, Printers, Recorders, Studio
or Laboratory Equipment you don't

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

need.

LLOYD’S CAMERA

EXCHANGE

WE GLADLY TAKE CONSIGNMENTS.
SET YOUR OWN PRICESHIP IT IN
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL

SPRING OFFERINGS
CAMERAS
Arriflex 16mm, latest, complete.$1,950,00
Auricon Pro 600 'BEST ", complete. 2,850,00
Auricon Pro 200, used, complete.
995,00
Auricon Cine Voice, turret, clean.
525,00
B&H Specialist, complete. 1,450,00
B&H 70 DR, F/1,9 lens.
265,00
B&H Eyemo Q model.
395,00
B&H Eyemo Spider, 3 Cooke lenses.
249,50
AK-16, like new, 3 lenses. 1,375,00
Mitchell BNC outfit. 9,250,00
Mitchell standard camera. 3,950,00
E,K, Cine Special 1, used.— . , .
295,00
Bolex 16,
used....—
169,50

MISCELLANEOUS

CAMERA

1612 N, Cahuenga Blvd,

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Coble; SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch—6331 Hollywodo Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-2124
TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT

WHY SACRIFICE
your production
and
struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new
equipment. Let us know what you have and what
you need.

THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845

Broadway..

Mitchell

PLaza 7-6977.. New York 23,

— Akeley — B&H — Wall —
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment

N.Y.

Eyemo

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 West 48th St.
New York, N.Y.
USED 16mm B&H Model
Box 1338, AMERICAN

EXCHANGE

MID-WEST AND SOUTH-WEST AREA. INDUSTRIAL—
DOCUMENTARIES—NEWSREELS—SPORTS.
EXPERI¬
ENCED CAMERAMEN, SENSIBLE PRICES, PROMPT
SERViqE.
P-J
FILM
PRODUCTIONS,
512
SO.
TEJON, COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO.
EUROPEAN
COVERAGE
undertaken anywhere.
2D
years experience, see International Almanac. Stock
shots available. JOHN
BYRD, 27 Arthur Road,
London, S.W, 19, England.

FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

EQUIPMENT

Otto Oleson 2000W spot and stand.$
79,50
16-35 B&H hot splicer, used.
229,50
Par Cinor for Cine Special.
275,00
Arriflex Tripod, 16mm model.
133,33
Miller Fluid head tripod, heavy duty.
625,00
Miller Fluid head 'D ' model.
139,50
Mitchell Friction head, new.
240,00
Eyemo 1", 4", 6" finders. 50% off
Zeiss Moviscop viewer, 16mm.
82,50
Craig 16mm Editor head.
39,50
MANY & VARIED EYEMO LENSES:
Robot II 35mm English splicer.
375,00
Spectra exposure meter.
97,50
For
detailed
information
on
these
and
other
items write;

LLOYD’S

WIRE US—WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440

EXPERIENCED
WRITER-DIRECTOR
desires
position
with active film unit.
Experience includes writ¬
ing, directing, editing agricultural and engineer¬
ing films.
Resume and samples available, TED
KLIMAN, 206 McDonald Street, Blacksburg, Vir¬
ginia.

"J" contact film printer.
CINEMATOGRAPHER,

JAPAN Assignments, 16 and 35mm, B&W, color, doc¬
umentaries, newsreels, stock shots. 30 years' ex¬
perience
in
U.S.
and Japan.
HENRY
KOTANI,
5-Chome, Kamimeguro, Meguro, Tokyo, Japan.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS New York, Boston area. Scenic,
stock
shots,
industrials,
featurettes
creatively
filmed to your specifications. ACORN FILMS', 163
W. 46th St., N.Y.C. JUdson 6-2272.
PROFESSIONAL cinematographer leaving on tour of
North American continent. Will shoot footage to
suit your needs 16-35mm, sound, color or B&W.
Quality guaranteed. Box 3051, Von Nuys, Calif.

LABORATORY & SOUND

Hollywood 28, California

ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16MM HOUSTON-K-IA . . . developing machines.
For reversal or positive film. Complete with re¬
frigerator units, temp controls, condensors, etc,
BRAND-NEVY, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS
STEEL model A-11B, Neumade film washer, 35mm
EYEMO cameras, spider turrets, Ijprge selection gt
Eyemo lenses, 35mm x 1000 film. AIR PHOTO
SUPPLY, Dept. C-1, 555 East Tremont Ave., New
York 57, New York.

MAURER 16mm Mod. 506, blimp, excel¬
lent, sync, 12V motors
12V power sup¬
ply, geared mags, many extras.$1 ,695.00
Moviola 35mm double system, good.
300.00
Akeley Gyro tripod, exc. flatop.
375.00

JACK LIEB
540 Lake Shore Dr.

Chicago,

III.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
SCRIPT WRITER-DIRECTOR

16mm Black & White and Anscochrome—Processing—
Printing — Recording — Editing — Production —
Rental — Sales. All types of film in stock.
Write for Price List

WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.

Experienced
writer-director
capable
of assuming
responsibility for writing and directing 16mm pub¬
lic
relations,
training
and
military
report films.
Arriflex, Auricon and Magnasync equipment. Must
be able to write with visual continuity. Relocation
expenses paid. Merit advancement. Company paid
benefits. Write to Mr. P.
E. Strohm, Dept. 410,
Personnel Administratoin
IBM Corporation, Owego,
New York.

SOUND
RECORDING at a
reasonable cost.
High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERV¬
ICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3,
Ohio. Phone ENdicott 1-2707.

COMPLETE editorial
services on both 35mm and
16mm filni. All new Moviola equipment. For in¬
formation write,
DANIEL
LOVINS, 4108 McRee
Ave., St. Louis 10, Missouri.

16mm SOUND and picture editing—sound recording
—music—effects.
DON
DUNN'S
EL
RANCHO
AUDIO, near Palos Verdes and L. A. Harbor,
26246 Fairview Avenue, Lomita, Calif. DAvenport
6-4925.

114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colorado. AMherst 6-3061

FOR
SALE
OR
RENT
worlds
finest
anamorphic
lenses 35mm.
Photography in true Cinemascope
ratio.
Prime and anamorphic lenses
in
block.
Fit directly into lens mount of Mitchell
BNC.
One each 50mm, 75mm, 100mm. Dealer inquiries
invited.
Box
1339,
AMERICAN
CINEMATOG¬
RAPHER.

FOR
SALE;
MUSEUM
COLLECTION
OF
HISTORIC
STILL AND MOTION
PICTURE CAMERAS
FROM
DAGUERRE
1845
INCLUDING ACCOUTREMENTS
AND PROJECTORS, MANY HAVE APPEARED IN
EXHIBITIONS IN MUSEUMS, CAMERA SHOWS AND
ON
TV.
INTERESTED
PARTIES WRITE;
IRVING
BROWNING, 1845 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 23,
N.Y.

FOR SALE; Complete rack and tank lab.
16mm,
2—stainless steel tanks, 4—600 ft. racks,
1—
1600 ft.
drying drum.
Photos $1.00. Complete
lab $150.00.
SAM'S
ELECTRIC,
Box 206,
Pas¬
saic, N.J.

FILM PROCESSING MACHINERY
Rebuilt
trade-ins,
demonstrators,
etc.
Black-andwhite and color. All makes. Low prices. Send for
lists. FILMLINE CORPORATION, Erno Street, Mil¬
ford, Conn.

CLOSEOUT: Eyemo 75mm, Ilex Cinemat F/2.9 lenses
in focusing mounts, like new, $29.00. MASTER
FILM, 207 Third St., Elizabeth, N.J.

FOR SALE: BNC, NC and 16mm Mitchells, excellent
condition, late numbers,
reasonable. Box 1337,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
CINE Special, 16mm Series 1, F/1.9, $275.00. Not
used since overhaul. BOB WHEATON, 112 Indian
Run Road, Worthington
Ohio.
BOLEX, sync, drive, purchased new from Stevens,
used only 10 minutes, $95.00. Box 1694, Cassel¬
berry, Florida.
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THIRTY-FIRST

A INI IM U A L

AUARDS

THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS
Congratulat'es
the
1958 ACADEMY AWARD WINNERS
for
ACHIEVEMENT IN CINEMATOGRAPHY

SAM LEAVITT,

A.S.C.

Who Photographed "The Defiant Ones"

JOSEPH RUTTEIMBERG,

a.s.c.

Who Photographed "Gigi"
★

THE SOCIETY ALSO CONGRATULATES
THE DIRECTORS OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Who Also Were

NOMINATED
for

CINEMATOGRAPHY AWARDS

DANIEL L. FAPP, A.S.C.
"Desire Under The Elms"

WILLIAM DANIELS, A.S.C.
"Cat On A Hot Tin Roof"

CHARLES LANG, JR., A
"Separate Tables"

JAMES WONG HOWE, A.S.C.
"The Old Man And The Sea"

LIONEL LINDON,
"I Want To Live!

LEON SHAMROY, A.S.C.
"South Pocific"
HARRY STRADLING, A.S.C.
"Auntie Marne"

JOSEPH MacDONALD, A.S.C.
"The Young Lions"

ACADEMY

OF

MOTION

PICTURE

ARTS

AND

SCIENCES

IF you are a
[ i ' / ^ D''j'

u
/'

oflcoior priiiti
m

' V 'H;-

u no
you can save over
on 100 prints of a
full-length 2-reel show!
US

W

Write; phone or wire for a free, estimate ^
--it costs you nothing to find^but—you may'
save over $2500 on your next prlnt^orderl

rK

)

!
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motion pictures

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., WASHINGTON 7, D.C.
V-

FE 3-4000
1226 East Colonial Drive, ORLANDO, FLORIDA
CH 1-4161
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The Magazine of Motion Picture Photography

Filming MGM's 'The World, Flesh And The Devil"

Choosing and Using Camera Lenses

ii

1

Spinning Cobwebs For Movie Sets

-ft''- - ■

.

8 BIG EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
. . . plus Questions & Answers, What’s New, Book Reviews

SUPERIOR
SUPERIOR
SUPERIOR
SUPERIOR
SUPERIOR
SUPERIOR

fine grain structure
exposure latitude
tonal gradation
processing properties
rendition of rich blacks
detail in spilled light areas

Du Pont SUPERIOR® 2 Type 936 Motion Picture Film has been acclaimed as one of the
finest films on the market today. For full technical information on this new and extremely
versatile film, contact the nearest Du Pont Sales Office or send the coupon below.

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.)

ac-6

Photo Products Department
2432A Nemours Building, Wilmington 98, Delaware
•<*6. U. S. PAT. Off-

Better Things for Better Living
... through Chemistry

Please send technical data on Type 936 "Superior" 2 Film.
Nome__
Address_
City-State_

now also available with

VARIABLE
SHUTTER

Here's Important News for cinematog¬
raphers who need adjustable shutter
speeds for special applications — par¬
ticularly for Sports, Missile and Instru¬
mentation work.
The variable shutter of the new ARRIFLEX
35 IIBVcan be closed down to 0 degrees!
This secondary shutter is located behind
the mirror reflex shutter; it is calibrated
in degrees and can be observed through
the taking lens opening when the lens is
removed. The segments of this shutter can
be adjusted in relation to the mirror re¬
flex shutter by depressing and turning the
knurled knob (see arrow) at the side of
the Arriflex camera body.
In all other respects, the ARRIFLEX 35
IIBV is identical with the ARRIFLEX 35 IIB
which will continue as the mainstay of
the line.
_

For Sale, Rent or Lease through your
Franchised Arriflex Dealer

JUNE

•

1959

257 FOURTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 10, N. Y.
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WORLD’S MOST ADVANCED
MOTION PICTURE CAMERA

Stop Motion To 128 Frames P/Second With A Single Mitchell Camera
This is the only camera that for 40 years has consistently set
new standards for motion picture photography. The Mitchell’s
exclusive range of filming speeds is but one of 14 outstanding
features of the world’s most advanced camera. Its design
and workmanship are the finest, with the result
that a Mitchell provides important advantages
through trouble-free, economical operation
and lower production cost.
Mitchell cameras include: 35mm, and 16mm;
70mm 214 x 214 high speed; and, 70mm and
65mm standard frame aperture. For full in¬
formation write on your letterhead indicat¬
ing the model camera or your requirements.

M TCHELL
FIRST POSITIVE PIN TROU¬
BLE-FREE MOVEMENT with
.0001" tolerances assures
sharpest, most accurate film
registration of any camera.

EXCLUSIVE RACK-OVER FOCUSING DESIGN
saves time and re-shooting; effortless one
hand operation shifts camera instantly
from focusing to shooting position. Locking
pin insures positive alignment.

EXCLUSIVE ERECT IMAGE focusing telescope shows exactly what is seen by
camera lens. Variable five and ten power magnification.

I

‘‘■55% of Professional Motion Pictures Shown Through
out the World Are Filmed with Mitchell Cameras

MITCHELI- CAMERA CORP., 666 W. Harvard St., Glendale 4, Calif., Cable Add: MITCAMCO
1

WHAT’S NEW

cam-system for parallax-correction in

RAPID SPRAY FILM PROCESSOR
Houston Fearless Corp.,

Brilliant! Accurate!

SPECTRA^
MONOCULAR
VIEW FINDER
For Precision Tracking
of Fast-Moving Objects
Keep your telephoto or long-focus lens
squarely centered on high speed mis¬
siles or sports events! Engraved lens
field and open-center reticle make fo¬
cusing fast and easy. Coated optics
and long lens shade provide brilliantly
illuminated, highly magnified image
even in poor light. Horizontal and ver¬
tical parallax adjust independently.
You can’t miss with SPECTRA
monoculars!

11805 W.

Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 64, Calif.,
announces a new automatic rapid spray
film processor for 16mm or 35mm
B&W, with processing speeds up to 150
feet per minute for positive and up to

making follow-focus shots. Lenses from
15mm to 100mm can be used. An op¬
tional hood is available for use with
1200-ft. magazines. External finish is
grey crackle enamel.

PLANOTYPE

100 fpm for negative. Complete proc¬
essing time for positive films is as short
as 5 mins, from dry to dry.

Camera Equipment Co., Inc.. New
York. N.Y., announces appointment as

Fast processing time is made possible
by high impingement spray applica¬

distributors of Planotype for making
titles for motion pictures, captions for

tion of developing solution, fix and
wash. Impingement drying is also em¬

TV commercials, and text for commer¬

ployed. Optional is silicone applicator
and equipment to give film an archival
wash.

cial art work, etc. Planotype charac¬
ters are available both opaque and
transparent and in a wide variety of
type faces and in colors. Planotype let¬
ters are re-usable, making them ideal
for motion picture use. Write C.E.Co.
at 315 West 43rd St., N.Y., for bro¬
chure and prices.

Interchangeable Sizes
Base is permanently attached to cam¬
era. You make quick changes with the
turn of a thumb screw. Four Sizes:
6x30, 7x50, 12x50, and 20x60.
Write for descriptive literature
and complete specifications

AUDIO TAPE SPLICER
Photographic Industries, Inc., Croton-on-Hudson, N.Y., offer an inexpen¬
sive, efficient splicing kit for editing
and splicing 1^-in. sound tapes. Kit in¬
cludes splicing block with cutting blade
and supply color-coded Mylar splicing
strips. List price is SL98 at most photo
and music stores.

MAURER CAMERA BLIMP

A new wide-angle lens with a ruggedized GSAP mount designed to with¬

York, N.Y., announces a Jiew CECO
Blimp for the Maurer 16mm sound
camera that is streamlined in its styling

stand accelerations as high as 50 Gs is
announced by Traid Corp., Encino.
Calif. Lens was designed for missile
scoring systems. Speed is f/1.5 with a
110° field of view. It is also available

and features an external finder and a

in C-mount.

Camera Equipment Co., Inc., New
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PORTRAIT
OF YOUR
STRONGEST
LINK!
This dedicated chap is your
own private genie, the
sales-service representative
assigned by General to cover
the processing and handling
of your film. He works for us
but answers to you!
Whether it's technical data,
production progress, job
deadlines or prices about
which you inquire, you need
deal with only one person;
we call him your account
supervisor. His job is the
linking of General’s
incomparable production
facilities to your
particular processing needs.
We’re understandably proud
of this unique service to
our customers, and add it to
an already imposing list of other
outstanding “firsts," “bests,”
and “only-at-General-Film."
Whatever type of film you
produce, be it educational
industrial, religious,
governmental, etc., our
background of experience
is available to you;
a letter or call will put
us at your service.

OOGENERAL
FILM

LABORATORIES

CORP.

154$ ARfiYLE, HOLLYWOOD 21, CALIF., HO 2-1171

F&B’s NEW
TRIPLEX
The first low priced

TRIPLE-DUTY
animation, titlestand
and product stage for
all film makers
rt:-

IN
Columns can be locked at any angle
between horiz. and vrt.—for angular
zooms in on table which is locked
in horiz. position.

Florman & Babb proudly introduces the all new TRIPLEX, a top qual¬
ity precision designed animation stand. Its manufacture and work¬
manship assures you highest quality results. The F&B TRIPLEX costs
less and does more than any other animation stand now available.
It will accommodate Arriflex 16 or 35mm., Eyemo, Maurer, Mitchell,
Cine Special, Bolex and all 4 x 5 Still Comeras.
ADDITIONAL FEATURES
• Artwork fable can be pivoted out of the way so huge artwork can be
toped to wall or floor for copying.
• Smooth-stop motion zooms from three positions.
• Camera carriage compound movement 10^^ North-South, 13^^ East-West.
• Ecich movement driven by lead screw and handwheel—
• Camera zoom range to table—1 to 12 field to floor 1*24 field—
• Each movement registered by counters in 1/100th of an inch.
• Diagonal or off-center zooms on both animation product stage.
• Animation table with 2 peg bars moving 16" registered with scale in
l/20th. of an inch.
• Animation table rotates for spins and diagonal pans—registered in degrees.
.9x12 hole through table top for rear lighting and rear projections.
» Platen is hinged—platen glass is Gimbal mounted.
» Entire construction of steel and cast aluminum—resting on 4 adjustable

Here is tlie all-new Portman Ani¬
mation Stand, with many new en¬
gineering

and

praduct

and

design

ii.

features,

more than 40 new accessories for
special

effects

animation,

and

combines ease of operation and
precision in a rugged and versa¬
tile animation

the

SPECIFICATIONS

POSITION

THE NEW PORTMAN
ANIMATION STAND

with

leveling feet.

HORIZONTAL

For zoom titles, copy
and puppet stages.

stand. Constructed

a one piece cast iron
Portman

Animation

bed,

Stand

is

designed for the professional who

Height Vertical, 76 Inches
•
Length Horizontal, 62 Inches
•
Width, 36
Inches
.
Artwork Table-top, 24" x 36"
•
Weight, 300 Lbs. Approx.

wants the
tion

PRICES

ultimate in

stand

that

can

an anima¬
literally

do

everything.

TS-2

COMPLETE STAND WITH COMPOUND CAMERA CARRIAGE,
ROTARY PEG TRACK ANIMATION TABLE, AND COUNTERS....$1495.00

Send

TS-3

HINGED PLATEN .$

80.00

and

TS-4

UNDERNEATH LIGHT BOX.$

95.00

TS-5

TOP LIGHTS ON UNIVERSAL BRACKETS.$

95.00

for

complete

information

on

specifications
the

Portman

Animation Stand available exclu¬
sively from Florman & Babb.

FLORMAN & BABB,

incorporated
68 West 45th Street • New York 36, N. Y. • MU 2-2928
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Faster! Better! Easier! Color Film Processing
SIMPLIFIED OPERATION

ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROL

UNIFORM FILM TENSION

ADJUSTABLE LIFTER RODS

Automatic controls minimize
need for personal supervision.
Recjuires minimum of training.

Film transport speed control is
provided by variac regulation
of motor for greater accuracy.

Exclusive H-F clutch drive
maintains uniform film ten¬
sion, eliminates film breaks.

Indicate position of elevator
in each tank, permit fine ad¬
justment of time in solutions.

DRY BOX
Utilizes filtered air warmed
by fin-strip heaters. Adjust¬
able to low, medium & high.

STAINLESS STEEL TANKS
All tanks are tvpe 316 stain¬
less steel with bottom drains.
Accurate temperature
indication provided.

TURBULATION PUMPS
Thermistor-type system in¬
cludes both heaters and
refrigeration, holds temp,

MODEL 16ARC15

to within zh V4 °

COMPLETE AUTOMATION of color film process¬
ing is accomplished with the NEW Houston Fearless
Color Labmaster . . . making it possible to process
more film in less time — with less personal super¬
vision — and assuring consistently high quality re¬
sults. Available in three basic models: For 16mm
Ektachrome (7255) and Anscochrome; 16mm Anscochrome; 16/35mm Anscochrome. Processing speeds
up to 35 feet per minute.

Developer and bleach tanks
have turbulent washes.
Pumps are chemicalresistant, trouble-free.

Completely self-contained, daylight operating. Highly
experienced engineering, the finest available materials
and precision craftsmanship produce a rugged, effici¬
ent, thoroughly dependable machine. Volume manu¬
facturing permits pricing the Color Labmaster most
reasonably. Send coupon now for catalog and prices.
For 31 years Houston Fearless has been the leading,
manufacturer of motion picture film processors, your
assurance of parts and service availability.

.

HOUSTON FEARLESS CORPORATION

*

11805 West Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 64, California

*
*

Send catalogs and prices on □ Color Labmaster processors. □ B & W processors.
□Camera heads. □Remote Control heads. □Tripods. □Dollies. □Pedestals.

*

Name--——--

•

Firm^-------—,

*

□ Printers.

*

Address-—-—-——

,

City_

Zone_State--

THIS

Walter Strenge Re-elected President
Of The A. S. C. For 1959-60

MONTH'S

CECO

SPECIALS

35mm. WALL CAMERAS
Complete with Complete Sound Outfit
Includes: Modulite Galvenometer, Am¬
plifiers,

2

magazines,

4

lenses—

35m.-ii Variable Area

WALTER

SPECIAL PRICE;$2,500.00

STRENGE

re-elected

President

(seated),
of

the

American Society of Cinema¬

also

tographers for 1959-60, and

35mm WALL CAMERA

three of the Society’s officers
who also were re-elected for

without sound. Complete with 12 volt

a

motor, 4 lenses, 2 magazines

PRICED

AT

second

term.

They

are,

from left: Hal Mohr, 2nd VP,

$1,200.00

Arthur

Miller,

Treas.,

and

Bob deGrasse, Sgt. at Arms.

35mm PRECISION
Editing Machine
Formerly sold for $3,800.00

NOW ONLY $1,200.00
Features
with
cal

system

prism;
tion

include

electromotor

stepless variable

foot

at

of

it

12

pedal

any

makes

a

speed.
for

grain masters.

Like

drives

true

surface

for

safe

gear;

reversing

Continuous
originals

opti¬

rotating
direc¬
process

and

fine

Members of the American Society of

President Strenge, one of the busi¬

Cinematographers last month re-elected
Walter Strenge President for a second

est of free-lance directors of photog¬
raphy in Hollywood, began his career

term. At the same time, three of the
Society’s officers also were re-elected
to serve for a second consecutive term.

as a cinematographer in 1921 at the
Famous Players-Lasky studio in Long

They are: Hal Mohr, 2nd V-Pres.;
Arthur Miller, Treasurer; and Robert

New.

deGrasse, Seageant-at-Arms.

t6mm BERNDT MAURER
Single System Camera—
complete with sound
This slightly used camera features pre¬
made

focusing
finder.

direct
a

through-the-lens

Brilliant

image

view¬

The entire unit includes galven-

ometer,
400'

and

amplifier,

magazines

three

and

lenses,

carrying

two
cases.

with

all

Magnetic

Recorder.

equipment.

Complete

Guaranteed

to

be

perfect.

elected

are:

Lee

to

the

Society’s

Board

of

New York City, was elected to the
Local’s Vice-presidency in 1928 and
elected President in 1929, which office
he held until 1934 when he moved to
Hollywood.
Strenge was one of the first camera¬
men to photograph films for television

Governors are Burnett Guffey, Ray
Rennahan, Harold Rosson, John Seitz,

and reportedly the first to use Tri-X

and Philip Tannura. The Governorselect will serve during 1959-60 along

of his recent assignments have been for

with incumbents Joseph Biroc, Milton
Krasner, and Joseph Ruttenberg.

religious motion pictures; also for tele¬

Alternate Board Members elected for
a one-year term are: Sol Halprin,

productions. In between he manages a

Loyal
Fapp,

16mm REEVES
PV-100

Officers

Elected

equipment $2,500.00
cision

New

Garmes, 1st Vice-President; George
Folsey, 3rd V-president; and Charles
G. Clarke, Secretary.

Island, New York. He was one of the
founders of Local 644, I.A.T.S.E..

Griggs,
Thomas

Paul Eagler, Daniel
Tutwiler, Joe Mac¬

Donald, George Clemens, James Van
Trees, Charles Salerno, Jr., and Stanley
Cortez.

film in photographing TV films. Many
Family Films, Hollywood producers of
vision commercials and industrial film
major film assignment. One of his re¬
cent

best

received
critics

for

was

“Cry

considerable
its

Terror,”

which

praise

from

outstanding black-and-

wbite photography.

Specially priced at $2,000
Camera
ized

Bell

Equipment
&

Agency for Bell
Cameras,

Co.

Howell
&

Printers,

is

Sales

an
and

Author¬
Repair

Howell

Professional

Splicers,

and Model

2709 Standard Cameras.
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LEE GARMES

GEORGE FOLSEY

CHARLES G. CLARKE

1st V-Pres.

3rd V-Pres.

Secretary
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The whole secret of good coh
photography is right hei
GENUINE

_Tlfalz_,

NORWOOD
Super Director
Exposure Meter
High-Fidelity Color Exposures are now yours everytime
— Automatically! — The three-dimensional Incident Light Nor¬
wood Heliosphere assures you of the absolutely correct ex¬
posure setting under all conditions with one quick reading.
The exclusive Norwood Heliovalve gives you an automatic
direct-reading f: stop for pre-adjusted film and shutter
combinations.
No wonder the new NORWOOD is the favorite of Holly¬
wood professionals!!!
The world’s only genuine Norwood Exposure Meter now
made! The Automatic Norwood Super Director made by
the Walz Company, is the new invention of Mr. Donald
Norwood, world-famous inventor of the Norwood system of
three-dimensional incident light exposure control.

Includes Norwood Alefer,
Case, Neckstrap, 3-D In¬
cident Light Heliosphere,
Reflected Light Heliogrid,
Automatic Heliovalve.

cjijL/

8mm

Pf-IrZ] MOVIE EDITOR
Ulti-a-precision connpact folding ed¬
itor.

Geared

I’ewind.

Bright,

screen. -Built-in marker,

sharp

focuser,

framer with Quicksplice.

^

MOVIE METER

Easiest-to-use movie meter.
Direct reading f:stop for movie
cameras. No dials! No calcula¬
tions. Pre-set for Daylight Kodachrome. Type A Kodachrome and
Anscochrome.

$5.95
$34.95

OPTICAL

SUPERIMPOSER
TITLER and WIPER
OUTFIT
Attach to movie camera and
use at the same time as the scene
is being photographed. Very
simple to use. Fully complete with
accessories.

MOVIE TIMER
Attaches directly into cable re¬
lease. Adjustable from 5 to 20 sec.
Signals START when timer activates
shutter. Cuts shutter off at pre-set
time.

$6.95 with case
I
EXCLUSIVE U.S.A. IMPORTER.U. S. PHOTO SUPPLY CO. INC., 6478 SLIGO MILL ROAD, WASHINGTON 12, D. C.
Exclusive CANADA IMEOKTEK . . . MAIKO OPTICAL t PHOTO PRODUCTS, 176S XEEIE STREET, W. TORONTO, ONTARIO

JUNE

•

1959
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TECHNICAL

Consider,,,

COLBURN
COLOR
POSITIVES

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Conducted by Walter Strenge, A.S.C.

(Eastman Internegative-Color Print)

for your next
16mm release

relating to cinematog^ raphy or other phases of film pro¬
duction are invited from readers and
will he answered by letter by Walter
Strenge or by other qualified mem¬
bers of the American Society of Cine¬
matographers. Questions and answers
considered of general interest will
appear in this column.—Ed.
UESTiONS

protect your original
enjoy faster delivery
finer color corrections
uniform prints
10 or a 1000 at lower
costs

GEO. W. COLBURN
LABORATORY, INC.

Q

!

164 No. Wacker Drive, Chicago 6
Teiephone DEarborn 2-6286
Demonstration Reel
available on request

Also, what is the best method for
achieving a night effect in daytime with
Commercial Kodachrome? Please state
the filter one should use and the expos¬
ure recommended.—R. L., I\ew Orleans,
La.

I

j
j
!

Answer: The question of how to obtain
a diffused or soft focus effect might be
answered by ten different professional
cinematographers in as many different
ways. Several of the methods that have
been effective are as follows: One is to
use a gauze matte in front of the lens.
For this, fine marquisette ranging from
sheer netting to heavy silk (depending
upon the softness of effect desired)
may be used. Tests should be made to
determine amount of diffusion re¬
quired. Allowance should be made for
the diffusion in the exposure, as the
netting is heavy enough to affect exposure considerably.
Glass diffusion discs may also be
used. These vary in density and design.
Some have raised concentric circles on
the surface, with the circles varying
both in thickness and width. Still others
have criss-cross and star-shaped de¬
signs. Both gauze mattes and glass dif¬
fusion discs may be used together to
obtain a particular soft focus effect,

i
j
I
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How can I obtain a dilTiision or soft
focus elTect similar to that in conimon use in Hollywood around 1935?
There was a certain liquid softness in
this style which I have not been able to
match. I have tested available diffusion
and fog filters as well as various types
of materials.

Answering your second question:
the best method for achieving a night
effect in daytime with Commercial Ko¬
dachrome is to remove the 83 filter
from the lens, avoid white or light

skies, and instruct your laboratory to
print the scenes for night effect.—
Lester Shorr, A.S.C.

Q

I use a Bell & Howell 70DA eamera
with turret, viewfinder and rackover. What is the most practical place to
mount
a
No.
85
gelatin
filter?—
H. L. IT ., Santa Cruz, Calif.

Answer: I use a 700A camera and I
mount the 85 gelatin filter in back of
the lens. You can purchase Eastman
filters to fit your lenses. — W alter
Strenge, A.S.C.

Q

In
Hollywood
film
productions,
what materials are used in the con¬
struction of miniatures that are to be
blown up by explosives? — B. R.,
Phila., Pa.

Answer: Fiberglas, balsa wood. Lami¬
nae, cloth, paper and sheet lead are the
main materials used for the construc¬
tion of miniature boats, cars, planes,
etc. Buildings are constructed of any
type of thin wood. — James Gordon,
A.S.C.

Q

I am wondering about the feasibil¬
ity of anamorphic lens photography
in conjunction with operations on the
eye. To your knowledge has this ever
been done or is the distortion so great
as to make films shot in this manner un¬
usable for teaching?—J. C. O., Chicago,

III.
Ansiver: It is not possible to get very
close to a subject with an anamorphic
lens, so for this reason I believe it
would not be possible to photograph an
operation with this lens. — Walter
Strenge, A.S.C.

Q

We
plan
using
three
different
16mm cameras to shoot our next
production. How can we insure that
frame lines of all three cameras will
match?—J. S., Glendale, Calif.

Answer: Shoot a short test strip with
each camera, then compare frame lines
with sprocket holes and have aperture
plates adjusted in those cameras that
require it so all camera apertures are
uniform.—Toni Tutiviler, .4.S.C.
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- Special Combination Offers S.O.S. Versa-Dolly plus S.O.S. Jr. Tripod head; regularly $197.50.
Special INTRODUCTORY OFFER.$167.75
S.O.S. VERSA-DOLLY with S.O.S. VISCOMATIC 3 speed fluid head and
Adapter plate; regularly $214.00 — Limited Time Only.$199.50

AS A HI HAT:

AS A DOLLY WITH CLAMPS;

■.-.-.-.---

Only 8” high. Supports heavy
16mm cameras easily.

Can be used for low tracking
Dolly Shots onb' 12” off the
ground.

Can be used with S.O.S. Jr. or
S.O.S. Visco-matic heads, (see
special combination offers)

Has 3 heavy rubber 4” swivel
tires with wheel locks. Insures
a safe, smooth and silent shot.
Weighs only 15 lbs.

AS A BABY TRIPOD;
Supports all medium weight 16mm
cameras and tripods.

Can be used as low as 17”.
S.O.S. Jr. Freehead is guaranteed
5 years and has built-in level¬
ling indicators — a perfect com¬
panion to the S.O.S. Versa-Dolly.

AS A TRIPOD TRIANGLE
WITH CLAMPS:_
Extends from 37” to 56”.
Holds heaviest of tripods and
cameras firmly clamped. Support¬
ing legs are fully 2%” wide.

Versa-Dolly can be used with
S.O.S. Jr., Pro Jr., S.O.S. Viscomatic, Miller or O’Connor Tripod
Heads!

S.O.S. Versa-Dolly shown with Auricon
Cine-Voice Camera & S.O.S. Jr. Tripod.

-SPECIFICATIONS-—
Weight: only 15 lbs.
Height 8*’ at center

- COMPARE -

Diameter 56**
Folded: 18** x 10** x 7**

YOU GET ALL THESE IN

^ Versa-Dolly

Costs When Purchased Separately:
$ 75.00 for a Baby Tripod
$ 32.00 for a Tripod Triangle w/clamps
$ 22.00 for a Hi-Hat
$ 72.00 for a Dolly w/clamps

for only

$99

50

Case to hold Versa-Dolly plus
Tripod Head at slight add’l. cost.

A total of: $201.00

SEE PAGE I OF INSERT FOR MORE ON SOS VERSA-DOLLY
'

“,7/„

fjutrtimnI ^

/

f oj lilt- II'loliim f^ii hn’f

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.

602 WEST 52nd ST.. NEW YORK 19, N. Y. • Phone; PLaza 7 0440 • Cable: SOSOUND
Western Branch: 6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Calif • Phone: HO 7-2124

fit')?'.

THE

S.O.S.

THIRD

A TWICE-IN-A-LIFETIME EVENT
DON’T WAIT TIL NEXT TIME!
LIMITED QUANTITIES . . . MANY ONE OF A KIND. HUNDREDS OF
UNADVERTISED SPECIALS. ALL PRICES IN EFFECT UNTIL AUG. 15,
1959. CONVENIENT TIME-PAYMENT TERMS MAY BE ARRANGED

NEW S.O.S.
LEASING PLAN
WRITE FOR DETAILS

Photo Reseorch Spectra 3 color meter
with computer. $350 volu*. Gd. cond. $

S.O.S. REMOVES THE GUESS—BUY THESE
CLEARLY
Many

came

leading
U S

DESCRIBED
from

studios,

BARGAINS

our

labs,

rental

SAFELY

inventory,

producers or from

Gov't excess stocks. Unless otherwise

indicated,

everything

is new or in good

operating

condition,

ready

for

instant

use, guaranteed exactly as represented.

195.00

Duraluminum Blimp, sponge-lined for
1200* Mourer or other cameras with
vertical mounter motor. Good cond.
$ 119.50

Hot Press with 4*' typeholder; 3 way
switch. $400 value, like new .$ 295.00

New Tewe 35mm Motivfinders, zoom
from wide angle to telephoto. $77.00
value .. $

49.50

Tel'Animastand, sliding celboard with
pantograph extension; shodowbox;
platen. $4000 value ... $2495.00

Hi-Hots for Jr. type tripods. New,
regularly $22.00 ... $

16^95

Ceco Cine Special Blimp w/syncmotor, extra gears . $ 439.50
Houston
Feorless
Perombulotor,
$3,000.00 volue . $1795.00
Houston Fearless Gearhead, $1500.00
value . $ 995.00

• CAMERAS 35MM
Mitchell tingle lens mount; llSVSync*
motor (16fps); counter. Reconditioned
B&H 3709 with dissolve
pilot pin
movement. $3500.00 value .
Some with prismatic shuttle
.

$ 747.50

$1795.00
$2295.00

Woll single system with 3 lenses;
viewfinder;
motor; 4>400' mogo*
lines, coses. $7000.00 value. Less
sound. Good condition . $1195.00
Akeley Audio, w/4 mogazines*2>400*;
2*1000*; 3 fast lenses; motched
viewfinders;
motor.
Originally
$5000.00 ....

$ 895.00

.98

Harrison K2 Gloss Filters, 4** square.
$9.00 volue . $

B&M or MR 2000W Spots on stands.
Excellent . $

99.95

.98

Bardwell-McAlister 750W Baby Kegs
with stands A good buy .. $

57.50

9 95

Northlites, 2000W Cone less stand.
$110.00 value .$

79.50

Jumbo Changing Bogs, 3* x 4', $30.00
value, new .

$

New Mitchell type heovy duty Tripods;
3/4 or std. (takes Mitchell, HoustonFearless or Ceco TV Freeheods) .... $ 119.50
$

24.95

Eyemo Lenses, Ilex Cinemot, f2.9;
35mm focus. Fine condition . $

49.50

e CAMERA MOTORS AND
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

Comeroflex
(Cineftex),
3 lenses,
Apogar 35mm, 50mm and 75mm Bol*
tors. All' f2.3 24V motor; 2-200*
mogozines.
Excellent . $ 495.00

Cine Special, 12V varioble with tochometer. $350 value. Good cond.
$ 195.00
Cine Speciol 110V AC synchronous.
$150 value. Good Condition .$

99.50

Mitchell NC 24V w/tachometer. $525
volue ... $ 325.00

Auricon Pro*200 w/porallox finder;
mattebox; sunshade; cose.
Less
sourrd. Good condition ... $ 495.00
Mourer modified 05, synemotor; 400*
magazine; 4 lens turret. A new low $1495.00

Mitchell 110V AC/DC Wild Motor with
tachometer. $525 value. Good cond. $ 349.50
B&H 2709, 12V governor controlled.
Excellent condition. $ 195.00
Cineflex (Comeroflex), DC 12V & 34V.
New, shelf-worn.$

57.50

Fearless
llOV DC Interlock
for
Mitchell STD . $ 195.00

Morton Soundmaster, 200* ond 400*
mags; zoom viewfinder; 3 fast lensses;
recording amplifier; power
supply; sheoth barney blimp^coses.
$2000.00 value .-. $ 895.00

Westrex Mitchell 220V 3ph Interlock
1200 rpm. $ 249.50

200* Cine Special I, 3/4 lens turret,
focusing
eyepiece,
rackover, 4
lenses
— 15/25/35/100mm
—
$1000.00 volue .-.-. $ 444.00

DC to AC Converters. US Navy Std
220/110 or 115/110, 1.25KVA capocity. Weather proof. Enclosed centrifugol starter. Worth $500.00 . $ 135.00

B&H Filmo 70DA turret w/3 lenses;
drum finder; objectives; trunk . $ 239.50

Mitchell 220V 3 ph Interlock Motors,
good condition . $ 195.00

B&H 70H w/400* mogozine, 3T stopped
fast lenses, wide angle, 1*' and
telephoto; 110V synemotor, acces¬
sories and cose. $1250 volue. Spec.

Heavy duty Voltage and Phase Adjust¬
er,
input 180V to 260V, output
220V, 3 ph. Cabinet mounting of 3
powerstats.
Total capacity 22.5
amps. $300.00 value ... $ 125.00

$ 595.00

e CAMERA ACCESSORIES
Arriflex 35mm 200* mogazines, con¬
verted. Cineflex type. New . $
Cine Speciol 100* chombers for single
perforation. Good condition ..

54.50

$ 125.00

Cirrefiex 35mm 200* mogazines. (Con¬
vertible to Arriflex). Good condition. $

19.50

Tripod Triongles, prevent slipping.
$30.00 value. New . $

17.95

Tripod Triangles, used . $

13.50

Collopsible
Tripod Triongles with
tiedown clomps. New .. $

29.50

Dolly Trockwith connectors,5*-10**15*
lengths, per foot, new ...$
with self-leveling screws, per ft. new $

4.95
5.95

22.50

Wrotten G series VI Filters; 2** square.
$4.95 volue . $

Wall Movietone Camera; 4 lenses; 2
mogozines, 12 Volt motor; Mitchell
type viewfinder. Closeout . $ 995.00

Mitchell 16, w/3 Bolters; 400* maga¬
zine; 220V 3ph
synemotor; large
finder. $6,000 value ... $3995.00

59.50

Extension and Power Cords, 25* w/half
plug or box ... $

5KW Klieg and MR Senior Spots on
stands, excellent . $ 179.50

H.F. heavy duty Commercial Cartop
Platforms. Holds 800 lbs. Has 4*x5*
non-skid top and removable ladder.
$220.00 value . 5 1^9.50

e CAMERAS 16 MM

Double Broads w/stands; 10OOW lamps.
$125.00 value .. .$

.75

Brand new Jr. type Tripods, regulor
$145.00. Reduced to . $ 119.50

Arriflex I, 3 fast lenses; 200* mogo*
line, mattebox, sunshade. $1700.00
volue .

e LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Senior Fivelite ^it, 2 heods; stand;
new Colorstran Senior Converter.
$275.00 value .-. $ 159.50

Kodochrome Haze Filters, size 5 for
Filmo, $2.95 value .-. $

Filmo Shiftover Alignment Gauges,
$55 volue ..

Cunningham, portable 3/Baltors; pilot
pen
movement; 110 Volt motor;
1*200* mogozine; cose. Good con*
dition .....

B&H 35mm Animotion Comeros; 400*
mog; dissolve. $3500 value .$1795.00
same with thru-lens-focussing . $2250.00

Westinghouse
110V
DC Interlock,
B&H Mount 1200/1400 rpm .$

97.50

e ANIMATION & SPECIAL
EFFECTS EQUIPMENT
S.O.S. Professional Titler and Special
Effects Kit — New-TG II . $ 175.00
TG III . $ 225.00
TG IV. $ 325.00
Famous Tel-Animo-Scole. Standard of
Animation Industry. Regularly $2.50.
New . $

1.25

Acme 16mm Animation Camera; reflex
viewer; automatic dissolve ond tokeup; 400* mogozine; vertical counter;
stop
motion motor; 32mm lens.
$4500 volue .-.-. $3495.00

Mole-Richardson
120 Amp. Molarc
(Type 90) on pedestal with grid ar>d
cables. $1278.00 value. Excel. cond.$ 895.00
MR Twin-Arc Broad on heavy stand,
with ballast, 35/40 amps, $300.00
value. Good condition .$
GE Lamps, all new:
lOOOW T20 C13 Mogul Screw.
Regularly $7.90 . $
1000W G48 C13 Mag. Bipost.
Regularly $15.25 . $
2100W T24 Mogul Bipost 60V
Regularly $22.50 ...$

49.50

2.95
6.95
7.95

Portable 220/1 lOV power unit, 3000
watts with Voriac, Volt meter, twin
circuit breokers, 6 double plugging
boxes
ond
4 standard outlets.
Originally $950.00 .$ 195.00
Frezzolite, portable unit with Soft
nickel/cadmium batteries. $395.00.
Good used condition ... $ 275.00
Slightly used Hi-Power bulbs — 70% discount.

e RECORDING EQUIPMENT
Mognetic Ployback Unit for 35mm film
phonographs,
with
preamplifier,
transformer. New ... $ 495.00
Reeves, 35mm Opticol Recorder, with
footage counter; tachometer; glowlomp; amplifier; mixer. Originally
$5,000. Needs repairs . $ 195.00
Westrex 35mm Optical Recorders, out¬
right purchose, good condition .
$3500.00
Reconditioned .
$4995.00
Westrex
35mm Dubbers, 220V 3ph
interlock motors, $1500.00 value .... $ 895.00
Westrex
Disc
Lothe
Recorders,
originally $4500.00 . $ 995.00
MR Mike Boom & Perambulator, lote
type. $2100.00 volue.$1395.00
MR Mike Boom and 3 wheel tricycle
type Perambulator . $ 895.00
RCA Photophone 35mm Opticol Re¬
cording
Heads;
1000* magazine;
lens motor. No license required .... $2995.00
RCA Photophorre 35mm Fontosound
film phonogrophs w/Selsyn motors.
Originally $6,500.00 .-..

$1495.00

Stephens Wireless Mike outfit. 2 Mi¬
crophones;
power supply; tronsmitter; antenno; receiver. $2000. val. $ 595.00
New Ampex 35mm Mognetic Repro¬
ducers w/filtered filmflow. Moke
wonderful re-recorders or playbocks.
$600.00 value ... $ 249.50
Devry 35mm Soundheads w/photo cell,
sour>d drum, 3/4'* x 3** optical sys¬
tem with dampening device, exciter
lomp ond gears. Good for film phonos
or sound readers. Worth $200.

S

19.95

Devry 35mm Soundheads less optical
system ....$

9.95

i

OF A

• PROJECTORS, Background
Screening and Preview
Rodiont

ir

$cr««nt
trunk.

X

14*

with

PoffobU

coMopsibl*

Originally

ment

frame

Simplex

SP

35mm

magazines;

Projectors;

lOOOW

plifier; speaker.

lamp;

spotting,

chronizing, etc.
S

44.50

counters.
picture.

2000'

lens; am¬

Excellent . $ 595.00

Shipping
400*

dubbing,

Footoge

Projects

sharp

24

takeups

ond

fps,

5“ x 7“

2000*

Anomorphic

35mm

$

195.00

II, from . $

10.00

Projectio’n Lenses, 35mm Series

RCA

Brenkert

Enorc

Hi-Intensity
Like

new.

or

1

Ashcraft

Arclomps

45/70

or

D

Peerless Mognarcs, good condition ....
New

$ 225.00
$

195.00

RCA 15“ PM heavy duty Speak¬

ers, list $164.00, less than H price
Holmes

16mm

omplifier,

Arc

Projector;

Boby

Strong

Chairs

used

and

for

rebuilt

79.50

35mm

Process

.95
.79

Reels, 35mm 1000* exchonge type,used

$

.59

cons. Good condition. Per set .$

.25

Sound

35mm

speed

stand

Mounted

casters.

Like new .

6*'X 816*’

imoge,

with

$

3.50

for

Projectors.

casters.

$1225

16mm

picture

with

lens and

iamphouse. Original ly $1,500.
Simplex Acme 35mm Sound

New

$ 395.00

Excellent condition .

$ 495.00

(For 2nd Acme Projector, odd $300.)
Holmes

35mm Sound

Projectors. With

2000*
'magazines;
lens;
built-in
soudnhead; 1000W Iamphouse. Excel.

$

195.00

RCA soundheod; 2000* upper magozine; 1500W lomp; lens; heovy pedFor

amplifier;

35mm

189.00

87.50

composite

30A

rectifier;

picture.

Motor

driven,

GPL

PA-IOOA

jector

with

16mm

Sound

Pro¬

lens;

pre¬

synemotor;

$1995.00

$ 849.50

Professional

16mm

Ana-

35mm

Sound

Strip

Film

B&H

hot

16/35mm

Pedestal

127.50

Pro¬

jector, complete with lens, amplifier

Filmogic

lubricotor

12.95

$

79.50

pylon

silicone

$

795.00

kits .

$

2.95

SOSoft Editing Gloves — light, dz. pr.

$

1.29

Medium weight — dozen poir .

$

2.29

Moviola Differential

remote control; mike input. $800.00
Excellent .-.;-$

69.50

e EDITING EQUIPMENT

Rewinds, 4 shoft

35mm, regularly $48.00 poir . $ 295.00

$

110.00

Neumode 16/35mm synchronizer, single

$

87.50

B&H 35mm Hond Splicers, $25 val.Gd.

$

4.95

Griswold 35mm Splicers R-2. Gd*. cond.

$

15.95

optional.
Neumode

AS-16

Film

Cement

Appli1.95

47.50

China

Marking

Crayons,

brown,

$

1.00

Precision

Optical

List price: $310.00

Sound

Neumade

Reader.

New .

$ 269.50

RTO-3 Rolling

Jr.

16mm Action

price: $125.00

Viewer.

Good .

$

29.95

$

89.50

New . $

139.95

S.O.S. Sr. 16mm Action Viewer, large
3“

X

4“

pressure

picture

pods.

with

Micro motorized 16mm Picture Viewer,
with footswitch. $250 value. Gd.Cond. $

17H,

16mm

strator,

ond

!4“

tope.

Demon¬

like new .

Neumade T-159-R

Stripping
$

110.00

Editing Table with

Originally: $127.50. Used (as is) .... $

49.50

$

... $

Neumode
Machine.

35mm

one-gong

All

119.50

55.00

F ibre

400’
1 reel

$1.10

$

39.50

Film

Film

in

one

color

into

value,

drum

and

Can be converted

Mark

instead

1-8

of

with step

drum.

$3,000

(os is) .$ 895-00
Electric

motor.

with

35mm

Film Waxing

heoting

element ond

$1,500 value. Rebuilt .

Film Gouge,

$ 795.00

measures shrink¬

B&H

Perforating

Machine

punch

and

die.

$9000

Rebuilt .

Magnetic

Cinex

$2995.00

Film Striping Mochine,

16/35mm

Polishir>g

69.95

35mm with

Film

Cleaning

Machine,

Model

$2995.00

and

1149.

$2975.00

MAKE YOUR CHOICE EARLY
$3995.00

These Closeouts Won't Be Here Long!

Im¬
lood.

Houston-Fearless

16mm

sors. $300 value. Good condition.
Houston

K-3

Processor,

temperoture
pump

with

16mm

book, 8th edition . $
Motion
by

79.50

Rubber

Nadell
$3195.00

soft,

cleaners.

New,

per

Processors

with

3

tonks,

motor driven. Demonstrator

.25

water damaged . $

5.00

With

Light

by

Alton. $7.50

$

.50

. $

-25

$

136.95

$

96.95

Television by

Reader

by

Kinder

McCIusky .
of

&

Mathematics

Electronics

Jacobs
TV

nesting

Theotre

Audio-Visual

TV
9.00

16/35mm Daylight Auto¬

matic

3.49

Elements

.$1.50; per 100 . $

Micro Record

The
ond

plioble wiper blades for 16 or 35mm
or

$
$

Understanding

construc¬

Squeegees,

Painting

2.35

Monogement

UFPA Glossory of Production Terms

controls; recirculation;
steel

Theotre

Carver .

value;

neg/-

refrigeration;

stainless

Picture

NAVEDReference Projection Manuol ..
$

Rebuilt like new .

e TECHNICAL BOOKS
The Americon Cinematographer Hor>d-

doylight

Drying

Racks,

(useoble

for

by

$

5.25

Rodio,

Fischer

&

..

$

6.25

Stations by Duschinsky. $

10.95

Television

Wiring & Selling by Roberts $

5.25

for

keyway.

New,

surpl us .

2.95

ongle
$

.08

1200’

1600’

2000’

$1.35

$1.50

$1.75

$2.00

2 reel

1.20

1.55

1.65

1.95

2.35

1.35

1.75

1.80

2.10

2.55

4 reel

1.50

2.25

2.05

2.35

2.75

Add 154

for

hondig. Prices F.O.B,. Holly'

value.

110

gallons, mounted

value.
$

6.95

iron stand.

Processor;

transmission;
volue
Houston
neg
tion;

Jr.

variable

2

$

139.50

pump;

ond

129.50

Projector

Cose.

$525

Ej.c«ll.nf .

%

169.50

$200 voluo ... S

79.95

500

Projoctof,

$1500
$ 975.00

Wott

Automotic

Slid#

WIRE OR PHONE FOR INFORMATION
DON'T WAIT UNTIL YOU'RE

Processors,

pos. w'refrigeration; recircula¬
oir

Screen

Slide

speed

reconditioned.

model

3000

16fnm neg •

.
35mm

Labelle

207 Recorder, $300

Like new .$

w/built-in

$163 value. Like

Bridgomatic

Ekotape

Selectroside
value.

on

new .
Filmlme
pos.

New.
800'

$16.

Chemicol Mixing Tonk, Stainless steel,
capocity

Coses.

Webster

16mm). Com¬

cose.

e MISCELLANEOUS

35mm

with

$

wood

200*

plete

Strip Contoiners.

Shipping

wedges.

with

device. $200 value. New, surplus

3 reel

Meosuring

Excellent Condition .

motor.

16/35mm

colors. (100 lots). New .

45.00

Neumode 35mm one-gong Synchronizer.

Round

Motor-driven

density

List $3600. Like new —. $1295.00

• FILM PROCESSING
EQUIPMENT

Stineman

snopshut with one hand.

Dozen lots.

Used (os is) .$

Fonda 35mm 2 gong Synchronizer with

Good

35mm

16mm

chine with footage and frame count-

footage & frome counter. Gd. cond.

Flantes.

Flip-open,

Neumode 35mm 2 gong Measuring Mo-

combination

New. Shelfworn .
Plastic

light box, rock, 48“ X 28“ X 30“ high.

ters.

6“

stoinless

16mm. 2000* per hour .-.
895.00

build. Now .-. $9995.00

copacity
Neumade

Magnificent

$ 295.00

40*

EQUIPMENT

200* in case, complete with looding

79.50

Kinevox Magnetic Sound Reoder takes

Processor,

Stineman 1 6/35mm Developing Outfits,

• REELS, CANS
FILM CASES

hold-down

2.28

Processor,

new . $9995.00

New

Speed 60' per minute, plus. $25,000

dozen

List

New .

blower

speed

squeegee.

stencils

processor

Film Rocks,

3 tiers, holds over 200-16mm reels.
$59.00 value.

S.O.S.

lamp,

Machine

washer;

150

Houston

1/2

price. Per dozen .

S.O.S. Jr. 16mm Viewer, with base ond

ports of

printer head; etcher; dryers;

de-waxer;

tion.

with equal

Reduction

.
Sub-titling

weother
solution

cost:

Rebuilt

air
$

Neumade 35mm 3 gong Measuring Mo$

400W
variable

pos/reversal,

Excellent condition .$ 395.00

cotors. $4.00 value. New .
chine .

with

Picture

hot

to 0.5%. $200 value. Like new . $
$1995.00

looding magazines for o11 HF proces¬

Prestoseol Hot Splicers,! 6mm or 35mm

Moviola 4 gong 35mm Synchronizers ..

Original

and

to

film

device.

in

age or stretching of 8/16/35mm film

Step

cooled

prints

Splicers, reduced,

33 1/3 rpm phono; 12“ pm speaker;
volue.

35mm

Excellent condition .

35/16mm

woxer,

type,

like

Maurer

Good (os is) . $

timing

for

Color

minute.

negative

Automatic

Studio

Mylar

35mm only $595; 16/35mm ..
New

. $

Garner

Splice

non-magnetic.

introductory with 250-1 6mm splices
$1395.00

morphic Taking and Projection Lens.
New

Quik

Splicer,

$

pec

value.

Printer

New t-Z Jr. 8/16mm non-magnetic film

New

for 110 minutes running (3600* reel).

Vidoscope

$3500.00

mochines on

Head

and

Motorized

16/35

16mm Automatic Step Printer.

$12,000.
B&H

16/35

Machine

sync-

.

Double

low

19^ in cose lots, totol . $

Eostmon

Eastman

$7,500 value.

printing

is

Hardening

used

positive

Cinecolor
and

• CUTTING ROOM
EQUIPMENT
Splicers. $19.95 reduced to .

amp; oil on one pedestal. Capacity
$2500 value. Slightly used.

$ 995.00

light change controls. Original cost:

$ 475.00

paper

tablets,

Soundtrack

Includes

generator.

which

3H lb. can, cose of 12. Closing

for

Printer with outomatic light change

55W amplifier

TV

35/16mm.

$5,000.

feed

takeups. $1500 value. Like new

ped-

Excellent cond.

Reduction

one pedestal. 2-40 scene automatic

Ampro ore 16mm Sound Projector with

ond 2 speakers.

Optical

Two

&

estol;

.

Duplex

seporate

lens;

Excellent condition

picture (10“xl2 ’) of

screening/previewing

arc-lomp;

$14,000.

seporate sound. $2770. value. Good

Acmiola 35mm Preview, 6*’x 8)6 * pro¬

or

tometer.
725.00

35mm Step

condition . . $1175.00

jected

Intensity

Heod

cost:

Reconditioned

trock and picture, olso re-recording.

Hi

Dual

but

Eastman Mork 11-8 Time Scole Sensi-

sep¬

Original

motor ond

speaker.

Excellent condition.

from 4

Cinecolor.

Depue

power

hardening strength. Equally good for

Hispeed

Printer.

Printer

two way

$3,500 value.

Optical

any

e FILM LABORATORY

arate negatives. Needs repairs.As is $

Acme

Re|uvenotes

Punch

chonges.

Head

simultoneously

sound & counter. $3000. val. Recond.$ 995.00

sound

Double

fixer.

steel beauty. Worth $25,000. Rebuilt

Continuous Contact. Prints sound &

sound/picture (6“ x 8)6**) w/seporote

posite

Tape

fader

$8,000 volue. Good (as is) .

C with 3“ picture, no

Preview

$2495.00

er. Matipo model with light chonger.

Moviola Preview 35mm UDPVCS Com¬

35mm interlock Simplex Projector with

estol;

Acmiola

and

ony

on stand. $800 volue. Second ..

Debrie 35mm Sound and Picture Print¬

arms. Close out . $

complete with amplifier and speaker.

35mm

picture

.$

Moviolo

to

box . $ 420.00

control
Depue

automotic'tokeups, Gov’t. Sur¬

New $289)

electronic
lite

Fink

mokes

fixing both which still hos plenty of

Houston

.

for

Powder,

S.S. tonk w/dump volve, drying rock,

apertures.

Includes punch tape, contact roller,

Dozens of good 35mm Sound Moviolos

35mm

Projector,

filter

Hordener

cose)

ing solution. Add to short-stop both
or

—

volue. Less thdn 1/6 cost.

metollic

outfit

2-35mm

plus. Good condition. (Some Brand

Less

chonge

to

4H gollons onti-scrotch film horden-

out for

lite-

er,
semi-automatic
litechange on
pedestal. $2500 value. As is . $ 495.00
New

. $ 995.00

fidelity

Soundhead.

$ 995.00

value.

ture,

lite

Excellent

35mm Moviolas with 3“ magnified pic¬

Heovy ped¬

Roslieve

. $2995.00
cons

fication No. 75-300, weight per $1.00

Fried 16mm Continuous Contoct Print¬

reel

estal. 3000* mogozines; built-in high

semi-automatic

(12

hvoo or short-stop. U.S. Army Speci¬

$4000. value. Reconditioned $ 995.00

change.

$18,000

storting ot . $ 395.00

theatre

spreoders,

motic

. $ 695.00

Soundheads. $2400 value

detoils.

35mm

Like new
Moviola

Background

Write

with

Coses

generally

Duplex 35mm Color Printers with auto¬

on

(send

Choir

189.00

Originally

stand

for

pin

CPH 35mm Preview Machine

throws

15

processing.

B&H 35mm Printer, step contact, pilot

Preview Mochine

motor.

with

16 35mm model 2, like pre*

ceding . . ,

fixing

EQUIPMENT

985.00

magnified

arms, outomatic takeups. Mounted on

Syncro-Dynamic

type

3“

$

projects 8*'xl0“ imoge. Silent with

Acmiola

$15,000 value. $3950.00
Weber

value.

$125. for 3''4“x4*’ viewing sern.)
DPV

2.19

$

3H“ x 4“

$1800

screening rooms,

Movie

Outfit.

{Add
Moviola

$

Houston

film

.

with

4.35

e FILM PRINTING

picture, automatic takeups, service¬

$1675.

lens;

orclamp;

List) from.
Filmcroft

sound.

condition

Moviolas

variable
$

15 omp. rectifier; pedestal. $1000. vol.$ 395.00
Theatre

35mm

Composite

and

Excellent

$

$ 695.00

able condition . $

amp.

$750.00 volue.

UDCS

picture

.29

flonges.

Cannot damage film. $3000. volue.
Moviolas

lenses; fixed

or varioble; $300.00 value ..

S

Reels, 35mm 2000* exchange type,used $

For odditionol Projector .. $ 400.00
New

10-16mm

B&H Eyemo 35mm 100* spools ond

automotic

**slip-off“

for

Reels, 35mm 2000* spring type, used

frame

Variable drive 6/60 fps or

constant

metal,

Used .

syn¬

&

Coses,

reels. Surplus .

Reels, 35mm, 2000* oluminum, new

Editing Machines 35mm — does

matching,

in

Govern¬

surplus .-....

e MOVIOLAS & EDITING
MACHINES
Akeley

Foldpok

$150.00.

CENTURY SALE

III

temperture

LEFT BEHIND

control;

speeds to 1200* per hour. Gov’t, paid
$10,000.

Reconditioned.

$1995.00

"The Department Store of the Motion Piefure Industry"

S.O.!;. CIKEMA SUPPll CORP.

602 WEST 52nil ST., NEW YORK 19. N.Y.
Phone: Plaza 7*0440

's.fsr
EST. ffi1926

Cable: SOSOUND

^WESTERN BRANCH — 6331 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD, HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA — Telephone

HOLLYWOOD 7-2124

ANY WAY YOU LOOK AT IT...

LSi“

IT’S A DOLLY! with Clamps

IT’S A TRIPOD TRIANGLE
WITH CLAMPS &

IT’S A HI-HAT!

IT’S A BABY TRIPOD!

.. ITS THE GREATEST...
. IT’S THE S.O.S. Versa-Dolly
The MULTI-PURPOSE Production Tool
\ /

S.O.S. CllMA StPLY CORP.

^s.fsr
602 WEST 52nd ST.. NEW YORK 19. N. T. • Phone: Plaia 7 0440 • Cable- SOSOUNO
Western Branch 6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Calif • Phone HO 7-2124

isr

ttew! COIOB... ANSCOCHRONE / EKTACHKONE
<tt your fingertipsf
■

FMLMLiNE
MODEL
COLOR PROCESSOR
16MM Anscochrome. 480 Ft. an Hour
16MM Ektachrome .1,380 Ft. an Hour
Filmline’s exclusive "ACCURATED OVERDRIVE”
Elm transport mechanism guarantees 100% machine
performance and protection for your films. The film
can actually be manually held at the feed-in end of the
machine to a 100% stall without breaking the film or
altering the film footage per tank substantially. Ma¬
chine automatically resets itself upon release of the
film. This feature is exclusive with Eilmline and is
found in all Eilmline processors.

^.LLrJ^
y Milford, Conn.

JUNE

Dept. AC-8

Corp.

' CONTROLLED
PROCESSING
Pins all these features
•
•
•
•
•

Daylight Operation
Variable Speed Drive
Exclusive "ACCURATED OVERDRIVE"
Temp-Guard Temperature Control System
Eorced Warm-Air Drybox. No Heating

Lamps Used!
• Feed-in and take up Elevators for Contin¬
uous Processing
• Adjustable Eilm Racks in Each Tank
• All Metal Construction. No Plywood Used!
• Stainless Steel Tanks, Eittings, Recircula¬
tion Pumps, Etc.
• Replenishment Eittings and Bottom Drain
Valves
• Oil-less Air Compressor
• Filmline Cushnblo Air Squeegee
FULLY EQUIPPED $12,700

World’s Largest Line of Film Processors
Manufactured Under One Label

F. O. B. Milford, Conn.
(Other Color Processors Available)

DISTRIBUTED BY: CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., NEW YORK, N.Y.
CALDWELL EQUIPMENT CO., TORONTO, CAN.

LEASE OR TIME PAYMENT PLANS
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News and pictures of the A.S.C.,

HOLLYWOOD

its members, and important

BULLETIN BOARD

industry personalities

Producer-director Sheldon Leonard told mem¬

bers of

the

tographers

American
last

Society

month

production-cost

that

savings

of

being

at

the

of

credited

use of video tape are illusionary'.
was guest of honor
dinner-meeting.

Cinema¬

much

the
to

Leonard

ASC’s

April

“The instantaneous playback is a parlor
trick,”

he

said.

“A

good

director

should

know what he’s got on film. As for money
savings, they're ilhisionary. There's talk that
crew costs for VTR are lower, hut as tape
improves and is used more, the costs must
rise.

Costs,

however,

shouldn’t

be

the

de¬

termining factor, but how much better one
can do the show.”
Leonard is director of the “Danny Thomas
Show” for TV, which
Bob deCrasse, ASC.
•
Hoi

Mohr,

graphing
.\ndrew

ASC,

“The
L.

is photographed

•

by

•

is in Osaka, Japan, photo¬
La.st Voyage” in color for

Stone.

Production

will

involve

SHELDON

LEONARD'S quips following

introduction by ASC Proxy Walter Strenge (standing, right)

tickles funnybones of Arthur Miller ond Charles G. Clarke, seated.
at the Society's April dinner-meeting held in Hollywood.

Leonard was guest of

honor

Leonard later aired his views on videotape.

spectacular actual sinking of the now-retired
liner /sle
for scrap.

de

France
•

awaiting
•

dismantling

•

Stanley Cortex, ASC, was guest speaker at a

JOSEPH RUTTENBERG, this year’s

special

Academy Award winner for best

session

of

the

Motion

Picture

Di¬

color

vision of Theatre Arts of Univ. of California

was

at Los Angeles on April 23rd. Subject was

achievement

the filming of “The Magnificent Amhersons.”
which Cortez photographed in 1943.
•

•

cinematography
presented
by

were

•

Similar

slated

for

Oscar-winner for
ASC

Members

month

of

two

mourned
veteran

tography

the passing last
cinematographers.

and

his

President Wal¬

ter Strenge at the
meeting.

("Gigi”),

memento of

ASC's April
presentations
Sam

Leavitt,

B&V/ cinema¬

to

other

nom¬

inees.

Ira H. Morgan died April 9th follow’ing a
lingering illness. George Teague died sud¬
denly two weeks later. Teague w'as con¬
sidered the “Father of the Rear-Projection
Process” in Hollywood and developed much
of the equij)ment u.sed in the
this process at Fox Studio.
•
Karl

Freund,

ASC,

International
Europe this

•

infancy

of

•

will

again

attend

the

Illumination
Conference
in
year as American delegate,

('onference takes place in Brus.sells in June.
Freund exfiects to visit motion picture cen¬
ters in England. France. Germany and Italy
before returning to the U.S.
•
Alan

for

Stensvold,

E urope

•

ASC,

where

he

•

embarks this month
will [)hotograph a

series of shows in various European locales
for
T\

Art Linkletter's
program.

"People

.\re

Funny”

.''tensvold also will direct the j)hotograpln
of the (irouch
I\
the
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Marx "You Ret Your Life”

show w hen production is resumed on
new series this summer in Hollywood.

SID

SOLOW,

head

of

Consolidated

Film

Lab¬

HERBERT ALLER, Business Manager of

Camera¬

oratory's Hollywood branch, made unscheduled

men's

appearance

cinematographers optimistic views of the future.

at

rostrum

in

role

of

storyteller.

Union

in

Hollywood,

gave

assembled
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FOR R&D PROGRESS REPORTS and COMPANY PRESENTATION FILMS, Choose

AURICON 16mm Csmms fot Ptofessioail Resultsf
ALL AURICON EQUIPMENT IS SOLD WITH
A 30 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE.

‘‘CINE-VOICE n" 16 mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera.
100 ft. film capacity for 2% minutes of
recording; 6-Volt DC Convertor or 115-Volt AC
operation,
$795.00 (and up).

“AURICON PRO-600"16mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera.
•ic 600 ft. film capacity for \6Vz minutes of
recording. -At $1871.00 (and up) with 30 day
money-back guarantee.

PORTABLE POWER SUPPLY UNIT—Model PS-21..Silent
TRIPOD —Models FT-10 and FT-10S12...
Pan-Tilt Head Professional Tripod for in operation, furnishes 115-Volt AC power to drive
velvet-smooth action. Perfectly counter-balanced “Single System” or “Double System” Auricon
to prevent Camera “dumping.” ■Ac$406.25 and up. Equipment from 12 Volt Storage Battery, for
remote "location” filming. -k$269.50

“SUPER 1200" 16 mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera.
'K 1200 ft. film capacity for 33 minutes of
recording. -At $5667.00 (and up) complete for
“High-Fidelity” Talking Pictures.

FILMAGNETIC — Finger points to Magnetic pre-stripe
on unexposed film for recording lip-synchronized
magnetic sound with your picture. Can be used
with all Auricon Cameras. -Ar $870.00 (and up)

AURICON Cameras are superb photographic instruments
for your FiLMED REPORTS...
The new technique of filming Progress Reports, as covered by the Air Force “Table 210 Requirement,”
for example, has revolutionized reporting on R & D Projects. The work of many months can be telescoped
into a 20- or 30-minute filmed documentary for the benefit of key executives and military personnel
who have limited time, but a great need to gather an over-all impression as quickly as possible.
Major aircraft or missile manufacturers are using Auricon Professional 16mm Cameras for filming
R&D Progress Reports in compliance with contractual obligations to the Armed Services and
Government Agencies, under requirements such as Air Force “Table 210.”
Presentation Films of R & D Engineering Extracts, Scientific Developments, Training Films, Company
Facilities and Scientist and Engineer Recruitment Films are being produced with quality and
dependability in full color or B&W, using Auricon Professional Cameras. Auricon Cameras have
advanced features which set them apart as superb photographic instruments for precision film-making!
ajO*—rryOUif

Write for your
free copy of
this 74-page
Auricon Catalog
qwr A -tsTTTTT A CTTTT'R.TP.Tg.g^
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A

PRODUCT

UARANTEE

or

Romaine Street, Hollywood 38*,
Hollywood 2-0931

Ca ifornia

Auricon Equipment
is sold with a 30-day
Money-Back Guarantee.
You must be satisfied!

OF* EH-iECTR-ONIC-OFTICA.Ij R,BCOR/I3INO EQXJIFMENT SINCE 1S31
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How Condor Films
gets *'studio quality”
on tough location assignments

Ansco
Type 2If.2

. . We here at Condor use the Ansco
family of films in all our color productions.
Naturally the workhorse is the unmatched
Ansco 242. For faithful color reproduction of
delicate pastel colors in a film for a paint
manufacturer, accurate flesh and blood tones
for medical work, the dramatic color for stu¬
dio sequences ... all this we sort of take for
granted with Ansco 242. When lighting con¬
ditions get rough and impossible. Type 232
and Super Anscochrome colors blend with the
rest of the footage. When time is short we
appreciate the fast processing service we re¬
ceive even though we are 300 miles from the
Lab.” (signed) Very truly yours. Dean
Moore, Production Manager.
Ansco, Binghamton, N. Y., A Division of
General Aniline & Film Corporation.
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OUR EXPERIENCE IS YOUR KEY TO

SERVICE & DEPENDABILITY

THIS MONTH'S
SPECIAL BUYS

ANOTHER CAMART FIRST
CAMART ADD-A-UNIT EXTENSION PLATES
For Moviola Series 20

(U. S.

Pat.

CAMERAS

Pending)

MITCHELL 35mm Standard cam¬
ADD-A-UNIT for your sound effects.
ADD-A-UNIT for your musical back¬
ground.
ADD one or two extra units to your
two head Moviola.
ADD-A-UNIT installs in a few minutes.
ADD-A-UNIT requires no drilling or
tapping.
ADD those needed extras.
ADD excitement to your films!

era, 2-1000' mags., motor, sun¬
shade, erect-image viewfinder,
40, 50, 75mm lenses, tripod,
cases, exceptionally fine. Value
over $7,000. SpeciaL...$3,995.00

AURICON CINE-VOICE 100' sin¬
gle-system variable area sound
camera, turret, amplifier, cases,
very fne. List over $1,000.00.
Special _$625.00

B&H FILMO 70A single-lens
camera w/1" f3.5
lent _

And you can add fourth and fifth
soundheads just as easily! Make
any combination of 16mm and
35mm Optical-Magnetic sound
heads.

lens, excel¬

-....$49.50

B&H FILMO high-speed 128 fps
camera w/l" fl.5 lens, spe¬
cial -$145.00

B&H FILMO spec iaily converted
for 400' magazines, w/3 lenses
CAMART

ADD - A - UNIT

PLATE

complete

is

with

..-.

EXTENSION
extra

belt

CINE SPECIAL 200' chrome
chambers, late model, like new.
List $625.00. Specially priced
at __
$319.50

guard, flange, flexible coupling assem¬
bly, separate volume controls, for each
head

and

amplifier

attachments

...$279.50

(for

Moviola Series 20 Machines).

$325.00 F.O.B. N.Y.
CAMART PRODUCTS

Separate soundheads or take-ups addi¬
tional.

Prices on request.

CAMART TV Camera Dolly, mod¬

The original CAMART ADD-A-UNIT EXTENSION PLATE is available only at
the Camera Mart, Inc. or their exclusive franchised dealers.

el III, boom arm type, four
wheels, heavy duty. List $1,975.
Demonstrator available at

.-_

$1,595.00

CAMART BABY Dolly, platform
MISCELLANEOUS
portable newsreel light w/re flee¬
ter, mounting bracket, power supply unit &
batteries. List $210.00. Specially priced at
FREZZOLITE

anywhere easily, tilt in any direction, for all
16-35mm cameras, w/35mm tripod head
adapter. Special . ..$95.00

EDITING EQUIPMENT

model. List
strator .

$425.00.

Demon¬

$350.00

CAMART TV MIKE BOOM port¬
able w/13-ft. boom. List
$297.50. Dem...$239.50

.$189.50

heavy-duty custom-built 1 2-volt
battery for B&H 12-volt DC motor, leakproof.
List $265.00. Specially reduced to....$195.00
VOLTABLOC

POLAROID-LAND CAMERA, model 95, w/flash

attachment,
CINEKAD

special

U niversal

.$55.00
camera

clamp,

attaches

ACE Clear-Vision Mylar splicer for straight or

diagonal butt splices, 16 and 35mm. List
$62.50. Rebuilt, specially priced at....$35.00
HOLLYWOOD Automatic 35mm

Mylar splicer.
$195.00. Dem.$139.50
HFC Automatic 35mm
Mylar tape splicer.
List $185.00. Dem.$149.50
List

ucamua ManTiu

1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.) NEW YORK 23 • PLaza 7-6977 • Cable: Cameromart
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Gilbert Warrenton, ASC, “Diary of a High

PHOTOGRAPHIC

School Bride” (American Int’l Piets.) with
Anita Sendrey. Burt Topper, director.

Georges

Stahl, “Jet over the Atlantic”
(Giantscope; Benedict Bogeaus Prod.; InterContinent release; shooting in Spain and
Mexico) with Guy Madison and Virginia
Mayo. Byron Haskin, director.

ASSIGNMENTS
WHAT THE INDUSTRY'S CAMERAMEN WERE SHOOTING LAST MONTH

Joe MacDonald, ASC, “The Gallant Hours”
ASTERISKS INDICATE TELEVISION FILMS

(Cagney-Montgomery Prods, for U.A. re¬
lease)
with James Cagney and Dennis
Weaver. Robert Montgomery, director.
KEYWEST STUDIOS

ALLIED ARTISTS

Albert Benitz, “Man On a String” (RD-

Biroc, ASC, “The Bat” (Liberty
Pictures) rvitli Vincent Price and Agnes
Moorehead. Crane Wilbur, director.

DR Corp.; shooting in Berlin) with Ernest
Borgnine and Kerwin Mathews. Andre de
Toth, director.

Walter Strenge, ASC, Series of religious
pictures (Family Films). Eddie Dew and
William Claxton, directors.

AMERICAN NATIONAL

DISNEY STUDIOS

KTTV STUDIOS

William Snyder, ASC, “Toby Tyler (Tech
nicolor) with Kevin Corcoran and Henry
Calvin. Charles Barton, director.

Jack Marta, “Rescue 8”* (Cinefilm Inc.)
with Jim Davis and Lang Jeffries. William
Beaudine, director.

Paul Beeson, “Kidnapped” (Buena Vista
release. Technicolor; shooting in England &
Scotland) with James MacArthur and Peter
Finch. Robert Stevenson, director.

Clark

William Whitley, ASC, “Playmates” (M-iy-

FOX WESTERN AVENUE

cliff Prods.) with Randy Sparks and Venetia
Stevenson. Sidney Salkow, director.

Joseph

Monroe

Askins,

“Bat
TV) with Gene Barry.

Masterson”*

(Ziv-

Richard Rawlings, Monroe Askins, Bob
Hoffman, Roger Shearman, “Rough Rid¬
ers”* with Kent Taylor.

Lloyd

Knechtel,
ASC,
(Studio Film Service).

Bob Hoffman, Monroe
Fetters, “Bold Venture”*

Commercials*

Askins,

Curt

(Ziv-TV)

with

Dane Clark.

Lloyd Bridges.
CALIFORNIA

Reed Prods. I.

Southcott,

Commercials*

(Four Star
Prods.) with Robert Clup; “The Rifleman”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Chuck Connors.

George Diskant, ASC, “David Niven Show”*

STUDIOS

Henry Sharp, ASC, Commercials* (Roland

(Four Star Prods.) with David Niven. Bud
Springsteen,
director;
“The
Detective”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Robert Taylor.

(Roland

Reed Prods.).

Charles

Kenneth Peach. ASC, Navy industrial film*
(Roland Reed Prods’)

Alton, “12 to the Moon” (Luna
Prods.) with Ken Clark and Robert Mont¬
gomery. David Bradley, director.

Burke,

“Black Saddle”*
(Four
Star Prods.) with Peter Breck; “Richard
Diamond”* (Four Star Prods.) with David
Janssen.

JtiHN

CASCADE

Howard

Schwartz,

Commercials*

(Four

Star Prods.)

COLUMBIA

Gert Anderson, ASC, “Donna Reed Show”*

J. Burgi Contner,
(shooting in N.Y.)

Donna
ASC,

Reed.

“Naked

Oscar
City”*

Ted Moore, “Adamson in Africa” (C’Scope
&
Color;
Warwick
Prod.;
shooting in
Africa) with Robert Taylor. Richard Thorpe,
director.

Leamtt, ASC, “Anatomy of a Mur-

dei" ((“Scope: Carlyle Prods.; shooting in
Michigan)
with James .Stewart and Lee
Remick. Otto Preminger, director.

Burnett Guffey, ASC, “Rim of the Canyon”
(Thunderhird Prods.;
C’Scope & color:
shooting in Ariz.) with Cornel Wilde and
\ ictoria Shaw. Don Siegel, director.

OswAED

Morris, “Our Man in Havana”
(Kingmead Prods.; C’Scojie; shooting in
Havana) with Alec Guinne.ss and Maureen
O'Hara. Carol Reed, d irector.

Henry Freulich, ASC, Irving Lippman.
“Alcoa-Goodyear Theatre”* (Screen Gems).
Jack

Ktra, “.Stakeout"’*
Lla.)

(Screen Gems:
Herman Jones, director.

shooting

in

(tEorges

Perinal, “Once More, with Feel¬

ing'
(.Stanley Donen Films: shooting in
Paris) with \ul Brynner and Kay Kendall.
Stanley Donen. director.

342

Lester Shorr, ASC, “Col. Humphrey J.
Flack”* (Jody Pan Prods.) with Alan Mow¬
bray and Frank Jenks.
William Spencer, “The Thin Man”* with
Peter Lawford and Phyllis Kirk.

Robert Surtees, ASC, and Robert BronNER, ASC, “It started with a Kiss” (C-Scope
& Color)
Reynolds.

with Glenn Ford and Debbie
George Marshall, diiector.

Dale Deverman, “One Step Beyond”*, John
Newland, director.
Nicholaus, “Rawhide”* (CBS-TV)
with Eric Fleming and Clint Eastwood.

GENERAL SERVICE

Llwood Bredell, ASC, Commercials*

(Screen Gems) with
Rudolph, director.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

John

PICTURES

Roy Seawright, Commercials*

.Sam

Ramsey,
ASC,
“Tumbleweed”*
Oliver Drake, director.

Guy Roe, ASC, “Trackdown”*

Bob Hoffman, “Sea Hunt”* (Ziv-TV) with

Fleet

(pilot)

Harry Wild, ASC, “The Bob Cummings
Show”* (Laurmac Prods.) with Bob Cum¬
mings and Rosemary DeCamp. Bob Cum¬
mings, director.
Neal Beckner, “The Adventures of Ozzie
& Harriet”*
(Stage 5 Prods.) with the
Nelsons. Ozzie Nelson, director.
Frank Phillips, “Border Patrol”*
Prods.)
with Richard
brough, director.

Webb.

Jean

(Gallu
Yar¬

William Margulies, “The Lawless Years”*
(Jack Chertok Prods.) with James Gregory
and Robert Karnes. Allen Miner, director;
“Philip Marlowe”* (Jack Chertok Prods.)
with Phil Carey. Irvin Kershner, director.

Paul Vogel, ASC, “Tarzan, the Ape Man”
with Dennis Miller and
Joseph Newman, director.

Joanna

Barnes.

Jack

Russell, ASC, “Girls’ Town’’ with
Mamie Van Doren and Mel Torme. Charles
Haas, director.

INDEPENDENT

Frank

Planer,

ASC, “The Unforgiven”
(Panavision & Eastman color: Hecht-HillLancaster for UA; shooting in Mexico) with
Burt Lancaster and Audrey Hepburn. John
Huston, director.

Joseph Brun, ASC, “Odds Against Tomor¬
row” (Harhel Prod. U.A. release; shooting
in N.Y.) with Harry Belafonte and Robert
Ryan. Robert Wise, producer-director.

Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, “The Wreck of
the Mary Deare” (C’Scope & Color) with
Gary Cooper and Charlton Heston. Michael
Anderson, director.

Milton

Krasner, ASC, “Home from the
Hill” (C'Seope & Color) with Robert Mitchum and Eleanor Parker. Vincente Minelli,
director.
McGowan studios

Maury Gertsman, ASC, “Three Came to

Ray Foster, ASC, Commercials*

Kill” (Premium Pictures for UA) with
Cameron
IMitchell
and Elaine Edwards.
Edw. L. Calm, director.

Prods.)

James Seeley, ASC, Missile Test Project
R(.A Atlantic Missile Range, Cape Canaveral
Fla.

Robert de Grasse, ASC, “Danny Thomas
Show”* (Desilu Prods.) with Danny Thom¬
as. Sheldon Leonard, director.

Meredith

Nicholson, “Beyond

the Time
Barrier” (Pacific Int'l Piets.; shooting in
Dallas) with Robert Clarke and Darlene
Tomiikins. Edgar Ulmer, director.

(LaBrea

MOTION PICTURE CENTER

Nick Mtist raca. .\SC, “Lucille Ball. Desi
Arnaz Show”* (Desilu Prods.) with Lucille
Ball & Desi Arnaz. Harry Thorpe, director.
Continued

on

Page
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in the East it’s

■

■

•

MOVIELAB

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DEVELOPING 35MM (5253) AND 16MM (7253) INTERIVIEOIATES
35MM ADDITIVE COLOR PRINTING
16MM CONTACT AND REDUCTION ADDITIVE COLOR PRINTING
INTERNEGATIVES 16MM (7270) FROM 16MM KODACHROMES
BLOW-UPS from 16MM KODACHROME TO 35MM COLOR
KODACHROME SCENE TO SCENE COLOR BALANCED PRINTING
35MM COLOR FILM STRIP PRINTING

Write for Color Methods Brochure
MOVIELAB BUILDING • 619 W. 54th ST

COLOR

CO RPO RATI 0 N

NEW YORK 19, N. Y. • JUOSON 6-0360

SYSTEMS COMPONENTS
from Magnasync
STUDIO MIXING CONSOLETTES
Specifically designed for motion picture re-recording applications
A miniaturized studio mixing console with six input channels and patch
bay selection of three program equalizers. Up to three plug-in micro¬
phone pre-amplifiers may be optionally added. Line amplifier has input
and output level controls; “film-direct” monitor switch with film gain
control, and matching blank panels are provided for custom additions.
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS:
Modular construction of cabinet and components, optional plug-in micro¬
phone pre-amplifiers, and hinged top door for complete accessibility to
all components.
Frequency response: 20 to 20,000 cps, ±1.5 db.
Signal-to-noise ratio: 70 db below program level.
Distortion: Less than 0.5% total harmonic.
Model G-963 . . . $1475.00
Output level: Maximum 20 dbm.
with in-line (triple) equalizer
Power consumption: 80 watts.
Model
G-961 . . . $1195.00
Size: 341/2" width, 24" depth, 14" height.
with single equalizer

PROGRAM EQUALIZERS
Specifically designed for magnetic recording and
reproduction. No maintenance required ... all
components except switches are sealed and
encapsulated. Guaranteed performance.
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
Impedance: 600 ohms.
Switching: Silent “IN-OUT” with 14 db loss pad.
Insertion loss: 14 db.

Input level: —70 dbm min., +20 dbm max.
Controls:
Low frequency, 8 positions in 2 db steps.
High frequency, 8 positions in 3 db steps.
Mounting: Standard WE hole spacing.
Size: 19"X 31/2"X 31/2".
Model G-801, Single Equalizer. $159.50
Model G-803, In-line (triple) Equalizer . $395.00

Immediate delivery

56709 too

2

3

4S6789 1000

7

3

450 7 8 9 10000

5

6789 100

100 CPS BOOST AND ATTENUATION

2

3

436789 1000

2

3

456789 10000

5

6 7 8 9 100

2

5 KC BOOST AND ATTENUATION

3

4

5 6 7 8 9 1000

2

3

4

5

6 7 8 9 10000

8 KC BOOST AND ATTENUATION

TURNTABLE DEGAUSSER
semi-automatic — total erasure
For all magnetic films and instrumentation tapes
Model A-937 DEGAUSSER features a prede¬
termined 20-second timed cycle that completely
eliminates guesswork. The pushbutton-controlled
motor-driven turntable insures fast and complete
bulk erasure and eliminates noise patterns which
are generated by irregular rotational motion.
$159.50

Immediate delivery
Model M-937 MANUAL DEGAUSSER-smooth, free¬
wheeling turntable, will not damage edges of in¬
strumentation tapes or films. $119.50
Model G-936 CONVENTIONAL DEGAUSSERan effective bulk eraser economically priced.
$69.50

Write, wire or phone

[inflcniisvoci

MAGNASYNC MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.

r

5546 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood, California * STanley 7-5493 * Cable "MAGNASYNC”

I
I
DEALERS:

‘
I
'

SOUND SYSTEM

International leaders in the design and manufacture of quality film recording systems

CHICAGO, Zenifh Cinema Service, Inc.; LOS ANGELES, Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment; NEW YORK, Camera Equipment Co.; SAN FRANCISCO, Brooks
Camero Co.; BELGIUM, Brussels, S.O.B.A.C., S.A. (Societe Beige D’Applicotlons Cinematogrophigues); BOLIVIA, La Paz, Casa Kavlin; BRAZIL, Rio de
J oneiro, Mesbia, S.A.; CANADA, Toronto, Ontario, Alex L. Clark, Ltd.; DENMARK, Copenhogen, Kinovox Electric Corp.; ENGLAND, London, W-1, Delane
Leo Processes, Ltd.; HONGKONG, Supreme Trading Co.; INDIA, Bombay, Kine Engineers; ITALY, Rome, Reporlfilm S.R.L.; JAPAN, Tokyo, J. Osowo & Co.,
Ltd.; PAKISTAN, Karachi 3, Film Factors Ltd.; SWITZERLAND, Zurich 7/53, Rene Boeniger; THAILAND, Bangkok, G. Simon Radio Co., Ltd.

Watch for the announcement of our new EDt-TABLE”
344
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LLOYD'S CAMERA EXCHANGE
Hollywood 28, California

Calling All

16 mm

Owners

*

ARRIFLEX

*

BELL & HOWELL

*

BOLEX

*

RATHE

*

CINE SPECIAL

Convert Your Existing 100' Camera
To 400 Camera With 24 F. P.S. Sync. Motor
Bolex H-16 Kit.
Bell & Howell 70 DL & DR Kit.
Rathe .
Cine Special I or II..
Arriflex Kit using regular Arri Motor.

$325.00 Complete
325.00
325.00
339.50
339.50

Template furnished to open back yourself or add $25.00
for average Factory Installation—F.O.B. Hollywood, Calif.

RECONVERT TO 100' CAMERA IN 30 SECONDS
USING Multa Mag MAGAZINE SYSTEM
1200' Mags. Fit Same Adaptor
100% Inter-Changeable
Each

Casette

. 400'

$ 79.50

.1200'

$119.50

The AAulta-AAag line consists of profes¬
sional type camera film magazines,
magazine conversion kits, camera
drive motors and many other units. The
heart of the AAulta-AAag system is the
unique casette which is used in pairs
to replace conventional film magazines.

WRITE FOR FURTHER DETAILS —DEALERS INQUIRIES INVITED.

LLOYD'S CAMERA EXCHANGE
Hollywood’s lOrrtm Headquarters
1612 North Cahuenga Blvd. (Phone HO-7-3863) Hollywood 28, California

JUNE
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TO GET LOW-ANGLE SHOT with desired perspective of actor
Harry

Belafonte

zorati

angled

elevated

on

walking
his

New

camera

York

from

low

street,

cameraman

set-up,

had

Mar¬

Belafonte

platform.

WORST THING ABOUT early morning shooting schedules was
the

piercing

cold.

Here

camera

crew

coats while shooting waterfront scene in

wears

heavy

New York

parka-

harbor.

Filming the impossible for

“THE WORLD,
THE ELESH
AIMD THE DEVIL”
By

To

DARRIN

PHOTOGRAPH

production where the hlmic creators must these days keep
a sharp eye focused on the commercial demands of the box
office. In stating these definitive and unwavering cinematic
objectives, MacDougall said: “The first decision was to
make a picture completely different from any which had
preceded it, or might follow. The second decision was to
avoid at all costs any suggestion of morbidity, and to keep

SCOT

Nkw

Yokk City

as a barren, utterly de¬

serted metropolis, so completely devastated by a “purple
cloud ’ of radioactive death that not a living person, nor
animal nor bird remains moving along the inert canyons
of the world’s busiest urban center—this was the almost impossiltle challenge Hung at Director-scenarist Ranald MacDougall and Director of Photography Harold J. Marzorati,
A.S.C.. in hlming M-G-M’s highly provocative photoplay,
“The \\ orld, the Flesh and the Devil.” That they succeeded
brilliantly in doing just that is evident in every foot of this
imaginative, controversial and consistently exciting film.
The feature, while not strictly a “message” picture, has
several socially signihcant things to say—but aside from

TOUGHEST SCENES fo light were those in coal

this it has a cinematic integrity rather rare in major studio

here is imaginative and resourceful.
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where

Belafonte

is

trapped

for

five

days.
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mine

Lighting

the him on a high plane of pictorial interest without resort¬

just a few photofloods in the closer shots to clean them up a

ing to the easy trap of death and destruction.

bit and get into the actor’s eyes.

The third

Actually, it would ha\e

decision, more bold than all the rest, was to place the scene

been a problem to obtain lights in New York at the time,

of action

in New York City—empty of its teeming mil¬

since there were several other companies shooting there

To achieve these objectives photographically, Mar-

also. lor example. Bill Daniels, A.S.C., was shooting a color

zorati has done a magnificent and well-nigh superhuman

production and had just about everything in rental equi]>

job of photography.

ment

lions.”

very

largely

to

his

The sharp impact of the film is due
realistic

lighting,

dramatic

camera

angles, and the stark honesty and glowering mood with
which he has managed to infuse his photography.

tied

up.

However,

typically

‘studio-lighted’

Two separate location trips w'ere made to New’ York, ex¬
actly a year apart and in the fall season.

Briefly stated, the story concerns a proud, intelligent,

Only the three

actors and seven key technical personnel made these trips

mechanically efficient Negro (played by Harry Belafonte)

from Hollywood.

who is trapped in a mine shaft for five days during which

were engaged

all habitation in the United States, and presumably the rest

scenes

would have been out of key with the mood of the storv-*’

Camera, sound, lighting and grip crews

in New York and worked most efficiently

with the Hollywood people.

Emerging

On the first trip the company was in New YArk for a

from the mine unharmed, he makes his way to completely-

month, but because of the nature of the shooting it was pos¬

deserted New York City where he becomes convinced that

sible to complete only one or two scenes each day.

he is the only living person remaining on earth.

Later he

time Marzorati shot the huge panoramic vistas of the city

encounters Inger Stevens who has also survived because

showing literally miles of mid-YIanhattan streets littered

she was in a decompression chamber during tbe atomic

with debris, but with not a light showing or a living thing

warfare.

moving; scenes of Belafonte pulling into New York harbor

of the world, is wiped out by nuclear warfare.

The film concentrates on Belafonte’s efforts to

keep them alive in a lifeless world.

Later they are joined

in an outboard motor boat, with not a single other boat or

by Mel Lerrer, who has also escaped death, and who now

ship moving;

becomes the third angle of an offbeat love triangle.

world—dead and inert.

action

The

At this

and

all Street, the financial hub of the

culminates in a hair-raising chase and gun fight

Lor the second round of location shooting, MacDougall

through the echoing canyons of Manhattan, until reason

and Marzorati went to New York ten days ahead of the

lakes over and the film ends on a hopeful note.

rest of the company and plotted each shot. Elaborate charts

The picture was filmed in black-and-white Cinemascope,

were made to show what time of day to shoot in what loca¬

and it has a mood of grim desolation that could never have

tion for best effect.

been achieved in color.

change Place, Ylaiden Lane, from the top of the Waldorf-

Actually, shooting in color would

have been impossible since the picture was filmed under

On this trip scenes were shot in Ex¬

Astoria, in Herald Square and Times Square.

such unfavorable light conditions that it strained even the

The shooting of the sequence in Times Square pointedly

exposure latitude of the fastest available black-and-white

illustrates the type of problems encountered.

emulsions.

intersection—normally one of the most congested metropoli¬

In commenting on the almost documentary-newsreel qual¬

This famous

tan areas in the world—was to be shown utterly deserted

ity of the photography, Marzorati explains: “We wanted it

except for Belafonte.

as natural as we could get it.

Director MacDougall also

biles or buses visible as far as one might see, no traffic lights

wrote the script and he had very definite ideas as to the

operating, no advertising signs flashing, indeed no sign of

effects desired.

life whatever as Belafonte ran towards the camera from

We shot precisely to get those effects.

In

There could be no moving automo¬

order to achieve realism I used very few booster lights—

Continued

MARZORATI

scenes such as this in midtown New York, while traffic and pedestrians

light

registered
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Tri-X

only 20

1959

film

foot

at

f/2.3

candles

on

and
his

f/3.5.

meter.

The

available

were

camera

crew

held in check out of camera

had

but

three

minutes

to
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scenes

this

his

Page

AT SIX O’CLOCK in the morning and with skies overcast, Marzorati shot
like

and

on

shoot

range.
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THE TELEVISION

“ . . . but I do think everyone should be
a

By

GEORGE

W.

WOOLERY

Ford owner, don’t you?"

The success of this 20-second spot led immediately to its
characterization in other media. The Dog has appeared in
direct mail circulars, radio spot announcements, newspaper
ads, posters for Ford Dealers’ show rooms, and 35mm prints

It

started as a gag,

according to Bill Melendez, director

for Playhouse Pictures, producers of television film commer¬
cials in Hollywood. “When Tom de Paolo of the J. Walter
Thompson advertising agency asked us for some new ideas
for the TV spot campaign of the Ford Dealers of Southern
California, we worked up one or two story boards to submit
to the agency. Then, in somewhat of a brain-storming fash¬
ion, we hit upon our ‘Thinking Dog’ as a gag. We liked it.
sketched it out, and sent it to de Paolo along with the others

have been made of the spot for showing in Drive-In theaters
in the San Jose-San Francisco area. Doggy banks have been
ordered by Ford Dealers as a give-away item for the kid¬
dies. In fact, the commercial sparked a whole new cam¬
paign which will feature the Dog character in subsequent
spots.
For those who may not have seen the commercial, it
opens with a dog dv<sting a Ford and being queried by an

for a chuckle.”
Two days later, Playhouse Pictures received the word that
the choice had been made. It was the “Dog.” And that was
the beginning of the one television commercial everybody is
talking about.
Playhouse has created and produced commercials for the
Ford Motor Company for the past five years, ever since the
popular “IT’S a FORD!” commercial—probably the only
other spot that has created as much comment for the com¬
pany. But aside from the fact that the “Dog” was the most
talked about commercial locally, it was not destined for
greater exposure until the news of its success spread to other
branches of the J. \\ alter Thompson agency that represent
local Ford Dealers associations. In this manner, it caught
on exactly like its ])redecessor of five years ago, and has
zoomed to national prominence.
\\ ithin two weeks after its dehut. the agency was besieged
with recpiests for prints for use in San Francisco, Salt Lake,
Seattle. Boston. Pittsburgh and other cities. It was shown
nationally on the Ford Show, NBC-TV’, and is being con¬
sidered by the Mew ^ ork office of J. V alter Thompson for
showing on an e:^panded schedule.
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IDEA

FOR THE

Ford

Dog

TV commercial was

born

in

a “brainstorming”

session between Bill Melendez (r), Chris Jenkyns (I), and Sterling Sturtevant
at Playhouse

Pictures studio in

Hollywood.
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COMMERCIAL
EVERYBODY IS TALKING ABOUT
...and how it was produced

off-stage voice. John Hiestand is the announcer; Hugh
Douglas the voice of the Dog. The dialogue goes like this:
Announcer: “Ah, you there. What are you doing?”
Dog: “I’m dusting a Ford.”
Announcer: “Oh, are you a Ford owner?”
Dog: “No. I’m a dog.”
Announcer: “Do you think everyone should be a dog?”
Dog: “Well, that’s something everyone should decide for
themselves . . . but I do think everyone should be a Ford
owner, don’t you?”
The dog then enters the car and drives off.
Much of the credit for the commercial’s success is due
to the J. Walter Thompson agency and to the agency’s Tom
de Paolo who sold the idea to the Ford Dealers. For they
had faith enough in the spot to purchase a saturation cam¬

Including time for story development, planning and hnal
approval, it took eight weeks to produce the 20-second spot.
A variety of production problems arose during its animation
and shooting. The first 300 drawings that went to make up
the commercial were discarded after the pencil test, because
the dog looked more like a porcupine than the canine that
was desired. More drawings ensued, and eventually a char¬
acter was conceived that animated more readily and looked
more like the shaggy dog the production staff had in mind.
After it was animated, Melendez decided that the picture
had to be entirely reanimated to develop more subtle and
funny movements for the dog to better fit the voice on the
sound track. So, another 300 drawings were discarded;
Continued

on

Page

370

paign in prime time to exploit the commercial.
The artisic and creative credit goes to Playhouse Pictures’
director Bill Melendez; Sterling Sturtevant, for layout and
design; and to Chris Jenkyns and Ed Levitt, story and
story sketch.

APPROVING

ANIMATION

sketches

for the

Ford

Dog

commercial

is

Tom

ANIMATOR

HIGGINS

the

outlines the story action for him.

drawings were sketched
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Ford

BILL

de Paolo (right) of J. Walter Thompson advertising agency, as Chris Jenkyns

20-second

draws

commercial.
in

one of
To

pencil on

save

300 sketches required
time-consuming

for

painting,

cels of frosted acetate.
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CHOOSING AND
Part 2

USING

LENSES
WHILE A

By

JOSEPH

V.

MASCELLI

the

tially

compressed,

ground

NOTE; The lenses descrihed herein by au¬
thor Mascelli are those normally used on
professional 35mm motion picture cameras.
The effects, idiosyncracies, etc., which are
descrihed for these lenses apply equally in
most cases to the equivalent lenses for 16mm
cameras. The 16mm counterpart of 35mm
camera lenses is just one-half the focal
length of the latter; i.e., the 1-inch lens for
16mm cameras is roughly equivalent in cov¬
erage to the 2-inch lens for 35mm cameras,
etc.—EDITOR.

There are two

very important reasons

TELEPHOTO

close,

in

action

is

objects
their
filmed

LENS

appear
and

brings cbjccfs
bunched

seem

movements
with

to

or

up

spa¬

cover

less

as

when

same

shorter

focal

lens.

screen and TV film photography, which
requires a wider area of coverage to
allow for the cut-off, and the fact that
both the set and the players will record
more naturally when they are photo¬
graphed at close range with either of
the aforementioned lenses on the cam¬
era.
The so-called normal 2-inch lens has
been relegated to a sort of in-between
lens. It no longer is the workhorse lens

why the longer wide-angle lenses, such
as the 35mm and 40mm, have come
to he regarded more or less as the nor¬
mal lenses in 35mm cinematography.

of

the professional

WHEN

SAME

SCENE

slightly narrower angle of coverage is

shorter

focal

length,

This is because of the tremendous cut¬
off of the picture area in both wide¬

desired where the camera cannot be

spective

grapher.

35mm

cinemato¬

It frequently is used on the

sound stage for two-shots or when a

appear

more

is

shot

both

with

action

lens
and

of
per¬

natural.

moved in closer; or where a particular

perspective is desired that cannot be
obtained with either wide-angle or tele¬
photo lenses.
In the telephoto range of lenses, both
the 75mm and 100mm find frequent
use in studio productions in shooting
closeups of people. This is because
their narrower angle of coverage tends
to eliminate facial distortion.
The
75mm lens is usually preferred for
head-and-shoulder closeups. w'hereas
the longer 100mm lens is invariably
used for tight, screen-filling closeups
of heads.

More

and

more

cameras

used

for

professional

16mm

photography

are

turret-equipped

and fitted with full complement of lenses, like the Bolex H-16 shown above. (Purpose of photo
is to show the equipment, as hand-held shooting with a telephoto lens is not recommended.)

350

It should be remembered that when
photographing “back-and-forth"’ closeups of two or more persons, the same
lens shoidd be used for each shot and
the camera set exactly the same dis¬
tance each time. In this way, image
size and modeling perspective are kept
uniform for all shots. Here the height
of the camera can be changed, if
necessary, but the linear distance beContinued

on

Page
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New.. .from Gordon Enterprises
Cameras, Lenses, Magazines, Motors and Accessories^

Motion Pictures, Television, Photo Instrumentation, r ^
Data Recording, Aerial and Underwater Photography

MAIL COUPON TODAY

''

for your free copy and have the world's largest inventory
of professional equipment at your fingertips.. .or call

GORDON ENTERPRISES
5362 Cahuenga Blvd., North Hollywood, Calif.
Gentlemen:
Please rush your new Photographic Rental Price List

Firm
Zone
State

5362 i^'Cahuenga Blvd., No. Hollywood, Calif
STonley 7-5267
POplar 6-3725
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M.

A.

Spinner
cement

HANKINS,
loaded
to

lay

Mole-Richardson

wilh

filmy

gossamer

Co.

substance

pattern

over

engineer,

uses

compounded
props

of

from
a

EVEN A VETERAN

Cobweb

web

rubber

movie

network

Cobweb

set.

spider would be deceived

created

Spinner shown

artificially
in

by

the

by this realistic cob¬

simple

Mole-Richardson

picture at left.

Spin Your Own Cobwebs!
New special effects device using rubber cement produces
realistic cobwebs for motion picture sets
BY

Realistic cobweb effects for movie
sets are now simple and inexpensive
to produce for any movie maker, pro¬
fessional or amateur. The Mole-Rich¬
ardson Company, Hollywood, long
known for its quality line of motion
picture set lighting and prop equip¬
ment, has developed a simple, efficient
cobweb spinner that produces cobwebs
so realistic they fool even the most

expert of spinners—the spiders them¬
selves.
Because mystery and horror movies
continue to be prime favorites with
the public, and as almost every such
movie has at least one scene in which
cobwebs play an important part pictorially, there has been need for a
simple means of producing the gos¬
samer effect quickly and with little or
no chance of the effects man getting
entangled in the web himself. The M-R
Cobweb Spinner, pictured above is the
first item in a new line of jiroducts
known as Moleffects.
In the photo above, left, the Cob¬
web Spinner is shown in use applying
a realistic network of cobwebs over

352

JOSEPH

HENRY

props on a Hollywood movie set. Sim¬
plicity of operation is the Spinner’s
greatest feature. The unit consists of
a lightweight motor unit resembling
an electric drill to which is attached
a conventional multi-blade fan and a
sturdy wire guard. Mounted immedi¬
ately in front of the fan is the circular
reservoir that holds the rubber cement
compound which is released through
a tiny valve at the center as the spinner
revolves.
To operate, you need only fill the
reservoir with the fluid compound,
screw down the cover, point the ma¬
chine and pull the trigger switch. The
result is a thin thread of fluid blown
out five to ten feet for placement as
desired.
It was possible to decorate the small
set pictured above with a cob-webby
pattern in a matter of minutes. After
the cobwebs have been applied, a
further realistic effect is given the net¬
work by lightly dusting it with talc
with the hand-operated spray gun,
which is a part of the kit. The photo
Continued

on

Page
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THE

M-R

carrying

Cobweb
case.

Spinner

Small

and

accessories.

package holds dusting

At

top

is

talc which

is applied with spray gun (bottom of photo) after web
pattern

is

spun.

The

electric

spinner

is

in

center.

left is can of rubber cement while at right, center,
supply of cement thinner.
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At
is

WE WON'T
TELL YOU
HOW TO PICK

On second thought, maybe some of us at CECO
can do that, too.

But our primary function is to supply you with the
finest professional equipment and show you how
to get the most out of it.

This is not a static business. A bewildering array
of new scientific devices burst upon the scenenew marvels in cameras, sound recording ma¬
chines, lights, generators, mikes, booms, editing
machines, dollies and animation stands. We dis¬
patch CECO technicians to distant factories to learn
how to utilize this equipment so they can impart
this information to you.
Because we have advised and outfitted hundreds
of crews for studio and location shooting, we know
what they will need for our own cities and
*CECO Trademark of
Camera Equipment CO

hinterlands, for the frozen North and the
tropic South.

It’s an exciting business, if a product
doesn't exist for a needed function, CECO
technicians often create it. Adapting prod¬
ucts for different uses is common around
here. We have the finest repair and service
department this side of Hollywood.

It’s a business that offers great rewards
to you, the creators, the directors, pro¬
ducers and cameramen. Our job is to
help you turn out films within your budget,
films that will do you proud. We're always
at your command—at 315 West 43rd
Street, in the heart of the film district.
Stop by, won't you? A welcome awaits you.

Mauror IGnrim Camera

A professional camera with features that cameramen dream about.
High-powered direct view focus; largest erect-view viewfinder ever made; controls and indicators con¬
veniently placed; clear glass reticle permits greater magnification. Incorporates a revolutionary inter¬
mittent movement that produces perfect registration. Also available are the MAURER 16mm Sound
Recording System and the MAURER Film Phonograph.

Moia-Richardson “Midgat”

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS

50 to 200 Watt Incandescent Spot
Mole-Richardson
“Bruta" 225 Ampere

Mola-Rlohardson
Lighting Equipmant

Arc Spot
The most complete line of
specialized lighting equipment
on the market. Other models
than shown include 750, 2000,
5000, and 10,000 Watt Spots
and Remote Switches. All are
rugged, dependable, and
recognized as standard in
Hollywood Studios.

SALES

SERVICE

Camera Equipment Company offers the world's
largest and most comprehensive line of professional cameras,
accessories, lighting, editing, processing, and animation equipment. The
quality product isn't made that we don't carry.See our splicers—
exposure meters — projectors — screens — marking pencils
and pens — editors gloves — editing machines,
racks, barrels, and tables — stop watches.

RENTALS

FRANK C. ZUCKER

(JflmERfl €ouipm€nT (o..inc.
315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

•

JUdson 6-1420

Magnasync Magnaphonic Recorder
Model X-400 Type E-15

No man alive can know all
there is to know about =
making good films. That’s

A one case, self-contained, magnetic film re¬
corder with direct coupled, high resistance
torque take-up motor. Features built-in footage
counter, play back amplifier and speaker, and
1200 ft. film capacity. Meets SMPTE standards.

why CECO maintains a staflF
of experts — on cameras,
lenses, recording equipment,
lights, generators and
editing machines. Their
combined knowledge and
experience is at your
disposal — always.

CECO Small Gyro Tripod

Features “controlled action” with slow
and fast speeds for both panning and
tilting. Weighs only 19 lbs. Ideal for
16mm Maurer, Mitchell, B & H Eyemo
and similar cameras.
CECO Portable 3 Wheel Collapsible
Dolly With Bicycle Seat

Folds to fit into carrying case 18" x 20"
X 36". Weighs only 60 lbs. Rear wheel for
steering may be locked for straight dollying.
Mounts all Standard, Baby, All Metal, and
PRO JUNIOR Tripods.
16mm Professional Film Viewer

Makes film editing a breeze. Easy thread¬
ing, portable, will not scratch film. En¬
ables editor to view film from left to
right on large 6" x 4Vi" brilliantly illum¬
inated screen. Sound Reader and/or
Counter can be easily attached. Available
in 35mm model.

• CECO

trademark of

Camera Equipment

CO mpany

Scanoscope Anamorphic
Lens System For
Arriflex 35

Engineered for the Arri¬
flex 35, the Scanoscope
Anamorphic lens system
is available in separate
focusing
arrangements;
or in a uni-focus mount
with 40mm, 50mm,
75mm or 100mm lenses
in their special Scano¬
scope mountings.

Changing from one uni-focus lens
to another takes just a few seconds. Also
available for Mitchell NC and BNC cameras.

If CECO doesn’t have it.
IT ISN’T MADE!

Pye “Transhailer”
Transistorized Megaphone

One of the lightest
electronic megaphones
ever produced. Has a
germanium transistor
amplifier. Powered by
standard flashlight
batteries. Weighs only
5 lbs. with batteries.
XSVi" long.

JEFRONA All-Purpose Film Cement
and GTC-59 Lens Cleaner

Jefrona all-purpose cement holds film
splices firmly because of its greater ad¬
hesive qualities. Prevents costly breaks.
GTC-59 Lens Cleaner cleans and de¬
greases in one application. Leaves super
smooth water and dust repellent surface.
Smear-proof, anti-static.

New
Model
Bell & Howell Professional
Portable Splicer

Has thermostatically controlled heat¬
ing elements. Retractable pilot pins
permit quick change from one film
size to another. 100-120 volt opera¬
tion, lightweight, rugged.

Ace “Clear-Vision"

Splicer

Push button cutting. 100% non-magnetic. Needs no cement or heat. Uses
Mylar splicing tape. Makes strong
butt or lap, straight or diagonal
splices. Has clear plastic top; adjust¬
able, receding film pins.

Bell & Howell Automatic
Film Splicer

Features heating ele¬
ments for quick splic¬
ing.
Clamping and
cutting of film con¬
trolled by foot pedals.
110 or 220 volt opera¬
tion (specify).

Write for additional color folders
of new equipment. . .

A 16mm Reversal & Negative-Positive processor
with completely controlled processing. Has ex¬
clusive “Temp-Guard” system; no floating eleva¬
tors. Allows speeds to 90 ft. per minute without
worry about film breaks.

FRANK C. ZUCKER

(£flni€Rfl Couipmeni (o.,inc.
315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

•

JUdson 6-1420

BIRNS & SAWYER Buys M-G-M Cameras

for YOU!

This is your chance to purchase the finest in used professional
motion picture equipment; cameras that have shot multi-milliondollar features on the famous M-G-M sound stages. This equip¬
ment has been maintained meticulously by the finest technicians
in Hollywood and is available only through Birns & Sawyer—your
guarantee of satisfaction !

BELL & HOWELL
Model 2709, Rack-over
{With

1950

(New Price
$5,075)

Unit I" shuttle, 170° variable shutter with automatic

dissolve, four-lens turret, prismatic focusser. See below for list
of other accessories-all from the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios)

Cameras sold without accessories or completely
equipped with: 24-35-40-50mm Cooke lenses, Mit¬
chell combination matte box, Mitchell finder, reduc¬
ing lens, two carrying cases, four 400' metal B & H

r

magazines in carrying case, veeder counter.

Special Low Price;
(New price, complete: $7,730)

RECONDITIONED M-G-M PANORAMA DOLLIES AND GEARED HEADS
Until these Raby and Fearless Panorama dollies were traded in for new crab dollies they were used In every
M-G-M production. In the finest possible condition they are just off the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer stages and ready
for YOUR studio!
Accessories for Mitchell and Bell & Howell 2709 cameras:
New

B & S
price

Mitchell 35mm Matte Box & Sunshade.$300

$200

Mitchell 35mm Matte Box, wide-angle.

110

75

Mitchell 35mm

145

Finders.

450

Mitchell Shorty Tripod Legs.

75

35

Mitchell Magazines, 35mm x 1000'.

195

95

165

110

35mm x 400' Metal.

135

60

Bell & Howell Veeder Counters.

150

80

DOLLY
M. G.M.
GEARED HEAD
LIST PRICE
OVER ^5,000°®

Bell & Howell Magazines,
35mm x 1000'. Metal.
Bell & Howell Magazines,

M500
650
*2150

Bell & Howell Hi-Speed Check-Pawl
Movement.1742

850

Befl & Howell Rockover.1800

600

24mm Cooke Speed Panchro, F2.0.

250

165

35mm Cooke Speed Panchro, F2.0.

250

165

40mm Cooke Speed Panchro, F2.0.

260

170

50mm Cooke Speed Panchro, F2.0.

260

170
225

100mm Cooke Kinic, F2.5.

395

35mm Astro Berlin.

250

140

40mm Astro Berlin.

260

140

50mm Astro Berlin.-.

260

140

75mm Astro Berlin.

285

165

lOOmm Astro Pan Tachar.

395

195

35inm Eyemo with 47mm Cooke lens (M-G-M)

95

35mm Eyemo Q Turret (M-G-M), no lenses. .

295

35mm DeVry with lens (M-G-M).

60

(Note: All equipment listed above is guaranteed to be
from M-G-M excess studio equipment stock, not from
rentals or U.S. govt, surplus!)

SPECIAL COMBINATION PRICE

BIRNS & SAWYER

$2000

CINE EQUIPMENT

6424 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA • TELEPHONE: HOIlywood 4-5166
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THE ARRIFLEX
such
pin

REAR

16mm camera's great popularity is due to its many practical features

as through-the-lens

vewing

while

showing

footage

and

eyepiece
frame

of

direct-viewing

counters, and

variable

finder,
speed

control for the motor (lower right).

in film gate, automatic buckle switch and variable speed electric motor.

Motion Picture Cameras

VIEW,

tachometer,

filming, divergent 3-lens turret, registration

}>art III

THE ARRIFLEX 16
The Arriflex 16, because of its versatility, ruggedness
and reliability has become the most popular portable
professional motion picture camera in America today

Wherever motiox pictures are made
today—in Hollywood, industry testing
grounds, or missile research labora¬
tories—invariably Arriflex cameras are
to be found in almost daily use. Since
their introduction in the United States
about ten years ago, both the 35mm
and 16mm Arriflex have achieved tre¬
mendous popularity among professional
cinematographers.
In the wide and greatly diversihed
held of 16mm him production the
16mm Arriflex is proving a popular
and efficient camera. It is the “16”,
therefore, that we shall consider here in
this first of a two-part report on Arri¬
flex cameras.
Unlike the Mitchell AC and B.\C
cameras described in the preceding
articles in this series, the Arriflex 16 is
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essentially a hand camera. However,
it can be built up to handle every re¬
quirement in cinematography, includ¬
ing lip-sync sound, for sound stage
motion picture production.
Recently

this

camera

was

further

improved and brought to full profes¬
sional status by the addition of an
automatic buckle switch, a new sprock¬
et roller guide assembly, and a motor
cable catch lock. But long before these
features were added, the Arriflex 16
had become famous for its many orig¬
inal features—some of them exclusive.
A quick rundown of these features in¬
clude: mirror reflex shutter, throughthe-lens viewing, registration pin film
gate, three-lens divergent turret, instant
change

lens

mounts,

variable

speed

electric motor, tachometer, footage and

frame counters, and contour hand grip
for using camera hand held.
The mirror reflex shutter is perhaps
the camera’s salient feature. Made of
Pyrex glass, it rotates at a 45° angle
between tbe lens axis and the film
plane. The front of this shutter is an
optically-ground, surface-coated mirror.
When in “closed” position, it reflects
the image from the lens into the opti¬
cal system of the finder. In “open”
position, the image passes directly to
the film plane for the exposure. This
reflex viewing system does not involve
beam-splitters, so that all of the light
transmitted by the lens is made avail¬
able to both the finder and the film, in¬
termittently.
The convenience of this through-thelens viewing and focusing feature pre-
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possible wlien the UK)-ft magazine is
u-sed on the camera.
The film gate generally is regarded
one of the most important components
of a professional motion picture cam¬
era, and a registration pin an es.sential
feature. The Arriflex 16 film gate is
extra long—21/0 inches—for jirecise
alignment and utmost steadiness in film
movement. A side pressure rail, springloaded along entire length of the gate,
insures lateral stability in film move¬
ment. There’s a nicely balanced rear
pressure pad, too, that holds the film
Hat and in correct focal plane; and
cross-stages around film aperture and
on front and rear sections prevent film
Continued

UNIQUE TURRET
300mm

design

telephoto, to

on

Page
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permits any three lenses, from extreme wide-angle to

be

mounted

simultaneously without

mechanical

or optical

interference with one another.

vails even while filming, thus eliminat¬
ing parallax problems and the need for
multiple finders, masks, and rack-over
devices. One can frame accurately and
follow focus critically through the very
lens that is recording the scene on film.
The image is seen continuously—right

ARRI SOUND BLIMP plus
400-ft.
sync

magazine

and

motor converts

Arriflex
cient

16

to

an

production

the
effi¬

camera

for sound stage and lo¬
cation filming.

side up and correct, left to right—
through a highly-corrected optical sys¬
tem affording a ten-times magnifica¬
tion. This applies regardless of the lens
used on the camera — wide-angle,
standard, telephoto, or varifocal.
In some special applications, where it
is not practical to look into the cam¬
era eyepiece from the rear—as when
camera is mounted on an animation or
microscopic stand, or when shooting
upwards from the ground—the Arriflex Periscopic Finder Attachment of¬
fers invaluable convenience. An optical
system, consisting of a roof prism and
ten lenses, it attaches to the camera be¬
tween the regular finder and the de¬
tachable eyepiece. It carries the image
“around the corner” so to speak. An
elbow joint permits adjustment of the
angle to suit the requirements of the
moment.

SIDE
with

VIEV/

of

blimp

doors open.

separate

Three

doors are

pro¬

vided for easy access to
interior: one on
mounting
zines;

top for

400-ft.

another

in

maga¬
front

for access to lenses and
turret; and

on

the side,

for inserting the camera.

The Periscopic Finder Attachment
also serves as an extension eyepiece,
and makes viewing with the left eye
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FILMING

THREE

OF

constructed

THE
in

FOUR
their

interior

normal

shoot

continuous

action

boom

provides a versatile

floors

vertical

ranging

of

through

mounting

the

Amsterdam

relationship
all

so

that

three floors.

spice
it

factory

was

Here

were

possible

the

to

Chapman

for the CinemaScope camera, enabling

it

to range up and down and in and out of sets as the action and script dictated.

produced by 20th CenturyFox, is a magnificent human document on film, which owes
much of its dramatic impact to the outstanding camerawork
of director of photography William Mellor, A.S.C.
“The diary of anne frank,”

The great pictorial and dramatic success of “Anne
Frank” is the superior result of close cooperation between
a camera-wise director and an ace cinematographer. It is
the third motion picture on which former cinematographer
Stevens and Academy Award-winner Mellor have worked
together. It was Mellor’s striking photography of Stevens’
production of “A Place In The Sun” that won him an
Oscar for best black-and-white photography in 1951.
“Anne Frank” is in black-and-white, too.
Long before shooting began, director and cameraman
spent a great deal of time ])re-planning camera angles
with the aid of a small-scale model of the complicated,
th ree-story set. They went over each sequence carefully
together and Mellor made several suggestions for changes
in the set that would simplify or enhance the photography.
These were carefully considered by Stevens and the sug¬
gested changes made before costly set construction began.
Mellor admits that he had certain qualms before shoot¬
ing commenced: “The main problem that concerned me
when I started the picture was that all the action was to
lake ])lace on what was actually one set. It was a challenge
to gt'l a variety of angles and lighting moods in order to
ke(‘p a lengthy picture like this (it runs three hours)
from becoming monotonous. ])hotographically speaking.”
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DIRECTOR GEORGE STEVENS, using small finder, appraises a
camera setup for “Diary of Anne Frank," which Cinematograph¬
er William
At
and

right

is

Mellor, ASC (left) has
20th

wide-angle

Century-Fox

lined

camera

up for

with

his approval.

CinemaScope

lens

sunshade.

That he succeeded brilliantly in overcoming this handi¬
cap is attested by the film itself. Essentially a mood picture,
the story includes situations ranging from brooding sus¬
pense to ominous dread, to youthful romance and the
gaiety of a Hanukkah feast celebrated by the pitiful little
group hiding from the Nazis. By means of skillful lighting
and selection of angles, Mellor achieved an amazing
gamut of photographic moods to complement these varied
situations. The overall effect is one of richness and realism,
combining documentary atmosphere with high technical
quality.
The sets in “Anne Frank” consisted of an amazingly
accurate reproduction of the interior of the original
Amsterdam warehouse structure in which the Franks and
their four guests hid from Hitler’s Storm Troops for two
years. There the ground floor was occupied hy a spice
factory and warehouse. The floor above consisted of the
offices of the company. The

floor

above that

was

the

“Secret Annexe” which provided cramped living quarters

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

THE DIARY OF ANNE FRANK"
Unique multi-storied set made possible convincingly
graphic camera shots of simultaneous, related action on as many
as three floors at once.

for the refugees. Above this was the attic that included
the Van Daan’s bed chamber and an open area where
the wistful romance between Anne and young Peter Van
Daan developed.

into upstairs rooms and continues to ascend with her until
she reaches the top floor.
Lighting the narrow stairway at the beginning of this
shot presented a serious illumination problem, since the
camera angle included both walls as well as floor and
ceiling. There was only one small opening in the top of
the set through which Mellor could direct a 2,000-watt
spot. However, he did not regard this as a detriment,
but rather an opportunity to achieve a realistic effect
lighting.

For the picture, three of the four rooms were con¬
structed in their normal vertical relationship, one on top
of the other, instead of being spread out on the stage on
one level as is generally done for film productions. Be¬
cause the third floor set reached the sound stage ceiling,
the attic set had to be erected separately nearby. By
having the other sets one above the other, Director
Stevens was able to move his boom-mounted camera from
floor to floor to record simultaneous, related action on as
many as three floors at once.

“In situations like this where it is difficult to get the
right amount of light, I always try to maintain some
illumination on the background,” he explains. “In this
way I can take advantage of silhouetting the figures and
letting them walk in and out of the light, which is often
more effective than keeping the entire action fully lighted.
Here it is necessary to have a light area in the background
which the players can walk past so that the outlines of
their figures are preserved in silhouette instead of being
lost completely in shadow.”

This fluid use of the camera did much to add movement
to what might otherwise have been a visually static film.
It also helped to establish geographically the special rela¬
tionship between various rooms and areas of the compli¬
cated set. This relationship is defined early in the picture
when Anne enters the building for the first time. The
camera starts on a closeup of her as she comes in the

The moving camera, mounted on a giant boom, comes

front door. It then follows her up the narrow stairway

Continued

on

Page
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i
CINEMATOGRAPHER
shows

Joseph

Mellor

Schiidkraut

(left)

how to

hold Anne Frank's diary for an in¬
sert

shot

camera

which

is

the

poised to

steep-angled
make.

►
ANNE FRANK (Millie Perkins) makes
face
her

at

still

picture

cameraman
as

Bill

snapping

Mellor,

using

35mm Arriflex camera with C-Scope
lens,

prepares

angle shot of
hideout.
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^uto:m:j^tio sflioehs

35MM MODEL (AFS-35)
$250S
16MM MODEL (AFS-16)

FEATURES:
• Butt or overlap splices are possible.
• Knife blade precuts 2 frames of tape in 35MM size.
• Tape is rolled onto film automatically from a precision sprocket.
• The tape spool holds 66 ft. of either clear mylar tape (used for
picture repair or splices for projection) or white mylar tape for
use on magnetic film (clear tape can also be used for magnetic
film). Colored mylar tape can be used in splicing film for
developing machine passage.
• Registration pins assure perfect lineup of film.
• Stock units in 35MM are for Positive or Dubray Howell Per¬
forated film. The 16MM unit will handle all standard 16MM
motion picture film.
• Unit can be used on Dupont Cronar film or any other film base.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK NOW AVAILABLE

001v(EI=.^0T

LIOUT cSc DURABLE

$140
STR.AIC3-HT

HFC 16 & 35MM TAPE SPLICERS are compact units designed
especially for butt splicing magnetic film with the aid of splicing
tape. The 35MM models will also splice I7V2MM film. Registration
pins align the film. Non magnetic cutting blades remove the excess
film evenly. The serrated compressors press the tape down and
permit the operator to tear the tape easily. A non-pop splice results.
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY FROM STOCK NOW AVAILABLE
IVTODEXjS
DIA.a-03SrA.I_i

A.'VA.II.jABI-iE ;

CXJT

35MM (TSD-1)
16MM (TSD-16)

STR.A.iaH[T

CTJT

35MM (TS-1)
16MM (TS-16)
16MM (TS-16-4) w/4 pins

$150
3D IA C3-O isr A Xj

"yirrite for free feroclmuiro Sl
MAIN OFFICE: 956 SEWARD, HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA, HO 2-3284

H

C HOLLYWOOD

FILM

COMPANY • reels • cans • shipping cases

BRANCH-

524 WEST 43RD ST.. NEW YORK, NEW YORK, LO 3-1546
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VERSATILE
TRIPOD-DOLLY
S.O.S. will market veteran
cinematographer’s invention which
combines triangle, dolly, and
baby tripod in one unit
FIG.

1—Used

as

a

dolly,

the

Versa-Dolly

features

leg

clamps and positive wheel locks.

Any

gadget or accessory

that will ease the task of camera

handling is certain to find immediate acceptance among the
industry’s cinematographers. Take the Versa-Dolly, which
probably was the most popular item exhibited by S.O.S.
Cinema Supply Corp. at the recent SMPTE convention in
Miami. It combines the facilities of a tripod triangle, tri¬
pod dolly, hi-hat, and baby tripod all in one unit. “Why
didn’t someone think of that before!” was a common ex¬
pression of conventioneers who exam¬
ined it at the S.O.S. equipment display
booth.
Well, perhaps many had thought of
the idea before. But it remained for
veteran director of photography Irving
Ries, A.S.C., to put the idea into prac¬
tical, usable form. Ries, a veteran of
some 35 years behind Hollywood studio
cameras—25 with MGM—recently re¬
IRVING

RIES, ASC

FIG. 2—As a hi-hat for floor-level shots.

tired, and this gave him opportunity to

develop a number of his ideas for improved motion picture
camera accessories. One of the first of these was the versa¬
tile tripod-dolly, which caught the eye of Joseph Tanney,
head of S.O.S., who promptly acquired exclusive rights for
its sale and distribution, and trade-named it the VersaDolly.
The Versa-Dolly is a combination dolly with leg clamps,
tripod triangle, and a baby tripod all in one. As a dolly, it
can be used for high or low tracking shots. For the latter,
the camera can be mounted as low as 12" from the floor.
Three heavy-duty 4-inch rubber-tired wheels with positive
wheel locks insure safe, smooth and silent shots (Fig. 1).
Used in this manner, the Versa-Dolly will support any med¬
ium-weight 16mm camera and tripod. Sturdy leg-locks
insure utmost security of tripod even when dolly is moved
over uneven surfaces.
hen used as a tripod triangle, the readily demountable
wheels are removed and the unit placed on the floor. Its
leg-spread can be extended from 37 inches to a maximum
of 56 inches. The sturdy leg clamps, functioning in this
position, will secure the heaviest of medium-weight tripodContinued
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FIG. 3—As a baby tripod—sturdy, and only 17" high.
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Lower heat-illumination levels on studio sets will mean
added comfort for actors and technicians on the set. Since
longer takes should now be possible under the less-intense
lighting, it is expected that more scenes will be completed
at one shooting, thereby sidestepping technical problems

A

involved

in piecemeal shooting of important sequences.

Fewer interruptions for make-up repair should also contrib¬

FASTER

ute significantly to actors’ concentrative ability before the
camera.
In addition to extending the camera’s color vision
through its speed, the new film is expected to help solve the

COLOR

numerous lighting problems encountered overseas in such
underpowered areas as the Far East. Similarly, location
shooting in Northern latitudes will benefit economically

NEGATIVE
Eastman Kodak’s never-ending
research to improve color film
culminates in Type 5250 color
negative having twice the
speed of the present Type 5248

By

FREDERICK

FOSTER

from the longer shooting day possible with the higher speed
color film.

It will permit the use of color in areas where,

in the past, many producers were confined to black-andwhite productions, since color cost proved prohibitive on
locations with conspicuously short daylight hours available
for shooting.
All of this was readily apparent from the screening of
test and comparison films which contained both interior and
exterior scenes. These included scenes of a group of chil¬
dren playing with toys in the living room of their home,
scenes inside a class restaurant of two couples seated at
tables, shots made inside a greenhouse, a number of closeups of models, and an impressive sequence of scenes of the
current Ice Follies show—the latter shot on the new stock
only, with no comparative footage on Type 5248. First
footage shown of each test was shot on the present type
stock, then was followed by a duplication of the scene and
action photographed with the new Type 5250 stock.
The interior scenes were shot with the new Type 5250

A

NEW

35mm

color

negative motion picture film having

twice the speed of the present Eastman Color Negative Type
5248, and faster than any negative color films in current
world-wide use by the motion picture industry, was an¬
nounced by Eastman Kodak Company last month.
Simultaneously with its introduction at the SMPTE Con¬
vention in Miami, Elorida, on May 5th, the film was intro¬
duced in Hollywood at a special demonstration for industry
and press by Vaughn Shaner and Emery Huse of Eastman
Kodak Company, who also will demonstrate it before mem¬
bers of the American Society of Cinematographers at the
Society’s May 25th dinner-meeting.
Test and comparison films prepared by Eastman Kodak
and screened in Hollywood revealed that the new Eastman
Color Negative Eilm, Type 5250, not only is twice as sensi¬
tive to light as the present Type 5248 color negative, but
it surpasses the latter in color rendition and requires no
special processing or handling. Fine grain and definition
characteristics retain the same high standards.
The ASA exposure indexes for the new type film are 50
tungsten and 32 daylight—exterior use requiring the con¬
ventional conversion filter. The new film is balanced for
3200° Kelvin illumination.
The impressive increase in speed of Type 5250 over the
present Type 5248 E-K color negative, which is 25 tungsten
and 16 daylight, means that the new film can be satisfac¬
torily exposed in half the volume of artificial illumination or
sunlight required by presently used color negative.
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EASTMAN COLOR NEGATIVE, TYPE 5250
Speed: The new film has an ASA index of 50
tungsten and 32 daylight (with conventional con¬
version filter). Speed is substantially twice that of
the present Type 5248. It is balanced by 3200°K
lighting.

Advantages: Favorable “Speed-to-graininess ra¬
tio”—new film has increased speed without in¬
crease in graininess over present materials.
Image Definition: Equally as good as present ma¬
terials.

Color Rendition: Substantially the same as present
materials, with exception of blues which exhibit a
favorable decrease in brightness.

Processing: May be handled and processed with
conventional techniques.

Size Availability: The new film is primarily designed
for 35mm. Other widths to be available are 65mm
(Todd-AO) and 70mm. Standard reel lengths are
100, 400, 1,000, and 2,000 feet. Type 5250 will
be supplied on special order until expanding pro¬
duction makes possible offering of the new color
film as a regular-order product.
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negative using an exposure of f/5.6
and a shutter opening of 160°. The
comparative scenes shot on Type 5248
negative were exposed at f/4 and a
160° shutter opening. In those scenes
where the smaller lens stop was used,
increased depth of field, greater over¬
all sharpness and improved shadow de¬

-K

-t*
★

tail were readily apparent. Color ren¬
dition, too, was greatly improved in
the test scenes shot on the faster film.
Blacks had a rich, velvet tone and blues
—which heretofore have always been
a problem with Eastman color films—
were definitely muted in tone and had

-K

■K

a more natural appearance.
In the restaurant scenes, there was
a stairway in the background with a

■K

bronze railing with richly turned sup¬
ports. Backdropping this was a wall

-k

painted a light cream color. When the
Type 5250 footage of this scene flashed
on the screen, the increased depth, de¬
tail in the shadows and especially the

-k

detail of the stair railing was immedi¬

-k

ately apparent as contrasted against
that observed in the Type 5248 footage

-k

-k

of the same scene which preceded it.
Whereas the present Type 5248 col¬
or negative, which the Type 5250 will

-k

soon supplant, requires an overall inci¬

-k

dent light level of 400 foot candles at
f2.8, the newer film requires but 200

■k

foot candles of illumination for expos¬
ures at the same lens setting.

-k

Most impressive perhaps, because it
consisted of all long-shots with a wide

-k

range of light levels, was the footage
shown of the Shipstead & Johnson Ice
Follies—all photographed on the newer
color stock. The scenes were remark¬
able for the detail in audience groups
on the far side of the rink, often times
in partial shadow—not to mention, of
course, the excellent rendition of the
performers on the ice illuminated in
most cases only by spot lights. The
whole sequence, and it was a lengthy
one, ranged from low-level spotlighted
scenes to those made in the full illu¬
mination of the auditorium, demon¬
strating the great versatility of this
new improved color negative.
The new, faster film is the result of
an intensive 3-year program by East¬
man Kodak to give the professional mo¬
tion picture producer high speed, mini¬
mum graininess, and favorable color
balance in a color negative which can
be handled and processed with conven¬
tional techniques. In this progressive
work, the Hollywood major studios
have collaborated by exposing, evaluatContinued
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ELLIS CARTER, ASC, and ‘‘Emmy” won for best TV film Photography.

Ellis Carter Wins

-k

last month was awarded the Academy of Television Arts
& Sciences’ “Emmy” for best achievement in photography of a television

-k

film during 1958. Citation was for his outstanding photography of “The
Alphabet Conspiracy,” 60-minute color film in the Bell Telephone Science

-k

Series.

Ellis carter, asc,

“The Alphabet Conspiracy” is only one of the Bell Telephone TV films
-k

photographed

by

Carter

to

date.

Award marks first time that a film
-k
-k
-k
■k
-k

photographed by Carter has been
nominated for either an “Emmy” or
an “Oscar” award, although Carter
was included in the pre-nomination
list of the Academy of Motion Pic¬
ture Arts and Sciences in 1955 for
his black-and-white photography of
“The Human Jungle.”
In addition to garnering an “Em¬

-k
-k
-k
-k
-k

my,” Carter subsequently was pre¬
sented with a complete 35mm still
camera outfit by W. G. German, Inc.,
distributors of Eastman professional
motion picture films. This post-“Emmy” awards presentation was made in
Hollywood by W. J. German repre¬
sentatives Harry E. Pratt and J. L.
“Bud” Courcier.
■

SURPRISE

bonus award

of

35mm

camera

outfit was given Carter by W. J. German,
Inc. Making presentation is Horry E. Pratt.

■k
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John W. DuVall
William Eglinton
Ferdinand Eich
Walter L. Farley, Jr.
Ted Fogelman
Fred W. Gage
Mark P. Geirrine
Wm. E. Gephart
George H. Gibson
Dennis F. Godfrey
Jack Goetz
Henry Goldfarb
Allan Haines
Charles Handley
Robert Hansard
Ted Hirsch
Wilton R. Holm
G. Carleton Hunt
Emery Huse
Donald Hyndman
Ray Johnson
W. F. Kelley
John J. Kowalak
Wilson Leahy
Sidney Lund
John H. Maynard
Lewis L. Mellor
Peter Mole
Hollis Moyse
O. W. Murray
Capt. Don Norwood
•Stacey O’Brien
Val. E. Osborne
John Pistor
Harry E. Pratt
Wm. J. Reddick
H. W. Remerscheid
Robert Riley
Loren Ryder
Vaughn C. Shaner
Norwood L. Simmons
Sidney P. Solow
Earl Sponable
John J. Swain
Lou Vincent
Wm. J. Wade
Jack Webb
HONORARY MEMBERS

E. 0. Blackburn
W m. J. German
David MacDonald
C. A. Mitchell
Richard F. Walsh
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Brutes
Molarcs
Teners
Seniors
Juniors
Cones
ColorTrans
Masterbeams
ratilic Stands
TV Scoops
Cables
Boxes
Dimmers

THE MOTION
SINCE 1921

Century Stands
Flags
Scrims
Dollies
Ladders-Steps
Reflectors
Parallels
Booms

DC Generator'Trucks
1000, 700, 300, 200'Amp. DC
100, 50, 30, 20 Amp. AC

RENTALS
Send for a schedule of rental rates.
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FASTER COLOR NEGATIVE

CRAB DOLLY

Continued

from
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ing, and making the recommendations

By

toward improvement of the new nega¬
tive stock. Each new test roll sent the
studios revealed impressive speed and

MOVIOLA

quality gains over those tested earlier.

The Best in Camera Mobility

Studio directors of photography are
reported greatly impressed with the re¬
sults obtained to date with Type 5250
test rolls.
In addition to shooting tests on the
sound stage and on exterior sets on the
studio back lot, Paul Vogel, A.S.C., at
MGM, made a series of comparative
tests of the stock using a Leica camera.
With two casettes loaded with film—
one with the present Type 5248 and the
other with the new Type 5250—Vogel
drove down Hollywood Boulevard at
night and made a series of identical
exposures with both films, with only the
existing light of street lamps and storewindows

for

illumination.

The

two

strips of film were joined to a test roll
shot earlier on the sound stage, so

MOVIOLA MANUFACTURING CO.
1451 N. GORDON STREET • HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA • HO 7-3178
Cable Address: MOVIOLA HOLLYWOOD • CALIFORNIA

that

they

received

authentic

motion

picture engative processing and print¬
ing. The resultant exposures, mounted
in

2" X 2" slides, demonstrate even

more conclusively than some of the

CINEKAD

Universal Camera Clamp

motion picture footage, the great prom¬
ise the faster Type 5250 color negative
holds for the future of feature film pro¬
duction.

This Clamp is a new idea of fastening securely
a

movie

such

OS:

or T.V.

camera

to

restricted

locations,

frees, roofs, windows, walls, doorways,

ceiling beams, bridges, boats, wild-life shooting,
hide-outs, wind

funnels, airplanes, rockets, etc.

MODEL UC-16—will take a load up to 65 lbs.
MODEL UC-35—will

accommodate

all

35mm

movie and T.V. cameras and will take a load
up to

150 lbs.

Write

for

in any position.

our free 28-poge catalogue.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.
763 Tenth Ave., New York

19, N.Y.

^fync found for Motion Pictures

with YOUR recorder

^ANGERTONE
•

AWARD WINNING SOUND

YNC KIT installed

on

your

present tape

recorder in only 3 days time.

Economic import of new film should
be realized in more usable footage ex¬
posed in less time. With greater lati¬
tude in depth-of-field and exposure con¬
trol, cameramen should be better able
to focus attention on the more creative
aspects of cinematography.
Dramatic impact of wide-screen spec¬
taculars will be enhanced by the sharp¬
er long-shot definition possible with
Type 5250. Smaller lens openings will
help bring far-distant objects into
sharper focus. A lone tree on the horibon, for example, will present more
detail to the wide-screen audience, just
as the approaching horse-and-rider will
he seen with more clarity sooner.
In addition to more depth of field in
difficult lighting situations, the film
makes following moving action in closeups easier. Smaller lens apertures will
give cameramen a larger area of crit¬
ical focus in which to frame moving
subjects.

Sync Kit shown on Ampex 350

SEND FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED LITERATURE AND PRICES

RANGERTONE,
368

INC.,

-

Dept. C-9, 73 Winthrop St,, Newark, N. J.

The new stock will be commercially
available in limited amounts sometime
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... professional standard
for 35 mm and 16 mm
(inematography

HOLLYWOOD
TELEVISION
MILITARY
INDUSTRIAL
TECHNICAL
COMMERCIAL
More professional footage is filmed with Baltar
than with any other lens. It will pay you to keep
this in mind on your next important assignment.
Order from your professional camera manufac¬
turer, or WRITE to Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.,
30042 Martin St., Rochester 2, N. Y.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

on world-famous Mitchell 35mm and
l6mm cameras for professional cine¬
matography. ”85% of the motion pic¬
tures shown in theatres throughout
the world are filmed with a Mitchell”

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
Honorary Award for Optical Service to the Industry

BAUSCH & LOMB
SINCE

1853

.M. P.A.S.
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in July, according to Eastman Kodak,
and will be manufactured in 35mm.
65mm, and 70mm widths and supplied
in 100-ft., 400-ft., 1000-ft., and 2000-ft.

TEMPERATURE CONTROL
PROBLEM?

rolls.
Additional information on this new

Try our Heat Exchanger and Pump com
bination. Special 15% discount off cata¬
log prices 30 days.
The

Best

in

Processing

and

Machines

5599

University

Ave.,

San

Diego

5,

Inc., agents for the sale and distribulion of Eastman Professional Motion
Picture Film, or Motion Picture Film
Department, Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester 4, New York.
■

Over sixteen well known character-
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BOLEX ACCESSORIES
BY STEVENS
Variable Shutter • Split-Frame Mask • Synchronou!
and

Battery

Camera

Lens Extension
Third
Base

Turret
•

Drives

Tubes

Stop

•

•

•

Time

Rackover

Turret

Filter

•

Lapse

Timer

•

Turret

Lever

•

Slides

Lens Control Handle • 400-Ft.
Sound Sprockets

•

Camero

Magazine

•

340 N. Newport Blvd.
Newport Beach, Calif.

Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK

Guaranteed. Write for Free Literature

Micro Record (orp.

ing dangerously near, a new technique
was tried to save valuable production
time.

the sequel spots that are to follow the
original “Thinking Dog” commercial.

be painted on the reverse side of the
cels in order to appear as a solid figure
against the Ford in the background, so
this stage could not be skipped.

Childs took about six hours to shoot the
finished production, not counting eight
hours of pre-production camerawork
for pencil takes and changes. The pro¬
duction schedule had been met, and
16nim prints were ordered and deliv¬
ered on March 21st for the air date
deadline of March 23rd.

• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
• Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
• Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without
tools
• Compact, Portable

the dog. This has led to casting him
in a number of other commercials, and

offstage announcer who queries the
dogf.
A cartoon character has since been
o
developed for him that is being used in

checked and arranged in sequence by
the scene checker, cameraman Allan

FILM DRYER

tioned. Hugh Douglas, CBS staff an¬
nouncer, was chosen to give voice to

and with air time already purchased
for the commercial and the date draw¬

After the third set of 300 cels were

Processes up to 400 Ft.
8mm-l 6mm-35mm-70mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Tough plastic tanks
Uniform Density Assured

voice actors were interviewed and audi¬

motion picture feature by Hal Wallis.
John “Bud” Hiestand was cast as the

349

saving the time that would be required
for inking in the conventional anima¬
tion method. However, the dog had to

OUR NEW ADDRESS
Stevens Engineering Co., Dept. A

•
•
•
•
•
•

Page

ily living room for its client, Ford.

as the voice of a dog in an upcoming

This time the dog was animated with
pencil directly on frosted cels, thereby

Write for our Bolex Accessory Catalog.

Dog’s voice had to be different, yet not
irritating or rasping, and not imitating
numerous voices of other cartoon dogs
—rather, a welcome visitor to the fam¬

?ORD TV COMMERCIAL

Calif.

cial, was the search for the Dog’s voice.
It had been earlier decided that the

color negative film and its availability
may be obtained from W. J. German,

Accessories

METAL MASTERS

of all in the production of the commer¬

Perhaps the most difficult problem

South Ave.

The Ford Dog has skyrocketed Play¬
house Pictures into national promi¬
nence. The studio, which was founded
in 1952 by Adrian Woolery, a former
partner at UPA, is now ranked one of
the top five producers of animated com¬
mercials for television. But “Ade”
Woolery is the first to point with pride
to his talented staff. Almost all of them
received their training in major studio
cartoon departments.

Sterling Sturte-

vant. layout and design for the dog, did
the same work for the Oscar-winning
animated cartoon “The Day Magoo
Flew” at UPA. Chris Jenkyns was the
story originator of the “John and
Marsha” Snowdrift commercial. And
Bill Melendez was nominated in 1958
for the highest award bestowed by the
National Society of Art Directors.
All have worked on the many award¬
winning commercials Playhouse has
turned out in the past, including the
Gold Medal winner at this year’s Los
Angeles Art Directors Club Exhibit,
“Energetically Yours,” a color indus¬
trial film designed by Ronald Searle,

CINEKAD Microphone Booms
CINEKAD Mike Booms are light in
weight, rigidly constructed, precision
engineered and ideal for location or
studio work.

ALL

MODELS

1

Model

2

Model C-12 extends from 7 to 14 feet; has

FIT

BR-12

external

extends

directional

from

mike

7

to

14

feet.

control.

IN YOUR CAR!

3

Model

“Miracle”

extends

from

7

to

18

feet; has internal fitted noiseless directional
mike
4

Model
has

Write for Free

Catalogue

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO
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control.
C-18

external

extends

from

directional

7

mike

to

20

feet;

control.

Each CUSEKAl) Mike Room has a sturdy
5-foot stand, tvhich can be elevated to a
height of 10 feet.
763

lOTH AVE.,

NEW YORK 19, N.Y.

which was produced for Transfilm and
the Standard Oil Company of New Jer¬
sey.In all. Playhouse has been the recip¬
ient of six gold medals for its com¬
mercials, ten other first place award.s,
and over 40 certificates of merit or hon¬
orable mention prizes during its six
years of operation. The studio has pro¬
duced over 2,000 animated television
commercials, business and entertain¬
ment films, since its founding.
Has the Ford Dog spot established a
trend? In satirization perhaps, but
more important, it has increased the
value and j)restige of the production

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

studio as a story consultant for tele¬
vision commercials. Rare indeed are
the times when a studio has the oppor¬
tunity to lend an assist in a large cam¬
paign such as this. But it is in the field
of story and story ideas that more stu¬
dios are specializing in creating televi¬
sion commercials and utilizing the
drawing wealth of experienced talent in
the Hollywood entertainment field.
TV viewers throughout the country
will he seeing more of the Ford Dog.
A 20-second animated sequel now being
televised in Southern California, Ari¬
zona and Las Vegas, Nevada, features
for the first time an animated cartoon
character along with the shaggy mutt.
The dialogue in the sequel runs like
this:

Man:

“Sit

Up! ... Roll

Over!

. . . Speak!”
Dog: “Ford, Ford, FORD.”
Man: “No . . . say. Bow, Wow,
Wow!”
Dog: “Oh . . . Ford, Ford, FORD.”
Man: “Look . . . Why can’t you
say, Bow, Wow, Wow! like other
dogs?”
Dog: “My mother came from De¬
troit.”
Man: (Resigned) “See your Ford,
Ford, FORD dealer, today.”
Judging by its reception, this spot,
too, will probably be seen nationally in
the footsteps of its predecessor, for it
generates a whole new series of gags,
speculating on the exact ancestry of
the popular Ford “Thinking Dog.”
■

THE ARRIFLEX 16
Continued from
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“breathing.” The film transport claw

be changed from one Arriflex 16 to an¬

operates independently of the registra¬
tion pin, and engages the film one

other without need for re-adjustment.
Each Arriflex lens has a convenient

sprocket hole below the film gate from
the front or emulsion side of the film.

follow-focus grip, greatly simplifying
the task of following focus in movingcamera shots. The entire focusing range
of a lens is covered by moving the grip

The registration pin engages the film
from the opposite side. It enters the
sprocket hole, engages the film, locks it
in position, and holds it rock-steady
for the duration of the exposure. All
this is especially advantageous for those
using the Arriflex 16 for instrumenta¬
tion, missile recording and similar
work where motion picture film is util¬
ized to provide an extremely accurate
analysis medium.
Veteran

cinematographers consider

the Arriflex’s method of mounting
lenses among the most advanced of any
motion picture camera. The divergent
three-lens turret of the Arri 16 permits
any three lenses, from extreme wideangle to 300mm telephotos, to be
mounted simultaneously without me¬
chanical or optical interference with
one another. Any lens can he brought
into taking position by simply revolv¬
ing the turret by means of convenient¬
ly-located turret grips. These are cod¬
ed, incidentally, so that the cameraman
can readily switch from one lens to
another from hehind-the-camera posi¬
tion.
There’s no laborious task involved in
mounting or removing lenses from the
turret, because special instant-change
snap-in lens mounts are provided that
insure positive seating and precise
flange-focus and alignment. Lenses can
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in an arc of less than 160°.
Other but hardly-less important fea¬
tures of this camera are: 400-foot ex¬
ternal film magazine which also accom¬
modates 50-, 100- and 200-foot day¬
light load spools of film; a variablespeed, 8-volt (wild) DC motor; tach¬
ometer that indicates operating speeds
from 0 to 50 frames per second; foot¬
age and frame counters that operate in
both forward and reverse filming; and
matte box and filter holder, which fea¬
tures adjustable front and rear stand¬
ards, plus two stationary and one rotat¬
ing filter stages.
The 8-volt motor can he operated
from a compact, lightweight, easilyrechargable battery-pack, from dry-cell
batteries, or from 110-120-volts AC by
means of a transformer-rectifier unit
supplied by the manufacturer. The
standard motor is quickly removable
and can easily be interchanged with
the DC governor-controlled motor, the
AC sync motor, or the animation timelapse mechanism — all of which are
available from dealers and distributors
of the Arriflex 16 camera.

We can't please everybody

...

The 400-foot film magazine for the
Arriflex 16 is designed on the single
compartment displacement principle for
greater compactness. Its fdm capacity

371

in lab loads (on plastic cores) is in ex¬
cess of 400 feet, and in daylight loads
( on flanged spools) 200 feet.
A torque motor is required, which
drives the take-up spindle, eliminating
the necessity for take-up belts. This
motor, supplied separately, is easily at¬
tached or removed from the magazine.
It is readily interchangeable, and can
he used with many magazines, hence
only one torque motor is needed per
camera. It can be set for “forward” or
“reverse” filming. The torque motor
operates on 6-8 volts DC, supplied by
either the battery pack, the combina¬
tion power snpply-charger, or the aux¬
iliary supply included in the synchro¬
nous motor assembly. As the magazine
is attached to the camera, electrical
contact is automatically made. Each
magazine is numbered for purposes of
identifying the emulsion load or the
scenes filmed, and each magazine has
its own footage counter.
The Arri 16 is readily adaptable to
sound stage shooting by mounting it
within the Arri Sound Blimp, which
accommodates camera, 400-ft. maga¬
zine and sync motor. The manufacturer
has spared nothing to provide the ulti¬
mate in acoustical damping in the de¬
sign

and

construction

of

the

Arri

Blimp, and it compares favorably with
the best sound blimps made anywhere.
Access to the blimp-mounted camera
and its components is provided by three
separate doors—one, on top, for mount¬
ing the magazine; another, in front, for
access to lenses and turret; and the
third, on the left side, for inserting the
camera. Foam rubber gaskets seal the
doors when closed. Inside, the camera
is cushion-mounted on a base that
“floats” on rubber bumpers.
The mirror reflex viewing system is
extended outside the blimp by means
of a special blimp finder. A control
knob at rear of the blimp permits the

...

but we come close

operator to follow focus without aid of
an assistant. A focus knob is also pro¬
vided externally at the front left side
under a large window, which shows an
enlarged focusing scale. Observation

Sound • Editorial

•

Laboratory Services

of camera footage counter and tachom¬
eter is afforded by windows at rear of
the blimp.
The

Capital
CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC. • 1905 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, N. E.
WASHINGTON 2, D. C. • PHONE LAWRENCE 6-4634
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sync

Arri
motor

16

camera with

and

400-ft.

lenses,

magazine

mounted in the blimp weighs a total of
70% pounds. Price of the basic Arriflex 16, including motor and battery
cable but less matte box and lenses and
blimp is around $1,695.
■
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“DIARY OF ANNE FRANK”
Continued from

Page 361

into play with telling effect in the suspensefnl dealing with a burglar break¬

your guarantee of the finest

ing into the warehouse at night and
rilling a safe in the room directly
below the Franks’ hiding place. The
occupants of the Secret Annexe hear
the burglar moving below and, frozen
with fear, dare not move, speak or
even cough. There is a protracted
period of agonizing suspense in which
not a word is spoken. The camera
drifts silently between the two floors,
revealing first the intruder at work
and then the two families huddled in
growing horror as their pet cat treads
precariously across kitchen utensils that
teeter on the edge of the sink and
threaten to fall, revealing their pres¬
ence in the building. Brilliant camera
handling in this sequence does much
to build the suspense to an almost
unbearable peak.

in sound editing equipment
OPTICAL-MAGNETIC
Model 800, 16mm, 35mm and V4"
tape. NET PRICE $259.50

FEATURES:

Simple

machined

film

precision

ground

drum

with

threading;

rollers

with

shafts;

needle

it

towards

the

face

of

polished

stabilizer

(surface

cannot

is read by placing
the

instrument

and

reading from left to right. (May also be read
from right to left).

Complete

OPTICAL
Model

600,
Net

The

16mm

Price

ultimate

tical

track

6”x8y2"
AC

in

a

precision

op¬

Compact

6"x.

in

heavy-duty

35mm.

reader!
size;

amplifier,

safety

and

117-v
4-watt

Alnico

fused;

Sound

$185.00

V

prefocused

60

Reader
Guide

eye.

output;

Free

speaker;
socket;

on

pilot light; 6-ft. heavy-duty cord.

Ironically enough, the CinemaScope
process, developed by 20th CenturyFox to allow a greater scope of action
within the composition, presented its
own serious problem—for this was a
story of eight people crowded together
in a small space over a long period of
time. To evoke an empathic response
it was necessary to convey this claustro¬
phobic feeling of confinement to the
audience, difficult to do in a process
designed to capture the full sweep of

Standard
bearings;

bearings

damage film). Sound track

SMPTE
oilless

Request
WRITE
FOR LITERATURE

MAGNETIC
35mm

Model 700, 16mm, IZ'/imm,
and '/*" tape NET PRICE, $198.00

Ideal

for

Same

precision-engineered

models.

all

Reads

magnetically-recorded
sound tracks

features
in

either

mediums.
as

above

direction.

A dependable aid to precise cutting and editing.

the wide open spaces.
To cut down the scope of the wide¬
screen aspect ratio, Stevens confined
his action to the center of the com¬
position while Mellor reduced scene

Prices F.O.B. Factory, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Designers and Manufacturers of Equipment For
The Motion Picture and Television Industries.

brightness at the sides by means of
graduated Neutral Density filters and
gauzes placed on either side about
eighteen inches in front of the matte
box in order not to diffuse the sharp¬
ness of the scene unduly. These devices
had the effect of focusing audience
attention on a centralized area and
conveying the desired feeling of con¬

^.1—

nw

DIVISION OF PRECISION CINE EOUIPMENT CORPORATION
1037

UTICA

AVENUE

EVERYTHING

finement.

BROOKLYN

3,

N. Y

PHOTOGRAPHIC

There was plenty of “confinement”
for the camera crew working within
the cramped dimensions of the sets.
The attic was especially difficult to
shoot in because its slanting walls left
little room for lights or camera. In
such close quarters Mellor sometimes
used a small Arriflex camera rather
than the heavier and much larger
Mitchell.
The lighting problems posed by the
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CINEMATIC

FOR PROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR
The World’s Largest Variety of Cameras and Projec¬
tors. Studio and Laboratory Equipment with Latest Im¬
provements as used in the Hollywood Studios. BAR¬
GAINS. New and Used bought, sold, traded and con¬
signed . . . Established 29 years.

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE
1600 Cahuenga Boulevard
HO 9-3651, • Hollywood, Calif. • Cable Hocamex
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TRANSISTORIZE
YOUR
AURKON
1 or 2 Channel
Hi-Fi Amplifier
Mounted On
Your Camera
—Control
Audio While
Shooting.

the voltage.

For Details, Audio Sample, Write

BILL LANDRUM
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•

Indianapolis 19, Ind.
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B

For Shooting Under
Adverse Lighting
Conditions ...
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Focusing

1"—F/0.95

“C"

confining sets was eased by concealing
tubular “showcase” type lamps behind
beams and pillars. These proved valu¬
able when abrupt changes in the
character of the light were called for
in the middle of a scene (such as
when a blackout curtain was put up in
the daytime). These lamps were linked
together to power-stats and the voltage
was built up to increase their illumi¬
nation output. Changes in the general
as well as special set lighting could
be made simply by raising or lowering

■

Mounts

H

.-.$249

Throughout most of the production
Mellor used Plus-X negative stock,
shooting at an average light level of
150 foot-candles; but in one dramatic
sequence he was obliged to use ultra¬
fast Tri-X Pan to get the effect he
wanted. This was the sequence in
which Van Daan attempts to steal food
at night while the others are asleep.
The director wanted the scene very
dark up to the point where Van Daan
strikes a match to light his way. Such
an effect is difficult to stage realis¬
tically using artificial light. So Mellor
elected to use high-speed Tri-X (shoot¬
ing wide-open at f 2.3) and for illumi¬
nation, only the light of the match
itself. Here a conventional household
match was used, coated with paraffin
to make it burn more brightly. It was
the only illumination in that segment
of the scene.

IV2"—F/1.0
Write

for

.$249

Photo
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Actually there were five separate
light changes in this sequence. It began
with no light at all. Then the match
was struck. When the others awakened
the level gradually went up to 10 footcandles and by the time the rest of
the lights went on it had reached 20
foot-candles. Mellor did not wish to
continue working in such low key
beyond that point so, as soon as he
could reverse angles, he changed back
to Plus-X and resumed the former
light level of 150 foot-candles. In the
final cut there is no perceptible differ¬
ence between scenes shot with the
two different negative stocks.
“The attic set was dull and drab
with only a small window to admit
natural light,” Mellor recalls. “In one
sequence Director Stevens wanted the
effect of brilliant sunlight pouring
through this window'. However, the
window was too small to admit the
amount of light he wanted on the set
without “burning up” the faces of the
players who had to work right up
against the window and turn and face
in various directions. I knew I could

not gauze off enough of the light on
their faces without ruining the overall
effect. So I simulated the effect of
bright sunlight coming through the
window by having the highlights
painted on the set structure with alu¬
minum paint.
“To make sure these highlights
would be authentic to the source, I
first placed an arc lamp outside the
window in the position that would give
the most realistic effect of sunlight.
The lamp could not be left in this
position, however, because it would
interfere with the process screen just
hack of it. After I observed where the
light would fall on the set, the outline
of the light pattern was marked and
the lamp then removed. Painters then
came on the set with a spray gun
and aluminum paint and painted each
highlight to match the original. Thus,
with just low-level illumination playing
on this portion of the set, the high
reflectancy of the aluminum paint
greatly accented the highlight areas.
The effect was so realistic that it even
fooled Director Stevens.”
This trick of painting “sunlight” in
a scene is one that Mellor has often
used when shooting outdoor scenes on
interior sets. Where there is heavy
green foliage in such sets, it is some¬
times difficult to get arcs in close
enough to produce the strong high¬
lights that suggest bright sunlight.
Painting in the highlights with white
or aluminum paint solves the problem.
The camera treatment of “The
Diary of Anne Frank” creates a feeling
of documentary authenticity to a de¬
gree seldom achieved in a commercial
photoplay—an impression of having
been filmed entirely “on the spot” in
Amsterdam where the true-life tragedy
of the Franks and their friends actually
took place.
This consistently convincing realism
was attained by precisely integrating
studio shots with location scenes and
background process shots filmed in
Amsterdam in the neighborhood of 263
Princengracht, the actual Anne Frank
house.
Director Stevens (who was for years
one of Hollywood’s top cameramen be¬
fore abandoning his viewing glass for
a megaphone) had an idea for using
background process shots in an imagi¬
native manner to more closely tie them
in with the scenes filmed in the studio.
At his suggestion, Mellor shot tests of
this technique on the stage. Second
unit director George Stevens, Jr. took
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the tests with him to Europe where
they were analyzed by second unit
cinematographer Jack Cardiff. Working
to specific directions from Stevens and
Mellor, he produced location establish¬
ing shots and background process
plates that add extra dimension to the
authenticity of the “Anne Frank” film.

u/CL^d in
with HALLEN’S new
COMPLETELY TRANSISTORIZED

To illustrate the imaginative use of
process backgrounds in the picture, a
few outstanding examples come to

PORTABLE MAGNETIC FILM
RECORDING SYSTEM

mind:
In one sequence the spice factory
workmen are seen arriving at the ware¬
house in the morning. The camera is
set up in the hallway, shooting through
the doorway toward the street. The
background is a process plate showing
the actual Amsterdam street outside
the building. The workmen enter and
w'alk off-screen camera left. The cam¬
era holds on this angle until the last
workman enters and then pans with
him to the interior set of the spice
factory.
Another sequence opens with a strik¬
ing process shot of a characteristic
Amsterdam sky filled with seagulls
lazily circling against puffy clouds.
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The studio camera remains stationary
on the process screen
(which is
mounted above and behind the attic
rooftop set) until the process camera
begins to tilt slowly downward. At an
established point, the studio camera
smoothly picks up the movement at
the same rate of speed and tilts down
off the process screen to show the
rooftop exterior of the attic, continuing
in a dolly shot through the window
and onto the interior set of the attic.
The final effect is that of a single
camera panning the sky and then
moving on into the room.
A third sequence opens with a shot
of Anne lying on her stomach on a
couch, writing in her diary. Her
thoughts are heard in off-screen nar¬
ration on the sound track. As she
speaks of children playing in the street
below, the studio camera moves past
her and through the window where it
comes to rest on a process screen filled
Avith a scene establishing the rooftops
of Amsterdam as seen from a third
floor vantage point. Then, as the studio
camera remains stationary on the
process screen, the process camera

slowly tilts down to show the children
playing in the street. The effect is
such that the studio camera appears
to have filmed the entire scene: start¬
ing on the interior shot, dollying
through the window and tilting down
to the street.
“The Diary of Anne Frank” is
notable as a fine example of skillful
direction and imaginative photography
precisely blended to produce stunning
dramatic effects. In commenting on his
collaboration with George Stevens,
Cinematographer William Mellor ob¬
serves: “George is very easy to work
with. He started as a cinematographer
and therefore understands the camera¬
man’s problems perfectly. He has a
wonderful explicit way of explaining
the effect he’s after; then he leaves
the execution of it up to the camera¬
man. Invariably we would talk over a
sequence together and I would tell
him of my ideas. He would explain
his own and very soon we would ar¬
rive at a unified approach.
“Stevens is so good at explaining
what he wants that it’s easy to give
him what he wants,” Mellor concluded.

CHOOSING AND USING LENSES
Continued from

Page

350

tween lens and sulq’ect must be kept
uniform, exce])t when there is some
special reason for doing otherwise.
Telephoto lenses may be said to pro¬
duce pictorially the opposite effect of
Avide-angle lenses: persons or objects
widely-separated in a scene are flat¬
tened or “compressed” so they appear
closer than they actually are. Typical
examples are scenes of a football scrim¬
mage, racehorses Inmched and round¬
ing the turn into homestretch, and a
scene in which a row of telegraph poles
or trees run along one side and off into
the distance. The flattening effect of
the longer focal length lens is especially
pronounced in scenes such as these shot
with a telephoto.
The narrower angle of convergence
of the telephoto lens also imparts a
unique effect to movement, a product
also of its tendency to flatten or com¬
press the scene. When objects moving
toward or aAvay from the camera are
filmed with a telephoto, as in the case
of the racehorses mentioned above,
their progress is notably retarded. Most
of us have seen new'sreel shots of a
horse race made with a telephoto where
the horses obviously are moving at
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top speed, yet they appear to take a
long time covering ground. This il¬
lustrates the extreme flattening effect
of the longer telephoto lenses and the
reduction of that important dimension,
depth. The total result is just the
opposite of that obtained with a wideangle lens with its tendency for greater
separation, image stretching, and pro¬
nounced three-dimensional modeling.
Many of the inherent liabilities of
the telephoto lens can l)e turned into
assets, however, if they are used cor¬
rectly. Since long focus lenses tend to
flatten images—shooting with cross¬
lighting helps to overcome this effect.
Modern telephotos can deliver just as
crisp, brilliant and sharp images as
lenses of lesser focal length. What they
lack in modeling, separation and force¬
ful perspective can often be made up
by proper side lighting, prudent choice
of camera angle, filtering and careful
framing.
A telephoto can often save the day
on a framing shot where the frame
device is situated too far from the
background. Where use of a normal
lens will record the foreground frame
just right, distant background objects

or scenery will a])pear loo small. Care¬
ful camera angling and use of a long
lens will record the frame and at the
same time appear to pull distant ob¬
jects closer, making them appear larg¬
er. While the result will not have the
three-dimensional separation of a wideangle lens shot it will record all ele¬
ments in a pleasing composition.
Telephotos are effective for making
“stacked” shots of distant objects—
such as a group of airplanes in flight.
The ships will appear to be flying
in very tight formation if the lens
angle is carefully chosen to record
them one against the other in a long
line, with each just a bit higher and
slightly in front of one another. Many
dramatic effects are possible with tele¬
photo lenses when this close separation
attribute is put to work: a hunter can
be made to appear much closer to a
lion than he actually is, and racing
cars seem dangerously close on the
screen—yet actually are safely separat¬
ed.
Long focal length lenses are useful
for all kinds of sports filming—es¬
pecially where the camera must be
used at a considerable distance from
wild game, to record football or base¬
ball games from the top of a press l)ox,
or where the cameraman cannot other¬
wise approach the subject closer be¬
cause of danger or the physical limi¬
tations imposed. Telephotos are also
ideal for filming cut-in closeups and
candid reaction shots of subjects un¬
aware of being photographed.
Six-inch telephoto lenses are seldom
employed in studio production work
except in very special situations. A
rare example was the filming of Hitch¬
cock’s “Rear Window” where all of
the action happening across a court
yard appears on the screen as viewed
by James Stewart through his tele¬
photo-equipped still camera.
An outdoor tracking shot, in which
the camera appears to move alongside
the moving person or vehicle, can be
simulated with a telephoto lens by stag¬
ing the movement in a wide semi-circle,
instead of a straight line. By placing
the telephoto-lensed camera in the
circle’s center and panning with the
movement, the moving image will re¬
main the same screen size throughout
the shot. Only a short pan shot can he
made in this manner, however, because
gradually changing shadow patterns
may spoil the effect. W’hile the result
will be pictorially flatter than a true
tracking shot made with a shorter lens.
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the technique can he useful when a dol¬
ly is not available and the cameraman
must improvise on the spur of the mo¬
ment.
It is easier to film an object mov¬
ing fast cross-screen with a long lens
from a distance, than with a short
focal lens up close. The reason is
simple: the longer lens requires a short¬
er panning arc, which in turn re¬
quires a slower panning movement and
results in a smoother shot. The shorter
lens, on the other hand, working close
requires an erratic pan—slow at first,
then faster as the object swings by
close to the camera and then suddenly
decelerating as it passes and goes away.
Some photographers believe that tele¬
photo lenses are calibrated differently
than normal lenses and that scenes
filmed with them require less exposure.
This is not true. Any T-stop on a tele¬
photo lens will admit exactly the same
exposure to the film as any other lens
at a similar T-stop opening.
But,
when a long telephoto lens is used
to shoot distant objects the interven¬
ing atmosphere may cause the scene
to appear lighter in tone due to scat¬
ter light—and thus require less ex¬
posure. It is this tonal difference in
the scene, not anything inherent in
the lens or its calibration, that can
change the exposure value.
Telephoto shots are affected by heat
waves and great care must be taken
to avoid the melting or “boiling” ef¬
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fect that often results when shooting
in hot. humid places, particularly in
mid-day. Extra long telephotos should
be used early or late in the day—
never when the sun is directly over¬
head. An elevation, allowing a down¬
ward angle, will aid in overcoming the
visual effect of heat waves since less
of the ground atmosphere will in¬
trude in the range of the lens.
Where a wide-angle lens is employed
for an establishing long shot, one
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next scene with a telephoto. The spatial
relationship

created

with

the

wide-

angle lens will be out of harmony with
that obtained with the longer lens be¬
cause people or objects will be squeezed
together and flattened against the back¬
ground. Instead, a progression of in¬
termediate focal length lenses should
be used or the cameraman should move
in closer and use a slightly longer lens.
Or change camera angle so that the
background is seen from a fresh view¬
point.
The telephoto lens not only magnifies
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image size—it also magnifies any cam¬
era faults, such as poor panning, vibra¬
tion, shakiness, etc. So, shoot from a
rigid tripod mount, pan carefully and
don't use a long lens for dolly shots.
Since telephotos possess a shallow
depth of field, one should take care in
focusing and follow-focus on objects
moving toward or away from the cam¬
era.
Many professional cameramen focus
by eye, but Hollywood production cam¬
eramen invariably use a measuring
tape regardless of the fact that their
cameras possess highly magnified and
very accurate ground-glass focusing
finders. Eyes vary, lenses do not. Once
it is certain that a lens scale is cor¬
rectly calibrated it is best to tape all
shots “on the nose.” Scenes involving
several people or objects at various dis¬
tances should he filmed split focus so
that the lens' depth of field will in¬
sure sharpness over the entire area.
The best distance to focus can be as¬
certained by consulting the American
Cinematographer Handbook or the
Kelley Cine Calculator. A simple exped¬
ient, however, is to measure a spot onethird of the distance from the front
focus to the rear focus. If the lens is
closed dowui sufficiently, depending on
the overall distance, the focus will
carry. Do not actually “split” the dis¬
tance by measuring a point half-way
in between. This throws the focus back
and causes a loss of foreground sharp¬
ness. The reason is that the depth in¬
creases with the distance.
To record a sharp distant back¬
ground and still carry maximum depth
of field, employ the hyperfocal distance
of the lens at the particular f/ stop
being used. When a lens is focused
at its hyperfocal distance the depth
of field extends from half the hyper¬
focal distance to infinity. The smaller
the f/ stop the closer the hyperfocal
distance. If it is desiralde to do ex¬
actly the opposite and film a sharp
subject against a blurred background,
the longest lens consistent with condi¬
tions should be used—utilizing a neu¬
tral density filter or smaller shutter
opening, or both, so that a larger f/
stop can be employed, thus reducing
depth.
While modern ])rofessional lenses are
all of comparatively good quality, they
do differ slightly in resolution, con¬
trast and other minor variables. It is
best, therefore, to choose one manu¬
facturer’s brand of matched lenses so
that the image quality, particularly in
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color filming, will be uniform regard¬
less of focal length. It is also wise to
have all cine lenses T-stopped so that
their performance will be the same at
similar lens openings regardless of the
lens in use. This is particularly import¬
ant where several cameras are used on
the same production.
The important thing to remember
when selecting a lens for a particular
shot is to use the shortest possible focal
length for the shot consistent with the
desired result. This does not mean
shooting with a wide-angle lens everytime. It implies employing a lens whose
focal length is no longer than neces¬
sary for the particular effect desired.
Choose a wide-angle lens, not neces¬
sarily the widest, if a plastic, rounded,
well modeled image is desired. Use
a shorter lens to obtain maximum con¬
vergence, greater separation of image
planes, greater illusion of speed or to
increase audience participation in the
screened action.
Choose the normal, or standard lens,
or the semi-telephotos for those inbetween shots that require narrow angu¬
lar coverage, and for “two-shots” and
close-ups, where the camera must be
pulled back to achieve the best portrait
modeling minus facial distortion. Or
for capturing linear perspective that
possesses neither the foreshortening of
the wide-angle lens nor the extreme
flattening of the telephoto.
Use the long telephoto lens for re¬
cording large images of distant ob¬
jects when it is impossible to approach
them, or when it is desirable to
squeeze or stack images together. Or
when a flattened, lengthened perspec¬

ture story should be presented with
visual variety that brings the spectator
in and out and around the action so
that he sees it at its best at all times.
But the changes in image size, model¬
ing, perspective and angle must be so
subtle that the viewer is hardly aware
of them. It may be necessary some¬
times, for a shocking or startling ef¬
fect. to inject an abrupt change. But
generally speaking it is best to use
lenses as they are intended to be em¬
ployed: as another story-telling tool in
the vast array of cine techniques.

COBWEB SPINNER
Continued from Page 352

at right (above) is a closeup of the
set with cobwebs applied and dusted.
The equipment is designed after the
most modern contemporary equipment
and techniques used in the major Hol¬
lywood studios. Perhaps the most im¬
portant feature of the M-R Cobweb
Spinner is the fact its product is never
messy to handle, apply, nor to clean
up after shooting is completed. The
web structure, being composed of rub¬
ber cement, is easily rubbed off props,
furniture, etc. When difficult removal
situations are encountered, such as the
grooves of cut glass, etc., removal of
remnant fragments is expedited by use
of a small amount of the benzol thinner
which is part of the kit.
Television studios as well as motion
picture studios are finding the M-R
Cobweb Spinner ideally suited to
creating realistic effects quickly, sim¬
ply, inexpensively.

■

tive is necessary. The telephoto, be¬
cause of its shallow depth of field, is
also useful for isolating an object or
person against a blurred background.
There’s an old movie axiom worth
repeating here: “Always change the
lens or the camera angle, preferably
both, on every shot.” A motion pic¬

JOSEPH V. MASCELLI . . .
also wrote the initial article in
this

series

on

Motion Picture

Camera Lenses. Unfortunately,
Mascelli's by-line was omitted
from the article in error and we
take

this

opportunity

to

ex¬

plain the omission to our read¬
ers, with our apologies.—ED.

FILMING “THE WORLD,
FLESH, AND THE DEVIL”
Continued from Page 347

46th to 43rd Street, then crosstown on
43rd and out of sight.
It sounds quite simple, but here are
some of the many problems that were
involved: (DA crew of thirty-five had
to arise at 3:00 a.m. in order to be all
set up in position to shoot at 5:30 a.m.
(2) Two cameras were to be mounted
on platforms which had to be con¬
structed to measurements dictated by
the exact locations necessary to achieve
the deisred camera angles. ('3) Two
prop trucks loaded with an assortment
of rubbish such as might be aban¬
doned by terrified people in flight, plus
(.ivil Defense posters and assorted other
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props had to be secured. (4) Four spe¬

the water truck went back and wetted

cific permits had to he obtained from
New York City officials, a special de¬
tail of twenty-two policemen arranged

down the other side of Times Square.
Ihnally, at 7:20, everything was

for and agreements
teen business firms
world’s biggest and
tising signs for a
hours.

made with seven¬
to extinguishe the
best-known adver¬
minimum of two

Preliminary surveys of traffic flow
had proved that 6:45 on a Friday
morning was the ideal time and day to
shoot the sequence. The police depart¬
ment,
however,
preferred
Sunday
morning. There was much discussion

ready once again. The cue was given to
stop incoming traffic, Belafonte got into

similar location set-ups in New York
City which required the same infinite
planning, timing and execution. In the
final cut the scene is on the screen ex¬
actly forty-five seconds.
Since many of the sequences had to
be shot just after sunrise, having
enough light for acceptable exposures
was a constant problem for Marzorati.
By using Tri-X film, and with only 20-

The step-by-step instructions pre¬
pared as insurance against hitches in
the shooting covered more than twenty
pages. A few items quoted at random

foot candles of light available, he had
to shoot most of these scenes at f/2.3.
Shooting in the Wall Street “canyons”
with the sky darkened by a black over¬

will convey the general idea: (1) Per¬
mits were obtained to stop all traffic
entering the Times Square area for six

cast, he considered himself lucky to be
able to get an exposure at all. The
smallest opening he was ever able to

periods of three minutes each, and for
all traffic lights to be blacked out on
cue. (2) Arrangements were made

use, even with Tri-X was f/3.5. He

set up for a distance of twenty blocks
to guarantee a simultaneous cue to all
concerned.
It took four days to prepare for the
shot. Up to a point everything went
smoothly. Belafonte and the crew ar¬
rived at 5:00 a.m., before sunrise.
Trucks, crew, cameras and personnel
went to their assigned positions as re¬
hearsed. At 6:30 the company was
ready to shoot. However, the sky was
heavily overcast, and it became evident
that there would not be enough light
to shoot until after 7:00. Meanwhile,
traffic began to build up at an alarm¬
ing rate as New York began a new and
busy day.
Tension mounted as the minutes
ticked off. Then, as the light meters be¬
gan to stir faintly, the unexpected hap¬
pened. A Department of Sanitation
truck lumbered slowly down Broadway
wetting one side of the street. Waiting
for it to dry was out of the question. To
go ahead would suggest photographi¬
cally that it had rained on one side of
Times Square and not on the other.
Frantic consultations, two telephone
calls, and the Sanitation Department
director issued an order. Using up one
of the precious photographic periods.
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position, and at 7:25 the cameras be¬
gan to turn. At 7:28 the shot was on
film. This scene, which took so long to
set up was only one of thirty-seven

until the police department made its
own survey, decided that the film unit
was right and granted permission for
Friday morning shooting.

with all stores, restaurants and business
firms in the area to switch off their
lights during shooting. (3) An elab¬
orate signal system was designed and
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this

ultra-fast emulsion except when neces¬
sary, because of the grain size and he
used Plus-X for the remainder of the
film. However, in the final cut there is
no disturbing difference in grain and
scenes shot with the two different emul¬
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sions intercut quite smoothly.
Getting enough light to shoot “de¬
serted” Grand Central Station was only
one of the problems encountered on
that sequence. Traffic was the real bug¬
aboo. A survey had shown that 9:00 to
10:30 Saturday morning was the peri¬
od in which there was the smallest flow
of traffic at this location. Even so, it
was impossible to hold very long people
who were rushing to catch trains. The
crew was alloted three minutes of shoot¬
ing time at scattered intervals and ar¬
rangements were made to delay depar¬
ture times of the trains an extra three
minutes.
Lighting of the cavernous train ter¬
minal was hampered by the fact it was
impossible to bring in adequate light¬
ing equipment. Marzorati used small
units and spotted photofloods in the
corners to light the background. Unfor¬
tunately, after all this work, the Grand
Central Station sequence ended up on
the cutting room floor, a sacrifice to
running time.
The photography of “The World, the
Flesh and the Devil” does not rely on
trick or process shots, but is character¬
ized by unusual camera angles wisely
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calculated to accentuate the eeriness of
the situation. Cameraman and director,
working closely together, took full ad¬
vantage of interesting backgrounds to
achieve mood. Particularly effective is
a sequence shot in Herald Square just
20 minutes after sunrise in which the
angry clouds, pierced by a shaft of
light, are reflected in rain-soaked
streets. Dramatic low angles enhance
the impact of scenes showing Belafonte

of the real thing had been constructed
so realistically that it was a question
how to light it. The Prop Dept, had
rigged intricate devices over the set
to dump tons of debris into it to simu¬
late a cave-in. This left little or no room
for equipment to light the set for the
“earth-shaking” event. Moreover, the
rough-hewn

walls had

been

painted

black to suggest coal and they soaked
up light like a sponge.

looming against the all-glass facade of
the United Nations building.

worked under precluded making any

One of the most effective scenes in

changes, and Marzorati and his crew

the picture is a low angle pan shot in
which the camera scans a complete

proceeded to shoot the set as it was,

360° arc to suggest the effect of Bela¬
fonte exploring his surroundings for

zorati licked the lighting and exposure

signs of life. The technique behind such
a maneuver would suggest a compli¬
cated crane set-up of some sort, hut the
result was actually accomplished by a
combination of ingenuity and simplic¬

The

tight

schedule

the

company

making the best of the situation. Mar¬
problems by again using Tri-X nega¬
tive for these scenes, concealing small
lighting units in cracks and crevices
of the coal mine set, and by wetting
down the coal-black walls to produce
contrasting highlights.

ity itself.
ordi¬

At the studio, there was always the

nary office-type swivel chair. His op¬
erator holding a rented Arriflex cam¬

added problem of matching the bleak,

Marzorati

commandeered

an

era, sat down in the chair with his legs
outstretched and Marzorati spun him
around in the required 360° arc. The
shot was made a number of times at
several different speeds and using a va¬
riety of lenses. The take used in the
final cut appears to be the one made
at medium speed with an 18mm wideatigle lens.

natural quality of the photography that

characterized the many shots made in
and around New York City. This, in
order that the studio-filmed shots would
intercut smoothly with the location
footage. This imposed an uncommon
restraint on Mazorati compelling him
to resist the tendency for glossy and
over-refined
photography
in
these
scenes.
“It was a tough picture to shoot,”
Marzorati recalls, “because we not only
had to fight traffic, pedestrians, police
and rain in New York, where most of
the picture was filmed, but biting 25degree temperatures and winds that cut
like a razor. Nearly all of us had a bout
with the flu before we wound up the
location shooting. But it was a wonder¬
ful challenge, and an enjoyable picture
to work on because everyone was so
pleasant and all got along so well to¬
gether. Randy MacDougall is a director
who understands, better than some, the
problems of the cameraman and he is
uncommonly patient while you strive to
get a set-up the way he wants it. With
cooperation like that from a director,
you really can’t miss.”
■

Books You’ll Want To Read
ENCYCLOPE¬

to many. But the authors of this volume

DIA, by James R. Cameron and Jos.
F. Cifre. Cameron Publishing Co.,
Coral Gables, Fla. $10.00.

have done a magnificent jol) and given
the industry the finest book of its kind
on the subject.

The new 6th Edition has been com¬
pletely re-written and brought up-to-

This authoritative source book is the
first comprehensive work to treat all

with cloud banks hanging ominously

date, according to the publisher, and
although its pages are unnuml)ered, the

the animation techniques for films atid
television. Here are demonstrated and

over the skyscrapers. These clouds sug¬
gest symbolically the deadliness of the
purple cloud
which
had
actually
wrought the havoc, even though that

volume is now almost 2-inches thick.
Within its covers are illustrated and/or
described just about every subject,

explained the aims, the methods and
organization for making animated films

“The
orld, the Flesh and the Dev¬
il” is photographically a mood picture,
and contributing heavily to the mood
of desolation are the sweeping pano¬
rama shots of mid-town Manhattan

peril had long since been dissipated. In
order to make these clouds stand out
in stark relief Marzorati used a com¬
bination of 23 Red and 56 Green filters
and compensated his exposure on the
basis of a filter factor of 5.
Director of photography Marzaroti
was prepared to meet exposure prob¬
lems on location, but he was quite sur¬
prised to he confronted with a similar
challenge right in the sanctuary of the
M-G-M sound stage where, theoreti¬
cally, every element of lighting and
photography can he minutely con¬
trolled. He arrived on the coal mine
set the morning shooting was scheduled
there (not having previously seen the
set) to find that this authentic replica
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MOTION

PICTURE

problem or procedure involved in the
production of professional sound mo¬
tion pictures. Eor the researcher it is
a “must”; and for the film worker an
invalualfle source of information.

THE TECHNIQUE OF FILM ANIMA¬
TION, by John Halas and Roger Manvell. Hastings House Publishers, Inc.,
151 East 50th St., Neiv York 22, N.Y.

$10.00.
Just why it remained for a pair of
top British animation men to set down
the techniques of modern film anima¬
tion, instead of one in the Hollywood
animated film industry, which we in
America have come to regard as tops in
this field, is a question that will occur

for entertainment, instruction, advertis¬
ing and research.
The volume is remarkably well-illus¬
trated, and there’s an Appendix for
valuable material you will want to re¬
fer to and the most comprehensive
glossary of animation terms yet pub¬
lished.
This is a must for any film worker’s
library.

PRINCIPLES OF CINEMATOGRA¬
PHY, by Lester J. Wheeler, FRPS,
MBKS. The Macmillan Company, 60
Fifth Ave., New York 11, N.Y. $12.75.
Because in this country, at least, the
term “cinematography” implies the
photography of motion pictures,

the

Continued on Page 382
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ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED
RATES: Ads set in lightface type, 10c per word, minimum ad,
$1.00. Text set in lightface capital letters (except 1st word and
advertiser’s name) 15c per word. Modified display format (text
set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case) 90c per

line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial
Office, American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Holly¬
wood 28, Calif. Forms close 1st of month preceding date of issue.
No discount on Classified Advertising.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

2 COLORTRAN Sr. kits, each $150.00; 1 Colortran
Jr. kit, $110.00; 2 Colortran 2 life broads, trans¬
former, $90.00; MR-90 Hi-Arc, $525.00; M-R 40
duarc with pedestal, $275.00; 220 volt, 3 phase
interlock motor for Mitchell NC or BNC, $375.00;
same as above for Standard Mitchell, $250.00;
new Esco 1/4 HP, 220 volt, 3 chase sync motors,
$65.00; RCA P G-201 sound 16mm projector with
110 volt sync motor drive, $195.00; new Blue Seal
35mm recorders, less galvanometers, $2695.00;
Simplex 40 star recorder or dubber with sync
motor, pedestal, magazines, $695.00; as above
with magnastripe head, $895.00; United Research
35mm re-recorder, sync motor, magazines, pedes¬
tal, $295.00. BLUE SEAL SOUND DEVICES, P.O.
BOX 472, New Canaan, Conn.

CINE Special Series 1. Perfect. 1" lens. $400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

16MM HOUSTON-K-IA . . . developing machines.
For reversal or positive film. Complete with re¬
frigerator units, temp controls, condensors, etc.
BRAND-NEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS
STEEL model A-llB. Neumade film washer, 35mm
EYEMO cameras, spider turrets, Lgrge selection gt
Eyemo lenses, 35mm x 1000 film. AIR PHOTO
SUPPLY, Dept. C-1, 555 East Tremont Ave., New
York 57, New York.

MITCHELL NC 35mm camera outfit. Price $5,850.00.
16mm sound striper, $500.00. FILM EFFECTS,
1153 No. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.

FILM PROCESSING MACHINERY

Rebuilt trade-ins, demonstrators, etc. Black-andwhite and color. All makes. Low prices. Send for
lists. FILMLINE CORPORATION, Etna Street, Mil¬
ford, Conn.
100 ft. PAR modified Cine Special Chamber, 2-400
ft. Par modified Mitchell magazines, and Par
spring takeup torque motor, all for $498.00.
S.O.S. Ediola Sr. optical 16mm action-editing
viewer, $79.00. McFARLAND, 448 Harrison, Green¬
ville, Ohio LI 8-2791.
DEVRY 35mm combination sound projector with am¬
plifier; 4" lens; used less than 2 hours, $295.00.
CINE SPECIAL 16mm motion picture camera with
CECO Jr. friction—head tripod and spreader. Per¬
fect condition, $495.00. COUSEN'S PRODUCTIONS,
INC., 1600 Broadway, New York.
BRAND new ARRI—-16 with 16, 25, 50mm and zoom
lens, 500 ft. magazine and rorque motor, tripod,
boots, shoulderpad, voltabloc battery, charger,
large aluminum case. No reasonable offer refused.
ROBERT YUNG, 260 Elk Avenue New Rochelle,
N.Y. NE 3-6536.
S.O.S. THIRD OF A CENTURY SALE

See S.O.S. Insert Pages 333 to 336, This Issue.
Our Greatest Event in 34 Years.
TRADES TAKEN. Phone PL 7-0440. Cable: SOSOUND
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.

602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19.
Western Branch: 6331 Holly'd Blvd., Holly'd, Calif.
Phone HO 7-2124.
MAURER 16mm optical recorder. Model
RD 166, complete with recording head,
power supply, line transformer and
cases. Unit in beautiful condition. Sound
tion is of finest quality. A real bargain.
PAN AMERICAN FILMS, 735 Poydras
Orleans, La.

D, Serial
amplifier,
carrying
reproduc¬
$2500.00.
St., New

16mm ARRIFLEX with four Schneider lenses wide
angle, 1", 2" and A" Xenons. Matte box and
filters, carrying case and power supply, also Pro
Jr. tripod with Miller fluid head. Guaranteed
perfect condition. All for $1200.00. JACK MAY¬
BERRY, 3400 W. 59th Place, Chicago 29, III.
PRospect 8-6708.

FOR SALE—-1200 ft. of origial 16mm color film of
recent historic World Congress of Flight. Make
offer. Queries answered. MAX B. MILLER, 1420 S.
Ridgeley Drive, Los Angeles 35, Calif.
BLIMP with case for Arriflex 16mm camera, $1300.
DONALD TROUT, 2523 Hillegass, Berkeley 4,
California.
6-400 35mm Bell & Howell magazines new, 2
magazines in case $80.00. OSCAR GOODMAN,
582 Lakeshore Dr. N.E., Atlanta 7, Ga.
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WE BUY . SWAP - SELL - CONSIGN

Cameras,
Dollies.
Lenses,
Lights,
Moviolas, Printers. Recorders, Studio
or Laboratory Equipment you don't
need.

MITCHELL viewfinder for Standard or NC variable
mask, new, $250.00.
LLOYD'S CAMERA EX¬
CHANGE, 1612 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, Cali¬
fornia.

WE GLADLY TAKE CONSIGNMENTS.
SET YOUR OWN PRICESHIP IT IN
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL

COMMERCIAL Kodachrome 16mm x 400' refrig¬
erated. $8.00 per roll. Have 25 rolls. Box 1341,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
BELL & HOWELL rackover. Write for details. MARTORELL, Sur 51-154 Mexico Ctiy.

WANTED
TRY F&B LAST

FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

WIRE US—WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Cable: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch—6331 Hollywodo Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-2124

CAMERAMAN WANTED: Position available for in¬
dustrial motion picture cameraman in the South¬
west. General all-around man desired, capable of
directing, lighting and camera works, for pro¬
duction of documentary and training films. Limited
travel—single person preferred. For further in¬
formation write R. C. Meier, Personnel Depart¬
ment, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los Ala¬
mos, New Mexico.
WHY SACRIFICE

your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new
equipment. Let us know what you have and what
you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.

In our classified columns
you’ll find two outstanding op¬
portunities:
. . . I —To buy an item of much
needed equipment at on at¬
tractive price,
. . . 2—Opportunity to dispose
of items you no longer need; to
sell your services; or to make
known your needs in our
“wonted” columns.

1845 Broadway.. PLaza 7-6977.. New York 23, N.Y.
Mitchell — Akeley _ B & H — Wall — Eyemo
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment
NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 West 48th St.
New York, N.Y.

35mm BELL & HOWELL Standard camera shuttle
Model I 170 or 120°. HOLLYWOOD CAMERA
EXCHANGE, 1600 Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood 28,
Calif.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
EXPERIENCED BIRD AND WILDLIFE photographernaturalist, offers excellent 16mm original Day¬
light Kodachrome footage in natural habitat.
State your requirements. List of subjects sent on
request. Bird and wildlife assignments accepted.
DICK PFEIFER, 8560 S.W. Oleson Road, Portland
19, Oregon.

Classified advertising rates
ore surprisingly low.
Just 10c a word when your
ad is set like this:

16MM MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION

Film Editing—Sound Recording—
Sync-Sound Effects—
Industrial—Advertising
Educational—Travel
Sound Stage Available
HARRY MERRICK STUDIO

1901

West

Anaheim St., Long Beach
HEmlock 6-3291.

13,

Calif.

AURICON Pro CM71 and EIF View Finder,
cases and related equipment barely used.

AVAILABLE, 20 years' experience, 35mm, 16mm,
sound or silent
finest equipment.
CHARLES
FERMAGLICH, 1709 Dryden, Houston 25, Texas.
JA 4-7205, MO 7-7200.

Or 15c per word when text
is set in all capitals, like this:

LABORATORY & SOUND

PROCESS PROJECTION EQUIPMENT

PRECISION REGISTRATION — USED MITCHELL OR
CUSTOM BLIMPED TYPE ON PORTABLE CASTER
BASES. COMPLETE WITH SCREENS, INTERLOCKED
DISTRIBUTORS,
CABLES,
INTERCOMS,
LENSES,
ETC. FULL INFORMATION PHOTOS AND PRICES
ON REQUEST. BOX 1340, AMERICAN CINEMA¬
TOGRAPHER.

WANTED

PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT, LABORATORY
EQUIPMENT, EDITING EQUIPMENT, 16mm.

Or 90c per line when text is
set in boldface, like this: (Note
This style is limited to headline
and signature lines only.)
1 YEAR OLD AND STILL GOING
HOLLYWOOD’S NEWEST STORE

ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS

16mm Black & White and Anscochrome—ProcessingPrinting — Recording — Editing — Production —
Rental — Sales. All types of film in stock.
Write for Price List
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.

114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colorado. AMherst 6-3061
SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost. High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERV¬
ICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3,
Ohio. Phone ENdicott 1-2707.
16mm SOUND and picture editing—sound recording
—music—effects.
DON
DUNN'S
EL
RANCHO
AUDIO, near Palos Verdes and L. A. Harbor,
26246 Fairview Avenue, Lomita, Calif. DAvenport
6-4925.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS

Lothrop Worth, ASC, “The Real McCoy’s”*

Continued from Page 342
PARAMOUNT

(Brennan-Westgate
Prods.)
with
Brennan. Hy Averback, director.

Walter

Robert

(Desilu

Continued from Page 380

Charles Lang, Jr., ASC, “One-Eyed Jacks”
(V'Vision & Color;
Pennebaker Prods.)
with Marlon Brando and Karl Malden. Mar¬
lon Brando, director.

Hauser,

“Derringer”*
Prods.) with Jack Mahoney.

title of this book may he considered by
some to he misleading, dealing as it

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

Frank Redman, ASC, “The Perry Mason
Joseph LaShelle, ASC, “Career” (Hal Wal¬
lis Prod.) with Dean Martin and Shirley
MacLaine. Joseph Anthony, director.

Loyal Griggs, ASC, “A Visit to a Small
Planet”
(Hal Wallis Prod.)
with Jerry
Lewis and Earl Holliman. Norman Taurog,
director.
REPUBLIC STUDIOS

Mack Stengler, ASC, “Leave it to Beaver”*
(Gomalco Prods.) with Barbara Billingsley
and Hugh Beaumont. Norman Tokar, di¬
rector.

Ellis

Thackery,

John

Warren,

ASC, “Restless Gun”*
(Window-Glen Prods.) with John Payne;
“Wells Fargo”* (Overland Prods.) with Dale
Robertson.

Presents”*

ASC, “Alfred
(Revue Prods.)

Hitchcock

Show”* with Raymond Burr.

Lloyd Ahern, ASC,
with Michael Rennie.

“The

Third

Man”*

Leo Tover, ASC, “Blue Denim” (C’Scope)
with Macdonald Carey and Carol Lynley.
Philip Dunne, director.

(C’Scope & Color) with Christine Carere
and Sal Mineo. Raoul Walsh, director.

But this is not to take anything away

Karl Struss, ASC, “The Alligator People”

from the value of the book as an in¬
formative and educational writing. Its

(Associated Prods.) with Lon Chaney and
Beverly Garland. Roy Del Ruth, director.

Leon

Shamroy, ASC, “The Blue Angel”
(C’Scope; Jack Cummings Prods.)
with
Curt
Jurgens
and
May
Britt.
Edward
Dmytryk, director.

Arthur Arling, ASC, “Any Way the Wind
Blows” (C’Scope & Color; Arwin Prod.)

William Sickner, ASC, “S. A. 7”* (Revue

with Rock Hudson and Doris Day. Michael
Gordon, director.

Prods.) ; “M Squad”*
(Latimer Prods.)
Prods.); “Buckskin”* (Revue Prods.)

Russell

TRIPOD-DOLLY

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

Continued from Page 363

Harlan,

ASC, “Operation Petti¬
coat’ (Granart Prod.; shooting in Keywest,
Fla.) with Cary Grant and Tony Curtis.
Blake Edwards, director.

Russell Metty, ASC, “Spartacus” (Technirama; Bryna Prods.)
and Laurence Olivier.
rector.

with Kirk Douglas
Anthony Mann, di¬

WARNER BROS.

Lathrop,

“Peter Gum. *
Prods.) with Craig Stevens.

Lionel Linoon, ASC, Benj.
“Laramie”* (Revue Prods.)

(Sf)aria

Kline, AS(',

Harry Stradling, ASC, “A Summer Place”
(Technicolor; shooting at Monterey) with
Richard Egan and Dorothy McGuire. Delmer
Daves, director.

Ray Rennahan, ASC, Lionel Lindon, ASC,

James Drought, Commercials*

“Riverhoat”*

(Revue Prods.)

Lucien Ballard, ASC, “The Bramble Bush”

Stuart Thompson, ASC, Ray Cory, ASC,
Lionel Lindon, ASC, William Sickner,

(United States Piets.) with Richard Burton
and Barbara Rush. Delmer Petrie, director.

ASC, “Markham”*
Ray Milland.

Ralph

(Revue

Prods.)

with

Woolsey,

ASC,

“Colt

45”*

with

Wayde Preston.

Charles Lawton, Jr., ASC, “Gisele MacKenzie Show”* (Revue Prods.) with Gisele
MacKenzie. Peter Tewksbury, director.

Benj. Kline, ASC, “Wagon Train”* (Revue
Prods.) with Ward Bond.

J. Peverell Marley, ASC, Edwin DuPar,
ASC, “Bronko”* with Ty Hardin.

Harold Stine, ASC, “Lawman”* wdth John
Russell.

RKO GOWER

Ralph Woolsey, ASC, Wesley Anderson,
“77 Sunset Strip”* with Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.

Robert Pittack, ASC, “Ann Sothern Show”*

Harold Stine, ASC, Edwin DuPar, ASC,

(Desilu Prods.)

“Sugarfoot”* with Will Hutchins.

with Ann Sothern.

George Clemens, ASC, “The Millionaire”*

Thomas Tutwiler, ASC, Commercial*

(Don Fedderson Prods.).

Carl Guthrie, ASC, “Yellowstone Kelly”
Henry Cronjager. “Whirlybirds”*

(Desilu
Prods.) with Kenneth Tobey and Craig Hill.
Robert Alton, director.

Nick Musuraca, ASC, “Barbara Stanwyck

(Technicolor) with Clint Walker and Andra
Martin. Gordon Douglas, director.

John Seitz, ASC, “Guns of the Timberland”

Barbara

(Technicolor;
Jaguar Prod.)
with Alan
Ladd and Jeanne Crain. Robert Webb,
director.

Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “The Gale Storm
Show”* with Gale Storm and ZaSu Pitts.
William Seiter, director.

George Folsey, ASG, “Cash McCall” with
James Gamer and Natalie Wood. Joseph
Pevney, director.
■

Theatre”*
(Desilu Prods.)
with
Stanwyck. Robert Florey, director.
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mounted 16mm eameras.
The hub of the Versa-Dolly has ac¬
commodation for mounting a camera.
Thus, the unit may he used as a hihat for making floor-level shots, with
the eamera as low as 8-inehes from the
floor (See Fig. 2).
Fig. 3 shows the Versa-Dolly in its

REVUE STUDIOS

Philip

a wealth of authentic data which the
film worker will find invaluable as a
source of reference.
■

Arthur Napol¬

with Rod Cameron.

(Revue Prods.)

profusely-illustrated 472 pages contain

Fred Gately, ASC, “The Last Frontier”*

(Mark VH Ltd.) with John Compton; “Pete
Kelly’s Blues”* (Mark VH Ltd.) with Wm.
Reynolds and Connie Boswell. Jack Webb,
director.

Ray Cory, ASC, “Schlitz-Lux Playhouse”*

Except for describing the essentials
of the motion picture camera, little is
mentioned about the techniques and
art of motion picture photography.
Actually this is a treatise on the whole
industry.

Edwaro Colman, ASC, “The D. A. Man”*

John Warren, ASC, Lionel Lindon, ASC,
William Sickner, ASC, “State Troopers”*

does with the whole procedure of pro¬
ducing and exhibiting motion pictures.

Charles Clarke, ASC, “A Private’s Affair”

(pilot; shooting in Alaska.)
eon, director.

(Revue Prods.)

BOOKS YOU’LL
WANT TO READ

most unique role—that of a baby tri¬
pod. The legs, which had previously
lain flat on the floor (in the uses pic¬
tured in Figs 1 and 2), now have been
folded to transform the unit into a baby
tripod having a minimum height of
17 inches. The extendable legs permit
the unit to be heightened approximate¬
ly 10 inches. The camera or tripodhead mounting will accept such popu¬
lar heads as S.O.S. Jr., S.O.S. Viscomatic. Pro. Jr., Miller or O’Connor.
A quick comparison of the VersaDolly’s versatility and cost with that
of the several pieces of equipment it
can replace reveals that a baby tripod
costs around $75.00; a tripod triangle
with clamps $32.00; a hi-hat $22.00
and a dolly with clamps about $72.00
—a total of around $200.00. You get
all of these in the Versa-Dolly for only
$99.50.
The unit is currently being demon¬
strated at S.O.S.’s showrooms in New
York and Hollywood.
■

^ ^ ^
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EASTMAN
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE

FILMS

W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
6677
SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
Hollywood 4-6131

► Better Color

► Lower Cost Prints

Byron technicians scrutinize every stage of
the developing and printing process.

► Complete Color Control

► Protects Original Footage

Specially designed mixers assure consistency
of all solutions.

byron
color-correct^
16mm Color Prints
on EK positive stock
through an
intermediate
negative
from 16mm
color originals

For information and
price list, write, phone or wire

byron
Federal 3-4000
CHerry 1-4161

TMK

laiu;est

and

most

complete

westrex

Laboratory

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D. C.
1226 East Colonial Drive, Orlando, Florida

commercial

sound

recording system

in the country
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The Magazine of Motion Picture Photography

Photographing "Anatomy of a Murder"
A lighter camera for TV news comeromen

Film processed os fast os it is shot
Genius with o camera

. . . plus Questions & Answers, What’s New, Industry News, Etc.

35c

EASTMAN
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE

FILMS

W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
6677
SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
Hollywood 4-6131

ARRIFLEX^ promotes
your business...
with ads directed to those
who need motion picture fiims!
Throughout 1959, Arriflex advertising will be seen regularly by the nation’s top
management personnel. Fortune, Business Week, Management Methods, and
Scientific American magazines will carry the message to a combined circulation
of nearly 1,000,000 readers.
A milestone in ARRIFLEX advertising...this campaign is designed to perform a
pre-eminent service to cinematography as a whole, and the professional producer in
particular. A list of professional producers, who use ARRIFLEX to film quality motion
pictures, accompanies the literature requested by potential motion picture users.
In this manner we say “Thanks” to you, the professional producers who have
overwhelmingly accepted ARRIFLEX, and helped to make it “the choice of
professionals all over the world.”

MOTION PICTUF

FILMS
are the best means to

sell... teach
... influence!
Just a few of the hundreds
of satisfied Arriflex users

Find out why the mo¬
tion picture depart¬
ments of the nation’s
leading companies
and professional film
producers prefer the
ARRIFLEX®^16 ... the
world’s most versa¬
tile, money saving
production camera.

Avco Mfg. Corp.
Boeine Airplane Company
Bendix Aviation
Chase Manhattan Bank
Chrysler Corporation
Cook Electrical Research
Dow Corning Corporation
E. I. DuPont de Nemours
General Electric Co.
General Motors
Grumman Aircraft Engr. Corp.
Hughes Tool Co.
International Business Machines
International Harvester Company
Kimberly Clark Corporation
Kraft Foods Co.

Find out why the motion picture departments of
the nation’s leading companies and professional
film producers prefer the ARRIFLEX® 16.. .the
world’s most versatile, money saving production
camera.
free: Mail this coupon for literature and list of
professional industrial motion picture producers, to:

Lockheed Aircraft Corp.
North American Aviation
Pan American Airways
Remington Rand
Rocketdyne, Inc.
Time, Inc.

Write for
FREE literature
and list of
professional
industrial motion

PHOTO CORPORATION
257F Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.
name
company
address

U.S. Bureau of Standards
U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force

zone

Western Electric Co.

/«ilS[gDlF[L

division of

state

division of
X-IBrca- PHOTO CORPORATION
257S Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.

PHOTO CORPORATION

257 Fourth Ave. New York 10, N.

1

WORLD’S MOST
FLEXIBLE
MOTION PICTURE
CAMERA

i
♦

Mitchell camera shown with 1200' magazine.

No other motion picture camera is
today used for such a broad range of
exacting film making as is the
Mitchell. The versatile speed of the
camera, ranging from 1 to 128 frames
per second, plus 14 exclusive features
equip the Mitchell for an impres¬
sively broad range of cinematogra¬
phy. A single Mitchell can meet the
requirements for finest quality TV
commercials, feature productions,
public relations, sales and training
films, progress and report films, plus
critical research and development
data and record photography.
Mitchell cameras include: 35mm
and 16mm cameras; 70mm
x 2M.
high speed cameras; and 70mm,
65mm and standard aperture cam¬
eras.
For information, write on your
letterhead —please indicate which
model camera your request concerns.

GENERAL ELECTRIC uses Mitchell for
wide range of work, including slide
films.

KEARNEY & TRECKER films first fully
automated tape controlled combina¬
tion machine tool with the firm’s
Mitchell camera.

BUD WILKINSON PRODUCTIONS sh09ts

its award-winning TV Sports Series
with the Mitchell.

LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORP., uses

Mitchells continuously throughout
plant, here records jet flight.

'^85% of All Professional Motion Pictures Shown Throughout the World Are Filmed with Mitchell Cameras

Pntup/t/i

Corporation, 66S ^/est Harvard Strsot, Glondale 4, California
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PACKAGE PROGRAMS

News briefs of

INDUSTRY
NEWS

industry activities,
products and progress

OXBERRY MASTER SERIES
An “Oscar” award for achievement
in newsreel coverage is being consid¬
ered by The Academy of Motion Pic¬
ture Arts and Sciences. Subject is to
get an airing before the Academy’s
Board of Governors sometime this
month.

FOR SLIDE-FILMSTRIP
OXBERRY AUTOFOCUS SLIDE FILMSTRIP STAND Model FS-4300
This Master Series Stand has been designed for high speed,
top quality film strip production. Autofocus combined with
automatic rackover and lamp that projects aperture onto
table top are invaluable in quickly positioning various sized
pieces of art work. Receives up to 35" art work. Accessories
may be ordered to include animation components, other
lenses, double aperture shuttle, top lighting, etc.
BASIC STAND: Welded steel base, ground steel AVa" diameter
dual columns. Ball bearing camera carriage, manual drive.
Foursided zoom scale. Shadowboard. Fixed table top 36" x
48" has 9" x 12" hole in center with removable glass and
wood inserts. Overall height ir4", width 48", depth 58".
CAMERA: OXBERRY 35mm with rackover and viewfinder. Fixed
pin registration. 47mm lens. Autofocus. 400-ft magazine,
automatic take-up and single speed stop motion motor.
Price, complete
$9,100.

FOR ANIMATION
OXBERRY AUTOFOCUS ANIMATION STAND Model MP-4200

Today, only two newsreel companies
are in operation, whereas there were
five before the advent of television. At
the present time 20th Century-Fox pro¬
duces Movietone News and News of the
Day produces the Universal Newsreel
for theatres.
•

•

•

Hollywood cameramen, at their June
Union meeting, considered a proposal
that members of production crews
working on theatrical and TV films be
rotated so they could work together
with various other members and thus
increase their knowledge and
their capabilities. At present
practice for most studios to
same crews together on one
tion after another.

improve
it is the
put the
produc¬

This is a standardized package unit incorporating all the
basic requirements necessary for shooting full animation.
A full line of accessories available for individual require¬
ments. The difference between this unit and the OXBERRY
Custom stand is primarily on rarely used special features.

The move is not a “spread the work”
proposal, according to Herb Aller, busi¬
ness manager of Local 659, lATSE,

BASIC STAND: Welded steel base, ground steel Wz diameter
dual columns. Ball bearing camera carriage, manual drive.
Four-sided zoom scale. Shadowboard. Height ir4", width
48", depth 58".

who pointed out that one prominent
Hollywood TV film company recently

COMPOUND: 28" x 34" table top. Two 12-field peg tracks,
hand-wheel controlled, with counters and locks. Two 18-field
"push type" peg tracks calibrated in 20ths. 9" x 12" cut-out
in table top for underlighting. Ball bearing compound move¬
ments. N.S., E.W. and 360° rotation. All movements have
handwheOI control with counters and locks. Gimbal-mounted
platen with 12-field, 18-field glass.
CAMERA: OXBERRY 35mm with fixed pin registration. 47mm
lens. Autofocus. Automatic take-up. Single speed stop motion
motor. Straight through viewing device. 400-ft. 35mm mag¬
azine. Price, complete.
$10,200.'

ALL EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE ON LEASE-PURCHASE PLAN

inaugurated the practice with excellent
I results.
•

•

•

Hollywood is about to begin tht*
biggest TV film production year in its
history. Where only a few years ago the
future of filmed programs for television
was considered dubious, films will con¬
stitute 70% of prime evening program¬
ming by the major networks, beginning
this fall.
According to survey made by Daily
Variety, industry trade paper, over
$170,000,000 worth of new TV films
will go before the cameras during the
next twelve months.
•

•

•

A single flashbulb designed especially
as

an

illumination

source for high¬

speed cinematography and eapable of
exposing some 37 feet of motion picture

390

NEW
of

SYLVANIA

1.75

flashbulb

seconds—sufficient

of film at

has
to

flash

expose

interval
37

feet

1,000 frames per second.

film at 1,000 frames per second, or 75
feet at 2,000 frames a second, is an¬
nounced by Sylvania Electric Products.
Inc., New York, N.Y.
Known as Eloodflash EE-33, aver¬
age flash duration of the new lamp is
1.75 seconds — more than 100 times
longer than that of the popular minia¬
ture flashbulbs used by amateur and
press photographers.
The lamp is said to be ideally suited
for use in high-speed motion picture
studies, such as those conducted in in¬
dustrial and military research labora¬
tories. Eloodflash lamps may be fired
individually or in sequence to provide
a high-level light source without the
heat that usually accompanies the use
of photofloods or other photographic
lamps in such work. In addition, prob¬
lems created by bulky floodlamp pow¬
er supplies and line cords in remote
areas are eliminated.
Eloodflash illuminated high-speed
motion pictures provide accurate and
valuable motion studies of the perform¬
ance of highly mechanized or au¬
tomated production equipment, easier,
faster and at less cost. Similar ad¬
vantages exist when the lamps are used
in making high-speed motion picture
Continued on Page 446
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The movie camera
that gives you pro¬
fessional quality fram¬
ing .. . your eyes see exactly
what your lens does. Precision
triple turret camera. Variable
speeds with fast Lytar f/1.8
lens.$360.00
Yvar 16mm w. a. f/2.8. Focuses 1'
to inf. “C” mount. Visifocus $59.50
Pizar 26mm 1" f/1.9. Focuses IV2'
to inf. “C” mount. Visifocus $67.50
Yvar 75mm 3" f/2.8 tele. Focuses
5' to inf. “C” mount. Visifocus

change without notice

BOLEX H-16
REFLEX
COLORTRAN JUNIOR KIT
Here, in one handy package,
you have the equivalent il¬
lumination of 3000 watts of
current from a 15 ampere
fuse! Compact kit fits any car,
contains everything you’ll need
for perfect lighting ... a
studio in a suitcase! Includes
2 Groverlite heads with 8 foot
aluminum stands. All units
have barn doors and diffusion
slots for light control $208.50
SENIOR KIT—produces equivalent of 5000 watts
illumination from a 30 ampere fuse.$276.50
SPOT KIT—Contains 3 spotlights with a Broad or
Junior, plus 4 stands. Snoots and diffusion for spots $313.25

NEW
ARRIFLEX 16
The only 16mm camera pro¬
viding through-the-lens focus¬
ing and viewing during expos¬
ure, electric motor drive. Matte box cables.$1725.00
16mm Xenon f/1.9 lens.$170.00
25mm Xenon f/1.5 lens.$170.00
75mm Xenon f/2 lens.$200.00
Zoomar lens 1" to 3" f/2.8 for Arriflex.$579.00
Arriflex, Model 16 Tripod.$175.00
Same as above plug built-in buckle switch and
motor cable lock.$1795.00

MAGNASYNC TYPE 15 RECORDERS
Here is a complete, top-quality sound system, with playback
monitor amplifier, loudspeaker and recorder, all built into
one compact package.
• Easy - to - read footage
counter.
• Direct coupled, high re¬
sistance rotor torque motors.
• Simplified single-switch for
all motor control functions.
• Simultaneous film monitor
through separate play head.
• Will accommodate standard
1200-foot film reels..$1,385.00

MAGNASYNC X-400 RECORDER
A complete sound system that weighs only 27 lbs.! Features
high gain “long-shot” microphone channel. Dialog equaliza¬
tion for “speech-music” selection. Self-contained playback
system for “film-direct” monitor.$985.00
Magnasync M-8 speaker, amplifier, and accessory
case .$110.00
4-position, high level mixing W/4V2"
Vumeter mounted in case.$395.00
New single compact unit with playback speaker.$1385.00

West's Largest Selection
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Through the lens viewing
and focusing while shooting
BOLEX 16mm LENSES
Pan Cinor 85—w/R.F. From 17.5 to
85mm—F2 .$420.00
Pan Cinor f/2.4 lens, focal lengths
from llVzvnvn to 70mm.$269.50
Pan Cinor 100 f/3.4 lens, focal
lengths from 25mm to 100mm
..$329.50
Switar 10mm w. w. f/1.6 FM 8"
to inf. “C” mount. Visifocus $149.50
Switar 16mm w. a. f/1.8 FM 8" to
inf. “C” mount. Visifocus.$99.50
Switar 25mm 1" f/1.5 FM IV2'
to inf. Visifocus.$115.00
Yvar 100mm 4" f/3.3 tele. 4-power
magnification. Focuses 8' to inf.
.$89.50

.$69.50
Switar 25mm 1" f/1.4. Focuses
IV2' to inf. “C” mount.$168.00
Switar f/1.4 50mm 2" tele. lens.
Ultra-high speed. Focuses 3' to inf.

.$169.50
Yvar 150mm 6" f/4 tele. lens. IVz'
length. FM 13' to inf. with case.

.,.$145.75

PRECISION SOUND READERS
Simple threading . . . polished sta¬
bilizer drum with needle bearings,
with a surface which cannot damage
film. Film rollers machined to con¬
form with SMPTE standards, and
equipped with oilless bearings . . .
precision ground shafts . . . dimen¬
sions 6" X 6" X 7V2".
Amplifier: 117 volts—60 cycle—A.C.
Power output—4 watts. Heavy duty
Alnico V speaker . . . safety fused
. . . prefocused socket . . . pilot
light ... 6 ft. heavy duty cord.
Optical Model 600—16mm and 35mm
$185.00
Magnetic Model 700—16mm, 17.5mm,
35mm and V4 inch.$198.00
Optical-Magnetic Model 800—16mm,
35mm and V4 inch.$259.50

Optical Sound Reader Model 650
RL—16mm .$169.50

AURICON PRO-600

AURICON
CINE-VOICE II
16mm sound - on - film
movie camera with pro¬
fessional heavy-duty 3lens
turret.
Operates
from house current or
car battery. Available in
a choice of models to
suit a variety of filming
requirements ....$795.00

CINE-VOICE I
Used

Budget Terms Available

•

.$495.00

16mm
optical-sound-onfilm; self-blimped; sync
motor drive for single or
double-system recording;
Electromatic take - up,
film-flow without friction
clutches or belts. Various
combinations of accesso¬
ries available. $1456.25

AURICON

“SUPER-1200”

16mm sound-on-film cam¬
era (self-blimped) with
3-lens turret for “C”
mount lenses. 1200 ft.
capacity for 33 minutes
recording time. $4149.00

SUPER 1200

AURICON PAN-TILT pro¬
fessional tripod, wgt. 27
lbs. .$406.25
AURICON PRO-200. Was $1,495.00
Now — Used . .$995.00

Write In For A Complete List Of Professional Equipment
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OUR EXPERIENCE IS YOUR KEY TO

SERVICE & DEPENDABILITY
CAMART READER
W/MOVISCOP
MODEL SB-111

SPECIAL BUYS OF THE MONTH!

Complete with optical sound repro¬
duction head (or choice of magnetic
sound) base plate, amplifier speaker.
For single or double system sound
Easy to handle, no twisting film. An
unbeatable combination with the Zeiss
AAoviscop
16mm
precision
viewer,
sharp brilliant 2 V4 x3'4 picture.
Dual Reader without viewer $195.00
Zeiss Moviscop Viewer.

89.50

Reader Viewer Combination.. 269.50

BROR-400
Pos-Neg
16mm
Processor,
stainless steel tanks, built-in compressor,
water spray bar, air squeegee, strip
heaters in dry box, 600 ft. per hour,
measures 45x48x1 6'4. List $1125. New,
demonstrator, specially priced at $995.00

CAMERAS
MAURER,
Type
05
rackover,
1-400'
mag., 12v motor, sync motor, finder,
sunshade, case, value over $6000. Like'
new .
$2,995.00
BERNDT-MAURER, prismatic rackover, reg¬
istration pin, 1 -400' mag., sync motor,
finder, sunshade, case, value $4000.
Specially priced at.$1,195.00
CINE SPECIAL model I w/200' mag., 2
lenses, Auricon blimp w/sync motor, ex¬
ceptionally fine condition, value over
$1800. Special package deal....$845.00

CAMART

ARRIFLEX 35mm model I, 3 lenses, 2-200'
mags., wild motor, sync motor, case.
Value over $2500. Special package deal,
very fine condition.$995.00

FILM

EDITING EQUIPMENT
MOVIOLA UCS, 35mm picture on 3"
viewer, separate 35mm opt.-magnetic
sound,
no take-ups,
cabinet,
excep¬
tionally fine, value $1200. Only one
left .$575.00

BIN
CAMART TIGHTWIND ADAPTER
•

Only Tightwind operating
BEARING roller.

on

BALL¬

•

Eliminates cinching or abrasions.

•

Winds film evenly—no holding.

•

Can be fitted to any 1 6mm or 35mm
rewind.

•
•
•
•

Rectangular construction measures 30x34x12.
Fits easily into corne'rs.
Easy to view strips of film.
Hard vulcanized fiber with reinforced metal
frame.

•

Complete bin-rack-linen

$29.00

With easy to roll

wheels

CAMART

MOVIOLA model D as above, black, used,
excellent, spe’cial .$275.00
MOVIOLA model D as above, no takeups, very fine, specia I.$145.00

LIGHTS

DISPENSER

CAMART Combination Par lights, take
Par 56/300 or Par 64/500 watt lamps.
Complete w/stand, barn door, spill ring,
and scrim. Value over $80.00. Brand
new. Special package price.$65.00

plastic lab cores handy
at all times.

16mm and 35mm cameras in stock for
immediate delivery.
Arriflex
16
and
35mm soundproof blimps available. 400'
magazines, synchronous motors, new and
used.

.$51.75

MOVIOLA model D, 35mm picture on 3"
viewer, w/take-ups, green, like brand
new, list over $650. Special.$465.00

CORE

Attach to walls to keep

ARRIFLEX-16

bag.$45.25

MOVIOLA LP
16mm picture on 2x3
screen,
take-ups,
counter,
exception¬
ally fine, value over $650.00. Spe¬
cial .$395.00

CONE LIGHTS, 2KW complete with heavy
duty stand, value over $165.00. Slightly
used, special .$110.00

ALUMINUM
16"

.$ 9.50

24"

. 11.50

36"

. 14.50

SEND FOR NEW 1959 CAMART PRODUCTS
EDITING EQUIPMENT CATALOG
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DEVELOPING 35MM (5248) COLOR NEGATIVE
DEVELOPING 35MM (5253) AND 16MM (7253) INTERMEDIATES
35MM ADDITIVE COLOR PRINTING
16MM CONTACT AND REDUCTION ADDITIVE COLOR PRINTING
INTERNEGATIVES 16MM (7270) FROM 16MM KODACHROMES
BLOW-UPS FROM 16MM KODACHROME TO 35MM COLOR
KODACHROME SCENE TO SCENE COLOR BALANCED PRINTING
35MM COLOR FILM STRIP PRINTING

Write for Color Methods Brochure
MOVIELAB BUILDING • 619 W. 54th ST

COLOR

CORPORATION

NEW YORK 19. N. Y. • JUDSON 6 0360

WHAT’S NEW
THE ONLY COMPLETE SERIES
20 lenses from 5.7mm extreme wide-angle
(113°) up to 500mm super-telephoto

OF PERFECTLY COLORMATCBED
AH lenses have T-stops (as well as f-stops) .

AND RIGB SPEED

j
i

Apertures from f/1.3, see below

APOGBROM&TS
Mixing Console
A

miniaturized

Cine Service, Inc., 114 East 8th Ave.,
studio-type

sound

mixing console for motion picture re¬
recording applications is announced by
Magnasync Mfg. Co., Ltd., North Hol¬
lywood, Calif. Unit features 6 input
channels and patch bay selection of
three program equalizers. L p to 3 plug¬
in microphone pre-amplifiers may be

Exclusive 3-color correction, critical sharp¬
ness & highest contrast, even at full aperture.

FOR ANY UiiB, SSmi MOVIE
AND TV CAMERA

optionally added. Specs include: fre¬
quency response: 20 to 20,000 cps, ±
1.5 db; signal-to-noise ratio: 70 db be¬
low program level; distortion: less than
0.5% total harmonic; output: maxi¬

Denver, Colo. Salient feature is auto¬
matic motor-driven emulsion remover.
Splice width is adjustable; dual film
registration pins permit splicing sound
films with perforations toward or away
from operator, and platen temperature
is automatically maintained at 99-101
degrees F. List price of splicer is
S29.00..

mum 20 dbm; power consumption: 80
watts.

C, Cine-Special, Arrifiex, Cameraflex, Eyemo,
Mitchell, barrelmounts, etc.

EACB BANDPICKED

Reflex Lens Housing
Every lens is scrupulously bench tested on
Kinoptik Collimator.

AND 100» GVARANTEED
Each Kinoptik .^POCHROMAT carries an un¬
conditional guarantee for finest mechanical
precision and highest optical performance.
5.7mm f/1.8*
12.5mm f/2.5*
18.5mm i/2
20mm f/1.9*
25mm i/2
28mm i/2
32mm f/2.8

32mm
35mm
40mm
40mm
50mm
50mm
50mm

Collimator-Reflex
w/275mm and 485mm
lenses support
See vour fran¬
chised KINOPTIC
dealer or write
■or free illiistra•d brochure
TK-?

f/1.9
i/2
f/2.8
i/2
i/2.8
i/2
f/1.3

75mm
100mm
150mm
210mm
300mm
500mm

f/2
f/2
f /2.5
f /2.8
f/3.5
f/5.6

*for 16mm only

Karl Heitz, Inc., 480 Lexington Ave..
New York, N. Y., announces the Kinoflex Reflex Housing designed for use
with lenses 210mm focal length and
longer. Housiu" fits between camera
and lens, replacing equal section of lens
mount. Within housing is movable
prism for focusing and framing. Hous¬
ing is available in C, Cine-Special, Ar¬
rifiex. Eyemo, Cameraflex and other
mounts. Price of Housing is S299.00;
cradU siqfport, S99.00.

Camera Equipment Company, Inc.,
New \ork, N. Y., announces a new
fluid tripod

head designed

for such

cameras as Auricon Cine-Voice, Arri¬
fiex

16 and

35,

Maurer

16,

Kodak

Cine-Special, Filmo, Eyemo and Camerette. Viscous fluid in head is unaf¬
fected by

temperature

ranging

from

120° F. down to 20° below Zero. Spe¬
cial construction prevents “freeze-ups”
and limits mechanical friction. Positive
locking levers are conveniently located

karl heitz
3

for pan and tilt and allow for mechan¬

Hot Film Splicer
A new hot film splicer for 8mm and
16mm films is announced hy Western

480 UXINGTON AVI.. NCW YORK 17 • YUkon 6-4930

394

Pro.-Jr. Fluid Head

ical drag to supplement the fluid damp¬
ing. Net weight of head is 8% lbs.
Price is S350.00.

■
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FOR R&D PROGRESS REPORTS and COMPANY PRESENTATION FILMS, Choose

AURICON Idmm

fot Ptofe$$ion$l Results!

-ALL AURICON EQUIPMENT IS SOLD WITH
A 30 DAY MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE.

"CINE-VOICE n”

16mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera.

^ 100 ft. film capacity for 2% minutes of
recording; 6-Volt DC Convertor or 115-Volt AC
operation,
$795.00 (and up).

Pan-Tilt Head Professional Tripod for
velvet-smooth action. Perfectly counter-balanced
to prevent Camera “dumping.”-k$406.25 and up.

"AURICON PR0-600”l6mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera.
-»c 600 ft. film capacity for I6V2 minutes of

recording. >»c $1871.00 (and up) with 30 day
money-back guarantee.

PORTABLE POWER SUPPLY UNIT—Model PS-21..Silent
in operation, furnishes 115-Volt AC power to drive
"Single System” or “Double System” Auricon
Equipment from 12 Volt Storage Battery, for
remote “location” filming. 'k$269.50

"SUPER 1200”

16 mm Optical Sound-On-Film Camera,

■k 1200 ft. film capacity for 33 minutes of
recording. -K $5667.00 (and up) complete for
"High-Fidelity” Talking Pictures.

fILMAGNETIC — Finger points to Magnetic pre-stripe
on unexposed film for recording lip-synchronized
magnetic sound with your picture. Can be used
with all Auricon Cameras, -k $870.00 (and up)

AURICON Cameras are superb photographic instruments
for your FILMED REPORTS...
The new technique of filming Progress Reports, as covered by the Air Force “Table 210 Requirement,”
for example, has revolutionized reporting on R & D Projects. The work of many months can be telescoped
into a 20- or 30-minute filmed documentary for the benefit of key executives and military personnel
who have limited time, but a great need to gather an over-all impression as quickly as possible.
Major aircraft or missile manufacturers are using Auricon Professional 16mm Cameras for filming
R&D Progress Reports in compliance with contractual obligations ^to the Armed Services and
Government Agencies, under requirements such as Air Force “Table 210.”
Presentation Films of R & D Engineering Extracts, Scientific Developments, Training Films, Company
Facilities and Scientist and Engineer Recruitment Films are being produced with quality and
dependability in full color or B & W, using Auricon Professional Cameras. Auricon Cameras have
advanced features which set them apart as superb photographic instruments for precision film-making!

Write for your
free copy of
this 74-page
Auricon Catalog

i

A PRODUCT OF

6902 Romaine Street, Hollywood 38,
Hollywood 2-0931

California

QUARANTEE
All Auricon Equipment
is sold with a 30-day
Money-Back Guarantee.
You must be satisfied!

]VIA.ITXJFA.CTXJR,ER-S OF EI_iECTR.OISriC-OFTICA.Li R/ECOR-DINO EQXJIFlwIElSrT SINCE 1S31
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NOW!
FOR ARRIFLEX 35...
The 18.5mm f2.2 Angenieux wide angle lens is now available in a new mount, engi¬
neered by GORDON ENTERPRISES expressly for the 35mm Arriflex camera. Never before
has a lens of this quality and extreme angle of coverage been available for the Arri 35
at such great savings.
The lens, a product of world famous Angenieux, in the GORDON mount has features
making it a valuable asset to every Arri 35 owner.

7-elements.
Coated optical surfaces.
Click stops.
Non-reflective anodized barrel.

63 degree angle of coverage.
Extreme depth of field.
Distoritian free.

PRICED AT ONLY

$

349

PHONE OR WRITE TODAY
FOR COMPLETE TECHNICAL DATA

gordon enterprises
^

00

■«

cr

VI

n^

5362 NORTH CAHUENGA BOULEVARD, NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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STonley 7-5267
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gives you
all
three
When it comes to prints, you demand three
things—quality, speed, personalized service.
Motion Picture Laboratories has the master
craftsmen, the complete equipment, and the
know-how born of experience to give you prints
of matchless quality. It also gives overnight
service anywhere in the United States. And un¬
der the personal direction of Frank McGeary,
Motion Picture Laboratories assures you
personalized service at the level of top
management.
It is because Motion Picture Laboratories
gives the 16MM film producer the three most
important things he demands in prints that it
has increased its business every single month
for the past three years.
What we do for others we can do for you.
Send us your film by AIR. Send it today!

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES, INC.
781 S. Main Street • Memphis 6, Tennessee
Phone WHitehall 8-0456
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Adjusting the new ultrasonic film
cleaner for optimum performance

ww\

ww

mi

^1

m

Elevator automatically lowers film
into ultrasonic cleaning chamber

Always something new...
at o£±
‘‘The hard way”... hand cleaning
as it has been done for 40 years

ULTRASONIC FILM CLEANING: ANOTHER TYPICAL CFI/mANUFACTURERRESEARCH DEVELOPMENT COLLABORATION

Manufacturers of film processing equipment frequently come to
CFI to test new equipment under peak-load conditions. And
CFI technicians usually contribute greatly to the finished prod¬
uct, as in the case of this Lipsner-Smith film cleaner, first used
on the West Coast by CFI. 40 years of serving the film industry
has given CFI technicians a know-how that is respected and
relied upon.
CFI: a complete film laboratory offering every professional
service and consistently superior film processing. For processing
perfection: specify CFI!

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES
959 SEWARD ST., HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
521 WEST 57th STREET, NEW YORK 19, NEW YORK
Hollywood 9-1441

Circle 6-0210

F&B’s NEW
TRIPLEX
The first low priced

TRIPLE-DUTY
animation, titlestand
and product stage for
all film makers

IN HORIZONTAL POSITION
For zoom titles, copy and
and puppet stages.

Columns can be locked at any angle
between horiz. and vrt.—for angular
zooms in on table which is locked
in horiz. position.

Flormart & Babb proudly introduces the oil new TRIPLEX, o top qual¬
ity precision designed animation stand. Its manufacture and work¬
manship assures you highest quality results. The F&B TRIPLEX costs
less ond does more than any other animation stand now available.
It will accommodate Arriflex 16 or 35mm., Eyemo, Maurer, Mitchell,
Cine Special, Bolex and all 4 x 5 Still Comeras.
ADDITIONAL FEATURES
• Artwork table con be pivoted out of the way so huge artwork con be
taped to wall or floor for copying.
• Smooth-stop motion zooms from three positions.
• Camera carriage compound movement 10^^ North-South, 13^^ East-West.
• Each movement driven by leod screw and handwheel—
• Camera zoom range to table—1 to 12 field to floor 1-24 field—
• Each movement registered by counters in 1/100th of an inch.
• Diagonal or off-center zooms on both animation product stage.
• Animation table with 2 peg bars moving 16" registered with scole in
1/20th. of an inch.
• Animation table rotates for spins and diagonal pans—registered in degrees.
• 9x12 hole through table top for rear lighting and rear projections.
• Platen is hinged—platen gloss is Gimbal mounted.
• Entire construction of steel and cast aluminum—resting on 4 adjustoible
leveling feet.

product

THE NEW FOREMAN
ANIMATION STAND
Here is the all-new Portman Ani¬
mation Stand, with many new en¬
gineering

and

design

features,

more than 40 new accessories for
special

effects

animation,

and

combines ease of operation and
precision in a rugged and versa¬
tile animation stand. Constructed
with a one piece cast iron bed,
the Portman Animation Stand is

SPECIFICATIONS

designed for the professional who

Height Vertical, 76 Inches •
Length Horizontal, 62 Inches • Width, 36
Inches • Artwork Table-top, 24" x 36" • Weight, 300 Lbs. Approx.

wants the ultimate in an anima¬
tion

PRICES

stand

that can

literally do

everything.

TS-2

COMPLETE STAND WITH COMPOUND CAMERA CARRIAGE,
ROTARY PEG TRACK ANIMATION TABLE, AND COUNTERS....$1495.00

Send for complete

TS-3

HINGED PLATEN .....-.$

80.00

and information on the Portman

TS-4

UNDERNEATH LIGHT BOX.$

95.00

TS-5

TOP LIGHTS ON UNIVERSAL BRACKETS...$

95.00

specifications

Animation Stand available exclu¬
sively from Florman & Babb.

FLORMAN & BABB,

incorporated

68 West 45th Street • New York 36, N. Y. • MU 2-2928
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UHLER 16mm Cine Printer

HOLLYWOOD
BULLETIN BOARD
NEWS AND PICTURES OF THE ASC,

ITS MEMBERS AND INDUSTRY PERSONALITIES

Mokes copies of Smm and 16mm, sound and silent
pictures in color or black-and-white. All A.C. operoted, no batteries required. Capacity: 400 ft. feed
and take-up arms. Sturdy cast aluminum construction.

$195.00 f.o.b. Detroit

UHLER Professional Printers

PAUL KLINGENSTEIN, left, and Dr. Robert Richter, center, explain new automatic zoom lens for
Arriflex cameras to Arthur Edason, ASC. Klingenstein, who is president of Kling Photo Corp., New
York, and Dr. Richter, head of German firm that makes the Arriflex cameras, were guests of the
ASC at Society’s May dinner-meeting at which time they demonstrated new features of improved
Arriflex cameras. Edeson is a past-president of the ASC.

UHLER COMBINATION 16MM
continuous printer for sound and picture
$775.00
PROGRAM
May
talk
Type

FEATURE

meeting
on

was

Eastman

5250

Vaughan

color

Shaner,

introduced

by

of

ASC’s

informative

Kodak's

new

negative
left,

ASC

by

being

President

V/alter Strenge. Following talk,
Shaner

screened

a

test

film

made by Kodak which showed
comparisons
new

between

Eastman

which is 1

Color

old

and

Negative,

stop faster.

PAUL KLINGENSTEIN, left, dem¬
35-16MM OPTICAL REDUCTION &
ENLARGING PRINTER
$2,475.00 F.O.B. Detroit

onstrates simplicity of operation
of Pan-Cinor zoom lens on on
Arriflex

Reduction 8. Enlarging 16-8MM .

$1,295.00

Joe

Combination 35MM Continuous .

$1,445.00

VYorth,

Reduction & Enlarging 35-I6MM.

$2,475.00

Cineradiographic Printer for
35-t6MM.

$2,275.00

of

35mm

camera

MacDonald,
ASC,

Birns &

ASC,

and

Jack

to

Lothrop
Birns,

Sawyer, equipment

dealers.

Prices: F.O.B. Detroit

UHLER CINE MACHINE CO.
15762 Wyoming Ave., Detroit 38, Mich.
Ph.: UNversity 1-4663
Cable: “UHLCIMA”
Write for further information
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Then s e mm why New York,
thieogo end Hollywood
Buy ood Renl from CTCO*
Everybody knows that CECO sells and rents
the world’s finest photographic equipment. But
I many of these products are
available elsewhere. So there
Professional Junior* Tripod

must be a reason why so many film makers
come to us. The reason is knowledge,
experience and consultation service that no

World’s standard of quality. This newest PRO JR.
gives you super-smooth action and simple camera
attaching method; telescoping pan handle with adjustable
angle; sockets for left, right, reverse tilts; special pan
tension knob; cast-in tie-down eyelets; self-aligning
double leg locking knobs; built-in spirit level.
*Reg. US Pat Off No. 2318910
PLANOTYPE Adhesive
Plastic Lettering

one else is as well equipped to render as we are.

Ideal for captions, legends,
titles, art work for TV
commercials. Can be used
easily, needs no special
skills. Aheres to most
materials indefinitely.
Comes in many type faces
and sizes, and in a variety
of colors.

! We employ masters in every category of film
i

production. Whether the script calls for the
usual or the unusual, it is smart to
CECO Periscope
Finder Attachment

come to CECO

This is
on the m
who are not located in New York, Chicago
and Hollywood. The top Pros throughout

For Mitchell or CECO
Erect Image Viewfinder.
Allows cameraman to view
through finder from
12 inches above or below
normal viewing position.
May be used when camera
is above or below average
height. Adjustable.

the world are also loyal CECO patrons.
Whatever the need, if CECO can’t solve
it, who can?
*CECO—Trademark of Camera Equipment CO
FRANK C. ZUCKER

(^fliTiERfl €9uipni€nT (o.,inc.
Dept. I

31S West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. Y.

JUdson 6-1420

SHARPS Colour
Chart and Grey Scale
Indicates how colors will
reproduce in monochrome
when photographed by
film or TV cameras.
Insures correct evaluation
and choice of colors
for desired effects.

AddiHona! Rrodueds
CECO 110 Volt AC DC Variable
Speed Motor for
Mitchell 35mm Camera

CECO offers the world’s largest and most
comprehensive line of professional cameras,

Specially designed to drive
camera at variable speeds from
8 to 48 FPS. Operates efficiently
even in coldest climates.
Attaches easily to camera with
2 screws. Available for
Bell & Howell 35 mm Standard
cameras. 12 volt DC also
available. Variable speed motors
for other cameras in stock.

accessories, lighting, editing, processing and
animation equipment including: MAURER
Products (Exclusive Distributor); Oxberry
Animation Equipment: Cooke Speed Panchro
Series II, Kinetal, Kinoptic, and Bausch & Lomb
Baltar Lenses. Other products we carry are:
Color Charts - Computers - Splicers - Exposure
meters - Projectors - Screens - Marking pencils
and pens - editors gloves - stop watches.
New CECO Stop Motion
Motor for Cine Special

Renfafs

110 volt AC synchronous
operation. One-half second
exposure. Run forward
and reverse. Equipped with
frame counter. Easily mounted
on camera, needs no special
tools. Stop motion motors
available for most other cameras.

Cameras - 16mm and 35mm
Editing Equipment
Lighting Equipment
Generators - Truck mounted or Portable
Sound Equipment
Projection Equipment
Grip Equipment

35mm CECO Professional Film Viewer
with Double System Sound Reader
Easy threading, portable. Views
film on large 6" x AV% " brilliant screen.
Affords sound and picture synchronization
editing; synch adjustment. Available
as single system reader or as viewer only.
Counter optional; easily attached.
16mm models available.

WESTON Model 614 Foot-Candle Meter
No correction factors necessary.
Compact. Convenient range-changing
switch. Cell tilts to any angle. Measures
0 to 60, 120 or 600 ft. candles.

Ask about our Precision Repair
and Design Engineering Service!
SALES

SERVICE

CECO 2-Speed Geared Head
for BNC or Raby Blimp

RENTALS

FRANK C. ZUCKER

(7flm6Rfl €(^uipmcnT (o.,inc.
Dept. I

315 West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N Y

JUdson 6-1420

Offers slow or fast pan
and tilt. Provides extreme tilts.
Super-smooth action, rugged
construction. Accepts
silent cameras with accessory
bridge plate.

TECHNICAL

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Conducted by Walter Strenge, A.S.C.

relating to cinematog^ raphy or other phases of film pro¬
duction are invited from readers and
will be answered by letter bv Walter
Strenge or by other qualified mem¬
bers of the American Society of Cine¬
matographers. Questions and answers
''onsidered of general interest wifi
appear in this column.—Ed.
ue:stions

Ql)

Can 16mm color film be satis¬
factorily blown up to 35mm for
wide-screen exhibition? If so, what is

the maximum size it can be projected?
2) If 16mm film can be enlarged to
wide-screen proportions would you re¬
commend closeups from 3 to 30 feet
as more satisfactory than distant shots?
-R. G., London, England.

Answer: 1 ) Even when 16mm film
was blown up for 35mm exhibition
prior to the advent of present high as¬
pect ratios it was never considered
satisfactory from a sharpness point of
view.
Generally, blowups of 16mm footage
have been used where the photog¬
raphy, for one reason or another,
could not be done with bulkier 35mm
cameras; or if the 16mm footage com¬
prised such novel or interesting sub¬
ject matter that any lack of sharpness
might be tolerated by theatre patrons.
I would not consider a 16mm color
original to be satisfactorily sharp for
really wide-screen projection where the
magnification would be in the order of
KXKl times, as for large outdoor drivein theatre screens. I would consider a
screen wider than 25 feet, regardless
of the aspect ratio employed, would not
yield a satisfactorily sharp picture from
a 16mm blowuj).
2) In general, where a 16mm film
must be blown up for wide-screen pre¬
sentation, the closer the action can be
kept to the camera during filming the
sharper the photography will appear
on the screen. It is not likely that a
shot in which action is 30 feet from
the camera would be considered a
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closeup,

however.

—

Wilton

Holm,

A.S.C. Associate.

In filming an interior set, I would
like all tbe highlights which shine
to assume starry shapes, and for closeups of a woman, the eye-lights to look
like stars. How can this be achieved?—
M. A., Pakistan.

Answer: Photograph the scene through
a silk gauze.—Ernest Haller, A.S.C.

QThe

next production I am to pho¬
tograph for the U.S. Bureau of
Mines calls for an exterior scene as fol¬
lows: L.S.: Car drives up road, stops in
front of cabin. Two men get out and
enter. The day is dismal—cloudy, rainy.
How can I shoot such a scene in 16mm
color on a clear day, yet get the visual
effect called for?—S. R. S., Pittsburgh,
Pa.

Every shot . . .

Answer: Make a series of tests—first
using a fog filter and an 83 filter to¬
gether; then make a second test with¬
out the 83 filter; shoot a third test
using no filter at all. For each test,
decrease exposure on stop. — W alter
Strenge, A.S.C.

QWhen

shooting special effects of
the displacement type in stop-mo¬

tion, such as is done by Willis O’Brien
or Ray Harrybausen, how are the fig¬
ures supported for the various posi¬
tions, particularly when they are in the
air, as during a jump? Does Harryhausen use a standard traveling matte
process to obtain rock-steady, fringeless
combination prints or some other pro¬
cess?—J. D., Los Angeles, Calif.

Ansiver: Figures jumping in the air
are generally animated, frame by
frame, through their successive posi¬
tions, suspended by wares.
Composites of foreground and back¬
ground action are generally accom¬
plished by the background projection
process. Also, this type of miniature
animation is quite adaptable to the
Continued on Page 404
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QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Continued from Preceding Page

making of fringeless traveling matte
composites. An extra frame can be
photographed each time silhouetting
the foreground figure against a white
light projected through a translucent
background screen alternately with nor¬
mal photography against a black back¬
ground. From the negative thus ob¬
tained, a perfect traveling matte print
can be made by skip-frame optical
printing.—Linwood Dunn, A.S.C.

QIn

motion picture and TV set light¬
ing, what light source is called the
“key light”?—K. K. mxon.

Answer: The “key light” is the main
source of light, such as light from the
sun, moon, windows, open doorways,
lamps, etc. It is usually the light that
is used for direction and modelling.
The director of photography in¬
variably key-lights his set first. In this
procedure, he establishes the light
pattern for the time of day or night
and its mood.

gets special attention

Regardless of the fill lighting used
for emotional effect, one should try to
he consistent in carrying out the key
or source lighting on sets, faces and
objects. This will give the illusion of
naturalness in the photography. ^—
James Wonrr, Howe, A.S.C.

Q

Please advise the correct method
for determining filter factor and
correct exposure when using a combi¬
nation of more than one filter.—C. L.,
Honolulu, Hawaii.

Sound

•

Editorial

•

Laboratory Services

Answer: When using a combination of
two filters you can either multiply the
factors or calculate them separately, as
shown below. For example, a 5 factor
filter and a 4 factor filter used to¬
gether have a total factor of 20. viz:
Light
Factor
Stop
Factor
f/22
..
20
f/22
5
f/10
4
—W'alter Strenge, A.S.C.

(Fastest gun in the East)

CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
WASHINGTON 2, D.C.
•
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•
1905 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, N.E.
PHONE LAWRENCE 6-4634

Stop
f/5
f/5

QAre

butt splices made with tape as
durable as conventional lap-splices?
—K . L., Cincinnati, Ohio.

.Answer: Butt splices made with Mylar
tape are said to he stronger than any
other type of splice known. — Ted
Fogelman, .A.S.C. Associate.
■
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mw! IT’S NEW!
Model

2000

Stop

The

BIRNS

Motion

35mm

&

SAWYER
Projector

Now! It's NEW! — The first 35mm projector with positive-stop, auto¬
matic single-frame, electronic action both forward & reverse!
SEE THE BIRNS & SAWYER MODEL 20001

Now! It's NEW — The first 35mm projector with variable speed for¬
ward and variable speed reverse!
SEE THE BIRNS & SAWYER MODEL 2000!

Now! It's NEW! — The first 35mm projector with remote push-button
control, footage and frame counter!
SEE THE BIRNS & SAWYER MODEL 2000!

Now! It's NEW! — The first and only 35mm projector with all these
features: automatic single-frame advance or
reverse, variable speed motor forward & re¬
verse for searching head, constant speed
motor forward for sound, remote control pa¬
nel duplicating controls on machine; can be
operated from any distance; 1000-watt lamp
with sliding heat filter; sound or silent; 2000
foot capacity on roll-away table.
It's the BIRNS & SAWYER Model 2000, tailored
for today's needs in industrail film data and
missile exploration.

Projector complete with

remote control,

sound and roll-away stand. Cat. 2260

From: $1,295

Interior showing Selsyn Motor and

Remote

Control

Panel

Catalog

2003

glass heat filter.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE COVERING SPECIFICATIONS

BIRNS & SAWYER

CINE EQUIPMENT

6424 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA • TELEPHONE: Hollywood 4-5166
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professional junior*— product

of experience

and friend to

Simplified
geared camera
■ attaching method
knob easily accessible

thousands of cameramen

Adjustable
pan handle

Tilt lock

All tripods have one thing in common—
they rest on three legs. But there the
the comparison ends.
Because Pro Junior towers like the
Empire State Building over ordinary tripods.

Interchangeable
and adjustable angle
pan handle location,
left or right hand
and reverse

Pan lock

Because Pro Junior is the world’s most
convenient tripod with the world’s
finest features, including:
Simplified camera attaching method.
Adjusting telescoping pan handle with adjustable
angle.
Sockets for left, right or reverse tilt.
' Special pan tension adjusting knob, independent of
pan lock.
Cast in tie-down eyelets.
• Self-adjusting double leg locking knobs.
. IDEAL FOR MOTION PICTURE AND TV VIDICON
CAMERAS.

Pan tension brake

Detachable head
interchangeable
on baby tripod
and Hi Hal
'r
Telescoping
pan handle

And still the price is unchanged, which makes
PRO JUNIOR the world’s best tripod value.
Pros go for PRO JUNIOR. See it today.
$150.00

Cast in
tie down
eyelets

Self aligning
double leg
lock knobs

CECO Professional Jr. Hi*Ha1

An adapter for extremely lowmount setups; also used for title
stands and permanent mount¬
ings. Handles either friction or
geared-drive tripod heads. $22.00

(7flni€Rfl€<^uipni€nT(o.,inc. >
Dept. A

315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420

CECO Professional Jr.
Adjustable Wooden Baby Tripod

Accepts all Pro Jr. Tripod
Heads. Has substantial shoe and
spur. Measures 26" extended
from floor to flange, 18" col¬
lapsed. Weight 7 lbs. $75.00

PROFESSIONAL. JR.
Geared Head

Used on Professional Jr. standard
tripod. Crank handles control
pan and tilt action.
$175.00 Head only.
$225.00 Complete with tripod.

Reg. U.S. Paf. Off. 2318910

THE

CHOICE

OF

PROFESSIONALS ALL

OVER

THE WORLD

Avco’s Research and Advanced Development Division selects Arriflex to record
the progress of a data recovery program; another phase in carrying out Air Force
contracts to produce re-entry vehicles for the intercontinental ballistics missiles Titan and
Minuteman. The photographs show Arriflex cameras filming a test air-drop of an
information capsule under development for use in ICBM re-entry vehicles.
Avco uses no less than six Arriflex motion picture cameras, both 16mm
and 35mm. Some are in continuous, around-the-clock use, performing perfectly
under the most exacting conditions imaginable.
Arriflex, the world’s most ruggedly reliable, money-saving
production camera can perform equally well for you!

Arriflex 35 and foul-weather gear sported
by Jack Philo during one phase of “data
cassette program”, in which a capsule in
a test drop is recovered off Marblehead
on the windswept New England coast.
During critical experiments Arriflex
motion picture cameras are in use 24
hours a day.

Here Jack Philo,
Avco cameraman, uses
an Arriflex 16 during
“data cassette program"
on Cat Island, one mile
off Marblehead, Mass.
That’s a 32 inch tele¬
photo lens mounted on
the Arri. Avco camera¬
men carry the rugged
ARRIFLEX wherever
they travel in con¬
junction with this
new data recovery
development program.

Avco earner man Mel Miragliofta checks out telescope and SOOmm tens align¬
ment on his dependable Arriflex before leaving for the drop test site off 5
Marblehead. The expefirhents were recorded from Cat Island, a lobster boat,
and a high-flying plane. The one thing all have in common...an Arriflex aboard.

...
The Arriflex is used In-plant tool Here
it is shown photographing new instru
mentation in an environment test pro
gram. Through these films, the Air Force,
can evaluate Avco’s progress on con¬
tracts to produce re-entry vehicles for
Titan & Minuteman ICBM’s.

RRIFLEX
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O division of

SHHUaK

Discover the reasons why the motion picture departments of leading
companies and professional producers prefer the remarkably versatile
Arriflex 16mm and 35mm cameras. Write for complete literature today!
PHOTO CORPORATION 257 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y.
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James Seeley, ASC, Missile Test Project
RCA Atlantic Missile Range, Cape Canaveral,
Fla.

ASSIGNMENTS

Georges Stahl, “Jet over the Atlantic”
(Giantscope; Benedict Bogeaus Prod.; InterContinent release; shooting in Spain and
Mexico) with Guy Madison and Virginia
Mayo. Byron Haskin, director.

WHAT THE INDUSTRY'S CAMERAMEN WERE SHOOTING LAST MONTH
ASTERISKS

INDICATE TELEVISION

FILMS

ALLIED ARTISTS

Joseph Biroc, ASC, “The Bat” (Liberty
Pictures) with Vincent Price and Agnes
Moorehead. Crane Wilbur, director.
AMCO STUDIOS

Jack
Marquette, “The
Living
Dead”
(Amer. Int’l Piet’s.) with Dick Miller and
Barboura Morris. Roger Cornian, director.

Wilfrid Cline, ASC, “The Tingler” (Wm.
Castle* Assoc.) with Vincent Price and
Judith Evelyn. William Castle, Director.
Ray Cory, ASC, “Have Rocket, Will Travel”
(Romm Prods.) with three Stooges and
Jerome Cowan. David Rich, director.

AMERICAN NATIONAL

Jack Hildyard. “Suddenly, Last Summer”
(Sam Spiegel Prods.; shooting in London)
with Elizabeth Taylor and Montgomery
Clift. Joseph Mankiewicz, director.

Curt Fetters. “Bat Masterson"* (Ziv-TY)
with Gene Barry.
Bob Hoffman, Richard Rawlings, “Bold
Venture”* (Ziv-TV) with Dane Clark.

Henry Freulich, ASC, “Dennis the Men¬
ace”* (Screen Gems with Gloria Henry &
Herbert Anderson. Wm. Russell, director.
Commercials* (Screen Gems).

William Whitley, ASC, “Space”* (ZivTV) with Bill Lundigan.
Richard Rawlings, Bob Hoffman, “Sea
Hunt”* (Ziv-TV) with Lloyd Bridges.

Irving
Lippman,
Gems).

Monroe Askins. Bob Hoffman. “Lockup”*
(Ziv-TV) with MacDonald Carey.
CALIFORNIA STUDIOS

Alan Stensvold. ASC, “Police Station"*,
“Congressional Investigator”* (Sandy How¬
ard Prods.) Sandy Howard, director.
Fleet Southcott. “Navy Industrial Film”*
(Roland Reed Prods.) Arthur Pearson,
director.
Emmett Bergholz. “Troubleshooters”* (Filmaster Prods.) with Keenan Wynn, Bob
Mathias. Roht. Altman, director.
CASCADE PICTURES

Roy Seawright, Commercials*
Elwood Bredell, ASC, Commercials*

Commercials*

(Screen

Jack Etra, “Stakeout”* (Screen Gems;
shooting in Fla.) with Walter Mathan.
Harmon Jones, director.
Burnett Guffey, ASC, “Mountain Road”
(WideScreen; shooting in Ariz.) with James
Stewart. Tony Mann, director.
DISNEY STUDIOS

William Snyder, ASC, “Toby Tyler (Tech
nicolor) with Kevin Corcoran and Henry
Calvin. Charles Barton, director.
Paul Beeson, “Kidnapped” (Buena Vista
release. Technicolor; shooting in England &
Scotland) with James MacArthur and Peter
Finch. Robert Stevenson, director.
Philip Lathrop, “The Swamp Fox”* with
Leslie Nielsen and Joy Page. Harry Keller,
director.
FOX WESTERN AVENUE

COLUMBIA

Gert Anderson, ASC, “Donna Reed Show”*
(Screen Gems) with Donna Reed. Oscar
Rudolph, director.
Sam Leavitt, ASC, “Anatomy of a Mur¬
der” (C’Seope; Carlyle Prods.; shooting in
Michigan) with James Stewart and Lee
Remick. Otto Preminger, director.
Oswald Morris, “Our Man in Havana”
(Kingmead Prods.; C’Seope; shooting in
Havana) with Alec Guinness and Maureen
O'Hara. Carol Reed, director.
Georges Perinal, “Once More, with Feel¬
ing” (Stanley Donen Films; shooting in
Paris) with Yul Brynner and Kay Kendall.
Stanley Donen, director.
Fred Jackman, Jr., “The Flying Fontaines”
(Color; Clover Prods.) with Michael Callan
and Evy Norland. George Sherman, director;
Commercials* (Screen Gems).
James Wong Howe, ASC, “A Magic Flame”
(C’Seope & Color; Goetz Piets.; shooting in
Vienna) with Dick Bogarde and Capucine.
Charles Vidor, director.
Albert Benitz, “Man On a String” (RDDR Corp.; shooting in Berlin) with Ernest
Borgnine and Kerwin Mathews. Andre de
Toth, director.
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George Diskant, ASC, “David Niven Show”*
(Four Star Prods) with David Niven. “The
Rifleman”* (Four Star Prods.) with Chuck
Connors.
James Van Trees, ASC, “The Many Loves
of Dohie Gillis”* with Dwayne Hickman.
Guy Roe, ASC, Charles Burke, “Wanted
Dead or Alive”* (Four Star Prods.) with
Steve McQueen.
J. Peverell Marley, ASC,
(Four Star Prods.)

Commercials*

GENERAL SERVICE

Neal Beckner, “The Adventures of Ozzie
& Harriet”* (Stage 5 Prods.) with the
r^elsons. Ozzie Nelson, director.
Frank Phillips, “Border Patrol”* (Gallu
Prods.) with Richard Webb. Richard Whorf,
director.
INDEPENDENT

Frank Planer, ASC, “The Unforgiven”
(Panavision & Eastman color; Hecht-HillLancaster for UA; shooting in Mexico) with
Burt Lancaster and Audrey Hepburn. John
Huston, director.

Joe MacDonald, ASC, “The Gallant Hours”
(Cagney-Montgomery Prods, for U.A. re¬
lease) with James Cagney and Dennis
Weaver. Robert Montgomery, director.
Emmanuel Rojas, “The Man”
(LynnRomero Prod, for Hal Roach Corp., shooting
in Manila) with Francis Lederer and Greta
Thyssen. Gerald De Leon, director.
Adalberto Albertini, “Colossus and the
Golden Horde” (Dyaliscope* Color; Amer.
Int’l Standard co-prod.; shooting in Rome
& Yugoslavia) with Steve Reeves and Chelp
Alonso. Carlo Campogalliami, director.
Kenneth Peach, ASC, “Outcasts” (Pre¬
mium Pictures) with Bill Williams and
Marcia Henderson. Edw. L. Cahn, director.
Gilbert Warrenton, ASC, “Ghost of the
Drag Strip Hollow” (Amer. Int’l Piets.)
with Judy Fair and Martin Braddock.
William Hole, director.
Leonard Clairmont, “Stump Run” (Em¬
erald Prods.; shooting in Ore.) with Edgar
Buchanan and Slim Pickens. Edward Dew,
director.
Floyd Crosby, ASC, “Ordeal at Dry Red”
(Meridian Prod.; shooting in Kansas City)
with Peter Mamakos and House Peters, Jr.
Richard Sarafian, director.
Sol Roizman, Industrial for Western Elec¬
tric Co.* (Audio Prods., shooting in N.Y.)
Bill Jersey, director.
Morris Hartzband, “Brenner”* (Kenco;
shooting in N.Y.) with Ed Binns and James
Broderick. Gerald Mayer and Herman Hoff¬
man, directors.
KEYWiST STUDIOS

Walter Strenge, ASC, Series of religious
pictures (Family Films). Eddie Dew and
William Claxton, directors.
LINKLETTER PLAYHOUSE

Alan Stensvold, ASC, “People Are Fun¬
ny”* Herb Atkins, director.
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Lester Shorr, ASC, “Col. Humphrey J.
Flack”* (Jody Pan Prods.) with Alan Mow¬
bray and Frank Jenks.
John Nicholaus, “Rawhide”* (CBS-TV)
with Eric Fleming and Clint Eastwood.
William Margulies, “The Lawless Years”*
(Jack Chertok Prods.) with James Gregory
and Robert Karnes.
Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, “The Wreck of
the Mary Deare” (C’Seope & Color) with
Gary Cooper and Charlton Heston. Michael
Anderson, director.
Milton Krasner, ASC, “Home from the
Hill” (C’Seope & Color) with Robert Mitchum and Eleanor Parker. Vincente Minelli,
director.
William Daniels, ASC, “Never so Few”
(C’Seope & Color) with Frank Sinatra and
Gina Lollohrigida. John Sturges, director.
Hal Mohr, ASC, “The Last Voyage”
(Color; shooting in Japan) with Robert
Stack and Dorothy Malone. Andrew L.
Stone, director.
Paul Vogel, ASC, “The Time Machine”
(Galaxy Prods.) with Rod Taylor and Alan
Young. George Pal, director.
Continued on Page 448

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

Unconditionally Guaranteed for Top Satisfactory Performance

COLLAPSIBLE
3-WHEEL DOLLY
For motion picture and TV
cameras.

for Cine Special • Maurer

minum.

Arriflex • Mitchell

Sturdy cast alu¬
For

standard

or

baby tripods. Additional
baby tripod point holders

lEtua

Synchronous
phase,

50/60

motor
cycle.

unit,

115V,

Available

in

single

to control spread of tripod

60

legs.

Adjustable

seat.

Extra

or

100 frames per minute units.
Time

For Cine Special 1 and 7 7

Lapse

Equipment

wide

spring

rubber

wheels. Bronze tie down

available

clamps and other features.

For studio or location. Folds into
one

compact

unit. Can

be

used

with professional or semi-profes¬
sional tripods.

SYNCHROMASTER
SYNCHRONIZER

For Maurer Camera,

Our Exclusive Distributor

Variable Speed Motors
with Tachometer

The Versatile

for Cine Special and Maurer Cameras

Features many new advantages found in no other
dolly. Maneuverable to ALL angles with

instant

ease. Variable up and down control. Dual wheel
steering for crab and conventional back steering.
Noiseless operation. Its versatility
permits unusual dramatic shots
and reduces costly set-up time.

Any combination of
16mm

and/or

35mm

sprockets assembled to
specification.
Cast aluminum.

Foot

linear type, adjustable

frame

dial. Fast finger roller release. Contact rollers adjust¬
ed

individually

for

positive

film

contact.

Sprocket

shaft slip lock, footage counter, etc.

TV OR
CAMERA DOLLY

Instant

moveability —

FITS ALL 16mm
PROFESSIONAL AND
SEMI-PROFESSIONAL

streamlined, lightweight,
exceptionally sturdy. Noth¬
order.

Swivel seat. Adjustable leveling head. Seat for

Many new advantages for

ing

assistant. In-line wheels for track use. Steering

easy

wheel, rigid floor locks. Hand pump or combi¬

lift

to

get

out of

operation.
type

for

Hydraulic

fast

upward

.and downward motion.

CAMERAS

nation hand and motor pump. Easily transport¬

A

able.

The latest in
new
as

matte boxes, embodying

advantages!
gauze

holders,

filters, etc.
glass

or

Takes

all

diffusion

For use with

gelatin

filters.

supplied.

Beautifully

aluminum

castings

2"

filters,
and

Fibre
dural

of

such
effect

3"

square

filter

constructed
with

many

accessories

Base

Fits

and

small

■i'S

iQ"

.ne'O*'

•

cameras

and

has

large

Takes all lenses 15mm to 152mm.

holders

Rubber

durable

when lens is smaller than back opening

front

back

caps

avoid

back

flare

rods.

ONLY $44.95

Optical black interior.
■ i^AG

all

tripod threads.

\°R'

JOHN

West Coast Sales:
BIRNS & SAWYER, Los Angeles, Calif

209

WEST

48th

CLEMENS

STREET,

NEW

ERWIN

YORK

36,

HARV

N.

Y

Circle

6-0348

S.O.S. THIRD-OF

I

A TWICE-IN-A-LIFETIME EVENT
DON'T WAIT TIL NEXT TIME!

LIMITED QUANTITIES . . . MANY ONE OF A KIND. HUNDREDS 01
UNADVERTISED SPECIALS. ALL PRICES IN EFFECT UNTIL AUG. 15
1959. CONVENIENT TIME-PAYMENT TERMS MAY BE ARRANGE!

NEW S.O.S.
LEASING PLAN
WRITE FOR DETAILS

S.O.S. REMOVES THE GUESS—BUY THESE
CLEARLY
Many

DESCRIBED

came

leading

from

BARGAINS

our

studios, labs,

rental

SAFELY

inventory,

producers

or

from

U.S. Gov’t excess stocks. Unless otherwise
indicated, everything
operating
use,

is

condition,

guaranteed

new or

ready

exactly

as

for

in

good
instant

represented.

Hundreds of other specials not odvertised.
Write,

Wire,

or

Phone

Your

Needs.

• CAMERAS 35MM
Mitchell single lens mount; 115V Sync-motor (16 fps);
counter. Reconditioned .$747.50
B&H 2709 with dissolve, pilot pin movement.
$3500.00 value .$1795.00
Same with prismatic shuttle .$2295.00
Wall single system with 3 lenses; viewfinder; motor; 4400^ magazines, cases. $7000.00 value. Less sound.
Good condition .$1195.00
Akeley Audio, w/4 magazines—2-400^; 2-1000^; 3 fast
lenses;
matched
viewfinder;
motor.
Originally
$5000.00
$895.00
Cunningham, portable 3/Baltars; pilot pin movement;
110 Volt motor; 1-200' magazine; case. Good condi¬
tion .$495.00
Arriflex I, 3 fast lenses; 200' magazine, mattebox, sun¬
shade. $1700.00 value .$675.00
Wall Movietone Camera; 4 lenses; 2 magazines, 12 Volt
motor; Mitchell type viewfinder. Closeout .$995.00
Cameraflex (Cineflex), 3 lenses, Apogar 35mm, 50mm
and
75mm
Baltars.
All
f2.3.
24V
motor;
2-200'
magazines. Excellent condition .$495.00

• CAMERAS 16MM
Mitchell 16, w/3 Bailors; 400' magazine; 220V 3-ph
syncmotor; large finder. $6,000 value .$3995.00
Auricon Pro-200 w/parallax finder; mattebox; sunshade;
case. Less sound. Good condition .$495.00
Maurer modified 05, syncmotor; 400' magazine; 4 lens
turret. A new low .$1495.00
Morton Soundmaster, 200' and 400' mags; zoom view¬
finder;
3 fast lenses; recording amplifier; power
supply; sheath barney blimp; cases. $2000.00 value.
.$895.00
200' Cine Special I, with 200' magazine, 4-lens turret,
focusing
eyepiece,
rackover,
4
lenses—15/25/35/
100mm—$1000.00 value .$444.00
B&H Filmo 70DA turret w/3 lenses; drum finder; ob¬
jectives; trunk .$239.50
B&H 70H w/400' magazine, 3T stopped fast lenses, wide
angle, 1" and telephoto; 110V syncmotor, accesso¬
ries and case.
$1250 value. Only.$595.00

• CAMERA ACCESSORIES
Arriflex
35mm
200'
magazines,
converted.
Cineflex
type. New .$54.50
Cine Special 100' chambers for single perforation. Good
condition .$1 2^.00
Cineflex 35mm 200' magazines. (Convertible to Arriflex).
Good condition .$19.50
Tripod Triangles, prevent slipping. $30.00 value.
New,
Only
.$17.95
Tripod Triangles, used .$13.50
Collapsible
Tripod
Triangles
with
tiedown
clamps.
New
.$29.50
Dolly Track with connectors, 5'“10'-15' lengths, per foot,
new .$4.95
with self-leveling screws, per foot, new .$5.95
Photo Research Spectra 3 color meter with computer.
$350.00 value. Good condition .$195.00
Duraluminum Blimp, sponge-lined for 1200' Maurer or
other cameras with vertical
mounter motor. Good
condition .$1 1 9.50
New Tewe 35mm Motivefinders, zoom from wide angle to
telephoto. $77.00 value .$49.50
Hi-Hots for Jr. type tripods. New, regularly $22.00.
Only
.$1 6.95
Ceco Cine Special
Blimp w/syncmotor, extra gears.
Only
.$439.50

Houston
Fearless
Perambulator,
$3,000.00
value
Only
.$1795.00
Houston Fearless Gearhead, $1500.00 value .$995.00
Kodachrome Haze Filters, size 5 for Filmo. $2.95 value
.$.75
Wratten G series VI Filters; 2" sq. $4.95 value..$.98
Harrison K2 Glass Filters, 4" square. $9.00 value $.98
Jumbo Changing Bags, 3'x4', $30.00 value, new $9.95
New Mitchell type heavy duty Tripods; V4 or std. (takes
Mitchell,
Houston-Fearless
or
Ceco TV
Freeheads)
Only
.$119.50
Filmo Shiftover Alignment Gauges, $55.00 value $24.95
Eyemo Lenses, Ilex Cinemat, f2.9; 35mm focus. Fine
condition
.$49.50
Brand new Jr. type Tripods, regular $145.00. Reduced
to
.$1 19.50
H.F. heavy duty Commercial Cartop Platforms. Holds 800
lbs. Has 4'x5' non-skid top and removable ladder.
$220.00 value.$149.50

• CAMERA MOTORS AND
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
Cine Special, 12V variable with tachometer, $350.00
value. Good condition .
$195.00
Cine
Special
1 1OV AC synchronous.
$150.00 value.
Good condition .$99.50
Mitchell NC 24V w/tachometer. $525.00 value, $325.00
Mitchell
llOV AC/DC V^ild Motor with tachometer.
$525.00 value. Good condition .$349.50
B&H 2709, 12V governor controlled. Excellent condition
Only
.
$195.00
Cineflex (Cameraflex), DC 12V & 34V. New, shelf-worn
Only
..-.$57.50
Fearless llOV DC Interlock for Mitchell STD ....$195.00
Westinghouse llOV DC Interlock, B&H Mount 1200/1400
rpm. Fine condition .$97.50
V/estrex Mitchell 220V 3ph Interlock 1200 rpm $249.50
DC to AC Converters. US Navy Std 220/1 10 or 115/
110,
1.25KVA
capacity.
Weather
proof.
Enclosed
centrifugal starter. Worth $500.00 .$135.00
Mitchell 220V 3 ph Interlock Motors, good cond. $195.00
Heavy duty Voltage and Phase Adjuster, input 180V to
260V, output 220V, 3 ph. Cabinet mounting of 3
powerstats. Total capacity 22.5 amps. $300.00 value
Only
.$1 25.00

® ANIMATION & SPECIAL
EFFECTS EQUIPMENT
S.O.S. Professional Titler and Special Effects Kit—New
TG II
.$175.00
TG III
.$225.00
TG IV
.$325.00
Famous Tel-Anima-Scale. Standard of Animation Indus¬
try. Regularly $2.50. New .$1.25
Acme 16mm Animation Camera; reflex viewer; auto¬
matic dissolve and
take-up;
400'
magazine;
ver¬
tical
counter;
stop
motion
motor;
32mm
lens.
$4500.00 value .-.$3495.00
B&H
35mm Animation Cameras; 400' mog; dissolve.
$3500.00 value .$1795.00
Same with thru-lens-focusing.$2250.00
Hot Press with 4" typeholder; 3 way switch.
$400.00 value, like new.$295.00
Tel-Animastand, sliding celboard with pantograph ex¬
tension; shadowbox; platen. $4000.00 value $2495.00

• LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Senior
Fivelite
Kit,
2
heads;
stand;
new Colortran
Senior Converter. $275.00 value .$159.50
Double Broads w/stands; lOOOW lamps. $125.00 value
Only
.$59.50
Extension & Power Cords, 25' w/half plug or box..$22.50
5KV9 Klieg and MR Senior Spots on stands, excellent
condition .$179.50
B&M or MR 2000W Spots on stands. Excellent ..$99.95
Bardwell-McAlister
750V7 Baby
Kegs with
stands.
A
good buy .$57.50
Northlites, 2000W Cone less stand. $110 value, $79.50
Mole-Richardson 120 Amp. Molarc (Type 90) on pedestal
with
grid
and
cables.
$1278.00 value.
Excellent
condition .$895.00
MR Twin-Arc Broad on heavy stand, with ballast, 35/40
amps. $300.00 value. Good condition .$49.50
GE Lamps, all new: 1OOOW T20 Cl 3 Mogul Screw.
Regularly $7.90 .
$2.95
lOOOW G48 Cl 3 Mag. Bipost. Regularly $15.25 $6.95
2100W T24 Mogul Bipost 60V Regularly $22.50 $7.95

Portable 220/1 lOV power unit, 3000 watts with Variac,
Volt meter, twin circuit breakers, 6 double plugging
boxes and 4 standard outlets. Originally $950, $195.00
Frezzolite, portable unit with Soft nickel/cadmium bat¬
teries. $395.00. Good used condition .$275.00
Slightly
used
Hi-Power
Bulbs
for various
lights at
discounts up to 50%. State your needs.

® RECORDING EQUIPMENT
Magnetic Playback Unit for 35mm film phonographs,
with preamplifier, transformer. New .$495.00
Reeves, 35mm Optical Recorder, vith footage counter;
tachometer; glow lamp; amplifier; mixer. Originally
$5000.00. Needs repairs .$195.00
Westrex
35mm Optical
Recorders, outright purchase,
good condition .$3500.00
Reconditioned .$4995.00
Westrex 35mm
Dubbers, 220V 3ph interlock motors,
$1500.00 value .$895.00
Westrex Disc Lathe Recorders, originally $4500, $995.00
MR. Mike Boom & Perambulator, late type.
$2100.00 value .$1395.00
MR Mike Boom and 3 wheel Iricycle type Perambulator
Only
.$895.00
RCA Photophone 35mm Optical Recording Heads; 1000'
magazine; lens motor. No license required. $2995.00
RCA Photophone 35mm Fantasound film phonographs w/
Selsyn motors. Originally $6,500.00 .$1495.00
Stephens Wireless Mike outfit. 2 Microphones; power
supply; transmitter; antenna; receiver, $2000.00 value
Only
.$595.00
New
Ampex
35mm
Magnetic
Reproducers
w/filtered
filmflow. Make wonderful re-recorders or playbacks.
$600.00 value .$249.50
Devry 35mm Soundheads w/photo cell, sound drum,
yi"x2" optical system with dampening device, ex¬
citer lamp and gears. Good for film phonos or sound
readers. Worth $200.00 .$19.95
Devry 35mm Soundheads less optical system .$9.95

® PROJECTORS, Background
Screening and Preview
Radiant ll'xl4' Portable Foldpak Screens with collapsi¬
ble frame in trunk. Originally $150.00. Government
surplus .$44.50
Simplex SP 35mm Projectors; 2000' magazines; lOOOW
lamp; lens; amplifier; speaker. Excellent .$595.00
For additional Projector .$400.00
New Anamorphic 35mm lenses; fixed or variable; $300
value .$195.00
Projection Lenses, 35mm Series I or II, from .$10.00
RCA Brenkert Enarc or Ashcraft D Hi-lntensity Arclamps
45/70 amp. Like new. $750.00 value .$225.00
Peerless Magnarcs, good condition .$195.00
New RCA 15" PM heavy duty Speakers, list $164.00,
less than V2 price .$79.50
Holmes
16mm
Arc
Projector;
lens;
amplifier.
Baby
Strong arclamp; 15 amp. rectifier, pedestal. $1000.00
value .$395.00
Theatre Chairs for screening rooms, used and rebuilt
(send for Chair List) from .$3.50
Filmcraft 35mm Movie Background Process Outfit. Write
for details. $15,000 value .$3950.00
Weber Syncro-Dynamic 35mm theatre type Sound Pro¬
jectors.
Heavy pedestal.
3000' magazines;
built-in
high fidelity Soundhead.
Less lens and lamphouse.
O.-iginally $1,500. New .$395.00
Simplex Acme 35mm Sound Projector, complete with
omplifier and speaker. Excellent condition ....$495.00
(For 2nd Acme Proiector, add $300.)
Holmes 35mm Sound Projectors. With 2000' magazines;
lens; built-in soundhead; lOOOW lamphouse. $195.00
35mm interlock Simplex Projector with RCA soundhead;
2000' upper magazine; 1500W lamp;
lens;
heavy
pedestal; amplifier; two way speaker. For screening/
previewing
separate
track
and
picture,
also
re¬
recording. $3,500 value. Excellent condition $1995.00
Ampro arc 16mm Sound Projector with Hi Intensity arclamp; lens; pedestal; 30A rectifier; 55W amplifier and
2 speakers. Excellent condition .$849.50
GPL PA-IOOA 16mm TV Sound Projector with syncmotor;
lens; pre-amp; all on one pedestal. Capacity for 110
minutes running (3600' reel). $2500 value. Slightly
used
.$1395.00
Vidoscope Professionol
16mm Anamorphic Taking and
Proiection Lens. New .$127.50
Garner 35mm Sound Strip Film Projector, complete with
lens, amplifier 33 1/3 rpm phono; 12" pm speaker;
remote control; mike input. $800.00 value ....$69.50

A-CENTURY SALE!!!
Moviola 4 gong
Neumode

35mm

16/35mm

Neumode 35mm

Neumode 6" combination 16/35mm Stripping flanges.
Round keyway. New. Shelfworn .$2.95

Synchronizers .$110.00

synchronizer,

Stineman Drying Racks, 200' 35mm capacity (useable
for 16mm). Complete with wood cose. $16.00 value.
New, surplus .$6.95

• REELS, CANS, FILM CASES

• EDITING EQUIPMENT
single

.$87.50

3 gang Measuring Machine .$47.50

S.O.S.
Jr.
16mm
Viewer,
with base
and
Precision
Optical Sound Reader. List price: $310. New $269.50
S.O.S.
New

Jr. 16mm Action Viewer. List price: $125.00.
.$89.50

S.O.S.
with

Sr. 16mm Action Viewer, large 3''x4" picture
hold-down pressure pads. New .$135.00

Chemicol Mixing Tonk, Stainless steel, capacity 110 gal¬
lons, mounted on angle iron stand. $163.00 value.
Like new .$139.50

Plastic 35mm Film Strip Containers. Flip-open, snapshut with one hand. All colors (100 lots). New $.08
16mm Fibre Film Shipping Cases. Dozen lots. New.

Micro motorized 16mm Picture viewer, with footswitch.
$250 value. Good condition.$79.50

400'

800'

1200'

1600'

2000'

$1.35

$1.50

$1.75

$2.00

1.55

1.65

1.95

2.35

1

reel

. .$1.10

2

reel

..

1.20

3

reel

._

1.35

1.75

1.80

2.10

2.55

4

reel

..

1.50

2.25

2.05

2.35

2.75

Add

15^ for

handle.

Cases,

metal,

Prices
for

F.O.B.

10-16mm

Filmline
Bridgamatic Jr.
16mm
neg.-pos.
Processor;
variable speed transmission; reconditioned. $1500.00
value
.$975,00
Houston
35mm
model
2
Processors,
neg./pos.
w/
refrigeration;
recirculation;
air
pump;
temperature
control;
speeds
up
1200'
per
hour.
Gov’t
paid
$10,000.00 Reconditioned .$1 995.00
Houston 16/35mm model 2, like preceding ....$2995.00
15 Cases (12 cans to case) Fink Roslieve Hardener
Powder, makes 4V2 gallons anti-scratch film hardening
solution. Add to short-stop bath or to any fixer. Re¬
juvenates any fixing bath which still has plenty of
fixing power but which is low in hardening strength.
Equally good for film or paper and for hot weather
processing. Hardening solution generally used with
equal parts of hypo or short-stop. U. S. Army Spe¬
cification
No.
75-300—3V2
lbcan, case of
12.
Closing out for 19^ in case lots, total .$2.28

Hollywood.

Kinevox Magnetic Sound Reader takes 17V2, 16mm and
tape. Demonstrator, like new.$110.00

Shipping
plus

400'

reels.

Sur¬
,.$.29

Neumode T-159*R Editing Table with light box, rack,
48''x28''x30" high. Originally $127.50. Used (as is)
Only
.$49.50

Reels, 35mm, 2000' aluminum, new .$4.35
Used
.$2.19

Neumode 35mm 2 gang Measuring Machine with footage
and frame counters. Used (as *s).$45.00

Reels, 35mm 2000' exchange type,

used .$.79

Reels,

used .$.59

Reels, 35mm 2000' spring type, used .$.95

Fonda 35mm 2 gang Synchronizer with footage & frame
counter. Good condition.$119.50

35mm

1000' exchange type,

B&H Eyemo 35mm 100' spools and cans. Good condi¬
tion. Per set .$.25

Eastman 16/35 Motorized Processor, S.S. tank w/dump
valve,
drying
rack,
on
stand.
$800.00
value.
Second
.$295.00

Neumode 35mm one-gang Synchronizer. Good....$55.00
Neumode 35mm one-gang Measuring Machine. Excellent
Condition
.$39.50

Houston 16/35 Color Processor, 40' per minute. Mag¬
nificent stainless steel
beauty.
Worth
$25,000.00.
Rebuilt like new .$9995.00

• FILM PRINTING EQUIPMENT
• MOVIOLAS & EDITING MACHINES

B&H 35mm Printer, step contact, pilot pin spreaders,
semi-automatic Ute-change. $4000.00 value. Recondi¬
tioned
.$995.00

Akeley Editing Machines 35mm—does matching, spot¬
ting, dubbing, synchronizing, etc. Footage & frame
counters. Projects sharp 5"x7" picture. Variable drive
6/60 fps or constant 24 fps, 2000' automatic takeups and
“slip-off"
flanges.
Connot damage film.
$3000
value.$695.00

New metallic electronic Tape Punch outfit for lite and
fader changes. Includes punch tape, contact roller,
control box .$420.00

35mm Moviola with 3" magnified picture^ automatic
takeups,
serviceable condition.$1 89.00
Add $125.00 for 3V4"x4" viewing screen.
DPV

35mm

Preview

Machine

projects

Eastman Electric 35mm Film Waxing Machine with heat¬
ing element and
motor.
$1,500.00 value,
d-u..:-*
condition
.
$795.00

Depue 35mm Double Head Hispeed Continuous Contact.
Prints sound & picture simultaneously from 4 sepa¬
rate negatives. Needs repairs. As is .$725.00

8"xl0"

image. Silent with variable speed motor. Mounted
on stand with casters. Originally $1675. Like new,
condition.$995.00

Maurer Film Gauge, measures .shrinkage or stretching
of 8/16/35mm film to 0.5%. $200.00 value. Like
new .-.$69.95

Debrie 35mm Sound and Picture Printer. Matipo model
with light changer. $8,000 value. Good (as is) $995.
Acme Optical Dual Head 35mm Step Printer. Cinecolor.
Original cost: $14,000. Excellent condition ..$3500.00

Acmiola CPH 35mm Preview Machine throws 6"x8V2'’^
image, with reel arms, automatic takeups. Mounted
on stand with casters. $1225 value. Like new..$695.00
Moviola
value

Eastman Mark 11-8 Time Scale Sensitometer.
Motordriven drum and density wedges. Can be converted
for color into Mark 1-8 with step tablets, instead of
drum. $3,000.00 value (as is) .$895.00

Fried 16mm Continuous Contact Printer, semi-automatic
litechange on pedestal. $2500 value. As is ....$495,00

Moviolas UDCS Composite
picture and sound.
$1800 value. Excellent condition.$985.00

Moviola

• FILM LABORATORY EQUIPMENT

Duplex 35mm Color Printers with automatic lite change
filter apertures.
$18,000.00 value.
Less than
1/6
cost. Excellent condition. .$2495.00

Depue Optical Reduction Soundtrack Printer 35/16mm.
Includes
syncmotor
and
generator.
$7,500
value.
Reconditioned .$1995.00

16mm picture with 2-35mm Soundheads. $2400
.$995.00

Duplex
16mm
Automatic Step
Printer.
Two
positive
printing machines on one pedestal. 2-40 scene auto¬
matic light change controls. Original cost $5,000.
Good (as is) .$895.00

Dozens
of good
35mm
Sound
Moviolas
starting
at
only .$395.00
35mm Moviolas with 3" magnified picture, automatic
takeups, Gov’t Surplus. Good condition. (Some Brand
New $289.00) .$189.00

Cinecolor Double Head 35mm Step Printer with auto¬
matic light change and timing device. Original cost:
$12,000.00. Excellent condition .$2975.00

35mm Moviola C with 3" picture, no arms. Close out,
only
.$87.50
Acmiola
Preview
35mm
composite
sound/picture

B&H
35/16mm
Picture Reduction Printer with 400W
lamp,
blower
cooled
and
voriable
speed
motor.
Rebuilt
.$3995.00

(6"x8V2") w/separate sound & counter. $3000.00 val¬

Automatic Sub-titling Machine with waxer, printer head;
etcher; dryers; de-waxer; washer; squeegee. Imprints
1.50 -t^nf-iU in one lood. Speed 60' per minute, plus.
$25,000.00 to build. New .$9995.00

ue.

Reconditioned

.$995.00

Moviola Preview 35mm UDPVCS Composite sound pic¬
ture (10"x12") of separate sound. $2770.00 value
Good condition .$1175.00

B&H
Perforating Machine 35mm with negative punch
and die. $9000.00 value. Rebuilt .$2995.00
New magnetic Film Striping Machine, 16mm. 2000' per
hour
.$2995.00
Cinex

16/35mm

Model

Film

and

Polishing

Machine,

• TECHNICAL BOOKS
The American Cinematographers Handbook, 8th edition.
Only
.$2.35
Motion

Picture Theatre Management by Carver .$3.49

NAVED Reference Projection Manual .$.25
Painting
With
Light
by Alton.
$7.50 value;
water
damaged .$5.00
UFPA Glossary of Production Terms .$.50
Understanding

Theatre

The Audio-Visual

Acmiola
35mm
Preview,
6"x8y2" projected picture.
Motor driven, feed & takeups. $1500.00 value. Like
new .$475.00

Cleaning

1149. List $3600.00. Like new .$1295.00

Television

by

Nadell

.$.25

Reader by Kinder and McClusky $5.25

Elements of Mathematics for Radio, TV & Electronics by
Fischer & Jacobs .$6.25
TV Stations

MAKE YOUR CHOICE EARLY
WIRE OR PHONE FOR

• CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT

Television

by

Duschrnsky .$10.95

Wiring

&

Selling

by

Roberts

.$5.25

INFORMATION!

These Closeouts Won’t Be Here Long!
New E-Z Jr. 8/16mm non-magnetic film Splicers. $19.95
reduced to .$12.95

• MISCELLANEOUS

New Quik Splice 16/35mm Studio Splicer, non-mag¬
netic,
Mylar
type,
introductory
with
250-16mm
splices .$79.50

Webster Ekotape 207 Recorder, $300.00 value.
Like
new .$1 29.50

B&H hot Pedestal Splicers, reduced, 35mm only $559.00;
i6/35mm
$795.00
New

Filmagic pylon

silicone

film

lubricator kits ..$2.95

SOSoft Editing Gloves—light, dozen pair .$1.29
Medium weight—dozen pair .$2.29

• FILM PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

Selectros’ide 300
Case. $525.00

Houston-Fearless 16mm daylight loading magazines for
all HF processors. $300 value. Good condition, $79.50

Labelle
value

Moviola Differential Rewinds, 4 shaft 35mm, regularly
$48.00 pair .$295.00

Houston K-3 Processor,
16mm neg/pos/reversal, with
refrigeration; temperature controls; recirculation; air
pump stainless steel construction.
Rebuilt I'ke new.
Only
.
$3195.00

B&H 35mm

Houston

Hand

Splicers,

$25.00 value.

Griswold 35mm Splicers R-2.

Good

Good

condition

....$4.95

.$15.95

Prestoseal Hot Splicers, 16mm or 35mm optional. Ex¬
cellent condition .$395.00

Rubber

Squeegees,

soft,

pliable

wiper

blades

for 16 or 35mm processor or cleaners. New, per
dozen .$1.50; per 100 .$9.00
Micro

Record

16/35mm

Daylight

Automatic

Processors

Neumode AS-16 Film Cement Applicators. $4.00 value.
New
.$1.95

with 3 nesting tanks, motor driven.
Demonstration.
Only
.$136.95

China Marking Crayons, brown, Vj price. Per doz. $1.00
Neumode RTO-3 Rolling Film Racks, 3 tiers, holds over
200-16mm reels. $59.00 value. Good cond.$29.95

Stineman 16/35mm Developing Outfits, 200' in case,
complete with loading device. $200.00 value. New,
surplus
.$96.95

Slide Projector w/built-in Screen and
value. Excellent condition . ..$169.50

500 Watt Automatic Slide Projector, $200.00
.$79.95

HUNDREDS OF OTHER SPECIALS
NOT ADVERTISED
Limited space does not allow listing all the
Specials offered in this S.O.S. Third-of-a-Century
Event! Write, Wire or Phone Your Needs Before
It is Too Late. Take Advantage of the Clearance
Prices—AND SAVE!!!

'The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry'

rmiFMA
QIIPPI V rORP
UlllLIII/l our r Ll.r UUlir
^WESTERN

BRANCH

—

6331

Hollywood

Boulevard,

Hollywood

^.fsr

^02 west S2nd ST., NEW YORK 19.N.Y.
PtMe.28,

pun 7-0440

California

EST.ffl192k

CoU,.- SOSOUND
Telephone:

HOIlywood

7-2124

AMAZINC

f

/' from the world’s greatest
selection

SAVINGS

photographic equipment!

ARRIFLEX 16

BELL & HOWELL 35mm

Q

COMPLETE

Movie Camera

$

List Value $2000.00

2125

$cocoo

COMPLETE
OUTFIT

of professional

Used, but
absolutely
like new!

Speeds of 8, 12, 16, 24, 32 and 48 frames per sec.
100' daylight load or 400' w/magazine. Our price
includes camera with spider turret and open back,
1", 2" and 6" B&H lenses w/filters and sunshades,
new Eyemo motor, power cable, 2 400' mags., drive
belt and drum finder.

Complete with 16, 25 and 50mm Xenon lenses, va¬
riable speed motor, power cable, tach., adjustable
matte box with rotating filter stage and fixed filter
stage, two 400 ft. magazines with footage counters
and torque motor, and deluxe aulminum case for
camera, magazines and accessories.

(olorTron
CINE MASTERLITE OUTFIT

Bell & Howell Model D 35mm

CONTINUOUS FILM PRINTER
This is the printer that sets the standards
for quality and performance. 5-way aper¬
ture, suction cooled lamphouse with re¬
movable filter holder and 300-w. lamp.
List value is $4600.001

9" dia. Masterlite complete with bulb. Fully ad¬
justable swing and tilt. Castered stand exiends
to 8 72 ft., folds to 32". All aluminum, sturdy,
with positive section locks.

$/l C95

$70.00 list.

ColorTran CONVERTERS

SPECIAL

Model CJ

List $ 62.50.$ 43.75

Model CSS

List

Model CCM

List

79.50.

Includes crating.

55.50
Excellent condtiion.

195.25. 136.50

CINE SPECIAL TRIPODS

RCA 16mm SOUND PROJECTOR

soT^o

Used, but excellent. Rugged, rock-steady .
built for years of hard use. SPECIAL PRICE.

*1975****

Suited to professional or home use. Rugged
and versatile. 2,000 ft. capacity.
"Air
conditioned" lamp house. Features include
framing device, threading light, and selfcontained case. Sound drum is stationary
type with full-scan condenser lens, and
heavy duty exciter lamp. High quality am¬
plifier. 750-w. lamp, and brilliant 2" pro¬
jection lens. Separately cased speaker.
Original cost over $400.00!

$0050

CINE SPECIAL FILM CHAMBERS
100 ft. capacity. List $425.00. NOW.
200 ft. capacity, list $635.00.$325.OC

Write for your copy of our new catalog,
showing hundreds of items for still, cine,
and aerial photography. Large section on
processing equipment.

Some materials are
from former U.S.
Gov't stocks.
Equipment not listed
as new or
reconditioned is used.
All prices f.o.b. our
warehouse.

10611
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CHANDLER

NOW ONLY

All equipment is guaran¬
teed to be as adver¬
tised. Check with order
please, or 25% de¬
posit, balance on
delivery. Purchase
orders welcomed from
D&B rated firms
Minimum order $5.00

HOUYlllOOP CAMERA CO
BOULEVARD

•

NORTH

*149“

HOLLYWOOD

•

CALIFORNIA
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NOW

flowing, floating Pan and Tilt
movement assured with

Wuhot power steering did for
the automobile,

new Pro
Junior Fluid Head does for the
ease and smooth-as-silk maneuverability
of the modern professional camera!

NEW
CECO
...

Ceco’s

New—all new—adjustable tension on
pan and on tilt, positive tilt and pan
lock, maximum 90 degree tilt,
two-place pan handle with infinite
adjustment, simplified camera attaching
knob and spirit level. Fits the present
PRO JUNIOR Tripod base
and accessories.
The Ceco fluid head uses a highly
molecular silicone polymer
which is unaffected by temper¬
ature ranges from 20
degrees below zero to more
than 120 degrees F.

FLUID HEAD
Simplified
geared camera
attaching knob
Positive tilt lock
Two place pan
handle with infinite
adjustment

Adjustable
tension on tilt

Both pan and tilt fluid chambers
are placed in the horizontal
rather than the vertical.

Pan tension
and lock lever

This

unique design allows the silicone
fluid to remain equally distrib¬
uted on the internal bearing sur¬
faces. Uneven fluid distribution
which can produce jerky pans and
tilts is thus eliminated.
TH-15

PRO JR. FLUID HEAD $350.00

TH-1

PRO JR. HI-HAT $22.00

TR-12

PRO JR. BABY
TRIPOD

D-1

BASE $75.00

FRANK

C.

ZUCKER

(JflmeRfl €ouipm€nT (o.jnc

Dept.

A

TR-5

315 West 43rd St.,
New York 36, N. Y.

D-1

JUdson 6-1420

PRO JR. TRIPOD BASE $75.00
PRO JR. DOLLY $99.50

"MY
DESERVES AN OSCAR, TOO," SAYS

BOOKLETS
CATALOGS and
BROCHURES
Camera Selector

A.S.C.,

A new, 4-page folder issued by Traid
Corp., Encino, Calif., illustrates and de¬
scribes 27 different motion picture and
sequence data cameras which the com¬
pany makes available on lease or out¬
right sale. Titled Camera Selector,

Awarded Best Achievement
Black and White
Cinematography, 1958,
by Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences
for "The Defiant Ones"

handy folder includes such information
as frame speed, film capacity, overall
dimensions, power requirements, spe¬
cial features, price and rental rate for
each camera in addition to illustrating
it. For free copy, address request on

“My SPECTRA Professional Gold Seal Exposure Meter is so
accurate and so easy to use that I can concentrate entirely
on composing my shots for best effect. This freedom certainly
helped a great deal toward my receiving an Oscar,” says
Leavitt.
The direct reading, ultra sensitive SPECTRA Professional Gold
Seal Exposure Meter comes complete with disk, grid, 16 filmspeed slides and carrying case.
$97.50

PHOTO RESEARCH CORP.
KARL

FREUND.

A S C .

PRESIDENT

837 NORTH CAHUENGA BLVO.,
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA

Distributed by SCOPUS-BROCKWAY CORP., New York 16. N. Y.

Camera Equipment Co., Inc. announces

your letterhead to Carlos Elmer, Traid
Corp., 17136 Ventura Blvd., Encino,
Calif.

Fiim Lab Directory
A 60-page booklet listing the princi¬
pal film laboratories throughout the
world has been compiled by The Assoc,
of Cinema Laboratories, Inc., 1226
Wisconsin Ave., N. W., Washington 7,
D.C., U.S.A. Each listing gives firm
name, address, and describes the lab¬
oratory services offered. Single copy
price is $1.00.

Exclusive U. S. Distributorship of
Rental Price List

GA UMONT-KALEE

1690”

“

sound recording unit
A transistorized magnetic sound
attachment for ARRIFLEX 16

For more
information on
how theGAUMONTKALEE“1690” sound
attachment can
broaden your fiim
capabilities, call,
write or stop
in today.

An entire new field of sound and silent newsreel,
documentary and TV film photography is now open
to you with the combination of the new GaumontKalee “1690” sound recording system and the
Arriflex 16 camera. The Gaumont-Kalee con¬
verts the world-famous ARRI 16 into a single system
sound camera unit that is compact, lightweight and
well-balanced. It can be operated by just a camera¬
man and a sound operator (who carries the amplifier
by a shoulder strap and who can handle the mike
during interviews).
The unit is mounted between the camera and the
tripod head. Film is pulled through sound head by
take-up hold-back sprocket of camera. No other
mechanical drive required. Extreme light weight and
compactness achieved by using all transistors and
miniaturized electrical and mechanical components.
FRANK

C.

ZUCKER

(Jflm€Rfl Couipmeni (o.,inc.
Dept. A, 315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420
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Gordon Enterprises, 5362 No. Cahuenga Blvd., No. Elollywood, Calif.,
has recently issued a 16-page booklet
listing all the cameras, lenses, and other
motion picture equipment which they
make available on a rental basis and
giving the daily and weekly rental
rates. Copies are free on request to the
company.

Magnetic Recording Equipment
Magnasync Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
5546 Satsuma Ave., No. Hollywood,
Calif., offers a comprehensive 8^" x
11" illustrated loose-leaf catalog of
magnetic film recording and reprodu¬
cing devices. In addition to telling the
reader how to select a recorder the
pages describe the various Magnasync
units including detailed specifications.
Request for free copy should be made
on your company letterhead.

Correction: In the Books column of our
June issue, price of Cameron’s Ency¬
clopedia on Sound Motion Pictures was
erroneously quoted as $10.00. The
correct price is $15.00 per copy.—ED.
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Brutes
Molarcs
Teners
Seniors
Juniors
Cones
ColorTrans
Masterbeams
Hydraulic Stands
i W Scoops
Cables
Boxes
Dimmers

iffiins

RIGHTING THE MOTION
PICTURE INDUSTRY SINCE 1921

I

I
I

'
-

j

’
sL-'
F -y
■'i V
- ||

PflfD
CnUKBUCUT
Off
if' COCfff'fiiCfVf

"-s

'

Century Stands
Flags
Scrims
'
Dollies
® Ladders-Steps
% Reflectors
Parallels
IVfike Booms

AC & DC Generator Trucks
,' 1600, 1000, 700, 300, 200 Amf DC
100, 50, 30, 20 Amp. AC

333 West S2nd Street, New York City, Circle 6-S470
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FILMING "ANATOMY OF A
By

SAM

LEAVITT,

A.S.C.

A PASSION FOR AUTHENTICITY and real¬
ism, two highly desirable qualities in
motion pictures, brought producer-director Otto Preminger and his produc¬
tion crew to Upper Michigan to shoot
“Anatomy of a Murder,” a story long
at the top of “best seller” lists.
When I first heard of the plan in
Hollywood, it seemed
laudable. For nothing

exciting and
enhances the

realism of a motion picture so much as
staging and photographing its action
away from Hollywood on actual locales.
\^'e would he shooting, I was told, in
the 57-year-old Marquette County court
house—a stately and attractive building
—and also in the actual home of the
author of the novel, Michigan Supreme
Court Justice John D. Voelker, as well
as in and around other sites in the lo¬
cality.
CINEMATOGRAPHER SAM LEAVITT, with finder, lines up a shot for "Anatomy Of A Murder” with
director
igan)

Otto

CAMERA

swung

bench, thence

416

(white

shirt).

Location

interior

is

57-year-old

Marquette

County

(Mich¬

courthouse.

UNUSUAL
Boom

Preminger

The court room, we discovered, when
we made our initial visit of inspection,
had been built by men who took great

full
to

SHOT

180°

was

during

executed
take

from

jury box at extreme

with

boom-mOLnted

Jimmy Stewart

right.

camera.

to Judge

on

CAMERA

SET-UP for two-shot of

men

seated at counsel's table.

Here

may be seen the restricted area in which cinematographer Leavitt and
his crew

had to work

in Marquette County court room.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

MURDER" IN THE STORY'S ACTUAL LOCALE
Limited working space and restricted lighting accommodations made the
location shooting for this production a real photographic challenge.

pride in their work, determined that it

photographic pattern plus the fact the

physical limitations of the room pre¬

would not fall apart at the seams. The
walls were thick and solid—not one of
them “wild”—and there was consider¬

vented the use of cross lights.

a

court room was only 40 x 5'0 feet in ex¬
tent, made the placement of lights, dim¬
mer banks, camera crane and other
squipment something of a problem.

Pictorially, all this was v.'onderful.

Directly complicating the moving
camera problem in the court room was

able

dark woodwork;

and

above,

magnificent stained-glass dome.
But to hang lights here in the standard
overhead set-lighting fashion was obvi¬
ously out of the question. Moreover, we
would not be allowed to nail anything
to the smooth plaster walls. Obviously,
we had a major lighting problem on
our hands.
Mr. Preminger places great emphasis
on the dramatic possibilities of the
“fluid” camera, and in this production
—and especially for the sequences that
were to be shot in the court room—it
was to be utilized to the utmost, con¬
stantly moving in and upon his players,
retreating, lateralling, reversing its
field, and covering some action in a full
180-degree swing of the boom. This

the fact that much of the limited room
area was taken up by the judge’s bench,
the jury box, the two attorney’s tables,
and the spectator’s area which occupied
a major portion of it. For one shot here
we made fifteen separate camera moves
—a tribute to the ingenuity of my won¬
A major problem, of course, in film¬
ing these scenes, which involved six
principals and some 200 extras, was
getting the right balance in the light¬
ing. Good lighting results were ob¬
tained when shooting close and medium
shots here by placing lights in the court
room balcony. But for long shots, tak¬
ing in almost the entire court room, the

CAMERA AND
of

mobile. Sam
uthor of

book from which

screen

Voelker’s home to film the scenes sched¬
uled there, we found conditions quite
cozy. The largest room in this 80-yearold residence was a scant 10 x 12 feet.
Into this room we somehow managed
to get James Stewart, Arthur O’Connell.
Eve Arden, a piano, the camera, lights,
and what crew members did not mind
standing on one another’s toes. Mr. Pre¬
minger, as I recall, directed the scene
from the doorway of an adjoining
room.

derfully inventive camera crew.

sequence

When the company moved to Judge

Probably the most ingenious shot we
made on this location was a moving car
shot without benefit of a conventional
camera car. And because we had
brought no vehicle along for making
shots of this kind in the streets (the
scene was written into the script on
location) we looked about for a suitContinued on Page 443

LIGHTS were

close shots

of

Leavitt, wearing

mounted
men

on

moving

"low-bed"
through

truck

streets

to
in

make
an

o

auto¬

hat, is at left of camera.

ploy was adopted
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AS EVERYDAY AS U}UCH...the hunger

P

ICTURES fill a definite human need. They

Sound reasons, these, for making each picture

take people out of their homes—out of

better —better story-wise — better technically—

themselves—away from cares of the day! That’s

better to see —better to talk about—in short,

why people like to think about pictures; why

better box office I

they like to talk “pictures/’ like to go to them

Sound reasons, too, for closer co-operation

. . . like to get their friends to go with them I

with the Eastman Technical Service for Motion

Its v>/hot's on the screenand v\/haf people

for good pictures and the talk about them!
Picture Film . . . maintained to help the industry

principle that the better the picture the better

solve problems of film selection, production and

the box office! Offices at strategic locations.

processing, and exhibition . . . dedicated to the

Inquiries invited.

Motion Picture Film Department,

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,

342 Madison Ave., New York 17, N.Y.
Midwest Division; 130 East
Randolph Dr., Chicago 1, 111. West Coast Division; 6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Cal.
East Coast Division;

say about it,,, that counts

Rochester 4, N.Y.
WIDE

SCREEN

COLOR

rrfsn

By BRUCE PALMER
News

Director,

Oklahoma

City,

KWTV
Okla.

THE ULTIMATE'I

Here is one cameraman’s °
i'

of equipmenl]^

by designing a shoulder pod or saddle
of quarter-inch strap aluminum 3"
wide. This was shaped to accommodate
curvature of the cameraman s chest,
shoulder and upper portion of the back.
This roughly U-shaped carrier, which
For

the

television

news cameraman

working alone in the field, bulky cam¬
era and sound recording gear is a per¬
plexing problem. It is a problem which
many TV newsmen have been devoting
a great deal of time and effort to im¬
prove. One of the most practical devel
opments to come out of these efforts to
date is the ingenious modification of
the popular Auricon Cine-Voice single¬
system sound camera known as the
Horton Portacon.
In 1955, W. A. “Bill” Horton, a
slightly-built 135-pound free-lance cam¬
eraman of Oklahoma City, was em¬

is a basic feature of the patented* Por¬
tacon development, is padded on the
under side with foam rubber I-inch
thick and covered with a sheath of
heavy nylon fabric.
To mount his Cine-Voice,

Horton

then riveted on a flat, aluminum-strap
platform that extended forward from
the shoulder section of the pod. Vary¬
ing positions for the camera were made
possible by a series of screw-mount
holes in the platform. The present ver¬
sion of the camera mount, however, is
a pair of rigid, %-inch parallel rods
on which the camera can be moved for-

ployed by local station KWTV as news
cameraman. The burden of the soundfilm unit he had to work with was
greater than need be, he thought, espe¬
cially for one of his stature and mus¬
cular capabilities. So, he devoted his
spare time to correcting this problem.
This involved two things: reducing the
overall weight of the aggregate equip¬
ment required for shooting news film
with sound, and simplifying the method
of carrying the equipment and elimi¬
nating the need for using a tripod.
Horton solved the carrying problem

*U. S. Patent Office No. 2873645.

TIRED OF LUGGING around a tripod, plus heavy battery and
amplifier
made

a

pack

with

saddle

to

his

Auricon

balance

news

camera

on

camera.

equipment on his chest and batteries on his back.

420

Bill

his shoulders,

Horton

FRONT VIEW, showing transistorized amplifier mounted

sound

below camera. Circular unit below is retractable mike
cord

housing

and

microphone.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

IN TV NEWS CAMERA PORTABILITY
answer to the problenn of lightening the load
necessary to shooting news film with sound for television

ward and back to suit the operator’s
position needs.
Having created his camera carrier,
Horton turned to a second key part of
his rig, the amplifier. It was here that
one of the most serious difficulties in
the normal employment of the CineVoice camera for news work lay. The
bulk and great weight of the amplifier
required the cameraman to carry it sep¬
arately.
In his first experiment, Horton sim{)ly hung a small aluminum strap crate
on the end of the chest extension of the
shoulder saddle to hold the amplifier.
This did nothing to relieve the problem
of bulk, hut it did lift the amplifier
out of its original case and make it part
of the portable package. Sound track

controls easily accessible. But this was

8" hard-rubber developing tank. The

not to be the final answer.

tank provided a container for a group

The third major problem was pro¬
viding power for the portable rig. Hor¬
ton could have modified his camera to
replace the conventional 110-volt motor

of small wet batteries from a standard
Frezzo-lite power pack that delivered
12 to 15 volts. Then he introduced into
the power circuit a small power con¬

with a 12-volt unit. However, that
would have limited its use on occasions
when use of available 110-volt power

verter capable of boosting 12 volts to
110 and converting the direct current
to alternating.

would have been advantageous or nec¬
essary. Hence, he decided to stay with
the original 110-volt Cine-Voice motor.

This was the original and rather
crude beginning of the Portacon. All
essential elements had been assembled
into a more or less compact combina¬

Another strap aluminum crate was
attached to the back drop of the shoul¬

tion. At this point no modifications in

der saddle to accommodate a 4" x 6" x

Continued

on

Page 438

exposure and VU meters were squarely
in front of the cameraman, with all

SOUND TRACK
EXP. CONTROL
VOLUME

SOUND TRACK
EXP. CHECK

PISTOL GRIP
CAMERA SWITCH

MICROPHONE

REAR

VIEW, showing

power

pock

which

hangs

over

SIDE

VIEW,

showing

in

TV

news

of

the

work.

Horton
The

Portacon

Portacon

is

conversion
so

of

balanced

the

cameraman can carry it on his shoulder, leaving both hands free to handle mike, lens, etc.

1959

used

components

full view of operator.

•

camera

key

Auricon

JULY

Cine-Voice

various

shoulder of cameraman. Audio controls are forward in

that
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•‘SPIRIT

OF

ST.

LOUIS”

(Warner

Bros.)

was

notable

directional continuity, especially in the flying

for

examples

depicted

of

the

sequences, which always

Lindbergh’s plane flying from

United

States to

EXIT RIGHT,
ENTER LEFT

the ensuing scene from the proper di¬
rection as established in the script.
A

cameraman

working alone and

shooting off-the-cuff can often get into

JOSEPH

picture

its flight from

photographed entering and moving in

serious trouble direction-wise if he
doesn’t pay strict attention to this very
important rule of motion picture pro¬

. . . the imporiance of directional continuity

By

left to right in

France.

V.

MASCELLI

Directional continuity—keeping the

tion

production.

Simply

ex¬

direction of movement of players, etc.,
consistent from scene to scene—can be

pressed, directional continuity means
that when a player is photographed

one of the most vexing problems in mo-

exiting right in one scene, he must be

duction. Even veteran screen directors,
working from a detailed shooting
script, will err occasionally and for this
reason most of them rely on the cam¬
eraman to keep them straight on direc¬
tional continuity and to make certain
that actors or vehicles enter and exist
properly in a scene.
Directional continuity can be masContinued

CAMERAS A, B, and

C

are

correctly

placed

on

with

Page 440

relation

to

FIDELITY of directional continuity is vital to action pictures such os westerns. Here,

action axis to photograph scene at left. Were scene shot with

cowhands return to ranch with body of fallen

camera at D, screen action would be reversed.
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The whole secret of good color
photography is right here...
GENUINE

TWalz

NORWOOD

.

Super Director
Exposure Meier
High-Fidelity Color Exposures are now yours everytime
— Automatically! —The three-dimensional Incident Light Nor¬
wood Heliosphere assures you of the absolutely correct ex¬
posure setting under all conditions with one quick reading.
The exclusive Norwood Heliovalve gives you an automatic
direct-reading f: stop for pre-adjusted film and shutter
combinations.
No wonder the new NORWOOD is the favorite of Holly¬
wood professionals!!!
The world’s only genuine Norwood Exposure Meter now
made! The Automatic Norwood Super Director made by
the Walz Company, is the new invention of Mr. Donald
Norwood, world-famous inventor of the Norwood system of
three-dimensional incident light exposure control.

Includes Norwood Meier,
Case, Neckstrap, 3-D In¬
cident Light Heliosphere,
Reflected Light Heliogrid,
Automatic Heliovalve.

Smm
MOVIE METER

3 MOVIE EDITOR

Easiest-to-use movie meter.
Direct reading f:stop for movie
cameras. No dials! No calcula¬
tions. Pre-set for Daylight Kodachrome, Type A Kodachrome and
Anscochrome.

Ultra-precision compact folding ed¬
itor.

Geared

screen.

rewind.

Built-in

Bright,

marker,

sharp

focu.ser,

framer with Quicksplice.

$5.95
$34.95

case . . . $1.35

OPTICAL

SUPERIMPOSER
TITLER and WIPER
OUTFIT
Attach to movie camera ai
use at the same time as the scei
is being photographed. Vei
simple to use. Fully complete wil
accessories.
*„

MOVIE TIMER
Attaches directly into cable

re¬

lease. Adjustable from 5 to 20 sec.
Signals START when timer activates
shutter. Cuts shutter off at pre-set
time.

$19.9

$6.95 with case

EXCLUSIVE U.S.A. IMPORTER.U. S. PHOTO SUPPLY CO. INC., 6478 SLIGO MILL ROAD, WASHINGTON 12, D, C.
EXCLUSIVE CANADA IMPORTER . . . MAIXO OPTICAL & PHOTO PRODUCTS, 1765 XEELE STREET, W. TORONTO, ONTARIO
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REHEARSING A SCENE FOR "Flight.” Twenty-three-yeai-old cameraman-

ern California. Note reflector used for fill light, also mike boom at left

director Michael

with

Neyman

home-made boom

perches beside Mitchell

to shoot scenes for picture on

camera
sea

mounted

coast of

on

North¬

GENIUS WITH
A CAMERA

metal

scoop

enclosing

All photos by Clifford V.

Photographing

a

the

mike

as

protection

against

wind.—

Harrington.

feature

motion

picture

is

work

enough for most cameramen, but when there is added to
the job such tasks as film direction, scenario writing and
wild animal handling, the position requires a person with
a variety of special talents—a genius.

Many an aspiring amateur moviemaker

Such a man is Michael Neyman, a 23-year-old San Fran¬
ciscan, who has undertaken the independent production of
John Steinbeck’s short-story, “Flight.” Neyman not only

has dreamed of doing just what Michael

wrote the script, but also is directing and photographing
the 90-minute 35mm black-and-white picture. He also is

Neyman did — tackle a full-scale 35mm
feature film, using all professional equip¬

the only person in the crew who cares to handle the three
rattlesnakes which play a |)rominent part in the film.
The actual shooting of the picture culminates four years
of prejiaration by young Neyman. He became interested in
the story when he read it for a high school English class. At

ment.

the time he noted in his re{)ort that “Flight” might make
an interesting picture.
By
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CLIFFORD

V.

HARRINGTON

Later, following the motion picture experience he gained
working for the Oakland (California) Museum on wildlife

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

films, and for a San f’rancisco talent agency which supplied
extras for TV and theatrical film companies on location, he
wrote a script from the story to determine if he were capa¬
ble of such a project.
His work came to the attention on Barnaby Conrad,
ex-bull fighter turned novelist and screen writer. Conrad
liked the script and saw a possible production in it. John
Steinbeck concurred and the movie rights were obtained.
Conrad eventually became producer of the picture and
principal stockholder in Flight Production, Inc.
The film which is being shot almost entirely on loca¬
tion, tells the story of a Mexican youth who inadvertently
kills a man in Monterey and flees through the rugged Big
Sur country on the California coast to avoid capture. The

I

action takes place shortly after 1900.
Because of the moody atmosphere which pervades the
story, the filming has presented photographic pitfalls which
would test the skill of a seasoned professional. Portions of
the story take place in a variety of locations—the cloudy,

<

windswept coast, the misty redwood forests and the sun¬
baked crags of California’s Pinnacles National Monument.
Although he has little formal schooling in the subject.
Neyman possesses an amazing grasp of the techniques of
cinematography. His interest began several years ago when
he tried to cut a 16mm film he had made on a Mexican
scientific jaunt for presentation on TV. He found his foot¬
age lacking in many respects and he determined then to
learn all that he could about cinematography in order to
improve his future films.

,

First he nearly exhausted the catalogues of several li¬
braries on subjects even remotely connected with movie
making. As he worked with professional film crews in San
Francisco, he hovered around the cameramen, asking in¬
terminable questions. As a result, he absorbed considerable
knowledge of professional motion picture techniques.
To insure the photographic quality of his present produc¬
tion, Neyman shot test footage and made stills of most of
the locations and effects which he planned to incorporate
in the film. In addition, his script was prepared in TV

WHILE ASSISTANT focuses the Mitchell camera for a closeup, Neyman
places

livG

rattlesnake

in

position

before

lens

for

the

desired

shot.

Temperamental didos of snake caused many retakes before a satisfac¬
tory shot was obtained.

fashion, with each camera set-up and movement carefully
planned.
It was Neyman’s imaginative photography in an early
pilot film which convinced Steinbeck that his story property
could be entrusted to a comparative newcomer for filming.
Neyman spent many days in mental preparation for the
photography of “Flight.” Because the youth in the story
was to be pictured alone in most of the scenes, he realized
that nature itself would also take on the importance of a
main character. Thus, his photographic interpretation of
the terrain would be a major factor in the film’s effective¬
ness.
He talked to many pioneer residents of the region south
of Monterey in an effort to capture some of their recollec¬
tions of the gloomy area. From their stories he developed
a picture of how the land appeared to them at the turn of
the century.
From the bleak descriptions, Neyman conceived a som¬
ber, yet forceful adaptation of the story. Thus, filters have
played an important part in translating his impressions to
the screen.
Even the Santa Lucia mountains come in for special
camera treatment. A man with whom Neyman had talked,
pointed out that the coastal range, comparatively young in
the eons of time, was thrust violently from the sea.
Th is discussion reminded Neyman of a visual illusion
which he had stumbled across in his pre-production test
filming. He found that if he held his camera on the base
of a mountain for several seconds and then titled up, he
could lap-dissolve into a static shot of another peak and give
viewers the impression that the .second summit was moving
vertically. Thus, a rising effect could be given to the inani¬
mate terrain. His purpose throughout the filming has been

NEYMAN (left) runs edited
star of picture, looks on.
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footage through

film

viewer as

Efrain

Ramirez,
Continued

on
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Motion Picture Cameras

Pari IV

THE ARRIFLEX 35
It’s a hand camera or a studio camera, is
portable, flexible and highly versatile
and, like its 16mm counterpart, it
features reflex viewing while shooting.

Like its

16mm

counterpart

described here last month, the

35mm Arriflex is a versatile and rugged professional motion
picture camera adaptable to a wide range of production
uses, from hand-held newsreel shooting to sound stage film
production. Its salient features are its mirror reflex shutter,
rotary 3-lens turret, and electric motor drive.
Since the advent of the Arriflex 35 about 20 years ago,
there have been three models, or rather three revisions or

ARRIFLEX 35 MODEL MB camera with 400-ft. magazine and adjustable
matte box. At left, below magazine, is eye-piece of reflex viewer.

improvements of the original model—each successive one in¬
corporating new and improved features. Model II (1938
to 1945) featured a 120° shutter, circular claw movement,
and matte box mounted on a square shaft. A later issue of
Model II (1950 to 1953) incorporated stainless steel film
gate, and round matte box shaft. The film movement and
shutter design remained unchanged.
Model IIA (1954 to 1957) featured a 180° shutter, new,
brighter and sharper optical system, new internal mechan¬
ism, cardoid film movement, built-in pulse switch and re¬
movable “nose” that permitted camera to be used in a
blimp.
The latest model—Model IIB—retains all the salient fea¬
tures of the IIA and in addition has a new and stronger
hand-grip electric motor capable of moving the larger film
load of 400-foot magazines, which are interchangeable with
the 200-foot chambers.
ftirr^r

Skufwr

CROSS-SECTION DIAGRAM of mirror reflex shutter and throughthe-lens viewfinder system of the Arriflex 35. When shutter is
in closed position, it reflects the image to the finder.
VIEW OF THE MODEL
of camera is its
for camera.
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MB from opposite side.

Extending

from

16-volt "wild” motor which also serves as

bottom

hand grip

In open

position, image passes directly to the film. This is not a beam¬
splitting device and therefore

100%

of the light goes to film

and finder intermittently.
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As with the Arri 16, the through-the-lens focusing and

counter. This is mounted on a platform containing geared

viewing provided by the camera’s reflex shutter system has
been uppermost in popularizing the 35mm Arriflex among
professional cameramen. This feature eliminates parallax

mechanism for connecting to main drive shaft of camera.
There is also a governor-controlled 16-volt DC motor that
turns the camera at 24 fps., and a single-frame 24-volt
motor for time-lapse photography and for use on animation

problems and the need for multiple finders, masks, and
rackover devices, and permits the cameraman to frame ac¬
curately and follow-focus critically by observing the scene
exactly as it is being picked up by the camera regardless of
focal length of lens used.
The mirror reflex shutter system is shown in the accom¬
panying cross-section diagram. Heart of the system is the
^

mirror reflex shutter itself, which rotates at a 45° angle to

j
;

the axis of the camera lens. It is made of special optical
glass and is front-surface coated. It rotates in a true single
plane within a tolerance of plus-or-minus .003 mm. The
shutter opening ,which is fixed, is approximately 180°, and
in each phase of its operating cycle, 100% of the transmit¬
ted light reaches the film and the eye (through the finder
tube) intermittently. This insures a bright finder image
which permits focusing even at small f/ stops.

I

The film transport system is designed to produce rocksteady pictures. The claw mechanism provides not only the
conventional pull-down of the film, but also registration pin

j

action. It is so constructed that at the end of each pull-down
cycle, the claw moves in a long horizontal pullout, which
arrests all film movement in the camera just prior to the
moment of exposure.
Further contributing to picture steadiness are the stain¬
less steel precision-lapped film gate, cross stages that pre¬
vent “breathing” movement of film, rear pressure pad and
side pressure-rail.

stands.
The standard 16-volt hand-grip motor can be operated
from a variety of power sources, including automobile bat¬
teries. A 12-volt battery will run camera up to 24 fps.
Film magazines for the Arriflex 35 are available in two
sizes: 200 ft. and 400 ft. The later, designed especially for
color negative stocks, will actually hold 480 feet of blackand-white film. Magazines are of the single-compartment,
displacement type and are equipped with loop-protectors.
As with most detachable magazines, film is pre-threaded in
a darkroom so that it takes but a few moments to mount
them on the camera for use.
The camera’s three-lens rotary turret affords instant inter¬
changeability of lenses. It can be rotated easily by means
of three turret grips which are coded in relation to the lens
each turret stop places in taking position. Because of the
fine tolerances maintained in the finishing of the turret,
any Arriflex lens will fit any Arriflex camera with accuracy
and without the need to be individually “seated.” The de¬
sign of the turret makes it possible to mount the following
three lenses without physical or optical interference: 28mm
wide angle, 40mm or 50mm normal, and 75mm or 85mm
telephoto lenses.
Two matte boxes are available for the Arriflex 35—an
all-metal model, and an adjustable bellows type. The first
is compact in design and provides two filter stages for 3" x
3" filters. It is recommended for aerial photography or

The standard 16-volt, 4-amp. “wild” motor that drives the
Arriflex 35 is uniquely designed so that it also forms the
hand-grip for the camera. It is rheostat-controlled to pro¬
vide continuous camera speeds from 5 to 50 frames per
second. It is attached at the bottom of the camera and its
base is a scaled knob for regulating the rheostat. Exact
filming speed is shown by a built-in tachometer.

where camera is to be used in exposed position. The leather
bellows model is most efficient for general use on the studio
sound stage or on location. Its boom is engraved with

In addition to the 16-volt variable speed motor described
above, there is also available for the Arriflex 35 a 110-volt,
60-cycle AC single-phase sync motor with built-in footage

held camera, increasing use among professionals ultimately
led to design and production of sound blimps enabling the

marks for adjusting it for use with wide-angle 28mm and
35mm lenses. A geared filter stage accepts standard 3" x
3" filters and permits easy insertion and removal of them.
While the Arriflex 35 was originally designed as a hand¬

Continued on
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MODEL 1000 Sound Blimp for the Arriflex 35 designed to accept cam¬

OPEN VIEW OF THE Model 1000 sound blimp. Four doors give unlimited access

era with sync motor and

to all components of the camera. Remote focusing control is extended to outside

to

a

full-fledged

JULY
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studio

1000-ft. Mitchell
sound
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camera.

magazine, thus converting

't

of blimp; also through-the-lens viewing

feature

is

retained.
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tNIITHER FIRST BY PRECISIONI PRESEHTINB

THE UNITIZED SYNCHRONIZER

A totally new concept in film
synchronizers add or subtract
units as you need them, when
you need them

'Building Blocks"

A unitized design concept is incorporated in our entire line.
You can now purchase a synchronizer and be able to add-aunit whenever the need is there. It is not necessary to put
your unit aside, because you have outgrown it, or change
your mode of operation. We have developed this unitized
system to give the film editor a flexible piece of precision
equipment.
• Footage Counter — reset type
• Precision ball-bearings & oiless bearings throughout
• Large sprockets to S. M. P. T. E. standards
16mm—40 frames
35mm—T 6 frames
• Dural tension rollers — adjusted individually

One gang single T6mm unit

• Finger tip release
• Perfect control — convenient hand wheel
Look for this
trademark

Individual frame movement — shaft slip lock
Table mounting feet with rubber pads
Attractive hammertone finish
Simple coupling method for unitized assemblies
COMBINATION SYNCHRONIZERS are

For information and prices write:

also available

One gang single 35mm unit

Designers and Manufacturers of Equipment for the Motion Picture and TV Industries

ii!l PRECISION LABORATORIES
DIVISION OF PRECJSION CINE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
T037
428

UTICA AVENUE

BROOKLYN

3,

N. Y.
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INSTANTANEOUS
FILM
PROCESSOR
Processes motion picture film os it is
shot and readies it for projection
for closed circuit television vie\A/ing
in less than ten seconds.

By

JOSEPH

HENRY

CINE SPEED INSTANT FILM PROCESSOR shown here mounted on Maurer

A REVOLUTIONARY NEW motion picture film processor was

16mm camera, processes film as fast as camera exposes it.

introduced for the first time at a public showing June 1st
at the Roosevelt Raceway in New York. The Instant Film
Processor, a development of the J. A. Maurer Company of
Long Island, N. Y., processes motion picture film instan¬
taneously and simultaneously with the photography.
For the initial public demonstration, a ballet dancer was
photographed in action with the processing unit attached to
a Maurer 16mm camera. After shooting for approximately
two minutes, the resultant film—photographed and process¬
ed—was rewound and viewed on closed circuit television.
The film was shown at normal speed, slow motion and stop¬
ped on a single frame. The demonstration greatly impressed
racetrack officials at Roosevelt Raceway who long have been
interested in motion picture recording of race events.
In the accompanying photo, the Instant Film Processor
is attached to a 16mm Maurer camera. In operation, after
the film is exposed, is proceeds directly into the processor

A closed circuit TV system is an essential adjunct to the
processor for the use for which it was primarily designed—
that of race track patrol photography.
The film comes out of the processor fully processed to
a negative, and rolls up on the takeup spool of the unit at
the same rate it travels through the camera—either 24 or 32
fps. The film is projected as a negative on the closed circuit
TV projector and electronically reversed so that the image
becomes a positive picture on the video screen.
In the initial demonstrations, Eastman Tri-X negative was

compartment instead of to a takeup reel in the camera.

used and the results show the remarkable potentials of the
machine because Tri-X, although having good tonal quality,

Exactly how processing and drying takes place is something

fine grain, and superior speed, is about the most difficult

the developers wish to keep secret at this time.

film to fix and dry.
Picture quality is said to compare favorably with that of

Frank Kelly, Sales Manager of J. A. Maurer, Inc., who
explained the mechanics and features of the processing unit
at the demonstration, said ability to process film simul¬
taneously with the photography eliminates costs and the de¬
lay of laboratory development and provides an invaluable
time-saving factor when filming spot news breaks.
The shooting-processing process takes about nine seconds
from the time the film is exposed on the focal plane of the
camera until it winds up, fully processed, on the equip¬
ment’s takeup spool.
An alternative is provided in the final step so that the film
can travel directly to the projector, instead of a takeup reel,
so that twelve seconds after exposure, the photographed
image can be viewed on a closed circuit TV screen.

JULY
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the average newsreel film, and the contrast range is ideal
for television. The grain level is lower than racetrack film
producers have been accustomed to seeing in photo patrol
motion pictures, according to Richard M. Hanellin, Vicepresident of Cine Speed, Inc., which handles film recording
at Roosevelt Raceway.
Cine Speed sponsored and pioneered the Instant Film
Processor ten years ago at the J. M. Maurer laboratories in
Long Island City, and the company created the first night
patrol film to be used in harness racing five years ago.
The Instant Film Processor is jiortable and is designed
to work with most motion picture cameras presently on the
Continued

on

Page 434
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AERIAL IMAGE

By

V E R N

W .

P A L E N

One thing television has done for
motion pictures is to accelerate and
widen the production of animated
films, especially for commercials and
“spot” announcements. Today there
are hundreds of animation studios
throughout the United States, where
only a few years ago one could count
the number of active studios on the
fingers of one hand. And these were
devoted mainly to theatrical film pro¬
duction.
One result of this regeneration has
been the development of new and im¬
proved equipment for making animated

line
SeU-malting

rVles

over

films, which has made it possible to
turn out such films quicker and more
profitably.
The demand for still further econo¬
mies in the production of TV com¬
mercials has led to revival of an old
technique which, with the aid of mod¬
ern equipment, now promises impor¬
tant advantages for producers of
theatrical and commercial film anima¬
tion. This is the method of combining
live action with animation, using the
aerial image technique instead of re¬
sorting to use of traveling mattes.
The term aerial image denotes an
image in space formed by an optical
system.^ It can he received on a ground
glass, film, or other surface, or picked
up by another lens system.^ In ani¬
mated film production, aerial images
are introduced by means of under¬
neath projection, and the animation
camera photographs a top-lighted cel
and an underneath projected image si¬

live

filling

scene

/,,h
lexl

-Tille

com pleleW

sell-"’°”''"9

filled

jporkl®^’

multaneously. The major advantage of
the aerial image technique over the
traveling matte system is that with the
former, matte bleed is eliminated and
there is no matte distortion—two of
the big problems with mattes. The
original quality is retained in the an¬
swer print because there are no film
generations in between, no interme¬
diate steps.
The Animation Equipment Corpora¬
tion, New Rochelle, N. Y., has recently
introduced an aerial image unit for
use with professional animation stands,
which will be described at length in
ensuing paragraphs.
According to reliable sources, an

ACOVE ARE THREE frame enlargements from a TV commercial
produced
of

aerial

by

background
sketch

at

Eastern

image
was

right).

Effects,

and
aerial

Inc., N.Y., in which

animation
image

by

Lettering was on

was

employed.

underneath
acetate

cel.

combination
Live

action

projection

(see

Sparkles were

gradually added to letters by hand between single-frame ex¬
posures.

HOW

LIVE

through

ACTION

and

animation

use of Oxberry Aerial

at right)

in

conjunction

with

Image

animation

combined

■■

Unit (pictured

^

are

stand.
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IVND ANIMATION
Revival and refinement of an early-day animation
technique makes it possible to combine live-action
and animation in a single take faster and more
economically than with other methods.

developed and used to produce ani¬
mated films by Max Fleisher in 1925.
Even though the technique is thirtyfour years old, commercial equipment
of this type became available only re¬
cently when John Oxberry designed
and introduced his precision - built
aerial-image projector.
For three decades, underneath pro¬
jection installations were rare. Terry
Toons. Inc. and Walt Disney Produc¬
tions were privileged to enjoy this lux¬
ury because knowledge and experience
made it possible for them to build their
own units. Usually, these assemblies
were constructed to handle one or two
special film applications. Although
sizable savings were realized in proI duction time and cost, no serious ati^tempt was made to use the technique

on a broad scale.
With the advent of television and
the immediate success of animated ad¬
vertisements, a tremendous demand
was created for quick and efficient
methods for the production of these
films. Today’s vogue is to combine ani¬
mated ads with current events and this
requires mixing of live action with
animated characters. New machines
were necessary in order to obtain
speed and accuracy that was impossi¬
ble with conventional matte proce¬
dures.
John Bray produced the first ani¬
mated film in 1913 and Max Fleisher
published the first report on under¬
neath projection in 1925. The unit he
used consisted of a projector mounted
Continued on Page 436

—-

^ndernoatl
\
AERIAL IMAGE UNIT designed by John Oxberry for Animation Equipment Corp. At
right is control console. Unit operates interlocked with the animation camera, thereby
insuring complete sync.
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FIRST

STEP

lamp with
attach

is

to

replace

regular

AUXILIARY

projection

new

low-wattage bulb and socket and

RHEOSTAT

lamp which

controls

becomes

the

intensity
printing

of

light

in the film duping process.

it to light-tight lamphouse cover.

COVER REMOVED from projector sound head
reveals

the

exciter

lamp

which

is

used

to

print the sound track.

How To Dupe 16 mm Sound
Films With A Projector
By

JAMES

Success in a venture often provides
incentive to carry on future and great¬
er endeavors. The gratifying results
achieved by the writer in early experi¬
ments in making duplicates of home
movie films with an adapted 16mm
silent projector serving as a printer,
were eventually to he followed hy a
new and more challenging pursuit.
A natural curiosity was aroused as
to the practicality of duplicating sound
film — sound track and all — with a
similarly-modified 16mm sound pro¬
jector. Finding a method of reproduc¬
ing a clear, audible rendition of the
sound track was the major challenge in
the conversion of a 16mm sound pro¬
jector for such printing purposes. How
this challenge was met is discussed in
detail here.
Almost any make and model 16mm
sound jirojector, with slight modifica¬
tion of the conversion outlined, lends
itself to adaptation as a printer. The
principle is the same.
Because the
printing procedure requires a bulb of

432
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OSWALD

much less intensity than the conven¬
tional projection lamp, the first step is
to replace the regular projection lamp
with a lamp of much smaller wattage.
Here, an ordinary household 71/2 or 15
watt light bulb suits the purpose. The
tubular-shaped refrigerator or sewing
machine lamp is also adaptable.
It is very important to align as
close as possible the printing lamp with
the projector’s optical axis. This means
that the filament of the bulb should
center as nearly as practical with the
aperture gate of the projector, which
will serve as the printing aperture for
the picture portion of the sound film.
Since the new and smaller lamp will
probably have a screw-type base, a
conventional socket replaces the regu¬
lar projection lamp socket. The socket
and hull) combination are fastened to
an improvised lamphouse cover made
of plywood or hardboard, as pictured
here, which replaces the original cover
during the printing procedure.
An optional rheostat, connected in

LARGER

LOOP

jamming

in

sprocket

holes

in

outside

gate, also
of

both

film

insures

prevents
alignment

film
of

films.

series with the printing lamp, increas¬
es the versatility of the converted pro¬
jector as a printer. Being able to regu¬
late the brilliance of the lamp permits
compensation to be made where the
films to he printed vary in density.
Moreover, it makes it possible to use a
wider range of raw film stocks.
The ability to vary the intensity of
the printing lamp facilitates the repro¬
duction of color films. Without chang¬
ing lamps, copies of color films may
readily he made in black-and-white.
Continued on Page 444
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ENM-16 numbers 16MM film every 40 frames. An
adjustment bar permits edge numbering the film in
any area (16MM only).

NUMBER

ENM-16-M numbers 16MM film every 16 frames to
match 35MM. Numbering can be done in any
position on the film.
ENM-35 numbers 35MM film every 16 frames. A
combination ITS'OSMM machine is available at a
slightly higher cost.
ENM-70 numbers 70MM film every 16 frames.
(Equipped with an 80 tooth sprocket with five
perforations per frame.)

ENIVI-16
Machine can edge number rolls up to
3000'.
Friction devices control the payout reel.
A torque motor allows the film to be taken
up evenly and smoothly. An adjustment
knob for the torque motor rheostat per¬
mits quick adjustment to take up 1000,
2000, and 3000 foot reels.
The impression roller is free wheeling and
self adjusts itself to give a most legible
number without the danger of embossing.
A simplified inking system with an eccen¬
tric center roller in the ink well provides
quick alignment for the applicator sponge
rubber roller. A doctor knife in the inkwell
removes all surplus ink from the inking
rollers.
There is a simple adjustment for dis¬
pensing the amount of ink required.
The unit has a small brush wheel to clean
the numbering element after the number
is applied.
A micro switch cuts the power when a roll
of film is completed.
A Veeder Root counter checks the film
footage.
A keeper holds the film in place for sync
mark and spot coding.
The handle in front permits the operator
to manually turn the numbering block to
the desired position for a number change.
Running speed is between 80 to 110 feet
per minute.

$2675.

ENIVI-16-M

$2995.

ENIVI-35
m

ENM-70

$3250.

NUMBERING
BLOCK
The numbering block generally consists of two
letter wheels or one number and one letter wheel
manually operated and four number wheels which
move automatically and number from 0001 to
9999. All numbers can be reset by hand to begin
at any desired number.
ENB-35 ($400)... Numbering block for 35MM indi¬
rect reading. Two letter wheel and four numbers.
ENB16 ($400) ... Numbering block for 16MM
direct reading. One letter and four numbers wheel
or two letters and four number wheel.

MAIN OFFICE: 956 SEWARD, HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA, HO 2-3284
H piSoLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY •

reels • cans • shipping cases

BRANCH ; 524 WEST 43RD ST., NEW YORK, NEW YORK,

LO 3-1546

FILM PROCESSOR

many added refinements which will be

Continued from Page 429

used in remote areas.
Sound is being recorded on a Stan-

market by merely attaching it to the
camera.
16mm

Complete with Complete Sound Outfit
Includes: Modulite Galvenometer, Am¬
plifiers, 2
magazines, 4 lenses—
35mm Variable Area
—jkjk

SPECIAL PRICE;$2,500.00
also

develop¬

the near future.
The wide range of uses for this new
processor will undoubtedly create mar¬
kets for the equipment in many fields
of motion picture production, from
Hollywood sound stages to New York

35mm WALL CAMERA
without sound. Complete with 12 volt
motor, 4 lenses, 2 magazines

AT

at the present time,

ments are proceeding in order to pro¬
vide a 16mm and 35mm processor in

35mm. WALL CAMERAS

PRICED

Although available only for

$1,200.00

television centers. Schools, race tracks,
industrial firms, TV newsreel produc¬
ers and others now can shoot critical
or classified subject material without
the need to put the film through a com¬
mercial film laboratory.

35mm PRECISION

Tentative price of the Instant Pro¬
cessor is around S2250.00. “At the

Editing Machine
Formerly sold for $3,800.00

present time we have set up an organi¬
sation to service sporting events,” said

NOW ONLY $1,200.00

Hanellin. “This incorporates a closed-

Features
with
cal

system

prism;
tion

include

stepless

of

foot

at

makes

a

grain masters.

originals

with the Instant Processor. We intend
to supply an entire service, including

opti¬

rotating

reversing

Continuous

for

circuit television system in conjunction

drives

true

surface

for

speed.

safe

gear;

12

pedal

any
it

electromotor

variable

direc¬

personnel, film, etc. The system is pres¬

process

and

ently available on either purchase or a
rental basis.”

fine

Like New.

16mm BERNDT MAURER

GENIUS WITH A CAMERA

equipment $2,500.00
This slightly used camera features pre¬
cision

made

focusing

and

direct
a

through-the-lens

Brilliant

image

view¬

finder. The entire unit includes galven¬
ometer,
400'

amplifier,

magazines

three
and

lenses,

carrying

PV-100
with

all

Magnetic

Recorder.

equipment.

Complete

Guaranteed

to

be

perfect.

Specially priced atS^rOOO
Camera
ized

Bell

Equipment
&

Agency for Bell
Cameras,

Co.

Howell
&

Printers,

is

Sales

an
and

Author¬
Repair

Howell

Professional

Splicers,

and Model

2709 Standard Cameras.

ule was arranged, because much of the
filming would depend on the weather.
Certain cloud effects have been needed
for important scenes in the film. An¬
other contributing factor has been the
unpredictable actions of the animals
being used. The story calls for a bob¬
cat, a mountain lion and a rattlesnake,
among other wildlife.
Eor example, when shooting on loca¬
tion recently, an uncooperative rattle¬
snake caused many re-takes. The crew
had waited for most of the afternoon
for clouds to blow into camera range.
The time was used for rehearsal and
the placement of equipment. The cages
of two rattlesnakes had been moved
into the cool air so that the reptiles
would become more sluggish in their
movements.
Late in the day filming began. Neyman had spent a great deal of time
placing and quieting the rattler. Then
as he took his place behind the camera,

snake, its rattles started to vibrate a
warning. But the script called for the

one hurdle. On one occasion he had
to combine action filmed in two loca¬

tuted and the shot was completed, but
not before precious time and film had
been lost.

snake to remain still.
Einally a second rattler was substi¬

An integral part of the crew’s heavy
equipment is a counter-balanced cam¬

against the rocky setting and panned

era crane. The home-made apparatus
is mounted on a 2V2-ton military weap¬
ons carrier so that it can negotiate even
th'' most hazardous terrain.

and tilted with him as he ran down an
embankment. At the river he picked

The crane was built at a total cost
of Si,400 from scrap metal and spare

up the youth as he hurried down a sec¬

parts. It accommodates two men plus

ond slope. The two shots were matched
for action mid-way in the star’s dash

the camera and will rise to a height of
16 feet and descend below the level
of the tire treads when the vehicle
is })arked on a hillside.

To put the two areas together, Neyman shot his star, Efrain Ramirez,

for the water. The result is a smooth
transition from the stone pinnacles to
the river bed.
Although Neyman’s budget is slim
by Hollywood standards, there is no
shortage of equipment. The crew is
working with a rented Mitchell NC. A
BNC will be used for several days at
the end of the 13-week schedule. The
company owns a Model Q Eyemo with

434

dubbed in later from wild tracks.
A somewhat lengthy shooting sched¬

to give the appearance of movement to
the land.
Neyman’s early experience in film
cutting has helped him over more than

rock formations, but had no river. The
reverse was true of the second location.

16mm REEVES

corded, if it measures up to Neyman’s
standards. Otherwise it will be postrecorded. Background sounds will he

Continued from Page 425

tions and make the areas appear as
one. One spot abounded in interesting

two
cases.

corder. Dialogue will be used as re¬

the action was started. As the camera
boom moved in for a closeup of the

Single System Camera—
complete with sound

cil-Hoffman ITl^mm magnetic film re¬

Lew lights have been required for
the production, because most of the ac¬
tion takes place outdoors. Available
for emergencies, however, are several
banks of floodlights, a number of kleig
lights and one large arc. A searchlight
generator supplies the necessary power.
For the few interiors required, Ney-

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
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COMPLETELY EQUIPPED PROCESSOR
TO CONTINUOUSLY DEVELOP 10/SSram NEG/POS UP TO

9,000 FT. PER HOUR!

I LM LINE
16mm/35mm NEGATIVE AT 100 FT./MIN. • ALL STAINLESS STEEL CONSTRUCTION
16mm/35mm POSITIVE AT 150 FT./MIN. * COMPACT • EASILY INSTALLED

Converts 16 or 35mm effortlessly
Variable processing: times
48 seconds to 5 minutes.
Speeds: 25' to 150'/min.
3000’ flanges

Exclusive FILMLINE
formance:

design features assure you of

100%

professional

per¬

FILM-FLIGHT... an unerringly dependable film transport mechanism.

Vapor-lock seals on all chambers
Two banks of film/cabinet

TEMP-GUARD ... a precision
frigeration.

temperature control system for

both

heat and

re¬

6 Gals, solution/cabinet

FLO-JET NOZZLES ... a scientific design of spray nozzles that achieves maximum solu¬
tion impingement.

Quick-fill valve converts neg. or
pos. chemicals in 2 minutes

CUSHNBLO AIR SQUEEGEES ...a new type air squeegee that cushions film surface to
remove excess solutions.

Separate replenishing &
recirculation for each cabinet
with stainless-steel pump,
S.S. filter, S.S. Gauge,
S.S. Flometer, S.S. Thermometer
Darkroom

Born of the need for truly efficient CONTROLLED-PROCESSING of heavy film
production . . . within the economies of both space and time . . . comes this most
significant advance in automatic film processor design and engineering ... at a
cost far below any other completely equipped, high-speed processing machine.

TURBO-FLO IMPINGEMENT DRYING ... a high velocity, mathematically precise delivery
of warmed air direct to emulsion, insuring sparkling dry images.
These Filmline advances are basic achievements vital to your increased operating
efficiency, improved processing performance and reduced cost economy.

Dual wash film chambers

Unit
3I'L,22"W,87"H

Recirculation of filtered wash

Daylight
Unit
105 ■L,32”W,81"H

Built-in flush-down system

For Complete
Specifications or
Demonstration
write Dept. JCM 59

FILMLINE CORP.

DISTRIBUTED

JULY

•

BY:

1959

CAMERA

EQUIPMENT CO.,

NEW YORK

CITY

MILFORD,

CONNECTICUT
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man and his crew tore down an old
weather-beaten split-plank house and

TRANSISTORIZE

reassembled it on a level site several

YOUR
AURICON

miles off the coastal highway where no
signs of civilization would be apparent
in the background. The 100-year-old

1 or 2 Channel
Hi-Fi Amplifier
Mounted On
Your Camera

able or “wild” walls to allow for a vari¬
ety of camera setups. Most of the in¬

—Control
Audio While
Shooting.

To keep a constant check on his
progress. Neyman has installed two

For Details, Audio Sample, Write

Euslis Drive

*

door shots for the picture were made in
this building.

Holmes 35mm projectors in his head¬
quarters at Big Sur. The whole techni¬
cal crew and the actors assemble each
evening to view rushes sent daily from

BILL LANDRUM
851

building was reconstructed with remov¬

Indianapolis 19, Ind.

General Film Laboratory in Los An¬
geles. Following the showings a confer¬
ence is held to determine possible im¬
provements in all phases of the pro¬
duction.

^CiAL PURCHASE
>4 BRAND NIW^

HOLMES 35.

MM

After several weeks of working to¬
gether. members of Neyman’s crew
have caught his enthusiasm for the
project. Many help out at extra tasks.
Neyman’s 19-year-old star, Ramirez,
whom he discovered in a Monterey
county high school, has taken an avid
interest in editing. He also has helped
Neyman coach the other Mexican ac¬
tors in their native Spanish.
From

Bearing
Portoble

35

Sound

mm.

Projectors

constant spoed motors, 1000 watt Mozdo lamp*
houses, 2000' upper and lower mogozines,
photocells, exciter lomps,
2 — Series

t

4"

lenses, with

etc.

(Brond

odapters

New).

the

progress

already

made,

Neyman’s investors believe that they
have found a remarkably gifted young
man who is equal to the important task
of bringing a major author’s work to
the screen.
■

(New).

1 ^ Sot projector, photocell and exciterl lomp
cobles (New)
1—Amplifier, lote model, 25/30
wott output (Rebuilt like New).

]—Jensen Heovy

Duty 12'' PM speoker, with baffle end 75 feet
cable * guar anteed same os new.

kSTAR CINEMA SUPPLY CO.

I

621 West 55th Street, New York 19, N.Y.

MOVIOLA
FILM EDITING
EQUIPMENT
16MM - 35MM
•

PICTURE
SOUND
Photo and
Magnetic

•

SYNCHRO¬
NIZERS

•

REWINDERS

One

of

the

new series 20
Moviolas
f o r
picture and
sound.

Write for
Cotalogue
MOVIOLA MANUFACTURING CO.
1451

436

Gordon

St.

•

Hollywood

28,

Calif.

AERIAL IMAGE
Continued from

Page 431

under a table in whose center was an
opening covered with translucent glass.
A camera was suspended above the
glass and the live-action image was
projected onto the glass from below. A
drawing on transparent material was
then placed on the glass and the cam¬
era photographed both images simul¬
taneously.
In 1939. Paul Terry introduced and
patented the first aerial image under¬
neath projector. He installed a stopmotion camera on an animation stand
and mounted a hand-driven projector
under the table top. It projected a liveaction scene into a reflecting prism
that bent the image 90 degrees up¬
ward into two 19-inch condensing
lenses mounted in the table top.
alt Disney used underneath pro¬
jection in some of his animated films.

He projected the animated film onto a
14 by 20 ft. translucent screen, live
acting was performed on stage in front
of the screen, and a TecLmicolor cam¬
era recorded the sequence. Disney used
the animated film as background for
live action whereas underneath pro¬
jection employs live action as back¬
ground for animation.
The Oxberry aerial image unit illus¬
trated here makes it possible to photo¬
graph a top-lighted cel and an under¬
neath projected image simultaneously.
It allows a small product to be ani¬
mated as in puppet work and then to
be superimposed over a projected liveaction scene. The work is accomplished
with single-exposure or one-pass meth¬
ods whereas traveling; mattes were pre¬
viously required. Ride and registration
problems are eliminated and produc¬
tion time is greatly reduced.
An aerial image can be photo¬
graphed by the animation camera only
when the camera is precisely position¬
ed for a 10^2 field on the table top
(1 to 1). The aerial image is picked up
without grain on 16mm or 35mm
black-and-white film, or on color film
when filters are used.
Since the aerial image is invisible
to the naked eye. the camera can be
racked over to permit alignment at the
film plane bv means of the ground
glass reticle. The aerial image can also
be viewed by placing ground glass or
tracuig paper on the table top. There
is no loss of contrast because the aerial
image is not affected by top lighting.
With the Oxberry unit, a ground
glass is employed on the table top for
zooms. It also permits masking out
portions of a projected image where a
commercial is to be changed without
reshooting. Two exposures (two pass¬
es) are necessary with the ground
glass image and zooms from 12 to 7
field may be made without picking up
grain. The compound table cannot be
moved when aerial or ground glass
image work is photographed, since this
would misalign the optical system.
Table-top peg tracks may be used for
shooting either type of image.
The mechanical and optical compo¬
nents of the Oxberry aerial image unit
are coupled through electrical circuits
to provide a compact self-contained as¬
sembly which is 42 in. long, 30 in.
wide and 27 in. high. Normally, the
aerial image unit is mounted on the
floor to the right of the animation
stand. If desirable, it may he placed in
other positions providing the path of
the projected image is not obstructed.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

Film

loading

is

simple

since

the

projector is open on top and is easily
accessible. Either 35mm or 16mm film
can be handled because shuttles and
sprocket assemblies are interchanged
in a few minutes. Optical centers re¬
main in alignment at all times even
though film size is changed frequently.
Four 400-ft. film chambers are pro¬
vided, two for feed and two for takeup. Torque motors keep proper tension
on the film for forward and reverse
movements. Projector has fixed-pin

Smooth, steady CAMERA
MOBILITY at a Low Price
HOUSTON FEARLESS

plates that accommodate two films.
This permits running two live-action
scenes or one live and one animated
film together.
Two films can be photographed si¬
multaneously with an animated cel on
the table top to give the same results
obtained with two traveling mattes.
The fixed-pin shuttle design eliminates
the need for moving pins and is the
only satisfactory method for high pre¬
cision work. Speeds are limited to 700

Here’s the solid support and steady, smooth-rolling action
of a pedestal at the price of a tripod-dolly combination.
The Houston Fearless PD-10 is designed for all monochrome
TV cameras. Ideal for 16mm and 35mm motion picture
cameras. Accommodates all standard heads.

rpm or below.

Rolls easily, quietly on large
8" rubber, ball bearing
wheels which can be
locked in parallel for
dolly shots or left free
for extreme maneuverability.
Telescoping legs can be
extended for maximum
stability or shortened for
narrow passageways.

The aerial image projector is mount¬
ed on two ball-bearing sleeves that ride
on ground rails. Travel is 8 in. from
end to end and this makes it possi¬
ble to convert from 35mm to 16mm
work without moving the entire unit.
Tlie projects is moved with a lead
screw and handwheel having a mi¬
crometer dial that permits positioning
to within 1/lOOOth of an inch. Lamphouse accommodates bulbs ranging in
size from 100 to 750 watts.
The optical system was designed spe¬
cifically for the aerial image unit. Be¬
cause efficiency is high, only a 100watt projection lamp is necessary in
working with a black-and-white or
color film image. Since intensity is
low, the light does not burn through
opaquing on a cel and does not reveal
brush marks.
For special jobs, of
course, the bulb size can be increased
up to 750 watts.
In the lamphouse, an achromatic
system is used instead of standard con¬
denser lenses. Corrected for spherical,
color and coma aberrations, the sys¬
tem permits straight-through printing
without a diffusing glass at 1-to-l
ratio. The achromatic installation de¬
livers 22,000 foot-candles with a 500watt bulb. This provides 30 to 50 per
cent more light than when standard
condenser lenses are used.
At the shuttle, an objective lens
picks up tbe film image and projects
it to a first surface mirror set at 45
degrees which diverts the image 90 de-

JULY

•

1959

P.

Between takes, camera
can be quickly, easily
raised or lowered with
hydraulic jack. Maximum
height to top of column:
60". Minimum: 35".
Completely disassembles
for easy transport.
A precision-built,
high quality unit
in every respect.
Send coupon for
full details now.

Head not included

■

I HOUSTON FEARLESS CORPORATION

HOUSTON J
FEARLESS

1 1805 W.

Oyympic Blvd.

Los Angeles (A, Calif.

Please send catalog and prices on □ PD-10 Pedestal
□ Other Pedestals
□ Heads

□ Film Processors

•

Name_

•
•
•

Address

•

City_

□ Dollies

□ Tripods

Q Remote Control Heads
□ Parabolas

Firm_

Zone_State
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grees into two rectangular 9-by-13 in.
field condenser lenses. The field lenses
are specially designed and color cor¬
rected to provide a sharp IQl/^ field
aerial image at the top surface of the
upper condenser.

385mm (15-in.) f/4.5
CENTURY SUPER-TELE-ATHENAR!

TELE-LENS!

The image is picked up by the cam¬
era objective lens and is recorded on
raw stock. To eliminate the hot spot of
the projected image that would be
picked up on the ground glass, the
projector is positioned at an angle off
the optical axis of the camera.

In Precision Focusing "C" or Kodak Mount.
RAZOR

SHARP!

COLOR-CORRECTED!

Operating on 120 volts AC, the
electrical circuits are arranged so the
stop-motion motors on the camera and
on the aerial image projector can be
synchronized. These two motors may
also be indexed to run 180 degrees
out-of-sync or may be operated inde¬
pendently both forward or reverse.
The hook-up makes it possible to pro¬
duce many special effects so that the
animation stand really becomes a ver¬
tical printer. Switches for operating
the aerial image unit are clearly de-

Lightweight (only 40 oz.l) The only high
power tele-lens designed especially
for
16mm. Not an adapted "soft" still camera
lens. In use by many award winning "pros."
Fully guaranteed. Ideal for Bolex Reflex, etc.
Reflex beam splitter finder for B&H, K-lOO,
etc. $64.50 extra, ((removable). For Arri
add $16.50. Support bracket $24.50. Cus¬
tom hard case $24.50. The ideal lens for
wildlife. Shipped postpaid and insured. Pre¬
cision made by tele-lens specialists. Litera¬
ture available. Made in U.S.A.

CENTURY

PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT CO.
10659 BURBANK BLVD.

NO. HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

CINEKAD Microphone Booms
CINEKAD Mike Booms are light in
weight, rigidly constructed, precision
engineered and ideal for location or
studio work.

ALL

MODELS

FIT

1

Model

2

Model C-12 extends from 7 to 14 feet; has
external directional mike control.

3

Model “Miracle” extends from 7 to 18
feet; has internal fitted noiseless directional
mike control.

4

Model C-18
has external

IN YOUR CAR!

Write for Free

BR-12

extends

from

7 to

14

feet.

extends from 7 to 20 feet;
directional mike control.

Each CIAIEKAD Mihe Boom has a sturdy
o-foot stand, which can be elevated to a
height of 10 feet.

Catalogue

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.

763 10TH AVE., NEW YORK 19, N.Y.

fined

and

are located on

a

control

panel which is easily accessible.
Continuous or stop-motion step¬
printing can be handled by electrically
synchronizing the camera and aerialimage motor units. This is done by
switching the underneath projector to
interlock position. Both motors then
operate simultaneously at the touch of
a button. With this arrangement, it is
possible to do straight step printing
or an animated cel may be dissolved on
or off. Animated products and char¬
acters can be changed in the same
live-action scene thus eliminating the
need for retakes.
Skip-frame work is possible when the
two stop-motion motors are indexed
180 degrees out-of-sync. The camera
control button is pushed twice to ad¬
vance the raw stock two frames for
each single frame in the underneath
projector. Such a sequence can be re¬
peated as often as desired and other
skip-frame combinations are possible
by manually operating the two stopmotion motors independently. Freezeframe techniques can also be handled
by independent operation of the stopmotion motors, forward and reverse.
Similarly, ripples, wipes, flips and split
images are easy to make with shadowboard accessories.
In everyday operation, the Oxberry
underneath projection unit has been
used to superimpose titles over liveaction color scenes and has been wide¬
ly applied for aerial and ground glass
photography. Results are excellent and
show no loss of contrast and no pickup
of grain. Live action scenes are sharp
and titles are perfectly registered and
are clearly defined. The high-quality
optical system and precise design of
the Oxberry aerial image installation
are factors which make it possible to
achieve superior effects in a fraction
of the time normally required for matte
methods.
■
’Cameron’s Encyclopedia of Motion Pictures.
"Morgan and Morgan’s Photo Dictionary.

TV NEWS CAMERA
1^6 in

—j^nc

with HALLEN’S new
COMPLETELY TRANSISTORIZED
PORTABLE MAGNETIC FILM

EL.ECTRONICS

332 N. LA BREA AVE., LOS ANGELES, CAL. - WEbster 1-5343
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switching, metering, amplification or
other standard operations had been in¬
troduced.
Portability
had
been
achieved, but without material progress
toward reduction in weight. The first
model of the Portacon tended to render
the cameraman round-shouldered. But

RECORDING SYSTEM

H A L. L. E N

Continued from Page 421

despite deformity he had achieved mo¬
bility. Transportation of camera gear

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

had been simplified if not lightened,
and set-up time had been practically

all new

eliminated.
Experiments and developments of the

WORLD FAMOUS

initial model consumed several months.
The unit was ready late in the summer
of 1955 and put into use for the first
time in rather spectacular manner. A

Patlie

crisis at the Oklahoma City municipal
building, involving a strike of munici¬

16mm "WEBO-M"

pal garbage haulers, broke as a major

REFLEX CINE

news story on which all news media
quickly concentrated. Its controversial
nature emphasized the importance of

CAMERA

obtaining factual statements from both

Imagine! All the perform*
once . . . the precision controls that have perpetuated
the honored name—Rathe,
are now yours in Rathe's
New, Light, Compact
"Webo -M"! Just Received
From Roris.

I
i'l

sides—from city officials and the lead¬
ers of the move to unionize garbage
haulers.
On its first day of use, the Portacon
rolled out 2700 feet of film with sound.
Horton ranged from side to side, re¬
cording statements and answers. The
Portacon’s advantages over conven¬

w
^

-

•JifttCTLY

I

6 SPEEDS-8 TO 80 FRAMES PER

tional, immobile sound-camera gear
were quickly demonstrated. An alert
newspaper photographer snapped a
candid of the unit in operation, an ex¬

Available with complete selection of Wide-Angle, Tele-Photo Lenses & Accessories'

posure that gave the illusion of a man
with a camera for a head. This unique

U S.A. Distributor

Write for the Complete Story! FREE 132 Pg Photo Tools Catalog
^

Burke

photo later became a full-page picture
oddity for a national news magazine.

&.

Serving industry Since 1897.
321 S. Wabash Ave.

James, Inc.

Chicago 4, III., U.S.A.
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In the ensuing stages of the Porta¬
con’s development, some improvements
were made quickly. The chronology of
change becomes somewhat confused,
since many alterations overlapped. In
each case, however, it contributed to
decreased weight, greater efficiency,

i

Used World-Wide By Discriminating Comeromen

(INEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE—For 16niiii Projectors

and improved ease of handling.

Especially designed to drive all
Bell & Howell, Ampro, Kodak,
RCA, and Victor 16mm projectors
at synchronous speed.

The power pack was readily sup¬
planted with a single-light-weight stor¬
age battery capable of operating the
entire rig. A sheet-aluminum power

Projector

box with fitted connectors for camera
cables replaced the hard-rubber devel¬
oping tank, and the entire power unit
was reduced to less than half the size
of the original. The behind-the-back
element was quickly brought to its pres¬
ent shape and dimensions, approxi¬

An

icon amplifier was obvious. Working
with
engineers, Horton devel¬
oped the schematic for a transistor am¬
plifier, housing it in another alumnium
case roughly the dimensions of the cam¬
era base and about two inches deep.
In later models, the lateral size has

JULY

•
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instantly

attached

to

outstanding

feature

is

the

flexible

shaft which connects motor with projector
and

permits

operation.
One-year Guarantee!

Immediate Delivery!
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No

edge required for installation and mount¬
ing. Write for more details and prices.

Variable Shutter • Split-Frame Mask • Synchronous

What to do about debulking the Aur-

be

tached at any time in a matter of seconds.

mately 3" X 5" X 7". Using any stand¬
ard charging unit or any 12-volt auto
electric system, the batteries can be re¬
charged in 20 to 30 minutes to give
power sufficient for a 2700-foot film
run.

can

Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬

Torque motor take up—
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Day
Money Back Trial.
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been somewhat reduced so the ampli¬
fier now actually is smaller than the
camera base. As accompanying illustra¬
tions show, the amplifier was moved
from the front overhang of the shoul¬
der pod and placed under the camera.
Thus, a dual purpose is served: to add
to compactness and to raise the camera
to a more favorable view finder posi¬
tion.
The amplifier can be fitted with dual
microphone outlets, enabling the cam¬
eraman to conduct question-and-answer
interviews while shooting. Sound track
exposure control is on the left side of
the amplifier for easy access, and a
pilot light indicating unit readiness is
inset in the amplifier case on the same
side, near the front. Although wired
circuits are used, the new amplifier
could easily be produced with printed
circuits.
Mounted at the left front of the am¬
plifier is a three-inch cylinder that

amplifier-switch unit can be removed

procedure that can be avoided if care is

from the shoulder pod and the camera
used hand-held. The unit is so pre¬
cisely balanced that it will stand alone

taken to establish a definite direction

on the base of the pistol grip.
The Portacon is ideally suited to

which we shall discuss this month, can

shooting with zoom-type lenses, because

ject movement is constant in relation to

use of such lenses. The problem of
changing film stocks, when going from

only. In the contrasting pattern, action

interior to exterior shooting can be
elim’nated by using one of the high¬
speed films, such as DuPont 931A or

each other.
It will simplify matters to think of

Eastman Kodak’s Tri-X, and ND filters

directional continuity in terms of “com¬
ings and goings”—the appellation giv¬

on the lens when shooting outdoors to
compensate for the brighter exterior
light.
For today’s television newsreel cam¬
eraman-reporter, who must perform all
his own photographic and sound re¬
cording chores, the Portacon is a boon.
Some cameramen might complain that
it doubles the number of assignments
they can cover in a day •— but then,

volume control knob is on the meter
case, operable with the cameraman’s
left hand.

EXIT RIGHT, ENTER LEFT
Continued

from

■
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In early versions of the Portacon, ontered easily once it is thoroughly un¬

rear of the Auricon did not lend itself
to easy manipulation. It was apparent

derstood and given proper attention. A
vigilant cameraman can endear him¬
self to the film editor by consistently

that some kind of a trigger-grip switch¬
ing plan was desirable, but the stand¬

delivering scenes that are directionally
correct so they will “cut together” with¬

ard trigger grips—such as those made
for Bolex silent cameras — could not

out the need for re-takes or having the
lab reverse a scene from left to right

provide efficient switching for the Port¬
acon. Horton decided on a pistol grip

or vice versa so it will fit the directional
pattern of the sequence.

with a single finger-pressure switch.
Now. use of the Portacon requires only
the central pistol grip switch and the
volume control knob in operation. The
precise control afforded by the pistol
grip switch plus the improved amplifier
design provide automatic sound “blip¬
ping” and eliminates starting and stop¬
ping “wows.”
The last feature added to the Port¬
acon made it a fully self-contained unit,
with all the necessary components now
neatlv included in a single package.
This is an automatic spring-loaded re¬
tractable reel for the microphone cord
mounted on the lower end of the chest
extension of the shoulder pod.
The Portacon has virtually perfect
balance to the degree that it can be car¬
ried on the shoulder, leaving both
hands free. When desired, the camera-
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the camera, i.e., moves in one direction
moves both ways: groups of people or
vehicles move toward or away from

some people are never satisfied.

switch. Mounted immediately under the
amplifier, it enables the cameraman to
control his entire camera operation

be divided into two categories: constant
and contrasting. The first is where sub¬

none of its construction features inter¬
fere in any way with the mounting or

houses the combination VU-battery
check-sound track exposure meter. The

and-off switching was a problem since
conventional switch placement at the

pattern.
Dynamic directional continuity,

If screen stories could be presented
in one continuous shot, there would be
few directional problems. But they are
made up of “bits and pieces,” of many
shots of various lengths filmed from
different angles and often with differ¬
ent size lenses, then pieced together by
a film editor. And because this is so,
directional continuity is vital to the

en the technique by early-day movie
makers. For example: the hero is either
going somewhere or coming back to
where he started from. If the direction
of travel is decided before a frame of
film is shot and care is taken to photo¬
graph the hero coming and going in op¬
posite directions, there is likely to be no
trouble as far as directional continuity
is concerned. Say the hero leaves the
ranch and goes to town. This action
may be established moving left to right
on the screen. Thereafter, whenever the
hero is to be shown going to town, he
will travel left to right on the screen
regardless of the lens angle, whether in
long shot or closeup, or even if only the
horse’s feet are shown in the scene. In
scenes showing him returning to the
ranch, direction of travel will be re¬
versed, and he will be moving from
right to left.
A contrasting directional pattern is
used to depict opposing actions moving
toward each other. For example, the
hero leaves the ranch (going left to
right). The heroine is shown in the
next scene riding right to left—suggest¬
ing that she is riding toward and will
intercept the hero. Unless the audience
is informed through dialogue or pictor¬
ial means that the hero and heroine are
riding away from each other, it will

planning and execution of every shot
in the script.

quite naturally assume that they are
riding toward each other. Such is the

There are two basic types of direc¬
tional continuity: dynamic and static.

power of properly oriented directional
continuity.

Dynamic concerns the actual travel or

Contrasting direction of movement

movement of subjects and vehicles on
the screen. Static has to do with the di¬
rection people or objects face in more
or less fixed set-ups.

can be uesd to build suspense, imply
an impending clash, or contribute

“Mulling” directional continuity is
one of the most serious mistakes in the
book of movie making. Where the least
doubt arises during shooting, a veteran
cameraman or director will “shoot it
both ways” for protection — a costly

drama through forceful opposition. Sus¬
pense can be built up by depicting the
hero and villain approaching each other
in separate shots—if directional contin¬
uity is correct for each shot and there
is skillful cutting back and forth be¬
tween the shots of opposing action. A
single shot is rarely if ever suspenseful.

AMERICAN CINEAAATOGRAPHER
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CENT EQUIPMENT
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The ultimate in

directional continuity and uses it prop
erly, the film editor is severely ham¬
pered in his efforts to cut the footage
into a dramatic picture story.
Keeping directional continuity
straight may seem like a simple task,
but it is full of pitfalls because of the
method by which movies are generally
produced. Long shots may be photo¬
graphed one day while intercutting

A

good

rule

to

remember

when

shooting each scene in a picture is
never cross the action axis with the
camera. The action axis is the subject’s
line of travel. (See accompanying dia¬
gram). When shooting is in progress,
the subject should be kept moving in
the same direction from the camera
viewpoint. If the camera is later placed
in another spot at the location hut on
the opposite side of the action axis,
even though the subject continues to

New Series of COOKE Lenses . . .
We can’t help crowing about this latest
achievement in lenses by TAYLOR-HobsoNCooke. Made of rare earth glasses, their
new series is the “latest” word in lens
design. Optically and mechanically per¬
fect, they provide the sharpest defini¬
tion. Ideal for Theatrical orTV Film work.
Write for further information today.
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16mm Color to 35mm Color or B&W negatives,
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Color corrections and optical effects.
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closeups are made on another; or an
entire sequence of traveling shots may
be filmed at one time with the action
moving in both directions. Unless notes
are carefully made for each take, di¬
rectional mistakes may result.
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move in the same direction with respect

which show Los Angeles at the left and

to the prevailing north-south, east-west

New' York at the right.
A ship shown on the high seas going

points of the location, subject will ap¬
pear on the screen travelling in the op¬

from

Complete Outfit tvith Carrying Cases

posite direction.

should be photographed moving right

WE DON’T WANT TO COMPETE
WITH OUR PRODUCER CUSTOMERS

A simple expedient for keeping di¬
rection straight when shooting a com¬

to left on the screen—traveling east to

MOVIE CAMERA
Our

film

editors

service

some

of

America';

most distinguished producers. They shoot the
film, we edit iti
We’re

selling

plicated action sequence is to make a
diagram of the scene with the subject’s
position prominently marked, and an

this fine

American-mode

cam¬

era for a fraction of its original cost. Almost

arrow indicating the direction of move¬
ment indicated in the script. This will

Europe

to

the

United

States

west. The cameraman and film editor
have a cine choice on north and south
movements, since up and down screen
movements are a hit difficult to handle;
hut when one direction is established,

,

serve as a quick reference guide when

the opposite movement must be used
for the other.

thru2.3

establishing subsequent camera setups.
It is well to remember that we are a

The question naturally arises: “Why
can't we shoot the moving object from

Goerz Apogar lens; 12 v. motor; 24 v. motor;

“left-to-right” people. We think that

the other side going in the opposite di¬

two

way because we read that W'ay. Some
cameramen and film editors may dis¬

rection?” Of course you can! But peo¬
ple have been conditioned to thinking

avail¬

agree with this, hut generally speaking,

Film speeds 8 to 56 fps; built-in tachometer;

anything moving in a left-to-right pat¬
tern is easier to follow and to view'. So,

in terms of map directions: north is
up, south is down, west is left, and east

identical to the Arriflex
tures and
Outfit

in

appearance, fea¬

operation.

includes

Cineflex

camera

with

the-lens finder; 35mm 2.3 Goerz Apogar len;;
50mm

2.3

Goerz

Apogar

lens;

spring-wound

motor; two 400 ft.

one

100

magazine;

pod;

tripod

carrying

ft.

adapter

cases.

able from

high

plate;

(Additional

75mm

magazines;

hat;

wrist

shoulder

strap;

accessories

manufacturer).

variable governor; many other features unique
to

this

camera.

May

be

used

on

tripod

or

hand-held. Camera just checked-over at fac¬
tory in New York City. Excellent condition.
Our

List price if new; $3622.
price, used, but in excellent condition:

$795.

if there is a choice—on static scenes or
other shots where the camera is panned
across buildings, scenery or other in¬
animate objects—pan the camera from
left to right.
When shooting moving objects or

Cosh with

order,

or 25*/,

deposit on

COD.

GOTHAM FILM SERVICE
245 West 55th Street
New York

19, N.Y.

JUdson 6-5663

people, have them enter the frame,
cross over, then exist. If you use this
clean-cut entrance-and-exit technique,
the film editor can pick up the action at
any point for his match cut. Nothing is

16mm Film Developing
and Printing
16MM
16MM
16MM
16MM

ANSCOCHROME
B&W REVERSAL
B&W NEGATIVE
B&W POSITIVE

...NOW...

FASTAX IN COLOR
A.S.A. 100, 200 AND 400

150 WesI 50th Street
New York 19, N. Y.

Any logical change in movement di¬
rection should he clearly indicated on
the screen. There are times when this
is overlooked, especially when subse¬
quent script or editing changes require
the subject to move in a direction op¬
posite that originally filmed. Such con¬
tingencies can he met by making headon and tail-away shots at time of shoot¬
ing that w'ill show the subject moving
straight toward or directly away from

there during the entire scene. It is pos¬
sible to cut-in closeups on such shots,
hut they cannot he strung together be¬

be used where the travel or movement

pan shot, have subject enter the frame
as shooting begins, pan with it for the
necessary time, then have it exit at
the opposite side. In shooting continu¬
ous travel it should he remembered that
when a subject exits right it should
enter the scene in the next shot at the
left of the screen—or vice versa.
One should always make note of the
exit pattern or direction when a shot
is completed so that when it comes time
to shoot the next entrance—even days
later—it will coincide with the estab¬
lished travel pattern in the correct
direction. Some directors go around
mumbling: “Exit right; enter left.”
It’s their way of reminding themselves
of the basic rule governing screen
direction.
If the script calls for an airliner to
fly from Los Angeles to New York, it
should he photographed flying left to
right. This conforms with the direction
on
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your audiences happily oriented.

more difficult to cut than travel shots
in which the moving object is picked up
in the center of the frame and left

cause of the absence of proper en¬
trances and exits. Where a scene is a

Established 1949

is right. So. for smooth directional con¬
tinuity go along with the map and keep

conventional

maps of the U.

S.

the camera. This simple expedient can
is in either direction, or to bridge shots
where action moves in opposite direc¬
tions. As a matter of course many cam¬
eramen shoot such protection shots just
in case they are needed later. Such
shots also can be used to open and close
action sequences. (Open with a head-on
shot, then cut to cross-screen movement,
and finish with a tail-away shot for the
final fadeout).
Cut-away closeups can also come to
the rescue in editorial situations such
as described by momentarily distract¬
ing the audience so that unavoidable
changes in direction on the screen will
go unnoticed. Typical is the shot in
which a person is shown turning his
head as if watching the moving object
change direction. A cut-away shot of
this type can be filmed later with the
subject framed against the sky or some
nondescript background.
The one proper method, however, for
presenting moving action is through
faithful continuity of screen direction
when scenes are being photographed.
Such cine crutches as shooting protec¬
tion shots both ways, distraction cut-

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

aways, or neutral head-on or tail-away
shots are generally acceptable for docu¬
mentary, newsreel or nontheatrical
fdms. But photoplays, which depend on
the firm establishment of places, direc¬
tion of travel and correct matching of
action, should always be photographed
along a definite directional continuity

MITCHELL BIMC
35mm

COMPLETE

plan that is never altered for any reas¬
■

on during the production.

STLDIO

(To be continued)

$

“ANATOMY OF A MURDER”
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able camera carrier. Luckily we found
a “low-bed” truck designed for moving
heavy machinery, the bed of which, as
its name implies, being about 15 inches
from the ground. On this we mounted
camera, tripod, lights, sound recorder,
and crew. The “low-bed” was then
hitched to a prime mover which in
turn was connected to a portable gen¬
erator, and away we went. Rube Gold¬
berg would have envied this incongru¬
ous assembly, but it enabled us to get
the shot.
The most difficult scenes to film, per¬
haps, were those staged in the local
County Jail. The action took place in a

8950

CAMERA

OLTFIT

00

With all built-in features.

•

Combination matte box and sunshade with leather bellows.

• Wide angle matte box.
• Viewfinder with built-in adjustable mattes and following-focus cams for the lenses.
•

Reducing finder adapter.

•
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•

220 volt 3 phase BNC interlocking motor.

•
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small cell, too narrow even to permit
the entrance of a crab dolly. But the
problem was soon licked by our grips
who whipped up a wooden dolly barely
30 inches in width. A wag, observing
the situation, quipped: “Why not just
release the prisoners?”
Lest it be construed that we shot en¬
tirely indoors on this location, I’d like
to mention one scene we shot on the
shores of Lake Superior, where we uti¬

PORTABLE ELECTRIC
POWER FOR TV & MOVIE
900 AMP-DC

lized probably the heaviest and the
greatest number of props ever intro¬
duced in a single shot. The site was a
small hot dog stand. The scene itself

WAUKESHA
GASOLIHE ENGINE

was simple: Jimmy Stewart and Arthur
O’Connell eating hardboiled eggs. How¬

Every Special Control
Conceivable

ever, in order to give it “production,”
Mr. Preminger asked for and got in the

Completely Soundproofed
Will not cause any electrical
disturbance in filming or
recording systems.

background an over-head iron ore load¬
ing crane, a diesel locomotive and eight
cars, and seventeen automobiles — in¬
dicative of the wonderful cooperation
we received from everyone on this
Michigan location.
A flock of seagulls added further au¬
thenticity to the scene. These gullible
extras were lured into camera range
with thirty pounds of fish scattered
along the water front, and performed
perfectly on cue.
Sort of “worked

•

scale,”

you

portable, electric generating

sta¬

tion designed especially for the TV and Movie field.

$30,000.00

We are making a SPECIAL PRICE OFFER¬
ING on this unit which is a factory
contract overrun.
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sign of the Arricord is said to have re¬

ARRSFLEX 35
Continued from

sulted from a growing demand for a
compact, portable double-system sound

Page 427

recording camera for use in newsreel
camera

to

be

used

for

professional

sound film production. Available are

filming and sound film production on
location where portability and economy

the Model 400 and Model 1000 sound
blimps. The former is designed for the

are important factors.

Arrillex 35 with sync motor and 200ft. or 400-ft. magazines. The impor¬
tant reflex viewing system of the

mounted on right side of the camera
and joined to the camera’s mechanism

camera is retained. The regular camera
door with its optical system is re¬
moved and replaced with a special
cover, which connects to the optical
viewing system built into the blimp.
Follow-focus is then accomplished by
means of either of two controls—one
located at the front side and the other
at the back of the blimp. These con¬
trols connect directly to the focusing
mount of any lens in taking position
that is equipped with Arri follow-focus
“wings.” No gears are required around
the lens mounts. AVi over-size focusing

The

magnetic

recording

unit

is

by a special gear drive so that the cam¬
era motor operates both components.
Recording medium is perforated
171/omm magnetic recording film. The
complete Arricord outfit—camera-re¬
corder, amplifier, and battery case—
packs easily into three relatively small
carrying cases. In actual operation the
Arricord is handled much the same as a
conventional

single-system

optical

sound camera. The end products, how¬
ever, are (1) a negative film, and (2)
a separate magnetic sound film.
Ever since Arriflex became a house¬

motion picture production. The four

provided in the film plane. A pulsating
pilot light indicates when the camera is
in operation. It takes but a few minutes
to convert the Arriflex 35 from a handcamera to a studio sound camera, or
vice versa. No special tools are re¬
quired.
The Model 1000 sound blimp is de¬
signed to accept the Arriflex 35 with
synchronous motor and 1000 ft. Mit¬
chell magazine. It actually converts the
Arriflex 35 into a full-fledged studio
sound camera. It features remote focus¬
ing drives from three positions and also
remote diaphragm setting. The advan¬
tages of through-the-lens focusing are

Continued

from

Page

and even in color, if the proper com¬
pensating filter is employed between
the light source and the aperture gate.
Reproducing sound tracks with an
improvised printer is somewhat more
of a ticklish proposition than that of
merely printing the picture alone. For
a simple, yet effective, way of accom¬
plishing this it was concluded that util¬
ization of the projector’s exciter lamp
was the best method. The exciter lamp
which casts a beam of light directly
through the film’s sound track, onto the
photo-electric cell, is almost made-toorder as a printing lamp. In addition,
its location on the projector is ideal for
the function. The fact the exciter lamp
is small in size, with its brilliance con¬
veniently varied by the projector’s own
built-in volume control, are additional
assets.

more-recently introduced Arricord-35.

tual test.

This is the basic Arri 35 with equip¬

Bv keeping a detailed record of the
results obtained through systematic
altering of exposure of sound and pic-

ment added to enable camera to record
picture and sound simultaneously. De¬
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ther

expands

the

usefulness

of

the

35mm Arriflex camera, particularly in
recording sports events, missile work
and for photo-instrumentation.
Back to the basic Arriflex 35 (Model
IIB)—the camera with normal lenses,
wild motor, matte box and 400-ft. (un¬
loaded)

magazine

weighs

about

13

South, New York 10. N. Y., is exclu¬
sive U. S. distributor.
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not be complete without mention of the

A discussion of the Arriflex 35 would

removed, and may be closed down to
z-^ro. This important new feature fur¬

16MM FILM PRINTER

When printing the picture portion
of a film, the degree of illumination
necessary for proper exposure of the
sound track is determined only by ac¬

maintained.

which is located behind the mirror re¬
flex shutter, is calibrated in degrees
which can be observed through the
taking lens opening when the lens is

is about $1,645.00. The Arriflex Cor¬
poration of America, 257 Park Avenue

veniently located to permit reading the

nary focusing. A tape-measure hook is

that the former now features a variable
shutter. This is a secondary shutter

without lenses, matte box or magazine

producers in the most exacting fields of

A fingertip dial permits the shutter
to be turned over manually for prelimi¬

el known as Model IIBV. The IIBV is
identical with the Model IIB except

eras have consistently been improved

Other observation windows are con¬

dles facilitate lifting and carrying.

the Arriflex 35 and an advanced mod¬

motion picture production, Arriflex cam¬
and re-designed to meet the needs of

glass, shielded by a detachable, adjust¬
able matte box. Two heavy-duty han¬

ufacturers of the Arriflex, have recently
announced still more improvements in

pounds. Price of the camera, including
16-volt “wild” motor, battery cable, but

focusing knob.

lens window is made of optically flat

Arnold & Richter, West Germany, man¬

hold word in the field of professional

scale for any lens in use can be set
behind, and viewed through, the con¬
trol window located over the forward

diaphragm, viewing the footage coun¬
ter and checking the tachometer. The

models, exclusive of the Arricord, pre¬
viously mentioned attest to this. Now,

ture through various segments of a
test reel, the data acquired will serve
as a guide for future printing opera¬
tions. Should stray light emanate from
the lamphouse, the sound head, or
other part of the projector housing, it
should be masked out with black pho¬
tographic masking tape before either
the testing or the final printing process
is begun.
It is well at this point to elaborate
on the more mechanical aspects of the
film printing procedure. The process
demands, of course, that the two emul¬
sions — the original, and the one onto
which the print is to be made — be
placed in contact with one another in
such a manner that exposure to the
light source will reproduce the picture
image and that of the sound track from
the original, onto the printing stock.
This poses no problem whatever for
the still photographer accustomed to
developing and printing his own pic¬
tures. Others will find the procedure
clarified in the paragraphs to follow.
All actual printing operations are nat¬
urally carried on in the darkroom, un¬
der the protection of a safelight ade-

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

quate for use with the particular type
raw film stock being employed.
The projector’s own film transport
system is used in advancing the two
strips of film past the printing lamps
to make the exposure. With the ab¬
sence of a second set of reel arms on
the projector to accommodate the ad¬
ditional film, however, it becomes
necessary to wind the two films on the
same reel for the printing process. This
also must be done in the safety of the
darkroom. It is done in such a way
that, when threaded through the pro¬
jector, the two films will be in direct
and constant contact with one another,
i.e., emulsion to emulsion. When the
films are threaded through the pro¬
jector, the emulsion side of the origi¬
nal film should face away from the
light sources; the emulsion side of the
future print, toward them. In spooling,
special care need not be exercised in
the alignment of the sprocket holes of
the two films with each other. Mis¬
alignment is readily compensated for
when the projector is threaded.
Threading the projector for printing
is much the same as threading it for
normal usage. It is advisable to leave
a larger-than-normal loop around the
upper sprocket in the film traveling on
the outside. This is a preventative
against jamming. Also, the variance in
loop size facilitates correcting any mis¬
alignment of the sprocket holes of the
two films that may have resulted when
the films were spooled together on the
same reel.
Precise contact of the two emulsions
for printing the picture part of the
film is assured through the normal
tension of the pressure plate at the
aperture gate. Care also should be
taken that the two films are equally
taut and in contact with each other as
they pass the exciter lamp aperture,
where the sound track is printed. Once
established, proper contact and taut-

Smart Pros rent their Equipment
from CECO's* immense stocks . . .
Better than new?
Absolutely! Every item in CECO’s enormous stocks of
cameras, lenses, lighting, generators, sound recorders, etc., are checked out
for perfect performance before they’re released for rental. Smart producers
find this has distinct savings. If CECO doesn’t have it for rent—who has?
Cameras

Lighting

16mm & 35mm—Sound (Single or Double
System) —Silent-Hi-Speed

Arcs—I ncandescents—Spots—Floods—Dimmers
—Reflectors—All Lighting Accessories

Lenses

Generators

Wide angle—Zoom—Telephoto—Anamorphic

Portable—Truck Mounted

Sound Equipment

Editing Equipment

Magnetic—Optical

Moviolas—Viewers—Splicers—Rewinders

Grip Equipment

Projection Equipment

Parallels—Goboes—Other Grip accessories

16mm & 35mm—Sound & Silent—Slide—Continuous

Dollies

Television

Crab—Western—Portable—Panoram—Cranes

Closed Circuit TV

*CECO Trademark of Camera Equipment CO
FRANK C. ZUCKER

(Jfliii€Rfl touipmeiiT (o.jnc
Dept.

A

315 West 43rd St, New York 36, N.Y.

•

JUdson 6-1420

RAY MERCER & CO
TITLES^^ SPECIAL EFFECTS^.FADES
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WIPES^^ MATTES^^SUPERIMPOSURES
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MINIATURES^^TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY
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FOR FREE SPECIAL EFFECTS CHART
NORMAL AVE-, HOLLYWOOD 29. CALIF*
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“Newest Improved Process”

LAMINATED
SOUND STRIPING
QUALITY

GUARANTEED

16mm & 8mm 2’Ac Per Foot
(Minimum 380 Ft.)
Via

C.O.D.

Waxed or Treated

736V2

Mail

Film No! Acceptable

S. ATLANTIC BLVD.

LOS ANGELES 22, CALIF.
ANgelus 8-0584

Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
*
•
•
•
*
*

Processes up to 400 Ft.
8mm-16mm-35mm-70mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Tough plastic tanks
Uniform Density Assured

FILM DRYER
* Motor driven—Heated
* Speedy drying
* Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
* Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
* Easily assembled without
tools
* Compact, Portable
Guaranteed. Write for Free Literature

Micro Record (orp.

487-14
South Ave.
Beacon, N.Y.

ness is maintained through the regu¬
lar function of the projector’s film ad¬
vancement mechanism. Always test the
mechanism for proper threading of
the film by first turning over by hand
several times, before starting the mo¬
tor.
If the exciter lamp will light on the
projector-printer with the motor speed
control in the “silent,” as well as the
“sound,” position, it is preferable to
set it that way for the printing process.
The slower “silent” speed acts as a
further detriment to film jamming,
while allowing a longer exposure dura¬
tion for the printing, itself. The fact
that with some 16mm sound projectors
it is necessary that the speed selector
switch be placed in the “sound” posi¬
tion in order to illuminate the exciter
lamp, is no major handicap to their
doubling as printers, however. And in
cases where it is required to turn on
the projector amplifier before the ex¬
citer lamp can be liehted at all, the
solution is obvious. Do not operate the
printer for more than several minutes
at a time without an adequate “cool¬
ing off” period. This, even though the
bea'^ dispersed by the small lamps of
the improvised printer will in no way
parallel that dissipated by the projec¬
tor when used conventionally.
Almost any film stock can be used
for printing as “duping” including the
reversal types. The commercial, bulk
varieties are strongly recommended,
however, not only for reasons of econ¬

omy, but also because of the broader
selection of available emulsion types
and speeds from which to make a
choice. The finer grained varieties are
usually preferred for printing pur¬
poses. Bulk film is packaged for dark¬
room use, consequently it must be
handled accordingly. Bulk film comes
wound on a flangeless core. For con¬
venience in handling it is a simple mat¬
ter, in the darkroom, to spool such
film on projection reels or camera
spools.
When spooling bulk film for print¬
ing purposes bear in mind that the
amount of footage that can be accom¬
modated at one time in the printing
process with the improvised printer
will equal one-half the total capacity
of the projector, due to the displace¬
ment of the second strip of film.
It is not implied here that a modifield 16mm sound projector is capable
of producing prints rivaling in quality
those made on a professional motion
picture printer. There is a wealth of
photographic knowledge, however, to
be obtained by the serious home movie
enthusiast in experimenting with the
film printing process, to say nothing
of the surprisingly good results that
can be had.
In conclusion, a final word of pre¬
caution with regard to the duplicating
process: Films bearing a notice of
copyright should not be reproduced
without written permission of the copy¬
right owners.
■

INDUSTRY NEWS
Continued from Page 390

CINEMATOGRAPHER"
Informational and instructive motion pic¬
ture produced by the Hollywood Motion
Picture Industry. Depicts role of the Di¬
rector of Photography in lighting and
photographing motion pictures in Holly¬
wood studios. Shows various camera and
lighting equipment used on Hollywood
sound stages and the results achieved
from their use.
One-reel 16mm black-and-white prints
available on Free Loan to cine clubs,
college cinema groups, schools, and
accredited
clubs
and
civic
groups
within the continental U.S. Reserva¬
tions necessary and payment of return
shipment required.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
CINEMATOGRAPHERS
1782 North Orange Drive
Hollywood 28, Calif.
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studies of military equipment and ma¬
terials.
The Floodflash lamp is 5^ inches
in height—identical in size to the Type
i^3 flashbulb, which is the most power¬
ful presently being manufactured. List
price of the lamp is under S2.50, and
supplies are now generally available,
according to Sylvania.
•

•

•

Indicative of the unrelenting prog¬
ress being made by video tape, there
are today almost 100 TV stations
throughout the U. S. equipped with VT
recorders. Each station represents a
video tape program production source,
with many stations already producing
taped productions for syndication—and
marketing them.

Most such shows, however, are of the
low-budget type, such as “Divorce
Court” and similar courtroom dramas.
But with the steadily expanding mar¬
ket, it is likely video tape producers
will go in for higher budgeted shows
in the near future.
•

Hollywood

•

Film

•

Technicians

Local

683, lATSE, will send 50 of its mem¬
bers to Columbia College for schooling
in video tape techniques. Union will
pay tuition

for those

members who

graduate in the final of three courses.
Technicians will attend classes on their
own time on Saturdays with each of the
three courses covering a period of 14
weeks.

■
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RATES: Ads set in lightface type, 10c per word, minimum ad,
$1.00. Text set in lightface capital letters (except 1st word and
advertiser’s name) 15c per word. Modified display format (text
set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case) 90c per

ADVERTISING
line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial
Office, American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Holly¬
wood 28, Calif. Forms close 1st of month preceding date of issue.
No discount on Classified Advertising.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

OUR 30fh YEAR ★ ★ ★ ★ SUPPLYING EVERYTHING
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND CINEMATIC

BELL & HOWELL model 179 sound projec¬
tors w/12" speaker, value over $550.
Completely reconditioned, special.$195.00
BELL & HOWELL model 156 sound projec¬
tors w/12" speaker, value over $450.
Completely reconditioned, special. 175.00
Ampro 16mm sound projectors from $125.00
and up. Fully guaranteed.
Pair DeVry 35mm sound projectors, 1000
watt lamp, 2000 ft. cap., amp., speaker,
four legged stand, value over $2500. Spe-

CECO PRO JR. tripod heads, new $50; Eyemo
12V motors, new $50; Wall 1000 ft. magazines
$75; Cineflex 35mm camera with 35mm Goertz
2.3 Apogar, 200 ft. magazine and case, $295;
like new.
16mm double head printer, $650;
16mm negative-positive processing machine $550;
Morse B-5 Aerial film processing tanks, complete
with motor and case, $79. MASTER FILM, 207
Third St., Elizabeth, N. J.

16mm BELL & HOWELL FILMO CAMERA,
model 70DA, with 400' magazine, motor,
turret with 1", 2", and 3" matched view
lenses, V-R footage counter, freehead
tripod, carrying case. Good condition.
Value $1500.00. Special.$ 795.00
35 BELL & HOWELL standard camera with
35mm, 50 mm, 75mm F/2.3 Astro Pan
Tachar lenses,
Veeder frame footage
counter, Mitchell viewfinder, 2-400' mag¬
azines or one 1000' magazine, B&H stand¬
ard gearhead and tripod. Guaranteed
optically
and
mechanically
perfect.
$4200.00 value . 2800.00
35MM BELL & HOWELL Standard camera
mo'or, variable speeds up 24 exposures.
120 volt, AC or DC cord, case. Value
$490.00. Guaranteed .
— 290.00
3-WHEEL portable sturdy dolly... 135.00
MOLE
RICHARDSON
combination
mike,
lamp, and boom with rolling stand.
Value $400.00 . 195.00
NEW STINEMAN continuous printers 16 and
35mm 200' capacity, motor driven. List
$154.00 SPECIAL each. 125.00
35MM GRAFLEX, photo record identification
camera, with 75mm F4.5 lens, 100' mag¬
azine, single or double frame. List price
$295.00, special price. 150.00
Extra identiflction magazines only $65.00
each.
1
BRUNT-MYER BLIMP for Cine Special
camera, # one or two 110 volt, syn¬
chronous motor. Astro erect-image view¬
finder follow focus gears. Value $990.00.
Special .-.. 550.00
16MM AURICON-CINE VOICE conversion to
400' B&H magazine, features 3 liens
turret, 1" 2", 3" speed lenses, 1—400'
magazine, 1 Parrish viewfinder, amplifier.
Pro Cine tripod, case.$1098.00
35mm B&H SINGLE SYSTEM SOUND
CAMERA. Lenses; 40mm, 50mm, 75mm,
125mm. Modulite galvanometer, amplifier,
motor. Tachometer. 2—1000' magazines.
Tripod with Freehand, quick release legs,
carrying cases. Guaranteed. 2500.00
B & H 12V or 24V EYEMO & FILMO MO¬
TORS. New. Value 142.00.
95.00
ENLARGERS, EXCELLENT CONDITION, ELWOOO. Auto focus, w/lens.—- 225.00
5x7 EK AUTO FOCUS WITH LENS. 175.00
MOVIOLAS sound and silent editing ma¬
chines,
synchronizers,
rewinds at big
savings.
« i -r
35mm Willart Professional camera 2
f2.7
B & L Lens, Direct-thru-lens focusing.
4_400' magazines, viewfinder. Solenoid
stop motion motor outfit, with case. Good
for animation and experimental work.
Special
... 360.00
16mm SOUND projectors, various makes
$150.00 and up.
16mm CINE SPECIAL Model 1 with lenses.... 400.00
AURICON PRO CAMERA, Model CM 71,
Sound, 2—200 Foot Magazines, Noise
Reduction Amplifier, Hi-Fi Mike and Ac¬
cessories, 1/ fl.9 E. K. Lens, Portable
Power Supply Unit. Pro Jr. Tripod, Carrying Case. Value $2133.00. Excellent. 1275.00
HALLEN 17y2mm Tape Recorder, Sprocket
drive. Price . '*50.00
JEROME 35mm Micro File strip film double
frame copying machine, 100 ft. film ca¬
pacity, daylight loading, 2 lenses, lightstand — complete.
Cost
Government
$3 000.00. Guaranteed value.—- 375.00
SPECIALIZING IN MOVIE AND TELEVISION SUPPLIES,
TRIPODS, SYNCHRONIZERS, 16mm SOUND CAMERAS
lights, lenses, mikes, booms, dollies, motors, etc.
New—Used. Reasonable prices. Cash for used
equipment. Trades taken.
1600

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE, LTD.
CAHUENGA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
HOLLYWOOD 9-3651

16mm B&H-HR F:1.9 lens, 400 ft. magazine motor,
carrying case, $750.00; Auricon Pro 600 outfit,
$4500 value, $2750; Kinevox 16 mm synchronous
tape recorder $800 value, $500; Bolex portable
titler, $200; B&H 202 sound projector, $275;
Dage close circuit TV camera, $800; Pan Cinor
25 to 100 mm zoom lens, $350; 5—B&H 35mrn
400 ft. metal film magazines brand new, each
$50; 2 Pro Jr. tripods new, each $75; wide
selection of hard-to-find
16mm lenses. MACK
HUGHES, 503 E. High, Lexington, Ky.

JULY

•
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Pan Cinor Zoom lens to 150mm for Arriflex 35mm camera, w/cradle. Brand new.
List $1765.00. Special.1575.00
Rewinds, clamp-on type, gear drive, new.
Value $25.00 per pair, special-$8.95 per pair
MITCHELL 35mm erect image viewfinders,
latest model, adjustable mattes, chrome,
value over $450. Like new, special. 195.00
Send for latest equipment listing cameras, projectors,
and
accessories.
Guaranteed
equipnxent,
lowest
prices.
AMERICAN

CINEMATOGRAPHER,

BOX

1342.

HOUSTON—Fearless Cinemobile Crab-dolly.
Excellent condition.-.-.$2,350.00
MAURER Follow Focus for 16 m.m. Maurer
Camera. Like New .-..$1,150.00
BAUSCH and Lomb 16 m.m Lens—
17.5 mm F 2.3 Baltar.$ 300.00
25 mm F 2.3 Baltar...
310.00
50 mm F 2.3 Baltar....-.
320.00
Good condition.
COLLAPSIBLE
3-wheel
Dolly,
ajuminum
tubular construction. Good Condition-$
90.00
TRIPOD Head — Camera equiprnent T.V.
Head, Model 35. Good Condition—.$ 325.00
MAURER 16mm Film Phonograph and pow¬
er supply. Model 40. Excellent condition..$1 ,900.00
4815

FILM ASSOCIATES OF MICHIGAN, INC.
Cabot Avenue
Detroit 10, Michigan

2 COLORTRAN Sr. kits, each $150.00; 1 Colortran
Jr kit, $110.00; 2 Colortran 2 lite broads, trans¬
former, $90.00; MR-90 Hi-Arc, $525.00; M-R 40
duarc with pedestal, $275.00; 220 volt, 3 phase
interlock motor for Mitchell NC or BNC, $375.00;
same as above for Standard Mitchell, $250.00;
new Esco 1/4 HP, 220 volt, 3 phase sync motors,
$65.00; RCA P G-201 sound 16mm projector with
110 volt sync motor drive, $195.00; new Blue Seal
35mm recorders, less galvanometers, $2695.00;
Simplex 40 star recorder or dubber with sync
motor, pedestal, magazines, $695.00; as above
with magnastripe head, $895.00; United Research
35mm re-recorder, sync motor, magazines, pedes¬
tal, $295.00. BLUE SEAL SOUND DEVICES, P.O.
BOX 472, New Canaan, Conn.
BELL & HOWELL Model J 16 mm printer,
like new, with rectifier.....$3,800.00
Uhler continuous 16 mm printer. Prints pic¬
ture and sound in one operation. Sells
new $775.00 .
Pan Cinor F2.8 20-60 Zoom lens .
Movie Mite 16mm sound projector.
95.00
Hollywood Jr. 16mm printer.—80.00
6-316 Stainless steel full flo filters. Cost
new, $86.00 ..ea.
50.00
1 Universal geared head tripod.
50.00
All items F.O.B. Boston, Mass, plus crating
FILM SERVICE
249 Columbus Avenue

LAB.
Boston

16MM HOUSTON-K-IA . . . developing machines.
For reversal or positive film. Complete with re¬
frigerator units, temp controls, condensors, etc.
BRAND-NEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS
STEEL model A-llB. Neumade film washer, 35mm
EYEMO cameras, spider turrets, Lprge selectiort gf
Eyemo lenses, 35mm x 1000 film. AIR PHOTO
SUPPLY, Dept. C-1, 555 East Tremont Ave., New
York 57, New York.
S.O.S.

THIRD OF A CENTURY SALE

See display ad on Pages 410 and 411.
Our Greatest Event in 34 Years.
TRADES TAKEN. Phone PL 7-0440. Cable: SOSOUND
S.O.S.

CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.

602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19.
Western Branch: 6331 Holly'd Blvd., Holly d, Calif.
Phone HO 7-2124.
MAURER 16mm optical recorder. Model
RD 166, complete with recording head,
power supply,
line transformer and
cases. Unit in beautiful condition. Sound
tion is of finest quality. A real bargain.
PAN AMERICAN FILMS, 735 Poydras
Orleans, La.

D, Serial
amplifier,
carrying
reproduc¬
$2500.00.
St., New

16mm ARRIFLEX with four Schneider lenses wide
angle, 1", 2" and 4" Xenons. Matte box and
filters, carrying case and power supply, also Pro
Jr. tripod with Miller fluid head.
Guaranteed
perfect condition. All for $1200.00. JACK MAY¬
BERRY, 3400 W. 59th Place, Chicago 29, 111.
PRospect 8-6708.
PROCESS

PROJECTION

EQUIPMENT

PRECISION REGISTRATION — USED MITCHELL OR
CUSTOM BLIMPED TYPE ON PORTABLE CASTER
BASES. COMPLETE WITH SCREENS, INTERLOCKED
DISTRIBUTORS,
CABLES,
INTERCOMS,
LENSES,
ETC. FULL INFORMATION, PHOTOS AND PRICES
ON REQUEST. SOX 1340, AMERICAN CINEMA¬
TOGRAPHER.
FOR SALE OR RENT world's finest anamorphic
lenses 35mm. Photography in true Cinemascope
ratio. Prime and anamorphic lenses in block.
Fit directly into lens mount of Mitchell BNC. One
each 50mm. 75mm, 100mm. Dealer inquiries in7 000
aaacdipam TI M F M ATO^ R A PH E R .
FILM PROCESSING MACHINERY

Rebuilt
white
lists.
ford,

trade-ins,
demonstrators,
etc.
Black-andand color. All makes. Low prices. Send for
FILMLINE CORPORATION, Etna Street, Mil¬
Conn.

24mm T 1.6 COOKE Ivotal $75.00; F/1.4 Ektar,
$95.OO'- others. GRAYSON, Box 4, New York 53,
N. Y. '
RANGERTONE 'A" lip sync tape recorder, $995.00.
AURICON FS-10 PRO TRIPOD with case. $195.00.
400' film chambers for Cine Special, $200.00 each.
SPORTSREEL PRODUCTIONS, 1114 Carleton Street,
Berkeley, California.

16, Mass.

CINE SPECIAL No. 1 "C" mount turret, 100 ft.
mag., tubular side finder & case. $300. 2 extra
100
ft.
magazines,
$100
ea.
Maurer
sync
motor for special, $100. Matte box, filter holder,
$25. Pro Jr. tripod, $70. Maurer camera 16mm,
model 05 without dissolving shutter, including
2-400 ft. mags, parallax finder, matte box, llOV
sync motor, 12V DC motor & case, $1750. Fonda
16mm developing machine, negative & positive.
Details & Prices on request. Neumade automatic
film cleaner, $100, BYRON MOTION PICTURES,
INC
1226 Wisconsin Avenue, Washington 7,
D. C.
CAMERAFLEX (Cineflex) with 1-200 ft. magazine,
3 lenses; Apagar 35mm, 50mm, 75mm; Baltars, all
F2.3 24 volt motor; filter holders and box.
Camera
in
excellent condition,
barely used.
Priced
at
$450.00.
Box
1344,
AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.

MITCHELL STANDARD, complete outfit, 5 lenses, fol¬
low-focus, 1000 and 400 ft. magazines, excellent
condition. EYEMO with comoact turret, 3 lenses.
NEWMAN-SINCLAIR 200 ft. magazines, runs 170
feet on winding, 4 lenses. F. P., 106 Washington
Place, New York City.
MITCHELL NC 35mm camera outfit. Price $5,850.00.
16mm sound
striper,
$500.00.
FILM EFFECTS,
1153 No. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.

WANTED
WHY SACRIFICE

your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new
equipirent. Let us know what you have and what
you need.
THE CAMERA MART,

INC.

1845 Broadway.. PLaza 7-6977.. New York 23, N.Y.
CINE Special Series 1. Perfect. 1" lens. $400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
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Stensvold, ASC, “You Bet Your
Live"* with Groucho Marx. Bob Dwan and
Bernie Smith, directors.

TRY F&B LAST

PARAMOUNT

FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT

Charles Lang, Jr., ASC, “One-Eyed Jacks”

FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

(V’Vision & Color;
Pennebaker Prods.)
with Marlon Brando and Karl Malden. Mar¬
lon Brando, director.

WE BUY - SWAP - SELL - CONSIGN

Cameras,
Dollies,
Lenses,
Lights,
Moviolas, Printers. Recorders, Studio
or Laboratory Equipment you don't
need.

Loyal Griggs, ASC, “A Visit to a Small
Planet”
(Hal Wallis Prod.)
with Jerry
Lewis and Earl Holliman. Norman Taurog,
director.

WE GLADLY TAKE CONSIGNMENTS.
SET YOUR OWN PRICESHIP IT IN
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL

ASC, “Li’l Abner” (Techni¬
color ) with Peter Palmer, Stubby Kaye and
Julie Newmar. Melvin Frank, director.
Daniel

WIRE US—WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Cable: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch—6331 Hollywodo Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-2124

Mitchell —■ Akeley — B & H — Wall — Eyemo
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment
EQUIPMENT, INC.
New York,

16mm MAGNETIC film recorder. Cash.
212 14th St., Seal Beach, Calif.

A.

N.Y.

Fapp.

PARAMOUNT SUNSET
Ray Foster, ASC, Commercial*

(T.V. Com¬

REVUE STUDIOS

(Gomalco Prods.) with Barbara Billingsley
and Hugh Beaumont. Norman Tokar, di¬
rector.
“Riverboat”*

PRODUCTION

Film Editing—Sound Recording—
Sync-Sound Effects—
Industrial—Advertising
Educational—Travel
Sound Stage Available
West

ASC, “Wagon Train”* with
Ward Bond, Commercials.* (Revue Prods.)
ASC, “State Troopers”*
(Revue Prods.) with Rod Cameron; “Wells
Fargo”* (Overland Prods.) with Dale Ro¬
bertson. Sidney Salkow, director; “Coronado
9”* (Revue Prods.; shooting in San Diego)
Ellis

Thackery,

John

Russell. ASC, Lionel Lindon, ASC,

Benj.

Kline, ASC, Ellis Thackery,

13,

Calif.

RUSSIAN FOOTAGE shot to your order by profes¬
sional crew leaving NYC July.
INSIGHT;
RE¬
PORTERS, INC., 70 E. 49, NYC.

Benj.

FILM ASSIGNMENTS New York, Boston area. Scenic,
stock shots, industrial, featurettes creatively filmed
to your specifiications. ACORN FILMS, 168 W.
46th St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.

LABORATORY & SOUND
16MM

HEADQUARTERS

SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost. High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERV¬
ICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3,
Ohio. Phone ENdicott 1-2707.
16mm SOUND and picture editing—sound recording
—music—effects.
DON
DUNN'S
EL
RANCHO
AUDIO, near Palos Verdes and L. A. Harbor,
26246 Fairview Avenue, Lomita, Calif. DAvenport
6-4925.
Classified

Advertisers

Copy deadline for classified advertising is the
1st of month preceding publication date. Mail
copy and remittance to cover cost to
1782

448

ASC, Lionel

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
No. Orange Dr., Hollywood 28,

Lindon,

Calif,

ASC,

John Russell, ASC, Lionel Lindon, ASC,

“Alfred
Prods.)

Hitchcock

Presents”*

(Revue

CENTURY-FOX

Redman, ASC, “The
Show”* with Raymond Burr.

Frank

Perry

Mason

Charles Clarke, ASC, “A Private’s Affair”

(C’Seope & Color) with Christine Carere
and Sal Mineo. Raoul Walsh, director.
Shamroy, ASC, “The Blue Angel”
(C’Seope; Jack Cummings Prods.)
with
Curt
Jurgens
and
May
Britt.
Edward
Dmytryk, director.
Leon

Kay Norton, “The Oregon Trail”

(Einfeld
Prods.)
with Fred MacMurray and Bill
Bishop. Gene Fowler, Jr., director.
Thomas

Tutwiler,

ASC,

“The

Oregon

Trail” (2nd Unit.)
Redman, ASC, “The
Show”* with Raymond Burr.

Frank

Perry

Mason

Gertsman,
ASC, “Adventure
Paradise”* with Gardner McKay.

in

Charles Van Enger, ASC, “Man Without a

Gun”* with Rex Reason and Mort Mills.
Lloyd Ahern, ASC, “How to Marry a Mil¬
lionaire”* with Barbara Eden, Merry An¬
ders and Lisa Gaye.
WARNER BROS.
Harry Stradling, ASC, “A Summer Place”

(Technicolor; shooting at Monterey) with
Richard Egan and Dorothy McGuire. Delmer
Daves, director.
James Drought, Commercials*
Lucien Ballard, ASC, “The Bramble Bush”

(United States Piets.) with Richard Burton
and Barbara Rush. Delmer Petrie, director.

Spillane’s

Guthrie, ASC, “Yellowstone Kelly”
(Technicolor) with Clint Walker and Andra
Martin. Gordon Douglas, director.

William Sickner, ASC, “Bachelor Father”*

John Seitz, ASC, “Guns of the Timberland”

(Bachelor Prods.)
“Clock Watcher”*

(Technicolor;
Jaguar Prod.)
with Alan
Ladd and Jeanne Crain. Robert Webb,
director.

Ellis Thackery, ASC, John Russell, ASC,

ASC, “Mickey
Mike Hammer”* (Revue Prods.)
Lindon,

with John Forsythe;
(Pilot; Revue Prods.)
(Revue

Prods.)
Lindon, ASC, “Laramie”* (Revue
Prods.) “General Electric I'heatre”* (Re¬
vue Prods.) John Rich, director.
Lionel

INC.

114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colorado. AMherst 6-3061

To

Kline,

John Warren, ASC, Commercials*

16mm Black & White and Anscochrome—Processing—
Printing — Recording — Editing — Production —
Rental — Sales. All types of film in stock.
Write for Price List
WESTERN CINE SERVICE,

7”*

“Markham“* (Revue Prods.) with Ray Milland.

Lionel

MOUNTAIN

Sickner, ASC, “S.A.

ASC,
(Revue

Prods.)

AVAILABLE, 20 years' experience, 35mm, 16mm,
sound
or
silent,
finest
equipment.
CHARLES
FERMAGLICH, 1709 Dryden, Houston 25, Texas.
JA 4-7205, MO 7-7200.

ROCKY

(Revue Prods.)

Kline,

William

STUDIO

Anaheim St., Long Beach
HEmlock 6-3291.

TWENTIETH

Maury

EXPERIENCED BIRD AND WILDLIFE photographernaturalist, offers excellent 16mm original Day¬
light Kodachrome footage in natural
habitat.
State your requirements. List of subjects sent on
request. Bird and wildlife assignments accepted.
DICK PFEIFER, 8560 S.W. Oleson Road, Portland
19, Oregon.

1901

Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “The Gale Storm
Show”* with Gale Storm and ZaSu Pitts.
William Seiter, director.

thing”
(C’Seope & Color;
Jerry Wald
Prods.; shooting in N.Y.) with Hope Lange
and Stephen Boyd. Jean Negulesco, director.

BenJ.

HARRY MERRICK

HAL ROACH STUDIOS

Cortez, ASC, “Women Confiden¬
tial" (Imperial Piets.) with Mamie Van
Doren and Richard Coogan. Edw. L. Calm,
director.
Stanley

Lionel Lindon, ASC, John Russell, ASC,

PICTURE

Walter Strenge, ASC, Commercials*

William Mellor, ASC, “The Best of Every¬

Mack Stengler, ASC, “Leave it to Beaver”*

SERVICES AVAILABLE

Walter

mercials, Inc.)

BROWN,

STOCK FOOTAGE NEEDED. ALL SUBJECTS. Quality
35-16mm. Will buy or agent. MOTION PICTURE
FILM LIBRARY,
1223 North Highland Avenue,
Hollywood, California.

16MM MOTION

RATHE

(Brennan-Westgate
Prods.)
with
Brennan. Hy Averback, director.

N.B.C.

WANTED

NATIONAL CINE
209 West 48th St.

RKO

Lothrop Worth, ASC, “The Real McCoy’s”*

Ellis

Thackery,

ASC,

Ray

ASC, “Whispering Smith”*

Rennahan,

(Revue Prods.)

RKO GOWER

Carl

George Folsey, ASC, “Cash McCall” with
James Garner and Natalie Wood. Joseph
Pevney, director.
Ralph Woolsey, ASC, Harold Stine, ASC,
Dupar, ASC, “77
with Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.

Edwin

Sunset

Strip”*

Edwin Dupar. ASC, Ralph Woolsey, ASC,
“Colt 45!” with Wayde Preston.

Robert Pittack, ASC, “Ann Sothem Show”*

(Desilu Prods.)

with Ann Sothern.

Carl Berger,

ASC, “Lawman”* with John

Russell.
Cronjager, “Whirlybirds”* (Desilu
Prods.) with Kenneth Tobey and Craig Hill.
Henry

de Grasse, ASCi, “WestinghouseDesilu Playhouse"* (Desilu Prods.) Jerry
Thorpe, director.
Robert

UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL

Wesley Anderson, “The Alaskan”*
Ralph Woolsey, ASC, Perry Finnerman,
“Bourbon Street Beat” (pilot) with Richard
Long.
Arthur Arling, ASC, Commercials*

Russell Metty, ASC, “Spartacus”

Mark Davis, ASC, Commercials*

rama; Bryna Prods.)
and Laurence Olivier.
rector.

i\k)NROE Askins, “.All God’s Children” (Yamin-Bowland) with Rita Moreno and Mark
Damon. Richard Bare, director.

(Techniwith Kirk Douglas
Anthony Mann, di¬
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con(yratu/atio)is to HOWARD M. TREMAINE
for cotuptling the most authoritative, most ituportaut,
and most complete eompendium of applied AUDIO
ever available iii one handy reference volume I

With 1280 pages, 3400 topics and 1600 illustra¬
tions covering all phases of sound recording and
reproduction, Mr. Tremaine's new book “THE
AUDIO CYCLOPEDIA” is a must for sound engi¬
neers, studio technicians, hi-fi enthusiasts, and
serious amateurs. Its 26 sections answer every
important question on disc, magnetic, and
optical systems—with special reference to collat¬
eral accessories and installation techniques. It is
concise, correct, and up-to-date.

SECTION HEADINGS INDICATE SCOPE
1. Basic Principles of Sound. 2. Acoustics and
Studio Techniques. 3. Constant-Speed Devices,
Motors, and Generators. 4. Microphones. 5.
Attenuators. 6. Equalizers. 7. Wave Filters.
8. Transformers and Coils. 9. Sound Mixers. 10,
VU and Volume Indicator Meters. 11. Vacuum
Tubes, Transistors, and Diodes. 12. Audio Ampli¬
fiers. 13. Disc Recording 14. Cutting Heads. 15.
Recording and Reproducing Styli. 16. Pickups.
17. Magnetic Recording. 18. Optical Film Record¬
ing. 19. Motion Picture Projection Equipment.
20. Loudspeakers, Enclosures, and Headphones.
21. Power Supplies. 22. Test Equipment. 23.
Audio-Frequency Measurements. 24. Installation
Techniques. 25. General Information Charts, and
Tables. 26. Recording and Reproduction of Stere¬
ophonic Disc Records.
We at MAGNASYNC are proud that Mr. Tremaine’s
remarkable new work includes illustrations and
descriptions of MAGNASYNC equipment.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY.

MAGNASYNC
5546 Satsuma Ave., No. Hollywood, Calif.
HOWARD M. TREMAINE
Please send me_copies of
a Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. publicolion

THE AUDIO CYCLOPEDIA at $19.95 each*
□ Check enclosed

HOWARD M. TREMAINE, Chief of Sound Division, Lookout Mountain
Air Force Station . . . author of The Audio Cyclopedia,” "Attenuators,
Equalizers and Filters,” 17 published technical papers; registered
professional engineer (E.E.), Fellow of the Audio Engineering Society,
regional past-chairman and west coast vice-president of Audio
Engineering Society, active member of the S.M.P.T.E.
and many other organizations.

□ Money Order enclosed

n C.O.D. plus shipping
(*Plus state and local taxes, if any.)

Name

Street

MAGNASYNC

M.G.PiSVPI[J]

MANUFACTURING

LTD.

5546 Satsuma Avenue, North Hollywood, California

'^/[iu^tuiflcmc
I

CO.,

SOUND SYSTEM

City

Zone

State
International leaders in the design and manufac¬
ture of quality magnetic film recording systems.

J

ONE Source —

.byron
All Producer Services

i>

EDITING

1
o

SOUND RECORDING

MUSIC

ANIMATION

LIBRARY

SOUND EFFECTS

ART

1

TITLING

1

i>
i>

MAGNETIC SOUND STRIPING

NEGATIVE AND POSITIVE
PROCESSING

1

REVERSAL PROCESSING

1
1

NEGATIVE-POSITIVE COLOR
PROCESSING

COIOR-CORRECT^PRINTS

Byron offers you ANY or ALL facilities you require for completion of your
original

exposed film . . . original processing; complete producer services;

finished prints in either Color-Correct or hlack and white ... in one
convenient location. Byron producer services save you time, money and
division of responsibility.

For information and price list, write, phone or wire

byron

laboratory

h tderal 3-4000

1 226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C.

Cficrry 1-4161

1226 East Colonial Drive, Orlando, Florida

COMPLETE PRODUCER SERVICES . . . COLOR AND BLACK-AND-WHITE PRINTING AND PROCESSING
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SERVING AU FIELDS
OF MOTION PICTURE
PRODUCTION

The Magazine of Motion Picture Photography

Leon Shamroy uses variable
color control in set lighting to
enhance pace and mood of
“Porgy and Bess.”
. . . page 476

Joseph Brun used wide-angle
lenses almost entirely in
photographing “Odds Against
Tomorrow.”
. . . page 478

\i

Lee Garmes accomplishes
startling^ sharp photography with
Panavision 65 camera for
“The Big Fisherman.”
. . . page 480

}► Photographing “The Nun’s Story”
^ Directional Continuity in Cinematography
► Product Report on the Perfectone Recorder
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NOW...

flowing, floating Pan and Tilt
movement assured with

What power steering did for
the automobile, Ceco’s new Pro
Junior Fluid Head does for the
ease and smooth-as-silk maneuverability
of the modern professional camera!

NEW CECO

New—all new—adjustable tension on
pan and on tilt, positive tilt and pan
lock, maximum 90 degree tilt,
two-place pan handle with infinite
adjustment, simplified camera attaching
knob and spirit level. Fits the present
PRO JUNIOR Tripod base
and accessories.
The Ceco fluid head uses a highly
molecular silicone polymer
which is unaffected by temper
ature ranges from 20
degrees below zero to more
than 120 degrees F.

FLUID HEAD
Simplified
geared camera
attaching knob
Positive tilt lock
Two place pan
handle with infinite
adjustment

Adjustable
tension on tilt

Both pan and tilt fluid chambers
are placed in the horizontal
rather than the vertical. This

Pan tension
and lock lever

unique design allows the silicone
fluid to remain equally distrib¬
uted on the internal bearing sur¬
faces. Uneven fluid distribution
which can produce jerky pans and
tilts is thus eliminated.
TH-15 PRO JR. FLUID HEAD

TH-1

$300.00

PRO JR. HI-HAT $22.00

TR.12 pro JR. BABY
TRIPOD BASE $75.00

FRANK C. ZUCKER

Dept.

(£flm€Rfl €ouipm€nT^.,inc

A

315 West 43rd St.,
New York 36, N. Y.

JUdson 6-1420

TR-5

PRO JR. TRIPOD BASE $75.00

D-t

PRO JR. DOLLY $99.50

THIS MONTH’S
SPECIAL BUYS
CAMERAS
Cine Special I, 100' chamber.
15mm, 25mm, 63mm lenses,
sunshade, case, c-mount turret,
excellent _
$345.00
Filmo 70DA, 1" Cook e f 1.8 lens,
case, exceptionally fine condi¬
tion _
$149.50
Filmo 70DL, 0.7" f2.5, 1" fl.9
lenses, positive viewfnder, case,
very fne, specia I_$225.00
Bolex H-16, 1" fl.9 Lyta r, excel¬
lent . _
$145.00
Bolex H-16 W/400' magazine,
rackover base, Octometer finder,
built in automatic dissolve,
16mm,
25mm
lenses,
terrific
value -.
$495.00
Arriflex 16mm reflex camera, 16,
25, 50mm lenses, 8v. motor,
sunshade, case, 400' mag w '
torque motor, list over $2300.
Used, excellent, special....$1,600
Eyemo 71AA compact turret
25mm Eymax, 47mm Cooke,
100mm Cinemat, excellent con¬
dition, special _$395.00
Eyemo 71Q spider turret, 3
lenses, positive vie\A/finder w'
objective, critical focus, 2-400'
mags, 2 cases, exceptionally fine
condition, special_$495.00
Eyemo 71 K 2" lens w/filter, han¬
dle, neck strap, crank, case, ex¬
cellent, only a few left at special
price of ___ $119.50

I

j
|
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At a testimonial luncheon tendered
him by members of the motion picture
engineering fraternity, Frayne declared
the motion picture producers now feel
that the industry can dispense with the
services of technicians and engineers
who have contributed invaluable serv¬
ices in improving the quality of film
production during the past decade. “It
is now more important than ever that
engineering progress he encouraged.”
Frayne said.
Frayne, a past president of the So¬
ciety of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers, has been the recipient of
many industry honors during the past
30 years for his engineering achieve¬
ments.
^
•

VTR

Mobile

•

•

Productions,

Inc.,

will

|
i
i

have a second mobile video tape re¬
cording unit available in Hollywood on
a rental basis about August 1st.

|
i

F nit will comprise two motor-driven
vans—one housing two video tape re¬
corders and the other, the camera
chains and control and mixing console.

THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway at 60th Street
New York 23, New York
Plaza 7-6977

Actor-producer Jerry Lewis, Iasi
mon h on the test stage at Paramount
Studios in Hollywood, made e.xtensive
tests to prove feasibility of using threecamera technique in filming his up¬
coming “Like Father, Like Son.” Lewis
believes that he can save up to $250,000 on this production Ity shooting each
scene with three cameras running si¬
multaneously—one for the long shot,
one for medium, and the third for
closeups—the system presently used in
television for recording most of the big
dramatic live shows.

The motion picture industry last
month was cautioned to re-consider
the past contributions as well as the
future potentials of its technicians and
engineers by Dr. John G. Frayne, re¬
tiring engineering manager of Westrex
Corp.

MISCELLANEOUS
MAGNEMITE model 6IOC portable '/a"
tape recorder, battery powered amplifier,
spring wind motor, two tracks at 3V4",
w/mike and headset, list $255.00, ex¬
ceptionally fine condition, reduced
to .$165.00
Victor single case 16mm sound projector,
very fine condition, special.$95.00
Pro. Jr. f riction head tripod, used, ex¬
cellent condition, list $150.00, specially
priced at .$85.00
Bell & Howell geared head tripod w/
dovetail plate, excellent...$95.00
Mitchell geared head tripod w/dovstail
plate, excellen;- .$95.00
Craig
16mm
Projecto-Editor
complete
with viewer, rewinds, splicer, case, list
$79.50, like new, special.$49.50
Precision 16/35mm optical sound reader,
list $185.00, excellent, special.$95.00
Schoen Products Co. Hollywood Auto¬
matic 35mm Mylar tape splicer, list
$195.00. Demonstrator, special $139.50
Hollywood Film Co. automatic 35mm Mylar tape splicer, list $185.00. Demonstrator, special .$149.50

News briefs of

INDUSTRY
NEWS

Rental charges will range between
40, No. 8.
Published
Closs postage paid at

by A.S.C. Agency, Inc.,
Los Angeles, Calif.

1782

No.

industry activities,
products and progress

$1,000 and $2,000 per day. Rental will
include equipment only; user must pro¬
vide own personnel.
•

•

•

Videotape, like a rumbling bn!: inac¬
tive volcano, is being avidly watched
by the Hollywood motion picture in¬
dustry for signs of a definite trend.
Questions that have puzzled many out¬
side the realm of actual videotape op¬
erations, but who nevertheless are vital¬
ly interested in its possibilities and
future progress, are being answered in
a series of comprehensive articles on
the subject appearing in Daily Variety,
Hollywood industry trade paper, and
written by Bob Chandler.
The picture recorded on tape. Chand¬
ler points out, is subject to all the
limitations inherent in television.
There are two methods of recording
action out of doors with VTR, he points
out—by using a mobile unit or using
a microwave relay setup whereby the
camera signals are beamed to a TV
station or network control room, where
they are fed into the tape recorder.
Outdoor lighting is a problem for
VTR, too, it was pointed out. “Tele¬
vision cameras have far greater light
tolerance than film cameras,” Chand¬
ler states, “enabling them to shoot
much more in natural light and with
far less lighting than is required for
motion pictures. But the very tolerance
makes the lighting requirements far
more stringent, and the mobility of the
multi-camera techniques employed by
live television creates many more light¬
ing problems. The lighting situation is
especially difficult outdoors, where dif¬
ferent camera angles can create start¬
ling differences in light levels.”
•

•

•

Two one-minute TV commercials in
color photographed for Chevrolet by
Karl Struss. A.S.C.. have won the
Grand Prix award at Cannes. Accord¬
ing to Struss, it is the first time this
award has l)een given a TV commercial
filmed in color.
■
Orange

Drive,

Hollywood

28,

Calif.

Thirty-five

cents

per

“DUPONT TYPE 936...

the most consistent film I've ever used”
says Arthur J. Ornitz, Director of Photography
“This is a great negative film,” says Mr. Ornitz.

If you need a film of this high quality, use

“It’s unbelievably consistent and often permits

Du Pont Superior® 2 Type 936.

one-light printing. It has fine grain, a fine gray

technical information about this fine new film,

scale with rich blacks. And yet it picks up detail

write E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.).

in the shadow areas and gives you greater con¬

2432-A Nemours Building, Wilmington 98, Del.

trol of mood and tone.”

In Canada: Du Pont of Canada Limited, Toronto.

(MM)
RIG. U S. ^AT Off-

For complete
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In This Issue

Editor
“PORGY AND BESS”—A PHOTOGRAPHIC MASTERPIECE

476

Leon Shamroy’s extraordinary mood lighting and imaginative photographic
treatment is “painting with light” at its best.
EDITORIAL ASSISTANT
Marion Hutchins

FILMING FORMULA FOR “ODDS AGAINST TOMORROW”

478

The director asked for an atmosphere of increasing menace and a climax
of catastrophy. Story by the photographer, Joseph Bran, A.S.C.
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS
PHOTOGRAPHY SHARP, CLEAR AND INCISIVE
Derek Hill

480

Joseph Henry

Cinematographer Lee Garmes, A.S.C., believes in sharp, highdefinition photography for all motion pictures. His photography of

Clifford Harrington

“The Big Fisherman” is a fine example.

Joseph V. Mascelli
Herb A. Lightman

DIRECTIONAL CONTINUITY IN CINEMATOGRAPHY

485

Joseph V. Mascelli explains how establishing action axis for every scene
is key to maintaining correct screen direction in static shots.
TECHNICAL EDITOR
Emery Huse

SHOOTING BLACK AND WHITE IN COLOR

486

Strong mood and sharp contrasts mark color photography of
“The Nuns Story” by Franz Planer, A.S.C.
SIMULTANEOUS SWITCHING

EDITORIAL ADVISORY BOARD
Arthur Edeson, A.S.C.

488

Simplifying the problem of switching on lights and camera motor
simultaneously for the peripatetic camerman.

Robert deGrasse, A.S.C.
Burnett Guffey, A.S.C.
Wallace Kelley, A.S.C.
Arthur Miller, A.S.C.

WE TRAVEL LIGHT AND WE TRAVEL FAST!

490

Fast negatives and portable lighting equipment enabled J. Burgi
Contner to expedite location shooting of the “Naked City”
TV film series, produced in New York.

Ray Rennahan, A.S.C.
John Seitz, A.S.C.

PERFECTONE TAPE RECORDER

Lester Shorr, A.S.C.

Product report on the most talked-about portable magnetic tape
recorder designed especially for mafor film production use.

•

492

Features

INDUSTRY NEWS

454

News briefs of industry activties and progress.
458

BOOKLETS, CATALOGS AND BROCHURES

Report on new literature related to motion picture production
ON THE COVER
The Todd-AO camera under direction of Leon Shamroy, photographs scene on location for Samuel
Goldwyn's "Porgy and Bess." Joseph Brun's cam¬
era crevir is shown filming a scene on location in
New York for "Odds Against Tomorrow." Lee
Garmes (left, lower photo) discusses camera setup
for a scene for "The Big Fisherman" with (L to R)
Howard Keel, director Frank Borzage, and camera
operator Eddie Garvin.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS

462

Where and what TV and feature film photographers were
shooting last month.
WHAT’S NEW IN EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORIES, SERVICES

464

Things that are new for makers of motion pictures.
TECHNICAL QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

472

Reader's questions answered by experts.
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A Salute to Mitchell
Camera users throughout
the world on the
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CAMERA
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CRAB DOLLY

MOVIOLA
The Best in Camera Mobi

MOVIOLA MANUFACTURING CO.

BOOKLETS
CATALOGS and
BROCHURES
Wide-screen Booklet
“Wide Screen Motion Pictures” is
title of new booklet recently published
by the Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers. It is revised edi¬
tion of booklet first published in Sep¬
tember 1955. It includes up-to-date
and detailed information on CinemaScope, Cinemiracle, Cinerama, MGM
Camera 65, Panavision 65, Superscope,
Technirama, Todd-AO, Vista-Vision
and others. Included are specifications
for camera aperture, projector aper¬
ture, aspect ratio, direction and rate
of film travel, soundtrack information,
etc., for each system.
A separate section explains the op¬
tical principles used in anamorphic
systems. Copies are 25^ each. Write to
SMPTE headquarters, 55 West 42nd
St., New York 36, N. Y.

1451 N. GORDON STREET • HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA • HO 7-3178
Cable Address; MOVIOLA HOLLYWOOD • CALIFORNIA

Film Storage Data
“Eire Effects and Eire Control in
Nitrocellulose Photographic-film Stor¬

liew
WORLD FAMOUS

Patlie
16mm "WEBO-M"
REFLEX cine"
CAMERA
Imagine! All the perform¬
ance . . . the precision con¬
trols that have perpetuated
the honored name—Pathe,
are now yours in Pathe's
New, Light, Compact
'Webo -M"! Just Received
From Paris.

I

6 SPEEDS-8T08^RA^S PER SEC0NDr~'^^fc2IjJ'®t£N^

Available with complete selection of Wide-Angle, Tele-Photo Lenses & Accessories!

Write for the Complete Story! FREE 132 Pg Photo Tools Catalog

u.s.A. Distributor

Serving Industry Since 1897.

Burke

James. Inc.
AC859

458

321 S. Wabash Ave.
Chicago 4, III., U.S.A.

age,” is title of recent publication of
National Bureau of Standards.
The 20-page booklets reports the
results of a comprehensive research on
the fire hazards of nitrocellulose mo¬
tion picture film. Although this type
of motion picture film is no longer
manufactured, large quantities contain¬
ing important historical or record in¬
formation have accumulated for many
years. The relative effectiveness of vari¬
ous safety devices in minimizing fire
loss to film and danger to surrounding
property are described.
Price per copy is 20 cents. Write to
Government Printing Office, Washing¬
ton 25, D. C.
Kodak Publications Catalog
A handy 16-page guide to Eastman
Kodak Company photographic publi¬
cations has been revised to include
recently-added titles.
“Kodak Books And Guides” (L-8)
lists titles of publications on general
and specific photographic sulijects,
gives brief descriptions of their con¬
tents, number of pages, and list price
of each. Copies are available free from
Sales Service Div.. Eastman Kodak
Co., Rochester I, N. Y.
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... announcing the formation of the

AERIFLEX CORPORATION OF AMERICA

asuais
257

PARK

AVENUE

spring
new

y o

R K

7-3200

I O . N.Y.

SOUTH

July 1» 1959

TO our friends in the Motion Picture Industry:
Almost 10 years =“S°'

S°Aral"equipment joined the

cameras and the comple
family of fine West German
Kling Photo Corporation family
photographic products.

status as the out-

= ^s^o^rin-tr^of^aral motion Picture^fi-

Xrrrff - "
gradually set it
"oy Kling to the general

dXuihS:.
t'i'.aphic trade. Individual
^,,ome necessary,

stewardship of the Arr

.w^RTrA

The formation of the AHBIFLEX COf
bnratrn ^ aSIeX ^erand^Serv^- and forms a
oroader base for future
Our sincere thanks to all who have^m^ thereby contributing
Of professionals all over
to this announcement.
Cordially»
ARRIFLEX corporation of AMERICA

Paul Klingenstein
President
.

PPOCESSING equipment

,PUEX MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS
SOLE U. S. AGENTS

•

'1

SOLE U. S. AGENTS
• Arriflex Motion
Picture Cameras
• Arri Processing
Equipment

AUGUST

•

1959

CORPORATION OF AMERICA
257 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK 10, N. Y.
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reasons why
Florman & Babb is tops
with professional
film makers

a message from our president:

Arthur Florman —the
big wheel.

John Babb^also n big
wheels with a big cigar
to match.

Leonard W, Hollanderj
Salei Manager—ha»
perfected unusual approach to selling—he
tells the truth,
P. S. it works.

Hy Hoth—Rental De¬
partment Manager,
The ulcer kid—worries
like mad. But you can
he sure the equipment
is perfect.

Uom yotto —Mainte¬
nance Engineering
Chief, Our capable
genius in charge of all
equipment.

George Berrios —
Rental Maintenance
Man, Checks each item
returning from rental
— meticulous and re¬
sponsible.

Herb Sawasky—Ma¬
chinist, An artist on
the lathe.

Byron Church—Audio
Repair. Moviolas^ pro¬
jectors and amplifiers
of all sizes.

Tony' A lonzo—Expe¬
diter. Fancy name for
shipping clerk.

Pauline Kornhauser—
C r e il i t Manager.
Charms customers into
paying their hills.

Shirley Babb — Our
lovely Treasurer.

Charlotte G a n t z —
Bookkeeper. Did you
know your invoices
were typed hy this doll'/

Eleanor Salz—Recep¬
tionist. Flips a mean
switchboard.

Do you want to buy
— sell — trade any
piece of professional
movie equipment?
Then come to Flor¬
man & Babb. We
guarantee you the
best deal you’ll get
anywhere. And we
mean it.

We’re proud of the staff here at F & B. As a matter of fact we’ll match their experience,
knowledge and technical ability against any other group servicing professional film
makers. Want proof? Ask anyone who does business with us, or better still—find out
for yourself. Hope to see you soon.

F1-.OFC1VIAN & BABB

460

INC.

68 West 45th Street • New York 36, N. Y.
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Auric on
<•

SUPER

with

1200”

Full-Frsme

FOCUSING

Reflex

CAMERA
G r o u n d - G 13 s s

OPTICAL

SYSTEM

The unique and versatile features built into the 16mm Auricon “SUPER 1200”
Sound-On-Film Recording Camera have prompted Producers and Cameramen
to name the Super 1200.. .“Finest 16mm Sound Camera ever built!” This
Camera is “Self-Blimped” for whisper-quiet Studio work, has 33 minutes of
continuous film capacity, Variable-Shutter or Kinescope “TV-T” Recording
Shutter, plus the combined “Rifle-Scope” Telephoto Finder and ReflexFocusing Optical Systems illustrated below. Its only equal is another Auricon
“Super 1200”...

CAMERAMAN'S

FOCUS

4

IN USE FOR FULL-FRAME GROUND-GLASS FOCUSING

IN USE AS TELEPHOTO-FINDER DURING FILMING

“Super 1200” Reflex Ground-Glass Focusing-Frame indicates the field covered
by any focal-length lens at all distances. A lOX enlarged Ground-Glass image
is seen by the Cameraman, for needle-sharp critical focusing.

No Camera-v/eight shift on tripod legs when moving from focus to film-shooting
position with the “Super 1200.” Camera-body does not shift to focus, or shoot
film, as Optical-System Dove-Tail Carriage is only moving part!

THE CAMERA OF TOMORROW, HERE TODAY! ITS ONLY EQUAL IS ANOTHER AURICON "SUPER 1200”
Model “CM-74C” Features include...

G UARANTE E
All Auricon Equipment is sold with
a 30 day money-back guarantee.
^

You must be satisfied!

Auricon
A

PRODUCT

“Rock-steady” picture and High Fidelity Optical Sound-Track recorded on same film at same
time, with “whisper-quiet” Camera & Sound Mechanism synchronously driven by precisionmachined Nylon gears.
“Super 1200” is Self-Blimped for completely quiet Studio use.
Built-in Electric Camera Heater with automatic Thermostat-Control, provides reliable coldweather Camera operation.
Geared Footage & Frame Counter with built-in neon-glow indirect light.
Two independent Finder systems (in addition to Reflex Ground-Glass Focusing through the
Camera lens); a brilliant upright-image Studio Finder, plus the “Rifle-Scope” precisionmatched Telephoto-Finder.
■K 600 and 1200 ft. film Magazines available. Up to 33 minutes continuous filming.
During picture exposure, your film runs through the Auricon “Super 1200” Film-Gate with the
light-sensitive film emulsion accurately positioned on jewel-hard Sapphire Surfaces, an
exclusive Berndt-Bach feature (U.S. Patent No. 2,506,765). This polished Sapphire Film-Gate
is guaranteed frictionless and wear-proof for in-focus and scratch-free pictures, regardless
of how much film you run through the camera!
Priced from $5,667.00 complete for sound-on-film; $4,149.00 without sound; choice of “C”
Mount lenses and Carrying Cases extra.
^ Sold with a 30 day money-back Guarantee and One Year Service Guarantee; you must be
satisfied. VYrite today for your free Auricon Catalog.

OF

DT-BACH, INC.
6902 Romaine Street, Hollywood 38
MANUFACTURERS OF S O U N D-O N - FI L M
RECORDING EQUIPMENT SINCE 1931

'0.
TRirOD
S406.25

(III PQWtl UNIT

5269.50

ClMl-VOlCf
5793.00

AURICON PftO-600
51S71.00

5UP» 1200
55667.00

SOUND (KOIDfl
53630.00

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Edward Scaifie, “The House of the Seven
Hawks” (David E. Rose Prod.; C’Scope &
Metrocolor; shooting in London) with Rob¬
ert Taylor and Nicole Maurey. Richard
Thorpe, director.
George Clemens, ASC, “Twilight Zone”*
(CBS).

WHAT THE INDUSTRY'S CAMERAMEN WERE SHOOTING LAST MONTH
ASTERISKS

INDICATE TELEVISION

FILMS

John Nicholaus, “Rawhide”* (CBS-TV)
with Eric Fleming and Clint Eastwood.
William Marcuues, “The Lawless Years”*
(Jack Chertok Prods.) with James Gregory
and Robert Karnes.

Henry Ereulich, ASC, “Dennis the Men¬
ace”* (Screen Gems with Gloria Henry &
Herbert Anderson. Wm. Russell, director.
Commercials* (Screen Gems).

Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, “The Wreck of
the Mary Deare” (C’Scope & Color) with
Gary Cooper and Charlton Heston. Michael
Anderson, director.

AMCO STUDIOS

Jack Etra, “Stakeout”* (Screen Gems:
shooting in Fla.) with Walter Mathan.
Harmon Jones, director.

Glen MacWili.iams. ASC, “Police Station"*
(Sandy Howard Prods.) Sandy Howard, di¬
rector.

Burnett Guffey, ASC, “Mountain Road”
(WideScreen; shooting in Ariz.) with James
Stewart. Daniel Mann, director.

Milton Krasner, ASC, “Home from the
Hill” (C’Scope & Color) with Robert Mitchum and Eleanor Parker. Vincente Minelli,
director.

AMERICAN NATIONAL

DISNEY STUDIOS

ALLIED ARTISTS

Gii.hert Warrenton. ASC, “Atomic Sub¬
marine" (Gorham Prod.) with Arthur Franz
and Dick Foran. Spencer G. Bennet, di¬
rector.

Boii Hoffman, “Bold Venture”* with Dane
Clark; “Challenge”* with George Nader.
(Ziv-TV) Andrew Marton, director.
Monroe Askins. Richard Rawlins, “Lock¬
up”* (Ziv-TV) with MacDonald Carey.
William Whitley, ASC,
TV) with Bill Lundigan.

“Space”*

(Ziv-

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS

Vernon Lewis. “Navy Industrial Film"*
(Roland Reed Prods. Shooting in NY). Ar¬
thur Pearson, director.
Howard Schwartz. National Realtor Board
Film* (Roland Reed Prods.) Arthur Pear¬
son, director.
CASCADE PICTURES

Elwood Bredell, ASC, Commercials*

William Snyder, ASC, “Toby Tyler (Tech¬
nicolor) with Kevin Corcoran and Henry
Calvin. Charles Barton, director.
Paul Beeson, “Kidnapped” (Buena Vista
release. Technicolor; shooting in England &
Scotland) with James MacArthur and Peter
Finch. Robert Stevenson, director.
Lucien Ballard, ASC, “Elfeco Baca”* with
Robert Loggins and Robert Simon. George
Sherman, director.
Walter Castle, ASC, “The Little League”*
Walter Beaudine, director.
FOX WESTERN AVENUE

James Van Trees, ASC, “The Many Loves
of Dobie Gillis”* with Dwayne Hickman.
Fred Gately,
Star Prods.)

ASC,

Commercials*

(Four

Charles Van Enger, ASC, “Man Without
a Gun”* with Rex Reason and Mort Mills.

COLUMBIA

Gert Anderson, ASC, “Donna Reed Show”*
(Screen Gems) with Donna Reed. Oscar
Rudolph, director.
Oswald Morris, “Our Man in Havana”
(Kingmead Prods.; C’Scope; shooting in
Havana) with Alec Guinness and Maureen
O’Hara. Carol Reed, director.
Georges Perinal, “Once More, with Feel¬
ing” (Stanley Donen Films; shooting in
Paris) with Yul Brynner and Kay Kendall.
Stanley Donen, director.

Lloyd Ahern, ASC, “How to Marry a Mil¬
lionaire”* with Barbara Eden, Merry Anders
and Li.sa Gaye. Danny Dare, director.

Frank Phillips, “Border Patrol”* (Gallu
Prods.) with Richard Webb. Sam Gallu, di¬
rector.

James Seeley, ASC, Missile Test Project
RCA Atlantic Missile Range, Cape Canaveral
Fla.

Fred Gately. ASC, “Father Knows Best”*
(Screen Gems) with Robert Young and
Jane Wyatt. Peter Tewksbury, director.

Morris Hartzband, “Brenner”* (Kenco;
shooting in N.Y.) with Ed Binns and James
Broderick. Gerald Mayer and Herman Hoflman, directors.

462

N.B.C.

Alan Stensvold, ASC, “You Bet Your
Life”* with Groucho Marx. Bob Dwan and
Bernie Smith, directors.
PARAMOUNT

Loyal Griggs, ASC, “A Visit to a Small
Planet” (Hal Wallis Prod.) with Jerry
Lewis and Earl Holliman. Norman Taurog,
director.
Daniel Fapp. ASC, “Li’l Abner” (Techni¬
color) with Peter Palmer, Stubby Kaye and
Julie Newmar. Melvin Frank, director.
Aldo Tonti, “Savage Innocents” (Magic
Films; shooting in Canada) with Anthony
Quinn and Yoko Tani. Nicholas Ray, direc¬
tor.

Stanley Cortez, ASC, “Women Confiden¬
tial” (Imperial Piets.) with Mamie Van
Doren and Richard Coogan. Edw. L. Calm,
director.
REVUE STUDIOS

James Wong Howe, ASC, “The Franz Liszt
.Story” (Goetz Piet.; shooting in Vienna)
with Dick Bogarde and Capucine. George
Cukor, director.

(Screen

Jack Hii.dy.ard. “Suddenly, Last Summer”
(Sam Spiegel Prods.; shooting in London)
with Elizabeth Taylor and Montgomery
Clilt. Joseph Mankiewicz, director.

Paul Vogel, ASC, “The Time Machine”
(Galaxy Prods.) with Rod Taylor and Alan
Young. George Pal, director.

INDEPENDENT

Boris Kaitfman, ASC, “The Fugitive Kind”
(Jurow-Shepherd Prod, for UA; shooting
in N.Y.) with Marlon Brando and Anna
Magnani. Sidney Lumet, director.

Fred Jackman. Jr., “Alcoa-Goodyear Thea¬
tre”*
(Screen Gems)
Walter Grauman,
director.

Hal Mohr, ASC, “The Last Voyage”
(Color; shooting in Japan) with Robert
Stack and Dorothy Malone. Andrew L.
Stone, director.

PARAMOUNT SUNSET
GENERAL SERVICE

Charles Lawton, ASC, “Comanche Station”
(Scott-Brown Prods.; shooting in Lone
Pine) with Randolph Scott and Nancy
Gates. Budd Boetticher, director.

Irving Lippman, “Tightrope’’*
Gems) with .Michael Connors.

William Daniels, ASC, “Never so Few”
(C’Scope & Color) with Frank Sinatra and
Gina Lollobrigida. John Sturges, director.

KEYWEST STUDIOS

Walter Strenge, ASC, Series of religious
jiictures (Family Films). William Claxton,
director.
LINKLETTER PLAYHOUSE

.\lan Stensvold, ASC, “People Are Fun¬
ny”* Herb .\tkins, director.

Mack Stengler, ASC, “Leave it to Beaver”*
(Gomalco Prods.) with Barbara Billingsley
and Hugh Beaumont. Norman Tokar, di¬
rector.
BenJ. Kline, ASC, “Wagon Train”* with
Ward Bond. (Revue Prods.)
John Warren, ASC, Ray Rennahan, ASC,
“Whispering Smith”* (Revue Prods.)
John Russell, ASC, Lionel Lindon, ASC,
“Riverhoat”* (Revue Prods.)
Ellis Thackery, ASC,
(Overland Prods.) with
David Rich, director.

“Wells Fargo”*
Dale Robertson.

Lionel Lindon, ASC, william Sickner.
ASC, “General Electric Theatre’’* (Revue
Prods.).
Ray Cory, ASC, John Warren. ASC,
‘‘Markham”*
(Revue Prods.) with Ray
Milland.
Continued on Page 507
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DEVELOPING 35MM (5248) COLOR NEGATIVE
DEVELOPING 35MM (5253) AND 16MM (7253) INTERMEDIATES
35MM ADDITIVE COLOR PRINTING
16MM CONTACT AND REDUCTION ADDITIVE COLOR PRINTING
INTERNEGATIVES 16MM (7270) FROM 16MM KODACHROMES
BLOW-UPS from 16MM KODACHROME TO 35MM COLOR
KODACHROME SCENE TO SCENE COLOR BALANCED PRINTING
35MM COLOR FILM STRIP PRINTING

Write for Color Methods Brochure
MOVIELAB BUILDING • 619 W. 54th ST

NEW YORK 19, N. Y. • JUDSON 6 0360

F & B Butt Sptice
& Film Repair Blocks

»

These excellent blocks make butt splicing
and repairing damaged film strips simple
as A-B-C. Easy to use, no complicated
parts, and solidly constructed they are
available in the following models:

WHAT’S NEW
in equipment, accessories, services

16mm Film Processor

Power Amplifier-Speaker

Model B-35 for 35mm. film. 12.50

Filmline Corp., Milford, Conn., an¬
nounces a new daylight-operation film

Model BSB

processor for 16mm reversal, negative

Hallen Electronics, 332 No. La Brea
Ave., Los Angeles 36, Calif., announces
production of a new transistorized
power amplifier-speaker combination

Model B-16 for 16mm film.$ 9.50

-

Combinaiion

black

for
16mm,
35mm and
V4"
tape . 24.50
Write

fnr

Free

Illustrated

Catalog

Florman & Babb
INCORPORATED

68 West 45th Street • New York 36, N. Y.

and positive film. It was designed espe¬
cially to meet the fast procssing needs
of TV stations, race tracks, and film
labs specializing in quick processing
and quality results.
Semi-portable,

easily installed

and

maintained, the Filmline Model RT-S
has a dry-to-dry time of less than 3
minutes for reversal emulsions, when
operating at 85 fpm at a temperature
of 90° F.

for use with most tape recorders.
The 12-watt amplifier, completely
transistorized, is acoustically flat and
free from dips and peaks in frequency
response from 40 to 12,000 cps. Both
volume and equalization controls are
provided on a recessed panel, and a
jack provides for use of an external
speaker.

A variable-speed transmission and
high-efficiency impingement film dry¬
ing system permit processing speeds up
to 55 fpm for negative and 125 fpm
for reversal emulsions. The ASA index
of Eastman or DuPont reversal films
can he increased as much as 1,000%.
Data sheet is available. List price is
$6,450, F.O.B., Milford, Conn.

CINEMATOGRAPHER"
Informational and instructive motion pic¬
ture produced by the Hollywood Motion
Picture Industry. Depicts role of the Di¬
rector of Pho ography in lighting and
photographing motion pictures in Holly¬
wood stud'os. Shows various camera and
lighting equipment used on Hollywood
sound stages and the results achieved
from their use.
One-reel 16mm black-and-white prints
available on Free Loan to cine clubs,
college cinema g oups, schools, and
accredited
clubs
and
civic
groups
within the continental U.S. Reserva¬
tions necessary and payment of return
shipment required.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
CINEMATOGRAPHERS
1782 North Orange Drive
Hollywood 28, Calif.
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Electric Lock
Challenger Lock Co., 2349 West La
Palma

Ave.,

nounces

a

Anaheim,

new

Calif.,

an¬

electrically-operated

lock that has many possible applica¬
tions

in

the

motion

picture,

sound,

and film laboratory fields. Lock is de¬
signed

for

use

where

two

opposing

Wide-Angle Lens Adapter

doors are employed that should not be

A special mount for the Angenieux
18.5mm f/2.2 wide-angle lens that per¬
mits it to be used on 35mm Arriflex
cameras, is announced by Gordon En¬
terprises, 5362 Cahuenga Blvd., North
Hollywood, Calif.

opened at the same time. With the
Challenger lock, opening either door
automatically locks the other. Further
technical details may be had by writ¬
ing company.
Continued on Page 508
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Thm s 3 mm why New York,
Chioogo onj Hollywood
Buy ond Ren! from CtPO*
Everybody knows that CECO sells and rents
f'

%

■ the world’s finest photographic equipment. But
many of these products are
available elsewhere. So there
must be a reason why so many film makers
come to us. The reason is knowledge,
experience and consultation service that no

Professional Junior* Tripod
World’s standard of quality. This newest PRO JR.
gives you super-smooth action and simple camera
attaching method; telescoping pan handle with adjustable
angle; sockets for left, right, reverse tilts; special pan
tension knob; cast-in tie-down eyelets; self-aligning
double leg locking knobs; built-in spirit level.
*Reg. US Pat Off No. 2318910

PLANOTYPE Adhesive
Plastic Lettering

one else is as well equipped to render as we are.

Ideal for captions, legends,
titles, art work for TV
commercials. Can be used
easily, needs no special
skills. Aheres to most
materials indefinitely.
Comes in many type faces
and sizes, and in a variety
of colors.

We employ masters in every category of film
production. Whether the script calls for the
usual or the unusual, it is smart to
CECO Periscope
Finder Attachment

who are not located in New York, Chicago
and Hollywood. The top Pros throughout

For Mitchell or CECO
Erect Image Viewfinder.
Allows cameraman to view
through finder from
12 inches above or below
normal viewing position.
May be used when camera
is above or below average
height. Adjustable.

the world are also loyal CECO patrons.
Whatever the need, if CECO can’t solve
it, who can?
*CECO—Trademark of Comera Equ ipment CO
FRANK C. ZUCKER

(£flm€Rfl €9uipni€nT (o.,inc.
Dept. I

31S West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N. Y.

JUdson 6-1420

SHARPS Colour
Chart and Grey Scale
Indicates how colors will
reproduce in monochrome
when photographed by
film or TV cameras.
Insures correct evaluation
and choice of colors
for desired effects.

AddiHonat Producfs
CECO 110 Volt AC DC Variable
Speed Motor for
Mitchell 35mm Camera

CECO offers the world’s largest and most
comprehensive line of professional cameras,

Specially designed to drive
camera at variable speeds from
8 to 48 EPS. Operates efficiently
even in coldest climates.
Attaches easily to camera with
2 screws. Available for
Bell &L Howell 35 mm Standard
cameras. 12 volt DC also
available. Variable speed motors
for other cameras in stock.

accessories, lighting, editing, processing and
animation equipment including: MAURER
Products (Exclusive Distributor); Oxberry
Animation Equipment; Cooke Speed Panchro
Series II, Kinetal, Kinoptic, and Bausch & Lomb
Baltar Lenses. Other products we carry are:
Color Charts - Computers - Splicers - Exposure
meters - Projectors - Screens - Marking pencils
and pens - editors gloves - stop watches.
New CECO Stop Motion
Motor for Cine Special

Renfafs
Cameras - 16mm and 35mm
Editing Equipment
Lighting Equipment
Generators - Truck mounted or Portable

110 volt AC synchronous
operation. One-half second
exposure. Run forward
and reverse. Equipped with
frame counter. Easily mounted
on camera, needs no special
tools. Stop motion motors
available for most other cameras.

Sound Equipment
Projection Equipment
Grip Equipment

■5

35mm CECO Professional Film Viewer
with Double System Sound Reader
Easy threading, portable. Views
film on large 6" x 41/2 " brilliant screen.
Affords sound and picture synchronization
editing; synch adjustment. Available
as single system reader or as viewer only.
Counter optional; easily attached.
16mm models available.

I
1

:

WESTON Model 614 Foot-Candle Meter
No correction factors necessary.
Compact. Convenient range-changing
switch. Cell tilts to any angle. Measures
0 to 60, 120 or 600 ft. candles.

Ask about our Precision Repair
and Design Engineering Service!
SALES

SERVICE

RENTALS

FRANK C. ZUCKER

(JflmeRfl Cc^uipmeni (g.,inc.
Depf. I

31S West 43rd St.,

New York 36, N Y

JUdson 6-1420

CECO 2-Speed Geared Head 1
for BNC or Raby Blimp f

Offers slow or fast pan fa
and tilt. Provides extreme tilts, w
Super-smooth action, rugged P
construction. Accepts
silent cameras with accessory
bridge plate.

The whole secret of good color
photography is right here
GENUINE

ntlalz

NORWOOD
Suffer Director
Exposure Meter
High-Fidelity Color Exposures are now yours everytime
Automatically! — The three-dimensional Incident Light Nor¬
wood Heliosphere assures you of the absolutely correct ex¬
posure setting under all conditions with one quick reading.
The exclusive Norwood Heliovalve gives you an automatic
direct-reading f: stop for pre-adjusted film and shutter
combinations.
No wonder the new NORWOOD is the favorite of Holly¬
wood professionals!!!
The world’s only genuine Norwood Exposure Meter now
made! The Automatic Norwood Super Director made by
the Walz Company, is the new invention of Mr. Donald
Norwood, world-famous inventor of the Norwood system of
three-dimensional incident light exposure control.

$ms
mm

COMPLETE

Includes Norwood Meter,
Case, Necksfrap, 3-D In¬
cident Light Heliosphere,
Reflected Light Heliogrid,
Automatic Heliovalve.

f

Smm
3 MOVIE METER

MOVIE EDITOR

Easiest-to - use movie meter.
Direct reading f:stop for movie
cameras. No dials! No calcula¬
tions. Pre-set for Daylight Kodachrome, Type A Kodachrome and
Anscochrome.

Ultra-Drecision compact folding ed¬
itor.

Geared

screen.

rewind.

Built-in

Bright,

marker,

sharp

focuser,

fr.amer with Quicksplice.

$5.95

$34.95
OPTICAL

SUPERIMPOSER
TITLER and WIPER
OUTFIT

MOVIE TIMER
Attaches direetl.v into cable re¬

Attach to movie camera and
use at the same time as the scene
is being photographed. Very
simple to use. Fully complete with
accessories.

lease. Adjustable from a to 20 sec.
Signals START when timer activates
shutter. Cuts shutter off at pre-set
time.

$19.95
EXCLUSIVE U S A. IMPORTER

U. S. PHOTO SUPPLY CO. INC., 6478 SLIGO MILL ROAD, WASHINGTON 12, D. C.

EXCLUSIVE CANADA IMPORTER .

AUGUST

•

1959

$6.95 with case

. MAIKO OPTICAL & PHOTO PRODUCTS. 1765 KEELE STREET. W

TORONTO, ONTARIO
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Bell & Howell 35mm
Special Camera
One of Bell & Howell’s latest 35mm motion picture cam¬
eras. It has a 3-lens divergent turret, filter slot, built-in
grips and strap for hand-holding. Operation is with a 24
volt dc motor or hand crank, and there Is provision for a
spring motor. The camera and magazines have built-in
heating system and are designed to operate under severe
climatic conditions. Viewfinder is a Bell & Howell direct
image reflector type, providing a center cross and brightline outlines for four fields of view superimposed on the
scene. Critical focuser allows thru-the-lens focusing. Maga¬
zines have internal movement for pre-loading, allows in¬
stant change without threading.

COMPLETE OUTFIT INCLUDES ALL THIS:
Bell &
2" T2.5
lens
4" T2.5
lens
6" T4.5
lens
2 400’
with
24 volt

AN $8900.00 VALUE!

COMPLETE

I

Howell 35mm Camera
Baltar or B&H Milfar
with lens hood
Baltar or B&H Miltar
with lens hood
Telephoto lens with
hood
or
1000’
magazines
footage counters
motor; 24 and 48 F.P.S.

90° angle motor mount
Bell & Howell tracking finder
Critical focuser
Set of gelatin filter holders and
set of glass filters
Dust cover. Set of cables.
1
Radio interference filter
2

Carrying cases for camera,
magazines and accessories

I

Model D, 35mm

Beil & Howell 16mm and 35mm
Continuous Film Printers
*2495®“
List value over $4000.00
SPECIAL

Used . . . 1850.00

These are the Continuous Printers that have set the standards
of the industry for quality and performance. Exclusive features

Model JA, 16mm
List value over $4200.00

include five-way aperture (on 35mm

model), suction-cooled
SPECIAL

lamphouse with removable filter holder, and 300 watt lamp.
They have been completely rebuilt and

are equal to

new

in performance and appearance.

*2895®“
Used . . . 2250.00

CINEX
FILM
POLISHING
MACHINE

Used

by

major studios,

labs and

Govern¬

ment services for cleaning and polishing film.
So safe that even original negative may be
entrusted to it. Employs no sprockets, eliminat¬
ing

danger of tearing

perforations.

Oper¬

ation is completely automatic with exclusive
centralized control. Processes

1000 feet of

film

8000

every eight

minutes,

or

hour. Polishes 16 and 35mm film.

ft.

Original list is $3600.00!

I

NOW
ONLY

Sf40000

per

complete

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA COMPANY
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HOLLYCAM BRINGS YOU THE LARGEST SELEGION
OF CAMERAS AND EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE ANYWHERE!
NEW
Mitchell BNC
DePUE AUTOMATIC
35mm
Studio
LIGHT CONTROL
Camera
BOARD
Model 152

With All Built-In Features
COMPLETE OUTFIT

Fully automatic light changer pro¬
vides

152

standardized

of picture
in

any

degrees

printing light intensity

predetermined

order

or

sequence. Changes are made au¬
tomatically as the interrupter on
the printer responds to the timing
notches

on

the

negative.

These

• Combination matte box and sunshade with leather
bellows.
Wide angle matte box.
Viewfinder with built-in adjustable mattes and followfocus cams for the lenses.
Reducing finder adapter.
Four 1000 ft. magazines.
220 volt 3 phase BNC interlocking motor
Carrying cases for complete outfit.

units are new and --eady to go.

THESE EIGHT LENSES INCLUDED

List price is $1390.00!

24mm
32mm
35mm
40mm

NOW
ONLY

$

790

00

f2.3
f2.3
f2.3
f2.3

50mm
75mm
100mm
125mm

f2.3
f2.3
f2.3
f2.3

ALL THIS ... A COMPLETE
STUDIO OUTFIT

$

ONLY

With Thomas Gear Head..8450.00

NEW
These scene slates
are brand new,
made by Radiant
Mfg. Co. Scene,
camera and take
numbers provided
on sturdy flip cards.
Heavy duty, metal
bound, for years
of active use. A
$12.00 value.

$/|95
ONLY

7950

4

GRISWOLD
35iiim FILM
SPLICER
A Ncumode product. Provides many years of fast, accurate splicing at
minimum cost. Exclusive design features assure clean, square splices
on the frame line every time, with accurate hole spacing. Nothing to
get out of order or require adjustment.

$1Q95

Model

R-2, list $32.00, used..

Model T, brand new, with light in base and cement ^
bottle holder.

Write for your copy of our new catalog,
showing hundreds of items for still, cine,
and aerial photography. Large section on
processing equipment.

NE\U

List $45.00.
32x34”.

10611
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•
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Zipper closure.

C^H"^^GING heavy duty black fabric.
sleeves.

Some materials are
from former U.S.
Gov’t stocks.
Equipment not listed
as new or
reconditioned is used.
All prices f.o.b. our
warehouse.

List

•

NORTH

13’
24 50

Double wall

SPECIAL

Double arm $^^95

$19.00.

All equipment is guaran¬
teed to be as adver¬
tised. Check with order
please, or 25% deDosit, balance on
delivery. Purchase
orders welcomed from
D&B rated firms.
Minimum order $5.00.

HOLIYWOOB CAMERA CO.
BOULEVARD

00

HOLLYWOOD

•

CALIFORNIA
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The First and Only

TRANSISTORIZED
Synchronous Sound Recording Channel
Self Contained
Uses Flashlight Batteries
Weighs 16 Pounds
Records and Plays Back
Push-Button Control
Push-Pull Edge Sync
Tape Speed 7.5 in. per Sec.

Manufactured by

PERFECTONE
of Switzerland for

RYDER SOUND SERVICES INC.
1161 No. Vine St., Hollywood 38, Calif.
SALES — LEASE — RENTAL
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U.S. & Canada

New York

Exclusive Distribution

Sales & Rental

Magnetic Sales Corp.

Magnepix, Inc.

1147 No. Vine St., Hollywood 38, Calif.

105 E. 106th Et., New York 29, N.Y.
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whaf they
are saying
about the
June 1959 issue
AMERICAN

THE MAGAZINE OF MOTION PICTURE PHOTOGRAPHY
featured the ARRIFLEX 16 in a four page
editorial report and headlined it...

The Arriflex 16, because of
its versatility, ruggedness and
reliability has become the most
popular portable professional
motion picture camera
in America today

99

(illustrations ond captions from the same report)

THE ARRIFLEX 16mm camera's
great popularity is due to its
many practical features such
as through-the-lens viewing
while filming, divergent 3lens turret, registration pin
in film gate, automatic buckle
switch and variable speed
electric motor.

REAR VIEW, showing eye¬
piece of direct-viewing
finder, tachometer, foot¬
age and frame counters,
and variable speed con¬
trol for the motor.

UNIQUE TURRET design
permits any three lenses,
from extreme wide-angle
to 300mm telephoto, to
be mounted simultane¬
ously without mechanical
or optical interference
with one another.

Write for four page reprint of report
and complete Arriflex literature.

ARRI SOUND BLIMP plus
400-ft. magazine and sync
motor converts the Arri¬
flex 16 to an efficient pro¬
duction camera for sound
stage and location
filming.

SIDE VIEW of blimp with
doors open. Three separate
doors are provided for easy
access to interior: one on top
for mounting 400-ft. maga¬
zines; another in front for
access to lenses and turret;
and on the side, for insert¬
ing the camera.

^[g[S0[?[Lli2^

CORPORATION OF AMERICA
257 PARK AVENUE SOUTH, NEW YORK 10, N. Y.
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TECHNICAL

Magic "Mylar"

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Conducted by Walter Strenge, A.S.C.

This amazing sprocketed splicing tape
will repair torn and damaged films, re¬
place torn perforations and allow you to
butt-splice without losing a single frame.
Comes in transparent for film, opaque for
magnetic film. Splice will never come
apart and perforations stay permanently
repaired with Magic “Mylar." Use Magic
"Mylar” for all your film repair and
splici 9 jobs.
Transparent—For Film
1 6mm.,—Single

Perf.... .$5.00 per roll
1 6mm. —-Double
Perf. . . 5.00 per roll
35mm.
. 9.00 per roll
Opaque—■For Magnetic Fil m
1 6mm.
35mm.

...$ 6.60 per roll
... 11.00 per roll

Write

fnr

Free

Illustrated

brochure

Florman & Babb
INCORPORATED
68 West 45th Street • New York 36, N. Y.

UHLER Professional Printers

UESTiONS

relating

to

cinematog-

^ raphy or other phases of film pro¬
duction are invited from readers and
will be answered by letter by Walter
Strenge or by other qualified mem¬
bers of the American Society of Cine¬
matographers. Questions and answers
"'onsidered of general interest wil'
appear in this column.—Ed.

Q

I plan to film a number of stage
shows on 16mm film where the ac¬
tion will be continuous for periods of
30 minutes. Can satisfactory picture
and sound results be obtained by using
one 1200-ft. 16mm camera (single sys¬
tem) for recording the sound track and
the master long shot scenes, and a sec¬
ond camera operating in sync with the
first to record medium, closeup and
angle shots? If so, will it then be pos¬
sible to “raise” the track from the
single-system camera negative and ob¬
tain a separate sound track that could
be used same as a double-system track,
thus making it possible to intercut and
edit the No. 1 and No. 2 camera films
in the usual double-system manner?
Would this result in a satisfactory com¬
posite print?—O. E., Florala, Alabama.

Answer: Where you have two nega¬
tives that require intercutting, a sep¬
arate sound negative may be obtained
by first making a master positive print
from which an optical sound dupe neg¬
ative may be made for double-system
printing.
This sound dupe negative should
give you fairly satisfactory composite
sound print quality if the original
single-system camera sound negative is
of good quality.
Combination

16mm

$775.00

Continuous...

f.o.b. Detroit

OTHER PROFESSIONAL PRINTERS
Reduction & Enlarging 16-8MM.. .

$1,295.00

Combination 35MM Continuous. ..

$1,445.00

Reduction & Enlarging 35-16MM..

$2,475.00

Cineradiogrophic for 35-1 6MM.

$2,275.00

UHLER CINE MACHINE CO.
Ph.:

15762 Wyoming Ave., Detroit 38, Mich.
UNiversity 1-4663
Cable: “UHLCIMA”
Write for further information
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To obtain the best sound quality
when intercutting two single-system
negatives, a sound print should first be
made from one of the negatives and a
re-recorded sound transfer to an opti¬
cal sound negative then made. This
can include any necessary sound fre¬
quency and volume correction and
should give better sound quality on
the final composite print than would
be obtained by the optical dupe meth¬
od.—W illiarn Gephart, A.S.C. Associ¬
ate.

Q

I recently purchased a lens on
which
the
footage
and
f/stop
marks were almost entirely obliterated.
How can I (1) determine the focal
length of this lens, (2) what size area
it will cover, and (3) the speed of the
lens?—A. M. J., Fresno, Calif.

Ansiver: A simple way to determine
the focal length of the lens and also its
coverage is to mount it in front of a
piece of negative film, with ground
glass focusing available (as with a
camera). Take a picture with the lens,
preferably of a building or some other
architectural object whose dimensions
are known or can be determined.
The distance from the nodal point of
the lens to the object should also be
carefully determined. The focal length
can then be computed, containing only
the error due to the necessary rack-out.
If this rack-out is computed for the
focal length indicated and subtracted
from the first computed focal length,
a fairly accurate focal length will re¬
sult.
The coverage, of course, can be de¬
termined from an inspection of the de¬
veloped film. The film area used should
be large enough to exceed the coverage
of the lens, if extreme coverage of lat¬
ter is desired.
The speed of the lens can be most
easily determined photometrically by
using an ordinary photometer in the
image plane and comparing the read¬
ing obtained with those obtained from
another lens of the same focal length,
under the same conditions. Photo Re¬
search Corp., Los Angeles, and Cam¬
era Equipment Co., Inc., New York
City, also can determine fairly ac¬
curately the T-Stop rating of the lens
by photometric methods. — If inton
Hoch, A.S.C.

Q

I have a Norwood exposure meter
and would like to know how to use

it to determine exposure where there
is backlight in the scene. — C. M.,
ISeuilly, France.
Continued on Page 510
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JVOW!

IT’S NEW!

The

BIRNS

&

SAWYER

Now! It's NEW! — The first 35mm projector with positive-stop, auto¬
matic single-frame, electronic action both forward & reverse!
SEE THE BIRNS & SAWYER MODEL 20001
Now! It s NEW — The first 35mm projector with variable speed for¬
ward and variable speed reverse!
SEE THE BIRNS & SAWYER MODEL 20001
Now! Its NEW!
The first 35mm projector with remote push button
control, footage and frame counter!
SEE THE BIRNS & SAWYER MODEL 20001
Now! It's NEW! — The first and only 35mm projector with all these
features: automatic single-frame advance or
reverse, variable speed motor forward & re¬
verse for searching head, constant speed
motor forward for sound, remote control pa¬
nel duplicating controls on machine; can be
operated from any distance; 1000-watt lamp
with sliding heat filter; sound or silent; 2000
foot capacity on roll away table.
It's the BIRNS & SAWYER Model 2000, tailored
for today's needs in industrail film data and
missile exploration.

Projector complete with remote control,
sound and roll-awoy stand. Cot. 2260

From: $1,295

Interior showing Selsyn Motor and

Remote

Control

Panel

Catalog

2003

gloss heat filter.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BROCHURE COVERING SPECIFICATIONS

^BIRNS & SAWYER
^
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CINE EQUIPMENT

6424 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA • TELEPHONE: HOIlywood 4-5166
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EDGE I
NUMBER
I
FILM

#■’^1"^^lOTION PICTUI

->1 S'3

ENM-16 numbers 16MM film every 40 frames. An
adjustment bar permits edge numbering the film in
any area (16MM only).
ENM-16-M numbers 16MM film every 16 frames to
match 35MM. Numbering can be done in any
position on the film.
ENM-35 numbers 35MM film every 16 frames. A
combination 17’2-35MM machine is available at a
slightly higher cost.
ENM-70 numbers 70MM film every 16 frames.
(Equipped with an 80 tooth sprocket with five
perforations per frame.)

ENM-16

I

Machine can edge number rolls up to
3000'.
Friction devices control the payout reel.
A torque motor allows the film to be taken
up evenly and smoothly. An adjustment
knob for the torque motor rheostat per¬
mits quick adjustment to take up 1000,
2000, and 3000 foot reels.
The impression roller is free wheeling and
self adjusts itself to give a most legible
number without the danger of embossing.
A simplified inking system with an eccen¬
tric center roller in the ink well provides
quick alignment for the applicator sponge
rubber roller. A doctor knife in the inkwell
removes all surplus ink from the inking
rollers.
There is a simple adjustment for dis¬
pensing the amount of ink required.
The unit has a small brush wheel to clean
the numbering element after the number
is applied.
A micro switch cuts the power when a roll
of film is completed.
A Veeder Root counter checks the film
footage.
A keeper holds the film in place for sync
mark and spot coding.
The handle in front permits the operator
to manually turn the numbering block to
the desired position for a number change.
Running speed is between 80 to 110 feet
per minute.

ENM-16-M

ENM-35

$2500,
ENM-70

NUMBERING
BLOCK
The numbering block generally consists of two
letter wheels or one number and one letter wheel
manually operated and four number wheels which
move automatically and number from 0001 to
9999. All numbers can be reset by hand to begin
at any desired number.
ENB-35 ($400)... Numbering block for 35MM indi¬
rect reading. Two letter wheel and four numbers.

I

ENB16 ($400) ... Numbering block for 16MM
direct reading. One letter and four numbers wheel
or two letters and four number wheel.

MAIN OFFICE: 956 SEWARD, HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA, HO 2-3284
H p^^lOLLYWOOD FlUM COMPANY

•

reels •

cans •

shipping cases

BRANCH : 524 WEST 43RD ST., NEW YORK, NEW YORK, LO 3-1546

St
*
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USHK

Brutes
Molarcs
Teners
Seniors
Juniors
Cones
ColorTrans
Masterbeams
Hydraulic Stands
TV Scoops
/'
Cables
Boxes
Dimmers

LIGHTING THE MOTION
PICTURE INmUSTRY SINCE 1921

BRIP miPMENT

Century Stands
Flags
Scrims
Dollies
Ladders-Steps
Reflectors
Parallels
Booms

AC & DC Generator Trucks
1000, 700, 300, 200 Amp. DC
100, 50, 30, 20 Amp. AC

RENTALS
Send for a schedule of rental rales.

BEHERAnRS
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**PORGY AMI
PHOTOGRAPHII

Leon Shamroy’s extraordinar

mood lighting and imaginativ
photographic treatment

“painting with light” at its bes

By

PHOTOGRAPHING THE PICNIC PARADE. Shamroy’s
camera on residents of Catfish Row in their Sunday
that will take them to picnic grounds. Exterior set
quired every illumination source of the studio to

ARTHUR

E.

GAVI

camera crew trains the Todd-AO
finery as they start march to boat
was erected on sound stage, re¬
light.

motion picture comes along that
affords the camerman opportunity to embellish it pictorially
in a manner calculated to heighten audience emotional
response. Most of today’s productions call for reasonably
straightforward photography, offering little or no oppor¬
It isn’t often that a

tunity for imaginative pictorial treatment except, perhaps,
for certain sequences that depend additionally on momen¬
tarily pointing up a mood through stylized lighting, a
unique camera treatment or both.

sort of visual enchantment stir an emotional chord such as
art devotees experience when looking upon a masterpiece
of Ruebens, Rembrandt, or Gauguin.
There probably is only one cinematographer who could
achieve this, and Samuel Goldwyn knew it when he sought
out Leon Shamroy, A.S.C., to photograph “Porgy and Bess”
in Todd-AO and Eastman Color. It was Shamroy who at¬
tained new heights in photographic achievement in filming
the memorable “South Pacific” in Todd-AO and color—

As a stage production, “Porgy and Bess” probably has
seen as many variations in presentation and treatment as
any of the “immortals” of the footlights. It was logical,
therefore, that Samuel Goldwyn and the great staff of
creative artists he gathered together to put “Porgy and
Bess” on the screen should seek to excel all previous presen¬
tations of this world-famous musical.
Despite extensive pre-production planning and the superb
production design, art direction and costuming, Goldwyn’s
“Porgy and Bess’ could never have become the great mo¬
tion picture that it is visually without the imaginative
lighting and photography that causes this fine melodic
masterpiece to unfold on the screen as a vast canvas on
which the sets, costumes and the players themselves in a

THREE-TIME "OSCAR" WINNER Leon Shamroy, ASC, photo¬
graphed Samuel Goldwyn's "Porgy and Bess." Unlike with his
photography of "South Pacific," Shamroy used no unusual
color filters before the camera lens in photographing "Porgy
and Bess."
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BESS” - A
MASTERPIECE
the same Shamroy with the rough exterior and a sensitive
artist’s feel for emotional pictorialism who for more than
thirty years has been giving each new picture assignment
a different and highly imaginative photographic treatment.
He is one of the top four Academy Award winners among
cameramen, with three “Oscars,” two Look Awards, and
eleven “Oscar” nominations to his credit.
Surprising as it may seem, Shamroy had no preconceived
ideas about how he was going to photograph the picture,
right up to the starting date. “Porgy and Bess” was
virtually a blank canvas when he commenced the initial
camera work on location near Stockton, California. Shamroy began intuitively, much the same as a plant begins
growing. He had read and re-read the script many times;
had watched the many rehearsals that preceded shooting—
and little by little the whole pattern of lighting and pho¬
tography began to unfold in his mind. “I never have a

!
!
I
!

I

CRAP

GAME

where

fight

began

that

places

every

Catfish

Row

resident

in

tographer

Shamroy

displayed

new

ended

m

jeopardy.

and

unusual

murder
Here

that

cinema¬

lighting

tech¬

niques that give every scene the pictorial quality of a painting.

preconceived idea about how I’m going to photograph any
picture,” he says.
The plot of “Porgy and Bess” is familiar to almost every
lover of the theatre. It is an American folk version of the
struggle between good and evil, with the players all Negro.
Bess, beautiful and yearning for love, is abandoned
suddenly by the murderous Crown. Porgy, a cripple, takes

;
‘

her in and awakens all the good in her. But the physical
appeal of Crown overcomes her when he abducts her from
a church picnic. Crown returns to Catfish Row during a
hurricane and is killed by Porgy to preserve Bess’ new¬
found decency. While Porgy is being questioned by police,
the slick, rascally Sportin’ Life induces Bess to go to New
York with him. Porgy learns of this, following his release
from jail, but with indomitable faith sets out in his goatdrawn cart to bring her back.
“Porgy and Bess” differs from most of the great pictures
that have graced the screen in the past in that its story is
told with a minimum of dialog, with rendition of the play’s
great, if not immortal, musical numbers by various memhers of the cast supplying the main thread of continuity
and the key to the story’s denouement. The two great arts
of drama and music are thus combined to produce an
inspiring motion picture.
Camera work began on location late in September, 1958,
on Venice Island in the San Joaquin River near Stockton,
some 350 miles from Hollywood. Here the Charleston
wharf and pier as of 1912 were recreated for the opening
scene of the film, in which the fishermen return home from
their day’s work to the tune of “Summertime.” Because
the scenes that immediately follow were to be filmed on
the huge “interior-exterior” set of Catfish Row erected on
one sound stage at the Goldwyn Studio, it was necessary for
Shamroy to give special attention to the lighting of the
initial exterior scenes filmed at Venice Island, so they
Continued on Page 496
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WHARF SCENE adjoining Catfish Row erected on Goldwyn sound
stage. Shamroy's

photography

here

is

most

effective

in

match¬

ing actual exterior scenes filmed on a Northern California water¬
front location.

ONE

OF

FEW

actual

outdoor

scenes

filmed

on

location

for

“Porgy and Bess." Here Sammy Davis as Sportin' Life enchants
Catfish
Ain't

Row

picnickers

Necessarily So."

with

his

Although

kept overall scene rendition in

dancing
shot

in

and
full

singing

sunlight,

of

It

Shamroy

key with the warm tones estab¬

lished for the interiors.
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''An atmosphere of increasing

catastrophy"—filming

'ODD<

REHEARSING

A

“Odds

Agoinst

Robert

Wise

DAYLIGHT
Tomorrow”

extreme

left,

exterior
is

for

Director

addressing

actor Horry Belofonte in telephone booth.
Meanwhile Cinematographer Joseph Brun,
ASC, in leather coat, next to Wise, checks
his
wind

lighting.

Note

machine

wind in

used

booster
to

light,

produce

also

effect of

scene.

It would not be

possible to write about “Odds Against
Tomorrow’’ without starting witli the man behind it:
Robert Wise, our director. When I say “our,” I am sure

The possibilities of “photographic contribution” are
plentiful with such a subject. However, my constant pre¬
occupation was to integrate the photography with Robert

1 am expressing the thoughts of everyone connected witli
the production, those behind the camera and those in front

Wise’s powerful way of telling a film story while avoiding
obvious and facile acrobatics.

of it.

We used wide-angle lenses exclusively throughout the
picture: 30mm. 25mm, 18mm, and quite often the 14mm
made by Angenieux of France. Most closeups were shot
with the 30mm or 25mm, and occasionally with the 18mm.
Foreshortening was used as a dramatic element. The 14mm
was used for its truly amazing characteristics: not merely

Robert W ise never speaks merely for the sake of making
conversation. He always means every word he says, and
when the word does not come, a simple gesture expressing
power and determination completes the sentence. This man
breathes, lives, thinks in him terms; his heart beats at
him speed. Tliere is greatness in his simplicity and deep
knowledge in his modesty. In brief, sheer enjoyment and
inspiration for the director of photography.
Thus, when Robert Wise said to me: “1 want an atmos])here of increasing menace and a climax of catastrophy;
we shall ignore the rules and regulations of conventional
visualization,” 1 knew these words were not just another
pre-production speech.

for its great depth of field and extremely wide angle, but
especially for its presence and participation, and its won¬
derful rendition of architectural perspective. We used the
zoom lens quite often, not as an instrument to obtain
magnification or to approximate traveling shots, but as
an editorial medium corresponding to a progressive fast
or slow switch of image format, or as a rythmic element
in combination with sound and dialogue.

Basically, “Odds Against Tomorrow,” a Harbel Produc¬
tion for I nited Artists, is the story of a bank robbery
and of the motives leading three extremely different indi¬
viduals (Robert Ryan. Harry Belafonte, Ed Bagley) to
associate in such an enterprise. It is also the story of the
hatreil between a Southerner and a Negro, a hatred which
leads them in an implacable crescendo to pitiful failure
aiul death. It is a hatred without concessions, solution, or
sweet appeasement.

One-third of the picture was shot on location in the
streets of a small town (Hudson. New Tork) by bitter,
cold night. All studio shots as well as interior locations
included apparent ceilings, thus multiplying the lighting
difficulties. In one interior scene the camera was on the
studio floor. Sol Midwall, my operative cameraman, had
to make a 180° vertical pan following Robert Ryan as he
moves along a narrow corridor, through a living room,
then to a bedroom. Walls and ceilings so enclosed the
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menace and a climax of
formula for

AGAINST TOMORROW
By

JOSEPH

BRUN,

A.S.C

sets there was literally no room for any lights on the
floor or on the catwalks. To overcome this problem, I
decided to use a mobile microphone boom, temporarily
inactive, to mount and move my lights in concert with the
action and panning of the camera. Small spotlights were
mounted on the mike booms which were extended out
into the set. As the camera was panned, electricians moved
the boom-mounted lights out of camera range but without
altering their effectiveness as the source of illumination.
It was an amusing and new kind of show in the studio.
The most challenging part of the assignment, perhaps,
was an important exterior sequence which, in the story,
was to start at 4:30 p.m. in full daylight and continue
into full night, with continuous action on the part of the
three principal actors. Director Wise, who rarely uses
dissolves for editorial transitions, wanted continuous photo¬
graphic progression over the whole sequence without re¬
sorting to dissolves. Extremely careful planning and a long

FILMING A DOLLY SHOT on location. Cinematographer Brun's camera
crew uses a solid platform dolly “track" here for moving the camera trained
on Belafonte, extreme left. Here may be seen the two fill lights (back of
mike boom) which provide balancing illumination, while another booster
light is set up on sidewalk in distance, properly goboed to shield light
from camera lens.
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CINEMATOGRAPHER Brun, with eye to finder, checks a camera setup
for “Odds Against Tomorrow" from a parallel erected on a location
site. Huge blower is set up near by to produce the required wintry
winds for the scene. Wide-angle lenses were used exclusively for
photographing the picture.

streak of bad weather enabled us to achieve this interesting
sequence. As a result audiences will actually witness the
end of a day and the birth of a night in its full progres¬
sion.
Matching from scene to scene obviously would be the
problem here. Shooting required jumping from one loca¬
tion to another, abandoning a well-commenced sequence
or an interior set simply in order to hit the right lumi¬
nosity of a sky or a cloud formation. Filters were used
in all possible combinations and I was greatly helped by
the variety of film emulsions which are put at the disposal
of cameramen nowadays. We jumped from Background-X,
to Plus-X, or Tri-X, and used a large quantity of infra¬
red film. The make-up men changed the make-up of the
principal actors several times a day to accommodate the
change from panchromatic emulsions to infra-red.
The final chase-to-the-death sequence of the picture was
shot at night at an oil refinery, on the tops of full gas
tanks. During the cold nights, the men had to take extra¬
ordinary precautions to observe the strict safety regidations as well as to preserve their own lives. The final fight
between Robert Ryan and Harry Belafonte was staged on
top of a tank 40-feet high. Illumination could only he
obtained from the ground below or from far-distant points.
We had worked for four long nights on this sequence and
this was to he the last one, as well as the last scene on this
frightening location. Then, right behind the rehearsing
actors, the sky began to lighten portending dayhi’eak. It
then became a race between men and the rising sun. I had
mentioned to the crew that no filters or optical tricks could
enable us to match the deep, jet-black night effect estabContinued on Page 510
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THE BIG FISHERA^AN and
of

Galilee—an

ACHIEVING
with

new

his brother Andrew ride out terrific storm on

excellently

effect-lighted

EXTREME depth

Panavision

lenses

of

field

and

in

and

photographed

scenes

the Panavision

like
65

this

was

camera.

Sea

scene.

relatively easy

THE

BIG

FISHERMAN

(Howard

Herod Antipas at work.

FEAST

PRECEDING

Keel)

center

observes

Realistic set was built in San

beheading

of

John

the

Baptist

tax

collectors

was

depicted

silhouette—a scene that required lighting from the floor.

Photography Sharp, Clear, And Incisive
Lee Garmes, who believes in sharp, high-definition pho¬
tography for all nnotion pictures, found this easy to accom¬
plish with the new Panavision 65 camera when filming
“The Big Fisherman.”

By

480

FREDERICK

FOSTER

In the world of art, there has
always been a marked difference in
the detailing techniques of painters,
ranging from the extremely sharp to
the highly diffused. The work of most
Dutch painters of the 17th century,
such as Vermeer and de Hooch, is
distinguished by infinite attention to
even the smallest detail resulting in
renditions as sharp as contemporary

AMERICAN

for

Fernando Valley.

CINEMATOGRAPHER

in

TYPICAL

OF

VISTAS

encompassed

by

Cinematographer

Lee

INTERIOR

Garmes’

required

Panavision 65 camera is this scene of Herodias' arrival at Herod’s palace.

GIANT

GAS-MOTOR-DRIVEN

wind

machines

were

required

to

on the other hand, went to the other
extreme and their work is marked by
highly diffused detail requiring view¬
ers to stand away some distance in
order to bring all elements into focus.
In modern cinematography there is
a similar area of disparity in tech¬
niques and photographic results. One
cinematographer, for example, who
steadfastly holds to the sharp focus
technique is Lee Garmes, A.S.C., whose
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WERE

vast—many

available

piece

reaching

of

arc

into

lighting

sound

stoge

equipment

rafters,
to

returning

to Galilee and watching

Jesus and

disciples ascending

and

illuminate.

CRISP, SHARP COLOR photography enhances scene of Simon Peter and

furnish

gale that demolishes palace, following John the Baptist's beheading.

commercial art. The English artist
Constable and the Frenchman Monet,

SETS
every

Fara

the Mount.

most recent accomplishment—the pho¬
tography of Rowland V. Lee’s “The
Big Fisherman”—is currently on many
of the nation’s theatre screens.
The outstanding thing about “The
Big Fisheman” is its photography—
Continued on Page 504

LEE
of

GARMES,
lights

John
in

the

ASC,

for big

directs

scene

Baptist,

ultra-wide-screen

of

filmed

the

placing

beheading
in

Panavision

of

silhouette
65.
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The One-Stop
Animation & Special FILM iMBERINO PAYS OFF
Effects Camera Stand
Unnumbered
films cause

with ELECTRONIC ZOOM

confusion and
loss of time

TEUnimastand
Installotions
Embodies
larger,
and

throughout

features

movie

railroad

the

of

world!

photo

comera,

The MOY Visible Edge Numbering Machine edge numbers every foot of

en¬

16mm, 17V2mm, 35mm film and simplifies the task of checking titles and

micrometer

roundhouse.

footage.

Optical

effects such as pons, cngles, zooms

fades

quick closeups and every variation

cut

for trick photography is easily pro¬

camera

fitted

to

a

vertical

photographs

art

even

the

the

heaviest

work.

All

priced stands are
is

precise

registration

basic

magnetic

and

are:

special
count

CinemaScope

of

effects,
frames

stereophonic

-Write for illustrated brochure

E YOUR FILM TITLE!;

zoom

itL-Aruma
sliding
board, rotated at

many purchasers

in

keep

art¬

movements to the Art Table or
Cel Board.

Among the

tracks

showing
to

through
of

counters which calibrate
18”
north /south movement, 24”
travel,

numbering

$2475

work. Includes four Veeder Root

east/west

edge

messy crayons, punches, em¬

prints

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.
Consolidated Films Labs., Ft. Lee, N.J
General Film Labs., Hollywood, Calif.
Eagle Labs., Chicago, III.
Reeves Soundcraft, Springdale, Conn.
Cinerama Productions, New York
American Optical (Todd AO), Buffalo
Columbia Broadcasting System, N.Y.
Telefilm, Inc., Hollywood, Calif.
Louis de Rochemont, N.Y.C.
Walt Disney Productions, Burbank, Calif. (6 machines)

incorporated.

assured

Work

Among the many purchasers are:

movements associated with high
Accuracy

require

Multiple

Takes

16mm or 35mm

illustrated).

added.

film.

carriage

camera (Acme with stop motion
motor

or

marks, perforations,

mutilate

dissolves

ONLY

moveable

counterbalanced

and

not

recordings make edge numbering a MUST.

duced with TEL-Animastand.
A

Replaces cue

bossing—does

with TEl-Hnimaprint ^

cell
45°

Associated Missile Products Corp., Pomona, Calif.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, New York
Boeing Airplane Co., Wichita, Kansas
TV Spot Service, Cedar Rapids, Iowa
jWNCT-TV, Greenville, North Carolina m.
|WGAL-TV, Lancaster, Pennsylvania
UNESCO (Aid to India), Paris, France
.Cnlifo'-nia Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif.
I Veteran Administration Hospital, Topeka, Kansas
University of Calitornia Radiation Lab., Livermore, Calif.
Holland-Wegman Productions, Buffalo, New York
Sandia Corporation, Albuquerque, New Mexico
Texas State Dept, of Health, Austin, Texas

Greatest dollar for dollar
value in its field!
The first sensibly priced HOT PRESS
TITLE

MACHINE

fast,
the

dry

for

lettering

answer

to

in

high

quality,

all

colors—

economy

and

pre¬

cision accuracy in film titling. Prints
dry from foil for instant use. Acme
pegs assure perfect registration on
paper

New Electronic Zoom Control

or

acetate

cells.

Will

pro¬

duce titles in any language and any
style—main titles, sub-titles,
trailer titles, TV commercials,

Few of the mony features:

slide films, shadow and third
•

Adjustable Dynamic Braking.

•

Constant Motor Torque at any speed.

be

•

Instant Response at any position.

W

Infinite Variable Speeds.

art, scenic or live action
background, including pho¬

dimensional effects, etc.
applied

May

to any kind of

tographs.

Basic Title Stand_$1495
Basic

Stand

Basic Stand,

with

Electronic

Zoom

Write

illustrated

for

Latest Electronic TEL-Animaprint

Compound. $2995

Compound,

Electronic

Zoom.$3740

only.$750
brochure.

iJ^Reg.

Type heated at constant rote outomaticolly* despite changes in room temperotures.
Accuracy within
1 ° F by Thermistor.$495

trademark
Standard

TEL-Animaprint

*Fenwo/'s Patented Control Unit
with manual control.$435

Write for illustrated brochure

(§)Registered

trademark

\ /
‘The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry Since 1926".

ISTD.

1926

CINEMA SUPPLY CORP

If

Pays

to

Checfc

with

S.O.S.

Before

Buying

Equipment.

Dept. F, 602 WEST 52nd ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y. — Phone: PL 7-0440
• Western Branch: 6331

Hollywood Blvd., Holly'd 28, Calif. Phone.-HO 7-2124

file IMEW S.O.S. JOHOR TRIPOD
Professional GROOVED LEGS
Vastly Improved Over Any Tripod in its Class!
For all types of medium-weight cameras. The S.O.S. Junior is
the “Big Brothei" of all Junioi Tripods. Fumble-free front star
shaped threading knob with angle gears • Telescoping, offset
tripod handle with second handle position • Positive pan and
tilt locks, with large tightening levers for utmost rigidity and
safety—full 90° tilt • Heavy curved aluminum bands insure
non-slip positioning • Heavy brass main shaft for longer wear,
no sticking
•
Detachable, precision machined friction plate.
One-piece aluminum leg locking knobs for quick adjustments,
even tension • Guaranteed not to creep • Aluminum leg supports
with leg rest ledge—aluminum leg bearings • Extra smooth
friction head—guaranteed for 5 years • Professional type
grooved legs • Seasoned, solid hardwood legs, oil treated and
polished-will not stick.
WrUe for illustrated brochure.

^
I
I

OJ^ $145

(Sturdy Fibre Carrying Case $18)

Professional
Picture Camero with
Built-in Features

AURICOIPSO-ROII
for IBmin Optical 8ound-0n-Filin
a o5en
YJav!^ 6

the

^outli

f^oie

(^xpeJitic
reeze

tilon
T erail

■A’Self-blimped for completely quiet studio operation.
quiet film flow of the “Auricon
cision

design.

‘^Auricoa Pro-600” with Lens
Blimping Hood, Auto Parallax
Finder with Magazine, Tripod

The whisper“Auricon Pro-600’’ with SingleLens “C" Mount,
Tele-Finder
Obiective^
Finder, Magazine

Pro-600'' is silent proof of pre¬

Your sound-recording

microphone never picks up

"Pro-600" Camera noise!
★600

ft.

film

Magazines

with

Auricon-Electromatic

Take-up

for

16 minutes continuous "Talking-Picture" filming.
★Synchronous

Motor

Drive

for

“Single

System"

or

“Double-

FREE!!

System” Recording.
★Available
Optical

at

added

cost

is

Sound-Track-On-Film,

zines, View

“Single-System”
“C-mount”

equipment

Lenses,

Film

for

Maga¬

Finders, 3-Lens Turret, Critical Ground-Glass

GIGANTIC CATALOG

Focus¬

ing, Lens Sun-Shades, Tele-Finders, etc.

SOLD

WITH

30-DAY

MONEY-BACK

Everything in Motion Picture and T.V.
Production Equipment. 8,000 listings—
500 illustrations—176 pages. Indispens¬
able to all Film Producers, Film Labs.,
TV Stations, Government Agencies, In¬
dustrial Organizations, Educational
In¬
stitutions,
Cinematographers,
Etc.
If
you don't oireody h-’ve this elaborate
catalog, write for FREE copy on your
company letterhead.

GUARANTEE

YOU MUST BE SATISFIED!
Write for free illustrated "AURICON PRO-600" literature and prices

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF S.O.S. TIME PAYMENT PLAN
Convenient payment terms arranged. You may apply your idle or surplus
equipment as o trade-in.

"Auricon Pro-600'' with Critical
Ground-Glass Focusing, 3-Lens Turret

The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry'

m. CliMA SUPPLY COUP.
WESTERN

BRANCH

—

6331

Hollywood

Boulevard,

Hollywood

602 WEST 52n(l ST., NEW YORK 19, N.Y.
Phone: Plaza 7-0440
28,

California

Cable: SOSOUND
Telephone:

HOIlywood

7 2

Let's face it, color quality is best attained in the original reel. Attempts to correct spectral warps
in later generations should be minimized.
If you are under the illusion that ''you can't always get ideal color balance in the original," you
should give serious thought and careful testing to 16mm Ansco Professional Camera Film Type 2J^2.
Type 242 is a low contrast, fine grain color stock designed specifically for camera use. It produces
the finest possible print-through characteristics.
In addition. Type 242 will consistently give flesh tones and red renditions that are markedly
superior.
And there's only one way to find out about Type 242 ... by using it!
In comparison tests with other materials you will get significant improvements in color quality
. . . you will know the difference and so will your customers!
Ansco, Binghamton, N. Y., A Division of General Aniline & Film Corporation.

Ansco
1

Type 21(2

1

I_I
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DIAGRAM

BELOW

illustrates

a

typical

tvro-shot

set-up

for filming a scene similar to one at right. In a static
scene such as this the camera would
for a

straight-on

two-shot; at A for a

be

placed

at

B

closeup of the

girl, and at C for an over-the-shoulder closeup of the
man.

During

the filming

of a

series of shots such

as

this, eoch of which must intercut with the others, were
the camera placed on the opposite side of the action
axis, as at D, the players' positions would be reversed
on the screen, and the shot would not properly intercut
with those photographed from positions A, B, or C.

Directional Continuity In Cinematography
PART II: Establishing action axis for every scene is key to
maintaining proper screen direction in static shots.
By

In

the discussion

of directional con¬

tinuity in cinematography last month,
the term “action axis” was both illus¬
trated and described as an imaginary
line traversing a set or scene and
which defines the direction and path
of travel or movement of players in
the scene—or their position on the
set and the direction in which they
face—in relation to position of the
camera. The purpose of the action
axis, it was pointed out, was to enable
the cameraman and director, or both,
to keep the screen action in each shot
properly oriented with respect to lefts
and rights. In this article, the impor¬

JOSEPH

V.

MASCELLI

Observing the action axis for static

matter of camera placement with re¬

set-ups is just as important as when
shooting action scenes. In other words,

spect to the players. It is therefore
the cinematographer’s as well as the
director’s responsibility to see that

it is just as important for an actor
to look or face in the right direction
in a close shot as to walk or ride in
the right direction in long shots for
the purpose of maintaining directional
continuity. To simplify reference in
ensuing paragraphs to the direction a
player looks or faces, we establish here
the term “look,” which the reader
henceforth will understand as denoting
the direction a player before the
camera faces, looks or glances in static
scenes such as closeups, over-the-

tance of the action axis in staging and
photographing static shots will be dis¬

shoulder shots, etc.
Maintaining directional

continuity

camera placement is correct with re¬
spect to continuity of direction, or
look, so that all shots will fall into
place properly or “match-cut” when
it comes time to edit the picture.
The accompanying diagram illus¬
trates a typical two-shot set-up with
the players’ positions in the scene de¬
noting the action axis. The two players
may be photographed in several ways:
facing each other, in individual closeups including over-the-shoulder shots,
medium shots, etc. The camera may
be placed anywhere within a 180° arc

cussed.

for either static or action shots is a

Continued on Page 501
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SISTER

LUKE (Audrey

Hepburn),

right

is

fold

by Mother Superior

at

that she is not yet humble enough to be sent to serve in the Congo.

Convent

Such drab

scenes were test for color camera.

IN

A

NATIVE

LONGBOAT,

Sister

African

DUTY

IN

psychiatric

assignment for Sister Luke.

hospital

follows

disappointment

in

Congo

Here she is attacked by an enraged patient—

a tense moment accented visually by stork photography.

Luke,

accompanied

travels downstream to visit an African leper colony.
were shot on

GRIM

by

hospital

Superior,

Scenes for entire sequence

locales.

SISTER

LUKE begins

to

crack

up

under

strain

of nursing

while ‘‘trying

to be a good nun," tries to conceal fact from sympathetic Dr.

Forfunati

(Peter Finch).

SHOOTING BLACK AND WHITE IN COLOR
Strong mood and sharp contrasts mark Franz Planer’s photography of “The Nun’s Story.’’
By

HERB

A

L I G H T M A N

I
In I’HOTOGKAI’HING Warner Hrothers' production of “The
Nun’s Story.” Director of Photography Franz Planer.
.\.S.C.. has brought into play certain techniques and theo¬
ries of color j)hotographv that not only reveal a virtuoso
command of the mechanics of interpreting color in fdmic
terms, hut which also go far toward making this fine dra-

486

matic motion picture the visually effective work that it is.
Photographed on location in various cities of Belgium, in
Koine, and in the Belgian Congo, “The Nun’s Story” is
based on a true narrative of dedicated service in which a
young Belgian girl takes her vows as a nnn and. as Sister
Luke, is sent to the Congo to perform the duties of a sur-

AMERICAN

CINEMATOGRAPHER

|
|
)
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have black and you have white plus a range of intermedi¬
ate gray tones which make it relatively easy to create cer¬
tain moods and sustain them. In color you may have an
exterior sequence that runs six pages in the script and will
cut down to about a minute on the screen. Yet it may re¬
quire three or four days to shoot the sequence. You start to
shoot at 8:00 or 9:00 in the morning. The sun is on the
left side. You finish at 7:00 in the evening with the sun on
the other side and the light a completely different color—
and still (in terms of the action of the sequence) it is the
same moment and it is supposed to be the same light.
“Sometimes you are asked to shoot a sequence that siq)posedly takes place at 4:00 o’clock in the afternoon, but
the schedule says you must shoot it at 9:00 o’clock in the
morning when the light is of an entirely character.
In
black-and-white, if you need a sunrise, you can get by with
a sunset, or vice versa—but a sunrise in color is entirely
different in hue from a color sunset.”
Such were the challenges that arose in filming the exte¬
rior sequences of “The Nun’s Story,” but Planer solved the
problems by using a series of special filters he had de¬
signed, which made possible the creation of a specific and
consistent mood no matter what time of day a sequence was

FOLLOWING ARRIVAL in the Congo, Sister Luke is shown around hospital
grounds

by

a

native.

Scenes

now

take

on

brighter

aspect

through

straightforward color photography.

shot. If the pictorial mood desired was 4:00 p.m. and the
schedule called for shooting at 9:00 a.m., he merely se¬

gical nursf'. After years of self-denial and constant stiuggle
with the basic human emotions that threaten to overwhelm
her, she finally surrenders to the fact that she is psycho¬
logically unadapted to the ascetic life of a nun and, for¬
saking her vows, leaves the convent to once again enter the

lected the proper filter out of his kit. mounted it on his lens,
and made the correction accordingly. Surprisingly, he rare¬
ly used a color temperature meter to calculate the lens com¬
pensations use of these filters involved, preferring to gauge
any necessary corrections by eye.
Subduing color in order to achieve the desired effect of
drabness in the convent sequences was a special challenge,

world outside.
To emphatically delineate the theme of the story it was
absolutely essential to present a harsh visual contrast be¬
tween the severely cloistered life of the convent and that of
the more colorful secular world. The opening sequences of
the film demanded a somber colorless photographic mood
in order to convey dp the screen the psychological oppres¬
siveness of enforced apsterity designed to purge the young

since it actually is more difficult in color to make something
z/nbeautiful than to make it beautiful. The object here was
effectively to destroy color—and with that idea in mind.
Planer arranged for all the interiors of the convent sets to
be sprayed with gray paint to tone them down. Likewise
subdued were rich red velvet hangings of the chapels and
even a red Bible with gold-framed pages. All were “grayed”
so there would be no vibrant colors to distract the eye.

nun candidates of all wordly emotions and desires.
In order to impel his audience to respond empathically to
this atmosphere, Director Fred Zinnemann at first favored
shooting the picture in black-and-white—and, indeed, it
was not until the company was ready to leave for the Bel¬
gian Congo on location that the final choice was made in
favor of color. The deciding factor was the realization that
the African locations would look too drab in black-andwhite, thus weakening the idea of contrast between the two

Continued on Page 499

worlds.
The problem then confronting Planer was to depict the
ascetic sphere of the convent in severe monotone—to gain,
in essence, the effect of a black-and-white rendition with
color film. This presented certain difficulties.
“Color is a double-edged sword,” Planer explained. “In
many ways it is much more difficult to be creative with
color than with black-and-white. In black-and-white you

FRANZ

PLANER, ASC, in

finder of

Mitchell

Planer displayed

typical

camera.
an

In

pose

lining

photographing

up a scene througn
“The

Nun's

Stary”

uncommon talent for using color in a scene

to key the mood of the action.
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mUL TANEOUS
SWITCHING
Simplifying the problem of
switching on lights and camera
simultaneously for the
peripatetic cameraman.

FIG. 1—Author with his Bolex camera equipped with pistol-grip, which
has

electric

switch

switching on

incorporated

in

the

camera

starting

portable light for night and indoor shots.

trigger

for

Equipment is

shown in more detail in photo at right.

By

ROY

ZEPER

In many specialized fields of cinematography, there is
need to activate an electrical circuit simultaneously with the
starting of the camera for lights, remote sound equipment,
etc.
During camera operation, the full attention of the
cameraman must he directed solely to the subject within
the viewfinder. The necessity of throwing an electrical
switch separately just before starting, and again after
stopping, the camera can result in a complete break of
thought and action, as the cameraman fumbles for the
switch and then readjusts the finder to his eye.
This situation applies where the conventional bar lights
and portable-power lighting units are used in filming sub¬
jects at night, such as conventions, etc., also for intermit¬
tent opertion of two cameras, furnishing cue lights, or to
operate a supplementary motor. For such assignments,
the motion picture cameraman can ease his task eonsiderably by adding to his camera a switching device that will

TO LAMP

LAMP POWER SUPPLY

stop and start the camera and switch his portable lights
on and off simultaneously.
Continued on Page 510

FIG.

2—{Photo

matically

starts

above,
camera's

right).

Pressing

electric

motor

pistol-grip
drive

and

trigger
switches

3

auto¬

on

port¬

able light unit by means of bar contact 2, which activates the sole¬
noid switch 1.
Diagram at right is wiring
switch installation on a 16mm camera.
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plan

for

typical

POWER
SUPPLY

micro¬
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COMPLETE
FILM PROCESSING
IN LESS THAN ^ MINUTES!
dry to dry

PIG_ 4—Arrow
micro

switch

starting

E points to

so

button

manner of

extension

fits

to facilitate

mounting

beneath

camera

simultaneous opera¬

tion of both.

HOUSTON FEARLESS

FIG.

5—Micro

contact

arm

simultaneous

switch
(arrow

mounted
F)

operation

on

extended
with

Eyemo
to

camera

with

facilitate
starting

button.

Processes up to 150 f. p. m.
Where high speed and/or large volume processing of motion picture film
is required, the new Houston Fearless Model S120PN Spray Processor is
the practical answer. Processes all 16 or 35mm, b & w, neg. or pos. films.
Completely automatic operation. Dependable Houston Fearless quality.
• New, electric tachometer.
• New, improved spray bars assure
• New, wax (or silicone) applicator
uniform processing.
optional.
• New, direct, positive film drive.
•
New, archival wash available.
• Separate gear box for each
•
Processes pos. film up to
compartment.
150 f.p.m.
• New, highly accurate temperature
•
Processes
neg. film up to
control.
100 f.p.m.
• New, efficient air squeegees.
• Stainless steel throughout.
• New, automatic film tension control.

HOUSTON
^EARLESS

HOUSTON FEARLESS CORPORATION
11805 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 64, California
Send catalogs and prices on: □ Other b&w processors.
□ Spray processor. □ Color processors. □ Mix tanks.
□ Printers. □ Camera heads. □ TV pedestals.
□ Tripods. □ Remote control heads. □ Dollies.

FIG. 6—Another application of micro switch and
starting

button

to

Bolex

H-16

camera.

lever G starts camera, turns on lights.
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Burgi Coniner, in

plaid shirt, lines up

a shot with Mitchell BNC camera for a scene for "Naked City."
When shooting scenes in tight quarters, he uses 35mm Arriflex.

CONTNER AND HIS crew filiming a scene at waterfront during
light rain. Fill lights at left of camera bolster the murky doylight for an adequate exposure.

Wfe Travel Light And We Travel Fasti
. . . says J. Burgi Contner, A.S.C., who photographs the “Naked City” TV
film series in New York.

Contner credits present-day fast negatives and

efficient portable lighting equipment for enabling him to shoot scenes in
almost any weather and location.
By

If

you re

a

‘’Naked City’’ fan, the

name J. Burgi Contner, A.S.C.—the
man who photographs this popular
television show'—is not unfamiliar to
you. Contner photographed 39 of the
series during 1958-59 and will he di¬
recting the show’s photography again
when shooting is resumed this month.
From a production viewpoint, one
thing of special interest about Contner’s assignment is that the series,
consisting of dramatized local inci¬
dents. is shot entirely in and around
New York City. The series is produced
hy Herbert Leonard for Screen Gems
in Hollywood, where it is cut and ed¬
ited.
(iontner

490

says

that

except

for

the

ARTHUR

ROWAN

shooting ratio of interiors against ex¬
teriors, the photography and general
production problems of ‘‘Naked City*’
are just about the same as for any of
the TV films made in Hollywood.

ago decided that production schedules
would be maintained regardless wheth¬
er it rained or snowed, as long as it
was possible to get an acceptable image
on film.

Because the visual theme of each
show is its identity w ith New’ V ork
City, 60% of the footage that goes
into the average show is exteriors,
with the remaining 10% shot in the
studio or in location interiors. The
company’s base of operations, inciden¬
tally. is the Biltmore Studio on East
Fourth Street.

The combination of Contner's vast
experience, tbe availability of high¬
speed negatives, plus the use of light¬
weight, portable lighting equipment
that can effectively be used in almost
any location, all have made possible
the tight 3- and 4-day schedules es¬
tablished for each show. “Vi e shoot in
all kinds of weather,” Contner says,

Vi hereas the state of the weather in¬
variably dictates shooting schedules for
movie making in most locales, as a
matter of necessity the producer long

“rain, snow or sleet, day or night.”
Vi hen shooting under normal condi¬
tions he uses Plus-X negative. For
Continued on Page 506
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instrument capable of producing sound
tracks of optimum quality. It can be
operated in any movement or position
without affecting sound quality. It can

FIG.

1—Equipment pictured

here will

do anything bulkier and

costlier studio

sound

installations

will do. Surrounding the recorder B are modular single-dial mixer A, automatic camera control box
C, and

transistorized

power

inverter

D.

The

recorder

itself weighs

only

16

pounds.

be carried by the sound man when
making tracking shots, etc., by means
of a shoulder strap, as shown in Fig. 2.
In this position, the volume indicator
and pulse light of the recorder are
readily visible. Equally visible is a
VU meter on the side of the recorder—
useful for checking battery voltage
under load conditions. Both earphone
and loundspeaker monitoring is pro¬
vided. During recording, the sound
man may check the track by direct
monitor or through the reproduce
monitor simply by throwing a switch.
For greater volume and hi-fi quality
in reproduction, an external power am¬
plifier and larger speaker may be used.
Output jacks taking “banana pin”
plugs are provided on back of the unit
for this purpose.

Product- report on the

PERFECTONE TAPE RECORDER
Records sound on quarter-inch tape at 7V2 ips in

Salient feature of the Perfectone is
its ability to produce synchronized
sound for and with any professional
16mm or 35mm motion picture cam¬
era, entirely free of interlock. A
synchronizing signal, generated by
the camera motor, is recorded on the
magnetic tape. On replay, the full

sync with any professional 16mm or 35mm camera.

In

any discussion of

sound recording

these days, the name Perfectone is sure
to be mentioned and the Perfectone
magnetic tape recorder discussed. For
this Swiss-made, transistorized and ex¬
tremely compact and efficient portable
recorder promises just about every¬
thing that the professional independent
film producer has hoped for: a small,
lightweight tape recorder that can be
used on sound stage or location with
equal efficiency, and which will render
synchronized sound tracks of highest
professional quality.
A recent development of Produits
Perfectone, S..4., Bern, Switzerland, the
equipment had its American debut at
the SMPTE Convention in Miami this
spring,
where
it
was introduced
by Eclair International Diffusion of
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Continued on Page 494

France. Loren Ryder, President of
Magnetic Sales Corporation, Hollywood,
has acquired exclusive sales and dis¬
tribution rights to the Perfectone
equipment for the FI.S. and Canada.
Designed for professional recording
on l/4-in. magnetic tape at a speed of
71/2-in. per second, where no power
supply is available, use of transistor¬
ized circuits have made it possible to
keep overall dimensions of the recorder
to 4 by 13 by 10 inches—making it
probably the lightest, most compact
magnetic tape recorder ever offered the
professional motion picture producer.
In a handsome case only slightly
larger than a portable typewriter and
weighing but 16 pounds, including
batteries, is a complete and efficient
transistorized recording and playback

FIG.

2—Light

enough

shoulder strap, the
cording

to

be

Perfectone

synchronized

sound

carried

on

a

is ideal for re¬

for

moving

cam¬

era shots, newsreel photography, etc.
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PERFECTONE RECORDER
Continued from Page 492

width of the tape is scanned, but since
the synchronizing signals are in pushpull. they cancel out in reproduction
so that only the essential sound track
is reproduced in the transfer process.
To transfer Perfectone recordings to
perforated magnetic or optical film,
the push-pull signals are fed into a
sync amplifier. The amplified signals
control speed of the re-recorder, thus
insuring accurate sync between track
and picture. In demonstrations of the
equipment, synchronization drift was
consistently held to within the space
of a single film perforation.
The Perfectone method of recording
the sync signal on either side of the
sound track, which is in the center of
the tape, provides maximum available
signal-to-noise ratio and minimizes in¬
termodulation and any tendency to
print through, which often exists when
two separate signals are recorded on
the same area of the tape. Also, any
tendency for cross-talk lietween the
sync signals and the sound track itself
is eliminated.
Position of recorder motor is re¬
mote from the capstan shafts and reel
spindles to eliminate possibility of
magnetic fields and print through.
This is a permanent magnet motor
with transistorized voltage control plus
a centrifugal control for a portion of
the motor current. This insures con¬
stant rotation speed, with a power in¬
put ranging from 18 down to 12 volts,
and with a load factor varying by as
much as 4 to 1.
Twelve ordinary flashlight batteries
provide the necessary 18 volts to power
the drive motor, rewind and amplifier.
Maximum power consumption is ap¬
proximately 4 watts and the battery
unit, under conditions of continuous
operation, should be adequate for ten
to twelve hours of shooting. In practice,
however, where the recorder is turned
off between takes or set-ups, it should
be possible to obtain two to five days
of service from one set of batteries.
The recording amplifier is 100%
transistorized. It has five stages of
amplification between the microphone
input and recording head. Jacks mount¬
ed on back of the recorder provide
facilities for picking up sound from
an external sound source. The input is
bridging with an impedance of approx¬
imately 100.000 ohms. It requires a
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level of approximately ‘‘O'* dhm and
never lower than minus 10 dbm to
drive the recorder in this manner.
Fig. 1 shows the complete Perfectone
channel. A is the modular single-dial
mixer. B is the recorder. C is the auto¬
matic camera control box. and D tbe

professional

16mm

cameras

can

be

modified and equipped with a Perfec¬
tone control box to provide dependable
sync speed plus the sync pulse for the
recorder.

transistorized power inverter.

The reproduce-monitor, also com¬
pletely transistorized, utilizes five stages
of amplification when functioning as a

With a 3-phase, 220-volt, 60-cycle
camera motor, for example, a 220-volt
automatic control box (C in Fig. 1)
interposed in the camera motor power

reproduce-amplifier, with the last stage
push-})ull. Recorded sound can be re¬
produced through earphones, or by
means of internal or external speakers.

line stops and starts the recorder in
unison with the camera and produces
the sync signal. A similar 120-volt con¬

iVIodular single-dial mixer units are

trol box is also available for use with
a single-phase 120-volt, 60-cycle cam¬
era motor. For location shooting in

available to Avork with the Perfectone.
An additional modular mixer control
unit is promised for the near future
that will make it possible for the
mixing operator to function at loca¬

areas where power lines are unavail¬
able for driving the camera, a 12-volt
DC multi-duty camera motor for
Mitchell cameras can be operated
through a 12-volt control box.

tions remote from the recording unit
itself, at distances ranging up to sev¬
eral thousand feet.

For shooting on location with an
Arriflex, Bolex or similar camera,

stage recording equipment to meet the
most exacting professional require¬

where the power requirement is under
100 watts, a regular 120-volt, 60-cycle
synchronous camera motor can be

ments. It will include a microphone
and control key for announcing take

operated, using a 12-volt storage bat¬
tery and a new type transistorized in¬
verter combined with the camera con¬
trol box of the Perfectone equipment.
This small, compact and surprisingly
lightweight unit has automatic speed
control and will supply the necessary

120-volt, 60-cycle power for the camera
motor, plus sync pulse to the recorder.
Both camera and recorder are auto¬
matically started and stopped through
the camera switch.
A transistor-controlled motor having
automatic speed control, automatic
start, and producing a sync signal is
also available for the Eclair Camerette
and operates on 12-volts. D.C. A pro¬
totype is also available for the Mitchell
16mm camera.
Recent tests indicate that manv of
the DC motors presently in use on

CAMERAS
Because the necessary illustra¬
tions could not be made availa¬
ble in time to go to press with
this issue, the fourth article in the
series on professional motion pic¬
ture cameras is omitted this
month. The series will be resumed
in our September issue.
—American Cinematographer

This new modular mixer control unit
will follow design of latest sound-

numbers; a transistorized amplifier to
supply direct monitoring at the mixer
or for both the mixing operator and
sound boom operator; a key for check¬
ing the reproduce monitor; volume
indicator; and intercom facilities that
will permit communication between the
recordist and mixer.
Preceding introduction of the Per¬
fectone equipment in Hollywood sev¬
eral weeks ago, a test was conducted
at ZIV Television Studios by Ryder
Sound Services’ engineers in order to
compare results of the Perfectone with
that of eonventional studio sound re¬
cording equipment. In the recording
session, the sound from a single micro¬
phone was channeled to a Perfectone
recorder and to a studio recorder so
both instruments received the same
signal simultaneously. The tapes from
both recorders were then transferred
to sprocketed 35mm magnetic film and
subsequently played back to the engi¬
neers by means of the projection room
reproducing equipment. Neither track
was identified when played. Roth Loren
Ryder and his sound engineers listened
to the tracks and compared them as
they were alternately played on the
projectors—during which time the
projectionist switched the reels to op¬
posite projectors so that any difference
in reproducing equipment could be
noted. No difference whatever was de¬
tected in the sound quality of the two
tracks, although the engineers tried
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vainly to identify the Perfectone track.
According to Ryder,
Perfectone
model EP6A recorders and associated
equipment are now available for sale
or lease, from Ryder Sound Services,
also Magnetic Sales Corp., Hollywood,

and Magnapix, Inc., New York City.
These companies, also offer recording
transfer service on 16mm or 35mm
magnetic film, and 16mm or 35mm op¬
tical negatives—either variable den¬
sity or variable area.
■

“PORGY AND BESS” — PHOTOGRAPHIC MASTERPIECE

yellow light issuing from open doors
and windows of the buildings sur¬
rounding the square. But as the fight
increases in intensity, and the citizens
start to flee the scene, one by one
shutters are closed and blinds drawn
until the warm glow of lamplight is
no more to be seen, and the whole set
is bathed in an aura of faint blue light.
When the murderous Crown flees,

Continued from Page 477

following the killing, and leaves Bess
would match the Catfish Row scenes
which were a part of the same sequence.
The authenticity and realism that
marks the entire photographic pattern
of “Porgy and Bess” had its very be¬
ginning in this initial shot for the pic¬
ture—the opening scene of the fisher¬
mens’ return from work at the close of
the day. Quite logically the scene ap¬
pears to have been filmed about sun¬
down—and it was, the object being to
capture the warm, golden glow of eve¬
ning twilight. It was a cloudy day, and
no filters were used. On the screen, this
scene flows smoothly into the next—the
exterior of Catfish Row, filmed at the
studio.
Because this opening sequence
scenes progresses from sundown

of
to

dusk, to dark, this had to be clearly
obvious on the screen, Shamroy ex¬
plained in describing the photography
of the production.
“We accomplished the desired grad¬
ual change in the lighting,” he said,
“by use of dimmer generators, which
enabled us to precisely control the
ratios of warm or cold light and inter¬
mix them.”
“When we began shooting on the
sound stage,” Shamroy continued, “I
saw early that warm, subtly colored
illumination enhanced the Negro play¬
ers and this more or less set the light¬
ing pattern for the picture, insofar as
filming action on the sound stage was
concerned.”
The Catfish Row set and the adjoin¬
ing street, wharf and pier on Stage
Five at the Goldwyn Studio were in
many respects completely “practical”
sets, with all the set components inte¬
grated so that most of the picture’s
scenes—interiors and exteriors—could
be filmed there in close continuity.
Catfish Row, approximately a hollow
square, measured 108 feet in each di¬
rection. An arched passageway at one
end led to the Charleston street and
wharf which extended an additional
140 feet, for a total length of some
250 feet. The prinicpal buildings were
between .80 and 40 feet high. Here
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were such practical interiors as Maria’s
cookshop, Porgy’s room, and Serena’s
home, plus partial interiors of six other
rooms.
Though the overall color scheme of
the set suggested a mixture of tans,
grays and muted tones, closer exam¬
ination revealed that yellows, reds,
lavenders, blues and greens were also
employed—and all had been given a
careful “aging” effect” to convey a
weathered aspect which Shamroy re¬
ferred to as “sunburned pastel.”
One of the picture’s most impressive
scenes, from a pictorial standpoint, is
that of the crap game on the sidewalk
just outside Serena’s room. The juxta¬
position of the various players, each
carefully placed in the scene with re¬
spect to the colors of their raiment, and
the studied lighting which Shamroy
gave the scene combine to produce a
rare and beautiful picture reminiscent
of a fine painting. It is here, in this
early part of the picture one senses
that a rare and masterful achievement
in cinematography is unfolding and
feels its forceful impact for enhancing
each player’s performance.
To accomplish the lighting pattern,
which Shamroy by now had settled
upon for scenes to be shot on the sound
stage, three power circuits were avail¬
able. “For each circuit, I had one to
three dimmer-controlled generators,”
Shamroy explained. “For a full day¬
light effect, I used the white light
circuit. The other two circuits pro¬
vided blue and yellow light respective¬
ly. Where I wanted a sundown or dusk
effect, I used a combination of light
from the white and the yellow circuits.
If I wanted the effect of nightfall, I
took out the yellow light and raised
the volume of white light and blue light
together, with blue light predominating
in the scene for night or ‘moonlight’
effects.”
For example, at conclusion of the
fight where Crown kills the man Rob¬
bins following the crap game, this ac¬
tion was shot in ‘cold’ light. Earlier,
the cold light had been softened by

behind, she takes refuge in Porgy’s
one-room shack. Here there is de¬
liberate sharp contrast between the
cold exterior of Catfish Row and the
warmth of Porgy’s quarters—where the
lighting (ostensibly from a lone coal
oil lamp) is soft and warm. Here, too,
are many interesting lighting effects.
The Police arrive, following word of
the murder, and begin a door-to-door
search. As Porgy hears their approach
and observes the bright, probing beams
from their flashlights, he snuffs out the
light in his room and he and Bess hide
in the semi-darkness to avoid question¬
ing. Here Shamroy displays an excel¬
lent change of mood in his lighting.
The switch from the warm illumination
of the lamp to the stark white of the
flashlight beams filtering through the
shutter slats is skillfully and dramatic¬
ally done and points up the mounting
tension at this point. And when the
police move on, the lamp again is
lighted and the warmth of the room
sets the mood for the romantic de¬
velopment that ensues between the two.
Earlier, during the crap game, there
is another instance of effect lighting
worth mentioning. The over-all illumi¬
nation on the set, except for that com¬
ing from windows and doorways, is a
faint blue-white. Then a woman carry¬
ing a lantern enters the scene. “Here
I brought up the yellow light and also
the blue light to heighten contrast be¬
tween the two to give the effect of the
lantern light on the scene,” Shamroy
explained. The lighting effect is subtly
done and deliberately underplayed,
and unless one particularly looks for
it, the delicate change on the screen
very likely may go unnoticed.
Describing further the lighting of
this sequence, Shamroy said: “As the
fight between Crown and Robbins
started, the woman with the lantern
ran forward toward the camera. As
she did so, I took the yellow light off
the background, and now the light was
warm in the foreground and cold in
the background. There are now strong
lighting contrasts in the overall scene—
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the blue-white of moonlight punctuated
by light here and there issuing from
a doorway or a window.

tinued, “I started bringing up the
yellow light, to match the warm sun¬
light of late afternoon. Then as evening

‘"As the fight progresses, the two
men punch there way up a short flight
of stairs to the landing in front of

progressed, the colder blue and white
lights were brought up in intensity for
a full night effect.”

Serena’s room. The camera, mounted
on a mobile boom, now' has swung
around to capture the violent action
and the killing. There is only one spot
of warm light in the area and that is
coming through the doorway from Se¬

About the lighting key used for
interior scenes, including the “interiorexteriors” of Catfish Row, Shamroy in¬
variably worked in a very high key

rena’s room. As Robbins falls. Crown
starts his flight. Serena slams shut her
door and the last warm light in the
scene is extinguished. The camera re¬
mains on the cold, dimly-lit scene for a
moment then pans slowly away.”
Despite Director Preminger’s pen¬
chant for the moving camera and the
fact the Todd-AO camera was cranemounted for almost every take on the
sound stage, there is remarkably little
obvious camera movement, it is all
done so subtly. Shamroy, incidentally,
has some very definite ideas about use
of the mobile camera, ideas that found
a receptive ear in Preminger.
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’Tor wide-screen photography, mov¬
ing the camera back and forth in a
scene is very disturbing,” he said. “It’s
all right for a moving camera shot—
that is. panning at the same time the
camera is making a follow shot, etc..-—
hut when you get two people in a scene
—say. they walk to one side—let them
remain there without panning the
camera to keep them in the center of
the frame. If the space left vacant at
the side is lit properly, subordinate to
the action. I believe the scene as a
whole will he more effective pictorially.”
Summarizing his lighting of “Porgy
and Bess.” Shamroy said it isn’t pos¬
sible to effectively photograph a color
picture in one key throughout. “I
treated each sequence differently.” he
said, “changed the mood; because if
an audience sits through a picture for
say, two hours and the type of lighting
is essentially unchanged throughout, it
will tire easily.
“The day scenes in ‘Porgy and Bess’
were lit with pure white light. There
were, of course, some warm touches
given the background here and there—
as in the long shot of Catfish Row.
where there are subtle splashes of yel¬
low' and gold light falling on the
ground in the middle and background
areas of the scene.’’ The effect is much
the same as seen in many paintings by
old masters.
hen 1 got into the afternoon and
early evening scenes,” Shamrov con¬

in order to get sufficient depth of field.
Most scenes were shot at f/4 or f/4.5,
with the lighting key ranging from
900 to 1800 foot candles, he said.
“In photographing a color produc¬
tion,” Shamroy explained, “the amount
of light and the number of lighting
units required are enormous. There
must be some thought toward this when
sets are designed and constructed. Too
many art directors forget that this is
a business of improvisation. The ‘Porgy
and Bess’ sets were virtually permanent
sets and therefore posed some difficult
photographic problems. The interior
sets were complete with ceilings or,
heavy beams; there were no ‘w'ild’
walls. I had to have my grip undo
much of this so we could get the cam¬
era as well as lights into the set. My
primary aim, of course, was always to
get a decent exposure and at the same
time get a little dramatic effect here
and there into the lighting.
“Perhaps the major problem was
getting the illumination in various
scenes just right so there would never
be a sharp difference in the skin tones
of the light-skinned Negroes compared
with the dark. To keep contrasts here
to a minimum, I used a great deal of
yellow light in such scenes as the
saucer funeral sequence and in other
scenes where there were large numbers
of players. This was a bit difficult be¬
cause colored people do not reflect
light as do white people. The problem
was to equalize, as much as possible,
the extremely dark with the extremely
light when both appeared together in
scenes. To accomplish this, I used a
substantial volume of warm fill light
on the players’ faces.
“This problem of contrasts was for¬
ever present in the scenes in which
Dorothy Dandridge and Sidney Poitier
played together. Miss Dandri dge’s skin
tone is quite light, while Poitier’s is
quite dark. In no instance did I gauze
the light on them. Instead, I used
colored gels on the lights which gave
a mellow qualitv to the lighting and
this produced the desired equalization
of skin tones.”
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Much as we should like to include
here a complete description of the
lighting and photographic techniques
employed by Shamroy in photograph¬
ing all of the major scenes in “Porgy
and Bess,” the limited available space
unfortunately places a limitation on
this report. But the techniques so far
revealed also were employed for the
rest of the picture.
For Leon Shamroy, “Porgy and
Bess” is another milestone—the bright¬
est, perhaps—in his long and illustri¬
ous career. Into this fine picture went
Shamroy’s greatest and most imagin¬
ative efforts to date. He has every right
to be justly proud of the achievement.

ing the sweep of an outdoor epic in
which space itself becomes an “actor,”
it is not very satisfactory in achieving
the intimacy demanded by a more
closely confined dramatic subject, be¬
cause ultra wide-screen closeups must
necessarily be composed with an ex¬
cess of space at the sides of the frame.
For this reason, Zinnemann decided to
film “The Nun’s Story” in the mod¬
erate wide-screen aspect ratio of 1.85to-1 just as he did with his Academy
Award-winning film, “From Here to
Eternity”.
All of the exteriors of the convent
sequences, which were filmed in var¬
ious cities in Belgium, were purposely
shot on overcast days to accentuate the
desired somber mood. And yet, the ef¬

BLACK & WHITE IN COLOR
Continued from Page 487

The make-up of the players also was
subdued to tone down even the natural
pigmentation of the skin. White grease¬
paint was used to subdue eyebrows and
lips—and yet, great care was taken so
that the faces would not appear mask¬
like. On the contrary, the fragile con¬
tours of Audrey Hepburn’s face were
lighted to create the effect of an ani¬
mated Dresden figure. The face of the
Mother Superior, symbol of authority
and detached benevolence, was rimlighted in such a way as to produce
almost the aura of a halo. By way of
contrast, the face of Peter Finch (who
plays the virile and cynical jungle
surgeon, Dr. Fortunati) was lighted to
accentuate his rugged masculinity.All
this is in key with Planer’s conviction
that a face is made interesting on the
screen, not by means of make-up or
tricks of diffusion, but by effective
lighting of the facial planes.
The nuns seen in the convent se¬
quences were actual nuns and nothing
relative to them or their attire could be
changed. The habit of the nun is, of
course, black and white—two “colors”
usually considered too contrasty to be
photographed in color without modifi¬
cation. Nevertheless there was no sub¬
stitution of off-white or off-black fab¬
rics made. The habits were shot “as is”
and the result is not harsh or disturb¬
ing on the screen.
Since the story is basically a study
in character, there is a great deal of
emphasis on closeups. Both Zinnemann
and Planer were opposed to shooting
the film in one of the ultra wide¬
screen processes because, whereas the
anamorphic lens is perfect for captur¬
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fect is not depressing. These scenes
have their own subtle beauty, even
though there is no brilliant color in
evidence. There is a kind of muted
glow one finds in old tapestries or oil
paintings softened by the patina of
centuries. The results are very much in
key with Planer’s preference for work¬
ing with subdued exterior light.
“Artists always favor skylights on
the north side of a studio because they
know that true color does not exist
in bright sunlight,” he explains. “An
even light renders colors in a much
more honest way, and from the camer¬
aman’s viewpoint it is technically
much more staisfactory since he need
not struggle with the problem of hav¬
ing to compromise between exposing
for the keylight while trying to get
some luminosity into the shadows.”
In dazzling contrast to the convent
sequences are the scenes shot in the
Belgian Congo. The verdant lushness
of the foliage itself, the foaming tur¬
bulence of jungle rivers, the colorful
trappings of the natives—all combine
to produce an almost kaleidoscopic ef¬
fect. In psychological contrast to the
earlier sequences one is made striking¬
ly aware that here is life—primitive,
violent and surging with color. Thus,
one can empathize with the inner ex¬
citement of the young nun as her new
and colorful surroundings begin to act
as a catalyst—stirring up old fires, re¬
activating dormant emotions, creating
acute conflict between dedication to
an idealistic goal and the urge to live
in the full freedom of worldliness.

Specialized service

>

The photographic quality of the
Congo scenes has a character uniquely
its own. Instead of sharp contrast there
is a peculiar softness (almost as if the
sequence had been shot through a light
diffusion filter ) which imbues the ac-
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tion with a certain dream-like quality
and produce the pictorial effect of a
fine painting.
Explaining this phenomenon, Planer
observes: “I was very much surprised
with the results achieved here. I had
filmed in Africa before but never in
the Belgian Congo. I expected a harsh
strong light. But instead, the frequent
rainstorms gave the atmosphere a cer¬
tain ‘veil’—a kind of natural diffusion.
The hot ground steams after a rain
and tiny particles of water hang sus¬
pended in the air for many hours
afterward, so that even in the strongest
sunlight there is a soft effect.”
Because the decision to film in color
was made just prior to leaving for the
Congo, Planer had considerably less
time to prepare for the photography of
“The Nun’s Story” than he might
have liked. Also, he had to shoot
“blind” for several weeks, inasmuch as
is was impossible to get rushes back
from the lab and have them projected
in time to make any necessary cor¬
rections as shooting progressed. This
called for getting everything right the
first time.
Planer took with him a basic crew
of six from Hollywood, which included
a gaffer, a special effects expert and
several assistants. His operator, how¬
ever, was an Italian technician. The
overall shooting schedule embraced ap¬
proximately four months including all
locations, as well as the sequences shot

for the hard-to-please

at Cinecita Studios in Rome.
Photography of “The Nun’s Story”
is straightforward and honest—devoid
of arty frills. There is very little camera
movement and no spectacular angle
shots. Planer has, however, taken full
advantage of the innate visual force of
his subject—adopting camera vantage
points, for example, that dramatize the
patterns of the nuns in ritualistic cere¬
mony, the fluid geometry of their state¬
ly and deliberate movements as row on
row they move through paths symbolic
with centuries of meaning.
“I do not believe in photography for
the sake of photography,” Planer
states, “hut I am always ready to stick
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my neck out for a creative result,
even though I may sometimes make a
mistake. One must use both his eyes
and his heart in cinematography in
order to get a true feeling for the scene
and give the director what he wants.
Mv aim is simply to tell the story in
the most effective and dramatic way
possible.”
In photographing “The Nun’s Story”
Planer has done exactly that.
■
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described about the action axis. It may
be moved in or out or from one player
to the other, as long as it does not
cross to the other side of the action
axis. However, the camera may not
be moved 180° from one set-up to
another. It may be moved within 180°
—a complete semi-circle—on one side
of the action axis only. All shots made
from these camera positions will
“match-cut.” If the camera is moved
to the other side of the action axis,
as in position D in the diagram, a
different aspect of the scene, which we
call a “fake reverse,” will result in
which the players will be transposed
to opposite sides of the frame. If only
one player is filmed in closeup from
this camera set-up, he will appear
facing away from the other player,
rather than toward him.
Are there exceptions to this rule?
^es. The players, the camera, or both
may cross the action axis while filming
is in progress, and since the audience
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SPECIAL PURCHASE

will see the directional change taking
place on the screen with the players
maintaining their relative positions,
orientation will be maintained. On the
other hand, the players or the camera
alone may not cross the axis between
shots because their relative positions
will have changed unaccountahly and
the ensuing shot will not match-cut
the preceding one as it should accord¬
ing to the script.
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A new action axis should be estab¬
lished at the conclusion of each scene
so that the succeeding shot will match.
This is important since the players
may change their relative positions,
or the camera may dolly about the
set creating a new look in a different
direction than that with which the
scene began.
When a master scene is to he shot
—one in which the entire action is
photographed straight through in a
single take—it is necessary to establish
the action axis through the players
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at the particular point in the scene
where a closer shot will later be cut
in. This becomes a bit tricky if a
great deal of movement takes place
and several medium shots and close-
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ups are filmed later. For the subse¬
quent shots must match the look of
the player or players at the instant
that the two scenes are cut together.
Cutting in the camera—in which a
sequence is filmed bit by bit as it
progresses—is actually simpler because
the action is frozen when the camera
stops, an appraisal is made of the
final position of the players, and the
new set-up is figured with a new axis
established. The master scene method,
which is favored by many directors,
requires that marks be made on floor
of the stage or notes made on the
script margin as a guide so that the
subsequent closer shots will inter-cut
and match the look perfectly.
While the camera angle may not
cross the action axis, the camera itself
may physically cross over to shoot a
scene at the rear of the set. The camera
may move in or out providing its
new shooting angle is similar to one
that would be correct for the original
action axis. A cut-in reaction shot of
a distant player may be filmed, and
will match-cut, if it is shot from a
camera angle that is established by
an axis drawn parallel to the original
action axis. A simple way to decide
the matter is to remember that the
camera may move in and film anyshot that it could photograph from
across the original axis, using a tele¬
photo or zoom lens. In other words,
the camera may be moved in optically,
so to speak, rather than physically. A
shorter lens, however, is substituted,
and the camera “cheated” in closer to
the shot.
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The action axis should also be estab¬
lished when shooting cut-away shots.
This imaginary line will extend in a
straight line from the player featured
in the previous shot to the player to
he photographed in the cut-away. The
camera is placed on the same side of
the axis to match the look correctly.
Subjective camera angles, or pointof-view shots, in which two players
look directly at each other, should he
filmed with great care to avoid mis¬
matching the look. There is often the
misconception that because a player
is looking directly at the camera the
look is neutral. But there is always a
slight angle which results in subject
facing a definite direction. It should

be remembered that the look in a full
face closeup is governed by the way
the player directs his eyes. With only
a slight shift of the eyes, he can ap¬
pear to be looking to the right or to
the left. The same is true where the
player’s head is turned but slightly to
the right or to the left.
Directional continuity must be care¬
fully observed by the camerman shoot¬
ing scenes to match stock shots. Take,
for example, a stock shot of an audi¬
ence listening to a speaker, with the
people in a three-quarter side angle,
looking screen left. Since the audience
is facing left, it naturally follows that
the speaker should be photographed
facing screen right. A simple method
of figuring such scene matches is to
mentally pan the camera from the
audience to the speaker, as if both
were being filmed at the same time.
At conclusion of the pan, the match¬
ing look and subsequent camera angle
will he obvious.
This same imaginary panning tech¬
nique will aid the cameraman get his
bearings when shooting two separate
matching shots in different locations.
Say, an auditorium interior must be
filmed in one building (because of its
particular size or its lighting problem),
and action on the stage must be photo¬
graphed at another location (because
it better fits the script). Best results
would be had by photographing the
stage action first, as a key to making
the matching shots. Perhaps the stage
action consists of a lone speaker. By
photographing his performance first,
we determine which way he will face
—right or left—then by mentally pan¬
ning from the speaker to the audience
we establish in our mind the position
the camera must take to photograph
the auditorium interior at the second
location so the audience will appear
to be facing the speaker.
To some, the principle of the action
axis keying directional continuity may
appear as tending to stifle the use of
varied camera angles in the produc¬
tion of theatrical films so that all
action is played “stage front.” This
is not true, however. The camera, the
players, or both are free to roam the
set with the camera shooting in any
direction. The purpose of the action
axis is to establish boundaries that
tend to keep all action in correct direc¬
tional continuity, so that players will
not appear looking away from each
other in a shot, when they were shown
looking af each other in the shot pre¬
ceding.
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All this may seem quite elementary
to cinematographers of long experience,
hut it sometimes happens that even a
veteran will be momentarily stumped
in his screen directions when faced
with shooting a scene intended to
match-cut with one shot a week
earlier. It is the changes between
set-ups that must be carefully handled
so that consecutive shots will match.
The axiom of the action axis and
the matched look is as basic as any
law of physics or chemistry. The au¬
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this without jarring audience sensibili¬
ties, one may use a simple little trick
such as having the players turn com¬
pletely around and look toward the
rear of the set. Then the camera can
cross the axis and make a complete
reverse shot; hut the audience will not
he confused because it now quite
naturally expects to see the player’s
faces. The audience becomes re¬
oriented and the sequence can con¬
tinue with the camera now on the side
of the newly established axis. If the
players had not turned, however, con¬
fusion would have arisen because the
viewer would suddenly see them trans¬
posed and also he confronted with the
opposite side of the set.
It is permissible to cross the axis
in a scene where the players walk
directly away from the camera. The
next scene may he a complete reverse
—with the players now walking to¬
ward the camera. The movement of
the players and the fact that the cam¬
era films their backs in one shot and
their faces in the next is suffiicient to
carry the audience’s viewpoint across
the axis without confusion. People can,
for instance, be shown with their backs
to the camera walking toward a wait¬
ing airliner. The next shot can depict
them as seen from the plane’s doorway
as they approach and enter.
On the other hand, an abrupt change
in camera angle to, say, a very high
angle, should be handled with discre¬
tion. If the camera is shifted to a very
high angle, it should stay on the same
side of the axis as that established
at the end of the previous scene. If,
on a direct cut. the camera is moved
up high and reversed, the audience
will be doubly confused because it will
take a little time to become re-oriented
and to figure out the viewpoint.
Another method of crossing the ac¬
tion axis safely is to make a circular
or lateral dolly shot as the scene
progresses, so that the shift gradually
takes place as the action is being
photographed. A new axis is thus es¬
tablished and shooting can continue
safely with the camera on the opposite
side. The same effect can be accom¬
plished by having the players cross
the axis in the course of filming the
scene so that the camera must be
panned to follow them. As they move
around, the camera will reverse its
angle to follow them and ultimately
will be shooting in the opposite direc¬
tion. The camera, subject movement,
or both may safely cross the action
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axis and reverse the angle without con¬
fusing the audience because the au¬
dience can see the change taking place
on the screen.
In conclusion, keep the action axis
in mind at all times when shooting
a scene, and never cross it unless
the necessary precautions are taken.
Like all rules, this one may be broken,
too. but one must be certain before
doing so that the resulting reverseangle taken in by the camera will not
confuse the audience.
■

PHOTOGRAPHY SHARP, CLEAR
Continued from Page 481

sharp, clear and incisive. In the hands
of veteran Garmes, the Panavision 65
camera has rendered screen results
that are distinctly different from any¬
thing seen before in ultra-wide-screen
photography. One is brought sharply
to attention as the first scene flashes
on the screen with incredible clarity.
Facial details have the crispy sharp¬
ness of a commercial photograph, and
the remarkable depth of field which
renders background vistas in clear
detail gives a new dimension to the
photography.
“I always strive for
extremely sharp focus in the pictures
I photograph,” says Garmes. “I be¬
lieve in that.”
Commenting further on the pho¬
tography of “The Big Fisherman,”
Garmes said: “I used the Panavision
lenses to the fullest extent I could on
exterior shots, in order to get the maxi¬
mum sharpness of detail. Indoors, I
aimed for similar results by utilizing
all the light available to achieve it.
I believe that more Brutes and other
arc lamps were used to light this pic¬
ture than have ever been used before
in a Hollywood production.
“Some of the indoor sets were the
largest and tallest ever built on a
Hollywood sound stage. One set par¬
ticularly—that of the castle interior
of Herod Antipas, Tetrarch of Galilee
—extended right up to the rafters.”
The entire production design of the
picture—sets, costumes, props, etc.—is
so colorful and full of splendor, that
sharp photography was indeed vital
to producing the visual and emo¬
tional res])onse
create.

it

was

intended

to

Sharp })hotography is the salient
attribute of the Panavision 65 camera.
This is basically a Mitchell 65 camera,
which takes 65mm negative, and is

modified with the improved Panavi¬
sion lenses that have created wide¬
spread interest in the industry.
“Insofar as lighting goes, the Pana¬
vision system demands nothing more
than is required for other wide-screen
systems of color photography,” says
Garmes. “We simply work with wider
film. Focus is tougher because we use
lenses of longer focal length than in
35mm photography. ^ here we’d nor¬
mally use a 15mm lens on a 35mm
camera, it requires a 4-inch lens, which
falls off critically in focus, to make a
comparable shot with the Panavision
65 camera,” Garmes explained.
“The Panavision lenses we used,”
he continued, “were all brand new,
incorporating Panavision’s latest ad¬
vances in design and optics. I used
a 37mm lens practically all the time.
This is equivalent to about an 18mm
lens in 35mm photography. The 37mm
doesn’t have much depth, either; it’s
approximately a 40mm lens.”
When the crab dolly was intro¬
duced in Hollywood several years ago,
Garmes became its greatest booster
and user. It is not surprising there¬
fore that he chose a crab dolly for his
main mobile camera mount in filming
“The Big Fisherman.”
“Executing moving camera shots,”
he explained, “were rather difficult
for my operator because the camera
we used was equipped with a finder
designed to be used with an anamorphic lens. This created a trouble¬
some parallax problem when making
follow-focus shots.”
At the present time, Garmes said,
this problem is being corrected with
a newly-designed finder for use with
cameras mounting Panavision lenses
without the anamorphic attachment.
“The Big Fisherman” is based on
the book by the same title by the late
novelist, Lloyd C. Douglas. Its basic
theme is the story of Simon Peter and
his times, of his transformation from
a doubter and scoffer into a man of
rock-bound faith, and his dedication
to the teaching of the word of God as
a disciple of Jesus.
Integrated with this spiritual theme
is a romantic story of ancient ven¬
geance. A young Arabian princess
learns the father she has thought a
great king is in reality a brutal tyrant
who betrayed her mother and who
has made her country suffer. Dress¬
ing as a boy, she sets out for Galilee
to kill him. During the journey she
encounters many hardships. Arriving
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at Galilee she is taken in by The Rig
Fisherman and contrives to find em¬
ployment in her father’s palace. Hear¬
ing the preaching of Jesus, however,
she is impressed with the command¬
ment “Thou Shalt Not Kill,” and dra¬
matically abandons her mission.
Practically all of the picture’s ex¬

This is the latest IMPROVED

(INEKAD JUNIOR DOLLY
Used Nationally by
Discriminating Cameramen

teriors were shot first—most of them
on the locations adjoining Lake Chatsworth in San Fernando Valley. Here

This 3-Wheel Collapsible Dolly Is
especially desianed to meet the demand for con¬
venient mobility of cameras on location or in
the studio.

Producer Rowland V. Lee found vis¬
tas and terrain so similar to the actual
Biblical locales, that he decided to
shoot the entire production near Holly¬
wood instead of in the Holy Land,
which had been considered earlier.
It was concluded that the film would
gain more in reality and technical ex¬
cellence through use of locales and
facilities available nearer Hollywood.
“Moreover,” Garmes said, “Rowland
Lee felt this offered a two-fold advan¬
tage: he would be giving employment
to a vast number of Hollywood’s ex¬
perienced actors and technicians, so
vital to the industry, and at the same
time he would be assured of the serv¬
ices of the most expert motion picture
technicians and workmen.”
When shooting many of the exte¬
riors near Lake Chatsworth, the vast
Rocketdyne plant nearby created a
problem when, at around 3 o’clock
each afternoon, the parade of workers
traveling to and from work on a dis¬
tant road was clearly in range of the
camera. The problem was soon solved,
however, by erecting a camouflage of
trees, shrubs, etc., to obscure the one
note of modernity that intruded on the
otherwise historical vista.
“This picture was well prepared
beforehand,” said Garmes, “and this
eliminated most of the problems the
camerman usually encounters when
shooting a spectacle production.
I
think careful planning is one of the
most important things that can be done
on a picture of this type. We shot a
great number of tests of all the princi¬
pal members of the cast to insure that
makeup,
hairdress,
costumes,
etc.,
were correct as to appearance and
color. We got all the ‘wrinkles’ out
so there was no guesswork whatever
when it came time to shoot a scene.”
A staggering total of 73 major sets
were constructed for the picture. One
of them, built on a hill overlooking
Lake Chatsworth bordering on pro¬
ducer Rowland V. Lee’s San Fernando
Valley ranch, represented the city of
Tiberias, on the Sea of Galilee. Among
the imposing structures were the

Dolly can be used with any triaod. The special
individual caster lockina system makes it possible
to lock either two or throe wheels in a parcjllel
position, enablina dolly to trock in a straight
line for roMino

shots.

Dolly folds auickiv into a compact, easy-tocarrv unit. 23" in length, weighing 16 lbs.

w

The new model instead of the
4" wheels is constructed with 5"
heavy duty rubber-tired swivel
wheels.
Write for Prices and Literature
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H ALLEN ...
transistorized...portable...
magnetic film recording system
The HALLEN Model 1216 Magnetic Film Recorder
is a completely transistorized professional
“lipsync" unit engineered expressly for motion
picture, television and audio-visual recording in
the studio and on location. It is built to specifica¬
tions vi/hich exceed standards adopted by the
Motion Picture Research Council. Write today for

complete description and technical data.

HALLEN

HALLEN ELECTRONICS, DIVISION OF SCHOEN PRODUCTS
332 N. LaBrea Ave., Los Angeles 36, Calif. • WEbster 1-5343

Tetrarch’s palace, mansions of the
nobles, an amphitheatre, temples, and

BOLEX ACCESSORIES
BY STEVENS

Simon Peter’s home.
Other huge sets represented streets
of ancient Rome,
the palace of
Emperor Tiberias; Jerusalem and the
palace of Herod the Great; plus farm
houses, markets, hovels, etc.
A hundred and fifty miles distant,
near
Palm
Springs,
a
sprawling
Arabian tent city was erected, repre¬
senting the king’s encampment. Here
also a number of exteriors for the
picture utilizing the natural terrain
as a backdrop were photographed.
Interiors of palaces and Galilean homes
were constructed on studio sound
stages.
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All this will give the reader some

RENT EQUIPMENT
YOU (AN BE SURE OF

idea of the scope of the sets and of
the
photographic
undertaking
re¬

When you rent professional motion picture
equipment
rent
F

&

you

from

Florman

dependability
B's
of

[>on’t

at

maintenance
perfect

take

equipment

—

Babb,
same

program

equipment

chances
from

&

the

rent

you
time.

assures

every

time.

dependable

dependable

Florman

&

Babb.

quired of Garmes and his camera
crew to put this Biblical story on film.
It was the great scope, in both story
and settings, that led to the decision
to photograph “The Big Fisherman”
with the Panvision 65 camera.
“But

there

is

really

no

spectacle

to this picture,” Garmes reminded.
“Rather it is more of an intimate story.
The scope is a visual thing—enhanced
by the great depth of the scenes, and
the sharp focus, clarity and vivid fullrange of color that prevails.
The
camera work is just straightforward
photography—nothing arty has been
attempted.
Lighting in planes pre¬
vailed as a pattern for most of the
interiors, and the aim always was for
full exposures for the most brilliant
results.”
■

1
3Smm Mitchell; Bell fc Howell, Arriflti cimerit
ISmm Mitchell, Auricon. Beil A Howell cameras
Recording Equipment
Projection Equipment
Editinf Equipment-Moviolas-Sound readers
Lighting Equipment-Colortran-Bardwell
McAlister, etc.
Grip Equipment-Oollies-Mihe Booms
Accessories-Lenses-Tripods-Supplies
FLORAAAN i BABB, INC.
«• WCST 4ilH STRUT

Florman & Babb
INCORPORATED
68 West 45th Street • New York 36, N. Y.

400-Foot
Conversion
FINEST
conversion
on the market to¬
day.
Convert your
Auricon
Cine-Voice
or
Pro
to
a
fine
camera
that
will
handle full 400 feet
of film with perfect
jam-free, wow-free
operation.
Includes
Veeder-Root footage
counter,
filter
slot
and holders, phone
jack in camera and
complete refInishing.

Quick Service . . . Finest Workmanship . . .
Mitchell or Bell & Howell Magazines.
for

Pictures

and

Complete

Details

GORDON YODER

l*KOFES.SIO>AL CINE PRODUCTS
2222

N.

Prairie Ave., Dallas 4, Texas
Phone TAylor 1-1700

WE TRAVEL LIGHT, FAST
Continued from Page 490

night shots and for shooting on loca¬
tion with existing light, he uses Tri-X.
When filming on location, power for
the camera, sound equipment and
lights is furnished by a portable gen¬
erator mounted on a trailer. Lighting
equipment used on location consists of
six Garnel lights, 4 Colortran units,
plus an assortment of clip-lights.
Contner uses a Mitchell BNC for all
shots except those made in unusually
tight quarters, for which he uses a
35mm Arriflex. For shooting exteriors
in cold weather with the BNC, Cont¬
ner utilizes commercial hand warm¬
ers, such as sold to hunters, skaters
and skiers. The warmers, which gen¬
erate heat from ordinary lighter fluid,
are inserted within the camera box and
are highly efficient and safe, accord¬
ing to Contner.
A typical recent show in the series
was based on an armored car robbery.
A great deal of the action was shot on
and within a Staten Island ferry as it

Automatic dissolve attachments for Cine'
Special and Bolex H-ld and 8 (Equipped
with Pellegrini Shutter)

JOSEPH YOLO, 1037 N. la Brea
Phon. Gl.

506
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Contner is no newcomer to the busi¬
ness of photographing films for tele¬
vision, and his record easily places him
among the veterans in this field. He
shot the first 13 “You Are There” for
CBS; .39 shows for the “Registered
Nurse” series; 39 “I Spy,” featuring
Raymond Massey; and 39 of “The
Goldbergs” series. Earlier he had shot
a segment of 13 shows for the Melvin
Douglas “Off Beat” series; 37 shows in
“The Doctor” series; 26 “Top Secret”
segments, plus numerous individual
shows of other TV film series which
are produced in New York City.
Although cinematography is

Cont-

ner’s favorite vocation, he is wellknown for his other pursuits related
to motion pictures. Turning the clock
back a few years recalls the time Cont¬
ner, then a youth in Lakeland, Florida,
became a projectionist. Sometime later
he purchased a 35mm motion picture

NEW YORK U. H T

WRITE NOW FOR THIS FREE
ILLUSTRATED RENTAL CATALOG

Write

thence to the roof, and for these shots
Contner used the Arriflex.

Hollywood, Collloroio

travelled between the island and New
York. Toughest part of the job for
everyone was staging and shooting
scenes in the boiler room, where the
temperature was above a hundred.
For climactic chase scenes, the
company moved to Riverside Church.
Contner lit the interior with Colortrans and shot most of the scenes with
an 18mm wide-angle lens. The chase
proceeded up the church's bell tower.

camera and produced local screen ads,
then a local newsreel. To speed up the
process of getting his films on the
screen, he set up his own motion pic¬
ture laboratory.
With the advent of the “talkies” a
few years later, theatres were thrown
into a furor because of the many dif¬
ferent sound systems that were being
devised. Contner developed a method
that enabled any theater to project
silent films, sound-on-disc films, or
SOF without having to install separate
adapters for each. The idea seemed so
promising that Contner went to New
York where he set up a manufacturing
plant to turn out his multi-system
adapter. He subsequently developed
other sound devices for motion pictures
and soon Contner’s Blue Sea Sound
Devices became famous throughout the
industry.
With the advent of color motion pic¬
tures. Contner temporarily switched his
interests from sound to color cinema¬
tography, and he reportedly is the first
American cinematographer to shoot
bi-pack color. Years later he estab¬
lished the first color film laboratory
in New York. His process was tradenamed Super-Color and later became
Cinecolor.
Contner has since left the color film
business to Technicolor, DeLuxe Lab¬
oratories, and to Eastman Kodak Com¬
pany. He continues his Blue Seal sound
devices business, but his chief activ¬
ity is photographing motion pictures
for televison—like “Naked City.”
■
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PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
Continued from Page 462
REVUE

Kenneth

Peach,

Wrather Prods.)
John Provost.

.\SC, "Lassie*’*
(Jack
with June Lockhart and

Robert

Hauser, “Wyatt Earp”*
Prods.) with Hugh O’Brian.

STUDIOS

,IoH.\ Russell. ASC. Ray Rennahan. ASC,
"Mickey Spillane’s Mike Hammer''* (Revue

Paul Ivano, “The Texan”* (Desilu Prods.).

Prods.).

Charles

Ray

Playhouse”*
director.

Rennahan.

ASC. William Sickner.
A.SC, “Bachelor Father”* (Bachelor Prods.)
with John Forsythe.

John
I.ioNEL

(Revue Prods.).

Lindon,

ASC, Ray
(Revue Prods).

"Deputy”*

Lionel

Cory,

Lindon,

"Laramie”*

Gilbert

ASC,
Burt
(Revue Prods.).

Warrenton,

(Latimer Prods.) with
.Medford, director.

John

Straumer,

ASG,
Lee

Emmett Bergholz, “Troubleshooters”* (FilASC,

Glennon,

“M Squad”*
Marvin. Don

Russell,

ASC, “Alfred Hitchcock
Presents”* (Revue Prods.) Alfred Hitch¬
cock, director.

master Prods.) with Keenan Wynn,
Mathias. Robt. Altman, director.

with Kirk Douglas
Anthony Mann, di¬

Phil L.athrop, “The Private Lives of Adam
and
Eve”
(Zugsmith-Doff
Prod.)
with
.Mickey Rooney and Mamie Van Doreii.
Albert Zugsmith and Mickey Rooney, di¬
rectors.
RKO GOWER

Sid Hickox, ASC, Robert de Grasse. ASC,
"Lucille Ball, Desi Arnaz Show”* (Desilu
Prods.) with Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz.

Bob

George

Diskant, ASC, “June Allyson
Show”*
(Four Star Prods.)
with June
.\llyson. Don Medford, director.
HAL ROACH STUDIOS

Frank

Carson,

Show”*

(Cypress

"The
Dennis
O’Keefe
Prods.)
with
Dennis

Project,

edit,

synchronize,

film

cores

and

on

O’Keefe.

reduce taking
TWENTIETH

by

CENTURY-FOX

50%

clean,

without

F

slipping them into

Russell Metty, ASC, “Spartacus” (Technirama; Bryna Prods.)
and Laurence Olivier.
rector.

“Westinghouse - Desilu
(Desilu Prods.) Sidney Miller,

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

arren. ASC, Lionel Lindon, ASC,

"Johnny Staccato”*

Split Reels

(Desilu

inspect

rewinding

b/

& B Split Reels. You

up valuable storage space

when

they're

stored

on

cores.

Use film at a moment’s notice without re¬

William Mellor, ASC, “The Best of Every¬

winding, flanges or

expensive tite-winds

thing”
(C’Seope &
Color;
Jerry Wald
Prods.; shooting in N.Y.) with Hope Lange
and Stephen Boyd. Jean Negulesco, director.

400 ft.

16mm. Split Reel.$4.50

800 ft.

16mm. Split Reel. 6.00

Leo Tover. ASC, “A Journey to the Center

1200 ft.

16mm. Split Reel. 7.50

of the Earth” ((ii’Seope & Color) with Pat
Boone and James Mason. Henry Levin,

1600 ft.

16mm. Split Reel. 9.00

director.

Sam Leavitt. ASC, “Five Gates to Hell
(J antes Clavell Prod. CScope) with Patricia
Owens and Neville Brand. Janies Clavell,

Flprman & .Babb
' INCORPORATED

r

V

director.
68 West 45th Street • New York 36, N. Y.^

Otto Heller. “A Dog of Flanders” (C’Seope
& Color; Radnitz Prod.; shooting in Am¬
sterdam) with David Ladd and Theodore
Bikel. James Clark, director.

Floyd Crosby, ASC, “Condemned Patrol”

DEVELOPING TANK

(API Prod.) with John Lupton and Ziva
Rodann. Bernard Kowalski, director.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Maury

Gertsman.

ASG,
-Adventures
Gardner McKay.
Joe MacDonald, ASC, "Five Fingers”Paradise”*

AMERICAN SOCIETY

•
Walter Strenge, President
Lee Garmes, 1st Vice-president
Hal Mohr, 2nd Vice-president
George Folsey, 3rd Vice-president
Arthur Miller, Treasurer
Charles Clarke, Secretary
Robert de Grasse, Sergeant-at-Arms
BOARD OF GOVERNORS

Joseph
Biroc,
Burnett
Guffey,
Milton
Krasner, Ray Rennahan, Harold Rosson,
Joseph
Ruttenberg,
John
Seitz,
Phil

ALTERNATE BOARD MEMBERS

Sol Halprin, Loyal Griggs, Paul Eagler,
Daniel Fapp, Thomas Tutwiler, Joe Mac¬
Donald,
George
Clemens,
James
Van
Trees.
Charles
Salerno,
Jr.,
Stanley
Cortez.

• Motor driven—Heated
• Speedy drying
• Automatic shrinkage allow¬

Ja.mes Drought, Commercials*

ance
• Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
• Easily assembled without

John Seitz, ASC, “Guns of the Timberland”
(Technicolor;
Jaguar Prod.)
with Alan
Ladd and Jeanne Crain. Robert Webb,
director.

George Folsey, ASC, “Cash McCall” with
Garner

and

Natalie

Wood.

Joseph

tools
• Compact,
Guaranteed

Portable

Write for Free Literature
487-14
South Ave.
Beacon, N.Y.

Micro Record Corp.

Pevney, director.

Ralph Woolsey. ASG, "The Alaskan

“Newest Improved Process”

Mark Davis, ASC, Commercials*

LAMINATED
SOUND STRIPING

Wesley Anderson, "77 Sunset Strip”* with
Efrem Zimbalist, Jr.

QUALITY

Harold

Stine,

ASC,
Perry
“Lawman”* w'ith John Russell.

Finnennan,

Ralph Woolsey, ASC, Carl Berger, ASC,
Wesley Anderson, “Bourbon Street Beat”with Andrea Duggan and Richard Long.

J.

Tannura.

Processes up to 400 Fl.
8mm-l 6mm-35mm-70m.:’
Movie—X-Ray—Microfiiir,
Motor driven portable
Tough plastic tanks
Uniform Density Assured

FILM DRYER
WARNER BROS.

James
OFFICERS

in

with

OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS

FOUNDED January 8, 1919, The Ameri¬
can Society of Cinematographers is com
prised of the leading directors of photog
raphy in the Hollywood motion picture
and TV film studios. Its membership also
includes cinematographers in foreign lands.
Membership is by invitation only.

Automatic Daylight Processing

Peverell

with

Marley.

Clint Walker;

GUARANTEED

16mm & 8mm
(Minimum

380

2V2C

Ft.I—Via

Per Foot

C.O.D.

Mail

Since our thin (.0007") high output magnetic
track does not require a balancing stripe, the
film seats perfectly in the gate of your pro¬
jector
assuring
sharp
pictures
when
pro¬
jected.

ASC, “Cheyenne”*
Commercials*

Harold Stine, ASC, “Sugarfoot”* with Will
Hutchins.

Edwin Dupar, ASC, “Hawaiian Eye *

736V2

S. Atlantic BWd.. Los Angeles 22. Calif.
ANgelus

8-0584

.\rthur .^rling, .\SC, Commercials*
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385mm (15-in.) f/4.5
CENTURY SUPER-TELE-ATHENAR!

WHAT’S NEW

i

Continued from Page 464

TELE-LENS!

Camera Dolly Conversion
Cinekad Engineering Co., 763 10th
Ave., New York 19, N.Y., announces
a custom conversion for the HoustonFearless Panorama Dolly, Raby Per¬
ambulator. and Camart TV Dolly
which converts them to a crab dolly,
providing easy movement in all direc¬
tions. Conversion requires dolly to be
sent to Cinekad factory. Write Cinekad
direct for prices.

In Precision Focusing "C" or Kodak Mount.
RAZOR

SHARP!

F&B To Handle Miller Heads

COLOR-CORRECTED!

Lightweight (only 40 oz.i) The only high
power tele-lens designed especially
for
16mm. Not an adapted "soft" still camera
lens. In use by many award winning "pros."
Fully guaranteed. Ideal for Bolex Reflex, etc.
Reflex beam splitter finder for B&H, K-lOO,
etc. $64.50 extra, ((removable). For Arri
add $16.50. Support bracket $24.50. Cus¬
tom hard case $24.50. The ideal lens for
wildlife. Shipped postpaid and insured. Pre¬
cision made by tele-lens specialists. Litera¬
ture available. Made in U.S.A.

CENTURY

PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT CO.
10659 BURBANK BLVD.

NO.

HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

BLOW-UPS
16mm Color to 35mm Color or B&W negatives,
or to direct reversal Color prints, complete with
Color corrections and optical effects,

SUPERIOR QUALITY, MAXIMUM
DEFINITION, FINEST GRAIN
SPECIALIZED

SERVICES

Interval Timer
Camera Equipment Co., Inc., 315
West 43rd St., New York, N.Y., an¬
nounces a new interval timer called the
CECO Programmer, Model 640-A. De¬
signed for a wide range of scientific
and research uses, unit will control
three separate electrical circuits at in¬
tervals predetermined hy the user. An
integral feature is a pulsing switch
useful for controlling cameras and

Florman & Babb, Inc., New York
City, announces they have been ap¬
pointed exclusive east-coast distribu¬
tor for the Australian-made Miller Tri¬
pods and Fluid Tripod Heads. Stock
is on hand for immediate delivery.
There are two models: D, for medium
weight cameras, priced at $150.00;
and the Professional model for the
heavier cameras such as Mitchell 16,
Anricon 1200, etc. Latter lists for
S299.50.

lights for
time-lapse
photography.
More complete information and price
may be obtained by writing Mr. Allan
Green, in care of Camera Equip. Co.,
Inc.

Finest Quality 16mm-35mm Duplicates in Color
and B&W • Matte Paintings ® Optical Printing
• Special Photographic Effects of all kinds •
Old and shrunken film duplicated on special
equipment • Development work on new processes
and equipment • Anamorphic Conversions.
New

price

list

is

now

available.

FILM EFFECTS
Steenbeck Film Editors

of Hollywood, Inc.
1153

N.

"30

Highland Ave., Hollywood 38,
Linwood Dunn, ASC, President
years of major

studio

Cal.

Gaston Johnston Corp., 24-64 45th

experience"

NOW IS THE TIME TO
ORDER YOUR COPY OF

“THE TV & FILM
PRODUCTION
DATA BOOK”
by Ernest Pittaro
FROM FLORMAN & BABB
AT A
SPECIAL PRE-PUBLICATION
DISCOUNT
Reg. $6.95 — Now $5.80
Here is a brand new data book for anybody
in TV or Film Production. This working hand¬
book contains 500 pages of complete data,
tables, charts,
instructions, pictures and informaton constantly needed by everyone v/orking
in
television,
videotape, film and ad¬
vertising
production.
Order your copy
now
and save money.

FLORMAN & BABB INC.
68

508

West

45fh

St.,

New

York

36,

N.Y.

St., Long Island City 3, N.\., annoimcs its appointment as U. S. dis¬

Sixtomat X2 Meter
Kling Photo Corp., 257 Park Ave.
South. New York 10, N. Y., announces
it is distributing exclusively in the
U. S. the German-made Gossen Sixto¬
mat X2 exposure meter, scaled for both
motion picture and still photography.
Special features include highly sensi¬
tive free-swinging indicator needle
that reads fractional f/stops; indicates
exposures simultaneously for standard
shutter speeds, new ASA even-progres¬
sion speeds from 1/1000 sec to 4 min¬
utes, and EV scale from 0.5 io 19.5.
Exposures are also indicated for mo¬
tion picture camera speeds of 8, 16,
24, 32, 48 and 64 fps. All film expos¬
ure indexes from ASA 6 to ASA 1600
can be pre-set.
Th meter measures 3" x 2" x
weighs 5 ozs., and retails for S19.95.

tributor of the well-known German line
of Steenbeck film editing machines,
film rewinds, etc., for 16mm and
35mm film.
Line includes 2, 1, and 6 plate film
editing machines for 16mm, 35min
and CinemaScope film, and a special
machine called the Kobiton designed
for TV studios, which enables film ed¬
itor to view picture track with or with¬
out sound, discard unwanted film, in¬
spect film rapidly for damage, etc., and
do film splicing.

CORRECTION

News item in this column last
month describing the new Western
Cine Automatic hot splicer, erron¬
eously listed price as $29.00. The
correct price is $229.50.
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line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial
Office, American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Holly¬
wood 28, Calif. Forms close 1st of month preceding date of issue.
No discount on Classified Advertising.

RATES: Ads set in lightface type, 10c per word, minimum ad,
$100 Text set in lightface capital letters (except 1st word and
advertiser’s name) 15c per word. Modified display format (text
set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case) 90c per
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STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

OUR 30th YEAR ★ ★ ★ ★ SUPPLYING EVERYTHING
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND CINEMATIC

CAMERAS 35mm

.$ 695.00
MITCHELL NC-HEAD, stripped, needs considerable repairs.
$2800.00 value.$1295.00
ARRIFLEX II, 3 excellent lenses, 2-400' magazines, mattebox, Deluxe case.
value.$ 675.00
sunshade etc.
APPIFIFX I
3 fast lenses- 200' magazine; mattebox; - $1700
,,
CAMERAFLe'x (Cineflex), 3 lenses—Apogar 35mm, 50mm and 75mm Baltars, all f2.3; 24V
qq
2-200' magazines.
Excellent.-.
CAMERAS 16mm

...$ 195.00
BOLEX SUPREME, Octometer, less lens .
AURICON PRO 200 Sound Camera w/3 lens turret variable area galvo, NR-24 Noise Reduction,.$1295.00
Excellent..
Amolifier microphone, headphones, cables, carrying cases.
,
,
, .nr./
•
r.
MAURER Model 05 Camera, 3 lens turret. Model 06 ^E^rect ^Image^ VieN^mder, 1-400 magazine, =^"‘^2250 00
shade & mattebox, syncmotor, carrying case. $5600 value.
Excellent.
't;97,S0 00
Same as above but with 1200^ magazine.-.-...r 'j’V”.
$6,000.00 value.$3995.00
MITCHELL 16, w/3 Baltars; 400' magazine; 220V 3ph syncmotor; large .inder.
low'
.$1495.00
MAURER Modified 05, syncmotor; 400' magazine; 4 lens turret. A new
.$ 239.50
B&H FILMO 70DA TURRET w/3 lenses; drum finder; objectives- trunk.
B&H FILMO SPECIALIST, w/rackover; 400' magazine; syncmotor; Mitchell type viewfinder; positive
...$ 795.00
finder; less lenses.
$1800.00 value...-.
CAMERA ACCESSORIES

NE\A/

DYALISCOPE

ANAMORPHIS

Lenses,

bloc

type

50mm,

75mm

and

100mm.

Set

of

$10,000.00 value .-....... . t
NEVY VISCOMATIC 3 SPEED FLUID TRIPOD heads, for most 16mm cameras ..
.,.
$201 .00
NE\A/ VERSA-DOLLY combination outfit—dolly or triangle with clamps hihat- -baby tripod.
value ..
NEW Jr. type tripods with latest features.
HI-HATS for Jr. type tripods.
New, regjjiarly $22.00
H.F. Heavy Duty Commercial Type Car Top Platforms, holds 800 lbs.
Includes 4x5
removable ladder.

.$
.$
..$

07 50
99.50
119.50
16.95

non-skid top,^
top.
non-skid
^

$220.00 value.-.-.
ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS

B&H 35mm Animation Cameras; 400' magazine; dissolve. $3500.00 value.$2250 00
Same with thru lens-focussing.....''-$ 295.00
FarnoL TEL-ANIMA-SCALE, Standard of Animation

Industry.

Regularly $2.50.$

1-25

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

delivers 5000W with Colortran converter.$ 13.1_0
NEW lOOOW R60 FLOODLITE lamp, Mog. screw ,
.. 79.50
NORTHLITES, 2000W Cone less stand.
$110
...$
57.50
BARDWELL-McALISTER 750W Baby Kegs with stands,
99.95
B&M or MR 2000W Spots on stands. Excellent.-.. 179.50
5KW KLIEGL and MR SENIOR spots on stands, excellent. ,
22.50
EXTENSION & POWER CORDS, 25' w/half plug or box.—.-.
recording & PLAYBACK

Dise reduction; amplification,- voltage regulator,- power
MAURER 16mm RECORDING OUTFITS—mixer;
supply; 400' magazine.
Late Model E negative/positive, $10,500.00 value.-.$2995'00
Early Model D negative only.-.-.-.-.
$3500.00
WESTREX 35mm Optical Recorders, outright purchase good ‘:°'^6ition..
cense required.$2995.00
RCA Photophone 35mm Optical Recording Heads,- 1000 magazine; less motor. No
.$ 895.00
MR MIKE BOOM and 3 wheel tricycle type Parambulator.
CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT

495.00
■'xlO" large^r/.^^^^^.^
large picture": $2250.00 value, reconditioned.$1
MOVIOLA SOUND PREVIEW 35mrn_ UpPV«, _8''x^O"^
^^,^3 j 475 Oq
—. $1500.00 va
AC’mIOLA preview machines, d'xB'A" picture,
Reduced.^ 89.50
SOS Jr 16mm ACTION VIEWERS, brilliant picture 2 xS'A
LABORATORY

._...$ 895.00
HOUSTON 16mm PROCESSOR, neg./pos., stainless steel ^^SOO^OO value
value.$
6.95
STINEMAN DRYING RACKS, 200' 35mm capacity useable for 16mm) New, surplus. ^ o-uu
$200 value..$ 96.95
I™ri6/35mm D^ELOPING OUTFITS 200' in case
loading device.
reconditioned.
FILMLINE Bridgamatic Jr. 16mm neg./pos. processor; variable speed transmission, .$ 975.00
$1500 value .

Western

Houston Fearless Cinemobiles. Attractively priced.
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO.
West

43rd

St.

INC.

New York

Eight
complete
COLOR-TRAN
senior kits with master model
Retail price $356.50 per set.
per set^ Box 1346 AMERICAN

SOSOUND

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
.
.
Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Phone HO 7-2124

USED CRAB TYPE DOLLIES

315

Cable:

PL 7-0440

TRADES TAKEN

36,

N.Y.

Groverlite
^*^99
converters available
Selling for $275 00
CINEMATOGRAPHER.

FILMO 70 DL, 2 lenses, turret finder, excellent
condition, $185.00
Mitchell viewfinder, variable
mattes, new $250.00, used, excellent condition,
$175.00. Raby Gearhead, $450.00. Magazines;
M ^-he'l 1000' new in factory packing, $100-00
each B&H 1000' $50.00 each, B&H 400' $35.00
each! Motor, B&H Std. 1 1OV AC-DC, governor
controlled, $86.50. Cash with order or COD.
JACK WALTON, P.O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.

MAURER 16mm optical recorder. Model
RD 166, complete with recording head
power supply,
line transformer and
cases. Unit in beautiful condition. Sound
tion is of finest quality. A real bargain.
PAN AMERICAN FILMS, 735 Poydras
Orleans, La.

D, Serial
amplitier,
carrying
reproduc¬
$2500 00.
St., New

wm m m

16MM MOVIOLA, Model ULX, Serial #1006
picture
head
and
sound
head.
Good
condition...
KINEVOX MAGNETIC RECORDER, 17'Amm,
90 ft. per minute. 10' rolls of magnetic
film included. Excellent condition. 750.00
AURICON RECORDER Model RT 80 NRS Galvonometer. (Galvonometer alone cost over
$600.) Adooted to 400' Bell & Howell
magazine. One magazine included. Excellent condition. 500.00
DEVRY 35MM PROJECTOR with new barrel
type shutter attachment. Sound head with
scanner. Baby Strong Arc and rectifier.
No amplifier. .-. 175.00
RUSSELL-BARTON

FILM COMPANY

4853 Waller Street

Jacksonville 5,

Florida

16mm ARRI BLIMP (used on one job only) with
sync motor, footage counter.
AKELEY GYRO-HEAD and tripod, excellent condition.
70 DR B&H, used one year, with 10mm Switar,
25mm FI .9 B&H lenses.
Best offer for one or all.
RODEL

PRODUCTIONS,

2424 G St.
Phone

ME

8-2403

INC.

N.W.
Washington

7,

D.C.

16mm BELL & HOWELL FILMO CAMERA,
model 70DA, with 400' magazine, motor,
turret with 1", 2", and 3" also matched
positive
lenses,
V-R
footage _ counter,
freehead tripod, carrying case. Good con¬
dition. Value $1500.00. Special.$ 795.00
35 BELL & HOWELL standard camera with
35mm, 50mm, 75mm F/2.3 Astro Pan
Tachar lenses,
Veeder frame footage
counter, Mitchell viewfinder, 2-400' mag¬
azines or one 1000' magazine, B&H stand¬
ard gearhead and tripod. Guaranteed
optically
and
mechanically
perfect.
$4200.00 value . 2800.00
35MM BELL & HOWELL Standard camera
moror, variable speeds up 24 exposures.
120 volt, AC or DC cord, case. Value
$490.00. Guaranteed .
3-WHEEL portable sturdy dolly.

290.00
135.00

MOLE
RICHARDSON
combination
mike,
lamp, and boom with rolling stand.
Value $400.00 .-.

195.00

NEW STINEMAN continuous printers 16 and
35mm 200' capacity, motor driven. List
$154.00 SPECIAL each...-. 125.00
35MM GRAFLEX, photo record identification
camera, with 75mm F4.5 lens, 100' mag¬
azine, single or double frame. List price
$295.00, special price... 150.00
Extra identifiction magazines only $65.00
each.
1
BRUNT-MYER BLIMP for Cine Special
camera, # one or two 110 volt, syn¬
chronous motor. Astro erect-image view¬
finder follow focus gears. Value $990.00.
Special .-.-. 550.00
B & H 12V or 24V EYEMO & FILMO MO¬
TORS. New. Value 142.00..._.-.
95.00
ENLARGERS, EXCELLENT CONDITION, ELWOOD. Auto focus, w/lens. 225.00
5x7 EK AUTO FOCUS WITH LENS. 175.00
MOVIOLAS sound and silent editing ma¬
chines,
synchronizers,
rewinds at big
savings.
35mm Willart Professional camera 2
f2.7
B &
L Lens, Direct-thru-lens focusing.
4—400' magazines, viewfinder. Solenoid
stop motion motor outfit, with case. Good
for animation and experimental work.
Special
.-. 360.00
16mm SOUND projectors, various makes
$150.00 and up.
16mm CINE SPECIAL Model 1 with lenses.... 400.00
AURICON PRO CAMERA, Model CM 71,
Sound, 2—200 Foot Magazines, Noise
Reduction Amplifier, Hi-Fi Mike and Ac¬
cessories, 1/ fl.9 E. K. Lens, Portable
Power Supply Unit. Pro Jr. Tripod. Carry¬
ing Case. Value $2133.00. Excellent. 1275.00
HALLEN 17'Amm Tape Recorder, Sprocket
drive. Price .
450.00
JEROME 35mm Micro File strip film double
frame copying machine, 100 ft. film ca¬
pacity, daylight loading, 2 lenses, lightstand — complete.
Cost
Government
$3 000.00. Guaranteed value.—- 375.
SPECIALIZING IN MOVIE AND TELEVISION SUPPLIES,
TRIPODS, SYNCHRONIZERS, 16mm SOUND CAMERAS
lights,' lenses, mikes, booms, dollies, motors, etc.
New—Used. Also consignments. Colortran lighting
kits, Sr. and Jr. with converters. Reasonable
prices. Cash for used equipment. Trades taken.
Also consignments.
1600

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE, LTD.
CAHUENGA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
HOLLYWOOD 9-3651

2 COLORTRAN Sr. kits, each $150.00,- 1 Colortran
Jr kit, $110.00; 2 Colortran 2 lite broads, trans¬
former $90.00; MR-90 Hi-Arc, $525.00; M-R 40
duarc with pedestal, $275,00; 220 volt, 3 phase
interlock motor for Mitchell NC or BNC, $375.00;
same as above for Standard Mitchell, $250.00;
new Esco 1 /4 HP, 220 volt, 3 phase sync motors,
$65.00; RCA P G-201 sound 16mm projector with
110 volt sync motor drive, $195.00; new Blue Seal
35mm recorders, less galvanometers, $2695.00;
Simplex 40 star recorder or dubber with sync
motor, pedestal, magazines, $695.00; as above
with magnastripe head, $895.00; United Research
35mm re-recorder, sync motor, magazines, pedes¬
tal, $295.00. BLUE SEAL SOUND DEVICES, P.O.
BOX 472, New Canaan, Conn.
Continued on Next Page
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Classified Ads

TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT

Continued From Preceding Page

Mitchell

FILM PROCESSING MACHINERY
Rebuilt
white
lists.
ford,

trade-ins,
demonstrators,
etc.
Black-andand color. All mokes. Low prices. Send for
FILMLINE CORPORATION, Erna Street, Mil¬
Conn.

RANGERTONE 'A" lip sync tape recorder, $995.00.
AURICON FS-10 PRO TRIPOD with case $195.00.
400' film chambers for Cine Special, $200.00 each.
SPORTSREEL PRODUCTIONS, 1114 Carleton Street,
Berkeley, California.
NIKOR 100' 16mm processing equipment. Used only
a few times and in excellent condition. Six piece
set includes three tanks, light-tight cover, 100'
capacity reel plus loader and drying stand. New
price was $260.00, best offer has it, ROMAN
AVERBECK, Jr., 1238 No. 12th St., Quincy, III.
$6,000.00 SOUND recording system. Reeves PV 100
16mm manetic—LIP SYNC—PB—LOOP—2 mike hi
level mixing — dialogue equalization — test-slate
oscillator—reverb—full, erase—Altec mon. amp. &
speaker. Many other features. Rent—low rates,
long term, SALE, $2,000.00! BEN SOBIN, 39-44
49th St., Lie, 4, NY.
100 Ft. CINE-KODAK special chamber, brand new
movement, gate, viewfinder. Serviced by Kodak,
$195.00. PAUL KUBITSCHEK, 3025 South 44th,
Lincoln 6, Nebraska.
STEPHENS Wireless microphone complete, used, in
excellent condition, $250.00 CAMERA EQUIPMENT
CO. INC., 315 W. 43rd St., New York, JUdson
6-1420.
DEVELOPING machine.
16mm negative-positive Hispeed. Can do 4,000' per hour. Compact on
casters, in top condition. $1,000.00. HARRIS, 315
Ranlogh Rd., Burlingame, Calif.

— Akeley — B & H — Wall — Eyemo
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment

As a hack-light illuminates only a
portion of the camera-side of the sub¬
ject. it will illuminate the same per¬

INTERNATIONAL European Company is looking tor
agent or American company, in view of collabora¬
tion of production T.V., feature films, documen¬
taries. We have Arriflex — Camerette — Auricon
16/35mm. 2nd staff for matte and outdoor shots.
Write
I.C.O.,
International,
216,
Boulevard
Maurice Lemonnier, Bruxelles 1, Belgium.

ALL EUROPE, AFRICA, MIDDLE-EAST, 16-35 coverage.
Dutch cinematographer—photo journalist. Hq. in
Paris. Acer, to Nato, U.S. Dept, of Commerce,
USIA, etc. Also available as ASSISTANT'D+«ECTOR.
Fluent French, German, Dutch, Spanish,. Italian.
Call Paris Opera 73-15, Valvani 12-56 or Wash¬
ington, D.C. Metropolitan 8-2526 or write, or
cable EDDY VAN DER VEEN, 10, Rue Roger
Bacon, Paris 17.
CENTRAL AFRICAN coverage. GEOFFREY MANGIN,
Telefilms, Box 8252, Salisbury, Rhodesia.
ANIMATION produced in Japan from your story¬
boards. Low Japanese rates. Send us a trial
order.
INTERLINGUAL
INTERNATIONAL
INC.,
Harada
Bldg.,
2-1
Hirakawacho,
Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo.
AVAILABLE, 20 years' experience, 35mm, 16mm,
sound
or
silent,
finest
equipment.
CHARLES
FERMAGLICH, 1709 Dryden, Houston 25, Texas.
JA 4-7205, MO 7-7200.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS New York, Boston area. Scenic,
stock shots, industrial, featurettes creatively filmed
to your specifiications. ACORN FILMS, 168 W.
46th St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.

WANTED

CONSIGNMENTS TAKEN
SET YOUR OWN PRICESHIP IT IN
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
WIRE US—WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Cable; SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch—6331 Hollywodo Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-2124

ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16mm Black & White arvd Anscochrome—Processing—
Printing — Recording — Editing — Production —
Rental — Sales. All types of film in stock.
Write for Price List
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colorado. AMherst 6-3061
SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost. High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERV¬
ICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3,
Ohio. Phone ENdicott 1 -2707.
16mm SOUND and picture editing—sound recording
—music—effects.
DON
DUNN'S
EL
RANCHO
AUDIO, near Palos Verdes and L. A. Harbor,
26246 Fairview Avenue, Lomita, Calif. DAvenport
6-4925.

WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new
equipment. Let us know what you have and what
you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway.. PLaza 7-6977.. New York 23, N.Y,

To Classified Advertisers
Copy deadline for classified advertising is
the 1st of month preceding publication date.
Mail copy and remittance to cover cosf to

WANTED
16 or 35mm New or Used
B & H Film Printer
MOVIELAB FILM LABORATORIES, INC.
Movielab Bldg., 619 W, 54th St,, New York 19, N.Y.

510

and thus the meter will precisely indi¬
cate the correct exposure.—Don Nor¬
wood, A.S.C. Associate.

CREATIVE ANIMATION-ART DIRECTOR—experienced
script, storyboard, budget TV, industrial anima¬
tion, film art techniques. Heavy TV animation and
filmstrip production for major accounts. Capable
executive-production man. Desire responsible posi¬
tion preparation management training materials,
agency A-V dept, or studio. Box 1345, AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.

LABORATORY & SOUND

Cameras,
Dollies,
Lenses,
Lights,
Moviolas, Printers, Recorders, Studio
or Laboratory Equipment.

centage of the heliosphere, which rep¬
resents the camera-side of the subject,

Calif.

CINE Special Series 1. Perfect. 1" lens. $400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

YE OLDE TRADING POST
WE BUY - SWAP ■ SELL - CONSIGN

472

tion of the subject, and with the heli¬
osphere light-collector aimed at the
camera lens.

SERVICES AVAILABLE

1901

Page

ter, the meter should he used in the
normal manner—that is, at the jtosi-

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 West 48fh St.
New York, N.Y.

16MM MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION
Film Editing—Sound Recording—
Sync-Sound Effects—
Industrial—Advertising
Educational—Travel
Sound Stage Available
HARRY MERRICK STUDIO
West Anaheim St., Long Beach 13,
HEmlock 6-3291.

from

Answer: To take a reading of a back¬
lighted sultject with the Norwood me¬

68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

PROCESS PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
PRECISION REGISTRATION — USED MITCHELL OR
CUSTOM BLIMPED TYPE ON PORTABLE CASTER
BASES. COMPLETE WITH SCREENS, INTERLOCKED
DISTRIBUTORS,
CABLES,
INTERCOMS,
LENSES,
ETC. FULL INFORMATION, PHOTOS AND PRICES
ON REQUEST. COX 1340, AMERICAN CINEMA¬
TOGRAPHER.

Continued

FLORMAN & BABB

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
I6MM HOUSTON-K-IA . . . developing machines.
For reversal or positive film. Complete with re¬
frigerator units, temp controls, condensors, etc.
BRAND-NEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS
STEEL model A-llB. Neumade film washer, 35mm
EYEAAO cameras, spider turrets, fgrge selection gt
Eyemo lenses, 35mm x 1000 film. AIR PHOTO
SUPPLY, Dept. C-1, 555 East Tremont Ave., New
York 57, New York.

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

WANTED

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
1782 No. Orange Dr., Hollywood 28, Calif.

SIMULTANEOUS SWITCHING
Continued from Page 488

i
j

Faced with this problem on many
assignments, f have devised a simple
method for automatically eliminating
distraction at the moment when I am
most occupied with camera settings
and an evasive subject.
Two methods have proven feasible,
dependent on the make of camera and
the application. My so-called “direct
method” is to mount a momentary
jjress switch, such as a micro-switch,
on the camera in such a manner that
the flexible contact arm of the switch
is located in the field of movement of
the camera filming button. When this
is impractical, a hinged lever activates
the micro-switch simultaneously with,
or just prior to depressing the camera
release button, as shown at Fig. 6.
The switching method described and
illustrated here can be ada})ted to
most of the motion picture cameras
now being used by roving cameramen.
TV newsreel jihotographers, etc.
■

“ODDS AGAINST TOMORROW”
Continued from Page 479

iished previously for this sequence. . .
so we would have to come back the
following night to wind up the se¬
quence if we didnT get it now'. We
made it. however, and w'hen we an¬
nounced “Print it!” dawn was break¬
ing. and the task ended amid shouts
of joy from the men.
■

AMERICAN

CINEMATOGRAPHER

AROUND

THE

WORLD

WITH

MAGNASYNC

Havana

{ Cuba)

Eldorado Pictures Corp. of Cuba, with main
studios in Havana, is completely equipped with
Magnasync-Magnaphonic sound systems.
Photo at left, taken at the Biltmore Studio, Havana,
shows the sound Supervisor, Charles Stapler,
demonstrating recording techniques to Teresita,
Cuban actress; Wm. Stutz and D. J. White,
Magnasync executives; A1 Stetson, grip;
Charles Maguire, production manager, and
C. B. Newbery, producer of Kiss Her Goodbye ,
the feature now in production.
Inset photo shows Stapler and three barbudos
(the bearded ones) ... part of the Biltmore
Studio’s armed guard which is still necessary
in post-revolution Cuba.

Among the portable Magnasync equipments in
use at Eldorado Picrures, the XlVi mm Type 1
is outstanding; its low power consumption,
extreme portability, built-in footage counter
and power amplifier, and plug-in audio
make this 39 lb. unit a popular
selection for remote location production.

I

Write, wire or phone

MAGNASYNC MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.

iPCPiSVPC

5546 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood, Calif.
SOUND SYSTEM

DEALERS;

• TKiangle 7-5193 • Cable “MAGNAS\NC ’

International leaders in the design and manufacture of quality film recording systems

Brooks
CHICAGO, Zenith Cinema Service, Inc.; LOS ANGELES, Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment; NEW YORK Carn®l°
rRAZU^ Rio de
Camera Co - BELGIUM, Brussels, S.O.B.A.C., S.A. (Societe Beige D'Applications Cinematographiquesl; BOLIVIA, La
Mpfhln SA- CANADA Toronto Ontario, Alex L. Clark, Ltd,; DENMARK, Copenhagen, Kmovox Electric Corp.; ENGLAND, London W-1, Delane
& Co.,
Lea Processes Ltd - HONGKONG, Supreme Troding Co.; INDIA, Bombay, Kine Engineers; ITALY, Rome, Reportfilm S.R.L.;
l
. Simon
Ltd.; MEXICO CITY, D.F., Henri A. Lube; PAKISTAN, Karachi 3, Film Factors Ltd.; SWITZERLAND, Zurich 7/53, Rene Boeniger; THAILAND, Bangkok, G
Rodio Co., Ltd.

providing higher quality
Re-recording Theatre with
eight-channel mixing
console—^ sliding faders,
graphic equalizers, effects
filters, high fidelity theatre
monitoring.

sound on film at lower cost
ill less time . . .
*

□□□□□□□□□
□□□□□□□□□
QQ S
[Z
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SCREEN

CONTROL

STUDIO

e5i I

RE-RECORDING

THEATRE

CONTRC
MACH NE

Projection Booth with 16mm and
35nim projection into each studio,
interlocked for forward and reverse.

ANIMATION

RE :eption

-as*

ifi

.^
Machine Room with facilities for
optical or magnetic dubhing and
recording on 16mm, 17^/^mm, 35mm
and i/4dnch sync tape.

Transfer Room for rapid transfer
of sound from any medium to
16mni variable area optical tracknegative or direct positive. No
royalty charges.

Two Narration Studios with
looping facilities for post-dubhing,
two-position mixers, equalizers and
high fidelity monitoring.

The Finest and Most Complete
Commercial Sound Recording
System in the Countryl
For full information and
price list ivrite, phone or wire

I

1 ■

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D. C.
1226 East Colonial Drive, Orlando, Florida
PROVIDING

EVERY

EDITORIAL

AND

PROCESSING

motion pictures
FEderal 3-4000
CHerry 1-4161

FACILITY

FOR

16MM

FILM

PRODUCERS

SEPTEMBER, 1959
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•

35^
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SERVING ALL FIELK
OF MOTION PICTURE
PRODUCTION

The Magazine of Motion Picture Photography

jf,7h/‘s/sswx

•

Exposure Accuracy With Magic-eye Cameras
• Photographing “Last Train From Gun Hill”
* Gyro Stabilizer For Hand-held Cameras
• l^olor In Motion Pictures And TV

EASTMAN
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE

FILMS

W. J. GERMAN, Inc
6677
SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
Hollywood 4-6131

Charlie Chaplin and Jackie Coogan in The Kid, 1921.

Before Charlie Chaplin and Jackie Coogan starred in The Kid in 1921,
Consolidated Film Industries was contributing its knowledge and skills to
the art of film processing.
In the 40 years since then, CFI is still the leader in the industry. CFI offers a
complete film laboratory with every professional service necessary for superior
film processing.
For the finest in film processing: specify CFI!

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES
959 SEWARD ST., HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
521 WEST 57th STREET, NEW YORK 19, NEW YORK
Hollywood 9-1441

Circle 6-0210
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Critical moment in test of liquid propellant rocket engine is recorded by these fast moving instruments being filmed
by Rocketdyne Film Unit. Rocketdyne is the largest manufacturer of liquid propellant rocket engines in the Free World.

ROCKETDYNE FILMS ROCKET ENGINE TESTS
WITH MITCHELL CAMERAS

Advanced Research Films Plus Top Industrial Features Filmed by 21-Man Unit

The Motion Picture Unit at Rocketdyne, a division of North American
Aviation, Inc., employs both 16mm and 35mm Mitchell cameras to accu¬
rately record testing of power plants for the Air Force Thor IRBM and
Atlas ICBM missiles, and the Army’s Redstone medium range and
Jupiter IRBM weapons.
Camera dependability is of critical concern where months of preparation
go into each test, and retakes are impossible. Mitchell cameras assure
uniform excellence of highest film quality and trouble-free operation
that no other camera can match.
Other Rocketdyne films, like the full-length prize winning documentary
“Road to the Stars,” demand extreme camera flexibility. Special Report
filnis, for example, involve interior shots of plant and production lines
which nornially would require prohibitively expensive lighting. Mitchell
cameras, with their 235 degree shutters, do this job easily with a mini¬
mum of lighting equipment.
To obtain information on the world’s finest motion picture cameras
write today on your letterhead. Please specify your interest in literature
on the Mitchell 16mm camera—or the 35mm camera.

Precision Test Firing of Rocket Engine at Rocketdyne’s Pro¬
pulsion Field Laboratory is recorded by Mitchell Camera in
remote 1600 acre test area in Santa Susana Mountains,
California.

CORPORATION

666 WEST HARVARD STREET
GLENDALE 4. CALIFORNIA

Cable Address: “MITCAMCO”

Scene from “Road to the Stars,” which won Camera requires great flexibility from long
the top award in the Industrial Film Produc¬ range to close-ups like this which shows the
ers Association competition, shows camera Mitchell shooting a precise view of panel
unit in plant with Mitchell on track-mounted operations in the recording center during a
dolly. Producer-Director was Bill Adams.
test.

85% of Professional Motion Pictures shown throughout the World are Filmed with Mitchell Cameras

INDUSTRY
NEWS

News briefs of
industry activities^
products and progress

well as other Arri products was trans¬
ferred by Kling Photo Corporation on
July 1st to the newly-formed Arriflex
Corporation of America, 257 Park
Ave., New York 10, N. Y. Formation
of the new' corporation, according to
Paul Klingenstein, president, will per¬
mit greater concentration on Arriflex
sales and service and form the base
for future developments.
•

•

•

“The Son of God,” depicting the en¬
RELIGIOUS
FILM
making
in Hollywood
is big
business.
Here
cinematographer
Walter
Strenge,
ASC,
center,
takes light meter
reading
before
starting camera on a Family Films religious pro¬
duction for television.

Family Films, Hollywood, last month
completed the 200th episode in the
TV film series, “This Is The Life.”
Family Films, headed hy Sam Hersh,
That’s what Joseph Ruttenberg,
A.S.C., who won an “Oscar” for film¬
ing “Gigi”, thinks of his SPECTRA
Professional Gold Seal Exposure
Meter. He continues to say, “My
SPECTRA instantly measures total
illumination with a precision that
insures correct balance for brilliant
color films.”
For more than a decade top profes¬
sionals like Mr. Ruttenberg have
relied on SPECTRA for instant direct
reading and great accuracy. The
ultra sensitive SPECTRA Professional
Gold Seal Exposure Meter comes
complete with disk, grid, 16 filmspeed slides and carrying case.
$97.50
Write for descriptive literature and
complete specifications.

entered the religious film field only
ten years ago. Today, the company is
among the leaders in religious film
production, having produced TV film
series for the Lutheran, Southern Bap¬
tist and Methodist churches.
“This Is The Life” is televised by
more than 320 stations weekly in the
U.S., Canada, Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto
Rico, and Australia, and ranks among
the world’s most televised programs.
Numerous awards have been pre¬
sented to the program, including three
from the Freedom Foundation for con¬
tribution to the spiritual and moral
uplift of the nation. It has also re¬
ceived a Billboard award for the best
thirty-minute filmed religious program
on the air.
Each segment of “This Is The Life”
is produced and photographed at the
Family Films’ studio with the same
infinite care and production quality
that is customarily given major the¬
atrical films.
Director of photography Walter
Strenge, A.S.C., has photographed most
of the series as well as most of the
religious TV films produced I)y Family
Films for other churches.
•

Distribution in the

•

•

United States of
.Arriflex 16mm and 35mm cameras as
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tire life of Jesus from the Annuncia¬
tion through the Ascension will roll
in November and will cost $30,000,000, according to Lord Malcolm Douglas-Hamilton, President of Parliament
Pictures Corp., New York, which will
produce it.
Said to be the highest cost motion
picture of all time, it will have a cast
of 50,000 and 150 principal parts. It
may also be produced in a new 3-D
process if research and development
on a new stereo system, said not to
require special viewing glasses or other
viewing aids, can be completed in time
by Vienna scientist, Charles Langberg.
•

•

•

Cinemagic is tag of newest “gimmick”
for movie presentation, which will be
used for first time for the Sid Pink
production, “Invasion of Mars,” which
will roll soon at Hal Roach studios
before the camera of Stanley Cortez,
A.S.C.
Process, developed by Norman Mau¬
rer, can be utilized with any size nega¬
tive, according to Pink, who explains
that process can transform a live ac¬
tion film image to resemble a line
drawing, as in animation, by optical
methods. Just how. Pink refused to
divulge in recent Hollywood press con¬
ference.
According to industry trade paper
Hollywood Reporter, “. . . the footage
is tricked up, after normal photog¬
raphy, with optical and chemical treat¬
ments and adjustments; this gimmicking is done to the negative after ex¬
posure.”
Continued on page 522
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Don’t ask us to help you with the love interest.
If your script needs tinkering, go to a script
doctor!

Feel free, however, to come to CECO*

GAUMONT-KALEE Transistorized Magnetic
Sound Attachment for ARRIFLEX 16
Converts ARRIFLEX 16 into a single system
magnetic sound camera unit that’s compact,
lightweight, well-balanced. Unit is mounted between
camera and tripod head. Transistorized amplifier.
ARRI can still be used as silent camera by
simply removing sound attachment.

with any technical problem. Chances are we have
in stock the equipment to do what you want

110 Volt AC Synchronous
Motor for Kodak
Model K-lOO Camera

done.

A fine, precision motor

If not, we’ll alter or combine—even

custom-build it for you.

that drives camera at exact
sound speed of 24 fps.
Easy to attach, no special

Don’t bet there’s any

tools required. Synch
motors for other cameras
available.

mechanical problem CECO can’t solve. In addition,
we sell, rent and service the finest professional
photographic equipment. Your patronage is
always appreciated—whether you make a major
purchase or buy a bottle of film cement.

*CECO—Trademark of Camera Eq uipment CO

Colortran
Master “Chief” Converter
Has every improvement
and convenience feature for
motion picture work.
Portable, yet large in
capacity. Can be used as
master control panel to set
up individual line intensity
variations. 30 amps from
220 volts; 45 amps
from 115 volts.

CECO Cone Lights 5000 Watt
—2000 Watt—750-1000 Watt
Eloods large area with

FRANK C. ZUCKER

(£flm€Rfl Eouipmeni (o.,inc.
Dept. 3

315 West 43rd Sf., New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420

shadowless, soft light. Can
be placed close to actors.
Complete with switch,
25 ft. cable and yoke.
(5000 Watt illustrated).

Sta*Sets

Ae/ejifionat Producfts

Made of the finest rubber
in the shape of a suction cup,

CECO offers the world's largest and most
comprehensive line of professional cameras,

these Sta-Sets keep tripods
from slipping on any

CECO Professional
Junior Gyro Tripod

slippery floor.

Features “controlled action”
with slow and fast speeds for

accessories, lighting, editing, processing and

both panning and tilting. Only
19 lbs. Can be used as geared

animation equipment including: MAURER

head. Ideal for 16mm

Products (Exclusive Distributor): Oxberry

Maurer, Mitchell, B&H Eyemo
and similar cameras.

Animation Equipment; Cooke Speed Panchro
Series II, Kinetal, Kinoptic, and Bausch & Lomb
Baltar Lenses. Other products we carry are:
Color Charts - Computers - Splicers - Exposure
meters - Projectors - Screens - Marking pencils

I

and pens - editors gloves - stop watches.

Renfats
Cameras - 16mm and 35mm
Editing Equipment
Lighting Equipment
Generators - Truck mounted or Portable
Sound Equipment
Projection Equipment
Grip Equipment

MOVIOLA Crab Dolly
The ultimate in camera mobility. Features
crab, conventional and locked steering.
Boom raised to 60" or lowered to 22" by
hydraulic cylinder. 2 seats can be shifted to 6
different positions. All aluminum carriage.
Length 64"; Width 34".

MOVIOLA Film Editing Machine “Series 20

”

Available in several models to meet various
requirements. Streamline-styled. Clear
sound quality. Convenient to use. Large
screen size. Short pieces can be used without
putting film on reels.

Ask about our Precision Repair
and Design Engineering Service!

FILMLINE Processor Model R60
Heavy duty Reversal and Negative-Positive
processor with completely controlled

SALES

SERVICE
RENTALS

FRANK C. ZUCKER

(7flni€Rn Ct^uiPinenT (o.,inc.
Dept. 3

31$ West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420

processing. Has exclusive “Temp-Guard”
system. Feed-in and take-up elevators for
continuous operation. Output speeds to
3600' per hour. Other models available.

... a unique process pioneered by General
Film in which a strip of 35mm film, perfo¬
rated with 32mm sprocket holes, Is split
down the center to produce two 16mm prints
of outstanding quality.
After successfully processing millions of
feet of 35/32 black and white and color film
we have observed many outstanding advan¬
tages and list a few: better sound quality,
lack of roller abrasions in sound track area,
the ability to use standard 35mm profes¬
sional equipment, and the efficiency that
comes from handling two prints in one
operation. Negatives made on 35/32 film
stand wear and handling of multiple print¬
ing much better than do 16mm negatives.
Additional information to help you apply
these advantages to your own film needs is
available on request. Ask for Bulletin G.*

O0GENERAL

FILM LABORATORIES C O R P.
1546 ARGYLE, HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF., HO 2-6171

‘Presented October 9, 1956 at SMPTE Convention at Los Angeles by William E. Gephart, Jr., V.P. of General Film Laboratories Corp.
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Continued from page 518

An electronic switching device which
makes possible instantaneous switching
from live to tape without the rollover or

i-> jf 'i z>

picture breakup that has characterized
such

switching

heretofore,

has been

perfected by ABC-TV engineers. De¬
vice locks the individual synchroniza¬
tions of the live and tape signals so
they remain

in sync throughout the

program’s broadcast interval. It is un¬
derstood that same sync lockup can also
be effected between segments of film
programs, so that tape and film can be
integrated in the same program.
•

•

•

Two stock model 8mm electric-eye
cine cameras under trial in a labora¬
tory at Bell & Howell, Chicago, have

HOUSTON FEARLESS

proved that the cameras’ automatic ex¬
posure controls would, with
usage, last

at least

average

3,750 years—or

until 5708 A.D. Estimate is based on
camera user shooting an average of
50 rolls of film per year in rapidly
changing light conditions.
Laboratory trials begun early m Au¬

Film processor for Ektachrome 7255
and Anscochrome

gust, 1957, have exposed the electriceye units to an intermittently flashing
light placed inches away. The blinking
light operates around the clock at one-

Efficient, fully-automatic processing of 16mm Ektachrome
7255 or 16mm* Anscochrome reversal color films is accom¬
plished with the new Houston Fearless Color Labmaster.
Ease of operation is provided by the many automatic fea¬
tures. The Color Labmaster is a fine, precision-built machine,
yet low in price ... a result of Houston Fearless’ 30 years of
leadership in the manufacture of film processing equipment.

second intervals and causes the photo¬
electric cell in the electric-eye mechan¬
ism to adjust the camera lens openings
15,000 times a day.
To date, after more than 7.500,000
cycles, the electric eyes have outlived
four light bulbs, an electronic counter
which records each flash, and an elec¬

• Speed variable up to 30 f.p.m.

• Accurate solution tempera¬
ture controls.

tronic tube used to turn off the counter

• Daylight operating. Dark
room model available.

• Double-headed rubber wipers.

• All tanks stainless steel.

• Air squeegee.

• Variable clutch-drive film
transport prevents film
breakage.

• Adjustable lifter rods.
• Filtered-air heat in dry box.

any more than we need instant ideas,

• Extra film magazines.

instant print

• All running-water washes.

• Direct reading thermometers.

instant art?”

if the light fails.
•

•

•

“Who needs instant commercials,
ads,

instant

creativity,

Question was posed recently by Rob¬
ert L. Lawrence, one of the top TV

16/35mm model also available

HOUSTON
See us at the SMPTE
Convention, New York,
Space Nos. 7 and 8

HOUSTON FEARLESS CORPORATION

commercial producers in New' York,

11805 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 64, California
Send catalog and prices on:
( ) Color Labmaster processors. ( ) B & W processors.
( ) Camera heads. ( ) Remote control
heads. ( ) Tripods. ( ) Dollies. ( ) Pedestals.

who has come out strongly against the
use of videotape for TV commercials—
“for at least another year.” He said
that V-tape cannot match film’s un¬

Name._

limited technological capacities in edit¬

Firm_

ing, in animation nor in use of opticals.

Address_
City-Zone_State_

“To say that tape is cheaper than film
is to compare pears with lemons,” he
concluded.
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DEVELOPING 35MM (5248) COLOR NEGATIVE
DEVELOPING 35MM (5253) AND 16MM (7253) INTERMEDIATES
35MM ADDITIVE COLOR PRINTING
16MM CONTACT AND REDUCTION ADDITIVE COLOR PRINTING
INTERNEGATIVES 16MM (7270) FROM 16MM KODACHROMES
BLOW-UPS FROM 16MM KODACHROME TO 35MM COLOR
KODACHROME SCENE TO SCENE COLOR BALANCED PRINTING
35MM COLOR FILM STRIP PRINTING

Vv'rite ^or Color Methods Brochure
MOVIELAB BUILDING • 619 W. 54th ST

NEW VQRK 19. N. Y. • JUOSON 6-036C

stem COLOR...ANSC(ICHRONE/EKTACHROME
at yottf finyertipsf

I
FMLMLMNE
MODEL
COLOR PROCESSOR
16MM Anscochrome. 480 Ft. an Hour
16MM Ektachrome.1,380 Ft. an Hour
Filmline’s exclusive ''ACCURATED OVERDRIVE”
film transport mechanism guarantees 100% machine
performance and protection for your films. The film
can actually be manually held at the feed-in end of the
machine to a 100% stall without breaking the film or
altering the film footage per tank substantially. Ma¬
chine automatically resets itself upon release of the
film. This feature is exclusive with Eilmline and is
found in all Filmline processors.

CONTROLLED
PROCESSING
P/tts all these features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

! !m
^^^ford.Conn.

•
•

!! n
Dept. Au-59

Corp,

World’s Largest Line of Film Processors
Alanufactured Under One Label
DISTRIBUTED BY: CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., NEW YORK, N.Y.
CALDWELL EQUIPMENT CO., TORONTO, CAN.
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Daylight Operation
Variable Speed Drive
Exclusive ' ACCURATED OVERDRIVE*
Temp-Guard Temperature Control System
Forced Warm-Air Dry-box. No Heating
Lamps Used!
Feed-in and take up Elevators for Contin¬
uous Processing
Adjustable Film Racks in Each Tank
All Metal Construction. No Plywood Used!
Stainless Steel Tanks, Fittings, Recircula¬
tion Pumps, Etc.
Replenishment Fittings and Bottom Drain
Valves
Oil-less Air Compressor
Filmline Cushnblo Air Squeegee
FULLY EQUIPPED $12,700
F. O.B. Aiilford, Conn.
(Other Color Processors Available)

LEASE OR TIME PAYMENT PLANS
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Use the Quiet Running AURICON 16mm Sound-On-Film Camera
...and NEVER DISTURB THE AUDIENCE WITH CAMERA NOISE!
Does the scene above look familiar? You may be interested to know more about its significance relative to
o
o

your sound recording needs.
Here is Auricon Professional 16 mm Motion Picture Sound Camera Equipment, operating right in the middle of
an audience — actually within inches of the surrounding spectators! Yet, despite the complex precision
mechanisms that are recording a full-color picture and every whispered word of the speaker on the rostrum,
not even a murmer of distracting camera noise is heard by the audience. This quiet, dependable recording of
16mm Sound-On-Film Talking Pictures is the special engineering “magic” of Auricon!

D

O

0>
o
a«
fN

Except for the red signal lights glowing on the Auricon Sound Camera, the audience has no way of knowing
that the Camera is running. In fact, even the click of the on-off switch has been muted!
Auricon Cameras are versatile and easy-to-handle because there is no bulky, sound-proof enclosure "blimp”
such as all other 16mm cameras use when recording sound.
Professional Producers and Cameramen choose Auricon to shoot pictures synchronized with Optical or
Magnetic "Double-System” recording equipment, or to record "Single-System” sound on the same film taking
the picture. Write us about your sound recording equipment needs today!

a
o
3

O
>.

All Auricon Cameras are sold with a 30 day money-back guarantee. You must be satisfied!
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R/Omain.e Street, Hollywood
Hollywood
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CINE-VOICE n
$795.00 & UP
100 ft. Runs 2% min.

AURICON SUPER1200
$5667.00 & UP
1200 ft. Runs 33 min.

AURICON PRO 600
$1871.00 & UP
600 ft. Runs I6V2 min.

INVISIBLE TRIPOD
takes the "HEART BEAT” put of yo

ui^ ands

... a new gyroscopic instrument
for stabilizing hand-heid
ptical equipment
Wlieii using telephoto lenses even
your heart beat, transmitted to your
hands,

can

produce

movement

enough to disturb the image. The
KENYON STABILIZER opens a
new field in motion picture and still
photography ... enabling long focal
length lenses to be used hand-held
on movie and still cameras, produc¬
ing crisp, sharp pictures even when
used from moving vehicles. You get
‘’tripod control” without the bulk
and encumbrance of a tripod. Pans
and tilts are smooth . . . rock steady.
Used with binoculars from boats,
cars, planes and helicopters, effec¬
tive vision is doubled!
The KENYON STABILIZER con¬
trols undesired motion by {)roviding
firm resistance to movement through
a unique application of gyrosco{)ic
principles. Weighing only 28 ounces,

W

the stabilizer is easily attached to a

ERN U.S

great variety of hand-held oj)tical
instruments. Truly portable, it is
available with a light weight nickle-

DISTRIBUTOR
4'-

cad battery ])ack. A 115 volt con¬

\l/’

verter is also available.

gordon enterprises
Sc r
5362‘ NORTH

FOR
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Motion Picture Laboratories
Gives You The Master Craftsmanship
Your Film Deserves

Motion Picture Laboratories gives you the

stand why Motion Picture Laboratories is one

master craftsmanship your film deserves for the

of America’s fastest growing service laboratories.

very good reason that only master craftsmen

Turn these advantages to your advantage. Send

process your films. Besides, Motion Picture Lab¬

your film to Motion Picture Laboratories. Send

oratories is the complete service laboratory for

it by Air. Send it today!

16mm film producers. And it is a basic princi¬
pal at Motion Picture Laboratories, for each
individual piece of work, that there be abso¬
lutely no compromise with the highest standards
of excellence. When, in addition to these advan¬

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES, INC.
781 S. Main Street • Memphis 6, Tennessee
Phone Whitehall 8-0456

tages, you know you can count on Motion
Picture Laboratories for personalized service
as well as unsurpassed speed, it is easy to under-

Cra^tsmandkip
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Walter Castle, ASC, “The Little League”*
Walter Beaudine, director.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

FOX WESTERN AVENUE

ASSIGNMENTS

James Van Trees, ASC, “The Many Loves
of Dobie Gillis”* with Dwayne Hickman.
Rod Amatequ, director.

WHAT THE INDUSTRY’S CAMERAMEN WERE SHOOTING LAST MONTH

Lloyd Ahern, ASC, “How to Marry a Mil¬
lionaire”* with Barbara Eden, Merry Anders
and Lisa Gaye. Danny Dare, director.

ASTERISKS INDICATE TELEVISION FILMS

GENERAL SERVICE

AMCO STUDIOS

Alan Stensvold, ASC, “Police Station”*
“Congressional Investigator”* (Sandy How¬
ard Prods.) Sandy Howard, director.
AMERICAN NATIONAL

William Whitley, ASC,
TV) with Bill Lundigan.

“Space”*

(Ziv-

Curt Fetters, “Lockup”* (Ziv-TV) with
Macdonald Carey. Henry Hesler, director.
Monroe Askin.s, Curt Fetters, “Chal¬
lenge”* (Ziv-TV) with George Nader.
Bob Hoffman, Richard Rawlings, “Bat
Masterson”* (Ziv-TV) with Gene Bariy.
Lamar Boren, “Sea Hunt”* (underwater
photography; Ziv-TV) Leon Benson, direc¬
tor.
Monroe Askins, “Dawson”* (Ziv-TV) with
Keith Andes.
Bob Hoffman, “Tenderfoot”*
(Ziv-TV)
Herman Hoffman, director; Commercials*
CALIFORNIA STUDIOS

Vernon Lewis, “Navy Industrial Film”*
(Roland Reed Prods. Shooting in NY). Ar¬
thur Pearson, director.
Nick Musuraca, ASC, “The Lineup”* with
Warner Anderson and Tom Tully.

Stuart Thompson, ASC, “Have Gun, Will
Travel”*
Tong.

with

Richard

Boone and

Kam

Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”* with James
Arness and Dennis Weaver.
CASCADE PICTURES

Elwood Breoell, ASC, Commercials*
Roy Seawright, Commercials*

Henry Freulich, ASC, “Dennis the Men¬
ace”* (Screen Gems with Gloria Henry &
Herbert Anderson. Wm. Russell, director.
Commercials* (Screen Gems).
Jack Etra, “Stakeout”* (Screen Gems;
shooting in Fla.) with Walter Mathan.
Harmon Jones, director.

James Seeley, ASC, Missile Test Project
RCA Atlantic Missile Range, Cape Canaveral,
Fla.

Charles Lawton. Jr., ASC, “The Gene
Kriipa Story” (Philip A. Waxman Piets.)
with Sal Mineo and Susan Kohner. Don
Weis, director.

Morris Hartzband, “Brenner”* (Kenco:
shooting in N.Y.) with Ed Binns and James
Broderick. Gerald Mayer and Herman Hoff¬
man, directors.

Harry Stradling, ASC, “Who Was That
Lady?” (Ansark-Sidney Prods.) with Tony
Curtis and Dean Martin. George Sidney,
director.
Wilfred Cline, ASC, “Because They’re
Young” (Drexel Films) with Dick Clark
and Michael Calan. Paul Wendkos, director.
Philip Tannura, ASC, “Man from Blackhawk”* (Alcoa Theatre; Screen Gems) with
Robert Rockwell.

Walter Strenge, ASC, Series of religious
pictures (Family Films). William Claxton,
director.
KTTV STUDIOS

Jack Marta, “Rescue 8”* (Cinefilm Inc.)
with Jim Davis and Lang Jeffries. Robert
Walker, director.
LINKLETTER PLAYHOUSE

Alan Stensvold, ASC, “People Are Fun¬
ny”* Herb Atkins, director.

DESILU STUDIOS—Culver City

George Clemens, ASC, “Twilight Zone”*
(CBS).

Kenneth Peach, ASC, “Lassie”* (Jack
Wrather Prods.) with June Lockhart and
John Provost.
Robert Hauser, “Wyatt Earp”*
Prods.) with Hugh O’Brian.

(Desilu

Oswald Morris, “Our Man in Havana”
(Kingmead Prods.; C’Scope; shooting in
Havana) with Alec Guinness and Maureen
O’Hara. Carol Reed, director.

Walter Strenge, ASC, Commercials*

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

John Nicholaus, “Rawhide”* (CBS-TV)
with Eric Fleming and Clint Eastwood.
Paul Vogel, ASC, “The Gazebo” with
Glenn Ford and Debbie Reynolds. George
Marshall, director.
Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, “Please Don’t
Eat the Daisies” (Euterpe Prods.) with
Doris Day and David Niven. Charles Wal¬
ters, director.

DESILU STUDIOS—Gower

Ellis Carter, ASC, “Peter Gunn”* (Spar¬
tan Prods.) with Craig Stevens and Lola
Albright.

Robert Pittack, ASC, “Ann
Sothem
Show*” (Desilu Prods.) with Ann Sothern.

William Marculies, “Not for Hire”* (Calif.
National Prods.) with Ralph Meeker.

Charles Straumer, “Whirlybirds”* Desilu
Prods.) with Ken Tobey and Craig Hill.

Dale Deverman, “One Step Beyond”* with
John Newland.

DESILU STUDIOS—Hollywood

William Spencer, “Fibber McGee and Mol¬
ly”* (NBC-TV) with Bob Sweeney and
Cathy Lewis.

Robert de Grasse, ASC, “Danny Thomas
Show”* (sDesilu Prods.) with Danny Thom¬
as. Sheldon Leonard, director.
Walter Strenge, ASC, Commercials*
DISNEY STUDIOS

Jack Hildyard, “Suddenly, Last Summer”
(Sam Spiegel Prods.; shooting in London)
with Elkabeth Taylor and Montgomery
Clift. Joseph Mankiewicz, director.

Russell Harlan, ASC, “Pollyanna” (Shoot¬
ing in Napa Valey) with Jane Wyman and
Richard Egan. David Swift, director.

Charles Welborn, “Manhunt”
(Screen
Gems) with Victor Jor>' and Patrick McV'ey. Fred Jackman, Jr., director.

William Snyder, ASC, “Texas John Slaugh¬
ter”* with Tom Tiyon and Betty Lynn.
Harry Keller, director.
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KEYWeST STUDIOS

Gert Andersen, ASC, Philip Tannura,
ASC, Wilfrid CIline, ASC, “Alcoa Good¬
year Theatre”* (Screen Gems)

Charles Van Enger, ASC, “Betty Hutton
Show”* (Desilu Prods.) with Betty Hutton.
Richard Kinon, director.

(Screen

INDEPENDENT

Wilkie Cooper, “Gulliver’s Travels” (UIMomingside World-Wide, S.A.; shooting in
Spain) with Kerwin Matthews and Jo Mor¬
row. Jack Sher, director.

Gert Andersen, ASC, “Donna Reed Show”*
(Screen Gems) with Donna Reed. Oscar
Rudolph, director.

Irvinc Lipp.man, “Tightrope”*
Gems) with Michael Connors.

Norbert Brodine, ASC, Eugene Polito,
“Loretta Young Show”* (Lewislor Prods.)
with Loretta Young.

Boris Kaufman, ASC, “The Fugitive Kind”
(Jurow-Shepherd Prod, for UA; shooting
in N.Y.) with Marlon Brando and Anna
Magnani. Sidney Lumet, director.

COLUMBIA

Fred Gately, ASC, “Father Knows Best”*
(Screen Gems) with Robert Young and
Jane Wyatt. Peter Tewksbury, director.

GOLDWYN STUDIOS

Burnett Guffey, ASC, “Mountain Road”
(WideScreen) ; with James Stewart. Daniel
Mann, director.

Paul Ivano, “The Texan”* (Desilu Prods.)
with Rory Calhoun.

James Wong Howe, ASC, “The Franz Liszt
Story” (Goetz Piet.; shooting in Vienna)
with Dick Bogarde and Capucine. George
Cukor, director.

Meredith Nicholson, “Border Patrol”*
(Gallu Prods.) with Richard Webb. Sam
Gallu, director.

N.B.e.
Alan Stensvold, ASC, “You Bet Your
Life”* with Groucho Marx. Bob Dwan and
Bernie Smith, directors.
PARAMOUNT

Daniel Fapp, ASC, “Li’l Abner” (Techni¬
color) with Peter Palmer, Stubby Kaye and
Julie Newmar. Melvin Frank, director.
Continued on Page 572
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Florida Everglades
The TV series: “Stakeout”
The star; Walter Matthau
The director: Harmon Jones
The producer: Ben Berenberg
Production mgn Hal Schaffel
Director of Photography: Jack Etra
Camera operator: Howard Winner
Ass't Camera: George Silano
Sound engineer: Willard Goodman
Gaffer: Arty Maher

The Mitchell NC has just been
set up on a parallel in the middle
of a swamp.
The actors have just finished
rehearsing a gruelling hand to
hand fight in the water.. .now
they’ve changed to dry clothes for
the take.
The director calls, “Roll sound”
...the sound engineer yells,
“Speed”... Jack Etra says,
“Camera”...
This is the magical moment...
The camera switch is pressed
... the entire company freezes in
position...holding their breath...
... and the camera starts... the
film rolls merrily thru.
“Sticks”... then “Action”... and
before long another scene in
“Stakeout” is in the can.

xiii^ is a true story. But it could have had a very different ending. Just suppose the camera had failed to start...or broke down duriiig the take.. ^or was unsteady or unreliable. How much does a lost hour’s or day’s time cost? Where do you go for emergency repairs
in the Everglades? Columbia Screen Gems took no chances. They rented all the cameras and accessories from F & B, secure in the
knowledge that every single item was perfectly adjusted, checked and re-checked and delivered in top working order. And the fact
is that for three months, under the most gruelling conditions of heat, humidity and jouncing around... F & B’s Mitchell cameras
worked flawlessly every minute. We don’t mean to minimize the on-the-spot maintenance and care performed by Jack Etra s ex¬
cellent crew too.. .We are simply reminding you that reliability is the keyword at Florman & Babb. It is our most important product.

FrOZinSAN' & BABB, XNC.
68 West 45th Street, New York 36, New York • MUrray Hill 2-2928

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

3-IN DIAGONAL POSITION
Columns can be locked at any
angle between horlz. and vert,
—for angular zooms in on table
which is locked in horlz.
position.

• Artwork table can be pivoted out of the way so
huge artwork can be taped to wall or floor for
copying.
• Smooth-stop motion zooms from three positions.
• Camera carriage compound movemenL 10"
North-South, 13" East-West.
• Camera zoom range to table—1 te 12 field to
floor 1-24 field—
• Each movement driven by lead screw and handwheel—
• Each movement registered by counters in
1/IOOth. of an Inch.
• Diagonal or off-center zooms on both animation
product stage.
• Animation table with 2 peg bars moving 16"
registered with scale In 1/20th. of an inch.
• Animation table rotates for spins and diagonal
pans—registered in degrees.
• 9 X 12 hole through table top for rear lighting
and rear projection.
• Platen is hinged—platen glass is 6imbal
mounted.
• Entire construction of steel and cast aluminum—
resting on 4 adjustable leveling feet

Here is the Portman Animation
Stand with many new and
exclusive features. A
rugged, precision and
versatile animation
stand that offers
more than 40 ac¬
cessories for special
animation and effects.
Come in and see why it's
the biggest and best buy in
animation stands today.
Basic stand with 56" Zoom ..$1495
Basic Compound with table-top, 2 peg tracks,
rotary movement, crank and platen.$1790

Florman & Babb proudly introduces the all
new TRIPLEX, a top quality precision designed animation
stand. Its manufacture and workmanship assures you of the highest quality
resuits. The F & B TRIPLEX costs less and does more than any other
animation stand now avaHable. It will accommodate Arriflex 16, or 35mm.,
Eyemo, Maurer, Mitchell, Cine Special, Bolex and all 4 x 5 Still Cameras.

Basic Stand
$895
Complete as shown $1595

REEVES SOUNDCRAFT MAGNETIC FILMaND MAGNA-STRIPE
IS NOW AVAILABLE AT F & B; Hollywood-favored Soundcraft Full Coated
Magnetic Films can now be purchased at F & B. Florman & Babb is proud to welcome ,
Reeves Soundcraft Corporation to its family of quality professional motion picture
supply manufacturers, whose products F & B proudly sell and unconditionally guarantee.
The next time you need any of the Reeves quality Magnetic Films—35mm Edge to Edge'
Full Coated, 35mm Clear Edge Full Coated, UV'amm Full Coated, 16mm Full Coated
16mm Magna Striped Raw Stock- you’ll find it at Florman & Babb.

FILLER FLUID DRIVE HEAD
F & B proudly announces the exclusive distribution of the Miller Fluid Heads in the
Eastern United States. The Miller Head is the world's finest precision built hydraulic
drive pan head, and is designed for super-smooth panning and tilting. Can be used
with any movie camera.
Model D (medium duty).$150.00
Swivel leveling joint . 59.50
Pro Head (heavy duty). 299.50
Fits all Tripods. Write for complete information and literature NOW.
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F & B Butt Splice
& Film Repair Blocks

These excellent blocks make|
butt splicing and repairing,
damaged film strips simple as-A-B-C. Easy to use, no com¬
plicated parts, and solidly con¬
structed they are available in
the following models:
Model B-16 for 16mm.
film .$ 9.50
Model B-35 for 35mm.
film .
12.50
Model BSB - Combination
block for 16mm.,
35mm. and Va" tape 24.50

Sturdy metal triangle locks tri¬
pod legs in position. One man
can move camera, tripod, and
triangle. Gives absolute safety
and rigidity on wooden, com-J
position, concrete, metal and
slippery floors.
Price $29.95

^-
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This amazing sprocketed splic-j
ing tape will repair torn and
damaged films, replace torn
perforations and allow you to j
butt-splice without losing a
single frame. Comes in trans¬
parent for film, opaque for
magnetic film. Splice will
never come apart and per-;
forations stay permanently re¬
paired with Magic "Mylar.”
Transparent —For Film
per roll
16mm.—Single Perf.$5.00
16mm.—Double Perf. .. . 5.00
35mm. 9.00!
Opaque-For Magnetic Film
per roll
16mm.$ 6.60
35mm. 11.00

F & B lEG-LOK
TRIANGLE

THE NEW ARRIFLEX 16
THE VERSATILE CHOICE OF PROFESSIONALS ALL OVER THE WORLD
The world acclaimed and unexcelled Arriflex 16 adds three new
features to its already long list of impressive features and
achievements. Automatic buckle switch, new sprocket roller guide
assembly, and a motor-cable catch lock are a few of the new fea¬
tures. The Arriflex 16, today is the most wanted professional
16mm. camera, can be seen at Florman & Babb along with other
fine professional motion picture products.

Magic
Mylar"

'
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68 West 45th Street, New York 36, New York • MUrray Hill 2-2928
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The whole secret of good cole
photography is right her

NORWOOD
Super Director
Exposure Meter
High-Fidelity Color Exposures are now yours everytime
— Automatically! —The three-dimensional Incident Light Nor¬
wood Heliosphere assures you of the absolutely correct ex¬
posure setting under all conditions with one quick reading.
The exclusive Norwood Heliovalve gives you an automatic
direct-reading f; stop for pre-adjusted film and shutter
combinations.
No wonder the new NORWOOD is the favorite of Holly¬
wood professionals!!!
The world’s only genuine Norwood Exposure Meter now
made! The Automatic Norwood Super Director made by
the Wal2 Company, is the new invention of Mr. Donald
Norwood, world-famous inventor of the Norwood system of
three-dimensional incident light exposure control.

Includes Norwood Meter,
Case, Neckstrap, 3-D In¬
cident Light Heliosphere,
Reflected Light Heliogrid,
Automatic Heliovalve.
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3 MOVIE METER

MOVIE EDITOR

Easiest-to-use movie meter.
Direct reading f:stop for movie
cameras. No dials! No calcula¬
tions. Pre-set for Daylight Kodachrome. Type A Kodachrome and
Anscochrome.

Ultra-precision compact foidingr ed¬
itor. Geared rewind. Bright, shai'p
screen. Built-in marker, focuser,
framer with Quieksplice.

$5.95

$34.95

case . . , $1.35

OPTICAL

SUPERIMPOSER
TITLER and WIPER
OUTFIT
Attach to movie camera and
use at the same time as the scene
is being photographed. Very
simple to use. Fully complete with
accessories.

MOVIE TIMER
Attaches directly into cable

re¬

lease. Adjustable from 5 to 20 sec.
Signals START when timer activates
shutter. Cuts .shutter off at pre-set
time.

$6.95 with case
EXCLUSIVE U.S.A. IMPORTER

U. S. PHOTO SUPPLY CO. INC., 6478 SLIGO MILL ROAD, WASHINGTON 12, D. C.

EXCLUSIVE CANADA IMPORTER . . . MAIKO OPTICAL & PHOTO PRODUCTS, 1765 XEEIE STREET, W. TORONTO, ONTARIO

SEPTEMBER
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WHAT’S NEW
25-power optical focusing magnifier,
and focusing wheel. Mount is sturdily
constructed of durable, corrosion-proof
aluminum alloy. Prices start at $495.
Tripod Head
A large size Vidicon camera pan
and tilt head ideally suited for use with
many motion picture cameras is of¬
fered by Camera Equipment Co., Inc.,
New York, N.Y. Built-in counterbal¬
ance readily equalizes weight of cam¬

tension rollers, finger-tip release, con¬
venient handwheel, individual frame
movement—shaft slip lock, and simple
coupling method for unitized assem¬
blies. Combination synchronizers are
also available.

460-volt Cinetron
A

temperature

control

unit

with 460-volt input is announced by
Lorney Lilms, Cinetron Division, 1802
LaPorte Ave., Lt. Collins, Colo. New
unit will also take 230-volt current and
is equipped with six 30-amp. rated
output receptacles and six-position

Light-weight Animator
Bowlds Engineering, 1507 N. Kings¬
ley Dr., Los Angeles 27, Calif., an¬
nounces a new, lightweight table model
animation stand that will handle a
wide variety of animation work, special
effects, titles, and film strip production.
Unit features motorized vertical drive
and an exclusive self-adjusting electric
platen. Other features include preciStion high-speed calibration system,
special camera mount with full drift
compensation, adjustable tracking pan¬
tograph, photographic light and argon
backlight. A full line of accessories is
also available.

color

Ohmite selector switches.
Thirty-amp. circuit breakers are
used on all outlets, with a 90 amp.
breaker on the 230-V input and 50
amp. breaker on 460-V input. Two
accessory 115-V grounded receptacles
have 15-amp. mini-breakers for oper¬
ating cameras or other equipment.
Two G-E meters indicate line draw
and input voltage. A Simpson Keli-

era, allowing operator to pan and tilt
smoothly. Eeatures include pan lock¬
ing lever affording variable tension
control, massive tilt-lock, %" camera
tie-down screw and long panning
handle with rubber grip. Construction
is cast aluminum and stainless steel,
with grey crackle finish.
Unit is recommended for use with
all Auricon cameras, 16mm and .35mm
Arriflex, Mitchell 16 and Maurer 16.
List price is $325.00.
Unitized Synchronizers

Ultra Tele Lens
Sterling-Howard Corp., 561 East
Tremont Ave., New York 57, N.Y.,
is distributor for Astragon long-dis¬
tance telephoto lenses and saipports.
Lens, available in 880mm f/5.0 and
100mm f/6.3, features coated elements,
diaphragm stops to f 22, built-in inter¬
changeable filter slot with haze filter.

532

Precision Laboratories, 1037 Utica
Ave., Brooklyn 3, N.Y., announces a
new line of unitized, add-on-type, film
synchronizers which enables users to
increase its film handling capacity
by simply adding additional units.
Add-on film sprocket assemblies are
available for both 16mm and 35mm
film and feature precision ball-bearings
and oilless bearings throughout, dural

brator meter shows actual color tem¬
perature values of any of the six power
outlets, and selector switches permit
balancing or blending of light clusters
at any temperature up to 3400° K.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

333 West 52nd Street, New York City, Circle 6-5470
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THE ONE-STOP SO
Improve Film Titles
with

TEL-Animaprint

Versatile $.0.S. Versa-Dolly

The ILII-PURPOSE Production Tool

Greatest dollar
for dollar value
In the industry!
The first sensibly priced
HOT PRESS TITLE
MACHINE—the
onswer to
economy
and precision
accuracy in
film titling

Prints dry from foil for
instant
use.
Acme
pegs
assure perfect registration
on paper or acetate cells.
Prints all colors. This ver¬
satile Hot Press produces
titles in any language and any style—main titles, sub¬
titles, trailer titles, TV commercials, side films, shadow
and third dimensional effects, etc. May be applied to any
kind of art, scenic or live action background, including
photographs.

Latest Electronic TEL-Animaprint
Type
heated
at
constant
rate
automatically* despite
changes in room temperatures. Accuracy within + 1 ® F
by Thermistor . $495
*Fenwo/'s Patented Control Unit
Standard TEL-AnimoprInt
Write for brochure

with

manual

control . $435
®Reg. Trademark

Accepts Most
Professional

Gameraman’s Dream
BODYBRACE
CAMERA
POD

Tripod Heads

WHY PAY:
$ 75-—for a Baby Tripod.

piW'

$ 32—for a Tripod Triangle witFi
clamps.

$ 22—for a Hi-Hat.

Only
$29.95

$ 72—for a Dolly witFi clamps.
Total

$201

i

Get This

MULTI-PURPOSE S.O.S. VERSA-DOLLY
For any size 8mm, 16/35mm movie and still cameras.
The double support of S.O.S. Body-Brace Camera Pod,
shoulder and body brace, provides extra steadiness and
comfort. Absolutely non-slip. A vast improvement over
any present models. Your cameras will always be rock¬
steady and perfectly focused, any place, any time.

FOR

Only

$^^-50

Case

for

Versa-Dolly

(holds

also

Tripod

Head)

$9.95

• Makes it easy to take difficult angle or action shots—
parade, flash shots, horse racing, basketball, track meets,
bowling, etc.
•

Holds

camera

with

200’

or

400’

magazines.

• When camera is on Body-Brace Camera Pod it will
always be ready for instant shooting cJnd your photography
will be far better. Fits comfortably and snugly.
• Easily
S'A lbs.,

portable,
lightweight cast aluminum,
folds compactly.
Write for illustrated brochure

weight

It Pays to Check with S.O.S. Before Buying Equipment
Here, at S.O.S., the “One-Stop Source of Supply," occupying an entire builcting, you
will

find

at

all

times

an

enormous

stock,

more varied and more complete than any

industry . . . ofttimes we are able to offer savings seldom found elsewhere.

in

the

URCE OF SUPPLY!
TEl-Amatic'iD/ssinm

NEW $.0.$. Jr. Tripod

Weg/Pot EILM CLEIER

wifh Professional Grooved Legs
Vastly improved over any tripod in its class!
For

TOP

PERFORMANCE

•

Fits

all

types

of

medium-

weight cameras • Fumble free front star shaped thread¬
ing
The
S.O.S. TEL-Amatic
Film

longer

Machine

wear,

machined

is a modern

locking

cleaner for BOTH

with

knobs

leg

smooth

1 6mm & 35mm

Telescoping, offset tripod

not

•

•

Positive paniond'

Heavy brass main shaft for

sticking

for

rest

•

Detachable,

plate

•

quick

adjustments,

to

One-piece

creep

•

leg

head—guaranteed

type

grooved

legs

•

precision

aluminum
even

Aluminum

ledge—aluminum

friction

fessional

Positive

no

friction

Guaranteed

JET-SPRAY

&

•

tilt locks, with large tightening levers for utmost rigidity
and safety—full 90° tilt

Cleaning

Negative

knob with angle gears

handle with second handle position

leg

for 5

•

supports

bearings

•

years

Seasoned,

leg

tension

ONLY

Extra
•

solid

Pro¬

$145

Sturdy Fibre Carrying Case $18

hard¬

wood legs, all treated and polished—will not stick.

Write for illustrated brochure.

Film

Extensive
using

laboratory

films

with

est emulsions
excellent

Jet-Spray

Film Wash

for BOTH

Non-Scratch

Requires Only
Automatic

15'

tests

have proven

16mm and 35mm
applied

tor).
Produces widest range of titles, trick films, cartoons,

Leader.

animation, etc. Takes most types of movie cameras.

Operation—Pushbutton

Control.

Horizontal

Designed for Originals and Release Prints.
Continuous Air and Solution
Electric

Solution

Complete

Level

Variable Speed

Filtering.

at all

vertical

operation.

Table

adjustable

with

tipping

12",

weight 40

frame,

overall

dimensions

lbs.

Complete

with

with

reflectors

for

40"x15"x

oil

accessories.

times.
•

DC Drive.

Twin

TEL-Amatic also features silent belt timing drive, 3000'
capacity, speed in excess of 10,000' per hour and fine
precision workmanship. Does more work and better ihan
machines
twice
the
price!
One
person
con
handle
a
battery of TEL-Amatics-^a great labor saver.

lamps

front

and

rear

illumination.

You Cannot Damage Film With TEL-Amatic!

ONLY

and

north, east, south, west. Title board size 7'/8"x9'/2"

Indicator.

operation VISIBLE

For Top Professional Results!

Film.

Buffers.
of

Titler and Special Effects Kit

soft¬

results.

Curved Vacuum Air-Blast Squeegees (pat.
Special

the

•Title card frame, platens at top and
•

bottom.

Distance scale for correct setting of camera

•

Running

plus climbing

lens.

title device for producing

ony number of title lines. Turntable for rotating

$2950

®Reg. Trademark

titles,

small

objects

and

many

other

MODEL TG II, 16mm .$175

purposes.

Write for brochure

MODEL TG III, 16mm .

225

MODEL TG IV, 16/35mm (illustrated) ..

325

Film niumbering Pays Off

Produce Rocli-Steady Prints with
TEUmatm PRINTER

the famous

PROFESSIONAL continuous contact sound and picture printer
for double 8mm and
and
oil

white,
with

feotures

•
Unnumbered films cause confusion and loss of timel The
MOV edge numbers every foot of 16, 17'/}, 35mm film.
Simplifies task of checking titles, footage.
Replaces cue
marks, perforations, messy crayons, punches, embossing, etc.
which mutilate film. Work print sshowing special effects,
fades ond dissolves require edge numbering to keep count
of fromes cut or added. Multiple mognetic tracks in CinemaScope stereophonic recordings moke edge numbering o MUST.

Only $2475 —Write

for

illustrated

brochure.

light

Large

capacity

Four-way

Prints
of

precision.

before

13-scene

in

the

Hos

low

mechanical

block

TEL-Amatic does
outstanding

cost

light

field.

change

for

change.
of

1200

aperture
to

Designed for color,

or silent films.

professional

achieved

frame

reversal
•

sound

rock-steady
never

Semi-automatic

•

16mm films.

reversal,

reversal,

over

negative

for

sound,

and

composite

40-tooth

and

positive

accepts

sprocket

negative
at

for

to

main

proper

positive,

sprocket.
registration

films.

•

Lamp

•

Footage counter and light change cord indicator included.

Write for

holder

a

feet.

CC filters

for

color

illustrated brochure

printing.

©Reg.

Trademark

TEL-Amatic Printer complete — ready for
bench or table mounting .ONLY .$1495
TEL-Amatic Printer mounted on heavy floor
pedestal .ONLY $1650

The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry'
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For Aiore

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

Information
On Adverisers^

Conducted by Walter Strenge, A.S.C.

Products or
Services

...
relating to cinematog^ raphy or other phases of film pro¬
duction are invited from readers and
will be answered by letter by Walter
Strenge or by other qualified mem¬
bers of the American Society of Cine¬
matographers. Questions and answers
considered of general interest will
appear in this column.—Ed.
UESTiONS

Every advertiser in this issue has
available

pamphlets

or

other

literature illustrating and describ¬
ing his products or services be¬
yond

the

limited

capabilities

space

of

the

in

his

afforded

advertisement.

ever, that the area outside this dimen¬
sion be kept clear of all interfering
media.
In answer to the “rounded corners”
question: this seems to be an optional
whim to satisfy a visual pattern. Most
groundglass corners are square.—Ellsworth Fredricks, A.S.C.
QI

You

are

invited to

write to

these advertisers for any in¬
formation you may desire.

Advertisers appreciate direct
inquiries from

readers

be¬

cause it shows a bona-fide
personal

interest

product

or

against

the

in

their

services — as
mass

inquiry

QWhen

looking through the
‘through-the-lens’ viewer of the
Mitchell
BNC camlera, I
observe a
hairline scribed on the extreme right
of the groundglass, also—in the center
—a
rectangle of smaller size with
rounded corners centered by crosshairs.
Is tbe hairline scribed on the right to
indicate the area that will be occupied
by the sound track in the print? If so,
is the entire ground glass area the
‘Academy’ aperture, and the area left
of the vertical hairline the projection
aperture? And is the area with the
rounded
corners
the
so-called
‘TV
frame’?—P. R. IS., Washingtoix, D.C.

am about to tackle for the first
time tbe preparation of A & B
rolls for printing. I bave tbe following
equipment for tbis work:
1. Three-gang

16mm

synchronizer

with footage and frame counters.
2. B&H 16mni Filmotion editor with
2,000-ft. rewinds and reels and pro¬
vision for adapting this unit to handle
three or more reels on one rewind.
3. B&H

16mm

film

splicer

that

makes cut on the frame line.
4. A 16mm optical sound reader.
Is there any additional eqviipment I
should have? I understand that orig¬
inal Kodachrome A&B rolls should be
marked for effects, etc., with KumKleen labels. Where can I get them?
—R, K., Seattle, Washington

post card type of communi¬
cation. This is why we have
never adopted this type of
promotion.

When

inquiring, write on your

business

letterhead

when

pos¬

sible—although a post card will
bring

you

equally

prompt

re¬

sponse.

Answer: It is difficult to give you a
definite answer to your compound
question because your description of
the groundglass scribing suggests a
scribing other than what is normal for
BNC cameras. Practically most, if not
all, groundglass patterns are as fol¬
lows: the regular full-aperture area is
opaqued and the groundglass is scribed
to represent the standard accepted
Academy aperture, which is .825" by
.600". It is no longer the practice to
scribe the soundtrack area on the

And vve’d appreciate it very niueli
if

you’d tell them yon saw their

advertisement in . . .

AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER
Read the world over—wherever
movies are made!
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groundglass.
Actually, there is a
greater picture area exposed on the
negative than is indicated by the
scribing; then, in printing, allowance
is made for the soundtrack.
The so-called “TV frame”—when
such is provided—is scribed within
the area of the Academy aperture oti
the groundglass. There are various
dimensional standards for this, among
the most common being .716" by .537".
It is considered good practice, how¬

Answer: You have basically the right
equipment. Things you might add are
cotton gloves, scissors, and possibly a
stylus marking device for indicating
on film where splicing is to be done
after matching is completed. Any ad¬
ditional equipment you may need, in¬
cluding the marking labels, can be
purchased from most of the larger
camera stores.—Ted Fogelman, A.S.C.
Associate.

Q

I have a Cine Special II with
25nim and a 15mm lenses. I would
like to produce a horizontal distortion
effect similar to that achieved by the
photographer Weegee in his short film
on
New York.
If
this
effect was
achieved with a wide-angle lens and .a
distortion
mirror,
how
would
one
achieve correct illumination and focus¬
ing on such a mirror? (’.an you suggest
a simpler wav to achieve the distortion
effect?—/I. L. A.

Answer: As I recall, the effects in
Weegee’s film were produced with a
Continued on Page 570
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Itfe are proud
to offer
the newest,
most complete
motion picture
equipment
rental catalog
available

I

• CAMERAS—16 & 35MM
• SOUND RECORDERS
• EDITING EQUIPMENT
•

LIGHTS

• INSTRUMENTATION CAMERA!
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fiBIRNS & SAWYER
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• FINDER SHOWS

BRIGHT IMAGE THROUGH TAKING LENS - even in poor
light — no parallax — accurate, easy follow-focus
• REGISTRATION PIN IN PRECISION FILM GATE-insures
“rock steady” pictures—no film "breathing”.
• THREE LENS DIVERGENT TURRET

• VARIABLE SPEED

ELECTRIC MOTOR — instantly interchangable for other
types—governor controlled—synchronous and animation.
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ANOTHER FIRST BY FHECISIONI PRESENTINO

IHEINITIZED SYNCHROMIZEfi
mm

■■

Assembled
Unit

WITH
MAGNETIC HEAD

||
i

Exploded View of
16mm Synchronizer
Shown with Component Parts

AHACHMENT

A totally new concept in film
synchronizers add or subtract
units as you need them, when
you need them
A unitized design concept is incorporated in our entire line.
You can now purchase a synchronizer and be able to add-aunit whenever the need is there. It is not necessary to put
your unit aside, because you have outgrown it, or change
your mode of operation. We have developed this unitized
system to give the film editor a flexible piece of precision
equipment.

Sprocket Assemblies: Left, 35mm; right, 16mm

• Footage Counter — reset type
• Precision ball-bearings & oiless bearings throughout
• Large sprockets to S. M. P. T. E. standards
1 6mm—40 frames
35mm—16 frames
• Dural tension rollers — adjusted individually

Look for this
trademark

•
•
•
•
•
•

Finger tip release
Perfect control — convenient hand wheel
Individual frame movement — shaft slip lock
Table mounting feet with rubber pads
Attractive hammertone finish
Simple coupling method for unitized assemblies

COMBINATION SYNCHRONIZERS are also available

For information and prices write:

Model S616-1 One-Sprocket single
16mm unit. Also available in 35mm.

Designers and Manufacturers of Equipment for the Motion Picture and TV Industries
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FROM CAMERA
TO SCREEN...

E

from the world's greatest selection of
professional photographic equipment and
supplies!

16mm GSAP CAMERA
Magazine load. 24 volt drive.
32, 64 fps.
tion

and

plete

16,

Ideal for instrumenta¬

other special

w/1-3/8"

f3.5

uses.

BElUHOWEU35niniEyeiiio''2"

NOW ONLY

59

Com¬

lens.

Complete

65

camera
and

30

amp.

rectifier,

hi-intensity
amplifier

arc,

and

ify 2" proj. lens.
incl.

auto

12”

carbon

speaker.

Hollycam Special

LIST

qual¬

795"“

Heavy duty stand and cables

LIST WAS $1795.00.

capacity.

$15.00

Heavy

duty

model

w/tension

Model

adjust.

geared & 1

2

geared

9.50
$20.00.14.50

ends—List

Camera w/35mm
Boltar,
75mm
Baltar
and
6''
tele.

f2.3
f2.3
f4.5

3-speed

electric

Integral

viewfinder

Mfg.

by Camera

adjusts

from

camera
16mm

motor

plate,

CHANDLER

1959

to

for

cameras.

$2000!

1 ”,

2”

sunshades,

71-115

poR

595 00
13 95
24 50

list $32.00 used

ONLY

even

Smooth

89 50

Height

71".

Large

Brand new

largest
pan

$99.50

and

Case $9.95

595

B

j new. Automatically
A .
• .i
rewinds

50'

of speaker cable.

SPECIAL

Brand

00

metal

housing

core.

Adaptable

lenses.

1/195

Heavy duty

■

w/spring-loaded
to

many

other
Including
Cable

List $33.50.

CINE SPECIAL CAMERA

100' Background-X

Negative

400' Kodachrome Daylight
400' Super-XX Negative

1.50
19.95
4.25
4.50
4.95

400' Kodak Tri-X Negative
400' Tri-X Neg. Single perf.
400' DuPont Superior III Neg.

4.25
400' Background-X Neg.
Single perf.
4.95
400' Super-XX Neg. Single perf. 4.95
400' Ansco Color Neg. Tungsten 9.50
1200' Background-X
Single perf.
Neg.

Single perf.

with

12.95
12.95
21.00

Fabulous 16mm Kodak Cine

200

synchronous

ft.

motor,

2 Ko'dak lenses.

film

chamber,

masks,

carry

110 volt
case

and

LIST VALUE OVER $1500.00!

Color Tungsten

100' Eastman

Color

Neg.

Negative

•

695 00

8.95

200' Kodak

8.95

400' Ansco Color Tungsten Neg. 29.50
400' Kodak Super-XX

100' Kodak Microfile

3.95

100' Kodak Tri-X

2.75

100' Kodak

Photoflure

3.25

100' Kodak

Super-XX

1.90

100' Kodak

Background-X

1.65

Linagraph

400' DuPont Superior
400' DuPont
400' Kodak

Superior

Superior

III

1.80

100' DuPont

Superior

IV

3.95

1000' Kodak

1.50

1000' DuPont Superior

Linagraph

200' Kodak

Super-XX
Superior

III

NORTH

IV

3.80

ASA

1000' Kodak Tri-X

5.95
14.95
5.95
9.95

Super-XX

2.45

HOLLYWOOD

7.95
II

Linagraph

100' Dupont

100' Kodak

2.45

400' Kodak Tri-X

18.50
III

50

13.50'
19.50

All equipment is guaran¬
teed to be as adver¬
tised. Check with order
please, or 25% de¬
posit, balance on
delivery. Purchase
orders welcomed from
D&B rated firms.
Minimum order $5.00.

HOUVWOOP CAMERA CO
BOULEVARD

Our price

35mm FILM
100' Ansco

Neg.

Ends, Type 5269 Color print
stock 1000'

SPECIAL OFFER!
Special

200' DuPont

Some materials are
from former U.S.
Gov't stocks.
Equipment not listed'
as new or
reconditioned is used.
All prices f.o.b. our
warehouse.

Equip. Co.

52”

LIMITED QUANTITY

Write for your copy of our new catalog,
showing hundreds of items for still, cine,
and aerial photography. Large section on
processing equipment.

•

R-2,

List $150.00.

16mm FILM

1200' Tri-X

and

BELL & HOWELL CORDOMATIC REELS

200'
magazine w/
Mitchell type pilot pin
registration
movement
Carrying case for cam¬
era, spare lenses, mag¬
azine, film and acces¬
sories.

50' Kodak Mag. Plus X Negative 5.95
50' Kodak Mag. Super-X Reversal
3 for 3.95
50' Kodak Mag. Super-X Rev.
w/process.
2.75
50' Mag. Linograph Pan
3 for 3.95
50' Kodak Super-XX Negative
3 for 1.95
100' Outdoor Kodachrome
4.95
100' Microfilm, Unperf.
1.85
100' Kodak Super-X w/processing 2.95
100' Kodak Super-XX Rev.
w/process.
2.95
100' Kodak Tri-X Reversal
2.49
100' Kodak Linograph Ortho
.95
100' Ansco Hypan Reversal
1.95

SEPTEMBER

OVER

PRO JR. TRIPOD

tilt.

COMPLETE OUTFIT

10611

mags,

includes

back,

power

400'

Model T, NEW w/light and
cement bottle. List $45.00

dummy end—List $15.00.

ORIGINAL COST WAS OVER $7,625,001

i'

w/filters

list.

1

Outfit

open

A Neumade product. For fast accurate splicing
on frame line with accurate hole spacing.
No
adjustments required.

Only hand held 35mm camera with dual pilot pin
registration.
4-lens
turret.
Weatherproof
magne¬
sium body with pistol grips and rifle stock.
3speed electric motor.
16, 24 and 32 fps.
170°
rotary shutter.
Eye level finder with fields for 3
lenses.

i! ,
•; ,
' *, i
‘4i' \ ,,

lenses

fps.

&

GRISWOLD 35nim FILM SPLICER

CUNNINGHAM 35mm MOTION
PICTURE CAMERA
WITH BALTAR LENSES

•

48

turret

motor,

two
VALUE

NEW NEUMADE 16nim REWINDS
2000'

H

Eyemo

cable,

to

8

drive belt and drum finder.

feed,

Top

B &

6

nev/

AMPRO ARC 16mm SOUND PROJECTOR

outfit.

w/spider

•

CALIFORNIA
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COLOR IN MOTION PICTURES AND TV
Part I: The three-color theory.
By

of full color adds immeasur¬
ably to our enjoyment of motion pic¬
tures and television. Much of the real¬
ism of the modern panoramic theatre
screen may be attributed to the skillful
use of color; and commercial television
is exploring more intensively than ever
before the limitless visual possibilities
of color. Indeed, it has been authori¬
tatively predicted that most TV broad¬
casting will he done in full color within
the next four or five years.
The use

Widespread use of color in TV is
a matter of great concern to the cine¬
matographer whose work has been
confined largely to the television field
—that is, to monochrome TV. He may
soon he given color film and color
lighting facilities with the admonition

ROBERT

ALLEN

MITCHELL

good color production work is not easy

ish gelatins to match the relatively yel¬

because color film, unlike the adaptive
human eye, is brutally “literal” and
unable to “accommodate” to the color
of set illumination. A sheet of white
paper looks white to the eye whether
illuminated by candlelight (which is
definitely orange), sunlight (which
most persons call “white light”), or
high-intensity arc illumination (which
is relatively bluish). Color film, or the
color TV camera, records exactly what
it sees—orange paper by candlelight,
blue paper by carbon-arc light, and
white paper only at a specific prede¬
termined “color temperature.”

low radiation of the tungsten lights.

Because most professional color neg¬
ative is “balanced” for a color temper¬
ature of 3200° on the absolute Kelvin
scale (the “whiteness” of high-effi¬
ciency tungsten incandescent lamps
commonly used for set lighting), a

to maintain the high artistic standards
which have characterized his blackand-white work. When that day comes,
the TV cinematographer must adjust
his pictorial techniques from the famil¬
iar “panchromatic” factors of form,
value, and contrast to the new element
of color.

combination of “inkies” for fill light¬
ing and arc lamps for key lighting
produces very bad effects on color film
unless the arcs, which emit a somewhat
bluish light of approximately 6000°

The transition from monochrome to

K, are filtered by appropriate yellow¬

YELLOW ORANGE

1.0

•X(“R.ed ’T
// ^1

0.5

0

/

^

sunlight during the late morning and
early afternoon hours has a color tem¬
perature of about 5000° K. In this
case the yellowish filter must be placed
over the camera lens; and if inkies are
used on location to lighten shadows,
these must be fitted with bluish filters
to match the color-quality of sunlight.
The color-temperature problems of
color photography often are aggra¬
vated in the studio by line-voltage
fluctuations which change the color, as
well as the intensity, of tungsten lamps,
and out of doors by the varying alti¬
tude of the sun, which becomes redder
as it approaches the horizon. It is true
that minor variations in overall color
temperature can be corrected in print¬
ing, but the color cinematographer is
nevertheless not permitted to forget
color temperature for a single moment.
The writer believes that this matter is
by far the most important of all the
several problems attendant upon the

The reader has now undoubtedly
correctly surmised
that the term

\\
i
1
1
\ V (“Gre en’^)

r

when exterior shots are photographed
on 3200° color negative, which is cus¬
tomary in professional work. Direct

switch from black-and-white to color
filming.

Z ("B lue’^)
1.5

Similar difficulties are encountered

“white” is a purely relative one. On the
basis of the older color negatives and
the original Technicolor 3-strip cam¬
era, white was in the neighborhood of
5000° K, the color of sunlight or lowintensity arc illumination. The new

1

\
\ /

/
/
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highly sensitive color negatives are bal¬
anced for the lower (yellower) color
temperature of 3200° K. To these
films, tungsten light is “white.” Cer¬
tain brands of reversal color films are
manufactured in two types, one bal¬
anced for 5000° K for outdoor use,
and the other for 3200° K for indoor
use with photoflood lamps. The two
films may be interchanged (with a
slight loss of speed) if appropriate cor¬
recting filters are placed over the cam¬
era lens—a bluish filter for the outdoor
film used indoors, and a yellowish filter
for the indoor film used outdoors.
There are so many “whites” that it
is perfectly proper to regard any and
all of them as colors—colors to be re¬
corded as faithfully as red, yellow, lav¬
ender, or flesh-tint by the color film or
camera. But how are so many colors
faithfully recorded and reproduced?
A color photographic film or a color
TV camera works on the same simple
theory which has often been used to
explain human color perception, name¬
ly, that the retina of the eye contains
three color receptors, each of which re¬
sponds to roughly one-third of the en¬
tire visible spectrum of colors. The
“red receptor” sees the wavelengths of
light from the longwave extreme in the
red through orange, yellow, and char¬
treuse to the green region. The “green
receptor” sees the wavelengths from

FIG.
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orange-red through yellow, chartreuse,
green, and cyan to blue. The “blue re¬
ceptor” sees the wavelengths from
green through cyan, blue, and blueviolet to the shortwave extreme in the
violet (Fig. 1).
The overlapping nature of these
three bands of color perception—red,
green, and blue—results in the inter¬
mediate hues named above; and a
re-emergence of red sensitivity in the
shortwave region of the spectrum,
where blue is the predominant color,
is responsible for the violet color of
the shortest visible wavelengths. The
purples and magentas are hues which
do not occur in the spectrum, but
they can be produced with maximum
purity by combining violet light with
red light in various proportions.
Whether this “trichromatic theory”
offers the true explanation of color
vision or not (scientists are unde¬
cided), it stands us in good stead
when we wish to devise a practicable
color-reproducing system for photog¬

raphy or television. The requirements
for a workable color system are thus
very simple in theory, though un¬
deniably beset by numerous “bugs”
in practice.
Briefly, in order to photograph a
scene in full natural color, we must
separately record the red, green, and
blue components of the scene. This
may be done by using a film having
three color-sensitized emulsions (each
of which records approximately onethird of the spectrum)
or, more
directly, by using a camera fitted with
an optical beam splitter and three
separate films.
The beam splitter produces three
identical images of the scene upon
which the camera is focused. Over
each image is placed a color filter
whose transmittance is nearly identical
with the response characteristics of the
corresponding primary color receptor
of the eye. This gives us red, green,
and blue “records” of the photo¬
graphed scene in terms of black-andwhite values on a balanced, redsensitized panchromatic negative.
Three positive transparencies are
then printed from the negatives; and
these are superposed on a projection
screen by three identical projectors
set up very close together. Over the
lens of the projector showing the print
of the red record is placed a red filter,
and so with the projectors showing
the green- and blue-record prints. The
original scene is reproduced on the
screen in accurate natural color.
Although the 3-projector process is
only rarely employed, it illustrates the
“additive” systems advocated for tele¬
vision and makes all other color pro¬
cesses more comprehensible.
Continued on

Page 568
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DIRECTOR

OF

PHOTOGRAPHY

Charles

Lang,

ASC,

looks on as VistaVision camera photographs scene on

bottom

Hal-Wallis-Paramount

center,

location for the

production, "Last Train

From

Gun

Hill.”

Use of

crane here provided maximum mobility for the camera.

Photographing "Last Train From Gun Hill "
Carefully selected camera angles give strong dramatic impact
to this taut western melodrama filmed by Charles Lang, A.S.C.

By

“Last

Train

From

Gun

Hill,”

Hal

Mallis’ production for Paramount re¬
lease, is a blockbuster of motion pic¬
ture entertainment that hits the audi¬
ence with all the force of a pile driver.
As robust film fare it derives its tre¬
mendous impact from the direction of
John Sturges, performances by an un¬
usually able cast, and the magnificent
color VistaVision camerawork of Di¬
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HERB

A.

LIGHTMAN

rector of Photography Charles Lang,
Jr., A.S.C.
“Last Train” is not a western in the
usual horse-chase, shoot-’em-up sense.
Rather it is a taut, hard-hitting melo¬
drama of human emotions set in a
western locale—a clean, direct narra¬
tive that hews relentlessly to its story
line until the inevitably violent denoue¬
ment has been realized.

The film seizes attention in its open¬
ing sequence when two drunken no¬
good cowpokes (Earl Holliman and
Brian Hutton) rape and murder a
beautiful young Cherokee squaw. Her
young son steals one of the murderer’s
horses and races to bring word to his
father (Kirk Douglas) who is the Mar¬
shal of the peaceful Oklahoma town of
Pawley.

AMERICAN CINEAAATOGRAPHER

a little black mountain on the horizon.
About twenty miles away they selected
a dry river bed fringed with trees in
which to shoot the opening chase and
rape scenes. Lang achieved a wonder¬
ful feeling of excitement and speed by

Douglas recognizes the horse’s sad¬
dle as helonging to Craig Belden (An¬
thony Quinn ) a close friend he hasn’t
seen in ten years and now ahsolute
ruler of the town of Gun Hill.
With heavy heart Douglas sets out
for Gun Hill to apprehend the culprit.
He confronts Quinn with the accusa¬

panning through the trees as the
drunken cowboys pursue the Indian
girl and her son in their buggy.

tion that his son is the murderer.
Quinn is horrified at this revelation,
but he cannot bear to deliver his only
son up to justice. Douglas warns him
that he intends to find the boy and
bring him to trial.
Douglas traps the boy in a saloon,
knocks him out, slings him over his
shoulder an fights his way out of the
place, holing up in a hotel to await
the train that will take them back to
Pawley. Meanwhile, Quinn and his
henchmen surround the hotel, deter¬
mined to set the boy free. In a hairraising climax, Douglas manages to get
his prisoner to the train station, but
rapid gunfire from an unexpected
quarter and the irony of Fate conspire
to cheat him of formal justice, while
meting out a well-deserved comeup¬
pance to the guilty party.
Photographically, “Last Train” is a
triumph.
Director of Photography
Lang has slanted the VistaVision cam¬
era perfectly to the demands of this
virile, knock-down-drag-out drama. His
visual treatment of the script lends it
largeness of scope while still maintain¬
ing the tight-in-the-clinches impact of
more intimate action. No stranger to
the western motif, Lang has to his
credit such outstanding films as “Man
From Wyoming,” which he photo¬
graphed for Director Anthony Mann,

The company spent a week filming
in these Arizona locations, then moved
back to the studio where an impressive
construction job recreated the western
town and railroad head of Gun Hill
on five acres of Paramount back lot.
Built at the cost of Si00,000, the town

CHARLES LANG, JR., ASC

as well as the highly successful “Gunfight at OK Corrall,” which he also
did with Sturges under the Hal Wallis
production banner.
“In a western your exteriors have to
be the very best,” Lang comments, “be¬
cause that is what people go to see—
the West as they imagine it. You have
to select your angles carefully in order
to get bigness and space into your com¬
positions. You must convey the im¬
mensity of the great outdoors. The best
way to do this is to get down low with
your camera to show sky and the tops
of things.”
Wallis, who likes a “big” look in his
pictures, and Sturges were both in
complete accord with this idea. They
chose as their locale a stretch of
breathtaking country south of Tucson,
Arizona, close to the Mexican border.
The ranch exteriors were laid against
sweeping brown fields with the edge of

was completed in six weeks. It consist¬
ed of a hotel, saloon, bank, rooming
house, livery stable, dry goods store,
sheriff’s office and jail, general store,
post office and assorted shops. Though
this western street was limited in space,
Lang managed to lend it the scope of
a sprawling frontier town through the
use of a low camera and wide-angle
lenses.
“Western streets can be very dull
photographically unless you adopt low
enough angles to show the tops of
buildings,” he points out. “When you
shoot level into things you lose the
whole outdoor look. The set might as
well be an interior. Low camera positions,especially with a wide-angle lens,
make it possible to do wonderful things
with diagonal lines — sloping roofs,
pieces of sky, tall men standing against
buildings. It makes for dynamic com¬
position.”
Lang’s artistry is no mere outdoor
thing; it is equally apparent in the inContinued on Page 560

THIS BARROOM scene reveals the low camera angle and realistic light-

NIGHT SEQUENCES owe much of their force to fact they were actually

ing

shot at night.

which

characterizes

SEPTEMBER
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much
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of Lang's

photography for "Gun

Hill."

Note, too, dramatic impact here of low camera angle.
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In the west
they do what
Easterners do...

GO FOR WESTERNS
For sheer entertainment, nothing beats
a good motion picture!
What’s more, country-wide, people
react pretty much the same. Mostly they
like Westerns. If the story is good; if the
stars are competent; if the photography
really has if, they talk and—young and
old—flock to the box office!
In other words, the better the picture
the better the box office.
That’s why close co-operation with the
Eastman Technical Service for Motion
Pictures is so important . . . why it pays
to tap Eastman’s background of experi¬
ence—to check up on questions of film
choice, production, processing. Offices
at strategic locations, Inquiries invited.

/fb ysfhat's on the screen ...and what people
say about it... that counts
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WIDE SCREEN
COLOR
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Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.
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East Coast Division
342 Madison Ave.
New York 17, N. Y.

Midwest Division
130 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1, III.

West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, California
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Motion Picture Cameras

Part V

ALRICOIM CIIME-VOICE
This small, moderate-priced 16mm
single-system sound camera has
become an important tool for
professional cinematographers.

For more than a decade,

the name Auricon has been

synonomous with 16mm single-system cameras. BerndtBach, Inc., makers of the Auricons, stands virtually alone
in its respective field. For there are no other 16mm
sound cameras on the market, here or abroad, that com¬
pare with the Auricon in its ability to deliver consistently
good results in the production of single-system sound films.
Actually, there are no other 16mm single-system sound
cameras presently being manufactured in the U.S.
The Auricon line of cameras consists of the Cine-Voice,
the Pro-600 and the Super-1200. In discussing these three
basic cameras recently, Walter Bach, President of BerndtBach, Inc., said that the Cine-Voice is the “Chevrolet”
of the line; the Pro-600, the “Oldsmobile”; and the
Super-1200, the “Cadillac.” Just as the number of Chev¬

HEAVY-DUTY 3-LENS turret that takes all “C" mount lenses
is one of many professional features of the Auricon CineVoice

II.

Film

capacity

is

100-ft., takes

regular daylight

film loads.

rolet cars on the highways exceeds the number of Olds-

THE

COMPLETE

Voice

II

sound
shown

Cine-

camera

and

equipment

in

use

at

is

right.

Amplifier - mixer - battery
unit

rests

case

in

section

carrying
beneath

tripod. Cameraman mon¬
itors
ing

CAMERA OPENED fo show inferior.
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sound

record¬

earphones.

Camera mechanism is mounted on

Neoprene-rubber cushions for quiet running.
unit is right of film transport in

the
by

Optical

sound

recording

photo.
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mobiles and Cadillacs, so,
its stablemates in number.

too, the

Cine-Voice exceeds

The 100-foot film capacity Cine-Voice was first intro¬
duced in 1949. The advent of commercial television
programming changed the destiny of the Cine-Voice, for
newscasts became a highly important part of daily video
programming, and a vast new market for newsreel footage
on 16mm film was opened up. TV news cameramen found
the Auricon Cine-Voice, with its portability, reliability,
and high-fidelity sound recording, ideally suited to their
needs. Thus, the small, moderate-priced single-system
sound camera suddenly became an important tool in the
professional field of cinematography. The little 12-pound
camera is today the workhorse of almost all TV newsreel
men, and has been subjected to more modifications than
records can recall—many of them described from time
to time in these pages. Since its initial debut, the CineVoice sound camera has been extensively redesigned by
the manufacturer, is now known as the Cine-Voice II,
and features an optical three-lens turret plus many other
improvements. It may be purchased as a silent camera
with a single-lens mount instead of turret, but minus the
sound equipment, for around S480.00. Equipped com¬
pletely for sound, it may be had in combinations of
equipment and accessories at prices ranging up to a little
over Sl,000.00.
The sturdy, machined aluminum case of the camera
is well designed for both appearance and balance. The
new, heavy-duty 3-lens rotary turret takes all standard
16mm “C” mount lenses of any focal length, also Cine
Kodak bayonet-mount lenses when
mount adapters.

equipped

with “C”

The finder, located on left side of camera, shows a
large view of the scene and has adjustment for paral¬
lax. Its basic field of view matches that of the ISmm

COMPACT, PORTABLE, easy to handle, the Cine-Voice II outfit complete
with

amplifier-mixer,

batteries,

and

single carrying case, as shown
tributed in two smaller cases.

microphone,

above,

or with

may

be

the

had

with

equipment

a

dis¬

spring-driven and have no flywheel. When the Cine-Voice
camera is switched off, a few frames of film will continue
past the film gate before the drive mechanism slows to
a complete stop. This is of no particular disadvantage,
as it is usually necessary in editing to cut out a small
section of the film between scenes to achieve the desired
continuity, pace and timing. A footage indicator on the
back of the camera shows the amount of unexposed film
on the spool.
Standard equipment is a constant-speed 115-volt A.C.
Continued on Page 566

wide-angle lens. Professional-type transparent amber-color
mattes are provided that drop into a slot to alter the
finder field of view to match other lenses ranging from
17mm and 25mm, to the 2- and 3-inch telephotos.
The camera mechanism is mounted on Neoprene-rubber
cushions for quiet running and to prevent any camera
noise being picked up by the recording microphone.
Actually, the camera runs so quietly that a red warning
light is a fixed accessory at the rear to indicate when
camera is running.
The rotary shutter has a fixed opening of 175°, which
provides an exposure of l/50th of a second per frame
at the standard sound speed of 24 fps (36 feet per
minute).
The film gate is directly behind the picture-taking lens
and consists of the aperture plate and pressure plate.
In the gate the film moves over a series of stainless-steel
balls—a patented feature designed to eliminate film-emul¬
sion pickup and to insure sharp, in-focus pictures. The
film pull-down is self-engaging and made of case-hardened
and tempered steel, precision ground to size—all of which
makes for rock-steady pictures and quiet film flow.
A balanced flywheel is an integral part of the CineVoice camera mechanism. Its purpose is to provide
smooth, steady film motion so essential to recording a
sound track on the film completely free of the variations
in sound commonly known as “wows” or “flutter.” Thus,
the camera cannot be stopped instantaneously on a single
frame of film, as with amateur cine cameras that are
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THE

CINE-VOICE

II

may also be

equipped

for

magnetic

sound recording. The Auricon “Filmagnetic” recording

unit

(in

fac¬

circle)—an

optional

feature—may be

installed

at

tory at time camera is purchased, or at any time in future.
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HOMEMADE
FILM BIN
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)

Eases task of editing 16mm film.

J

By

GEORGE

J.

YARBROUGH

United Film Productions, Orlando, Fla.

Anyone familiar with the problems of editing 16mm film

knows it is difficult to splice and its images almost impossi¬
ble to see without the aid of a magnifying viewer. It is
convenient and easier on the eyes to look at a batch of
strips hung right side up against a light that clarifies the
image.
With the latter thought in mind, we recently constructed
a film bin having the added convenience of easing the task
of identifying the images. The completed unit is pictured
in Fig. 1, at right.
Much of the conventional film editing equipment found
today utilizes small pins on which to hang strips of film

FIG. 1—Author’s homemode film bin with bock-light for easing the task
of identifying film strips. Modified clothespins ore used instead of pins
to hold film strips which extend downward into muslin-lined bin.

by the sprocket holes. While adequate, this method often
results in damaging sprocket holes and tearing film.
Our bin utilizes ordinary spring clothespins, slightly
modified, for holding each filmstrip upright for easy view¬
ing, while below is a muslin-lined receptacle that protects
the remainder of the strip, no matter what length it may be.
The manner of preparing and mounting the clothespins

!l

each spring was then bent slightly to reduce the pressure
between jaws of the clothespins.
Before the clothespins were re-assembled, surfaces of the
clip area were sanded down with a fine grade of sandpaper
so they would not scratch film surfaces. We found that the
gripping pressure of the pins was so slight that Ektachrome
original film could forcibly be pulled out of the clothespins
without damaging the emulsion.

is shown in Fig. 2 First, 2 divisions were marked off
1-inch apart on the bin header—a piece of lumber l"x2".
Each clothespin was disassembled before mounting on the
board. To permit mounting pins without splitting the wood,
two small holes were drilled in one member of the pin. It
was then mounted in place on the header with two carpet
tacks. A large drift punch was used to drive the tacks to
prevent splitting the clothespin.
After all initial clothespin halves were thus mounted.

FIG.

2 — Method

of

preparing

and

mounting

clothespins; holes are drilled in one member and
tacks used for mounting.
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Continued on Page 563

FIG. 3—Tubular light bulbs mounted in back of header
of

film

rack

furnish

light

for

task of identifying filmstrips.

shadowbox

that

eases

FIG. 4—Liner was made of old bedsheet, formed
like an open-end box, and inserted in the bin to
give protection to films.
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PUZZLED ABOUT EDITING
MULTIPLE SOUND TRACKS?

r/

From this

IF SO THEN TRY THE NEW

CAMART ADD-A-UNIT
EXnNSION PLAn
For Series 20 Moviola

Here's How It Works!
to this

Today when you have a com¬
pleted feature or short a Musi¬
cal score is recorded to suit.
Each

recording

for

background

is done

rate tracks.

Here is where the

Camart
you

Add-A-Unit

time

and

on

effects

can

money.

sepa¬
save
With

the Add-A-Unit you can edit
and cut three or more tracks
simultaneously.

No need to go

back again and run the whole
picture through.

Everything is

done in one operation.

HERE’S WHAT YOU GET:
1.

The
Add-A-Unit
extension
plate ribbed construction of
durable aluminum alloy, pre¬
cision machined to fit any
series 20 Moviola film editing
machine in perfect alignment.

2.

Extra belt guards and screws.

3.

Complete
flexible
coupling
assembly to interlock sound
heads.

Camart Add-A-Unit
Extension Plate

$

4.

Extra flange.

5.

Amplifier connections with all
ready made fittings for easy
installation.

6.

Separate volume controls per¬
mit individual control over
each sound head, including
the composite.

325

COMPLETE

fnmna
tuafti

Additional Separate Sound heads with take-ups—Prices on Request.

caMEiitt ManTu.
1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.)
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NEW YORK 23 • PLaza 7-6977 • Cable: Comeramart

at Columbus Circle next to
New York’s new Coliseum
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Electrical Tripping Mechanism For Sound Mixing
Simplifies use of tape recorders for budget sync-sound productions.
By

RONALD

W.

MOORE

equipment at the University is 16mm.
One Bell & Howell projector with a
synchronous motor, a Kinevox syn¬
chronous magnetic recorder, and a
Wollensak quarter-inch tape recorder
were used in developing the device
which the author calls an electrical trip¬
ping mechanism for sound mixing.
The principle of the device is simple:
a notch cut in the edge of the work
print of the picture for which a sound
track is being recorded causes an elec¬
trical impulse to automatically actuate
the tape recorder. There are three com¬
ponent parts in the device: (1) An
attachment on the projector which will
recognize a notch in the work print
and instantly set up an electrical im¬
pulse (Figs. 1 and 2) ; (2) An elec¬
trical system consisting primarily of a
transformer and a relay, and (3) a
solenoid mounted on the tape recorder
to instantly actuate the machine upon
receiving the electrical impulse.
FIG. 1—TRIPPING MECHANISM that actuates sound recorders consists of plastic base with slot to
admit passage of film, also holds two electrical contacts (1) and (2). Here contact (1) is swung wide
open to show details of device. Normally, it rests close to contact (2), and makes momemtary contact
when notched area of film passes point indicated at (3).

Qf

The device On the projector COnsistS
nlastic olate mounted iust above

One of the problems facing small
film production units is the high cost
involved in obtaining the necessary
sound equipment to enable handling
their own sound mixing needs. Stan¬
dard quarter-inch tape recorders offer
acceptable quality for various sounds
and sound effects but they usually can¬
not be depended upon to maintain syn¬
chronization for any extended period
of time. However, where the standard
quarter-inch machine can be accurately
started at a critical time, it may be
used for many recordings of short dur¬
ation.
This is the theory the author main¬
tained in pursuing an economical meth¬
od of handling sound mixing problems
for Michigan State University’s Motion
Picture Production Unit where he was
employed. All the film production

552

FIG. 2—SCHEAAATIC of electrical system for sound cueing device.
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allows the film to move through the
projector in the normal manner (Fig.
1). A metal arm mounted on the plastic
plate is hinged and slightly spring load¬
ed so it will ride gently against the
edge of the film as it is being pro¬
jected (1 in Fig. 1). On the end of the
arm opposite the hinge a small brass
bolt serves as an electrical contact
point. There is another contact point
mounted on the plastic plate in such
a manner as to clear the point on the
arm by about .020 of an inch as long
as the film is threaded in the projec¬
tor or traveling through it. When a
notch is cut in the edge of the work

FIG. 3 — MECHANICAL
LINKAGE

that

holds

pause button on recorder
until

the

pulls the

solenoid
catch

(5)

(6)
and

allows the normal spring
pressure of button (4) to
engage

transport

mech¬

anism of the recorder.

print, between the sprocket holes, the
open or notched area causes the points
to make contact.
The various parts of the electrical
system are mounted on a panel on the
left side of the projector. Mounted on
the panel is a relay with the coil wound
for 12 volts, also the contact points
for 110 volts. Power is supplied by a
standard 2-14 lamp cord connected to
the transformer and to a standard dup¬
lex outlet connected in series with the
points on the relay. The 12-volt circuit
of the transformer is connected in
series with the contact points mounted
on the projector and the coil of the
relay.
The attachment on the quarter-inch
tape recorder is essentially a plate
mounted on the case of the machine
near the pause button and having a
movable arm attached in such a man¬
ner as to secure the button in the pause
position (See Fig. 3). A 110-volt sole¬
noid (6) is mounted on the plate and
mechanically connected to the arm (5)
in a manner which will release the
pause button (4) each time the sole¬
noid is actuated by an electrical im¬
pulse. The solenoid is supplied with a
2-14 lamp
plug.

cord

and

standard

jector. With the film traveling at 24
frames per second the electrical im¬
pulse will be set up just %ths of a sec¬
ond prior to the time the frame beside
the notch will be projected.

exact frame where the sound is re¬
quired. The %ths of a second time in¬
terval allows for stabilization of re¬
corder speed and reaction time for the
sound mixer to open the channel dur¬
ing the mixing process.

The procedure is to notch the exact
frame in the picture where the desired
sound is to occur or begin. Subse¬

In initial tests of the device, 16mm
pictures of a baseball game were used

quently the tape must be cued S^ths of
a second in advance of the first sound.
With tape traveling 7'A inches per sec¬

and sounds of the ball hitting the bat,
crowd noises, etc., were supplied by
two 14-inch tape machines.

ond then it could he pulled backed

More than one recorder may be ac¬
tuated by the tripping mechanism sim-

5.625 inches at a rest point %ths of a
second prior to the first sound.
Considerable testing was conducted
in order to validate the accuracy in
cueing and it was found that the 5.625"
pull-back was accurate enough to re¬
main within the 24th of a second toler¬
ance of the film. This procedure was
found to be satisfactory because it is
very convenient to notch the film at the

ply by placing switches in the 110volt line between the projector and the
solenoids on the tape machines. (A
solenoid and release device is necessary
for each tape machine used.) Then by
opening the proper switch at the cor¬
rect time any machine or combination
of machines may be started at selected
times.
Continued on Page 564

male

Now it may be seen that if 110-volt
power is supplied to the device, the
solenoid connected to the outlet on the
panel of the projector, the recorder
locked on “pause” by its attachment
pre-set in the play position, and if the
projector is set into operation, then a
notch in the edge of the work print
wdll instantly actuate the recorder.
In order to synchronize the sound
effects with the picture, some reference
points must be selected. The arm of the
device mounted on the projector rests
against the film exactly 18 frames
ahead of the aperture gate of the pro¬
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F G. 4—TYPICAL LINE-UP of equipment for mixing sound recorded on quarter-inch tape

using tf

e ectr.cal tripping mechanism illustrated and described by author. From left are: switch for directin
eectrical impulses to each recorder; low-coir sound mixing panel; and two standard tape recorder
Device described in Fig. 3 above is shown at (Z), while another solenoid control is attached to fir
recorder at (Y).
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BROOKS
CAMERAS
The West’s Largest
Selection of Fine
Professional Cameras

BOLEX H-16 REX

Variable shutter permits smooth fades and lap dissolves. Greater ex¬
posure control possible through partial closing of the variable shutter
instead of lens. Shown with REXOFADER—an optional accessory ($37.50)
that permits automatic operation of the variable shutter.

H-16 REX from $400, with Lytar 1" f/1.8 lens.
BOLEX 16mm LENSES
Pan Cinor 85—w/R.F. From 17.5 to
85mm—F2 .$420.00
Pan Cinor f/2.4 lens, focal lengths
from 17V2mm to 70mm.$269.50
Pan Cinor 100 f/3.4 lens, focal
lengths from 25mm to 100mm
.$329.50
Switar 10mm w/a f/1.6 FM 8"
to inf. “C” mount. Visifocus
.$149.50
Switar 16mm w/a f/1.8 FM 8" to
inf. “C” mount. Visifocus....$99.50
Switar 25mm 1" f/1.5 FM IV2'
to inf. Visifocus.$115.00
Yvar 100mm 4" f/3.3 tele. 4-power
magnification. Focuses 8' to inf.
.$89.50

Yvar 16mm w/a f/2.8. Focuses 1'
to inf. “C” mount. Visifocus $59.50
Pizar 26mm 1" f/1.9. Focuses IVz'
to inf. “C” mount. Visifocus $67.50
Yvar 75mm 3" f/2.8 tele. Focuses
5' to inf. “C” mount. Visifocus
.$69.50
Switar 25mm 1" f/1.4. Focuses
11/2' to inf. “C” mount.$168.00
Switar f/1.4 50mm 2" tele. lens.
Ultra-high speed. Focuses 3' to inf.
.$169.50
Yvar 150mm 6" f/4 tele. lens.
71/2" length. FM 13' to inf. with
case.
$145.75

AURICON CINE-VOICE II
16mm sound-on-film movie camera with profes¬
sional heavy-duty 3-lens turret. Operates from
house current or car battery. Available in a
choice of models to suit a variety of filming
requirements .$795.00
CINE VOICE I—Used.$495.00
I
I
"
I
The only 16mm camera providing through-the-lens focusing and view¬
ing during exposure, electric motor drive. Matte box cables.$1725.00
16mm Xenon f/1.9 lens.$170.00
25mm Xenon f/1.5 lens.
$170.00
75mm Xenon f/2 lens.$200.00
Pan Cinor 70—Zooms from 17.5mm to 70mm.$260.00
Zoomar lens 1" to 3" f/2.8 for Arriflex.$579.00
Arriflex, Model 16 Tripod.$175.00
Same as above plus built-in buckle switch and motor cable
lock .$1795.00

-

AURICON PRO-600— 16mm optical-sound-onfilm; self-blimped; sync motor drive for single
or double-system recording; Electronic take-up,
film-flow without friction clutches or belts.
Various combinations of accessories available .$1456.25

I

AURICON ‘‘SUPER-1200” — 16mm sonud-onfilm camera (self-blimped) with 3-lens turret
for “C” mount lenses. 1200 ft. capacity for
33 minutes recording time.$4149.00

I
■

SUPER 1200—AURICON-TILT professional tripod, wgt. 27 lbs.$406.25

I

I
I

AURICON PRO-200. Was $1,495.00.
Used .$995.00

Use Your Bankamericard

West's Largest Selection • Budget Terms Available • Write In For A Complete List Of Professional Equipment
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ALL WEATHER
CAMERAMAN
Vincent Hunter turns inclennent
weather to his advantage when pho¬
tographing travel films for
Union Pacific Railroad.

SHOTS OF WILDLIFE and unusual scenic vistas are imaginatively photo¬
graphed

By

CLIFFORD

V.

HARRINGTON

by

produces
pany’s

Vincent

for

Motion

Union

Picture

16, operated by

Two PHOTOGRAPHERS with motion picture cameras were
working almost side by side near the rim of the Grand
Canyon. Suddenly a storm clouded the sky and a brisk
rain came pelting down. One of the men quickly gathered
up his equipment and hurried for shelter. The other,
Vincent Hunter, remained and continued shooting. The
unusual, off-beat motion pictures Hunter so often gets this
way have earned for him a nation-wide reputation as one
of America’s leading scenic motion picture photographers.
When other cameramen are indoors cursing cloudy or
rainy weather, Vincent Hunter, who is both manager of
and cinematographer for The Motion Picture Bureau of
the Union Pacific Railroad, invariably is out with his
16mm Arriflex or Cine Special cameras filming nature in
some unusual dramatic mood. Thirty-five years of movie

FROM THE DESERT TO ALASKA, Vincent Hunter and his 16mm cameras
have

photographed

under unusual
beauty

to

otherwise

SEPTEMBER

most of
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weather conditions that

•

ordinary
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vistas.

scenic wonders—many of them
lent

new

interest and

pictorial

H.

Hunter
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lightweight
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He's

battery

the

many

Hunter
shown
pack

is

promotional

films

he

Manager of the com¬

above
carried

using
on

an

Arriflex

shoulder

sling.

making has taught him, among other things, that there is
no such thing as an “ideal” condition for shooting motion
pictures in color. Hunter believes that any good cinema¬
tographer can make effective movies in any kind of weath¬
er, as long as there is enough light to produce an accept¬
able exposure with the film and camera being used.
At the Grand Canyon location mentioned above, Hunter
erected a protective canopy over his Arriflex 16 camera
and tripod, attached a remote-controlled stop-motion device
to the camera starting button, then retired to the shelter
of a tree while the camera recorded in interval exposures
the building of the storm over the far canyon rim. The
resulting footage of dark, menacing clouds followed by a
driving rain form a dramatic climax for “Painted Can¬
yons,” one of his recent 16mm color productions.
While Hunter has several fine cameras to implement
his work, he points out that expensive equipment is not
necessary for recording the type of shots that add punch
to the “formula” travel film. “Any camera,” he says,
“having a single-frame release and a range of motor
speeds can produce many interesting pictorial effects.
“It is much more important that the photographer have
a creative imagination plus a persistent tendency to make
effective use of his camera,” he added.
Hunter possesses both of these qualities.
For one of
his recent pictures he wanted a shot of clouds rolling away
rapidly from the camera toward a range of mountains
in the distance. The scene, out of the ordinary in con¬
cept, was to be photographed in stop-motion to step up
the cloud action on the screen.
He made several trips to a chosen locale before he
found the desired weather conditions and cloud forma¬
tion. He then visualized the speed he wanted the cloud
action to take on the screen and set his camera stopmotion device accordingly.
The result was an awe-inContinued on
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EXPOSURE ACCURACY
WITH
MAGIC-EYE CAMERAS
A progress report on new
developnnents in automatic exposure
control for cine cameras.

By

DON

NORWOOD

FIG.

Automatic, electric-eye exposure
control—the big innovation now being
featured in many late model cine cam¬
eras—not only is winning acceptance
among amateur movie makers, but also
is being adapted to some professional
cameras used in certain specialized
fields such as photoinstrumentation.

1—Prototype of Norwood Incident/Reflected Duomatic 8mm cine

camera

features

(S)

The

practicality

of

is

selector

employing

button

auto¬

matic exposure control generally in
professional cinematography rests on
The electric-eye used in many of the
newer cine cameras is a light-sensitive
photoelectric cell which controls the
iris of the camera lens according to the
prevailing light or scene brightness.
Primary aim in automatic exposure
control is to enable the camera user
obtain a higher percentage of good ex¬
posures with a minimum of care on his
part. From a merchandising point of
view the idea has exceptional appeal.
But because most cameras presently
featuring built-in electric-eye exposure
control adjust the lens stop according
to the volume of light reflected by the
scene, the innovation poses some lim¬
itations readily evident to the profes¬
sional cinematographer.
One of the characteristic faults
found in many amateur films exposed

2—Typical

where

subject

Is

example

of

underexposure

photographed against

bright

background, with exposure based on reflected
light reading.

Here overwhelming bright area

unduly

influenced

ground

subject to
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the
be

meter,

causing

underexposed.

fore¬

automatic

electric-eye

exposure

control

that

evaluator; (H) is hemisphere light collector of incident light evaluator;

the outcome of continuing experiments.

FIG.

dual

evaluates either incident or reflected light. (G) is grid for reflected light

on the basis of reflected light measure¬
ment is that scenes having persons or
objects photographed against a bright
background invariably show the fore¬
ground subjects underexposed as in

for shifting

from

one

evaluator to the other.

Fig. 2. This is because any overlybright object or area in a scene unduly
influences reflected-light type meters,
causing an overreading that results in
underexposure of the principal sub¬
jects in the scene. The same is true
where there is some backlighting in the
scene. This is graphically illustrated in
Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). If some of the
backlight which prevails in scene 3(a)
strikes the photo-cell of the camera’s
light-measuring device, this bright
light will cause the electric-eye to close
down the lens iris below tbe point that
will render good exposure on the sub¬
ject, resulting in underexposure shown
in Fig. 1 (b).
In scenes where tbe background is
substantially darker than the fore¬
ground subject, as in Fig. 4(a), the
effect is just the reverse: the excessive
dark area (background) unduly influ¬
ences the electric-eye of the reflectedlight measuring device so that it
“opens up” more than necessary.
leads to opening the lens wider
necessary which results in slight
exposure of foreground subject as
trated in Fig. 4(b).

This
than
over¬
illus¬
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Some electric-eye cameras tend to
produce
inferior
exposed
pictures
where the overall light reflectance in
the scene departs substantially from the
standard of 18% reflectance (medium
tone). It has been noted that all cam¬
eras of this type presently being mar¬
keted feature electric-eye exposure con¬
trol devices of a type similar to that
used in reflected light exposure meters.
It has long been fairly well known
that best photographic results are ob¬
tained with reflected light exposure
meters when they are used to deter¬
mine exposure on the basis of multiple
readings of a scene, i.e.: completely
measuring the light reflectance of the
scene in a series of closeup readings on
shadows, highlights, medium tones,
etc., then averaging the readings to ar¬
rive at the exposure norm. As a rule,
“one-shot” reflected light readings tak¬
en from camera position do not always
produce the most desirable exposures,
and it is this fact that must be con¬
sidered when shooting movies with
many cine cameras having this type
exposure control. An interesting refer¬
ence on these matters is to be found in
a technical paper by Allen L. Sorem,
of Eastman Kodak Company, Roches¬
ter. N.Y., entitled: “An Evaluation of
Certain Techniques of Easing Exposure
Meters,” which was published in the
Journal of the SMPTE for October,
1956.
The convenience factor of the new
electric-eye cameras is so great, how¬
ever, that most users of these cameras
—shooting for the most part frontlighted scenes having average reflec¬
tance—obtain acceptable exposures. It
is when they attempt to shoot subjects
against extremely dark or extremely
light backgrounds, against the sun, or
where strong backlighting prevails,
that they produce disappointing expos¬
ures, and without really knowing why.
Can

more

versatile

and

FIG. 3(a)—Backlighted scene photographed with

FIG.

correct exposure.

flected-light type exposure evaluator.

The writer was one of those who be¬
lieved at the time that more accuracy
was possible in metering light for pho¬
tography, and began research on the
problem which culminated in the in¬
vention and design of the Norwood in¬
cident-light exposure meter whose sal¬
ient feature was a patented three-di¬
mensional light collector (a translucent
hemisphere) as an adjunct to the pho¬
to-electric cell. This 3-D light collector

3(b)—Same

scene

as

it

appears

to

re¬

represented the camera side of a threedimensional photo subject. It made the
meter responsive to all incident light
reaching it from all angles—the same
as that falling on the subject. Use of
this incident-light meter produced
many advantages in photographic ac¬
curacy and versatility, and it was wide¬
ly accepted by both amateur and pro¬
fessional photographers.
Continued on
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accurate

electric-eye cameras be produced? Be¬
fore answering this question, let us re¬
view briefly some of the interesting
points in the history of photoelectric
exposure meters. The first such meters
were produced during the early 30s.
They were of the reflected-light type,
that is, they measured the light reflect¬
ed from the scene to l)e photographed.
Although these meters readily became
popular, some discriminating photogra¬
phers found loopholes in their perfor¬
mance—principally the same as those
described above for electric-eye cam¬
eras.
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FIG.

4(a)—Scene

rectly exposed.

with

dark

background

cor-

FIG

■^(bl—Some scene photographed on basis

of “one-shot” reflected-light metering.
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The Kenyon Gyro Hand Stabilizer is a completely new
approach toward minimizing the angular movement or
wiggle in hand-held camera shots. It aids in eliminating the

STABILIZER
FOR HAND-HELD
CAMERAS

tripod or from aircraft or
moving vehicles.

V.

vehicles. The stabilizer controls such undesirable motion by
providing a firm, though invisible, resistance through a
unique application of gyroscopic principles.
The unit is a precision instrument measuring approxi¬
mately three by five inches, about the size of an elongated
baseball. It weighs only one and three-quarter pounds and
will fully stabilize hand-held instruments such as cameras

steady support because of the tendency of a gyro to remain
on a given axis. In operation the stabilizer acts like a
geared tripod head, allowing the cameraman to pan in any
direction with amazing ease, even when shooting from a
vibrating helicopter or bouncing car. The cameraman can
“over-power” the gyro, when desired, by “breaking” its
axial hold and re-establishing the camera in a fresh posi¬

camera when shooting without a

JOSEPH

eraman’s hands and arms or the sway of air, sea or land

and binoculars up to nine pounds in weight. It consists of
two gyros turning on different axis. The gyro motors de¬
velop between 20,000 and 23,000 RPM, thus providing a

Gyro attachment steadies

By

vibration resulting from involuntary movement of the cam¬

tion, where the gyro once again takes over.
This clever gyroscopic instrument was invented by Ted

MASCELLI

Kenyon, of Old Lyme, Connecticut, whose background in¬
cludes work on automatic pilot mechanisms, including a
blind flying gyro device for helicopters. The original need
for the instrument arose when Kenyon had difficulty hold¬
ing a pair of binoculars steady while sighting navigational
markers in overcast weather. The many photographic pos¬
sibilities for utilizing the unit for hand-holding movie cam¬
eras and still cameras equipped with long telephoto lenses,
naturally suggested themselves once the stabilizer was per¬
fected.
An interesting test, recently conducted by the U. S. Air
Force at Edwards Air Force Base, dramatically proved the
effectiveness of the gyro stabilizer. It was attached to a
Bell & Howell 16mm Filmo camera equipped with 3-inch
telephoto lens, 400-ft. magazine, and electric motor. Aerial
scenes were filmed during a flight in “rough” air with the
camera hand-held. Shots were also made for comparison
without the gyro stabilizer. The latter shots were considered
useless because the combination of telephoto lens, rough
air and inherent vibration of the helicopter set up extreme
vibration in the camera.
The comparison scenes, made under identical conditions
using the gyro attachment, were amazingly smooth, with
just a hint here and there of roughness when a very bad
bounce caused the gyro to “break away” and then regain
its stability.
Use of this gyro stabilizer is not limited to movie cam¬
eras, however, since its steadying action is just as useful
with binoculars, still cameras, sextants or any other hand¬
held optical instrument. Its unique gyroscopic action is
particularly helpful when shooting from moving vehicles
such as speeding autos, boats and airplanes. Police and res¬
cue workers have found the unit extremely useful when
using binoculars from helicopters. A recent police test
showed that auto license plates could be easily read with
6 X 50 binoculars from a helicopter hovering overhead.
While the optimum object weight that can effectively be
ARROW POINTS »o gyro stabil¬
izer attached to base of 35mm
Eyemo

camera.

Gyroscopic

de¬

vice steadies camera for hand¬
held

shooting.

used with this device is approximately nine pounds—
which covers most 16mm cameras—tests have shown that
great improvement in steadiness is effected, although staContinued on
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PHOTOGRAPHING “GUN HILL”
Continued From
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terior sequences of the picture, as well.

REVERSAL
PROCESSING
Prompt
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Quality
Specialists in high speed or standard reversal
processing . . . Films returned same day re¬
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Here, again, there was a challenge, be¬
cause western interiors are usually
small and uninteresting. Moreover,
they often feature wild wallpaper and
similar decor of the period that is unat¬
tractive and distracting to the eye.
Through the use of dramatic lighting
and camera angles he managed to
make these drab interiors take on
greater visual interest.
An outstanding example is the se¬
quence in which Douglas has taken
Holliman prisoner and has him hand¬
cuffed to the bed in a hotel room while
they wait for a train out of town. The
sequence begins in the afternoon and
the windows are brightly lighted from
outside to suggest intense sunlight.
Then dusk falls and a ruddy glow suf¬
fuses the room as the sun sinks toward
the horizon. Outside, the henchmen
silently wait, surrounding the hotel
and determined not to let Douglas pass
out alive with his prisoner. There is a
quiet hush over all, expectant and om¬
inous. Suddenly it is night. The in¬
terior of the room fades into darkness
—yet, overall there is a cold unearthly
glow, a kind of eerie moonlight that
turns the faces of the men chalk white,
portending tragedy and death. Lang
achieved this effect through the use of
“cold” light sources with only the
faintest blue gelatin over the units. In
front of the camera lens he used a light
fog filter to add a frosty touch. Then
he had the lab print the sequence neu¬
tral, as nearly devoid of color as pos¬
sible. The effect on the screen is chil¬
ling—perfectly in key with the sus¬
pense generated by the action.
Th is mood persists as Douglas walks
his prisoner out of the hotel at the
point of a shotgun, and standing with
him thus in a buggy, slowly drives to
the station to meet the approaching
train. All along the route hostile gun¬
men stand, not daring to shoot for fear
of causing the prisoner’s death. Their
faces are made menacing by crosslight, deep shadows and low-angle com¬
positions against a black sky.
This night sequence owes much of
its force to the fact that it was actually
shot at night instead of in the daytime
with blue filters and underexposure to
simulate night. Lang is fundamentally
opposed to the commonly used day-fornight technique. “These days they urge

you to shoot night scenes in daylight
for the sake of economy,” he points
out, “but for every scene shot this way
that looks good I’ll show you twenty
that look just like underexposed scenes
printed blue — the effect just doesn’t
come off.”
Lang did not have to settle for sec¬
ond best in night scenes for this pic¬
ture. Even though it took almost every
lamp
town

the studio owned to light the
of Gun Hill, producer
allis

readily okayed the expenditure and the
resultant climactic night
sequence
packs a tremendous dramatic wallop.
Throughout

the

film

Lang

used

backlight wherever possible. Even in
exterior long shots he placed dark fig¬
ures almost in silhouette against light
backgrounds to make them register
more dramatically than they would
have in front or three-quarter light.
This helped avoid the picture-postcard
look so common in outdoor epics and
kept the faces looking more natural.
In his interiors he also used back¬
light and cross-light whenever possible
to accentuate dramatic effect. A long
hotel corridor which figured in some of
the important plot action had to be
lighted adequately to show the action,
hut subdued enough to remain true
to the style of low-key lighting he
had set for the sequence. Also, it was
necessary to play down top lighting on
this narrow set so that the light source
would not appear to be coming from
the ceiling.
Since the film was a period piece, set
in a “gaslight” era, the problem of con¬
veying the effect of actual flame in the
lighting fixtures was a constant one.
Gas flame does not have sufficient in¬
tensity to be photographically convinc¬
ing as a light source, so it was neces¬
sary to accentuate the effect by means
of pools of incandescent light supposed¬
ly emanating from the fixtures. Then,
too, the flame registered on the color
emulsion as more white than it ap¬
peared to the eye. Lang controlled the
effect by using small yellow bulbs in
the fixtures behind glass just frosted
enough to give the illusion of flame. He
used light yellow gelatins over lamps
nearest the fixtures to simulate an au¬
thentic source glow.
The final sequences in “Last Train
From Gun Hill” are almost exclusively
low-key, an effect which Lang gained
by keeping his backgrounds dark while
lighting the players starkly against
them. At times he reversed the effect
by silhouetting faces against lighter
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ENM-16 numbers 16MM film every 40 frames. An
adjustment bar permits edge numbering the film in
any area (16MM only).

NUMBER

ENM-16-M numbers 16MM film every 16 frames to
match 35MM. Numbering can be done in any
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number without the danger of embossing.
A simplified inking system with an eccen¬
tric center roller in the ink well provides
quick alignment for the applicator sponge
rubber roller. A doctor knife in the inkwell
removes all surplus ink from the inking
rollers.
There is a simple adjustment for dis¬
pensing the amount of ink required.
The unit has a small brush wheel to clean
the numbering element after the number
is applied.
A micro switch cuts the power when a roll
of film is completed.
A Veeder Root counter checks the film
footage.
A keeper holds the film in place for sync
mark and spot coding.
The handle in front permits the operator
to manually turn the numbering block to
the desired position for a number change.
Running speed is between 80 to 110 feet
per minute.
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areas. He readily admits the dilemma
this type of lighting has caused for the

remains

visually

important

even

though it may be a tiny speck far off

cinematographer since the advent of
the drive-in theater: “The usual warn¬
ing is ‘Don’t make your lighting too
sketchy or they won’t be able to see

on the horizon. There is no danger
that it will be lost in a welter of grain

anything in the drive-ins.’ And yet, if
you constantly have that thought in
your mind, you are going to compro¬
mise every effect until there is no effect

portance of the human element in this
film, he paid great attention to mak¬
ing the leading players photograph¬

■—just nothing at all. I feel that we still
have to have dark areas to convey mys¬
tery and mood — and that we must
shoot pictures primarily for the larger
audiences that attend the hardtop the¬
atres. I always try to keep the light
on the players a bit brighter than the
norm, however, so that the lab can
print the film lighter for the drive-ins,
if necessary.”
“Last Train From Gun Hill,” in the
final analysis, is a study of conflict be¬
tween men, and Lang never lost sight
of the fact that the really important ele¬
ments were people and not just vistas
of impressive scenery. He was aided to¬

and soft focus.
Because Lang fully realized the im¬

ically important. They seem to tower
over ordinary humans, striding to meet
Destiny head-on. They are flesh-andblood men, but almost allegorical in
symbolizing the quiet, efficient virility
of the Old West.
“Kirk Douglas is wonderfully inter¬
esting to photograph,” Lang observes.
“He has a good face, a strong face. If
you get a good angle on him, particu¬
larly a low angle, he looks like he is
capable of doing anything. And so
does Anthony Quinn. They both come
through physically strong and strong
of purpose. Low angles, shooting up,
helped to give them a gutsy look, an
extra strength and a heroic quality.”

Vista-

The actors themselves heaped con¬

Vision camera, in which the film moves

gratulations upon Lang for his work

through the camera horizontally to af¬

on “Last Train.” Privately, he feels

ford the advantage of a double-size

that because he made them look im¬

frame which is then reduced down to

portant, they felt important and were

standard aperture size in printing to

inspired to do a better job of acting.

provide release prints of exceptional

But tbe critics agree, and so will audi¬

sharpness and clarity of detail. The ul¬

ences everywhere, that this is a superi¬

timate result is that the human figure

or job of motion picture photography.

ward

this

realization

by

the

ALL WEATHER CAMERAMAN
Continued From Page 555

spiring view of fleecy white clouds
racing across a windswept sky, herald¬
ing an impending storm.
Hunter likes to experiment with ef¬
fect filters. He will often intensify the
mood of a scene or sequence by em¬
phasizing certain colors in nature or
by subtly injecting color not present,
using filters singly or in combination.
Hunter believes that the imagina¬
tive cinematographer deals primarily
with emotion, which he expresses or
stimulates pictorially on the screen.
Thus, if the subject warrants, he may
depart from conventional techniques.
For example, he says, a sharp image
is not necessarily the best for everv
scene; often it is a soft, fuzzy image
the photographer needs to point up
the mood of a scene.
“The movie maker.” Hunter says,
“draws his emotional experiences from
the subject matter at hand, and he
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must use his creative powers to the
fullest in order to bring his impres¬
sions to the screen with impact.
“Even though the amateur movie
maker has only a few rudimentary
pieces of equipment, he is as well
prepared as any professional to make
travel films that have interest and
screen impact. For the success of his
work depends not so much upon the
scope of his camera—what it can or
cannot do—as on what he can accomp¬
lish with his equipment.”
Hunter’s methods are simple. If he
observes a particular situation in na¬
ture that intrigues him. he studies it
carefully for its possible pictorial ef¬
fect on the screen. Perhaps it is a
majestic, white thunderhead boiling
over a distant mountain range; a rest¬
less sea crashing on a shoreline; or a
rivulet dripping water from granite
rocks. After careful appraisal of the

scene, during which time his im¬
agination sparks the concept of the
pictorial treatment he is about to give
it, he will photograph the scene from
the camera angle, at the time of day,
and possibly through just the right
filter that will give it maximum screen
impact.
Sometimes his aim is to accentu¬
ate reality; at other times he may
strive to subordinate reality and give
play to fantasy. The subject may call
for shooting in slow motion to pro¬
long its action on the screen. From
experience. Hunter knows what camera
speeds to use to achieve any effect he
wishes. More than once he has probed
the mysteries of nature with his interval-timer-controlled camera to bring
to the screen fascinating movies of
plant growth or the evolution of a
blossom from bud to flower. “As each
subject of this sort invariably has a
different growth period, it is neces¬
sary first to study the subject to deter¬
mine the extent of this period so that
the camera’s interval-timer may be
properly set to obtain a sequence of
single-frame exposures of the desired
duration. In most instances Hunter
uses a Dunning intervalometer to oper¬
ate his camera for single-frame expo¬
sure sequences, but there have also
been instances where he has made such
shots by operating the single-frame re¬
lease by hand. The intervalometer, he
says, makes this type of cinematogra¬
phy easier and the spacing of expo¬
sures more accurate.
When shooting general scenes out¬
doors with color film, he usually de¬
termines exposure without the aid of
a meter—a proficiency he has acquired
during the thirty-five years he has
been a photographer. However, Hun¬
ter considers a good exposure meter
an important tool for every camera¬
man—at least until he develops the
knack of evaluating exposure condi¬
tions by eye.
Careful preproduction planning is a
factor
which
has
helped
Hunter
achieve the success he has with his
films. For instance, to present pic¬
turesque Cape Royal, in the Grand
Canyon, in a novel and interesting
manner,
he
photographed
it
at
different times during the day in
a sequence of shots that revealed
its interesting terrain under progres¬
sively changing light conditions. To ac¬
complish this, he first studied the scene
for a day, observing how sunlight and
shadow played upon the Cape and at
what times they produced the most
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pictorially interesting effects. He then
arranged his shooting schedule accord¬
ingly.
On the screen the Cape first appears
lighted by sunlight coming from the
side, which accents its interesting
modeling. To inject a measure of hu¬
man interest into the sequence, he
photographed the scene later in the
day when it was completely frontlighted, and with tw© men climbing
out on a rocky ledge. The contrast of
the two figures tended to point up the
immensity of the scene. To conclude
the sequence, he then pictured the
large rock in shadow, with the vast
panorama behind it bathed in sunlight,
which accentuated this area of the
landscape for the first time in the
sequence. These
dramatically-photo¬
graphed shots were carefully integrated
in the editing so the narrator’s descrip¬
tion of the changing vista would have
maximum impact.
On one of his more productive pho¬
tographic jaunts, Hunter observed un¬
usual fog conditions around an area
of large rock formations. Most pho¬
tographers would have scoffed at the
suggestion that such a scene would
make interesting movie material. But
Hunter set up his camera, used the
intervalometer again, and shot the
scene in stop motion as the loftiest
of the rocky spires piered the swirling
mists. A less-imaginative cameraman
might have passed this scene by be¬
cause of the old bugaboo—inclement
weather. For Hunter, the adverse wea¬
ther made the scene.
Through the years Hunter has tried
to break away from conventional cine¬
matography and come up with some¬
thing unorthodox. He began his career
as a still photographer, then turned to
16mm cinematography after he joined
Union Pacific Railroad. When Kodachrome film was introduced in 1934,
he was one of the first professional
16mm cameramen to visualize its po¬
tentials in the field of commercial mo¬
tion pictures. With color, he found a
new outlet for his talents. Today, after
producing some fifty travel, education¬
al and promotional films, he still finds
new avenues of approach to movie
photography. Not all his pictures, of
course, are made up of off-beat shots.
Unusual sequences are used in a film
only when a purpose is served by their
inclusion.
Perhaps the two most memorable
sequences that have appeared in Hun¬
ter’s long list of motion picture films
are those which show the sea breaking
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on the Oregon coast, and dusk en¬
veloping Bryce Canyon.
The first required ten visits to the
location where, during a change in
the tides the sea foams over the rugged
rocks rimming the coastline. On the
tenth visit Hunter found the sea’s per¬
formance just right and filmed it
dramatically in slow motion.

ARRIFLEXI6
“preferred
by professionals

T© give a finishing touch to the se¬
quence, if not to the picture as a whole,
Hunter decided he needed one more
shot—that of a majestic sunset plaving
on a tranquil sea in the foreground;
so he went out and shot it.
The second of the two memorable
sequences mentioned above was that
of a scene which Hunter had person¬
ally witnessed a number of times but
which hitherto had been overlooked l)y
other travel film photographers—the
changing pattern of Bryce Canyon dur¬
ing a sunset. On the screen, the color¬
ful vista, filmed in stop motion, under¬
goes a continuing change in aspect
as shadows lengthen until just the tips
of distant pinnacles are tinged by the
setting sun. As the sky darkens, the
full moon grows in brilliance. Finally
the scene fades to provide one of the
most effective endings Hunter has
made for his fascinating and unusual
travel films.
b
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HOMEMADE FILM BIN
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Fig. 3 shows method of mounting
the tubular lamps in the header to fur¬
nish the light that is reflected against
the film from behind. Two lamps are
all that are required and the sockets
for same were mounted on a modified
“L” bracket. The electric wire enters
from the top through a %" hole. The
wire leading to the switch at the side
is tacked to the inside of the bin frame
with insulated staples. The bulb sockets
were mounted as close as possible to
the front of the header board to mini¬
mize direct glare from the naked lamps.
The top was lined with aluminum foil
before mounting; this produces a more
even distribution of light. Interior of
the shadow box was painted with flat
white enamel.
Fig. 4 shows the final operation: in¬
stalling the bin liner. The top of the
bin was lined with l-by-2s. Thin slats
were then nailed in such a manner
that they protruded about an inch
above the bin rim.
The toughest part of this whole oper¬
ation was persuading my wife to make

Established 1949
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and Printing
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IMAGINE!!
Only *119®° For
A Complete
PROFESSIONAL
Portable Cine
Film Developing
Outfit...

the cloth liner. This she made from an
old bedsheet, formed it like an open
box, with four sides and a rectangular
bottom. Dimensions for the liner were
about an inch less than those for the
bin itself. Top of the liner is held in
place by stretching it over the bin
framework.
Overall dimensions of bin are height,
48 inches; width 221/2 inches; and
depth, 14 inches.
Top of bin is 24
inches from floor. A wooden box of
similar size could be substituted, with
the film-holding rack and lights added
at the top.
■
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in the picture to the notch where the
clapstick closed was accurately meas¬
ured. Thus a notch could be placed in
the work print prior to the scene being
laid-in which would coincide with the
original distance from the notch at the
clapstick sound to where the scene was
being used.
As soon as all scenes were edited
properly the work print was notched
for all of the recorded sounds including
narration, sound effects, and music. The
exact location of all notches were en¬
tered on the synchronization schedule
for sound mixing. The sound mix was
accomplished without difficulty by us¬
ing two 1/4-inch tape recorders feeding
the various sounds to a 16mm recorder.
Since the development of this elec¬
trical tripping mechanism, the author
has transferred to Wayne State Univer¬
sity’s Motion Picture Production Unit.

sive uses was a location shooting job
which was to be post-synchronized in

Here the principal of the device is
being used for many other purposes.

the studio. A spring-wound camera was
adjusted to as near 24 frames a second

One of the latest uses is automatic
cutting of scenes during multiple pro¬
jection. This is especially useful for
showing prints of productions employ¬
ing multiple camera shooting without
manual cutting of the film.
The success and effectiveness of the
electrical mechanism has helped to re¬

as possible and the microphone of the
recorder placed on a pole boom. Slate
and clapsticks were used at the begin¬
ning of each scene just as though it
were synchronous shooting.

inforce the author’s philosophy that
“practical ideas of an uncomplicated

film was notched where the clapstick
closed. The sound was cued in the man¬

nature can help meet today’s demands
for 16mm films with an economy to

ner previously described using the clapstick sound as the first sound.

coincide with the restrictions often
imposed on the small or medium size

For post-recorded sound, the talent
was placed in the recording studio and
during the initial playback of the scene,

production unit.”

the talent would hear the sound as it
was recorded on location. During the
second playback the talent would en¬
deavor to speak the lines as they were
recorded, while in the control room the
tape was rewound to the starting cue.
On the third playback, the original
sound was played again and this pro¬
cedure was continued until the talent
could read their lines perfectly in sync.
At this point the switch was thrown to
direct the electrical impulse to a second
recorder which was cued and pre-set
on record and as the talent spoke their
lines the voices were automatically re¬
corded in sync with loop. This proce¬
dure was followed for all lip-sync
scenes.

Send for complete listing

ALLIED

After the device was developed and
thoroughly tested, it was put to some
very practical uses. One of the inten¬

hen the work print was obtained,
each scene involving lip sync was pull¬
ed out and spliced into a loop. Then the

AC-959

New price
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ginning of each scene as it would occur

The next step was to edit these
scenes into the work print in the proper
places. As each scene was laid into the
work print, the distance from the be¬

■

MAGIC-EYE CAMERAS
Continued From
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After extensive practical use of this
meter, it was found that situations were
sometimes encountered where a re¬
flected light reading was more practi¬
cal for a particular scene—for example
when shooting out of a window of an
airliner in flight. This resulted in fur¬
ther improvement of the meter. It re¬
mained primarily a 3-D incident light
meter but it could now be converted,
when necessary, to also read reflected
light. Similar progress is likely to fol¬
low in the further development of elec¬
tric-eye cameras.
As a matter of fact, considerable re¬
search and development in this direc¬
tion has been conducted in my labora¬
tory in recent months, which has cul¬
minated in the application of the inci-

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

dent-light metering principal to elec¬

of film.

tric-eye exposure control for an 8mm

A slightly-different method of opera¬

cine camera. The prototype camera is
pictured in Fig. 1.

tion is followed where subject is in

For general purposes, this camera
has an incident light electric-eye with
hemisphere light collector. The hemis¬
phere and associated photocell consti¬
tute a sensing device which observes
not only the intensity of the incident
light but also whether the incident
light is front-light, side-light or back¬
light—each of which has a different
weight in illuminating the camera-side
of the subject. This provides a high
degree of photographic accuracy as
well as great versatility. There is also
a reflected-light electric-eye where un¬
usual conditions are met that require
this type of light metering (such as
described above). Both electric-eyes
are permanently mounted in a tower
on top of the camera. Each is correctly
oriented with respect to the camerasubject axis. Changeover from one to
the other is accomplished simply by
pushing a l)utton.
The overall design of the light-meter¬
ing unit provides benefits of rigid
construction and eliminates need for
separate accessory devices, such as in¬

sunlight but the camera is in shade.
Here the light falling on the incidentlight hemisphere will not be the same
as that falling on the subject in sun¬
light. So the camera is momentarily
moved toward the subject until it I.s in
the sun, where the hemisphere will re¬
ceive and evaluate the same light as
that falling on the subject. The lens
iris is then locked in place for the
opening established by the electric-eye,
and the camera returned to shooting
position in the shade to film the pic¬
ture.
Where pictures are photographed in¬
doors with artificial illumination, the
procedure is to take the camera to sub¬
ject location in a manner similar to
using an incident-light exposure meter.
Here the camera exposure controls
automatically adjust the lens iris for
correct exposure, and the iris is then
locked for this exposure by the oper¬
ator. The camera is then returned to
operating position and the scene
filmed.
To shoot scenes with this camera in
unusual situations, such as out of an

terchangeable light collectors, etc. No
less important is the pre-set control
that adjusts the meter for the ex¬
posure index of the film used. There is
also a latch on the lens iris ring for
locking the diaphragm at any desired
opening.

airliner window, as previously de¬
scribed, the electric-eye control is shift¬
ed from incident to reflected light by
means of the selector button. The lens
iris now will be controlled by light re¬

To use the camera under typical
outdoor conditions, it is first pre-set for
the ASA Index of the film being used.
As outdoor illumination generally is
more or less uniform over extended
areas, the electric-eye is adjusted for
reading incident light. From this point,
exposure control is fully automatic.
The lens iris will be properly set, re¬
gardless whether the scene is frontlighted, side-lighted or back-lighted.
Flesh tones of foreground subjects will
be properly exposed, whether the back¬

Thus, with this dual automatic ex¬
posure control, just about any type
scene or subject can be photographed
with resulting good exposure. The con¬

ground is dark, light, or medium
bright. Light or tone variations in a
scene will not adversely affect such ex¬
posures—thanks to the unique incident
light collector of the metering device.
Where there are continuing changes
in the light level, such as that caused
by moving clouds affecting the inten¬
sity of the sunlight, the incident light
exposure control automatically and ac¬
curately responds to such changes and
continuously adjusts the lens iris to
produce a uniformly well-exposed strip
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For what he said
please

turn page.

flected from the scene—adequate for
shots of this type.

venience of operation is so extraor¬
dinary, it has to be experienced to be
appreciated. And since the majority of
shots are made on the basis of incident
light evaluation by the camera’s elec¬
tric-eye, exposures will have a high
order of accuracy—important to those
who use relatively critical color films.
Thus, far, the objective has been to
provide utmost convenience and expos¬
ure accuracy for users of 8mm cine
cameras. But it is not unlikely that
some of the principles of this develop¬
ment may very well be adapted to
some types of professional motion pic¬
ture cameras. For instance, such de¬
pendable electric-eye exposure control
would be a boon in newsreel photog¬
raphy where set-up time invariably is
extremely limited, and it could be help¬
ful also as an adjunct to cameras used
for many scientific purposes.
■
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CAMERA STABILIZER
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TELEPHOSES:

INTERNATIONAL MOTION PICTURE CO., INC.
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23-1844

CABLE ADDRESS:
’lANMUTSU” TOKYO

KATAKURA BLDG. KYOBASHI 3-2. CHUO-KU, TOKYO. JAPAN,

bilization is reduced when the stabiliz¬

Teleri$ion, Promotional Docnmentary, Travelogue, Industrial and Educational Films

er is attached to cameras weighing con¬
siderably more.
The unit is of all-metal construc¬
tion and hermetically sealed. Power to
actuate the gyro is supplied by a small

Capital Film Laboratories,
1905 Falrvlew Ave., N.E.
Washington 2, D.C.

nickel cadmium battery, usually car¬

Inc.

ried on a shoulder strap. The battery
will operate the gyro continuously for
a period of approximately two hours.
A series of inverters ranging from

ATTN : Mr. Art Reacher
Dear Art:

six to thirty-two volts are available for
operating the Gyro from auto, boat or
airplane. A converter is also available

Try to please the client and the audience at the same
time with the same picture - this Is the question that sends
many a producer to the madhouse ; I Imagine It Is the same
In the U.S.A. as It Is In Japan.

for operating it on regular 155-volt
house current.
The Kenyon Gyro Hand Stabilizer

This time I think we were lucky - with the "Yamadas at
Work" picture sponsored by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
In Tokyo and completed for us by you In Washington, D.C.

and accessories are distributed exclu¬
sively in the western states by Gordon
Enterprises, Inc., North Hollywood,
Calif.
■

Practically everybody seems to be satisfied with the
result.
We seem to have a happy combination of an enlightened
sponsor and first-rate cooperation from a first-rate lab.
You are entitled to a big share In the congratulations
we have received for this picture.

AURICON CINE-VOICE

Cordially,
international motion picture CO.,

President
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camera motor fitted with a 10-foot
extension cord. A synchronous motor
is optional at extra cost. Both motors
take standard 115-volt A.C. house cur¬
rent, or current from a portable power
supply. Stopping and starting of motor
is by means of a toggle switch at rear
of camera.
As the term “single-system sound”
implies, the sound track is recorded
simultaneously with the picture on the
same strip of film, but with the relative
sound 26 frames ahead of the corres¬
ponding picture. The sound recording
apparatus is mounted within the cam¬
era case and is virtually an integral
part of the camera mechanism.
It consists of the modulating unit
or galvanometer, sound track exposure
lamp and sound recording sprocket.
Threading the camera with film ac¬
cording to the film path inscribed on
the inner camera case, prepares the
film for both picture and sound ex¬
posures.
Augmenting the Cine-Voice II sound
camera is the Auricon Cine-Voice
amplifier-mixer unit with self-con¬

Capital
CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC. • 1905 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, N.E.
WASHINGTON 2, D.C. • PHONE LAWRENCE 6-4634
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tained batteries. On the sloping panel
are two meters: one that indicates the
sound track exposure and also affords
a check on “A” and “B” battery
voltages; the other, a visual sound¬
recording volume-indicator meter. Also
there is a microphone volume-control

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

knob, sound quality selector switch,
and sound track exposure control knob.
Conveniently located on top of this
unit are the output jack for monitor¬
ing headphones; sound output recep¬
tacle; and ampliher microphone input.
The equipment provides for two
ranges of sou«d track exposures: low
for ultra-fast negatives that are to be
given accelerated processing, which
provides exposures from 7 to 11; and
high for use with all reversal type
films, which provides exposures rang¬
ing from 11 to 20.
Portable plug-in type batteries are
used to o]>erate the amplifier and also
the sound track exposure lamp. These
are located in the battery compart¬
ment, under the amplifier. The bat¬
teries are standard types commonly
used in portable radios, etc.
In order to use the Cine-Voice
camera in locations where standard
115-volt power is unavailable, a port¬
able power supply unit may be had
from Berndt-Bach, Inc., at additional
cost. This unit furnishes 115-volt, 60
cycle A.C, power—adequate for any
remote camera operation.
The makers of the Auricon CineVoice camera do not recommend that
it be re-built or otherwise modified
to take oversize film magazines. They
point out that the camera’s sound re¬
cording and film flow mechanisms are
balanced for take-up of film in 100foot rolls only, and that any added
takeup pull exerted on the sound re¬
cording sprocket — which would be
necessary where larger than 100-foot
spools of film are used—will seriously
unbalance the film - flow filter - drive
system, and tend to cause inefiicient
camera operation and poor quality
sound recording. Where more than
100-foot film capacity is desired, the
company recommends using the Auri¬
con Pro-600 or Super-1200 cameras—
both of which will be described in
subsequent issues of American Cine¬
matographer.
■
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third of the entire spectrum. The “re¬
production” filters used in additive
projection, on the other hand, transmit
only the narrowest portions of the spec¬
trum to give the purest, most saturated
primary colors. These critical primary
wavelengths are close to 700 millimi¬
crons for red, 525 for green, and 460
for blue (idtramarine), and the com¬
bined primary beams are adjusted in
intensity to reproduce colorless, or
white, objects in the pictures as a white
similar to diffused daylight (standard
Illuminant C having a color tempera¬
ture close to 65(X)° K). It is interest¬
ing to note that subtractive theatrerelease prints, such as Technicolor, are
also balanced for this particular color
temperature, which is close to that of
the projection arc.
Now, the simple color-reproducing
system outlined by the foregoing is
called an additive process because it
is based upon the simple addition of
primary lights (red, green, blue) in
various proportions on a screen to
reproduce all conceivable colors. It is
capable of extremely faithful and vivid
color reproduction, and is, in essence,
the system employed in color television.

FIIM EDITING

•

The red, green, and blue filters used
in the camera are visibly different in
color from those used in the 3-projec¬
tor system. The “taking,” or separa¬
tion, filters are “broad band” and
somewhat pale (unsaturated) in color
because each must include about one-

Beacon,

N.Y.

Subtractive color involving the for¬
mation of colored images on film or
paper by virtue of the selective lightabsorbing (subtracting) properties of
dyes and printing inks, will come up
for examination later. It suffices for
the present to remind the reader that
the “subtractive primaries” (cyan,
magenta, lemon) are the exact op¬
posites of the physical primary colors,
and that the mixing of colored dyes
produces results quite different from
the results obtained by combining
colored lights, as will be explained in
Part II of this article. Yellow, for
example, is produced additively by
mixing red and green lights in certain
proportions. In the subtractive method,
yellow (lemon) is one of the “pri¬
maries,” and cannot be made by
mixing dyes of any other colors.
The additive color process, as we
said, is capable of remarkably realistic
color. In fact, it is superior to the
subtractive process in many ways, one

of which is its complete independence
from the absorptive vagaries of sub¬
tractive dyes. This does not mean that
additive color is a perfect process, for
aside from limitations peculiar to it¬
self, the nature of human color vision
is such that no 3-color process can
reproduce all colors perfectly!
Most colors can indeed be recorded
and reproduced to perfection, but there
is a point at which the 3-color theory
breaks down. When we encounter the
brilliant spectrum colors, as when at¬
tempts are made to photograph the
spectrum in natural color, we find to
our dismay that there are limits to
the vividness with which some of the
hues (usually the blue-greens and
violets) can be “captured” on film or
the 3-color TV kinescope.
If the trichromatic theory of color
were as simple as we might wish it
to he, we could “diagram” all possible
“chromaticities” by a triangle having
the selected primary hues (red, green,
blue) at its apices and a point repre¬
senting white (such as Illuminant C
or any other chosen standard white)
near its center. (Fig. 2). The spectrum
colors, which are the most vivid hues
possible, would be located on the sides
of the triangle — the oranges and
yellows on the side between red and
green, and the aquamarines and cyans
on the side between green and blue.
The bottom side contains the spectrum
violets and the nonspectral purples and
magentas.
Experiments in additive color mix¬
ing have conclusively proved, however,
that the most vivid mixture colors
produced with any specific set of
primaries are not quite as vivid as
the spectrum colors in one region or
another of the spectrum. For example,
if yellow-green is used as a primary
along with red and blue, the yellowgreen and red mixtures will be as
vivid as the spectrum oranges and
yellows, but the mixture blue-greens
will be considerably “washed out,” or
desaturated. If a slightly bluish green
is used as a primary, the mixture
blue-greens will match the spectrum
blue-greens in vividness, hut the mix¬
ture oranges and vellows will he desaturated. A more neutral green pri¬
mary results in slight desaturations in
both the blue-green and yellow colors!
The other two primaries (especially
blue) pose similar difficulties.
These facts imply that each color
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FOR LIGHTING OR POWER TOMORROW, PHONE FROST TODAY!
Conodion Office:

234 Piquette
Detroit 2

TRinity

Mich.

3-8030

Hollywood
Office:
4224 Teetdole
N. Hollywood
POplar 2-8296

6 Shciwbridge Ave.
Toronto, Ont.
BElmont 2-1145

(Dept. IP)

•o

HOLLYWOOD OFFICE; 4224 Teesdale, No. Hollywood, Calif. • POplar 2-8296
receptor of the eye responds in a
greater or lesser degree to the entire
visible spectrum, but is most sensitive
to a band of wavelengths which ex¬
tends over one-third of the spectrum,
approximately. There are thus no
wavelengths which stimulate just one
of the three visual color receptors
without stimulating the other two by a
slight amount. In other words, there
are no pure primary colors!

This is the iatest IMPROVED

(INEKAD JUNIOR DOLLY
Used Nationally by
Discriminating Cameramen
This 3-Wheel Collapsible Doify Is
especially desianed fo meet the demand for con¬
venient mobility of cameras on location or in
the studio.

The color triangle is nevertheless a
convenient device. By drawing it as
a right triangle on graph paper, two
coordinates (usually corresponding to
red and green and denoted by the
letters x and y) are sufficient to locate
any color. The numerical value of the
third coordinate (blue, or z) is found
by subtracting the sum of the other
two from 1, inasmuch as the values
red -|- green -j- blue (or a: -|- y -|z) = 1. Complementary colors are
located by drawing lines from the
colors in question to the opposite sides
of the triangle through the arbitrary
white, or neutral, point. The additive
mixtures of any two colors lie on a
straight line connecting the two colors.
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Doliv can be used with any tripod. The special
individual caster lockina system makes it possible
to lock either two or three wheels in a parallel
position, enablina dolly to trcKk in a straight
line for roHina shots.
Dolly folds auickly into a compact, eosy-tocarrv unit, 23" in lenath. weiqhing 16 lbs.

The new model instead of the
4" wheels Is constructed with 5"
heavy duty rubber-tired swivel
wheels.
Write for Prices and Literature

n

L J engineering company
Tenth

DESIGNERS

AND

MANUFACTURERS

OF

Avenue,

New

EQUIPMENT

FOR

York,

N.Y.

MOTION

•

PLaza

PICTURES

7-3511

AND

T.V.
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385mm (15 in.) f/4.5
CENTURY SUPER TELE-ATHENAR!

TELE-LENS!

In Precision Focusing

RAZOR SHARP!

"C" or Kodak Mount.

COLOR-CORRZCTiDI

Lightweight (only 40 oz.!) The only high
power tele-lens
designed
especially for
16mml Not an adopted “soft" still camera
lens.

Fully

Reflex,
for

etc.

B&H,

Reflex

K-100,

movable.)
port

guaranteed.

For

bracket

$24.50.

The

beam

etc.
Arri

ped

postpaid,

lens.

Now

for

Bolex

splitter

finder

$64.50
add

$24.50.
ideal

Ideal

extra.

(Re¬

$16.50.

Custom

Sup¬

hard

case

wildlife.

Ship¬

lens

for

insured.

A

money-making

by

NBC-TV,

widely

used

CBS-

TV, U. S. Gov’t, Navy, etc. Made in U. S. A.

CENTURY
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT CO.
10659 RURIANK BLVD.

NO. HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

“Newest improved Process”

In order to preserve the validity of
tke handy color triangle in the face of
the known deficiencies of the S-color
method of color production, therefore,
three imaginary “supersaturated” pri¬
maries {X, Y, Z) had to be invented.
The spectrum colors (which are the
most vivid colors we can see) then
form a horseshoe-shaped curve, or
locus, when plotted on the color tri¬
angle, And since all real colors neces¬
sarily lie inside the spectrum locus
and the so-called “purple line” which
connects its violet and red extremities,
only the locus, and not the whole X,
Y, Z color triangle, is usually printed
in technical discussions of color prob¬
lems. You will encounter this “C.I.E.
chromaticity diagram”
(Fig, 3)
(standardized by the Commission In¬
ternationale de I’Eclairage) many times
in the literature of color motion pic¬
tures and television.
Now then, any 3-color reproduction
process makes use of three primaries
located on or near the spectrum locus;
and when these three colors are con¬
nected by straight lines to form a
triangle of mixture colors, it can be
seen at once that most of the vivid

LAMINATED
SOUND STRIPING

spectrum colors (and the nonspectral
purples and magentas of maximum
saturation) lie somewhat outside the
boundaries of the triangle. This is true
no matter how carefully we choose our
red, green, and blue primaries! A
good set of primaries encloses a larger
gamut of colors than a poor set, of
course; but some of the spectrum
colors must lie outside the triangle and
represent colors too vivid to be re¬
produced by the system in full satura¬
tion.
Much as we may regret this state of
affairs, the color fidelity of S-color
films and TV is not affected too ad¬
versely. Very few of the colors en¬
countered in nature even begin to
approach the spectrum hues in satura¬
tion. It has been found, however, that
the most practicable gamut is formed
by red,

green, and ultramarine-blue

primaries having the wavelengths 700,
525,

and

460

millimicrons,

respec¬

tively (Fig, 4). The “inclusiveness” of
all color motion-picture and TV gamuts
may be reliably judged on the basis
of this one.
TO BE CONTINUED

QUALITY GUARANTEED

16mm & 8mm
(Minimum

3S0

Per Foot

Ft.I—Via

C.O.D.

TECHNICAL QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Mail

Since our thin (.0007") high output magnetic
track does not require o balancing stripe, the
film seats perfectly in the gate of your pro¬
tector
assuring
sharp
pictures
when
pro¬
jected.

Continued from Page 536

736Vi S. Atlantic Blvd., Los Anoeles 32, Calif.
ANgelus

t-05M

simple distorition lens. A similar effect

acters. Key light means source light.

can be produced by placing an anamorphic lens in front of the regular
camera lens. The “squeeze” effect can
be made horizontal, vertical, or any
other angle merely by rotating the
anamorphic lens. Still other effects can
be produced by using a prism or a
combination of simple lenses, which
are available from most opticians.

It may be strong, or very soft. It may

You can also produce unusual dis¬
tortion effects by photographing ob¬
jects inside or behind clear jars or
tanks filled with water or other liquids.
4-Lens turret Cine Special, Ektar lenses, posi¬
tive

viewfinder,

400

&

100-foot

film

mags.,

motor-drive, matte box, carrying case. A com¬
plete unit as new, only $2250.00. CINEMATIC
DEVELOPMENTS,
San

Francisco,

2125

Thirty-second

Avenue,

California.

To Classified Advertisers
Copy

deadline

When cost is not a deterrent, vir¬
tually any effect can be created by
optical printing. — Ralph W@olsey,
A.S.C.

for

classified

advertising

is

the 1st of month preceding publication date.

be

“hard,”

simulating sunshine,

or

soft—as the light reflected on the sub¬
ject from some

adjacent surface.

can be all-enveloping light,

It

such as

found in a shaded area.
Set lighting patterns are dictated by
the requirements of the scene to be
photographed (what it is about; time
of

day

or night).

In

other

wordsu

where should the light come from and
what are its visible sources? What is
the mood required? These consider¬
ations set the pattern for the place¬
ment of lights.—George Folsey, A.S.C.

Q

Q

What source of light is called the
“key” light? Also, can you explain,
roughly, how directors of photography
go about setting up their lights for
motion pictures?—K. K. IS., ISetv York.

Will use of Eastman reflex flader
magnifier cause insufficient bril¬
liancy in finder? I don't like rectifying
this condition by sacrifieng depth of
field, which would result were the shut¬
ter opening reduced.—S. L. E., Boston.

Answer: The key light is considered

Answer: The Eastman reflex magnifier

the source or main direction of light

does

used to illuminate the principal char-

finder.—Walter Strenge, A.S.C,

Mail copy and remittance to cover cost to

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
1782 No. Orange Dr., Hollywood 28, Calif.
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not

diminish

brillancy

in

the
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DOCUMENTARY FILM
TECHNIQUES

VARIABLE SHUTTERS

BOLEX ACCESSORIES
BY STEVENS

does the word “docu¬
mentary” mean? What is it that sets
tliis type of film apart from other
types of motion pictures: the news¬
reel, the training film, the photoplay?
What, exactly

Variable Shutter • Split-Frame Mask
and

Battery

Camera

Lens Extension
Third
Base

Turret
•

Tubes

Stop

•

Drives
•

Handle

Sound

First of all, the documentary film is
not merely a “record” film. It goes be¬
yond the plain recording of facts.
Rather, its function is to picture and
evalute varied phases of our contem¬
porary social scene—not just the shab¬
by side, but all sides. Unlike the news¬
reel which presents facts strictly as
they happen, the documentary goes be¬
hind the scenes, asks “why?”, analyzes
the factors involved, and usually ar¬
rives at a conclusion based on the
facts.

Time

Rackover

Turret

Lens Control

•

Filter

•

and Automatic Dissolve
Attachments
for ALL BOLEX
H CAMERAS.

• Synchronout
Lapse

Timer

•

Turret Lever

•

Slides

• 400-Ft.

•

Camero

Magazine

•

Sprockets

Write for our Bolex Accessory Catolog.

OUR NEW ADDRESS
Stevens Engineering Co., Dept. A

The real answer to
fades, lap dissolves and
controlled shutter speeds.
Send for free information.

PELLEGRINI-PIEK
1 545 Lombard St.
San Francisco 23, Calif.

340 N. Newport BIvct.
Newport Beach, Calif.

ALSO DUAL POWER VIEWER FOR BOLEX RX

Used World-Wide By Discriminating Cameramen

CINEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE—For 16mni Projectors
Especially designed to drive all
Bell & Howell, Ampro, Kodak,
RCA, and Victor 16mm projectors
at synchronous speed.

Like the newsreel, it is a form of
cinematic journalism, but whereas the
newsreel resembles an average news
item that sketches the facts, the doc¬
umentary can be compared to a news¬
paper feature article that treats the
subject with a much wider scope.
It differs, too, from the training film
which tells how to do this or that—also
from the photoplay, the main function
of which is entertainment. And yet, it
has some elements of all these.
The documentary film is not so
much like a mirror that reflects life
exactly as it is. It is more like a realis¬
tic painting that takes the facts, groups
them into a forceful composition, and
adds the color of its own particular
technique, thus enriching the observa¬
tions that are made.
Its function may be historical, edu¬
cational, or purely informative. But in
any case, it is a social force to be re¬
spected. Like all social forces it can
be misused, can become an instru¬
ment of clumsy propaganda. It is the
responsibility of the documentary film
maker to guard against this and to
present only the truth on film.
—Herb A. Lightman

|
One-year Guarantee!

Immediate Delivery!

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY,

Projector can be instantly attached to
Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬
tached at any time in a matter of seconds.
An outstanding feature is the flexible
shaft which connects motor with projector
and permits smooth, quiet and steady
operation. No special technical knowledge required for installation and mount¬
ing. Write for more details and prices.
763

loth

Ave., n.y., n.y., pioia

z-ssn

HALLEN ...
transistorized...portable...
magnetic film recording system
The HALLEN Model 1216 Magnetic Film Recorder
is a completely transistorized professional
“lipsync" unit engineered expressly for motion
picture, television and audio-visual recording in
the studio and on location. It is built to specifica¬
tions which exceed standards adopted by the
Motion Picture Research Council. Write today for
complete description and technical data.

HALLEN

HALLEN ELECTRONICS, DIVISION OF SCHOEN PRODUCTS

332 N. LaBrea Ave., Los Angeles 36, Calif. • WEbster 1-5343

RAY MERCER & CO
TITLES^^ SPECIAL EFFECTS^.FADES
WIPES^^ MATTES..^SUPERIMPOSURES
DISSOLVES^^INSERTS.,. ANIMATION
MINIATURES^^TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY
CINEMASCOPE ^^BLK «& WHT^ .. COLOR
\
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SENO FOR FREE SPECIAL EFFECTS CHART
42^ NORMAL AVE* HOLLYWOOD 29, CALIF*
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PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
Continued From Page 528
PARAMOUNT

Aldo Tonti, “Savage Innocents” (Magic
Films; shooting in Canada) with Anthony
Quiim and Yoko Tani. Nicholas Ray, direc¬
tor.
Mario Montuori, “A Breath of Scandal”
(Ponti-Girosi Prod.; shooting in Rome)
with Sophia Loren and Maurice Chevalier.
Michael Curtiz, director.
PARAMOUNT SUNSET

Walter Strenge, ASC, “Oklahoma Terri¬
tory” (Premium Piets.; UA release); with
Bill Williams and Gloria Talbott. Edw. L.
Calm, director; “Noose for a Gunman”
(Premium Piets, for UA release) with Jim
Davis and Ted De Corsia. Edw. L. Cahn,
director.

Lionel Lindon, ASC, Ray Rennahan, ASC,
“Riverboat”* (Revue Prods.)
JoNN Warren, ASC, Lionel Lindon, ASC,
Ray Cory, ASC, “Staccato”* (Revue Prods.)
Gilbert Warrenton, ASC, William Sick¬
ner, ASC, John Warren, ASC, “M Squad”*
(Revue Prods.)
Ray Cory, ASC, “Bachelor Father”* (Bachlor Prods.) with John Forsythe.
Ellsworth Fredricks, ASC, Lionel Lin¬
don, ASC, “General Electric Theatre”*
(Revue Prods.)
John Russell, ASC, Ray Rennahan, ASC,
“Laramie”* (Revue Prods.)
Lionel Lindon, ASC, John Russell, ASC,
Ray Cory, ASC, Neal Beckner, “Mark¬
ham”* (Revue Prods.) with Ray Milland.
John Warren, ASC, Lionel Lindon, ASC,
John Russell, ASC, “Alfred Hitchcock
Presents”* (Revue Pords.)

Ray Foster, ASC, Commercials*
PRODUCTION CENTER, N.Y.

George J. Stoetzel, ASC, “Deadline”*
(Pyramid Prods.) with Paul Stewart. David
Alexander, director.
REPUBLIC STUDIOS

George Diskant, ASC, “June Allyson
Show”* (Four Star Prods.) with June
Allyson; “Robert Taylor Detectives”* (Four
Star Prods.) with Robert Taylor.
Guy Roe, ASC, George Diskant, ASC,
“Dick Powell’s Zane Grey Theatre”* (Four
Star Prods.) with Dick Powell.

Ray Cory, ASC, John Warren, ASC, Ellis
Thackery, ASC, “Mickey Spillane’s Mike
Hammer”* (Revue Prods.)
SCREEN CLASSICS

Clark Ramsey, ASC, “Ma Barker and Her
Killer Brood” (Screen Classics Prod.) with
Lurene Tuttle. Wiliam Cam, director.

Leo Tover, ASC, “A Journey to the Center
of the Earth” ((Z’Seope & Color) with Pat
Boone and James Mason. Henry Levin,
director.
Otto Heller, “A Dog of Flanders” (C’Seope
& Color; Radnitz Prod.; shooting in Am¬
sterdam) with David Ladd and Theodore
Bikel. James Clark, director.
Maury Gertsman, ASC, ‘Adventures in
Paradise”*
with
Gardner
McKay and
Weaver Levy.
Leon Shamroy, ASC, “Beloved Infidel”
(Co. of Artists Prod.) with Gregory Peck
and Deborah Kerr. Henry King, director.
Charles Clarke, ASC, “Hound Dog Man”
(Co. of Artists Prod.) with Stuart Whitman
and Carol Lynley. Don Siegel, director.
Floyd Crosby, ASC, “The Last Rookie”
(C’Seope; Ai“T) with Tommy Noonan and
Pete Marshall. George O’Hanlon, director.
William Daniels, ASC, “Can-Can” (ToddAO; Jack Cummings Prod.) with Frank
Sinatra and Shirley MacLaine. Walter Lang,
director.
Jorge Stahl, Jr., “The Girl in the Red
Bikini” (Edw. L. Alperson Prod.; C’Seepe;
shooting in Majorca) with Mark Stevens
and Joanne Dru. Byron Haskins, director.
Joe MacDonald, ASC, “Five Fingers”* with
David Hedisen and Luciana Paluzzi.

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

William Mellor, ASC, “The Best of Every¬
thing” (C’Seope & Color; Jerry Wald
Prods.; shooting in N.Y.) with Hope Lange
and Stephen Boyd. Jean Negulesco, director.

Karl Struss, ASC, “The Belvedere”* (pilot)
Norman Tokar, director.

WARNER BROS.

James Drought, Commercials*
Guy Roe, ASC, “Black Saddle”* (Four
Star Prods.) with Peter Breck and Russell
Johnson.

Ralph Woolsey, ASC, Roger Shearman,
“The Alaskan”*
Mark Davis, ASC, Commercials*

Charles Burke, “Wichita Town”* (Four
Star Prods.) with Joel McCrea; “Johnny
Ringo”* (Four Star Prods.) with Don Dur¬
ant and Karen Sharpe.
Howard Schwartz, “The Rifleman”* (Four
Star Prods.) with (Zhuck Connors and John¬
ny Crawford.
Emmett Bergholz, “Troubleshooters”*
(Filmaster Prods.) with Keenan Wynn and
Bob Mathias, Robert Altman, director;
“Death Valley Days”* (Filmaster Prods.)
REVUE STUDIOS

Russell Metty, ASC, “Spartacus” (Technirama; Bryna Prods.) with Kirk Douglas
and Laurence Olivier. Anthony Mann, di¬
rector.
Phil Lathrop, “The Private Lives of Adam
and Eve”
(Zugsmith-Doff Prod.)
with
Mickey Rooney and Mamie Van Doren.
Albert Zugsmith and Mickey Rooney, di¬
rectors.
Ellis Thackery, ASC, William Sickner,
“Weis Fargo”* (Overland Prods.) with Dale
Robertson.
Mack Stengler, ASC, “Leave it to Beaver”*
(Gomalco Prods.) with Barbara Billingsley
and Hugh Beaumont. Norman Tokar, di¬
rector.
BenJ. Kline, ASC, “Wagon Train”* with
Ward Bond. (Revue Prods.)
Ray Rennahan, ASC, “Whispering Smith”*
(Revue Prods.)
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Roger Shearman, Perry Finnerman, “Law¬
man”* with John Russell.

AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF CINEMATOGRAPHERS

FOUNDED January 8, 1919, The Ameri¬
can Society of Cinematographers is com¬
prised of the leading directors of photog¬
raphy in the Hollywood motion picture
and TV film studios. Its membership also
includes cinematographers in foreign lands.
Membership is by invitation only.

J. Peverell Marley,
with Clint Walker.

ASC,

“Cheyenne”*

Jack MacKenzie, ASC, “Sugarfoot”* with
Will Hutchins.
Edwin Dupar, ASC, “Hawaiian Eye”*
Arthur Arling, ASC, Commercials*
Bert Glennon, “Captain Buffalo” with
Jeffrey Hunter and Constance Towers. John
Ford, director.

OFFICERS

Walter Strenge, President
Lee Garmes, 1st Vice-president
Hal Mohr, 2nd Vice-president
George Folsey, 3rd Vice-president
Arthur Miller, Treasurer
Charles Clarke, Secretary
Robert de Grasse, Sergeant-at-Arms
BOARD OF GOVERNORS

Joseph Biroc, Burnett Guffey, Milton
Krasner, Ray Rennahan, Harold Rosson,
Joseph
Ruttenberg,
John
Seitz,
Phil
Tannura.

Joseph Biroc, ASC, “Ice Palace” (Shoot¬
ing in Alaska) with Richard Burton and
Robert Ryan. Vincent Sherman, director.
Edward Colman, ASC, “—30—” (Mark
VII) with Jack Webb and Wiliam Conrad.
Jack Webb, director.
Harold Stine, ASC, Jack MacKenzie, ASC,
Wesley Anderson, “Maverick”* with Jack
Kelley.
Carl Guthrie, ASC, Carl Berger, ASC,
“Bourbon Street Beat”* with Andrea Dug¬
gan and Richard Long.

ALTERNATE BOARD MEMBERS

Sol Halprin, Loyal Griggs, Paul Eagler,
Daniel Fapp, Thomas Tutwiler, Joe Mac¬
Donald, George Clemens, James Van
Trees,
Charles
Salerno,
Jr.,
Stanley
Cortez.

Carl Berger, ASC, Harold Stine, ASC,
“77 Sunset Strip”* with Efrem Zimbalist,
Jr.
Carl Berger, ASC, Wesley
“Bronco”* with Ty Hardin.

Anderson,
n
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CLASSIFIED
RATES: Ads set in lightface type, 10c per word, minimum ad,
$1.00. Text set in lightface capital letters (except 1st word and
advertiser’s name) 15c per word. Modified display formeit (text
set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case) 90c per

ADVERTISING
line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial
Office, American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Holly¬
wood 28, Calif. Forms close 1st of month preceding date of issue.
No discount on Classified Advertising.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
CAMERAS 35mm
MITCHELL NC HEAD, stripped, needs considerable repairs .......$ 695.00
ARRIFLEX II, 3 excellent lenses, 2-400' magazines, mattebox. Deluxe case. $2800.00 value . 1295.00
ARRIFLEX I, 3 fast lenses; 200' magazine,- mattebox; sunshade etc. $1700 value . 675.00
CAMERAFLEX (Cineflex), 4 lenses—35/50/75/150mm,- 2-200^ and 1-400' magazines; 24V motor;
accessories. $2500.00 value ..... 695.00
CAMERAS 16mm
AURICON SUPER 1200 with TVT shutter,- 2-1200' magazines,- VD sound; Pan Cinor 70 zoom lens;
cases. $6250.00 value .........-.$4495.00
AURICON PRO 600 with 3 lens turret; Parallax finder,- zoom door,- critical focusser; telefinder
optics; Modulite VA sound; 2-600' magazine; tripod; cases; 16/25/75mm lenses; matched
objectives. $4600.00 value ...-. 2995.00
AURICON PRO 200 Sound Camera w/3 lens turret, parallax finder; variable area sound; cases.
Excellent .......-. 1295.00
MAURER Model 05 Camera, 3 lens turret. Model 06 Erect Image Viewfinder, 1-400' magazine,
sunshade & mattebox, syncmotor, carrying case. $5600 value. Excellent —.-. 2250.00
Same as above but with 1200' magazine ...-... 2750.00
MAURER Modified 05, syncmotor; 400' magazine; 4 lens turret. A new low .—. 1495.00
B&H FILMO SPECIALIST, w/rackover; 400' magazine,- syncmotor; 2 viewfinders; less lenses.
$1800.00 value ........ 795.00
CAMERA ACCESSORIES
MOTORIZED 4 wheel DOLLY, similar to Houston or Raby. Has hihat; revolving head; 7' boom
height; seats for cameraman and assistant; brackets to carry 6 lights. Cost $4,000.00 to build -$1095.00
NEW VISCOMATIC 3 SPEED FLUID TRIPOD heads, for most 16mm cameras .
97.50
NEW VERSA-EIOLLY combination outfit—dolly or triangle with clamps—hihat—baby tripod.
$201.00 value .......
99.50
NEW Jr. type tripods with latest features ........-.-. 119.50
HI-HATS for Jr. type tripods. New, regularly $22.00 .......
16.95
H.F. Heavy Duty Commercial Type Car Top Platforms, holds 800 lbs. Includes 4'x5' non-skid top,
removable ladder. $220 value ........ 149.50
ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS
B&H 35mm Animation Cameras; 400' magazine; dissolve. $3500 value ......$1795.00
Same with thru-lens-focussing ....... 2250.00
HOT PRESS with 4" typeholder,- 3 way switch. $400.00 value, likenu .....-. 295.00
TEL-ANIMA-SCALE, Standard for Animation work. Reg. $2.50 ...-.—
1.25
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
NORTHLITE INDIRECT REFLECTORS, latest type—2000 watt ..-.$ 79.50
5000 watt ............. 129.50
MR SINGLE BROADS on stands ...
59.50
MR DOUBLE BROADS on stands .
89.50
BARDWELL-McALISTER 750W Baby Kegs with stands ..
57.50
B&M or MR 2000W Spots on stands. Excellent .......
99.95
5KW KLIEGL and MR SENIOR spots on stands, excellent . 179.50
EXTENSION & POWER CORDS, 25' w/half plug or box .
22.50
RECORDING & PLAYBACK
REEVES 16mm MAGICORDER, transportable, mixer, amplifier complete. $4800 list .$1095.00
MAURER 16mm RECORDING OUTFITS—mixer; noise reduction; amplification; voltage regulator,power supply; 400' magazine. Late Model E negative/positive, $10,500.00 value . 5995.00
Early Model D negative only ... 2995.00
WESTREX 35mm Optical Recorders, outright purchase, good condition .. 3500.00
RCA Photophone 35mm Optical Recording Heads; 1000' magazine,- less motor. No license required .... 2995.00
MR MIKE BOOM and 3 wheel tricycle type Perambulator ..... 895.00
CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT
CHINA MARKING CRAYONS, brown, 'A price. Per doz.....$
1.00
MOVIOLA SOUND PREVIEW 35mm UDPVCS, 8"xl0" large picture. $2250.00 value, reconditioned . 1495.00
ACMIOLA PREVIEW machines, 6'x8Vj" picture, motor driven feed and takeups, 35mm. $1500.00 value.. 475.00
SOS Jr. 16mm ACTION VIEWERS, brilliant picture 2"x3y4". Reduced ...
89.50
LABORATORY
HOUSTON K-3 Reversal Processor,- includes refrigeration temperature control; recirculation,- airpump;
stainless steel construction. $6000.00 value ..$3195.00
HOUSTON 35mm Model 2 Processors, neg/pos. w/refrigeration,- recirculation; air pump; temperature
control; speeds to 1200' per hour. Gov't paid $10,000. Reconditioned ...... 1995.00
HOUSTON 16/35mm Model 2, like preceding ....... 2995.00
HOUSTON 16/35mm COLOR PROCESSOR, 40' per minute. Magnificent stainless steel beauty—worth
$25,000. Rebuilt like new ....... 9995.00
FILMLINE Bridgamatic Jr. 16mm neg/pos. processor,- variable speed transmission; reconditioned.
$1700.00 value ........... 1195.00
TRADES TAKEN

PL 7-0440

Coble: SOSOUND
Dept,

fc

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Phone HO 7-2124

16mm ARRI BLIMP (used on one job only) with
sync motor, footage counter.
AKELEY GYRO-HEAD and tripod, excellent condition.
70 DR B&H, used one year, with 10mm Switar,
25mm FI .9 B&H lenses.
Best offer for one or all.
RODEL

PRODUCTIONS,

2424 G St.
Phone

ME

INC.

N.W.

8-2403

Washington

7,

D.C.

MITCHELL single system sound camera, with RCA
galvanometer. With or without accessories and
lenses, reasonable. Eyemo motors, 6 Volt, used,
as is, $24.50, excellent, like new $35.00 with cord
and switch. Dealers discount in lots of 12. Cash
with order please. JACK WALTON, P.O. Box
1457, Tampa, Fla.
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AURICON Pro 600. Like new, used for shooting
400' film, with three lens turret, critical ground
glass focussing, tele-finder, optical system, lens
hood, lens shade, 2-400' magazines. Model S
galvanometer. Model NR-25S7 amplifier, 2 cases.
Cost over $3800.00. Sale price $2500.00. Auricon
Cine Voice with amplifier, $400.00. BOB'S CAM¬
ERA SHOP, INC., 1-4006 Ventura Blvd., Sherman
Oaks, California.

35MM projection MOVIOLA, 35mm preview Moviola,
35mm Moviola with and without takeups, 35mm
Model D Moviola, surplus, new. B&H 35mm hot
splicing machine, foot model. Eastman 35mm wax¬
ing machine.
Raby blimps for NC or Mitchell
standard cameras. 2-speed Raby gearhead. 35mm
backg ound projector, custom blimp, precision B&H
type movements, excellent condition. B&H 35mm
professional cameras. l-35mm Wall single system
sound camera with 2 register pins, pre-WW II,
excellent condition. l-16mm B&H rackover camera
with 400' magazine. M-R type 170 arcs. Box 1354,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
16MM HOUSTON-K-IA . . . developing machines.
For reversal or positive film. Complete with re¬
frigerator units, temp controls, condensors, etc.
BRAND-NEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS
STEEL model A-llB. Neumade film washer, 35mm
EYEMO cameras, spider turrets, Igrge selection gf
Eyemo lenses, 35mm x 1000 film. AIR PHOTO
SUPPLY, Dept. C-1, 555 East Tremont Ave., New
York 57, New York.
PROCESS

PROJECTION

EQUIPMENT

PRECISION REGISTRATION — USED MITCHELL OR
CUSTOM BLIMPED TYPE ON PORTABLE CASTER
BASES. COMPLETE WITH SCREENS, INTERLOCKED
DISTRIBUTORS
CABLES,
INTERCOMS,
LENSES,
ETC. FULL INFORMATION. PHOTOS AND PRICES
ON REQUEST. BOX 1340, AMERICAN CINEMA¬
TOGRAPHER.
MAGNASYNC 602-C recorder, $850.00, B&H Model
285 projector with synchronous motor, $450.00,
Concerton 1401 recorder, $1-40.00, records—Pax¬
ton, F.D.H. & Chappell, Hickcock tube checker,
misc. equipment, turntables, converter, etc. DON¬
ALD E. DUNN, 26246 Fairview Ave., Lomita,
Calif. Tel, Dav. 6-4925—call after 6 P.M.
FILM PROCESSING MACHINERY

Rebuilt trade-ins,
demonstrators,
etc.
Black-andwhite and color. All makes. Low prices. Send for
lists. FILMLINE CORPORATION, Etna Street, Mil¬
ford, Conn.
AURICON 600'—1200' conversion. Sr No.
lOTO
model CM-75TVT, Tr. S. Complete with amplifier
600' and 1200' magazines, built in finder system
and critical focuser, Auricon tripod. Excellent.
P.O. Box 2384, Sarasota, Florida.
FOR SALE: BOOKS ON PHOTOGRAPHY AND MOVIES
FROM 1845. FOR COLLECTOR AND RESEARCHER.
SEND 25/ FOR LIST. IRVING BROWNING, 1845
BROADWAY, NEW YORK 23.
NEW demonstrators. 16mm PATHE (without lens),
$450.00 value, $260.00. Bolex tripod, extension
tubes, rackover, $111.50 value, $58.00. KAILBOURN'S, 52-/2 Main, Wellsville, N.Y.
REVERSAL COLOR PROCESSOR

Large rebuilt reversal color processor, Fonda drive.
Cheap. METAL MASTERS, 5599 University Ave.,
San Diego 5, Calif.
ONLY AVAILABLE 16mm color footage of WW II
destruction in Phillippines and Japan. REH, 14808
Aztec, San Fernando, California.
B&H rackover. Write for details.
51-154 Mexico City.

MARTORELL,

Sur

CINE Special Series 1. Perfect. 1" lens. $400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
EXCELLENT

BUY

STANCIL HOFFMAN S6B 17-'A mm magnetic sound
recorder system, complete with rotary converter,
AC-DC power supply, camera control unit, phones
and cables. Ideal for STUDIO and LOCATION use.
(Would consider trade for 35mm Arriflex equip¬
ment,) Box 1353, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
USED CRAB TYPE DOLLIES

Houston Fearless Cinemobiles. Attractively priced.
MOVIOLA 35mm sound optical and magnetic head
and composite preview head with stand and
casters, $750.00; Cine Special I with magazine
and two lenses, $250.00; Cineflex 12V motor,
new, $55.00; Mitchell #3 friction head, $150.00;
RCA
optical
sound
recording
galvanometers,
$125.00. MASTER FILM, 207 Third Street, Eliza¬
beth, New Jersey.

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO.
315

West

43rd

St.

INC.

New York

36,

N.Y.

tripod—B&H friction head 3-7', accommodates Bo¬
lex,
Mitchell.
$52.50.
Box
1347.
AMERICAN
CINEMATOGRAPHER.

Continued on Next Page
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Classified Ads
Continued From Preceding Page

Cameras,
Dollies,
Lenses,
Lights,
Moviolas, Printers, Recorders, Studio
or Laboratory Equipment.

CHICAGO and vicinity, shot by outstanding pros—
16mm and 35mm. Box 1348. AMERICAN CINE¬
MATOGRAPHER.

CONSIGNMENTS TAKEN
SET YOUR OWN PRICESHIP IT IN
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
WIRE US—WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Coble: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch—6331 Hollywodo Blvd.
Hollywood, Colif., Phone HO 7-2124

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
t6MM AND 35MM CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL—BELL & HOWELL STANDARD AND
EYEMO—ARRIFLEX—MAURER—ALSO
LABORATORY AND EDITING EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO. INC.,
315 West 43rd St.
NEW YORK 36, N.Y.
CABLE—CINEQUIP

WHY SACRIFICE

your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new
equipment. Let us know what you have and what
you need.
INC.

1845 Broadway.. PLaza 7-6977.. New York 23, N.Y.

WANTED

16 or 35mm New or Used
B & H Film Printer
INC.

Movielab Bldg., 619 W. 54th St., New York 19, N.Y.
TRY F&B LAST

FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT
FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

N.Y.

CENTRAL AFRICAN coverage. GEOFFREY MANGIN,
Telefilms, Box 8252, Salisbury, Rhodesia.

(magnetic sound track) Coating serv¬
ices.

LABORATORY & SOUND
Rental Catalog
MOUNTAIN

16MM

HEADQUARTERS

16mm Black & White and Anscochrome—Processing—
Printing — Recording — Editing — Production —
Rental — Sales. All types of film in stock.
Write for Price List
WESTERN CINE SERVICE,

INC.

114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colorado. AMherst 6-3061
SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost. High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTIQN PICTURE SERV¬
ICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3,
Ohio. Phone ENdicott 1-2707.
I6MM MAGNETIC SOUND STRIPING
Originals—Prints—Raw. Full, half or edge tracks,
.025 per foot, including balance stripe if specified,
24 hour service.
P-J FILM PRODUCTIONS,
Box 2655
Colorado Springs, Colorado

BOOKLETS
CATALOGS and
BROCHURES
SMPTE on Sound
“The

ARRIFLEX IIA or IIB. Send full particulars and
price. Box 1352. AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
16MM MOTION

PICTURE

PRODUCTION

Film Editing—Sound Recording—
Sync-Sound Effects—
Industrial—Advertising
Educational—-Travel
Sound Stage Available
HARRY

1901

West

MERRICK

STUDIO

Anaheim St., Long Beach
HEmlock 6-3291.

13,

Calif.

DUTCH FILM PRODUCER offers all possible help in
Europe.
No
language
troubles.
International
trained technicians available. We solve all YOUR
problems. Write or wire; WALTER DE VRIES,
Lepelstratt 20-C AMSTERDAM, Holland. Telephone
57807.
DIRECTOR-CAMERAMAN,
fifteen
years
experience
with all 16mm and 35mm camera and editing
equipment. Capable of complete production re¬
sponsibility. Excellent references. Resume on re¬
quest. Box 1351, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
ANIMATION produced in Japan from your story¬
boards. Low Japanese rates. Send us a trial
order.
INTERLINGUAL
INTERNATIONAL
INC.,
Harada
Bldg.,
2-1
Hirokawacho,
Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo.

FILM ASSIGNMENTS New York, Boston area. Scenic,
stock shots, industrial, featurettes creatively filmed
to your specifiications. ACORN FILMS, 168 W.
46th St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.
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films.

CAMERAMAN — 16/35mm — works footage basis.
MARTORELL, Correo Aeres, Bogota, Columbia.

Mitchell — Akeley — B & H — Wall — Eyemo
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment
NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 West 48th St.
New York,

i

Eor Kodachrome film, details are
given on original and duplicate movie
processing,
and
Kodak
Sonotrack

ROCKY

LABORATORIES,

let tells how to order these services
for Kodachrome, Ektachrome. and Kodacolor films, and lists the wide range
of services offered on each of these

BIOLOGICAL—medical—scientific
footage
shot
to
your specifications. Top educational film supplier.
Low rates. Box 1350. AMERICAN CINEMATOG¬
RAPHER.

YE OLDE TRADING POST
DOING BUSINESS 35 YEARS
BUYS — SWAPS — SELLS YOUR

MOVIELAB FILM

Titled “Kodak Color Processing,
Printing, Duplicating Services,” book¬

HIRE ME! Producer, cameraman, writer, editor. Top
references TV, educational, theatrical. Age 28.
Free
to
relocate
from
Midwest.
Box
1349.
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

WANTED

THE CAMERA MART,

booklet available free from Eastman
Kodak Co., Rochester 4, N.Y.

SERVICES AVAILABLE

Soundtrack in Nontheatrical

Motion Pictures” is title of a tutorial
paper by Frank Lewin presented at
the SMPTE’s convention at Detroit
October 24, 1958. Part 1 of the paper
—Components of the Soundtrack—is
available from the Society in a 20page booklet.
The three components of the sound¬
track—voice, music, sound effects—
are delineated in Part 1, plus a dis¬
cussion of editing of the soundtrack
as it relates to the overall production
of the film. Included, also, are sug¬
gested techniques for screening prior
to the re-cording.
Available from the Headquarters
Office of the SMPTE, 55 West 42nd
St., New York 36, N.Y. f^rice, Sl.OO
per copy.

Kodak Service Brochure
Color film services for amateur and
professional photographers are de¬
scribed in a newly-revised 8-page

Birns and Sawyer, 6424 Santa Mon¬
ica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif., an¬
nounces
availability of
company’s
latest Rental Catalog (No. 3) — 32
pages plus more than 80 illustrations
that describe the 16mm and 35mm
motion picture cameras, lighting equip¬
ment, and instrumentation cameras
which the company offers on rental or
lease basis. Copies are free.

Newsfilm Directories
Spotlight News, television news serv¬
ice which serves TV stations in U.S.
and abroad, publishes two comprehen¬
sive Newsfilm Directories—one for the
New York-Washington, D.C. area and
one for Southern California. Director¬
ies list key personnel, such as station
managers in charge of newsfilm as¬
signments, news directors, etc., plus the
call letters, channel numbers, and the
location of business offices of the sta¬
tions listed. Also included are listings
of the various regional newsreel or¬
ganizations. “Stringers” and other
newsfilm cameramen should find the
directories of value. Write Ben Green¬
berg, Spotlight News, 607 N. La Brea
Ave., Los Angeles 36, Calif.

Camera Selector
A new, 4-page folder issued by
Traid Corp., Encino, Calif., illustrates
and describes 27 different motion pic¬
ture and sequence data cameras which
the company makes available on lease
or outright sale. Titled Camera Selec¬
tor, handy folder includes such infor¬
mation as frame speed, film capacity,
overall dimensions, power require¬
ments, special features, price and
rental rate for each camera in addition
to illustrating it. For free copy, ad¬
dress request on your letterhead to
Carlos Elmer, Traid Corp., 17136 Ven¬
tura Blvd.. Encino, Calif.
■
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J31APH0NIC SYSTEMS COMPONENTS
from Magnasync
STUDIO MIXING CONSOLETTES
Specifically designed for motion picture re-recording applications
A miniaturized studio mixing console with six input channels and patch
bay selection of three program equalizers. Up to three plug-in micro¬
phone pre-amplifiers may be optionally added. Line amplifier has input
and output level controls; “film-direct” monitor switch with film gain
control, and matching blank panels are provided for custom additions.
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS:
Modular construction of cabinet and components, optional plug-in micro¬
phone pre-amplifiers, and hinged top door for complete accessibility to
all components.
Frequency response: 20 to 20,000 cps, ±1.5 db.
Signal-to-noise ratio: 70 db below program level.
Distortion: Less than 0.5% total harmonic.
Model G-963 . . $1475.00
Output level: Maximum 20 dbm.
with in-line (triple equalizer
Power consumption: 80 watts.
Model
G-961 . . . $1195.00
Size: 341/2" width, 24" depth, 14" height.
with single equalizer

PROGRAM EQUALIZERS
Specifically designed for magnetic recording and
reproduction. No maintenance required ... all
components except switches are sealed and
encapsulated. Guaranteed performance.
GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
Impedance: 600 ohms.
Switching: Silent “IN-OUT” with 14 db loss pad.
Insertion loss: 14 db.

Input level: —70 dbm min., +20 dbm max.
Controls:
Low frequency, 8 positions in 2 db steps.
High frequency, 8 positions in 3 db steps.
Mounting: Standard WE hole spacing.
Size: 19"X 31/2"X 31/2".
Model G-801, Single Equalizer. $159.50
Model G-803, In-line (triple) Equalizer . $395.00

Immediate delivery
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TURNTABLE DEGAUSSER
Immediate delivery

semi-automatic — total erasure
For all magnetic films and instrumentation tapes
Model A-937 DEGAUSSER features a prede¬
termined 20-second timed cycle that completely
eliminates guesswork. The pushbutton-controlled
motor-driven turntable insures fast and complete
bulk erasure and eliminates noise patterns which
are generated by irregular rotational motion.
$159.50

Model M-937 MANUAL DEGAUSSER-smooth, free¬
wheeling turntable, will not damage edges of in¬
strumentation tapes or films. $119.50
Model G-936 CONVENTIONAL DEGAUSSERan effective bulk eraser economically priced.
$69.50

Write, wire or phone

MAGNASYNC MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.

mflcpisyfici

5546 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood, Calif.
L

SOUND SYSTCM

CHICAGO, Zenith Cinema
Co.; AUSTRALIA, Sydney,
rap'hiques) BOLIVIA Las
Electric Corp.; ENGLAND,
S.R.L.; JAPAN, Tokyo, J.
Radio Co., Ltd.

® TRiangle 7-5493 • Cable “MAGNASYNC”

International leaders in the design and manufacture of quality fiirn recording systems

Service, Inc.; LOS ANGELES, Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment Co.; SAN FRANCISCO, Brooks Camera Co.; NEW YORK, Camera Equipment
New South Wales, Sixteen Millimetre Australia Pty. Ltd.; BELGIUM, Brussels, S.O.B.A.C., S.A. (Societe Beige D'Applications CinematogPaz, Casa Kavlin; BRAZIL, Rio de Janeiro, Mesbia. S.A.; CANADA, Toronto, Ontario, Alex L. Clark, Ltd.DENMARK, Copenhagen, Kinovox
London, W-1, Delane Lea Proces-es, Ltd.; HONG KONG, Supreme Trading Co.; INDIA, Bombay, Kine Engineers; ITALY, Rome, Reportfilm
Osawa & Co., Ltd.; PAKISTAN, Karachi 3, Film Factors Ltd.; SWITZERLAND, Zurich 7/53, Rene Boeniger,- THAILAND, Bangkok, G. Simon

6-mitnile 16mni s<utnd film ^g*lnnniug an Integrated Sound Systend’ available for loan, free, on request.

is the
sincerest
form of
flattery
and flattered we are that other laboratories
sometimes use our registered trademark

color- correct*
as au industry standard to mean the
finest quality in color duplicating.

color-correct*
is owned by Byron, Inc., and is registered
in the United States Patent Office under
Trademark No. 575058. By law, we are
required to protect our trademark by
defending against all improper uses and
infringements. So when these two words

byron

color - correct
are used together in reference to motion

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D.C. • FE 3-4000
1226 East Colonial Drive
Orlando, Florida * CH 1-4161

picture film, they apply to our registered
process only — for only Byron has the
right to use this term — only Byron can
deliver color-correct prints.

■V P ^
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Fast action, undersea location.

This blow-up of a scene from Ivan Tors' production, "Underwater Warrior," shows how Du Pont "Superior" 4 can give you

good action shots in any light.

Mr. Tors, shown at right ready to dive, always accompanies his actors, directors and crew when filming

underwater.

"Shooting SEA HUNT’ we need
the exceptional speed of ’Superior’ 4”
says Ivan Tors,

producer of the tv series, “SEA HUNT,” for ZIV

Television Prog rams, Inc., and “Underwater Warrior,” released by MGM.

‘"These pictures wouldn’t have been possible
without DuPont ‘Superior’ 4,” states Mr. Tors.
“Its high speed and wide latitude make it ideal
for underwater sequences. With ‘Superior’ 4 in
the camera, we know that anything we see with
our own eyes the camera can see better.”
And Mr. Tors does see it with his own eyes.
Whenever he shoots underwater, he and his
secretary, both expert divers, go down with the
director, lighting men and actor-divers. He’s
right on the spot and knows from firsthand ex¬
perience the problems that can come up in sub¬
marine cinematography.
“Talk about tough locations —most of them are

<§EP1D
UL S.

Better Things for Better Living . . . through Chemistry

child’s play when compared to the bottom of the
sea,” he says. “The light’s strange, you have to
use special cameras that are pretty tricky and, if
your shot’s not right the first time, re-shooting
can he awfully expensive. You’ve got to have a
film you can depend on —that’s why I always use
DuPont ‘Superior’ 4.”
For more information about Du Pont Superior®
4 Motion Picture Film and other fine nega¬
tive and positive films, contact the nearest Sales
Office or write DuPont Photo Products Depart¬
ment, 2432-A Nemours Building, Wilmington 98,
Delaware. In Canada: DuPont of Canada
Limited, Toronto.

COLOR LABMASTER
RAPID SPRAY

LABMASTER

A FILM PROCESSOR FOR EVERY NEED
HOUSTON FEARLESS FILM PROCESSORS
(Many additional models not shown)
MODEL

FILM SIZE

IIB
22
22B
Labmaster
Labmaster
Color
Labmaster
Color
Labmaster

PROCESS

FILM TYPE

SPEED
(F.P.M.)

16mm
16mm
16mm
16mm
16mm

B&W
B&W
B&W
B&W
B&W

Neg. Pos. Rev.
Reversal
Neg. Pos.
Reversal
Neg. Pos.

0 to 20
0 to 35
Oto 45
Oto 15
Oto 20

16mm

Color

Anscochrome

Oto 15

16mm

Color

Oto 40

lOONPC

16mm

Color

22BC
120PN

16/35mm
16/35mm

B&W
B&W

RC-30

16/35mm

Color

NP20C

16/35mm

Color

45NPC

16/35mm

Color

7255 Ektachrome
and Anscochrome
Eastman
Neg. Pos.
Neg. Pos.
Neg. Pos.
Ektachrome
Anscochrome
Ektachrome
Neg. Pos.
Eastman
Neg. Pos.

S120PN
Spray
IOC
30NPC70
P-70

16/35mm

B&W

Neg. Pos.

0 to 150

35mm
35/70mm
70mm

B&W
B&W
B&W

0 to 40
Oto 30
Oto 20

20RC70P

35/70mm

Color

20RC70M

35/70mm

Color

A-25
A-6
DAC-20

b'ySVz"

B&W
B&W
B&W

Neg. Pos.
Neg. Pos.
Neg. Pos.
Ansco
Neg. Pos. Rev.
Ektachrome
Neg. Pos.
Film & Paper
Film & Paper
Ortho Pos.
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0 to 100
Oto 22
0 to 120
Oto 30
Oto 20
0 to 45

Whatever your requirements for processing motion
picture film or any type of continuous film or
paper, Houston Fearless either builds a machine to
do the job with maximum efficiency and dependa¬
bility or will design one for your specific needs.
Listed at the left are just a few of the hundreds
of types of H-F machines.
For more than 31 years, Houston Fearless has been
the leading manufacturer of processors for the
motion picture industry, television, military and
industrial installations. This wealth of experience
is engineered into every machine.
A complete laboratory equipping service is avail¬
able from Houston Fearless. This includes a thor¬
ough analysis of your requirements, layout of the
lab, architectural planning, specific recommenda¬
tion for all equipment, installation, initial opera¬
tion and training of your personnel.
Write us regarding your particular requirements.
Ask about our attractive Leasing Plan.

Oto 20

HOUSTON.

Oto 20

PEARLED i

Oto 18
0 to 48
Oto 20

HOUSTON FEARLESS CORP.
11805 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 64, Calif.
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United States and Canada, $4.00 per year; Foreign, including Pan-American Union, $5.00 per year. Single copies 35 cents; back numbers 45 cents,foreign single copies, 45 cents; back numbers, 55 cents. Advertising rates on application. Copyright 1959 by A. S. C. Agency, Inc. Second-class
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WORLD’S MOST ADVANCED
MOTION PICTURE CAMERA

Stop Motion To 128 Frames P/Second With A Single Mitchell Camera
This is the only camera that for 40 years has consistently set
new standards for motion picture photography. The Mitchell's
exclusive range of filming speeds is but one of 14 outstanding
features of the world’s most advanced camera. Its design
and workmanship are the finest, with the result
that a Mitchell provides important advantages
through trouble-free, economical operation
and lower production cost.
Mitchell cameras include: 35mm, and 16mm;
70mm 2% x 2M: high speed; and, 70mm and
65mm standard frame aperture. For full in¬
formation write on your letterhead indicat¬
ing the model camera or your requirements.

M TCHELL
mmm
mm

FIRST POSITIVE PIN TROU¬
BLE-FREE MOVEMENT with
.0001" tolerances assures
sharpest, most accurate film
registration of any camera.

EXCLUSIVE RACK-OVER FOCUSING DESIGN
saves time and re-shooting; effortless one
hand operation shifts camera instantly
from focusing to shooting position. Locking
pin insures positive alignment.

»*"*>*^

EXCLUSIVE ERECT IMAGE focusing telescope shows exactly what is seen by
camera lens. Variable five and ten power magnification.

"85% of Professional Motion Pictures Shown Through¬
out the World Are Filmed with Mitchell Cameras
lllTCHEUL CAMERA CORP., 666 W. Harvard St., Glendale 4. Calif., Cable Add: MITCAMCO

NOW!
For the finest

j

INDUSTRY
NEWS

News br/efs of

industry activities^
products and progress

MAGNETIC
I

Recording

i
I

I

Reproducing
\

I

1
I

I

Andre Debrie, veteran French film
equipment inventor, reports the devel¬
opment of a gyroscopic camera which
can simulate all camera movements
and allow for a complete rehearsal of
a scene without moving the camera.
According to Debrie, key to the
method is a balanced mechanism with¬
in the camera, and its chief value is
to save time in camera setups.

•

•

•

J. Burgi Contner, ASC, has been ap¬
pointed Director of Photography for
Robert Lawrence Productions, New
York. A veteran of New York loca¬
tion shooting for features and TV
films, Contner filmed commercials long
before the advent of television. His
film career was launched by shooting
theatrical commercials and newsreels
in Lakeland, Florida.
Contner will photograph and super¬
vise all the camerawork of RLP’s pro¬
ductions in New York and Hollywood.

•

•

A COMPLETE

[

SELF CONTAINED

I

READY-TO-PLUG-IN

than those published by the American
Standards Assoication have been a
recommendation of Eastman Kodak
Company since early 1958 to meet the
special needs of professional and ad¬
vanced amateur photographers. Familar to photographers is Kodak’s
long-standing paragraph in its film in¬
struction sheets which states that the
exposure indexes given “ . . . include
a safety factor intended to prevent
underexposure due to variations in
equipment and use.”

1 Recording
I System for...
i

Kodak expects that a change will be
made in its published film ratings
when forthcoming changes in the ASA
rating system resulting in new ASA
standards are approved.

SERVICE STUDIOS

I
I

PRODUCERS

I

IN-PLANT FILM UNITS

•

I
I
70 ABERTHAW ROAD
ROCHESTER. N.Y.
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j

2 RUE RICHER
PARIS, FRANCE

•

The Society has therefore established
a bibliography which consists of punch
cards, each of which carries an ab¬
stract of an original article. Almost
four hundred new cards are added an¬
nually to the Society’s punch-card
files, which embrace over two-thousand
such classified abstracts. The cards are
grouped
under
“Kinematography,”
“Photography,” “Administration,” and
“Microscopy.”
With these up-to-date files of com¬
pressed data, the Society’s librarian is
able to quote the references of papers
which have a bearing on any problem
concerned with cinematography or
photography in medicine or biology.
The service is extended without
charge to all bonafide inquirers by the
School of Anatomy, The University,
Cambridge, Great Britain.

•

•

•

•

The use of exposure indexes higher

I

to use the existing literature for the
solution of both theoretical and prac¬
tical problems.

•

Original papers on photographic
techniques and on photographic appli¬
cations in the medical and biological
sciences are published in a very large
number of journals. As a result, the
Royal Photographic Society of Great
Britain points out, it is often difficult

Whenever a distinguished visitor is
honored with an official parade and
reception in Los Angeles, three mo¬
tion picture cameras, operating simul¬
taneously, cover the entire tour.
According to Lt. John Brigham,
chief of the photographic section of the
Los Angeles Police Department, which
makes the movies, the thousands of
feet of black-and-white 16mm film are
for police use. “It gives us a complete
record of the event if we need to refer
to it,” he says.

•

•

•

A limited exchange of non-exclusive
licenses and options to license under
patents relating to automatic exposure
control systems, including systems used
on Bell & Howell and Eastman Kodak
electric eye cameras, has been effected
in one of two license agreements signed
recently between Eastman Kodak Com¬
pany and Bell & Howell Company.
Under the other agreement, Bell &
Howell acquires a non-exclusive license
on a double-exposure prevention device
patented by Eastman Kodak.
■
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IMMEDIATE SERVICE!
Save Time! Save Money!

Rent ALL Your Production Equipment
From BEHREND'S...
Chicago's Largest
• CAMERAS

PROJECTORS

• LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT

EDITING
EQUIPMENT

WITH
OPTION
TO BUY!

• SOUND
EQUIPMENT

ANIMATION
EQUIPMENT

WRITE FOR CATALOG

agsgggEli
«•

>„

mmi

Sftceiat/ WHILE THEY LAST!
MASTERLITE
BRAND NEW!
"'HOTTEST" LIGHT
IN THE BUSINESS!
List Price

D
D

$36.75

.
FORMERLY

TELEVISION

161 E. GRAND AVE.

OCTOBER

•

1959

$24.75
1 U
1
j rl
j
NOW
ONLY

•

EQUIPMENT

CHICAGO 11, ILL.

COMPANY

•

Michigan 2-2281
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A few simple facts about

Let’s face it, color quality is best attained in the original reel. Attempts to correct spectral warps
in later generations should be minimized.
If you are under the illusion that “you can’t always get ideal color balance in the original,” you
should give serious thought and careful testing to 16mm Ansco Professional Camera Film Type 2^2.
Type 242 is a low contrast, fine grain color stock designed specifically for camera use. It produces
the finest possible print-through characteristics.
In addition. Type 242 will consistently give flesh tones and red renditions that are markedly
superior.
And there’s only one way to And out about Type 242 ... by using it!
In comparison tests with other materials you will get significant improvements in color quality
. . . you will know the difference and so will your customers!
Ansco, Binghamton, N. Y., A Division of General Aniline & Film Corporation.

Ansco
Type 21i2
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and
are the
who know that
1 , Cameramen
-t,
— Men
—.
mat Auricon
rxuliwn Cameras
v^anicras
Quality in the production of Professional 16mm
hound-On-Filni Talking Pictures,
j

Si

^

»%#»K^rK

g, Auricon with Filmagnetic Sound is also being used for
•ogramming ^f eyent| happening all over the World,
best proof of precision desi^, and Auricon Cameras run
ome external sound-proof ^imp” enclosure is required!
n from Hollywood to Hong Kon^have. named Auricon
‘est-working 16 mm Sound-Camer

All Auricon Cameros ore sold with o 30-day money-bock Guarantee and a one-year Service Guarantee. You must be satisfied!

,

MM.

’

■ S, '

MANUFACTURERS OF SOUND-ON-FILM
RECORDING EQUIPMENT SINCE 1931

C'NE-voicEir

AURicoN^-600

*795.00«op

steziooiup

"^tripod

$5667.00*up

$406.25&,

PORTABIE POWER UNIT

SOUND RECORDER

$269.50

$3630.00 & up

■

“you CAN DEPEND ON AURICON I6MM SOUND - ON - FILM CAMERAS FOR

PROFESSIONAL
RESULTS.'

Write for
your free copy
of this 74-page
Auricon
Catalog.

■wt AURICON
■^r FILMAGNETIC
■v? ARE TRADE-MARKS
OF BERNDT-BACH. INC,

a, procTciot of

ssos
HOllywoocl S-OQ31

'AH

tt

V?

FALL IN FOR THESE ALL
OUT FALL SPECIALS!

WHAT’S NEW

EXTRA SPECIAL EXTRA!
AURICON Super 1200 Sound Re¬
corder,
1200
ft.
magazine,
model S variable area galvo,
NR-40 Custom all AC operated
mixing amplifier w/po\A/er pack,
mike, headset, cables. List over
$3600. Slightly used and in like
ne\A/ condition. Specially offered
at _
$2,750.00
CAMERAS
AURICON Pro-200, single sys¬
tem sound, 200' cap. auto-par¬
allax finder, variable area galvo,
matching amplifier, mike, head¬
set, cables, batteries, t\A/o cases,
1" f/1.9 lens. Almost like new.
Value over $1600. SpeciaL-$995.
ARRIFLEX 16mm reflex camera,
8 volt motor. Pan Cinor model
70 zoom lens, used, excellent
condition, special -$995.00
EYEMO 71 Q 35mm camera, tur¬
ret, 3 lenses, built in 24 volt
motor, filter slot, special find¬
er __-_
$395.00
PRO. JR. blimp and sync motor
use with Cine Special camera,
geared follow focus, exception¬
ally fine, special -$375.00
PROJECTORS
FTOLMES 35mm sound projector,
2000' mags, 1000 watt lamphouse, exceptionally fine, less
amplifier and speaker....$125.00
RCA 16mm sound projector w/
separate 12" speaker, very fine
condition _
$145.00
LIGHTS
COLORTRAN Spot Kit w/3 spots,
one broad, 4 stands, scrims,
snoots. Junior converter, case,
list $315. New closeout..$245.00
CAMART Combination Par light
for Par 56/300 or Par 64/500
watt lamps. Complete w/sturdy
telescoping
stand,
barndoors,
spill ring, scrim, brand new list
over $95.00. Special _$63.50
FREZZOLITE portabl e newsreel
light w/hi-polish
reflector
&
camerabracket, power pack w/
batteries and built in charger.
List $210.00. New closeout spe¬
cial _
$167.50

hoard, paper, celluloid or acetate, pho¬
tographs, etc. It is especially suitable
for making movie titles and cards for
TV film spots. Prints several lines at a
time, and will produce 3-D and dropshadow effects in addition to normal
lettering.
Stamping head swivels up to 90°
for “crawl” work and making special
angular effects. Thermostat controls
preheating of hot plate. Prices start at
S450.00.
Hi-speed 70mm Camera
Said to be an entirely new concept
in 70mm full-frame cameras is the new
Photo-Sonics lOB rotary prism camera,
distributed by Traid Corpn., 17136
Ventura Blvd., Encino, Calif.
Camera uses same type prism-shut¬
ter combination which has proved out¬
standing in the company’s 16mm-lB
and 35mm-4B cameras. The large
frame format plus high fps camera
speed offer extra advantages as when
filming seat-ejection tests, for example,
where photographers are usually not
allowed within 2000 feet of the track.
Missile launching and tracking, re¬
cording the separation of booster mo¬
tors from missiles and rockets, and
high resolution streak photography are
just a few of the numerous applications
for which this camera is designed. The
model 70mm-10B operates at speeds up
to 360 fps; picture area per frame is
21/4" X 21/4".

MISCELLANEOUS

1845 Broadway
New York 23, N.Y.
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Paromel Electronics Corp., 3956 W.
Belmont Ave., Chicago 18, Ill., an¬
nounces a modified DeVry 35mm pro¬
jector, Model 2810 PL3, which pro¬
vides simultaneous projection of 35mm
picture work print and sound optical
work print. Optical sound section has
feed reel mounted at rear of projector
while takeup is located in modified
lower section. Picture feed and takeup
reels remain in normal positions. Unit
is designed especially for previewing
TV film, and will accommodate film for
a full half-hour program.

200-ft. T6mm Magazine

HOUSTON K-IA pos-neg-reversal 16mm
developing machine, excellent,
special .
$995.00
HOUSTON model 2 pos-neg 35mm de¬
veloping machine, completely recondi¬
tioned .
$2,295.00

THE CAMERA MART, INC.

Preview Projector

Title Hot Press
Camera Equipment Co., Inc., New
York, announces the Kensol Hot Press
for making opaque titles on poster

Flight Research, Inc., Richmond 1,
Va., announces its new 200-ft. capacity
16mm film magazine designed to in¬
crease versatility of company’s Model
III and III-B Multidata recording cam¬
eras. Magazine will take film in 50-,
100- or 200-foot lengths on standard
Continued on Page 590
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• DEVELOPING IBrnm & 35mni COLOR negatives & intermediates
• COLOR FILM STRIP DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
• BLOWUPS FROM EKTACHROME AND KODACHROME
• INTERNEGATIVES FROM EKTACHROME AND KODACHROME
•
BALANCED PRINTING
• EKTACHROME DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
• ail^nth?/Ansco, Agfa, Ferrania, Gevaert or from
3ny other type of color negative.

Write ♦or Color Methods Brochure

COLOR

CORPORATION

MOVIELAB BUILDING

NEW YORK 19. N. Y. • JUDSON 6-0360

>> /

'

:

•

\ /■!

TODAY’S
FILM
ARRIVALS
lA /They pour in from every state and many
lands, from major film centers and
rural outposts ... A single delivery may
include a Hawaiian teacher’s first
documentary and a $4,000,000 epic
filmed in Hollywood.
Here in Hollywood, in the hub of the
nation’s film capital. General has been
privileged to serve the industry’s
top film makers for many years . . . This
invaluable experience, our unmatched
skill and personalized service are today
easily available to enterprising movie
makers the world over.
Today’s exciting Jet Age snaps its
fingers at time and space. Wherever you
are, whatever your needs. General’s
fine film processing facilities* are now
but a few short hours away.

''Ays
*Complete 16 and 35 mm, b/w and color.

QO GENERAL

FILM LABORATORIES C O R P.
1546 ARGYLE, HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF., HO 2-6171

Send for Bulletin G, which describes the advantages of our new 35/32 mm technique. Price lists and general information gladly supplied.
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You’d know it blindfolded — that

FLUID HEAD
»

is the undisputed
performance champ
(f’s smoother^ more rugged, better

engineered, guaranteed leak-proof

Simplified
geared camera
attaching knob

and locks without “diving”
Positive tilt
lock

Two piece pan
handle with infinite
adjustment

Our engineers were not concerned with building
a “popular” model at a price. Their objective — to
design a Fluid Head that cameramen dream about.

Adjustable
tension on tilt

Ceco’s new Pro Junior Fluid Head is the
Pan tension
and lock
lever

acknowledged master. Its worth is being proved every
day — in studios and on location, in tropical
climates and in the frozen North.
You'll find yourself getting smoother pan and
tilt shots, with smooth-as-silk maneuverability when
you use the incomparable Ceco Fluid Head. Works
under any conditions with complete versatility.

If a Model T and a Caddy cost the same—is
there any doubt which you’d buy—in this case,
CECO’S PRO JUNIOR FLUID HEAD!
Your professional status entitles you to the best.
Come in. See it, try it and fudge for
yourself if we’ve overstated the facts. Can
you make it today?
CECO—Trademark of
Camera Equipment

ONLY CECO’S FLUID HEAD HAS THESE EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
Silicone Molecular fluid is in one
horizontal chamber.
disc

keeps

the

3.

A rotating

fluid

equally

distributed on the internal bear¬

Fits

all

Professional Junior Tri¬

6.

Guaranteed

pods (Baby, Hi-Hat or regular)

shafts

have

without

rings.

The

the

use

of

special

leak-proof.
double
pan

has

“O"

an

extra

trap ring to prevent fluid, which

adapters.

ing surface during both panning

might

and tilt operations.

“O" ring, from leaking.

2. Powerful,

positive

4.
locking

Geared

camera

simplifies

con¬

tie-down

attaching

to the head.

trol keeps the camera in o fixed

of

knob

5.

Two-place

pan

have

escaped

C.

large

handle with

in¬

finite angle adjustment.

8. The

opiy

fluid

7.

head

&

and Filmo (with or without mag¬
azine and motor drives), Maurer
Cine-Voice and

Pan and tilt tension control lev¬

Conversion, Cine-Kodak Special

ers

and the Bolex Cameras.

are

itty-bitty

substantial—not
screw

gimmicks

the
that

20° below zero to 120° F.

Forward tilt: 90°. Backward tilt: 50°. Total weight: 8% Ibs,

^flni€Rfl €ouiPiii€nT (o.jnc

Additional mechanical drag can be imposed on both
pan & tilt by convenient lever locks.
All shafts run on bronze bearings, and shoulder on hardened
steel washers, eliminating freeze-ups.

•

is

35mm, Bell & Howell Eyemo

fail when you breathe on them.

ZUCKER

Dept. A 315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N.Y.

which

ideal for use with Arriflex 16mm

16mm, Auricon

Operating temperature range:
FRANK

the

camera

No tools required.

position indefinitely, eliminating
the hazard of the camera “div¬
ing" when unattended.

All

end

JUdson 6-1420

CO

PERFECT

PARTNER

FOR YOUR

CAMERAS!

“Floating Action Tripods”
Tor MOVIE-TV ...
or

on

location.

"Floating

Action"

in

plant,

WHAT’S NEW
Continued from Page 586

studio,

Professionals

use

Tripods

ac¬

and

cessories because their flexibiltiy and
[versatility

job-proven

in

every conceivable shooting set-up.

have

A

feather-touch
right level

been

"floats"

.

.

camera

to the

. velvet-smooth

action

of heads for both

pan and tilt . . .

leveling

readjusting

without

legs.

Side arm accessory permits low point
and overhead shooting.

spools and uses same film transport as
company’s 800-ft. M-3 magazine.

NEW!!!

shown

at

left—folding

ball-bearing
locks,

brakes

and

wheels,
cable

The new magazine can be used for
either pulse or cine operation at speeds
up LO 40 fps. Compactness is achieved
through use of stacked reel design of
film chamber.

dolly
swivel

guards—

easily installed on all D & S Tripods.
Two tripod sizes (all metal).

LITERA¬

TURE ON REQUEST TO Dept. AC.

Home Movie Synchronizer

"tripod designers and manufacturers for 20 years"
New Rochelle, New York

25 Avenue E

COMPLETE MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT

FROM
CAMERAS
MITCHELL
16mm
35mm Standard
35mm Hi-Speed
35mm NC • 35mm BNC

BELL& HOWELL
Standard • Eyemo • Filmo

ARRIFLEX
16mm • 35mm

WALL
35mm single system

ECLAIR CAMERETTE
35mm • 16/35mm
Combination

AURICONS

Fearless Panoram
Me Alisfer Crab
Platform • Western
3 Wheel Portable

590

any 8mm or 16mm projector. The com¬
pact, efficient unit, 4" x 51/2'' x 31/^"
in size, lists for $139.50. Brochure is
available free.

SOURCE

LIGHTING
Mole Richardson
Bardvrell McAlister
Colortran
Century
Cable
Spider Boxes
Bull Switches
Strong ARC-Trouper
10 Amps llOV AC 5000W2000W-750W
CECO Cone Lites
(shadowless lite)
Gator Clip Lites
Barn Doors
Diffusers
Dimmers
Reflectors

ZOOMAR 35mm

all models single system
Cine Kodak Special
Maurer • Bolex
Blimps * Tripods

DOLLIES

ONE

Delobel Enterprises, Inc., 435 No.
Bedford Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif., is
U. S. distributors of the French-made
Synchro-Cine-Phone which may be
used with any 1/4 -inch tape recorder to
produce and play hack sync sound with

EDITING
Moviolas • Rewinders
Tables • Splicers
Viewers (CECO)

GRIP EQUIPMENT
Parallels • Ladders
2 Steps • Apple Boxes
Scrims • Flags
Gobo Stands
Complete grip equipment

SOUND EQUIPMENT
Magnasync-magnetic film
Reeves Magicorder
Mole Richardson Booms and
Perambulators

Portable Mike Booms
Portable Power Supplies to
operate camera and recorder

WE SHIP VIA AIR, RAIL OR TRUCK
H

(£flni€Rfl Couipmeni (o.,inc.
Dept. A 315 West 43rd Street,
New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

Remote-controlled Head
Houston-Fearless Corp., 11805 Vi .
Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 64, Calif.,
announces a new power-driven cradle
head for use with television cameras in
inaccessible or dangerous locations.
Head is powered by dual motors which
tilt camera 30° up or 38° down, or
rotate it 370°. The remote control pan¬
el (inset in photo) can be installed in
any convenient location.
■
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with Professional CURVED GROOVE
found only on expensive senior tripods

S.O.S. JR. SHORTY

S.O.S. JR. HI-HAT
The S.O.S. Jr. Curved Groove Legs ore sturdily con¬
structed. Quality workmanship throughout.
Heavy-duty, fine quality hardwood specially treat¬
ed to withstand all climatic conditions.
Will easily support the heaviest 16mm cameras.

S.O.S. JR. TRIPOD LEGS
[also many other S.O.S. products)

EXHIBITED AT

S.M.P.T.E. CONVENTION
S.O.S. BOOTH #23
STATLER HILTON HOTEL, N.Y.C.
OCT. 5th TO 9th

Will accommodate most tripod heads.
The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry'

^IIPPIV PORP
UlllLlfl/l UUllLI UUIII
S.O.S. riillFlUii

602 WEST 52nd ST. NEW YORK 19. N Y.
•

PAone: PLaza 7-0440

CST. ffil926

Cab/e; SOSOUND

WESTERN BRANCH—6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California—Telephone: HOIlywood 7-2124
->■

FOR OTHER EXCELLENT S.O.S. OFFERINGS,
OFFERINGS. SEE PAGE 615

^-

. . . Professionals the world over count on HOLLYCAM
for fine equipment at the lowest prices anywhere. Only
HOLLYCAM can offer such a huge selection at such tremen¬
dous savings.
The heart of the sensational 35mm Cunningham camera.
Easily adapted to many uses in animation, titling, instrumen¬
tation, etc. Dual pilot pin registration with double claw pull¬
down provides absolute accuracy of picture positioning. Now
at a fraction of original cost.

35mm PILOT PIN
MOVEMENT

375OO

ONLY

S

A $1000 value!

MITCHELL
VIEWFINDERS
For a
^
00
limited

Brilliant
3-5/16"
correct

195

time

field

with

optical

picture area.

magnifier

Image

seen

in

provides

1-7/8"

finder

erect and

is

x

left-to-right.

Complete with set of insert mattes.

MOVIOLAS

List price
$3700.00

Model ULPV35 - 16mm—Picture head with
8x10

preview

screen. Three

16mm

reel spindles.

MITCHELL NC
Quiet mechanism makes it ideal for
most studio or location work without a
blimp. Has all built-in features includ¬
ing dissolving shutter, frame and foot¬
age counters, dual pilot-pin registration
movement, rackover, four-way mattes,
etc.
COMPLETE OUTFIT INCLUDES:

Mitchell 35mm NC camera with built-in
features.
28mm f2.0 Cooke Speed Panchro Lens
35mm f2.0 Cooke Speed Panchro Lens
40mm f2.0 Cooke Speed Panchro Lens
50mm f2.0 Cooke Speed Panchro Lens
75mm f2.0 Cooke Speed Panchro Lens
Matte Box
Viewfinder with support bracket
60 cycle 3 phase motor
Four 1 000 ft. magazines
Standard tripod with head
Five carrying cases
TOTAL

$

LIST

PRICE

OVER

6595

Model D - 35mm—3" viewing lens. Foot switch, motor
and reel spindles.
Model
sound
Model
pickup

UDS - 35mm—35mm picture head, 35mm optical
3" viewing lens, stand, motor and reel spindles.
UOS-Mag—Same as UDS, also has magnetic sound
.

Immediate Delivery

Model SC—35mm Projection Moviola. Has projection head
in place of viewing screen. VYith composite 35mm optical
sound. Separate sound head for 35mm optical or magnetic,
orV/'tape.....

795.00

All Moviolas also available with any combination of
screen, optical or magnetic sound. Write about your needs.

SCENE SLATES

Some materials are
from former U.S.
Gov't stocks.
Equipment not listed
as new or
reconditioned is used.
All prices f.o.b. our
warehouse.

10 6 11
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CHANDLER

NEUMADE 16mm
REWINDS

Brand
new.
Made
by
Radiant Mfg. Co. Scene,
camera and fake numbers
are on sturdy flip cards.
Heavy duty, metal bound.

Heavy duty. 2000 ft. capacity with
tension adjustment.
Brand new.

ONLY

end, per set

List $15.00!
$

A $12.00 value.

NATIONAL CINE
ANIMATION STAND
COMPLETE

Write for your copy
of our new catalog,
showing hundreds
of items for still,
cine
and
aerial
photography. Large
section on process¬
ing equipment.

595.00

Model UD4S—Same as UDS but with 4 sound heads....

$10,000!

00

'1950“

1 89.50

695.00
750.00
995.00

Model UD2S—Same as UDS but with 2 sound heads.

Like new

optical

sound heads. Motor, foot switch, stand and

*3800®®

Original list price is over $12,000

STINEMAN 16mm
DEVELOPING OUTFIT

1

geared & 1 dummy
$Q50

2 geared ends,
per set.$14.95

•

NORTH

NEW

Designed to support entire camera assembly with absolute
rigidity
in all positions.
Camera and elevator carriage
mounted on two 10 ft. heavy steel columns. Elevator carriage
is the platform to which the camera and motor are attached.
Fully counterbalanced, and equipped with override safety
switches. Main table is 46" wide, 36" deep. The animation
table, fitted with Acme pegs, is 9V4" x IS'/.", and moves
sideways, 12" back and forth. Fully reconditioned.
Develop your own movies immediately.
All stainless steel. Loading and processing
ore fast and simple and there are no mov¬
ing parts. Very little solution required.
Save money and get brilliant, scratch-free
films. 200 ft. reel, 3 tanks. List $195.00.

COMPLETE

$

89

50

All equipment is guaran¬
teed to be as adver¬
tised. Check with order
please, or 25% deDosit, balance on
delivery. Purchase
orders welcomed from
D&B rated firms.
Minimum order $5.00.

HOLLVilfOOD CAMERA CO
BOULEVARD

■ ^

HOLLYWOOD

•

CALIFORNIA

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

... professional standard
for 35 mm and 16 mm
dnematography

HOLLYWOOD
TELEVISION
MILITARY
INDUSTRIAL
TECHNICAL
COMMERCIAL
More professional footage is filmed with Baltar
than with any other lens. It will pay you to keep
this in mind on your next important assignment.
Order from your professional camera manufac¬
turer, or WRITE to Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.,
30046 'Martin St., Rochester 2, N. Y.

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
Honorary Award for Optical Service to the Industry
on world-famous Mitchell 35mm and
l6mm cameras for professional cine¬
matography. "85% of the motion pic¬
tures shown in theatres throughout

BAUSCH & LOMB

the world are filmed with a Mitchell”
SINCE
S' *“T^"

W1853

C M. P. A. S.
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UHLER 16mm Cine Printer

PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSIGNMENTS
WHAT THE INDUSTRY'S CAMERAMEN WERE SHOOTING LAST MONTH
ASTERISKS INDICATE TELEVISION FILMS

Makes copies of 8mm and 16mm, sound and silent
pictures in color or black-and-white. All A.C. oper¬
ated, no batteries required. Capacity: 400 ft. feed
and take-up arms. Sturdy cast aluminum construction.

$195.00 f.o.b. Detroit

UHLER Professional Printers

ALLIED ARTISTS

Freulich, ASC, “Dennis the Men¬
ace”* (Screen Gems) with Gloria Henry &
Herbert Anderson.

Henry

“Raymie and the Barra¬
cuda” with David Ladd. Frank McDonald,
director.
Henry Cronjager,

Archie Dalzell, “The Hypnotic Eye” with
Jacques Bergerac and Allison Hayes. George
Blair, director.

AMCO STUDIOS
Alan Stensvold, ASC, “Police Station”*
“Congressional Investigator”* (Sandy How¬
ard Prods.) Sandy Howard, director.

AMERICAN NATIONAL

up”*

“Lock¬
(Ziv-TV) with MacDonald Carey.

Bob

Hoffman,

Monroe Askins. Richard Rawlings,

Guffey, ASC, “Mountain Road”
(WideScreen) ; with James Stewart. Daniel
Mann, director.

Burnett

Wilkie Cooper, “Gulliver’s Travels” (UIMorningside World-Wide, S.A.; shooting in
Spain) with Kerwin Matthews and Jo Mor¬
row. Jack Sher, director.
Charles Lawton, Jr., ASC, “The Gene
Krupa Story” (Philip A. Waxman Piets.)
with Sal Mineo and Susan Kohner. Don
Weis, director.
Stradling, ASC, “Who Was That
Lady?” (Ansark-Sidney Prods.) with Tony
Curtis and Dean Martin. George Sidney,
director.
Harry

Curt

Fetters,

Richard

Rawlings, “Bat Masterson”* (Ziv-TV) with
Gene Barry.

“This Man
with Keith Andes.

Monroe Askins, Bob Hoffman,

Dawson”*
Lloyd

(Ziv-TV)

ASC, Commercials*

Knechtel.

William

Whitley,

ASC,

“Space”*

(Ziv-

TV) with Bill Lundigan.
UHLER COMBINATION 16MM
continuous printer for sound and picture

Monroe

lenge”*

Askins,
Curt
Fetters,
“Chal¬
(Ziv-TV) with George Nader.

ASC, “Have Gun, Will
Richard Boone and Kam

Stuart Thompson,

Travel”*
Tong.

with

Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”* with James
Arness and Dennis Weaver.

CASCADE PICTURES
Elwooo

Bredell,

William Skall,

ASC, Commercials*

ASC, Commercials*
COLUMBIA

Charles Lang, Jr., ASC, “The Franz Liszt
Story” (C’Scope & Color; Goetz Piets.)
with Dick Bogarde and Capucine. George
Cukor, director.

“Alcoa Goodyear Thea¬
tre”* (Screen Gems) ; “Manhunt”* (Screen
Gems) with Victor Jory and Patrick McVey. Fred Jackman, director.
Charles Welborn,

Lippman,
“Tightrope”*
Gems) with Michael Connors.
Irving,

35-16MM OPTICAL REDUCTION &
ENLARGING PRINTER
$2,475.00 F.O.B. Detroit

ASC, “Donna Reed Show”*
(Screen Gems) with Donna Reed. Oscar
Rudolph, director.

Morris, “Our Man in Havana”
(Kingmead Prods.; C’Scope; shooting in
Havana) with Alec Guinness and Maureen
O’Hara. Carol Reed, director.
Oswald

$1,295.00

Combination 35MM Continuous .

$1,445.00

Reduction & Enlarging 35-16MM .

$2,475.00

Cineradiographic Printer for

$2,275.00

Prices: F.O.B. Detroit

UHLER CINE MACHINE CO.
Write for further information
15762 Wyoming Ave., Detroit 38, Mich.
Ph.: UNversity 1-4663
Cable: “UHLCIMA”

ASC, “Father Knows Best”*
(Screen Gems) with Robert Young and
Jane Wyatt. Peter Tewksbury, director.
Fred Gately,

Hildyard, “Suddenly, Last Summer”
(Sam Spiegel Prods.; shooting in London)
with Elkabeth Taylor and Montgomery
Clift. Joseph Mankiewicz, director.

Jack

“Man with a Camera”* (Desilu
Prods.) with Charles Bronson.

Paul Ivano,

Van Enger, ASC, “Betty Hutton
Show”* (Desilu Prods.) with Betty Hutton.
Richard Kinon, director.

Charles

DESILU STUDIOS—Gower
Kenneth

Peach,

Wrather Prods.)
John Provost.

ASC, “Lassie”* (Jack
with June Lockhart and

Robert Planck, ASC, “The Millionaire”*.
James Sheldon, director.
Robert Hauser, “Wyatt Earp”*
Prods.) with Hugh O’Brien.

(Desilu

Paul Ivano, “The Texan”* (Desilu Prods.)
with Rory Calhoun.
Charles

“The Untouchables”*
with Robert Stack and

Straumer,

(Desilu Prods.)
Jerry Paris.

Robert
Pittack,
ASC, “Ann
Sothern
Show*” (Desilu Prods.) with Ann Sothern.

(Screen

Gert Andersen,

594

DESILU STUDIOS—Culver City
Andriot, ASC, “U. S. Marshall”*
(Desilu Prods.) with John Bromfield.

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS
Nick Musuraca, ASC, “The Lineup”* with
Warner Anderson and Tom Tully.

35-I6MM.

Tannura, ASC, “Man from Blackhawk”* (Alcoa Theatre; Screen Gems) with
Robert Rockwell.
Philip

Lucien

$775.00

Reduction & Enlarging 16-8MM.

Wilfred
Cline,
ASC, “Because They’re
Young” (Drexel Films) with Dick Clark
and Michael Calan. Paul Wendkos, director.

DESILU STUDIOS—Hollywood
de Grasse, ASC, “Danny Thomas
Show”* (iDesilu Prods.) with Danny Thom¬
as, Sheldon Leonard, director. “Love and
Marriage”* (Desilu Prods.) George Ab¬
bott, director.
Robert

DISNEY STUDIOS

ASC, “Pollyanna” (Shoot¬
ing in Napa Valey) with Jane Wyman and
Richard Egan, ©avid Swift, director.
Russell Harlan,

ASC, “Elfeco Baca”* with
Robert Loggins and Robert Simon. William
Beaudine, director.
Gordon Avil, ASC, “Swamp Fox”* with
Leslie Nielsen and Barbara Filer.

Lucien Ballard,

Continued on Page 598
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OUR EXPERIENCE IS YOUR KEY TO

SERVICE & DEPENDABILITY
CAMART DUAL
SOUND EDITOR
Model SB-111
Complete with optical sound re¬
production head
(or choice of
magnetic sound) baseplate, ampli¬
fier-speaker. For single or double
system sound. Easy to handle.
No twisting film. An unbeatable
combination with the Zeiss Moviscop
16mm
precision
viewer,
sharp, brilliant 2V4x3y4 picture.
Dual Reader, less
Viewer .$195.00
Zeiss Moviscop Viewer....
89.50
Special-Reader-Viewer
Combination . 269.50

ARRIFLEX 16
16mm and 35mm cameras in stock for
immediate delivery. Arrifiex
35mm
400'

soundproof
magazines.

16mm and

blimps

available.

Synchronous

motors.

New and used.

NEW
DESIGN
FILM BIN
WITH
RACK

BARDWELL
McAlister lights
Complete

stock of Z50

to

1000

watt spots and accessories.
From

•

Rectangular Construction Measures
30x24x12.
• Fits easily into corners.
• Easy to view strips of film.
• Hard vulcanized fiber with reinforced
metal frame.
• Complete bin-rack, linen bag $45.25
With easy to roll wheels. 51.75

CAMART BABY DOLLY
Only a four wheel dolly will provide the balance
and stability required for professional production.
Adjustable seat for Cameraman; platform accom¬
modates assistant . .$425.00

. .$81.00

Dolly Tracks Available.

ECCO
FILM CLEANER
No. 1500
Cleans, conditions
and lubricates your
film
in
one ecsy
operation.

CAMART EDITING
TABLE
CAMART TIGHTWIND
ADAPTER
•

Eliminates cinching or
Winds film evenly — NO

abrasions.
HOLDING.

•

Fitted to any 16 or 35mm rewind.

•

Only tightwind operating on BALL¬
BEARING roller .$29.00

ECCO No.

1500 applicator.

9.00

ECCO No. 2000 negative cleaning fluid gal.

6.50

Custom built all-welded steel con¬
struction, genuine formica
top.
Built in “light well" with 'A"
frosted plexiglass, cover, drawer,
electric box, bottom rack. Meas¬
ures 24x30x60 .$99.50
Other sizes to your specifications.
Prices on request.

CttMEM MART
1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.)
OCTOBER

•

1959

$40.50

ECCO No. 1500 cleaning fluid gal.

NEW YORK 23 . PLaza 7-6977 • Cable: Comeramort

it Columbus Circle next to
New York’s new Coliseum
595

AROUND

THE

WORLD

WITH

MAGNASYNC

kenya
Deep in the interior of the
"Dark Continent”, just a few miles
south of the equator, Armand Dennis
guides the modern studios of East
African Film Services of Nairobi,
Kenya. The studios are completely
equipped with the internationally
famous Magnasync-Magnaphonic
sound systems.
Photo at left shows the shooting
of a scene for an African advertising
film. Renato Spinotti is on camera,
and Roger Norton operates the
Magnasync Type 1 recorder.
Photo courtesy of Peter Larsen, Nairobi

East African Film Services find the portability
and reliability of the VlVj mm Type 1,
Series 702 essential not only for studio
work, but on location ... where extreme
environmental conditions prevail. Other studios
and producers in Africa using Magnasync are;
Dept, of Information.Nairobi, Kenya
David Millin.Cyrildene, Johannesburg
Pan-African Film Services.Cape Town
Messrs. B. & G. Cholakian. .Omdurman, Sudan
Dept, of Information.Kampala, Uganda
Sudan Film Unit, Ministry of
Information & Labor.Khartoum, Sudan
U. S. O. M.Tripoli, Libya

Write, wire or phone

MAGNASYNC MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.

Ifl.GliSVPC
WtiC
1

DEALERS*

1
I
’
I
I
I

SOUND SYS1
SYSTEM

.5516 Satsuma .Ave.. North Hollywood, Calif. • TKiangle 7-519.) • Cable '‘M.AGN.ASYNC*’
International leaders in the design and manufacture of quality film recording systems

CHICAGO, Zenith Camera Service, Inc.; LOS ANGELES, Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment; NEW YORK, Camera Equipment Co.; SAN FRANCISCO, Brooks
Camera Co.; AUSTRALIA, Sydney, New South Woles, Sixteen Millimetre Australia Pty. Ltd.; BELGIUM, Brussels, S.O.B.A.C., S.A. (Societe Beige D'Applications
CinemotographiquesI; BOLIVIA, Lo Paz, Coso Kavlin; BRAZIL, Rio de Janeiro, Mesblo, S.A.; CANADA, Toronto, Ontorio, Alex L. Clark, Ltd.; DENMARK,
Copenhogen, Kinovox Electric Corp.; ENGLAND, London, W-1, Delone Lea Processes, Ltd.; HONGKONG, Supreme Trading Co.; INDIA, Bomboy, Kine Engineers; ITALY, Rome, Reportfilm S.R.L.; JAPAN, Tokyo, J. Osawa & Co., Ltd.; PAKISTAN, Karachi 3, Film Factors Ltd.; SWITZERLAND, Zurich 7/53, Rene
Boeniger; THAILAND, Bangkok, G. Simon Radio Co., Ltd.

6-miniite 16MM sound film '^‘‘Planning an integrated sound system.^’ Available for loan, free, on request.
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there's

a

^

SYSTEM ^
to success

and the
versatile

THE

CHOICE

OF

PROFESSIONALS

ALL OVER

THE

WORLD

has got it!
The AfHflex 16 is a system camera
because it has been designed from
its inception to perform as a hand'
camera, studio and sound camera.

m

❖

IT’S A HAND CAMERA!
Weighing only 6*4 lbs., the com¬
pact Arriflex

‘'ii

16 is a pleasure to

carry, set-up and operate. And no

Skillful planning, meticulous crafts¬

other hand camera has all its pro¬

manship and superb engineering

fessional featuresi

skills have made this versatile mo¬
tion-picture camera and its acces¬
sories the choice of professionals
all over the world.

❖

IT’S A STUDIO CAMERA!
The simple addition of component
Arri accessories (400 ft. magazine,

There's no secret about the Arriflex
16 "system" for success nor the
names of the thousands who are

synchronous motor and tripod)
quickly transforms the versatile Arri¬
flex 16 into an ideal studio camera.
Its easy set-up and take-down fea¬

making profitable use of it. Write

tures makes if a perfect "one man"

for literature that details it all.

camera.

^ IT’S A SOUND CAMERA!
By placing the camera and magazine
in the Arri 16 Blimp it is a full-fledged
sound

camera

with

all

important

camera features, like thru-the-lensfocusing, operated from the outside.

OCTOBER

•

1959
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16-35mm SUPER-SPEED
CINEMATOGRAPHY

LENSES

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
Continued from Page 594
H.lrry Waxman. “The Swiss Family Robin¬
son" (Panavision & Tech.; Buena Vista re¬
lease; shooting in B. W. I.) with John Mills
and Dorotliy McGuire. Ken Annakin, di¬
rector.

FOX WESTERN AVENUE

ASC, “The Many Loves
of Dobie Gillis”* with Dwayne Hickman.
Rod Amatequ, director.
James Van Trees,

Lloyd Ahern, ASC, “How to Marry a Mil¬
lionaire”* with Barbara Eden, Merry Anders
and Lisa Gaye. Danny Dare, director.

GENERAL SERVICE

Whatever your professional lens need
. . . Whatever your camera . . . B & J
can provide you with instant action
from a vast selection of thousands of
optics . . . Cinematography Lenses &
Mounts of every speed & size.
All lenses are sold on a 15-day Free Trial—
Unconditionally Guaranteed!

An Experienced Research
Optical Assembly Lab—
expertly handles all cus¬
tom Lens problems . , .
Customers include Ford,
R.C.A., G.E., A.E.C., etc.
Free New 132 pg. B & J

burke

321 S. Wabash

GOLD MEDAL STUDIOS—N.Y.

J. Burgi Contner. ASC, “Pretty Boy Floyd”
(Le-Sac Prod.) with John Elriscon. Herbert
Leder, director.

Norbert Brodine, ASC, Eugene Polito,
“Loretta Young Show”* (Lewislor Prods.)
with Loretta Young.

Chicaqo 4, Illinois

NEW
TIME-LAPSE CAMERA MOTOR
BUILT BY MEN WITH 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE
STOP MOTION
ANIMATION

PRICE $69.S2
ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

INDEPENDENT

ASC, “The Fugitive Kind”
(Jurow-Shepherd Prod, for UA; shooting
in N.Y.) with Marlon Brando and Anna
Magnani. Sidney Lumet, director.
James Seeley, ASC, Missile Test Project
RCA Atlantic Missile Range, Cape Canaveral,
Fla.
Morris Hartzband,
“Brenner”* (Kenco;
shooting in N.Y.) with Ed Binns and James
Broderick. Gerald Mayer and Herman Hoff¬
man, directors.
Boris Kaufman,

Clairmont,
“Kirby’s
Gander”
(Tiger Prods.; color; shooting in Canada)
with James Brown and Frances Rafferty.
Edw. Dew, director.
Leonard

Alton, “Elmer Gantry”
(Eastman
color; Elmer Gantry Prod, for UA release)
with Burt Lancaster and Jean Simmons.
Richard Brooks, director.
John

1. POWERFUL MOTOR WITH INTERNAL BRAKE
IN ALUMINUM CASE
2. MOTOR SWITCH: INTERMITTENT-CONTINUOUS
3. LIGHT SWITCH: INTERMITTENT-CONTINUOUS
4. LIGHT (OR RELAY) OUTLET
5. REMOTE CONTROL INLET (SWITCH OR TIMER)
6. STANDARD TRIPOD THREAD ON BOTTOM
7. CONNECTS WITH CAMERA BY PLASTIC TUBING

ROLAB

PHOTO-SCIENCE LABORATORIES
SANDY HOOK, CONNECTICUT
OTHER ROLAB PRODUCTS: CAMERA TIMERS
(INTERVALOMETERS), MICROCINEMA APPARATUS, ETC. (FOR SALE OR RENT),
FAMOUS HeaiLf -Cddif FILM COMPUTERS
(SECONDS-MINUTES-FEET-FR AMES ETC.)
THOUSANDS
IN USE ALL
OVER THE
WORLD
116/35 OR 0/l6

EO-tV

$2P $1.25]
.AT YOUR DEALER OR AT READY-EDDY SANDY HOOK
^
CONNECTICUT
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Marta,

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

ASC, “The Subterran¬
eans” (C’Scope & Color) with Leslie Caron
and George Peppard. Randal MacDougall,
director.

Joseph

Ruttenberg,

Robert Bronner, ASC, “Please Don’t Eat
the Daisies” (C’Scope & Color) with Doris
Day and David Niven. Charles Walters,
director.
Lathrop, “Peter Gunn”* (Spartan
Prods.) with Craig Stevens and Lola Al¬
bright; “Mr. Lucky”* (CBS-TV).
Philip

Smith, “Philip Marlow”* (Jack
Chertok Prods.) with Phil Carey.
Harkness

Ray Foster,

ASC, Commercials*

Paul Vogel,
ASC, “The Gazebo” with
Glenn Ford and Debbie Reynolds. George
Marshall, director.
WiLLiA.M Margulies, “Not for Hire”* (Calif.
National Proda) with Ralph Meeker.

“One Step Beyond”* with

Dale Deverman,

John Newland.
WiLLi.YM Spencer,

ly”* (NBC-TV)
(jathy Lewis.

“Fibber McGee and Mol¬
with Bob Sweeney and
N.B.6.

Alan
Stensvold, ASC, “You
Bet Your
Life”* with Groucho Marx. Bob Dwan and
Bernie Smith, directors.

PARAMOUNT

ASC, “Bonanza”* (NBC-TV)
with Michael Landon and Dan Blocker.
Lester Shorr,

Lens & Optics Catalog.

AC 1059

I:

Harold
Lipstein.
ASC, “Adventures of
Ozzie & Harriet”* (Stage 5 Prods.) with
Ozzie, Harriet, David and Rickey Nelson.
Ozzie Nelson, director.
Frank
Redman,
ASC, “Perry Mason”*
(CBS-TV) with Raymond Burr and Bar¬
bara Hale.
Meredith
Nicholson,
“Border Patrol”*
(Gallu Prods.) with Richard Webb. John
Peyser, director.

GOLDWYN STUDIOS

& JAMES, INC

KTTV STUDIOS

“Rescue 8”* (Cinefilm Inc.)
with Jim Davis and Lang Jeffries. Robert
Walker, director.

Jack

Clothier, “Alamo”
(Todd-AO;
Batjac Prod, for UA; shooting in Texas)
with John Wayne and Richard Widmark.
John Wayne, director.
William

Cortez. ASC, “Invasion of Mars”
(Cinemagic & Eastman color; Sino Prod.)
with Gerald Mohr and Nora Hayden. Ib
Melchior, director.
Stanley

ASC, “The Southern 500”
(Darlington Films for Howco Int.; shoot¬
ing in S. C.) with Rory Calhoun and Alan
Hale, Jr. Paul Helmick, director.

Joseph

Brun,

ASC, “The Choppers” (Rushmore Prods.) with Tom Brown and Mari¬
anne Gaba. Lee Jason, director.

Clark Ramsey,

“A Terrible Beauty” (CineWorld Prods, for UA release; shooting in
Ireland) with Robert Mitchum and Dan
O'Herlihy. Tay Garnett, director.
Ray Sturgess,

Laszlo. ASC, “Tormented” (Chev¬
iot Prods.) with Richard Carlson and Susan
(Jordon. Bert I. (Jordon, director.
Ernest

Surtees, ASC, “Boy of Naples”
(Scribe Prod.; VistaVision & Technicolor;
shooting in Rome) with Clark Gable and
Sophia Loren. Mel Shavelson, director.
Robert

Tonti, “Savage Innocents”
(Magic
Films; shooting in Canada) with Anthony
Quinn and Yoko Tani. Nicholas Ray, direc¬
tor.
Aldo

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

ASC, Ellis Carter, ASC,
ASC, “Robert Taylor De¬
(Four Star Prods.) with Robert

George Diskant,

Walter Strenge,

tective”*
Taylor.
Guy Roe,

Theatre”
Powell.

ASC, “Dick Powell’s Zane Grey
(Four Star Prods.) with Dick

Carl Guthrie, ASC, “Richard Diamond,
Private Detective”* (Four Star Prods.) with
David Janssen.
Glenn MacWilliams, ASC, “The Plains¬
man”* (Four Star Prods.) with Michael
Ansara.

ASC, “June Allyson
Star Prods.) with June

George

Diskant,

Show”*
Allyson.

(Four

Guy Roe, ASC, “Black Saddle”*
(Four
Star Prods.) with Peter Breck and Russell
Johnson.
Charles Burke, “Wichita Town”*
(Four
Star Prods.) with Joel McCrea; “Johnny
Ringo”* (Four Star Prods.) with Don Dur¬
ant and Karen Sharpe.

“The Rifleman”* (Four
Star Prods.) with Chuck Connors and John¬
ny Crawford.
Howard Schwartz,

Bergholz, “Troubleshooters”*
(Filmaster Prods.) with Keenan Wynn and
Bob Mathias, Robert Altman, director;
“Death Valley Days”* (Filmaster Prods.)

Emmett

Continued on Page 636
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We are proud
to offer
the newest,
most complete
motion picture
equipment
rental catalog
available
• CAMERAS—16 & 35MM
• SOUND RECORDERS
• EDITING EQUIPMENT
• LIGHTS
• INSTRUMENTATION CAMERAS

^

iBIRNS & SAWYER

*7odeUf>. . .

CINE EQUIPMENT

6424 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA • TELEPHONE: HOIlywood 4-5166
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The whole secret of good color
photography is right here...
GENUINE

nValz

«1:
■

NORWOOD
Su^cr Director
Exposure Meter
High-Fidelity Color Exposures are now yours everytime
— Automatically! —The three-dimensional Incident Light Nor¬
wood Heliosphere assures you of the absolutely correct ex¬
posure setting under all conditions with one quick reading.
The exclusive Norwood Heliovalve gives you an automatic
direct-reading f: stop for pre-adjusted film and shutter
combinations.
No wonder the new NORWOOD is the favorite of Holly¬
wood professionals!!!
The world’s only genuine Norwood Exposure Meter now
made! The Automatic Norwood Super Director made by
the Walz Company, is the new invention of Mr. Donald
Norwood, world-famous inventor of the Norwood system of
three-dimensional incident light exposure control.

Indudes Norwood Meter,
Case, Necksfrap, 3-D Inddenl Light Heliosphere,
Refleded Light Heliogrid,
Automatic Heliovalve.

^alz^

L>i

8mm

. 'J MOVIE EDITOR

Ultra-precision compact foldi7ig-ed¬
itor. Geai’ed rewind. Bright, sharp
screen. Built-in. marker, focuser,
framer with Quicksplice.

$34.95

1

i

mm

MOVIE METER
Easiest-to-use movie meter.
Direct reading f:stop for movie
cameras. No dials! No calcula¬
tions. Pre-set for Daylight Kodachrome, Type A Kodachrome and
Anscochrome.

$5.95
case . . , $1.35

OPTICAL

j^U/alZ^

SUPERIMPOSER

I"-*

TITLER and WIPER
OUTFIT
Attach to movie camera and
use at the same time as the scene
is being photographed. Very
simple to use. Fully complete with
accessories.

MOVIE TIMER
Attaches dh'eetly into cable

re¬

lease. Adjustable from 5 to 20 sec.
Signals START when timer activ.-ites
shutter. Cuts shutter off at pre-set
time.

$6.95 with

case

EXCLUSIVE U.S.A. IMPORTER.U. S. PHOTO SUPPLY CO. INC., 6478 SLIGO MILL ROAD, WASHINGTON 12, D. C.
EXCLUSIVE CANADA IMPORTER . . . MAIXO OPTICAL & PHOTO PRODUOS, 1765 XEELE STREET, W. TORONTO, ONTARIO
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NOW-FOUR BIG NEW FEATURES

The first low-priced

TRIPLE-DUTY
animation,
title stand
and
product stage
for
all filmakers

over-all height, vertical post

76"

over-all length

62"

102

zoom range to tabletop

1-12 field

1-18 field

zoom range to floor

1-24 field

1-30 field

2-IN HORIZONTAL POSITION
For zoom titles, copy and
product and puppet stages-

Complete as shown $1595

These excellent blocks make
butt splicing and repairing
damaged film strips simple as
A-B-C. Easy to use. no com¬
plicated parts, and solidly con¬
structed they are available m
the following models:
Model B-16 for 16mm.
film
\ 9.50
Model B-35 for 35mm.
film
12.50
Model BSB - Combination
block for 16mm..
35mm. and U tape 24.50

Magic "Mylar"
This amazing sprocketed splic¬
ing tape will repair torn and
damaged films, replace torn
perforations and allow you to
butt-splice without losing a
single frame. Comes in trans¬
parent for film, opaque for
magnetic film. Splice will
never come apart and per¬
forations stay permanently re¬
paired with Magic "Mylar,"
Transparent - For Film
per roll
16mm. - Single Perf.
5 q qq
16mm.-Double Perf.
6.00
35mm.
11.00
Opaque —For Magnetic Film
per roll
16mm.
. 5 6.00
35mm.
11.oo

NEW IMPROVED
F & B CAMERA SLATE
Here at last is the new F & B Camera Slate designed to
professional specifications. Look at some of the exclu¬
sive features: Permanently attached ring-mounted num¬
bers • Spring-loaded hardwood clapstick • Sturdy
masonite construction • Erasible hard slate finish
• Large 12'' x 16" size

Reg. $29.50 NOW...$14.95

MILLER FLUID DRIVE HEAD
Model D (medium duty)
$150.00
Swivel leveling joint.
59.50
Pro Head (heavy duty). 299.50
Fits all Tripods. Write for complete information and literature NOW.
F&
the
the
for

97"
"

3- IN DIAGONAL POSITION
Columns can be locked at any
angle between honz. and vert-for angular zooms in on table
which IS locked m honz.
position

The TRIPLEX stand complete
with camera, is now available for monthly rental.
Write for complete information.

Basic Stand
$895

F & B Butt Splice & Film Repair Blocks

NOW

B proudly announces the exclusive distribution of
Miller Fluid Heads in the Eastern United States. The Miller Head is
world’s finest precision built hydraulic drive pan head, and is designed
super-smooth panning and tilting. Can be used with any movie camera.

FIXyUMAIV &

NEW F & B POWER-MITE
NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES
LARGEST CAPACITY6-10 amp. hours
SMALL-LIGHT6 oz. per 1.25 v.cell
INDESTRUCTIBLECan be stored
indefinitely in any
condition
SAFE —No Acid Spray
or corrosion
CHARGES EASILYTo 90% in 20 minutes,
and 100% in
30 minutes
RETAINS 70% CHARGEAfter 1 year’s storage
ADD WATER — Only a few drops
ONCE A YEAR
PERMANENT ELECTROLYTE-30% solution of
Potassium Hydroxide
Batteries are supplied in a
metal case with a leather carrying strap and plug.

7V2 Volt—Power-Mite battery
(6 cells).$ 85.00
15 Volt—Power-Mite battery
(12 cells) .$135.00
Attached voltmeter—optional.$ 20.00
F & B’s Power-Mite batteries can be supplied In any com¬
bination to power practically all cameras, recorders, etc. All
the features listed are absolutely guaranteed by F & B. The
Power-Mite nickel cadmium battery is unconditionally guar¬
anteed for one full year.
SPECIAL BATTERIES CUSTOM-BUILT TO YOUR ORDER

INC.

68 West 45th Street, New York 36, New York • MUrray Hill 2-2928
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U.S. GOVERNMENT SURPLUS
EQUIPMENT
Fully Reconditioned — Fully
Guaranteed
BELL & HOWELL model 179, sound projector,
separate 12" speaker, excellent ....$195.00
BELL & HOWELL model 159 sound projector,
separate 12" speaker, excellent ....$175.00
AMPRO 16mm sound projector with separate
speaker, excellent condition .$145.00
DEVRY 35mm model XD sound projectors,
amplifier, speaker, four-legged stand, 2000
cap. complete pair .$695.00
Single Projector w/amp & speaker ..$395.00
MOVIOLA model D 35mm silent picture on
3" glass, w/take-ups, foot pedal, counter
.$169.50
Without counter $149.50
BELL & HOWELL model 198A 16/35mm hot
splicers,
excellent,
list $329.50,
special
.$179.50
BELL & HOWELL 16mm Filmotion viewers,
list $93.00, special .$ 45.00
ACE 35mm Rotary viewer w/counter, very
fine, special .$125.00
NEUMADE Single 35mm measuring machine.
.$ 35.00
NEUMADE 2/16 or 2/35mm measuring
machine .$ 65.00
NEUMADE Rewinds 35mm, 1000' cap, bolt
or clamp to work area, includes detachable
clamps. Brand new, special, pair ..$
9.95
MITCHELL adjustable-matte viewfinders for
Standard or NC, chrome, list over $350.
Specially offered at .$195.00
All prices are FOB ISew
with order^ balance COD.

Vor/c,

Cash

or

25^c

REMEMBER THE NAME . . .

CAMERA-TRONICS, INC.
P.O.Box

454, Wall St. Stn., New York 5,N.Y.

Established 1949

16mm Film Developing
and Printing
16MM
16MM
16MM
16MM

ANSCOCHROME
B&W REVERSAL
B&W NEGATIVE
B&W POSITIVE

...NOW...

FASTAX IN COLOR
A.S.A. 100, 200 AND 400

150 West 50th Street
New York 19, N. Y.
602

TECHNICAL

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Conducted by Walter Strenge, A.S.C.

relating to cinematog^ raphy or other phases of film pro¬
duction are invited from readers and
will be answered by letter by Walter
Strenge or by other qualified mem¬
bers of the American Society of Cine¬
matographers. Questions and answers
considered of general interest will
appear in this column.—Ed.
UESTIONS

In the realm of animation, what is
meant by “field”?—r.//.P., Austin, Texas.

Answer: “Field,” in animation termi¬
nology, is a term used to define the
boundaries of an area to be animated
or photographed.
Although the dimensions of a “field”
may be arbitrary, the industry general¬
ly uses the Acme system, which defines
a field unit as the equivalent of l-inch
in width. Any field number, then, be¬
comes a multiple of one—i.e., a 12
field would be 12 inches wide; an 8
field, 8 inches wide, etc.
It is customary, in animation work,
to have the camera equipment used cal¬
ibrated with reference to fields so that
the desired areas may be photographed
precisely without need for time-con¬
suming line-up work. — Ub Iwerks,
A.S.C., Walt Disney Studio.

Q

16mm Eklachrome film, which I
exposed outdoors in below-freezing
temperatures was mostly under-exposed.
Would the underexposure be due to the
elTect of low temperatures on the film,
rather than a wrong meter reading? If
low temperature was the cause, is there
a formula to be followed in making al¬
lowance for this when computing ex¬
posure?—S.B., l\ew York, N.Y.

minus 30° F. The data resulting from
this test should be used only as a guide
for a specific test whenever low tem¬
perature exposure conditions are an¬
ticipated.
Since the slight loss of speed result¬
ing from low temperature is of a small¬
er order of magnitude than the expos¬
ure latitude safety margin for this film,
one would hardly suspect low tempera¬
ture as the only variable contributing
to the severe underexposure results
mentioned above.
It would be advisable to have your
exposure meter calibrated and to give
careful consideration to the method of
use of the meter to insure that the
scenes photographed were measured
correctly for scene brightness. —
Vaughn Shaner, A.S.C. Associate.

Q

How can correct exposure be de¬
termined wben photographing rear
projection on a ground glass, also wben
photographing aerial image animation?

—L.A.B., I\ew York, N.Y.

Answer: To my knowledge there is no
set formula whereby correct exposure
or balance can be determined in these
instances. Rather it is a visual concept
that is gained through experience.
However, the density of the print
which is to be projected on the back¬
ground screen is of vital importance in
the results of the finished scene. This
applies to black-and-white as well as
color.—Paul Eagler, A.S.C.

Q

How can I produce the effect of
smoking, boiling liquids for a lab¬
oratory scene, without using dry ice?—

W. E. Lobh.

Answer: Data available on a single test
made of the effect of low-temperature
on emulsion speed, revealed a speed
loss of approximately I/3 lens stop at
0° F temperature and about
stop at

Answer: Use liquid smoke (Titanium
Tetrachloride). But do not under-esti¬
mate dry ice. It is excellent for such
effects.—Ray Mercer, A.S.C.
■
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THE PHOTOGRAPHY OF "BEN HUR"
MGM’s multi-million dollar production was photographed entirely
in Italy on 65mm Eastman Color film with Panavision cameras and
lenses by three camera crews supervised by Robert Surtees, A.S.C.

By

LIBERO

GRANDI

Robert Surtees, A.S.C.,
who directed the photography of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer’s “Ben Hur” in
Italy, over one million feet of Eastman
Color 65mm negative was exposed
there for the production, A total of six
Panavision 65mm cameras were
According

to

shipped to
often all of
same time
such as the

Rome by the studio, and
them were shooting at the
on large spectacle scenes,
chariot race.

The monumental undertaking of
photographing “Ben Hur” in Italy had
been carefully planned in advance dur¬
ing cooperative pre-production meet¬
ings attended by Surtees, Director Wil¬
liam Wyler, the screen writer, art di¬
rector and costumer.
Shooting with the wider 65mm nega¬
tive, Surtees explained, involved virtu¬
ally a trebling of efforts as against
shooting in 35mm. In composing
scenes for the wider picture format,
great care had to be taken with the
lighting because the extreme sharp ren¬
dition obtained with Panavision lenses
brings to the screen with exceptional
clarity every detail in fabrics, cos¬
tumes, and props as well as any irreg¬
ularities in facial features or applica¬
tion of makeup. Successful photo¬
graphic results were assured through
the cooperative efforts of iVIGM’s cos¬
tume and makeup departments which
planned their phases of operation to

ON LARGE EXTERIOR Circus set in Rome,
cameraman Robert Surtees, ASC, on boom,
right of camera, points out a new angle of
view to Director William Wyler, foreground.

accommodate the photography in every possible way.
The Panavision wide-angle lenses used were 57mm.
These w’ere employed mostly for two-shots and closeups.
On some two-shots, as where one person stood slightly
ahead of or behind the other, it was difficult to keep both
subjects in sharp focus with this lens. Here the problem
was solved by focusing sharply on the most important of
the two persons and adjusting the lighting on the other—
taking care that the colors in the latter’s costume was com¬
plimentary to that of the important subject’s dress. The
effect on the screen is a sort of equalization of focus on both
subjects. Except in those cases where extreme split-focus
was desired, Surtees invariably used small f/ stops and
intensified lighting.
As MGM plans to release “Ben Hur” in both 65mm and
35mm, it was necessary, Surtees said, to consider this at all
times when composing scenes in the camera finder. \^ffienever compositional requirements for the 35mm picture for¬
mat conflicted with those for the more important 65mm,
however, the scene was invariably composed for the latter.
An ever-present problem during the filming of “Ben
Hur” was maintaining a vigilant check on the color tem¬
perature of the light. And because shooting in Rome ex¬
tended from May until December, it was necessary to aim
for consistency in color temperature, so scenes shot in May
would look no different than those shot in December, when
days were shorter and the sun closer to the horizon.
Surtees found the color temperature of sunlight quite
variable. In Rome, especially, the luminosity is intensive,
yet is often characterized by sharp changes that take place
within only a few hours. Extensive tests of light conditions
were made, after which the necessary corrective filters were
ordered for use on all of the Panavision cameras. It was
Surtees’ aim to produce negatives so precisely color-bal¬
anced that the film laboratory’s task in correcting for color
would be reduced to a minimum and result in prints ap¬
proximating his expectations.

BIRD'S-EYE VIEW of camera crew on elevated boom shooting chariot
race scene for "Ben-Hur" in Rome, Italy.

When making color temperature tests, Surtees used the
Spectra color temperature meter. With this instrument he
Continued on page 622

BOOM-MOUNTED Panavision-65 camera is trained on actors Charlton
Heston and Jack Hawkins enacting scene on Galley deck.
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CLOSEUP OF racing charioteers was shot with the Panavision-65
camera mounted on fast camera car moving ahead of chariot.
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LIGHTWEIGHT, portable generator pow¬
ered by small pulse-jet engine produces
realistic fog, mist or smoke effects of
substantial duration by vaporizing liquid
compound fed from reservoir carried on
shoulder-strap by operator.

which the operator carries on his back,
weighs 40 pounds when filled.
The fog generating unit is powered
by a small jet-pulse engine that uses
gasoline for fuel. The unit’s fuel tank
capacity is sufficient for about 1^/2
hours of continuous operation. To cre¬
ate fog or any similar effect, a supply
valve is opened that allows the fog-pro¬
ducing compound, which the M-R com¬
pany calls “fog juice,” to flow to the
generator. The pulse-jet engine is start¬
ed and a monitoring valve convenient
to the operator is adjusted by vernier
control to regulate the flow of “fog
juice” through the generator. In this
way fog or mist of varying densities
may be produced to suit the require¬
ments of a scene.

FOG MAKER
Compact, portable machine creates fog, mist
and haze effects for motion pictures on the
sound stage or on location.

For motion picture scenes, there is
but one way to produce realistically the
effect of fog in a scene artificially.
In recent years, the various major stu¬
dios have developed a number of meth¬
ods of doing this, but in each case the
equipment used was of their own mak¬
ing. There has been nothing on the
market in the way of a portable, easyto-use commercial-type fog maker, until
Mole-Richardson Company of Holly¬
wood recently introduced its line of
Dyna Fog-makers. Now realistic fog
effects can he made easily and inex¬
pensively for any type film production,
he it a Hollywood feature, TV film, or
an industrial or business film produc¬
tion. Cost of the M-R fogmakers is so
nominal that any film maker anywhere

The photo above shows one type of
fog that can be created by this equip¬
ment and demonstrates the simplicity
of the operation. Fog effects may be
created indoors or out, and the fog can
be made to hug the floor or ground or
remain suspended in the air. To aid in
clearing the air after a fog scene is
shot indoors on the sound stage, MoleRichardson also supplies a compound
which can be put through the fog mak¬
er which accelerates the dispersal of
the fog it produced moments earlier.

can own one.

41/^-gallon tank of fog-making liquid.
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The fog maker pictured is MoleRichardson’s Type 1983. It is capable
of producing vapors in considerable
quantity to simulate the effect of fog,
smoke, haze and mist. The dispensing
unit weighs about 17 pounds, and the

With the company’s Type 1963 fog
maker, there is provision for attaching
a fog cooling unit which, when filled
with dry ice, cools the fog vapor so it
will hug the floor or ground of the set
to produce the effect of low-lying fog
or mists.
The fog maker units can also be uti¬
lized to produce the effect of dense
smoke, without introducing the dis¬
comfort of real smoke on the set or
location. On a recent location test of
this equipment, it was successfully used
to create the illusion of smoke from a
forest fire.
There is a versatile feature of the
M-R fog makers which many Holly¬
wood studios have found beneficial
when shooting on location away from
the studio. The fog makers may also
be used for spraying disinfectant, pest
control insecticides, or scents for com¬
bating unpleasant odors. Thus the ma¬
chine that was used to produce fog
earlier in the day for one scene, may
be put to use spraying a location site
to free it of mosquitos, moths and
grasshoppers—three pests which invar¬
iably plague location production crews
and casts.
The Mole-Richardson line of fog
makers includes two other models, in
addition to the Type 1983 described
Continued on Page 632
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an article in the July, 1941, issue
of American Cinematographer, and
also in the August, 1922, issues of the
Journal of the SMPE, Charles G.
Clarke, A.S.C., described a new and
interesting method for introducing
clouds into exterior scenes filmed in
black-and-white. Not ordy did the idea
evoke wide interest at the time among
cinematographers everywhere, but its
legend has been passed along to suc¬
ceeding generations of embryo camera¬
men from among whom the editors reg¬
ularly receive inquiries about Clarke’s
^"cloud-making” system.
In

For the benefit of interested cinema¬
tographers, the development and use
of the system is recounted in the article
beginning on this page.—Ed.

Because clouds have always been
considered an important pictorial ele¬
ment when photographing exteriors for
motion pictures, it is possible, thanks to
an invention of some 20 years ago, to
add clouds to almost any exterior scene
by synthetic means at the time of pho¬
tographing it.
A landscape with a cloud-filled sky
is far more attractive than the same
scene without clouds. It used to be that
a motion picture company was obliged
to wait sometimes for long periods on
location for a desirable cloud formation
to appear. Other studios have shot ex¬
teriors as they found them, then duped
“clouds” in later at the studio. Because
budgets for many productions often do
not permit either of these alternatives,
there was need for a simple process
that would produce clouds in a scene
synthetically.

BY UTILIZING a photogarphic transparency of a cloud formation
clouds in a scene like this for improved pictorial appeal.

it is possible to superimpose

CLOUDS MADE TO ORDER
How clouds are superimposed on exterior scenes
at the time they are filmed by shooting through
photographic transparencies.

By

CHARLES

G.

CLARKE,

A.S.C.

We developed such a process at 20th
Century-Fox studio many years ago,
and it is still in use today. It employs
appropriate large-scale photographic
transparencies of real cloud formations,
which are set before the camera so the
clouds are photographed simultaneous¬
ly with the rest of the scene—operat¬
ing on the principle that the barren
sky operates as a printing light in con¬
junction with the transparency.
The transparency reduces the light
passing to the film in proportion to the
density gradations of the transparency.
On the finished positive the whitest
“cloud” is of the brightness of the un¬
filtered sky. As photographic emulsions
are especially sensitive to blue light,
plain sky areas are rendered very

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC
transparency is set up
before the camera lens,
and the scene and clouds
photographed simultane¬
ously. Curved transpar¬
encies are used where
camera is to be panned.

Continued on Page 632
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FIG. A—Example of extreme depth of field created by use of traveling matte
process.

FIG. B—Process can also create scenes having the illusion of great danger,
as in this scene from a British production.

A BLACK-&-WHITE TRAVELING MAHE PROCESS
The system currently in use in Pinewood Studios, London, by which
foreground

action

filmed

separately

is combined with

a back¬

ground scene which has been or will be photographed elsewhere.

By

ROBERT

L.

HOULT,

FRPS,

FBKS

Formerly Technical Adviser, Pinewood Studios, England.

been

example, a composite image is made

practiced in one form or another for

up from two separate component im¬

almost as long as photographic pro¬

ages. One image is called the “back¬

cesses have been available. In a simple

ground” ;

Composite

photography

has

21

FIGS. 1 to 6, inc., and 9 and 10.

612

FIGS. 11 to 15, inc.

considered

separately,

it

22

FIGS. 17 to 22, inc.
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negative as in Fig. 4. This may be
obtained by photographing the illumi¬
nated man in front of an unilluminated
backing.
Fig. 2 is the sum of Figs. 5 and 6.
Fig. 5 is a normal positive. Fig. 6 is
a silhouette in two tones of the man—
otherwise known as a matte.
To obtain Fig. 6, the following ex¬
pedients have at times been used:
(i) Intensification of Fig. 4.—This
is ineffective in those areas of Fig. 4
where no density exists, such as deep
shadows. Further, the intensified image
will in general contain tones of differ¬
ent densities. Now the size of a photo¬
graphic image is a function of its
density, as is seen when a dense print
is made of a step-wedge as in Fig. 23.
The resulting image is no longer con¬
gruent with the original wedge; in
the same way, a matte made in this
manner can never exactly fit the cor¬
responding foreground image.
(ii) Superimposition of Figs. 4 and
9.—This gives an image of relatively

FIG. C—With traveling matte pracess, a person may be made to play a
"twin" role, with the actors shown passing before one another.

occupies the full picture area. The
other image is called the “foreground”,
and occupies part only of the picture
area. The composite shows the full
foreground image and only those por¬
tions of the background image which
are

not

covered

by the

foreground

image.
To achieve this effect, use is made
of

a

printing

device

known

as

a

“matte”, or, in cinematographic par¬
lance, as a “traveling matte”. A travel¬
ing matte is a series of images of the
silhouette of an object, presented in
two

tones

only,

usually

black

and

white. The silhouette image or matte
is used during printing to mask that
portion of the background image which
it is intended to replace by the fore¬
ground image. Animation is preserved
by the use of a series of such mattes
on a strip

of

film,

each

individual

matte image corresponding to one im¬

age on the foreground film.
A composite image formed from one
background and one foreground may
then be treated as a new background,
to which a further foreground may be
added. This progression may be main¬
tained indefinitely (within practical
limits) so that many separate fore¬
grounds may ultimately be added to
an original background, each fore¬
ground requiring its individual travel¬
ing matte. The successful production
and use of traveling mattes is the sub¬
ject of a specialized technique.
The earliest references to traveling
matte processes, which are known to
the author, are patent applications in
the U.S.A. by F. D. Williams in 1918
for a monochrome process and by J.
A. Ball in 1927 for a Technicolor

uniform tone, containing however re¬
sidual density variations due to the
product of negative and positive emul¬
sion characteristics, neither of which
is linear. Similar density variations
can also occur if Figs. 4 and 9 are
from different color aspect records,
such as color separation negatives. If
Continued on Page 634

FIG. 24—Diagram af
beam-splitting system
of J.A.R.O.
below.

camera,
FN

process. Much work has been done
since these dates in many countries;

MN

among more recent publications are
those of T. W. Howard (’^1

in 1942,

and G. I. P. Levenson and N. Wells(^)
in 1951.
Fig. 1 portrays as a photographic
positive a man standing in front of a
landscape. Suppose the lighting on the
man be made independent of the light¬
ing on the landscape. If we extinguish
the lighting on the man, we are left
with Fig. 2. Alternatively, if we ex¬
tinguish the lighting on the landscape,
we are left with Fig. 3. Photographic
superimposition of Figs. 2 and 3 pro¬
duces Fig. 1.
FIG.

23—Size

of

original

lest wedge and

the resulting print (exaggerated).
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of

To

obtain

FIG. 25—The J.A.R.O. beam-splitting camera is

Fig.

3,

we

require

a

typical

of

traveling

those

used

in

the

production

of

mattes.
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age comes across on the home receiver the way the film
producer expects it to.
This, film technical men believe, can be accomplished by
taking some of the guesswork out of the video engineer’s
hands. For example, when a 60-second TV spot announce¬
ment flashes on the video engineer’s monitor, how can he
determine in a split-second whether the sponsor is selling
refrigerators or the attractive black sweater the model is
wearing? Truth of the matter is, he can’t. If he adjusts
his controls for the refrigerator and the sponsor is selling
sweaters, all definition in the featured product will be lost.
The engineer must make an educated guess on the spot.
How much better would be the transmission result if the
engineer were provided with a reference to guide him in
setting contrast, thus insuring that the image of the spon¬
sor’s product appeared on home receivers properly modu¬
lated.
DURING THE transmission of a TV film, the video operator is guided
by the vrove-form

monitor that is located beneath the picture monitor

in

control

the

television

room,

and

which

analyzes

the

picture

in

terms of electrical transmission characteristics.

IMPORTANCE OF
REFERENCE WHITE'
IN FILMS FOR TV

Such a reference or “guidepost” can be “reference
white,” which, combined with lighting ratios easily handled
by the TV system (not to exceed 20-to-l), can practically
guarantee that a sponsor’s visual message will not be
garbled.
Thus, there is a practical and effective means of com¬
munication between the maker of the filmed TV spot and
the video engineer at the controls in the television station.
There are recommendations that a film producer and his
cinematographer must strive to attain if the TV films they
make are to appear on home receivers as they were planned.
In a recent workshop session held in New York City and
attended by men whose interests ranged from planning and
selling TV ad spots to the production of such spots on film,
it was demonstrated how important it is to place certain
objects in a scene so that a means of communication exists
between the producer of the film and the video operator.
Furthermore, the demonstrations showed the importance of
maintaining proper film density relationships that are com¬

The importance of maintaining proper

patible with the transmission characteristics of the tele¬
vision system.

film density relationships that are compat¬

When these aims are accomplished, the responsibility for
the quality of the film picture appearing on the home re¬
ceiver is largely in the hands of the film producer, so that
what he wants to show or illustrate—the visual effect he
wishes to create—is in his hands and not subject to further
interpretation.

ible with the transmission characteris¬
tics of the television system.

(THE FOREGOING is based on a talk given recently by John
Stott, Assistant Manager of TV Programming, Eastman Kodak
Company, before a joint gathering of members of the National
Television Film Council and the New York Section of the Society
of Motion Picture and Television Engineers.—Ed.)

shot for television is top notch—when
viewed in the screening room. But the major concern of
producers of filmed TV spots, and especially of the camera¬
men who photograph such films, is to make sure this foot¬
Most
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of the film

As an example, the producer may be striving to empha¬
size or accent some object in his film—such as the product
in a commercial. Unless certain precautions are taken at
the time the film is being photographed, the video operator
may misinterpret the sponsor’s aims and set video levels so
that the product image reproduces badly on the home re¬
ceiver while the pretty girl demonstrator looks great. This
may please the Screen Actors’ Guild, but it generally re¬
duces advertising people to apoplectic fits. Actually the
video operator is limited by FCC rules and regulations to
Continued on Page 630
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DON'T MISS the
S O S. BOOTH No. 23 at

S-M P T-E EXHIBIT
STATLER HILTON HOTEL, NEW YORK CITY

2^eaturln

•

OCT. 5th to 8th

AMONG MANY OTHER S.O.S. PRODUCTS
9

TiL-Amatic le/ssinm Sosound

iiej/Pos flLM CLEAIER

^ ^^^

Cinemaphon
Magnetic Striper

TEE-Animastand
-

Animation & Special
Effects Camera Stand

The
S.O.S. TEL-Amotic
Film Cleaning
Machine
is a modern
JET-SPRAY
clecmer for BOTH
)6mm & 35mm FILM

TEL-Amatic boasts
these features
for maximum
film protection

• Jel-Spray Film Wash
• Curved Vacuum Air-Blast Squeegees (Pat. opp. for)
• Special Non-Scratch Buffers
• 16/35mm Combination

Automation in
Magnetic Soundstriping
8/16mm Film
Now you can stripe your own film. Why send it
out? CINEMAPHON SOUNDSTRIPER will do it In
your own plant. Pays for itself with your first
month's output. Sound reproduction conforms to
highest industry standards. Stripes 8/16mm film—
the only professional sound striping machine upnder
$2,000.

• Requires Only IS' of Leader
• Automatic Operation—Pushbutton Control

SPEED; 1,200 feet per hour.

• Designed for Originals & Release Prints

CAPACITY: 1,000 feet.
WEIGHT: Only 44 pounds.

• Continuous Air & So'lution Filtering
• Electric Solution Level Indicator

OPERATES on 110/220 Volt AC, 50 or 60 cycles.

• Complete operation VISIBLE at all times
• Variable Speed DC Drive
Laboratory tests using films with the softest emulsions
hove shown excellent results.

You Cannot Damage Film With TEL-Amatic
TEL-A motic also features silent belt timing drive,
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handle a battery of TEL-Amatics—o great labor saver.
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In addition Soundstriper has rapid rewind, footage
counter, ball bearings, heated drying drum with
built-in thermometer. Cinemaphon requires minimum
maintenance since machine is self-contained.
Laminates Three Sizes of Magnetic Recording Tape—
.8mm, 1.2mm, 2.4mm. Stripes 8 or 16mm donuble
or single perforated; color or black-&-white, raw
stock, positives or release prints.

Complete Sosound Magnetic
Striping Machine.

$1995
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COLOR IN MOTION
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PICTURES AND TV
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Part II:

Natural color on film

BLUE

BLUE

By

ROBERT

ALLEN

MITCHELL
Magenta
FIG.

1—The

dyes.

Color of each

one of
this

The term “natural color'’ is applied

in a purely technical sense to all pro¬
cesses which are capable of producing
reasonably faithful reproduction of
scenes in full color. Such processes in¬
volve the recording of three primary
spectral regions (the spectrum divided
roughly into its red, green, and blueviolet bands) and the subsequent re¬
production of the lightness-darkness
values of the “primary-color records”
in terms of the primary hues, which
are recombined to form a full-color
image.
Now, the use of a natural-color proc¬
ess or film by no means requires a slav¬
ish recording of the exact color values
in each and every sense. Because cine¬
matography is an art, the cinematog¬
rapher is often as free as the painter to
employ color as a dramatic instrument.
The spectrum is the cinematographer’s
palette; and the full range of color it is
capable of providing comprises every
conceivable atmospheric effect and
mood in the vast spectrum of human
emotions.

Specifically, an interior shot which
places special emphasis upon the am¬
ber tones of the scene better suggests
the warmth of firelight and a mood of
intimacy than a cooler, more “natural”
color rendering. A night scene is often
more effective when an overall bluis>h
tone prevails—a common example. A
bright yellowish accent suggests sunny
cheer or withering desert heat, depend¬
ing upon the context, while a predom¬
inant hint of lavender connotes an air
of mystery or ominous gloom.
These are but a few suggestions
necessarily selected at random, inas¬
much as the psychological effects of
“color toning” are so multifarious that
even a large volume could scarcely ex¬
haust them! The many superb color
productions presently playing in mo¬
tion-picture theatres attest to the happy
fact that cinematographers are well ac¬
quainted with the dramatic potential¬
ities of visually distorted, but emotion¬
ally true, color rendition.
Even though a “literal” color ren¬
dition from the beginning to the end

MULTILAYER^ C0L0R^ FILM.
Undeveloped

Processed

-Gelatin overcoat-^
"Blue^^emulslon
Lemon Image
Yellow filter layer
Clear gelatin
"Green'^emulsion
Magenta image
-Gelatin interlayei-^
'■'Red''' emulsion
Cyan image
-Film base-V"

is

action

primary

of

subtractive

dye is

colors (red, green,

incidental.

Purpose of

color-film

complementary to
each

blue),

but

dye (cyan,

magenta, lemon) is to regulate amount of one
of

the

primary

colors

passing

through

film

without affecting transmission of remaining two.

of a picture is not always desirable, it
should be kept in mind that the flesh
tones of the players should nearly al¬
ways be photographed in their natural
colors. This requirement is sometimes
met in the face of other color demands
by colored backlighting or by shootins through tinted gelatins having cutout centers to provide color vignetting.
There is some leeway even in the ren¬
dition of flesh tints, but deliberate de¬
partures should normally be on the
warm (red) side of the color scale. An
exhaustive examination of Technicolor
release-print samples reveals that the
film-going public definitely prefers
rather ruddy skin tones.
The additive method of color repro¬
duction (outlined in Part I of this art¬
icle) is undeniably more “elegant”
from the technical point of view than
the subtractive method used in motion
pictures. Additive film projection has
been tried (and for TV purposes
strongly advocated), but even though
it is capable of maximum color range
and fidelity, the optical complexities of
3-image registration on the screen and
the image-brightness deficiencies oc¬
casioned by the low transmittance of
narrow-band red, green, and blue fil¬
ters pose serious problems of a prac¬
tical nature.
Unlike the additive method, the sub¬
tractive process provides colored im¬

Antihalation backing

ages on the film. The red, green, and
Each of the three thin emulsions

blue “records” are combined as three

is sensitized to one primary color (approximately one-third of the spectrum) and is developed to

superposed dye images in the print,

FIG. 2—Multilayer color film in cross-section to show its structure.
a dye image of the complementary color.

The yellow filter layer, which is removed in processing,

prevents blue light from affecting the green- and red-recording emulsions.
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the color of each image being comple-
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mentary to the primary color it repre¬
sents. The image obtained from the red
hand of the spectrum is accordingly
printed as a cyan (green-blue) positive
image because cyan dye controls the
amount of red light passing through
the film while allowing the green and
blue components of the white projec¬
tion light to pass through unimpeded
(in theory, at least). Likewise, the
green and blue records are printed as
magenta (purplish rose) and lemon
(greenish yellow) positive images, re¬
spectively.
The simplicity of the subtractive col¬
or principle is best appreciated by re¬
ferring to Fig. 1 and regarding the
white light of the projector arc lamp as
an “equalized” mixture of red, green,
and blue (-violet) lights.
The cyan, magenta, and yellow dye
images may be formed chemically in
the three sensitised emulsion layers of
multilayer color positive
(Eastman
Color, Anscocolor, etc.) or mechan¬
ically printed in exact registration on
clear gelatin-coated stock by a dyeimbibition process employing three
relief-image “matrix” printing films
(Technicolor).
The first 3-color films were photo¬
graphed on three separate negatives in
a 3-strip camera used exclusively by
Technicolor. Since the advent of multi¬
layer dye-coupler color negative, how¬
ever, the use of regular single-strip
cameras for color production work has
become universal. (Technicolor car¬
toons have always made use of the
single-strip successive-exposure meth¬
od, unsuitable for the photography of
moving objects because of the colorfringing effects which would be pro¬
duced.)
As a rule, the chromatically cor¬
rected lenses suitable for black-andwhite filming on panchromatic nega¬
tive are equally suitable for color pho¬
tography. The focus-rack scale for col¬
or may be checked by photographing
test patterns at various precisely tapedoff distances through a green Wratten
No. 61 filter on fine-grain panchro¬
matic film. (This is a “10-times” filter
with pan film in either sunlight or
tungsten light.)
Multilayer color negative is very
similar to multilayer positive. It pro¬
vides a color image with the colors, as
well as the brightness values, reversed.
The uppermost emulsion records the
blue-violet third of the spectrum and
contains a dye-forming agent which
produces a lemon-yellow image when
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the film is processed. This emulsion is
coated over a yellow flter layer which
prevents blue-violet light from reach¬
ing the underlying green- and red-re¬
cording emulsions, which develop to
magenta and cyan images, respectively.
As Fig. 3 shows, the spectral re¬
sponse curves of these three color-selec¬
tive emulsions roughly approximate the
response of the hypothetical red, green,
and blue color receptors of the normal
human eye on the basis of the selected
primary wavelengths.
It must be understood that the neg¬
ative lobes of the visual response
curves have no physical significance in
any 3-color process, and must be ne¬
glected. It is physically impossible to
produce negative values of light, which
is what would have to be accomplished
by a 3-color process capable of repro¬
ducing all of the extremely vivid spec¬
trum colors as fully “saturated” as they
are in an actual spectrum. The fact
that even the best 3-color processes
necessarily fail to reproduce the pure
spectrum greens, cyans, blues, and viol¬
ets with their maximum degree of viv¬
idness is not a serious handicap. Very
few “reflectance colors” even approach
the spectrum hues in purity; and most
of the colors actually encountered can
be rendered more vivid than they actu¬
ally are by increasing the color con¬
trast of the print. In many cases the
subject colors are deliberately subdued
in order to avoid a distractingly garish
effect.
The fidelity of the colors reproduced
on a motion-picture print depends upon
the extensiveness of the gamut pro¬
vided by the selected primaries, the
correspondence of the three emulsion
response curves to the calculated vis¬
ual response curves, and upon the spec¬
tral effectiveness of the complementarycolor subtractive dyes.

FIG.

3—A:

Tricolor

response

of

the

normal

human eye on the basis of 700, 525, and 460
millimicrons

for

the

wavelengths

of

the red,

green, and blue primaries. The negative lobes
indicate color substractions which are physically
impossible in
that even
though

any 3-color process. This means

the

best

capable

of

such

color

process,

reproducing

an

even

extremely

wide range of colors, cannot quite match some
of the pure spectrum colors in vividness.
B; Tricolor response of a widely used multilayer
negative film.

ample, is due to “color masks” which
form superposed reversed yellowish
and pink dye images to compensate for
the unwanted blue and green absorp¬
tions of the print-film magenta and
cyan dyes.
When intensely colored objects are
photographed at high light levels, the
dyes forming their images in the print
unfortunately become so reduced in
concentration that much of their colorfilter action is lost. The result is a whitContinued on Page 625

It is well known that even the best
color-process dyes are far from perfect
(the magenta dye absorbing some of
the blue light it would transmit if it
were a perfect dye, the cyan an ap¬
preciable amount of green, and the
lemon a smaller amount of green). Be¬
cause of these limitations of real dyes,
the magenta is decidedly redder than a
theoretically perfect (but nonexistent)
magenta dye, the cyan is more bluish,
and the lemon more deeply yellow.
Partial correction for the spectral
deficiencies of subtractive dyes is nev¬
ertheless possible. The overall orange
tint of processed Eastman Color nega¬
tive and intermediate films, for ex-

FIG. 4—Absorption
enta,

and

curves of the cyan, mag¬

lemon-yellow

for color-film

dyes

commonly

used

images.
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In the past decade the volume of mo¬
tion pictures produced for commerce
and industry has snowballed to such a
degree that this field of production
now accounts for a huge and lucrative
percentage of the total film exposed in
the industry each year.
A small proportion of such pictures
are produced by large organizations
maintaining elaborate production facil¬
ities, but a much greater percentage
of films for business are made by small
producers all over the world—many of
them representing the only source of
film production close to certain im¬
portant local industries.
To the in-plant or business film pro¬
ducer, caught between a low budget
and the desire to make a picture that
looks “big” on tbe screen, effective
pre-production planning is a must.
Good motion pictures of all types and
categories are made, not on a sound
stage, but at a desk long before the
cameras roll—and the business film is
no exception. Blueprinting such a pic¬
ture carefully can spell the difference
between a good film and a poor one,
as well as between profit or possible
loss to the producer.
At what point should this blueprint
of production begin? Actually, the first
rough lines of structure are sketched in
during the very first conferences be¬
tween the producer and the client or,
in the case of the in-plant film maker,
the company’s public relations man.
This is a getting-to-know-you phase
in which certain basic decisions must
be made: What budget is available for
the production? Is the picture to be
sound or silent, shot in color or blackand-white? What is the proposed audi¬
ence and special slant of the film?
What cinematic style and techniques
of production will best put across the

WHEN

SCENES

are

carefully

graphed because everything

detailed

in

the

It is important to learn from the
client in the very beginning just how
much money he plans to spend on the
proposed film. Most clients who have
never sponsored a film tend to under¬
estimate the cost of this medium, and
it is dangerous to sell such a client on

better

photo¬

(Photo courtesy Aerojet-

can save money for both the in-plant and the
business film producer.
By

that it would take to produce the pic¬
ture on the scale proposed. If the pro¬
ducer catches himself in such a trap he
may end up making the film at no
profit to himself just to maintain client
good will, or (if he cuts down the
scope of the film in order to keep from
going in the red) he may find himself
with a client who is disgruntled be¬
cause he believes himself to have been
misled by visions of a super epic and
then made to accept something consid¬

If the client is willing to name a
certain budget figure, tell him that you

1959

invariably

How careful pre-production planning

to discover later that he has in his

•

are

BUSINESS FILM

erably less.

OCTOBER

they

BLUEPRINTING THE

the idea of a super extravaganza only
budget only half the amount of money

script,

General Corp.)

point of the film? And, most important
of all, “What does the client want to
say in the film?”
Each of these elements will figure
importantly in the blueprint of pro
duction and will dictate in some mea¬
sure the ultimate character of the en¬
tire picture.

shooting

is spelled out plainly for the camera crew.

CHARLES

LORING

will prepare a prospectus of the type
of film that can be made for that figure
and that you will present the prospec¬
tus to him as soon as completed.
If the client refuses to name a figure,
then you as the producer must insist
that he give you a very detailed resume
of what he wants in that film. Clients
are fond of asking: “What will a
twenty minute picture cost?” The an¬
swer to that is that while the length of
a proposed film will certainly figure
somewhat in its cost, the various ele¬
ments that are to go into that film are
Continued on Page 626
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In the February and March, 1956,
issues of American Cinematographer,
James Whitaker described a “coinci¬
dent sound” system for the projection
of home movies with sound, using a
projector augmented by a quarter-inch
tape recorder. Synchronism between
the two machines was maintained by
means of a 60-cycIe pulse which was
fed to an auxiliary sync motor attached
to

the

projector.

The

\
\

sync-control

pulse was taken from the regular A.C.
power line through a step-down trans¬
former at the time the film was pro¬
jected for recording, and the pulse tone
was recorded simultaneously with the

1

i

4

sound on the opposite edge of the tape.
Thereafter, whenever the film was

.(

screened, the amplified sync tone gov¬

■t

i

s

erned the speed of the projector, there¬

1

by keeping both film and sound tape in
sync. Whitaker’s articles did not ex¬
plore
FIG.

1—Author's

extending

from

sync-motor drive
camera

direction of the motor.

base.

mounted on

The

two

Bolex

toggle

H-16 camera.

switches

(arrow)

Main

control

support
power

Jack for sync-tone control is located at rear of switch

to

is

possibilities

equipment

bracket

and

the

also

for

of

using

recording

»

(

the

“lip-sync”

sound as movies are being filmed.

box.

I became intrigued with the simplic¬
ity and low-cost features of Whitaker’s
system. I decided to explore its possi¬

i

bilities for providing sync sound in the

1

production

of

semi-professional

and

documentary films. Having only lim¬

SIMPLIFYING
THE SYNC
PROBLEM

I built as much of the

i

equipment as possible and made the

1

ited funds,

system as practical and efficient as 1

1

could.

I

At the start of the project, I owned
the following items: Bolex H-16 cam¬

1

era with an assortment of lenses, a tri¬
pod, Ampex 600 tape recorder, 4-chan¬
nel mixer, microphone, monitor system,

A.C. signal recorded on tape
edge synchronizes camera
or projector with the recorder.
By

JAMES

D.

JONES

JACK No. I
SYNC HEAD

pfflMlln

6.3-VOLT
FILM'T. SUPPLY

1_A

JACK No. 2

in

FIG.

2—Wiring

recorder,

shown

diagram
at

of

modified

right, which

circuit

of

the

provides additional

to accept input from the sync-tone control on camera.
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Ampex
jack on

600

magnetic

recorder

panel

FIG.

3—AMPEX

recording.

600

magnetic

The sync-tone

recorder

recording

head

modified
is

located

for

coincident

between

the

sound
capstan

and the play-record switch on the panel.
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and a DeVry model KS 16mm oj)ticalsound projector.
The first step was modification of
the tape recorder. I mounted a half¬
track recording head on the front panel
(See Fig. 3) so that the pole pieces
contacted the edge of the tape opposite
the edge used for sound recording.
This head was wired to two 14" phone
jacks, as shown in the diagram (Fig.
2). Jack No. 1, insulated from the pan¬
el of the recorder, provides a connec¬
tion to the camera power switch, as
will be described at length later. Jack
No. 2 is so wired that when no plug
is inserted, the recording head is auto¬
matically connected through jack No.
I to the 6.3-volt filament supply. Plug¬
ging a patch cord into jack No. 2 dis¬
connects the 6.3-volt power and con¬
nects the head to the patch cord. This
cord extends to the sync-tone amplifier.
This completes the modification of the
tape recorder.
A small Bodine 60 R.P.M. sync mo¬
tor, purchased from a government sur¬
plus dealer for S25.00, was modified
to serve the dual purpose of driving
my Bolex camera for double-system
sound production of films and also,
when necessary, to control the DeVry
projector so it would operate in sync
with the tape recorder. The motor’s
R.P.M. speed, while not correct for
driving the camera, could easily be
geared up to 2-to-l ratio for 16 fps. or
to 3-to-l for 24 fps. So, a simple stepup gear system was added to the motor,
which is visible in Fig 1. This, plus a
simple mounting to fit the camera com¬
pleted the mechanical assembly.
Electrically, the drive system is not

FIG. 4—The

sync

motor (arrow) that is used on

is designed to fit both apparatus.
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start mark and the start of the sync
tone on the tape are matched, and the
selected takes—both tape and film—
are spliced in the desired sequema;.
Some trial-aud-error splicing may be
necessary
l)efore perfect
sync
is
achieved, but otherwise satisfactory
matching can easily be accomplished.

type, with one section controlling the
motor. The other is connected to a
phone jack, which is the terminus of a
cable that extends to and is plugged

To screen edited film with its accom¬
panying sound tape, the author uses
the DeVry 16mm projector, unmodi¬
fied except for a mount to hold the
sync motor that is used on the camera
when shooting. (Fig. 4). The sync
motor assembly couples to a drive shaft

into the No. 1 jack on the recorder.
Thus, starting and stopping the camera
automatically starts and stops the re¬
cording of the sync-tone on the tape.
The above paragraphs outline the
equipment required for the method of
sync sound filming described herein.
The actual use of the units in shooting
a scene is outlined below.

of the projector and thus serves as a
governor to hold speed of the projector
at either 16 fps or 24 fps, as desired.
The regular projector motor is not dis¬
connected. but continues to function as
the main motor power for the machine.

The tape recorder is set up and mi¬
crophone placement is determined in
relation to camera angle, etc. The cam¬
era is then positioned in its desired lo¬
cation and both the camera motor and
the recorder are connected to the same

The exact setting of the projector
speed control is determined by observ¬
ing a stroboscope disc mounted on the
projector, as shown in Fig. 5, illumi¬
nated by a small neon lamp energized
by the same power source used to drive
the sync motor.

source of 110-volt, 60-cycle A.C. power.
A cable of the required length is then
plugged into the jack on the camera
motor and extended to the recorder
where it is plugged into jack No. 1.

The third unit required for this sys¬
tem is the sync amplifier, which, as its
name implies, amplifies the sync tone
on the tape before it is sent along to
the sync motor. The author uses a small

This hookup provides the sync tone re¬
cording on the tape. The recorder is
started and when it is up to speed the
camera motor is started, thus energiz¬

10-watt amplifier for this purpose to
which has been added another stage of
gain, thus producing about 110-volts
at 500 ohms. This stage of gain is vir¬

ing the sync head on the recorder. The
start of the sync tone indicates also the
start of the shot on tape, and the sync
tone functions again when the film is
projected by keeping the projector
(and thus the film) in sync with the

tually a copy of the microphone pre¬
amplifier in the Ampex 600 recorder.

taped sound.

the camera (Fig.

also used to drive and maintain sync of the projector.

In editing, the film frame with the

complex. The motor is a “capacitorstart, capicator-run” type, and reversal
of the motor is accomplished by means
of a single-pole, double-throw switch
incorporated in the wiring. The on-off
switch is a double-pole, single-throw

1)

is

Motor mounting

Continued on Page 638

FIG.

5—To check speed

illuminates

stroboscope

small neon glow lamp

of
disc

projector for
mounted

on

playback of
lower

sound

sprocket

of

films, operator
projector

using

(All photos by author).
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meter indicated 13 in the blue/red
range and 6 in the green/red range,

PHOTOGRAPHING “BEN HUR”
Continued from Page 605

was able to calculate various combina¬
tions of colors in rapport with the Kel¬
vin scale, ad(iing or subtracting color
when necessary. He thus was able to
arrive at a norm through use of the
designated corrective filters. With the
aid of this meter, for example, Surtees
determined the exposure and filter to
use in order to make a “sunset” shot

Automatic Dissolve attachments for Cine'
Special and BOLEX REX or H-8 and H-16
equipped with PELLEGRINI SHUTTER.

JOSEPH YOLO, 1037 N. La Brea
Hollywood, Calif.

Phone OLdfield 4-3004

checks enabled Surtees to decide when
a makeup should be changed and how
much.

At 12 o’clock noon the same day,
the sunlight registered the normal
5700° K on the CT meter, which re¬
quired the use of only the 85 filter on
the camera lens. But at 2:45 p.m., an¬
other meter reading indicated the color
temperature of the daylight had de¬
clined to 5195° K. This called for
using a Spectra 2T filter (or its equiv¬
alent, the Kodak 82A) in combination
with the 85.

As the available Kodak CT filters
were not entirely adequate to meet,
in the additive color film process, the
variations of color temperature under
Italian skies, Surtees did some personal
research with the view of combining
certain Kodak CT filters with those of
Photo Research Corp. To facilitate this
step, the equivalent values of Kodak
and Photo Research CT filters were determined as follows:

As with the studio’s earlier produc¬
tion of “Ben Hur” many years earlier,
the 1958-59 version was turned out by
a production company divided into
three units lor flexibility and speed.
Director William Wyler and Cinema¬
tographer Bob Surtees, heading the
first unit, photographed most of the
interiors for the picture and also su¬
pervised Units 1 and 2. Director An¬
drew Marton and Italian Cinematog¬

at high noon.

Automatic Daylight Processing

In a similar way he solved the prob¬
lems resulting from any deviation in
the color temperature of light on ac¬
tors’ faces, where complexions had
changed because of exposure to sun
and wind. Such color temperature

DEVELOPING TANK
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•
•
•
•
•
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FILM DRYER
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• Speedy drying
• Automatic shrinkage allow¬
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Thus, when at 9:45 a.m. the CT
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weight, rigidly constructed, precision
engineered and ideal for location or
studio work.

ALL

MODELS

IN YOUR CAR!

Write for Free

Catalogue

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.
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1

Model

2

Model C-12 extends from 7 to 14 feet; has
external directional mike control.

3

Model “Miracle” extends from 7 to 18
feet; has internal fitted noiseless directional
mike control.

4

Model C-18 extends from 7 to 20 feet;
has external directional mike control.

FIT

this added up to a color temperature of
5480° K. The meter chart showed that
this required a IT filter for the blue/
red, and none at all for the green/red
range where color temperature was
normal. Translating the meter calibra¬
tion, IT indicated that a Kodak 82
filter would have to be combined with
the normal 85 filter for proper color re¬
sults at that time of day.

BR-12

extends from

7

to

14

feet.

Each CINEKAD Mike Boom has a sturdy
5-foot stand, which can be elevated to a
height of 10 feet.
763 ioth ave., new york i9, n.y.

rapher Piero Portalupi headed the sec¬
ond unit, which concentrated on film¬
ing the chariot race sequence for the
picture. The third unit was in charge
of Director Richard Thorpe and Cine¬
matographer
Harold
E.
Wellman,
A.S.C. This unit photographed the
fight action scenes on the galleys, some
of the chariot race scenes and did some
retakes for the other two units.
The chariot race is perhaps the most
dramatic action sequence in the entire
picture, climaxing as it does, the ter¬
rific struggle between the two antag¬
onists, Messala and Ben Hur. Alto¬
gether, five months were spent in
shooting the chariot race scenes for a
sequence that will run less than 40
minutes on the screen.
To take advantage of the predomi¬
nantly sunny days of the Italian sum¬
mer, Portalupi and his camera crew
worked steadily from 6:30 a.m. to 5:00
p.m. daily. Two and sometimes as
many as four Panavision-65 cameras
were set up at strategic places around
the Roman Circus set where the race
was staged. The cameramen handling
the secondary cameras were directed
by Portalupi by radio intercom, while
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PROFESSIONAL

/
JUNIOR*—

product of experience

and friend to

Simplified
geared camera
attaching method
knob easily accessible

thousands of cameramen

Adjustable
pan handle

Tilt lock

All tripods have one thing in common—
they rest on three legs. But there the
the comparison ends.

Interchangeable
and adjustable angle
pan handle location,
left or right hand
. and reverse

Because Pro Junior towers like the
Empire State Building over ordinary tripods.

Pan lock

Because Pro Junior is the world’s most
convenient tripod with the world’s
finest features, including:
• Simplified camera attaching method.
• Adjusting telescoping pan handle with adjustable
angle.
• Sockets for left, right or reverse tilt.
• Special pan tension adjusting knob, independent of
pan lock.
• Cast in tie-down eyelets.
• Self-adjusting double leg locking knobs.
. IDEAL FOR MOTION PICTURE AND TV VIDICON
CAMERAS.

Pan tension brake
Detachable head
interchangeable . '
on baby tripod
\
and Hi Hat
Telescoping
pan handle

And still the price is unchanged, which makes
PRO JUNIOR the world’s best tripod value.
Pros go for PRO JUNIOR. See it today.
$150.00

.Cast in
’tie down
eyelets

Self aligning
•double Teg
lock knobs

CECO Professional Jr. Hi*Hat

An adapter for extremely lowmount setups; also used for title
stands and permanent mount¬
ings. Handles either friction or
geared-drive tripod heads. $22.00

FRANK C.ZUCKER

(7flni€Rfl

€(^uipni€nT(o.,inc.

Dept. A 315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y. lUdson 6-1420

CECO Professional Jr.
Adjustable Wooden Baby Tripod

PROFESSIONAL JR.

Accepts all Pro Jr. Tripod
Heads. Has substantial shoe and
spur. Measures 26" extended
from floor to flange, 18" col¬
lapsed. Weight 7 lbs. $75.00

Used on Professional J r. standard
tripod. Crank handles control
pan and tilt action.
$175.00 Head only.
$225.00 Complete with tripod.

Geared Head

• Reg. U.S. Pol.

OfF.

2318910

Portaliipi and his crew photographed

The ultimate in

DEFINITION!
New Series of COOKE Lenses . . .

The
Most
Accurate,
Optically Perfect,'^
Widest Range
Lenses Ever
For J 6mm
Designed!

We can’t help crowing about this latest
achievement in lenses by Taylor HOBSONCooke. Made of rare earth glasses, their
new series is the “latest” word in lens
design. Optically and mechanically per¬
fect, they provide the sharpest defini¬
tion. Ideal forTheatrical orTV Film work.
Write for further information today.

Arriflex Cameras
16mm Mitchell Cameras

the master shots.
The traveling shots of race action,
made with the camera mounted on a
speedy camera car, were the most diffi¬
cult to make, according to Portalupi.
Despite the fact the car was powered
by a 300 h.p. engine and the Circus
track was smoothed and watered down
after every take, the camera car un¬
avoidably slipped into the furrows
made by the chariot wheels on their
first turn around the track.

16mm "C" Moonf Comeros
For

35m

Mitchell

& BNC Cameras

•

Standard
35mm

B

€ouipm€nT (o.,inc.

NC
& H

Sfondord Comeros • 35mm Arriflex

315 West 43rd Street, New York 36, N. Y.

Cameras • 35mm Eclair Camerette

H ALLE N ...
?

transistorized... portable...
magnetic film recording system
The HALLEN Model 1216 Magnetic Film Recorder
is a completely transistorized professional
"lipsync” unit engineered expressly for motion
picture, television and audio-visual recording in 'Ti
the studio and on location. It is built to specifications which exceed standards adopted by the T
Motion Picture Research Council. Write today for
complete description and technical data.
'

HALLEN

Color temperature changes also had
to be compensated. A constant check
on the light was made throughout the
day and the necessary color correction
filters employed when necessary.

HALLEN ELECTRONICS, DIVISION OF SCHOEN PRODUCTS
332 N. LaBrea Ave., Los Angeles 36, Calif. • WEbster 1-5343

Used World-Wide By Discriminating Cameramen

(INEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE—For 16mm Projectors
Especially designed to drive all
Bell & Howell, Ampro, Kodak,
RCA, and Victor 16mm projectors
at synchronous speed.

One-year Guarantee!

Immediate Delivery!

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY,

There was another problem, too.
When shooting from the camera car,
as it circled the track, the lighting had
to be compensated for, as it would
change progressively from, say, flat
lighting to cross- or back-light as the
camera car traversed its oval course.
As far as possible, this situation was
minimized by altering the lens stop
during a run to conform with the light,
with exposures ranging between f/5.6
and f/11.

Projector con be instantly attached to
Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬
tached at any time in a matter of seconds.
An outstanding feature is the flexible
shaft which connects motor with projector
and permits smooth, quiet ond steady
operation. No special technical knowl¬
edge required for installation and mount¬
ing. Write for more details and prices.
763

loth

Ave., n.y., n.y., ploio 7-3511

To produce in the photography the
illusion of great speed in chariot travel
during the racing action, it was de¬
cided, after shooting a number of tests
and screening them, to photograph
these scenes at the slightly reduced
speed of 20 f.p.s. instead of 24.
“When we were making chariot-race
shots from a fixed position,” said Por¬
talupi, “where the chariots were charg¬
ing directly toward the camera, it was
observed that the effect of speed was
greatly reduced; so we reduced the
camera speed further, to 16 f.p.s., then
gradually increased it to 20 f.p.s. again
as the camera, now panning, followed
the chariots and caught them going
away. No such problem was faced
when making the traveling shots of the
race, however, as the camera car usu¬
ally traveled at the same speed as the
chariots.”

RAY MERCER & CO
>■
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scenes that would integrate perfectly

MOVING ?
\^lien changing your address, please
notify us at least four weeks in ad¬
vance. BE SURE to give your Former
address as well as your New Address.
Our Circulation Department needs
both addresses in order to properly
identify your address stencil.
Your cooperation will insure that
American Cinematographer will con¬
tinue coming to you regularly without
delay or omission of issues. Thank
you.
—American Cinematographer

Both Portalupi and Director Marton
were further guided in staging and
shooting the chariot race scenes by a
series of story-board drawings fur¬
nished them by the studio. Also, they
studied at great length the chariot race
scenes in the first “Ben Hur” picture,
which the studio made many years ago.
“We duplicated almost to the letter
one scene in the original film, which
seemed to us a most powerful oae visu¬
ally in spite of the passage of time,”
said Portalupi. “This was a pan shot
made from a high elevation, with the
camera following the chariots as they
approached a turn around the Spina.
(The Spina is a long, narrow platform
accommodating spectators in the cen¬
ter of the Circus area.—Ed.)
To make this shot, the camera was
mounted on one of two iron towers,
which were about a hundred feet in
height and built to provide the neces¬
sary elevation for another camera that
was used to make matte shots. The
camera was mounted at a height of
about fifty feet and at an angle of 45
degrees; it looked down upon one of
the massive statues mounted on the
Spina and provided a wonderful,
unique view of the whole racing event.
Cinematographer Wellman was as¬
signed to shoot the fight sequences on
the galleys. Like Surtees and Portalupi,
he also employed two or more Panavision-65 cameras for all key shots of
action scenes. This sequence was shot
in and on “the tank” on the Cinecitta
Studio lot in Rome. More than 600
actors and extras were employed in
these scenes, according to Wellman,
and the galleys were authentic replicas
of the historic craft described in the
famous novel, “Ben Hur.”
To achieve the most dramatic effect
pictorially, it was decided to give the
encounter the aspect of taking place at
dawn, which called for predominantly
low-key lighting. Here frequent color
temperature checks were vital to insure
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with the rest of the picture.
Prior to going to Rome for this as¬
signment, Wellman shot all of the min¬
iatures required for the galley fight
sequence on the “lake” on MGM’s back
lot in Culver City.
Since completion of the photography
of “Ben Hur,” the cutting, editing and
dubbing of the vast amount of footage
shot in Italy has been going on at a
feverish pace so that the picture will
be ready for its world premier some¬
time in November.
Bob Surtees has remained in Europe
whei-e he has enjoyed a well-earned va¬
cation. Not content with being idle
long, however, he recently undertook
an assignment to direct the photogra¬
phy of “Bay of Naples” in Italy for
Paramount Pictures, on loanout from
MGM.
■

COLOR IN MOVIES, TV
Continued from Poge 617

ening, or desaturation, of the images of
such very bright, but intensely colored,
objects as neon signs, traffic lights, and
colored clothing upon which patches
of direct sunlight fall when the subject
is photographed in partial shade.

-^
For what he said
please

turn page.

The desaturation effect does not oc¬
cur in additive color (such as color
TV), but it is only rarely detrimental
to the overall color impression inas¬
much as the eye accepts some degree
of color desaturation at excessively
high light levels as a normal visual
phenomenon.
As mentioned in Part I, color film
is embarrassingly literal in regard to
the color of set lighting. Since pres¬
ent-day professional color negative is
balanced for the “color temperature”
of tungsten illumination (3200° K),
high-intensity arc lamps used on sets
in conjunction with “inkies” must be
filtered by straw-colored gelatins (such
as Brigham Y-1), else the areas il¬
luminated by them will photograph
blue!
Similarly, the use of regular color
negative in daylight (or HI arc light
alone on interior sets) requires a yel¬
lowish filter for the camera. Wratten
No. 85 is usually recommended. This
filter is especially satisfactory for out¬
door use because it “cuts off” in the
violet rather sharply at about 390 milli¬
microns, thus effectively preventing the
exposure of color film to ultraviolet
radiation. For a slightly warmer ren-
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dering of exteriors, ^ ratten No. 85B
may be employed.

INTERNATIONAL MOTION PICTORE CO., INC.

TELEPHONES:
28-577BI9

CABLE ADDRESS
"lANMUTSU" TOKYO

23-1844
KATAKURA BLDG. KYOBASHI 3-2. CHUO-KU, TOKYO. JAPAN.

Tetevi»ion, Promotional, Documentary, Travelogue, Infiu$trial and Educational Films

Capital Film Laboratories,
1905 Falrvlew Ave., N.E.
Washington 2, D.C.

Fluorescent lighting units (common
in TV studios) have no place on color
motion-picture sets, and must never be
used for color filming regardless of the
dayilght-white appearance of their
radiation. The spectral distribution of
this radiation is very irregular. It is
very weak at the red end of the spec¬
trum and contains the strong yellowgreen and blueviolet lines emitted by
the mercury arc. As a result, many
colors photographed under fluorescent
illumination are grossly distorted in the
reproduced pictures.

Inc.

ATTN : Mr. Art Rescher
Dear Art;
Try to please the client and the audience at the same
time with the same picture - this Is the question that sends
many a producer to the madhouse ; I Imagine It Is the same
In the U.3.A. as It la In Japan.

TO BE

This time I think we were lucky - with the "Yamadas at
Work" picture sponsored by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
In Tokyo and completed for us by you In Washington, D.C.

CONCLUDED

BLUEPRINTING THE FILM
Continued from Page 619

Practically everybody seems to be satisfied with the
result.
We seem to have a happy combination of an enlightened
sponsor and first-rate cooperation from a first-rate lab.
You are entitled to a big share in the congratulations
we have received for this picture.

Cordially,
INTERNATIONAL MOTION PICTURE CO.,

INC

much more significant budgetwise. If
the client finds this point diflficult to
comprehend, it should be pointed out
that while a pound of feathers and a
pound of gold both weigh the same,
there is certainly a difference in cost
due to the factors that make gold more
valuable than feathers.
Translating this

President
IM/sn

What He Said

• Sound

•

Editorial

• Laboratory Services

Capital
CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC. . 1905 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, N.E.
WASHINGTON 2, D. C. • PHONE LAWRENCE 6-4634
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into filmic terms,

certain cost factors must be clearly
analyzed for the client. One important
item is whether to shoot in color or
black-and-white. Color is, generally
speaking, more effective for most com¬
mercial subjects because it enhances
visual interest. However, it is also more
expensive, not only because the raw
stock costs more, but because the rela¬
tively slower color emulsion requires
more light (therefore, more lighting
equipment) for filming interior scenes.
Also, filming usually takes longer in
color due to the extra precision needed
to insure proper exposure, color har¬
mony, etc. The added cost of color for
an average subject ranges in the neigh¬
borhood of 15 to 20 percent.
The second item to be considered is
that of sound. Few business films to¬
day are made without sound, but in
the case of an absolutely rock-bottom
budget this may be the only alterna¬
tive. Narrated sound is the least expen¬
sive and is more readily available to
the small producer since there are re¬
cording studios in most areas that spe¬
cialize in rendering this service. Di¬
rect or “lip-sync” sound is much more
complicated and expensive because it
demands that the producer either rent
or buy costly single or double system
sound equipment. Also, if he wants a
truly professional recording job, he

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

ENM-16 numbers 16MM film every 40 frames. An
adjustment bar permits edge numbering the film in
any area (16MM only).

NUMBER!;

ANY«ot.oh

PICTURE M

FILM

g

ENM-16-M numbers 16MM film every 16 frames to
match 35MM. Numbering can be done in any
position on the film.
ENM-35 numbers 35MM film every 16 frames. A
combination 17>^-35MM machine is available at a
slightly higher cost.
ENM-70 numbers 70MM film every 16 frames.
(Equipped with an 80 tooth sprocket with five
perforations per frame.)

ENIVI-16

Machine can edge number rolls up to
3000'.
Friction devices control the payout reel.
A torque motor allow/s the film to be taken
up evenly and smoothly. An adjustment
knob for the torque motor rheostat per¬
mits quick adjustment to take up 1000,
2000, and 3000 foot reels.
The impression roller is free wheeling and
self adjusts itself to give a most legible
number without the danger of embossing.
A simplified inking system with an eccen¬
tric center roller in the ink well provides
quick alignment for the applicator sponge
rubber roller. A doctor knife in the inkwell
removes all surplus ink from the inking
rollers.
There is a simple adjustment for dis¬
pensing the amount of ink required.
The unit has a small brush wheel to clean
the numbering element after the number
is applied.
A micro switch cuts the power when a roll
of film is completed.
A Veeder Root counter checks the film
footage.
A keeper holds the film in place for sync
mark and spot coding.
The handle in front permits the operator
to manually turn the numbering block to
the desired position for a number change.
Running speed is between 80 to 110 feet
per minute.

V-

^"'V\'i

ENIVI-16-IVI

$2995.

ENM-35

$2500.
ENM-70

$3250.
NUMBERING
BLOCK
The numbering block generally consists of two
letter wheels or one number and one letter wheel
manually operated and four number wheels which
move automatically and number from 0001 to
9999. All numbers can be reset by hand to begin
at any desired number.
ENB-35 ($400)... Numbering block for 35MM indi¬
rect reading. Two letter wheel and four numbers.
ENB16 ($400)... Numbering block for 16MM
direct reading. One letter and four numbers wheel
or two letters and four number wheel.

MAIN OFFICE: 956 SEWARD, HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA, HO 2-3284
H piSoLLYWOOD FILM COMPANY • reels • cans • shipping cases
BRANCH : 524 WEST 43RD ST., NEW YORK, NEW YORK, LO 3-1546
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must hire professional sound
cians.

techni¬

Other budget considerations include:
(a) The number of locations ^involved
and the distances between them; (b)
Whether there is a preponderance of
exteriors (which can be shot without
auxiliary lighting equipment) or in¬
teriors (requiring elaborate electrical
and lighting installations) ; (c) The
number of “actors” required and
whether or not these must be profes¬
sionals; (d) Animation, if any, titles;
(e) Complicated special effects; (f) A
background musical score; (g) Expen¬
sive sets, costumes or props that must
be bought, fabricated or rented; etc.
Obviously all these details must be¬
come a part of the initial blueprint so
that the producer may intelligently
contract to produce a film that will
meet the client’s needs, stay within the
available budget, and assure the pro¬
ducer a fair profit for his labors.
The producer must constantly re¬
member in pre-planning that time is
indeed money. Even if he is a jack-ofall-trades who functions as a one-man
studio, he will find that set-ups, which
require an inordinate amount of time
to execute, will run his overhead up
prohibitively and also prevent him from
deriving the maximum return for the
amount of time and effort he expends
on the project.

Time To Write Script
After the various elements of the
proposed film have been blueprinted
to the point where there is a close
meeting of minds between client and
producer — and after the budget has
been set and approved—then and only
then should an actual shooting script
be written. If the producer does his
own scripting, as many do, he should
follow the blueprint he has sketched
up to that point and make sure his
shooting script is a faithful expansion
of that outline, neither adding nor sub¬
tracting elements that might change the
cost pattern. Clients often try to add
extra trimmings during the scripting
stage (“Five minutes of animation
would do wonders for that last reel,
don’t you think?”)—but they should
be reminded that this item was not in¬
cluded in the approved budget (which
should be in writing and signed by
both parties). Where the client insists
on having animation, etc., prepare and
submit a supplemental budget that will
show him what the extra cost will be.
Where the film producer hires a
writer to expand the original outline.
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he should constantly ride herd on the
fellow to make sure that he doesn’t get
carried away with his own words and
sneak in an extra sequence involving
a cast of thousands. Words are cheap;
translating them into celluloid can get
expensive.
The shooting script should be as de¬
tailed as possible, including not only
the action and dialogue but a precise
description of sets, props, special ef¬
fects, etc. Extra time spent in writing
a detailed script will pay off impor¬
tantly when the next stage of blue¬
printing is reached.

Planning Tlie Shooting
When the final shooting script has
been approved, the producer or his
assistant or both should analyze the
script most carefully and prepare lists
of the separate sets, locations, actors,
changes of costume, props, special ef¬
fects, etc., along with the numbers of
the scenes in which they are required.
If the shooting script has indicated all
these elements in detail such a break¬
down should not be very difficult.
Once the breakdown is complete,
pre-planning should begin immediately
to make sure that all the elements of
production will be ready when and
where needed. As part of the blue¬
print, the breakdown lists should be
set up in the form of check-charts so
that the producer will know at every
step of pre-production which elements
have been secured and which still re¬
main to be locked down.
Location sites away from the studio
should be scouted and checked to make
sure that they are suitable and that no
insurmountable problems exist. It is
especially important that proposed in¬
terior locations be inspected for the
availability of sufficient electrical cur¬
rent to run lights, cameras and sound.
For a film to be shot in black-andwhite existing circuits will often suffice,
but for color filming, whenever scenes
of wide scope are to be filmed, ar¬
rangements may have to be made to
secure additional power. In such cases,
when shooting in large buildings or
factories, sufficient current may be ob¬
tained by “tying” auxiliary cable di¬
rectly into the main switchbox. Here
it is advisable to have this done by
the electrician or maintenance man on
the premises, since he is familiar with
the board and its connections. If such
an arrangement cannot be worked out,
then a transformer or generator should
be located in advance so that shooting
may proceed on schedule.

Where actors are to be used, they
should be interviewed and their avail¬
ability verified far in advance. If, in¬
stead of professional actors, you plan
to use personnel employed by the client
(a procedure which often saves money
as well as lending the film an authen¬
tic quality), interview these people to
make sure that they are reasonably
photogenic and are able to handle
whatever dialogue they may be given.
What sets may be required should
be constructed. Special props and cos¬
tumes should be located, or fabricated
if they are not available on rental. Any
special camera, lighting or sound
equipment required should be pin¬
pointed and reserved far in advance.
The final step in blueprinting is
setting up the shooting schedule, or
calendar of production. The objective
here is to schedule the photography
in order to get the best result on film
in a manner that will save both time
and money.
Shooting in sequence is rarely the
most efficient or economical film pro¬
duction method, and it is almost never
done in professional production. Gen¬
erally speaking it is wise practice to
schedule a few relatively simple and
less important sequences to be diot
first, so that cast and crew may get
used to working together; also any
technical bugs which become evident
early in production may be worked out
in a relatively painless manner. Next,
the more difficult or demanding se¬
quences should be shot while cast and
crew are still fresh and enthusiastic
about the project. Leave for last the
routine sequences which will not suffer
too much if the creative flame is burn¬
ing low or if you find yourself run¬
ning out of time and/or money.

Grouping Scenes For Economy
In setting up an effective shooting
schedule it is advisable to group to¬
gether scenes that are to be shot in a
common locale or with the same actors,
even though such scenes may be widely
separated in the continuity of the script
itself. For example, if Scenes 10, 53
and 102 all take place in some distant
locale it is common sense to shoot all
three scenes at the same time rather
than to make three separate trips to
the location. Similarly, if a high-jfriced
actor is engaged to appear in Scenes
5-18 and 117-135, it is logical, all other
considerations being equal, to schedule
all his scenes together rather than keep
him waiting around for weeks on salary

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

PRECISION' FILM EDITING &
LABORATORY EQUIPMENT
Precision Unitized Film Synchronizer

Model S635-1
Single Sprocket 35mm Synchronizer
Single Sprocket 16mm Synchronizer
(not shown)

$95.00
$95.00

Model S616-3
Three sprocket
16mm Synchroniz e r with
Spacer and Mag¬
netic head.

Sprocket Assemblies
16 or 35mm
$32.50 ea.

$215.75

optical

magnetic fdm

sound

and tape

readers

sound
reader

Model 600

Model 700

$185.00

$198.00

optical-

magnetic film

magnetic

and tape

sound

sound

readers

reader
Model 700 SP

Model 800

Model 800 RL

$259.50

$269.50

$169.50

film slitter

Power film slitter
16mm to double 8mm
Look for this
tradomark

FOB Factory

iiw

DIVISION OF PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
1037
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385mm (15 in.) f/4.5
CENTURY SUPER TELE-ATHENAR!

In Precision Focusing “C" or Kodak Mount.
RAZOR

SHARP!

COLOR-CORRECTED!

Lightweight (only 40 oz.l) The only high
power tele-lens
designed
especially
for
16mm! Not an adapted "soft” still camera
lens. Fully guaranteed.
Ideal for Bolex
Reflex, etc.
Reflex beam splitter finder
for B&H, K-lOO, etc.
$74.50 extra.
(Re¬
movable.)
For Arri add
$16.50.
Sup¬
port bracket $24.50. Custom hard case
$24.50. The ideal lens for wildlife. Ship¬
ped postpaid, insured. A money-making
lens. Now widely used by NBC-TV, CBSTV, U. S. Gov't, Navy, etc. Made in U S. A.

CENTURY
PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT CO.
10659 BURBANK BLVO.

NO. HOLLTWUOU, CAL.

SPECIAL EFFECTS
CAN GREATLY ENHANCE ANY
FILM PRODUCTION
Fades, dissolves, wipes, hold frame, reverse
action or direction, enlarge or reduce image,
lengthen or shorten scene, speed up or slow
down action, zoom forward or back, push-ofFs,
distortion or ripple effect, out-of-focus dissolve,
fiip-overs, poge-turn effect, split screens, superimposures, matting, dodging, filtering, tinting,
bas relief effect, and many other scene modifi¬
cations and manipulations are ovailable in
Color, B&W, 16mm, 35mm.
30 YEARS OF MAJOR STUDIO EXPERIENCE
AND THE FINEST OF EQUIPMENT ARE NOW
AT THE DISPOSAL OF THE
INDEPENDENT
PRODUCER.
Your inquiries ore invited. New price list
available.

FILM EFFECTS
of Hollywood, Inc.
1153 N Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
Linwood Dunn, ASC, President

until it is time to shoot his subsequent

control room—the wave-form monitor

scenes.

being something of an analyzer of the
picture in terms of electrical transmis¬
sion characteristics. The video operator
cannot exceed certain levels on his
wave-form monitor, regardless of what
his incoming signal is — say, in this
case, from a film — without seriously
upsetting the transmission.

In planning the shooting schedule
for a commercial or industrial film in
which there are both interior and ex¬
terior sequences, allowances should be
made for possible inclement weather.
Where exterior filming is scheduled,
an interior “cover” set should also be
ready so that the company can move
indoors and continue shooting should
the weather change and prevent shoot¬
ing outdoors.
The last stage of blueprinting in¬
volves the processes that take place
after shooting is completed. These in¬
clude developing of the exposed foot¬
age, selection of print takes, work¬
printing, edge-numbering, editing and
scoring, sound re-recording or dubbing,
the filming of titles and inserts, and
the timing of the first or “answer”
print. The producer must get to know
these facilities so well that he can
accurately estimate how long each pro¬
cess will take. Only in that way can he
give his client a definite promise that
the film will be completed on a speci¬
fied date.
The importance of proper pre-plan¬
ning in the production of business films
cannot be too deeply stressed. The time
spent in blueprinting such films in ad¬
vance is a wise investment when com¬
pared with costly time that might be
lost once the film is in production. The
successful producer of commercial and
industrial films does not take chances.
He plots his course at his desk long in
advance of shooting—for that is where
good business films are made.

“REFERENCE WHITE”
Continued from Page 614

operate within stringent limits; there¬
fore the correct detail must be on the
film!
DUAL POWER VIEWER for BOLEX REFLEX
From on original 6X to on 8X full field and
16X critical focus LARGER IMAGES—BETTER
SHARPNESS
CONTROL
WITH
ANY
LENS
Easy to Operote—Guaranteed for Life—More
Information Available—When Viewer only is
sent $54.00—When sent with Camera $60.00.
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Here, then, is where the breakdown
occurs in communications between the
film producer and video operator.
Where is this means of communica¬
tion to be found if not in the picture on
the monitor? Surely this should be the
proof of the pudding. But, to repeat,
what the video operator sees when the
spot whisks past his eyes during the
frenetic activity at the time of station
break, may not be what the film pro¬
ducer wants the home viewer to see!
The video operator gets much of his
information from the wave-form moni¬
tor that is located generally beneath
the picture monitor in the television

This isn’t all. Films that look great
when projected on a screen may look
bad indeed when transmitted through
a television system. In general, with a
good film projector-screen system^—•
that is, a bright light source in the pro¬
jector and a good white screen which
will yield a standard screen brightness
—brightness ranges of more than 100
to one can be perceived easily in the
screening of a well-photographed film.
This means that detail in both white
objects and black objects can be seen
when the relative brightness from
white to black is 100 to one. In other
words, detail in the nuances of “white¬
ness” in, say, a white curtain can be
seen at the same time that the differ¬
ences in “blackness” of a man’s tuxedo
can be seen. The relative “whiteness”
of the curtain is “100” in respect to
the “blackness” of the tuxedo of “one.”
In contrast to this, the television sys¬
tem is capable of handling a scene or
signal brightness range of only 30 to
one. This is influenced by many things
including the optical and electrical
characteristics of the television receiv¬
er, and the fact that most television
viewing is done with much more am¬
bient room light than is found in a
film screening room.
Thus the picture mentioned earlier
that looks great in the viewing room,
would suffer in comparison when tele¬
cast. All of the subtle shadings of white
in the curtain would disappear in tele¬
casting—the whole curtain would just
be white. Shadings of black in the
man’s tuxedo would also disappear
when telecast—it would just be black.
In other words, whites and blacks
would be “compressed”—which is the
word the television boys use for this
effect. The only shadings that would be
telecast would be those encompassing
a 30 to one range.
Now here’s the rub: The transmis¬
sion operator could set his video level
so that the curtain would look pretty
good, with the subtle shadings of white
visible. But then the tuxedo would be
flat black and perhaps several other
objects in the scene, which looked grey
when seen in the viewing room,
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wnsinsmtsmiT COMMERCIAL PROCESSOR
FOR REVERSAL & NEGATIVE/POSITIVE 16MM FILM
Develops
Reversal film at 125 fpm
r

Wherever quality results are demanded in
the fastest processing- time ... or wherever
illumination is inadequate for quality image
density . . . this newest, fastest combination
16MM Reversal and Negative/Positive film
processor . . . the Filmline Model RT-S will
consistently provide the solutions to these
processing problems.
For in-plant, high-speed photography . . . for
television stations, racetracks, and motion-

would be out of sight in black. Con¬
versely, the operator could set his video
level so that the shadings in blackness
of the tuxedo might be seen. Then the
curtain would be white and undoubted¬
ly the pretty girl’s face would also ap¬
pear so white she’d look like Dracula s
secretary. Generally, the video operator
sighs and sets his video level to a good
flesh tone and lets the chips fall where
they may—so long as the FCC is satis¬
fied.
There are two positive actions which
can be taken to insure maximum qual¬
ity in TV film transmissions. Specifi¬
cally, this is the use of “reference
white” and proper lighting ratios in
producing filmed TV spots.
I. If the film producer:
a) includes an object in the scene
whiter or brighter than any
other significant (from a dra¬
matic or advertising point of
view) object or flesh tone in

' 0i=^v,
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picture film labs ... the Filmline Model RT-S
is the ideal machine . . . providing quality
results at speeds to 125 ft./minute . . . and
permitting increases of the ASA index
1000% on DuPont or Eastman Reversal
Emulsions.
Fullv eauioped. ready for immediate operation^the Model RT-S offers you high cost filmline corporation, dept, ao-59 MILFORD, CONN.
film processing features for the low price
of only $6,450.00.
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The MILLER Fluid-Action tripod head is the original and the
only patented fluid head on the market.
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the scene.
h) makes sure that his brightness
ratio does not exceed 20-1.
(Product gamma boosts the
contrast in the final print by a
factor of 1.5x to 30 to one—
the outside limit of brightness
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Dryer
Temperature control
Rinse tank with sproybor after
each chemical tank
Eight film squeegees
New low-pressure type air
squeegee
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Tachometer
Solution and drybox
_ thermometers
Oil-less, rotary air compressor
with pressure gauge
Recirculation pumps and
spraybars
Stainless steel, type 316, tanks
Daylight operation
1,200'Film Magazine
' Variable Speeds/Development
Times

Develops Negative film at 55 fpm
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filter
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contrast that the TV system

for a period of five hours on about 5

can handle without compress¬

gallons of fuel.

ing or “electronically averag¬
ing” the gray scale.)
11. The video engineer will he able
to peg “reference white” at one volt,
and all the intermediate tones will fall
into the proper relationships, as orig¬
inally intended by the film producer.
One other consideration that should
not be overlooked is the importance of
screen-reviewing commercial and enter¬
tainment TV films under conditions ap¬
proximating as closely as possible ulti¬
mate video viewing conditions. How
many times has a sponsor — pleased
with initial screenings of the answer
print—stormed when he saw the same
film on his home TV set? There’s one
way to avoid this unpleasantness: Dem¬
onstrate the print on a TV system for
the sponsor. Or, if such facilities are
not readily available, screen the print
on a projection screen no larger than
the average TV screen.
In summing up this discussion.
Workshop spokesman John Stott said:
“In a sense, here, we are over-simpli¬
fying. Obviously, use of ‘reference
white’ and proper brightness ratios
will, to a large extent, be dictated by
the dramatic requirements of individ¬
ual scenes. In some cases, for example,
it may not be possible to devote any¬
where near the suggested 10 per cent
of screen area to ‘reference white.’
However, if some bright object can be
included in the scene—possibly a hand¬
kerchief or a glimpse of white shirt—it
will make for better results where it
really pays off — on the home re¬
ceiver.”
■
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FOG MAKER
Continued from Page 606

above. Type 1961 is a small compact
unit which is used by many Hollywood
studios where it provides a useful tool
for the Special Effects department. It
is powered by a 110-v, 60-cyc. A.C.
motor instead of pulse-jet.
Type 1993 is the “Senior” model for
use where fog or mist is to be produced
in great quantities. The unit can pro¬
duce sufficient vapor to create the effect
of ocean fog over a large area or to
simulate a volume of smoke issuing
from the windows of a burning build¬
ing. The generator or dispensing unit
is semi-stationary and is usually con¬
nected by a hose to a 55-gallon drum
that contains the fog-making com¬
pound. The generator unit will operate

The smaller units are ideally suited
tq the needs of the small, independent
industrial and TV film producer, while
larger studios will find any one of the
three models suitable to the average re¬
quirements of general film produc¬
tion.
■

CLOUDS MADE TO ORDER
Continued from Page 611

bright. This characteristic provides a
means of producing bright, fluffy
“clouds.” Obviously sky-correcting fil¬
ters are not used, for if the sky is dark¬
ened by filters, the brilliancy of the
“cloud” is destroyed. An appropriate
negative of a skyscape that has been ex¬
posed with good filter correction is
chosen. The view should have a per¬
spective and cloud arrangement that
will later form a pleasing composition
when a transparency made from the
negative is combined with an actual
foreground setting. When making the
positive transparency, the lower portion
is “dodged” off so that the foreground
setting may he photographed through
this portion which is completely clear
and transparent.
The transparency is set up before the
lens of the camera, as illustrated in the
accompanying photo, and is adjusted
so that the horizon of the transparency
is in proper relation to the horizon of
the actual scene. A wide-angle lens is
employed and the smallest lens-stop
possible is used so that the transpar¬
ency and the actual scene may be in
the same relative focus. In bright sun¬
light, stops from //14 to //22 are usu¬
ally desirable. As wide-angle lenses at
small stops have great depth of field,
the focus may be set considerably for¬
ward of the actual objects in the scene,
so that the transparency and the most
distant parts of the actual scene may be
in equally sharp focus. Coated lenses
are of decided benefit to the system be¬
cause of the better definition, crisper
images, and the lack of the “hot spot,”
often encountered when wide-angle
lenses are stopped down greatly.
Because the process is invariably
used on location where transportation
is an important factor, the relatively
small size of 11 X 14 inches was estab¬
lished for the transparencies. For sta¬
tionary scenes the transparencies are
placed about 18 inches from the lens.
For panoramic scenes a device is em¬
ployed that accommodates transpar-
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ency films 16 X 40 inches in size.
Films are used because they may be
curved to the radius of the panning
camera and thus be at a uniform dis¬
tance from the lens. To overcome dis¬
placement or “slippage” the camera is
so mounted that the nodal point of the
lens is at the axis of the vertical tilt
and panoram. For the stationary set-up
the transparency is attached to the
usual matte-box supports, while for the
panoramic attachment an auxiliary
plate is introduced between the tripod
and the panoramic head. To this plate
is attached the holder for the curved
plates, for obviously they must remain
stationary while the camera is panned

cloud scenes, and even the cameraman
who photographed them both is after¬
ward often at a loss to tell which is

BOLEX ACCESSORIES
BY STEVENS

which.

Variable Shutter • Split-Frame Mask • Synchronous

Besides the great advantage of being
able to create pictorially beautiful
scenes
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stances, the economic importance of
the method is very great. In one pro¬
duction, for example, some forty of the
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the clouds had been put in by the
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CINEKAD

Universal Camera Clamp

across the transparency.
From the back of the plate to the
matte-box a bellows is fitted to exclude
any rear reflections, while the usual
umbrella is all that is necessary to keep
any direct light from hitting the front

This Clamp is a new idea of fastening securely
a movie or T.V. camera to restricted locations,
such as: trees, roofs, windows, walls, doorways,
ceiling beams, bridges, boats, wild-life shooting,
hide-outs, wind tunnels, airplanes, rockets, etc.
MODEL UC-16—will take a load up to 65 lbs.
MODEL UC-35—will
accommodate
all
35mm
movie and T.V. cameras and will take a load
up to 150 lbs. in any position.

of the transparency.
This invention has been in use since
late in 1939, and many of the produc¬
tions of 20th Century-Fox studio have
been released with cloud scenes made
by this process. In many cases artificial
cloud scenes are edited in with real

Write {or our free 28-page catalogue.
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matte-shot method the cost would have
run into many thousands of dollars.
The complete outfit that was used cost
less than SI00. The set-up is quite sim¬
ple and is accomplished almost as rap¬
idly as an ordinary set-up. The camera¬
man has the visual effect before him on
his groundglass. After adjusting the
transparency to fit the setting, he is
ready to make the scene. No further
tests or experimentation is necessary.
No alteration of the negative is neces¬
sary, and it is processed in the usual
way.
Clouds that fit the mood of the scene
may he selected at will. Bright fleecy
clouds may he used for the usual run of
scenes or sombre, threatening forma¬
tions to indicate approaching storm or
trouble, as the mood requires. It is
quite practical to give movement to the
clouds by slowly moving one or more
plates across the field as the scene is
being taken. However, in the majority
of cases this is unnecessary for in edit¬
ing the scenes do not remain long
enough on the screen to detect motion.
In addition to simplicity and econ¬
omy, the method has the advantage
over the matte-shot method of being
able to place action over the sky area.
In the matte-shot and duping methods,
it is necessary to keep all action below
the horizon, lest such action run over
into the division line when the sky por¬
tions are later exposed in. The cloud
portions of the transparencies are ordi¬
narily perfectly clear, only the areas
between clouds having any density. As
long as the action stays within the
“cloud” it may be placed anywhere in
the sky. Buildings, steeples, moving
trees, and the like may extend over the
horizon. When it is known that closeups are to follow extreme long-shots in
the same sequence, a suitable cloud
plate is chosen so that the action may
be properly composed in both. Dark
objects or silhouettes may extend
through the sky portions with no
“ghosting” whatever, for they are but
obstructions to the printing light of
the sky.
As the intensity of the skylight
varies greatly, from a direct frontlight
to an extreme back-light, a great num¬
ber of transparencies of different densi¬
ties would be required to suit all such
conditions if some means of control
were not possible. Such a control is
provided by a graduated neutral-den¬
sity filler. For front-lighted and sidelighted subjects the light is relatively
uniform and control is seldom neces¬
sary. For back-lighted subjects the sky.
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hence the printing light, varies consid¬
erably from sunrise to noon and on to
sundown. For such shots we carry two
densities of the same plate. Adjust¬
ments between these densities are pro¬
vided by the graduated neutral-density
wedges. If the sky is extremely brilliant
and the transparency is rendered too
light in relation to the foreground, the
neutral-density filter is adjusted so as
to retard the sky area only. When the
transparency is rendered too dense in
relation to the foreground, the filter is
inverted so as to retard the foreground
area, allowing the sky area to “print

Using the same transparency for both
purposes guarantees that the identical
cloud effects will prevail in each when
the final scenes are edited in sequence.
While it is impossible to discuss here
all the adaptations of this synthetic
cloud-making system, its very simplic¬
ity makes it a practical tool for the in¬
dependent film maker as well as the
Hollywood studio. Today, it is regu¬
larly used at 20th Century-Fox studio,
where frequent improvements in the
technique and the equipment have kept
it abreast of modern cinematographic
developments.
■

up.
Location kits contain about twenty
different transparencies, including ex¬
amples of front-lighted, side-lighted,
and back-lighted clouds. In some the
composition is arranged so that build¬
ings, trees, etc., may extend over the
horizon on one or both sides. As the
plates may be reversed left to right to
suit the composition or lighting condi¬
tions, the number of plates required is
thereby reduced. From time to time
new transparencies are made, and be¬
fore being put into production their
densities are tested photographically.
Those that meet approval are put into
the location kits. Needless to say this
system has the hearty approval of the
cameramen. No longer do they dread
having to photograph exterior scenes
on cloudless days. The directors like¬
wise, realizing the importance of pic¬
torial beauty in the productions, have
been most cooperative in arranging ac¬
tion within the limits of the method.
This system is not intended to re¬
place real clouds. It does, however,
offer a fine substitute when nature has
not been generous. Even when there
are real clouds in the sky, the scenes
may have to be photographed at an¬
gles that do not include the clouds.
Edited together, scenes with and with¬
out clouds are inconsistent. This meth¬
od fills in the gaps. Dramatic moods
may be created by choosing suitable
cloud formations regardless of the ac¬
tual sky conditions at the time. Hazy
skies, which are so different to control
with color-correcting filters, make no
difference to the transparency, which
requires only a printing light whether
it be hazy or otherwise. By using suit¬
ably toned or dye-toned transparencies
the method may be applied to colorphotography.
Rear-projection plates may be made
at any time after or before the regular
production long-shots have been made.

TRAVELING MATTE PROCESS
Continued from Page 613

monochromatic lighting of the backing
be used, color separation negatives
may be obtained, of which two re¬
semble Fig. 4 and one resembles Fig.
10. A print of Fig. 10 gives Fig. 9.
The fundamental objection to both
the above methods is, however, that
although Fig. 6 is geometrically iden¬
tical to Fig. 4 it is not necessarily the
same in image content.
Fig. 11 portrays a man standing
in front of a window, through which
is seen a landscape and in which is
seen a reflection of the man. Fig. 11
comprises the separate components Fig.
12 and Fig. 13. The reflected image
in Fig. 12 has no opacity and must
therefore be superimposed without mat¬
ting on the landscape of Fig. 13. The
matte required for Fig. 12 is there¬
fore shown as Fig. 14, for which the
appropriate negative is Fig. 15. Fig.
15 can only be derived from the prop¬
erty of opacity in the foreground scene
of Fig. 12; that is, a photograph must
be made of an illuminated backing in
front of which is placed the unillumi¬
nated foreground. Similar considera¬
tions apply to the production of mattes
of transparent objects, tracery, smoke,
rain, etc., all of which may require
double-exposure in the printing of the
composite scene.
The production of a composite scene
requires therefore the following initial
steps: (i) a straight photograph of the
background; (ii) a photograph of the
foreground in front of an unillumi¬
nated backing; (iii) a photograph of
an illuminated backing in front of
which is placed the unilluminated fore¬
ground.
The process which will now be de¬
scribed is suited to the creation of all
those types of scenes which can be
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separated into foreground and back¬
ground components, with one excep¬
tion—namely, scenes in which some
feature of the background is reflected
in a part of the foreground, such as
a view through the windshield of a
car, in which the sky is seen reflected
in the top of the car’s hood. Here, we
have no clear division of the scene
into dissociated components. The re¬
flection in the hood of the car must
be derived directly from the back¬
ground, and such a scene might be
better produced by some alternative

SORRY

. . .

we had to turn away so many customers,
but we can’t build them as fast as we can sell them.
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process such as back projection. In
practice, however, this scene could
readily he “cheated” by making the
surface of the hood mat and so elimi¬
nating the unwanted reflection.
It is now required to produce the
three component images detailed above.
The first of these, a straight photo¬
graph of the background, presents very
few special problems. Such considera¬

the

In about 30 days we will
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for developing machines.
Rent-to-own
able.

terms
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stage.
The second and third component
images are in effect different aspects
of the foreground and as such must
be produced simultaneously. There are
processes which produce these two
images alternately, in association with
intermittent
lighting
arrangements.
Such a technique inevitably results in
time-parallax between the two series
of images and prevents their satisfac¬
tory superimposition, leaving in gen¬
eral a “line” around any moving fore¬
ground objects.
The successful outcome of shooting
scenes by this process depends on the
amount of prior thought which has
been put into their conception. The
planning of a composite scene requires
not only some knowledge of the me¬
chanics of the process, but more espe¬
cially the ability to think in terms of
composition and perspective. This fa¬
culty being the prerequisite of the art

METAL MASTERS
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MOVIOLA
The Best in Camera Mobility

director, he is the most suitable mem¬
ber of a production unit to plan the
scenes in detail. He is governed in this
operation by the producer and director,
and assisted by the traveling matte
technician, whose responsibility it is
to supervise all aspects of the photog¬
raphy of traveling matte foregrounds.
Attention must be paid to the correla¬
tion of perspective between the differ¬
ent components of a composite scene.
This is best attended to on the drawing
board and not left to be worked out

MOVIOLA MANUFACTURING CO.
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Shooting the foregrounds proceeds
at much the same pace as shooting
straight scenes, a rate of eight set-ups
per day having frequently been at¬
tained. The exposed negative is sent
to the laboratory for development, and
foreground rushes are seen the follow¬
ing day. Both negatives are retained
at the laboratory.
Shooting of backgrounds may pro¬
ceed independently and is governed by
the rules which apply to the shooting of
process material in general. It is de¬
sirable to expose a full frame, as this
allows the background scene to be
reversed (left to right) without inter¬
ference from the sound track area.
Backgrounds are in general preferably
shot before the foregrounds.
During
shooting, records of their set-ups are
made on specially-designed forms,
which are then of direct assistance to
the art director in planning the fore¬
ground sets.
When both foregrounds and back¬
grounds have been shot, it is then pos¬
sible for instructions to be given to
the laboratory for producing the com¬
posites. These new negatives are given
new slate numbers and take their place
among the rest of the material shot
for the production. The proportion of
a feature film which is made by this
process is frequently anything up to
10 percent of the total running time
of the film.
The process is now well established
in the United Kingdom as a practical
aid to film production. Some use of it
has also been made by overseas pro¬
ducers, and it seems probable that its
applications will continue to expand.
Traveling matte is frequently com¬
pared with back projection. To a cer¬
tain extent, both processes have simi¬
larities, but they have at least as many
differences. To compare them in detail
would be a lengthy task, but in general
it may be said that if the background
of a scene is as important as the fore¬
ground from the story-telling aspect,
then traveling matte is preferable. If,
however, the background is subser¬
vient to the foreground action, or if
direct connection between foreground
and background is required (as in the
example of the reflection in the hood
of a car), then back projection is pref¬
erable. On the average, it may he said
that of three different process shots,
one is best done by traveling matte, one
by back projection, and the third could
be done equally well by either process.
The general effect of using the tra¬
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veling matte process is to create a
scene in which the background has
production value. It is thus very suit¬
able for scenes depicting ships at sea,
aeroplanes in the sky or vehicles on
land. Its application to the technique
of deep-focus photography is obvious,
since it enables scenes to be created of
apparently very large depth of field
(Fig. A). In trick work, it enables live
artists to be portrayed in conjunction
with models, the models being magni¬
fied to any desired scale. Apparently
dangerous situations can be portrayed
(Fig. B), such as an artist suspended
over a busy street. It enables scenes to
be created which have no counterpart
in real life, such as the same person
appearing twice or several times in a
given scene (Fig. C) ; it can, in fact,
be readily used to enable an artist to
pass both before and behind himself in
the same scene — for example, if he
were supposed to be boxing or fencing
with himself.
It would be difficult to list all the
possible applications of this process,
both

serious

and

comic,

which are

often revealed only when a script writer

is preparing a script. A knowledge of
what is possible should, however, en¬
able many stories to be scripted, which,
for lack of suitable production facili¬
ties, might otherwise never reach the
screen.
The process described above is cur¬
rently in use at Pinewood Studios,
England. During the years 1950 to
1956, it was used in some 87 feature
films made both in Gt. Britain and
Europe. Many of these films incor¬
porated over 1,000 ft, of composite
negative produced in this manner. The
process is available for use by any
film producer on application to the
Rank organization, London, England.
REFERENCES
(1) Howard, T. W. /. Brit. Kinematogr. Soc.,
5, No. 3, 77, 1942.
(2) Levenson, G. I. P. and Wells, N. Brit.
Kinematogr., 19, No. 5, 139, 1951.

THE FOREGOING is the first of two articles
by Mr. Hoult dealing with the Traveling
Matte process. It first appeared in Science
and Applications, journal of the Royal
Photographic Society of Great Britain, in
1953. The second article. Traveling Mattes
In Color, written exclusively for American
Cinematographer, will appear here next
month.—Ed.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
Continued from Page 598

REVUE STUDIOS

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

Mack Stengler, ASC, “Leave it to Beaver”*
(Gomalco Prods.) with Barbara Billingsley
and Hugh Beaumont. Norman Tokar, di¬
rector.

James Wong Howe, ASC, “The Story on
Page One” (C’Scope; Co. of Artists Prod.)
with Rita Hayworth and Anthony Franciosa.
Clifford Odets, director.

Clifford Stine, ASC, “Hell Bent for Leath¬
er” (C’Scope & Color) with Audie Murphy
and Felicia Farr. George Sherman, director.

Sam Leavitt, ASC, “Seven Thieves” (C’¬
Scope & Color) with Edward G. Robinson
and Rod Steiger. Henry Hathaway, director.

Ellis Thackery, ASC, John Russell, ASC,
Emil Harris, “Shotgun Slade”* (Revue
Prods.).

Leo Tover, ASC, “A Journey to the Center
of the Earth” (Ci’Scope & Color) with Pat
Boone and James Mason. Henry Levin,
director.
Maury Gertsman, ASC, ‘Adventures in
Paradise”*
with
Gardner
McKay and
Weaver Levy.

Ray Rennahan, ASC, Lionel Lindon, ASC,
John Russell, ASC, “Laramie”* (Revue
Prods.).
Ray Cory,
Prods.).

ASC,

“Riverboat”*

(Revue

William Sickner, ASC, “Bachelor Father”*
(Bachelor Prods.) with John Forsythe.
Benj. Kline, ASC, “Wagon Train”* (Revue
Prods.) with Ward Bond.
Lionel Lindon, ASC, Benj. Kline, ASC,
John Warren, ASC, Arch Dalzell, “Mark¬
ham”* (Revue Prods.) with Ray Milland.
Ellis Thackery, ASC, Lionel Lindon,
ASC, Ray Cory, ASC, William Sickner,
ASC, “Staccato”* (Revue Prods.).
William Sickner, ASC, John Russell,
ASC, “The Deputy!* (Revue Prods.).
Richard Rawlings, Ellis Thackery, ASC,
“M Squad”* (Latimer Prods.) with Lee
Marvin.
Ray Cory, ASC, Ray Rennahan, ASC,
“Mickey Spillane’s Mike Hammer”* (Re¬
vue Prods.).
Ellis Thackery, ASC, “General Electric
Theatre”* (Revue Prods.).

Leon Shamroy, ASC, “Beloved Infidel”
(Co. of Artists Prod.) with Gregory Peck
and Deborah Kerr. Henry King, director.
Charles Clarke, ASC, “Hound Dog Man”
(Co. of Artists Prod.) with Stuart Whitman
and Carol Lynley. Don Siegel, director.
Floyd Crosby, ASC, “The Last Rookie”
(C’Scope; Ai”I) with Tommy Noonan and
Pete Marshall. George O’Hanlon, director.
William Daniels, ASC, “Can-Can” (ToddAO; Jack Cummings Prod.) with Frank
Sinatra and Shirley MacLaine. Walter Lang,
director.
Jorge Stahl, Jr., “The Girl in the Red
Bikini” (Edw. L. Alperson Prod."; C’Sccpe;
shooting in Majorca) with Mark Stevens
and Joanne Dru. Byron Haskins, director.
Joe MacDonald, ASC, “Five Fingers”* with
David Hedisen and Luciana Paluzzi.
WARNER BROS.

James Drought, Commercials*
Continued on page 638
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line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial
Office, American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Hollywood 28, Calif. Forms close 1st of month preceding date of issue.
No discount on Classified Advertising.

RATES: Ads set in lightface type, 10c per word, minimum ad,
$1.00. Text set in lightface capital letters (except 1st word and
advertiser’s name) 15c per word. Modified display format (text
set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case) 90c per

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
CAMERAS 35mm
B&H 2709 with rackover, Mitchell viewfmcJer; mattebox^ 4^fast
2^^000' magazines;
$375000
wild motor; syncmotor; heavy tripod; baby tripod; 24 filters. $7,000.00 value .
MITCHELL NC HEAD, stripped, needs considerable repairs ..t^nnn'm"'!-nTnr''''riocc''cut
ARRIFLEX II, 3 excellent lenses, 2-400' magazines, mattebox. Deluxe case. $2800.00 value
close out

995 00

CAMERAS 16mm
AURICON PRO-200 Single System Sound, complete from ....
..
AURICON PRO 600 v.rith 3 lens turret; Parallax finder; zoom door; critical focusser; telefinder opt
Modulite VA sound; 2-600' magazines; tripod; cases; 16/25/75mm lens; matched objectives.

Box

value

2995.00

...

MOTORIZED 4 wheel DOLLY, similar to Houston or Raby. Has hihaf; revolving head; 7'
.
qq
height- seats for cameraman and assistant; brackets to carry 6 lights. Cost $4000.00 to build ....$ VVP.uu
NEW VISCOMATIC 3 SPEED FLUID TRIPOD heads, for most 16mm cameras ...
...-.
v/-ou

$201.00
H.F.

value

baby

tnpo

.
.

........

Heavy Duty Commercial Type Car Top

removable

hihat

ladder.

$220

value

Platforms,

holds 800

lbs.

Includes 4x5

non-skid top,

’
99.50
i(S9.5
,4950

.

....$ 395.00
MITCHELL 35mm SS Camera movements, likenu
....V.
1795 00
B&H 35mm Animation Cameras; 400' magazine; dissolve. $3500.00 value . 225o!o0
Same with thru-lens-focusing .-.
47^ qq
B&H PILOT PIN Movements 35mm. $1500.00 value .....
995'nn
HOT PRESS with 4" typeholder; 3 way switch. $400.00 value, likenu .
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT

NORTHLITE

INDIRECT

extend

4'

REFLECTORS,

to

8', ample

latest

legspread.

type—2000

watt

Gov't

paid

$50.00.

New

condition

....$

9.95

..

129.50

5000 watt ...
.
MR SINGLE BROADS on stands .
MR DOUBLE BROADS on stands .;...
BARDWELL-McALISTER 750W Baby Kegs with stands .
B&M or MR 2000W Spots on stands. Excellent .....
5KW KLIEGL and MR SENIOR spots on stands, excellent .

59 50
39 50
57’50
9995
179’50

RECORDING & PLAYBACK
REEVES 16mm MAGICORDER, transportable, mixer, amplifier complete. $4800 list .—-.$1095.00
MAURER 16mm RECORDING OUTFITS—mixer,- noise reduction; amplification; vol age regulator;
^05 qO
power supply; 400' magazine. Late Model E negative/positive, $10,500.00 value .Early Model D negative only ...-.—...
9495 00
Westrex 35mm Optical Recorders, outright purchase, fair coridition .-.. 999500
RCA Photophone 35mm Optical Recording Heads,- 1000 magazine; less motor. No license required .... 2995.00
MR

MIKE

BOOM

and

3

wheel

tricycle type

Perambulator .-.

CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT
CHINA MARKING CRAYONS, brown, V, price. Per doz.. .
..-.-----..^noVoo
MOVIOLA SOUND PREVIEW 35mm UDPVCS, 8"xl0" large picture. $2250.00 value. Half price
n 25.00
ACMIOLA PREVIEW machines, d'xS’A" picture, motor driven feed and takeups, 35mm. $1500.00
LABORATORY
NEUVATOR 16mm CLEANING MACHINES, CL-16, Surplus.
Originally $395 00 % price.._..$ 192.50
HOUSTON K-3 Reversal Processor; includes refrigeration temperature control; recirculation; airpump;
stainless steel construction. $6000.00 value, good condition .-.-.-.
HOUSTON 35mm Model 2 Processors, neg/pos. w/refrigeration; recircul^ation; air pump,199500
temperature control; speeds to 1200' per hour. Gov't paid $10,000. Reconditioned . 1VV6.UU
HOUSTON
HOUSTON
FILMLINE

16/35mm Model 2, like preceding .. ......
16/35mm COLOR PROCESSOR, 40' per minute. Magnificent stainless steel beauty—
qq
Bridgamatic Jr.

16mm

neg/pos.

processor;

TRADES TAKEN

variable speed

transmision;

reconditioned.

PL 7-0440

Fla.

BRAND
new
35mm Arrifex,
Model
11-A,
180
shutter with the new
heavy-duty
motor.
Will
sacrifice!
For full information, write or phone:
TIL
GABBANI,
2452-A Corinth
Ave.,
W.
Los
Angeles 64, Calif. Phone: GR 7-5312.

21,

N.Y.

Test Films: 35mm x 100' SMPTE travel ghost test,
$7.50- 35mm x 200' MPRC standard flutter test,
$12.50; 35mm x 500' MPRC frequency, acoustical,
response; amplifier and speaker response, phasing,
etc. $22.50; 16mm x 100' SMPTE 7000 cycle test,
$7 5016mm x 100' B&H projector steadiness
test, $7.50. MASTER FILM, 207 Third St., Eliza¬
beth,

ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS

SURPLUS Spotlite STANDS,

Tampa,

16mm MAGNETIC film recorder, U.S. and Foreign
power. D. DEVLIN, 747 Madison Ave., New York

CAMERA ACCESSORIES

HOUSTON FEARLESS CRAB DOLLY, Cinemobile reconditioned. $4800.00
NEW VERSA-DOLLY combination outfit—doily or triangle with clamps

1457,

,

MAUR°E°R°Lde^05 Came7a7Tlen7'tuVret,^^^^
“^/Ere^c^t Jmage Viewfindej^, J-400' magazine,
1^95 00
sunshade & mattebox, syncmotor, carrying case. $5600.00 value.^ Excellent from . 1995 00
MAURER Modified 05, syncmotor; 400' magazine; 4 lens turret. Close out ....
B&H FILMO SPECIALIST, w/rackover; 400' magazine; syncmotor; 2 viewfinders; less lenses.
^
795.00
$1800.00

B&H
35MM
motion
picture
camera.
Model
170
(A6A) with 3 lens turret, motor and offset drive,
cables, filter set and filter holders. Lens: T4.9-10"
General Scientific in focusing mount. Less maga¬
zine and finder. Appears unused, has been in
storage, needs cleaning and servicing. In case,
as
is
(original
cost around
$5,000)
$270.00.
Cash with order please. JACK WALTON,
P.O,

995 00

Coble: SOSOUND

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Phone HO 7-2124

N.J.

FOR SALE—Bargain—Model 2 Cine Kodak Special,
4 lens turret,
lenses.
Par magnifying focusser,
automatic
dissolve.
GINO
PELLEGRINI,
1545
Lombard St., San Francico, California.
LENSES;
General Scientific Miltar T 4.9-10", for
B&H Eyemo and A6A cameras. New condition but
front elements need
attention.
As is,
$62.50.
Cash with order please. JACK WALTON, P.O.
Box 1457. Tampa, Fla.
CAMERA
motors
for
B&H
Eyemo,
6
Volt
DC.
(Bodine) with cables and switch. Used, $24.50,
new,
$35.00.
Dealers discount in
lots of 12.
Cash with order please. JACK WALTON,
P.O.
Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.
COMPLETE 16mm Arriflex outfit, zoom lens, filters,
tripod. Used once. Priced right. M. E. SCOTT,
757 Covington Dr., Detroit 3, Mich.
16MM HOUSTON-K-IA . . . developing machines.
For reversal or positive film. Complete with re¬
frigerator units, temp controls, condensors, etc.
BRAND-NEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS
STEEL model A-llB. Neumade film washer, 35mm
EYEMO cameras, spider turrets, l.grge selection gt
Eyemo lenses, 35mm x 1000 film. AIR PHOTO
SUPPLY, Dept. C-1, 555 East Tremont Ave., New
York 57, New York.
PROCESS PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
PRECISION REGISTRATION — USED MITCHELL OR
CUSTOM BLIMPED TYPE ON
PORTABLE CASTER
BASES. COMPLETE WITH SCREENS, INTERLOCKED
DISTRIBUTORS
CABLES,
INTERCOMS,
LENSES,
ETC. FULL INFORMATION. PHOTOS AND PRICES
ON REQUEST. EOX 1340, AMERICAN CINEMA¬
TOGRAPHER.
MAGNASYNC 602-C recorder, $850.00, B&H Model
285 projector with synchronous motor, $450.00,
Concerton 1401
recorder, $140.00, records—Pax¬
ton, F.D.H. & Chappell, Hickcock tube checker,
misc. equipment, turntables, converter, etc. DON¬
ALD E.
DUNN,
26246
Fairview Ave., Lomita,
Calif. Tel. Dav. 6-4925—call after 6 P.M.
FILM PROCESSING MACHINERY

HOUSTON—Fearless Cinemobile Crab-Dolly,
Original
Cost $3850—Special
.$2195.00
MAURER—Follow Focus for 16mm Maurer
Camera—As New
.$ 995.00
BAUSCH and Lomb 16mm Lens geared for
follow focus:
17.5mm F 2.3 Baltar.
Cost $499.50—
Special
.^ 225.00
25mm F 2.3 Baltar
Cost $528.50—
Special
.$ 225.00
50mm F 2.3 Baltar.
Cost $529.00—Special
.$ 225.00
COLLAPSIBLE
3-Wheel
Dolly,
aluminum
tubular
construction
.$
90.00 •
TRIPOD Head — Camera Equipment T.V.
Model 35—Special .$ 245.00
MAURER 16mm Film Phonograph and power
supply Model 40—As New .$1595.00
FILM
4815

Cabot

ASSOCIATES

OF

Avenue

OCTOBER

•

MICHIGAN,
Detroit

1959

10,

INC.
Michigan

16mm Cine Spec.
Model
I,
1" f/1.9 lens and
accessories $375.00.
16mm Cine Spec.
Model
I
Camera, Par 4-lens turret. Par eye-level foe., Yolo
fader 200' film mag., case $850.00. 200' film mag.
for Cine Special $295.00. 16mm Bolex Titler, acces.,
6-ft. extension tubes for mounting on animation
comoound table, complete, table inch, like new
$225.00. 2.8" t/2.5 Cooke TTH lens $75.00.
4
f/2.7 Elgeet Tel. lens $50.00.
TSI Suitcase Con¬
tinuous 16mm sound proj. (new) .S295.00. Par sync,
motor & zippered barney for Cine Spec.,
(new)
$150.00.
B & H 202 BR-1 16mm mag. sound prej.,
15" bass reflex speaker and sync, motor $o25.00.
All equipment guaranteed and offered on 7-dav in¬
spection and money-refund trial period. No CCD's.
Send check or money order. Trades accepted.
We
buy used

equipment.

WEBSTER VISUAL SALES COMPANY, 539 Vine Street,
Chattanooga, Tennessee.

Rebuilt
trade-ins,
demonstrators,
etc.
Black-andwhite and color. All makes. Low prices. Send for
lists. FILMLINE CORPORATION, Erna Street, Mil¬
ford, Conn.
AURICON
600'—1200'
conversion.
Sr
No.
1010
model CM-75TVT, Tr. S. Complete with amplifier
600' and 1200' magazines, built in finder system
and
critical
focuser,
Auricon
tripod.
Excellent.
P.O. Box 2384, Sarasota, Florida.
REVERSAL COLOR PROCESSOR
Large rebuilt reversal color processor, Fonda drive.
Cheap. METAL MASTERS, 5599 University Ave.,
San

Diego 5,

Calif.

CINE Special Series 1. Perfect. 1" lens. $400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

Continued on Next Page
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Classified Ads
Continued From Preceding Poge

WANTED
YE OLDE TRADING POST
DOING BUSINESS 35 YEARS
BUYS — SWAPS — SELLS YOUR
Cameras,
Dollies,
Lenses,
Lights,
Moviolas,
Printers,
Recorders,
Laboratory Equipment.

POSITION AVAILABLE

SERVICES AVAILABLE

WANTED cameraman. Prefer man with considerable
experience on
Mitchell
cameras.
Midwest pro¬
ducer with fine reputation and financial standing
wants
man
with
ability
and
experience
in
lighting sets and operating camera on all kinds
of interior and exterior photographic assignments.
Very
little
travel
involved
in
job.
Excellent
starting salary and opportunity. Write giving full
details of past and present employment, equip¬
ment
used,
positions
held,
etc.
Box
1357,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

FILM ASSIGNMENTS New York, Boston area. Scenic,
stock shots, industrial, featurettes creatively filmed
to your specifiications. ACORN FILMS, 168 W.
46th St., N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.

MEXICO CITY 16mm cameraman for special assign¬
ments. No sound or studio facilities required. V/rite
experience.
Box 1358, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRA¬
PHER.

CONSIGNMENTS TAKEN
SET YOUR OWN PRICESHIP IT IN
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
WIRE US—WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Coble: SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Bronch—6331 Hollywodo Blvd.
Hollywood, Colif., Phone HO 7-2124

ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS

16MM MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION

16mm Black & White and Anscochrome—Processing—
Printing — Recording — Editing — Production —
Rental — Sales. All types of film in stock.
Write for Price List

Film

Editing—Sound Recording—
Sync-Sound Effects—
Industrial—Advertising
Educational—T ravel
Sound Stage Available

you need.

THE CAMERA MART, INC.

WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colorado. AMherst 6-3061

HARRY MERRICK STUDIO

PLaza 7-6977.. New York 23,

N.Y.

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL—BELL & HOWELL STANDARD AND
EYEMO—ARRI FLEX—MAURER—ALSO
LABORATORY AND EDITING EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO. INC.,
315 West 43rd St.
NEW YORK 36, N.Y.
CABLE—Cl N EQUIP

TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT

FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

1901

West

Anaheim St.,
Long
Beach
HEmlock 6-3291.

13,

Calif.

DUTCH FILM PRODUCER offers all possible help in
Europe.
No
language
troubles.
International
trained technicians available. We solve all YOUR
problems.
Write or wire:
WALTER
DE
VRIES,
Lepelstratt 20-C AMSTERDAM, Holland. Telephone
57807.
FILM EDITOR with 6 years experience in commercial
film production
and
laboratory,
seeks position
with established producer offering secure future.
Willing to relocate anywhere. Complete resume,
credits, and references sent on request. Write to
Box 1355, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

Eyemo

ANIMATION produced in Japan from your story¬
boards.
Low Japanese rates. Send us a trial
order.
INTERLINGUAL
INTERNATIONAL
INC.,
Harada
Bldg.,
2-1
Hirakawacho,
Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo, Japan.

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 West 48th St.
New York, N.Y,

CENTRAL AFRICAN coverage. GEOFFREY MANGIN,
Telefilms, Box 8252, Salisbury, Rhodesia.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS

Harold

Continued on Next Page
— Akeley — B & H — Wall —
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment

Mitchell

Stine, ASC, Edwin DuPar, ASC,
“77 Sunset Strip”* with Efrem Zimbalist,

Jr.

Continued from Page 636

ASC, “Tall Story”
(Mansfield Prods.) with Anthony Perkins
and Jane Fonda. Joshua Logan, director.
Ellsworth

WARNER BROS.
Arthur Arling,

ASC,

Commercials*

Glennon,

ASC, “Ice Palace” (Shoot¬
ing in Alaska) with Richard Burton and
Robert Ryan. Vincent Sherman, director.
Joseph

Biroc,

Edward
Colman, ASC, “—30—”
(Mark
VII) with Jack Webb and Wiliam Conrad.
Jack Webb, director.

ASC,

Jack

Mackenzie,

ASC,

Roger Shearman,

Ray

Fernstrom,

Wesley

“The Alaskan.”*

ASC, “Cheyenne”*

with

ASC,

Anderson,

Rex

Wimpy,

Roger

ASC,

Shearman,

Edwin
DuPar,
ASC, Jack MacKenzie,
ASC, Ralph Wooley, ASC, Ray Fernstrom,
ASC, “Hawaiian Eye.”*

ASC, Jack MacKenzie, ASC,
Rex Wimpy, ASC, Ray Fernstrom, ASC,
“Bourbon Street Beat”* with Andrea Dug¬
gan and Richard Long.
Carl Berger,

ASC, R.ay Fern¬
strom, ASC, Carl Berger, ASC, “Lawman”*
with John Russell.
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Ralph
Carl

Marley,

ASC, Rex Wimpy, ASC,
ASC, “Bronco”* with Ty

Woolsey,
Berger,

16MM MAGNETIC SOUND STRIPING
Originals—Prints—Raw. Full, half or edge tracks,
.025 per foot, including balance stripe if specified.
24 hour service.
P-J FILM PRODUCTIONS,
Box 2655
Colorado Springs, Colorado

To Classified Advertisers
Copy deadline for classified advertising is the
1st of month preceding publication date. Mail
copy and remittance to cover cost to

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
1782 No. Orange Dr., Hollywood 28, Calif.

To summarize this system, as used
for reproduction of picture and sound:
the tape recorder feeds the sync con¬
trol impulse to the sync amplifier. The
amplified signal controls the sync mo¬
tor that monitors the speed of the pro¬
jector so that it operates in sync with
the recorder,

thus insuring absolute

synchronism

between

picture

and
■

sound.

Hardin.
Thomas

Tutwiler,

ASC,

Commercials*

FILM TREATMENT TIP

ASC, Commercials*

Marley,
ASC,
Commercials,*
“Rachel Cade” with Peter Finch and Angie
Dickinson. Gordon Douglas, director.
Peverell

Hal Mohr,

Stine,

Peverell

ASC, Jack MacKenzie, ASC,
“Sugarfoot”* with Will Hutchins.
Carl Berger,

SOUND
RECORDING at a
reasonable cost.
High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERV¬
ICE, INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3,
Ohio. Phone ENdicott 1-2707.

Woolsey,

“Maverick”* with Jack Kelly.

J.

ASC, Warren Lynch, Wes¬
ley Anderson,
“Colt 45”* with Wayde
Preston.

Walter Castle,
Ralph

Clint Walker.
Harold

Fredricks,

Carl Guthrie,

“Captain Buffalo” -with
Jeffrey Hunter and Constance Towers. John
Ford, director.
Bert

LABORATORY & SOUND

SERVICES AVAILABLE

your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new
equipment. Let us know what you have and what

Broadway..

16mm PRODUCER open to shoot stock or contract
footage, complete productions in Ohio, Kentucky or
West Virginia. Have equipment, will travel.
DON
FLESHER PRODUCTIONS, Box 6, Ripley, W. Va.

EXPERIENCED
director-writer-editor
for
growing
Southeastern film production firm.
Send resume and
details to CONTINENTAL FILM PRODUCTIONS, 539
Vine Street, Chattanooga, Tenn.

WHY SACRIFICE

1845

AUSTRALIAN coverage 16mm only. Filmed to vour
specifications. Pref. "Wild Life Study in the West."
RICHMOND J. NOBLE, 7 Inglethorpe Ave., Kensing¬
ton, Sydney, Australia.

ASC, Commercials*

Arthur Feindel,

H. F.

ASC, Commercials*

Koenekamp,

Motion picture films having the Min¬
nesota Mining •& Mfg. Company’s lam¬
inated “Scotch Track” magnetic sound
stripe require special care in cleaning.

ASC, Commercials*

Such films, according to a bulletin
issued by The Calvin Company, Kansas

SIMPLIFYING SYNC
Continued from Page 621

City, Mo., should be cleaned only with
a

Freon-type

cleaning

fluid.

Other

liquid film cleaners have been known
and is coupled directly to the magnetic
phono preamplifier in the amplifier.
The bass control is set at minimum to
reduce random hum pickup.

to loosen the adhesive bond between
the stripe and the film. The bulletin
also advises against winding laminatedstripe film on cores.

AMERICAN CINEyAATOGRAPHER

EASTMAN
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE

FILMS

W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
6677
SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
Hollywood 4-6131

For ANY or ALL Producer Services
• • •

it's

byron

across the board!

MUSIC LIBRARY

REVERSAL
PROCESSING

For information and
quotations on ANY or ALL
of these Producer Services,
write, phone or ivire ...

SOUND
EFFECTS

COLOR-CORRECT
PRINTS

NEGATIVE-POSITIVE
COLOR PROCESSING

*,ii
laboratory
1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C.
FEderal 3-4000
1226 East Colonial Drive, Orlando, Florida
CHerry 1 -4161
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SERVING AU FIELDS
OF MOTION PICTURE
PRODUCTION

The Magazine of Motion Picture Photography

LEONARD CLAIRMON f

EASTMAN
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE

FILMS

W. J. GERMAN, Inc
6677
SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
Hollywood 4-6131

You’d know it blindfolded — that

PRO
is the undisputed
performance champ
/f’s smoother^ more rugged, better
Simplified
geared camera
attaching knob

engineered, guaranteed leak-proof
and locks without “diving”

Two piece pan
handle with infinite

Positive tilt
lock

adjustment

Our engineers were not concerned with building
a “popular” model at a price. Their objective
to
design a Fluid Head that cameramen dream about.

Adjustable
tension on tilt

Ceco’s new Pro Junior Fluid Head is the
acknowledged master. Its n’ort/i is being proved every

Pan tension
and lock
lever

day — in studios and on location, in tropical
climates and in the frozen North.
You'll find yourself getting smoother pan and
tilt shots, with smooth-as-silk maneuverability when
you use the incomparable Ceco Fluid Head. Works
under any conditions with complete versatility.

If a Model T and a Caddy cost the same—is
there any doubt which you’d buy—in this case,
CECO’S PRO JUNIOR FLUID HEAD!
Your professional status entitles you to the best.
Come in. See it, try it and fudge for
yourself if we’ve overstated the facts. Can
you make it today?

*CECO—Trad emark of
Camera Eq uipmenl CO

ONLY CECO’S FLUID HEAD HAS THESE EXCLUSIVE FEATURES:

1.

Silicone Molecular fluid is in one
horizontal chamber.
disc

keeps

the

3.

Professional Junior Tri¬

without

equally

Hi-Hat or

the

use

of

6.

Guaranteed

regular)

shafts

have

special

rings.

The

leak-proof.
double
pan

has

All

end

"O”

an

extra

trap ring to prevent fluid, which

adapters.

distributed on the internal bear¬

2.

all

pods (Baby,

A rotating

fluid

Fits

which

Is

&

35mm, Bell & Howell Eyemo

and Filmo (with or without mag¬

and tilt operations.

azine and motor drives), Maurer

Pan and tilt tension control lev¬

Conversion, Cine-Kodak Special

ers

and the Bolex Cameras,

Powerful,

positive

locking

simplifies

con¬

attaching

to the head.

trol keeps the camera in a fixed

tie-down
of

knob

the hazard of the camera "div¬
ing” when unattended.

FRANK

C.

Two-place pan

16mm, Auricon

camera

No tools required.

position indefinitely, eliminating
5.

large

head

“O" ring, from leaking.

camera

the

fluid

might
Geared

escaped

opiy

ideal for use with Arriflex 16mm

ing surface during both panning
4.

have

The

handle with

in¬

7.

are

itty-bitty

substantial — not
screw

gimmicks

the
that

fail when you breathe on them.

finite angle adjustment.

Operating temperature range: 20° below zero to 120° F.
Forward tilt: 90°. Backward tilt: 50°. Total weight: 8 V4 Ibs.

ZUCKCR

Additional mechanical drag can be imposed on both

(Jflm€Rfl €ouipm€nT (6.,inc

pan <S tilt by convenient lever locks.
All shafts run on bronze bearings, and shoulder on hardened
steel washers, eliminating freeze-ups.

Dept. A 315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N.Y.

Cine-Voice and

•

JUdson 6-1420

WORLD’S MOST
FLEXIBLE
MOTION PICTURE
CAMERA

Mitchell camera shown with 1200' magazine.

No other motion picture camera is
today used for such a broad range of
exacting film making as is the
Mitchell. The versatile speed of the
camera, ranging from 1 to 128 frames
per second, plus 14 exclusive features
equip the Mitchell for an impres¬
sively broad range of cinematogra¬
phy. A single Mitchell can meet the
requirements for finest quality TV
commercials, feature productions,
public relations, sales and training
films, progress and report films, plus
critical research and development
data and record photography.
Mitchell cameras include: 35mm
and 16mm cameras; 70mm 2t4 x 2U:
high speed cameras; and 70mm,
65mm and standard aperture cam¬
eras.
For information, write on your
letterhead —please indicate which
model camera your request concerns.

GENERAL ELECTRIC uses Mitchell for
wide range of work, including slide
films.

BUD WILKINSON PRODUCTIONS shoots

KEARNEY & TRECKER films first fully
automated tape controlled combina¬
tion machine tool with the firm’s
Mitchell camera.

LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORP., uses

its award-winning TV Sports Series
with the Mitchell.

Mitchells continuously throughout
plant, here records jet flight.

^85% of All Professional Motion Pictures Shown Throughout the World Are Filmed with Mitchell Cameras
Corporation, 666 West Harvard Street, Glendale 4, California
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•Feature Articles

ARTHUR E. GAVIN
Editor

NEW, FAST REVERSAL COLOR FILM
New Eastman motion picture film offers commercial producers
high-speed material for color productions.
EDITORIAL ASSISTANT
SEVEN SCREENS FOR MOSCOW

Marion Hutchins

How America’s unique multiple-screen film presentation for the Moscow
Fair was conceived, produced and staged. By Herb A. Lightman.
CONTRIBUTING EDITORS

COLOR IN MOTION PICTURES AND TV—Part III

Derek Hill

New problems arise when color productions are filmed in the usual

Joseph Henry

way for exhibition on television. By Robert Allen Mitchell.

Clifford

672

Harrington

TRAVELING MATTES IN COLOR
Joseph

V.

Herb A.

Mascelli

676

The sodium lamp method employed in British studios utilizes

Lightman

panchromatic film for the matte negative. By Robert L. Hoult.
“NOHA’S ARK”—WALT DISNEY’S FIRST NON-CARTOON ANIMATED FILM

680

Industry’s foremost animation studio tries a new tack in animated

TECHNICAL EDITOR

entertainment films, tvith high success. By Arthur Rowan.
Emery

Huse

2-MIKE CONVENIENCE WITH A 1-MIKE AMPLIFIER

685

How the single-channel Cine-Voice amplifier was modified to handle
two microphones for newsreel work. By George J. Yarbrough.
EDITORIAL ADVISORY BOARD
MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS: THE AURICON PRO-600
Arthur Edeson,

A.S.C.

Robert deGrasse,
Burnett Guffey,
Vi/allace

A.S.C.

Kelley,

Arthur Miller,

A.S.C.

688

Description of salient features of a versatile, lightweight
single-system sound camera that is ideal for in-plant
industrial film production as well as newsreel filming.

A.S.C.

A.S.C.

INDUSTRIAL FILMS NEED PRODUCTION VALUE, TOO

690

How the same quality given feature films can enhance business
Ray Rennahan,
John

Seitz,

A.S.C.

and industrial films for greater audience appeal. By Darrin Scot.

A.S.C.

Lester Shorr, A.S.C.
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News briefs of industry activities and progress.
HOLLYWOOD BULLETIN BOARD
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ON THE COVER

WHAT’S NEW IN EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORIES, SERVICES

656

THE FAMOUS Mendenhall Glacier near Juneau,
Alaska, and the iceberg-dotted lake fed from it
forms background for love scene with Ray Danton
and Diane McBaine for Warner Brothers' “Ice
Palace," photographed by Joseph Biroc, A.S.C.,
in center foreground, holding meter. Others, from
left, are: Gil Kissell, assistant director,- George
Nogle, operative cameraman; Elmer Faubian, assis¬
tant cameraman; and Director Vincent Sherman.

Things that are new for makers of motion pictures.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS—By Marion Hutchins

662

Where and what TV and feature cameramen were
shooting last month.
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS—By Walter Strenge, A.S.C.

666

Readers’ questions ansivered by experts.
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IKINORTIK
LENSES

THE ONLY COMPLETE SERIES

INDUSTRY
NEWS

News briefs of
industry activities^
products and progress

f 20 lenses from 5.7mm extreme wide-angle
(US") up to 500mm super-telephoto \

OF PERFECTLY COLORMATCRES
AHO BICE SPEED
All lenses have T-stops (as well as f-stops)

Apertures from f/1.3, see below

AFOCBROMATS

Credit Lines for TV newsfilm camera¬
men have been instituted by KAKETV, Wichita, Kansas. On the sound
and sensible principle that outstanding
achievement deserves recognition, the
station has been carrying a visual
credit line on noteworthy newsfilm.
Credit slides are made up for all staff
cameramen’s names as well as for 85
of the station’s camera correspondents.
While film is on the air the credit line
is superimposed for a 5-second period,
reports National Press Photographer
magazine.
•

•

•

Church Film Market — The nation’s
over 300,000 churches offer a tremend¬

Exclusive 3-color correction,-criticoi sharp-:'
ness & highest contrast, even at full aperture.

FOR ANY ICnii, SSdib MOVIE
AND TV CAMERA

ous market for religious films, and
there are at present more than 60,000
churches regularly showing religious
films, according to Ben O’Dell, execu¬
tive of Cathedral Films, Hollywood.
Speaking before members of the
A.S.C. at their October meeting, O’Dell,

C, Cine-Special. Arrifiex, Cameraflex, Eyemo,
Mitchell barrelmounts, etc. ^

who is also an executive of the Cali¬
fornia Bank, which makes loans to mo¬

EACH BANDPICXED

tion picture producers, said that the
name and reputation of the camerman

AND lOOUDARANTEED ^

Each Kinoptik apochroiwat carries an un¬
conditional guarantee for finest mechanical
precision and highest optical performance.
5.7mm f/1.8*
12.5mm f/2.5*
18.5mm f/2
20mm f/1.9*
25mm f/2
28mm f/2
32mm f/2.8

32mm f/1.9
35mm f/2
40mmf/2.8
40mm f/2
50mm f/2.8
50mm f/2
50mm f/1.3

Collimator-Reflex
w/275mm and 485mm
lenses support
See your fran¬
chised KINOPTIC
dealer or write
for free illustra¬
ted brochure

TK-11.

75mm
100mm
150mm
210mm
300mra
500mm

f/2
f/2
f/2.5
f/2.8
f/3.5j
f/5.^

♦for 16mm only

g ikarl heitz

3

480 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK 17 • YUkon 6-4970
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TV For In-Plant Filmers—Two recent
Industry Film Producers Association
meetings in Southern California have
featured an examination of closed-cir¬
cuit TV in in-plant motion picture ac¬
tivities.
IFPA members were guests of Gen¬
eral Precision Faboratories in Pasa¬
dena where they were shown a variety
of industrial TV cameras and equip¬
ment.
A second meeting was held at the
Telefilm Studios in Hollywood where
there was further discussion on tele¬
vision and other uses for industrial
films, followed by a demonstration of
video-tape recording and playback at
station KTTV, Hollywood.
The IFPA has invited all in-plant
film departments with members in its
association to submit their best films
for the forthcoming
IFPA Awards.
e

Third

•

Annual

•

Resolving power has been found un¬
suitable as a criterion of quality for

engaged for a production has always
been a vital factor considered in pro¬
ducer’s loan applications — indicating

lenses

the importance one of the nation’s lead¬
ing banks places on the men who shoot

vention of the Society of Motion Pic¬

Hollywood’s feature films.

York last month.

•

Every lens is scrupulously bench tested on^
Kinoptik Collimator.

was associated with dentistry.

•

•

High Speed Cinematography played
a big part in the research and develop¬
ment of the high-speed dental drills
recently announced by the University
of Southern California. The new drills
not only do their work more quickly
and more efficiently but also more
quietly. The drill’s rotary action is so
rapid that many people cannot sense it.
The Beckman & Whitley Model 189
high-speed Framing Camera was util¬
ized by use’s Dr. Tanner to photo¬
graph the cutting action of dental burrs
in tests. The pictures obtained were
most enlightening and should result in
a better understanding of the cutting
process. Thus dental researchers can
design more efficient devices aimed to
ease the vibration and pain that once

and

photographic

emulsions,

Fred Perrin, of Eastman Kodak Com¬
pany, said at the 86th semiannual con¬
ture and Television Engineers in New
“Ever since the lens was invented
by the ancient Assyrians,” Perrin said,
“the quality of lenses and other optical
systems,

has

been

judged

by

their

ability to make distinguishable images
of extremely fine lines lying very close
together.
vented,

After photography was in¬
the

quality

of

photographic

films was determined in the same manner.
“Within recent years,” he continued,
“it has been found that this method
of estimating quality is not satisfac¬
tory and it might even be misleading.
On the other hand, it is sometimes
possible to see extremely fine lines with
a microscope although the entire pic¬
ture is unpleasantly fuzzy. On the other
hand, another picture might he sharp
Continued on Page 648
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VARIABLE
SHUTTER

Here's Important News for cinematog¬
raphers who need adjustable shutter
speeds for special applications — par¬
ticularly for Sports, Missile and Instru¬
mentation work.
The variable shutter of the new ARRIFLEX
35 IIBV can be closed down to 0 degrees!
This secondary shutter is located behind
the mirror reflex shutter; it is calibrated
in degrees and can be observed through
the taking lens opening when the lens is
removed. The segments of this shutter can
be adjusted in relation to the mirror re¬
flex shutter by depressing and turning the
knurled knob (see arrow) at the side of
the Arriflex camera body.
In all other respects, the ARRIFLEX 35
IIBV is identical with the ARRIFLEX 35 IIB
which will continue as the mainstay of
the line.

For Sale, Rent or Lease through your
Franchised Arriflex Dealer
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Continued from Page 646

and crisp although lines that are fairly
well separated may appear to merge to¬
gether indistinguishahly.”
According to Perrin, any picture can
be regarded as an assemblage of points
and edges; and even an edge can be
regarded as an assemblage of points of
different brightness. Points of different
brightness, he continued, are therefore
the building blocks of which any pic¬
ture is made. The image of a point is
always a disk or blob of light whose
shape and size depends upon the qual¬
ity of lens or film. This has been given
the name, “spread function,” by the

Smart Pros rent their Equipment
from CECO's* immense stocks . . .
Better than new?
Absolutely! Every item in CECO’s enormous stocks of
cameras, lenses, lighting, generators, sound recorders, etc., are checked out
for perfect performance before they’re released for rental. Smart producers
find this has distinct savings. If CECO doesn’t have it for rent—who has?
Cameras

Lighting

16mm & 35mm—Sound (Single or Double
System) —Silent —Hi-Speed

Arcs—I ncandescents—Spots—Floods—Dimmers
—Reflectors—All Lighting Accessories

Lenses

Generators

Wide angle—Zoom—Telephoto—Anamorphic

Portable—Truck Mounted

Sound Equipment

Editing Equipment

Magnetic—Optical

Moviolas—Viewers—Splicers—Rewinders

Grip Equipment

Projection Equipment

Parallels—Goboes—Other Grip accessories

16mm & 35mm—Sound & Silent—Slide—Continuous

Dollies

Television

Crab—Western—Portable—Panoram—Cranes

Closed Circuit TV

*CECO Trademark of Camera Equipment CO
FRANK C, ZUCKER

(Jflni€RH tc^uipmeni (o.jnc.
Dept.

A

315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

•
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CINEKAD

Universal Camera (lamp
This Clamp is a new idea of fastening securely
a movie or T.V. camera to restricted locations,
such as: trees, roofs, windows, walls, doorways,
ceiling beams, bridges, boats, wild-life shooting,
hide-outs, wind tunnels, airplanes, rockets, etc.
MODEL UC-16—will take a load up to 65 lbs.
MODEL UC-35—will
accommodate
all
35mm
mcvie and T.V. cameras and will take a load
up to 150 lbs. in any position.
Write for our free 28-page catalogue.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING CO.
763 Tenth Ave., New York 19, N.Y.

mathematicians, he said.
“If the spread function is uniform
over its’ area” he said, “but has sharp
edges, the picture is sharp but will not
reproduce fine lines well. If the spread
function has a very bright center sur¬
rounded by a hazy area, it will make
a picture in which fine lines can be
seen with the aid of a microscope, hut
which is blurred when viewed in the
ordinary way.”
Perrin explained that when a lens
and a film are to be combined, as in a
camera, it is difficult to predict the
quality of the picture from a knowl¬
edge of the spread function of the lens
and the film alone; and therefore, it is
customary to describe spread functions
in a different kind of language. “If
the quality of a phonograph is to be
determined,” he said, “a record having
a series of pure waves of increasing
frequency or pitch is played and the
loudness of the sound from the loud
speaker is measured at each pitch. The
same thing can be done for a lens or
a film except that the ‘record’ is a
photograhpic negative having a ‘wave’
of varying blackness and the quality is
measured by finding how elearly the
successively finer lines are reproduced.
Such a measurement can be made in
the laboratory or it can he computed if
the spread function is known.”
“This feature of lenses and films,”
Perrin said, “is known as sine-wave
response and is now used by labora¬
tories all over the world.” He explained
that the sine-wave response predicts a
curious effect in which a lens sometimes
shows a series of bright lines where
dark lines should be and dark lines
where bright lines should be. Its use¬
fulness in improving the quality of
pictures the author showed by a study
of a printer used for making motion
pictures. “Improvements in the sharpness of pictures resulting from such
investigations,” he said, “are responsihie for the widespread adoption of the
modern small cameras.”
■
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Did you catch the commercial showing
driverlesS'l^rdriving blithely dowl

A director of a well known producing
;

; company had this brainstorm. Terrific, but
how do you do it? Our boys worked it out for

CECO Stop Motion Motor for Maurer Camera
110 volt synchronous motor. Can be operated single
frame or continuous run on forward or reverse.
Exposure time: % second at 170° opening;
% second at 235° opening. Attaches directly to Models
05 and 150. Stop motion motors available
for most all other cameras.

him. Actually, CECO* experts and technicians
are called upon to solve many more complex
problems.

Think of CECO as headquarters for

CECO Professional
Junior Geared Head
Used for controlled pan
and tilt. Smooth action.
Ideal for Panoram shots
and tabletop photography.
Fits all Pro. Jr. tripod
bases. Crank
handles included.

thepSrfd’s finest professiOT^^hotographic
Mozell Dual Image
Viewfinder Attachment
Attaches to Mitchell or
CECO Erect Image
Viewfinder. Allows dual
viewing of image
scene by the cameraman
and a director or
account executive.

thii^of us also
lieh you're
i:^estllng with
a tough idea

iaTfhelp. Try us

*CECO—Trademark of Camera Equipment CO
FRANK C. ZUCKER

(£fliii€Rfl
Dept. 2

Equipmeni (o.,inc.

31S West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

JUdson 6-1420

CECO Double Zipper
Changing Bag
Lightproof; accommodates
1000' 35mm magazine
or 1200' 16mm magazine.
34" X 48" black sateen
outer bag. Rubber inner
bag has roomy sleeves
and light-tight wristlets.

CECO offers the world’s largest and most

CECO Triangles—Models B & C

comprehensive line of professional cameras,

Adjustable and collapsible. All
aluminum construction. Brass studs
for tripod points. Insures rigid
positioning of tripod legs.
Prevents slipping and damage to
floors. (Model C illustrated).
Model B without leg clamps.

accessories, lighting, editing, processing and
animation equipment including: MAURER
Products (Exclusive Distributor): Oxberry
Animation Equipment; Cooke Speed Panchro
Series II, Kinetal, Kinoptic, and Bausch & Lomb
Baltar Lenses. Other products we carry are:
Color Charts - Computers - Splicers - Exposure
meters - Projectors - Screens - Marking pencils
and pens - editors gloves - stop watches.

Cameras - 16mm and 35mm
Editing Equipment
Lighting Equipment

CECO Underwater Housing for
Eastman Kodak K-lOO 16mm Camera

Withstands water pressures at 75 ft.
(with accessory pressure valve,
down to 175 ft.) All camera controls
easily operated under water.
Viewing ports show film exposed,
iris setting, spring wind.
Constructed of 14" anodized dural
plates. Accommodates 10 mm
F 1.8 fixed focus Angenieux Lens.
.'5s- ./<

Generators - Truck mounted or Portable
Sound Equipment
Projection Equipment
Grip Equipment

CECO Blimp for 16mm Maurer Camera

First contour model blimp for 16mm Maurer.
Compact; permits easy accessability
to camera. Utilizes outside finder with
follow-focus cam system.

ARRIFLEX 35, Model n B

Mirror reflex camera with direct, through-the-lens
focusing and viewing, and three-lens turret.
Features stronger hand grip motor to pull new
400' color magazine. Portable, rugged, depend¬
able. The world’s standard among cameramen.

Ask about our Precision Repair
and Design Engineering Service!
SALTS
SERVICE
RENT'ALS

FRANK C. ZUCKER

a flni€Rfl€9uipm€nT(o.

Dept. 2

315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420

CECO Variable Speed
Motor for Maurer Camera

110 volt AC-DC operation. Equipped
with tachometer. Motor drives
camera at variable speeds from 8 to
48 FPS. Attaches easily to camera
by 2 screws. Available in 12 volt DC.

IMMEDIATE SERVICE!
Save Time! Save Money!

Rent ALL Your Production Equipment
From BEHREND'S
Chicago's Largest
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• EDITING
EQUIPMENT

WITH
OPTION
TO BUY!

PUNDj
QOIPMENT

• ANIMATION
EQUIPMENT

WRITE FOR CATALOG
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MASTERLITE

S'

BRAND NEW!
^'HOTTEST" LIGHT

NOW
ONLY

IN THE BUSINESS!
List Price

$36.75

FORMERLY
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TELEVISION

E. GRAND AVE.

•

$24.75

fiP.

EQUIPMENT

CHICAGO 11, ILL.

COMPANY

•

Michigan 2-2281
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HOLLYWOOD

ASC honors Arthur Edeson at
its October dinner-meeting, mark¬

BULLETIN BOARD
NEWS

AND

PICTURES

OF THE

ASC,

ITS

MEMBERS

AND

INDUSTRY

ing the fiftieth anniversary of
his debut as cinematographer.

PERSONALITIES

ASC PRESIDENT Walter Strenge, in behalf of the Society, presents
engraved memento—a goid currency clip—to Arthur Edelson.

HONORED BY THE ASC for his untiring devotion to welfare of the Society,
Arthur Edeson, one of the Society’s founders, cuts coke at dinner given in
his honor last month.

ADMIRING MEMENTO in hands of Arthur Edeson is Charles Rosher,
right, now retired and living in Jamaica, who is in Hollywood on
one of his annual visits.

Following the presentation to Edeson
of a gold memento—a currency clip
bearing a goldpiece marking his birth
year and engraved with the A.S.C. em¬
blem—Arthur Miller, Hal Mohr, Wal¬
ter Strenge, Ben O’Dell, and Virgil
Miller spoke briefly lauding Edeson’s
untiring devotion over the years to the
welfare of the Society and its members.
HAL MOHR and WALTER STRENGE examine fine
points of the latest Pathe-16 camera, which was on
display at the ASC's October membership meeting.

Arthur Edeson, one of the founders of
the A.S.C., was honored by members of
the Society last month at a dinner com¬
memorating the fiftieth anniversary of
his entering the motion picture busi¬
ness. Although he no longer is active as
a cameraman, Edeson still takes active
part in the affairs of the A.S.C. He is
a former President of the Society and
has served on the Board of Directors.

652

of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
for photographic achievement, and was
subsequently honored by the George
Eastman House with two awards for
outstanding photography of early-day
motion pictures.
He is a Cornerstone Member and
Fellow of the Photographic Society of
Continued on Page 654

Edeson, regarded one of the indus¬
try’s most distinguished cinematogra¬
phers, has twice been honored by the
George Eastman House for his earlyday photographic achievements, and
has several Academy Award Nomina¬
tions to his credit.
•

•

•

Charles Rosher, who retired from ac¬
tive cinematography several years ago
to live in Jamaica, revisited Hollywood
last month in company with Mrs.
Kosher. During his active career in
Hollywood, he won one of the two
initial “Oscars” given by the Academy

EXPLAINING to Ar hur Miller (left) and S. C. Chuck
operation of the Kenyon gyro stabilizer for hand¬
held
cameras
is
author-cameraman
Joseph
V.
Mascelli.
Chuck, a Formosan cameraman ond ASC
member, is a Hollywood visitor.
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gives you
all
three
When it comes to prints, you demand three
things—quality, speed, personalized service.
Motion Picture Laboratories has the master
craftsmen, the complete equipment, and the
know-how born of experience to give you prints
of matchless quality. It also gives overnight
service anywhere in the United States. And un¬
der the personal direction of Frank McGeary,
Motion Picture Laboratories assures you
personalized service at the level of top
management.
It is because Motion Picture Laboratories
gives the 16MM film producer the three most
important things he demands in prints that it
has increased its business every single month
for the past three years.
What we do for others we can do for you.
Send us your film by AIR. Send it today!

MOTION PICTURE LABORATORIES, INC.
781 S. Main Street • Memphis 6, Tennessee
Phone WHitehall 8-0456
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BULLETIN BOARD
Continued from Page 652

AT A LOW PRICE!

America, and attended the PSA’s re¬
cent annual convention in Louisville,
Kentucky. He took part in the Society’s
program and was subsequently honored
with a citation commemorating the
fiftieth anniversary of his entering mo¬
tion picture work, and was presented
with a key of the city of Louisville by
the mayor.
•

Without a doubt the greatest processor value ever offered! Simplified design and
volume assembly-line production make it possible to price the Labmaster far lower
than any machine of comparable high quality. In comparing cost, remember the
Labmaster price includes refrigeration system, air compressor, turbulation pumps
and film magazines. It is complete, ready to operate.
• All tanks, stainless steel.
• Neg-Pos., Reversal &
Microfilm models.
• Modular construction.
Reversal section easily
added to neg.-pos.
model at a later date.

Fully automatic, easy
operation.
Exclusive H-F clutch drive
eliminates film breakage.
Built-in refrigeration main¬
tains proper solution
temperatures.

(Neg.-Pos. Model) COMPLETE

•

•

John Boyle, ASC, veteran cinematog¬
rapher who had been in retirement
due to ill health,
passed away on Sep¬
tember
29th.
He
had been an officer
of the A.S.C. and
was active in its
management affairs.
Boyle’s career as
a cinematographer
began in 1913 in
his home town of New- Orleans, Louisi¬
ana, where he owned and operated a
newsreel known as the Item Animated
weekly in connection with the New Or¬
leans Item, a daily newspaper.
Moving to Hollywood in 1915, Boyle
became a Fox cameraman and it was
his filming of the chariot races for
“Queen of Sheba,” starring Betty
Blythe, which led to his assignment to
film MGM’s first production of “Ben
Hur.”
Boyle had traveled widely and had
filmed motion pictures in many foreign
countries. During the Korean War he
covered the South Pacific extensivelv
with his camera. He was compelled to
abandon the task of editing the resul¬
tant footage by the illness which even¬
tually caused his death.
■

• Operates up to 40 f.p.m.
• Turbulation pumps on
developer tank.
• Built-in air compressor.
• Variable heat and filtered
air in dry box.

Nothing else to buy

*

HOUSTON FEARLESS CORPORATION

f 11805 IW. Olympic Bivd., Los Angeles 64, Calif.
'*
Please send catalogs and prices on:
* □ B&W Labmaster
□ Color Labmaster
* □ Camera heads □ Tripods □ Camera pedestals
, □ Dollies
□ Remote control heads
*
*

Name_

,

Firm__

•

Address_

,

City-Zone_State-

EXEMPLIFYING credo of cinematographer Ellsworth
Fredricks, ASC, left, is motto hung on his camera
during
shooting
of Warner Bros’.
“Tall
Story,”
directed by Josh Logan, right of Fredricks.
Stand*
ing is assistant director, Hank Moonjean.

AMERICAN CINEAAATOGRAPHER

FOR R&D PROGRESS REPORTS and COMPANY PRESENTATION FILMS, Choose

AURICON t6fnni C^mem fot Ptohssion^l Results!

ound-On-F.ilm Camera.

^rTimutes^of'
c^apaafy'^for^^feya"mirutes
fording; 6-Volt DC Convertor or 115-Volt AC rwording. ^ $1871.00 (and up) with 30 day
operation.
$795.00 (and up).
money-back guarantee.

m capacity ?(
for 33 minutes of
filrn'capacity
recording. ^ $5667.00 (and up) complete for
“High-Fidelity' Talking Pictures.

. PORTABLE POWER SJJPJ»IY lUjllJ.T-.I^pdel PS-21. .^i'ent
TRIPOD — Models FT-10 and FT-10S12...
Pan-Tilt Head Professional Tripod for in operation, Ttirnishes 115-Volt AC power to drive
velvet-smooth action. Perfectly counter-balanced “Single System” or “Double System” Auricon
to prevent Camera “dumping.” ^406.25 and up. Equipment from 12 Volt Storage Battery, for
remote “location” filming. ^269.50

filMAGNETIC—points to Magnetic pre-stripe
on unexposed film for recording lip-synchronized
magnetic sound with your picture. Can be used
with all Auricon Cameras. .^$870.00 (and up)

i^wwiuiii5.

^

spio/i.u

AURICON Cameras are superb photographic instruments
for your FILMED REPORTS...
The new technique of filming Progress Reports, as covered by the Air Force "Table 210 Requirement,”
for example, has revolutionized reporting on R & D Projects. The work of many months can be telescoped
into a 20- or 30-minute filmed documentary for the benefit of key executives and military personnel
who have limited time, but a great need to gather an over-all impression as quickly as possible.
Major aircraft or missile manufacturers are using Auricon Professional 16mm Cameras for filming
R&D Progress Reports in compliance with contractual obligations to the Armed Services and
Government Agencies, under requirements such as Air Force “Table 210.”
Presentation Films of R&D Engineering Extracts, Scientific Developments, Training Films, Company
Facilities and Scientist and Engineer Recruitment Films are being produced with quality and
dependability in full color or B&W, using Auricon Professional Cameras. Auricon Cameras have
advanced features which set them apart as superb photographic instruments for precision film-making!
Oj

i

Write for your
free copy of
this 74-page
Auricon Catalog

ARANTEE

A PRODUCT OF

6902 Romaine Street, Hollywood 38,
Hollywood 2-0931

California

Auricon Equipment
is sold with a 30-day
Money-Back Guarantee.
You must be satisfied!

MA.NXJF’A.CTXJR.EIR.S OB’ EI.iESCTR-OlSriC-OF’TICA.Lj R-BCOR/DINGr EQUIPMENT SINCE 1S31
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WHAT’S NEW

which laminates an oxide-coated 100mil. or 50-mil. half-track sound stripe
and an 8-mil. balance stripe on 16mm
motion picture film for magnetic re¬
cording. Machine has a top speed of
1320-ft. per hour. List price is under

$2,000.
wood, Calif. Maintenance problems
have been eliminated by sealing and
encapsulating all components except
switches. Eeatures include low fre¬
quency controls of 8 positions in 2 db
steps; high, in 8 positions of 3 db
steps. Size is 19" x 31/^" x 3/4". List
price is $395.00. Specification sheet
available.

Tiny Recording Camera
A miniaturized 16mm motion pic¬
ture camera weighing less than 3 lbs.
and measuring 5 5/16" x 2 15/16" x
4 7/16" is the Traid-15, developed by
Traid Corp., Encino, Calif. Equipped
with variable shutter, magazine heater,
28-V DC motor, and adapted for inter¬
changeable pre-loaded 50-foot maga¬
zines and GSAP or “C” mount lenses,
the camera can be obtained with any
single speed of 16, 64 or 100 fps.
Designed particularly for photo re¬
cording in missiles and aircraft, the
camera has double tooth sprockets for

Fluid-head Tripod
National Cine Equip. Inc., 209 W.
48th St., New York 36, N. Y., an¬
nounces its “Hydrofluid” ball-leveling
pan-and-tilt head tripod for use with
most professional 16mm cameras and

high “G” loading.
Planotype
Attractive plastic letters for compos¬
ing titles for movies, slides, TV com¬
mercials, etc., are offered by Camera
Equipment Co., New York, N.Y.
Tradenamed Planotype, letters are ex¬
tremely durable; may be used again
and again, and are available in variety
of type faces. Letters come affixed to
12"xl5" aluminum sheet, and range in
size from %" to
height.

Car-Top Clamps
The Camera Mart, Inc., 1845 Bdwy.,
New York 23, N. Y., announces its
improved Camart Car-top Clamps for
mounting tripod on car or station
wagon top. Of durable, weather-resist¬
ant bronze construction, clamps hold
tripod rigidly and will not sway or
bend. Price for set of three is $28.00.

the Arriflex-35. Features include all¬
aluminum construction, ball-bearing
mounted pan and tilt shafts, seasoned
maplewood legs, self-aligning leg-locks,
telescopic pan handle with provision
for right or left hand use, and positive
camera lock. List price is $329.50, in¬
cluding base.

Dissolve Attachment

Tripie Program Equalizer
Designed specifically for magnetic
recording and reproduction is new
Model G-803 triple program equalizer
announced by Magnasync Mfg. Co..
Ltd.. 5.546 Satsuma Ave.. North Holly¬

655

Sound Stripe Laminator
SOS Cinema Supply Corp., 602 West
.52nd St., New York 19, N. Y.. an¬
nounces the “Sosound” Cinemaphon

Pellegrini-Piek, 1545 Lombard St.,
San Francisco 23, Calif., announces
availability of the Yolo automatic dis¬
solve attachment for the Rex model
Bolex 16mm camera. The device pro¬
duces standard 48-frame dissolves. The
company also installs variable shutter
units and automatic dissolve attach¬
ments in Bolex “H” model cameras.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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DEVELOPING 16mm & 35mm COLOR negatives & intermediates
ADDITIVE COLOR PRINTING 16mm & 35mm (including A&B)
COLOR FILM STRIP DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
BLOWUPS FROM EKTACHROME ANO KODACHROME
INTERNEGATIVES FROM EKTACHROME AND KODACHROME
KODACHROME SCENE TO SCENE COLOR BALANCED PRINTING
EKTACHROME DEVELOPING AND PRINTING
Also color prints from Ansco, Agfa, Ferrania, Gevaert or from
any other type of color negative.

Write for Color Methods Brochure

MOVIELAB BUILDING • 619 W. 54th ST NEW YORK 19, N. Y. • JUDSON 6-0360

COLOR

CORPORATION

THE ONE-STOP SO
Improve Film Titles
witli

TEL-Animaprin!
Greatest dollar
for dollar value
in the industry!
The first sensibly priced
HOT PRESS TITLE
MACHINE—the
onswer to
economy and
precision accuracy
In film titling

IDENTIFY TEL-Amatic
YOUR FILMS
INSTANTLY

16/35 mm l\leg/Pos

The MOY edge numbers every
foot of 16, I7'/2, 35mm film
and simplifies the task of
checking titles, footage

The
Ultra Modern
Way to Clean
Films Safely!

Prints dry from foil for
instant
use.
Acme
pegs
assure prefect registration
on poper or acetate cells.
Prints all colors. This ver¬
satile Hot Press produces
titles in any language and
any style—main titles, sub-titles, trailer titles, TV cornmercials,
slide
films.
shadow and
third
dimensional
effects, etc. May be applied to any kind of art, scenic
or live action background, including photographs.

Latest Electronic TEL-Animaprint
Type
heated
at
constant rate
automatically*
despite
changes in room temperatures. Accuracy within Hi 1 ° F
by Thermistor . $495

S.O.S.

*fenwa/'s Pcrfented Control Unit
Standard TEL-Animaprint
Write for brochure

with

manual

TEL-Amatic

control . $435
® Reg. Trademark

chines

twice the price!

tested

lli/35mm Tiller and
Special Tffects Kit

Unnumbered films cause confusion
and loss of valuable time
You can now save the many man hours lost classi¬
NUMBERING MACHINE replaces

cue

marks,
embos¬

sing—does not mutilate film. Work prints showing
special

effects,

fades

and

dissolves

require

edge

great modern

thoroughly
laboratory

scientific achievement. Foolproo

You Cannot Damage Film With TEL-Amatic!
TEL-Amatic requires no previous experience o
skills.

The

operator

simply

throws

the

switcl

and TEL-Amatic does the rest. Over ICXX) ft. o
film

is cleaned every six

can

operate

a

battery

minutes. One persor

of

these

machines—c

tremendous labor saver.
• Jet-Spray

• Curved Air-Blast Squeegees (pat applied for)
• Special Non-Scratch Buffers

magnetic

AMONG
RECENT
PURCHASERS

Write for illustrated brochure

has ben
exacting

safety factors protect precious negatives.

tracks

in

CinemaScope

streo-

•

ARE:

Walt Disney Prods., Calif. (6 machines)
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.Y.
General Film Labs., Hollywood, Calif.
I Reeves Soundcraft ,Sp ingdale. Conn.
jAmerican Optical (Todd AO), Buffalo, N.Y.
Telefilm, Inc., Hollywood, Calif.
I Consolidated Film Labs., Ft. Lee, N.J.
Eagle Labs., Chicago, III.
Cinerama Productions, New Yo.-k
Columbia Broadcasting System, N.Y.
Louis de Rochemont, N.Y.C.

$2475

Write for brochure

Wash

15

Ft.

for

16 &

35mm

Film

of Leader

Operation—Pushbutton

Control

Designed for Originals and Release Prints

■ Continuous Air and Solution Filtering
• Electric Solution Level Indicator
• Complete Operation Visible at All Times
• Variable Speed DC Drive
• Take-Up Torque Motor, Adjustable, Reversible
• 3000 Ft. Film Capacity, Reels or Cores
• Speed

over

10,000

• Transmission,

Complete

ONLY

Film

Requires Only

• Automatic
•

MODEL TG IV, 16/35mm (Illustrated) . 325

It

most

Both negative and positive fi’ms can be numbered.
phonic recordings make edge numbering a MUST.

16mm . 225

the

numbering !o keep count of frames cut or added.
Multiple

MODEL TG III,

under

grime and smudges from film. TEL-Amatic is c

perforations, messy crayons, punches and

MODEL TG II, 16mm .$175

Cleaninc

crystal clean and clear—safely remove all dirt

FILM

Produces widest range of titles, trick films,
cartoons,
animation,
etc.
Takes
most types
of
movie
cameras.
Horizontal and vertical operation. Table adjustable north,
east, south, west. Title board size 71/8 "x9V2" with tip¬
ping frame, overall dimensions 40"xl5"xl2", weight 40
lbs. Complete with all accessories.
• Twin lamps with reflecto-s for front & rear illumination.
• Title card frame, platens at top and bottom.
• Distance scale for correct setting of camera lens.
• Running plus climbing title device for producing any
number of title lines. Turntable for rotating titles,
small objects and many other purposes.

Film

conditions with excellent results. Films witt
even the softest emulsions emerge scratch-free

fying films without titles. The MOY VISIBLE EDGE

For Top Profession! Results!

16/35mm

Machine does more work and better than ma

Reg.

Feet

per

Silent Timing

Hour

Belt

$2950

Write for brochure

Trademark

It Pays to Check with S.O.S. Before Buying Equipment
Here, at S.O.S., the “One-Stop Source of Supply," occupying an entire building, you
will find at all times an enormous stock, more varied and

more complete

industry . . . ofttimes we are able to offer savings seldom found elsewhere.

than

any

in

the

MDLII-PURPOSE Production loo
Automation in Magnetic
Soundstriping 8/16mm Film
Now you can stripe your own film. Why send it out?
CINEMAPHON SONOSTRIPER will do it in your own plant.
Pays for itself with your first month’s output. Sound repro¬
duction
conforms
to
highest
industry
standards.
Stripes
8/16mm film—the only professional sound striping machine
under $2,000.
SPEED: Stripes 1320 feet per hour.
CAPACITY: 1000'—hoidp opprox. 2000' striping ribbon tape.
WEIGHT: 36 lbs.—SIZE: 26"xl3"xll" deep.
OPERATES: on 110/120 Volt AC, 50 or 60 cycles.
In addition CINEMAPHON SONOSTRIPER has rapid rewind,
footage counter, ball bearings, heated drying drum with
built-in thermometer. Requires minimum maintenance since
machine is self contained.
Laminates Three Sizes of Magnetic Recording Tape—.8mm,
1.2mm, 2.4mm. Stripes 8 or 16mm double or single per¬
forated; color or b!ack-&-white, raw stock, positives or re¬
lease prints.

ONLY

$1995

Write for

brochure

Accepts Most
Professional

BODYBRUCE
CAMERA
POD

Tripod Heads

WHY PAY:
$ 75—for a Baby Tripod.

Only $29.95

$ 32—for a Tripod Triangle with
clamps.
$ 22—for a Hi-Hat.
$ 72—for a Dolly with clamps.
Total $201

Get This

MULTI-PURPOSE S.O.S. VERSA-DOLLY
FOR

Only $^^.50

Case for Versa-Do/// fho/ds a/so Tripod Head) $9.50

The double support of S.O.S. Body-Brace Camera Pod—
shoulder and body brace, provide extra steadiness, com¬
fort, and is absolutely non-slip. A vast improvement over
any present models. Your camera will always be rock-steady,
perfectly focused,
ready for instant shooting
and
your
photography far better.
• Makes it easy to take difficult angle or action shots—
parades, flash shots, horse racing, basketball, track meets,
bowling, etc.
• Holds cameras with 200' or 400' magazines. Fits any
16-35mm movie or still cameras.
® Easily portable, lightweight cast aluminum, wt. 3V2 lbs.,
folds compactly. Write for brochure.

"The Department Store of the Motion Picture Industry"

$.0.S. cm SUPPLY COUP.

602 WEST 52nil ST., NEW YORK 19. N.Y.
none: Plata 7-0440

sfsr
EST. ®1926

Coble: SOSOUNO

jWESTERN BRANCH—6331 Hollywood Boulevard, Hollywood 28, California—Telephone: HOIlywood 7-2124

iFor Top Performance!

New Fast Reversal Color Film

Film Picture Viewer

New Eastman motion picture film offers commercial
producers high-speed material for color productions.
A

NEW, HIGH-SPEED

color motion pic¬

ture film that enables commercial pro¬
ducers to obtain color footage under
previously impossible lighting condi¬
tions has been announced by Eastman
Kodak Company. A reversal film, it is
available in both daylight and tungsten
type emulsions, 16mm and 35mm.
Eastman Color Reversal Film, Day¬
light Type, SO-260, has a normal ex¬
This advanced professional NCE 35mm Viewer
combines the functions of viewer, synchronizer,
footage counter and frame counter—all in one
unit. Embodies many new advantages plus fea¬
tures found only in much higher priced units.
Built-in precision optical shutter assures extra¬
smooth
projection
of
running
picture;
or of
single frame for frame-by-frame editing with a
sharp, clear and brilliant picture size S'A” x
4'/4”. Picture can be stopped and viewed for
periods of time without overheating or damage to
film.
Can be used with a sound reader for single sys¬
tem: available for additional 35mm or 16mm
sprockets for double system film editing. Soundheads for magnetic tape can be added to addi¬
tional sprockets for any number of magnetic
tracks. Adapts easily as combination viewer/syn¬
chronizer, assembled to your specific needs.

Priced Only $595
Available Soon: same model
•

in

16mm

Write for brochure

^ NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT
h09 WEST 48th

STREET,

NEW

YORK 36,

N.Y.

Specialized

LIGHTING
EQUIPMENT

posure rating of 160—comparable to
the fastest black-and-white cine films
now made. A companion, tungsten-bal¬
anced film, Eastman Color Reversal
Film, Type B, SO-270, has a normal
index of 125.
The new film combines exceptional
speed with adequate sharpness, mod¬
erate grain pattern and excellent color
reproduction, according to Eastman
Kodak Company. These characteristics
permit motion picture photography in
color under a wide variety of natural
and artificial lighting conditions which
previously have proved unsuitable.
As an example of what the higher
speed of the new tungsten-balanced
SO-270 film means in terms of ex¬
posure under low light levels: at a
shutter speed of 1/50 second at 24
frames per second sound speed with a
lens aperture of f/1.4, the new film
may be exposed at the normal 125
rating with

for

only

18

incident illumination.
Commercial motion

picture

pro¬

ducers are expected to find the film
particularly valuable when photograph¬
ing fast-moving objects or interior
scenes, such as broad orientation shots,
which formerly posed lighting prob¬
lems. It is expected that such footage
on Eastman Color Reversal Film will
be inter-cut with scenes exposed on
slower, finer-grain films with opti¬
mum quality, such as Ektachrome Com¬
mercial Film, Type 7255.
In addition to the films’ value in re¬
search and testing programs conducted
in the nation’s missile and aircraft in¬
dustries, the new films are expected
to be useful in a broad range of scien¬
tific, industrial and engineering photo¬
recording applications, sports analysis,
television color newsreel coverage, and
medical research.
The new films will be available in
limited supply beginning October 12
and in full supply early next year. Pro¬
cessing service will be offered by Ko¬
dak in Rochester, New York, and
Hollywood, California, beginning Octo¬
ber 5. Processing service may also be
provided by other than Kodak labora¬
tories or the film may be processed
by the individual user if desired. Du¬
plicate color prints can be made on any
conventional print film.

foot-candles of

Continued on Page 700

MOTION PICTURE, STILL
and

TELEVISION STUDIOS

Write for A Copy of Our
1960 Cofolog H on Your Letterhead

937 NORTH SYCAMORE AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD 38,

CALIF.

HOW VARIOUS types release

prints

may be obtained

from

the

new

Eastman

Kodak Ca.

reversal color film is shown in the flow diagram obove.
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NOW-FOUR

The first low-priced

TRIPLE-DUTY
animation,
title stand
and
product stage
for
all filmakers

BIG NEW FEATURES

WAS

NOW

over-all height, vertical post

76"

97"

over-all length

62"

102"

zoom range to tabletop

M2 field

1-18 field

zoom range to floor

1-24 field

1-30 field

2-IN HORIZONTAL POSITION
For zoom titles, copy and
product and puppet stages-

3- IN DIAGONAL POSITION
Columns can be locked at any
angle between horiz. and vert,
-for angular zooms in on table
which IS locked in horiz.
position.

The TRIPLEX stand complete
with camera, is now available for monthly rental.
Write for complete information.

Basic Stand
$895
Complete as shown $1595

llJoAio
Magic "Mylar”
F & B Butt Splice & Film Repair Blocks
These excellent blocks make
butt splicing and repairing
damaged film strips simple as
A-B-C. Easy to use, no com¬
plicated parts, and solidly con¬
structed they are available in
the following models:
Model B-16 for 16mm.
film
$ 9.50
Model B-35 for 35mm.
film
12.50
Model BSB • Combination
block for 16mm..
35mm. and ‘a tape 24.50

This amazing sprocketed splic¬
ing tape will repair torn and
damaged films, replace torn
perforations and allow you to
butt-splice without losing a
single frame. Comes in trans¬
parent for film, opaque for
magnetic film. Splice will
never come apart and per¬
forations stay permanently re¬
paired with Magic ‘’Mylar."
Transparent-Fof Film
per roll
16mm. - Single Perf.
$ g.oo
16mm.-Double Perf. .
6.00
35mm.
11.00
Opaque —For Magnetic Film
per roll
16mm.
5 6.00
35mm.
11.00

NEW IMPROVED
F & B CAMERA SLATE
Here at last is the new F & B Camera Slate designed to
professional specifications. Look at some of the exclu¬
sive features; Permanently attached ring-mounted num¬
bers • Spring-loaded hardwood clapstick • Sturdy
masonite construction • Erasible hard slate finish
• Large 12" x 16" size

Reg. $29.50 NOW...$14.95

MILLER FLUID DRIVE HEAD
Model D (medium duty).$150.00
Swivel leveling joint . 59.50
Pro Head (heavy duty). 299.50
Fits all Tripods. Write for complete information and literature NOW.
F&
the
the
for

B proudly announces the exclusive distribution of
Miller Fluid Heads in the Eastern United States. The Miller Head is
world’s finest precision built hvdraulic drive pan head, and is designed
super-smooth panning and tilting. Can be used with any movie camera.

NEW F & B POWER-MITE
NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES
LARGEST CAPACITY6-10 amp. hours
SMALL-LIGHT6 oz. per 1.25 v.cell
INDESTRUCTIBLECan be stored
indefinitely in any
condition
SAFE-No Acid Spray
or corrosion
CHARGES EASILYTo 90% in 20 minutes,
and 100% in
30 minutes
RETAINS 70% CHARGEAfter 1 year’s storage
ADD WATER- -Only a few drops
ONCE A YEAR
PERMANENT ELECTROLYTE-30% solution of
Potassium Hydroxide
Batteries are supplied in a
metal case with a leather carrying strap and plug.
71/2 Volt—Power-Mite battery
(6 cells)..$ 85.00
15 Volt—Power-Mite battery
(12 cells) .$135.00
Attached voltmeter—optional.$ 20.00
F & B's Power-Mite batteries can be supplied in any com¬
bination to power practically all cameras, recorders, etc. All
the features listed are absolutely guaranteed by F & B. The
Power-Mite nickel cadmium battery is unconditionally guar¬
anteed for one full year.
SPECIAL BATTERIES CUSTOM-BUILT TO YOUR ORDER

68 West 45th Street, New York 36, New York • MUrray Hill 2-2928
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PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSIGNMENTS
WHAT THE INDUSTRY’S CAMERAMEN WERE SHOOTING LAST MONTH
By

MARION

HUTCHINS

CASCADE PICTURES

Elwood Bredell, ASC, Commercials*
COLUMBIA

Charles Lang, Jr., ASC, “The Franz Liszt
Story” (C’Scope & Color; Goetz Piets.)
with Dick Bogarde and Capucine. George
Cukor, director.
Charles Welborn, “Manhunt”* (Screen
Gems) with Victor Jory and Patrick McVey. Fred Jackman, director.
Irving Lippman,
“Tightrope”*
Gems) with Michael Connors.

(Screen

Cert Andersen, ASC, “Donna Reed Show”*
(Screen Gems) with Donna Reed. Oscar
Rudolph, director.
Fred Gately, ASC, “Father Knows Best”*
(Screen Gems) with Robert Young and
Jane Wyatt. Peter Tewksbury, director.

IN GOOD COMPANY—Right in the middle Is the
labeled chair of cinematographer William Daniels
(Note the A5C!) in a corner of a 20th Century-Fox
sound stage where Daniels is presently photograph¬
ing “Can Can.”

ALLIED ARTISTS

Robert Planck, ASC, “The Millionaire”*.
James Sheldon, director.

Wilkie Cooper, “I Aim at the Stars”
(Morningside Prods.; shooting in Germany)
with Curt Jurgens and Gia Scala. Lee
J'hompson, director.

Thomas Tutwiler, ASC, Ralph Staub,
ASC, “World Championship Golf Show”*
(Screen Gems). Fred Briskin, director.

Charles Lawton, ASC, Philip Tannura,
ASC, “Alcoa-Goodyear Theatre”* (Screen
Gems).

DESILU

STUDIOS—Culver City

Lucien Andriot, ASC, “U. S. Marshall”*
(Desilu Prods.) with John Bromfield.
Charles Burke, “Man with a Camera”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Charles Bronson.
Charles Van Enger, ASC, “Betty Hutton
Show'”* (Desilu Prods.) with Betty Hutton.
Richard Kinon, director.

Bob Hoffman, Bat Masterson”* (Ziv-TV)
with Gene Barry; “Tombstone Territory”*
(Ziv-TV) with Pat Conway.

(Desilu

Paul Ivano, “The Texan”* (Desilu Prods.)
with Rory Calhoun.
Charles Straumer, “The Untouchables”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Robert Stack and
Jerry Paris.
Robert
Pittack, ASC, “Ann
Sothern
Show*” (Desilu Prods.) with Ann Sothern.
DESILU STUDIOS—Hollywood

Robert de Grasse, ASC, “Danny Thomas
Show”* (‘Desilu Prods.) with Danny Thom¬
as, Sheldon Leonard, director. “Love and
Marriage”* (Desilu Prods.) George Ab¬
bott, director.
Lothrop Worth, ASC, “The Real Mc¬
Coy’s”*
(Brennan-Westgate Prods.) with
Walter Brennan. Hy Averback, director.
Sid Hickox, ASC, “Jack Benny Show”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Jack Benny. Seymour
Berns, director;
“Milton Berle Show”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Milton Berle; “Lucille
Ball and Desi Arnaz Show”*
(Desilu
Prods.) with Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz.
Jerry Thorpe, director.

FOX WESTERN AVENUE

Jack Marquette, Bob Hoffman, Richard
Rawlings, “This Man Dawson”* (Ziv-TV)
w'ith Keith Andes.

James Van Trees, ASC, “The Many Loves
of Dobie Gillis”* with Dwayne Hickman.
Rod Amateau, director.

Monroe Askins, Commercials*.

GENERAL SERVICE

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS

Stuart Thompson, ASC, “Have Gun, Will
Travel”* with Richard Boone and Kam
Tong.
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Robert Hauser, “Wyatt Earp”*
Prods.) with Hugh O’Brien.

Nick
Mltsuraca,
ASC,
“WestinghouseDesilu Playhouse"* (Desilu Prods.).

William Whtley, ASC, “Men into Space”*
(Ziv-TV) with Bill Lundigan.

Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”* with James
Arness and Dennis Weaver.
Fred Bentley, “The Lineup”* with Varner
Anderson and Tom Tully.

DESILU STUDIOS—Gower

Philip Tannura, ASC, “Man from Blackhawk”* (Screen Gems) with Robert Rock¬
well.

AMCO STUDIOS

Ci’RT Fetters, Monroe Askins, “The Man
and the Challenge”* (Ziv-TV) with George
Nader.

Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “The Gale Storm
Show”* (ITC Prods.) with Gale Storm and
ZaSu Pitts. James Kern, director.
Kenneth Peach, ASC, “Lassie”* (Jack
Wrather Prods.) with June Lockhart and
John Provost.

Daniel Fapp, ASC, “All the Young Men”
(Hall Barlett Prods.) with Alan Ladd and
Sidney Poitier. Hall Bartlett, director.

AMERICAN NATIONAL

Henry Cronjager, “Grand Jury”* (Desilu
Prods.) with Lyle Bettger and Harold Stone.
Sobey Martin, director.

Henry Freulich, ASC, “Dennis the Men¬
ace”* (Screen Gems) with Gloria Henry &
Herbert Anderson.

Archie Dalzecl. “The Hypnotic Eye” with
.Jacques Bergerac and Allison Hayes. George
Blair, director.
Ellis Carter, ASC, “The Purple Gang”
with Barry Sullivan.
Frank McDonald,
director.
Alan Stensvold, ASC, “Police Station”*
“Congressional Investigator”* (Sandy How¬
ard Prods.) Sandy Howard, director.
Edward Cronjager, ASC, “The Threat”
(Rohin Rae Prod.) with Robert Knapp and
Linda Lawson. Chas R. Rondeau, producerdirector.

JOSEPH RUTTENBERG, ASC, (left) talks over up¬
coming
scene
for MGM’s
“Wreck
of the Mary
Deaie” with star Gary Cooper and Director Michael
Anderson.

HAL MCHR, ASC, points out new camera angle
producer-director Andrew Stone during
filming
“The Last Voyage” in Japan tor MGM.

to
of

Harold Lipstein, ASC, “Adventures of
Ozzie & Harriet”* (Stage 5 Prods.) with
Ozzie, Harriet, David and Rickey Nelson.
Ozzie Nelson, director.
Frank Redman, ASC, “Perry Mason”*
(CBS-TV) with Raymond Burr and Bar¬
bara Hale.
Continued on Page 701
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OUR EXPERIENCE IS YOUR KEY TO

SERVICE & DEPENDABILITY
CAMART DUAL SOUND
EDITOR MODEL SB 111
Complete with opticacolor magnetic
reproduction head, base plate,
amplifier and speaker. For single
or double system. An unbeatable
combination with the Zeiss Moviscop 16mm precision viewer, sharp
brilliant 2% x 314 picture.
16mm Dual Editor (without
Viewer .$195.00
Zeiss Moviscop Viewer. 89.50
Special Zeiss Editor-Viewer
Combination . 269.50
35mm Dual Editor w/ACE
35mm Viewer. 329.50

CAMART CAR-TOP CLAMPS
AURICON PRO=600 &
SUPER 1200
Single system 16mm sound on film Cam¬
eras.. Latest model Cine-Voice 16 sound
cameras. TV Kinescope shutte.'s, new and
used in stock. Accept trades.

Insure a steady tripod support for your
camera when atop a station wagon or
car platform. Heavy bronze construction.
Weatherproof.

CAMART SLATE &
CLAPSTICK
Large professional size for sound
productions. Contains space for
all essential information. This is
the same slate that originally sold
for $11.75.
Now only.$4.75

CAMART MOVIOLA
WRITING DESK
• As necessary as your right arm.
• Easy to attach—no drilling or tricky in¬
stallations.
• Holds script or other notes.

Set of three

$19.95

$28.00

CAMART TV MIKE BOOM
A.C.E. 35MM ROTARY
VIEWER
Permits viewing of film between rewinds
forward or backward at rewind speed.
Designed to facilitate viewing original
negative film without scratching. Ideal for
editors, lab workers, animators and TV
technicians .
$169.50
Footage and Frame Counter
Optional . 74.50

Improved model with new internal noisless mechanism for direc¬
tional mike control. Over 8 feet high and 13 feet in length. Folds
for studio or location.

$297.50
camaa
uattr
ALL PRICES F.O.B. NEW YORK.

cumb/m Main

1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.) NEW YORK 23 . PLaza 7-6977 • Coble: Cameromart
NOVEMBER

•

1959

at Columbus Circle next to
New York’s new Coliseum
663

FROM CAMERA
TO SCREEN...

EE

from the world's greatest selection of
professional photographic equipment and
supplies!

16mm GUN CAMERA
Magazine load. 24 volf drive.
32, 64 fps.

16,

NOW ONLY

Ideal for instrumenta*

fion and other special
plete w/1-3/8"

f3.5

uses.

BELL & HOWELL 35mm Eyemo "Q"
Complete

$5450

Com¬

camera
and

lens.

6”

new

30

amp.

rectifier,

hi-lnfensity

arc,

amplifier and

ity 2" proj. lens.

auto,

carbon

12’^ speaker.

Top

Hollycam Special
Sp

qual¬

795 00

included.

LIST WAS $1795.00.

2000^

capacity.

Heavy

duty

model

w/tension

geared &

2

geared

1

lenses

Model

power

Mfg. by Camera

WITH BALTAR LENSES

16mm

Only hand held 35mm camera with dual pilot pin
registration.
4-lens
turret.
Weatherproof
magne¬
sium body with pistol grips and rifle stock.
3speed electric motor.
16, 24 and 32 fps.
170°
rotary shutter.
Eye level finder with fields for 3
lenses.
ORIGINAL COST WAS OVER $7,625.00!

tilt.

52”

plate,

to

R-2,

electric

Integral

viewfinder

50' Kodak Mag. Super-X Rev.
2.75
w/process.
3 for 3.95
50' Mag. Linagraph Pan
50' Kodak Super-XX Negative
3 far 1.95
100' Outdoor Anscochrome
5.45
100' Microfilm, Unperf.
1.85
100' Kodak Super-X w/processing 2.95
100' Kodak Super-XX Rev.
2.95
w/process.
2.49
100' Kodak Tri-X Reversal
.95
100' Kodak Linagraph Ortho
1.95
100' Ansco Hypon Reversal
1.50
100' Background-X Negative
19.95
400' Kodachrome Daylight

for

cameras.

Neg.

400' DuPont

CHANDLER

89

Available

largest
pan

50

New ones

Large

at

$99.50

and

List $150.00.

Cose $9.95

50^

Single

of speaker cable.

metal

housing

core.

Adaptable

rewinds

14

Heavy duty

w/spring-loaded
to

many

other

95

Including
Coble

perf.

III

Neg.

Fabulous 16mm Kodak Cine

Special

4.95

synchronous

4.25

2 Kodak lenses. LIST VALUE OVER $1500.00!

with

200

ft.

film

motor,

chamber,

masks,

carry

Our price

110 volt
case

695®“

and

Neg.
4.95

400' Super-XX Neg.

Single perf. 4.95

Neg.

1200' Background-X
Single perf.
Neg.

Automatically

LIST $33.50.

SPECIAL OFFERI

Superior

400' Ansco Color

new.

4.25
4.50

Tungsten

Single

35mm FILM

9.50

Neg.

100' Ansco
12.95
perf.

Ends, Type 5269 Color print
stock 1000'

12.95

Color Tungsten

100' Eastman
100' Kodak

21.00

Write for your copy of our new catalog,
showing hundreds of items for still, cine,
and aerial photography. Large section on
processing equipment.

Some materials are
from former U.S.
Gov’t stocks.
Equipment not listedas new or
reconditioned is used.
All prices f.o.b. our
warehouse.

ONLY

CINE SPECIAL CAAAERA

400' Background-X
Single perf.

1200' Tri-X

even

Smooth

595 00

400' Super-XX Negative
400' Kodak Tri-X Negative
400' Tri-X

2450

SPECI
SPECIAL

200'
magazine w/
Mitchell type pilot pin
registration
movement
Carrying case far cam¬
era, spare lenses, mag¬
azine, film and acces¬
sories.

motor

2"

13*"

List $32.00
USED

Height

71".

Brand

16mm FILM

664

Equip. Co.

LIMITED QUANTITY

3-speed

l'',

sunshades,

NEW BELL & HOWELL (ORDOMATIC REELS

COMPLETE OUTFIT

10611

from

camera

•

and

595 00

$2000!

NEW

adjusts

•

includes

bock,

THIS FOR

Model T, w/light and ce¬
ment bottle. List $45.00

9.50
$20.00. .14.50

CAMERA

f2.3
f2.3
f4.5

w/filters

mags.,

OVER

Outfit

open

400'

adjust.

CUNNINGHAM 35mm

Camera w/35mm
Baltar,
75mm
Baltar
and
6"
tele.

fps.

&

motor,

two

PRO JR. TRIPOD

•

48

A Neumade product. For fast accurate splicing
on frame line with accurate hole spacing.
No |
adjustments required.

dummy end—List $15.00...

ends—List

to

turret

GRISWOLD 35mm FILM SPLICER

list.

1

H

VALUE

NEW NEUMADE 16mm REWINDS
$15.00

8

drive belt and drum finder.
LIST

feed,

Heavy duty stand and cables

B &

Eyemo

cable,

16mm AMPCO ARC SOUND PROJECTOR

outfit.

w/spider

Color

Neg.

Negofive

200' Kodak

400' Ansco Color Tungsten Neg. 29.50

3.95

400' Kodak Super-XX

2.75

400' DuPont Superior

100' Kodak

Photoflure

3.25

400' DuPont

100' Kodak

Super-XX

100' DuPont

1.90

400' Kodak

III

1.80

400' Kodak Tri-X

Superior

IV

3.95

1000' Kodak

1.50

1000' DuPont Superior

100' Kodak

Linagraph

200' Kodak

Super-XX

200' DuPont

•

NORTH

Superior

Superior

Superior

III

2.45

7.95
II
IV

9.95
18.50

Super-XX

ASA

2.45

1000' Kodak Tri-X

5.95
14.95
5.95

Linagraph

3.80

III

50

13.50
19.50

All equipment is guaran¬
teed to be as adver¬
tised. Check with order
please, or 25% de^
posit, balance on
delivery. Purchase
orders welcomed from
D&B rated firms.
Minimum order $5.00.

HOLLYWOOD OAMERA CO
BOULEVARD

Linagraph

100' Kodak Tri-X

100' Dupont

Microfile

8.95
8.95

HOLLYWOOD

•

CALIFORNIA

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

BRINGS YOU GUARANTEED
EQUIPMENT . . .

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA CO
TEAGUE 35mm MOTION PICTURE

LOWEST PRICES . . .
FASTEST SERVICE . . .
RABY STUDIO
BLIMP

BACKGROUND
PROJECTOR
Complete 35mm background process pro¬
jector on heavy-duty adjustable pedestal
with tie-downs, rotary distributor. Bell &
Howell dual pilot pin registration move¬
ment, motor and magazines. Projector is
completely blimped. Optical system includes
lens, condensers, and shutter. Projector and
camera can be interlocked or run “wild."
180 amp Peerless High Intensity Rotary Arc.

For
Mitchell
“NC"
or
Standard
cameras with sound motor. Springactuated, counter-balanced top allows
easy access to camera for magazine
changing or film threading. Followfocus operates from outside blimp.
Built-in magnifier and pilot light.
SPECIAL

COMPLETE,
READY TO
OPERATE
List value is $18,000.00.

3850““

*

DORMITZER CINE-LIGHT
250B
Powered by
long-life
Nickel-Cadmium batteries.
Small size and light weight. 250 watt light output,
adjustable 9" reflector for spot or flood type beam
patterns.
Designed
for all-weather
shooting
in
both color and black and white. Weighs only 14
lbs. Color temperature 3400 degrees Kelvin.

NEW

$

COMPLETE WITH

HOLLYCAM

BATTERY CHARGER,

PRICED

AT

5300““

*

ONLY

35000

List price

$OQROO

is $1500!

OOO

HOUSTON 16/35
PROCESSOR
Model A-11 for 16 and 35mm,
black and white negative, posi¬
tive, reversal processing.

Original

list:

$7250.00

Our price

2450""

*

MITCHELL STANDARD

HERNFELD 35mm PRINTER

Mitchell Standard Camera with built-in
features including 4-way mattes, rackover, dissolving shutter, 4-lens turret,
frame and footage counter, etc.

35mm

COMPLETE

clutch

OUTFIT INCULDES:

Mitchell 35mm Standard Camera.
Set of t2.3 lenses: 24mm, 40mm, 50mm,
75mm, 100mm and 125mm focal lengths.
Matte box and sunshade.
Viewfinder,
Reducing finder adaptor.
4 - 1000 ft. magazines.
Motor.
Complete set of cases.

TOTAL LIST PRICE IS OVER $10,000,001

HEAVY DUTY TRIPODS
New “Jr." type, standard size.-$
New “Jr." type, baby size.,..
New Mitchell type, 35mm std.
size .
Mitchell 35mm Baby.

75.00
75.00

Makes

continuous
contact

aperture,
lamp.

and

picture

printer.

Model

35mm

positive

film.

1509A.
Sprocket

Includes light

system, light-change mechanism, five-way

light-card
footage

INCLUDED

changer enabling

indicator,
indicator.
is

sprocket

750

automatic

operator to

watt

drive,
med.

motor,

pre-focus

color-correction

make scene-to-scene

filter
color

corrections. Slide magazine holds up to 75 filter holders,
and

is solenoid operated.

LIST PRICE IS $42,500.00.
OUR PRICE,
complete with film flanges,
ONLY .

1250““

*

200 FT. MAGAZINES
FOR ARRIFLEX 35
buy

saves

you

over

50%.

An

unusual value! NEW!

Also available:

ONLY

New Ceco 16mm Hi Hats.
14.50
New Ceco 35mm Hi Hats.
14.50
New Mitchell 35mm Hi Hats....
18.00
Thomas Geared Head for BNC,
etc. 585.00
Mitchell friction heads. 350.00
Ceco Pro Jr. tripods w/head....
99.50
Ceco Pro Jr. cases.
9.95

on

driven operation up to 60 feet per minute.
source, optical

Special
135.00
49.50

motion

prints

400

ft.

$fiQ50

magazines.109.50

(Cineflex conversion).

THOMAS GEARED TRIPOD HEAD
Heavy duty camera
360° pan, 35° tilt.

V.'T
Value!

head, ideal for BNC, etc. Smooth^
Two large handwheel controls.

ONLY..

All efiuipment is guaranteed to be

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA CO

in top serviceable condition.
I\o worn out ^^studio antiques’^
are ever offered by Holly cam.
10611

Chandler

Blvd.,

North

Hollywood,

Calif.,

POplar

6-5578

WALTER STRENGE’S

UHLER 16mm Cine Printer

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
Need advice on a picture making problem?

Your questions are invited

and will he answered by mail. Questions and answers considered of
general interest will appear in this column each month.

Makes copies of 8mm and 16mm, sound and silent
pictures in color or black-and-white. All A.C. oper¬
ated, no batteries required. Capacity: 400 ft. feed
and take-up arms. Sturdy cast aluminum construction.

$195.00 f.o.b.

Detroit

j

Q

professional
motion
picture
film makers and film laboratories
use perforated 14-inch magnetic tape
for sound recording If so, where can I
purchase such tape?—P.G.W.

ject’s location. (Outdoors, the illumina¬
tion is usually uniform over a con¬

Answer: Perforated l/^-inch recording

In connection with outdoor photog¬
raphy of distant objects, it is usually

Do

UHLER Professional Printers
tape is not used by the major studios
of Hollywood or other professional film

siderable area, so that frequently the
incident light meter can be used right
at the camera location.

makers in the Hollywood area. How¬
ever, it is used by the National Film

important to also use a haze filter on
the camera lens to eliminate the ad¬
verse effect of haze, which may be in-

Board of Canada. Source of this tape
is Minnesota Mining and Mfg. Com¬
pany, St. Paul 6, Minn.—Loren L.

visibe to the eye hut which tends to
produce an effect of over-exposure.—
Don Norwood, A.S.C. Associate.

Ryder, A.S.C. Associate.

Q

UHLER

COMBINATION

16MM

continuous printer for sound and picture

$775.00

Using a Weston Master III exposure
meter, is there a quick rule-ofthumb I can use in the field for con¬
verting the f/-stop readings to T-stop
equivalents for the Kinoptik lenses I
use? Would you recommend purchasing
a T-stop-calibrated meter (if such is
available) and use it instead of the
Weston?
I shoot a great deal of footage from
distances of 1,000 feet and more, and
while thus far I have been able to de¬
termine exposures for shots pretty ac¬
curately (by taking readings on nearby
objects: grass, tree trimks, the ground,
etc.) this is at best guess work. If there
is a meter that will measure subject
light from distances of 1,000 feet or
more, I want one—provided, of course,
it contains T-stop settings or a quick
method of converting from f/-stops.—

A.L.H.

Answer: There is no fixed ratio be¬
tween T-stops and f/-stops which would
apply to all lenses. The difference be¬
tween T-stop and f/stop is something

35-16MM OPTICAL REDUCTION &

Reduction

& Enlarging

Combination

35MM

16-8MM .

Reduction & Enlarging

35-16MM .

Prices:

F.O.B.

Cinematographers never measure the
light from reflectors to determine a
light value ratio. This is accomplished
through experience and
judging the balance by
great many shots are
booster lights, instead of

judgment —
sight. Also, a
“filled” with
with reflected

$1,445.00

lenses.

Q

$2,475.00
$2,275.00

Detroit

UHLER CINE MACHINE CO.
Write for further informot/on
15762 Wyoming Ave., Detroit 38 Mich.
Ph.: 'JNversity 1-4663
Cable: “UHLCIMA”
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the angle of the shot that is being
made. Large areas are “filled” by using
a number of reflectors—sometimes a
dozen are used. But with enough grips
on hand to constantly change the posi¬
tion of the reflectors, the desired result
is accomplished.

$1,295.00

Cinerccllographic Printer for
35-16MM.

Answer: The placement of sunlight re¬
flectors is always controlled by the
position of the sun in conjunction with

light, especially cToseups and medium
shots.—Arthur Miller, A.S.C.

Detroit

Continuous .

In order to provide fill light for a
large area outdoors, I understand
that several sunlight reflectors are often
used together. I have observed that most
cinematographers achieve very evenly
lighted scenes with reflectors, even to
the extent of controlling the sun-to-fill
ratio (3:1). It would seem impossible
from a time standpoint alone to individ¬
ually place the various reflectors and
measure the light. How is this uniform¬
ity achieved and the correct ratio main¬
tained without unduly delaying produc¬
tion ?—F.S.

corporated into an exposure meter,
since the exposure meter must function
in connection with many different

ENLARGING PRINTER
$2,475.00 F.O.B.

that is determined by the design and
construction of each particular type
lens. The difference between T and f/
stops represents light losses within the
elements of a given lens. Consequently,
this is not a factor which can be in¬

Q

Many cinematographers have excel¬
lent success determining exposures for
distant outdoor subjects by using an
incident light exposure meter. This
meter is used at a location where the
illumination is the same as that at sub¬

I am planning to make a picture
with Ektachrome commercial film,
using a (ane Special camera with Ektar
lenses and also an .4rriflex 16 with
Schneider lenses. Test footage shot with
both cameras show scenes made with
the Schneider lenses are considerably
Continued on Page 668
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BELL & HOWELL 2709 RACKOVER
With 170° Shutter, Auto-Dissolve, Pris¬
matic Focus, Unit "r" Shuttle, etc.

Film Industry's Steadiest Camera
BUY THIS PACKAGE at 23c on the DOLLAR!
UNIT I SHUTTLE MOVEMENT ALONE WORTH $650.00
LIST
Camera with 4-Lens Turret & Rackover .... 5,075
Mitchell Finder & Reducing Lens .
510
Mitchell Matte Box & Sun Shade .
300
4-400 ft. Bell & Howell Metal Magazines
540
Variable Speed Motor .
450
Bell & Howell Veeder Counter .
150
25-35-50-75mm Lenses. 1,100
Camera Case, Magazine Case .
110
Total List: 8,235

HOW,,. $1895
First Come, First Served ... No Exchanges

M-e-M
PANORAM

NEW... usT $3400
USED... $1500

HOW

$695
BUY FOR 20c ON THE DOLLAR.
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED
Price does not include gear-head or camera

INCLUDES SEATS. SKIRTS AVAILABLE WITH MOST
UNITS AT NO EXTRA CHARGE.

I^BIRNS & SAWYER
^

NOVEMBER

•

CINE EQUIPMENT

6424 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA • TELEPHONE: HOIlywood 4-5166

1959
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QUESTIONS ANB ANSWERS
Continued from Page 666

“bluer” than those made with the Ektars. Can such differences be corrected
in the printing?—E.P.

Answer: It is suggested that the lenses
he corrected so their respective results
will match. If this is not possible, use
of compensating filters on the lenses is
suggested.
Keep in mind that some film labora¬
tories offer scene-to-scene correction in
Kodachrome printing.—Ted Fogelman,
A.S.C. Associate.

Q

Patlie
Webo "'M"' Camera
• Continuous Reflex Viewing—Directly
Through Shooting Lens!
• Variable Speeds—8 to 80 Frames
Per Second!
• Variable Shutter—from Closed to
180°! No Parallax Worries!
• Motorization Provision: Accessories,
• Time Exposures—Frame at a Time!

Answer: Apparently it is your inten¬
tion to play the single-system negative
on the TV film reproducer. The track

FREE CATALOG—132
Pages of Photo Equipment
62nd ANNIVERSARY
Greatest

When negative film is used in the
production of single-system optical
sound films for television, and the im¬
age ehanged electronically to positive in
the course of TV transmission, fast
films siieh as Tri-X or DnPont 928 are
utilized, and a variable density galvan¬
ometer used in the camera. What effect
does the grain pattern of these fast
films have on the soimd reproduction?
And what would happen to the sound
traek if it became necessary to over¬
develop the film to gain a suitably dense
picture negative?—J.A.S.

must then be considered as a “direct
positive” recording and, to avoid seri¬
ous distortion, must be exposed very
low with a resulting unbiased density
of approximately 0.4. The noise reduc¬
tion operation must be reversed—that

Lens OfFerIngsl

Cameras—Regular. Industrial
and Scientific! Enlargers —
Solar,
etc.!
Lighting,
etc.!
Accessories ■— Write to: A.C.
1159.

is, greatest exposure while there is low
sound level.

^CIAL PURCHASE
BRAND NEW4^

HOLMES 35.

MM.

To answer your specific questions:
I) The grain pattern from negative
type stock is very detrimental to sound,
resulting in a pronounced “hiss” dur¬
ing low-level sound passages. 2) Over¬
developing the single-system recording
raises the gamma (contrast) on picture
and sound together. However, in the
case of “direct-positive” recording, the
higher gamma is beneficial rather than
detrimental. This is true for both varia¬
ble area and variable density types of
recording.—Loren Ryder, A.S.C. Asso¬
ciate.

Bearing
Porloble
conitonl

speed

housci.

2000'

motors, 1000

1

4''

lenses, with

mm.

Projectors

watt Moido lomp-

upper and lower

photocells, exciter lomps,
2 — Series

35

Sound

etc.

magazines,
(Brond

odopters

New).

(New).

1 — Set projector, photocell and exciter! lanip
cables (New). 1—Amplifier, late model, 25/30
watt output (Rebuilt like New).

When
using
ordinary
150-walt
lamps with Colortran equipment
and setting the Colortran to 3400° K,
must I use a filter with daylight-type
Kodachrome film? If I use Type A
Kodachrome. shoidd I set the Colortran
to 3200° K?—A.L.L.

I—Jensen Heavy

Duty 12" Pm speaker, with baffle and 75 feet
cable ' guar antoed same as new.

^STAR CINEMA SUPPLY CO.
621 West 55th Street, New York 19, N.Y.
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Ansicer: It is necessary to use a Kodak
Wralteti BOB filter over the camera
lens when exposing daylight Koda¬
chrome to 3400° K illuminant. This

film-filter combination is suggested for
emergency use only, since it is ineffi¬
cient in use of available exposure illu¬
mination. It is recommended that Type
A Kodachrome be exposed with 3400°
K illumination without a filter. For
3200° K illumination, a Kodak light¬
balancing filter No. 82A is required
for this film.—Vaughn C. Shaner,
A.S.C. Associate.

Q

To complete a film on a major con¬

struction project, I plan to utilize
some color slides for scenes where no
motion picture footage is available. I
plan to photograph the slides by means
of back-projection, using a fine-grain
translucent screen about 2 ft. by 3 ft.
in size. 1) is this size screen large
enough? And may I pan or zoom? 2)
The slides are Kodachrome. I will re¬
photograph them with either Koda¬
chrome A or Ektachrome Commercial.
How do I figure exposure. 3) What
about color temperature?—W.G.T.

Answer: 1) Any size screen may be
photographed, depending on the amount
of light put out by your background
projector. It is best not to pan on
this screen, but you may zoom in di¬
rectly on your center line. 2) Again
the exposure will depend on the amount
of light put out by your projector. A
yellow flame carbon is recommended.
Your exposure will also be governed
by the screen size. The larger the
screen, the greater amount of light will
be required by the BG projector to
balance with the amount of light on
the foreground object. 3) The color
temperature of your projector lamp
should he 3200° K.—Paul Eagler,
A.S.C.

QI

have a Filmline processing ma¬
chine designed to handle reversal
and negative/positive developing, and
which is equipped with a tank having
capacity of 4.5 gallons of solution.
When should I replenish the bath and
what are the keeping properties of the
bleach bath in reversal? Can you also
suggest a reference book dealing with
laboratory practice for neg/pos film
and chemicals?—P.R.

Answer: Suggest you write to Eastman
Kodak Company, DuPont or Ansco
and request their books on chemical
analysis. These will answer all the im¬
mediate problems with which you seem
to be faced. The companies named also
have books available on laboratory
practices and procedures.—Lou Vinc¬
ent., A.S.C. .issociate.
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NO ROOM FOR DOUBT...

HAS ALL YOUR EASTERN PRODUCTION NEEDS
J
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MORE THAN TWO MILLION Russians witnessed “Glimpses of the U.S.A.”

shown were still photographs re-photographed on 35mm motion picture

presented at the recent Moscow Fair in a montage of images projected

film

simultaneously on

synchronization was insured

seven

20 by 30 feet screens.

Most of the

pictures

and

presented

with

music

and

narration

in

Russian.

Image

by interlocking the projectors.

SEVEN SCREENS FOR MOSCOW
How America’s unique multiple-screen film presentation
for the Moscow Fair was conceived, produced and staged.
By

At the AMERICAN EXHIBIT at the re¬
cent Moscow Fair, a unique multiplescreen motion picture presentation was
the center of attraction. Unlike any¬
thing conceived heretofore, the presen¬
tation and the network of equipment
by which it was screened is the culmin¬
ation of the efforts of Charles Fames,
internationally famous industrial de¬
signer, and his wife. Kay.
1 was recently a guest at the Fames’
studio in Venice. California where 1

670

HERB

A.

LIGHTMAN

was treated to a private showing of
their multiple-screen production,
“Glimpses of the U.S.A.,” which graph¬
ically revealed the American Way of
Life to the Russian people with such
impact that even Mr. Khrushchev, who
eagerly attended the Moscow exhibit,
was visibly impressed.
The seven separate picture sequences,
which were projected at the Moscow
Fair on huge screens 20 by 30 feet in
size, were projected by Fames in his

studio in a miniaturized version of the
Moscow setup in which the screens are
scaled down to one-fifth original size.
Whereas the Moscow presentation was
done with motion picture projectors
and 35mm color film. Fames’ studio
presentation utilized film strip projec¬
tors operated in conjunction with an
English version of the sound track.
It is difficult to describe the 12minute presentation of sight and sound
which 1 witnessed. Scenes are con-

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

stantly changing on the seven screens
suspended from overhead. The ear is
arrested hy the dramatic musical score
composed especially for the presenta¬
tion hy Elmer Bernstein. A lucid, hon¬
est narration gets right to the core of
things. Rut still—you have to see and
hear it to believe it.
As the lights are dimmed and the
music begins, the seven screens come
alive and show various constellations
of stars in the heavens. This is followed
by night aerial shots of a great city,
which dissolve to a number of day
shots of landscapes, both rural and ur¬
ban. The great city is seen—silent in
the early morning hours, then slowly
stirring as people leave their homes and
crowd a myriad of freeways en route
to school, work or other pursuits.

VIEW

OF

Russian

ence watching

audi¬

U.S.

film

presentation on the sev¬
en

overhead

screens.

Show America At Work
Typical Americans are shown at
their daily occupations; and there are
striking scenes of research, industry,
farming, and shopping centers. Equally
impressive are the scenes depicting
typical Americans in after-sundown ac¬
tivities—at the dinner table, watching
television, relaxing, etc., others attend¬
ing church, theatres, and night clubs.
An ensuing sequence depicts a typ¬
ical Sunday in America—people going
to church, puttering around the house
or garden, going on a picnic, and engaging in active and spectator sports.
Next there is depicted a quiet moment
late at night as people take leave of
one another; tender nighttime fare¬
wells of both old people and young
lovers; scenes of mothers tucking their
children in bed; and, finally, on a
single screen — a tenderly nostalgic
shot of a bunch of forget-me-nots grad¬
ually fading out, accompanied by the
haunting strains of a flute solo.

INSIDE projection booth,
showing
seven

five

35mm

of

the

projectors

used.

CHARLES EAMES, who produced and staged film presentation at Moscow Fair, stands with his wife,
Ray,, on
setup.

stage of

Group

of

his Venice, Calif., studio before a
people

in

foreground

is

cutout

of

miniaturized version of the Moscow screen
photographic

screens to effect orientation for purposes of demonstrating the

enlargement

multiple screen

arranged

below

system.

If this is propoganda, then it is
magnificent propoganda — excitingly
presented,
simply
and
thruthfully
stated, hitting the audience with a tre¬
mendous impact.
This formidable project began a year
ago last December when the State De¬
partment made arrangements with the
Russian government to have an ex¬
change of exhibitions. The United
States Information Service was as¬
signed to “produce” the show for the
Moscow Eair. George Nelson, an indus¬
trial designer, planned the physical as¬
pects of the Eair. A meeting was next
arranged with Charles Eames to decide
the problem of what one nation, like
Continued on Page 696
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COLOR IN MOTION
Part III: Natural Color For Television

PICTURES AND TV
New problems arise when color productions are filmed in the usual way
for exhibition on TV. Television gives good color reproduction only at
high light levels; color films exhibit their purest color at low light levels.

By

ROBERT

ALLEN

MITCHELL

process by a matrixing circuit which
converts the Y
1 ~\- Q signals picked
up by the antenna into the original
primary R
G
B signals to op¬
erate the electron guns which form the
colored picture additively by exciting
the red, green, and blue phosphors of
the picture tube by varying degrees.

Color television is an additive sys¬
tem throughout. No primary-subtract¬
ing color dyes are involved. The pic¬
ture is produced by splitting the im¬
age of the original scene into its three
primary-color components, (Fig. 1),

broadcasting the corresponding signals
in a special form so that the image can
be reproduced in monochrome on

From the color standpoint, the range

black-and-white receivers, and finally,

of colors possible with the NTSC tele¬
vision system is satisfactory except in
the bluish-green and cyan regions of
the color scale and along the “purple

in the color receiver, recombining the
red, green, and blue signals into a fullcolor image. This is accomplished by
means of the three-gun kinescope, the
face of which is silk-screen printed
with a mosaic of very tiny red, green,
and blue phosphor dots.
The electronic niceties of color TV
are very complex and require ex¬
tremely close control in operation. The
“compatible ’ NTSC (National Tele¬
vision Standards Code) system em¬
ployed in the United States and Can¬
ada is further complicated by an elec¬
tronic matrixing process which extracts
from the red, green, and blue color

FIG.
ards

2—The NTSC (National Television Stand¬
Code)

"compatible"

color

broadcasting

method employed in the U.S. and Canada.

signals a luminance signal which can
be reproduced in monochrome by or¬
dinary TV sets.

line” which includes violet, purple,
magenta, and red. We know that the
most
practicable
additive
process
should employ primaries of 100 per
cent saturation located very close to
700 millimicrons for the red primary
(a deep, intense red), 525 for the
green primary (a vivid bright green,
which is only just perceptibly yellow¬
ish), and 460 for the blue primary (a
deep, vivid ultramarine-blue). The
NTSC primaries do not quite conform
to these specifications because of the
Continued on Page 699

Because the luminance signal is the¬
oretically identical with the “supersaturated-green,” or Y, response of the
human eye, which is itself identical
with the spectral luminance curve (the
curve labeled Y in Fig. 1 of Part 1),
this signal is denoted by the letter Y
in technical literature.

FIG. 1—Color analysis by the optical system of
a

color

TV

camera.

Image

entering

camera

lens (at top) is split into its three primary-color
components by a complex of mirrors, filters and

After matrixing, therefore, the com¬
posite R ~\- G ^ B signal is converted
into jiartials denoted by Y
I -\Q, Y being suited for image reproduc¬
tion on monochrome receivers, and
/ -jconsisting of residuals of the
red and blue color signals, and together
called the chrominance signals. (Fig.

2).

relay lenses and directed to the red, green and
blue channels of the color video system.
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The color receiving set reverses this

FIG. 3—The optical principle of lenticular addi¬
tive-color film. The image is monochrome, and
does not appear in color until projected through
a

4-strip

color

filter

similar

to

that

used

in

photography.
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The whole secret of good color
photography is right here...
GENUINE

iValz

_

_,

NORWOOD
Super Director
Exposure Mefer
High-Fidelity Color Exposures are now yours everytime
— Automatically! — The three-dimensional Incident Light Nor¬
wood Heliosphere assures you of the absolutely correct ex¬
posure setting under all conditions with one quick reading.
The exclusive Norwood Heliovalve gives you an automatic
direct-reading f: stop for pre-adjusted film and shutter
combinations.
No wonder the new NORWOOD is the favorite of Holly¬
wood professionals!! I
The world’s only genuine Norwood Exposure Meter now
made! The Automatic Norwood Super Director made by
the Walz Company, is the new invention of Mr. Donald
Norwood, world-famous inventor of the Norwood system of
three-dimensional incident light exposure control.

Includes Norwood Meter,
Case, Necksfrap, 3-D In¬
cident Light Heliosphere,
Reflected Light Heliogrid,
Automatic Heliovalve.

8mm

-V,

'J MOVIE METER

MOVIE EDITOR

Easiest-to-use movie meter.
Direct reading f:stop for movie
cameras. No dials! No calcula¬
tions. Pre-set for Daylight Kodachrome. Type A Kodachrome and
Anscochrome.

Ultra-precision coin])act folding ed¬
itor.

Geared

screen.

rewind.

Bnilt-in

Bright,

marker,

sharp

foeuser.

framer with Quicksplice.

$5.95
$34.95

case . . . $1.35

OPTICAL

SUPERIMPOSER
TITLER and WIPER
OUTFIT
Attach to movie camera and
use at the same time as the scene
is being photographed. Very
simple to use. Fully complete with
accessories.
___
_

MOVIE TIMER
Attaches directly into cable

re¬

lease. Adjustable fi’om 5 to 20 sec.
Signals START when timer activates
shutter. Cuts shutter off at pre-set
time.

$19.95

$6.95 with case

EXCLUSIVE U.S.A. IMPORTER.U. S. PHOTO SUPPLY CO. INC., 6478 SLIGO MILL ROAD, WASHINGTON 12, D. C.
EXCLUSIVE CANADA IMPORTER . . . MAIXO OPTICAL & PHOTO PRODUCTS, 1765 KEELE STREET, W TORONTO, ONTARIO
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THE PISTOL-PACKERS KNOW WHAT
M
aybe they are “just kids” but they know

the better the picture^ the better the box office!

what they want when it comes to pic¬

So it really does pay to cater to the six-gun

tures, And millions of them talk it over weekly,

set—pick the best in story and talent—use the

select the best bets and take in a show. In fact,

latest, most advanced technics.

they and their parents constitute living, breath¬

That’s why close co-operation with the East¬

ing proof of the time-tested observation . . .

man Technical Service for Motion Picture Film,

/fls what's on the screenand what people say
674
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THEY WANT... Just listen to them/
with its long background of experience in every

pays to take full advantage of the many special

phase of film selection, production, processing

services offered! Offices located at strategic

and exhibition, can be so helpful . . . why it

points. Inquiries invited.

Motion Picture Film Department,

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,

East Coast Division: 342 Madison Ave., New York 17, N.Y. Midwest Division: 130 East
Randolph Dr., Chicago 1, III. West Coast Division: 6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Col.

Rochester 4, N.Y.

WIDE

SCREEN

COLOR

about it.,, that counts
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TRAVELING MATTES IN COLOR
The sodium lamp method employed in British studios
utilizes panchromatic film for the matte negative.

By

ROBERT

L.

HOULT,

FRPS,

FBKS

Formerly Technical Adviser, Pinewood Studios, England.

using Sodium light
in the production of color traveling
mattes was first disclosed in 1947 by
Jean Kudar (Ref. 1) ; improvements in
technique were disclosed in 1951 by
Hoult et al. (Ref. 2). Both these pa¬
tents are now owned by the Rank Lab¬
oratories, Denham, England.
The technique of

It fell to the lot of the author, dur¬
ing the period 1952-1956, to introduce
this process in an economic form into
general use in England, in succession
to the black-and-white process describ¬
ed in a previous paper (Ref. 3).
To operate the color and black-andwhite processes on a commercial basis,
a special department has now been set
up at Denham laboratories in London
to handle all the business of shooting
and processing composite scenes. This
provides a regular service for film pro¬
ducers in British studios, where scarce¬
ly a major film is now made which does
not owe some of its appeal or some of

its economy to the discreet use in pro¬
duction of traveling matte technique.
This traveling matte department has
been organized on the model of the
Technicolor Camera Department, as an
adjunct to the laboratory where proces¬
sing is eventually to be carried out.

Black-and-White and Color
Processes Compared
The paper (Ref. 3) describing the
black-and-white process was reprinted
in “American Cinematographer” for
October, 1959. The color process is
basically the same as the black-andwhite process, differing mainly in the
color of the light used for photography
and its method of beam-division in the
camera, while subsequent processing
differs only insofar as color film is
used instead of black-and-white film.
Having first understood the princi¬
ples on which the black-and-white pro¬
cess is based, it becomes easy to follow
the differences necessitated by the use

3-0

2.0

10
lf.00

S'OO

feoo

300
(Millimicrons)

FIG. 1—Spectral sensitivity curves of Eastman Color negative Type 5248. (Courtesy Kodak, Ltd.)
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of color film. First among these is the
need to illuminate the foreground sub¬
ject with “white” light instead of “yel¬
low” light to preserve foreground color
balance. Although it is sufficient to ex¬
pose black-and-white picture negative
to the sum of green and red wave¬
lengths only (the constituents of “yel¬
low” or minus-blue light), color film
demands the presence of blue, green
and red wavelengths in suitable pro¬
portions. With what wavelengths, then,
can we illuminate the backing, which is
to be complementary in color to the
foreground?
Certain other color traveling matte
processes go outside the visual spec¬
trum for this purpose and use either
ultra-violet or infra-red radiation. The
present process makes use of mono¬
chromatic yellow light — that narrow
spectral band which lies between the
green and the red. and which is not
required for three-color photography
(Fig. 1). Its removal from the sf>ectrum of white light has no noticeable
effect on photographic color rendering,
although a slight change in hue may
be apparent to the eye.
To remove efficiently a narrow spec¬
tral band in this way is not easy, but
fortunately the mineral didymia has
this property, and a practical light filter
can be made of glass containing didymium salts (Fig. 2). Studio lamps
covered by didymium filters thus emit
white light deficient in monochromatic
yellow—i.e., a mixture of blue, green
and red only.
To generate independently a mono¬
chromatic yellow light to illuminate the
backing, use is made of commercial
sodium tubes, whose emission spectrum
is substantially a single line at 589
millimicrons wavelength (Fig. 3). With
sodium lighting on the backing, and
didymium-filtered white lighting on the
foreground, we again have two comple¬
mentary colors, which are the basis of
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didymium

the photographic technique described
for the black-and-white process.
In this case, of course, a blue back¬
ing is not appropriate; the ideal color
would be monochromatic yellow; but
such a color is impracticable to achieve
in paint or dye with reasonable effi¬
ciency, so a white backing is used in¬
stead. This requires careful “niggering” from foreground spill-light, but no
more so than does a process projection
screen. In practice, no real difficulty
arises from this cause.

The Beam-splitting Camera
The same type of beam-splitting cam¬
era is used as has been described for
black-and-white work—the only differ¬
ence being in the optical equipment.
Instead of dividing the beam into blue
and minus-blue, the beam-divider has
to transmit selectively to the matte
negative film a narrow spectral band
centered on the sodium line, and re¬
flect the residue of blue, green and red
light to the foreground negative film,
which in general is Eastman Color type
5248 (Fig. 1).

Fig. 3—Emission spectrum of sodium lamp tube.

glass filter.

then passes through a didymium filter
(within the camera), while the matte
(transmitted) beam passes through a
yellow filter—both to remove unwanted
residual wavelengths—before reaching
their respective negative films.
With this camera, 75mm, 50mm and
35mm taking lenses are provided for
normal photography, while for CinemaScope-type results a 2X anamorph can
also be used.
Foreground lights may be either arc
or inky, although for economy the for¬
mer are preferred—the reason being as
follows:
The color negative film used is bal¬
anced to a color temperature of 3200

FIG.

4—-Six-tube

degrees K. This C.T. is modified by the
spectral transmission characteristics of
the beam-splitting camera and is fur¬
ther modified by the didymium glass
filters (Fig. 2) which are fitted to the
foreground lights. In consequence, the
required C.T. of foreground lighting is
raised to nearly 5400 degrees K, and is
obtained exactly by using an H.I. arc
covered by a Wratten CC-20-Y filter,
such as is available in sheet form as
Wratten FCT filter material. When inky
lights are used, they require both a
didymium glass filter and a C.T. blue
filter—the latter to raise the color temContinued on Next Page

sodium

lamp such as used for light¬
ing

backings.

available

in

Tubes
a

are

maximum

size of 140 watts and must
be

mounted

in

horizontal

position, as shown.

Division of white light in this way
is made possible by the use of a 45degree controlled interference filter
coating, suitably graded to compensate
for the differi..g angles of incidence be¬
tween rays passing through different
parts of the field. There is insufficient
space here to describe this type of filter
in detail, but readers will find a full
description in Ref. 2 noted at conclu¬
sion of this article.
The

foreground
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FIG. 5—Examples of two closeups made by the traveling matte process

compression

described

both the background plates and the closeup subjects.

by author.

Squeeze

effect

in

image

perture of the inkies from 3200 to
approximately 5400 degrees K. In
consequence of the filtering thus intro¬
duced into the foreground lighting, a
residual effective C.T. of 3200 degrees
K is exactly obtained in the film plane,
which yields correct color balance in
the foreground negative.

Lighting the White Backing
The foreground light is deficient in
monochromatic yellow, but, as explain¬
ed earlier, this is of no photographic
consequence. A concentrated source of
monochromatic radiation at 589 milli¬
microns is now provided by commercial
sodium tubes and directed onto the
white backing.
These sodium tubes are available in
a maximum size of 14'0 watts, and since
when hot they contain molten sodium
metal, they must be mounted in a hori¬
zontal position. Units have been con¬
structed (Fig. 4), each containing six
sodium tubes stacked vertically in a
square layout, and mounted in cradles
which fit into the sockets of the stands
and turtles provided for normal studio
lights.
The deployment of these special so¬
dium lamps around a backing is thus
facilitated—a typical rig for a backing
24 feet wide being twelve units (con¬
taining 72 tubes). These units are generafiv mounted for convenience in two
mobile towers—one at each side of the
backing—each tower carrying six units
in three levels, two per level. Such a
lighting rig provides enough light on
the backing to allow the camera to be
operated at about f/4, and the intensity
of the foreground lights is then ad¬
justed accordingly.
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is

due

to anamorphic

of

the

The sodium tubes will operate from
A.C., which at mains frequency (50
c/s in London) “beat” with the camera
shutter frequency (24 f.p.s.) and pro¬
duce undesirable frame-to-frame varia¬
tions in matte negative density. The
sodium tubes are therefore operated
from 3-phase A.C., the three pairs of
tubes in each lamp unit being fed from
separate phases.
A black-and-white panchromatic film
is used as matte negative and is devel¬
oped to the highest possible gamma.
Sufficient negative contrast is obtained
to enable a first-generation matte posi¬
tive (also developed to a high gamma )
to be used to produce the composite
negative, exactly as described for the
black-and-white technique, although of
course in conjunction with color dupli¬
cating stock.
Matte-wise, the composite negative
has the same quality as is obtained in
the black-and-white process. It repro¬
duces faithfully smoke, haze, rain, re¬
flections in glass, etc., without difficulty
—the reason being that, as before, the
processing at no time employs a nega¬
tive matte.

The Composite Negative
Color-wise, the composite negative is
a first-generation dupe, and is as good
as the duplicating technique of the film
stock and the laboratory processing be¬
tween them will allow. In fact, a very
high standard is now possible, and ex¬
amples of this process incorporated in
recent productions bear witness to its
general acceptance by the most critical
of producers. (See Fig. 5). It should be
noted that all the scenes within the
stagecoach aj)pearing in this ])roduc-

CinemaScope

photography,

which

was

used

for

tion were also produced by this process,
as well as a few exterior closeups.
In the early days of traveling matte
production, composite negatives were
aU made on standard optical printers.
By 1956, the amount of business had
increased sufficiently to warrant the
construction of a double-head optical
printer, which is now in almost con¬
tinuous use for the production of
black-and-white and color composite
negatives.
This printer contains two projection
heads and one camera head; the two
images being collated by a beam-com¬
bining prism block of 50/50 neutral
transmission/reflection ratio. The
equipment tbus acts as a beam-split¬
ting camera in reverse, and enables
composite negatives to be printed speed¬
ily and accurately—all adjustments for
optical registration and light-balancing
being monitored visually on a built-in
focusing screen before starting the
camera.

Tlie Traveling Matte
Department
This department, as stated earlier, is
organized on the model of the Techni¬
color camera department. Under the
department head are employed travel¬
ing matte technicians, a grade created
specially for this purpose. Their head¬
quarters comprise an office and a work¬
room situated at Denham Laboratories,
where inquiries from interested film
producers are received and arrange¬
ments made to service productions.
From this office, too, control is exercised
over T.M. technicians at work in vari¬
ous studios, as w'ell as over the processContinued on Page 693
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Mary Pickford in Pollycinna, 1920.

of 1 ...40 years serving the film industry
When Mary Pickford starred in Pollyanna 'way back in 1920,
Consolidated Film Industries was formed, and has played a leading
role in the film processing industry for 40 years.
CFl is a complete film laboratory, offering every service necessary
for superior film processing.

CONSOLIDATED FILM INDUSTRIES
959 SEWARD ST., HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
521 WEST 57th STREET, NEW YORK 19, NEW YORK

For film processing at its best: specify CFL

Hollywood 9-1441
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various characters in “Noah’s Ark.”

What are Walt Disney’s newest animated characters made of?
Buttons, nuts, and pieces of string, and a thousand-andone other things. These form the characters in

"NOAHS ARK"-WALT DISNEY'S FIRST
NON-CARTOON ANIMATED FILM
By

Aficionados of the animated film will find something new,
provocative and hilarious in Walt Disney's forthcoming

featurette, “Noah’s Ark,” which marks his first departure
from animation of inert drawings. Instead of pen and ink
illustrations on cels, Disney’s animators have fashioned a
bevy of new and intriguing characters from odds and ends
familiar to everyone—things like buttons, rubber erasers,
pipe cleaners, bits of yarn, bottle corks, clothespins, nuts,
etc. Noah and Mrs. Noah, and their three sons. Ham, Shem
and Japheth, plus a myriad of animals and birds which
join the crui.se of the good ship Noah’s Ark, come to life
through skillful manipulation by Disney animators of their
buttons-to-butternuts anatomical components.

ARTHUR

ROWAN

change. Justice first thought of designing figures composed
of coins of different sizes. As he pondered the project, toy¬
ing the meanwhile with such odds and ends on his desk¬
top as paper clips, erasers, pencils, etc., inspiration came to
him. “Why not three-dimensional characters made of things
such as these!”
Several prototype characters were put together and pre¬
sented to Disney for approval. He immediately liked them
and gave Justice the “go-ahead” to proceed with the pro¬
duction.

.Ark.” he felt the subject lent itself to a new approach to
the animation technique. He called in one of his veteran

The accompanying photos, which are scene reproduc¬
tions from “Noah’s Ark,” show' some of the hundreds of
miscellaneous odds and ends that went into the construc¬
tion of the characters. Ping pong balls w'ere used for heads,
with bits of chenile, fur or yarn serving as hirsute adorn¬
ment. Small ceramic-tipped pins were used for eyes on
some of the characters, and squares of colorful fabrics were
fashioned into costumes with nothing more than a pair of
scissors.

animator-directors. Bill Justice, and turned the project over
to him. Instead of the usual animated drawings, it was de¬
cided the characters themselves should undergo a major

The second photo, showing two cranes, a goat and a
rhino mounting the gangplank to the Ark, reveals the sim¬
ple components used generally in fashioning the characters:

.Always on the search for the new and the novel in mo¬
tion picture entertainment, Walt Disney has produced an
entirely different concept in animated films with this spark¬
ling featurette in color. W hen he first considered “Noah’s
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amusing moose was created by Disney animator-stylists.

typewriter erasers, pieces of chenile ornamentation, a cou¬
ple of soft-drink sippers, and split pencils were the chief
parts used to form the two cranes that board the Ark. A
bottle cork became the body of the goat to which was added
four pieces of wire for legs, the tip of a small paint brush
for a tail, a section of pipe cleaner served as a neck, and
a pecan—adorned with paint brush tip for a beard, and
sections of sippers for horns—became the head. The rhino’s
body was fashioned from sections of cork tile, and every
golfer will recognize the plastic golf tees used for the horns!
The tick bird on the rhino’s back was made of two beads
plus bits of wire, yarn and felt. The other photos reveal
similar artistry and imagination.
The pattern of what is to come is exemplified in the
opening titles of the picture, with the words of the initial
title card forming magically from pink yarn unraveling
from a nearby skein. Elsewhere on another page are photos
which show the articles that went into formation of the
credit card for Technical Assistants: two peanuts, two
Easter eggs, four erasers and four strips of yarn. Through
the magic of stop-motion photography, these items become
two flamingos, which carry the names of technicians E. K.
Sekac and Jim Love.
To compose other title cards and also the various char¬
acters for “Noah’s Ark,” Hollywoood dime stores were
searched for items having possibilities as figure compo¬
nents.
According to Disney animator Xavier Atencio. who is
credited along with T. Hee and director Rill Justice with
the styling and character movement of the production, over
a thousand different articles were collected for jiossible use
in the construction of the more than 150 characters which
Continued on Next Page
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appear in the picture. “U e went to the dime stores with a
basket and wandered among the counters, picking up any¬
thing that seemed to us to have possibilities,” he said.
“When we approached one cashier, she wanted to know if
we were stocking a dime store of our owm.”
A special camera crane was constructed to photograph
the action. As Atencio and Justice put the hand-made ac¬
tors through their paces before the lens of the stop-motion
animation camera, the progessive movement was photo¬
graphed a frame at a time. This camera stand differs from
the conventional one used for cel-and-hackground photogra¬
phy in that the camera can be rotated, freely when neces¬
sary, a full 180 degrees. It also features a different type
table which comprises one or more panels of highly polished
plate glass on which the action is staged and animated.
On these glass panels, laid over painted backgrounds.
Disney technicians arranged the characters and animated
them by moving the figures—or their body members—a
fraction of an inch at a time between camera exposures.
In photo on this page, animator Atencio may be seen,
tweezers in hand, carefully moving the arms, necks and
legs of the two cranes that carry the Technical Assistants'
credits. While sheer gravity served to hold many of the
figures steady on the glass top during the animation steps,
others had to be secured to the glass by means of adhesive
tape having gum on both sides.

THROUGH MAGIC of animation and stop motion photography,
two peanuts, two Easter eggs, four erasers, and four strips of
pink

yarn

names

of

metamorphose
the

Technical

into

two

Assistants

flamingos
on

carrying

production

of

the
Walt

Disney's “Noah’s Ark.”

Guided by the story board of T. Hee, the action w'as shot
to match the rough sketch of the story line. Lip movement
also had to be taken into consideration to synchronize with
the pre-recorded track of dialogue, songs and music. The
precision with which action of the characters was accu¬
rately timed with the beat of the music, to give it the illu¬
sion of human performance, is well illustrated in the musi¬
cal number “Love One Another,” ostensibly sung and
played by Noah’s sons as the Ark is tossed about during the
deluge. Here the bongo player’s timing is so perfect and
his action so natural and realistic, one is forced to take a
second and more concentrated look at the player’s hands to
make sure it is not a live person doing the action by means
of a trick shot.
XAVIER ATENCIO, Disney animator, deftly moves with
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Accolades for the yet unreleased “Noah’s Ark,” which
have come to Disney and his staff of creators and anima¬
tors, undoubtedly will influence future Walt Disney ani¬
mated films. Of the two major productions presently before
the cameras at this studio, two include several substantial
sequences of three-dimensional animation. These are “Hans
Christian Andersen,” and “Babes in Toyland.”
Disney’s animation department, which today embraces a
great deal more than the conventional drawing, inking, and
photographic departments of his early-day animated car¬
toon studio, now includes an extensive experimental and
construction department wherein the key animators are con¬
stantly at work developing new and interesting characters,
figure components, and structural and background ma¬
terials. Men like Xavier Atencio, Bill Justice, and T. Hee
regularly scout the markets for new and usable materials
such as papers and fabrics having unusual texture and
color; also wood, plastic, rubber and other materials which
can be used for a background component, or structural ma¬
terial for a three-dimensional character or prop.
For one of the forthcoming productions named above,
the department has been experimenting in giving unique
surface texture to paper by soaking it in water, crum-

between the single frame exposures was meticulously executed
to give near-lifelike action
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The Answet fo Yoae Zoom & Telephoto Lens pipod Ptohlems

SILICONE DAMPENED

^HYDROFLUID’

ball-leveling

PAN & TILTHEAD TRIPOD
AN N-C-E ORIGINAL
IN TRIPOD STYLING
AND PERFORMANCE
with
Larger Silicone Dampening Area Than
Any Tripod in Its Class and Price Range

^Designed for professional cameramen.
^Velvety smooth, jerk-proof pan and tilt action, utilizing
the dampening effect of silicone.
^Aluminum construction; weight 21 lbs.
►Si I icone loaded—temperature range—130 + 500F.
►Precision ball-bearings.

Mounted on pan and tilt shaft

for smooth action and alignment.
►Pan 360°—Tilt 80°.
Hydrofiuid ball-leveling head—precision construction—oosi-

►First tripod of its kind with ball-type leveling at bottom

tive quick-friger camera lock—variable tension

of base with positive lock at NO EXTRA CHARGE.

adjustment

pan and tilt locks—spirit level—te'escopic pan handle with
variable

angle

adjustment—right

or

left

hand

position.

►Tripod base of seasoned V-type maple-wood legs, with
self-aligning leg locks

►For all cameras 40 lbs. or less.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE ^ ^^Qso
COMPLETE WITH TRIPOD LEGS

“HYDROFLUID” TRIPOD DESIGNED FOR

BABY TRIPOD .

^

ejA/

. , ...$69.50

HIGH HAT . .. 29.50
TV Vidicon—16Mitche!l —Maurer—Camerette—
Arriflex 1 6 35—Auricon (Cine-Voice-600-1 200)
Cine Special—Eye mo—Filmo—Cineflex

NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, Inc.

CASE

..... .

BOOT & POINT COVER .

22.00
12.50

209 WEST 48th ST., NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
Circle 6-0348
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BROOKS
CAMERAS
The Wesfs Largest
Selection of Fine
Professional Cameras

BOLEX H-16 REX

Variable shutter permits smooth fades and lap dissolves. Greater ex¬
posure control possible through partial closing of the variable shutter
instead of lens. Shown with REXOFADER—an optional accessory ($37.50)
that permits automatic operation of the variable shutter.

H-16 REX from $400, with Lytar 1" f/1.8 lens.
BOLEX 16mm LENSES
Pan Cinor 85—w/R.F. From 17.5 to
85mm—F2 .$420.00
Pan Cinor f/2.4 lens, focal lengths
from 17y2mm to 70mm.$269.50
Pan Cinor 100 f/3.4 lens, focal
lengths from 25mm to 100mm
.$329.50
Switar 10mm w/a f/1.6 FM 8"
to
inf.
“C” mount.
Visifocus
.$149.50
Switar 16mm w/a f/1.8 FM 8" to
inf. "C” mount. Visifocus...,$99.50
Switar 25mm 1" f/1.5 FM IV2'
to inf. Visifocus.$115.00
Yvar 100mm 4" f/3.3 tele. 4-power
magnification. Focuses 8' to inf.
.$89.50

Yvar 16mm w/a f/2.8. Focuses 1'
to inf. “C” mount. Visifocus $59.50
Pizar 26mm 1" f/1.9. Focuses IV2'
to inf. “C” mount. Visifocus $67.50
Yvar 75mm 3" f/2.8 tele. Focuses
5' to inf. “C” mount. Visifocus
.$69.50
Switar 25mm 1" f/1.4. Focuses
IV2' to inf. “C” mount.$168.00
Switar f/1.4 50mm 2" tele. lens.
Ultra-high speed. Focuses 3' to inf.
.$169.50
Yvar 150mm 6" f/4 tele. lens.
71/2" length. FM 13' to inf. with
case.$145.75

AURICON CINE-VOICE II

NEW ARRIFLEX 16

16mm sound-on-film movie camera with profes¬
sional heavy-duty 3-lens turret. Operates from
house current or car battery. Available in a
choice of models to suit a variety of filming
requirements .$795.00
CINE VOICE I—Used.$495.00
AURICON PRO-600— 16mm optical-sound-onfilm; self-blimped; sync motor drive for single
or double-system recording; Electronic take-up,
film-flow without friction clutches or belts.
Various combinations of accessories avail¬
able .$1456.25

The only 16mm camera providing through-the-lens focusing and view¬
ing during exposure, electric motor drive. Matte box cables.$1725.00
16mm Xenon f/1.9 lens.
$170.00
25mm Xenon f/1.5 lens.$170.00
75mm Xenon f/2 lens.$200.00
Pan Cinor 70—Zooms from 17.5mm to 70mm.$260.00
Zoomar lens 1" to 3" f/2.8 for Arriflex.$579.00
Arriflex, Model 16 Tripod.$175.00
Same as above plus built-in buckle switch and motor cable
lock .$1795.00

AURICON “SUPER-1200” — 16mm sound-onfilm camera (self-blimped) with 3-lens turret
for "C” mount lenses. 1200 ft. capacity for
33 minutes recording time.$4149.00
SUPER 1200—AURICON-TILT professional tri¬
pod, wgt. 27 lbs.$406.25
AURICON PRO-200. Was $1,495.00.
Used .$995.00

I
Use Your Bankamericard

West's Largest Selection • Budget Terms Available • Write In For A Complete List Of Professional Equipment
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2-Mike Convenience With A 1-Mike Amplifier
A do-it-yourself project that enabled the author to utilize his single-input
Cine-Voice

amplifier

to

handle

two

microphones

for

newsreel

work.

By GEORGE J. YARBROUGH
United Film Productions, Orlando. Fla.

When using our

16mm single-system sound camera, more

than once we have encountered the need to rriix more
than one source of sound or to record some high level
source not equipped with its own level control. The am¬
plifier for the Auricon Cine-Voice camera has but one
microphone input and one high-impedance or bridging
input, and the latter has no provision for volume adjust¬
ment.
It was suggested that our problem could be resolved
by using low-level mixing, i.e., using variable “H” or T
attenuators ahead of the microphone transformer. But we
had to rule out this suggestion for several reasons: 1) the
attenuators are expensive; 2) two such units would in¬
troduce 6 dh signal loss (whereas we needed all the gain
we could get! ) ; 3) , low-level mixing tends to become
noisy after awhile; also our problem was further ag¬
gravated by the salt air exposure encountered when workhig at Cape Canaveral; and 4), the suggested solution
would still not give us control over the high impedance
output.
Inasmuch as our Auricon Cine-Voice amplifier was
both rugged and proved, we decided to utilize it and
add a second complete input channel. This would provide
us with the necessary control over equalization as well
as afford control over the gain of the bridging input.

By using “hi-level” mixing, we could
carbon attenuators (volume controls)

use inexpensive
in a common

parallel network. (This same scheme is used in the CineVoice amplifier, but there is no provision for varying
the resistance in the number two channel.) This type
mixer circuit has the same insertion loss as a “low-level”
type mixer; however, this has already been compensated
for at this stage of amplification. Our new preamplifier
has the same gain as the old one and the fixed-resistance
has merely been replaced with a variable one. There is a
maximum theoretical limit of 2.5 db interaction in this
type circuit. However, as the tube impedance is less than
that of the load (level control) the interaction is much
lower and not at all objectionable.
The only real problem involved in adding the new
preamplifier was finding a place to put it. V e settled
on building it compactly on a sub-chassis, as shown in
Fig. 1. The preamplifier is shown mounted within the
regular Cine-Voice amplifier chassis in Fig. 2. In mount¬
ing, 3/16" spacers were used so that the edge of the
new unit would not contact bottom of the amplifier
case. And as an extra precautionary measure, a small
piece of sponge rubber was placed on the bottom of the
case. The “tongues” of the regular chassis (the part of
Continued on Next Page
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from the switches to the gain controls and jack. (As
these are high-impedance sources at this point, the shield¬
ing was done to eliminate cross-talk).
The input transformer for the new channel was mounted
on an aluminum bracket next to the normal one. Although
any 50-ohm-to-grid transformer will work, the same unit
as used by the Auricon factory is recommended, which
will insure both channels being uniform. As the trans¬
former used has little shielding, it was critical as to
orientation. There was some internal feedback which would
cause the unit to oscillate when using maximum gain
in the new channel. Turning the transformer in the mount
eliminated this.

FIG.

3—Wiring

ing, by

diagram

of

the

means of the doffed

Auricon

lines, fhe

Cine-Voice

new

circuitry

amplifier
involved

show¬
in

fhe

addition of fhe new pre-amplifier.

The SPST switch, which can he seen mounted on the
rear of the second channel level-control, was later replaced
with a DPST switch. The former merely switched the
filament power on and off, and when the second channel
was switched on, the plate voltage for the original stage
was consequently lowered, due to the increased load. The
second set of contacts merely parallel another resistor,
thus allowing both the original and the new stage to
operate with the proper plate supply. It was observed
that no further capacitive de-coupling was necessary re¬
gardless of the settings of either level controls.

the chassis in the shock-mount) were bent slightly to
compensate for the added weight of the new preamplifier.
The new level control was mounted in a hole previously
occupied by the variable equalizer (tone control), which
was replaced with two switch-operated units having simple
“in” and “out” positions approximating the extremes of
the old control. When the switch is off, or open, the
equalizer is “in”.
A closed-circuit jack was installed for the high-imped¬
ance input; the insertion of a plug in this jack disconnects
the sound channel pre-amplifier, which eliminates the
noise generated in the unweighted stage. The equalizer
switch has no control when this jack is used, so that
anything recorded is done “flat.” The two equalizer
switches and the closed-circuit jack may he seen in Fig. 4.
Note that the coupling capacitors are mounted on the
switches, enabling the run of the plate lead to the switch.
The only shielding used in this modification is the run

FIG.

4—Equalizer

impedance
on
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While it is not entirely necessary to provide a switch
on the new preamplifier, it does offer the advantage of
conserving battery life whenever only one microphone is
used, because in such instances the batteries are not
feeding the pre-amp’s tubes.
Wiring of the added unit is not particularly critical
as there are no A.C. hum problems to cope with. Fig. 3
is a diagram of the Cine-Voice amplifier, which shows
the old and new stages and areas requiring wiring
changes. Relatively simple to construct, the new unit
more than proved its ability to provide the flexibility
and convenience we desired at nominal cost. It should
he added here, however, that the most critical professional
attention should be given to the assembly of the new unit
and particularly to the wiring. Successful operation cannot
result where there has been careless soldering (soldering
of cold joints, etc.) or wrong placement of the components.
Also, it should be pointed out, that the modification of
the Cine-Voice amplifier outlined here is not available
from the factory (Berndt-Bach, Inc., Hollywood). All the
parts required for the modification are itemized below:
1

Aerovox PA-112-4 or Centralab PC-81 triode couplate

1

.5 megohm audio taper control with DPST switch

1

91K 1/2-watt 5% resistor

2

270K l/^-watt 5% resistor

1

68K l/^-watt 5% resistor

2

5 mfd. 50 WVDC electrolytics

2

.01 mfd. ceramic capacitors

2

.001 mfd. ceramic capacitors

1

.006 mfd. ceramic capacitors

2

TS102C01 7-pin shielded tube sockets

2

Tube shields for above

2

1U5 tubes

1

Closed-circuit jack

2

SPST bat-handle switches

1

50-ohm-to-grid microphone transformer, Auricon T3194
END
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ANOTHER

IHE DHnDED SYNCHRONIZER

Exploded
16mm

Viev/

o'

Synchronize-

Shown v/ith

Compo¬

nent Parts

A totally new concept in film
synchronizers add or subtract
units as you need them, when
you need them

‘Building

Blocks”

A unitized design concept is incorporated in our entire line.
You can now purchase a synchronizer and be able to add-aunit whenever the need is there. It is not necessary to put
your unit aside, because you have outgrown it, or change
your mode of operation. We have developed this unitized
system to give the film editor a flexible piece of precision
equipment.

Look for this
trademark

•
•

Footage Counter — reset type
Precision ball-bearings & oiless bearings throughout

•

Large sprockets to S. M. P. T. E. standards
16mm—40 frames
35mm—16 frames

•

Dural tension rollers — adjusted individually

One gang single 16mm unit

• Finger tip release
• Perfect control — convenient hand wheel
• Individual frame movement — shaft slip lock
• Table mounting feet with rubber pads
• Attractive hammertone finish
• Simple coupling method for unitized assemblies
COMBINATION SYNCHRONIZERS are also available

For information and prices write:

Designers and Manufacturers of Equipment for the Motion Picture and TV Industries

liil PRECISION LABORATORIES
_
I ■ I r-s K ir K. I *1“
D D/^ O A TI
M
DIVISION OF
PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT
CORPORATION
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UTICA AVENUE

BROOKLYN

3,

N. Y.
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Motion Picture Cameras

Part VI

ALRICOIM PRO-600
Simplicity and versatility of this sturdy but light¬
weight single-system 16mm sound camera makes it ideal
for in-plant industrial film production as well
as television newsreel filming.

The

auricon

pro-600 16mm single¬

system sound camera, with its practical
600-foot film capacity, was designed to
meet the needs of the professional
cinematographer for whom the Auricon
Cine-Voice (described in American
Cinematographer for August) is too
limited in film capacity or for whom
the larger Auricon Pro-1200 is beyond
the available budget.
The Pro-600 provides up to I6I/2
minutes of sound-and-picture recording
at the standard s.o.f. speed of 24 f.p.s.
This capacity is adequate for a wide

range of technical, industrial and TV
station film production needs. Like the
Cine-Voice camera, the Pro-600 re¬
cords sound and picture simultaneously
on the same strip of film. It may also
be had without sound components for
use as a silent camera or for double¬
system sound-film production.
The Pro-600 was originally con¬
ceived as a 400-foot Cine-Voice cam¬
era. But while it was still on the draw¬
ing board, the burgeoning television
industry indicated an increasing need
for a rugged, lightweight single-system

DATA
AURICON PRO-600
16mm Single-System Sound Camera

688

Film Capacity:

600 feet.

Type Drive:

115-V, 50- or 60-Cy., AC synchronous motor.
Also operable on converted battery power.
Separate torque motor drives film takeup.

Shutter:

Rotary disc, with 173° opening, givesl/50 sec.
exposure at 24 f.p.s.

Focusing;

Manual with lens footage scale. Critical ground
glass focusing provided on lens turret installa¬
tions.

Viewing:

Three types of finders available—one offering
parallax adjustment — provide for mattes to
match field of lenses used. On cameras with
turret installations, a Tele-finder system is in¬
cluded.

Lenses:

Takes C-mount lenses—others with appropriate
adapters. Optional lens turret is non-divergent,
accommodates three lenses.

Sound
System:

Choice of three types of galvanometers for
variable area or variable density recording.
Installation for magnetic recording also available. Amplifier-mixer unit and batteries for
sound system contained in separate case.

THE SELF-BLIMPED Pro-600 equipped with Auto-Paral¬
lax viewfinder, 3-lens turret, and lens-and-turret blimping

hood.

The

600-ft.

film

magazines

are

standard

equipment.

sound camera for newsreel photography
that would load more than a couple
hundred feet of film. Berndt-Bach en¬
gineers revamped their plans for the
camera, scrapped the 400-foot maga¬
zine in favor of one holding 600 feet
of film, and added several additional
features such as ground glass focusing
and a camera heating unit. The im¬
proved Pro-600 was introduced in
April, 1955.
Today, the Pro-6(X)’s basic features
are still its salient ones. These include:
soundproof case for completely quiet
studio operation; exclusive Electromatic film take-up; synchronous motor
drive; critical ground glass focusing
(for 3-lens turret installations) ; and
pushbutton on.off switch coupled with
safety interlocked film How mechanism.
The shutter is of the rotating disc type,
with a 173° opening that gives an
exposure of l/fiOth sec. at 24 f.p.s.
A choice of three finder doors is
offered which provides unique flexibil¬
ity in selecting and using any one of
three view finders available for the
Pro-600 camera. One type mounts the
Auricon Auto-parallax finder, another
the standard Auricon finder, and the
third, an interlock zoom-type finder de¬
signed
for use with zoom lenses.
c
In addition there is a Tele-finder
optical system which affords a 10-times
magnified view of scene when shooting

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

with telephoto lenses on a turretequipped camera. In this operation,
viewing is by means of an eye-piece
extending from back of camera. Al¬
though this optical system extends
through the heart of the camera, the
scene is viewed not through the taking
lens but through a matched Tele-finder
objective lens mounted in the turret
plate adjacent to the taking lens.
One of the Pro-600’s important fea¬
tures is the Electromatic take.up. Here
a separate torque motor—whose torque
increases as the camera’s take-up film
load increases — makes possible the
camera’s 600-foot film load without im¬
posing undue burden on the camera
motor.
To provide a dependable, unfluctuat¬
ing film flow' without the need for
friction clutches or slipping belts, a
small amount of tension is applied to
the take-up spool of the 600-foot maga¬
zine. This tension continues for a few
seconds after the camera drive motor
is turned off, after a take. In this way,
all film is kept taut and loops are
maintained between the sound-record¬
ing sprocket and the take-up compart¬
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not become loose in the magazine dur¬
ing camera stops. This take-up tension
is not sufficient to damage the film and
may continue for long periods of time
without affecting the film or camera
mechanism. When the “start” button is
pushed to turn on the camera motor,
full power is then applied to the Elec¬
tromatic take-up.
The drive motor is actuated by the
film-controlled safety switch inside the
camera. Thus, in the event the take-up
belt is inadvertently left off or the takeup drive otherwise fails, the camera
drive motor will stop, indicating the
film is not being taken up properly.
Still another safety feature is the
turret safety switch, which is installed
on Pro-600 cameras fitted with a lens
turret, and which controls the camera
motor so that it will not run if the
turret is in “Focus” instead of “Run”
position.
As with the Cine-Voice camera, the
box or housing of the Pro-600 is made
of cast “aircraft-specification” alumi¬
num, which is precision-machined to
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ment of the magazine.
\^'hen the Pro-600 is connected to a
115-volt A.C. line, the takeup motor
will run at I/3 power even though all
switches are in the “off” position. This
provides a small amount of pull on
the take-up w'hen the camera is thread¬
ed but not running, so the film will

camera

lightraps; (7) Auto-parallax viewfinder extended on

take the various film driving and sound
recording components. The camera
door swings wide, affording easy ac¬
cess to the camera’s interior for inspec¬
tion or loading film. The film threading
pattern is relatively simple. A thread¬

ing diagram inscribed on inside surface
of camera door serves to guide the
cameraman in this operation.
The patented aperture plate design of
the Pro-600 is an intelligent and im¬
aginative piece of engineering, and
should insure trouble-free film move¬
ment through the camera at all times.
Film in the aperture moves over stain¬
less-steel balls—an innovation designed
to prevent film emulsion pile-up and to
insure consistently sharp-focus expo¬
sures.
Pro-600 cameras are equipped with
a built-in 25-watt electric heater imbeded in tbe front of the centerplate
casting, near the high-speed shafts and
film pull-down mechanism. This heater
is thermostatically controlled and its
purpose is to prevent temperature of
the camera mechanism from dropping
below the minimum efficiency temper¬
ature of 65° F, when used in cold
weather. The heater automatically cuts
off when the mechanism temperature
reaches 70° F. So that the camera op¬
erator may check the heater function
without opening the camera, a pilot
lamp installed in the back of the cam¬
era indicates when the heater is “on.”
The power circuit is such that the
heater element and pilot light are autoContinued on Page 694
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Production Value gives a film

Industrial Films Need

class. Enhances its impact. Raises it
above the level of the mediocre,

Production Value, Too
By

DARRIN

nuts-and-bolts type of production.

SCOT

produced by or for business firms
manufacturers, defense industries, etc., need the element of
production value the same as entertainment films. Produc¬
tion value gives a film class. Enhances its impact. Raises
it above the level of the mediocre nuts-and-bolts type of
production.
The motion pictures

Time was when the function of the industrial film was
simply to make a direct statement of a certain aim on the
part of the sponsor. This was done without frills, without
sumptuous mounting, without showmanship of any sort.
The average sponsor felt that he had a pre-conditioned au¬
dience with a built-in interest quotient. It was enough for
him to make his statement, he believed, without going to
any particular pains to woo the attention of those who were
to view his film.

tive visualizations. Today the successful industrial film must
compete not only with other industrial films, but with the
many forms of mass entertainment which have set so high
a standard of technical excellence that comparison, con¬
scious or sub-conscious, is inevitably forced upon an audi¬
ence. For this reason, production value in industrial films
has become an essential in dollars and cents terms, and
can literally make the difference of profit or loss to the pro¬
ducer. The head of an in-plant film unit is similarly put
on the spot because, although he is on the company’s pay¬
roll, producing films on the premises, his superiors will still
judge his product by the same criteria as that of the outside
producer.

But today the story is different. We live in a rapidly mov¬
ing society which makes many demands on our time and
attention. Blatant advertising lures and cajols us from every
quarter; TV entertains and simultaneously irritates us with
its commercials; we are exhorted to see this or that form of
entertainment which is “fabulous”, “stupendous”, “colos¬
sal”—or merely “terrific”.
Today, an audience, even a specialized technical one,
expects something more than the simple direct film presen¬
tation that used to suffice. Jaded by TV spectaculars and
multi-million-dollar film extravaganzas, it will not hold still
for dull presentations, sleazy backgrounds and unimagina-

ADEQUATE MODERN equipment is vital to achieving
in

film

making

plant film
division

PRODUCTION VALUE in any film

requires that the same

attention

be

given to minor shots as key scenes. Here Aerojet-General's Sacramento
film unit carefully plans an insert for a company promotion film.
(Photos courtesy Aerojet-General Corp.)
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industry is the Photo Graphic Services

of Aerojet-General Corp., Sacramento, Calif.

Exactly what is production value? In entertainment film
production the term has taken on a connotation of lavish¬
ness usually exemplified by star-studded casts, expensive
settings and costumes, extras by the thousand and spectac¬
ular special effects.
In a more realistic sense the term production value does
not refer specifically to these flashy trimmings, but to an
overall impression of quality conveyed by a sum total of the
elements that go into a production. Contrary to popular be¬
lief such quality does not depend directly upon the amount
of money that is spent on a film, but rather upon the taste,
originality and ingenuity with which that money is spent.
The average commercial producer is somewhat limited
by budget. Therefore, in order to get production value into
Continued on Page 692
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ENM-16 numbers 16MM film every 40 frames. An
adjustment bar permits edge numbering the film in
any area (16MM only).

NUMBER,
ANY
i:
FILM
i
MOTION PICTURE

mfiO'TK

ENM-16-M numbers 16MM film every 16 frames to
match 35MM. Numbering can be done in any
position on the film.
ENM-35 numbers 35MM film every 16 frames. A
combination 17U-35MM machine is available at a
slightly higher cost.
ENM-70 numbers 70MM film every 16 frames.
(Equipped with an 80 tooth sprocket with five
perforations per frame.)

ENM-16
Machine can edge number rolls up to
3000'.
Friction devices control the payout reel.
A torque motor allows the film to be taken
up evenly and smoothly. An adjustment
knob for the torque motor rheostat per¬
mits quick adjustment to take up 1000,
2000, and 3000 foot reels.
The impression roller is free wheeling and
self adjusts itself to give a most legible
number without the danger of embossing.
A simplified inking system with an eccen¬
tric center roller in the ink well provides
quick alignment for the applicator sponge
rubber roller. A doctor knife in the inkwell
removes all surplus ink from the inking
rollers.
There is a simple adjustment for dis¬
pensing the amount of ink required.
The unit has a small brush wheel to clean
the numbering element after the number
is applied.
A micro switch cuts the power when a roll
of film is completed.
A Veeder Root counter checks the film
footage.
A keeper holds the film in place for sync
mark and spot coding.
The handle in front permits the operator
to manually turn the numbering block to
the desired position for a number change.

$2675.
$2995.

ENM-ie-M

ENM-35

$2500.
$3250.

ENM-70

NUMBERING
BLOCK
The numbering block generally consists of two
letter wheels or one number and one letter wheel
manually operated and four number wheels which
move automatically and number from 0001 to
9999. All numbers can be reset by hand to begin
at any desired number.
ENB-35 ($400)... Numbering block for 35MM indi¬
rect reading. Two letter wheel and four numbers.
ENB-16 ($400)... Numbering block for 16MM
direct reading. One letter and four numbers wheel
or two letters and four number wheel.

MAIN OFFICE: 956 SEWARD, HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA, HO 2-3284
H |5|!oL.L.YWOOD FH-M company •

reels • cans • shipping cases

branch ; 524 WEST 43RD ST., NEW YORK, NEW YORK, LO 3-1546

INDUSTRIAL FILMS NEED PRODUCTION VALUE
Continued from Page 690

his films he must not merely make each
dollar show on the screen — he must
make every dollar look like ten. This is
not easy, yet it is no Utopian dream.
It can be and is being done by the
more successful industrial film produc¬
ers, those who consistently make a
profit from their pictures.
Let us take the elements that go to
make up production value and analyze
them one by one.
Importance of Sets
Settings are important to the mount¬
ing and overall quality of any film.
Ideally, the producer will have an art
director to design and supervise con¬
struction of whatever sets are desired.
Usually such sets are built right in the
studio—and this is expensive. The pro¬
ducer who books studio space by the
picture—and there are many who do
this—can often rent space at studios
which have standing sets or large scene
docks full of set units that can he as¬
sembled and dressed at very little ex¬
pense. Such studios will often make
“package” deals that include stage
space and available sets at a flat fee. In
this way the industrial film producer
can achieve production value setwise
without spending a large chunk of his
budget.
^ hen such arrangements are not
possible it is often advisable to shoot
on location in authentic or impressive
actual backgrounds that can be used
gratis or for a nominal fee. Whatever
additional technical difficulties may
arise are more than offset by the pro¬
duction value that may be gained from
shooting in such locales.
Perhaps the greatest single factor de¬
termining production value in the in¬
dustrial film is the photography. Just
as the lens is more important than the
camera itself, the photographic treat¬
ment is more important from the stand¬
point of ultimate quality than that
which is being photographed. The cam¬
era cannot, of course, compensate for
a poor script or faulty direction; but
it can be made to do a great deal to
impart visual quality to a picture that
might otherwise be merely adequate.
Conversely,
unimaginative
camera
work can detract from even the most
expensive and lavishly mounted pro¬
duction.
Considering production value strictly
from the photographic standpoint, we
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find that the director of photography
has three basic elements with which
to work, in addition to the actual phys¬
ical equipment which he uses to expose
the film. These are lighting, composi¬
tion and camera movement. If the cam¬
eraman is given his copy of the script
well in advance of shooting, he can vis¬
ualize the cinematic situations, discuss
them with the director, examine the
sets and plan in detail how he can
most effectively bring the three basic
elements into play for the greatest en¬
hancement of the film.
Lighting is perhaps the most import¬
ant single element in cinematography
because it is the medium with which
the cameraman virtually “paints” each
pictorial composition. Where flat, un¬
imaginative lighting is used in a pic¬
ture, it is generally because production
value is unimportant, and it is the
quickest and least expensive way to
light a set. The result, however, looks
cheap on the screen regardless of what
other visual elements appear on the
film. On the other hand, even the sim¬
plest set, lighted with imagination, can
take on depth, modelling and richness
—a combination that adds up to qual¬
ity on the screen.

not forced to follow the unimaginative
procedure of simply setting up his cam¬
era and shooting each scene from a
straightforward, undramatic angle.
The third element, camera move¬
ment, is usually thought of as an “ex¬
pensive” item, since moving camera
shots take time to set up, rehearse and
shoot. This seeming extravagance is,
however, outweighed by the fact that it
is often possible to link together, by
means of the moving camera, five or
six scenes which would otherwise re¬
quire separate camera set-ups. More¬
over, there is achieved a certain
smoothness of continuity of the sort
usually associated with the best profes¬
sional cinematography.
Moving The Camera
In Hollywood, moving camera shots
are accomplished with expensive dol¬
lies and camera cranes, some of them
motor-driven. A few of the larger in¬
dustrial film producers own such equip¬
ment or have budgets that will stand
the rental of same. Many producers,
however, avoid the use of the “fluid”
camera because they are under the im¬
pression that such elaborate devices as
cranes and dollies are necessary to
achieve them. In actuality, almost any

where to throw highlights and shad¬
ows, how to build up interesting details
of a set and play down the others, how
to “break up” flat areas with shadow
patterns, how to give actors and set
elements added dimension through the
use of modelled lighting, and how to
impart a range of character to various
sequences by varying the key of the
lighting.

vehicle that has four wheels and is
capable of supporting the weight of the
camera and operator can be used. Even
a child’s toy wagon has been used more
than once by imaginative cameramen
to make an effective moving camera
shot. Other vehicles, such as warehouse
dollies having flat platforms, baggage
trucks and carriers of the type used
to move bedridden patients around in
hospitals can be employed for the pur¬
pose with good success. Where action
is to take place over a large area, an
automobile, preferably a convertible,
lends itself nicely to trucking or dolly

Composition Key Element

shots. The automobile can either be
moved under its own power (in which

The experienced cinematographer,
if he really is conscientious, knows just

Similarly, composition is an impor¬
tant element often neglected in the in¬
dustrial film. Good pictorial composi¬
tion is simply putting the dramatic
emphasis of a scene visually in its prop¬
er place. The skilled cameraman
achieves this result by making sure that
the lines within his frame, the perspec¬
tive of the camera angle, and the pat¬
tern of movement on the screen—all
lead toward the focal point of the ac¬
tion. The dullest monolithic form can
be made interesting by a fresh and im¬
aginative camera angle — but, again,
the cinematographer must be given
time to pre-plan his angles so that he is

case there is some risk of jerkiness or
vibration) or it can be pushed by two
or three men. Travel over uneven sur¬
faces can be smoothed by decreasing
the air pressure in the tires.
The producer will do well to include
a dolly as a permanent part of his
equipment. If the cost of a professional
model is prohibitive he can build one
very inexpensively out of scrap lumber
and second-hand wheels. In essence, a
practical dolly is nothing more than a
platform on wheels, with a T bar on the
back to push or pull it. The rear axle
should be movable to permit dollying
around corners, but there should be a
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pin that rigidly centers the axle for
straight-line movement. For best re¬
sults, pneumatic or thick rubber tires
should be used.
Miniatures, properly designed and
photographed, are a means of impart¬
ing tremendous production value to a
film at very low cost. They make pos¬
sible a wide scope of action and back¬
ground that would otherwise prove too
difficult or costly to photograph. Planes
can be crashed, ships can be sunk, en¬
tire oil fields can be made to explode
into flames—and a myriad of spectacu¬
lar effects can be achieved, all at neg¬
ligible cost through the use of minia¬
ture sets and props.
To enhance the illusion of “real¬
ness,” miniatures should be photo¬
graphed at increased camera speeds
anywhere from 64 frames per second to
128 frames per second, depending
upon the size and scale of the minia¬
ture. Whenever possible natural back¬
grounds should be used. A wide-angle
lens will exaggerate the perspective and
make relative distances seem more real¬

scenes that would more than likely be
impossible for you to stage on the aver¬
age industrial film budget. But they
can be had for a fraction of their orig¬
inal production cost through film li¬
braries. Some of the government agen¬
cies have spectacular battle scenes,
footage of atom bombs exploding, etc.,
and will sell printing masters of same
to reputable producers merely for the
cost of printing. Often a producer can
use a stock shot to open his picture or
establish a sequence and then stage
further action in constructed sets that
duplicate small segments of the stock
shot scene.

- So-.

All of the elements of production
value mentioned here are available to
the average producer of business and
industrial films. His resourcefulness in
putting them to use will lend his films
style, quality and scope that will pay
off in a more professional-looking film
production. For when a client sees
more than his money’s worth on the
screen, it is a safe bet that he will be
back for more of the same.
■

istic in terms of the miniatures.
When photographing miniatures out¬
doors the most realistic camera angle
is just above ground level, which will
approximate the point-of-view of a
spectator on the scene. One of the im¬
portant knacks of making miniatures
look real is lighting and photographing
them softly. Shooting such scenes too
crisply will destroy the illusion and re¬
veal the miniature for what it is. A
diffusion disc or light gauze placed be¬
fore the lens will usually soften the
scene just enough to create the illusion
of distance.
Using Stock Shots
Well-selected library or “stock” foot¬
age often can do much to add scope to
industrial films—and scope means en¬
hanced production value. New York,
Hollywood and other large metropol¬
itan centers have commercial stock shot
libraries offering footage for sale. Most
such libraries will send catalogues of
available footage on request, but it is
usually worth the trip to select your
needs personally. Library shots are sold
by the foot and sometimes the prices
seem rather high. But when one con¬
siders that it is possible to buy perhaps
for only S50.00 a scene that cost the
producer many thousands of dollars to
stage and photograph, the economic ad¬
vantage becomes obvious.
Perhaps your script calls for a cov¬
ered wagon train, an Indian raid, an
air battle between hostile planes—
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TRAVELING MATTES
Continued from Page 678

ing of material already shot. A total of
three beam-splittting cameras—one ca¬
pable of high-speed photography —
enable two T.M. units to remain simul¬
taneously at work with different pro¬
ductions.
A traveling matte unit comprises a
technician, an assistant, a beam-split¬
ting camera with all accessories, and
the amount of special lighting equip¬
ment demanded by the scale of the set¬
ups to be photographed.
The T.M. technician is provi ded
with printed data concerning all as¬
pects of T.M. photographic technique,
this data having been assembled after
many years of exhaustive experiments
and tests. The technician advises the
director of photography of the produc¬
tion unit on all matters relating to
T.M. technique, and is personally re¬
sponsible for lighting the backing.

Specialized service

The director of photography, how¬
ever, is responsible for lighting the
foreground. And provided only that he
adhere to the level of key-lighting re¬
commended by the T.M. technician,
and insures that no excessive spill-light
falls on the backing, he may employ
whatever lighting arrangement he
wishes. Nor is there any restriction on
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the range of tones or colors which may
be included in the foreground decor;
all normal colors, and all tones from
white to black are reproduced faith¬
fully hy this process.

Conclusion
The process described is engineered
for producing traveling mattes on nor¬
mal 35mm film. At one time it was in¬
tended to construct a beam-splitting
camera for VistaVision photography,
but this was not completed. There is,
however, no technical reason why a
double-frame (VistaVision-type) cam¬
era should not he constructed, which,
together with a suitable optical printer,
would enable results of enhanced qual¬
ity to be obtained.
Improvements in technique and in
the design of equipment are being con¬
tinually made, and ways to extend the
service to oversea producers are being
continually studied. In its basic princi¬
ples, however, the author believes that
this process is a natural, and as such is
unlikely to be superseded in the long
run.
■
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matically turned “off” when the cam¬
era “start” button is pushed, thus pre¬
venting the camera from drawing more
than 50 watts of power at any time dur¬
ing operation.
The manufacturer, Berndt-Bach, Inc.,
provides a wide range of accessories
which makes it possible for any pur¬
chaser of an Auricon Pro-600 to oh.
tain a 16mm sound camera adapted to
his particular requirements. For gen¬
eral newsreel photography, the camera
may be had with either a single lens,
or with the 3-lens turret plus Tele¬
finder objectives to match the focal
length of his lenses, and the Standard
Auricon finder.
For inside studio work, the Pro-600
camera may be had with the Auricon
Auto-Parallax view finder plus the lens
turret blimping hood, which provides
completely noiseless operation. V ith an
auxiliary sunshade mounted on the
lens turret hood, the camera is further
improved for general location exterior
shooting.
The Auto-Parallax view finder coin-
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FILMLINE ANNOUNCES
FOR REVERSAL & NEGATIVE/POSITIVE 16MM FILM
Develops Reversal film at 125 fpm

Develops Negative film at 55 fpm

‘■aV

Wherever quality results are demanded in
the fastest processing time ... or wherever
illumination is inadequate for quality image
density . . . this newest, fastest combination
16MM Reversal and Negative/Positive film
processor . . . the Filmline Model RT-S will
consistently provide the solutions to these
processing problems.
For in-plant, high-speed photography . . . for
television stations, racetracks, and motion-

pares favorable with the most modern
studio-type finders. One simple opera¬
tion of focusing the subject, by means
of a lever on top of the finder, corrects
parallax error automatically by internal

■

picture film labs ... the Filmline Model RT-S
is the ideal machine . . . providing quality
results at speeds to 125 ft./minute . . . and
permitting increases of the ASA index
1000% on DuPont or Eastman Reversal
Emulsions.
Fully equipped, ready for immediate opera¬
tion the Model RT-S offers you high cost
film processing features for the low price
of only $6,450.00.

GA UMONT-KALEE

1690”

“

sound recording unit
A transistorized magnetic sound
attachment for ARRIFLEX 16

field of the finder, with no matte in¬
serted, is equivalent to that of a 17mm
lens. As with the Standard Finder,
transparent plastic mattes can be sup¬

the user’s needs. Once the choice of
camera is made, the buyer indicates
what equipment he wishes included
and the factory does the rest. The type
of galvanometer is an example. BerndtBach, Inc., offers Pro-600 buyers a
choice of three: RCA type for variable
area recording; Western.Electric type
for variable density recording; and the
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FILMLINE CORPORATION, DEPT. AN-59 MILFORD, CONN.

Exclusive U. S. Distributorship of

lens should be set after the subject or
scene has been sharply focused on the
finder viewing screen. The maximum

in focal length.
The Auricon Pro-600 may be likened
to today’s modern automobiles in that
it may be had with a choice of acces¬
sories and components best suited to

~LLrJJL^

Camera Equipment Co., Inc. announces

optical means. The finder focusing
lever operates over a calibrated scale
marked from four feet to infinity. This
scale provides a rangefinder, which
indicates the footage mark at which the

plied for lenses ranging up to 150mm

• New impingement-type film
Dryer
• Temperature control
• Rinse tank with sproybor after
each chemical tank
• Eight film squeegees
• New low-pressure type air
squeegee
• Overflows and bottom drains
• Tachometer
• Solution and drybox
thermometers
• Oil-less, rotary air compressor
with pressure gauge
• Recirculation pumps and
spraybars
• Stainless steel, type 316, tanks
• Daylight operation
• 1,200'Film Magazine
• Variable Speeds/Development
^Times

For more
information on
how the GAUMONTKALEE “1690” sound
attachment can
broaden your film
capabilities, call,
write or stop
in today.

An entire new field of sound and silent newsreel,
documentary and TV film photography is now open
to you with the combination of the new G.4UM0NTKalee “1690" sound recording system and the
Arriflex 16 camera. The Gaumont-Kalee con¬
verts the world-famous ARRI 16 into a single system
sound camera unit that is compact, lightweight and
well-balanced. It can be operated by just a camera¬
man and a sound operator (who carries the amplifier
by a shoulder strap and who can handle the mike
during interviews).
The unit is mounted between the camera and the
tripod head. Film is pulled through sound head by
take-up hold-back sprocket of camera. No other
mechanical drive required. Extreme light weight and
compactness achieved by using all transistors and
miniaturized electrical and mechanical components.
FRANK C. ZUCKER

(JflmeRfl CouipmenT (o.,inc.
Dept. A, 315 W. 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420
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Modulite galvanometer for variable
area tracks with shutter-noise re¬
duction. Three types of amplifiers
are also offered—each designed to op¬
erate with one of the galvanometers
mentioned above. Also optional is the
patented Auricon “Filmagnetic” mag¬
netic sound-on-film installation, which
affords single-system recording of highfidelity sound with use of pre-striped
16mm black-and-white or color films.
The “Filmagnetic” unit, once installed,
is temporarily removable without use
of tools. Thus, Pro-600 cameras so
equipped may be used for either optical
or magnetic sound recording at the
owner’s discretion.
In the current Berndt-Bach price
lists, the Pro-600 equipment is grouped
in a number of complete “newsreel out¬
fits” ranging in price from S2,698.5'0
to $3,915 for single-system, and from
$1,871.00 to $2,794.50 for double¬
system outfits.
■

“NOAH’S ARK”
Continued from Page 682

pling it, then mounting it on panels
of cardboard to dry. The crumbling or
“texturing” is varied from sheet to
sheet to provide a variety of textures to
represent different planes of terrain in
large scene backgrounds.
While it is true that the animation of

CINEMATOGRAPHER"
Informational and instructive motion pic¬
ture produced by the Hollywood Motion
Picture Industry. Depicts role of the Di¬
rector of Photography in lighting and
photographing

motion

pictures

in

Holly¬

wood studios. Shows various camera and
lighting
sound
from

equipment
stages

and

used
the

on
results

Hollywood
achieved

their use.

One-reel 16mm black-and-white prints
available on Free Loan to cine clubs,
college cinema groups, schools, ancl
accredited
clubs
and
civic
groups
within the continental U.S. Reserva¬
tions necessory and payment of return
shipment required.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
CINEMATOGRAPHERS
1782 North Orange Drive
Hollywood 28, Calif.
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three-dimensional objects or puppets is
not at all new, Disney — with the pro¬
duction of “Noah’s Ark” — clearly
takes up where his predecessors left off.
Long famous as a producer of motion
picture “firsts,” Disney was the first to
successfully combine live-action with
animation back in the early twenties,
with his “Alice in Cartoonland,” a
technique that was further developed
in his films, “The Three Caballeros”
and “Song of the South.” Recently his
“Sleeping Beauty” became the first
animated feature to employ the use of
70mm Technirama, when this new

SEVEN SCREENS
Continued from Page 671

the U.S.A., should say to another na¬
tion, like the U.S.S.R.
“The problem was not simply to
make a film,” Fames points out, “but
rather to decide what kind of state¬
ment a government like ours should
make to the Russian people after sev¬
eral years of cold war. The ultimate
objective was to create a relationship
of understanding that might aid in by¬
passing a possible nuclear war. To do
this, it was necessary to show life in
the U.S.A. truthfully, and at the same
time not flex our production muscles.
We had to give credibility to a simple
statement. We knew that a conven¬
tional film showing one scene at a time
could not produce the desired immen¬
sity of scope. It was then that we began
to think in terms of simultaneous mul¬
tiple images.”
There next followed experiments to
determine how many images a person
could see and digest at one time. The
object was to present a group of images
that an audience could be aware of but
not analyze in a way that would in¬
volve them with the subject. In such
a presentation the panorama of our
way of life would be so general that
an audience would assume that it had
seen more than it actually had. For
example, in one 12-second sequence of
the finished film, 90 separate scenes of
freeway overpasses flash on the screens.
No one could possibly count them, but
the impression is that of an infinite
number.
So it was decided to mount seven
20x30 foot screens (four above and
three below) along one side of the
200 foot geodesic dome, which had
been designed to house the main exhi¬
bition. On these seven screens there
would be flashed in precise continuity
2,200 individual scenes completely en¬
compassing the many facets of Amer¬
ica. There would be a dynamic musical

photographic process was pioneered
and developed by Technicolor.
Now under his guiding hand, Dis¬
ney’s veteran staff of creators have add¬
ed a new “first” to his diadem of hits.
^ hat emerges is a tune-filled, laughloaded motion picture that is sure to
take its place alongside other Disney
achievements. But more important for
the student of animation, “Noah’s Ark”
is an example of the ultimate of all the
artistic endeavors necessary to slick,
successful animation of three-dimen¬
sional figures. Go see it!
■
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The proposed plan for the project
was sent off to Washington. Eames did
no selling, merely presented what he
thought was the best way to lick the
problem. There followed three months
of silence from official quarters. Then
came the word: “Let’s have it right
now!I 5’

upwards of 700,000 photographs from
various sources before selecting what
he needed. He obtaind about 400 pic¬
tures from Time magazine alone, (it
was the first time the magazine’s edi¬
tors had permitted original transparen¬
cies to leave their files) and about 300
from other magazines. The remaining
70% of the pictures were shot by
Eames and his staff.

Eames and his wife Ray and a
corps of inspired assistants swung into
action. Since the concept was original
with them they had no guideposts to
follow, but had to develop their own
technology from scratch.

With the selection of transparen¬
cies and photographs completed, a
number of technical problems arose.
The State Department had designated
Technicolor’s Hollywood Division to
handle the processing and to advise

score and a simple narration that
would make no editorial statement.

It was decided that with the excep¬
tion of two sequences (an industrial
montage and a scene of Marilyn Mon¬
roe winking, which was lifted from
the Fox production “Some Like It
Hot”) the presentation would consist
of still transparencies rephotographed
on motion picture film. For this more
than two-thousand separate shots would
Eames went first to the big national
magazines, and they were most co-op¬
erative. He estimates that he examined
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on photography. Dr. Herbert Kalmus,
President of Technicolor, assigned key
Technicolor men to the project: Vice
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ford Chamberlain (head of Technicol¬
or’s camera department), and his as¬
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No. 5248 was selected as the stock to
be used for rephotographiiig the trans¬
parencies.
Prints were made from
color separation matrices by the Dye
Transfer Process.
It is a physical
characteristic of color emulsions that
when
a
transparency
is
rephoto¬
graphed there is an inevitable build¬
up of contrast—the shadows block
out, the highlights wash out. Techni¬
color technicians solved the problem
by “masking” each scene. The mask,
in effect, is a type of negative sand¬
wiched in precise registration behind
the original color transparency.
It
effectively serves to cut down the
amount of exposure in the highlights
and permit a greater degree of expo¬
sure in the shadow areas.
It also
exercises similar control in terms of
hue by preventing an undue amount
of color saturation.
Eames himself
adapted a series of Wratten CC filters
to equalize the wide range of color
casts existing in the vast conglomera¬
tion of transparencies.
Another problem was presented by
the fact that the original transparen¬
cies were of several sizes, including
HxlO’s, 4x5’s, 21/4x2l/4’s and 35mm
slides.
Had rephotographing been
done against spectral light it would
have been necessary to tear down
the entire lighting set-up, condensers
and all, to zero in for each different
size
transparency.
Instead,
Eames
rigged a system of diffused backlight¬
ing involving a series of photofloods
in a box, with the light reflected
through the transparency by means
of a mirror. Exposures varied be¬
tween 1 and 2 seconds per frame,
with a further variation in f/ stop
opening, depending upon the density
of each original.
The tremendous
heat generated in the camera room
by the lighting system was dissipated
by means of blowers and vents.
Technicolor Camera Used
It had been decided to rephoto¬
graph the trans|)arencies with a Tech¬
nicolor double-frame camera having
a horizontal film movement of the
Vistarama type. It was reasoned that
the 8 sprocket frame produced by
this camera (when reduced down to
the standard 35mm aspect ratio in
printing) would result in decreased
grain-size, better definition, reduced
contrast and more precise color con¬
trol. The camera was set up verti¬
cally on a mounting similar to an ani¬
mation stand to permit racking the
camera up and down to accommodate
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the various sizes of transparencies.
Approximately 95% of the trans¬
parencies were in color, but a few
black-and-white shots were included
for specific effect. Eames believes that
when dealing with scenes which have
an immediate news value a certain
documentary type of statement can be
more effectively made in black-andwhite than in color.
A & B Roll Editing
After all photography was com¬
pleted, the complex editing of the
35mm color film began. Each scene
had to be cut, not only in relation to
the scenes that preceded and followed
it, but also in juxtaposition with the
scenes that were to appear at that
same instant on the other six screens.
It was a matter of editing horizontically and vertically at the same time.
Editing was done on A & B rolls (with
a C roll added to accommodate the
black-and-white shots) in order to
facilitate dissolves and fades. Actually
there are few dissolves in the film—
mostly straight cuts were made to pre¬
serve the staccato tempo and percus¬
sive quality desired. Dissolves were
used only to achieve certain changes
of mood or where it was desirable to
have one image flow into another to
create a particular relationship.
“We had planned many tricky ef¬
fects,” Eames observes, “but we dis¬
covered early that if we expected to
pump out a lot of information in a
short space of time, we’d better stick
to the simplest, most direct kind of
statement, with no tricks.”
Concurrent with the editing, a
dynamic musical score was written
by composer Elmer Bernstein. Ordi¬
narily he would have waited until the
cutting was completed, but time was
of the essence, so Eames prepared a
sequence chart indicating the emo¬
tional peaks throughout the script.
Bernstein worked from this chart and,
having seen some of the picture ma¬
terial, prepared a piano sketch which
he later expanded into a full score.
“Elmer Bernstein did a superhuman
job,” Eames comments. “We were
committed to a deadline date. Elmer
had to write his score while things
were still coming together. He’d never
heard it—we’d never heard it. Then
suddenly he was faced with a record¬
ing session—35 musicians, and time
flying by. He’s great with this kind
of challenge, a real craftsman. I just
don’t think that composers in fields
other than film know what craftsman¬

ship can mean. I never cease to he
amazed at this craft.”
Music was an integral part of the
production, not just background. The
score and the visual image are so pre¬
cisely integrated that scene changes
fall right on the beat—or almost on
the beat. Actually, if picture and
music were cut simultaneously, the
image would seem to lag slightly be¬
hind the beat. So each image was cut
three or four frames ahead of the
beat in slow sequences, and two frames
ahead in sequence of a faster tempo.
The sound was recorded on a mag¬
netic stripe on the edge of one of the
seven picture prints. For protection,
an optical track was also printed on
another film.
The project had been started in
February.
It was now July.
For
Charles and Ray Eames and crew the
final ten weeks had been a frenzy of
activity without a single day off. Dur¬
ing that period they never left the
studio before one o’clock in the morn¬
ing.
Now the deadline was upon
them. The Technicolor staff burned
midnight oil to get the answer prints
out. On a Friday they turned the
finished reels over to Eames. That
night the transfer of the final sound
track was made on to the magnetic
stripe. On Saturday the prints were
checked, double-checked and put into
cans. On Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Eames
planed out over the Pole for Moscow.
They carried with them 250 pounds
of film. They held in their laps the
reels containing the magnetic tracks
in order not to run the risk of hav¬
ing those tracks placed near a genera¬
tor that might erase the sound.
Seven Screens Used
In Moscow seven huge screens had
been mounted in the dome of the
exhibition hall.
Four large theater
speakers were placed behind the
screens. Twenty-four smaller speakers
were mounted in a circle around the
dome. At first there seemed to be a
good deal of acoustical echo, but with
the crowd filling the hall—4,000 stand¬
ing at each screening—the sound was
effectively dampened. The track was
deliberately played at a high sound
level in order to relate the sound with
the grandeur of the visual presenta¬
tion.
Projection was accomplished by
means of seven Simplex projectors set
up side by side in a single booth.
Critical synchronization was effected
by interlock motors linking all of the
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The problem of TV primary red in¬
volves the excessive driving voltage re¬
quired to excite known deep-red phos¬
phors to luminescence. Differences in
the three electron-gun voltages result in
different image-contrast characteristics,

machines together. A crack Ameri¬
can projection team, the same that
had installed and operated the Circarama presentation at the Brussels
World’s Fair, was in charge of the
Moscow' screening of “Glimpses of
the U.S.A.”
How was the film received by the
Russians? “It was more than a little
effective,” Fames modestly admits.
“The audience during the first four
days was composed almost exclusively
of party members. They watched the
film with intense interest. But subse¬
quent audiences allowed their emo¬
tions to show. They were not an
applauding crowd, but their ‘oh’s, and
‘ah’s’ all came in the right places.
Couples stood close toget'-er, husbands’
arms about their wives. We could see
the women turn and smile at their men
as we showed pictures of an American
mother kissing her child goodnight
scenes that mean people are the same
everywhere.”
Premier Khruschchev, usually bored
and restless, watched the show with
rapt attention. He appeared neither
bored nor amused, but actually seemed
stunned by the impact of what he had
seen, Fames observed. More impor¬
tant. however, is the fact that 2C4
million of the Russian masses came,
saw and were enchanted by this dra¬
matic
glimpse
of
American
life.
Charles and Ray Fames deserve a
salute, not only for this, but for the
magnificent technical achievement re¬
sulting from their imaginative la¬
■

bors.

COLOR IN MOVIES, TV
Continued from Page 672

limitations of practicable color phos¬
phors.
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handle satisfactorily.
The saturation deficiencies of the
NTSC television gamut may be esti¬
mated by comparing the purities of the
most vivid hues it is capable of repro¬
ducing with the purities of the same
hues on the basis of the “colorimetric”
primaries (700, 525, and 460 milli-
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The best color-film subtractive dyes
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hue scale.
primary

blue

is

a

rather

bright blue (470 millimicrons) of 85%
purity, which means that its color point
on the chromaticity diagram (Fig. 4,
Part I) does not lie on the spectrum
locus. The green primary is even less
saturated (85% purity), and is defi¬
nitely yellowish (535 millimicrons in
dominant hue). These two primaries
are fairly satisfactory, however; but
NTSC primary red, even though of
100% purity, is much too orange (611
millimicrons) for a good color gamut.
This scarlet-orange primary makes re¬
production of deep ruby-reds impos¬
sible, and desaturates all of the purples

H ALLE N ...
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The HALLEN Model 1216 Magnetic Film Recorder
is a completely transistorized professional
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picture, television and audio-visual recording in
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and magentas.
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The general superiority of the mo¬
tion-picture color range nevertheless
prevails only at comparatively low
luminance levels. At high levels the
dyes lose much of their saturation and
color-filter efficiency. A bright neon
sign of high spectral purity, for ex¬
ample, photographs as pale tint (per¬
haps surrounded by an “edge” of
deeper color). Color TV, being an ad¬
ditive system, preserves the color pur¬
ity at the extreme limit of brightness.
Factors of diffuse electron excitation
in the color-TV picture tube, optical
diffusion in the glass, and a relatively
high level of ambient light under nor¬
mal conditions of home use unfortu¬
nately reduce the color range of tele¬
vision at low light levels considerably
below the range possible with subtrac¬
tive-film pictures on adequately light¬
ed theatre screens (10 to 30 footlamberts of brightness when the projectors
are run without film). Color range,
alone, is no indication of color fidel¬
ity; but even though such conditions
as imperfections in the spectral re¬
sponse of color negative and in the fil¬
tering properties of the subtractive
dyes would seem to militate against the
fidelity of motion-picture color, a com¬
parison of professional color movies
with commercial color TV instantly re¬
veals the very satisfactory quality of
modern color-film processes.
New problems arise when color pro¬
ductions are filmed in the usual way
for exhibition on television. Television
gives good color reproduction only at
high light levels; color films exhibit
their purest colors at low light levels.
Instead of complementing each other,
however, the two processes — additive
and subtractive — work against each
other by “clipping” the color gamut at
both ends of the brightness range.
Color Prints For TV
It has been suggested that color
prints for TV use be made on film hav¬
ing the rather high neutral density
range of 4 and printed out with a
highlight density of unity (a light
transmission of only 10 per cent).
There are several technical objections
to this proposal even though it is sound
in principle.

when it is reproduced on TV. As in
black-and-white films, low-key light¬
ing should be avoided in color filming
for TV. Not only is the additive color
range reduced, but TV camera tubes do
not work well at low light levels. Even
the use of dense prints depends upon
possible future adoption of TV projec¬
tor light sources considerably more
powerful than the tungsten lamps em¬
ployed at the present time.
It has also been recommended that
additive color be used for TV color
motion pictures to eliminate the high¬
brightness deficiencies of subtractive
dyes. That this suggestion has practical
possibilities is indicated by the revival
of the old lenticular-film process (the
original Kodacolor) and a separationimage process involving three blackand-white color-record images in the
space normally occupied by a single
35mm frame (the original Thomascolor). Although beset by many practical
difficulties, an additive process of some
kind may eventually provide the TV
color cinematographer with greater
freedom in regard to permissible
ranges of brightness and color.
Lenticular Film Differs
Lenticular film differs from ordinary
black-and-white film only in having a
series of very fine corrugations em¬
bossed on the clear base side (See Fig.
3). The film is threaded in the camera
base side toward the lens, and a special
4-strip color filter (blue, red, green,
blue) is placed over the lens. Each cor¬
rugation functions as a tiny cylindrical
lens which forms four microscopic im¬
age strips across the photographed
frame. Two of these strips constitute
the blue record of a minute portion of
the scene, one the red record, and one
the green record. Projection of the
black-and-white lenticular print
through a similar strip filter results in
an additive color image on the screen.
The disadvantages of the lenticular
process include low definition, a small
amount of color fringing on out-of¬
focus pictorial detail, difficulties in
printing, and “color noise” caused by
scratches and dirt in the lenticulations.
A normal amount of film shrinkage is
tolerated.

The manner of printing the color

The separation-image type of addi¬

negative need not directly concern the

tive process requires a special image¬

cinematographer, but it is safe to say

splitting lens fitted with red, green, and

record. Space for a fourth image ex¬
ists, but is left blank. (An improvement
in additive color rendition would be
obtained by utilizing this space and
employing a 4-color system, e.g. red at
700 millimicrons, green at 525, cyanblue at 490, and violet at 420. Several
other good combinations are possible.)
A black-and-white contact print of
the multiple-image negative is pro¬
jected through a similarly filtered
beam-splitting lens. Like any additivefilm method, this process demands a
powerful projector light source to ob¬
tain a color image of acceptable bright¬
ness, but this is no disadvantage in tele¬
vision because the projected image is
so small.
The multiple-image method is
plagued by registration problems occa¬
sioned by film shrinkage and beam¬
splitter optical variations. Negative
grain does not seem to be objectionable
even though the individual color-record
frames on 35mm film are approxi¬
mately the size of 16mm frames.
Some television authorities are pre¬
dicting that color TV will become gen¬
erally widespread in from three to five
years; and if that prediction holds up,
many of the cinematographers who are
now shooting exclusively in black-andwhite for TV film production may sud¬
denly find themselves working with
color film and color lighting facilities.
They will then need to turn to the
more detailed, more technical, litera¬
ture of color photography. The series
of articles on color in motion pictures
and TV, which is concluded this
month, has been offered as a sort of
“refresher” course on color fundamen¬
tals and their application in the pro¬
duction of color films for television. ■

NEW, FAST COLOR FILM
Continued from Page 660

Eastman Color Reversal Film, Day¬
light Type, SO-260, and the Eastman
Color Reversal Film, Type B, SO-270,
will be available in both 16mm and
35mm. The films may be purchased
from the W. J. German Company
(Fort Lee, New Jersey; Chicago,

that the avoidance of excessively high

blue color filters to be used in the cam¬

light levels on objects having strong

era. Each of the three images photo¬

Illinois; and Hollywood, California),
agents for Eastman professional motion
picture films. The same films will be
available through Kodak dealers under
the names Kodak Color Reversal Film,

color will go far toward increasing the

graphed simultaneously in the normal

Daylight Type, SO-260, and Type B,

apparent color range of the picture

frame space constitute the latent color

SO-270.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS

the Daisies” (C’Scope & Color) with Doris
Day and David Niven. Charles Walters,

Philip Lathrop, “Peter Gunn”*
GENERAL SERVICE

Merkdith

Nicholson,

(Gallu Prods.) with
Peyser, director.

“Border Patrol”*
Richard Webb. John

Prods.) with Craig Stevens and
bright; “Mr. Lucky”* (CBS-TV).

Russell Harlan, ASC, “Pollyanna” (Shoot¬
ing in Napa Valey) with Jane Wyman and
Richard Egan. David Swift, director.

Harry Waxman, “The Swiss Family Robin¬

Chertok Prods.)

SPEC/AtIZING . . .

with
(Jack

In 16mm Film developing and printing

STUDIOS

Brodine,

ASC, Eugene Polito,
“Loretta Young Show”* (Lewislor Prods.)
with Loretta Young.
INDEPENDENT

James Seeley, ASC, Missile Test Project
RCA Atlantic Missile Range, Cape Canaveral,
Fla.

Hartzband,

“Brenner”*
(Kenco;
shooting in N.Y.) with Ed Binns and James
Broderick. Gerald Mayer and Herman Hoff¬
man, directors.

Super Anscochrome force-developed to A.S.A. 400

John Newland.

The ultimate in
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•

16MM B&W REVERSAL
16MM B&W NEGATIVE
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16MM B&W POSITIVE
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Alton,

“Elmer Gantry” (Eastman
color; Elmer Gantry Prod, for UA release)
with Burt Lancaster and Jean Simmons.
Richard Brooks, director.

Clothier, “Alamo” (Todd-AO;
Batjac Prod, for UA; shooting in Texas)
with John Wayne and Richard Widmark.
John Wayne, director.

Ralph
Meeker;
Chertok Prods.)

Dale Deverman, “One Step Beyond”* with

William Snyder, ASC, “John Slaughter”*
with Tom Tryon and Robert Middleton.

John

Established 1949

with Phil Carey.

National
Prods.)
“Philip Marlow”*
with Phil Carey.

rector.

Morris

LABORATORIES

Harkness Smith, “Philip Marlow”* (Jack

son” (Panavision & Tech.; Buena Vista re¬
lease; shooting in B. W. I.) with John Mills
and Dorothy McGuire. Ken Annakin, di¬

Norbert

(Spartan
Lola Al¬

William Margulies, “Not for Hire”* (Calif.

DISNEY STUDIOS
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FILM

director.
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Used World-Wide By Discriminating Cameramen

CINEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE—For 16mm Projectors

Brun, ASC, “The Southern 500”

(Darlington Films for Howco Int.; shoot¬
ing in S. C.) with Rory Calhoun and Alan
Hale, Jr. Paul Helmick, director.

Especially designed to drive all
Bell & Howell, Ampro, Kodak,
RCA, and Victor 16mm projectors
at synchronous speed.

Freddie Young, “Gorgo” (Technicolor and
wide screen; King Bros. Prods.; shooting
in London) with Bill Travers and Vincent
Winter. Gene Lourie, director.

Projector

KTTV STUDIOS

con

be

instantly

attached

to

Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬

Jack Marta, “Rescue 8”*

(Cinefilm Inc.)
with Jim Davis and Lang Jeffries. Robert
Walker, director.

tached at any time in a matter of seconds.
An
and

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

permits

operation.

Joseph Ruttenberg, ASC, “The Subterran¬
eans” (C’Scope & Color) with Leslie Caron
and George Peppard. Randal MacDougall,
director.

outstanding

feature

is

the

flexible

shaft which connects motor with projector

One-year Guarantee!

Immediate Delivery!

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY,

smooth,

No

special

quiet

and

steady

technical

knowl-

edge required for installation and mount¬
ing. Write for more details and prices.
763 loth Ave., n.y., n.y., ploio 7-3511

Robert Bronner, ASC, “Please Don’t Eat

RAY MERCER & CO.
TITLES^^ SPECIAL EFFECTS^.FADES
WIPES^^ MATTES^^SUPERIMPOSURES
DISSOLVES-^ INSERTS^,. ANIMATION

>

o
z■
<

i
a
O

\#

z
4

lU

z

o

uv\vv

I

Cl

MINIATURES^..TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY
CINEMASCOPE ^..BLK & WHT^^ COLOR

SEND FOR FREE SPECIAL EFFECTS CHART
42-^H NORMAL AVE. HOLLYWOOD 29, CALIF.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS

Ray Cory,
ASC,
“Bachelor
Father”*
(Bachelor Prods.) with John Forsythe.

shooting in Majorca) with M-trk Stevens
and Joanne Dru. Byron Haskins, director.

Continued from Page 701

Lionel Lindon, ASC, “General
Theatre”* (Revue Prods.).

Joe MacDonald, ASC, Wilfrid Cline,
ASC, “Five Fingers”* with David Hedisen
and Luciana Paluzzi.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

William Spencer, “Fibber McGee and Mol¬
ly”* (NBG-TV) with Bob Sweeney and
Cathy Lewis.
Ted McCord, ASC, “Adventures of Huckleberry Finn” (C'Scope & Metrocolor; Samuel
Goldwyn, Jr. Prod.) with Tony Randall and
Eddie Hodges. Michael Curtiz, director.

Ellis Thackery,
(Revue Prods.).

ASC,

Electric

“Coronado

9”*

John Warren, ASC, William Sickner,
ASC, Ray Rennahan, ASC, Neal Beckner,
“The Deputy”* (Revue Prods.) with Henry
Fonda.
Benj. Kline, ASC, “Wagon Train”*
vue Prods.) with Ward Bond.

Lionel Lindon, ASC, John Russell, ASC,
“Alfred
Hitchcock
Presents”*
(Revue
Prods.).

Milton Krasner, ASC, “Bells are Ringing”
(C’Scope & Metrocolor;
Arthur Freed
Prod.) with Judy Holliday and Dean Mar¬
tin. Vincente Minnelli, director.

Ray Rennahan, ASC, Ellis Thackery,
ASC, Emil Harris, “Shotgun Slade”*
(Revue Prods.).

John Nicholaus, “Rawhide”* (CBS-TV)
with Eric Fleming and Clint Eastwood.
Ray
Foster,
ASC,
“Secret
(Pilot); Commercials*.

Service”*

George Clemens, ASC, “Twilight Zone”*
(CBS-TV).
N.B.C.

Alan Stensvold, ASC, “You Bet Your
Life”* with Groucho Marx. Bob Dwan and
Bernie Smith, directors.
PARAMOUNT

Lester Shorr, ASC, “Bonanza”* (NBC-TV)
with Michael Landon and Dan Blocker.
Robert Surtees, ASC, “Boy of Naples”
(Scribe Prod.; VistaVision & Technicolor;
shooting in Rome) with Clark Gable and
Sophia Loren. Mel Shavelson, director.

Emmett Bercholz, “Troubleshooters”*
(Filmaster Prods.) with Keenan Wynn and
Bob Mathias, Robert Altman, director;
“Death Valley Days”* (Filmaster Prods.)
Carl Guthrie, ASC, “Wanted Dead or
Alive”* (Four Star Prods.) with Steve
McQueen; “Richard Diamond Private De¬
tective”* (Four Star Prods.) with David
Janssen.

Arthur Arling, ASC, Commercials*
Joseph Biroc, ASC, “Ice Palace” (Shoot¬
ing in Alaska) with Richard Burton and
Robert Ryan. Vincent Sherman, director.
Jack Mackenzie, ASC, Ralph Woolsey,
ASC, Roger Shearman, “The Alaskan.”*
Edwin Du Par, ASC,
Clint Walker.
Thomas Tutwiler,

“Cheyenne”*

ASC,

with

Commercials*

Walter Castle, ASC, Commercials*
Peverell Marley, ASC,
Commercials,*
“Rachel Cade” with Peter Finch and Angie
Dickinson. Gordon Douglas, director.

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX

Hal Mohr, ASC, Commercials*

James Wong Howe, ASC, “The Story on
Page One” (C’Scope; Co. of Artists Prod.)
with Rita Hayworth and Anthony Franciosa.
Clifford Odets, director.
Sam Leavitt, ASC, “Seven Thieves” (C’¬
Scope & Color) with Edward G. Robinson
and Rod Steiger. Henry Hathaway, director.
Maury Gertsman, ASC, “Adventures in
Paradise”*
with
Gardner
McKay and
Weaver Levy.

Ellsworth Fredricks, ASC, “Tall Story”
(Mansfield Prods.) with Anthony Perkins
and Jane Fonda. Joshua Logan, director.
Lucien Ballard, ASC, “The Life and Death
of Legs Diamond” (United States Pictures)
with Ray Danton and Karen Steele. Budd
Boetticher, director.
Jack Hildyard, “The Sundowners” (Tech¬
nicolor; shooting in Australia) with Deborah
Kerr and Robert Mitchum. Fred Zinnemann,
director.

William Daniels, ASC, “Can-Can” (ToddAO; Jack Cummings Prod.) with Frank
Sinatra and Shirley MacLaine. Walter Lang,
director.

Ralph Woolsey, ASC, Roger Shearman,
Wesley Anderson, Richard
Rawlings,

Jorge Stahl, Jr., “The Girl in the Red
Bikini” (Edw. L. Alperson Prod.; C’Sccpe;

Continued on Page 704

shutter exposure time
(In Fractions of a Second)
Obtained With Various Camera Speeds and Shutter Openings

George Diskant, ASC, “Robert Taylor De¬
tective”* (Four Star Prods.) with Robert
Taylor.

Charles Burke, “Wichita Town”* (Four
Star Prods.) with Joel McCrea; “Johnny
Ringo”* (Four Star Prods.) with Don Dur¬
ant and Karen Sharpe.

James Drought, Commercials*

John Russell, ASC, Ray Cory, ASC, “M
Squad”* (Latimer Prods.) with Lee Marvin.
Richard Rawlings, “This Gun for Hire”*
(Revue Prods.; shooting in San Francisco).
John Warren, ASC, “Markham”* (Revue
Prods.) with Ray Milland; Commercial*.

REPUBLIC STUDIOS

Guy Roe, ASC, “Black Saddle”* (Four
Star Prods.) with Peter Breck and Russell
Johnson.

WARNER BROS.

(Re¬

Harold Wellman, ASC, “Key Witness”
(Avon Prod.) with Jeg Hunter and Pat
Crowley. Phil Karlson, director.

Russell Metty, ASC, “The Platinum High
School”
(Alliert Zugsmith Prod.)
with
Mickey Rooney and Terry Moore. Charles
Haas, director.

Ernest Haller, ASC, “The Voice” (Hubert
Cornfield Prod.) with Edmond O’Brien and
Julie London. Hubert Cornfield, director.

CAMERA SPEEDS
8
Frames
per
Second

12
Frames
per
Second

16
Frames
per
Second

24
Frames
per
Second

170°

1/17

1/25

1/34

1/51

160°

1/18

1/27

1/36

1/54

150°

1/19

1/28

1/38

1/57

140°

1/20

1/30

1/41

1/60

130°

1/22

1/33

1/44

1/66

120°

1/24

1/36

1/48

1/72

110°

1/26

1/39

1/52

1/78

100°

1/29

1/43

1/58

1/87

90°

1/32

1/48

1/64

1/96

SHUTTER
OPENING
DEGREE

Howard Schwartz, “The Rifleman”* (Four
Star Prods.) with Chuck Connors and
Johnny Crawford: “Dick Powell’s Zane
Grey Theatre”* (Four Star Prods.) with
Dick Powell.

80°

1/36

1/54

1/72

1/108

70°

1/41

1/62

1/82

1/123

REVUE STUDIOS

60°

1/48

1/77

1/96

1/144

Mack Stengler, ASC, “Leave it to Beaver”*
(Gomalco Prods.) with Barbara Billingsley
and Hugh Beaumont. Norman Tokar, di¬
rector; commercial*.

50°

1/57

1/91

1/115

1/182

40°

1/72

1/108

1/144

1/216

30°

1/96

1/144

1/192

1/288

20°

1/144

1/216

1/288

1/432

10°

1/288

1/432

1/567

1/864

5°

1/576

1/864

1/1152

1/1738

Emil Harris, Ray Rennahan, ASC, Lionel
Lindon, ASC, John Russell, ASC, “Lara¬
mie”* (Revue Prods.).
William Sickner, ASC, Ray Cory, ASC,
“Riverboat”* (Revue Prods.).
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CLASSIFIED
RATES: Ads set in lightface type, 10c per word, minimum ad,
$1.00. Text set in lightface capital letters (except 1st word and
advertiser’s name) 15c per word. Modified display format (text
set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case) 90c per

ADVERTISING
line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial
Ofiice, American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Holly¬
wood 28, Calif. Forms close 1st of month preceding date of issue.
No discount on Classified Advertising.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
CAMERAS 35mm
B&H 2709 with 3 lenses; 2-1000' magazines; wild motor. $5,000 value ..^'aos'oo
MITCHELL NC HEAD, stripped, needs considerable repairs . 70^00
ARRIFLEX II, 3 lenses, mattebox, case. $2800.00 value — close out . /vo.uu
CAMERAS 16mm
B&H FILMO 70H with 400' magazine. Cine Balowstar fl.3 I'A" lens, syncmotor. $1100.00 value .$
AURICON PRO-200 Single System Sound, complete from ....
..
MAURER Model 05 Camera, 3 lens turret. Model 06 Erect Image Viewfinder, 1-400 magazine,
sunshade & mattebox, syncmotor, carrying case. $5600 value. Excellent from . ooc'nn
MAURER Modified 05, syncmotor; 400' magazine; 4 lens turret. Closeout ....-.iYonn'm
B&H FILMO SPECIALIST, w/rackover; 400' magazine,- syncmotor; 2 viewfinders,- less lenses. SI8UU.UU
value
...
CAMERA ACCESSORIES
CINE BALOWSTAR I'A" fl.3 lenses, list $179.50 S mount. Special ...- .
MOTORIZED 4 wheel DOLLY, similar to Houston or Raby. Has hihat; revolving head; 7 boom height;
seats for cameraman and assistant; brackets to carry 6 lights. Cost $4,000 to build .
o7An
NEW VISCOMATIC 3 SPEED FLUID TRIPOD heads, for most 16mm cameras .. ..... o.qa nn
HOUSTON FEARLESS CRAB DOLLY, Cinemobile reconditioned. $4,800.00 value plus cratmg)
JAVP.UU
NEW VERSA-DOLLY combination outfit—dolly or triangle with clamps—hihat—baby tripod. $201.00
.,05
HI-HATS for Jr. type tripods. New, regularly $22.00 ..
99'50
H. F.'^Heavy Duty Commercial Type Car Top Platforms, holds 800 lbs. Includes 4' x 5' non-skid top,
removable ladder. $220 value ..
ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS
MITCHELL 35mm SS Camera movements, likenu ....:.^170^00
B&H 35mm Animation Cameras; AOCK magazine; dissolve. $3500.00 value .-. 9750 00
Same with thru-lens-focusing ..-.-. A75 no
B&H PILOT PIN Movements 35mm. $1500.00 value ... -^/o.u
LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
SURPLUS Wood Spotlite Tripods, extend 4' to 8', ample legspread. Gov’t paid $40.00 .$
2.95
NORTHLITE INDIRECT REFLECTORS, latest type—2000 watt .-.
MR SINGLE BROADS on stands .-...
MR DOUBLE BROADS on stands ..-.-.
BARDWELL-McALISTER 750W Baby Kegs with stands .
9995
B&M or MR 2000W Spots on stands. Excellent . i-zo'cn
5KW KLIEGL and MR SENIOR spots on stands. Excellent . i/v.ou
RECORDING & PLAYBACK
MAGNASYNC 602E-1 16mm Recording Outfit, tops
—-.—.-.. -.^ 995.00
MAURER 16mm RECORDING OUTFITS—mixer, noise reduction; amplification; voltage regulator; power
supply; 400' magazine. Late Model E negative/positive, $10,500.00 value . pvvo.uu
Early Model D negative only .-.-.-...
Westrex 35mm Optical Recorders, outright purchase, fair condition .- -_-...z^vo.uu
RCA Photophone 35mm Optical Recording Heads; 1000' magazine,- less motor. No license required.... 2995.00
MR MIKE BOOM and 3 wheel tricycle type Perambulator . avo.uu
CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT
CHINA MARKING CRAYONS, brown, '/, price. Per doz.
. .C-iY-d"..
MOVIOLA SOUND PREVIEW 35mm UDPVCS, 8" x 10" large picture. $2250 00 value. Half Price ._....^1125.00
ACMIOLA PREVIEW machines, 6' x S'A" picture, motor driven feed and takeups, 35mm. $1500.00
MOVIOLA PREVIEW 16mm Composite and 16mm Sound. Rebuilt . 1895.00
LABORATORY
SPECTRA COLOR DENSITOMETER. The final answer to processing control. $3500.00 value .$1495.00
NEUVATOR 16mm CLEANING MACHINES, CL-16, Surplus. Originally $395.00 ....... I49.uu
HOUSTON K-3 Reversal Processor; includes refrigeration temperature control; recirculation,- airpump;
stainless steel construction. $6000.00 value, good condition .....-..;. 2595.uu
HOUSTON 35mm Model 10 Combination 16/35mm Processor, w/refrigeration; recirculation; airpump;
speeds to 1800' per hour. Built-in waxer. $18,000.00 value, good condition .... 4995.uu
HOUSTON 16/35mm COLOR PROCESSOR, 40' per minute. Magnificent stainless steel beauty—worth
$25,000. Rebuilt like new .-.-...--i 1,995.uu
FILMLINE Bridgamatic Jr. 16mm neg/pos. processor; variable speed transmission; reconditioned.
$1700.00 value ..."'"'''’j.-. ooc rn
DEBRIE 35mm PRINTER, separate continuous sound & picture. $12,500.00 originally. Good as is
995.t-u
HISPEED CUSTOM 16mm PRINTER, 250' per minute, B&W. Two separate heads picture and track,
automatic light control. Torque motors on all takeups. Cost $20,000.00 to build.
•
CINEX Type B&W Film Testing Machine, similar to Herrnfeld
. 495.uu
TRADES TAKEN
PL 7-0440
Coble: SOSOUND
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 W. 52ncl Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif,
Phone HO 7-2124
___
EQUIPMENT SALE
.....nrr,
»A j I cic '„-i,.-IIr,,,
MAURER camera 16mm, Model 05, including tvvo
400 ft. magazines, parallax finder, matte box, 110
volt sync motor, 12 volt DC rnotor and case,
$1500.00. Two EASTMAN SPECIAL 100 ft. magazines,
$100.00 each. Maurer synchronous camera drive for
Cine Special, $100.00. Pro Jr. tripod, $70.00. Two
2-V3" Pola screens. Wide angle supp. Ektar fl .4
lens, $45.00. Fonda 16mm developing machine,
negative and positive. Details and prices on request.
BYRON MOTION PICTURES, 1226 Wisconsin Avenue,
Washington, D.C.

MAURER, Model 05 camera w/3 lens turret. Model
06 etect image viewfinder, 2-400' magazines, syncsunshade & mattebox, carrying
case. Camera has been factory overhauled and is in
excellent condition. Priced for immediate sale, outfit
outstanding value at $2195.00. Box 1359,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

AURICON Pro-600 with three-lens turret, critical
ground glass focusing, two 400 foot magazines,
both Auto-Parallax and zoom lens doors and PanCinar 70 lens. No sound galvanometer, $2500.00
value. B&H 70H with sync motor, two 400 magazines,
case. No lens. KEN FUTRELL, Chief photographer,
National Cotton Council of America, P.O. Box 9905,
Memphis 12, Tenn.

pOR SALE: books on photography and movies from
1345 for collector and researcher. Send 25<f for list,
IRVING BROWNING, 1845 Broadway, New York 23.
______
i-i
toe 00
400 B&H 16MM MAGAZINES, like new $95.00.
Wish to buy Auricon Cine Voice. 303 Colleen PI.,
Costa Mesa, Calif.
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35mm ARRI blimp and sync motor, $1175; latest
Moviola with interchangeable 16 & 35 pic and sound
heads, $255.00. All in excellent condition. G. RYAN
FILMS', 210 S. 7th St., Minneapolis, Minn.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
OUR 30th YEAR ★ ★ ★ ★ SUPPLYING EVERYTHING
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND CINEMATIC

16mm BELL & HOWELL FILMO CAMERA,
model 70DA, with 400' magazine, motor,
turret with 1", 2", and 3" also matched
positive lenses, V-R footage counter,
freehead tripod carrying case. Good con¬
dition. Value $1500.00. Special.$ 795.00
35mm De Brie camera Model HK, features
direct-focusing 2". 35mm F2.3 Pan Tacher
lenses. 1 8" F5 Fernbilt lens. Matte box,
Mitchell viewfinder, 24V variable motor,
4 400' magazines, De Brie pan tilt freehead tripod. GUARANTEED good con¬
dition. New value $2500. Special. 650.00
35mm DUPLEX PRINTER Adopted for sound
track, excellent for duping. Academy
Aperture. Speed 250 pictures per minute
per side. Two light change boards, 18
different lights each side, 21 scenes.
Motor 110 V. perfect mechanical con¬
dition ... 575.00
35mm B&H SINGLE SYSTEM SOUND
CAMERA. Lenses: 40mm, 50mm, 75mm,
125mm. Modulite galvanometer, amplifier,
motor. Tachometer. 2—100' magazines.
Tripod with Freehand, quick release legs,
carrying case. Guaranteed. 2500.00
NEW STINEMAN continuous printers 16 and
35mm 200' capacity, motor driven. List
$154.00 SPECIAL each...-. 125.00
35MM GRAFLEX, photo record identification
camera, with 75mm F4.5 lens, 100' mag¬
azine, single or double frame. List price
$295.00, special price. 150.00
Extra identiflction magazines only $65.00
each.
1 BRUNT-MYER BLIMP for Cine Special
camera, # one or two 110 volt, syn¬
chronous motor. Astro erect-image view¬
finder, follow focus gears. Value $990.00.
Special .
550.00
B & H 12V or 24V EYEMO & FILMO MO¬
TORS. New. Value 142.00...„.
95.00
ENLARGERS, EXCELLENT CONDITION, ELWOOD. Auto focus, w/lens.. 225.00
5x7 EK AUTO FOCUS WITH LENS. 175.00
MOVIOLAS sound and silent editing ma¬
chines, synchronizers, rewinds at big
savings.
35mm Willart Professional camera 2" f2.7
B & L Lens, Direct-thru-lens focusing.
4—400' magazines, viewfinder, Solenoid
stop motion motor outfit, with case. Good
for animation and experimental work.
Special ...-.— 360.00
16mm SOUND projectors, various makes
$150.00 and up.
16mm CINE SPECIAL Model 1 with lenses.... 375.00
AURICON PRO CAMERA, Model CM 71,
Sound, 2—200 Foot Magazines, Noise
Reduction Amplifier, Hi-Fi Mike and Ac¬
cessories, 1/ fl .9 E. K. Lens, Portable
Power Supply Unit. Pro Jr. Tripod, Carry¬
ing Case. Value $2133.00. Excellent. 1175.00
HALLEN 17'A mm Tape Recorder, Sprocket
drive. Price —..... 450.00
JEROME 35mm Micro File strip film double
frame copying machine, 100 ft. film ca¬
pacity, daylight loading, 2 lenses, lightstand — complete.
Cost Government
$3,000.00. Guaranteed value...—- 375.00
SPECIALIZING IN MOVIE AND TELEVISION SUPPLIES,
SYNCHRONIZERS, 16mm SOUND CAMERAS, large
variety of pro, semi-pro tripods, lights, lenses,
mikes, booms, dollies, motors, etc. New—Used.
Colortran lighting kits, Sr. and Jr. with converters.
Reasonable prices. Cash for used equipment.
Trades taken. Also consignments.
HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE, LTD.
1600 CAHUENGA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
HOLLYWOOD 9-3651

1_MITCHELL 35mm single-system sound camera,
with lenses, RCA galvanometer and other accessories.
Excellent condition, $3500.00. 1 Mitchell 35mm single
system sound camera, without accessories and rnotor;
with 4 lenses, good condition, 1850.00. 1 Mitchell
single system sound camera, without accessories, no
lenses, needs some small parts, $1850.00. Cash with
Order or COD on deposit. JACK WALTON, P.O. Box
1457, Tampa, Fla.
MICROPHONE, Altec "Lipstik,” weighs 1 oz., cost
$200.00. $85.00 complete. Box 115, Grafton, Wis¬
consin.
Continued on Next Page
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WANTED
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WHY SACRIFICE

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
16MM
HOUSTON-K-IA . . . developing
machines.
For reversal or positive film. Complete with refriger¬
ator units, temp, controls, condensors, etc. BRANDNEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS STEEL
model A-llB. Neumade film washer, 35mm EYEMO
cameras, spider turrets, large selection of Eyemo
lenses, 35mm x 1000 film. AIR PHOTO SUPPLY, Dept.
C-1, 355 East Tremont Ave., New York 57, New
York.
PROCESS PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
PRECISION REGISTRATION — USED MITCHELL OR
CUSTOM BLIMPED TYPE ON
PORTABLE CASTER
BASES. COMPLETE WITH SCREENS, INTERLOCKED
DISTRIBUTORS, CABLES, INTERCOMS, LENSES, ETC.
FULL INFORMATION. PHOTOS AND PRICES ON RE¬
QUEST. BOX 1340, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
MAGNASYNC 602-C recorder, $850.00, B&H Model
285 projector with synchronous motor, $450.00. Concerton 1401 recorder, $140.00, records — Paxton,
F.D.H. & Chappel, Hickock tube checker, misc. equip¬
ment, turntables, converter, etc. DONALD E. DUNN,
26246 Fairview Ave.,
Lomita, Calif. Tel. Dav.
6-4925—call—after 6 P.M.

your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new
equipment. Let us know what you have and what
you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway.. PLaza 7-6977.. New York 23, N.Y.
WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL—BELL & HOWELL STANDARD AND
EYEMO—ARRIFLEX—MAURER—ALSO
LABORATORY AND EDITING EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO. INC.,
315 West 43rd St.
NEW YORK 36, N.Y.
CABLE—CINEQUIP

5" BAUSCH & LOMB (1270mm) f/1.9 Television lens.
Best offer. Photos for $1.00. SANCENITO, Box 206,
Passaic, New Jersey.
16mm MAGNETIC film recorder, U.S. and Foreign
power. D. DEVLIN, 747 Madison Ave., New York 21,
N.Y.
BRAND
new
35mm Eyemo KM
Movie camera,
$495.00, special, $340.00. New discontinued Pathe,
$275.00. KAILBOURN'S, 52-'A Main Wellsville, N.Y.
MUST sell unused latest Arriflex 16, matte box, 3
lenses, case, $1800.00. 2 magazines, motor, case,
$400.00. Fluid head, $75.00. JOHN TYLER, 603 Alta
Ave., Santa Monica, Calif. EX 5-8826.

FILM PROCESSING MACHINERY
Rebuilt trade-ins, demonstrators,
etc.
Black-andwhite and color. All makes. Low prices. Send for
lists. FILMLINE CORPORATION, Ema Street, Milford,
Conn.
BE READY and prepared for wide angle TV
3-35mm anamorphic lenses, one each 50mm,
100mm for sale or rent. Block lenses fit
in lens mount of Mitchell BNC. Box 1360,
CAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

screen.
75mm,
directly
AMERI¬

AURICON 600'—1200' conversion. Sr No. 1010 model
CM-75TVT, Tr. S. Complete with amplifier 600' and
1200' magazines, built in finder system and critical
focuser. Auricon tripod. Excellent. P.O. Box 2384,
Sarasota, Florida.

Mitchell — Akeley — B&H — Wall — Eyemo
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment
NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 West 48th St.
New York, N.Y.

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Cable; SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch—6331 Hollywodo Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-2124
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ASC, Carl Berger, ASC,
ASC, “Hawaiian Eye”*
with Anthony Eisley.
Edwin

Jack

DuPar,

MacKenzie,

Ralph Woolsey, ASC, Ellis Carter, ASC,
“Bourbon Street Beat”* with Richard Long
and Andrew Duggan.

Lynch,

“Lawman”*

with

John

Jack MacKenzie, ASC, Ray Fernstrom,
ASC, Harold Stine, ASC, Burt Glennon,
“77 Sunset Strip”* with Efrem Zimbalist,
Jr.
Ellis

Carter,

45”*

with

ASC, Wesley Anderson,
Wayde Preston.

“Sugarfoot”* with Will Hutchins.
ALL EUROPE, AFRICA, MIDDLE-EAST, 16-35 cover¬
age. Dutch cinematographer—photo journalist. Hq.
in Paris. Acer, to Nato U.S. Dept of Commerce,
USIA, etc. Also available as ASSISTANT DIRECTOR.
Fluent French, German, Dutch, Spanish, Italian. Call
Paris Opera 73-15, Galvani 12-56 or Washinglon,
D.C. Metropolitan 8-2526. Write, cable EDDY VAN
DER VEEN, 10, Rue Roger Bacon, Paris, 17.
CUBA AND MIAMI, FLORIDA
May I supply YOU with 16mm film according to
your needs? Stringer basis.
LOTHAR G. GRAFF
5505 NW 6 Place
Miami, Florida
MOTION
PICTURE
CAMERAMAN
now
employed
photographing news and commercial footage. Seeks
relocation, have own motion picture cameras, etc.
In present position over five years. Box 1361,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
16MM MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION
Film Editing—Sound Recording—
Sync-Sound Effects—
Industrial—Advertising
Educational—Travel
Sound Stage Available
1901

West

HARRY MERRICK STUDIO
Anaheim St., Long Beach
HEmlock 6-3291.

13,

Calif.

DUTCH FILM PRODUCER offers all possible help in
Europe. No language troubles. International trained
technicians available. We solve all YOUR problems.
Write or wire; WALTER DE VRIES, Lepelstratt 20-C
AMSTERDAM, Holland. Telephone 57807.
ANIMATION produced in Japan from your story¬
boards. Low Japanese rates. Send us a trial order.
INTERLINGUAL INTERNATIONAL INC., Harada Bldg.,
2-1 Hirakawacho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS New York, Boston area. Scenic,
stock shots, industrial, featurettes creatively filmed to
your specifications. ACORN FILMS, 168 W. 46th St.,
N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.
CENTRAL AFRICAN coverage. GEOFFREY
Telefilms, Box 8252, Salisbury, Rhodesia.

MAGNIN,

ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16mm Black & White and Anscochrome—Processing—
Printing — Recording — Editing — Production —
Rental — Sales. All types of film in stock.
Write for Price List
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colorado. AMherst 6-3061

WIRE US—WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440

Lynch,

Jack MacKenzie, ASC, Ted McCord, ASC,

WANTED

CONSIGNMENTS TAKEN
SET YOUR OWN PRICESHIP IT IN
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL

and

Stine,

Warren

“Colt

LABORATORY & SOUND

Cameras,
Dollies.
Lenses,
Lights,
Moviolas, Printers, Recorders,
Laboratory Equipment.

Moore

Russell.

CINE Special Series T. Perfect. 1" lens. $400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

YE OLDE TRADING POST
DOING BUSINESS 34 YEARS
BUYS — SWAPS — SELLS YOUR

Roger

ASC, Floyd Crosby, ASC,
Roger Shearman, “Mav¬
erick”* with James Garner.

H-vrold

Warren

FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45th ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

CAMERA MOTORS for B&H Eyemo, 4-6 volt DC (Bodinel, with cord and switch, used, $24.50, new
$35.00 each. Cash with Order, please. JACK WAL¬
TON, P.O. Box 1457, Tampa, Fla.
REVOLUTIONARY new pan and tilt tripod head for
professional movie camera. 20 years in the produc¬
tion stage. Watch for future ad in American Cine¬
matographer.
Details free.
KAILBOURN'S, 52-V2
Main, Wellsville, N.Y.

with

Ray Fernstrom, ASC, Ellis Carter, ASC,

TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT

SERVICES AVAILABLE
KODACHROME processing machine 16mm complete,
submit sealed bid, by December 20th. CANADIAN
SURPLUS SALES, 1250 East 25th, Vancouver, Canada.
TR 4-0736.

‘The Alaskans”*
Dorothy Provine.

SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost. High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone ENdicott 1-2707.
16MM MAGNETIC SOUND STRIPING
Originals—Prints—Raw. Full, half or edge tracks,
.025 per foot, including balance stripe if specified.
24 hour service.
P-J FILM PRODUaiONS,
Box 2655
Colorado Springs, Colorado

Rex

Wimpy,

ASC, Ray Fernstrom, ASC,

Warren Lynch, ‘Bronco”* with Ty Hardin.
Mark Davis, ASC, Commercials*.
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MAGNASYNC
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!

U paz
Studios of the Audiovisual Center of
United States Operations Mission in La Paz,
Bolivia, were established for production
of documentary and educational films for both
Bolivia and the U.S. Government. The AV
Center sound department, headed by
Mr. Rodolfo Soria, has been completely
equipped with the internationally famous
Magnasync-Magnaphonic Sound Systems by
Casa Kavlin, La Paz.
Photo at top left shows the Magnasync Mark IX
System in use during a scene from
"La Colmena”, produced by the AV Center.
Lower-left photo is a scene during filming of
"La Vertiente”, produced by the Institute
Cinematografice Boliviano in the Beni region
of the Bolivian jungles. The Magnasync
Type 5 recorder performed superbly. Other
photos show Rodolfo Soria studio-recording
with the Mark IX System.

The Mark IX, among other Magnasync
Sound Systems, was chosen by the USOM for
its unfailing ability to perform under
severe environmental conditions.
Other Magnasync installations in Bolivia are;
Jorge Ruiz
Bolivia Films,
Telcine, S.A.
Instituto Cinematographia Bolivian

Write, wire or phone

MAGNASYNC MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
5516 Satsuma Ave., North Hollywood, Calif. • TRiangle 7-5493 • Cable “MAGNASYNC”
International leaders in the design and manufacture of quality film recording systems

DEALERS;

CHICAGO, Zenith Cinema Service, Inc.; LOS ANGELES, Birns & Sawyer Cine Equipment NEW YORK, Camera Equipment Co.; SAN FRANCISCO, Brooks
Camera Co.; AUSTRALIA, Sydney, New South Wales, Sixteen Millimetre Australia Pty. Ltd.; BELGIUM, Brussels, S.O.B.A.C., S.A. (Societe Beige U Ap¬
plications Cinematographiques); BOLIVIA, La Paz, Casa Kavlin; BRAZIL, Rio de Janeiro, Mesbla, S.A..BURMA, Rangoon, G. K. Theatre Supply Co.,
Ltd • CANADA, Toronto, Ontario, Alex L. Clark, Ltd.; CUBA, Havana, Caribbean Electronics, S.A.; DENMARK, Copenhagen Kinavox Electric Lorp.;
ENGLAND, London, W-1, Delane Lea Processes, Ltd.; HONGKONG, Supreme Trading Co.; INDIA, Bombay. Kine Engineers- Il'VLY, Rome, Keport■fllm S.R.L.; JAPAN, Tokyo, J. Osawa & Co., Ltd.; PAKISTAN, Karachi 3, Film Factors Ltd.; SWITZERLAND, Zurich 7/5o, Rene Boeniger; THAI¬
LAND, Bangkok, G. Simon Radio Co., Ltd.

6-minute 16MM sound film ^^Flanning an integrated sound system.^^ Available ft>r loai.,

~ee, on request.

let us show you how
you can save over $2500
on 100 prints of a
full-length 2-reel show!
-
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Write, phone or wire for a free estimate
—-it costs yoo nothing to find out — you may
save over*$2500 on your next print’ordert-

motion pictures
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1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., WASHINGTON 7, D. C.
FE 3-4000
1226 East Colonial Drive, ORLANDO, FLORIDA
CH 1-4161

D TORIAL AND PROCESSING FACILITY FOR 16mm FILM PRODUCERS
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Motion Picture Set Lighting

•

Shooting “—30—” On A Single Set

Sync-signal Method of Tape Recording

•

•

New

Miniature Set For A Monste_i*

35

On the set for “Death Valley Days,” DuPont Technical Representative Jack DuVall (right, center) discusses “Superior” 2
film \A/ith director George Blair (left), Brydon Baker (left, center), and Jack Willoughby, camera operator (right).

"WHEN A WIDE RANGE FILM IS VITAL ...
CHOOSE DUPONT ‘SUPERIOR’ 2"
That’s the advice of Brydon Raker, Director of Photography

I chose the new ‘Superior’ 2,” says Baker. “Its visual accuracy

for McGotvan Productions, producers of the popular TV series,

and wide range let me stop down for greater depth of focus.

“Death Valley Days.”

Mr. Baker says: “Du Pont Type 936

It helps me get the effects I want. In short, this film makes it

Superior® 2 motion picture film gives me consistently good

possible to make pictures of the highest technical quality.”

shots on set or location, in all kinds of lighting conditions.”
He reports that the sponsors of “Death Valley Days,” the

“Superior” 2 is just one of the fine DuPont films for
every motion picture need.

These films —and complete tech¬

United States Borax and Chemical Corp., naturally want their

nical data on them —are available through the DuPont Photo

show to have the best possible dramatic effects.

Products sales offices below.

“That’s why

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING ... THROUGH CHEMISTRY
U. ».

0^^

Atlanta 18, Ga., 1737 Ellsworth Ind. Dr. N.W.; Boston 10, Mass., 140 Federal Street; Chicago 46, III., 4560 Touhy Ave., Edgebrook Sta.; Cleveland 16, Ohio, 20950 Center Ridge Rd.; Dallas 7, Texas, 1628 Oak Lawn Ave.;
Los Angeles 38, Calif.,7051 Santa Monica Blvd.; New York 11, N.Y.,248 W. 18th St.; Phila., Pa., 308 E. Lancaster Ave., Wynnewood; Export, Nemours Bldg., Wilmington 98,Del. In Canada: DuPont of Canada Ltd..Toronto

C E C 0
OPENS
IN
FLORIDA!
BRINGS ITS WORID-FAHOUS PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE & TV EQUIPMENT SALES, RENTALS
AND REPAIR SERVICE TO WORLD'S PLAYGROUND

*

This is the biggest news for Florida — for local

and one other accessories. You ask for it—we’re sure

studios and crews that come here for location shoot¬

to have it.

ing—since Ponce de Leon sailed in, looking for the

No transportation costs. No need to ship your
own gear from distant points. No delays. And if

Fountain of Youth.

something goes haywire, the finest repair depart¬
Here you will find the famous Ceco equipment—

ment east of Hollywood is right here! Florida has

Mitchell 16 and 35mm, Arriflexes 16 and 35mm,

always needed it. Now Florida has it. Our top oper¬

crab dollies. Chapman Crab Cranes, Fisher Mike

ational and management personnel are administering

Booms — lights, incandescents, arcs, spots, brutes,

our Florida office. If you are in the vicinity, stop by

generators, miles of cable, switches and a thousand

and say “Hello!” We’re expecting you.

FRANK C. ZUCKER

CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO., INC. OF FLORIDA

1

1335 East 10th Avenue, Hialeah, Florida
5 Minutes

A
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from Miami International Airport

15 Minutes

from Downtown Miami

25 Minutes

from Miami Beach
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•Feature Articles

Editor
FILMING A THRILLER AT THE GRAND CANYON

738

Interesting photographic problems encountered in shooting scenes for
off-beat murder mystery. By Kendrick Sweet and Herb Lightman.

EDITORIAL ASSISTANT
Marion Hutchins

THE CONTROL SIGNAL SYSTEM OF SYNCHRONOUS RECORDING

740

Tiny sync generator installed on camera produces sync-signal
simultaneously tcith sound on quarter-inch tape. By Victor James.

CONTRIBUTING EDITORS
UPPING THE QUALITY OF SOUND TRACKS FOR TELEVISION FILMS
Derek Hill

742

Neiv device measures cross-modulation of TV sound tracks as means

Joseph Henry

of achieving optimum quality. By Kevin Seagram.

Clifford Harrington
Joseph V.

Mascelli

Herb A. Lightman

SHOOTING “—30—’’ ON A SINGLE SET

744

Geography of cluttered newspaper office poses unique problems
for camera crew. By Darrin Scot.

MONSTERS AND MINIATURES
TECHNICAL EDITOR
Emery Huse

747

Special effects technicians build huge monster and largest miniature
set ever constructed for “Gordo.” By Ray Mercer. A.S.C.

MOTION PICTURE SET LIGHTING

749

The basic professional techniques for lighting interiors for
motion picture photography.

EDITORIAL ADVISORY BOARD
Arthur Edeson, A.S.C.
Robert deGrasse, A.S.C.

MORE ON BLACK-AND-WHITE TRAVELING MATTE PROCESS

751

Text omitted in error from author’s initial article which appeared in
the October issue. By Robert L. Hoult, FRPS, FBKS.

Burnett Guffey, A.S.C.
Wallace Kelley, A.S.C.

THE MITCHELL ‘‘16’’

Arthur Miller, A.S.C.

Seventh article in the series on Motion Picture Cameras, which

Ray Rennahan, A.S.C.

describes salient features of the popular Mitchell 16mm

John Seitz, A.S.C.

752

motion picture camera.

Lester Shorr, A.S.C.

•Departments
INDUSTRY NEWS

712

Netvs briefs of industry activities and progress.

ON THE COVER
READY TO ROLL camera for scene of Cornel Wilde
and 'copter pilot Bill Hartley for Columbia Pictures'
"Edge of Eternity" is cinematographer Burnett
Guffey, A.S.C. standing next to camera, mounted on
a Chapman crane. On Guffey's right is director Don
Siegel, vyhile in foreground is script girl and
Kendrick Svyeet, producer, whose story of the pho¬
tography of "Edge of Eternity" appears in this issue.

WHAT’S NEW IN EQUIPMENT, ACCESSORIES, SERVICES

716

Things that are new for makers of motion pictures.

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS—By Marion Hutchins

724

Where and what TV and feature film cameramen were shooting
last month.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS—By Walter Strenge, A.S.C.

732

Readers' questions answered by experts.
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LLOYD'S CAMERA EXCHANGE
HOLLYWOOD

Used Cine Equipment

INDUSTRY
NEWS

News briefs of
industry activities,
products and progress

Offerings
HOUSTON - FEARLESS 16mm
processing machines, used:
Model A-11,
like new ... .

$3250.00

Model 11 -B, used... 2000.00
Model A-11,
needs some work... 1250.00
AURICON CINE-VOICE CON¬
VERSION, with Mitchell 400'
mag., complete.$795.00
ARRIFLEX 16mm camera, late
model, three Schneider lenses,
metal case. . $1395.00
ARRIFLEX II, 35mm, 3 lenses,
blimp, sync, motor, 3 mags.,
metal case. Like new condi¬
tion .
$2695.00
B&H 2709 Camera with rackover, 4 lenses, hi-speed move¬
ment, 12-v motor . .$2250.00
B&H 16MM Specialist camera,
two 400' mags., case acces¬
sories .
$995.00
ROBOT 35mm automatic
splicer. Made in England. Cost
over $600.00 .$300.00
MITCHELL 35mm camera mo¬
tor, 110-volt, AC/DC...$239.50
MILLER “D” fluid tripod head,
new .$115.00
DEVRY 35MM PROJECTORS
(pair), with sound.$695.00
EYEMO OWNERS: Buy an ex¬
tra winding crank! B&H net
$15.50. Our price, brand new,
postpaid .$9.95
These Are Only A Few. Write
Vs For Your Requirements

LLOYD'S CAMERA EXCHANGE
‘•HOLLYWOOD'S L6MM HEADQUARTERS1612 No. Cahuenga Boulevard
Hollywood 28, California

Now in preparation by the American
Society of Cinematographers is one of
the most complete handbooks of cine¬
matographic data, tables and charts
ever assembled. According to A.S.C.
President Walter Strenge, complete au¬
thenticity of the data is assured by the
program of exhaustive research and
compilation which is preceding the
data book’s editing and production.
The Society, it is pointed out, is a
most logical source of qualified tech¬
nical information relating to motion
picture photography, composed as it is
of the leading cinematographers in the
Hollywood motion picture industry.
Title of the new pocket-size fact
book is American Cinematographer
Manual. To edit the Manual, the So¬
ciety has chosen Joseph V. Mascelli,
a professional cinematographer and
editorial contributor to American Cine¬
matographer magazine. Acting as Tech¬
nical Advisors and Associate Editors
are Walter Strenge, A.S.C., who con¬
ducts the “Questions & Answers” col¬
umn in A.C., and three-time Academy
Award-winner cinematographer Arthur
Miller, A.S.C.
Among the outstanding features
planned for the new 300-page plus
Manual are a durable leatherette bind¬
ing, keyed signal tabs in the index to
facilitate instant locating of a needed
data page, and easy-to-read type com¬
position.
Tentative publication date is May,
1960.

•
Processing

•

•

service for 16mm Koda-

chrome Commercial film. Type 5268,
will be discontinued by Eastman Ko¬
dak Company, effective December 1,
1959.
Early in 1958, the company discon¬
tinued processing of Type 5268 at its
Rochester, Chicago, and Flushing lab¬
oratories. Kodak had planned to stop
processing of 5268 in Hollywood last
June, but because of customers’ re¬
quests, the service was extended to
December 1st of this year.
Kodak stopped selling Type 5268 KC

712

film shortly after introduction of the
improved 16mm Ektachrome Commer¬
cial Film, Type 7255, early in 1958.

•

•

•

Five minutes from Miami International
Airport, 15 minutes from downtown
Miami, and 25 minutes from Miami
Beach, Camera Equipment Company,
Inc., of New York has opened its new
Florida branch at 1335 East 10th Ave¬
nue, in Hialeah.
The completely stocked and fully
staffed branch, known as CECO of
Florida, carries a full range of profes¬
sional cameras, such as 35mm and
16mm Mitchells, 16mm and 35mm
Arriflex, and others. Also crab dollies,
Chapman cranes, Fisher mike booms
and perambulators, set lights, gener¬
ators, cable, etc.
A completely staffed repair and serv¬
ice department is maintained, eliminat¬
ing need for these services to be ren¬
dered at company’s New York City
headquarters.
Increasing activity of professional
film producers in the Florida area led
to new move by CECO, according to
Frank Zucker, President.
•

e

•

Industry Film Producers Association
is now accepting for pre-screening inplant industrial motion pictures eligible
for entry in the Association’s 1959
IFPA Award Competition.
Bronze plaques are to be awarded
to the companies and certificates of
merit to the individuals of the com¬
panies responsible for producing the
winning films. Awards will be made at
the Association’s national convention,
slated for March, 1960, in Los Angeles.
Only IFPA members are qualified
to enter films. Classifications are as
follows: employee recruiting or indoc¬
trination, technical information, public
relations, training, and sales promotion.
A Special Award will be given for films
produced in association with an inde¬
pendent commercial film producer.
Entry blanks as well as membership
applications are obtainable from Justin
Continued on Page 714
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SEASON’S GREETINGS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
... IN MAGNASYNC-MAGNAPHONIC SOUND«^

CHRISTMAS
FELICES PASCUAS Y PROSPERO ANO NUEVO

SEASON’S GREETINGS

GREETINGS
FROM
“IX)WN UNDER

HAPPY YULE SEASON
HAPPY HOLIDAYS

HOLIDAY GREETINGS

MERRY CHRISTMAS
& HAPPY NEW YEAR
OUR BEST TO YOU AT THE HOLIDAYS

BUON NATALE
E BUON ANNO

AVEC NOS MEILLEURS VOEUX SINCEHES
DE PROSPERJTE POUR !!)(«)

WARM PERSONAL GREETINGS

FELIZ NATAI.
E PROSPERO ANO NOVO
JOYOUS YULETIDE GREETINGS

OUR WARMEST WISHES
FOR A JOYOUS HOLIDAY

MARCOS KAVLIN, Casa Kavlin; La Paz, Bolivia • I^RITAM KAPILA, Kine Engineers; Bombay, India • FRANK C. ZUCKER & BURTON ZUCKER.
Camera Equipment Co.; New York • ROBERT SORENSEN, Kinovox Electric Corp.; Copenhagen, Denmark • RENE BOENIGER. Rene Boeniger; Zurich,
.Switzerland • CELIMO HERNANDEZ & W. W. RICHARD, Caribbean Electronics, S. A.; Havana. Cuba • W. G. FARROW, Alex L. Clark, Lt<l.; Toronto,
Ontario. Canada • JACK BEHREND, Behrend Cine Corp.; Chicago • S. MUSHTAQ ALL Film Factors Ltd.; Karachi, Pakistan • KEITH RILSSETT,
Sixteen Millimetre Australia Pty., Ltd.; Sydney, Australia • P. Z. WONG, Supreme Trading Co.; Hong Kong • JULIUS BLOCH, Brooks Camera Co.; .San
Francisco • O'ETO HANGARTNER, Jr., Zenith Cinema .Service, Inc.; Chicago • J. M. SCHULLER, Reportfdm S. R. L.; Rome, Italy • JACK BIRNS &
CLIFF SAWYER, Birns and Sawyer Cine Equipment; Ix)s Angeles • THEIN HAN, G. K. Theatre .Supply Co., Ltd.; Rangoon. Burma • .MA.SAKA'TSU
HAMAMOTO & KOICHI TORH, Osawa & Co., Ltd.; Tokyo, Japan • W. DE LANE LEA, De Lane I.ea Processes, Ltd.; Ixmdon, England • JONAS EDDY,
G. .Simon Radio Co., Ltd.; Bangkok, Thailand • S. W. FALKE, Mesbla, S. A.; Rio de Janeiro, Brazil • H. F. DUBOIS. Societe Beige D’Applications Cinematographiques; Brus.sels, Belgium • D. J. WHITE, WILLIAM .STUTZ & JAMES GREEN, Magnasync, .5.546 Sat.suma Avenue, North Hollywood, California
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Continued from Page 712

Purchin, Chairman, Pre-screening Com¬
mittee, IFPA, 12238 Cantura St.,
Studio City, Calif. Deadline for film
entries is December 31, 1959.

•

•

•

A simple and inexpensive method of
converting a standard 35mm motion
picture projector to screen films for
television transmission was described
recently by Dr. Jasper S. Chandler of
Kodak Research Laboratories at a meet¬
ing of the Society of Motion Picture
and Television Engineers in New York.
The method essentially changes the
film pull-down sequence of the pro¬
jector so it can be used with a Vidicon
television storage tube.
The conversion unit costs only a frac¬
tion of the price of more complex sys¬
tems, uses an eight-horsepower motor
for projector power, and mounts on the
side of a standard projector without
special fittings.
At present the converter is used ex¬
perimentally in Kodak Research Lab¬
oratories in studies of film projection
for television.

•

•

•

Ten members of the American Society
of Cinematographers, who also are
members of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences, Hollywood,
have been elected to serve on various
committees in preparation of the forth¬
coming Annual Academy Awards.
Completely automatic, accurate control of solution temperatures and pre¬
cise timing of processing cycles assure uniform results of the highest order
with the New Houston Fearless Labmaster. For 16mm B&W neg. or pos. film.
Adaptable to reversal film. Designed for easy, trouble-free operation and a
bare minimum of maintenance. H-F volume production makes possible a
price far lower than any processor of comparable quality and performance.

Farciot Edouart, A.S.C. is serving
on Awards Policy Committee on Rules,
the Scientific or Technical Awards
Committee, and the Special Effects
Awards Committee.
Hal Mohr, A.S.C., is serving on the
Awards Program Committee, Forum
and Screening Committee, and the Sci¬
entific or Technical Awards Commit¬

$4,175 COMPLETE...Nothing else to buy (16mm Neg.-Pos. Model)
• All tanks stainless steel.

• Low price includes built-in
refrigeration system, air
compressor, turbuiation pumps
and film magazines.
• Modular construction. Can be
easily modified to process reversal
film as well.

HOUSTON
FEARLESS
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tee. Sol Halprin, A.S.C., also is serving
on the latter committee.

• Perfected H-F Drive eliminates
film breakage.

m
W
■

r

\
•
•
,
•
•

Linwood G. Dunn, A.S.C., Paul
Eagler, A.S.C., John Fulton, A.S.C., Ub

• Operates up to 40 f.p.m.
• Variable heat and filtered air in
dry box.

HOUSTON FEARLESS CORPORATION
11805 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 64, Calif.
Please send catalogs and prices on:
□ B&W Labmaster □ Color Labmaster
□ Remote Control Heads □ Camera Heads
□ Camera Pedestals □ Tripods □ Dollies
Name_
Firm_
Address_
City_Zone_State_

Iwerks, A.S.C., Sid Lund, A.S.C., and
Clifford Stine, A.S.C.—all veteran spe¬
cial effects men—are serving on the
Special Effects Award Committee along
with fourteen other Academy members.

•

•

•

Acceptance of Academy invitations to
join and requests for reinstatement by
sixteen industry artists and craftsmen

I

brings to 2.300 the number now on
the membership rolls of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.

1

Continued on Page 771
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General's
new division...

...MEETS
YOU
HALF WAY
Here in Kansas City ...
General’s new Central Division
... offers on-the-spot service
to speed your production
to the laboratory.

gSe.i

(is^e

•1

No matter where you are ...
Industrial Center to College
Town ... or what you do
... Educational, Religious,
Industrial, Television films...
General Film can help you.
Our new Central Division will
greatly facilitate your film
production ... and bring to your
doorstep the Academy Award¬
winning skills of General Film of
Hollywood, the most respected
film processing lab east or
west of the Rockies.
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GENERAL
FILM LABORATORIES CORP.
1546 ARGYLE
HOLLYWOOD 28
CALIFORNIA H02-6171
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WHAT’S NEW

weight is under 16 pounds. Separate
shoulderstrap “gadget hag” contains re¬
chargeable power pack plus storage for
microphone and headset. Prices range
from $1,800.00 to $2,300.00.

Grover Grip
The Grover Grip is a new idea for
the support of lighting equipment in
difficult areas. Essentially a carpenter’s
type bracket, it opens to 8 inches and
will support a 10-pound weight secure¬
ly on pipes, desk drawer, mouldings,
room partitions or movie flats. Linit has
revolving pad for attaching heavy light¬
ing units requiring a %" stud, or
lighter units requiring either a l/^" or

Underwater Blimp
Birns & Sawyer, 6424 Santa Monica
Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif., announce
an underwater blimp designed for use
with Arrifle.x 16mm or 35mm cameras.
Said to have undergone extensive tests
at depths to 300 feet, the blimp is made
of welded marine aluminum girder
plate with stainless steel fittings and
“0” ring sealers.
The base is standard, with tops in¬
terchangeable to accommodate either
the 16mm or 35mm Arriflex. Capacity
is 400 feet of film. List price is
$2495.00. The blimps are also available
on rental or lease.

Nine-inch Telephoto
Century Photographic Equipment
Co., 10659 Burbank Blvd., North Hol¬
lywood, Calif, offers a 230mm f/3.8
Tele-Athenar telephoto lens for B&H,
Bolex, Eastman K-lOO, and Cine Spe¬
cial 16mm cameras. List price is
$139.50.

Fototracker Camera
Traid Corjjoration, Encino, Calif.,
announces a newly-designed version of
the 35mm B&H Eyemo camera for use
in the missile field. Tradenamed the 75
Fotoracker, camera is built to rugged
instrumentation standards and has ex¬
ternally adjustable variable shutter. A
simple gear change provides speeds of
20, 40, 60. or 80 fps. Camera weighs 7

716

pounds, is 8" high, 6 13/-6" deep and
5 3/16 wide. Uses lOO-ft. daylight
loading spools or 200-ft. film maga¬
zines. A wide range of accessories are
available.

Modified Auricons
Television Specialty Co., Inc., 350
est 31st St.. New York 1, N. Y., of¬
fers modifications of the Auricon CineVoice 16mm sound camera in four
models and affording film capacities
ranging from 100-ft. to 400-ft. Con¬
verted cameras feature huiltin transis¬
tor amplifier. VU meter, monitoring
jack, and microphone input. Complete

%" stud. Pad is also equipped with a
1/4-20 screw thread for mounting on
tripod. Manufacturer is Natural Light¬
ing Corp., 630 So. Flower. Burbank.
Calif.

35mm Film Viewer
National Cine Equipment, 209 West
48th Street, New York 36, N. Y., an¬
nounces its NCE 35mm professional
film viewer that combines the functions
of viewer, synchronizer, footage coun¬
ter and frame counter in one unit. Proj¬
ects picture 314" x 414" clear and bril¬
liant in action or single frame. Can be
used with a sound reader for single¬
system sound films. Additional sprock¬
ets can he supplied for double-system
film viewing and reading. List price is
$595.00. A 16mm model is to he an¬
nounced later.
Continued on Page 720
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The Auricon Camera is unique, with noiseless operation as silent proof of precision
design. It runs so quietly that no heavy and cumbersome external blimp (sound-proof
enclosure)

is required! For fast "set-up” and dependable filming of professional

16 MM
SOUND-ON-FILM
CAMERAS

l6mm talking pictures, Producers and Cameramen choose Auricon to shoot pictures
CINE-VOICE II

synchronized with Optical or Magnetic "double-system” recording equipment, or
to record "single-system” sound on the same film taking the picture.
All Auricon Cameras are sold with a 30-day money-back guarantee. You must
be satisfied!
Write for your free copy of this 74-page Auricon Catalog.^

A. XT
A.

S795.00 & UP
100 ft. Runs 2% min.
AURICON PRO-600
$1871.00 & UP
600 ft. Runs 161/2 min.

X C O IKT

FR,ODXJOT

AURICON SUPER-1200
$5667.00 & UP

OF

1200 ft. Runs 33 min..
6902 Romaine Street, Hollywood 38, Calif.y^HOllywood 2-0931

TvT A 'N'TTTP

a OTTTTg.TTi-FZ.c:^

OF

S0XJ1STID-02ST-Firj]5k<r
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NOW-FOUR BIG NEW FEATURES WAS

The first low-priced

TRIPLE-DUTY
animation,
titlestand
and
product stage
for
all filmakers

over-all height, vertical post

76"

NOW
97"

over-all length

62"

102"

zoom range to tabletop

1-12 field

1-18 field

zoom range to floor

1-24 field

1-30 field

2-IN HORIZONTAL POSITION
For zoom titles, copy and
product and puppet stages-

3- IN DIAGONAL POSITION
Columns can be locked at any
angle between horiz. and vert,
-for angular zooms in on table
which is locked in horiz.
position.

The TRIPLEX stand complete
with camera, is now available for monthly rental.
Write for complete information.

Basic Stand
$895
Complete as shown $1595

F & B Butt Splice & Film Repair Biocks
These excellent blocks make
butt splicing and repairing
damaged film strips simple as
A-B C. Easy to use. no com¬
plicated parts, and solidly con¬
structed they are available m
the following models:
Model B-16 for 16mm.
film
$ 9.50
Model 6-35 for 35mm
film
12.50
Model BSB - Combination
block for 16mm..
35mm. and U tape 24.50

Magic "Mylar"
This amazing sprocketed splic¬
ing tape will repair torn and
damaged films, replace torn
perforations and allow you to
butt-splice without losing a
single frame. Comes in trans¬
parent for film, opaque for
magnetic film. Splice will
never come apart and per¬
forations stay permanently re¬
paired with Magic “Mylar."
Transparent - For Film
per roll
16mm. Single Perf.
$
16mm.-Double Perf.
6.00
35mm.
11.00
Opaque —For Magnetic Film
per roll
16mm.
5 6.00
35mm.
21.00

NEW IMPROVED
F & B CAMERA SLATE
Here at last is the new F & B Camera Slate designed to
professional specifications. Look at some of the exclu¬
sive features: Permanently attached ring-mounted num¬
bers • Spring-loaded hardwood clapstick • Sturdy
masonite construction * Erasible hard slate finish
• Large 12" x 16" size

Reg. $29.50 NOW...$14.95

MILLER FLUID DRIVE HEAD
Model D (medium duty)
$150.00
Swivel leveling joint
59.50
Pro Head (heavy duty).
299.50
Fits all Tripods. Write for complete information and literature NOW.
F&
the
the
for

B proudly announces the exclusive distribution of
Miller Fluid Heads in the Eastern United States. The Miller Head is
world’s finest precision built hydraulic drive pan head, and is designed
super-smooth panning and tilting. Can be used with any movie camera.

NEW F & B POWER-MITE
NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES
LARGEST CAPACITY6-10 amp. hours
SMALL-LIGHT6oz. per 1.25v.cell
INDESTRUCTIBLECan be stored
indefinitely in any
condition
SAFE—No Acid Spray
or corrosion
CHARGES EASILYTo 90% in 20 minutes,
and 100% in
30 minutes
RETAINS 70% CHARGEAfter 1 year’s storage
ADD WATER —Only a few drops
ONCE A YEAR
PERMANENT ELECTROLYTE-30% solution of
Potassium Hydroxide
Batteries are supplied in a
metal case with a leather carrying strap and plug.
71/2 Volt—Power-Mite battery
(6 cells).$ 85.00
15 Volt—Power-Mite battery
(12 cells) .$135.00
Attached voltmeter—optional
$ 20.00
F & B's Power-Mite batteries can be supplied in any com¬
bination to power practically all cameras, recorders, etc. All
the features listed are absolutely guaranteed by F & B. The
Power-Mite nickel cadmium battery is unconditionally guar¬
anteed for one full year.
SPECIAL BATTERIES CUSTOM-BUILT TO YOUR ORDER

FI.ORIMC.A.N’ & B.ASB, INC.
68 West 45th Street, New York 36, New York • MUrray Hill 2-2928
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in the east... it’s

MOVIELAB

:fedeveloping color negatives • additive color printing • reduction printing including A & B • color
slide film processing • blowups • internegatives • Kodachrome scene-to-scene color balanced
printing • Ektachrome developing and printing • registration printing • plus complete black and
white facilities including cutting rooms, storage rooms and the finest screening facilities in the east.

WHAT’S NEW

BEN HUR" Shot with aid of

Continued from Page 716

color meter
The ONLY meter that measures
all light sources, including day¬
light, accurately!
The ONLY meter with both BLUE/
RED and GREEN/RED scales plus
direct reading in Spectra Index
“1 shall never photograph a single scene in
in any motion picture without first consulting
the SPECTRA. It has opened up complete
color control for me,” says

ASC
Director of photography for MGM’s
"Ben Hur”, Winner of Look and Golden
Globe 1950 Awards
Surtees was able to correct for the constantly
changing color temperatures of Italian sunlight only
because his SPECTRA 3 Color Meter indicated
precisely and rapidly the filters needed for positive
color correction. Use SPECTRA to make your shots
outstanding, too!

Animation Stand

Send for Catalog of SPECTRA Instruments

PHOTO RESEARCH CORP.

■kTable is supplied to convert
Spectra Index into Keivin
Units.

837 NORTH CAHUENGA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA

COMPLETE MOTION PICTURE EQUIPMENT

FROM
CAMERAS
MITCHELL
1 6mm
33mm Standard
35mm Hi-Speed
35mm NC • 35mm BNC

BELL & HOWELL
Standard • Eyemo

Filmo

ARRIFLEX
16mm • 35mm

WALL
35mm single system

ECLAIR CAMERETTE
35mm • 16/35mm
Combination

AURICONS
all models single system
Cine Kodak Special
Maurer • Bolex
Blimps • Tripods

ONE

SOURCE

LIGHTING

Fearless Panoram
Me Alisfer Crab
Platform • Western
3 Wheel Portable

720

EDITING

Mole Richardson
Bard we II McAlister
Colortran
Century
Cable
Spider Boxes
Bull Switches
Strong ARC-Trouper
10 Amps 1 lOV AC 5000W
2000W-750W
CECO Cone Lites
(shadowless lite)
Gator Clip Lites
Barn Doors
Diffusers
Dimmers
Reflectors

ZOOMAR 35mm

Moviolas • Rewinders
Tables • Splicers
Viewers (CECO)

GRIP EQUIPMENT
Parallels • Ladders
2 Steps • Apple Boxes
Scrims • Flags
Gobo Stands
Complete grip equipment

SOUND EQUIPMENT
Magnasync-magnetic film
Reeves Magicorder
Mole Richardson Booms and
Perambulators

Portable Mike Booms
Portable Power Supplies to
operate camera and recorder

WE SHIP VIA AIR, RAIL OR TRUCK
FRANK

DOLLIES

Animation Equip. Corp., New Ro¬
chelle, N. Y., announces the Oxherry
Unistand for animation, film strip and
title production in small organizations.
Stand is available for wall-mounting,
for use on pedestal, or on a horizontal
support. Write the company for de¬
tailed literature.

C. ZUCKER

uipmeni co.m.
Dept. A 31S West 43rd Street,
New York 36, N. Y.
JUdson 6-1420

Kinoptik Apochromats
Karl Heitz, Inc., New York 17,
N. Y., announces the complete series of
Kinoptik Apochromat T-stop, high¬
speed lenses are now available for any
16mm or 35mm or TV cameras. List
prices start at SI69.00.
■
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Watch that

WOWi
with the Gaumont-Kaiee

F^VTr^R METER
Accurate measurement of sound
equipment speed deviations

Brief technical data
Operating carrier frequency 3,000 c.p.s. ±5%
Minimum Input signal 50 mV R.M.S.
Input. Impedance I Megohm
Input amplifier bandwidth —3dB at 2,500 &
3,500 c.p.s.
Effective limiter range
lOdB
Meter scaling—“Peak wow” 0 to
1% (centre
zero)
“Wow” and “Flutter” 0 to I % and
Oto 0.2%R.M.S.
Crossover frequency 20 c.p.s.
“Flutter” meter response —3dB at crossover
—3dB at 200 c.p.s.
“Wow” meter response —3dB at crossover
— IdB at 0.5 c.p.s.
C.R.O. output frequency response
level down tozerofrequency—3dBat200c.p.s.
3,000 c.p.s. oscillator output level
5V R.M.S. into 0.5 Megohm 100 mV R.M.S.
into 500 ohms
Accuracy; Meter presentations ±2%f.s.d.
Power consumption 35 watts
Operation 45 to 60 c.p.s.

The Flutter Meter measures those components which are
commonly described as “Wow” and “Flutter” resulting
from speed variations in soimd recorders and reproducers.
This instrument is equally suitable for use with machines
employing perforated film, tape, wire or disc records.
Type

1740 is of entirely new design. More compact,

lighter in weight and costing considerably less than earlier
Gaumont-Kaiee Flutter Meters, but with the same high
performance and facilities.

Important users of Gaumont-Kaiee
Flutter Meters include:
6.6.C. Television and Research. Collaro.

Commission Superioreure Technique, Paris.
Commonwealth of Australia, Melbourne.
Compagnia Commerciale di Cinematografia, Milan.
Dept. Posts and Telegraph, Dublin. Egyptian State
Broadcasting. E.M.I. Research Laboratories. Garrard

Dimensions Height 10^" 26.04 cm.
Width I2i:" 31.12 cm. Depth 14f" 36.47 cm.

Engineering and Manufacturing Co. Ltd. Magnavox

Nett Weight 29 lb. 13.15 Kilos

Corporation ofU.S.A. Marconi Wireless. Ministry of Supply.
Ministry of Transport and Civil Aviation (U.K.). Mullard.

GAUMONT-KALEE

N.V. Philips’ Gloeilampenfabrieken, Holland and Denmark.
N.Z. Broadcasting System. Post Office Research Department.

flutter meter
TYPE 1740

R.C.A. Photophone Ltd. Southern Instruments Ltd.
Truvox Ltd. Vortexion, Westrex Co. Ltd. Wright & Weaire Ltd.
and users in India, Poland and Hong Kong.

VVrite for full details to:

RANK PRECISION INDUSTRIES LIMITED
G.B-KALEE DI VIS IO N — ST U DI O, WOODGER ROAD, LONDON, W.I2. ENGLAND.
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2 Brand New Developments
reduce weight uf Cine-Veice outfit bjr

|

TSC is first with a completely portable . . . completely
practical 16mm S.O.F. Camera Outfit. Built around
the dependable mechanism of the Auricon Camera, these
2 developments REDUCE THE WEIGHT by
approximately 25 POUNDS . . . make sound-on-film
practical on EVERY shooting assignment.

TSC Transistorized Amplifier, built right into the
base of the camera, provides better sound quality with
a fraction of the weight and bulk. Sound controls and
meter cluster are built into the back of the camera —
convenient to the viewfinder for easy "l-man” operation.

TSC Power Pack, using

new type nickel
cadmium batteries, reduces the overall
weight even further. Convenient Power Pack
Case provides additional storage space for
microphone, cables, headset and other
accessories.

YOU BENEFIT THESE 3 WAYS
Much faster set-up
and tear-down time.
Fewer cables to
connect, easier to
carry. All accessories
may be stored in Case
with Power Pack.

2. Can be
hand-held —
perfect for a
“1-man” opera¬
tion. Run, walk,
climb with it!

COMPLETE OUTFIT includes new Cine-Voice II
Camera, TSC Transistorized Amplifier, TSC Nickel
Cadmium Power Pack, Microphone, Headset,
Cables, Carrying Case.
OPTIONAL EXTRAS include 400' modification,
3 lens turret, viewfinder door, lenses.

PRICES start at
Makes live sound
practical on every assign¬
ment, vastly increasing
the interest and
effectiveness of
the film.

*1495.

Trades accepted.

Phone, wire or write for more information.

TELEVISION Sioedaltti| COMPANY, INC.
350 WEST 31st STREET •
722

NEW YORK; 1, N. Y.

•

LOngacre 4-2334
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NO ROOM rOR DOUBT

HAS ALL YOUR EASTERN PRODUCTION NEEDS
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DC GENERATOR TRUCKS TOO..,

1600 amperes, 1000 amps, 700 amps, 300 amps, 200 amps.

RENTAL RATES UPON REQUEST
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PHOTOGRAPHIC
ASSIGNMENTS
WHAT THE INDUSTRY’S CAMERAMEN WERE SHOOTING LAST MONTH
By

MARION

HUTCHINS

ALLIED ARTISTS
Ellis

ASC, “The Purple Gang”
Sullivan.
Frank McDonald,

Carter,

with
Barry
director.

Fred Bentley, “The Lineup”* with Warner
Anderson and Tom Tully.

COLUMBIA
Irving Lippman, “Manhunt”* (Screen Gems)

George Folsey, ASC, “I Passed for White”
with Sonya Wilde and James Franciscus.
Fred Wilcox, director.

with Victor Jory and Patrick McVey. Fred
Jackman, director.

ASC, “Pay or Die” with
Ernest Borgnine and Zohra Lampert. Richard
Wilson, director.

Gems)

Lucien

Ballard,

AMCO STUDIOS
Alan Stensvold, ASC, “Police Station”*
“Congressional Investigator”* (Sandy How¬
ard Prods.) Sandy Howard, director.

Welborn, “Tightrope”*
with Michael Connors.

Charles

(Screen

Gert Andersen, ASC, “Donna Reed Show”*

(Screen Gems) with
Rudolph, director.

Donna

Reed.

Oscar

Fred Gately, ASC, “Father Knows Best”*

(Screen Gems) with Robert Young and
Jane Wyatt. Peter Tewksbury, director.

Gilbert W arrenton, ASC, Commercials*.

William Whitley, ASC, “Men into Space”*

“Sea

Askins.

Hunt”*

(Ziv-TV)

with Lloyd Bridges.
“Bat
Masterson”* (Ziv-TV) with Gene Barry.
Bob

Hoffman.

Richard

Rawlings,

Arthur Feindel, ASC, Edward Cronjager,

ASC, Monroe Askins, “This Man Dawson”*
(Ziv-TV) with Keith Andes.
Curt Fetters, “Tombstone Territory”* (Ziv-

TV) with Pat Conway.
Rawlings, “Lockup”*
with MacDonald Carey.
Richard

(Ziv-TV)

Stuart Thompson, ASC, “Have Gun, Will

Travel”*
Tong.

with

Richard

Boone

and

Kam

Fleet Southcott, “Gunsmoke”* with James

Arness and

Dennis Weaver.

Burnett Guffey, ASC, Fred Gately, ASC,
Rawlings, “Alcoa-Goodyear Thea¬
(Screen Gems).

Richard

Tannura, ASC, “Man from Blackhawk”* (Screen Gems) with Robert Rock¬
well; “Two Faces West”* (Pilot; Screen
Gems.) Paul Wendkos, director.

Lucien

Cooper,
“I Aim at the Stars”
(Morningside Prods.; shooting in Germany)
with Curt Jurgens and Gia Scala.
Lee
Thompson, director.

Charles

Philip

Wilkie

Fapp, ASC, “All the Young Men”
(Hall Barlett Prods.) with Alan Ladd and
Sidney Poitier. Hall Bartlett, director.

Daniel

Thomas Tutwiler, ASC, “World Champion¬

CALIFORNIA STUDIOS

Basil Emmett, “The Enemy General” Clo¬
ver Prods.; shooting in Europe) with Van
Johnson and Jean Pierre Aumont. George
Shearman, director.

tre”*

Freulich,

(Ziv-TV) with Bill Lundigan.
Monroe

Chris Challis, “Surprise Package” (Stan¬
ley Donen Prods.; shooting in Europe) with
Yul Brynner and Mitzi Gaynor.

ASC, “Dennis the Men¬
ace”* (Screen (Jems) with Gloria Henry &
Herbert Anderson.
Henry

AMERICAN NATIONAL

TIME OUT for a group photo was taken by cinema¬
tographer Boris Kaufman, ASC (far right), on set
of "The Fugitive Kind,” which he photographed
in New York, and which stars (from left to right)
Marlon
Brando,
Joanne
Woodward,
and Anna
Magnani. Director is Sidney Lumet, left of Kaufman.

ship Golf Show”*
Briskin, director.

(Screen

Gems).

Fred

Lang, ASC, “Strangers when we
Meet” (C’Scope & Color; Richard Quine
Prods.) with Kirk Douglas and Kim Novak.
Richard Quine, director.
Charles

DESILU STUDIOS—Culver City
ASC, “U. S. Marshall”*
with John Bromfield.

Andriot,

(Desilu Prods.)

Burke, “Man with a Camera”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Charles Bronson.

Charles

Van Enger, ASC, “Betty Hutton
Show”* (Desilu Prods.) with Betty Hutton.
Richard Kinon, director.
Cronjager, “Grand Jury”* (Desilu
Prods.) with Lyle Bettger and Harold Stone.
Sobey Martin, director.
Henry

Edward Fitzgerald, ASC, “The Gale Storm
Show”* (ITC Prods.) with Gale Storm and
ZaSu Pitts. James Kern, director.
Harkness Smith, “Pony Express”*

Prods.)

(Desilu

Jean Yarborough, director.
DESILU STUDIOS—Gower

Kenneth

Peach,

Wrather Prods.)
John Provost.

ASC, “Lassie”*
(Jack
with June Lockhart and

Robert Planck, ASC, “The Millionaire”*.
James Sheldon, director.
Hauser, “Wyatt Earp”*
with Hugh O’Brien.

Robert

Prods.)

(Desilu

Paul Ivano, “The Texan”* (Desilu Prods.)
with Rory Calhoun.
Charles

“The Untouchables”*
with Robert Stack and

Straumer,

(Desilu Prods.)
Jerry Paris.

Robert
Pittack,
ASC,
“Ann
Sothern
Show*” (Desilu Prods.) with Ann Sothern.
Nick

ASC, “Barbara Stanwyck
(Desilu Prods.) with Barbara

Musuraca,

Theatre”*
Stanwyck.

DESILU STUDIOS—Hollywood
Robert de Grasse, ASC, “Danny Thomas
Show”* (iDesilu Prods.) with Danny Thom¬
as, Sheldon Leonard, director. “Love and
Marriage”*
(Desilu Prods.)
George Ab¬
bott, director.
Worth, ASC, “The
Real Mc¬
Coy’s”*
(Brennan-Westgate
Prods.) with
Walter Brennan. Hy Averback, director.
Lothrop

WHILE CINEMATOGRAPHER Joseph Biroc, ASC, (photo left) was on location in Alaska filming Warner Brothers'
"Ice Palace," he uncovered the first motion picture camera ever brought into Alaska and perhaps the oldest
in existence outside of a museum today. Called a Chronophotographe, it was made in France in 1897. In
photo at right, Biroc demonstrates the camera with the assistance of its present owner. Heath Ives (stand¬
ing), a retired Alaskan photographer and former sourdough.

724

Hickox, ASC, “Red Skelton Show”*
(Desilu Prods.) with Red Skelton. Seymour
Berns, director.

Sid

Continued on Page 730
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Did you catch the commercial showing
a driverless

guessed I

A director of a well known producing
company had this brainstorm.

Terrific, but

how do you do it? Our boys worked It out for

CECO Stop Motion Motor for Maurer Camera
110 volt synchronous motor. Can be operated single
frame or continuous run on forward or reverse.
Exposure time: % second at 170° opening;
Ys second at 235° opening. Attaches directly to Models
05 and 150. Stop motion motors available
for most all other cameras.

him. Actually, CECO* experts and technicians
CECO Professional
Junior Geared Head

are called upon to solve many more complex
problems.

Think of CECO as headquarters for

Used for controlled pan
and tilt. Smooth action.
Ideal for Panoram shots
and tabletop photography.
Fits all Pro. Jr. tripod
bases. Crank
handles included.

fdP's finest profosslo^fephotographic
Mozeil Dual image
Viewfinder Attachment

%^pment—but

Attaches to Mitchell or
CECO Erect Image
Viewfinder. Allows dual
viewing of image
scene by the cameraman
and a director or
account executive.

thir^^of us also

w
Wj^n you're
Wjfestling with
,

a tough idd‘a^0

w^i help. Try us.

*CECO—Trademark of Camera Equipment CO
FRANK C. ZUCKER

(Jflni€Rfl Equipmeni (o.,inc.
Dept. 2

315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y.

JUdson 6-1420

CECO Double Zipper
Changing Bag
Lightproof; accommodates
1000' 35mm magazine
or 1200' 16mm magazine.
34" X 48" black sateen
outer bag. Rubber inner
bag has roomy sleeves
and light-tight wristlets.

CECO offers the world’s largest and most

CECO Triangles—Models B & C
Adjustable and collapsible. All
aluminum construction. Brass studs
for tripod points. Insures rigid
positioning of tripod legs.
Prevents slipping and damage to
floors. (Model C illustrated).
Model B without leg clamps.

comprehensive line of professional cameras,
accessories, lighting, editing, processing and
animation equipment including: MAURER
Products (Exclusive Distributor); Oxberry
Animation Equipment; Cooke Speed Panchro
Series II, Kinetal, Kinoptic, and Bausch & Lomb
Baltar Lenses. Other products we carry are:
Color Charts - Computers - Splicers - Exposure
meters - Projectors - Screens - Marking pencils
and pens - editors gloves - stop watches.

Cameras - 16mm and 35mm
Editing Equipment
Lighting Equipment

CECO Underwater Housing for
Eastman Kodak K-lOO 16mm Camera
Withstands water pressures at 75 ft.
(with accessory pressure valve,
down to 175 ft.) All camera controls
easily operated under water.
Viewing ports show film exposed,
iris setting, spring wind.
Constructed of 14" anodized dural
plates. Accommodates 10 mm
F 1.8 fixed focus Angenieux Lens.

Generators - Truck mounted or Portable
Sound Equipment
Projection Equipment
Grip Equipment

CECO Blimp for 16mm Maurer Camera
First contour model blimp for 16mm Maurer.
Compact; permits easy accessability
to camera. Utilizes outside finder with
follow-focus cam system.

ARRIFLEX 35, Model n B
Mirror reflex camera with direct, through-the-lens
focusing and viewing, and three-lens turret.
Features stronger hand grip motor to pull new
400' color magazine. Portable, rugged, depend¬
able. The world’s standard among cameramen.

Ask about our Precision Repair
and Design Engineering Service!
FRANK C. ZUCKER

SALES
SERVICE

(£flni€Rfl

€9uipm€nT (o.,inc.

RENTALS
Dept. 2

31S West 43rd St., New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6 -1420

CECO Variable Speed
Motor for Maurer Camera
110 volt AC-DC operation. Equipped
with tachometer. Motor drives
camera at variable speeds from 8 to
48 FPS. Attaches easily to camera
by 2 screws. Available in 12 volt DC.

★

1960

The
Complete
Hrrillex*

^stem

★ BOSTON,MASS.
JANUARY 18-19
Mnfpl 19.8 Dpdham. Mass.
In connection with annual “N.E.
Indu.strial Photographic Trade Show”

^€U €i/ie

.

Special ARRIFLEX shows are scheduled for major cities around
the United States during the coming year. They will be stimulating
exhibits... featuring demonstrations of all ARRIFLEX cameras
and accessories—the famed ARRIFLEX 16 and ARRIFLEX 35...
Ultrascope Anamorphics... special lenses, blimps, and sound gear...
motors, magazines, and tripods. EVERYTHING in the ARRI system!

★ KANSAS CITY,MO
FEBRUARY 3-4
Muehlebach Hotel
Following “The Calvin Workshop”

★ LOS ANGELES , CALIF.
END OF MARCH
To be announced
In connection with “Industrial Film
Producers Association Trade Show”

ARRIFLEX factory represen¬
tatives will be delighted to meet
you personally, to answer spe¬
cial questions in detail and to
help solve technical problems.

'k

LOS ANGELES , CALIF.
MAY 2-5
Hotel Ambassador
In connection with “SMPTE
Convention & Equipment Exhibit”

★ CHICAGO,ILL.
AUGUST 7-12
Conrad Hilton Hotel

The ARRIFLEX show is a
“must sec” show for everyone
interested in modern motion
picture equipment for indus¬
trial, military, educational, the¬
atrical and television use. See
schedule at right —make defi¬
nite plans to be with us when
the ARRIFLEX show is in your
area. Check box below.

In connection with “Professional
Photographers of America
Trade Show”

★ WASHINGTON

d.c.

OCTOBER 17-21
Sheraton Park Hotel
In connection with “SMPTE
Convention & Equipment Exhibit”

THANK you!

OF AMERICA
COR PC RATIO I
257 PARK AVENUE SOUTH- NEW YORK 10, N. Y.

Without obligation, I would like:
LITERATURE □; IN-PLANT DEMONSTRATION □
on ARRIFLEX 16 □
on ARRIFLEX 35 □
Please send me a reminder
one week before show is in my area □
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NAME.
TITLE.
COMPANY
ADDRESS .
CITY.

ZONE.STATE.
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MOTHER RRST BY PRECISION PRESENT NO

THE UHITIIED SYNCHRONIZER

WITH
MAGNETIC HEAD

Exploded View of
16mm
Synchronizer
Shown with Compo¬
nent Parts

AHACHMENT

A totally new concept in film
synchronizers add or subtract
units as you need them, when
you need them

$32.50

“Building Blocks”

A unitized design concept is incorporated in our entire line.
You can now purchase a synchronizer and be able to add-aunit whenever the need is there. It is not necessary to put
your unit aside, because you have outgrown it, or change
your mode of operation. We have developed this unitized
system to give the film editor a flexible piece of precision
equipment.
• Footage Counter — reset type
• Precision ball-bearings & oiless bearings throughout
•
•

Look for this
trademark

$95.00

One gang single 16mm unit

Large sprockets to S. M. P. T. E. standards
16mm—40 frames
35mm—1 6 frames
Dural tension rollers — adjusted individually

• Finger tip release
• Perfect control — convenient hand wheel
Individual frame movement — shaft slip lock
Table mounting feet with rubber pads
Attractive hammertone finish
Simple coupling method for unitized assemblies
COMBINATION SYNCHRONIZERS are also available

For information and prices write:

$95.00
One gang single 35mm unit

Designers and Manufacturers of Equipment for the Motion Picture and TV Industries

■ill PRECISION LABORATORIES
DIVISION OF PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
1037
728

UTICA AVENUE

BROOKLYN

3,

N. Y.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

ni-Amatic iranwi
Cinemaphon
EEL-Animastand *»'"<
leg/PiK FILM ClEAKER Magnetic Striper ELECTRONIC ZOOM
Animation & Special
Effects Camera Stand

The
S O S.

TEL-Amatic

Film

Cleaning

Machine
is a

Installations
thruout
the worlld!
Embodies
features of photo en¬
larger, movie camera,
micrometer and
rail¬
road roundhouse. Op¬
tical effects such
as
pans, angles, zooms,
quick
closeups
and
every
variation
for
trick photography are
easily produced with
S. O. S. TEL-Animastand.

modern

JET-SPRAY
cleoner

for

BOTH

16mm & 35mm FILM

You Cannot

Automation in Magnetic
Soundstriping 8/16mm Film

Damage Film
with TEL-Amatic

&

Now

you

out?

CINEMAPHON

your

Film Wash

can

own

stripe

plant,

your

own

film.

SONOSTRIPER

saving

time

and

Jef-Spray

Curved Vacuum Air-Blasf Squeegees (Pal. app. for)

itself

•

Special

duction

•

Automatic Stop if Defective Splice Parts

Stripes

8/16mm

film—the

striping

machine

under $2,000.

Stripes 1320 feet per hour.

Non-Scratch

Only

15'

Buffers

of

•

Requires

Automatic Operation—Pushbutton Control

SPEED:

•

Designed for Originols & Release

CAPACITY:

•

Continuous Air & Solution

•

Take-up Torque Motor, Adjustable,

•

Electric

•

Complete operation VISIBLE at oil times

In

•

Variable

counter,

Speed

DC

Laboratory tests using
hove shown

excellent results.
also

3,000'

capacity,

features
speed

fine precision

WEIGHT:

Reve.sible

silent

the softest emulsions

36

timing

drive,

10,000' per

Does more

better than machines twice the price.

output.

highest

addition

built-in

lbs.—SIZE:

on

110/220

Sonostriper

ball

bearings,

thermometer.

maintenance since
belt

in excess of

workmanship.

to

1,000'—holds

OPERATES

Drive
films with

month's

Pays

Sound

industry

only

it

for

repro¬

standards.

professional

approx

it
in

2,000

sound

work

hour
and

One person can

26"xl3"xn"
Volt AC,
has

50

rapid

heated

Cinemaphon

machine

deep.

or 60

rewind,

drying

cycles.
footage

drum

requires

even the heavi¬
est
16mm
or
35mm
caimera.
(Acme with stop
motion
motor
illustrated).

striping

ribbon tape.

Filtering

Indicator

TEL-Amatic

and

Prints

first

conforms

•

Solution Level

Leader

your

send

do

money.

•
•

with

Why

will

A camera fitted
to a
movable,
counter balanced
vertical carriage
photographs the
art work. Takes

with

minimum

Is self-contained.

All basic move¬
ments
associatea with
highpriced
stands
are
incorpora-

■

ted.

“

Accuracy is

assured
through
precise
registration
of art
work
Includes four Veeder Root counters which calibrate
18
north/south movement, 24" eost/west travel and
zoom movements to the Art Table or Cel Board

Laminates Three Sizes of Magnetic Recording Tape—
.8mm,
or

1.2mm,

single

stock,

2.4mm.

perforated;

positives

or

Stripes
color

release

or

8

or

16mm

double

black-&-white,

raw

NEW ELECTRONIC
ZOOM CONTROL

prints.

handle a battery of TEL-Amatics—o great labor saver.
Complete Cinemaphon Magnetic # l QQC
Striping Machine. Y ^

Complete TEL-Amatic Neg./Pos. Film
Cleaning Machine .
®Reg.

Trademark

Write for

^FREE

snaing

brochure

IGANTIC

Write for Brochure

CATALOG

The most comprehensive guide to Motion Picture & TV Production Equipment
—176 pages, 8000 items. An indispensable catalog for Film Producers, TV
Stations, Industrial Organizations, Film Labs., Advertising Agencies, Edu¬
cational Institutions, Etc. If you do not already have the S.O.S. Cata¬
log, request FREE copy on your company letterhead.

WATCH FOR “S.O.S. PARADE OF PRODUCTS” IN THE JANUARY ISSUE

FEATURES
Adjustoble Dynamic Braking.
Constanf Motor Torque at
any speed.
Instant
Response
at
any
position.
Infinite Variable speeds.
Basic
Title
Stand
$1495
Basic
Stand
with
Com¬
pound .$2995
Basic
Stand,
Compound
Electronic Zoom ....$3740
Electronic zoom .$750
Write for brochure.
(§)

S.O.S.CIAEMA!;ijPI*LYCOIIP.

Reg.

trademark

Dept. F, 602 WEST 52nd STREET, NEW YORK 19, N. Y.—Phone: PL 7-0440
Western Branch: 6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif. Phone: HO 7-2124

INDEPENDENT

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS

Seeley, ASC, Missile Test Project
RCA Atlantic Missile Range, Cape Canaveral,
Fla.
Morris Hartzband,
“Brenner”* (Kcnco;
shooting in N.Y.) with Ed Binns and James
Broderick. Gerald Mayer and Herman Hoff¬
man, directors.
John Alton, “Elmer Gantry”
(Eastman
color; Elmer Gantry Prod, for UA release)
with Burt Lancaster and Jean Simmons.
Richard Brooks, director.
William
Clothier, “Alamo”
(Todd-AO;
Batjac Prod, for UA; shooting in Texas)
with John Wayne and Richard Widmark.
John Wayne, director.
James

Continued from Page 724
DISNEY STUDIOS
Harry Waxman, “The Swiss Family Robin¬
son” (Panavision & Tech.; Buena Vista re¬
lease; shooting in B. W. I.) with John Mills
and Dorothy McGuire. Ken Annakin, di¬
rector.
William Snyder, ASC, “John Slaughter”*
with Tom Tryon and Robert Middleton.

ASC, “Colorado River”* Wil¬
liam Beaudine, director.
Gordon Avil.

Crosby. ASC. “Swamp Fox”* with
Leslie Nielsen and Joy Page.
Floyd

ERA STUDIOS
Ray Foster,

ASC, Commercials*.

FOX WESTERN AVENUE
James Van Trees, ASC, “The Many Loves
of Dobie Gillis”* with Dwayne Hickman.
Rod Amateau, director.

Young, “Gorgo” (Technicolor and
wide screen; King Bros. Prods.; shooting
in London) with Bill Travers and Vincent
Winter. Gene Lourie, director.
Freddie Young, “Gorgo”
(Technicolor &
Wide Screen; King Bros. Prods.; shooting
in London) with Bill Travers and Vincent
Winter. Gene Lourie, director.

Freddie

Laszlo, ASC, “Inherit the Wind”
(Stanley Kramer Prods, for U.A. release)
with Spencer Tracy and Florence Eldridge.
Stanley Kramer, director.
Maury Gertsman, ASC, “The Gangster”
(Premium Piets, for UA release) with Ron
Foster and Luana Patten. Edw. L. Cahn,
director.
Ernest

GENERAL SERVICE
Harold
Lipstein,
ASC, “Adventures of
Ozzie & Harriet”* (Stage 5 Prods.) with
Ozzie, Harriet, David and Rickey Nelson.
Ozzie Nelson, director.
Frank

Redman,

(CBS-TV) with
bara Hale.
Meredith

ASC, “Perry Mason”*
Raymond Burr and Bar¬

KTTV STUDIOS

“Border Patrol”*
with Richard Webb. John

Nicholson,

(Galhi Prods.)
Peyser, director.

ASC, “The Subterran¬
eans” (C’Seope & Color) with Leslie Caron
and George Peppard. Ranald MacDougall,
director.

Joseph

ASC, Eugene Polito,
“Loretta Young Show”* (Lewislor Prods.)
with Loretta Younc.
Brodine,

Marta,

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

GOLDWYN STUDIOS
Norbert

“Rescue 8”* (Cinefilm Inc.)
'vith Jim Davis and Lang Jeffries. Robert
Walker, director.
Jack

Ruttenberg,

Robert Bronner, ASC, “Please Don’t Eat
the Daisies” (C’Seope & Color) with Doris
Day and David Niven. Charles Walters,
director.
Dale Deverman,

“One Step Beyond”* with

John Newland.
WiLLiA.M Margulies,

National Prods.)
“Philip Marlow”*
with Phil Carey.
William Spencer,

ly”* (NBC-TV)
Cathy Lewis.

“Not for Hire”* (Calif.
with
Ralph Meeker;
(Jack Chertok Prods.)

“Fibber McGee and Mol¬
with Bob Sweeney and

ASC, “Adventures of Huckle¬
berry Finn” (C’Seope & Metrocolor; Samuel
Goldwyn, Jr. Prod.) with Tony Randall and
Eddie Hodges. Michael Curtiz, director.
Ted McCord,

Wellman, ASC, “Key Witness”
(Avon Prod.) with Jeg Hunter and Pat
Crowley. Phil Karlson, director.
Harold

ASC, “Bells are Ringing”
(C’Seope & Metrocolor;
Arthur Freed
Prod.) with Judy Holliday and Dean Mar¬
tin. Vincente Minnelli, director.
Milton Krasner,

ASC, “The Platinum High
School”
(Albert Zugsmith Prod.)
with
Mickey Rooney and Terry Moore. Charles
Haas, director.
Russell Metty,

Nicholaus, “Rawhide”*
(CBS-TV)
with Eric Fleming and Clint Eastwood.
John

Foster,
ASC,
“Secret
(Pilot); Commercials*.

Ray

George

Clemens,

Service”*

ASC, “Twilight Zone”*

(CBS-TV).
ASC, “All the Fine Young
Cannibals” with Robert Wagner and Natalie
Wood. Michael Anderson, director.
William Daniels,

Continued on Page 768

FILMLINE ANNOUNCES

woRLD smmmi commercial processor
FOR REVERSAL & NEGATIVE/POSITIVE 16MM FILM

Develops Reversal film at 125 fpm

Wherever quality results are demanded in
the fastest processing- time ... or wherever
illumination is inadequate for quality image
density . . . this newest, fastest combination
16MM Reversal and Negative/Positive film
processor . . . the Filmline Model RT-S will
consistently provide the solutions to these
processing problems.
For in-plant, high-speed photogiaphy . . . for
television stations, racetracks, and motion-

730

j^eveiops Negative |ilm at 55 fpm

• New impingement-type film
Dryer
• Temperature control
• Rinse tank with sproybor after
each chemical tank
• Eight film squeegees
• New low-pressure type air
squeegee
• Overflows and bottom drains
• Tachometer
• Solution and drybox
thermometers
• Oil-less, rotary air compressor
with pressure gauge
• Recirculation pumps and
spraybars
• Stainless steel, type 31 6, tanks
• Daylight operation
• 1,200 Film Magazine
• Variable Speeds/Development
^ Times

picture film labs . . . the Filmline Model RT-S
is the ideal machine . . . providing quality
results at speeds to 125 ft./minute . . . and
permitting increases of the ASA index
1000% on DuPont or Eastman Reversal
Emulsions.
Fully equipped, ready for immediate opera¬
tion the Model RT-S offers you high cost
film processing features for the low price
of only $6,450.00.

FILIWLINE CORPORATION, DEPT AD-59 MILFORD. CONN.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

YOUR PRODUCTION
EQUIPMENT FROM
BEHR.END's! Chicago's Largest!
ARRIFLEX CAMERAS
WE STOCK

• CAMERAS

AND SERVICE
ALL ARRIFLEX

•LIGHTS

CAMERAS
AND

• EDITING

ACCESSORIES

• AN I MAT ION

MAGNASYNC RECORDERS

• SOUND

BEHREND CINE CORP. IS
MIDWEST DISTRIBUTOR
FOR SALES AND SERVICE

BEHREND's
iStlAS 3

OF MAGNASYNC
SOUND EQUIPMENT

CINEX TRIPOD

CONVENIENT
ENTAL PLANS

A Behrend Exclusive!

Heavy-

duty elevator tripod with spe¬
cially designed
enables

one

lower tripod

crank handle

man

to

raise or

even with

heavy

duty camera attached.
Tripod and Head .... $800.00

D

DAILY RENTAL
IMMEDIATE Rental service at Behrend's . . .
from a changing bag to an Arriflex Camera!

MURAY VIEWER
A

LONG TERM RENTAL PLAN

Behrend

I No maintenance costs! No tie-up of Capital!
Rental charges are tax deductible as an oper-

Image! Easy Marking! Carefully

EV-3-Left to Right
Operation

iRENT WITH OPTION TO BUY
'

IN

FULL toward

Extremely

engineered to be the finest!

' ating expense! You are protected from obsolete
equipment!

Rental payments apply
chase of equipment!

Special!

Bright! Extra Sharp! Large Size

.$135.00

EV-4—Right to Left
Operation

pur-

.$200.00

WRITE FOR SALES AND RENTAL CATALOG

B[
161
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FORMERLY

TELEVISION

E. GRAND AVE.

ui[ nip
EQUIPMENT

CHICAGO 11, ILL.

COMPANY

Michigan 2-2281
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WALTER STRENGE’S

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
REVERSAL
PROCESSING
Dependable
Quality
Specialists in high speed or standard reversal
processing . . . Films returned same day re¬
.

.

.

Reversal

duplicates

on

daily

schedule . . . Fast Kodachrome processing by
Eastman Kodak through our direct dealership
. . . Kodachrome printing 8MM & 16 MM . . .
8MM enlarged to 16MM . . . 16MM reduced
to 8MM . . . Security clearance . . . Highest
quality in the industry . . . Most rigid exact¬
ing standards . . . Vacuumating . . . Accurate
and trouble-free mailing service . . . Complete
stock of Eastman and duPont reversal films

SERVING INDUSTRY OVER 21 YEARS
For full information, write Dept. X

NATIONAL CINE LABORATORIES
BOX 4425
WASHINGTON 17, D. C.

For Top Performance!

Film Picture Viewer

general interest will appear in this column each month.

are producer.s of advertising
and instructional motion pictures
and presently are using 35min film
from which we ultimately obtain optic¬
ally-reduced 16mm copies. As a general
rule, these are printed on positive stock
which already carries a magnetic sound
stripe.
We woidd like to change our pro¬
cedure and shoot directly on 16mm,
but the laboratory that handles the
processing and printing of our films
has advised against it, for the following
reasons;
1) They claim they cannot properly
contact-print 16mni negatives to posi¬
tive stock having a sound stripe as this
would cause the magnetic stripe to be
inverted and the print, therefore, will
not pass correctly over the playback
head of our projectors.
2) Tlie laboratory
further claims
that it would not be advisable to reverse
the negative and print through the base
of the film (to enable us to retain use
of the magnetic sound stripe) as they
believe this would cause serious losses
in light transmission and would vitally
alTect the quality of the release print.

We agree with the first claim but
doubt very much that the second is
correct. However, in view of the fact
we are not technical people, we are not
sure of our ground and therefore would
like your professional opinion on this
matter.
If the laboratory is correct in its
claims, will you please let us know
what procedure would be best for us
to follow to enable vis to print 16mm
negative directly to 16mm positive film
pre-striped with magnetic track? Would
special printing equipment be necessary
for this? The laboratory serving us has
a Bell & Howell 16nim continuous
printer.
The use of film with magnetic sound
is vital to our business as our mobile
units operate in areas where tbe prob¬
lem of multiple language exists, and
for this reason we feel very strongly
about retaining tbis in our films.

This advanced professional NCE SSmm Viewer
combines the functions of viewer, synchronizer,
footage counter and frame counter—all in one
unit. Embodies many new advantages plus fea¬
tures found only in much higher priced units.
Built-in precision optical shutter assures extra¬
smooth projection of running picture: or of
single frame for frame-by-frame editing with a
sharp, clear and brilliant picture size S'W x
Picture can be stopped and viewed for
periods of time without overheating or damage to
film.
Can be used with a sound reader for single sys¬
tem; available for additional 35mni or 16mm
sprockets for double system fi m editing. Soundheads for magnetic tape can be added to addi¬
tional sprockets for any number of magnetic
tracks. Adapts easliy as combination viewer/syn¬
chronizer. assembled to your specific needs.
Priced Only $595
Available Soon; same model in 16mm
•

Write for brochure

^ NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT
= 209 WEST

732

48fh

STREET,

NEW

YORK 36,

N.Y.

Your questions are invited

and ivill be answered by mail. Questions and answers considered of

QWe

Prompt

ceived

Need advice on a picture making problem?

Can you tell us also if there is
able a film stock having magnetic
laid on the emulsion side instead
the base side of the film?—/.
Manila, Philippines.

avail¬
stripe
of on
F. A,

Answer: You have pretty much answerevl all your own questions. If you
intend to shoot your productions on
16mm film, we suggest you use rever¬
sal film — either color or black-andwhite—and have a dupe negative made
from same which can then be printed
on the stock you are presently using,
which is striped on the liase side.—Ted
Fogelman, A.S.C. .4s.sociate.

QI

use single-perforated 16mm film
in the camera and have the finished
print, after editing, magnetic striped
for sound by the 31VI process. I believe
that in general I follow the same
methods used by most non-profession¬
als in that the original Kodachrome
becomes the finished print—complete
with hundreds of splices.
The latter are made with a Griswold,
Jr. wet splicer, which does a fine job.
But I find two major objections: I get
an audible “blup” when splices hit the
sound head, and the film tends eventu¬
ally to split at the point of splice.
I have tried the quick-splice adhesive
tapes but I am unable to make a splice
with this material that is not visible
when projected.
What is the best splice metbod for
my use? Can tape be applied smoothly
so that it will not make the splice
visible in projection? Can the 3M mag¬
netic sound strip be applied over a
tape splice?—K. W'.

Answer: It is suggested that you avoid
all the unnecessary work and expense
you describe and edit your original
Kodachrome, then have the laboratory
make a print therefrom which will be
completely free of splices. This print
may then be sound-striped, eliminating
all your trouldes.—Lou Vincent, A.S.C.
Associate.

Q

ln pbotographing a Chinese junk
coming in towards a rocky promon¬
tory, I wish to achieve the effect of the
craft coming through a fog, and be¬
coming more clearly defined as it ap¬
proaches. I have Harrison fog filters
Nos. 2 and 4. Are there any special
directions, filter factors, etc., to be
observed in order to get tbe efl'ect
described? Camera to be used is an
.Arriflex 16; the film:
daylight-type
Kodachrome.—S. A. D., Seoul, Korea.

Answer: Fog filters alone may not give
the desired effect of increasing clarity
as the subject approaches, because fog
filters affect both background and
foreground to about the same degree.
Used with real (or artificial) fog,
such filters are useful to enhance the
effect of the fog—especially in the fore¬
ground where real fog usually thins out.
out.
Smoke, which is light in tone, may
sometimes be used where artificial fog¬
making facilities are not available;
Continued on Page 734
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bell & HOWELL 2709 RACKOVER
With 170° Shutter, Auto-Dissolve, Pris¬

Film Industry's Steadiest Camera

matic Focus, Unit "P' Shuttle, etc.

BUY THIS PACKAGE at 23c on the DOLLAR!
UNIT I SHUTTLE MOVEMENT ALONE WORTH $650.00
LIST
Camera with 4-Lens Turret & Rackover .... 5,075
Mitchell Finder & Reducing Lens .
510
Mitchell Matte Box & Sun Shade .
300
4-400 ft. Bell & Howell Metal Magazines
540
Variable Speed Motor .
450
Bell & Howell Veeder Counter .
150
25-35-50-75mm Lenses. 1,100
Camera Case, Magazine Case .
110
Total List: 8,235

... $1895

MOW

First Come, First Served . . . No Exchanges

M-G-M
PANORAM
DOLLY

NEW... usT $3400
USED... .EG $1500

MOW

$695
BUY FOR 20e ON THE DOLLAR.
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED
Price does not include gear-head or camera

INCLUDES SEATS. SKIRTS AVAILABLE WITH MOST
UNITS AT NO EXTRA CHARGE.

isiRNS & SAWYER
•j ^
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•
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x\

^OfTlOos

NOW, THE SAME SUPERB FILMEDITING

EQUIPMENT

USED

\'!

/;

'^p.yjoL

BY

MAJOR PICTURE STUDIOS.

^odei

SAVE OVER

$

20000

ing

Big 3-inch diameter viewing lens
Reversible, foot controlled variable speed motor
Can also be hand braked at winding flange
Film can remain stopped as long as desired
Includes take-up and supply spindles
Comes with convenient fitted case
Takes 10-inch 1000-ft. reels. 100-120 V. 25-60 cycle

0

• • •

REGULAR
$393.00

Model

- 35mm—35mm picfure head, 35mm optical
viewing lens, stand, motor and reel spindles.

UDS

Model UDS-Mag—Same as UDS, with magnetic sound pickup....
Model

UD2S—Same as UDS but with 2 sound heads.

Model

UD4S—Same as UDS but with 4

sound heads.

SC—35mm Projector. Has projection head with com¬
posite 35mm optical sound. Separate head for 35mm optical,
mag. or '/, " tape.—.

MODEL ULPV3S—16 mm

595.00
695.00
750.00
995.00

Picture head with 8x10 preview screen
Three 16mm optical sound heads. Motor,
foot switch, stand and reel spindles.

Model

List price $3700.00
Like new

795.00
All

Moviolas

optical

10615

CHANDLER

BLVD.,

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

NORTH

i50

/■ $<

Special price

MORE MOVIOLAS at savings up to $1400.00
sound 3"

/7'

«

HOLLYWOOD,

sary to stop down
Woolsey, A.S.C.

or

also

available with

magnetic

sound.

Write

*1950®®
any combination
about

your

of screen,

needs.

CALIF.

the lens.—Ralph

tion len3es with which it is to he used.

—Max Gordon, Paillard, Inc.

■

Continued From Page 732

here fog filters can be useful in blend¬
ing background with the foreground.
When fog filters are used, the result¬
ant effect is best determined through
actual test where the photographer is
not already familiar with it. Usually,
the end result is much less “foggy”
than appears to the eye through the
camera, depending, of course, on the
aperture used and the subject contrast.
By combining fog filters, additional
effect is obtainable. In color photogra¬
phy, bright hues often pick up in the
background, and even a fairly pale
blue sky will come through on film
where it was unnoticeahble through the
camera.
Interesting fog effects can he impro¬
vised, where time permits, by shooting
through parallel glass cells into which
small amounts of cigarette smoke are
introduced or exhausted.
No factors need be considered for
fog filters; they lighten the scene
enough to make up for any transmis¬
sion loss; in fact, it is sometimes neces¬
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Q

Where may I obtain a moderatepriced
16mm
CinemaScope-type
wide-screen lens for use on both cam¬
era and projector?—K. /., Honolulu,
Haivaii.

Answer: Paillard, Inc., market an in¬
terchangeable anamorphic lens having
a screen aspect ratio of 2-to-l that is
designed for use with the 25mm and
50mm lenses used on Bolex cameras.
For use with cameras other than Bo¬
lex, a special supporting bracket is re¬
quired (which some camera owners
have made themselves). A similar
bracket is also required for using the
lens with projectors. Factory-made
brackets are presently available for
Bell & Howell, RCA, Kodak and Vic¬
tor 16mm projectors, which retail for
S28.00 each.
When planning to use this anamor¬
phic lens with cameras other than Bo¬
lex, it should he kept in mind that the
diameter of the rear element of the Bo¬
lex anamorphic, which is approximate¬
ly 32mm, should be equal to the maxi¬
mum aperture of the taking and projec¬

Q

I am considering a prominently
advertised
developing
tank
for
processing film, in
wbicb
tbe film
travels from one spool to another as
it passes tbrougb tbe developer solu¬
tion. It would seem to me tbat, witb
both spools going into tbe solution, a
certain amount of residue developer
would seep down between tbe layers
of wound film, resulting in uneven
development.
Furthermore, would not tbe film be
unevenly developed? Also, what method
is used for drying film processed witb
this type equipment?—F. J. B., Sy€lney,
Australia.

Answer: While it is true that a certain
amount of solution is retanied on the
film surfaces after it has passed through
the developer and then wound on the
take-up spool, pre-hardening and thor¬
ough rinsing after development seems
to obviate the danger and insure uni¬
form development.
Drying of films thus processed is
usually done on a small reel of the
“fish-line” type which probably can he
purchased from the manufacturer of
the developing tank. — 5. Rose, Micro
Record Corp.
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World’s greatest
selection of fine
PROFESSIONAL MOTION
PICTURE EQUIPMENT . .

d's
V\o\W'^®®

•, ■c-.nc-ato9-j>';;;;^p
top

. VCeeP

^

\

yOCOSon^’

o\ot

-.-te
tV»eV

BELL

BELL &
HOWELL
EYEMO “Q”

buY^**

AV-tR^'

sct^^
tc<

&
HOWELL
16 mm

VIEWER
PROJECTOR

Complete outfit
With

3

mount.

lens spider

turret,

open back and motor

COMPLETE with 1 ", 2", & 6", Bell & Howell

A

complete

projector with a

400' magazines,
w/objectives.

complete

drive

belt

and

turret

finder

second.

of

8,

1 2,

Footage

16,

24,

counter.

32,

48

Film

frames

capacity:

per
100'

daylight load or 400' w/magazine. For prismatic
focusers,

see

in

consisting

of

a

16mm

12"xl2" built-in screen,

carrying

case.

Provides

a

compact and portable method of showing
motion

Speeds

LIST
VALUE
ALMOST

unit

lenses, new Eyemo motor, power cable, two each

optional

accessories

picture

film.

projected

onto

a

projection

500W

a

Pictures

are

translucent
lamp,

rear

screen

with

an

by
effi¬

cient cooling system. Has variable speed

list.

control,

forward,

reverse,

and

single

framing. Can also be operated manually.

HOLLYCAM’S
SPECIAL
LOW PRICE .

»2000»».

$

595

00

COST GOV’T, g
$413.00

165 00

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
EYEMO RACKOVERS
•
•

10"

f/4.5

Bell

&

Howell

Eymax

telephoto

Heavy

lens.

$170

value.$64.50

$ 1 50

Fitted

carry

case

Critical

with

room

for

camera,

Pro

Jr

tripod.

Focusing

value.

.$89.50

allows

thru-the-lens

prismatic
focuser
as
illustrated, installed. .$88.75
Camera mount—pan, tilt & lock. .$12.95

motor, lenses, film, filters, sunshades, handle,
etc.

duty

$79 value.$19.95

alignment shiftover gauge . . .
critical,

without
Mfg.

by Camera

Some

new,

We

also

Filmo

the

lens

focusing

Equipment Co.

some

like

new

(no

choice)

value.$29.95

$75.00

. . . some of the greatest buys in our history.
OUT THEY GO ... at unbeatable low prices!

thru

parallax.

have

a

few

Bell

&

Howell

Rackovers. .$29.95

MOTORS
Eyemo,

volt, new.

6

Cine Special,

$

llOV, synch with base plate.

55 00
127.50

Cine Special, 24V, Variable, 8-64 pps with Tach and Base plate, new.

325.00

Mitchell 220V Interlock, Synch.

275

Eclair

145 00

220V,

Synch.

qq

neumade

SOUND
RCA Photo Phone 35mm Sound Head, Model MI-9001
Cine

Pro

Recording

Auricon Cinevoice
Auricon
RCA

with motor. S 290.00

Amplifier.
Recording Amplifier with case and cables.

99.50

RT-80 Sound on film Recorder less Galvo.

125.00

Blue

Seal

RA-30-A7

35mm

Recorder

film

285 OO

complete.

^leaner

395.00

list

Pro-Jr.

16mm X

Tripod Cases.

100' B&W Film.

Hernfeld 16mm Sound only Printer,
Bell & Howell
18"

new.

16mm Editor.

Magazines

for Simplex

Heavy Duty Camera

35mm

Projector.

Boom.

.

$395 00

MISCELLANEOUS
Ceco

^^fomaf,co//y
'■^novates
^
revv
rewinds

j

9 95

^

95

$

975 00
99 5Q

29 50

35

170®®

®ans,
'^^es

Model
ft.

'600

volt

"0

,

operation

'^oodsome
$225.00.

a

^

Model..

2750 00

Sf 99.70

\
Write

for

your

copy

of

our

catalog,

\ Vim
Equipment not listed as
new or reconditioned is
used. All prices f.o.b. our
warehouse.

showing

hundreds of items
for
still,
cine,
and

aerial

tography.

pho¬
Large

section on proces¬
sing equipment.

DECEMBER

10615
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CHANDLER

BLVD., NORTH

HOLLYWOOD,

CALIF.

All equipment is guaranteed
to be as advertised. Send
check with order, or 25%
deposit, balance on delivery.
Purchase orders welcomed
from
D&B
rated
firms.
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Anscochrome

ALL THE BRILLIANT COLOR RENDITION OF
THE TYPE 242 EMULSION PLUS E. I. 25
Here is the new High Speed Anscochrome® film Type 242 that will give you realistic benefits in
terms of film speed. Fully 1 stop faster than the older version, this new film offers a speed of 25
with no sacrifice of quality!
If you are a user of low-contrast color emulsions for cinematography, you can’t afford not to
test this superb high-speed film. Contact your local Ansco representative today. Ansco, Bing¬
hamton, N. Y., A Division of General
Aniline & Film Corporation.

Ansco
Type 2Jf2
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OUR EXPERIENCE IS YOUR KEY TO

SERVICE A DEPENDABILITY

CAMART DUAL SOUND EDITOR MODEL SB* 111
Complete with optical sound reproduction head (choice of magnetic sound)
base plate, amplifier-speaker. For single or double system sound. Easy
to handle, no twisting film. An unbeatable combination with the Zeiss
Moviscop 16mm precision viewer, sharp brilliant Z’AxS'A picture.
DUAL Editor without viewer ...$195.00
Zeiss Moviscop Viewer . 89.50
Special Editor Viewer Combination ... 269.50

CAMART BABY DOLLY
Only a four wheel dolly will provide the balance and stability
required for professional production. Adjustable seat for camera¬
man; platform accommodates assistant.$425
Dolly Tracks Available

NEW
CAMART

DESIGN

CORE

CAMART

DISPENSER

FILM BIN

Attach to walls to keep
16

WITH

&

35

mm

plastic

lab cores handy at all

RACK

times.
ALUMINUM

• Rectangular construction measures
30x24x12.
• Fits easily into corners.
• Easy to view strips of film.
• Hard vulcanized fiber with reinforced
metal frame.
• Complete with bin-rack-lining
bag .$45.25
w/wheels $51.75

1 6"

.$ 9.50

24"

. 11.50

36"

. 14.50

CAMART TIGHTWIND
ADAPTER
• Only tightwind operating on ball-bear¬

24" DISPENSERS FOR
100' Plastic R’ls-.$24.00
50' Plastic Reels $22.00

ing roller.
• Eliminates cinching or abrasions.
• Winds film—no holding.
• Can be fitted to any 16mm or 35mm
rewin d

.$29.00

Speedroil
Applicator &
Cleaning
Fluid

CAMART EDITING
TABLE

ARRIFLEX 16
16mm and 35mm cameras in stock for
immediate delivery. Arriflex
35mm
400'

soundproof
magazines.

blimps

16mm and
available.

Synchronous

motors.

New and used.

1
i

Custom built all-welded steel con¬
struction, genuine formica top.
Built in light well with ’/j " frosted
plexiglass, cover, drawer, electric
outlet box, bottom rack. Measures
24x30x60 .$99.50

Cleans, conditions
and lubricates film
in one easy opera¬
tion. Non-inflamma¬
ble. Anti-static, anti¬
toxic. New model.
$33.00
^1 500 Cleaning Fluid
$9.60 gal.
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camutt
Ma/tT

ff200Q Neg Cleaning

Fluid $6.50 gal.

camita miirtu.
1845 BROADWAY (at 60th St.)

ECCO #1500

NEW YORK 23 • PLaza 7-6977 • Coble: (omeramort

at Columbus Circle next to
New York’s new Coliseum
737

MOUNTING
shots of
permit

THE

Mitchell

mid-air battle

greater

in

freedom

camera
tram
for

in

car.

camera

the

helicopter

Here

preparatory

'copter’s bubble

operator

Emil

has

Osterman

to

making

been
(bock

of

ZOOMING

aerial

removed

DOWN

on

the

Hartley enables Osterman

to

action,

'copter

pilot

Bill

to follovr aerial fight action

over Grand Canyon.

camera).

Filming A Thriller At The Grand Canyon
Location filming is sometimes difficult, sometimes a lot of fun.
Shooting “Edge of Eternity" at the Grand Canyon was a gen¬
uine challenge because of the unusual photographic opportun¬
ities the locale offered for an off-beat murder mystery.
By

KENDRICK

SWEET

As Told To Herb Lightman

“Edge of Eternity,"” a Thunderltird
Production recently completed for Co¬
lumbia Pictures’ release, is a thriller
with a Grand Canyon locale, and no¬
table for some unusually spectacular

'

photography.
The basic story idea for “Edge of
Eternity” developed as a result of
several flying trips I had made around
Kingman, Arizona, while working on
other motion pictures. Once, while flying my own plane over the Grand
Canyon, I had observed the 10,000foot cable-span and aerial tram cars
utilized by the U. S. Guano Company
in its operation of removing age-old
bat guano from almost bottomless
caves in the sheer canvon cliffs.

738

I was also intrigued by the old
ghost town of Oatman, Arizona, where
most of the film, “Foxfire,” had been
shot. Here, Mrs. Georgia Brandenberg,
one of the town’s few remaining resi¬
dents, told me that a number of spinechilling murders had been committed
in the area. Well, this is the stuff
movies are made of, and the wheels
began to click in my mind. I conceived
the idea of producing a murder mystery
on a grand scale against this spec¬
tacular and picturesque background.
Inquiry revealed that I could use
the cable span and its tram cars, and
that in Kingman there were planes
and helicopters available from “Buzz”
Wescott and his Kingman Flying Serv¬

ice. And I was assured of unlimited
cooperation from the local police and
the Highway Patrol officers.
Back in Hollywood I talked the idea
over with Don Henderson—who is on
the staff of the “You Asked For It”
television program—who had previous¬
ly shot a ten-minute film for that show
in and around the guano caves I had
seen from the air. We decided to go
to the rim of the Grand Canyon and
spend a few days shooting tests with
a 16mm camera and color film. I
wanted also to try out the new Panatar
lenses, so we also brought along a
35mm Arriflex camera and used it
alternately with the sixteen in shoot¬
ing panoramic and close shots.

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

tramway, the scenic but eerie ghost
town of Oatman, the treacherous “roll¬
er coaster” Gold Road leading into
it, and the stark, atmospheric town of
Kingman, etc. From previous exper¬
ience we knew what was involved in

AS AERIAL TRAM CAR moves toward cave in canyon wall (background), life and
death

struggle enacted

Second

craft

(circled

in

left)

car is photographed from
plays

role

in

picture

as

helicopter circled
it

carries

When prints of the 35mm footage,
blown-up to Todd-AO widescreen for¬
mat, were projected later in the Mi¬
chael Todd projection room in Holly¬
wood, I Avas enthusiastic about the
superb quality and steadiness of image,
despite the fact the Arriflex shots were
made hand-held. It was then the de¬

NOT A MINIATURE, but an
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at
to

right.
scene.

cision was made to film “Edge of
Eternity” in CinemaScope.
I next conferred with script writers
Ted Markson and Knut Swenson on
the story idea and together we wrote
an original screenplay dsigned to util¬
ize all the unique physical elements
of the Grand Canyon locale: the aerial

actual automobile was sent

Grand Canyon edge for scene for “Edge of Eternity."

deputy

hurtling

over

SAFETY

ROPE

is

tied

Hying a plane through the Grand Can¬
yon and landing it on the “Hoor.” In
short, we knew exactly what we had
to work with, what we could and could
not do, so were careful not to put in
the script anything that could not be
worked out once we were on location.
The result was the screenplay for
“Edge of Eternity.” The story con¬
cerns the solving of three brutal mur¬
ders, which have occurred in and
around the Grand Canyon, by a local
deputy sheriff, portrayed by Cornel
Wilde, who is assisted by his girl
friend, played by Victoria Shaw. Cli¬
mactic highlight of the story is the
fight-to-the-death between Wilde and
the murder-suspect in a wildly swing¬
ing aerial tram car suspended on a
cable 4,000 feet above the canyon
floor.
Search for a capable “action” direc¬
tor to bring all this to life on the
screen led to Don Siegel, whose fea¬
ture film credits include “Crime In
The Streets,” “Riot In Cell Block 11,”
and “Baby Face Nelson.” (Siegel also
became associate producer of the film.)
Two ace Hollywood cinematogra¬
phers were signed to photograph the
picture. Burnett Guffey, A.S.C., (twotime Academy Award winner for blackContinued on Page 765

to

camera

Emil Osterman as safeguard

in

assistant

Larry

Butler

and

operator

shooting auto plunge scenes.
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by Rangertone, Inc. (“Pilotone” and
“Rangertone” are the European and
American market names for essen¬
tially similar systems).
A complete picture and synchronous
sound recording system is currently
available from The Arriflex Corpora¬
tion of America for use with either
the Arriflex 16 or 35. The cameras
may then be used with any tape re¬
corder equipped with a proper control
signal head. Also from Arriflex, a
new tape control signal recorder is
available, the Maihak MMK6 tape re¬
corder (Fig. 4).
The general principles of the system
are fairly well known and well proven.
In its simplest terms, the system con¬
sists of the following: the camera,
driven by a constant speed DC motor,
is equipped with a small generator,
geared to the camera movement (Fig.
1). When the camera operates at 24
fps, the generator puts out a small
FIG. 1—Arriflex-16 camera equipped with Control Signal generator (1) and electric slate system (2).
By means of 60-cycle control signal generated by camera, absolute sync is assured between camera
and tope recorder.

60-cycle signal, which is carried to
the recorder by a thin cable.
The recorder, in addition to its nor¬
mal complement of erase, record and
playback heads, is equipped with a
special control-signal recording head.

The Control Signal System
Of Synchronous Recording
Small sync generator mounted on camera and
geared to the camera movement delivers 60-cycle
synchronizing signal to quarter-inch tape recorder.
By

VICTOR

The
“control
signal”
system of
synchronous recording on
inch tape
is one of the newer developments in
the magnetic evolution of sync sound
recording. The system has been under
development both here and abroad for
several years — in Germany by H.
Maihak AG, and in the United States

JAMES

The gap of this head is centered on
the tape and turned approximately
90° to that of the audio heads. Thus,
the tape recorder simultaneously re¬
cords both the audio signal and the
control signal. The tapes may of course
be played back immediately. The tape
so produced contains all the essentials
for transfer in the sound laboratory
to perforated material, either magnetic
or optical, to produce a synchronous
sound film. In transfer, the control
signal is picked up by a special head,
amplified, and the current used to con¬
trol the speed of playback, as shown
in the diagram in Fig. 3. The resulting
track is then synchronous with the

PORTABLE TAPE RECORDER FOR
MICROPHONE

UNPERFORATED

MAGNETIC TAPE

FIG. 2—Diagram of Control Signal system
in

operation.

Self-powered

yi-inch

tape

recorder operates in normal manner. Cam¬
era,

operating

generator (S.G.)

at

24

which

fps

drives

puts

out

signal

60-cycle

signal, which is recorded on tape by record
head

(S)

approximately

90°

to

audio

signal.
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picture and is from there on handled
hy standard editing procedures.
Three considerations in this system
are of outstanding importance: First,
the film maker has complete freedom
to select his camera equipment solely
on the basis of its prime function—
its ability to make the finest pictures
possible. His choice of camera is not
compromised or complicated by the
often contradictory requirements of
sound recording. The choice of inter¬
mittent and registration movement,
finder system, lens accommodation and
every important camera feature is de¬
termined hy picture considerations and
convenience alone.
Second, the film maker is not bound
to the limitations of sprocketed re¬
cording machines, but is free to utilize
the full potentialities of tape recording,
which is recognized in every branch
of the audio field as the outstanding
medium for high quality sound re¬
cording.
Third and finally, the “Control Sig¬
nal” system is reliable, compact and
inexpensive. Its addition to camera and
recorder is no negligible in weight in¬
crease and bulk as to be almost unnoticeable. Synchronous sound record¬
ing on location directly from a small
battery supply is as easy and as certain
as recording in the studio from power
lines.

FIG. 3—Diagram of synchronous playback. Sync head picks up signal from tape and delivers it to
synchronizer, which determines any necessary speed change necessary to make it exactly 60-cycles
and delivers it to the inverter, whence it goes on to power capstan motor of the recorder. Tape will
then travel at sync speed with any other synchronous machine. (Diagram courtesy Rangertone, Inc.).

usually very accurate frequency main¬
tained on AC lines. The governorcontrolled motor is driven from an
8-volt battery, but its electro-mechani¬
cal governor is balanced to hold the
camera speed to within 1% variation.
The Arriflex 16 with governor con¬

available for high quality
nous sound recording.

synchro¬

contained tape recorder, is about tbe

The control signal generator is
geared directly to the movement of the
camera proper and permanently at¬
tached to the Arriflex. It is not an
appendage on the motor. Thus, the
control signal is available any time,
no matter which of the constant-speed
motors is used. This is of special ad-

lightest and most compact outfit yet

Continued on Page 762

trolled motor and control-signal gen¬
erator, together with a portable, self-

The “Control Signal” system, while
very simple in principle, has reached
a high degree of development and
refinement. The Arriflex 16 or 35,
modified for this purpose, incorporates
in addition to the “Control Signal”
generator an electric slate, (2 in Fig
1.) A small relay, built into the gen¬
erator assembly, controls a small light,
installed near the film gate, which
automatically makes a visible startmark on the film, at the beginning of
each take. The same relay switches
a control signal to the recorder so
that the start of the 60-cycle control
signal on tape serves as the start mark
for the synchronous sound.
The camera may be driven by either
of two motors: a synchronous motor
which operates from 110-V. AC, or
a governor-controlled motor, which
operates from a small 8-V. battery.
It is of course most important that
any camera speed variation be held
within very narrow limits. The speed
of the sync motor is held by the
FIG. 4—Minimal

*The control sifrnal system is licensed for
use in the U.S.A. by Rangertone Inc.,
Newark, N.J.
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system.

equipment required

for synchronous

sound

recordings,

In foreground, left to right: Arriflex-16 with governor-controlled

generator;

microphone;

and

8-volt

battery

to

drive

camera.

In

using

the

Control

Signal

motor and Control Signal

background;

The

Maihak

MMK6

Vi-inch tape recorder equipped with Control Signal recording head.
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MfCOMfO WAVt

NEGATIVE

EXPOSURE

RECORDED wave form of negative sound frock
exposure, showing

comparisons

in

under- and

over-exposure.

CROSS-MODULATION

tests involve

recording

a

sample

sound

non-linear distortion present v»'ill be manifest as such. Pictured

track

in

such

a

manner

that any

is Cross-Modulation Measuring

set

designed by Goumont-Kalee of Great Britain, and installed at Independent Television News, London.

Mfcof^oeo WA¥€

POSITIVE EXPOSURE

OVER- AND UNDER-EXPOSURE is compared to

Upping The Quality of Sound

that

of

valleys

correct
diagram

exposure
of

in

this

positive

peaks-andsound

track

exposure.

Tracks For Television Films
A variable area track, particularly on 16mm film,

a

©
CO««CCT

CXTOSUKt

MO LOW mtQU€Mcr CAM ae waAsumeo

demands a higher standard of laboratory work than
UNOen CXXOSURC

is required for variable density tracks.
By

KEVIN

for television films
must so far as possible meet the strin¬
gent requirement that it shall be in
quality indistinguishable from live
sound, even when reproduced over a
high-grade receiver. Practically all or¬
iginal recordings are of course made
on magnetic film or tape, and the ma¬
jority are transmitted in the same
Recorded

sound

form; but frequently married prints
with optical tracks are needed for in¬
terchange between different companies,
and particularly abroad, and such
prints are generally made on 16mm
film.
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SEAGRAM

To maintain the desired standard of
quality on a 16mm optical track de¬
mands the highest degree of control in
every operation. Experience has shown
that laboratory work must he regularly
checked.
For reproduction on the high-grade
and well-maintained equipment at tele¬
vision stations it is widely agreed that
the variable area track is superior to
variable density, chiefly in regard to
volume range and ground noise level.
On the other hand, the maintenance of
a high and consistent sound quality
from a variable area track, particularly

LOW FMtOU€MCr

CAM $£ tACAXUWeO

oven cxnosunc
LOW rmeootMcr cam ae tatAtuaea

BOTH OVER- AND UNDER-EXPOSURE produces
parasatic frequencies corresponding to rate of
modulation of the originally-recorded frequency.

on 16mm film, demands a higher
standard of laboratory work than for
variable density.
Any sound transduction system is
subject to certain distortions which, if
they occur within the useful frequency
range of the system, mar the quality of
reproduced sound. Any optical soundon-film system is subject to slit losses
—a reduction of amplitude in the highContinued on Page 758
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You’d know it blindfolded — that

NEW PRO JUNIOR
FLUID HEAD
is the undisputed
performance champ
Ws smoother, more rugged, better
engineered, guaranteed leak-proof
and locks without “diving”
Two piece pan
handle with infinite
adjustment

Our engineers were not concerned with building
a “popular" model at a price. Their objective — to
design a Fluid Head that cameramen dream about.
Ceco’s

Adjustable
tension on tilt

new Pro Junior Fluid Head is the
Ron tension

acknowledged master. Its worth is being proved every
day — in studios and on location, in tropical
climates and in the frozen North.
You’ll find yourself getting smoother pan and
tilt shots, with smooth-as-silk maneuverability when
you use the incomparable Ceco Fluid Head. Works
under any conditions with complete versatility.

If a Model T and a Caddy cost the same—is
there any doubt which you’d buy—in this case,
CECO’S PRO JUNIOR FLUID HEAD!
Your professional status entitles you to the best.
Come in. See it, try it and judge for
yourself if we’ve overstated the facts. Can
you make it today?
*CECO—Trademark of
Camera Equipment CO

ONLY CECO'S FLUID HEAD HAS THESE EXCLUSIVE FEATURES:
Silicone Molecular fluid is in one
horizontal chamber.
disc

keeps

the

3.

fluid

Fits
pods

A rotating

all

Professional Junior Tri¬

(Baby, Hi-Hat or

without

equally

distributed on the internal bear¬

the

use

of

6.

Guaranteed

regular)

shafts

have

special

rings.

The

leak-proof.
double
pan

has

All

end

“O"

an

extra

trap ring to prevent fluid, which

adapters.

which

is

&

35mm, Bell & Howell

Eyemo

and Filmo (with or without mag¬

“O” ring, from leaking.

azine and motor drives), Maurer

Pan and tilt tension control lev¬

Conversion, Cine-Kodak Special

ers

and the Bolex Cameras.

Powerful,

positive

locking

simplifies

con¬

attaching

to the head.

trol keeps the camera in a fixed

tie-down
of

knob

5.

Two-place

pan

16mm, Auricon

camera

No tools required.

position indefinitely, eliminating
the hazard of the camera “div¬
ing” when unattended.

handle with

finite angle adjustment.

in¬

7.

are

itty-bitty

substantial — not
screw

gimmicks

C.

ZUCKCR

(Jflm€Rfl €ouipm€nT (o.jnc

the
that

20° below zero to 120° F.

Forward tilt: 90°. Backward tilt: 50°. Total weight: 8

lbs.

Additional mechanical drag can be imposed on both
pan & tilt by convenient lever locks.
All shafts run on bronze bearings, and shoulder on hardened
steel washers, eliminating freeze-ups.

Dept. A 315 West 43rd St., New York 36, N.Y.

Cine-Voice and

fail when you breathe on them.

Operating temperature range:
FRANK

large

head

might
camera

the

fluid

ing surface during both panning
Geared

escaped

oply

ideal for use with Arriflex 16mm

and tilt operations.

4.

have

8. The

JUdson 6-1420

One of the most provocative titles
for a motion pictures is “—30—”, the
monicker of a new film produced and
directed by Jack Webb for Warner
Brothers and photographed by Ed
Colman, A.S.C.

SHOOTING '-BO¬
ON A SINGLE SET

“—30—”, for those not of journal¬
istic experience, is a time-honored sym¬
bol used by newspaper reporters when
writing a yarn to denote the end of the
story.
arner’s “—30—” is a news¬
paper story—a suspenseful one.
In the tradition of the memorable
“Front
Page,”
Warner
Brothers’
“—30—” unfolds behind the scenes of
a large metropolitan daily, where a

Unique problems in lighting and camera
movement were posed by the peculiar geography

single day’s routine in its editorial of¬
fice involves enough slapstick comedy,
nail-biting suspense, and four-handkercbief pathos to load ten television
series. One gets the impression that a
great deal more drama transpires
among the city room personnel than
ever reaches the paper’s front pages.
As the entire action of “—30—”
takes place within the newspaper’s city
room, the photography posed for Col¬
man all the problems usually encoun¬
tered in “one-set” productions. But
most important it meant that every
shot for this 96-minute dramatic pic¬
ture would have to be filmed within a
single cluttered interior; that subtle
light changes would be necessary to
create visually the progression of time
from dusk to dawn; that dramatic

of the vast newspaper office set of
this Warner Brothers’ production, photo¬
graphed by Ed Colman, A.S.C.
By

DARRIN

SCOT

lighting plus the right camera angles
and camera movement would be re¬
quired to establish and maintain a vis¬
ually-interesting narrative; and that
suspense and drama should be pointed
up photographically without resorting
to camera tricks that might detract
from the realism of the story.
On a Warner Brothers’ sound stage,
the single interior set approximately
200 by 60 feet was erected. It dupli¬
cated in appearances the city room of
the Los Angeles Examiner. When Col¬
man and his crew assembled for the
initial day’s shooting, they found in¬
stead of the usual wide-open set one
jammed with desks, chairs, teletype
equipment, waste baskets and coat

CINEMATOGRAPHER Ed Colman, left, uses
target to tone down light falling on trophy
in hands of Jack Webb, star, producer and
director of "—30—The Mitchell camera
is

mounted

dolly,

which

negotiating

on

collapsible

was

used

mobile

boom

to

camera

of

crab

advantage
shots

in

amid

clutter of desks, chairs, wastebaskets, etc.,
of newspaper office set.
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racks in a honeyconil) of cubicles and
alcoves.
The vast set with its peculiar geog¬
raphy, posed more than the ordinary
set lighting problems. Its entire length
was hung with fluorescent lighting fix¬
tures in the manner of its real-life
counterpart, and these were to burn
constantly throughout the action. Fluo¬
rescent lamps produce light of singular¬
ly flat quality, which is incompatible
with modernday cinematography. Thus
to get the desired dramatic modeling in
lighting the player’s faces, the voltage
feeding the fluorescents was dropped so
their intensity was lowered to a point
where they would register bright
enough in the scene, but without put¬
ting out too much photographic illu¬
mination.
The functional lighting of the play¬
ers was accomplished with the conven¬
tional studio set lighting units—mostly
Juniors and Baby Juniors—which were
hung between the beams of the set or
placed on floor stands. Since Webb and
Colman both favor low camera angles
for their dramatic effect, this imposed
the additional problem of concealing
the fluorescents whenever they ap¬
peared in the camera finder.
Except for the Editor’s office, no
“wild” walls were provided which
could be moved if necessary to make
photography easier. Thus, Colman and
his crew had to work around obstacles
just as they would had the picture
been shot in the actual city room of
the Los Angeles Examiner.
Colman, whose cinematographic ex¬
perience includes the photography of
the well-known “Dragnet” television
series and several recent feature films,
including
Walt
Disney’s
“Shaggy
Dog,” is a stickler for lighting that
looks natural. “In lighting a dramatic
subject,” he says, “I work toward ex¬
treme contrast between black and
white. Shadows create depth and
roundness, therefore I use a minimum
of fill light.
“I like a situation,” Colman contin¬
ued, “where I can use a ‘natural’ light
source as a key (if there is enough of
it ) and just supplement it with a bit
of fill light and a few kicker lights.
After all, Nature knows how to light
things best. I just follow her example.”
“—30—” was photographed on East¬
man Plus X, Type B film, a negative
stock favored by Colman because, he
says, it has good contrast, sharp reso¬
lution and fine grain.
Colman has more or less standard¬
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HIGH IN RAFTERS of Warner Brothers’ sound stage, Ed Colman, right of camera, discusses possible
camera angle for a high shot with Jack Webb.

ized on f/4 as the working aperture
for black-and-white photography, and
it was f/4 that he used for “—30—”,
which required a light level between
180 and 200 foot candles. The f/4 ap¬
erture, he says, provides adequate
depth of field and at the same time
enables him to use relatively low-level
illumination,
which,
among
other
things, makes the players on the cet
more comfortable.
The basic plot of “—30—”, when
finally separated from a myriad of sub¬
plots, concerns the vigil kept by the
city room staff while local police and
firemen and the newspaper’s own re¬
porters search desperately for a little
girl who has fallen into a storm drain
during a heavy rain that threatens to
fill the water conduits and drown the
child.
Since rain was a key element in the
suspense build-up of the story, it was
vital to make its presence felt during
every moment of the drama unfolding
indoors in the city room, but without
ever letting it overwhelm the photog¬
raphy or the story itself.
Thus the fact it is raining heavily
outside is made obvious by a flow of
water down the window panes. Here,
lights carefully plaeed outside the set

and played on the windows create re¬
flections of the water action on the
walls. Colman was careful, in planning
this lighting, not to allow the reflec¬
tions to fall on the faces of players. “It
would have become visually annoying
after a while,” he commented.
The
only
time
the
action
of
“—30—” ventures in any way outside
the city room set is when the editor,
played by Jack
ebb, looks out the
window of his office and sees his wife
leaving a telephone booth across the
street. The sequence was done in proc¬
ess. The background plate for the
scene was actually photographed from
a second-story window of the Los An¬
geles Examiner at night, with the street
and pavement below wetted down to tie
in with the rainstorm premise already
established in the preceding seenes.
To make the process shot in the
studio later, the windowed segment of
the city room set was mounted on a
high platform on the sound stage. The
process background projector was set
up on the stage floor below and beamed
toward a translucent screen suspended
from the stage rafters, about five feet
outside the window. The screen was
canted at an angle to keep it parallel
Continued on Page 760
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ENM-16 numbers 16MM film every 40 frames. An
adjustment bar permits edge numbering the film in
any area (16MM only).

NUMBERl

N

"^I^IOTION

PICTURE

FILM
WIDTH

U

,

ENM-16-M numbers 16MM film every 16 frames to
match 35MM. Numbering can be done in any
position on the film.
ENM-35 numbers 35MM film every 16 frames. A
combination 17j4-35MM machine is available at a
slightly higher cost.
ENM-70 numbers 70MM film every 16 frames.
(Equipped with an 80 tooth sprocket with five
perforations per frame.)

ENIVI-16

Machine can edge number rolls up to
3000'.
Friction devices control the payout reel.
A torque motor allows the film to be taken
up evenly and smoothly. An adjustment
knob for the torque motor rheostat per¬
mits quick adjustment to take up 1000,
2000, and 3000 foot reels.
The impression roller is free wheeling and
self adjusts itself to give a most legible
number without the danger of embossing.
A simplified inking system with an eccen¬
tric center roller in the ink well provides
quick alignment for the applicator sponge
rubber roller. A doctor knife in the inkwell
removes all surplus ink from the inking
rollers.
There is a simple adjustment for dis¬
pensing the amount of ink required.
The unit has a small brush wheel to clean
the numbering element after the number
is applied.
A micro switch cuts the power when a roll
of film is completed.
A Veeder Root counter checks the film
footage.
A keeper holds the film in place for sync
mark and spot coding.
The handle in front permits the operator
to manually turn the numbering block to
the desired position for a number change.
Running speed is between 80 to 110 feet
per minute.

ENM-16-

ENM-35

$2500.

ENM-70

$3250.

NUMBERING
BLOCK

■
I

The numbering block generally consists of two
letter wheels or one number and one letter wheel
manually operated and four number wheels which
move automatically and number from 0001 to
9999. All numbers can be reset by hand to begin
at any desired number.
ENB-35 ($400)... Numbering block for 35MM indi¬
rect reading. Two letter wheel and four numbers.

ENB-16 ($400)... Numbering block for 16MM
direct reading. One letter and four numbers wheel
or two letters and four number wheel.

_

H

MAIN OFFICE: 956 SEWARD, HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA, HO 2-3284

^401_L.YW00D film company

•

reels •

cans • shipping cases

BRANCH: 524 WEST 43RD ST., NEW YORK, NEW YORK, LO 3-1546
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MONSTERS
AND
MINIATURES
Technical excellence of “Gorgo,” new
horror film, result of improved techniques,
faster color negative.
MINIATURE—Constructed

on

scale

of

l-to-30,

this

realistic

miniature

set of Tower Bridge and Pool of London on the Thames is remarkable
for fine craftsmanship in even the tiniest detail.

By

RAY

MERCER,

A.S.C.

a plethora of special effects, and a huge
animated monster combine to make the King Brothers’
forthcoming “Gorgo” one of the most technically interest¬
ing productions ever made in a London studio. Because
Ray Mercer & Co. was commissioned to put the finishing
touches on the production’s special effects in Hollywood
after shooting on the London sound stage was completed,
the assignment took me to England in an advisory capa¬
Miniature sets,

city.
On August 10th, MGM’s huge Elstree sound stage, long
a closed and closely-guarded set, was finally opened to
visitors. What they saw there left even the most hardened
studio veterans goggle-eyed.
Not that the scene was wholly unexpected. Those in the
industry had known for nearly two months that Holly¬
wood’s King Brothers were in production on a milliondollar feature about a monster that cuts a destructive
swath through the heart of London. They were aware—
the professionals, at least—that such a picture would
require extensive use of miniatures. But they were scarcely
prepared for the magnitude of the elaborate miniature
structures which occupied the entire area of the largest
sound stage in Europe. (See photos.)
Here, in the stage’s tank—which is some 300 feet in
length—w'ere erected a River Thames setting in miniature,
scaled approximately l-to-30. Complete to the most minute
detail were the Tower Bridge and Pool of London, clear
up to and including Westminster, Big Ben and the Houses
of Parliament. As the reader may see in the accompanying
photos, more painstaking care could not have gone into
the scale reproduction of these historical landmarks of
British culture.
Vi hen the King Brothers first conceived their project
nearly two years ago, they reasoned that for real success
more was needed than unmotivated and indescriminate
destruction on the screen. The primary requisite was a
Continued on Page 764
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REMARKABLE
Studio

in

miniature set was constructed by King

Elstree,

Europe. Minimum

England,
of

on

lighted

sound

windows

stage
in

set

to scene—a commercial shipping dock on

FOR COMPARISON—Large
some

idea

of

River Thames

the
set.

scale
Small

arrows

and

arrow,

lend

left,

of

the

a note

largest
of

in

realism

River Thames.

point to two

extent

Brothers at MGM

regarded

set

construction

points

lamps which give
of

the

miniature

to crane-mounted

camera

just visible at left edge of photo.
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... professional standard
for 35 mm and 16 mm
cinematography

HOLLYWOOD
TELEVISION
MILITARY
INDUSTRIAL
TECHNICAL
COMMERCIAL
More professional footage is filmed with Baltar
than with any other lens. It will pay you to keep
this in mind on your next important assignment.
Order from your professional camera manufac¬
turer, or WRITE to Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.,
30048 Bausch St.,- Rochester 2, N. Y.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
Honorary Award for Optical Service to the Industry

on world-famous Mitchell 35mm and
l6mm cameras for professional cine¬
matography. "85% of the motion pic¬
tures shown in theatres throughout
the world are filmed with a Mitchell” ^

BAUSCH & LOMB
SINCE

1853

*i1ll
©A. M. P. A. S.
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Senior

►

MOTION PICTURE
SET LIGHTING
The basic professional techniques
for lighting interiors
for motion picture photography.

(Reprinted from '‘The Aperture"—workshop publication for

producers

pub/ished

by

Calvin

Productions,

Motion picture set lighting

Inc.,

Kansas

16mm Film
City,

Mo.)

is both a science and a cre¬

ative art. There are no hard and fast rules or procedures in
lighting a set or subject for the purpose of exposing motion
picture him. This gives rise to some pros and cons, as does

Junior ^
Baby Solarspot ^

almost every other endeavor in the media.
Set lighting is just as creative as any other phase of him
production. It doesn’t get as much publicity as some him
operations, because the best motion picture lighting calls
no attention to itself. It unobtrusively helps set the mood
and present the subject.
Almost without exception every scene to be exposed, both
interior and exterior, can be improved with supplemental
lighting. You may ask how the rays of the sun and their
intensity can be changed. They can’t, of course, but you
would be surprised to discover how many outdoor or loca¬
tion shots have been hlmed with the use of rehectors and
camera hlters to obtain the desired effect on the screen.

▼

Cinelite

It isn’t a question of lighting or not lighting a set or
scene. They all need light. The main thing to remember is
this: Good lighting must be planned in advance and built
up, rather than hooded on a set in a Hat, uninteresting
manner.
We said earlier that there are no hard and fast rules for
set lighting. While this is true, there are some basic ele¬
ments to be mastered which have withstood the test of time,
and you ean’t get a better recommendation than that.

' Single

Broad

Basic Lighting Set-up

With Barndoors

SOME BASIC SET LIGHTING TOOLS
Pictured

above

lighting

units b/ Mole-Richordson

Co.

widely

ture

are

used

set lighting

Senior,

Junior

spot for KEY

five

popular

for motion

pic¬

as

The

and

follows:
Baby

LIGHT;

Solar-

the Cinelite

and the Single Broad (shown with
barndoors)
Baby

for

Solarspot

BACKLIGHT.

FILL
for

LIGHT;
KICKER

Function

of

the
and
these

various lights is explained in the
article

begining

in

next

column.

In this article we are primarily concerned with interior
and sound stage lighting. In this area of interest the best
lighting is usually simple. All lighting should be natural, as
if lighted by the obvious, apparent light sources of the set¬
ting. And remember this: shadows are pretty, even arty, hut
there must he a reason for them or they wall detract from
the subject of the scene.
In the vernacular of motion pictures, there are four basic
subject lights to be taken into consideration. They are: the
“key”, the “fdl”, the “kicker” and the “backlight”. Let’s
consider them in order.
The kev light provides the apparent principal source of
Continued on Next Page
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directional illumination falling upon a
subject or area. Exposure settings are
determined from the key light. Spot¬
lights are usually used for key lights
because their light is easily controlled.
Once the intensity of the key light has
been established it should remain the
same throughout the sequence being
filmed. This emphasizes the importance
of pre-planning to the creation of good
lighting on a set. The person responsi¬
ble for the lighting of a set should be
as familiar as the director with the ac¬
tion to take place on any set and the
area to he covered by any camera
movement.

The main thing to remember is to
keep the key light intensity constant
once it has been established on any
sequence.
Secondary or “Fill” Light

Key light intensity is determined,
usually, by the light power ratio to the
size of the set and the ability of the
subject to work under lights. Most act¬
ing talent work better and for more
sustained periods of time when the key
lights are not above 250 foot candles.
For this reason the camera department
at Calvin prefers to keep the key light
at a minimum intensity of 250 foot
candles on normal subjects under av¬
erage conditions to expose Ektachrome
Commercial at f/2.8 with a 180 de¬
gree shutter. Other camera stocks re¬
quire different set-ups. This should not
necessarily be construed as a norm.

The fill light is just that—it “fills”
or “lightens” undesirable shadows on
a subject or scene, and determines
mood. In most cases scoops or pans
with diffusers work best as fill lights
as their light casts a minimum of shad¬
ow. The fill light is a supplementary
light and should not affect the basic
exposure reading obtained from the
key light.
The ratio between key and fill lights

TABLE OF GLOBES FOR MOTION PICTURE SET LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
Explanation of “Base” abbreviations: Mog.— Mogul; Bip.-—Bipost; Med.—■Mediu m; Sc.-—Screw; D.C.Bay.—Double Contact Bayonet.

Globe
No.

Watts

10,000
5,000

3

Standard
Package

Bulb

Base

Filament

Initial

Hours

Degrees

Amps at

Lumens

Life

Kelvin

120 V

G-96

Mog. Bip.

C-13

325,000

75

3350

83.3

5M/G64/3
5M/T64/I

2

G-64

Mog. Bip.

C-13

165,000

75

3350

41.6

5,000

2

T-64

Mog. Bip.

C-13

165,000

75

3350

41.6

4

5,000

5M/G64/7

2

G-64

Mog. Bip.

C-13

140,000

150

3200

41.6

5

5,000

5M/T64/3

2

T-64

Mog. Bip.

C-13

140,000

150

3200

41.6

6

2,000

2M/G48/I4

9

G-48

Mog. Bip.

C-13

65,500

25

3350

16.7

7

2,000

2M/T48/4

6

T-48

C-13

65,500

25

3350

8

2,000

2M/G48/I8

9

G-48

Mog. Bip.

C-13

56,000

100

3200

16.7
16.7

Mog. Bip.

C-13

57,000

100

3265

16.7

GO

1

ch
O

I0KG96

d.

1
2

Code
Ordering

9

2000

2M/T48/I

9

T-48

10

1,500

l500(Clear)

6

PS-52

Mog. Sc.

C-7A

33,000

1000

3050

12.5

1 1

1,500

1500/IF

6

PS-52

Mog. Sc.

C-7A

33,000

1000

3050

12.5

12

1,500

I500PS52/78

6

PS-52

Mog. Sc.

C-7A

40,000

100

3200

12.5

13

1,000*

PH/4 Photoflood

24

PS-35

Mog. Sc.

33,500

10

3400

8.3

14

1,000

IM/G48/8

6

G-48

Mog. Bip.

C-13

25,000

100

3150

8.3

15

1,000

1 OOO(Clear)

6

PS-52

Mog. Sc.

C-7A

21,500

1000

3050

8.3

16

1,000

1000/IF

6

PS-52

Mog. Sc.

C-7A

21,500

1000

3050

8.3

17

1,000

1 M/PS52/77

6

PS-52

Mog. Sc.

C-7A

26,500

75

3200

8.3

18

1,000*

PH/IM/PS40/I

12

PS-40IF

Mog. Sc.

C-7A

26,500

60

3200

8.3

19

750

750/T24/5

24

T-24

Med. Bip.

C-13

15,000

200

3080

6.3

20

750

750/T24/I3

24

T-24

Med. Bip.

C-13

24,500

12

3350

6.3

21

750

750/T24/I6

24

T-24

Med. Bip.

C-13

20,500

50

3200

6.3

22

750

750(Clear)

6

PS-52

Mog. Sc.

C-7A

15,600

1000

3000

6.3

23

750

750/IF

6

PS-52

Mog. Sc.

C-7A

15,600

1000

3000

6.3

24

500

500/T20/60

12

T-20

Med. Bip.

C-13

16,000

8

3350

4.2

25

500*

500 (Clear)

24

PS-40

Mog. Sc.

C-9

9,900

1000

3000

4.2

26

500*

500/IF

24

P-40

Mog. Sc.

C-9

9,900

1000

3000

4.2

27

500

500/T20/63

12

T-20

Med. Bip.

C-13

13,000

35

3200

4.2

28

500#

PH500/PS25/5

24

PS-25IF

Med. Sc.

C-9

13,000

60

3200

4.2

29

200**

PH200/TI0/5DC

24

T-IO

D.C. Bay

2CC-8

4,700

25

3100

1.7

30

200

CCM

24

T-8

D.C. Bay

2CC-8

4,600

25

3075

1.7

31

150

CGP

24

T-8

D.C. Bay

2CC-8

3,500

25

3085

1.3

32

100

24

T-8

D.C. Bay

CC-13

1,950

50

2955

.8

33

75

24

T-8

D.C. Bay

CC-13

1,300

50

2920

.6

34

50

24

T-8

D.C. Bay

CC-13

775

50

2870

.4

I00T8/DC
CBX
PH50T8/22DC

The above list, compiled by the Mole-Richardson Company, includes all

incandescent globes which

can

be

used

in

but not necessarily adaptable only M-R equipment. All globes listed are correct for black-and-white photography.
color photography with M-R equipment according to the recommendations given in chart on next page.
*May be used in M-R Type 22 Single Broad or Type 23 Double Broad
lamp socket.

and

the

1000

Bell

Lamp

if

a

M-R set

lighting

They also

mogul-to-mogul

equipment,

may be

extension

is

used

inserted

for
in

**For use in the M-R Type 404 Midget spotlight.
^May be used in the M-R Type 16 Cinelite by inserting a mogul-to-med ium reducer in the socket.
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will depend on the type of film being
used and mood to be expressed. Cal¬
vin’s cameramen consider a ratio of 2
to 1, key to fill, as normal on an av¬
erage subject. In other words, a read¬
ing of 250 foot candles from the key
light will require a reading of 125 foot
candles from the fill — depending on
the mood.
‘‘Kicker” and Backlight

More On Black-and -White
Traveling Matte Process
By

ROBERT

L.

HOULT,

Backlights and “kickers” are used
to highlight a subject, also to add depth
and “roundness”. They require con¬
siderable control. Spotlights are used
for kickers and backlights because of
these control requirements. Gobos and
barndoors are useful accessories in this
area where backlight must be pinpoint¬
ed so as not to interfere with the other
lighting requirements. Basically, kick¬
ers and backlights function to sepa¬
rate the subject from the background.
In relation to the camera position, the
key light is placed on the side of the
subject away from the camera; the fill
light on the side facing the camera,
and at the same height; the backlight
opposite and in line with the camera,
above and behind the subject.

ground of a set require separate light¬
ing. Once the subjects within the set are
Continued on Page 764

LIGHTING FOR
COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
The table below provides a basis for utilizing
certain of the incandescent globes described
in chart on opposite page with Mole-Richardson
lighting equipment for color photography. The
data applies equally to all color films having
similar color balance characteristics.
FOR FILM BALANCED FOR DAYLIGHT
A filter must be used with CP (color pho¬
tography) globes listed below for matching to
daylight, as indicated in Macbeth Filter column.
MACBETH
LAMP*
GLOBE NO.
FILTER
Senior
2-3
415B
Junior
6-7
412-B
Baby
20-24
407-B
*For other equipment use a No. 26 gelatin, in
single or double thickness, in a diffuser frame
before the lamp.
FOR FILM BALANCED FOR 3350°K OR 3400°K
LAMP
Senior
Junior
Baby
Cinelite
Single Broad
Double Broad

GLOBE NO.
2-3
6-7
20-24
13
13
13

FOR FILM BALANCED FOR 3200°K
NOTE: A special line of globes has been de¬
signed to provide illumination for film balanced
for 3200°K, but many other globes are usable
since they are in the range specified. In the
following table, only the special globes are
listed.
LAMP
GLOBE NO.
Senior
4-5
Junior
8
Gaby
21-27
Double Broad
12-17-18
Single Broad
12-17-18
Cinelite
18-28
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tory super imposition, leaving in gen¬
eral a “line” around any moving fore¬
ground objects. The omitted text fol¬
lows:

Background Lights
Usually the background and fore¬

FRPS,

Formerly Technical Adviser, Pinewood Studios, England

Figs.

17 to 22, inclusive.

during the prepara¬
tion for our October issue of Robert
L. Hoult’s initial article on the travel¬
ing matte process (pp. 612) a number
of paragraphs were omitted. These are
vital, of course, to a complete under¬
standing of the process described. We
sincerely regret this error and hope
that we can make amends both to our
readers and to Mr. Hoult by including
tbe omitted material in this issue.
Readers are asked to refer to their
copy of the October issue and to the
illustration.? on pages 612 and 613, to
which reference is made in the ensu¬
ing paragraphs. The omitted para¬
graphs properly belong in the column
on page 635 of our October issue,
following the third paragraph therein,
which we shall repeat here for orient¬
ation purposes.—Editor :
The second and third component
images are in effect different aspects
of the foreground and as such must
be produced simultaneously. There are
processes which produce these two
images alternately, in assocmtion with
intermittent
lighting
arrangements.
Such a technique inevitably results in
time-parallax between the two series
of images and prevents their satisfac¬
Unaccountably,

If then we are to produce simultan¬
eously the second and third components
(which for simplicity we will represent
again by Figs. 3 and 6), we must first
conceive a method of so lighting our
foreground subject that the two differ¬
ent aspects can be derived from it. The
method which has been chosen is to
arrange the foreground subject in front
of a plain backing, to illuminate the
foreground subject with colored light,
to illuminate the plain backing with
light of complementary color, and to
photograph the assembly simultaneously
on two films, each of which is sensitive
to one only of the two colored lightings
used. In ihis manner, one film records
an image of the foreground subject,
but records no image of the illuminated
backing; whereas the other film re¬
cords an image of the illuminated back¬
ing, except where this image is inter¬
rupted by tbe foreground subject, from
which no exposure results.
These Iwo films are exposed simul¬
taneously in a beam-splitting camera
of conventional design, shown diagrammatically in Fig. 24 and, in full,
in Fig. 25. A single lens forms an
image at each of two gates arranged
mutually at right angles, the light rays
from the lens being divided by the
semi-reflecting interface of a glass
prism block. In this way, geometrically
similar images are formed on the two
Continued on Page 754

FIG. 24—Diagram of
beam-splitting system
of

J.A.R.O.

camera,

below.

FN

MN
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CARRYING HANDLE

VAGA21NK HOLD-DOV.’N KKOD

isHUTTSR OPENING CAL3BKATIONe>

MOTOR ATTACHING SCREW
HAND DISSOI.VE LL'VKR

JOCUSJNO TUBS

DRIVE BELT

TACHONfKTER

VISWFINDSR

TURRET LOCK RELEASE
lia-VOLT. AC DC
REVERSIBLE MOTOR

MOTOR BRUSH
ACCESS

MOTOR SPEED
CONTROL KNOB
BUCKUE-TRJP
RfiiJKT BUTTON-

MOTOR SILKED
CONTROL KNOB

MOTOR REVERSING
SWITCH

COUNTSn nK.S>'ST KNOB

no - VOLT, AC-DC,
REVERSIBLE MOTOR

SHlf'T HANDLE

FOOTAGK ANi>
FTCAME COUNTfciR
PAN LOCK
HANDLE RELS,
FRICTION HEAD

MOTOR REVERSING
SWITCH

TELESCOPING
HANDI.E LOCK

TRIPOD

CAMERA HOL[)~IX)WN CRANK
TII-T LOCK

MANUAL TURNING KNOB

POWER INPUT
ON-OFF ’ SWITCH

CAMERA HOLD-DOWN KNOB
RACK-OVER STOP

POWER INPUT CORD

TILT TENSION KNOB
PAN TENSION KNOB

FIG. 1—Right hand side of the Mitchell “16" camera. Designed for professional 16mrn
motion picture production, it incorporates most of the well-known features of the
famous 35mm Mitchells used on most Hollywood sound stages.

Motion Picture Cameras

FIG. 2—Rear view showing also the Mitchell friction head
and Mitchell tripod, which are extra accessories. The 110-volt
motor shown is interchangeable with four other models.

PART VH

THE IVIITCHELE
All the exclusive features, the dependable perfornnance, and the versatility of the 35nnm
Mitchell are incorporated in the Mitchell “16”.

In Every Respect, the Mitchell “16”
measures up to its 35mm counterpart
in ruggedness, performance and de¬
pendability—which is to he expected
of the camera, coming as it does from
the same company that for so many
years has produced the 35mm Mitch¬
ells that, with few exceptions, have
photographed the majority of the
world’s entertainment films.
The Mitchell “16” and its accessories
have been designed for use in the field
and in the laboratory as well as on the
studio sound stage. The camera, with
its range of five interchangeable mo¬
tors, provides speeds from 8 to 128
frames per second, and its variable
shutter further extends its versatility
and its ability to meet the exacting
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photographic requirements encountered
today by industrial and research cine¬
matographers. The early models (bear¬
ing serial numbers up to 227) and
current models (with serial numbers
227 and upward) are basically the
same.
The camera consists of an L-shaped
base and a camera box which slides
horizontally on the base in dovetail
tracks (gibs), permitting the operator
to move the camera box to either foc¬
using or photographing position. This
operation is known as “rackover” or
“shiftover”, and is illustrated in the
drawing on the opposite page.
A lOO-foot film magazine is located
on top of the camera box (see photos
above) and a viewfinder is mounted

at the left side of the camera on a
dovetail bracket incorporated in the
upright section of the base.
A rotating lens turret at the front of
the camera base accommodates four
lenses. Each of the motors available for
the camera (there is a choice of five,
as will be described in more detail
later) is mounted on a door which
attaches to the right side of the camera
box.
A matte box assembly is mounted
in front of the camera, attached to the
base. The camera base rests on a fric¬
tion head which, in turn, may be at¬
tached to a tripod or the camera
mounting of any of the standard cam¬
era dollies, perambulators, and cranes
in use todav.
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VIEWFINDER
FOCUSING LOCK

MAGAZIKE

VIEWFINDER
FOCUSING KNOB
COMBINATION
MATTE BI""
AND SUN‘

.MAGAZINE
HOLD-DOWN
KNOB

The camera’s high-speed movement
consists of a double-prong pull-down
claw that moves the film into place
behind the aperture, and twin regis¬
tration pins that hold the film station¬
ary at the moment of exposure. A
registration pin throw-out knob is pro¬
vided which enables the operator to
momentarily withdraw the registration
pins when threading film.

ture plate.
Another salient feature,is the buckle
trip. This is located behind the rear
film stripper, and automatically shuts
off the camera motor should the him
Inickle or Imeak during operation.
Mitchell “I6’s” bearing serial num¬
bers below 227 have a two-blade dis¬
solving shutter built into the camera
l)ox. Later models have a three-blade
dissolving shutter. For making dis¬
solves manually, there is a shutter ad¬
justing lever at the rear of the camera,
which can also he set at fixed shutter
openings in increments of 10 degrees.
The lever moves across a calibrated
scale, which indicates the degree of
shutter opening. The scale is graduated
from 0 degrees to a maximum opening
of 175 degrees on cameras previous to
serial No. 227; on later models, the
maximum opening has been increased
to 235 degrees. A positive pin lock
prevents the shutter setting from
changing while the camera is being
operated. The shutter is so synchron¬
ized with the camera movement that
when its open segment is in front of
the aperture the film is at rest, with
the registration pins engaged. The film
advances while the opaque segment of
the shutter covers the aperture.
The Mitchell magnifying prismatic
finder long has been considered one of

The aperture plate is readily remov¬

Continued on Next Page

FOCUSING TUBE
EYEPIECE
ADJUSTMENT
SCREW
FOCUSING TUBE
EYEPIECE
COUNTER RESET
KNOB
VIEWFINDER
MATTE KNOBS

SHIFT HANDLE

RRAC KET MOUNTING
SCREW

FRICTION READ

RACK-OV
STOP

TELESCOPING HANDLE

TRIPOD
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black crackle enamel.

All the aforementioned basic fea¬
tures may be seen in the three photos
above, which have been carefully pre¬
pared to locate and identify most of
the camera’s other components and
features as well.
In the ensuing paragraphs, we shall
describe some of these features in more
detail. The rackover (or shiftover) is
one of the camera’s salient features. It
affords the cameraman opportunity to
momentarily shift the camera box lat¬
erally so that he can see, by means
of the focusing tube on one side of
the camera, the image created on the
film plane by the lens in photograph¬
ing position, also to check on the
sharpness of focus, etc. The relative
normal and shiftover positions of the
camera are shown in the accompany¬
ing drawing.
Shifting the camera from the pho¬
tographing position to the focusing
position is done by operating a re¬
lease button and handle on the rear
of the base. A locating plunger in the
base fits into either of two recesses in
a plate beneath the camera box to
locate the box accurately in either
position. A tapered shiftlock cam on
the right side of the base contacts
actuators on two electric switches lo¬
cated in the camera box to prevent the
motor from operating when the box
is in focusing position.

DECEMBER

camera,

“16

shown.

al)le for cleaning or inspection. It is
made of stainless steel, hard chrome
plated, and has raised surfaces at the
side of the film path which allow the
film to come in contact with the plate
only outside the picture area. A filter
slot is provided at the front of the aper¬

FIG. 4 — Diagram shows
camera in
ing

normal operat¬

position and in shift-

over position for focusing
the

camera

the

focusing

lens

through

tube.
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THE MITCHELL “16”
CoTfinoed from Page 753

the finest ever designed for a motion
picture camera and, as it is with all
Mitchell 35mm cameras, is standard
equipment with the Mitchell “16”. On
this camera it is attached to the lefthand side, alongside the focusing tube.
Adjustable mattes, controlled by two
calibrated knobs on the top and side
of the finder, may be set to mark the
fields of lenses of various focal lengths.
The image seen on the ground glass
is upright and correct, right to left.
The image area is approximately 1%"
X 3%". Without matting, the field cor¬
responds to that of a 17.5mm lens.
An adapter (reducing lens) may he
used to .rdjust the finder image area
to correspond to that of a 15mm lens.
The finder may readily be swung up¬
ward to a vertical position to permit
access to the camera door without dis¬
turbing the parallax adjustment.
Follow-focus Attachment
The Mitchell Viewfinder Followfocus Attachment is an extra accessory
obtainable at time of purchasing the
camera, or later, as desired. This at¬
tachment, when mounted on the cam¬
era in conjunction with the viewfinder,
affords the operator complete control
over picture framing and lens focusing
for action shots where subjects move
toward or away from the camera, or
whenever the camera is used for dolly
shots. It is especially useful when
shooting at close, critical range. By
means of the attachment’s single fol¬
low-focus control knob the camera op¬
erator can focus the camera lens and
simultaneously adjust the viewfinder
for parallax. In this operation focus is
controlled through a gear of the at¬
tachment which engages a correspond¬
ing gear ring on the camera lens
mount.
Either Bausch & Lomh Baltar coated
lenses in Mitchell precision focusing
mounts or Eastman Kodak Cine Ektar
lenses in type “C” mounts are available
with the Mitchell “16”. The lenses are
assembled
in
micrometer
focusing
mounts with iris diaphragms, and each
lens has a geared focusing ring that
facilitates its use with the Mitchell
Viewfinder Follow-lMcus Attachment.
Footage ind iris adjustments are clear¬
ly marked on the lens mounts.
Four 100-foot film magazines are
supplied with the Mitchell “16”. Both
compartments of each magazine are
corduroy-lined and lightproof. The
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lighttrap through which
the
film
emerges and re-enters consists of three
velvet-lined rollers held in contact at
even pressure by spring tension. The
film hubs, which are removable to
facilitate daylight loading, are made to
fit standard film cores.
A choice of two combination matte
box and sunshades is available—the
Model 1-V, which is all metal, and the
bellows type Model l-V-50. The first
contains holders for pola screen and
filter and mounts on two steel extension
tubes attached to a support bracket,
which mounts on the camera base.
The unit can be moved forward to
permit rotation of the turret or access
to the lenses. The bellows type model
has provisions for both horizontal and
vertical adjustments. It contains hold¬
ers for filters and diffusion disks,
gauze slides and pola screen.
A choice of five motors are avail¬
able for driving the Mitchell “16”:
two 24-volt DC high-speed motors;
110-volt AC-DC high-speed motor;
110-volt AC-DC reversible motor; and
a 115-volt AC synchronous motor. As
stated earlier, all of the motors provide
a variety of speed ranges to meet in¬
dividual needs. Each motor is built
integral with a door which fits on the
right side of the camera box. Power
from an external source is supplied
to the motor through a cable incorpor¬
ating an “On-Off” switch, the plug of
which matches a receptacle at the top
rear of the camera box. Each motor
has a manual turning knob for rotating
the movement shaft while the camera
is being threaded.
The Friction Head
To mount and use the Mitchell “16”
on a tripod or other conventional cam¬
era mount, the manufacturer provides,
as an extra accessory, a friction head
(see accompanying photos) the func¬
tion of vvhich is comparable to the
“tilt-pan head” used with cine cameras.
The camera is attached to the friction
head by a single camera hold-down
screw, which is rotated by turning a
knob directly beneath the friction head
top plate. Further tightening may be
accomplished by a small band crank
inserted in the knob.
The panoram-tilt mechanism of the
friction head is so designed that the
camera may be rotated 360 degrees
in either direction, and tilted in the
vertical plane approximately 45 de¬

grees above or below the horizontal
plane. Both panoram and tilt move¬
ments may be made at the same time
by means of tbe telescoping control
handle.
The entire mechanism of the Mitch¬
ell “16” is manufactured to within
extremely close limits, assuring the
accuracy and precision required in the
exacting fields of professional motion
picture production for which it has
been designed.
■

TRAVELING MATTES
Continued from Page 751

films, FN and MN. FN denotes the
foreground negative and MN the matte
negative. YF is a yellow (minus-blue)
filter.
The film stocks used are: (i) for
FN: a panchromatic film of normal
sensitivity and contrast; (ii) for MN:
a blue-sensitive film of relatively low
sensitivity and high contrast. The color
of YF is chosen so as to be comple¬
mentary to tbe sensitivity of MN. Then
FN becomes in effect sensitive only to
yellow (minus-blue) light, while MN
is sensitive only to blue light.
The foreground subject is illumin¬
ated by light which has been passed
through filters which correspond in
color to TF. The backing is so lit that
it emits only light which is comple¬
mentary to YF. Hence, FN will record
only the foreground subject, the back¬
ing being effectively unilluminated,
while MN will record only the illum¬
inated backing, tbe foreground subject
being effectively unilluminated.
FN and MN are processed in stand¬
ard baths to yield, on the one hand,
a picture negative of normal character¬
istics, and on the other hand a matte
negative in two tones only, as are
shown diagrammatically in Figs. 17
(for FN) and 18 (for MN). From
these two negatives are made positive
prints, giving us respectively a finegrain duplicating positive of the fore¬
ground (Fig. 19) and a matte positive
or traveling matte (Fig. 20).
Fig 19 may now be compared with
Fig. 3, and Fig. 20 may be compared
with Fig. 6. Independently, we prepare
from the negative of a background
subject a fine-grain duplicating posi¬
tive as in Fig. 21.
We now' produce our composite scene
on a new negative film, by photograph¬
ing in turn (i) Fig. 19 and (ii) a
bipack composed of Figs. 20 and 21.
Continued on Page 757
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The whole secret of good color
photography is right here...
GENUINE

Tlfak

_
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NORWOOD
Super Director
Exposure Mefer
High-Fidelity Color Exposures are now yours everytime
— Automatically! —The three-dimensional Incident Light Nor¬
wood Heliosphere assures you of the absolutely correct ex¬
posure setting under all conditions with one quick reading.
The exclusive Norwood Heliovalve gives you an automatic
direct-reading f: stop for pre-adjusted film and shutter
combinations.
No wonder the new NORWOOD is the favorite of Holly¬
wood professionals!!!
The world’s only genuine Norwood Exposure Meter now
made! The Automatic Norwood Super Director made by
the Walz Company, is the new invention of Mr. Donald
Norwood, world-famous inventor of the Norwood system of
three-dimensional incident light exposure control.

Inclvdes Norwood Mefer,
Case, Necksfrap, 3-D In¬
cident Light Heliosphere,
Reflected Light Heliogrid,
Automatic Heliovalve.
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MOVIE EDITOR
tntra-precision compact folding ed¬
itor.

Geared

screen.

rewind.

Built-in

Bright,

marker,

sharp

focuser,

framer with Quicksplice.

1

3 MOVIE METER
Easiest-to-use movie meter.
Direct reading frstop for movie
cameras. No dials! No calcula¬
tions. Pre-set for Daylight Kodachrome, Type A Kodachrome and
Anscochrome.

$5.95

/

^alZ^
-J

OPTICAL

SUPERIMPOSER
TITLER and WIPER
OUTFIT
Attach to movie camera and
use at the same time as the scene
is being photographed. Very
simple to use. Fully complete with
accessories.

MOVIE TIMER
Attaches directly into cable re¬
lease. Adjustable from 5 to 20 sec.
Signals START when timer activates
shutter. Cuts shutter off at pre-set
time.

$6.95

with case

EXCLUSIVE U.S.A. IMPORTER.U. S. PHOTO SUPPLY CO. INC., 6478 SLIGO MILL ROAD, WASHINGTON U, D. C.
EXCLUSIVE CANADA IMPORTER . . . MAIXO OPTICAL A PHOTO PRODUCTS. 1765 XEELE STREET. W TORONTO. ONTARIO
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A New Data Book
For Cinematographers

Early in 1960, the American Society of Cinematographers
will publish its American Cinematographer Manual. . . .
It will be the most complete handbook of authentic cinemato¬
graphic data, tables and charts ever assembled . . . Over
300 pages will be devoted to providing the important information re¬
quired by motion picture cameramen in theatrical, television, and
specialized cinematography . . . Concise, easy-to-read charts,
diagrams, tables, and listings properly indexed will supply
data on latest professional motion picture cameras, lenses, films,
filters, lighting equipment, wide-screen systems, color film
processes — also filter factor tables, depth of field charts, camera
speed conversion tables, etc. . . . Editor is Joseph V. Mascelli,
writer and cinematographer. . . . Technnical Advisors and Associate
Editors are Walter Strenge, ASC, American Cinematographer’s
Question & Answer columnist, and cinematographer Arthur Miller, ASC,
three-time Academy Award winner. . . . Publication date will be
announced in a future issue of American Cinematographer.

V

A limited number of pages are available for product and service advertis¬
ing. For rates, write to AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER MANUAL,
Box 2230, Hollywood 28, Califormia.
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TRAVELING MATTES
Continued from Page 754

This operation is carried out in an
o])tical jtnnter.
The camera of the optical printer is
loaded with fine-grain duplicating neg¬
ative film and exposure is made of
Fig. 19. The film in the camera is re¬
wound, and a second exposure is made
of the hipack of Figs. 20 and 21. When
developed, a composite negative is ob¬
tained as in Fig. 22.
Fig. 22 is now our composite nega¬
tive. It may henceforth be considered,
pari passu, as if it were an original
camera negative. It may be cut into
a film, and prints for projection may
be made from it as required. Providing
proper

sensitometric

procedure

has

been followed in the printing stages
described, a high-quality image will be
obtained

which

compares

favorably

with an original camera negative. It is,
however, undesirable to make further
duplicates from this composite nega¬
tive, or degradation of the image will
become apparent. Therefore, it is de¬
sirable that any further printing opera¬
tions, such as additional foregrounds,
superimposed

titles,

dissolves,

etc.,

should be carried out simultaneously
with

the

printing

of the

composite

negative. This can readily be done and
need never result in other than a first
generation duplicate negative for the
composite. There is at this stage of the
process wide scope for the introduction
of many tricks and novel effects.
(The text is concluded, beginning
with the fourth paragraph, page 635,
of the October issue.—Eo.j
■

35mm Color Prints
In 35mm color film production, re¬
lease prints may be made by any one
of the three following processes: I) di¬
rect from the camera negative, with
intercut

dupe

sections

incorporating

optical effects, 2) by making separation
positives, then a dupe negative from
which release printing is done, or 3}
making an interpositive, then an inter¬
negative, and printing from the inter¬
negative.

Printing

from

the

camera

negative is to he avoided, since there is
no protection provided. The separation
process has been replaced, for all prac¬
tical

purposes,

by

the

interpositive

method.—General Film Rewind.
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UPPING QUALITY OF TV FILM SOUND TRACKS
Continued from Page 742

er frequencies, both in recording and
reproduction, as the wave-length of the
sound on the track approaches the ef¬
fective width of the scanning slit. Such
losses are normally corrected by a ris¬
ing characteristic in the amplifier cir¬
cuits.
A non-linear distortion, peculiar to
light-modulated transmission systems,
is known as “cross modulation.” It is
caused by image growth and retraction
due partly to photo-chemical effects
and partly to internal reflection with¬
in the film.
Distortion-free Sound
As indicated in the accompanying
diagrams, when the variable-area track
carries a modulation of low amplitude,
the angle of the peaks and valleys is
fairly broad, and sound is free from
distortion. But as the amplitude in¬
creases, the angles of the peaks and
valleys narrow; the peaks lose their
sharpness and the valleys tend to clog.
Naturally, if the track is under-exposed
the former effect predominates, and if
the track is over-exposed, the latter. In
either case, the effect is the production
of parasitic frequencies corresponding
to the rate of modulation of the orig¬
inally-recorded frequency; such distor¬

For the forward look

tion is most commonly audible as the
“shushing” of sibilants.

in greetings,

It is fortunate that non-linear distor¬
tion in an original recording can be
largely cancelled out in printing, pro¬
vided both negative and positive tracks
are exposed to suitable densities. The
positive density must first he approxi¬
mated to provide the maximum signalto-noise ratio in reproduction’. The opti¬
mum negative density will vary with
different recording systems, different
film stocks and different processing
characteristics; the values are con¬
trolled by what are known as cross¬
modulation tests.

turn page back.

•

Sound

• Editorial

• Laboratory Services

Capital
CAPITAL FILM LABORATORIES, INC,
1905 FAIRVIEW AVENUE, N. E.
WASHINGTON 2, D. C.
PHONE LAWRENCE 6-4634
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Such tests involve (1) recording a
track in such a manner that any non¬
linear distortion present will he mani¬
fest as cross-modulation, the recording
being made at various test densities;
(2) printing from each of these nega¬
tive tracks a series of positive tracks
again at different densities; and (3)
then measuring the degree of cross¬
modulation in these prints. A series of
curves can be plotted which will show
clearly the conditions in which cross¬
modulation is at a minimum.

A suitable signal for cross-modula¬
tion tests may be generated by adding
two tones of fixed frequency separa¬
tion. But a more flexible method con¬
sists in recording a fixed carrier fre¬
quency high in the audio range, the
amplitude of which is modulated at a
lower frequency.
Gaumont-Kalee, of Great Britain, has
designed and is presently marketing
cross-modulation measuring equipment
designed to make test recordings and
to read the degree of distortion. In this
equipment a carrier frequency is ob¬
tainable at 4, 6, 7, 8 or 9 Kc/s, which
is amplitude-modulated by a 400 c/s
frequency. The latter frequency is di¬
rectly recorded for use in setting the
level of recording, and as a reference.
Two further frequencies are also avail¬
able: a 1 Kc/s signal is useful for gen¬
eral testing, and for the measurement
of densities a low frequency of 37 c/s
is provided.
The measuring unit (see photo) con¬
sists of three components built into a
single housing. The top panel is the
cross-modulation analyzer Type 1704;
the middle panel is the oscillator unit
Type 1705; and the bottom panel.
Type 1706, carries the supply circuit.
The components can, where desired, be
supplied separately for rack-mounting,
in which case the supply circuits will
probably not be needed.
Making A Test
The test gear is mounted convenient¬
ly close to the recorder. In making a
test, the desired carrier frequency is
selected—generally 4 Kc/s for 16mm
film and 7 or 8 Kc/s for 35mm—and
is adjusted until the recorder is 100%
modulated. Turning the output switch
to “MOD” will cause the carrier to be
80% modulated at 400 c/s; a pre-set
control insures that the peak level of
the signal remains unaltered.
The modulated signal is now reduced
by 2db and is recorded. The switch is
moved to REF, when the 400 c/s sig¬
nal will be recorded at the same level.
Whenever a new film stock or a new
laboratory is used, recordings are gen¬
erally made at several settings of the
recording-lamp current.
Prints received from the laboratory
are run through a play-off head, and
the signal is fed into the analyzer unit.
It passes through a band pass filter
having a flat response from 375 to 425
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PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR^-product of experience
and friend to

Simplified
geared camera
attaching method
knob easily accessible

thousands of cameramen
Tilt lock
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All tripods have one thing in common—
they rest on three legs. But there the
the comparison ends.

Adjustable
pan handle

Interchangeable
and adjustable angle
pan handle location,
left or right hand
and reverse

Because Pro Junior towers like the
Empire State Building over ordinary tripods
Pan lock

Because Pro Junior is the world’s most
convenient tripod with the world’s
finest features, including;
Pan tension brake

Simplified camera attaching method.
Adjusting telescoping pan handle with adjustable
angle.
Sockets for left, right or reverse tilt.
Special pan tension adjusting knob, independent of
pan lock.
Cast in tie-down eyelets.
Self-adjusting double leg locking knobs.
IDEAL FOR MOTION PICTURE AND TV VIDICON
CAMERAS.

Detachable head
interchangeable
on baby tripod
and Hi Hat
^
Telescoping
pan handle

And still the price is unchanged, which makes
PRO JUNIOR the world’s best tripod value.
Pros go for PRO JUNIOR. See it today.
$150.00

Cast in
tie down
eyelets

Self aligning
double leg
lock knobs

CECO Professional Jr. Hi-Hat
An adapter for extremely lowmount setups; also used for title
stands and permanent mount¬
ings. Handles either friction or
geared-drive tripod heads. $22.00

(7flni€Rfl

€(^uipm€nT(o.,inc.

CECO Professional Jr.
Adjustable Wooden Baby Tripod

PROFESSIONAL JR.

Accepts all Pro Jr. Tripod
Heads. Has substantial shoe and
spur. Measures 26" extended
from floor to flange, 18" col¬
lapsed. Weight 7 lbs.
$75.00

Used on Professional Jr. standard
tripod. Crank handles control
pan and tilt action.
$175.00 Head only,
$225.00 Complete with tripod.

Geared Head

31S West 43rd Si. New York 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420
• Reg. U.S. Pot. Off. 2318910

c/s., thus removing the carrier fre¬
quency, together with power hum,
noise and harmonics, leaving only the
100 c/s component. Where the print is
entirely free from non-linear distortion,
no trace of 400 c/s signal remains, but
any distortion will be measured on the
meter.
The cross-modulation content is ex¬
pressed as the ratio in decibels between
the original 400 c/s reference tone and
the parasitic 400 c/s signal. The meter

reads from -|-2db to —15db, and an
attenuator enables readings to be taken
down to —55db.
Obviously it is essential that such
measuring should maintain a high de¬
gree of consistency. The oscillator cir¬
cuits of the Gaumont-Kalee measuring
unit embody thermistors for amplitude
stabilization, and the voltmeter circuit
employs feed-back, giving a Hat re¬
sponse to within dz0.25db from 300
c/s to 10 Kc/s.

■

SHOOTING “—30—” ON A SINGLE SET
Continued from Page 745

to the camera and the projetcor in or¬
der to insure proper focus and per¬
spective. The “rain” effect was intro¬

course, camera movement is necessary
to
emphasize
a
particular
story
point.”

duced between the screen and the win¬
dow. The realism of the scene was
further enhanced by following it with
a reverse angle shot of Webb, taken
outside the window, shooting up to¬
ward the city room as the rain pours
down.

An interesting sidelight on the mo¬
bile camera technique Colman u:ed
for “—30—■” is the way a zoom lens
was employed in conjunction with the
dolly-mounted camera to “lengthen
out” some dolly shots where it was
not feasible to dolly beyond a certain
point. For example, a scene would start
with a long shot and the camera would
then dolly-in as far as possible, until
blocked by a desk or other object. As
the dolly eased to a stop, the zoom lens
operator would take over, picking up
the forward movement and continuing
to push in to a big closeup. A sharp
camera crew was essential to achieving
such a transition with smoothness and
subtlety.

The cluttered composition of the city
room set posed one of the major photo¬
graphic problems whenever mobile
camera shots were to be made to follow
action. Here the object was to re¬
tain pictorially the cramped aspect of
the office while accomplishing the phys¬
ical feat of dollying the camera into,
out of, and around the clutter. The re¬
sultant dolly shots do much to achieve
a continuity of space and to convey the
feeling of one large office with many
areas, each having its own intimacy.
The desks were spaced just barely
far enough apart to permit tbe cam¬
era, mounted on a crab dolly, to
squeeze through. The crab dolly, inci¬
dentally, is perhaps the most versatile
of mobile units used on the sound
stage. It not only can negotiate ex¬
tremely narrow passages and door¬
ways, but its variable four-wheel steer¬
ing enables it to execute sharp right
angle turns as well as circles of small
diameter.
Cinematographer Colman has some
very definite ideas about moving cam¬
era shots, ideas which are shared by
many other top cameramen in the in¬
dustry. “The camera should only be
moved during a take when there is a
logical reason for it, as when follow¬
ing action,” he says, “never just for
the sake of movement alone. When the
actors move, then the camera can move.
\X hen they do not, then the camera
should remain stationarv—unless, of
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In other instances, the zoom lens—
which had a range from 38mm to
150mm—was used in the conventional
manner. At several points in the story
the camera is framed on a group. A
particular story point is made and the
lens is zoomed in for a closeup to show
the expression on the face of a player
reacting to some action or passage in
the dialogue.
Despite the notable results achieved
with a zoom lens on this production,
Colman is well aware that a zoom is
no panacea for photographic problems
on the set. He points out that most
zoom lenses are tricky to operate
smoothly, have several unfortunate
technical shortcomings, and are often
misused. A major disadvantage, he
says, is that zooms have an inherent
“flatness” which produces an effect on
the screen very much like that of zoom¬
ing in on a still photograph. \\ hile a
zoom can sometimes be used to simu¬
late a dolly shot, Colman points ont
that it cannot supplant a mobile camera

shot because it fails to create the illu¬
sion of depth and roundness that a
dolly shot affords. Available zoom
lenses, moreover, do not have the crisp
resolution of high-grade conventional
lenses, he explained further, and it is
therefore necessary to stop down more
to get an image of desirable clarity.
Nevertheless, he concluded, zoom lenses
have a definite place in contemporary
film production when intelligently used
with specific effects in mind.
Besides the zoom lens, Colman used
25mm and 30mm wide-angle Baltar
lenses to photograph the major part of
the picture—occasionally employing a
Schneider 18.5mm lens whenever an
extreme wide-angle shot was desired.
The so-called “normal” perspective
50mm lens was used only for closeups.
Incidentally, there are a great many
closeups in this film (although not the
eyebrow-to-lip extreme closeups that
were typical in the “Dragnet” series).
Both Webb and Colman feel that peo¬
ple are tbe foremost consideration in
any screen story and it is important to
show their emotions clearly. Colman
was careful, however, not to let the
closeups for this picture “hang in the
air,” so to speak. Instead, he framed
as close to the subject as possible, re¬
taining just enough of the background
to orient the subject with respect to
the overall geography of the set.
In addition to special techniques and
innovations, and the lenses, camera dol¬
lies and other equipment used in film¬
ing a production, Colman emphasized
that behind all this must be a depend¬
able and well-integrated camera crew.
Colman’s men bave worked together as
a crew since the inception of the
“Dragnet” TV series. So smoothly and
efficiently did they function through¬
out the filming of “—30—”, the pro¬
duction was completed in 12 days, althou^rh it had a shooting schedule of

18.

'
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A Circarama motion picture is photo¬
graphed with a battery of eleven 16mm
cameras arranged in a circle to record
a continuous pictorial panorama on
eleven separate films. The pictures are
projected by eleven synchronized pro¬
jectors set up around and behind a
large circular screen. This screen actu¬
ally is eleven separate screens mount¬
ed in a circular pattern. There is a
narrow slit separating each through
which the picture is projected on the
screen directly opposite.
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“For spectacular lighting effects, there is
no substitute for the carbon arc. ”

THE “NATIONAL" CARBON ARC...
NOTHING BRIGHTER UNDER THE SUN.

"National” and "Union Carbide” are regirtered trade-marks of Union Carbide Corporation
NATIONAL CARBON

COMPANY •

Division of Union Carbide Corporation • 30 East 42nd Street. New York 17, N.Y.

Offices: Atlanta, Chicago, Dallas, Houston, Kansas City, Los Angeles, New York, Pittsburgh, San Francisco. In Canada: Union Carbide Canada Limited, Toronto.
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CONTROL SIGNAL SYSTEM FOR SOUND RECORDING
Continued from Page 741

NEW
TIME-LAPSE CAMERA MOTOR
BUILT BY MEN WITH 25 YEARS EXPERIENCE
STOP MOTION
ANIMATION

PRICE $69.^
ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

1. POWERFUL MOTOR WITH INTERNAL BRAKE
IN ALUMINUM CASE
2. MOTOR SWITCH: INTERMITTENT-CONTINUOUS
3. LIGHT SWITCH: INTERMITTENT-CONTINUOUS
4. LIGHT (OR RELAY) OUTLET
5. REMOTE CONTROL INLET (SWITCH OR TIMER)
6. STANDARD TRIPOD THREAD ON BOTTOM
7. CONNECTS WITH CAMERA BY PLASTIC TUBING

ROLAB

PHOTO-SCIENCE LABORATORIES
SANDY HOOK, CONNECTICUT
OTHER ROLAB PRODUCTS: CAMERA TIMERS
(INTERVALOMETERS), MICROCINEMA APPARATUS, ETC, (for SALE OR RENT),

FAMOUS

Reodif-CdtLf

a synchronous recording.
It is noteworthy that the Arriflex
is unencumhered by the sync signal
generator and may he used as widely
as ever, from missile tracking to micro
work. It may be as conveniently hand¬
held as ever; magazines, varifocal
lenses, the blimp are all as readily
used as before. The efficiency and
economy of camera operation are
equally available for sileni and sound
filming.

FILM COMPUTERS

(SECONDS-MINUTES-FEET-FR AMES ETC.)
THOUSANDS
IN USE ALL
OVER THE
WORLD

16/35 .

vantage, because it is standard prac¬
tice more and more to use and
record the control signal on the tape,
even when both camera and recorder
are driven by synchronous motors.
This is a very useful safeguard against
momentary current fluctuations and
interruptions in the tape or film move¬
ment, either of which may jeopardize

16

$2P $P I
■ AT YOUR DEALER OR AT READY-EDDY, SANDY HOOK,
CONNECTICUT

400-Foot
Conversion
FINEST
conversion
on the market to¬
day.
Convert your
Auricon
Cine-Voice
or
Pro
to
a
fine
camera
that
will
handle full 400 feet
of film with perfect
jam-free, wow-free
operation.
Includes
Veeder-Root footage
counter,
filter
slot
and holders, phone
fack in camera and
complete refinishing.

Quick Service . . . Finest Workmanship . . .

The Maihak Recorder MMK6 is a
completely self-contained unit. The
transport system is driven by a high
quality spring-wound motor, capable
of 14 minutes of recording on a single
winding. It is completely transisto¬
rized and operates for 100 hours on
a pair of 9-V. batteries. It features
a recording meter, 2 microphone in¬
puts with individual gain control as
well as a master gain control, pro¬
visions for recording and playback,
monitoring, editing and other features.
The recorder has separate erase, re¬
cord, and playback heads. In addition
it is equipped with a “Rangertone”
signal-recording head, provisions for
checking control signal level, and a
visual indicator, which shows when
the camera is running and has reached
speed.

Mitchell or Bell & Howell Magazines.

Write for Pictures and Complete Details
GORDON YODER

PROFESSIONAL CINE PRODUCTS
2222

N.

Prairie Ave., Dallas 4, Texas

Phone LAkeside

1-2672

FILM
LABORATORIES
Established

1949

SPEC/AtlZING . . .

In 16mm Film developing and printing
Super Anscochrome force-developed to A.S.A. 400
•
•

16MM ANSCOCHROME
16MM B&W REVERSAL

•

16MM B&W NEGATIVE

•

16MM B&W POSITIVE

350 West 5th Street,

762

New York

19,

N.Y.

It is notable that the Arriflex
camera, when equipped with the signal
generator, is not limited to operate
with any one make of recorder. In
fact, it may be used with any good
quality I/4" tape recorder. The chosen
recorder must of course be equipped
with a control-signal head. Such in¬
stallations are readily available from
Rangertone, Inc., Newark, N.J. Simi¬
larly, Arriflex cameras already in the
field may be equipped with the signal
generator by the Arriflex Corporation
of America in New York City.
The control signal system available
on Arriflex 16 and Arriflex 35. as
supplied in the US.4 hy the Arriflex
Corporation of America, will be fully
comj)atible with the American Ranger-

tone system and original recordings
made with this system may be readily
transferred in any lab equipped for
Rangertone re-recording. Such labora¬
tories are to be found in major cities
and film centers across the country.
Most professional film makers will
use the original tape recordings for
immediate transfer to perforated film
for preparation of combined picture
and sound release prints. However,
original tape recordings in special
cases may readily be utilized in sev¬
eral other very useful ways. It is
possible, for example, to project the
original film and play back the original
tape in sync. This may be done on
equipment already available. In prac¬
tice, the original tape is played back
on a standard tape machine, equipped
with a special head to pick up the
control signal. The signal is amplified
and fed to an auxiliary synchronous
motor on the projector. The auxiliary
projector motor then varies the speed
of the projector sufficiently to hold the
picture in sync with the sound.
A somewhat similar arrangement
may be made in the case of TV
transmissions for news rushes and
similar material. Since in this case
the projector must be locked in with
the TV scanning system, the control
signal is amplified and used to control
the speed of the tape playback, using
a Rangertone Synchronizer, which then
holds the tape motion in sync with
the picture.
The Control Signal system will pro¬
duce synchronous recordings of highest
professional quality in the studio or
on location. Its greatest attraction, of
course, will be for location recording
where weight and bulk of equipment
are prime considerations.
■

MOVING ?
When changing your address, please
notify us at least four weeks in ad¬
vance. BE SURE to give your Former
address as well as your New Address.
Our Circulation Department needs
both addresses in order to properly
identify your address stencil.
Your cooperation will insure that
American Cinematographer will con¬
tinue coming to you regularly without
delay or omission of issues. Thank
you.
—American Cinematographer
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now also available with

VARIABLE
SHUHER

Here's Important News for cinematog¬
raphers who need adjustable shutter
speeds for special applications — par¬
ticularly for Sports, Missile and Instru¬
mentation work.
The variable shutter of the new ARRIFLEX
35 IIBVcan be closed down to 0 degrees!
This secondary shutter is located behind
the mirror reflex shutter; it is calibrated
in degrees and can be observed through
the taking lens opening when the lens is
removed. The segments of this shutter can
be adjusted in relation to the mirror re¬
flex shutter by depressing and turning the
knurled knob (see arrow) at the side of
the Arriflex camera body.
In all other respects, the ARRIFLEX 35
IIBV Is identical with the ARRIFLEX 35 IIB
which will continue as the mainstay of
the line.

For Sale, Rent or Lease through your
Franchised Arriflex Dealer
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MOTION PICTURE SET LIGHTING

nil? JTJ-t

Special purchase
^ BRAND NtW4im

HOLMES 35m«
PORTABLE

Bearing
Porloble

35

Sound

mm.

Projecfors

constant speed motors, 1000 watt Mo/da lamphouses. 2000' upper ond lower magazines,
photocells, exciter lomps.

etc.

(Brond

New).

2 — Scries 1 4" lenses, with adapters (New),
1 —Sot projector, photocell and exciter! lanip
cables (New). I—Amplifier, lote model, 25/30
wott output (Rebuilt like New).

^k-STAR CINEMA SUPPLY CO.
621 West 55th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

SPECIAL EFFECTS
CAN GREATLY ENHANCE ANY FILM
PRODUCTION
Fades,
dissolves,
wipes,
hold frame,
reverse
action or direction, enlarge or reduce image,
lengthen or shorten scene, speed up or slow
down action, zoom forward or back, push-offs,
distortion or ripple effect, out-of-focus dissolve,
flip-overs, page-turn effect, split screens, superimposures, matting, dodging, filtering, tinting,
bas relief effect, liquid gate printing, and many
other
scene
modifications
and
manipulations
available fn color, B&W, 16mm, 35mm.

30 YEARS OF MAJOR STUDIO EXPERIENCE
AND THE FINEST OF SPECIALIZED
EQUIPMENT ARE NOW AT THE DISPOSAL
OF THE INDEPENDENT PRODUCER.
Inquiries

invited.

New

price

list

available.

FILM EFFECTS of Hollywood, Inc.
1153 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
Linwood Dunn, ASC, President

Automatic Daylight Processing
DEVELOPING TANK
•
•
•
•
•
•

Processes up to 400 Ft.
8mm-16mm-35mni-70mm
Movie—X-Ray—Microfilm
Motor driven portable
Tough plastic tanks
Uniform Density Assured

FILM DRYER
* Motor driven—Heated
* Speedy drying
* Automatic shrinkage allow¬
ance
* Stainless steel and
aluminum construction
* Easily assembled without
tools
* Compact, Portable
Guaranteed. Write for Free Literature

Micro Record Corp.

South Ave.

FOR BARGAINS IN
USED EQUIPMENT
See Classified Advertising on
Pages 773-774, This Issue.
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properly lighted, other areas of the set
which will appear in the frame need
attention so the photography will have
a uniform appearance.

purpose and the use of colored gelatins

Many times the lighting of a sub¬

Depth in photography is obtained
with subject placement and camera
angles. Lighting also plays an import¬
ant part. Here, again, there are some
basics to keep in mind.

ject will provide most of the light
needed for background and set hght.
In general background lights are illu¬
mination separate from that provided
for principal subjects or areas. By the
same token, set lights are lights out of
frame in the foreground. Both are used
to fill otherwise dark areas on the set.
A word of caution: variations abound.

Lighting for Multiple
Cameras

I—Jensen Heavy

Doty 12" PM speaker, with baffle and 75 feet
cable ' g uar an teed same as new.

I

Continued from Page 751

For speed and efficiency in produc¬
tion, it is best to design sets and plan
action so that lighting can be done in
advance, with minimum changes be¬
tween scenes. Background and set
lights can be placed in position ahead
of the actual filming to allow the light
crew to concentrate on lighting sub¬
ject and principal areas during the
shooting. This advance planning saves
considerable time once the cameras
start to roll.
To provide maximum space on the
floor for camera movement and the
mike boom, if sync shooting is in¬
volved, overhead lighting is most de¬
sirable wherever possible. Key lights,
kickers, background and set lights will
normally adapt to overhead require¬
ments. Fill lights, however, must be
kept low—on the same level with the
camera.

Effect Lighting
Effect lighting can be compared to
character make-up on an actor, in that
character make-up is used to change
the appearance of an actor, and effect
lighting is used to change the appear¬
ance of a set or scene. Careful study
should be given to the effect desired
and completely planned in advance. It
will require experimentation to a de¬
gree, and is never the same on two
different assignments requiring the
same basic approach. In general, low
and high fill-lighting will emphasize
mood. Plain subjects, factory interiors
with mostly grey machinery, intricate
machine operations, etc., can be made
more interesting and appealing through
the application of shadow areas with a

on the lights.

Obtaining Depth

Perspective—The wider the angle
of the lens, the greater the depth. Plac¬
ing objects closer to the camera can
give a similar effect of depth.
Lighting—Side and back lighting
gives more depth to a scene than front
or flat lighting.
Focus—Greater depth can be ob¬
tained by letting the foreground or
background go out of focus. This dupli¬
cates the manner in which the human
eye actually sees objects.
Color—Background colors should be
different than principal subject colors
(flesh tones, clothing, etc.) to prevent
the subject from blending into the
background.
Movement—Camera

movement

or

subject action within the frame adds
depth. Background haze also tends to
make the background appear farther
away.
It is impossible to list more than a
smattering of information on motion
picture lighting here. The main pur¬
pose of this article is to emphasize the
importance of lighting to the finished
product. The subject of lighting could
feasibly be a college major, with ex¬
perience in the field the requisite for
a thesis and doctorate. Our point is
this: Nothing can be sluffed-off in a
truly good production. An excellent
script, top direction, perfect casting
and quality sets can be marred by poor
lighting of one scene.
°

MONSTERS AND MINIATURES
Continued from Page 747

story—a rattling good one. Six script
revisions finally netted a tense yarn
of Man’s stupidity and greed, climaxed
by action of a huge anguished mon¬
ster over 200 feet tall taking a short¬
cut through the heart of London to
rescue its kidnapped offspring — a
“junior-size” monster a mere 40 feet
in height. In this understandable act

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER

of maternal devotion, Mama Monster
naturally took the most direct path to
her objective. She could hardly be
blamed if she ignored such obstacles
as the Tower Bridge and the Houses of
Parliament which stood in her way.
The Mama Monster I found to be
one of the most outstanding jobs of
design and construction of this sort
used in any motion picture to date.
It consisted of a molded rubber body
operated by a man encased within it,
and having a control panel almost as
complicated as a jet airliner’s through
which the Monster’s life-like action
was set in motion and controlled.
Besides the usual movement of fore¬
paws and feet, the Monster could be
made to swing its lethal tail in a
180 degree arc, twitch its ears, blink
its red-tinged eyes, and even roll back
its lips in a spine-tingling snarl before
opening its ponderous jaws to receive
some hapless victim. With this fullscale monster figure, the King Brothers
were able to achieve greater realism
than would have been possible with
a small-scale animated figure — the
bane of all previous monster pictures.
Matte Shots Also Used
In addition to the extensive use of
miniature sets and the two monster
figures, the production also involved
extensive traveling matte and split¬
screen shots, underwater sequences,
and combinations of all these. This
required a screen director having
substantial experience in the incredi¬
ble intricacies involved in the shooting.
For this task the King Brothers selec¬
ted Eugene Lourie, well-known in both
Paris and Hollywood. Cinematographer
Freddie Young did the photography
and Tom Howard, another British
cameraman, is credited with the special
effects executed at Elstree.
According to the King Brothers, the
time was at hand for a bang-up, bigleague monster picture because of cer¬
tain recent technical developments
which would enable them to achieve
greater realism in the action. One of
these was the availability of Eastman’s
new fast color negative. The increased
sensitivity of this new film would in¬
sure better color results in the slowspeed camera work required in photo¬
graphing the miniature sets in course
of destruction. Other assets were the
numerous recent new developents in
miniature set construction, and in the
improved techniques of construction
and operation of the monsters them¬
selves.
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From a technical standpoint alone,
the production of “Gorgo” is worthy
of detailed study. For nothing like it
has ever been produced on a Holly¬
wood sound stage.
“

“Newest Improved Process”

LAMINATED
SOUND STRIPING
QUALITY GUARANTEED

16mm & 8mm 2y2C Per Foot
(Minimum 380

FILMING A THRILLER
Continued from Page 739

and-white photography of “All The
Kings Men” and “From Here To Eter¬
nity” headed the first-unit camera
crew. Guffey had only recently finished
shooting “They Came To Cordura” for
Columbia, using Panatar lenses with
exceptional
results.
Wilfrid
Cline,
A.S.C., who received an Academy
nomination last year for the photog¬
raphy of “The Last Wagon,” was in
charge of second-unit photography.
This unit photographed all of the spec¬
tacular action sequences, including the
opening fight on the rim of the Grand
Canyon, scenes of the automobile
crashing over the canyon edge, the
hair-raising chase on the Gold Road,
scenes of the amphibian craft flying
and landing on the canyon floor, and
the violent climactic fight in the aerial
tram car.
For the picture’s general photog¬
raphy, Mitchell NC cameras were used
by both Guffey and Cline. And for
making shots in tight quarters where
the NC’s could not be used, a 35mm
Arriflex 'vas employed. Particular at¬
tention was given to the choice of
lenses for each camera. I believe that
the Panatar lenses, developed by Panavision, are far and away the sharpest
of all lenses for photography in the
CinemaScope aspect ratio, and are de¬
void of the horizontal distortion char¬
acteristics which mark the closeup shots
of so many anamorphic type lenses.
About 80 per cent of “Edge of Eter¬
nity” was shot with the 50mm and
75mm Panatars, and the remainder
with Bausch & Lomb anamorphic
lenses.
The logistical phase of the produc¬
tion was an important consideration
in view of the distant, rugged location
site. Transporting equipment, etc.,
from Hollywood directly to the location
site situated at the Grand Canyon and
some 85 miles distant from Kingman,
was a caravan of more than 20 vehicles.
These included a 10-ton prop and grip
equipment truck. 5-ton construction
rig, 30-passenger bus, a “stretchout”
limousine, trucks and trailers for two
helicopters, a 15-ton Chapman camera
crane, crab and western dollies, two

Ft.)—Via C.O.D.

Mail
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CINEMATOGRAPHER"
Informational and instructive motion pic¬
ture produced by the Hollywood Motion
Picture Industry. Depicts role of the Di¬
rector of Photography in lighting and
photographing motion pictures in Holly¬
wood studios. Shows various camera and
lighting equipment used on Hollywood
sound stages and the results achieved
from their use.
One-reel 16mm block-and-white prints
available on Free Loan to cine clubs,
college cinema groups, schools, and
accredited
clubs
and
civic
groups
within the continental U.S. Reserva¬
tions necessary and payment of return
shipment required.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF
CINEMATOGRAPHERS
1782 North Orange Drive
Hollywood 28, CaMf.

BARGAINS
In Equipment
Background Projectors, single- and double¬
head, precision 35mm equipment, custom
studio-built, with registration pins, lamphouse, variable-grid, cables.
35mm Moviolas—projection, optical/mag¬
netic, and single-head models with takeups.
35mm Westrex editing machine with
composite head and projection.
Splicing Machine — combination 35mm/
16mm Bell & Howell pedestal type.
35mm Bell & Howell standard profes¬
sional camera.
16mm Bell & Howell rackover camera.
35mm Eastman film waxing machine.
RCA recorder, 35mm, non-licensed.
Magnetic recorder — ly'/^mm, custombuilt, with remote mixer.
Raby 2-speed gearhead and blimp.
Arc lamps—M-R Type 170 and Type 40.
Motor generator sets—100 KW and 150
KW, mounted on hard-rubber-tire trailer;
2200 to 4400 volt AC input, 120/240
volt DC output.

BOX 1368
American Cinematographer

HAVE YOU SOMETHING TO SELL
TO PRODUCERS OF PROFES¬
SIONAL MOTION PICTURES?
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small buses, electrical truck with gen¬
erator, two camera cars for chase
sequences, and two station wagons.
Location headquarters was Kingman,
Arizona. Crew and cast commuted to
the location site daily in a DC-3 op¬
erating from the Kingman airport. The
flight took only 20 minutes compared
to about four hours that would be
required to travel the dusty, twisting
road by automobile.
Helicopters Aid Filming
Shooting on the rim of the Canyon,
the second unit camera crew used two
Bell 47-G2 helicopters—one for pho¬
tography, the other for transportation
and at one stage to take part in action
sequences. The ’copter used for pho¬
tography was stripped of its plastic
“bubble” and a Mitchell camera
mounted in the cockpit. Piloting this
ship was veteran Bill Hartley who had
worked with cinematographers before
and knew something of their photo¬
graphic problems. When the mid-air
fight action in the aerial tram car was
shot, instead of permitting the ’copter
blades to “chatter,” Hartley allowed
the ship to drift with the moving car,
thus avoiding vibrations that would
have been transmitted to the camera.
He used the ’copter very much like
a crab dolly, moving it around the
subject action to suit the director.
For shots in this fight sequence, we
decided to use a helicopter in the
background (see photo) because we
felt it would lend a measure of depth
perspective and at the same time pro¬
vide a reference to orient the compara¬
tive size of the tram car suspended
over the deep canyon.
We also shot traveling matte back¬
ground plates from inside the tram
car. These included a forward view
and rear, side, and three-quarter views
—all in CinemaScope aspect ratio. It
had been decided to use traveling
mattes in preference to process be¬
cause the fight in mid-air in the tram
car was to be the picture’s big climax,
and I wanted this to be as realistic
as possible — even though mattes in
color are more expensive than process.
To shoot the matte backgrounds, we
had the second helicopter hover in the
background some distance beyond the
car and in the same position it had
occupied in the master scenes filmed
earlier. In the final composite print,
there is an almost perfect match.
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The most striking example of the
effectiveness of the matte shots is ex¬
emplified in the scene of the tram car

moving through the intermediate tow¬
er located a thousand feet out in the
canyon.
The principle action of the fight
on the tram car was shot in the studio
against a blue backing, then super¬
imposed on a matte background which
had been photographed from within
the moving car as it traveled through
the tower. On the screen the result is
fully realistic as if we had actually
shot the fight at close quarters in mid¬
air. Pictorially, results are sharp as a
tack and the quality holds all the way
through.
Shooting the entire fight sequence
was as thrilling as it was challenging
to all who took part in it. We would
run the tram car out into the canyon
about 900 feet and do the action as
many times as necessary for an ac¬
ceptable take. The stunt actors who
doubled in these scenes for the stars
were professional aerialists and so the
4,000-feet of space between them and
the canyon floor didn’t seem to bother
them at all.
Net Protects Stunt Man
At the start of the sequence, there
is a thrilling scene where the deputy
leaps off the tram shed onto the de¬
parting car in which the murder sus¬
pect attempts to escape with the girl.
It was a difficult shot to make because
the shed quarters were most confining
—about 18 to 20 feet in width. By
means of a heavy-duty power hoist,
the crab dolly was lifted onto planking
which had been laid parallel to the
car inside the shed and formed a
ramp. The shot was planned so that
if the stunt man missed the car, a net
stretched below and out of camera
range would save him in a fall. Beyond
the rim of the canyon was a sheer
drop of 3,000 feet. None of us quite
knew what to expect. As the camera
dolly was pulled back and the tram
car started, the stunt man ran down
the catwalk and made a leap for the
car and safely gripped the bar which
our special effects man had mounted
on the car for this purpose. As the
car continued to move out and beyond
the safety net, the stunt man was hold¬
ing on with only one hand, with no
safety whatsoever below him. Although
the action was perfect and the shot
a “print in one take,” the stunt man
volunteered to do it again if we thought
it necessary. After the car moved out
and beyond the intermediate tower a
thousand feet away, it disappeared
from sight below a cliff as it followed
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the natural
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curve
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suspension

The scene called for actor Mickey
Shaughnessy, playing the murderer, to
hang from the car side and call for
help. The torque of the suspension
cable whipped the car and caused it
to swing wildly in the wind. The stunt
man ostensibly clung to the grip at¬
tached to the framework of the car,
but actually his support was further
secured by a safety harness he wore
under his garments and airplane cables
extending downward to stirrups under
his feet. 4t times, the car and stunt¬
man were swung wildly by the wind in
a 90° arc. Luckily, this shot was ac¬
complished in one take, also.
Emil Osterman, operating the sec¬
ond-unit camera mounted in a heli¬
copter, had his 200-pound frame wedg¬
ed behind the Mitchell to photograph
a dummy, doubling for Shaughnessy,
as it fell from the swinging car. With
the ’copter’s protective bubble removed
to accommodate the camera, for
Shaughnessy and the pilot it was like
sitting in an armchair out in space.
Anticipating the fall of the dummy,
pilot Hartley who had his craft prop-
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CINEKAD Microphone Booms
CINEKAD Mike Booms are light in
weight, rigidly constructed, precision
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erly centered on the scene, decided to
“stay” with the falling dummy on its
descent. Just as it fell, he nosed the
’copter forward into a dive at about
120 miles an hour and dropped down
nearly 1,800 feet in a free fall. Sur¬
prised and breathless, Osterman never¬
theless kept the falling dummy cen¬
tered in his finder frame all the way.
A violent dust storm that lasted two
days failed to slow our filming activi¬
ties. Instead, we made it part of the
story—although we did what we could
to keep down the dust by borrowing
an old water wagon and wetting down
the area In which we worked. To safe¬
guard our cameras from possible dam¬
aging effects of the dust storm, we sent
back to the studio for a technician to
check and clean the cameras. Fortu¬
nately we e.xperienced not a single
scratched negative.
The picture’s opening shots, staged
on the rim of the canyon, involved an
automobile hurtling toward the canyon
rim and plunging over it to destruc¬
tion. The whole thing took a bit of
setting up. After we had the car rig¬
ged and ready to go into action, we
got the camera ready for a subjective
point-of-view shot through its wind¬
shield as it hurtles toward a man
standing on the canyon rim. The ac¬
tion of the scene was to be shot in two
stages, for photographic purposes: the
car speeding toward the canyon rim,
and then its plunge over the edge into
the canyon itself. The first stage had
to be shot without allowing the car to
go over the rim. To insure this, yet at
the same time enable us to get realistic
action into the scene, strong cables
were attached to the car and extended
some distance to the rear to supports
anchored to a depth of four feet in
solid rock. As an extra precaution,
another cable was extended from the
automobile to a 10-ton truck.

era car. But first we removed its shock
absorbers and tied down the springs
to eliminate vibration as much as pos¬
sible. I have been asked if these shots
were made with the camera nndercranked. Actually, the camera operat¬
ed at normal sound speed as the car
negotiated the road, sometimes skidding
around corkscrew turns at 70 miles
per hour. The resulting point-of-view
shots really rock an audience.
To make closeup shots of Cornel
Wilde and the pilot within a small
two-place Piper Cub that would simu¬
late actual flight, we contrived a meth¬
od of doing this without having to do
it by process or making tbe shots later
on the sound stage with a mockup of
the plane. Out on a broad, flat field we
set up the camera and focused it on the
plane, which had been tipped at an
angle of about 30 degrees. The camera
boom arm was dropped down and the

The first stage of the action was
photographed by the camera operator
riding in the car and shooting with
the Arrifiex. hand-held. The ride was
rough and quite a jolt to him as the
car, reaching the limit of its protective
cables, snapped to a sudden stop. (I’m
quite sure he still has the imprint of
the Arrifiex finder cup on his eye!)
In filming the second stage of the
action, we did it in a long shot using
two cameras.
To film the chase scenes on the Gold
Hoad, we elected to use a Ford con¬
vertible instead of the standard cam¬
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the canyon.
All in all, the location shooting for
“Edge of Fternity” went smoothly, even
though we shot in all sorts of weather
and never missed a day. Despite the
risks involved, there were no accidents.
We wound up the location sequences
three days ahead of schedule.
■

PHOTOGRAPHIC ASSIGNMENTS
Continued from Page 730

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Giuppe Rotunno, “The Fair Bride” (Titanus Prod.; shooting in Sicily with Ava
Gardner and Dirk Bogarde. Nunnally John¬
son, director.
N.B.e.
Alan Stensvold, ASC, “You Bet Your
Life”* with Groucho Marx. Bob Dwan and
Bemie Smith, directors.
PARAMOUNT
Lester Shorr, ASC, “Bonanza”* (NBC-TV)
with Michael Landon and Dan Blocker.
Robert Surtees, ASC, “Bay of Naples”
(Scribe Prod.; VistaVision & Technicolor;
shooting in Rome) with Clark Gable and
Sophia Loren. Mel Shavelson, director.
Robert Burks, ASC, “The Rat Race” (Tech¬
nicolor; Perlberg-Seaton Prod.) with Tony
Curtis and Debbie Reynlods. Robert Mulli¬
gan, director.
Haskell Boggs, “Cinderfella” (Technicolor;
Jerry Lewis Prods.) with Jerry Lewis and Ed
Wynn. Frank Tashlia, director.
REPUBLIC STUDIOS

Thrill Ride for Cameraman

camera tilted so it was at the same
angle as the plane, and the gearhead
rotated to simulate movement.
The
Cub’s engine was started and set to
idling speed to give the plane a bit of
realistic vibration and the shots then
made against a blue sky.
To get unusual shots of the more
spectacular action in the picture, heli¬
copters were used to lower camera
crews and their equipment to the floor
of the canyon. It was in this manner
that we photographed the first landing
ever made by an amphibian craft on
the Colorado river at the bottom of

George Diskant, ASC, “Richard Diamond
Private Detective”* (Four Star Prods.) with
David Janssen; “Robert Taylor Detectives”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Robert Taylor.
Carl Guthrie, ASC, “Wichita Town”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Joel McCrea.
Harry Wild, ASC, George Diskant, ASC,
“Wanted Dead or Alive”*
(Four Star
Prods.) with Steve McQueen.
Glen MacWiluams, ASC, “Black Saddle”*
(Four Star Prods.) with Peter Breck and
Russell Johnson.
Emmett Bergiiolz, “Troubleshooters”* (Filmaster Prods.) with Keenan Wynn and Bob
Mathias. Robert Altman, director; “Death
Valley Days”* (Filmaster Prods.) “Man on
the Beach”* (Pilot; Filmaster Prods.) John
Peyser, director.
Howard Schwartz, “Law of the Plains¬
man”* (Four Star Prods.) %vith Michael
Ansara;
“The
Rifleman”*
(Four Star

Prods.) with Chuck Connors and Johnny
Crawford.
Harry Wild, ASC, Commercials*.
REVUE STUDIOS

“Leave it to Beaver”*
(Gomalco Prods.) with Barbara Billingsley
and Hugh Beaumont. Norman Tokar, di¬
Mack Stengler, ASC,

rector; commercial*.
John Russell, ASC, Ray Cory, ASC, “Gen¬
eral Electric Theatre”* (Revue Prods.)
Ellis Thackery, ASC, John Russell, ASC,
Lionel Lindon, ASC, “Coronado 9”* (Re¬
vue Prods.)
Benj. Kline, ASC, Neal Beckner, “Wagon
Train”* (Revue Prods.) with Ward Bond.
Lionel Lindon, ASC, “Ford Special”*
(Color; Revue Prods.)
Ray Rennahan, ASC, Benj. Kline, ASC,
Emil Harris, “Laramie”* (Revue Prods.)
John Warren, ASC, “Markham”* (Revue
Prods.) with Ray Milland; Commercials*.
Ray Cory, ASC, Lionel Lindon, ASC,
Neal Beckner, “Riverboat”*
(Revue
Prods.) with Darren McGavin.
William Sickner, ASC, “The Deputy”*
(Revue Prods.) with Henry Fonda.
Ray Rennahhan, ASC, Ellis Thackery,
ASC, Lionel Lindon, ASC, Emil Harris,
Neal Beckner, “M Squad”*
(Latimer
Prods.) with Lee Marvin.
John Russell, ASC, John Warren, ASC,
“Alfred
Hitchcock
Presents”*
(Revue
Prods.).
Gilbert Warrenton, ASC, Ellis Thackery,
ASC, Ray Rennahan, ASC, Emil Harris,
“Shotgun Slade”* (Revue Prods.).
Ray Rennahan, ASC, John Russell, ASC,
“Staccato”* (Revue Prods.).
John Warren, ASC, Neal Beckner, “Whis¬
pering Smith”* (Revue Prods.).
Ray Cory, ASC, William Sickner, ASC,
“Wells Fargo”* (Overland Prods.) with Dale
Robertson.
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Ellis Thackery,

ASC, “Johnny Midnight”*

(Revue Prods..).
TWENTIETH

CENTURY-FOX

Wong Howe, ASC, “The Story' on
Page One” (C’Scope; Co. of Artists Prod.)
with Rita Hayw'orth and Anthony Franciosa.
Clifford Odets, director.
James

ASC, “Seven Thieves” (C’¬
Scope & Color) with Edward G. Robinson
and Rod Steiger. Henry Hathaway, director.
Lloyd Ahern, ASC, “Adventure in Para¬
dise
with Gardner McKay and Weaver
Levy.
Sam

1

Leavitt,

Wilfrid Cline, ASC, “Five Fingers”* with
David Hedisen and Luciana Paluzzi.
William Daniels, ASC, “Can-Can” (ToddAO; Jack Cummings Prod.) with Frank
Sinatra and Shirley MacLaine. Walter Lang,
director.

rewinders

•mi
sound readers

picture and
sound editors

IN EDITING
EQUIPMENT

Stahl, Jr.,

crab

From the tirne motion pictures “learned
to talk” Moviola has earned acceptance
as the word for professional film
editing equipment. Moviola is keeping
pace with the changing needs of the
Motion Picture Industry with new
devices such as:
• Crab Dolly for improved Motion
Picture and TV Camera mobility
• 70 mm Viewer for the Photo
Instrumentation field

dolly

Fredricks, ASC, “Wild River”
(C Scope & Color; shooting in Tennessee)
with Montgomery Clift and Lee Ramick. Elia
Kazan, director.
Ellsworth

Leon Shamroy, ASC, “Wake We When It’s
Over
(C’Scope & Color; Mervyn LeRoy
Plods.) with Ernie Kovacs, Dick Shawn and
Margo Moore. Mervyn LeRoy, director.

TVfoviola

9k 9

ASC, “Young Jesse James”
(C’Scope) w'ith Ray Stricklyn and Willard
Parker. William Claxton, director.
Carl

Berger,

WARNER BROS.
Joseph Biroc, ASC, “Ice Palace” (Shoot¬
ing in Alaska) with Richard Burton and
Robert Ryan. Vincent Sherman, director.
Thomas

ASC, Commercials*
ASC, Commercials*

Tutwiler,

Walter Castle,

Peverell
Marley,
ASC,
Commercials,*
“Rachel Cade” with Peter Finch and Angie
Dickinson. Gordon Douglas, director.
Hal Mohr,

ASC, Commercials*

Lucien Ballard, ASC, “The Life and Death
of Legs Diamond” (United States Pictures)
with Ray Danton and Karen Steele. Budd
Boetticher, director.
Jack Hildyard, “The Sundowners” (Tech¬
nicolor; shooting in Australia) with Deborah
Kerr and Robert Mitchum. Fred Zinnemann,
director.
Mark Davis,

Stine,
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ASC, “The Crowded Sky”
(Technicolor) with Dana Andrews and
Rhonda Fleming. Joseph Pevney, director.
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synchronizers

video tape

“The Girl in the Red
Bikini” (Edw. L. Alperson Prod.; C’Sccpe;
shooting in Majorca) with Mirk Stevens
and Joanne Dru. Byron Haskins, director.
William Mellor. ASC, “Crack in the Mir¬
ror” (C’Scope; Darryl F. Zanuck Prod.)
with Orson Wells and Brad Dillman. Richard
Fleischer, director.
Jorge
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Harold Stine, ASC, Wesley Anderson, “77
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Clint Walker.

up to
Harold Stine, ASC, Burt Glennon, “Mav¬
erick”* (with Jamse Garner).
Woolsey. ASC, Warren
Colt 45’* with Wayde Preston.
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Continued on Page 771
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William A. Sickner
Wm. V. Skall
Clarence Slifer
Edward Snyder
Wm. E. Snyder
Harry Squire
Ralph Staub
William Steiner
Mack Stengler
Alan Stensvold
Clifford Stine
Harold Stine
George Stoetzel
William J. Storz
Archie J. Stout
Harry Stradling
Walter Strenge
Karl Struss
Robert L. Surtees
Philip Tannura
Ellis Thackery
Stuart Thompson
Robert Tobey
Leo Tover
Tbomas Tutwiler
Charles Van Enger
James C. Van Trees
Zoli Vidor
Paul C. Vogel
Joseph Walker
John F. Warren
Gilbert Warrenton
Harold E. Wellman
Fred West
Albert Wetzel
Wm. F. Whitley
Harry Wild
V ni. N. Williams
Rex Wimpy
Ralph Woolsey
Lothrop Worth
Frank C. Zucker

ASSOCIATE

MEMBERS

Herbert Aller
Simeon Aller
Mark Armistead
L. J. Baker
Benj. Berg
Edgar Bergen
,lohn Bishop
Louis A. Bonn
Wilford W. Bower
Robert E. Burns
Gifford S. Chamberlain
L. M. Combs
.1. L. Coucier
George Crane
Edward P. Curtis
Wm. A. Cushman
Dr. C. R. Daily
.1. T. Dougherty
John W. DuVall
William Eglinton
Ferdinand Eich
Walter L. Farley, Jr.
Ted Fogelman
Fred W. Gage
Mark P. Geirrine
Wm. E. Gephart
George H. Gibson
Dennis F. Godfrey
Jack Goetz
Henry Goldfarb
Allan Haines
Charles Handley
Robert Hansard
Ted Hirsch
Wilton R. Holm
G. Carleton Hunt
Emery Huse
Donald Hyndman
Ray Johnson
W. F. Kelley
John J. Kowalak
Wilson Leahy
Sidney Lund
John H. Maynard
Lewis L. Mellor
Peter Mole
Hollis Moyse
0. W. Murray
Capt. Don Norwood
Stacey O’Brien
Val. E. Osborne
John Pistor
Harry E. Pratt
Wm. J. Reddick
H. W. Remerscheid
Robert Riley
Loren Ryder
Vaughn C. Shaner
Norwood L. Simmons
Sidney P. Solow
Earl Sponable
John J. Swain
Lou Vincent
Wm. J. Wade
Jack Webb
HONORARY MEMBERS

E. 0. Blackburn
Wm. J. German
David MacDonald
G. A. Mitchell
Richard F. Walsh
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WARNER BROS.
Jack

Mackenzie,

ASC,

ASC, “The Alaskans”*
and Dorothy Provine.
Wesley

Anderson,

Ralph

Woolsey,

with

Roger Moore

Perry

Finnerman,

Hawaiian Eye”* with Anthony Eisley.
Harold Stine, ASC, “Bourbon Street Beat”*
w'ith Richard Long and Andrew Duggan.
ZIV STUDIOS
Lloyd Knechtel, ASC, Commercial*.

INDUSTRY NEWS
Continued from

discontinuous spectrum, is not ideal for
color photography; however at times
it may be necessary. Because of varia¬
tions in fluorescent tubes and the fact
that Reciprocity Law failure may be
a factor, it is not possible to give

Filters for
Tungsten Film

Lamp Type

only $139^^!
$265.00 Value!

Soft white
Standard cool white
Daylight
Standard warm white
Deluxe warm white
White

lOR -f 30Y
40R -f 30Y
50R
SOY
lOR
20Y
lOR
20Y
20R + 20Y

Made in
U. S. A.

• RAZOR SHARP
• HIGHEST SPEED
A powe-ful
lens for B&H,
Bolex,
RX,
K-l OO, Cine Special, Etc. Shipped' Post¬
paid. Order Direct if Your Dealer does
not stock. World's most popular 9" lens!
Write today for literature.

Filters for
Daylight Film

lOB
lOB
lOB
lOB
20B
20B

4- 30C
+ IOC

CENTURY

+ 30C
-f- 30C
+ 20C

PHOTOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT CO.
10659 BURBANK BLVD., NO. HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

BOLEX 16MM OWNERS!
Adapt Your Camera to
400-ff. Film Capability

If you are a producer or photographer
of 16mm industrial, business, training,
educational or teaching films, or are
engaged in the production of in-plant
or research motion pictures, you will
find a great deal of pertinent informa¬
tion each month in “The Aperture,”
workshop publication for 16mm film

•FOOTBALL
•NEWSREEL
•SPORTS
•TELEVISION
Synchronous motor, 24 f.p.s.
Converts back to 100-ft. camera in five minutes

makers published monthly by Calvin
Productions, Inc., Kansas City, Mo.
Also . . . you will want to keep in

This annual event features exam¬
ples, demonstrations, lectures and dis¬
cussions of 16mm motion picture pro¬

Century Tele-Athenar
16MM TELEPHOTO LENS

exact recommendations. The following
filter information is offered as a starting point for tests to be made by the
individual cinematographer:
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mind and plan to attend Workshop 60
sponsored by Calvin and conducted on
the Calvin sound stages.

9” 230mm f:3.8

Immediate Service
Complete installation $349.50, F.O.B. Hollywood

LLOYD’S CAMERA EXCHANGE
Hollywood s 16mm Trading Headquarters "
1612

NORTH CAHUENGA BOULEVARD

•

Used World-Wide By Discriminating Cameramen

duction techniques. The only attend¬
ance requirement is an interest in
film. There is no cost or obligation.

CINEKAD SYNCHRONOUS MOTOR
DRIVE—For Umm Projectors

If you need a letterhead invitation
from Calvin to satisfy employer leave

Especially designed to drive all
Bell & Howell, Ampro, Kodak,
RCA, and Victor 16mm projectors
at synchronous speed.

requirements in order to attend, write
to “Workshop 60,” Calvin Productions,
Inc., 1105 Truman Road, Kansas City
6, Mo., and company will oblige.

•

•

Projector

be

instantly

attached

to

tached at any time in a matter of seconds.
An

It is possible to expose Anscochrome

following the filter recommendations
below. Ansco emphasizes, however, that
fluorescent illumination, because of its

can

Synchronous Motor Drive and quickly de¬

•

and Super Anscochrome, using fluores¬
cent lighting, according to Ansco, by

HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA

outstanding

feature

is

the

flexible

shaft which connects motor with projector
and
One-year Guarantee!

Immediote Delivery!

smooth,

No

special

quiet

and

steady

technical

knowl¬

edge required for installation and mount¬
ing.

CINEKAD ENGINEERING COMPANY,

permits

operation.

Write for more details and prices.

763 loth Ave. n.y., n.y., ploxo

7.351

RAy^ MERCER & CO.
>

o

Z '
<

TITLES^^ SPECIAL EFFECTS ...FADES
WIPES.,., mattes^.,superimposures

2
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O
Z
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DISSOLVES.. INSERTS.^ ANIMATION
MINIATURES..TRICK PHOTOGRAPHY
CINEMASCOPE .. BLK <& WHT. . COLOR

SEND FOR FREE SPECIAL EFFECTS CHART
42-^-! normal AVE. HOLLYWOOD 29, CALIF.
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISING

RATES: Ads set in lightface type, 10c per word, minimum ad,
$1.00. Text set in lightface capital letters (except 1st word and
advertiser’s name) 15c per word. Modified display format (text
set in boldface type, capitals or upper-and-lower case) 90c per

line. Send copy with remittance to cover payment to Editorial
Office, American Cinematographer, 1782 No. Orange Drive, Holly¬
wood 28, Calif. Forms close 1st of month preceding date of issue.
No discount on Classified Advertising.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.

CAMERAS 35mm

OUR 30lh YEAR ★ ★ ★ ★ SUPPLYING EVERYTHING
PHOTOGRAPHIC AND CINEMATIC

WALL MOVIETONE SOUND CAMERA, 4 lenses; magazines; 12V motor,- mattebox; Mitchell type
finder; less sound .
j
B&H 2709 with 3 lenses,- 2-1000' magazines; wild motor. $5,000 value .$
MITCHELL NC HEAD, stripped, needs considerable repairs .
$
CAMERAS 16mm
MITCHELL 16, Magazines,- viewfinder,- mattebox,- 2 motors,- 6 Baltar lenses; tripods,- all accessories,
late model .
$
B&H FILMO 70H with 400' magazine. Cine Balowstar fl. 3 I'/j" lens, sync-motor. $1100.00 value.
Reduced .
$
AURICON PRO-200 Single System Sound, complete from .
$
B&H FILMO SPECIALIST, w/rackover,- -400' magazine; syncmotor; 2 viewfinders; less lenses.
$1800.00 value .
$
MAURERS, good selection. Wonderful buys from .$
CAMERA ACCESSORIES
COOKE 2"f2 lenses, Mitchell mount, $300.00 value .$
SCANOPTIC 35mm CINEMASCOPE type lens system. Includes 4 Baltars 40/50'/75/l00mm for Mitchell
NC. $9,000.00 value. Brand new .
$
CINE BALOWSTAR l'/2" fl. 3 lenses, list $179.50 "S" mount. Special .
$
motorized 4 wheel DOLLY, similar to Houston or Raby. Has hihat; revolving head; 7' boom height;
seats for cameraman and assistant; brackets to carry 6 lights. Cost $4,000 to build .
'$
NEW VISCOWLATIC 3 SPEED FLUID TRIPOD heads, for most 1 6mm cameras .
$
NEW VERSA-DOLLY combination outfit—dolly or triangle with clamps—hi-hat—baby tripod.
$201.00 value .
$
H.F. Heavy Duty Commercial Type Car Top Platforms, holds 800 lbs. Includes 4'x5' non-skid top,
removable ladder. $220 value .
$

995

qq

1995.00
695.00

4995.00

595.00
895.00
795.00

1295.00
99.50
4995.00

69.50
995 00
97.50
99.50
149.50

ANIMATION & SPECIAL EFFECTS
MITCHELL 35mm SS Camera movements, likenu .
$
B&H 3Smm Animation Cameras; 400' magazine,- dissolve. $3500.00 value .$
Same with thru-lens-focusing .
$
B&H PILOT PIN Movements 35mm. $1500.00 value .
$

395.00
1795.00
2250.00
475.00

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
70% DISCOUNT on used 750, 2000, 5000 and 10,00OW bulbs.
SURPLUS Wood Spotlite Tripods, extend 4' to 8', ample legspread. Gov't paid $40.00. Closeout.$
NORTHLITE INDIRECT REFLECTORS, latest type—2000 watt .$
5000 watt .
$
MR BROADS on stands. Single $59.50 . . . Double .
$
BARDWELL-McALISTER 750W Baby Kegs with stands .$
B&M or MR 2000W Spots on stands. Excellent .
$
5KW KLIEGL and MR SENIOR spots on stands, excellent .$

1.95
79.50
129.50
89,50
57.50
99.95
179.50

RECORDING & PLAYBACK
MR MIKE BOOM and 3 wheel tricycle type Perambulator .$
RCA Photophone 35mm Optical Recording Heads; 1000' magazine; less motor. No license required....$
Westrex 35mm Optical Recorders, outright purchase; fair condition .$
MAURER 16mm RECORDING OUTFITS—mixer, noise reduction,- amplification; voltage regulartor; power
supply; 400' magazine. Late Model E negative/positive, $10,500.00 value .$
Early Model D negative only .
$
MAGNASYNC 602E-] 16mm Recording Outfit, tops .$

895.00
2995.00
2495.00
5995.00
2495,00
995.00

PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
BELL & HOWELL FILMOARC 16mm projectors on rolling stands,- lens; 30 amp. Hi-Intensity Arclamps;
rectifiers; 50W amplifier; 2 speakers. $2,000.00 value. Excellent condition .$
Less amplification and speaker .
$

975.00
850.00

CUTTING ROOM EQUIPMENT
CHINA MARKING CRAYONS, brown,
MOVIOI A

<t(~lllMrV

PPF\/]CW

Trirnr,,

'/,

price. Per doz.$

finpurc

0"vin"

l,irno.

nn

vrilno

Hnlf

r.r!ro

1.00

4

1 1 O'; nn

ACMIOLA PREVIEW machines, 6"x8y2" picture, motor driven feed and takeups, 35mm. $1500.00
value ...$
MOVIOLA PREVIEW 16mm Composite and 16mm Sound. Rebuilt .$

295.00
1895.00

LABORATORY
DEPUE 35/16mm REDUCTION Printers, good condition. Soundtrack 35/16 .$ 1250.00
Picture 35/16 .$ 2250.00
NEUVATOR 16mm CLEANING MACHINES, CL-16, Surplus. Originally $395.00 .$
149.50
HOUSTON 35mm NEG/POS. Processors, w/refrigeration,- recirculation,- airpump; stainless steel con¬
struction; temperature control; 1200' per hour. Gov't paid $10,000.00. Rebuilt .$ 2450.00
HOUSTON K-3 Reversal Processor includes refrigeration temperature control; recirculation,- airpump;
stainless steel construction. $6000.00 value, apparently unused .$ 2995.00
HOUSTON 16/35mm COLOR PROCESSOR. Magnificent stainless steel beauty—worth $35,000. Rebuilt
like new .......-.$11,995.00
FILMLINE Bridgamatic Jr. 16mm neg/pos. processor; variable speed transmission; reconditioned.
$1700.00 value .-.-.-..995.00
DEBRIE 35mm PRINTER, separate continuous sound & picture. $12,500.00 originally. Good as is.
Closeout ...$
495.00
MAGNETIC SOUNDSTRIPING Machines 16mm, from .$ 1995.00
TRADES TAKEN

PL 7-0440

Cable: SOSOUND
Dept, fc

S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
602 W. 52nd Street, New York 19
Western Branch—6331 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Co-lif.
Phone HO 7-2124
FILM PROCESSING MACHINERY

Rebuilt trade-ins,
demonstrators,
etc.
Black-andwhite and color. All makes. Low prices. Send for
lists. FILMLINE CORPORATION, Ema Street, Milford,
Conn.

AURICON 600'—1200' conversion. Sr No. 1010 model
CM-75TVT, Tr. S. Complete with amplifier 600' and
1200' magazines, built in finder system and critical
focuser. Auricon tripod. Excellent. P.O. Box 2384,
Sarasota, Florida.
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GOOD condition 35mm single lens Eyemo, FF 50mm
4.5, bracket for Octameter finder, $100.00. Like
new Gossen FC meter, excellent for studio color
work, with case, 0-2500FC, $55.00. New GE DW-68
with case, $30.00 KOKOJAN, 9009 Freeport, Dallas,
Texas.
CAMERA MOTORS FOR B&H EYEMO (WILL ALSO
FIT FILMO) 6 VOLT DC (BODINE) WITH CABLES &
SWITCH. USED $24.50 NEW $35.00 FOB TAMPA.
DEALERS DISCOUNT IN LOTS OF 12. CASH WITH
ORDER PLEASE. JACK WALTON, P.O. BOX 1457,
TAMPA, FLA.

16mm BELL & HOWELL FILMO CAMERA,
model 70DA, with 400' magazine, motor,
turret with I", 2", and 3" also matched
positive
lenses,
V-R
footage
counter,
freehead tripod, carrying case. Good con¬
dition. Value $1500.00. Special.$ 795.00
35mm De Brie camera Model HK, features
direct-focusing 2". 35mm F2.3 Pan Tacher
lenses. 1 8" F5 Fernbilt lens. Matte box,
Mitchell viewfinder, 24V variable motor,
4 400' magazines, De Brie pan tilt freehead tripod.
GUARANTEED good con¬
dition. New value $2500. Special.

650.00

35mm DUPLEX PRINTER Adopted for sound
track,
excellent for duping.
Academy
Aperture. Speed 250 pictures per minute
per side. Two light change boards, 18
different
lights
each
side,
21 scenes.
Motor 110 V. perfect mechanical con¬
dition ..

575.00

35mm B&H SINGLE SYSTEM SOUND
CAMERA. Lenses: 40mm, 50mm, 75mm,
125mm. Modulite galvanometer, amplifier,
motor. Tachometer. 2—100' magazines.
Tripod with Freehand, quick release legs.
carrying case. Guaranteed.
2500.00
NEW STINEMAN continuous printers 16 and
35mm 200' capacity, motor driven. List
$154.00 SPECIAL each...
35MM GRAFLEX, photo record identification
camera, with 75mm F4.5 lens, 100' mag¬
azine, single or double frame. List price
$295.00, special price...
Extra identifiction magazines only $65.00
each.
1

BRUNT-MYER BLIMP for Cine Special
camera, # one or two 110 volt, syn¬
chronous motor. Astro erect-image view¬
finder, follow focus gears. Value $990.00.
Special ......

125.00

150.00

550.00

B&H 12V or 24V EYEMO & FILMO MO¬
TORS. New. Value 142.00.....
95.00
ENLARGERS. EXCELLENT CONDITION, ELWOOD. Auto focus, w/lens.. 225.00
5x7 EK AUTO FOCUS WITH LENS. 175.00
MOVIOLAS sound and silent editing ma¬
chines,
synchronizers,
rewinds at big
savings.
35mm Willart Professional camera 2" f2.7
B & L Lens, Direct-thru-lens focusing.
4—400' magazines, viewfinder. Solenoid
stop motion motor outfit, with case. Good
for animation and experimental work.
Special ....... 360.00
16mm SOUND projectors, various makes
$150.00 and up.
16mm CINE SPECIAL Model 1 with lenses ... 375.00
AURICON PRO CAMERA, Model CM 71,
Sound, 2—200 Foot Magazines, Noise
Reduction Amplifier, Hi-Fi Mike ond Ac¬
cessories, 1/ fl .9 E. K. Lens, Portable
Power Supply Unit. Pro Jr. Tripod, Carry¬
ing Case. Value $2133.00. Excellent.. 1175.00
HALLEN 17Vjmm Tape Recorder, Sprocket
drive. Price _____ 450.00
JEROME 35mm Micro File strip film double
frame copying machine, 100 ft. film ca¬
pacity, daylight loading, 2 lenses, lightstancj — complete.
Cost
Government
$3,000.00. Guaranteed value.... 375.00
SPECIALIZING IN MOVIE AND TELEVISION SUPPLIES,
SYNCHRONIZERS, 16mm SOUND CAMERAS, large
variety of pro, semi-pro tripods, lights, lenses,
mikes, booms, dollies, motors, etc. New—Used.
Colortran lighting kits, Sr. and Jr. with converters.
Reasonable
prices.
Cash for used
equipment..
Trades taken. Also consignments.
1600

HOLLYWOOD CAMERA EXCHANGE, LTD.
CAHUENGA BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.
HOLLYWOOD 9-3651

35mm ARRl blimp and sync motor, $1175; latest
Moviola with interchangeable 16 & 35 pic and sound
heads, $2550.00 All in excellent condition. G. RYAN
FILMS, 210 S. 7th St., Minneapolis, Minn.

EYEMO #71 spider turret complete assemblies with
cam, shuttle, etc., new, $55.00; Cameraflex 12V
motors, new, $55.00; Wall 1000 ft, magazines, like
new, $65.00; Mitchell camera hand cranks, $7,50;
Bell & Howell 35mm accessory cases, used, $15.00
MASTER FILM, 207 Third St., Elizabeth, N.J.
Continued on Next Page
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Continued From Preceding Page

STUDIO & PRODUCTION EQUIP.
16MM
HOUSTON-K-IA . . . developing
machines.
For reversal or positive film. Complete with refriger¬
ator units, temp, controls, condensers, etc. BRANDNEW, prices reduced. Also all STAINLESS STEEL
model A-llB. Neumade film washer, 35mm EYEMO
cameras, spider turrets, large selection of Eyemo
lenses, 35mm x 1000 film. AIR PHOTO SUPPLY, Dept.
C-1, 355 East Tremont Ave., New York 57, New
York.
PROCESS PROJECTION EQUIPMENT
PRECISION REGISTRATION — USED MITCHELL OR
CUSTOM BLIMPED TYPE ON
PORTABLE CASTER
BASES. COMPLETE WITH SCREENS, INTERLOCKED
DISTRIBUTORS, CABLES, INTERCOMS, LENSES, ETC.
FULL INFORMATION. PHOTOS AND PRICES ON RE¬
QUEST. BOX 1340, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
16mm MAGNETIC film recorder, U.S. and Foreign
power. D. DEVLIN, 747 Madison Ave., New York 21,
N.Y.

WANTED

LABORATORY & SOUND

WANTED TO BUY FOR CASH
16MM AND 35MM CAMERAS AND ACCESSORIES
MITCHELL—BELL & HOWELL STANDARD AND
EYEMO—ARRIFLEX—MAURER—ALSO
LABORATORY AND EDITING EQUIPMENT
CAMERA EQUIPMENT CO. INC.,
315 West 43rd St.
NEW YORK 36, N.Y.
CABLE—CINEQUIP

ROCKY MOUNTAIN 16MM HEADQUARTERS
16mm Black & White and Anscochrome—Processing—
Printing — Recording — Editing — Production —
Rental — Sales. All types of film in stock.
Write for Price List
WESTERN CINE SERVICE, INC.
114 E. 8th Ave., Denver 3, Colorado. AMherst 6-3061

Mitchell — Akeley — B&H — Wall — Eyemo
Cameras — Lenses — Equipment
NATIONAL CINE EQUIPMENT, INC.
209 West 48th St.
New York, N.Y.
WANTED
TELEVISION station on tight budget of $1,300 needs
used, good reversal processor. Contact Box 1363,
AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
WHY SACRIFICE
your production and struggle with old or used
equipment when we can trade for cash or new
equipment. Let us know what you have and what
you need.
THE CAMERA MART, INC.
1845 Broadway.. PLaza 7-6977.. New York 23, N.Y.

MUST sell unused latest Arriflex 16, matte box, 3
lenses, case, $1800.00. 2 magazines, motor, case,
$400.00. Fluid head, $75.00. JOHN TYLER, 603 Alta
Ave., Santa Monica, Calif. EX 5-8826.

TRY F&B LAST
FOR THE HIGHEST QUOTE ON
USED MOVIE EQUIPMENT

BARDWELL-McALISTER 2000W floods (2) with stands,
and cradles, $60.00 each. Write ALFRED S. COLE¬
MAN Jr., 167-30 - 109 Avenue, Jamaica 33, New
York. REpublic 9-8879.
OXBERRY animation stand and combination 16mm/
35mm camera. Used 8 mos. Cost $25,000; will
sacrifice for $15,500. CONTINENTAL FILM PRODUC¬
TIONS CORP., 2320 Rossville Blvd., Chatanooga,
Tenn.

SERVICES AVAILABLE
ALL EUROPE, AFRICA, MIDDLE-EAST, 16-35 cover¬
age. Dutch cinematographer—photo journalist. Hq.
in Paris. Acer, to Nato U.S. Dept of Commerce,
USIA, etc. Also available as ASSISTANT DIRECTOR.
Fluent French, German, Dutch, Spanish, Italian. Cail
Paris Opera 73-15, Galvani 12-56 or Washington,
D.C. Metropolitan 8-2526. Write, cable EDDY VAN
DER VEEN, 10, Rue Roger Bacon, Paris, 17.
16MM MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION
Film Editing—-Sound Recording—
Sync-Sound Effects—
Industrial—Advertising
Educational—Travel
Sound Stage Available

CINE special 1, two lenses, excellent condition,
$280.00. FORREST BOYD, 741
First Ave., N.E.,
Carmel, Indiana.
MITCHELL 35MM SINGLE SYSTEM CAMERAS, WITH
OR WITHOUT ACCESSORIES. WALL 35mm CAMERAS
WITH
LATE
TYPE
DOUBLE
MOVEMENT.
JACK
WALTON, P.O. BOX 1457, TAMPA, FLA.
2 - 35mm ARRIFLEX Tripod heads only. Make offer.
Box 1362, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.
CINE Special Series T. Perfect. 1" lens. $400.00.
Write Box 1250, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
FOR SALE
To settle Estate of Deceased. IN BUSINESS 36 YEARS.
COMPLETE 16MM AND 35MM LABORATORY AND
PRODUCTION
FACILITY.
COMPLETE
RECORDING
EQUIPMENT.
ALSO
LARGE ATTRACTIVE BUILDING, 7500 SQ. FT., WITH
SOUND STAGE AVAILABLE ON LONG TERM LEASE,
NOMFNAL RENT. WRITE AT ONCE FOR DETAILS TO:
C. L. STRICKLAND, STRICKLAND FILMS, INC. P.O.
BOX 11876, NORTHSIDE STATION, ATLANTA 5,
GEORGIA.
16MM FILM PROCESSING LABORATORY
FOR SALE: Completely equipped for printing and
developing color and black-and-white 16mm film.
Active well established business. Inventory $78,000.
Asking price $95,000. Terms arranged, principals
only.
Box 1366, AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER.

WANTED
YE OLDE TRADING POST
DOING BUSINESS 34 YEARS
BUYS — SWAPS — SELLS YOUR
Cameras,
Dollies
Lenses,
Lights,
Moviolas, Printers, Recorders,
Laboratory Equipment.
CONSIGNMENTS TAKEN
SET YOUR OWN PRICESHIP IT IN
OUR PERCENTAGE IS SMALL
WIRE US—WUX New York,
Phone PL 7-0440
S.O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORPORATION
Dept, fc
Coble; SOSOUND
602 W. 52nd Street
New York 19, N. Y.
Western Branch—6331 Hollywodo Blvd.
Hollywood, Calif., Phone HO 7-2124
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West

HARRY MERRICK STUDIO
Anaheim St., Long Beach
HEmlock 6-3291.

16MM MAGNETIC SOUND STRIPING
Originals—Prints—Raw. Full, half or edge tracks,
.025 per foot, including balance stripe if specified.
24 hour service.
P-J FILM PRODUCTIONS,
Box 2655
Colorado Springs, Colorado

ANNUAL INDEX
Continued from Page 772

FLORMAN & BABB
68 W. 45fh ST., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

MAGNASYNC 602C recorder. $795.00. B&H model
285 projector with synchronous motor, $450.00. DON
DUNN,
26246
Faiiview Avenue,
Lomita,
Calif.
Dav. 6-4925.

SOUND RECORDING at a reasonable cost. High
Fidelity 16 or 35. Quality guaranteed. Complete
studio and laboratory services. Color printing and
lacquer coating. ESCAR MOTION PICTURE SERVICE,
INC., 7315 Carnegie Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio.
Phone ENdicott 1-2707.

13,

Calif.

35mm & 16mm FREE LANCE CAMERAMAN (Photog¬
raphing TV series — current) Assignments accepted,
foreign or domestic. Underwater photography taken.
ROBERT WOYACH, 2200 Verde Oak Dr., Hollywood
28, Calif. HO 7-0509.
YOUNG Norwegian Immigrant experienced in all
phases of documentary film production wants to
relocate. Can show samples that I have written,
photographed, edited and recorded. Details on re¬
quest. Box 1364, AMERICAN CINEMOTOGRAPHER.

—“Photographing 'Rio Bravo' “: 224
.—-“Filming 'The Diary Of Anne Frank' '':360
—“Shooting Black and White In Color": 486
—“Photographing 'Last Train From Gun Hill' “:
544
—“Seven Screens For Moscow ': 670
Loring, Charles—-“The Mitchell Camera": 174
—-“The Mitchell Camera—Part 11 ": 294
—“Blueprinting The Business Film": 619
M
Mascelli, Joseph V.—“Filming Courtroom Dramas
For Television": 32
—“Licking Contrast Problems With ND Filters":
228
-—.“Choosing And Using Lenses—Part I": 296
—.“Choosing And Using Lenses—Part 11": 350
— “Exit Right, Enter Left": 422
-—.“Directional Continuity In Cinematography ":
485
.—.“Stabilizer For Hand-held Cameras": 558
Mercer, Ray—“Monsters and Miniatures ": 747
Mitchell, Robert Allen—“Color In Motion Pictures
and TV": Part I, 542; Part II, 616; Part III,
672
Mohr, Hal, A.S.C.—-“The Cinematographer's Place
In Video Tape Recording": 226
Moore, Ronald W.—-“Electrical Tripping Mechanism
For Sound Mixing": 552
N
Norwood, Don—“Exposure
Eye Cameras": 556

Accuracy

Oswald, James A.—“How To Dupe
Films With A Projector": 432

WEST GERMANY, coverage 16mm all
locations.
Stringer basis. FRITZ BRUHNS, (20 b) Goettingen,
Brauweg 12.

Palen,

ANIMATION produced in Japan from your story¬
boards. Low Japanese rates. Send us a trial order.
INTERLINGUAL INTERNATIONAL INC., Harada Bldg.,
2-1 Hirakawacho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, Japan.
FILM ASSIGNMENTS New York, Boston area. Scenic,
stock shots industrial, featurettes creatively filmed to
your specifications. ACORN FILMS, 168 W. 46th St.,
N. Y. C. Judson 6-2272.

16mm

Sound

P
Vern W.—“Aerial Image and Animation ":
430
Palmer, Bruce—“The Ultimate In TV News Camera
Portability": 420

Lista

DUTCH FILM PRODUCER offers all possible help in
Europe. No language troubles. International trained
technicians available. We solve all YOUR problems.
Write or wire: WALTER DE VRIES, Lepelstratt 20-C
AMSTERDAM, Holland. Telephone 57807.

Magic-

O

WINTER OLYMPIC GAMES, expert camerman-skier,
16mm & still wishes position during games. HELMUT
WIBMER, 3300 - 72nd S.E., Mercer Island, Wash¬
ington.

Black-and-white, Color, 16/35. MARTORELL,
Correos Aereo, Bogota, Columbia.

With

R
Rowan, Arthur—“Operation 'Restoration' “: 176
—-“We Travel Light And We Travel Fast": 490
—“ 'Noah's
Ark—Walt
Disney's
First Non¬
cartoon Animated Film": 680
S
Scot,

Darrin—“Filming 'The World, The Flesh And
The Devil ": 346
—“Industrial
Films Need
Production Value,
Too": 690
—“Shooting '—30—' On A Single Set ": 744
Sweet, Kendrick—“Filming A Thriller At The Grand
Canyon": 738
Seagram, Kevin—“Upping The Quality of Sound
Tracks For Television Films ": 742
W

CENTRAL AFRICAN coverage. GEOFFREY
Telefilms, Box 8252, Salisbury, Rhodesia.

MAGNIN,

To Classified Advertisers
Copy
the 1

deadline
St

for

classified

advertising

is

of month preceding publication date.

Mail copy and remittance to cover cost to

AMERICAN CINEMATOGRAPHER
1782 No. Orange Dr., Hollywood 28, Calif.

Wildi, Ernst—“Wide Screen In Sixteen ": 48
Woodress, Fred—-“TV News, Growing Market For
Free Lance Cinematographers": 169
Woolery, George W.—“The Television Commercial
Everybody Is Talking About": 348
Y
Yarbrough, George J.—“Homemade Film Bin
550
—-''2-Mike Convenience With A 1-Mike Ampli¬
fier ": 685

z
Zeper, Roy—“Simultaneous Switching": 488

AMERICAN CINEAAATOGRAPHER

EASTMAN
PROFESSIONAL
MOTION PICTURE

FILMS

W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
6677
SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
HOLLYWOOD 38, CALIFORNIA
Hollywood 4-6131

Serving th^needs
of the l&min
film industry .

byron
aiinpunces
another 'fi

designed and
engineered to
include new
and exclusive
features
and provide
higher quality
sound-on-film
at lower cost
in less time

features include:
• Mixer Studios, Narrator Studios and Theatre Recording Studio,
with 16mm and 35mm projection facilities.
• Dubbers and Recorders, both optical and magnetic, including
16mm and 35mm and ^^-incb tape with Rangertone sync.
• Interlock System for forward or reverse.
• 8-input Re-recording Console with sliding faders, graphic
equalizers, effects filters, and many other unique features.
• Looping Facilities.
• High-fidelity Monitoring Systems.
• Special Double-speed Transfer System.
• Track Processing by latest spray method.
• Individual Editing Rooms with Westrex Editor, with or
without editorial personnel.
• Complete Music and Effects Library.

For full information and price list,
write, phone or ivirc

byron

Laboratory

1226 Wisconsin Ave., N.W., Washington 7, D.C.
FEderal 3-4000
1226 East Colonial Drive, Orlando, Florida
CHerry 1-4161

PRACTICALLY

EVERY

16MM

FILM

PRODUCER

IN

THE

UNITED

STATES

IS

A

CLIENT

OF

BYRON
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